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Preface

Markets are changing fast. New markets are emerging, trading blocks are
extending and communications channels about products and selling them are
changing at a revolutionary pace. The signs of this change are everywhere in this
text. Many people will use Principles of Marketing alongside its associated CDROM, Interactive Marketing. An increasing number of references are now Website addresses that anyone can access from their PC. Yet amid this turmoil some
issues remain the same. Products change continuously, but the great brands shine
through like storm-swept lighthouses: Coca-Cola, Nokia, Sony, BMW, Saab and
Shell, to name but a few.
Marketing is changing to meet the changing world. Marketing remains the
business activity that identifies an organization's customer needs and wants,
determines which target markets it can serve best and designs appropriate products, services and programmes to serve these markets. However, marketing is
much more than an isolated business function - it is a philosophy that guides the
entire organization. The goal of marketing is to create customer satisfaction profitably by building valued relationships with customers. The marketing people
cannot accomplish this goal by themselves. They must work cJosely with other
people in their company and with other organizations in their value chain, to
provide superior value to customers. Thus, marketing calls upon everyone in the
organization to 'think customer' and to do all that they can to help create and
deliver superior customer value and satisfaction. As Professor Stephen Burnett
says: 'In a truly great marketing organization, you can't tell who's in the marketing
department. Everyone in the organization has to make decisions based on the
impact on the consumer.'
Marketing is not solely advertising or selling. Real marketing is less about
selling and more about knowing what to make! Organizations gain market leadership by understanding customer needs and finding solutions that delight through
superior value, quality and service. No amount of advertising or selling can
compensate for a lack of customer satisfaction. Marketing is also about applying
that same process of need fulfilment to groups other than the final consumer.
Paying customers are only one group of stakeholders in our society, so it is important to reach out to others sharing our world.
Marketing is all around us. 'We are all customers now', notes the author Peter
Mullen, 'in every area of customer inter-relationship from the supply and
consrimption of education and health care to the queue in the Post Office and the
ride in an Inter-City express train, and in every financial transaction from the
buying of biscuits to the purchase of a shroud.' Marketing is not only for manufacturing companies, wholesalers and retailers, but for all kinds of individuals and
organizations. Lawyers, accountants and doctors use marketing to manage
demand for their services. So do hospitals, museums and performing arts groups.
No politician can get the needed votes, and no resort the needed tourists, without
developing and carrying out marketing plans. Principles of Marketing helps
students learn and apply the basic concepts and practices of modern marketing
as used in a wide variety of settings: in product and service firms, consumer
• XV •
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and business markets, profit and non-profit organizations, domestic and global
companies, and smail and large businesses.
People in these organizations need to know how to define and segment
markets and how to position themselves by developing need-satisfying products
and services for their chosen target segments. They must know how to price their
offerings attractively and affordably, and how to choose and manage the
marketing channel that delivers these products and services to customers. They
need to know how to advertise and promote their products and services, so that
customers will know about and want them. All of these demand a broad range of
skills to sense, serve and satisfy consumers.
People need to understand marketing from the point of view of consumers
and citizens. Someone is always trying to sell us something, so we need to recognize the methods they use. When they are seeking jobs, people have to market
themselves. Many will start their careers within a sales force, in retailing, in
advertising, in research or in one of the many other marketing areas.
Principles of Marketing provides a comprehensive introduction to marketing,
taking a practical and managerial approach. It is rich in real-world illustrative
examples and applications, showing the major decisions that marketing managers
face in their efforts to balance the organization's objectives and resources against
the needs and opportunities in the global marketplace.
Recognizing Europe's internationalism, illustrative examples and cases are
drawn not from Europe alone, but also from North America, Japan, China, other
countries in south-east Asia, and Africa. Some examples and cases concentrate on
national issues, but many are pan-European and global cases that have an
exciting international appeal. Although they cover many markets and products,
the brands and customers used have been chosen to align closely with the experiences or aspirations of readers. Some examples are about global brands, such as
Nike, Calvin Klein and Mercedes, while others cover interesting markets ranging
from jeans and beer to executive jets, mine sweepers and Zoo Doo.
Principles of Marketing describes and discusses the stories that reveal
the drama of modern marketing: Nike's powerful marketing; BM~\Vs entry into
the off-road market; the 8 watch mobile; Levi Strauss & Go.'s startling success
in finding new ways to grow globally; Apple Computers' and KFC's invasion
of Japan; Qantas's struggle in the south-east Asian airline market; 3M's legendary emphasis on new-product development; MTV's segmentation of the European music market; Virgin's lifestyle marketing; B & B's Euro-segmentation;
EuroDisney's disastrous adventure; Nestle's difficulty with pressure groups and
adverse publicity; Stena Sealink's quest for cross-channel passengers against Le
Shuttle and Eurostar. These and dozens of other illustrative examples throughout
each chapter reinforce the key concepts and techniques and bring marketing to
life.
Its clear writing style, contemporary approach, extensive use of practical
illustrative examples, and fresh and colourful design make this test easy to read,
lively and an enjoyable learning experience.

The Second European Edition
Following extensive market research throughout Europe, this Second European
Edition of Principles of Marketing provides significant improvements in content
and structure, illustrative examples and case material, pedagogical features and
text design.
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Content and Structure
The content and structure have been changed to meet the needs of the user and
take in new market developments. Chapter 3 is shortened to give a tighter introduction to strategic marketing planning while introdueing the concepts developed
in subsequent chapters. Other chapters reflect recent marketing developments.
Two related changes are the coverage of key account management in chapter 8
and an extended coverage of relationship marketing in chapter 11. Competitive
strategy is expanded upon in chapter 12 paying particular attention to making
more money from markets.
During recent years manufacturers' brands have come under increasing
attack as companies try to lever more out of the brands they own. These developments receive increased attention in chapter 13. Finally, chapters 21 and 22 on
die place dimension of the marketing mix are radically changed to gather new
ideas on direct and on-line marketing.
The overall structure is clearer, grouping chapters into seven parts each with
a two-page introduction. Within this framework an extended second part, on the
marketing setting, covers the marketing environment, buyer behaviour and how
marketing research is used as an investigative tool.

Case Studies
A total of 51 case studies are now provided in this text. There are 11 new cases in
this Second Edition, and of those retained from the First Edition, many have been
revised and updated. There are now three distinct types: preview cases, chapter
end case studies and part overview cases.
To improve consistency and the flexibility of case material to meet the needs
of a range of different abilities, each of these cases now end with six questions,
many of which have been reworked. These are graded by their level of difficulty;
there are two questions for each of the three levels:
•

Questions 1 and 2 (basic): direct issues arising from the case

•

Questions 3 and 4 (intermediate): more penetrating issues which require
the application of principles

•

Questions 5 and 6 (advanced): demanding issues which require decisionmaking abilities
To familiarize yourself with the main features you will encounter throughout
the text, a Guided Tour is provided on pages xx-xxi.

Supplements arid Web-site
A successful marketing course requires more than a well-written textbook.
Today's classroom requires a dedicated teacher and a fully integrated teaching
system. Principles of Marketing is supported by an extensive, innovative and
high-quality range {if teaching and learning materials.

Supplements
Lecturer's Resource Manual/CD-ROM
This comprehensive and helpful teaching resource, prepared by T.C. Melewar,
comprises:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter overviews.
Teaching tips.
Class exercises,
Teachinjydiscussion notes for all the cases.
Answers to all the chapter-end 'Discussing the Issues' questions and
'Applying the Concepts' exercises.
CD-ROM containing over 100 full-colour PowerPoint slides of the key figures
and tables from the text.

• Web-site
This market-leading, fully functional Web-site has been specially commissioned
and designed to accompany this Second European Edition. The site is regularly
maintained and updated, arid comprises a number of innovative interactive
features for both students and lecturers. Lecturers may also download the
Resource Manual and PowerPoint slides.
This companion Web-site can be accessed via the Prcntiee Hall Europe Website at http://www.prenhall.co.uk. For further details and to apply for an access
password to certain areas of the site, please contact your local sales representative or the PHE marketing department at the following address:
Prentice Hall Europe, Campus 400, Maylands Avenue, Hcmel Ilempstead,
Hertfordshire HP2 7EZ, UK. Telephone: + (0)1442 881900; Fax: +1442 882265.
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'No profit grows where is no pleasure taken.'
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Part Introduction
PART ONE OF PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING examines marketing's role in society
and the organizations that use it.
Chapter 1 shows how marketing is everywhere. It also tells how marketing
has grown as the belief that organizations do best by caring for their customers.
This understanding is expanded in Chapter 2, which looks beyond buying and
selling to examine marketing's role and responsibilities in society. Together these
chapters examine marketing as 'the place where the selfish interests of the manufacturer coincide with the interest of society', as the advertising guru David Ogilvy

put it.
Chapter 3 takes the discussion from what marketing does to how marketing is
done. In developing the strategic marketing planning process, it looks at how
marketing fits with other business activities and how it is organized. Most importantly, it introduces the marketing activities appearing elsewhere in Principles of
Marketing and shows how they combine to make modern marketing.

CHAPTER 1
Marketing in a Changing
World: Satisfying
Human Needs
CHAPTER 2
Marketing and Society:
Social Responsibility and
Marketing fit/lies
CHAPTER 3
Strategic Marketing
Planning
OVERVIEW CASE 1
KitKat: Have a Break ..

Marketing in a
Changing World:
Satisfying Human Needs
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should he able to:
Define marketing and discuss its core concepts.
Define marketing management and examine how marketers
manage demand and build profitable customer relationships.
Compare the five marketing management philosophies, and
express the basic ideas of demand management and the creation of
customer value and satisfaction,
Analyse the key marketing challenges facing marketers heading
into the next century:

Preview Case
Nike
THE 'SWOOSH' - IT'S EVERYWHERE! JUST for fun, try counting the swooshes
whenever you pick up the sports pages, watch a tennis match or basketball
game, or tune into a televised golf match. Nike has built the ubiquitous
swoosh (which represents the wing of Nike, the Greek goddess of victory)
into one of the best-known brand symbols on the planet. The symbol is so
well known that the company routinely runs atis without even mentioning
the Nike name. In fact, you may be surprised to find that your latest pair of

Preview Case: Nike

Nike's inspirational prc-Olympic
campaign in 1996, using disabled athlete
Peter Hull, i,s not just about running a
marathon. Here, Nike forces people to
reconsider stereotyped ideas.
Photography: Tim O'Sullivan
Advertising Agency: Simons Palmer

Nike shoes, or your Nike hat or T-shirt, carries no brand identification at all
other than the swoosh.
The power of its brand and logo speaks loudly to Nike's superb
marketing skills. The company's now-proven strategy of building superior
products around popular athletes has changed the face of sports marketing
for ever. Nike spends hundreds of millions of dollars eaeh year on big-name
endorsements, splashy promotional events and lots of attention-getting ads.
Over the years, Nike has associated itself with some of the biggest names in
sports. No matter what your sport, the chances arc good that one of your
favourite athletes wears the Nike swoosh.
Nike knows, however, that good marketing rnns much deeper than
promotional hype and promises. Good marketing means consistently delivering real value to customers. Nike's initial success resulted from the technical superiority of its running and basketball shoes, pitched to serious
athletes who were frustrated by the lack of innovation in athletic equipment. To this day, Nike leads the industry in product development and innovation.
But Nike gives its customers more than just good athletic gear. As the
company notes on its Web page (www.nike.com): 'Nike has always known
the truth - it's not so much the shoes but where they take you.' Beyond
shoes, apparel and equipment. Nike markets a way ot' life, a sports culture, a
'Just do it!' attitude. When you lace up your Nikes, you link yourself, in at
least some small way, with all that Nike and its athletes have come to represent - a genuine passion for sports, a maverick disregard for convention,
hard work and serious sports performance. Through Nike, you share a little
of Michael Jordan's intense competitiveness. Tiger Woods' cool confidence,
Jackie Joyncr-Kersee's gritty endurance, Ken Griffey, Jr's selfless consistency or Michael Johnson's blurring speed. Nike is athletes, athletes are
sports, Nike is spans.
Nike's marketers build relationships - between Nike, its athletes and
customers. For example, a recent ad in a tennis magazine shows only a Nike
tennis shoe with the red swoosh and a freephone number. Readers who call
the number hear tennis favourite Jim Courier talking drums with his
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favourite drummer, Randy (Joss of Toad the Wet Sprocket. (Jail the number
in a similar basketball ad and you'll overhear a humorous phone conversation In which Father Guido Sardueci tries to get Michael Jordan to invest
in his newest invention, edible bicycles.
Nike seems to care as much about its customers' lives as their bodies. It
doesn't just promote sales, it promotes sports for the benefit of all. For
example, its 'If you let me play' campaign lends strong support to women's
sports and the many benefits of sports participation for girls and young
women. Kike also invests in a wide range of lesser-known sports, even
though they provide less lucrative marketing opportunities. Such actions
establish Nike not just as a producer of good athletic gear, but as a good and
earing company.
Taking care of customers has paid off handsomely for Nike. Over the
past decade, Nike's revenues have grown at an incredible annual rate of 21
per cent; annual return to investors has averaged 47 per cent. Over 1996
alone, total revenues increased by 36 per cent. Nike, with 27 per cent share,
twice that of nearest competitor Reebok, flat-out dominates the world's
athletic footwear market.
Nike founder and chief executive Phil Knight has brashly predicted that
Nike will double its sales within the next five years. To meet this ambitious
goal in the face of a maturing US footwear market, Nike is moving aggressively into new product categories, sports and regions of the world. In only a
few years, Nike's sports apparel business has grown explosively, now
accounting for nearly a quarter of Nike's 88 billion in yearly sales. And Nike
is slapping its familiar swoosh logo on everything from sunglasses and footballs to batting gloves and hockey sticks. Nike has recently invaded a dozen
new sports, including baseball, golf, ice and street hockey, inline skating,
wall climbing, and hiking and other outdoor endeavours.
Still, to meet its goals, much of Nike's growth will have to come from
overseas. And to dominate globally, Nike must dominate in football, the
world's most popular sport. Nike has previously all but ignored the multibillion dollar world football market, which currently accounts for only 3 per
cent of its sales. Now, soccer is Nike's top priority. In typical fashion, Nike
has set World Cup 2002 as its deadline for becoming the world's no. 1
supplier of football boots, clothing and equipment.
Elbowing its way to the top by 2002 won't he easy. World football has
long been dominated by Adidas, which claims an 80 per cent global market
share in football gear. Nike will have to build in just a few years what Adidas
has built over the past fifty. Employing classic in-your-face marketing
tactics, Nike is spending hundreds of millions of dollars in an all-out assault
on competitors. Its open-wallet spending has dazzled the football world and
its vast resources are rapidly changing the economics of the game. For
example, it recently paid a record-setting $200 million over ten years to
snatch sponsorship of the World Cup champions, Brazil's national team,
from Umbro.
Still, winning in worldwide football, or in anything else Nike does, will
take more than just writing fat cheques. Some Nike watchers fear that Nike's
massive global expansion, coupled with its entry into new sports and products, will result in a loss of focus and overexposure of the Nike brand name.
They worry that the swoosh could suddenly become imhip. To prevent this,
Nike will have to deliver worldwide a consistent image of superior quality,
innovation and value compared to its rivals. It will have to earn respect on a
country-by-country basis and become a part of the cultural fabric of each
new market.

Introduction

Competitors can only hope that Nike will overreach, but few are counting
on it. For now, most can only sit back and marvel at Nike's marketing
prowess. As for football, rival Puma sees Nike's taeties as heavy handed but
has little doubt that Nike's superb marketing will prevail. Its president states
flatly, 'Nike will control the soccer world.' 1

QUESTIONS
You should attempt these questions only after completing your reading of
this chapter
1. What do you understand by the term 'marketing'?
2. What would you consider to be Nike's 'superb marketing skills'?
3. Why does Nike require these skills to compete in the marketplace?
4. Why does Nike spend hundred of millions of dollars on promoting its
brand and logo?
5. Who are Nike's consumers? What might their needs be?
6. Show how marketing principles and practices will enable Nike to
satisfy these needs, bearing in mind the diverse range of product and
geographic markets die company operates in.

Introduction
Many large and small organizations seek success. A myriad factors contribute to
making a business successful - strategy, dedicated employees, good information
systems, excellent implementation. However, today's successful companies at all
levels have one thing in common - like Nike they are strongly customer-focused
and heavily committed to marketing. These companies share an absolute dedication to sensing, serving and satisfying the needs of customers in well-defined
target markets. They motivate everyone in the organization to deliver high
quality and superior value for their customers, leading to high levels of customer
satisfaction. These organizations know that if they take care of their customers,
market share and profits will follow.
Marketing, more than any other business function, deals with customers.
Creating customer value and satisfaction are at the very heart of modern
marketing thinking and practice. Although we will explore more detailed definitions of marketing later in this chapter, perhaps the simplest definition is this
one: Marketing is the delivery of customer satisfaction at a profit. The goal of
marketing is to attract new customers by promising superior value, and to keep
current customers by delivering satisfaction.
Many people think that only large companies operating in highly developed
economies use marketing, but some marketing is critical to the success of every
organization, whether large or small, domestic or global. In the business sector,
marketing first spread most rapidly in consumer packaged-goods companies,
consumer durables companies and industrial equipment companies. Within the
past few decades, however, consumer service firms, especially airline, insurance
and financial services companies, have also adopted modern marketing practices.
Business groups such as lawyers, accountants, physicians and architects, too,
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Figure 1.1

Core marketing concepts

have begun to take an interest in marketing and to advertise and to price their
services aggressively.
Marketing has also become a vital component in the strategies of many nonprofit organizations, sueh as schools, charities, churches, hospitals, museums,
performing arts groups and even police departments. We will explore the growth
of non-profit marketing later in this chapter.
Today, marketing is practised widely all over the world. Most countries in
North and South America, western Europe and Asia have well-developed
marketing systems. Even in eastern Europe and the former Soviet republics,
where marketing has long had a bad name, dramatic political and social changes
have created new opportunities for marketing. Business and government leaders
in most of these nations are eager to learn everything they can about modern
marketing practices.
You already know a lot about marketing - it's all around you. You see the
results of marketing in the abundance of products that line the store shelves in
your nearby shopping mall. You see marketing in the advertisements that fill your
TV screen, magazines and mailbox. At home, at school, where you work, where
you play - you are exposed to marketing in almost everything you do. Yet, there is
much more to marketing than meets the consumer's casual eye. Behind it all is a
massive network of people and activities competing for your attention and money.

What is Marketing ?
The remaining pages of this book will give you a more complete and formal introduction to the basic concepts and practices of today's marketing. In this chapter,
we begin by defining marketing and its core concepts, describing the major
philosophies of marketing thinking and practice, and discussing some of the
major new challenges that marketers now face.

What is Marketing?
What does the term marketing mean? Marketing must be understood not in the
old sense of making a sale - 'selling' - but in the new sense of satisfying customer
needs. Many people think of marketing only as selling and advertising. And no
wonder, for every day we are bombarded with television commercials, newspaper
ads, direct mail and sales calls. Someone is always trying to sell us something. It
seems that we cannot escape death, taxes or selling!
Therefore, you may be surprised to learn that selling and advertising are only
the tip of the marketing iceberg. Although they are important, they are only two
of many marketing functions, and often not the most important ones. If die
marketer does a good job of identifying customer needs, develops products that
provide superior value, distributes and promotes them effectively, these goods
will sell very easily.
Everyone knows something about 'hot' products. When Sony designed its first
Walkman cassette and disc players, when Nintendo first offered its improved
video game console, and when The Body Shop introduced animal-cruelty-free
cosmetics and toiletries, these manufacturers were swamped with orders. They
had designed the 'right' products; not 'me-too' products, but ones offering new
benefits. Peter Drucker, a leading management thinker, has put it this way: 'The

This ad assures card members that American Express World' Service representatives go
beyond the call of duty to solve their unexpected problems.
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marketing
A social and managerial
process by which
individuals and groups
obtain what they need
and want through
creating ami exchanging
products and value with
others.

aim of marketing is to make selling superfluous. The aim is to know and understand the customer so well that the product or service fits ... and sells itself.'2
This does not mean that selling and advertising are unimportant. Rather, it means
that they are part of a larger marketing mix - a set of marketing tools that work
together to affect the marketplace. We define marketing as: a nodal and managerial
process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and want
through creating and exchanging products and value with others:'' To explain this
definition, we examine the following important terms: needs, -wants and demandsproducts; value and satisfaction; exchange, transactions and relatitmships; and
markets. Figure 1.1 shows that these core marketing concepts are linked, with each
eoneept building on the one before it.

Needs. Wants and Demands
human need
A state of felt deprivation.

The most basic concept underlying marketing is that of human needs. A human
need is a state of felt deprivation. Humans have many complex needs. These include
basic physical needs for food, clothing, warmth and safety; social needs for
belonging and affection; and individual needs for knowledge and self-expression.
These needs are not invented by marketers, they are a basic part of the human
make-up. When a need is not satisfied, a person will do one of two things:
1. look for an object that will satisfy it; or
2. try to reduce the need.

human want
The form that a human

need takes as shaped by
culture and individual
personality.

demands
Human ^ants that are
backed by buying power.

People in industrial societies may try to find or develop objects that will satisfy
their desires. People in less developed societies may try to reduce their desires
and satisfy them with what is available.
H u m a n wants are the form taken by human needs as they are shaped by
culture and individual personality. A hungry person in Bahrain may want a
vegetable eurry, mango chutney and lassi. A hungry person in Eindhoven may
want a ham and cheese roll, salad and a beer. A hungry person in Hong Kong may
want a bowl of noodles, char siu pork and jasmine tea. Wants are described in
terms of objects that will satisfy needs. As a society evolves, the wants of its
members expand. As people are exposed to more objects that arouse their
interest and desire, producers try to provide more want-satisfying products and
services.
People have narrow, basic needs (e.g. for food or shelter), but almost unlimited wants. However, they also have limited resources. Thus they want to choose
products that provide the most satisfaction for their money. When backed by an
ability to pay - that is, buying power - wants become demands. Consumers view
products as bundles of benefits and choose products that give them the best
bundle for their money. Thus a Honda Civic means basic transportation, low price
and fuel economy. A Mercedes means comfort, luxury and status. Given their
wants and resources, people demand products with the benefits that add up to the
most satisfaction.
Outstanding marketing companies go to great lengths to learn about and
understand their customers' needs, wants and demands. They conduct consumer
research, focus groups and customer clinics. They analyze customer complaint,
inquiry, warranty and service data. They train salespeople to be on the look-out
for unfulfilled customer needs. They observe customers using their own and
competing products, and interview them in depth about their likes and dislikes.
Understanding customer needs, wants and demands in detail provides important
input for designing marketing strategies.
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Products and Services
People satisfy their needs and wants with products. A product is anything that
can he offered to a market to satisfy a need or want. Usually, the word product
suggests a physical object, such as a car, a television set or a bar of soap. However,
the concept of product is not limited to physical objects - anything capable of
satisfying a need can be called a product. In addition to tangible goods, products
include services, which are activities or benefits offered for sale that are essentially intangible and do not result in the ownership of anything. Examples are
banking, airline, hotel and household appliance repair services. Broadly defined,
products also include other entities such as persons, places, organizations,
activities and ideas. Consumers decide which entertainers to watch on television, which political party to vote for, which places to visit on holiday, which organizations to support through contributions and which ideas to adopt. Thus the term
product covers physical goods, services and a variety of other vehicles that can
satisfy consumers' needs and wants. If at times the term product does not seem to
fit, we could substitute other terms such as satisfier, resource or offer.
Many sellers make the mistake of paying more attention to the physical products they offer than to the benefits produced by these products. They see themselves as selling a product rather than providing a solution to a need. The
importance of physical goods lies not so much in owning them as in the benefits
they provide. We don't buy food to look at, but because it satisfies our hunger. We
don't buy a microwave to admire, but because it cooks our food. A manufacturer
of drill bits may think that the customer needs a drill bit, but what the customer
really needs is a hole. These sellers may suffer from 'marketing myopia'. 4 They
are so taken with their products that they focus only on existing wants and lose
sight of underlying customer needs. They forget that a physical product is only a
tool to solve a consumer problem. These sellers have trouble if a new product
comes along that serves the need better or less expensively. The customer with
the same need will -want the new product.

product

Anything that van be
offered to a market for
attention, txccfuisition,
use or consumption that
might satisfy a want or
need. It includes
physical objects,
services, persons,
places, organizations
and ideas.
service
Any activity or benefit
that one party can offer
to another which is
essentially intangible
and does not result in
ownership of anything.

Value, Satisfaction and Quality
Consumers usually face a broad array of products and services that might satisfy a
given need. How do they choose among these many products? Consumers make
buying choices based on their perceptions of the value that various products and
sendees deliver.
The guiding concept is customer value. Customer value is the difference
between the values the customer gains from owning and using a product and the
costs of obtaining the product. For example, Federal Express customers gain a
number of benefits. The most obvious is fast and reliable package deliver;'.
However, when using Federal Express, customers may also receive some status
and image values. Using Federal Express usually makes both the package sender
and the receiver feel more important. When deciding whether to send a package
via Federal Express, customers will weigh these and other values against the
money, effort and psychic costs of using the service. Moreover, they will compare
the value of using Federal Fjxpress against the value of using other shippers-UPS,
DHL, the postal service - and select the one that gives them the greatest delivered
value.
Customers often do not judge product values and costs accurately or objectively. They act on perceived value. Customers perceive the firm to provide faster,
more reliable delivery and are hence prepared to pay the higher prices that

customer value
The consumer's
assessment of the
product's overall
capacity to satisfy his
or her n<xds.
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customer satisfaction
The extent to -which a
product's perceived
performance matches a
buyers expectations. If
the product's
performance falls shore,
of expectations, the
buyer is disatisfied. If
performance matches or
exceeds expectations the
buyer is satisfied, or
delighted.
total quality
management (TQM)
Programmes designed to
constantly improve the
quality of products,
service and marketing
processes

Federal Express charges. Customer satisfaction depends on -A product's perceived
performance in delivering value relative to a buyer's expeetations. If the product's
performance falls short of the customer's expectations, the buyer is dissatisfied.
If performance matches expectations, the buyer is satisfied. If performance
exceeds expectations, the buyer is delighted. Outstanding marketing companies
go out of their way to keep their customers satisfied. Satisfied customers make
repeat purchases, and they tell others about their good experiences with the
product. The key is to match customer expectations with company performance.
Smart companies aim to delight customers by promising only what they can
deliver, then delivering more than they promise.5
Customer satisfaction is closely linked to quality. In recent years, many
companies have adopted total quality management (TQM) programmes, designed
constantly to improve the quality of their products, services and marketing
processes. Quality has a direct impact on product performance, and hence on
customer satisfaction.
In the narrowest sense, quality can be defined as 'freedom from defects'. But
most customer-centred companies go beyond this narrow definition of quality.
Instead, they define quality in terms of customer satisfaction. For example,
Motorola, a company that pioneered total quality efforts in the United States,
stresses that 'Quality has to do something for the customer ... Our definition of a
defect is "if the customer doesn't like it. it's a defect".' Customer-focused definitions of quality suggest that a company has achieved total quality only when its
products or services meet or exceed customer expectations. Thus, the fundamental aim of today's total quality movement has become total customer satisfaction. Quality begins with customer needs and ends with customer satisfaction.
Today, consumer-behaviourists have gone far beyond narrow economic
assumptions about how consumers form value judgements and make product
choices. We will look at modern theories of consumer-choice behaviour in
Chapter 7. In Chapter 11, we will examine more fully customer satisfaction, value
and quality.

Exchange, Transactions and Relationships
exchange
The act of obtaining a
desired object from
someone by offering
something in return.

Marketing occurs when people decide to satisfy needs and wants through
exchange. Exchange is the act of obtaining a desired object from someone by
offering something in return. Exchange is only one of many ways people can
obtain a desired object. For example, hungry people can find food by hunting,
fishing or gathering fruit. They could beg for food or take food from someone else.
Finally, they could offer money, another good or a service in return for food.
As a means of satisfying needs, exchange has much in its favour. People do
not have to prey on others or depend on donations. Nor must they possess the
skills to produce every necessity for themselves. They can concentrate on making
things they are good at making and trade them for needed items made by others.
Thus exchange allows a society to produce much more than it would with any
alternative system.
Exchange is the core concept of marketing. For an exchange to take place,
several conditions must be satisfied. Of course, at least two parties must participate and each must have something of value to offer the other. Each party must
also want to deal with the other party and each must be free to accept or reject
the other's offer. Finally, each party must be able to communicate and deliver.
These conditions simply make exchange possible. Whether exchange actually takes place depends on the parties coming to an agreement. If they agree, we
must conclude that the act of exchange has left both of them better off or, at least,
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not worse off. After all, each was free to reject or accept the offer. In this sense,
exchange creates value just as production creates value. It gives people more
consumption choices or possibilities.
Whereas exchange is the core concept of marketing, a transaction is
marketing's unit of measurement. A transaction consists of a trading of values
between two parties. In a transaction, we must be able to say that one party gives
X to another party and gets Fin return. For example, you pay a retailer £300 fora
television set or the hotel £90 a night for a room. This is a classic monetary transaction, but not all transactions involve money. In a barter transaction, you might
trade your old refrigerator in return for a neighbour's second-hand television set.

Going Back lo Barter

transaction
A erode between i
parties that involves at
least two things of value,
agrecd-upon conditions,
a time of agreement and
a place of agreement.

MarketingkU
Highlight
1.1

With todays high prices, many
companies are returning to the
primitive but time-honoured practice of barter - trading goods and
services that they make or provide
for other goods and services that
they need. The European barter
market is estimated to be worth up
to S200 million a year and forecasts put the value at nearly $1 billion by the year 2000. On a global
scale, companies barter more than $275 billion
worth of goods and services a year, and the practice is growing rapidly.
Companies use barter to increase sales,
unload extra goods and save cash. For example,
companies are offering television programmes to
broadcasters in exchange for air-time: Unilever
owns the European rights to the TV game shows,
Wliesl of Fortune and Jeopardy, which it barters
to stations all over Europe. Others like PepsiCo
traded Pcpsi-Cok and pizza parlours to the
Russians for ships and Stolichnaya vodka, while
Pierre Gardin served as a consultant to China in
exchange for silks and cashmeres, and Turnkey
Contracts and Consultancy, a Singapore company, was paid in Burmese logs for the construction of an International Business Centre in
Burma's capital city, Rangoon.
As a result of this increase in barter activity,
many kinds of speciality company have appeared to
help other companies with their bartering. Retailtrade exchanges and trade clubs arrange barter
for small retailers. Larger corporations use trade
consultants and brokerage firms. Media brokerage houses provide advertising in exchange for

products, and international barter is
often handled by counter-trade
organizations.
Barter has become especially
important in today's global markets, where it now accounts for as
much as 40 per cent of all world
trade. The present world currency
shortage means that more and
more companies are being forced
to trade for goods and services
rather than cold, hard cash.
International barter transactions
can be very complex. For example, a trader for
KGD International, a New York-based bartering
company, arranged the following series of
exchanges:
[The trader] supplied a load of latex rubber to
a Czech company in exchange for 9,000
metres of finished carpeting. lie then traded
the carpeting for hotel room credits. The
rooms were traded to a Japanese company
for electronic equipment, which [the trader]
bartered away lor convention space. The
final [exchange] came when he swapped the
convention space for ad space that his
company used.

SOURCES: 'TV barters for the future'. The Kumpean (25-31
March 1994); Victor Mallet, 'Barter proves best for business,
Burma style', Financial Times (8 February 1994), p. 8;
Quote from Cyndee Miller, 'Worldwide money crunch fuels
more international barter', Marketing Nemos (2 March 1992).
p. 5; also see Arthur Bragg, 'liarterinf; comes of age', Sales
and Marketing Management (January 1988), pp. 61-3; Joe
Mandese, 'Marketers swap old product for ad time, space',
Advertising Age (14 October 1991), p. 3.
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relationship marketing
The process recreating,
maintaining and
enhancing strong, valueladen relationships with
customers and other
stakeholders.

A barter transaction can also involve services as well as goods: for example, when
a lawyer writes a will for a doctor in return for a medical examination (sec
Marketing Highlight 1.1). A transaction involves at least two things of value,
conditions that are agreed upon, a time of agreement and a place of agreement.
In the broadest sense, the market tries to bring about a response to some
offer. The response may tie more than simply 'buying' or 'trading' goods and
services. A political candidate, for instance, wants a response called 'votes', a
church wants 'membership', and a social-action group wants "idea acceptance'.
Marketing consists of actions taken to obtain a desired response from a target
audience towards some product, service, idea or other object.
Transaction marketing is part of the larger idea of relationship marketing.
Smart marketers work at building long-term relationships with valued customers,
distributors, dealers and suppliers. They build strong economic and social tics by
promising and consistently delivering high-quality products, good service and fair
prices. Increasingly, marketing is shifting from trying to maximize the profit on
each individual transaction to maximizing mutually beneficial relationships with
consumers and other parties. In fact, ultimately, a company wants to build a
unique company asset called ^.marketing network, A marketing network consists
of the company and all of its supporting stakeholders: customers, employees,
suppliers, distributors, retailers, ad agencies, and others with whom it has built
mutually profitable business relationships. Increasingly, competition is not
between companies but rather between whole networks, with the prize going to
the company that has built the best network. The operating principle is simple:
build a good network of relationships with key stakeholders, and profits will
follow/' Chapter 11 will explore relationship marketing and its role in creating and
maintaining customer satisfaction.

Markets
market
The sec of all actual arid
potential buyers of a
product or service.

\

The concept of exchange leads to the concept of a market. A market is the set of
actual and potential buyers of a product. These buyers share a particular need or
want that can be satisfied through exchange. Thus, the size of a market depends
on the number of people who exhibit the need, have resources to engage in
exchange, and are willing to offer these resources in exchange for what they want.
Originally the term market stood for the place where buyers and sellers gathered to exchange their goods, such as a village square. Economists use the term to
refer to a collection of buyers and sellers who transact in a particular product
class, as in the housing market or the grain market. Marketers, however, see the
sellers as constituting an industry and the buyers as constituting a market. The
relationship between the industry and the market is shown in Figure 1.2. The
sellers and the buyers are connected by four flows. The sellers send products,
services and communications to the market; in return, they receive money and
information. The inner loop shows an exchange of money for goods; the outer
loop shows an exchange of information.
Modern economics operate on the principle of division of labour, where each
person specializes in producing something, receives payment, and buys needed
things with this money. Thus, modern economies abound in markets. Producers
go to resource markets (raw material markets, labour markets, money markets),
buy resources, turn them into goods and services, and sell them to intermediaries, who sell them to consumers. The consumers sell their labour, for which
they receive income to pay for the goods and services they buy. The government
is another market that plays several roles. It buys goods from resource, producer
and intermediary markets; it pays them; it taxes these markets (including
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Figure 1.2

A simple marketing system

consumer markets); and it returns needed public services. Thus each nation's
economy and the whole world economy consist of complex interacting sets of
markets that are linked through exchange processes.
In advanced societies, markets need not be physical locations where buyers
and sellers interact. With modern communications and transportation, a merchant
can easily advertise a product on a late evening television programme, take orders
from thousands of customers over the phone, and mail the goods to the buyers on
the following day without having had any physical contact with them.
Businesspeople use the term markets to cover various groupings of
customers. They talk about need markets (such as health seekers); product
markets (such as teens or the baby boomers); and geographic markets (such as
western Europe or the United States). Or they extend the concept to cover noncustomer groupings. For example, a labour market consists of people who offer
their work in return for wages or products. Various institutions, such as employment agencies and job-counselling firms, will grow up around a labour market to
help it function better. The money market is another important market that
emerges to meet the needs of people so that they can borrow, lend, save and
protect money. The donor market has emerged to meet the financial needs of
non-profit organizations.

Marketing
The concept of markets finally brings us full circle to the concept of marketing.
Marketing means managing markets to bring about exchanges for the purpose of
satisfying human needs and wants. Thus, we return to our definition of marketing
as a process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and want by
creating and exchanging products and value with others.
Exchange processes involve work. Sellers must search for buyers, identify
their needs, design good products and services, promote them, and store and
deliver them. Activities such as product development, research, communication,
distribution, pricing and service are core marketing activities.
Although we normally think of marketing as being carried on by sellers,
buyers also carry out marketing activities. Consumers do 'marketing' when they
search for the goods they need at prices they can afford. Company purchasing
agents do 'marketing' when they track down sellers and bargain for good terms. A
sellers' market is one in svhich sellers have more power and buyers must be die
more active 'marketers'. In a buyers' market, buyers have more power and sellers
have to be more active 'marketers'.
Figure 1.3 shows the main elements iir a modern marketing system. In the
usual situation, marketing involves serving a market of end users in the face of
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Main actors and forces in a modern marketing system
eompetitors. The company and the competitors send their respective products
and messages directly to eonsumers or through marketing intermediaries to the
end users. All of the actors in the system are affected by major environmental
forces - demographic, eeonomic, physical, technological, political/legal, social/
cultural. We will address these forces that affect marketing decisions in Chapter 4.
Eaeh party in the system adds value for the next level. Thus, a company's
success depends not only on its own actions, but also on how well the entire value
chain serves the needs of final consumers. IKEA cannot fulfil its promise of Sow
prices unless its suppliers provide merchandise at low costs. And Toyota cannot
deliver high quality to car buyers unless its dealers provide outstanding service.

Marketing Management
marketing management
The analysis, planning,
implementation arid
control of programmes
designed to create, build
and maintain beneficial
exchanges with target
buyer a for the purpose of
achieving organisational
objectives.

dcmarkcting
Marketing to reduce
demand temporarily or
permanently - the aim is
not to destroy demand
but only to reduce or
shift it.

We define marketing management as the analysis, planning, implementation and
control of programmes designed to create, build and maintain beneficial
exchanges with target buyers for the purpose of achieving organizational objectives. Thus, marketing management involves managing demand, which in turn
involves managing customer relationships.

Demand Management
Most people think of marketing management as finding enough customers for the
company's current output, but this is too limited a view. The organization has a
desired level of demand for its products. At any point in time, there may be no
demand, adequate demand, irregular demand or too much demand, and
marketing management must find ways to deal with these different demand
states. Marketing management is concerned not only with finding and increasing
demand, but also with changing or even reducing it.
For example, Disney World is badly overcrowded in the summertime and
power companies sometimes have trouble meeting demand during peak usage
periods. In these and other cases of excess demand, the needed marketing task,
called deniarketing, is to reduce demand temporarily or permanently. The aim of
demarketing is not to destroy demand, but only to reduce or shift it. Thus,
marketing management seeks to affect the level, timing and nature of demand in a
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way that helps the organization achieve its objectives. Simply put, marketing
management is demand management.

• Building Profitable Customer Relationships
Managing demand means managing customers. A company's demand comes from
two groups: new customers and repeat customers. Traditional marketing theory
and practice have focused on attracting new customers and making the sale.
Today, however, the emphasis is shifting. Beyond designing strategics to attract
new customers and create transactions with them, companies are now going all
out to retain current customers and build lasting customer relationships.
Why the new emphasis on keeping customers? In the past, companies facing
an expanding economy and rapidly growing markets could practise the leaky
bucket' approach to marketing. Growing markets meant a plentiful supply of new
customers. Companies could attract new customers without worrying about
losing old customers. However, companies today are facing some new marketing
realities. Changing demographics, a slow-growth economy, more sophisticated
competitors and overcapacity in many industries - all of these factors mean that
there are fewer new customers to go around. Many companies are now fighting for
shares of flat or fading markets. Thus, the costs of attracting new customers are
rising. In fact, it costs five times as much to attract a new customer as it does to
keep a current customer satisfied.7
Companies are also realizing that losing a customer means more than losing a
single sale - it means losing the entire stream of purchases that the customer
would make over a lifetime of patronage. For example, the customer lifetime
value of a Ford customer might well exceed £250,000. Thus, working to retain
customers makes good economic sense. A company can lose money on a specific
transaction, but still benefit greatly from a long-term relationship.
Attracting new customers remains an important marketing management task.
However, the focus today is shifting towards retaining current customers and
building profitable, long-term relationships with them. The key to customer
retention is superior customer value and satisfaction.

Marketing Management Philosophies
We describe marketing management as carrying out tasks to achieve desired
exchanges with target markets. What philosophy should guide these marketing
efforts? What weight should be given to the interests of the organization, customers
and society? Very often these interests conflict. Invariably, the organization's
marketing management philosophy influences the way it approaches its buyers.
There are five alternative concepts under which organizations conduct their
marketing activities: the production, product, selling, marketing and societal
marketing concepts.

The Production Concept
The production concept holds that consumers will favour products that are available and highly affordable, and that management should therefore focus on
improving production and distribution efficiency. This concept is one of the
oldest philosophies that guides sellers.

production concept
The philosophy that
consumers will favour
products that are
available and highly
affordable, and that
management should
therefore focus on
imprttving production
and distribution
efficiency.
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The production concept is a useful philosophy in two types of situation. The
first occurs when the demand for a product exceeds the supply. Here, management should look for ways to increase production. The second situation occurs
when the product's cost is too high and improved productivity is needed to bring
it down. For example, Henry Ford's whole philosophy was to perfect the production of the Model T so that its cost eould be reduced and more people could afford
it. He joked about offering people a ear of any colour an long as it was black. Today,
Texas Instruments (Tl) follows this philosophy of increased production and lower
eosts in order to bring clown prices. The company won a big share of the handcalculator market with this philosophy. However, companies operating under a
production philosophy run a big risk of focusing too narrowly on their own operations. When Tl used the same strategy in the digital watch market, it failed.
Although TTs watches were priced low, customers did not find them very attractive. Tn its drive to bring down prices, Tl lost sight of -something else that its
customers wanted - namely, attractive, affordable digital watches.

The Product Concept
product concept
The idea that C'l
will favour products
that offer the most
quality, performance
and features, and tliat
the organisation should
therefore, devote its
energy to making
continuous produce
improve merits.

Another important concept guiding sellers, the product concept, holds that
consumers will favour products that offer the most quality, performance and
innovative features, and that an organization should thus devote energy to
making continuous product improvements. Some manufacturers believe that if
they can build a better mousetrap, the world will beat a path to their door." But
they are often rudely shocked. Buyers may well be looking for a better solution to
a mouse problem, but not necessarily for a better mousetrap. The solution might
be a chemical spray, an exterminating service or something that works better
than a mousetrap. Furthermore, a better mousetrap will not sell unless the manufacturer designs, packages and price-s it attractively; places it in convenient distribution channels; and brings it to the attention of people who need it and
convinces them that it is a better product. A product orientation leads to obsession with technology because managers believe that technical superiority is the
key to business success.
The product concept also can lead to 'marketing myopia'. For instance,
railway management once thought that users wanted trains rather than transportation and overlooked the growing challenge of airlines, buses, trucks and
cars. Building bigger and better trains would not satisfy consumers' demand for
transportation, but creating other forms of transportation and extending choice
would.

The Selling Concept
selling concept
The idea that consumers
•will not buy enough of
the organisation's
products unless the
organisation undertakes
n large-scale selling and
promotion effort.

Many organizations follow the selling concept, which holds that consumers will
not buy enough of the organization's products unless it undertakes a large-scale
selling and promotion effort. The concept is typically practised with unsought
floods - those that buyers do not normally think of buying, such as encyclopaedias and funeral plots. These industries must be good at tracking down
prospects and convincing them of product benefits.
The selling concept is also practised in the non-profit area. A political party,
for example, will vigorously sell its candidate to voters as a fantastic person for the
job. The candidate works hard at selling him or herself - shaking hands, kissing
babies, meeting donors and making speeches. Much money also has to be spent
on radio and television advertising, posters and mailings. Candidate flaws are
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The marketing concept

Figure 1.4

The selling and marketing concepts contrasted

often hidden from the public because the aim is to get the sale, not to worry about
consumer satisfaction afterwards.
Most firms practise the selling concept when they have overcapacity. Their
aim is to sell what they make rather than make what the market wants. Thus
marketing based on hard selling carries high risks. It focuses on short-term results creating sales transactions - rather than on building long-term, profitable relationships with customers. It assumes that customers who are coaxed into buying
the product will like it. Or, if they don't like it, they may forget their disappointment and buy it again later. These are usually poor assumptions to make about
buyers. Most studies show that dissatisfied customers do not buy again. Worse yet,
while the average satisfied customer tells three others about good experiences, the
average dissatisfied customer tells ten others his or her bad experiences.9

The Marketing Concept
The marketing concept holds that achieving organizational goals depends on
determining the needs and wants of target markets and delivering the desired
satisfactions more effectively and efficiently than competitors do. Surprisingly,
this concept is a relatively recent business philosophy.
The selling concept and the marketing concept are frequently confused.
Figure 1.4 compares the two concepts. The selling concept takes an inside-out
perspective. It starts with the factory, focuses on the company's existing products
and calls for heavy selling and promotion to obtain profitable sales. It focuses on
customer conquest - getting short-term sales with little concern about who buys
or why. In contrast, the marketing concept takes an outside-in perspective. It
starts with a well-defined market, focuses on customer needs, co-ordinates all the
marketing activities affecting customers and makes profits by creating long-term
customer relationships based on customer value and satisfaction. Under die
marketing concept, companies produce what consumers want, thereby satisfying
consumers and making profits.
Many successful and well-known global companies have adopted the marketing
concept. IKEA. Marks & Spencer, Procter & Gamble, Marriott, Nordstrom and
McDonald's follow it faithfully (sec Marketing Highlight 1.2). Toyota, the highly
successful Japanese car manufacturer, is also a prime example of an organization
that takes a customer- and marketing-oriented view of its business.

marketing concept
The marketing
management philosophy
•which holds that
achieving organisational
goals depends on
determining the needs
and wants qf target
markets and delivering
the desired satisfactions
more effectively and
efficiently than
competitors do.
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McDonald's Applies the
Marketing Concept

Marketing
Highlight
t
O
1

hamburgers, slow and unfriendly
service, unattractive d6cor, unclean
conditions and a noisy atmosphere. In 1955 Ray Kroc, a 52year-old salesman of milkshakemixing machines, became excited
about a string of seven fast-food
restaurants owned by Richard and
Maurice McDonald. He bought
the chain for $2.7 million and
expanded it by selling franchises,
and the number of restaurants
grew rapidly. As times changed, so
did McDonald's. It expanded its sit-down sections,
improved the decor, launched a breakfast menu,
added new food items and opened new outlets in
busy, high-traffic areas.
Kroc's marketing philosophy is captured. in
McDonald's motto of 'QSC & V, which stands for
quality, service, cleanliness and value. Customers
enter a spotlessly clean restaurant, walk up to a
friendly counter-person, quickly receive a goodtasting meal, and eat it there or take it out. There
are no jukeboxes or telephones to create a
teenage hang-out. Nor are there any cigarette
machines - McDonald's is a family affair, appealing
strongly to children.
McDonald's has mastered the art of serving
consumers and it carefully teaches the basics to
its employees and franchisees. All franchisees
take training courses at McDonald's 'Hamburger

1.2

McDonald's
Corporation,
the
American fast-food hamburger
retailer, is a master global marketer. With over 18,000 outlets in
more than 90 countries and more
than $23 billion in annual worldwide sales, McDonald's opens a
new restaurant every three hours
somewhere in the world. Credit for
this performance belongs to a
strong marketing orientation: McDonald's knows
how to serve people and adapt to changing consumer wants.
Before McDonald's appeared, Americans
could get hamburgers in restaurants or diners.
But consumers often encountered poor-quality

McDonald's delivers "quality, service, cteanlmess, and value" Co customers around the 'world, hern in the
world's largest McDonald's in Beijing.
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University' in Elk Grove Village, Illinois. McDonald's
monitors product and service quality through
continuous customer surveys and puts great
energy into improving hamburger production
methods in order to simplify operations, bring down
costs, speed up service and bring greater value
to customers. Beyond these efforts, each
McDonald's restaurant works to become a part of
its neighbourhood through community involvement and service projects.
In its restaurants outside the United States,
McDonald's carefully customizes its menu arid
service to local tastes and customs. For instance,
McDonald's India offers products developed especially for the Indian market - particularly vegetarians. It serves only mutton, chicken, fish and
vegetable products, not beef, pork and their byproducts. Big Mac in India is called Maharaja
Mac! It serves corn soup and teriyaki burgers in
Japan, pasta salads in Rome, and wine and live
piano music with its McNuggets in Paris. When
McDonald's opened its first restaurant in Moscow,
the company had to overcome enormous hurdles
to meet its high standards for consumer satisfaction in this new market. It had to educate suppliers, employees and even consumers about the
time-tested McDonald's way of doing things.
Technical experts with special strains of diseaseresistant seed were brought in from Canada to
teach Russian farmers how to grow nisset
Burbank potatoes for French fries, and the company built its own pasteurizing plant to ensure a
plentiful supply of fresh milk, it trained Russian
managers at Hamburger University and subjected
each of 630 new employees to hours of training
on such essentials as cooking meat patties,
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assembling Filet-O-Fish sandwiches and giving
service with a smile. McDonald's even had to train
consumers, most of whom had never seen a fastfood restaurant. Customers waiting in line were
shown videos telling them everything from how
to order and pay at the counter to how to handle a
Big Mae. And in its usual way, McDonald's began
immediately to build community involvement.
On opening day, it held a kick-off party for 700
Muscovite orphans and donated the day's proceeds to the Moscow Children's Fund. As a result,
the new Moscow restaurant got off to a very successful start. About 50,000 customers swarmed
through the restaurant during its first day of business.
Riding on its success in Moscow, McDonald's
continues to expand its worldwide presence. The
28,000 square-foot restaurant in Beijing has 29
cash registers and seats 700 people.
Thus, McDonald's focus on consumers has
made it the world's largest food-service organization. The company's huge success has been
reflected in the increased value of its stock over
the years: 250 shares of McDonald's stock purchased for less than $6,000 in 1965 would be
worth well over a million dollars todav!

SOURCES: Scott Hume, 'McDonald's l<'red Turner: making all
the right moves', Ad-oertiKini> Age (1 January 1990), pp. 6,
17; Gail McKnight, '1 [ere comes Bolshoi Mac', USA Today
Weekend (26-8 January 1990), pp. 4-5; Roscniarie Boyle,
'McDonald's gives Soviets something worth waiting for',
Adocrtising Age (19 March 1990), p. 61; 'Food draws raves,
prices don't aE Beijing McDonald's opening', Durham HeraldSun (12 April 1992|, p. HI 2; Laura Manur, Marketing
Kusiness (September 1997), p. 35.

Toyota openly publicizes its intent on getting deep into the hearts and minds
of its customers, to establish precisely what they want and subsequently find
ways to fulfil their wishes. In Japan, Toyota has built the Amhix, a 14-storey
building resembling a blue and black striped rocket, which it uses to attract
millions of visitors. These could be potential customers or people with ideas on
how the company should respond to consumers7 vehicle requirements. These visitors are allowed to spend as much time as they want designing their own vehicles
on computer/ TV screen in the vehicle-design studio. There is a two-way information centre where visitors obtain specific information about the company,
its dealers or products. The visitors are also allowed to expound, at length, on
what they think Toyota should be doing or making. Meanwhile, Toyota's attentive
note-taking staff ensure that the entire Amlux complex is dedicated to involving
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potential customers who can give them close insights into how their car needs can
be satisfied.
In marketing-led organizations, real customer focus has to work from the top
down and the bottom up, and it has to be totally accepted by the whole workforce.
This organization-wide belief ensures that customer retention becomes a priority
and all staff are committed to building lasting relationships with the eustomer.
To achieve successful implementation of the marketing concept, the organization
therefore focuses on how best to tap and channel the knowledge and understanding, the motivation, the inspiration and the imagination of all staff to deliver
products and services that meet exactly what the eustomer requires from the
organization.
Many companies claim to practise the marketing concept, but do not. They have
the forms of marketing - such as a marketing director, product managers,
marketing plans and marketing research - hut this does not mean that they are
market-focused and customer-driven companies. The question is whether they
are finely tuned to changing customer needs and competitor strategies. Formerly
great western companies - Philips, General Motors, IBM, General Electric
Company - all lost substantial market share because they failed to adjust their
marketing strategies to the changing marketplace. Years of hard work are needed
to turn a sales-oriented company into a marketing-oriented company. The goal is to
build customer satisfaction into the very fabric of the firm. Customer satisfaction
is no longer a fad. As one marketing analyst notes; 'It's becoming a way of life ... as
embedded into corporate cultures as information technology and strategic planning.'1"
However, the marketing concept does not mean that a company should try to
give all consumers everything they want. Marketers must balance creating more
value for customers against making profits for the company: As one marketing
expert notes, 'The purpose of marketing is not to maximise customer satisfaction.
The shortest definition of marketing I know is "meeting needs profitably". The
purpose of marketing is to generate eustomer value (at a profit]. The truth is [that
the relationship with a eustomer] will break up if value evaporates. You've got to
continue to generate more value for the consumer but not give away the house.
It's a very delicate balance.'11

The Societal Marketing Concept
societal marketing
concept
The idea that the
organization should
determine the needs,
wants and interests of
target markets and
deliver the desired
satisfactions more
effectively and efficiently
than competitors in a
<u>ay that maintains or
improves the consumer's
and society's well-being.

The societal marketing coneept holds that the organization should determine the
needs, wants and interests of target markets. It should then deliver the desired
satisfactions more effectively and efficiently than competitors in a way that maintains or improves the consumer's and the society's well-being. The societal
marketing concept is the newest of the five marketing management philosophies.
The societal marketing concept questions whether the pure marketing
concept is adequate in an age of environmental problems, resource shortages, worldwide economic problems and neglected social services. It asks if the firm that senses,
serves and satisfies individual wants is always doing what's best for consumers and
society in the long run. According to the societal marketing concept, the pure
marketing concept overlooks possible conflicts between short-run consumer
wants and long-run consumer welfare.
Consider the Coca-Cola Company. Most people see it as a highly responsible
corporation producing fine soft drinks that satisfy consumer tastes. Yet certain
consumer and environmental groups have voiced concerns that Coke has little
nutritional value, can harm people's teeth, contains caffeine and adds to the litter
problem with disposable bottles and cans.
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Society
(human welfare)

soc
MARKETING
CO N C EPT

Consumers
(want satisfaction)

Figure 1.5

Company
(profits)

I'hrce considerations underlying the
societal marketing concept

Such concerns and conflicts led to the societal marketing concept. As Figure
1,5 shows, the societal marketing concept calls upon marketers to balance three
considerations in setting their marketing policies: company profits, consumer
wants and society's interests. Originally, most companies based their marketing
decisions largely on short-run company profit. Eventually, they began to recognize the long-run importance of satisfying consumer wants, and the marketing
concept emerged. Now many companies are beginning to think of society's interests when making their marketing decisions.
One such company is the international corporation Johnson & Johnson,
which stresses community and environmental responsibility. J & J's concern for
societal interests is summarized in a company document called 'Our Credo',
which stresses honesty, integrity and putting people before profits. Under this
credo. Johnson & Johnson would rather take a big loss than ship a bad batch of
one of its products. And the company supports many community and employee
programmes that benefit its consumers and workers, and the environment. J & J's
chief executive puts it this way: 'If we keep trying to do what's right, at the end of
the day we believe the marketplace will reward us.'13
Consider the tragic tampering ease in whieh eight people died from swallowing cyanide-laced capsules of Tylenol, a Johnson & Johnson brand. Although
J & J believed that the pills had been altered in only a few stores, not in the
factory, it quickly recalled all of its product. The recall cost the company $240
million in earnings. In the long run, however, the company's swift recall of Tylenol
strengthened consumer confidence and loyalty, and Tylenol remains the leading
brand of pain reliever in the US market. In this and other cases, J & J management has found that doing what's right benefits both consumers and the company.
Says the chief executive: The Credo should not be viewed as some kind of social
welfare program - it's just plain good business.'1-1 Thus over the years, Johnson &
Johnson's dedication to consumers and community service has made it one of
America's most admired companies, and one of the most profitable.
Increasingly, firms also have to meet the expectations of society as a whole.
For example, society expects businesses genuinely to uphold basic ethical and
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environmental standards. Not only should they have ethics and environmental
policies, they must also back these with actions. Consider, for instance, the bad
publicity The Body Shop received during the early 1990s when the company
came under attack in 1992 over its environmental standards. Some critics who
researched the company's ethical and environmental practices charged that the
high standards which it claims to uphold might be less genuine than it would like
the world to think. The critics also expressed a broader concern - that the
company persistently appears to exaggerate its involvement in worthy causes.
Such charges cannot be ignored by the company's management, particularly its
founder, Anita Roddick, and chairman, Gordon Roddick, who have long been
involved in promoting ethical and environmental causes within the business
world. Any tarnishing of The Body Shop's image removes the organization's point
of differentiation and, therefore, increases its vulnerability to competition.14 As a
riposte to the allegations that The Body Shop was not living up to its own standards on issues such as animal testing, the company took the lead in the UK to
undertake an ethical auditing exercise. At the beginning of 1996 it published its
first Values Report, a massive affair spanning five volumes and over 300 pages of
data and feedback from stakeholders - suppliers, customers, employees, shareholders and others representing the public at large - in three mam areas: environment, social policy and animal protection.

MarketingfZ7Challenges
into the Next CenturyJ
O
Marketing operates within a dynamic global environment. Every decade calls
upon marketing managers to think afresh about their marketing objectives and
practices. Rapid changes can quickly make yesterday's winning strategies out of
date. As management thought-leader Peter Drueker once observed, a company's
winning formula for the last decade will probably be its undoing in the next
decade.
What are the marketing challenges as we head into the twenty-first century?
Today's companies are wrestling with changing customer values and orientations,
increased global competition, environmental decline, economic stagnation and a
host of other economic, political and social problems. In the European Union
(EU), as the concept of nationally separate markets vaporizes, competition among
sellers will further intensify. There is increasing pressure on individual firms
within member countries to adjust to evolving deregulation and advancement of
universal trading standards within the single market. However, these problems
also provide marketing opportunities.
We now look more deeply into several key trends and forces that are changing
the marketing landscape and challenging marketing strategy: the growth of nonprofit marketing, the information technology boom, rapid globalization, the
changing world economy and the call for more socially responsible actions.

Growth of Non-Prof it Marketing
In the past, marketing has been most widely applied in the business sector. In
recent years, however, marketing also has become a major component in the
strategies of many non-profit organizations, such as colleges, charities, churches,
hospitals, museums, performing arts groups and even police departments.
Consider the following examples:
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Government agencies such as England's Health Education Authority have successfully used marketing tools to reach
target audiences.
Faced with the daunting task of selling the single currency to European
citizens, many of whom appeared disturbed by the economic sacrifices
involved, the European Commission turned to marketing and media
experts to develop a strategy to promote the 'euro', Pan-European
advertising campaigns were also launched to reinforce national initiatives
to influence public opinion in favour of replacing national currencies.'5
To stem the falling number of church-goers, many of Britain's church
groups are seeking more effective ways to attract members and maintain
financial support. Increasingly, and despite the controversy, preachers
are using the press, television and radio to advertise religion to the
general public. They are conducting marketing research to better
understand member needs and are redesigning their 'service offerings'
accordingly. Some evangelical groups are even starting their own radio
and television stations. The Vatican has been known to have appointed
the advertising agency, Saatchi and Saatchi, to run a £2,5m television
campaign."'
Over the past decade, many charities have moved on from tin-rattling
and tombolas to employing some of the most sophisticated marketing
tools, to win support for their causes. For example, the Royal Society for
the Protection of Birds (RSPB) is Europe's largest wildlife conservation
charity, dealing with issues as wide-ranging as biodiversity, protection of
wildlife sites, and marine life. The charity hired a marketing agency to
run an awareness advertising campaign for them, which aimed to take
their membership up to one million in 1997. They also tied in the
campaign with direct marketing activity. One of the objectives is to reach
a younger audience than the RSPB's traditional 55+, the 30-somethings,
who get more worried about the environment when they have kids of
their own. The campaign used a message that suggested birds are a
barometer of the health of the environment.
Many longstanding non-profit organizations - the YMCA, the Red Cross,
the Salvation Army, the Girl Scouts - are striving to modernize their
missions and 'products' to attract more members and donors.17
Finally, government agencies have shown an increased interest in
marketing. For example, various government agencies are now designing
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Charities such as Save the
Children also use marketing
techniques to attract donors.

social marketing campaigns to encourage energy conservation and
concern for the environment, or to discourage smoking, excessive
drinking and drug use.1N
The continued growth of non-profit and public sector marketing presents new and
exciting challenges for marketing managers.

The Information Technology Boom

internet (the Net)
A <oast global computer
network that enables
computers, with the
right software and a
modem (a
telecommunications
device that sends data
across telephone lines),
to be linked together so
that their users can
obtain or share
information and interact
•with other users.

The explosive growth in computer, telecommunications and information technology has had a major impact on the way companies bring value to their
customers. The technology boom has created exciting new ways to learn about
and track customers, create products and services tailored Co meet customer
needs, distribute products more efficiently and effectively, and communicate with
customers in large groups or one-to-one. For example, through videoconferencing, marketing researchers at a company's headquarters in Mew York can look
in on focus groups in Chicago or l j aris without ever stepping on to a plane. With
only a few clicks of a mouse button, a direct marketer can tap into online data
services to learn anything from what car you drive to what you read to what
flavour of iee cream you prefer.
Using today's vastly more powerful computers, marketers create detailed
databases and use them to target individual customers with offers designed to
meet their specific needs and buying patterns. With a new wave of communication and advertising tools - ranging from eel! phones, fax machines and CD-ROMS
to interactive TV and video kiosks at airports and shopping malls - marketers can
zero in on selected customers with carefully targeted messages. Through electronic commerce, customers can design, order and pay for products and services all without ever leaving home. From virtual reality displays that test new products
to online virtual stores that sell them, the boom in computer, telecommunications
and information technology is affecting every aspect of marketing.

• The Internet
Perhaps the most dramatic new technology surrounds the development of the
Information Superhighway and its backbone, the Internet. The Internet is a vast
and burgeoning global Web of computer networks, with no central management or
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ownership. It was created during the late 1960s by the UK Department of Defense,
initially to link government labs, contractors and military installations. Today, the
Internet links computer users of all types around the world. Anyone with a PC and
modem - or TV and set-top 'Web box' - and the right software can browse the
internet to obtain or share information on almost any subject and to interact with
other users.19 Companies are using the Internet to link employees in remote
offices, distribute sales information more quickly, build closer relationships with
customers and suppliers, and sell and distribute their products more efficiently
and effectively. Internet usage surged in the 1990s with the development of the
user-friendly World Wide Web. More than 50 million people surf the Internet each
month, up from just 1 million people in late 1994. There may be as many as 4-6
million Web sites worldwide, and these numbers are growing explosively.20 The
advent of the World Wide Web has given companies access to millions of new
customers at a fraction of the cost of print and television advertising. Companies
of all types are now attempting to snare new customers in the Web. For example:
Car makers like Toyota (www.Toyota.com) use the Internet to develop
relationships with owners, as well as to sell cars. Its site offers product
information, dealer services and locations, leasing information and much
more. For example, visitors to the site can view any of seven lifestyle
magazines - altlerrain, A Man's Life, Women's Web Weekly, Sportzine,
Living Arts, Living Home and Car Culture - designed to appeal to
Toyota's well-educated, above-average-income target audience.
Sports fans can cosy up with Kike by logging on to www.nike.com, where
they can check out the latest Nike products, explore the company's history,
down-load Michael Jordan's latest stats, or keep up with Tiger Woods'
latest movements. Through its Web page, in addition to its mass-media
presence, Nike relates with eustomers in a more personal, one-to-one way.
The Ty Web site (www.ty.com) builds relationships with children who
collect Beanie Babies by offering extra information, including the 'birth
date' of the 50-plus toys, highlights on special Beanie Babies each month,
promotion of newly developed Beanie Babies, and even a role of honour
section that includes a child's photo and grades. Is it effective? In less
than a year, based on the counter on the site, Ty.com received over 266
million visitors.
The very small retail ohain Next Stop North Pole (NSNP) sells only
penguin-related products - T-shirts, plush toys, porcelain reproductions,
books and others. A search for 'penguins' on the Web yields Pete &
Barbara's Penguin Page ('the best source for information about penguins'),
which contains a link to the NSNP Web site. The Web site contains pages
from the store's direct-mail catalogue and a link to its e-mail mailbox,
where visitors can request the full printed catalogue. The Internet gives
tiny Next Stop North Pole access to consumers around the world at very
little cost.21
It seems that almost every business, from garage-based start-ups to established giants, is setting up shop on the Internet. All are racing to explore and
exploit the Web's possibilities for marketing, shopping and browsing for information. However, for all its potential, the Internet does have drawbacks. It's yet to
be seen how many of the millions of Web browsers will become actual buyers.
Although the value of a Web site is difficult to measure, the actuality is that few
companies have made any money from their Internet efforts. And the Web poses
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security problems. Companies that link their internal computer networks to the
outside world expose their systems to possible attacks by vandals. Similarly,
consumers are wary about sending credit card account numbers or other confidential information that may he intercepted in cyberspace and misused. Finally,
using the Web can he costly. For companies to make the most of the Internet, they
must invest heavily in leased telephone lines, powerful computers and other technologies, and Internet specialists.
However, given the lightning speed at which Internet technology and applications are developing, it's unlikely that these drawhacks will deter the millions of
businesses and consumers who are logging on to the Net each day. 'Marketers
aren't going to have a choice about being on Internet,' says Midori Chan, vice
president of creative services at Interse, which helped put Windham Hill Records
and Digital Equipment Corp. on the Internet. 'To not be on the Internet... is going
to be like not having a phone.'32 We will examine these online marketing developments more fully in Chapter 22.

Rapid Globalization
The world economy has undergone radical change during the past two decades.
Geographical and cultural distances have shrunk with the advent of jet planes, fax
machines, global computer and telephone hook-ups, world television satellite and
cable broadcasts, and other technical advances. This has allowed companies
greatly to expand their geographical market coverage, purchasing and manufacturing. Many companies are trying to create a global structure to move ideas
swiftly around the world. The picture is one of a vastly more complex marketing
environment for both companies and consumers.
Today, almost every company, large or small, is touched in some way by
global competition. European and US firms, for example, are being challenged at
home by the skilful marketing of Japanese and other Asian multinationals.
Companies like Toyota, Honda, Fujitsu, Sony and Samsung have often outperformed their western competitors in overseas markets. Similarly, western companies in a wide range of industries have found new opportunities abroad. Glaxo,
Asea Brown Boveri, Coca-Cola, IKEA, Toys '#' Us, Club Mediterranean and many
others have developed global operations, making and selling their products worldwide (see Marketing Highlight 1.3). Many companies are moving aggressively to
take advantage of international marketing opportunities.
Today, companies are not only trying to sell more of their locally produced
goods in international markets; they are also buying or making more components
Many US companies are
finding new global
opportunities. Looking/or
growtii, MTV cries to repeat
its phenomenal American
success abroad, here in
Hungary.
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Taking Advantage of
Global Opportunities

Marketing
Highlight
1.3

The following sire just a few of
the countless examples oi' western
companies taking advantage of
international marketing opportunities:
IKEA, the Swedish home furnishings retailer, grew from one
store in 1958 to more than 130
stores, stretched over 28 countries, by the lale 1990s. IKEA's
European expansion has hit the fortunes of traditional furniture retailers and manufacturers in
supposedly staid furniture markets. Some have
not survived the onslaught. [The UK's Habitat]
was later acquired by IKEA. IKEA has successfully spread into the North American, Far Eastern
and Australian markets. It practises its fourpronged philosophy - attention to product quality, value (low prices and 'more for your money'),
innovative style and service - which it has successfully transferred to markets worldwide. Over
the years, IKEA has built, and capitalized on, its
'affordable Swedish style' mass market positioning. IKEA's international expansion has raised its
fortunes in what competition claims to be a traditionally chill and fragmented market. IKEA has
proven that, with the right marketing approach,
fortunes ean be grown even in staid, old markets.
Toys 'fl' Us spent several years slogging
through the swamps of Japanese bureaucracy
before it was allowed to open the very first large
US discount store in Japan, the world's no. 2 toy
market behind the United States. The entry of
this foreign giant has Japanese toy makers and
retailers edgy. The typical small Japanese toy
store stocks only 1.000 to 2,000 items, whereas
Toys 'JT Us stores carry us many as 15.000. And
the discounter will probably offer toys at prices
10-15 per cent below those of competitors. The
opening of the first Japanese store was 'astonishing', attracting more than 60,000 visitors in the
first three days. The retailer appears to be benefiting from profound social change in Japan.
According to one source, 'Japan's absentee,
workaholic salaryrnan father is increasingly
becoming a relic, and his successor is taking life
easier, spending more time with his family.

Japanese families now spend more
time together ... On Sunday they ...
go out to lunch and then browse at
a big store like Toys 'JT Us ... Toys
'.fl' Us has made shopping a form of
leisure in Japan.' Japanese retailers will have their hands full.
Toys 'JI' Us began with just five
European stores in 1985 but now
has over 80 and growing. European
sales, now over $800 million, are
growing at triple the rate of total
company sales.
After ten years of relentless growth in
America, Music Television's (MTV) home market
has become saturated. However, the US music
video network is exploding abroad. For example,
it's a monster hit in Europe. Set up in 1990. MTV
Europe now reaches 27 countries and 59 million
homes, almost a million more than US MTV. The
network is aggressively pan-European - its programming and advertising are the same throughout Europe and they are all in English. It has
almost single-handedly created a Euro-language
of simplified English. MTV meets the common
concerns of teenagers worldwide, broadcasting
news and socially conscious programming, such
as features on the plight of European immigrants
and notes on global warming. MTV Europe has
convinced advertisers that a true 'Euroconsumer'
exists. It delivers advertising from companies
such as Levi Strauss, Procter & Gamble, Apple
Computer and Pepsi-Cola to a huge international
audience. The company also operates MTV Asia,
MTV Latino and MTV Japan. In all, MTV reaches
more than 240 million homes in 63 territories
around the world.

SOURCES: For these and other examples, sec J. Reynolds,
'JKEA: a competitive company with style', Retail and
Distribution Management, 16, 3 (1988); Helen Jones, 'IKEA's
global strategy is a winning formula1,Marketing Week (15
March 1997), p. 22; 'MTV: nick on', The Economist (3 August
1991), p. 66; 'Teens: the most gloha! market of all', Fortune
(16 May 1994), pp. 90-7; Robert Neff, 'Guess who's selling
Barbies in Japan now?', Business Week (9 December 1991),
pp. 72-6; Patrick Outer, 'Toys 'fl "Us making Europe its
playpen', Business Week (20 January 1992), pp. 88-91; Julie
Sliiir Hill, 'Toys '>!' Us seeks global growth', Advertising Age
(30 March 1992), p. 33; Kevin Cote, 'Toys' a' Us grows in
Europe', Advertising Age (21 April 1992), pp. 1-16.
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and obtaining supplies abroad. Increasingly, international firms have to coordinate functional operations across borders and to increase efficiency.
Consequently, many domestically purchased goods and services are 'hybrids',
with design, material purchases, manufacturing and marketing taking place in
several countries. British consumers who decide to 'buy British' might reasonably
decide to avoid Sony televisions and purchase Amstrad's. Imagine their surprise
when they learn that the Amstrad TV was actually made from parts and components imported from the Far East, whereas the Sony product was assembled in
the United Kingdom from British-made parts.
Luxury cars are another case tn point. Japanese luxury car makers such as
Honda (the Acura) and Toyota (the Lexus) have moved some production to
America. The German Mercedes is building sport-utility vehicles at its American
assembly plant in Alabama. Rival, BMW's factory in South Carolina, already
makes several versions of the 3-series as well as the 23 coupe for export to dozens
of markets around the world - including Germany. Buyers, who want high quality
and low price, are now prepared to accept American-built luxury ears.23
Thus managers in countries around the world are asking: Just what is global
marketing? How does it differ from domestic marketing? How do global competitors and forces affect oxir business? To what extent should we 'go global'? The
technological and marketing resources needed to conquer world markets in
sectors such as telecommunications, airlines, ears and media, are forcing companies to seek partners. Many companies are forming strategic alliances with
foreign companies, even competitors, who serve as suppliers or marketing partners. The past few years have produced some surprising alliances between
competitors such as Mazda and Ford, France Telecom, Deutsche Telecom and
Sprint, General Electric and Matsushita, Philips and Siemens, and Daimler Benz
and United Technologies of the United States. And Microsoft and Dow Jones have
teamed up to develop software for global financial markets. Winning companies in
the decade ahead may well be those that have bxiilt the best global partnerships
and networks.-4 We will examine global marketing management issues in greater
detail in Chapter 5.

The Changing World Economy
A sluggish world economy has resulted in more difficult times for both consumers
and marketers. Around the world, people's needs are greater than ever, but in many
areas, people lack the means to pay for needed goods. Markets, after all, consist of
people with needs and purchasing power. In many cases, the latter is currently
lacking. In the developed western and Asian economies, although wages have risen,
real buying power has declined, especially for the less skilled members of the
workforce. Many households have managed to maintain their buying power only
because both spouses work. However, many workers have lost their jobs as manufacturers have automated to improve productivity or 'downsized' to cut costs.
Current economic conditions create both problems and opportunities for
marketers. Some companies are facing declining demand and see few opportunities for growth. Others, however, are developing new solutions to changing
consumer problems. Stronger businesses have recognized and taken advantage of
recent developments in communications and related technologies. These developments have raised customers' expectations of product quality, performance
and durability. They no longer accept or tolerate shoddy products. Power and
control have also shifted from brand manufacturers to channel members, which
have become as sophisticated at marketing and exploiting technology as
producers themselves. Many are finding ways to offer consumers 'more for less',
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like Sweden's IKEA and America's Toys 'JT Us. Heavy discounters are emerging to
offer consumers quality merchandise at everyday low prices. These days,
customers want value and more value. Increasingly, marketers must deliver offerings that delight, not merely satisfy, customers, Toyota has succeeded in doing
that: its highly acclaimed Lexus luxury line offers consumers all the technology
(gadgetry) and comfort they can ever dream of, and, at about £44,000, is considered exceptionally good value tor money, compared to rival offerings in its class.

The Call for More Ethics and Social Responsibility
A third factor in today's marketing environment is the increased call for companies to take responsibility for the social and environmental impact of their
actions. Corporate ethics has become a hot topic in almost every business arena,
from the corporate boardroom to the business school classroom. And few companies can ignore the renewed and very demanding environmental movement.
The ethics and environmental movements will place even stricter demands
on companies in the future. In the former Eastern bloc and many Asian countries,
air, water and soil pollution has added to our environmental concerns. These and
other governments across the world must consider how to handle such problems
as the destruction of rain forests, global warming, endangered species and other
environmental threats. The pressure is on businesses to 'ciean up' our environment. Clearly, in the future, companies will he held to an increasingly high standard
of environmental responsibility in their marketing and manufacturing activities.25
More specifically, in the EU, the continuing trend towards tougher environmental rules should drive non-conforniers out of business, while others who are
committed to 'cleaning up' or 'greening' their practices and operations will
emerge the stronger. .Specialist industries for environmental goods and services
(e.g. paper, bottle and tyre recyclers) have expanded quickly in recent years. As
they say, 'there is money in Europe's muck'.21'
In Chapter 2 we will take a closer look at marketing ethics and social responsibility.

The New Marketing Landscape
The past deeade taught business firms everywhere a humbling lesson. Domestic
companies learned that they can no longer ignore global markets and competitors. Successful firms in mature industries learned that they cannot overlook
emerging markets, technologies and management approaches. Companies of
every sort learned that they cannot remain inwardly focused, ignoring the needs
of their customers.
Prominent western multinationals of the 1970s which floundered at
marketing, including Philips, Volvo, General Motors and RCA, are all struggling to
revive their fortunes today. They failed to understand their changing marketplace, their customers and the need to provide value. Today, General Motors is
still trying to figure out why so many consumers around the world have switched
to Japanese and European cars. In the consumer electronics industry, Philips has
lost its way, losing share to Japanese competitors that have been more successful
in turning expensive technologies into mass consumer products. Volvo, which has
long capitalized on its safety positioning, has, of late, lost this unique selling point
to other car manufacturers, which have turned the safety benefit into a universal
feature: many large European and Japanese ear producers now offer, as standard
features, driver and passenger airbags, anti-lock braking system and other safety
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devices. RCA. inventor of so many new products, never quite mastered the art of
marketing and now puts its name on products largely imported from Asia.
As we move into the twenty-first century, companies must become customeroriented and market driven in all that they do. It is not enough to be product or
technology driven - too many companies still design their products without
customer input, only to find them rejected in the marketplace. It is not enough to
be good at winning" new customers - too many companies forget about customers
after the sale, only to lose their future business. Not surprisingly, we are now
seeing a flood of books with titles such as The Customer Driven Company,
Customers for Life, Turning Lost Customers Into Gold, Customer Bonding,
Sustaining Knock Your Socks Off Service and The Loyalty Effect.21 These books
emphasize that the key to success on the rapidly changing marketing landscape
will be a strong focus on the marketplace and a total marketing commitment to
providing value to customers.

Sum man?
Today's successful companies share a strong foeus and a heavy commitment to
marketing. Modern marketing seeks to attract new customers by promising
superior value, and to keep current customers by delivering satisfaction. Sound
marketing is critical to the success of all organizations, whether large or small,
fear-profit or non-profit, domestic or global.
Many people think of marketing as only selling or advertising. But marketing
combines many activities - marketing research, product development, distribution, pricing, advertising, personal selling and others - designed to sense, serve
and satisfy consumer needs while meeting the organization's goals. Marketing
operates within a dynamic global environment. Rapid changes can quickly make
yesterday's winning strategics obsolete. In the twenty-first century, marketers will
face many new challenges and opportunities. To be successful, companies will
have to be strongly market focused.
We define marketing as a social and managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and want through creating and
exchanging products and value with others. The core concepts of marketing are
needs, wants and demands; products and services; value, satisfaction and quality;
exchange, transactions and relationships; and markets. Wants are the form assumed
by human needs when shaped by culture and individual personality. When backed
by buying power, wants become demands. People satisfy their needs, wants and
demands with products and services. A product is anything that ean be offered to
a market to satisfy a need, want or demand. Products also include services and
other entities such as persons, places, organizations, activities and ideas.
In deciding which products and services to buy, consumers rely on their
perception of relative value. Customer value is the difference between the values
the customer gains from owning and using a product and the costs of obtaining
and using the product. Customer satisfaction depends on a product's perceived
performance in delivering value relative to a buyer's expectations. Customer
satisfaction is closely linked to quality, leading many companies to adopt toted
quality management (TQM) practices. Marketing occurs when people satisfy
their needs, wants and demands through exchange. Beyond creating short-term
exchanges, marketers need to build long-term relationships with valued
customers, distributors, dealers and suppliers.
Marketing management is the analysis, planning, implementation and control
of programmes designed to create, build and maintain beneficial exchanges with
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target buyers for the purpose of achieving organizational objectives. It involves
more than simply finding enough customers for the company's current output.
Marketing is at times also concerned with changing or even reducing demand.
Managing demand means managing customers. Beyond designing strategies to
attract new customers and create transactions with them, today's companies are
focusing on retaining current customers and building lasting relationships
through offering superior customer value and satisfaction.
Marketing management can be guided by five different philosophies. The
production concept holds that consumers favour products that are available and
highly affordable; management's task is to improve production efficiency and
bring down prices. The product concept holds that consumers favour products
that offer the most quality, performance and innovative features; thus, little
promotional effort is required. The setting concept holds that consumers will not
buy enough of the organization's products unless it undertakes a large-scale
selling and promotion effort. The marketing concept holds that achieving organizational goals depends on determining the needs and wants of target markets and
delivering the desired satisfactions more effectively and efficiently than competitors do. The societal marketing concept holds that the company should determine the needs, wants and interests of target markets. Generating customer
satisfaction and long-run societal well-being are the keys to achieving both the
company's goals and its responsibilities.
We also analyzed the major challenges facing marketers heading into the
twenty-first century. Companies are wrestling with changing customer values and
orientations, a sluggish world economy, the growth of non-profit marketing; die
information technology boom, including the Internet; rapid globalization,
including increased global competition; and a host of other economic, political
and social challenges. These challenges are intensified by a demand that
marketers conduct all of their business with an emphasis on more ethics and
social responsibility. Taken together, these changes define a new marketing
landscape. Companies that succeed in this environment will have a strong focus
on the changing marketplace and a total commitment to using the tools of
marketing to provide real value to customers.
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Discussing the Issues
1, Discuss why you should study marketing.
2. As the Preview Case implies, the marketing efforts of
organizations seek to fulfil consumer needs. How

genuine are the needs targeted by Nike's marketing
efforts? Critically evaluate the role that marketing
plays in satisfying human desires.
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3.

4. What is the single biggest difference between the
marketing concept and the production, product and
selling concepts? Winch concepts are easiest to apply
in the short run? Which concept can offer the best
long-term success?
5.

1.3) - discuss the key challenges facing companies as
they approach the twenty-first century. What actions
might they take to ensure they continue to survive
and thrive in the new marketing landscape?

Many people dislike or fear certain products and
would not 'demand1 them at any price. How might a
health-care marketer manage the negative demand
for such products as colon-cancer screenings?
6.

Using examples covered in the chapter - e.g., Nike
(Preview Case), McDonald's (Marketing Highlight 1.2)
and IKEA, MTV and Toys 'R' Us (Marketing Highlight

According to economist Milton Friedman, Tew trends
could so thoroughly undermine die very foundations
of our free society as the acceptance by corporate
officials of a social responsibility other than to make
as much money for their stockholders as possible.' Do
you agree or disagree with Friedman's statement?
What arc some drawbacks of the societal marketing
concept?

Applying the Concepts
1.

Go to McDonald's and order a meal. Note the
questions you arc asked, and observe how special
orders are handled. Next go to a restaurant on your
college or university campus and order a meal. Kote
the questions you are asked here, and observe
whether special orders are handled the same way as
they are at McDonald's.
•

Did you observe any significant differences in
how orders are handled?

•

Consider the differences yon saw. Do you think
the restaurants have different marketing
management philosophies? Which is closest to
the marketing concept? Is one closer to the
selling or production concept?

•

What are the advantages of closely following
the marketing concept? Are there any
disadvantages?

2.

Take a trip to a shopping mall. Find the directory sign.
List five major categories of store, such as department
stores, shoe stores, bookstores, women's clothing
shops and restaurants. List the competing stores in
each category, walk past them and quickly observe
their mcruhandise and style. Look at the public spaces
of the mall, and note how they are decorated. Watch
the shoppers in the mail.
• Are the competing stores really unique, or could
one pretty much substitute for another? What
does this say about the overall goals that the mall
is fulfilling?'
• Consider the attitudes of the shoppers you saw.
Did some apparently find shopping a pleasure,
while others found it a bother?
•

A major goal for marketing is to maximize
consumer satisfaction. Discuss the extent to
which the mall serves this goal.
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Case 1
Amplrilrion: Your Ultimate Host in Greece
Atkis S. Magdalinos
AROUND THE END OF OCTOBER 1993, Constantinos Mitsiou, owner and
manager of the Greek Amphitrion group of companies, was wondering it' he
should launch a special tour for teenagers. What he had in mind was a tour
lasting 14 days that would incorporate most of the natural beauty spots of
Greece, as well as numerous historic and archaeological sites, lie had
already concluded a tentative agreement with a couple of professors who
would act as guides and worked out a preliminary itinerary, but now he was
not sure if he should continue with the idea.
Ainpliitrion, which started as a travel agency in 1957, was now a large
travel and shipping business - 'your ultimate hosts in Greece'. The head
office of Amphitrion is in Constitution Square, a prestigious business area in
the centre of Athens. It also has branches in Tokyo, Washington, DC, and
Toronto as well as other Greek offices in Athens, Crete and Piraeus, The
largest part of the touring business was for executives and employees of
businesses who bought their tickets from the agency branch of the business.
These clients also bought family holidays and travel. In 1993 the biggest part
of the clientele was middle and senior executives and, sometimes, their
secretaries and assistants. Only some 10 per cent of sales came from 'dropins', people who casually dropped in at one of Amphitrion's travel offices.
Mr Mitsiou had first started thinking about his teenager tour after a
meeting with other agents at an International Convention, in Milan, in
September 1993. He had had a discussion with a travel agent from Rome,
who told him about a similar exercise he had organized successfully during
the last holiday season. He was already thinking of repeating the tour in
Greece. He also told Mr Mitsiou that both parents and teenagers looked
forward to such tours, since it allowed them to have separate holidays. The best
time for the tours was between July and August when schools were on holiday.
Parents accepted the idea of the tour if the agent could guarantee proper
supervision and the calibre of the people acting as guides.
When Mr Mitsiou came back to Athens he repeated the idea to his
friends Joan and George Lykidis, and asked them whether they would like to
act as guides for the tour. Mr Lykidis was the headteachcr of one of Athens'
largest schools and a professor of history. Roth Mr and Mrs Lykidis were
enthusiastic about the idea and were eager to take it on.
Mr Mitsiou did not know if anyone else in Greece had started such a
tour. However, he knew that for some years a professor at a well-known
school had organized tours of Europe for students from private schools. The
activity had developed into a profitable summer business. As far as Mr
Mitsiou knew, the tours were always successful and sold out each year. The
teacher used no special advertising for his tours, getting most of his business
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from former students who had been on the tour themselves and who now
sent their children.
The tours Mr Mitsiou had in mind would focus on Greeee, including its
local colour as well as the important historic and archaeological sites around
the country. Characteristically, Mr Mitsiou said the nature of the tour had
occurred to him after reading letters from parents and professors in the daily
press. These complained about the theoretical way Greek history was taught at
school. To Mr Mitsiou, it was obvious from the letters that parents and
students wanted a tour visiting the sites they had studied so drily in their
history classes. Parents definitely looked forward to giving their children a
well-organized tour, in which they would visit all these places and in which,
with proper guidance, the entire history of their ancestry would be revealed to
them.
Mr Mitsiou also knew very well that teenagers would not like it if the
whole of the itinerary comprised only visits to museums, and to historic and
archaeological sites. He would.therefore give them a chance to enjoy the
beautiful seashores and beaches; to go into towns and villages; and to have fun at
tavenias and discos and enjoy some dancing and entertainment.
After considerable thought, he developed the following itinerary:
Day 1
Day 2

Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8
Day 9
Day 10
Day 11
Day 12
Day 13
Day 14

Departure from Athens, Thermopylae, Tempi, Mount Olympus,
Thessaloniki overnight.
Morning free. Afternoon visit Eptapyrgio, Old City, St Demetrious
Church, International Fairgrounds, night at a disco, stay overnight
at Eptapyrgio.
Depart for Philippi, visit sites of interest at Kavala, stay overnight
on Thasos Island.
Swimming at Golden Beach, Makrynammos, visit Necropolis
Museum, return to Kavala, stay overnight.
Depart for Polygyros, Agion Oros, swimming at Chalkidiki Beach,
overnight in Thessaloniki, go to a disco.
Leave for ancient Pella, Vergina, Tomb of Philippos, Grcvena,
Metsovo, stay overnight.
loannina, visit Vella Monastery, Ali Pasha Island in loannina lake, old
town, stay overnight.
Dodoni, Arta, Agrinio, Missolonghi, visit sites, Aetolikon, the
lagoon, fishing ponds at Tholi, overnight in Missolonghi.
Depart for Patras, visit sites, leave for Kyllini, swimming, stay
overnight.
Leave for Olympia. visit archaeological grounds, overnight in
Vityna.
Leave for Tripolis, Sparta, visit the museum, Mystras, Gythio,
Diros caves, Gerolimena for swimming, overnight in Areopolis.
Departure for Kalamata, Pylos, Mcthoni, swimming, return to
Kalamata, afternoon free, disco, stay overnight.
Leave for Tripolis, Nafplio, Tolo, swimming, Tyrins, Argos,
Mycenae, Nemea, overnight in Korinth.
Ancient Korinth, Sykion, Kiato, Nerantza for swimming, return to
Athens.

Mr Mitsiou knew that tours of this type could be cancelled at the last moment,
which would mean that money would have to be refunded. If that happened, the total
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spending on the promotion of the tour would amount to a IONS of about
Dr266,000. In addition, money had to be paid two months in advance lo
secure good rooms, especially at places with only one hotel, and this would
be a significant sum that would have to be written off it' the tour did not go
ahead. By Mr Mitsicm's calculation, advertising and other expenses would
bring the lost; to about Drl,000,000 if the whole tour were cancelled.
With a group of 40 participants on tour, his total cost came to
Dr2,260,000. From this he expected to elear 7 per cent profit. If he had more
people on the tour, the profits would be greater; but George Lykidis had already
said that more than 40 teenagers would be impossible to supervise properly.
It was important not to cancel the tour in the first year onee it had been
advertised. Word of mouth was the best way of attracting tour members,
particularly as a result of previous members telling their friends. So he
decided he would go ahead with as few as 20 participants, even though that
meant he would make a loss. By charging more, he could make money with
only 20 participants, but he did not think that he could charge more than
Dr60,450 per person in the first year. When he had organized tours in the
past, he had used subagents who required a 5 per cent commission. In this
project, however, his margins were so small that he would not use subagents.
Soon after he had finished working out the plans for the tour. Mr Mitsiou
met a friend, a very renowned lawyer, who had two sons in their teens. The
lawyer said that he would never let his sons go on such a tour. He added that
such tours treated teenagers like sheep. Anyhow teenagers had no interest
in history, no matter what newspapers said to the contrary. His idea was to
give his boys some money and a couple of tickets, and to allow them to
travel for as long as the money lasted. For that age group, guides were not
important, and it was best to give such teenagers the chance to prove that
they were responsible and could travel on their own. This worried Mr
Mitsiou, since he always trusted his friend's opinions. He started to reconsider his planned tour and to think of other ways to make the tour look more
attractive.

QUESTIONS
1. Has Mr Mitsiou taken a marketing-oriented approach to developing his
teenage tour idea? What elements of marketing orientation, if any, are
missing?
2. Is the teenage tour idea financially attractive? Does it fit the strengths
of the Amphitrion Group? Is it a market that the company naturally
understands?
3. Would the tour have been attractive to you as a teenager? Would this
Greek tour be attractive to teenagers in your country?
4. Would you have found a similar tour of your own country attractive?
Would your parents find it attractive? Who is the customer in this case
and what do they want?
5. Is running a tour the only way to see if it would be successful or not?
How else do you think its appeal could be tested?
6. How could the tour be changed to be more appealing and less risky?

Marketing and Society:
Social Responsibility and
Marketing Ethics

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
List and respond to the social criticisms of marketing.
Define consumerism and environmentalis-m and explain how they
affect marketing strategies.
Describe the principles of socially responsible marketing.
Explain the role of ethics In marketing.

Preview Case
Brown & Williamson Tobacco:
'Keeping Smokers Addicted'
IT HAS LONG BEEN KNOWN that tobacco companies control nicotine levels in
their cigarettes. In the 1940s, nicotine and tar levels in cigarettes were more
than three times today's levels. Manufacturers have gradually reduced them
through refinements in the processing technique to satisfy demand for
smoother and lighter cigarettes. A new battle started between the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) and tobacco companies in June 1994. At the centre
of the debate was damning evidence presented to Congress which suggested
that US tobacco companies had been deliberately manipulating the amount
of nicotine in cigarettes to keep the nation's 46 million smokers addicted.
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On 21 June 1994, a House of Representatives subcommittee heard allegations that Brown & Williamson (B & W) Tobacco, a US subsidiary of
Britain's BAT Industries, had secretly developed a genetically engineered
tobacco ealled Y-1 that contained more than twice the amount of nicotine
found in normal tobacco plants. Mr David Kessler, head of the US FDA,
informed the committee that B & W had earlier denied breeding tobacco
plants for high or low nicotine content. Yet the company had several million
pounds of Y-1 tobacco stored in US warehouses and had been using it in five
local brands of cigarettes.
Kessler suggested that US tobacco manufacturers had deliberately
'spiked' their products to keep smokers addicted. It is difficult to prove this.
However, he said that it is sufficient to show that cigarette companies have
the ability to control nicotine levels tn their products, allowing them to
remain at addictive levels. Such evidence could he used to implicate B & W
in the Y-1 row to push his case for bringing tobacco under his agency's
control. He has previously threatened to regulate cigarettes as drugs if he
could show that manufacturers intend consumers to buy them to satisfy an
addiction. The discovery of the Y-1 high-nicotine tobacco proved beyond
doubt that tobacco firms were manipulating and controlling nicotine
concentration in their products.
B & W defended the allegations. First, it accused Kessler of blowing the
issue out of proportion. Second, it stressed the fact that Y-1 is nothing secret
and just one of a variety of local and foreign tobaccos it used to give the
unique 'recipe' of ingredients that went into each brand. 'Y-1 was a blending
tool for flavour', B &\V said.
Tobacco companies argue that they cannot eliminate nicotine altogether from their products as it is an essential contributor to cigarette
flavour. Smokers no longer enjoy cigarettes when the nicotine level falls
below a certain point. So, it is important to adjust the level of nicotine and
other flavour-enhancers to provide what cigarettes consumers like. Mr
Walker Mcrriman, vice-president of the Tobacco Institute, said that
'consumer preference' was the specific reason for having any particular level
of nicotine and tar in any particular cigarette. Low-nicotine brands have
commanded very low market share, while no-nicotine brands had failed
through lack of demand.
In reality, Kessler is more concerned now with two issues: whether cigarettes are addictive, and if manufacturers intend them to be addictive. If so,
on either issue, the FDA may be able to bring them under its jurisdiction as a
drug. Kessler can then force the tobacco industry gradually to reduce nicotine levels in their products and so wean smokers away from the habit. The
industry position is that cigarettes are not a drug, as defined in the 1938
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, because they 'do not intend to affect
the structure or any function of the body'. Furthermore, manufacturers
argue that smoking cannot be addictive because 50 per cent or more of
American citizens today who have ever smoked have quit - over 90 per cent
of them without professional help. Critics of Kessler's policy say that there is
a risk that smokers would smoke even more cigarettes to compensate for the
loss of nicotine intake, which raises smokers' exposure to another serious
health risk - the carcinogenic ingredients of cigarettes. Besides, this policy
would boost industry profits.
One debate is whether tobacco companies like B & W are knowingly
manipulating nicotine levels in their products with intent to cause addiction. If so, such socially irresponsible behaviour arguably must be
controlled. On past record, it will take a long time to reach the point at
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which the FDA will bring the tobacco industry under its control. But things
are stirring up fast. The race is already on to sue America's tobacco giants. In
February 1995, a New Orleans court ruled that every American ever
addicted to nicotine — or the relations of any nicotine-depcndent-but-nowdead American - could sue the tobacco companies. Four American states
also began to sue for the cost of treating smokers!
These events in the United States trivialize the tobacco advertising
debate in Europe. The emergence of medical evidence suggesting that
smoking is a health hazard has triggered reactions from anti-smoking
groups, who argue that smoking should be at least discouraged, if not
banned outright. Over the 1980s, lobbying by anti-smoking campaigners
throughout Europe led to enforcement of tighter restrictions, notably on
tobacco advertising. Those who rage against the evil of cigarette advertising
assume that it is creating droves of new smokers. Tobacco firms argue that
the assumption is doubtful, claiming that there is no evidence that advertising has much effect on total consumption. It is true that, according to one
study, advertising bans in Norway, Finland, Canada and New Zealand helped
to reduce cigarette consumption. But studies in other countries, such as
Italy and Sweden, have shown that bans were followed by increases in
smoking. Ironically, some argue that a ban would have one drawback: it
would end the health warnings that now accompany tobacco advertising.
Current restrictions are already tight. Cigarette companies are prohibited from advertising on television in many European markets. To stave off
more draconian legislation, they have agreed: to stop advertising in the
cinema or on posters near schools; to reduce advertising on shop fronts; to
stop using celebrities in their advertising; and to avoid any hint that
smoking brings social or sexual success. Yet, tobacco adverts are not quite
dead! Advertisers often resort to the use of cryptic pictures, like red motorcycles - the clue that told consumers to rush out and buy 'Marlboro' (red is
the Marlboro brand colour).
In search of new customers, cigarette manufacturers are targeting
females. In France, Spain, C.ermany and Britain, between a quarter and a
third of smokers are women. In Sweden, they form a majority of smokers. In
some cotmtries, like India and Hong Kong, women-only brands have been
launched. In the Baltic states, there are massive advertising campaigns
tempting women and there is a big increase in the number of women
smoking. Worse, tobacco firms are preying on children. Their aggressive
campaigns in the less developed Far Eastern countries, with fewer consumer
protection laws, are also cause for concern.1

QUESTIONS
You should attempt these questions only after completing your reading of
this chapter.
1. Is advertising of hazardous products ethical? Tobacco firms claim that
they advertise not to expand demiind for cigarettes, but merely to
maintain their market share against competitors' brands. Is this a
bogus or friendly argument?
2. Should tobacco firms take greater responsibility for communicating
the health hazards of smoking, and discouraging the habit?
3. Can society expect the industry to regulate its own actions and
practise socially responsible marketing?
4. Can customers and society, at large, be left to develop their own sense
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of personal responsibility - to avoid harmful products - even if firms
don't? Discuss.
5.
6.

Should legislators be the ultimate force that protects innocent
consumers from unsavoury marketing?
In the interest of consumer safety and well-being, should tobacco firms
circumvent current rules?

Tn trod action
Responsible marketers discover what consumers want and respond with the right
products, priced to give good value to buyers and profit to the producer. The
marketing concept is a philosophy of customer service and mutual gain. Its practice leads the economy by an invisible hand to satisfy the many and changing
needs of millions of consumers. But does social responsibility and morality have
any role to play? Or is it incompatible with commercial survival in a competitive
global market place?
Those are the sort of questions that used to be asked only in classrooms and
communes. But in an era when the consumer is wiser to much more of a
company's practice, and when there are increasingly wide concerns about environmental issues, animal testing and human rights, the need for social responsibility and sound ethics in marketing has become crucial if customers' demands
are to be fulfilled. How companies behave in the broadest sense is beginning to
have an impact on how people; view their products and services. Walkers Snack
Foods successfully avoided serious damage to its brand value following die
discovery of glass fragments in a packet of crisps last November. Although it was
discovered that a broken lens on the production line may have contaminated no
more than five or six packets, the company immediately withdrew the entire
offending line - totalling 9 million packets of crisps. Press statements were drafted
and within 24 hours the company had a consumer helpline running. As we saw in
Chapter 1, another example of a socially responsible act is Johnson & Johnson's
very speedy recall of contaminated Tylenol capsules from store shelves to prevent
further possibilities of consumer injury. The 'Tylenol scare' was a serious public
issue and caused great consumer concern in markets where the drug was sold.
However, in taking responsible action, the brand value remained undamaged in
the long run and sales revived when the problem was resolved.
However, not all marketers follow the marketing concept. In fact, some
companies use questionable marketing practices, and some marketing actions
that seem innocent in themselves strongly affect the larger society. Consider,
again, the sale of sensitive products such as cigarettes. Ordinarily, companies
should be free to sell cigarettes, and smokers should be free to buy them. Rut this
transaction affects the public interest. First, the smoker may be shortening his or
her own life. Second, smoking places a burden on the smoker's family and on
society at large. Third, other people around the smoker may have to inhale the
smoke and may suffer discomfort and harm. This is not to say that cigarettes
should be banned, although the anti-smoking lobbyists would welcome that.
Rather, it shows that private transactions may involve larger questions of public
policy. In practice, the answers are by no means always clear cut. It may be
ethical for tobacco firms to stop peddling cigarettes altogether, but this, while
seen by absolute moralists as 'the right thing' to do, will lead to companies'
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demise, job losses and the repercussions of increased unemployment on the
wider community.
Marketers face difficult decisions when choosing to serve customers profitably, on the one hand, and seeking to maintain a close n't between consumers'
wants or desires and societal welfare, on the other. In this chapter, we discuss
marketing in the context of society, the need for integrity, social responsibility
and sound ethics, and the dilemmas that marketing people face. We begin with a
look at the impact of private marketing practices on individual consumers and
society as a whole, and examine the social criticisms of marketing. Next we
discuss consumerism, environmentalism and regulation, and the way they affect
marketing strategies. We address two questions: What steps have private citizens
taken to curb marketing ills? What steps have legislators and government agencies taken to curb marketing ills? This leads to an overview of responsible or
enlightened marketing and marketing ethics. Finally, we conclude with a set of
principles for public policy towards marketing: consumer and producer freedom,
avoiding harm, meeting basic needs, economic efficiency, innovation, and
consumer education, information and protection.

Social Criticisms of Marketing
Marketing receives much criticism. Some of this criticism is justified; much is
not.2 Social critics claim that certain marketing practices hurt individual
consumers, society as a whole and other business firms.

Marketing's Impact on Individual Consumers
Consumers have many concerns about how well marketing and businesses, as a
whole, serve their interests. Consumer advocates, government agencies and other
critics have accused marketing of harming consumers through high prices, deceptive practices, high-pressure selling, shoddy or unsafe products, planned obsolescence and poor service to disadvantiged consumers.

• High Prices
Many critics charge that marketing practices raise the cost of goods and cause
prices to be higher than they would be if clever marketing were not applied. They
point to three factors: high costs of'distribution, high advenctsing and promotion
costs, and excessive mark-ups.
IIlGII COSTS OF DISTRIBUTION. A long-standing charge is that greedy
intermediaries mark up prices beyond the value of their services. Critics charge
either that there are too many intermediaries, or that intermediaries are inefficient and poorly run, provide unnecessary or duplicate services, and practise
poor management and planning. As a result, distribution costs too much and
consumers pay for these excessive costs in the form of higher prices.
How do retailers answer these charges? They argue, first, that intermediaries
do work which would otherwise have to be done by manufacturers or consumers.
Second, the rising mark-up reflects improved services that consumers themselves
want - more convenience, larger stores and more assortment, longer store
opening hours, return privileges and others. Third, the costs of operating stores
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keep rising, forcing retailers to raise their prices. Fourth, retail competition is so
intense that margins are actually quite low: for example, after taxes, supermarket
chains are typically left with barely 1 per cent profit on their sales. If some
resellers try to charge too much relative to the value they add. other resellers will
step in with lower prices. Low-price stores and other discounters pressure their
competitors to operate efficiently and keep their priees down.
HIGH ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION COSTS. Modern marketing is also
accused of pushing up priees because of heavy advertising and sales promotion.
For example, a dozen tablets of a heavily promoted brand of aspirin sell for the
same price as 100 tablets of less promoted brands. Differentiated products cosmetics, detergents, toiletries - include promotion and packaging costs that
can amount to 40 per cent or more of the manufacturer's price to thy retailer.
(Mtics charge that much of the packaging and promotion adds only psychological
value to the product rather than real functional value. Retailers use additional
promotion - advertising, displays and competitions - that add even more to retail
prices.
Marketers answer these charges in several ways. First, consumers ^ant more
than the merely functional qualities of products. They also want psychological
benefits - they want to feel wealthy, beautiful or special. Consumers can usually
btiy functional versions of products at lower prices, hut are often willing to pay
more for products that also provide desired psychological benefits. Second,
branding gives buyers confidence. A brand name implies a certain quality and
consumers are willing to pay for well-known brands even if they cost a little more.
Third, heavy advertising is needed to inform millions of potential buyers of the
merits of a brand. If consumers want to know what is available on the market, they
must expect manufacturers to spend large sums of money on advertising. Fourth,
heavy advertising and promotion may be necessary for a firm to match competitors' efforts. The business would lose 'share of mind' if it did not match competitive spending. At the same time, companies ;ire cost conscious about promotion
and try to spend their money wisely. Finally, heavy sales promotion is needed from
time to time because goods are produced ahead of demand in a mass-production
economy. Special incentives have to be offered in order to sell inventories.
EXCESSIVE MARK-UPS. Critics also charge that some companies mark up
goods excessively. They point to the drug industry, where a pill costing 5p to make
may cost the consumer 40p to buy. Or to the pricing tactics of perfume manufacturers, who take advantage of customers' ignorance of the true worth of a 50 gram
bottle of Joy perfume, while preying on their desire to fulfil emotional needs.
Marketers argue that most businesses try to deal fairly with consumers
because they want repeat business. Most consumer abuses are unintentional.
When shady marketers do take advantage of consumers, they should be reported
to industry watchdogs and to other consumer-interest or consumer-protection
groups. Marketers also stress that consumers often don't understand the reason
for high mark-ups. For example, pharmaceutical mark-ups must cover the costs of
purchasing, promoting and distributing existing medicines, plus the high research
and development costs of finding new medicines.

• Deceptive Practices
Marketers are sometimes accused of deceptive practices that lead consumers to
believe they will get more value than they actually do. Deceptive marketing practices fall into three groups: deceptive pricing, promotion and packaging.
Deceptive pricing includes practices such as falsely advertising 'factory' or 'whole-
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sale' prices or a large price reduction from a phoney high retail list price.
Deceptive promotion includes practices such as overstating the product's features
or performance, luring the customer to the store for a bargain that is out of stock,
or running rigged contests. Deceptive packaging includes exaggerating package
contents through subtle design, not filling the package to the top, using
misleading labelling, or describing size in misleading terms.
Deceptive practices have led to legislation and other consumer-protection
actions. Positive steps have already been taken, for example, with regard to
European directives aimed at the cosmetic industry. Council Directive 93/35/EEC
of 14 June 1993 introduced far-reaching changes to cosmetic laws. The legislation
controls the constituents of cosmetic products and their associated instructions
and warnings about use, and specifies requirements relating to the marketing of
cosmetic products, which cover product claims, labelling, information on packaging and details about die product's intended function. Where a product claims
to remove 'unsightly cellulitc' or make the user !ook '20 years younger', proofs
must be documented and made available to the enforcement authorities. These
laws also require clear details specifj'ing where animal testing has been carried
out on both the finished product and/or its ingredients. The EU has recognized
increased public resistance to animal testing and has proposed a limited ban on
animal testing for cosmetic ingredients from 1 January 1998. Similar directives
are found to regulate industry practices in the United States. The Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), which has the power to regulate 'unfair or deceptive acts or
practices', has published several guidelines listing deceptive practices. The toughest
problem is defining what is 'deceptive'. For example, some years ago, Shell Oil
advertised that Super Shell petrol with platformate gave more mileage than did
the same fuel without platformate. Now this was true, but what Shell did not say is
that almost all petrol includes platformate. Its defence was that it had never
claimed that platformate was found only in Shell petroleum fuel. But even though
the message was literally true, the FTC felt that the ad's intent was to deceive.
Marketers argue that most companies avoid deceptive practices because
such practices harm their business in the long run. Tf consumers do not get
what they expect, they will switch to more reliable products. In addition,
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We Have Ways of
Making You Buy!
Britain's life assurance industry
was severely criticized for misselling, offering poor value to customers who surrender their
policies early, and exploiting customers' ignorance - in short, for
breaking the rules!
In the early 1990s LAUTRO,
the body that regulated the selling
of life insurance, fined at least a
dozen life assurance companies a total of nearly
Slmillion for failing to ensure that potential customers were fully informed about different policies. Those singled out included Scottish Widows,
Guardian Royal Exchange, General Accident,
Commercial Union and Norwich Union,
In June 1994, the Office of Fair Trading (OFT),
a government watchdog, published its report on
60 of the United Kingdom's largest life insurers. It
criticized firms for poor 'surrender values'
many household names, the symbols of probity
and financial solidity, were short-changing customers who cashed in long-term policies early.
London & Manchester, London Life, MGM,
Refuge, Royal Life, Tunbridge Wells, Abbey Life,
Allied Dunbar, Confederation Life, Cornhill
Insurance, Irish Life. Midland Life and Reliance
Mutual were all found to offer atiro surrender
value at the end of the first year for two types of
policy investigated by the OFT. So, if a customer
cancelled a £100 a month, ten-year savings plan
after only one year, she got no money back from
the insurer. There were also wide disparities in
the surrender values of life insurance policies,
although such information was seldom disclosed
to buyers.
What is all the fuss about, though? Why should
companies he penalized because their investors
want to cash in earlier on long-term savings
plans? Regulators believe that life insurers had
exploited customers' ignorance and vulnerability,
selling them products that generated big profits
for the sellers, but were unsuited to the buyer. In
many cases, insurers were accused of filling the
pockets of salespeople, senior managers and, in
the case of limited companies, the shareholders,

by extracting fat commission from
high-pressure selling schemes that
customers did not really want or
need. Sales 'tricks' were not
unusual in the industry. For example, some salespeople sent letters
to married women, talking about
their company and appending a
blank form with a piece of paper
telling the woman: This is what
you get when your husband dies,'
Although the surrender values
offered by the insurers in later
years were reasonable, the Securities and
Investments Board suggested that one-quarter to
one-third of all policies were cashed in during the
first two years alone. A number of companies
actually profited from early lapse rates, and many
people holding policies with companies which
have relatively high lapse rates were actually
worse off than if they had no policy at all. Lapses
are insurers' profits!
The insurance companies' response is that
customers have the product literature to help
them assess their policies. The OFT argues that
the idea that customers could understand readily
the surrender values of their policies simply by
reading the product literature is quite false.
'These things are not only obscure to the average
consumer but to the informed consumer as well,'
says John Mills, head of the OFT's consumer
policy division.
So, what fuels this pervasive practice in the
industry? One answer is that not nearly as many
people would have bought life insurance if the
products had not. been actively sold to them.
Another is that few consumers have the expertise
to compare the costs and benefits of different
policies, What consumers buy is all about how
quickly the sales rep gets to them and how persuasive he or she is.
Although many independent financial advisers ensure that clients get good value for money
from respectable insurers, there are many others
who are forced to sell poor-quality products,
because they are trapped in a commission structure that requires them to sell or starve.
One insurance sales representative says: 'You
would see that some prospective clients might
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have to struggle to pay the premiums, hut
because your livelihood depended on it, you
would play on their emotions to try to sell them
something.' Another salesperson commented:
'We were licensed to give best advice, but it
wasn't. A superior product offered by another
company would not be mentioned.' Salespeople
argue that they were often put under increasing
pressure and encouraged by a range of incentives,
some of them fairly obvious, such as bottles of
whisky and holidays in the Bahamas. There were
bizarre punishments for those that did badly: at
one branch of a big insurer, the worst performer
over the previous month would be told to walk
around the building for a day dressed in ladies'
underwear.
Regulators and watchdogs now address two key
issues: what customers are told about products
and the people selling them; and self-regulation
versus government (statutory) regulation. The
OFT introduced disclosure rules in January
1995. Salespeople must now inform the consumer how much commission they take for selling a given policy and need to spend hours with
customers filling in forms with personal details.
Predictably, independent financial advisers
protest that disclosure will force many of them
out of business. After years of deliberately confusing consumers with jargon, blinding them with
technical language and pressurizing to do the
deal, the industry has lost the public's trust. Bad
publicity on mis-selling has also affected industry-wide sales. To compound the industry's problems, new entrants, including Direct Line, Marks
& Spencer and Virgin Direct, began to sell life

insurance and pension products over the phone
from the raid-1990s. Not only are these helping to
drive prices down, but their image as the new
'clean' competitors from outside the industry,
which truly apply 'customer first' marketing philosophy, is helping to wake die industry up. They
are doing the traditional insurance companies no
end of good.
The moral of the story is clear. Using trickery
or vigorous sales approaches to pressure customers unfairly into buying financial products (or
any product or service) that they either do not
need or would do better to buy elsewhere, docs
not make sound marketing sense. Consumers
become disenchanted or disillusioned or withdraw consumption altogether. High-pressure selling usually backfires on the aggressive sellers. You
cannot sell something nobody wants, no matter
how you push it!
SOURCES: Alison Smith. 'Standard Life's surrender bonus',
Fini-mcicd Times (21 November 1994), p. 22; Alison Smith,
'OFT names insurers offering zero first year surrender value 1 ,
Financial Times (9-10 .July 1994). p. 1; Alison Smith, 'Biiek
from the brink', Financial Times (2,1 June 1994), p. 16;
Norms Cohen, 'Life insurers criticised for poor surrender
values', 'Your lapses are their profits'. Financial TiiiKS (1819.Tune 1994), pp. I. Ill; Peter Marsh, 'We have ways of
making you buy', Fimtnuial Times (14 June 1994), p. 18;
Peter Marsh, 'When he dies, my dear, all this will bti yours',
Financial Times (11-12 Junu 1994J, pp. I, XII; 'All life's
troubles', The JSconomist (17 July 1993), pp. 76-7; Kean
Brierley, 'A matter of life and death'. Marketing Week (28
June 1995); Andrew Duffy, "Great British pensions disaster',
Business Age (5 July 1995), pp. 40-3; Alan Mitchell,
'Swimming with the sharks', Marketing Business (September
1997), pp 26-30.

consumers usually protect themselves from deception. Most consumers
recognize a marketer's selling intent and are carelul when they huy, sometimes to
the point of not believing completely true product claims. Theodore Levitt claims
that some advertising puffery is bound to occur - and that it may even he desirable:
There is hardly a company that would not go down in ruin if it refused
to provide fluff, because nohody will huy pure functionality ... Worse,
it denies ... man's honest needs and values ... Without distortion,
embellishment and elaboration, life would he drab, dull, anguished and
at its existential worst .. .-1
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High-Pressure Selling
Salespeople are sometimes accused of high-pressure selling that persuades people
to buy goods they had no thought of buying. It is often said that cars, financial
services, property and home improvement plans are sold, not bought. Salespeople
are trained to deliver smooth, canned talks to entice purchase. They sell hard
because commissions and sales contests promise big prizes to those who sell the
most.
Marketers know that buyers can often be talked into buying unwanted or
unneeded things. A key question is whether industry self-regulatory or trading
standards bodies, consumer-protection laws and consumer-interest groups are
sufficiently effective in checking and curbing unsavoury sales practices. In this
modem era, it is encouraging to note that one or more of these ean work to the
advantage of consumers. Or, where malpractices are pervasive, regulators will
catch out wrongdoers, who will invariably pay the penalties for irresponsible
marketing. This is evident in the ease of the mis-selling of pensions and life assurance policies in the UK market (see Marketing Highlight 2.1),

• Shoddy or Unsafe Products
Another criticism is that products lack the quality they should have. One
complaint is that products are not made well. Such complaints have been lodged
against products and services ranging from home appliances, cars and clothing to
home and car repair services.
A second complaint is that some products deliver little benefit. In an attempt
to persuade customers to buy their brand rather than any other, manufacturers
sometimes make claims that are not fully substantiated. In the United Kingdom,
for example, the Independent Television Commission (ITC) introduced new rules
covering the advertising of medicines and treatments, health claims, and nutrition and dietary supplements, including slimming products. The move, which
follows the publication of new advertising rules by the Advertising Standards
Authority, brings the ITC in line with public and private sector opinion, and
recent European Union legislation governing the advertising and sales of these
products. Health claims for food, for example, must now be fully substantiated.
Creative ads must guard against encouraging overindulgence in products such as
confectionery, so advertisers must pay attention to health implications.4
In markets where many brands are promising a wide array of product benefits, consumers are often left confused. In fact, consumers often end up paying
more for product benefits that do not exist (see Marketing Highlight 2.2}.
A third complaint concerns product safety. Product safety has been a
problem for several reasons, including manufacturer indifference, increased
production complexity, poorly trained labour and poor quality control. Consider
the following cases of costly and image-dam aging crises brought upon vehicle
manufacturers:

\

In 1990, consumer activists declared the Daihatsu Sportrak as 'potentially
unstable' and Suzuki was urged to recall tens of thousands of similar cars.
This problem pales by comparison with that faced by the Ford Pinto,
which became the symbol of automotive disaster when several people
died during the 1970s in fuel tank fires allegedly linked to a design fault,.
More recently, Chrysler issued one of the largest product recall notices in
the history of the motoring industry, calling back 900,000 vehicles,
ranging from pick-ups to a selection of 'people carriers' including the
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'Shopper's Friend'
Brand Benefit Claims

Marketing
Highlight
~ o

The Consumers' Association (GA)
in the United Kingdom, an independent, self-appointed organization, seeks to police the goods
and services offered by eonsumerproduets manufacturers and business sectors, and aims to improve
the quality of people's purchasing
decisions, ft carries out independent research and tests on all sorts
of consumer goods and services, ranging from
soap powders, kettles and motor cars to freerange turkeys, holidays and insurance policies,
and then rates these based on 'value for money'
and effectiveness criteria. Its public face, WJiich?
magazine, is an important channel used to provide consumers with a counterpoint to the persuasive marketing of consumer goods and
services. Wliifh? fo'rms the 'mouthpiece' of the
Association, playing the role of 'shopper's friend'
by offering unbiased views on brand features,
quality and/or performance, and advice on 'best
buy' and 'good value' purchases. Generally, the
criteria for any investigation are: How many
people will it affect? How important an issue is it?
Can the CA do anything about it?
Here is an example of a toothpaste test
reported in one issue of the CA's Which? magazine. The test sought to substantiate the oral
health, including medicinal (e.g. relief from the
pain of sensitive teeth), claims made in toothpaste advertising. The report lists the main
claims made for toothpastes and picks out the
brands th;it the test team believes can substantiate their claims and those which cannot.
Three main types of 'claim' are: (1) prevention of gum disease/anti-plaque property, (2) protection of sensitive teeth; and {3} tartar control.
To substantiate claims, the test team turns to (a)
evidence from clinical trials and (b) evidence of
'availability of actives': that is, that the effective
ingredient has not been inactivated by any of the
other chemicals in the toothpaste. Unsubstantiated
claims are ones where the manufacturer did not
provide the test team with evidence either of suitable clinical trials on the particular toothpaste or
of'availability of actives'. This means not that the

toothpaste is ineffective, but that
the test panel has not seen enough
proof that the manufacturer can
substantiate its dental health
claim(s).
Table 1 shows results for
the manufacturers' and own-label
brands of toothpaste tested.
The CA asserts that no manufacturer should make claims for
its products, on packaging or in
advertising, unless they can be
substantiated by evidence of a
reasonable standard. It draws attention to recommended toothpaste brands, but highlights the fact
that many expensive toothpastes marked for sensitive teeth do not contain fluoride, so will not
offer protection against decay.
Consumer-interest bodies like the CA help to
improve buyers' decisions by offering impartial
information and guidance on all kinds of purchasing decision. The CA uses expert panels and professionals, together with its own teams of testers
and ^valuators, to conduct product evaluations.
Testing criteria for products and services are
always described in full. Where appropriate,
accreditation bodies' results are also consulted
and compared with its own test results. Not surprisingly, the CA has made many enemies of
manufacturers and businesses that fail to deliver
good value to customers. Aggrieved companies
often raise questions about the CA's impartiality
and accountability.
Manufacturers that achieve poor product ratings are invariably given the option to challenge
the test results. Many use these findings to direct
product-improvement efforts and make positive
changes in their products. The CA's printed mission is to 'empower people to make informed consumer decisions'and improve the quality of goods
and services. If these goals are truly achieved,
then the role of consumer bodies that have the
consumer at heart is more important now - in the
era of consumerism — than ever before. Brand
owners beware! Friend or foe, 'shopper's friend',
vigilant as ever, is here to stay.

SOURCES: Consumers' Association, Toothpaste', Which? (July
1992), pp. 372-5; Tom O'Sullivan, 'Shopper's friend counters
enemies',Marketing Week {10 February 199S), pp. 22-3.
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TABLE 1 CLAIM VERSUS PERFORMANCE OF TOOTHPASTE
IS CLAIM SUBSTANTIATED BY TOOTHPASTE PERFORMANCE?

CLAIMS MADE
Prevention of
gum disease

YES

No

Colgate Gum Protection Formula
Mentadent P

Aqua Fresh Triple Protection
Asda Anti-Plaque
Boots An ti-Plaque
Boots Total Care
Co-op Anti-Plaque
Gateway Fresh Breath An ti-Plaque
Gihbs SR
Macleans Anti-Plaque
Oral B Zendium
Tesco Dental Care Minty Blue Gel
Waitrose Plaque-Control
Superdrug Oral Health Gum Health Formula
Boots Formula F

Protection of
Asda Sensitive
sensitive teeth Boots Formula
Gateway Fresh Breath Formula
Macleans Sensitive
Merttadent S
Safeway Sensitive
Sainsbury's Oral Health Sensitive Teeth
Tesco Sensitive Teeth Formula
Sensodyne Original and Mint
Sensodyne F
Waitrose Sensitive
Tartar control Colgate Tartar Control Formula
Safeway Tartar Control
Crest Tartar Control
Suptrdrug Oral Health Tartar Control
Crest Ultra Protection
Mentadent P
Sainsbury's Oral Health Tartar Control
Tesco Dental Care Anti-Tartar

Voyager, Wrangler and Jeep Cherokee models, for a variety of reasons in
seven different recalls. One of the biggest recalls in 1997, according to
figures from the British vehicle inspectorate, was one undertaken by V\V,
asking 150.000 Golf and Vcnto saloon owners to have their car checked
for wiring faults. In 1996, VW also recalled 350,000 of its models worldwide becau.se of a potentially faulty electric cable, as well as some
950,000 Golfs, Jettas, Passats and Corrados because of problems,
including a cooling system fault, which could potentially damage engines
and injure passengers. Early in 1997, Vauxhall called in more than 39,000
Veetras to check loose fuel pipes. Even Rolls-Royce was forced to check
some of its Bentley Continental T sports coupes (at £220,000 apiece)
because of concerns tha.t airbags were firing unexpectedly.1'
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For years now, consumer protection groups or associations in many countries
have regularly tested products for safety, and have reported hazards found in
tested products, such as electrical dangers in appliances, and injury risks from
lawn mowers and faulty car design. The testing and reporting activities of these
organizations have helped consumers make better buying decisions and have
encouraged businesses to eliminate product flaws. Marketers may sometimes face
dilemmas when seeking to balance consumer needs and ethical eon si derations.
For example, no amount of test results can guarantee product safety in cars if
consumers value speed and power more than safety features. Buyers might
choose a less expensive chain saw without a safety guard, although society or a
government regulatory agency might deem it irresponsible and unethical for the
manufacturer to sell it.
However, most responsible manufacturers want to produce quality goods.
The way a company deals with product quality and safety problems can damage
or help its reputation. Companies selling poor-quality or unsafe products risk
damaging conflicts with consumer groups. Moreover, unsafe products can result
in product liability suits and iarge awards for damages. Consumers who are
unhappy with a firm's products may avoid its other products and talk other
consumers into doing the same. More fundamentally, today's marketers know that
self-imposed, high ethical standards, which accompany customer-driven quality,
result in customer satisfaction, which in turn creates profitable customer relationships.

• Planned Obsolescence'
Critics have charged that some producers follow a programme of planned obsolescence. causing their products to become obsolete before they need replacement. In many cases, producers have been accused of continually changing
consumer concepts of acceptable styles in order to encourage more and earlier
buying. An obvious example is constantly changing clothing fashions. Producers
have also been accused of holding back attractive functional features, then introducing them later to make older models obsolete. Critics claim that this practice
is frequently found in the consumer electronics and computer industry. The
Japanese camera, watch and consumer electronics companies frustrate
consumers because rapid and frequent model replacement has created difficulties
in obtaining spare parts for old models; dealers refuse to repair outdated models
and planned obsolescence rapidly erodes basic product values. Finally, producers
have been accused of using materials and components that will break, wear, rust
or rot sooner than they should. For example, many drapery manufacturers are
using a higher percentage of rayon in their curtains. They argue that rayon
reduces the price of the curtains and has better holding power. Critics claim that
using more rayon causes the curtains to fall apart sooner. European consumers
have also found, to their annoyance, how rapidly certain European brands of
toasters rust - for an appliance that rarely gets into contact with water, this is an
amazing technological feat!
Marketers respond that consumers like style changes; they get tired of the old
goods and want a new look in fashion or a new design in cars. No one has to buy
the new look, and if too few people like it. it will simply fail. Companies frequently
withhold new features when they are not fully tested, when they add more cost to
the product than consumers are willing to pay, and for other good reasons. But
they do so at the risk that a competitor will introduce the new feature and steal
the market. Moreover, companies often put in new materials to lower their costs
and prices. They do not design their products to break down earlier, because they
do not want to lose their customers to other brands. Thus, much so-called

Planned obsolescence
A strategy qf causing
products to become
obsolete before they
actually need
replacement
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planned obsolescence is the working of the competitive and technological forces
in a free society - forces that lead to ever-improving goods and services.

• Poor Service to Disadvantaged Consumers
Finally, marketing has been accused of poorly serving disadvantaged consumers.
Critics claim that the urban poor often have to shop in smaller stores that carry
interior goods and charge higher prices. Marketing's eye on profits also means that
disadvantaged consumers are not viable segments to target. The high-income
consumer is the preferred target.
Clearly, better marketing systems must be built in low-income areas - one
hope is to get large retailers to open outlets in low-income areas. Moreover lowincome people clearly need consumer protection. Consumer-protection agencies
should take action against suppliers who advertise false values, sell old merchandise as new, or charge too much for credit. Offenders who deliver poor value
should be expected to compensate customers, as in the case of many UK pensions
providers, who were required to meet mis-selling compensation targets following
the disclosure of malpractices by an Office of Fair Trading (OFT) investigation.
We now turn to social critics' assessment of how marketing affects society as a
whole.

Marketing's Impact on Society as a Whole
The marketing system as we - in Europe and other developed economies outside
North America — are experiencing it, has been accused of adding to several 'evils'
in our society at large. Advertising has been a special target. It has been blamed
for creating false wants, nurturing greedy aspirations and inculcating too much
materialism in our society.

• False Wants and Too Much Materialism
Critics have charged that, in advanced nations such as the USA, the marketing
system urges too much interest in material possessions. People arc judged by
what they own rather than by what they ore. To be considered successful, people
must own a smart-looking house or apartment in a prime residential site, expensive cars and the latest designer label clothes and consumer electronics.
Consider, for example, the training-shoe market. These days, training
shoes have gone the same way as cameras, watches and mobile phones:
functionality is useless without 'tec lino-supremacy' and high style. Take
Nike's Air Max Tailwind which features: 'flexi-laces' which stretch to give
foot comfort; 'interactive eyestay' for one-movement tightening and
adjusting; 'mesh upper' made of lightweight synthetic leather for cooler
feet; 'plastic air pockets' filled with sulphur hexailuoride for added
cushioning; 'flexible grooves' in the arch of the shoe to allow natural foot
movements and give support and 'waffle soles' with grooved treads for
traction and support! So sophisticated has it become that it is no longer
even enough to say that you have a pair of Nikcs. Its famous tick logo is
now more globally visible than the crucifix, so your Nikes had better be a
very rare variety and/or very expensive if you expect to seriously impress,
Alternatively, you could go for a limited edition Adidas or something
slightly underground like DC skate shoes,6
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Is there a similar enchantment with money in Europe? Asia? The rest of the
world? It is neither feasible nor appropriate for this chapter to indulge readers in
an extensive debate on cross-cultural similarities and dissimilarities in materialistic tendencies and behaviour, and whether marketing is the root cause of these
desires. Rather, we acknowledge the phenomenon of the 'yuppie generation' that
emerged in the 1980s, symbolizing a new materialistic culture that looked certain
to stay. In the 1990s, although many social scientists noted a reaction against the
opulence and waste of the 1980s and a return to more basic values and social
commitment, our infatuation with material things continues. For example, when
asked in a recent poll what they value most in their lives, subjects listed enjoyable
work (86 per cent), happy children (84 per cent), a good marriage (69 per cent)
and contributions to society (66 per cent). However, when asked what most
symbolizes success, 85 per cent said money and the things it will buy.7
Critics view this interest in material things not as a natural state of mind, but
rather as a matter of false wants created by marketing. Businesses stimulate
people's desires for goods through the force of advertising, and advertisers use the
mass media to create materialistic models of the good life. People work harder to
earn the necessary money. Their purchases increase the output of the nation's
industry, and industry, in turn, uses the advertising media to stimulate more
desire for its industrial output. Thus marketing is seen as creating false wants that
benefit industry more than they benefit consumers.
However, these criticisms overstate the power of business to create needs.
People have strong defences against advertising and other marketing tools.
Marketers are most effective when they appeal to existing wants rather than when
they attempt to create new ones. Furthermore, people seek information when
making important purchases and often do not rely on single sources. Consumers
ultimately display rational buying behaviour: even minor purchases that may be
affected by advertising messages lead to repeat purchases only if the product
performs as promised. Finally, the high failure rate of new products shows that
companies are not always able to control demand.
On a deeper level, our wants and values are influenced not only by marketers,
but also by family, peer groups, religion, ethnic background and education. If
societies are highly materialistic, these values arose out of basic socialization
processes that go much deeper than business and mass media could produce
alone. The importance of wealth and material possessions to the overseas
Chinese, for example, is explained more by cultural and socialization factors than
by sustained exposure to western advertising influences.

• Too Few Social Goods
Business has been accused of overselling private goods at the expense of public
goods. As private goods increase, they require more public services that are
usually not forthcoming. For example, an increase in car ownership (private
good) requires more roads, traffic control, parking spaces and police services
(public goods). The overselling of private goods results in 'social costs'. For cars,
the social costs include excessive traffic congestion, air pollution, and deaths and
injuries from car accidents.
A way must be found to restore a balance between private arid public goods.
One option is to make producers bear the full social costs of their operations. For
example, the government could require car manufacturers to build cars with additional safety features and better pollution-control systems. Car makers would
then raise their prices to cover extra costs. If buyers found the price of some cars
too high, however, the producers of these cars would disappear, and demand would
move to those producers that could support both the private and social costs.
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• Cultural Pollution
Critics charge the marketing system with creating cultural pollution. Our senses
are being assaulted constantly by advertising. Commercials interrupt serious
programmes; pages of ads obscure printed matter; billboards mar beautiful
scenery. These interruptions continuously pollute people's minds with messages
of materialism, sex, power or status. Although most people do not find advertising
overly annoying (some even think it is the best part of television programming),
some critics call for sweeping changes.
Marketers answer die charges of 'commercial noise' with the following arguments. First, they hope that their ads reach primarily the target audience. But
because of mass-communication channels, some ads are bound to reach people
who have no interest in the product and are therefore bored or annoyed. People
who buy magazines slanted towards their interests - such as Vogue or Fortune rarely complain about the ads because the magazines advertise products of
interest. Second, ads make much of television and radio free, and keep down the
costs of magazines and newspapers. Most people think commercials are a small
price to pay t'or these benefits.

• Too Much Political Power
Another criticism is that business wields too much political power. 'Oil', 'tobacco',
•pharmaeeudeals', 'financial services' and 'alcohol' have the support of important
politicians and civil servants, who look after an industry's interests against the
public interest. Advertisers are accused of holding too much power over the mass
media, limiting their freedom to report independently and objectively.
The setting up of citizens' charters and greater concern for consumer rights
and protection in the 1990s will see improvements, not regression, in business
accountability. Fortunately, many powerful business interests once thought to be
untouchable have been tamed in the public interest. For example, in the United
States, Ralph Nader, consumerism campaigner, caused legislation that forced the
car industry to build more safety into its cars, and the Surgeon General's Report
resulted in cigarette companies putting health warnings on their packages.
Moreover, because the media receive advertising revenues from many different
advertisers, it is easier to resist the influence of one or a few of them. Too much
business power tends to result in eounterforces that check and offset these
powerful interests.
Let us now take a look at the criticisms that business critics have levelled at
companies' marketing practices.

Marketing's Impact on Other Businesses
Critics also charge that companies' marketing practices can harm other companies
and reduce competition. Three problems sire involved: acquisition of competitors,
marketing practices that create barriers to entry, and unfair competitive marketing
practices.
Critics claim that firms are harmed and competition reduced when companies expand by acquiring competitors rather than by developing their own new
products. In the car industry alone there has been a spate of acquisitions over the
past decade: General Motors bought the British sports-ear maker, Lotus; Ford
acquired 75 per cent of Britain's Aston Martin, which makes hand-built, high-
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performance cars, and Jaguar; Fiat absorbed Ferrari; BMW has taken over the
Rover Group; Volkswagen controls Skoda." These and many large international
acquisitions in other industries, such as food, telecommunications and pharmaceuticals, have caused concern that more arid more competitors will he absorbed
and that competition will be reduced.
Acquisition is a complex subject. Acquisitions can sometimes be good for
society. The acquiring company may gain economies of scale that lead to lower
costs and lower prices. A well-managed company may take over a poorly managed
company and improve its efficiency. An industry that was not very competitive
might become more competitive after the acquisition. But acquisitions can also
be harmful and arc therefore closely regulated by the government.
Critics have also claimed that marketing practices bar new companies from
entering an industry. The use of patents and heavy promotion spending can tie up
suppliers or dealers to keep out or drive out competitors. People concerned with
anti-trust regulation recognize that some barriers are the natural result of the
economic advantages of doing business on a large scale. Other barriers could be
challenged by existing and new laws. For example, some critics have proposed a
progressive tax on advertising spending to reduce the role of selling costs as a
substantial barrier to entry.
Finally, some firms have in fact used unfair competitive marketing practices
with the intention of hurting or destroying other firms. They may set their prices
below costs, threaten to cut off business with suppliers, or discourage the buying
of a competitor's products. Various laws work to prevent such predatory competition. It is difficult, however, to prove that the intent or action was really predatory. When Laker Airlines first attacked British Airways' most profitable routes,
the latter delayed its counterattack. Laker began to borrow huge sums of money to
expand its fleet. It was laden with vast debt and interest obligations on its huge
dollar loans when the American dollar appreciated against other currencies. British
Airways then aggressively cut prices on Laker's most lucrative routes, restoring
these to normal levels only after driving Laker into bankruptcy and out of the
competitive arena altogether.'1 The question is whether this was unfair competition
or the healthy competition of a more efficient carrier against the less efficient,

Citizen aiicl Public Actions to Regulate Marketing
Because some people view business as the cause of many economic and social ills,
grass-roots movements have arisen from time to time to keep business in line.
The two main movements have been consumerism and environmentalist!!.

Consumerism
Western business firms have been the targets of organized consumer movements
on three occasions. Consumerism has its origins in the United States. The first
consumer movement took place in the early 190(>s. It was fuelled by rising prices,
Upton Sinclair's writings on conditions in the meat industry, and scandals in the
drug industry. The second consumer movement, in the mid-1930s, was sparked
by an upturn in consumer prices during the Great Depression and another drug
scandal.
The third movement began in the 1960s, Consumers had become better
educated, products had become more complex and hazardous, and people were
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consumerism
.An organised movement
nfaiti&ens and
government agencies to
improve the rights and
p<n$er of buyers in
relation to sellers.

unhappy with American institutions. Ralph Nader appeared on the scene in the
1960s to force many issues, and other well-known writers accused big business of
wasteful and unethical practices. President John F. Kennedy declared that
consumers have the right to safety and to be informed, to choose and to be heard.
American Congress investigated certain industries and proposed consumerprotection legislation. Since then, many consumer groups have been organized
and several consumer laws have been passed. The consumer movement has
spread internationally and has become very strong in Europe.10
But what is the consumer movement? Consumerism is an organized movement of citizens and government agencies to improve the rights and power of
buyers in relation to sellers. Traditional sellers' rights include the following:
•

•
•
•
•

The right to introduce any product in any size and style, provided it is not
hazardous to personal health or safety; or, if it is, to include proper warnings
and controls.
The right to charge any price for the product, provided no discrimination
exists among similar kinds of buyer.
The right to spend any amount to promote the product, provided it is not
defined as unfair competition.
The right to use any product message, provided it is not misleading or
dishonest in content or execution.
The right to use any buying incentive schemes, provided they are not unfair
or misleading.

Traditional buyers' rights include the following:
•
•
•

The right not to buy a product that is offered for sale.
The right to expect the product to be safe.
The right to expect the product to perform as claimed.

Comparing these rights, many believe that the balance of power lies on the
sellers' side. True, the buyer can refuse to buy. But critics feel that the buyer has
too little information, education and protection to make wise decisions when
facing sophisticated sellers. Consumer advocates call for the following additional
consumer rights:
•
•

The right to be well informed about important aspects of die product.
The right to be protected against questionable products and marketing
practices.
• The right to influence products and marketing practices in ways that will
improve the 'quality of life'.
Each proposed right has led to more specific proposals by consumerists. The right
to be informed includes the right to know the truy interest on a loan (truth in
lending), the true cost per unit of a brand (unit pricing), the ingredients in a
product (ingredient labelling), the nutrition in foods (nutritional labelling),
product freshness (open dating) and the true benefits of a product (truth in advertising). Proposals related to consumer protection include strengthening consumer
rights in cases of business fraud, requiring greater product safety and giving
more power to government agencies. Proposals relating to quality of life
include controlling the ingredients that go into certain products (detergents) and
packaging (soft-drink containers), reducing the level of advertising 'noise' and
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putting consumer representatives tin company boards to protect consumer
interests.
Consumers have not only the right but also the responsibility to protect
themselves instead of leaving this function to someone else. Consumers who
believe chat they got a bad deal have several remedies available, including: writing
to the company heads or to the media; contacting government or private
consumer-interest/protection initiatives or agencies; and going to small-claims
courts.

Eriviromrieiitalism
Whereas txmsumeriscs consider whether the marketing system is efficiently
serving consumer wants, environmentalists are concerned with marketing's
effects on the environment and the costs of serving consumer needs and wants.
They are concerned with damage to the ecosystem caused by strip mining, forest
depletion, acid rain, loss of the atmosphere's ozone layer, toxic wastes and litter.
They are also concerned with the loss of recreational areas and with the increase
in health problems caused by bad air, polluted water and chemically treated food.
These concerns arc the basis for environinentalism - an organized movement of
concerned citizens and government agencies to protect and improve people's
living environment.
Environmentalists are not against marketing and consumption; they simply
want people and organizations to operate with more care for the environment, not
to maximize consumption, consumer choice or consumer satisfaction, but rather
to maximize life quality. 'Life quality' means not only the quantity and quality
of consumer goods and services, but also the quality of the environment.
Environmentalists want environmental costs to be included in both producer and
consumer decision making.
Environmentalism has hit some industries hard. Heavy industry, public utilities, and chemical and steel companies have to spend heavily on clean-up technology, waste management and other pollution-control equipment. The car
industry has had to introduce expensive emission controls in cars. In some countries, governments have introduced tough regulations on car makers to deal with
environmental problems, as in the case of Germany, where the Environment
Ministry has threatened the car industry that it would force through laws to create
a car recycling system."The packaging industry has had to find ways to reduce
waste and energy consumption (see Marketing Highlight 2.3). The petroleum
industry has had to create new low-lead and unleaded petrols. These industries
often resent environmental regulations, especially when they are imposed too
rapidly to allow companies to make proper adjustments. These companies have
absorbed large costs that they pass on to buyers.
In the twenty-first century, environmentalism will create special challenges
for global markets. As international trade barriers come down and global markets
expand, environmental issues will continue to have an ever greater impact on
international trade. Countries in North America, western Europe and other developed regions are developing stringent environmental standards. In the United
States, for example, more regulation is on the way. A side accord to the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) sets up a commission for resolving
environmental matters.
A raft of directives on environment issues is continuing to make its way
through the European Commission, with the European Union's Eco-Management
and Audit Regulation providing guidelines for environmental self-regulation.
Marketers' lives will become more complicated. They must raise prices to cover
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environmental costs, knowing that the product will be harder to sell. Yet environmental issues have become so important in our society that there is no turning
back to the time when few managers worried about the effects of product and
marketing decisions on environmental quality.12
However, environmental policies still vary widely from country to country,
and uniform worldwide standards are not expected for another 15 years or
more.13 Although countries such as Denmark, Germany, Japan and the United
States have fully developed environmental policies and high public expectations,
major countries such as China. India, Brazil and Russia are in only the early
stages of developing sueli policies. Moreover, environmental factors that motivate
consumers in one country may have no impact on consumers in another. For
example, PVC soft-drink bottles cannot be used in Switzerland or Germany.
However, they are preferred in France, which has an extensive recycling process
for them. Thus, international companies are finding it difficult to develop standard environmental practices that work around the world. Instead, they are
creating general policies, and then translating these policies into tailored
programmes that meet local regulations and expectations.
The 1990s have often been viewed as the'Earth Decade', in win eh protection of
the natural environment has been the most important issue facing people around
the world. Companies have responded with 'green marketing' - developing ecologically safer products, recyclable and biodegradable packaging, better pollution controls
and more energy-efficient operations. It is essential to recognize that environmental marketing is part of overall environment management and should not be
treated in isolation. Sound practice in 'green marketing' calls tor the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A comprehensive assessment of the company's current environment
performance.
A genuine commitment to monitoring, auditing, reporting and measuring
improvements in performance.
Development of an achievable environment policy with clear goals and an
action programme.
Monitoring the evolution of the green agenda (don't become out of date as
the laws are constantly changing).
Investment in staff training and education, environmental science and
technology.
Consumer assistance and education programmes to increase consumers'
environmental responsibility through information provision, product takeback services and helplines.

•

Supplier education programmes,

•
•

Building coalitions or bridges between the various interests.
Contribution to environmental programmes.

•

Greater adherence to marketing values: selling benefits, not products, and
preservation of corporate, not just product, values.1'1

Public Actions to Regulate Marketing
Citizen concerns about marketing practices will usually lead to public attention
and legislative proposals. New bills will be debated - many will be defeated, others
will be modified and a few will become workable laws.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the principal legal issues facing marketing management.
Individual country laws exist which affect marketing. The task is to translate these
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Package Law Works!

Marketing
Highlight
2.3

Packaging use by German industry
and retailers has fallen by 1(1 per
cent since a law was introduced
forcing companies to collect it
hack from consumers for recycling.
Consumption of paper, glass,
aluminium, tin and plastic packaging had risen 26 per cent, to 13
million tonnes, in the three years
before the 'packaging ordinance'
was introduced in 1991. Within five years, total
consumption was down to 11.7 million tonnes,
more than half of which had been collected
through the Grime Punkt licensing system.
Under Germany's packaging law, 60-70 per
cent of each material must be recycled, except
that which is incinerated, land-filled or returned
for re-use. Between 1991 and 1995, packaging
use by householders and small businesses fell by
900,00(1 tonnes to 6.7 million tonnes, or 12 per
cent. More than 5 million tonnes (79 per cent) of
this was dropped in Griine Punkt collection bags
and containers, about 65 kg per person

•

Currently, over 82 per cent of
all glass is successfully recycled,
compared with 62 per cent in
1993; 90 per cent of paper and
cardboard (1993: 55 per cent); 70
percent of aluminium (1993: 7 per
cent); and 50-60 per cent of plastics, tin plate and other materials.
'The system would not have been
so successful if things had been
organized solely on a voluntary
basis.' said Wolfram Brick, chairman of Duels Systems, the company that manages the Griine Punkt scheme.
However, be added; 'Appropriate legal provisions
are still missing in many sectors.' in an attempt to
tighten up the system further, the German government brought in a new product recycling and
waste management act on 7 October 1996.
making companies responsible for all their products from the point of raw material supply, not
just at disposal.

SOURCE: Tony Snape, 'Packing law yields returns', Jlie
European (31 October-6 November 1996), p. 16.

Packaging consumption in Germany, I988-V5.

laws into the language that marketing executives understand as they make decisions
about competitive relations, products, price, promotion and channels of distribution.
Having discussed citizen and public actions to regulate marketing,
consumerism, environmentalism and regulation - and the way they affect
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marketing - we will next examine the business actions towards socially responsible marketing that led to different philosophies of enlightened marketing and
fostering marketing ethics.

Business Actions Towards
Socially Responsible Marketing
At first, many companies opposed consumerism and environmentalism. They
thought the criticisms were either unfair or unimportant. But by now, most
companies have grown to accept the new consumer rights, at least in principle.
They might oppose certain pieces of legislation as inappropriate ways to solve
certain consumer problems, but they recognize the consumer's right to information and protection.
Many of these companies have responded positively to consumerism and
environment alism in order to serve consumer needs better. Responsible sellers
would attract buyers, either forcing less responsible marketers out of business or
forcing them to give up their unsavoury practices.
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Enlightened Marketing
The philosophy of enlightened marketing holds that a company's marketing
should support the best long-run performance of the marketing system.
Enlightened marketing consists of five principles: consumer-oriented marketing,
innovative marketing, value marketing, sense-of-mission marketing and societal
marketing. Enlightened marketers also ensure that their marketing approach
reflects corporate ethics.

• Consumer- Oriented Marketing
Con sinner-oriented marketing means that the company views and organizes its
marketing activities from the consumer's point of view. It should work hard to
sense, serve and satisfy the needs of a defined group of customers. Consider the
following example.
Richardson Sheffield, a British cutlery maker, fought off tough competition in
a stagnant cutlery market in the UK in the 1980s, largely by making the customer
happy. Its chairman, Mr Bryon Upton, claims that the most important ingredient
in Richardson's recipe for success is the great stress the company puts on
customer satisfaction and relationships. This is seen in its speed in responding to
customer enquiries and requests (letters are answered the same day, telexes the
same hour, and samples are provided within two days) through to its customer-led
product development programmes. When a request for 'a kitchen knife that does
not need to be sharpened' came from America's biggest retailer, Sears Roebuck,
instead of saying, as did many competitors approached by Sears, 'We don't make
it; nobody makes it; therefore it can't be made', Richardson pondered about the
problem. It finally created both the knife and the machinery needed to automate
grinding of the special serrated edge. iSimilar attention to customers' wishes has
resulted in a broad product line, from a range of 30 top-of-the-line chefs blades to
knives given away as petrol-station promotions.IS
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• Innovative Marketing
The principle of innovative marketing requires that the company continuously
seek real product and marketing improvements. The company that overlooks new
and better ways to do things will eventually lose customers to another company
that has found a better way.
Ola Ivarsson is the environmental director at Scandic Hotels and his drive to
transform the chain into an eeo-friendly business has started to revolutionize
Europe's leisure industry.
Under Ivarsson's direction, Scandic Hotels has made design improvements that
have drastically reduced the company's environmental impact. Annual consumption of plastic has been reduced by 90 tonnes, metal usage has been cut by 25
tonnes, the discharge of harmful chemicals has fallen by 25 tonnes and the quantity of unsorted waste produced by the chain has been reduced by 50 per cent. At
the same time, Ivarsson's programme has boosted the chain's popularity, which
has helped lift Scandic out of the difficulties it experienced in the early 1990s.
The centrepiece of this design revolution is the 'recyclable room' that
Ivarsson created with the help of his team of in-house architects. They managed
to make the room a remarkable 97 per cent recyclable, and since then Scandic
has built 2,700 more worldwide.
Ivarsson explains, 'We identified our customers' most repetitive activities and
found ways of making these less damaging to the environment.' Ivarsson found

innovative marketing
A principle of
enlightened marketing
which requires thai a
company seek real
product and marketing
i mprovements.
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that many of the best solutions were the least complicated. "The most creative
ideas were deceptively simple', he says. 'For example, we used to provide soap in
miniature bars and shampoo in 50 ml bottles. But most customers only use a tiny
fraction of these quantities during their stay, so we decided to offer soap and
shampoo using dispensers instead. It saves us more than 25 tonnes of soap and
shampoo each year.'
Scandic's dispenser system and other innovations, such as the chain's use of
natural, renewable materials (wood, wool and cotton), are beginning to catch on
among European hoteliers, and the benefits of these materials have been both
environmental and economic.
'But customers don't have to be less comfortable', Ivarsson says. 'Our recyclable rooms are at least as comfortable as the others, and they are always
booked up first. It's not difficult to see why they're popular. If you look at all that
wood, you get a lovely homey, hearty, welcoming feeling - it is beautiful.'1"

• Value Marketing
v;ilue marketing
. A 'principle of
enlightened marketing
which holds that a
company should put
most of its resources into
value-building
marketing investments.
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According to the principle of value marketing, the company should put most of its
resources into value-building marketing investments. Many things marketers do one-shot sales promotions, minor packaging changes, advertising puffery - may
raise sales in the short run. but add less -value than would actual improvements in
the product's quality, features or convenience. Enlightened marketing calls for
building long-run consumer loyalty, by continually improving the value that
consumers receive from the firm's marketing offer.
The computer company Dell, which pioneered mail-order selling of personal
computers in the late 1980s, is a good example of an innovative marketer. The
company recognized that PC buyers were becoming more knowledgeable about
computers and the software they wanted, and were confident about making a
purchase decision without the need for salespeoples' advice and interference.
They wanted fast delivery and reliable after-sales service and maintenance
support. They did not require the intermediary. Dell bypassed traditional distribution channels used by-the competition and, in selling direct to customers,
created a unique selling point (USP) based on its innovative distribution arrangements. The approach was so successful that many competitors followed suit.
Today, Dell continues to maintain a direct relationship with consumers that
enables the company to listen better, learn faster and become more agile in
responding to their changing and differing needs.17

• Sense-of'Mission Marketing
Sense-of-mission marketing means that the company should define its mission in
broad social terms rather than narrow product terms. When a company defines a
social mission, employees feel better about their work and have a clearer sense of
direction. For example, defined in narrow product terms, the Go-operative Bank's
mission might be to sell banking services, but the company has taken a firm decision to promote a broader mission - to be an ethical bank, refraining from doing
business with those companies that engage in so-called unsavoury business practices, from companies that are involved in the fur trade to tobacco product manufacturers.

• Societal Marketing
Following the principle of societal marketing, an enlightened company makes
marketing decisions by considering consumers' wants and long-run interests, the
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company's requirements and society's long-run interests. The company is aware
that neglecting consumer and societal long-term interests is a disservice to
consumers and society. A crucial problem is this. In many cases customer
needs, customer wants and customer long-run interests are the same things, and
customers are the best judges ot' what is good for them. However, customers do
not invariably make decisions that are good for them. People want to eat fatty
food, which is bad for their health; some people want to smoke cigarettes knowing
that smoking can kill them and damage the environment for others; many enjoy
drinking alcohol despite its ill effects. To control some of the potential evils of
marketing there has to be access to the media for the counter argument — the
counter argument against smoking, against fatty foods, against alcohol. There is
also a need for regulation-self if not statutory—to cheek unsavoury demand.
A second problem is that what consumers want is sometimes at odds with
societal welfare. If marketings job Is to fulfil customers' wants, unsavoury desires
leave marketers with a dilemma. Consumers want the convenience and prestige
of hardwood window frames, doors and furniture, but society would also like to
keep the Amazon rain forest; consumers want the comfort of air-conditioning, yet
we need the oxone layer; consumers worldwide should be using lead-free petrol,
yet not all bother. Marketing has to be more alert to the inconsistencies between
consumer wants and society's welfare. Where there is insufficient drive from
within the consumer movement and consumers' own sense of responsibility,
marketers would do better to control or regulate their own behaviour in providing
goods or services that are undesirable for society at large. If not, legislation is
likely to do that for them.
A socictally oriented marketer should design products that are not only pleasing
but also beneficial. The difference is shown in Figure 2.2. Products can be classified according to their degree of immediate consumer satisfaction and long-run
consumer benefit. Desirable products give both high immediate satisfaction and
high long-run benefits. A desirable product with immediate satisfaction and longrun benefit would be a tasty and nutritious breakfast food. Pleasing products give
high immediate satisfaction, but may hurt consumers in the long run. Examples
are indulgence goods like confectionery, alcohol and cigarettes. Salutary products have low appeal, but benefit consumers in the long run. Seat belts and air
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bags in cars are salutary products. Finally, deficient products, such as bad-tasting
and ineffective medicines, have neither immediate appeal nor long-run benefits.
The challenge posed by pleasing products is that they sell very well, but may
end up hurting the consumer. The product opportunity, therefore, is to add longrun benefits without reducing the product's pleasing qualities. For example, the
British drug and household product manufacturer Reckitt & Coleman developed a
phosphate-free laundry detergent that was relatively more effective than existing
'green' detergents. The challenge posed by salutary products is to add some pleasing
qualities so that they will become more desirable in the consumers' minds. For
example, synthetic fats and fat substitutes, such as NutraSweets Simplesse and
P & G's Olese, promise to improve the appeal of low-calorie and low-fat foods.

Marketing Ethics
Ethics, in the broadest sense of the word, is rising to the top of the corporate agenda.
Scarcely a week goes by without a leading company coming under attack, rightly or
wrongly, for alleged unethical business practices, whether it is Ford removing the
black faces from a sales brochure, Shell UK dumping its redundant oil platform, Brent
Spar, in the North Sea, or MeVities' use of fish oil from sand eels, an endangered
species and puffins' staple diet.
However far from reality the accusations of manufacturers' unethical business practices are, companies under attack risk tarnishing their reputation. And
those found guilty of wrongdoing face hefty legal penalties. The US subsidiary of
Lucas (automotive components and parts manufacturer) was fined $106 million
for keeping false records of gearboxes, while Daiwa Bank suffered fines of £340
million for concealing SI billion of losses.18
High-publicity scandals, which made international news, such as the case of
Union Carbide's plant in Bhopal, India, which negligently released toxic fumes,
killing 2,5000 people, serve to remind society of the pressing imperatives for
corporations to act in an ethical manner.
Conscientious marketers face many moral dilemmas, though the best thing to
do is often unclear. Imagine you are trying to win a big public contract in a developing country. The minister in charge makes unmistakable references to the
disgracefully low pay of local civil officials and the benefits his own children
would enjoy if they could study abroad. The cost of providing this (concealed as a
'scholarship' paid for by your company) is minute compared with the value of the
contract. Your competitors, given the chance, would assuredly find the money. Do
you pull out, or pay up?
Most businesspeople in such situations find that their scruples are soon swallowed. So do most governments. Germany is one of several European countries
where bribes paid abroad are tax-deductible (although the tax office may want
proof that the person paid is not liable for German income tax). The United States
is harsher - under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, executives can face gaol for
paying bribes. But it is hard to prove ('I was shocked, shocked to hear that our
executive training scholarship had paid for the minister's children to visit
Disneyland'); and many American firms get third-party consultancies to do
their bribing for them. In searching for ethical standards for marketing, marketing
managers draws upon postmodernist thinking and philosophies that date back
well beyond marketing itself. Marketing Highlight 2.4 introduces some of this,19
Because not all managers have fine moral sensitivity, companies need to
develop corporate marketing ethics policies. Such policies offer broad guidelines
that everyone in the organization must follow. They cover distributor relations,
advertising standards, customer service, pricing , product development and
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general ethical standards. Managers need a set of principles that will help them
figure out the moral importance of each situation and decide how far they can go
in good conscience. But ta/iat principle should guide companies and marketing
managers on issues of ethics and social responsibility? One philosophy is that
such issues are decided by the free market and legal system. Under this principle,
companies and their managers are not responsible for making moral judgements.
Companies can in good conscience do whatever the system allows.
A second philosophy puts responsibility not in the system, but in the hands
of individual companies and managers. This more enlightened philosophy
suggests that a company should have a 'social conscience'. Each company and
marketing manager must work out a philosophy of socially responsible and ethical
behaviour. Under the societal marketing concept, each manager must look beyond
what is legal and allowed, and develop high standards of ethics and morality based
on personal integrity, corporate conscience and long-run consumer welfare. A
clear and responsible philosophy will help the marketing manager deal with the
many knotty questions posed by marketing and other human activities.
Many industrial and professional associations have suggested codes of ethics,
and many companies are now adopting their own codes of ethies. About half" of
European firms (a modest sum) compared to something like 90 per cent of
America's biggest 2,000 companies have established 'ethical codes of practice' for
their employees. Efforts have been made to establish a general international
ethies code (see Marketing Highlight 2.5). Firms also have 'ethics education'
programmes to teach managers about important ethics issues and help them find
the proper responses.2"
Written codes do not, however, assure ethical behaviour. The code of the
Prudential Corporation, a life insurance-to-property group, pledges to work f'or
the good of its shareholders, customers and staff. It notes that 'in providing its
business, the Prudential aims are ... to abide by the spirit of laws as well as their
letter and to be a significant contributor to the development and well-being of the
wider community in which we operate". The guidelines are well meaning but too
abstract to direct action when the interests of the company diverge sharply from
those of its employees, customers or the local community. There has to be the
small print to tell employees what to do in specific dilemmas, such as when being
offered, or asked for, a bribe. There should also be sanctions to enforce the code,
so that ethical pledges are more than mere PR 'puff.
Companies are urged to provide detailed policy on issues such as conflicts
of interest, bribes, gift-giving, relations with competitors, and shareholders'
and other stakeholders' rights. Every function of the business should also have an
ethics policy tailored for them. For example, how is the export division, which
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From Plato's Republic
to Supermarket Slavery
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There is good reason to search a
long way back for the ethics
to guide marketing. As the British
philosopher Alfred North Whitehead
(1861-1947) commented, 'all
Western philosophy is really no
more than a footnote to Plato's
(428-354 BC) great work The
Republic.' Tf that were true, our
thinking on 'marketing ethics' is
little more than a smudge on that footnote.
The ancients were also practical, as Plato's
student explained:

'Ethics is a rough and ready business determined by ordinary practical men of common
sense, not by inbred ascetic "experts" with
their heads in a remote and austere world.'
Aristotle (384-322 BC}
Thinking's the thing
A lot of thinking went on in ancient Athens, a city
state of only about 400,000 people. Socrates (469399 EG) thought that the most important thing
about human beings is that they ask questions.
He also thought that real moral knowledge existed
and was worth pursuing. He did not think morality
could be tough, but said that it was more than just
obeying the law. The newly democratic Athenians
did not like this questioning of state morality, so
they condemned him to death by poisoning.
Good I'or the slate and good for you too
Plato thought that Athens' experiments with
democracy were a shambles and left town. He
believed in moral absolutes that were separate
from the more sordid world. This letl him to idealize regimes where right and wrong was well
defined. He thought militaristic and disciplined
Sparta was a much better place than freethinking Athens and that people should do what
is good for the state. Lots of leaders have tried
this and very nasty it is too.
Choosing the happy medium
Aristotle rejected his teachers' concern for absolute
truths, suggesting that people take a middle road

and learn how to behave from
experience. People learn to become
good citizens, and from that achieve
contentment. Well, most people!
And how about being a good citizen of a gang of hooligans?
It was a long time before western philosophy recovered from
these Greeks, but the Renaissance
got things going again. Machiavelli
was born in another city state:
Florence.

He may be clung, but at least he's our dung
Machiavelli (1469-1527) was an observer rather
than a philosopher. After he saw what succeeded,
he recognized that politics and morality mix
badly. This is a convenient view for business leaders who think there should be two Nets of moral
standards: one for public life and one for private
life. In political and business life it is necessary to
be pragmatic and prudent - in other words,
unethical - while retaining a different private
ethic. As recent politicians have found, life does
not always divide -so easily.
Solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short
The English Royalist Hobbes (1588-1678) is even
more depressing than Machiavelli, People are
awful and are prevented from degenerating into
our natural brutish behaviour only by realizing
that everyone behaving that way would make life
unbearable. People therefore establish a 'social
contract' (which parents call 'bringing up') that
has to be enforced by a neutral third party
(government contract). Franco-Swiss Rousseau
(1712-78) had the opposite view that humanity
is essentially good, but is corrupted by society to
want things like smart clothes, carriages and Nike
trainers.
Sum happiness
English Utilitarians Bentham (1748-1832) and
Mill (1806-73) invented a form of moral calculus.
Bentham thought his country's laws were in a
mess because they lacked a scientific foundation,
lie saw human beings as pleasure-pain machines,
so he suggested that law makers should balance
the sum of the pain and pleasure to achieve 'the
greatest happiness of the greatest number'. This
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has two consequences: means justifying ends,
and problems for minority groups. Mills worried
about this 'tyranny of the majority'. He preferred
talking about happiness rather than pleasure, tolerated individual lifestyles and thought that the
'happiness sums' varied and were for individuals
as well as law makers.
Bah. happiness
Kant (1724-1804) had little time for happiness.
The German idealist's ethics had categorical
imperatives. Tie believed that a moral action was
one done out of a sense of duty, and thought that
ethics was about finding out our duties and living
by them. Kant deduced a 'universality test' to find
the compulsory rules. He asked people to imagine
what it would be like if everybody did what they
themselves wanted to do. Using this mind model,
we deduce that if people sold shoddy goods habitually, life would be chaotic and, therefore, people
have a duty not to sell shoddy goods.
And justice for all
Living American John Rawls (1921— ) has greatly
influenced modern liberal thinking. He has a
mind model based on imagining a group of people
brought together with no knowledge of what place
they will have in society. They have to invent a
series of rules that will make their community
just and fair. Then they have to live in it.
Don't know; can't know

This rationalist climb to understanding 'truths'
started being undermined by Scotsman David
Hume (1711-76). His 'meta-ethics' does not offer

any advice, but reeogni/<es an 'is-ought gap'
between what we experience (is) and the conclusion we try to draw from that (ought). Even
though we know that bull bars on ears kill children (is), we can only produce a false argument
that they should not be sold (ought). Developing
similar insights, it follows that any moral argument between people is 'utterly futile, unsolvcable and irrational' (A. J. Avers 1910-89).
The Age of Unreason
Postmodernists have pursed this ethical scepticism to new layers. Reason fails because of its
dependence on language. What passed as reason
in the past has caused so much human suffering.
This level of ethical uncertainty is not new; it is
close to the Sophist views that Plato argued
against. Postmodernists despair at the society
they see coming: a kaleidoscope of consumerist
images that hypnotize citizens into accepting the
morality of capitalism; where individual morality
ceases to exist, where all that remains is supermarket slavery and where the only choice is by
consumers between products - marketing.
Meanwhile Alisdair Maclntyre looks back to
the Aristotelian idea that we should concentrate
less on the individual and more on people and
what is good for the society.
SouKflES: J. Ackrill, An.stotfe and the Philosophers (Oxford,
1981); G. Kerner, Three Philosophical Moralists (Oxford,
1990); A. Maclntyre, A Short History (/Ethics (Routledgu,
1987); D. Robinson ami C. Garratt, Kthitisfar Beginners
(Icon. 1996); B. Russell,/I History nj'Western Philosophy
(Oxford, 1945); P. Singer, I'rautical Kthics (Oxford, 1993).

deals with vSaudi Arabia, or many South American countries, where bribes and
kickbacks are routine business practice, to actV Some companies may set tougher
standards than others. The question arises as to whether a company must lower
its ethical standards to compete effectively in countries with lower standards.
Some western firms have made a commitment to a common set of shared standards worldwide. For example, the ethical code of Levi Strauss, a jeans manufacturer, forbids bribes, whether or not prevalent or legal in the foreign country
involved.
Across Europe, national cultures naturally impose different standards of
behaviour on individuals and organizations. In the European Union, each market
sector in each country is still characterized by a mixture of accepted commercial
practices, codes of practice and formalized legislation. What is considered an
acceptable practice in one country may be illegal in another (see Marketing
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Highlight 2.6). The EU may eventually move towards a pan-Europe an business
ethics policy anil codes of conduct, but that day is still some way off.21
Ethics and social responsibility require a total corporate commitment. They
must be components of the overall corporate culture. Ethics programmes or seminars for employees help to imbue corporate ethics and codes of conduct among
staff, while ethical audits may be used to monitor and evaluate business conduct
and to use the lessons to guide both policy and behaviour:
In the final analysis, 'ethical behaviour' must he an integral part of the
organization, a way of life that is deeply ingrained in the collective
corporate body ... In any business enterprise, ethical behaviour must be a
tradition, a way of conducting one's affairs that is passed from generation
to generation of employees at all levels of the organization. It is the
responsibility of management, starting at the very top, to both set the
example by personal conduct and create an environment that not only
encourages and rewards ethical behaviour, but which also makes
anything less totally unacceptable.22
The future holds many challenges and opportunities for marketing managers
as they move into the twenty-first century. Technological advances in solar
energy, home computers, interactive television, modern medicine and new forms
of transportation, recreation and communication provide abundant marketing
opportunities. However, forces in the socioeconomie, cultural and natural environments increase the limits within which marketing oan be carried out.
Companies that are able to create new values and to practise societally responsible marketing will have a world to conquer.

Principles for Public Policy Towards Marketing
Finally, we propose seven principles that might guide the formulation of public
policy towards marketing. These principles reflect assumptions underlying much
of modern marketing theory and practice.

The Principle of Consumer and Producer Freedom
As much as possible, marketing decisions should be made by consumers and
producers under relative freedom. Marketing freedom is important if a marketing
system is to deliver a high standard of living. People can achieve satisfaction in
their own terms rather than in terms defined by someone else. This leads to
greater fulfilment through a closer matching of products to desires. Freedom for
producers and consumers is the cornerstone of a dynamic marketing system. But
more principles are needed to implement this freedom and prevent abuses.

The Principle of Curbing Potential Harm
As much as possible, transactions freely entered into by producers and
consumers are their private business. The political system curbs producer or
consumer freedom only to prevent transactions that harm or threaten to harm
the producer, consumer or third parties, Transactional harm is widely recognized
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In Search of
Universal Ethics

Marketing
Highlight
2.5

In July 1994, the Caux Round
Table (CRT) launched an international ethics code - a seven-point
Principles for Business • that
stresses the need for moral values
in business decision making. The
document is thought to be the first
of its kind to attract affluent supporters from Europe, Japan and
the United States. Signatories
include Ryuzaburo Kaku, chairman of Japan's
Canon, John Charlton, managing director of New
York's Chase Manhattan Bank, and a group of
senior executives from the twin cities Minneapolis/
StPaul.
CRT was formed in 1968 by Frederik Philips,
former president of the Dutch electronics giant,
Philips, and Olivier Giscard D'Estaing, vicechairman of the Insead business school at
Fontainebleau, France, in an attempt to reduce
the then escalating trade tensions with Japan. It
is concerned with 'the development of constructive economic and social relationships between the
participants' countries and with their joint responsibilities towards the rest of die world'.
The Principles epitomize the group's intention to set 'a world standard against which business behaviour can be measured': that is, a
benchmark to help more companies devise their
own codes. The authors of the initiative seek to
'begin a process that identifies shared values, reconciles differing values, and thereby develops a
shared perspective on business behaviour acceptable to and honoured by all'.
The CRT's Principles affirm the responsibilities of business towards a range of stakeholders
{e.g. customers, employees and shareholders)
and to the countries in which they operate.
Suppliers and competitors should expect businesses to 'honour their obligations in a spirit of
honesty and fairness'. Business behaviour should
be governed by a spirit of trust which goes beyond
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the letter of the law, while domestic and international rules should
be respected. The principles also
require companies to promote 'the
progressive ant! judicious liberalization of trade', 'to protect and,
where possible, improve the environment' and to avoid illicit
operations.
The Principles are supposedly
drawn from two ethical traditions:
the Japanese philosophy of kyosei,
which calls for 'living and working
together for the common good of mankind'; and
'human dignity', which refers to the saeredness or
value of each person as an end and not a means to
die fulfilment of others' purposes or even majority prescription. Neville Cooper, a founder of the
UK Institute of Business Ethics, noted that, at the
beginning, the CRT group did not know if it was
possible to reconcile three different approaches.
The Americans emphasize company rather than
.state responsibility for community affairs; the
Japanese place more importance on the team;
whereas in Europe there is a strong tradition of
individual rights. Although it seems idealistic to
expect to amalgamate differing cultural tendencies and preferences, Cooper insists that statements of practice, in the first instance, are an
important way to clarify the ambiguities for
people in an organization.
The case for corporate ethics is more widely
accepted today than it was a decade ago.
Sceptics, however, say that an ethics code cannot
make a business's or employees' behaviour ethical. But then, supporters believe that it is a good
start, and that it is only a tool, just as a hammer
does not build a house. Enlightened companies
would agree.
SOURCES: Tun Dickson, 'The search for universal ethics',
Financial Times (22 July 1994), p. 11. Also, copies of the
Principles far Business can ho obtained from Caux. Round
Table Secretariat, Arnaliastraat 10, 2514JC, The Hague,
Netherlands
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Frequent Flyer:
Perks or Bribes?

Marketing
Highlight

A high-ranking official at the
Swedish Board of Health and
Welfare faced prosecution for
allegedly violating regulations prohibiting public sector employees
from making private use of airline
bonus points gained on business
trips. The official was suspended
for using bonus points accumulated on regular business flights
under Scandinavian Airlines System's EuroBorms
scheme to fund private holidays. A similar case
has also been reported from Finland, where strict
anti-corruption laws also prevent employees from
accepting inducements.
The incidents reflect tensions between employers and SAS over the frequent-flyer programme,
which, companies say, inflates ticket prices, restricts
competition and encourages staff to make unnecessary trips in order to amass bonus points.
Public organizations have declared that the
benefits constitute illegal inducements when
offered to business travellers, and have issued
instructions to employees banning private use of
frequent-flyer benefits. In the private sector, personal use of bonus points has also been deemed
unlawful unless sanctioned by the employer. Ulf
Frankc, of the Stockholm-based Institute Against
Corruption, a private watchdog, said; 'Giving private benefits to business travellers is just like
sending them a cheque. The law is absolutely
clear, it is corrupt behaviour.'
But employers say it is practically impossible
to track down individuals who contravene the
regulations. The Swedish parliament said state
bodies and companies were powerless to inter-

vene because the frequent-flyer
programme was a private contract
between airline and traveller. The
parliament is among a growing
number of public and private sector
employers that have protested to
SAS. urging it to modify the
system by allowing them to handle
the bonus points on behalf of their
workers. SAS has rejected the
pleas out of hand as the key object
of the scheme is to cultivate the
loyalty of individual passengers.
Instead, business travellers' associations in
Sweden and Denmark turned to the European
Commission in Brussels, urging it to rule
frequent-flyer schemes unlawful on competition
grounds. The Swedish Business Travellers'
Association spokesperson said that bonus programmes discriminated against smaller carriers.
'Only the biggest companies have the resources
to fund these schemes. If a carrier does not have a
large numbur of routes, it is forced out of the
market.'
SAS insists that its frequent-flyer programme
does not prompt staff to make unnecessary journeys, but simply encourages them to fly more
with SAS. With 800,000 members, the SAS
EuroBonus scheme is expanding at the rate of
150,000 new subscriptions per year. The airline
brushes off talk of illegal inducements. It is up to
employers to clamp down on abuses.
'It is not up to us to be a police force,' said
Knut Lovstuhagen, SAS's director of corporate
communications.

iifi- Greg Mclvor, 'Swedes say frequent-flyer perks are
bribes', The European (15-21 February 19%), p. 17.

as grounds for government intervention. The central issue is whether there is
sufficient actual or potential harm to justify the intervention.

The Principle of Meeting Basic Needs
The marketing system should serve disadvantage^ consumers as well as affluent
ones. In a free-enterprise system, producers make goods for markets that are willing
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In f/iis innovative ad, the
Co-operative Bank reflects
its unspoken /md unwritten
culture - it pro/esses that it
twill not do business with
organisations that arc
environmentally or politically
unsound.

and able to buy. Certain groups who lack purchasing power may go without needed goods
and services, causing harm to their physical or psychological well-being. While
preserving the principle of producer and consumer freedom, marketers should
support economic and political actions to solve this problem. The marketing system
should strive to meet the basic needs of all people, and all people should share to
some extent in the standard oi living it creates.23

The Principle of Economic Efficiency
The marketing system strives to supply goods and services efficiently. The extent
to which a society's needs and wants can be satisfied depends on how efficiently
its searee resources are used. For marketing to work efficiently, the system needs
competition. An open market allows for competition, free flow of goods, freedom
of information and informed buyers. These make a market efficient. To make
profits, competitors must watch their costs carefully while developing products,
prices and marketing programmes that serve buyer needs. Buyers get the most
satisfaction by finding out about different competing products, prices and qualities, and choosing carefully. The presence of active competition and wellinformed buyers keeps quality high and prices low. But, more importantly,
competition brings out the best in products and services. Producers that strive to
offer the best value can expect to thrive.

The Principle of Innovation
The marketing system encourages genuine innovation to reduce production and
distribution costs, and to develop new products to meet changing consumer
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needs. Much innovation is really imitation of other brands, with a slight difference
to provide a selling point. The consumer may face ten very similar brands in a
product class. But an effective marketing system encourages real product innovation and sustainable differentiation to meet the wants of different market
segments.

The Principle of Consumer Education and Information
An effective marketing system invests heavily in consumer education and information to increase long-run consumer satisfaction and welfare. The principle of
economic efficiency requires this investment, especially in cases where products
are confusing because of their numbers and conflicting claims. Ideally, companies
will provide enough information about their products. But consumer groups,
regulatory agencies and government can also give out information and ratings.
They should encourage more access to the media for the arguments for or against
consumption of goods or services, where neither businesses nor customers are
behaving responsibly.

The Principle of Consumer Protection
Consumer education and information cannot do the whole job of protecting
consumers. The marketing system must also provide consumer protection.
Modern products are so complex that even trained consumers cannot evaluate
them with confidence. Consumers do not know whether a mobile phone gives off
cancer-causing radiation, whether a new car has safety flaws, or whether a new
dmg product has dangerous side-effeets. A government agency has to review and
judge the safety levels of various foods, drugs, toys, appliances, fabrics, cars and
housing. Similarly, it has to assess the integrity or professionalism of service
providers like banks, insurance companies, doctors and police forces. Consumers
may buy products but fail to understand the environmental consequences,
so consumer protection also covers production and marketing activities that
might harm the environment. Finally, consumer protection prevents deceptive
practices and high-pressure selling techniques where consumers would be
defenceless.
These seven principles are based on the assumption that marketing's goal is
not just to maximize company profits or total consumption or consumer choice,
but rather to balance that with maximization of life quality. Life quality means
meeting basic needs, having available many good products, and enjoying the
natural and cultural environment. Properly managed, the marketing system can
help to create and deliver a higher quality of life to people around the world. The
very implementation of the marketing philosophy can therefore be seen as a
productive activity, not ;i destructive evil. Responsible marketing works.

Summary
A marketing system should sense, serve and satisfy consumer needs and improve
the quality of consumers' lives. In working to meet consumer needs, marketers
may take some actions that arc not to everyone's liking or benefit. Marketing
managers should be aware of the main criticisms of marketing.
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Marketing's impact on individual consumer welfare has been criticized for
its high prices, deceptive practices, high-pressure selling, shoddy or unsafe
products, planned obsolescence and poor service to disadvantaged consumers.
Marketing's impact on society has been criticized for creating false wants and £00
much materialism, too few social goods, cultural pollution and too much political power. Critics have also criticized marketing's impact on other businesses for
harming competitors and reducing competition through acquisitions, practices
that create; barriers to entry, and unfair competitive marketing practices.
Concerns about the marketing system have led to citizen and public actions
to regulate marketing. Consumerism is an organized social movement intended
to strengthen the rights and power of consumers relative to sellers. Alert marketers
view it as an opportunity to serve consumers better by providing more consumer
information, education and protection.
Environmentalism is an organized social movement seeking to minimize the
harm done to the environment and quality of life by marketing practices. It calls
for curbing consumer wants when their satisfaction would create too much environmental cost. Citizen action has led to the passage of many laws to protect
consumers in the area of product safety, truth in packaging, truth in lending and truth
in advertising.
Many companies originally opposed these social movements and laws, but
most of them now recognize a need for positive consumer information, education
and protection. Some companies have followed a policy of enlightened marketing
based on the principles of consumer orientation, innovation, value creation,
social mission and societal marketing. Increasingly, companies are responding
to the need to provide company policies and guidelines to help their employees
deal with questions of marketing ethics. Although there are many questions
concerning marketing and social responsibility, companies are urged to consider
seven principles for public policy towards modern, responsible marketing:
consumer and producer freedom; curbing potential harm; 'meeting basic needs;
economic efficiency; innovation; consumer education and information, and
consumer protection.
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Discussing the Issues
I.

Consider the following example. The great Disney
animation revival, which began with The Little
Mermaid in 1989, reached a peak with the 1994

blockbuster Lion King, which took §7(0 million at the
box office worldwide. Since then, each new release
has done less well. Analysts say a backlash is
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developing against Disney's hard sell. Parents are put
off by the marketing blitz and the cost ol" the extras the T-shirt, the video, the toys, all the rest of it - that
follow each new release. 'When you come out to the
cinema foyer you arc barraged with Disney products,'
parents complain. Disney's expensive marketing
campaigns leave parents feeling crammed ami
committed to spending on a host of knick-knacks that
their children demand after seeing the movie. Is it
right or wrong for the company to use merchandising
to market its films? Why? Why not?
2.

Docs marketing create barriers to entry or reduce
them? Describe how a small local manufacturer of
household cleaning products could use advertising to
compete with the market leader, which holds a
dominant share of the product sector.
There is evidence to suggest that laws are more
effective than voluntary actions to protect our
environment (for example, see Marketing Highlight
2.3). If you were a marketing manager at a chemical
company, which would you prefer: government
regulations on acceptable levels of air and water

pollution, or a voluntary industry code suggesting
target levels of emissions? Why?
4.

The issue of ethics provides special challenges for
international marketers as business standards and
practices vary a great deal from one country to the
next. Should a company adapt its ethical standards
to compete effectively in countries with different
standards? (Bribes, use of child labour, positive
discrimination against female workers and members
from ethic minorities might be useful examples of
values/practices which vary across countries/cultures
in different corners of the globe and can be used to
focus your discussion.)

5.

Compare the marketing concept with the principle of
societal marketing. Do you think marketers should
adopt the societal marketing concept? Why or why
not?

6.

If you had the power to change our marketing system
in any way feasible, what improvements would you
make? What improvements can you make as a
consumer or marketing practitioner?

Applying the Concepts
1.

2.

Changes in consumer attitudes, especially the growth
of consumerism and environmentalist!!, have led to
more societal marketing - and to more marketing that
is supposedly good for society, but is actually close to
deception.
• List three examples of marketing campaigns
that you feel are genuine societal marketing.
If possible, find examples of advertising or
packaging that supports these campaigns.
• Find three examples of deceptive or borderline
imitations of societal marketing. How are you
able to tell which campaigns are genuine and
which are not?
• What remedies, if any, would you recommend for
this problem?
Consider the case of Scandinavian employers'
hostility towards die SALS frequent-flyers programme
(Marketing Highlight 2.6) and discuss the following:

Should airlines reward regular customers with
bonus points?
Should employees' private use of airline bonus
points gained on business trips constitute an
abuse of business perks?
Where do we draw the line between a legal
inducement offered by the supplier of a product
or service to cultivate loyal customers, and an
unethical ploy to bribe customers and encourage
unnecessary purchase and usage? And, who
should police unsavoury practices?
Thinking about other countries in
Europe/Asia/North America, to your knowledge, is
personal use of airline bonus points accumulated
on business trips deemed unlawful?
How universal are different country authorities'
treatment of frequent-flyer inducements for
business travellers?
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Case 2
Nestle: Singled Out Again and Again
'during the first few months, the mother's milk will always be the most
natural nutriment, and every mother able to do so, should herself suckle
her children.'
Henri Nestle, 1869
In July 1994 the corporate affairs department at Nestle UK's headquarters in
Croydon were bracing themselves for another burst of adverse publicity. At
the forthcoming General Synod of the Church of England to take place at
York University, aii Oxford diocesan motion would call for a continued ban
on Nescafe by the Church. They also wanted the Church Commissioners to
disinvcst their £1.1 million in Nestle. The Church's much publicized boycott
of Nescafe first occurred, amid much ridicule, in 1991, as a protest against
the use of breast milk substitutes in the Third World countries. In the aftermath of the 1991 vote, Nescafe claimed that its sales increased, although
many churchgoers said they stopped using the brand-leading coffee. The
1994 protest would he one of many the company had faced from activist
protesters in the last 20 years although, according to Nestle, the protesters'
complaints had no foundation.
Nestle SA, whose headquarters are in Vevey, Switzerland, is the world's
largest food company, with annual worldwide sales of SFr57.5 billion. The
company produces in 494 factories operating in 69 countries. Numerous
Nestle brands are quite familiar: Nestle's chocolates, Nesquik, Nescafe,
Crosse & niackwell. Lib by, Perrier, Friskies and many others. Over 100
years ago Henri Nestle invented manufactured baby food Lto save a child's
life' and the company have been suppliers ever since. Then, in the late
1970s and early 1980s, Nestle came under heavy fire from health professionals, who charged the company with encouraging Third World
mothers to give up breast feeding and use a company-prepared formula. lit
1974 the British charity, War on Want, published a pamphlet, The Baby
Killer, that criticized Unigate and Nestle's ill-advised marketing efforts in
Africa. While War on Want criticized the entire infant formula industry, the
German-based Third World Action Group issued a German 'translation' of the
original pamphlet retitled Nestle Killu Babies, which singled out Nestle for
'unethical and immoral behaviour'. The pamphlets generated much
publicity - the general public became both aware and concerned about the
issue. Enraged at the protest, Nestle sued the activists for defamation. The
two-year case kept media attention on the issue. 'We won the legal case, but
it was a public-relations disaster,' commented a Nestle executive.
In 1977, two American social-interest groups, the Intcrfaith Center on
Corporate Responsibility and the Infant Formula Action Coalition (INFACT),
spearheaded a worldwide boycott against Nestle. The campaign continued
despite the fact that many organizations rejected the boycott. The US United
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Methodist Church concluded that the activists were guilty of 'substantial
and sometimes gross misrepresentation', of 'inflammatory rhetoric', and of
using 'wildly exaggerated figures'. The boycott was called off in 1984 when
the activists accepted that the company was complying with an infant formula
marketing code adopted by the World Health Organization (WHO). Since
then, church, university, local government and other action groups periodically rediscover the controversy and create publicity by calling for a boycott.
In 1991 the main accusation was the use of sophisticated promotional
techniques to persuade hundreds of thousands of poverty-stricken, poorly
educated mothers that formula feeding was better for their children. One
issue predominated: the donation of free or low-cost supplies of infant formula
to maternity wards and hospitals in developing countries. Formula feeding is
not usually a wise practice in such countries. Because of poor living conditions and habits, people cannot or do not clean bottles properly and often
mix formula with impure water. Furthermore, income level does not permit
many families to buy sufficient quantities of formula. Protesters particularly
hit out at several industry practices, keeping Nestle as their target:
•

Promotional baby booklets ignoring or de-emphasizing breast feeding.

•

Misleading advertising encouraging mothers to bottle feed their babies
and showing breast feeding to be old-fashioned and inconvenient.

•

Gifts and samples inducing mothers to bottle feed their infants.

•

Posters and pamphlets in hospitals.

•

Endorsements of bottle feeding by milk nurses.

•

Formula so expensive that poor customers dilute to non-nutritious levels.

The WHO code eliminates all promotional efforts, requiring companies
to serve primarily as passive 'order takers'. It prohibits advertising, samples
and direct contact with consumers. Contacts with professionals (such as
doctors) occur only if professionals seek such contact. Manufacturers can
package products with some form of visual corporate identity, but they
cannot picture babies. The WHO code effectively allows almost no
marketing. However, the code contains only recommended guidelines. They
become mandatory only if individual governments adopt national codes
through their own regulatory mechanisms,
WHO allows the donation of free or low-cost supplies of infant formulas
for infants who cannot be breast-fed. However, because of protests the
International Association of Infant Food Manufacturers (IFM) is working
with WHO and UNICEF to secure country-by-country agreements with
countries to end free and low-cost supplies. By the end of 1994, only one
small developing country had not agreed to the change.
Nestle itself has a policy on low-cost supplies in developing countries, as
follows:
•

Where there is government agreement, Nestle will strictly apply the
terms of that agreement.

•

Where there is no agreement Nestle, in co-operation with others, will
be active in trying to secure early government action.

•

Where other companies break an agreement, Nestle will work with IFM
and governments to stop the breach.

•

Nestle will take disciplinary measures against any Nestle personnel or
distributors who deliberately violate Nestle policy.
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Nestl6 continues to sell infant formula and display the Nestle name on
almost all its brands. This contrasts with some companies using furtive
branding to hide common ownership. Given the repeated public relations
problems that Nestle faces, why does it not take unilateral action in ending
free supplies? Since the Third World infant formula market is so small
compared with Nestle's worldwide interests, why bother with it? Part of the
answer is in Tlenri Nestle's desire 'to save a child's life'. The European
Commission's directive on baby food concludes that infant formula is 'the
only processed foodstuff that wholly satisfies the nutritional requirements of
infants'first four to six months of life'.
Few mothers in countries with very high infant mortality rates use anything
other than breast milk. However, Kenya is probably typical of what happens
when mothers do supplement breast milk with something else:
33 per cent use uji, a local food made from maize.
33 per cent use cow's milk.
28 per cent use water.
14 per cent use glucose.
11 per cent use milk powder, of which some is infant formula.
3 per cent use tea.
A study in the Ivory Coast shows the sort of problems that arise when
Nestle withdraws unilaterally. Other companies replaced the supplies to the
affluent private nurseries, but supplies for mothers in need collapsed. As a
result, two premature babies fed on ordinary powdered milk did not survive,
and the main hospital was not able to 'afford to buy enough to feed abandoned babies or those whose mothers are ill'.

QUESTIONS
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Was and is Nestle's and the other IFM members' marketing of infant
formula 'unethical and immoral'?
Is it the case that ethical standards should be the responsibility of
organizations such as WHO and UNESCO, and that the sole
responsibility of firms is to work within the bounds set?
Is Nestle just unlucky or did its actions precipitate its being singled out
by activists? Is the activists' focus on Nestle unjust and itself
dangerous? What accounts for Nestle's continuing in the infant formula
market despite the protests?
Did Nestle benefit from confronting the activists directly in court and
winning? Should firms ever confront activists directly? What other
forms of action are available to the company? Should firms withdraw
from legitimate markets because of the justified or unjustified actions
of pressure groups?
The WHO code is a recommendation to government. Is it Nestles
responsibility to operate according to the national legislation of any
given country, or to follow WHO's recommendations to that country?
Do international bodies setting international standards, such as WHO
and UNICEF, have a moral responsibility to make those standards
clearly understood by all parties and to demand action by national
governments to enact them?

Case 2: Nestle
6, How should Nestle respond to the threats from the General Synod in
1994V Since Nestle claimed sales increased after the Nescafe boycott
in 1991, should they just ignore the problem?
SOURCES: 'A boycott over infant formula', Business Week (23 April 1979), pp. 137-40; John
Sparks, 'The Nestle controversy - anatomy of a boycott', Public Policy Education Fund, Inc.
(June 1981); 'Infant formula protest teaches Nestle a tactical lesson', Marketing Nevas (10
June 1983), p, 1; Robert F. Hartley, Marketing Mistakes (Chichcster, UK: Wiley, 1986);
European Commission, Commission Directive on Infant Formula and Follow-on Formula,
91/321/EEC; The Associated Press, Abidjan, Ivory Coast (16 April 1991); UNIOKF, The Store
of the World's Children (1992); RBL, Survey of Baby Feeding in Kenya (1992); Philip Roller
and Gary Armstrong, 'Nestle: under fire again', in id Principles of Marketing (London:
Prentice Hall, 1994); Nestle, Nestle and Ilaby Milk (1994); Andrew Brown, 'Synod votes to
end Nestle boycott after passion a to debate', Independent (12 July 1994), 'Church boycott of
Nescafe' ends', The Times (12 July 1994); Damion Thompson, 'Synod rejects disestablishment
move'. Daily Telegraph (12 July 1994); 'Clear conscience for Xescat'e drinkers'. Church 'Jtmes
(17 July 1994); Sylvie Laforet and John Sautiders, 'The management of brand portfolios: how
the pros do it', Journal of Advertising Rfasvarah (September-October l'>94), pp. 64-76.
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Strategic Marketing
Planning
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
Explain company-wide strategic planning and its principal steps,
Describe how companies develop mission statements and objectives.
Explain how companies evaluate and develop their business
portfolios.
Explain marketing's role in strategic planning.
Describe the marketing management process and the brand plan.
Show how marketing organizations are changing.

Preview Case
Levi's Strategic Marketing and Planning
Bavarian immigrant to America, Levi-Strauss, carted a load of heavy fabric
to California to make tents during the gold rush. He found that the gold
seekers needed trousers more than tents, so he used the fabric to make
canvas trousers. His blue jeans are now a worldwide institution. Levi-Stranss
&Co. still dominates the jeans industry. From the 1950s to the 1970s, as the
baby boom caused an explosion in the number of young people, Levi-Strauss
& Co. and other jeans makers experienced heady 10-15 per cent annual
sales growth, with little or no strategic or marketing planning effort. Selling
jeans was easy - Levi concentrated on simply trying to make enough jeans
to satisfy a seemingly insatiable market. However, by the early 1980s, demographics had caught up with the jeans industry. Its best customers, the
81 •
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baby-boomers, were ageing, and their tastes were changing with their waistlines- they bought fewer jeans and wore them longer. Meanwhile, tine IS-to
24-year-old segment, the group traditionally most likely to buy jeans, was
shrinking. Thus Levi found itself fighting for share in a lading jeans market.
At first, despite the declining market, Levi-Strauss & do. stuck closely to
its basic jeans business. It sought growth through mass-marketing strategies,
substantially increasing its advertising and selling through mass retailers
like Sears and J.C. Penney. When these tactics failed and profits continued
to plummet, Levi tried diversification into faster-growing fashion and
speciality apparel businesses. It hastily added more than 75 new lines,
including Ralph Lauren's Polo line (high fashion); the David Hunter line
(classic men's sportswear): the Perry Ellis Collection (men's, women's and
children's casual sportswear); Tourage SSE (fashionable men's wear); Frank
Shorter Sportswear (athletic wear); and many others. By 1984 Levi had
diversified into a muddled array of businesses ranging from its true olue
jeans to men's hats, ski-wear and even denim maternity wear. As one analyst
reported at the time in Inc. magazine:
For years, Levi prospered with one strategy: chase the demand for blue
jeans. Then came die designer jeans craze - and Levi became
unstitched. The company diversified into fashion. It slapped its
famous name on everything from running suits to women's polyester
pants. The results were disastrous: profits collapsed by 79 per cent
last year, and the company slashed about 5,000 jobs.
In 1985, in an effort to turn around an ailing Levi-Strauss it Co., new
management implemented a bold new strategic plan, beginning with a drastic
reorganization. It sold most of the ill-fated fashion and speciality apparel
businesses and took the company back to what it had always done best making and selling jeans. For starters, Levi rejuvenated its flagship product,
the classic button-fly, shrink-to-fit 501 jeans. It invested $38 million in the
now-classic 501 blues' advertising campaign, a series of hip, documentary-
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style reality ads. Never before had a company spent so much on a single item
of clothing. At the time, many analysts questioned this strategy. As one put
it: 'That's just too much to spend on one lousy pair of jeans.' However, the
501 blues campaign spoke for all of the company's products. It reminded
consumers of Levi's strong tradition and refocused the company on its basic,
blue jeans heritage. During the next six years, the campaign would more than
double the sales of 501s.
Building on this solid-blue base, Levi began to add new products. For
example, it successfully added prewashed, stonewashed and brightly
coloured jeans to its basic line. In late 1986, Levi introduced Dockers, casual
and comfortable cotton trousers targeted at the ageing male baby-boomers.
A natural extension of the jeans business, the new line had even broader
appeal than anticipated. Not only did adults buy Dockers, so did their children. In the few years since its introduction, the Dockers line has become a
Si billion-a-year success, Le\i's has continued to develop now products for the
ageing boomers. In 1992 it introduced 550 and 560 loose-fitting jeans - 'a
loose interpretation of the original' - for men who have outgrown the
company's slimmer-cut 501s.
In addition to introducing new products, Levi-Strauss & Co. also
stepped up its efforts to develop new markets. In 1991, for example, it developed jeans designed especially for women and launched an innovative fivemonth, S12 million 'Jeans for Women' advertising campaign, featuring
renderings of the female form in blue jeans by four female artists.
But Levi's most dramatic turnaround has been in its international
markets. In 1985 Levi almost sold its then stumbling and unprofitable
foreign operations. Since then, however, the company has turned what was
a patchwork of foreign licensees into a well-co-ordinated team of worldwide
subsidiaries. Levi is now a truly global apparel maker. Its strategy is to 'think
globally, act locally'. It operates a closely co-ordinated worldwide marketing,
manufacturing rind distribution system. Twice a year, Levi brings together
managers from around the world to share product and advertising ideas, and
to search for those that have global appeal. For example, the Doekers line
originated in Argentina, but has now become a worldwide best seller.
However, within its global strategy, Levi encourages local units to tailor
products and programmes to their home markets. For example, in Brazil, it
developed the Feminina line of eurvaceously cut jeans that provide the
ultralight fit that Brazilian women favour. Levi's European Docker division
now plans to conquer Europe from its Swedish base. In doing so it has
created the world's biggest advertisement, a 480 square metre banner hung
on Stockholm's up-market NK department store,
In most markets abroad, Levi-Strauss & Co. boldly plays up its deep
American roots. For example, James Dean is a central figure in almost all
Levi advertising in Japan. Indonesian ads show Levi-clad teenagers driving
around Dubuque, Iowa, in 1960s convertibles. And almost all foreign ads
feature English-language dialogue. However, whereas Americans usually
think of their Lcvis as basic knockaround wear, most European and Asian
consumers view them as up-market fashion statements. The prices match
the snob appeal - a pair of Levi 501 jeans selling for S30 in the United States
costs $63 in Tokyo and $88 in Paris, creating lush profit margins.
Levi's aggressive and innovative global marketing efforts have produced
stunning results. As the domestic market continues to shrink, foreign sales
have accounted for most of Levi's growth. Overseas markets now yield 39
per cent of the company's total revenues and 60 per cent of its profits.
Perhaps more impressive, its foreign business is growing at 32 per cent per
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year, five times the growth rate of its domestic business. Levi continues to
look for new international market opportunities. For example, the first
Romanian shop officially to sell Levi's jeans recently opened to large crowds,
and Levi is now racing competitors to reach jeans-starved consumers in
eastern Europe and the former Soviet republics. Dramatic strategic and
marketing planning actions have transformed Levi-Strauss into a vigorous
and profitable company, one better matched to its changing market opportunities. Since its 1985 turnaround, Levi's sales have grown more than 31
per cent and its profits have increased fivefold. Thus, by building a strong
base in its core jeans business, coupled with well-planned product and
market development, Levi has found ways to grow profitably despite the
decline in the domestic jeans market. As one company observer suggests,
Levi has learned that 'with the right mix of persistence and smarts, [planning new products and] cracking new markets can seem as effortless as
breaking in a new pair of Levi's stonewashed jeans', 1

QUESTIONS
1. What stimulated Levi to diversify away from its homeland in the
American blue jeans market?
2.

With its focus on the global blue jeans market, is Levi likely to face the
same pressure for diversification again?

3. Conduct a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats)
analysis of Levi and comment upon its implications for the company.
4. Use the 'product/market expansion grid' to plot the moves made by
Levi during the case. In which quadrants was Levi least successful and
why? In which was it most successful and why?
5.
6.

Suggest a 'mission statement' for Levi that would help the company
focus on its strengths.
Considering Levi's international subsidiaries as 'strategic business
units', what do you imagine Levi's 'BCG growth-share matrix' to look
like? What global strategies does the matrix suggest?

Introduction
All companies need strategies to meet changing markets. No one strategy is best
for all companies. Each company must find the way that makes most sense, given
its situation, opportunities, ohjeetives and resources. Marketing plays an important role in strategic planning. It provides information and other inputs to help
prepare the strategic plan. Strategic planning is also the first stage of marketing
planning and defines marketing's role in the organization. The strategic plan
guides marketing, which must work with other departments in the organization to
achieve strategic objectives.
Here we look at the three stages of strategic market planning: first, the
strategic plan and its implications for marketing; secondly, the marketing process;
and thirdly, ways of putting the plan into action.
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Strategic Planning
Overview of Planning
Many companies operate without forma! plans. In new companies, managers are
sometimes too busy for planning. In small companies, managers may think that
only large corporations need planning. In mature companies, many managers
argue that they have done well without formal planning, so it cannot be very
important. They may resist taking the time to prepare a written plan. They may
argue that the marketplace changes too fast for a plan to be useful - that it would
end up collecting dust.2
Yet formal planning can yield many benefits for all types of company, large
and small, new and mature. It encourages systematic thinking. It forces the
company to sharpen its objectives and policies, leads to better co-ordination of
company efforts, and provides clearer performance standards for control. The
argument that planning is less useful in a fast-changing environment makes little
sense. The opposite is true: sound planning helps the company to anticipate and
respond quickly to environmental changes, and to prepare better for sudden
developments. The best-performing companies plan, but plan in a way that does
not suppress entrcpreneurship.-1
Companies usually prepare annual plans, long-range plans and strategic
pi.'ins:
•
•

•

The annual plan is a short-term plan that describes the current situation,
company objectives, the strategy for the year, the action programme,
budgets and controls.
The long-range plan describes the primary factors and forces affecting the
organization during the next several years. It includes the long-term
objectives, the main marketing strategies used to attain them and the
resources required. This long-range plan is reviewed and updated each year
so [hat the company always has a current long-range plan. The company's
annual and long-range plans deal with current businesses and how to keep
them going.
The strategic plan involves adapting the firm to take advantage of
opportunities in its constantly changing environment. It is the process of
developing and maintaining a strategic fit between the organization's goals
and capabilities and its changing marketing opportunities.

Strategic planning sets the stage for the marketing plan. It starts with its
overall purpose and mission. These guide the formation of measurable corporate
objectives. A corporate audit then gathers information on the company, its
competitors, its market and the general environment in which the firm competes.
A SWOT analysis gives a summary of the strengths and weaknesses of the
company together with the opportunities and threats it faces. Next, headquarters
decides what portfolio of businesses and products is best for the company and
how much support to give each one. This helps to provide the strategic objectives
that guide the company's various activities. Then each business and product unit
develops detailed marketing and other functional plans to support the companywide plan. Thus marketing planning occurs at the business-unit, product and
market levels. It supports company strategic planning with more detailed planning for specific marketing opportunities. For instance Nestle, the world's largest

annual plan
A short-term plan that
describes the company's
current situation, its
objectives, che strategy,
action programme and
budgets for the year
ahead and controls.
long-range plan
A plan that describes the
principal factors and
forces affecting the
organization during the
next several years,
including long-term
objectives, the chief
marketing strategies
used to attain them and
the resources required.
strategic plan
A plan chat describes
hoi® a firm will adapt to
take advantage of
opportunities in its
constantly changing
environment, thereby
maintaining a strategic
fit between the firm's
goals and capabilities
and its changing market
opjjortiinities.
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Implement
Carry out;
the plan

Figure 3.1

Market analysis, planning, implementation
and control

food manufacturer, develops an overall strategic plan at its headquarters in Vevey,
Switzerland. Below that, each strategic group, such as confectionery, develops
subordinate strategic plans. These feed into the strategic plan's national operations. At each level, marketing and other functional plans will exist. At the final
level, brand plans cover the marketing of brands such as Kit Kat, Lion and Quality
Street in national markets.

The Planning Process
Putting plans into action involves four stages: analysis, planning, implementation
and control. Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between these functions that are
common to strategic planning, marketing planning or the planning for any other
function.
ANALYSIS. Planning begins with a complete analysis of the company's situation.
The company must analyse its environment to find attractive opportunities and
to avoid environmental threats. It must analyze company strengths and weaknesses, as well as current and possible marketing actions, to determine which
opportunities it can best pursue. Analysis feeds information and other inputs to
each of the other stages.
PLANNING. Through strategic planning, the company decides what it wants to
do with each business unit. Marketing planning involves deciding marketing
strategies that will help the company attain its overall strategic objectives.
Marketing, product or brand plans are at the centre of this.
IMPLEMENTATION Implementation turns strategic plans into actions that will
achieve the company's objectives. People in the organization that work with
others both inside and outside the company implement marketing plans.
CONTROL. Control consists of measuring and evaluating the results of plans and
activities, and taking corrective action to make sure objectives are being
achieved. Analysis provides information and evaluations needed for all the other
activities.
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The Strategic Plan
The strategic plan contains several components: the mission, the strategic objectives, the strategic audit, SWOT analysis, portfolio analysis, objectives and strategies. All of these feed from and feed into marketing plans.

The Mission
A mission states the purpose of a company. Firms often start with a clear mission
held within the mind of their founder. Then, over time, the mission fades as the
company acquires new products and markets. A mission may be clear, but
forgotten by some managers. An extreme ease of this was the Anglican Church
Commissioners, who thought they had the 'Midas touch' when they started speculating on the international property market. They found out that markets go down
as well as up and lost a third of the Church's ancient wealth in the process. Other
problems can occur when the mission may remain clear, but no longer fits the
environment. The Levi preview shows that company struggling with this problem.
When an organization is drifting, the management must renew its search for
purpose. It must ask: What business are we in? What do consumers value? What
are we in business for? What sort of business are we? What makes us special?
These simple-sounding questions are among the most difficult that the company
will ever have to answer. Successful companies continuously raise these questions and answer them. Asking such basic questions is a sign of strength, not
uncertainty.
Company mission: 3M states
its mission not as making
office products, but as
creating innovations tiu.it
'make your work- make
your life - simpler, more
efficient, more productive:.'

Imagine
thousands of
innovations that make
work easier no matter where you work.
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mission statement
A statement of the
organisations purpose •what it -wants to
accomplish in the
environment.

Many organizations develop formal mission statements that answer these
questions. A mission statement is a statement of the organization's purpose what it wants to accomplish in the larger environment, A clear mission statement
acts as an 'invisible hand' that guides people in the organization, so that they can
work independently and yet collectively towards overall organizational goals.
Traditionally, companies have defined their business in product terms ('we
manufacture furniture'), or in technological terms ('we are a chemical-processing
firm'). But mission statements should be market-oriented.
WllAT BUSINESS ARE WE IN? Asking this question helps. Market definitions
of a business are better than product or technological definitions. Products and
technologies eventually become outdated, but basic market needs may last for
ever. A market-oriented mission statement defines the business based on satisfying basic customer needs. Thus Rolls-Royce is in the power business, not the
aero-engine business. Visa's business is not credit cards, but allowing customers
to exchange value - to exchange assets, such as cash on deposit or equity in a
home, for virtually anything, anywhere in the world. Creative 3M does more than
just make adhesives, scientific equipment and healthcare products; it solves
people's problems by putting innovation to work for them.
Wl-IO ARE OUR CUSTOMERS? This is a probing question. Who are the
customers of Rolls-Royce's new Trent aero-engine? At one level it Is the
airframers, like Boeing and European Airbus. If Rolls-Royce can get an airframer
to launch a new aircraft with a Rolls-Royce engine, this saves development costs
and makes early orders likely. Is it the airline or leasing companies that eventually buy the engines? They will certainly have to sell to them as well. Is it (he
pilot, the service crew or even the passenger? Unlike the competition, RollsRoyce has a brand name that is synonymous with prestige and luxury.
WHAT ARE WE IN BUSINESS FOR? This is a hard question for non-profitmaking organizations. Do universities exist to educate students or to train them
for industry? Is the pursuit of knowledge by the faculty the main reason for their
existence? If so, is good research of economic value or is pure research better?
WHAT SORT OF BUSINESS ARE WE? This question guides die strategy and
structure of organizations. Companies aiming at cost leadership seek efficiency.
These firms, like Aldi or KwikSave, run simple, efficient organizations with
careful cost control. These contrast with differentiators, like Sony, who aim to
make profits by inventing products, such as the Walkman, whose uniqueness
gives a competitive edge. Focused companies concentrate upon being the best at
serving a well-defined target market. They succeed by tailoring their products or
services to customers they know well. In Britain, Coutts & Co., a National
Westminster Bank subsidiary, does this by providing 'personal banking' to the
very wealthy. Michael Porter4 describes a fourth option that occurs if firms do not
define how they are to do business: stuck in the middle.
Management should avoid making its mission too narrow or too broad. A leadpencil manufacturer that says it is in the communieation equipment business is
stating its mission too broadly. A mission should be:
•

Realistic. Singapore International Airlines is excellent, but it would be
deluding itself if its mission were to become the world's largest airline.

•

Specific. It should fit the company and no other. Many mission statements
exist for public-relations purposes, so lack specific, workable guidelines. The
statement 'We want to become the leading company in this industry by
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producing the highest-quality products with the best service at the lowest
prices' sounds good, but it is full of generalities and contradictions. Such
motherhood statements will not help the company make tough decisions.
•

Rased on distinctive competences. Bang & Otufsen has the technology to
build microcomputers, but an entry into that market would not take
advantage of its core competences In style, hi-fi and exclusive distribution.

• Motivating. It should give people something to believe in. It should get a
'Yeah!', not a yawn or a 'Yuek!', A company's mission should not say 'making
more sales or profits' - profits are only a reward for undertaking a useful
activity. A company's employees need to feel that their work is significant
and that it contributes to people's lives. Contrast the missions of the two
computer giants IBM and Apple. When IBM sales were £50 billion, president
John Akcrs said that IBM's goal was to become a $100 billion company by
the end of the century. Meanwhile, Apple's long-term goal has been to put
computer power into the hands of every person. Apple's mission is much
more motivating than IBM's.
Visions guide the best missions. A vision is a contagious dream, a widely
communicated statement or slogan that captures the needs of the time. Sony's

Eastman Kodak Asks:
''What Business
Are We In?'

Marketing
was on track for the much discussed 'information highway'. It
offers the chance to take images
from any source, manipulate them
electronically, store them digitally
(on PCs or CDs), transmit them,
and display them on everything
from photographic paper to TVs.
Kodak wanted to sell its pharmaceuticals and consumer healthcare divisions and reinvest the
proceeds in its imaging business.
The move would also lighten the
group's $1 billion debt. Three divisions went up
for sale: Stirling Winthrop (drugs and consumer
health care), L & F products (personal care
and household products), and the Clinical
Diagnostics division. The sales raised §16.4 billion, almost a quarter of Kodak's 1993 revenue.
After the sale, Kodak was left with its imaging
business and Health Sciences division. Health
Sciences' X-ray film and electronic diagnostics
businesses were central to Kodak's imaging strategy. Steps would be taken to protect and develop
Kodak's traditional film products and especially its
position in the rapidly developing market for digital
electronic imaging, where its technology was the
standard in multimedia applications.

Highlight
3.1

Eastman Kodak is one of many
firms now asking: 'What business
are we in?' It is one of many companies that diversified in the
1980s. Originally a photographic
products company, it entered the
attractive Pharmaceuticals and
consumer healthcare industry by
acquisition and alliances. Then, in
the late 1980s, tough competition and tight economic conditions saw its fortunes decline. Its
debt burden went up and its imaging business
lacked money for investment. Like IBM, the company was a troubled giant.
In early 1994 George Fisher, the company's
new chair, launched a new plan that would take
Kodak back to its imaging roots. George Eastman
had started the company in 1880 and it had
grown to be the world's biggest photographic
company using silver-halide technology. This
time the proposed technology was digital imaging
- a business that was a small fraction of current
sales and a loss maker. Silver-halide offered little
opportunity for development, but digital imaging
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Kodak is already coming tinder increasing
pressure in the conventional silver-halide-based
photographic markets. People in the developed
world are buying more and better cameras, but
not more films. Fuji is competing hard on price,
and own-label films are undercutting Kodak's
prices by 40 per cent. Unlike many market leaders, Kodak has joined the price cutters and
launched Funtimc, priced 20 per cent lower than
Kodak Gold. New markets in the East are growing
fast, but these are very price sensitive and bootlegging abounds.
The move into digital imaging is a gamble. So
far Kodak has little to show for the millions of dollars it has invested in digital-imaging technology.
Its Photo-CD system, which uses CDs to store
images, was a flop in the consumer market. Only a
few hundred were sold in 1993. Kodak's digital
camera also has problems: the black-and-white
model costs over $8,000 and produces poorer pictures than a 35 mm camera.
Joint ventures make Kodak's prospects look
better. A new digital camera from Apple
Computer, using Kodak technology, may be on
the market soon. It will cost a tenth of Kodak's
product. Microsoft and Silicon Graphics are
already using Kodak's digital-imaging technology.
Fisher says he is talking to several potential part-

ners about longer-term ventures: 'We have to
work with companies that are much stronger in
software and teleeoms than we are.' With these
ventures, the digital-imaging group expects to
move into profit in two to three years. Will it?
The 'electronic highways' to carry the digital pictures of little Jimmy do not exist yet. Also, there
is still a price and quality gulf between silverhalide and digital imaging. The gap will eventually
narrow, but expect it to close only slowly.
Whenever a new technology takes on an old one,
competition usually finds ways of squeezing
unexpected performance out of the old dog.
Kodak missed out on video technology by
concentrating on conventional films. It dominated the 16 rnm-video film market that almost
disappeared overnight when video cameras
arrived. Its effort in digital imaging recognizes
t h a t its business is imaging, not silver-balide film.
SOURCKS: Patnek Ilarveson, "Eastman Kodak prepare tor a
new ima^e', Financial Times (4 May 1993), p. 29; Patrick
Ilarveson. 'Kodak to return to core with drug sale', Financial
Times (4 May 1994), p. 23; Chris Butler and Tony Patey,
'Drug firms on the trail of US partners', The European
(6-12 May 1994), p. 15, 'Picture imperfect', Tim Economist
(28 May 1994), pp. 87-8.

president, Akio Morita, wanted everyone to have access to 'personal portable
sound', and his company created the Walkman. Richard Branson thought 'flying
should be fun', so he founded Virgin Airlines. Thomas Monaghan wanted to
deliver hot pizza to any home within 30 minutes, and he created Domino's Pizza.
The company's mission statement should provide a vision and direction for
the company for the next 10—20 years. They do not change every few years in
response to each new turn in the environment. Still, a company must redefine its
mission if that mission has lost credibility or no longer defines an optimal course
for the company." Marketing Highlight 3.1 describes how recent events have
caused Eastman Kodak to think carefully about its mission. The hostile environment in the early 1990s caused Siemens, the German electronic giant, to review
its strategy. Its seven core statements (Figure 3.2) provided strong communications and drove its strategy, structure and style of management.

From Mission to Strategic Objectives
The company's mission needs to be turned into strategic objectives to guide
management. Each manager should have objectives and be responsible for
reaching them. For example, its fertilizer business unit is one of International
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Strategy

Competitive strength

Achieve a sustained leading position
worldwide

Identity

Progress

Technological, social and marketing
competences focused on progress

Entrepreneurial style

Will to lead

Agree on clear objectives and vigorously
transform them into compecicive advantage

Managers

Entrepreneurship

Managers and employees think and act as if it
were their own company

Executive
decision making

Speed

Faster decision making through integrated
business functions

New organization

Close to the customer

Marketing-oriented business functions create
entrepreneurial freedom

Strength

Systems integration

Integrate competitive products into problemsolving systems

Figure 3.2

Siemens" seven core statements

Minerals & Chemical Corporation's many activities. The fertilizer division does
not say that its mission is to produce fertilizer. Instead, it says that its mission is
to increase agricultural productivity'. This mission leads to a hierarchy of objectives, including business objectives and marketing objectives. The mission of
increasing agricultural productivity leads to the company's business objective of
researching new fertilizers that promise higher yields. Unfortunately, research is
expensive and requires improved profits to plough back into research
programmes. So improving profits becomes another key business objective.
Profits are improved by increasing sales or reducing costs. Sales increase by
improving the company's share of the domestic market, or by entering new
foreign markets, or both. These goals then become the company's current
marketing objectives. The objective to 'increase our market share' is not as useful
as the objective to 'increase our market share to 15 per cent in two years'. The
mission states the philosophy and direction of a company, whereas the strategic
objectives arc measurable goals.

Strategic Audit
'Knowledge is power': so stated Francis Bacon, the sixteenth-century philosopher,
while according to the ancient Chinese strategist Sun Zi, 'The leader who docs not
want to buy information is inconsiderate and can never win.' The strategic audit
covers the gathering of this vital information. It is the intelligence used to build
the detailed objectives and strategy of a business. It has two parts: the external
and internal audit.

•
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Financial Statements:
Are We Making Money?

Marketing

Table 1 shows the 1995 operating
statement for a speciality store,
Dale Parsons Men's Wear. This
statement is for a retailer; the
operating statement for a manufacturer would be somewhat different.
Specifically, the section on purchases within the 'Cost of goods
sold' area would be replaced by 'Cost
of goods manufactured'.
The outline of the operating statement follows a logical series of steps to arrive at the firm's
825,000 net profit figure:
Net sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross margin
Expenses
Net profit

sales figures consist of three items:
gross saies, returns or allowances,
and net sales. Gross sates is the
total amount charged to customers
during the year for merchandise
purchased in Parsons' store. Some
customers returned merchandise.
If the customer gets a full refund or
full credit on another purchase, we
call this a return. Other customers
may decide to keep the item if
Parsons will reduce the price. This
is called an allowance. By subtracting returns and allowances from gross sales:

Highlight
3.2

8300,000
-175,000
$125,000
-100,000
£325,000

The first part details the amount that Parsons
received for the goods sold during the year. The

Gross sales
Returns and allowances

8325,000
-25,000

Net sales

g300,000

The second part of the operating statement
calculates the amount of sales revenue that Dale
Parsons retains after paying the costs of the merchandise. We start with the inventory in the store
at the beginning of the year. During the year,
Parsons bought $150,000 worth of suits, slacks.

TABLE 1 OPERATING STATEMENT FOR DALF, PARSONS MEN'S WEAR FOR YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER
1995 (g)
Gross sales
less: Kales returns and allowances
Net sales
Cost of goods sold
Beginning inventory, 1 January 1995, at cost
Purchases
plus: Freight-in
Net cost of delivered purchases
Cost of goods available for sale
less: Ending inventory, 31 December 1995, at eost
Total cost of goods sold
Gross margin
Expenses
Selling expenses:
Administrative expenses:
General expenses:
Total expenses
Net profit

325,000
25,000
300,000
150,000
10,000

60,000

160,000
220,000
45,000
175,000
125,000
50,000
30,000
20,000
100,000
25,000
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shirts, ties, jeans and other goods. Because the
store is located away from regular shipping
routes, Parsons had to pay an additional Si 0,000
to get the products delivered, giving the firm a net
cost of 8160,000. Adding the beginning inventory,
the cost of goods available for sale amounted to
8220,000. The 845,000 ending inventory of
clothes in the store on ,31 December is then subtracted to come up with the 8175,000 cost of
goods Hold.
The difference between what Parsons paid for
the merchandise ($175,000) and what he sold it for
(gJOO.OOO) is called the gross margin (£125,000).
In order to show the profit Parsons 'cleared'
at the end of the year, we must subtract from the
gross margin the expenses incurred while doing
business. Selling expenses included two sales

employees, local newspaper and radio advertising, and the cost of delivering merchandise to
customers after alterations. Selling expenses
totalled £50,000 for the year. Administrative
expenses included the salary for an office manager, office supplies such as stationery and business cards, and miscellaneous expenses including
an administrative audit conducted by an outside
consultant. Administrative expenses totalled
$30,000 in 1995. Finally, the general expenses of
rent, utilities, insurance, and depreciation came
to 820,000. Total expenses were therefore
fSlOO.OQO for the year. By subtracting expenses
(8100,000) from the gross margin (8125,000), we
arrive at the net profit of $25,000 for Parsons
during 1995.

The cxtemal audit or marketing environment audit examines the maeroenvironment and task environment of a company. EuroDisney's problems can be
partly explained by an excessive faith in company strengths and too little attention being paid to the inacroenvironment. French labour costs make the park
much more expensive than in America, Europe's high travel costs add to guests'
total bill and the north European climate takes the edge off all-year-round operations. EuroDisney contrasts with the success of Center Pares. This Dutch
company's resort hotels offer north Europeans undercover health and leisure
facilities that they can enjoy all year round.
The internal audit examines all aspects of the company. It covers the whole
value chain described by Michael Porter/' It includes the primary activities that
follow the flow of goods or services through the organization: inbound logistics,
operations, outbound logistics, sales and marketing, and after-sales services. In
addition, it extends to the support activities on which the primary activities
depend: procurement, technology development, human resource management
and the infrastructure of the firm. These go beyond traditional marketing activities, but marketing strategy depends on all of them. A key to the Italian Benetton's
international success is a system that allows it to change styles and colours rapidJy.
Unlike traditional mass-clothing manufacturers, which have to order fabrics in
colours and patterns over a year ahead of seasons, Benetton's design and manufacturing technology allows it to change within a season. Long before the idea of
close supplier relationships was re-imported from Japan, Marks & Spencer and
G & A made supplier relations arid human resource management central strategies.
Reading financial statements is basic to understanding the state of a company
and seeing how it is developing. The operating statement and the balance sheet
are the two main financial statements used. The balance sheet shows the assets,
liabilities and net worth of a company at a given time. The operating statement
(also called profit-and-loss statement or income statement) is the more important
of the two for marketing information. It shows company sales, cost of goods sold,
and expenses during a specified time period. By comparing the opcniting statement from one time period to the next, the firm can spot favourable or

external aiic|it
,-1 detailed examination
of the. markets,'
competition, business
and economic
environment in whibh
the organization
operates.
internal audit
An evaluation of die
firm's entire value chain.
balance sheet

A financial statement
that shows assets,
liabilities antl net <&orch
of a company at a given
time.
operating statement
(profit-and-loKs
statement or income
statement)
A financial statement
that shows company
sales, aost of goods sold
and expenses during a
given period of time.
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unfavourable trends and take appropriate action. Marketing Highlight 3.2
describes these .statements in more detail and explains their construction.

SWOT Analysis
SWOT analysis
,'i distillation of the
findings of the internal
and external audit
•which draws attention
tn the critical
organizational strengths
and weaknesses and the
opportunities and
threats facing the
company.

SWOT analysis draws the critical strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats (SWOT) from the strategic audit. The audit contains a wealth of data of
differing importance and reliability. SWOT analysis distils these data to show the
critical items from the internal and external audit. The number of items is small
for forceful communications, and they show where a business should focus its
attention.

• Opportunities and Threats
Managers need to identify the main threats and opportunities that their company
faces. The purpose of the analysis is to make the manager anticipate important
developments that can have an impact on the firm. A large pet food division of a
multinational company could list the following.
Opportunities:
•
Economic climate. Because of improved economic conditions, pet
ownership is increasing in almost all segments of the population.
• Demographic cluuiget?. (1) Increasing single parenthood, dual-income
families and ageing will increase the trend towards convenient pet foods
(from wet to dry); and (2) the aged population will grow and increasingly
keep pets as company.
• Market. The pet food market will follow the human market in the concern
for healthy eating and pre-prepared luxury foods,
• Technology. New forms of pet food that are low in fat and calories, yet highly
nutritious and tasty, will soon emerge. These products will appeal strongly
to many of today's pet food buyers, whose health concerns extend to their
pets.
Threats:
• Competitive activity. A large competitor has just announced that it will
introduce a new premium pet food line, backed by n huge advertising and
sales promotion blitz,
• (Channel pressure. Industry analysts predict that supermarket chain buyers
will face more than 10,000 new grocery product introductions next year.
The buyers accept only 38 per cent of these new products and give each one
only five months to prove itself,
•
Demographic changes. Increasing single parenthood and dual-income
families (1) will encourage the trend towards pets that neeci little care (cats
rather than dogs), and (2) will encourage the trend towards smaller pets
who eat less.
• Politics. European Union legislation will force manufacturers to disclose the
content of their pet food. This will adversely affect the attractiveness of
some ingredients like kangaroo and horse meat.
Not all threats call for the same attention or concern - the manager should
assess the likelihood of each threat and the potential damage each could cause.
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The manager should then focus on the most probable and harmful threats and
prepare plans in advance to meet them.
Opportunities occur when an environmental trend plays to a company's
strength. The manager should assess each opportunity according to its potential
attractiveness and the company's probability of success. Companies can rarely
find ideal opportunities that exactly fit their objectives and resources. The development of opportunities involves risks. When evaluating opportunities, the
manager must decide whether the expected returns justify these risks. A trend or
development can be a threat or an opportunity depending on a company's
strengths. The development of the steel-braced radial tyre was an opportunity for
Miehchn, which used its technological lead to gain market share. To the rest of the
industry, the new technology was a threat because the tyre's longer life reduced
total demand and the new technology made their plant obsolete.

• Strengths and Weaknesses
The strengths and weaknesses in the SWOT analysis do not list all features of a
company, but only those relating to critical success factors. A list that is too long
betrays a lack of focus and an inability to discriminate what is important. The
strengths or weaknesses are relative, not absolute. It is nice to be good at something, but it can be a weakness if die competition is stronger, Mercedes is good at
making reliable luxury cars with low depreciation, but this stopped being a
strength when Honda's Acurri and Toyota's Lexus beat Mercedes on all three
fronts in the American market. The Japanese products were not cheap, but they
were styled for the American market and eame with all the extras that buyers of
German luxury cars had to pay for. Finally, the strengths should be based on/act.
In buying Skoda, VW has acquired a well-known brand name, but is the name a
strengthV A failure to understand true strengths can be dangerous. A well-known
aircraft manufacturer for years promoted the quality of its after-sales service.
Only after another company acquired it did it find out that its reputation was the
worst in the industry.

critical success factors
The strengths and
weaknesses that most
Critically affect an
organisation's success.
Thc.fi' arc measured
relative ro competition.

Lund Raver compete in the
competitive car market by
concentrating on [heir
strength in making credible
cross-country vehicle.
Photography: Max Ftirxythe
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A major pet food manufacturer could pitch the following strengths and weaknesses against the opportunities and threats,
Strengths:
• Market leader in the dry eat food market.
• Access to the group's leading world position in food technology.
• Market leader in luxury pel: foods.
• The group's excellent worldwide grocery distribution.
• Pet food market leader in several big markets, including France, Italy, Spain
and South America.
Weakn esses:
• Number three in the wet pet food market.
• Excessive product range with several low-volume brands.
• Most brand names are little known, and are cluttered following acquisitions.
•
•
•

Relatively low advertising and promotions budget.
Product range needs many manufacturing skills.
Poor store presence in several large markets: Germany, UK, USA and Canada.

•

Overall poor profits performance.

The pet food company shows how some parts of the SWOT balance. The
strengths in dry and luxury pet foods match demographic trends, so this looks like
an opportunity for growth. Access to food technology should also help the
company face changing consumer tastes and legislation. The weaknesses suggest
a need for more focus. Dropping some uneconomic lines in the mass wet pet food
market, simplifying the brand structure and concentrating on fewer manufacturing processes could release resources for developing the dry and luxury
markets. By using its access to worldwide grocer;' distribution, the company could
become profitable and focused.

The Business Portfolio
business portfolio
The collection of
businesses and products
that make up the
company.

The business portfolio is the collection of businesses and products that make up
the company. It is a link between the overall strategy of a company and those of
its parts. The best business portfolio is the one that fits the company's strengths
and weaknesses to opportunities in the environment. The company must (])
analyze its current business portfolio and decide which businesses should receive
more, less or no investment, and (2) develop growth strategies for adding IKW
products or businesses to the portfolio.

Analysing the Current Easiness Portfolio
portfolio analysis
A tool by which
management identifies
and evaluates the
•varifms businesses that
make up the company.

ht.

Portfolio analysis helps managers evaluate the businesses making up the
company. The company will want to put strong resources into its more profitable
businesses and phase down or drop its weaker ones. Recently, Sweden's Volvo has
started disposing of its non-core businesses to strengthen its portfolio. It plans to
sell its interests in consumer products (holdings in BCP), Pharmaceuticals (28 per
cent of Pharmacia), stock brokering, property and investment. The tighter portfolio will allow Volvo to concentrate on revitalizing its passenger car, truck and
bus operations.
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Figure 3.3

The BCG growth-share matrix

Management's first step is to identity the key businesses making up the
company. These are strategic business units. A strategic business unit (SBC) is a
unit of the company that has a separate mission and objectives, and which can be
planned independently from other company businesses. An SBU can be a
company division, a product line within a division, or sometimes a single product
or brand.
The next step in business portfolio analysis calls for management to assess
the attractiveness of its various SBUs and decide how much support each
deserves. In some companies, this occurs informally. Management looks at the
company's collection of businesses or products and uses judgement to decide
how much each SBU should contribute and receive. Other companies use formal
portfolio-planning methods.
The purpose of strategic planning is to find ways in which the company can
best use its strengths to cake advantage of attractive opportunities in the environment. So most standard portfolio-analysis methods evaluate SBUs on two important dimensions: the attractiveness of the SBU's market or industry; and the
strength of the SBU's position in that market or industry. The best-known
portfolio-planning methods are from the Boston Consulting Group, a leading
management consulting firm, and by General Electric and Shell.
Tl-IE BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP BOX. Using the Boston Consulting Group
(BCG) approach, a company classifies all its SBUs according to the growth-share
matrix shown in Figure 3.3. On the vertical axis,.market growth rate provides a
measure of market attractiveness. On the horizontal axis, relative market share
serves as a measure of company strength in the market. By dividing the growthshare matrix as indicated, four types of SBU can be distinguished:
1.

2.

Stars. Stars are high-growth, high-share businesses or products. They often
need heavy investment to finance their rapid growth. Eventually their
growth will slow down, and they will turn into cash cows,
Cash eows. Cash cows are low-growth, high-share businesses or products.
These established and successful SBUs need less investment to hold their
market share. Thus they produce cash that the company uses to pay its bills
and to support other SBUs that need investment.

strategic business unit
(SBU)

A unit of the company
chat has a, separate
miss ton and objectives
and than can be planned
independently fro m
other company
businesses. An SBU can
be a company division,
a product line -within a
division, or sometimes a
single product or brand.
growth-share matrix
A port/olio-planning
method that evaluates a
company's strategic
business units (SBUs) in
terms of their market
growth rate and relative
market share. SMU& are
classified as stars, cash
cotes, question marks or
dogs.
stars
High-growth, high-share
businesses or products
that often require heavy
investment to finance
their rapid growth.
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cash oows
Lois-growth, high-share
businesses or products;
established ami
successful units that
generate c>c<s/i that the
company uses to pay Us
billx and support other
business units thai need
investment.
question marks
Low-share business
unite in high-growth
markets that require a
lot of cash in order to
hold their nhare or
become stars.

dogs

Low-growth, low-share
businesses and products
thai inny generate
enough cash to maintain
themselves, but do not
promise to he large
sources of cash.

businessplanning grid
A portfolio planning
method chat evaluates
a company's strategic
business units using
indices of industry
attractiveness and the
company's strength in
the industry'.

J.

Question marks. Question marks are low-share business unite in highgrowth markets. They require cash to hold their share, let alone increase it.
Management has to think hard about question marks - which ones they
should buikl into stars and which ones they should phase out.
4. Dogs. Dogs are low-growth, low-share businesses and products. They may
generate enough cash to maintain themselves, but do not promise to be
large sources of cash.

The ten circles in the growth-share matrix represent a company's ten current
SBl's. The company has two stars, two cash cows, three question marks and three
dogs. The areas of die circles are proportional to the SBUs' sales value. This
company is in fair shape, although not in good shape. It wants to invest in the
more promising question marks to make them stars, and to maintain the stars so
that they will become cash cows as their markets mature. Fortunately, it has two
good-sized eash cows whose income helps finance the company's question marks,
stars and dogs. The company should take some decisive action concerning its
dogs and its question marks. The picture would be worse if the company had no
stars, or had too many dogs, or had only one weak cash cow.
Once it has classified its SBUs, the company must determine what role each
will play in the future. There are four alternative strategies for eaeh SBU. The
company can invest more in the business unit to build its share. It can invest just
enough to hold the SBU's share at the current level. It can harvest the SBU,
milking its short-term cash flow regardless of the long-term effect. Finally, the
company can divest the SBU by selling it or phasing it out and using the resources
elsewhere.
As time passes, SBUs change their positions in the growth-share matrix. Each
SBU has a life cycle. Many SBUs start out as question marks and move into the
star category if they succeed. They later become cash cows as market growth falls,
then finally die off or turn into dogs towards the end of their life cycle. The
company needs to add new products and units continuously, so that some of them
will become stars and, eventually, cash cows that will help finance other SBUs.
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC GRID. General Electric introduced a comprehensive portfolio planning tool called a strategic business-planning grid (see Figure
3.4). It is similar to Shell's directional policy matrix. Like the BCG approach, it
uses a matrix with two dimensions - one representing industry attractiveness (the
vertical axis) and one representing company strength in the industry (the horizontal axis). The best businesses are those located in highly attractive industries
where the company has high business strength.
The GE approach considers many factors besides market growth rate as part
of industry attretctifBeness, It uses an industry attractiveness index made up of
market size, market growth rate, industry profit margin, amount of competition,
seasonally and cycle of demand, and industry cost structure. Each of these
factors is rated and combined in an index of industry attractiveness. For our
purposes, an industry's attractiveness is high, medium or low. As an example, the
Kraft subsidiary of Philip Morris has identified numerous highly attractive industries - natural foods, speciality frozen foods, physical fitness products and others.
It has withdrawn from less attractive industries, such as bulk oils and cardboard
packaging. The Dutch chemical giant Akzo Nobel has identified speciality chemicals, coatings and Pharmaceuticals as attractive. Its less attractive bulk chemical
and fibre businesses are being sold.
For business strength, the GE approach again uses an index rather than a
simple measure of relative market share. The business strength index includes
factors such as the company's relative market share, price competitiveness,
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Figure 3.4

GE's strategic business-planning grid

product quality, customer and market knowledge, sales effectiveness and
geographic advantages. These factors are rated and combined in an index of business strengths described as strong, average or weak. Thus, Kraft has substantial
business strength in food and related industries, but is relatively weak in the
home appliances industry.
The grid has three zones. The green cells at the upper left include the strong
SBUs in which the company should invest and grow. The beige diagonal cells
contain SRUs that are medium in overall attractiveness. The company should
maintain its level of investment in these SRUs. The three mauve cells at the lower
right indicate SBUs that are low in overall attractiveness. The company should
give serious thought to harvesting or divesting these SRUs.
The circles represent t'oxir company SBUs; the areas of the circles are proportional to the relative sizes of the industries in which these SRUs compete. The pie
slices within the circles represent each SBU's market share. Thus circle A represents a company SRU with a 75 per cent market share in a good-sized, highly
attractive industry in which the company has strong business strength. Circle B
represents an SRU that has a 50 per cent market share, but the industry is not
very attractive. (Circles C and D represent two other company SBUs in industries
where the company has small market shares and not much business strength.
Altogether, the company should build A, maintain B and make some hard decisions
on what to do with G and D.
Management would also plot the projected positions of the SBUs with and
without changes in strategies. By comparing current and projected business grids,
management can identify the primary strategic issues and opportunities it faces.
One of the aims of portfolio analysis is to direct firms away from investing in
markets that look attractive, but where they have no strength:
In their rush away from the declining steel market, four of Japan's
'famous five' big steel makers (Nippon. NKK, Kawasaki, Sumitomo and
Kobe) diversified into the microchip business. They had the misplaced
belief that chips would be to the 1980s what steel had been to the 1950s
and that they, naturally, had to be part of it. The market was attractive
but it did not fit their strengths. So fer, none have made money from
chips. The misadventure also distracted them from attending to their
core business. In 1987 they said they would reduce fixed costs by 30 per
cent but their 'salary-men' stayed in place. By 1993, their costs were up
by 3.6 per cent and their losses huge.
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Back to the Basics

Marketing
Highlight
3.3

During the 19711s and early 1980s,
strategic planners caught expansion fever. Big was beautiful and it
seemed that everyone wanted to
get bigger and grow faster by
broadening their business portfolios. Companies milked their
stodgy but profitable core businesses to get the cash needed to
acquire glamorous businesses in
more attractive industries. It did
not seem to matter that many of the acquired
businesses fitted poorly with old ones, or that
they operated in markets unfamiliar to company
management.
Thus many firms exploded into huge conglomerates, sometimes containing hundreds of
unrelated products and businesses. Extreme
cases involved French bank and Japanese electronics companies buying Hollywood film studios. Managing these 'smorgasbord' portfolios
often proved difficult. Managers learned that it
was tough to run businesses they knew little
about. Many newly acquired businesses were
bogged down under added layers of corporate
management and increased administrative costs.
Meanwhile, the profitable core businesses that
had financed the acquisitions withered from lack
of investment and management attention.
By the mid-1980s, as attempt after attempt at
scattergun diversification foundered, acquisition
fever gave way to a new philosophy - getting back
to the basics. The new trend had many names:
'narrowing the focus', 'sticking to your knitting'
and 'the urge to purge'. They all mean narrowing
the company's market focus and returning to the
idea of serving one or a few core industries that
the firm knows. The company sheds businesses
that do not fit its narrowed focus and rebuilds by
concentrating resources on other businesses that
do. The result is a smaller, but more focused company; a stronger firm serving fewer markets, but
serving them much better.
Since the mid-1980s, companies in all industries have worked at getting back in focus and
shedding unrelated operations. For example,
during the 1970s Gulf & Western acquired businesses in dozens of diverse sectors: from auto

industrial equipment and cement
to cigars and racetracks. Then, in
1983 and 1984, to regain focus and
direction, the company purged
itself of over 50 business units that
made up nearly half of its S8 billion in sales. In 1989 the company
changed its name to Paramount
Communications, to reflect better
its narrower focus on entertainment and communications. It now
concentrates its operations on a
leaner, tighter portfolio of entertainment and publishing units: Paramount
Pictures, Simon & Schuster/Prentice Hall publishers, USA Cable Network, Pocket Books,
Cinamerica Theatres and other related companies.
Food companies are building strength by
going back to their bread-and-butter baM.cs.
Quaker Oats sold its speciality retailing businesses - Jos. A. Bank (clothing), Brookstone
(tools) and Eye lab (optical). It used the proceeds
to strengthen current food brands and to acquire
the Golden Grain Macaroni Company (Riee-aRoni and Noodle-Roni) and Gaines Foods {pet
foods), whose products strongly complement
Quaker's. Some food companies are still growing
by acquisitions and mergers, but the new expansion fever differs notably from that of the last
decade. The growth is not through broad diversification into attractive but unrelated new businesses. Instead, most are acquiring or merging
with related companies, often competitors, in an
attempt to build market power 'within their core
businesses. Philip Morris has acquired General
Foods and Kraft, and Nestle has acquired Rowntree,
Perrier, Carnation, Cereal Partners and others.
In the mid-1980s Lloyds Bank, along with
many other banks, almost went bust in Latin
America's debt crisis. Many hard-up hanks went
back to their shareholders to ask for more money
and continued on the financial and international
adventures. Expect some of that to be lost in
south-east Asia's debt crisis, Lloyds behaved differently. The bank's chief executive, Sir Brian
Pitman, 'was the first to realise that planting flags
around the world was not always the best way to
make money'. It sold its loss-making foreign subsidiaries, pulled out of investment banking, and
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wound down international lending to concentrate
on selling financial services to consumers. Now
known as Lloyds TSB, the bank is only the no. 33
in the world based on assets, but it is number the
world's no, 1 in terms of market capitalization ahead of Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi, HSBO,
Citicorp, etc. Earning too much money is the
bank's problem now!
These and other companies have concluded
that fast-growing businesses in attractive industries are not good investments if they spread the
company's resources too thinly, or if the company's managers cannot run them properly. They
have learned that a company without market

focus - one that tries to serve too many diverse
markets - might end up serving few markets well.

SOURCES: Sec Thomas Moore, 'Old-line industry shapes up',
Fortune (27 April 1987), pp. 23-32; Walter Kiechel III,
'Corporate strategy for the 1990s', Fortune (29 February
1988), pp. 34-42; 'G & W plans to expand in entertainment
anil publishing', press release, Paramount Communications
(9 April 1990); Brian Bremncr, 'The age of consolidation.',
business Week (14 Octoher 1991), pp. 86-94; Christopher
Lorenz, 'Sugar daddy'. Financial Times (20 April 1994).
p. 19; Ian Veix-hore, 'Nestle told EO sell stake in L'Oreal', 'Che
European (22-8 April 1994). p. 17; 'The Lloyds money
machine', 'J'/ie Rtxnxnmst (17 January 1998), pp. 81-2.

The 'famous five's' failure contrasts with Erainet, a focused French
company who arc the world's biggest producer of Ferro-riiekel and high
speed steels. They owe their number one position to their decision to
invest their profits in a 'second leg' that would be a logical industrial
and geographical diversification for them. They bought French
Commentryene and Swedish Kloster Speedsteel. They quickly integrated
them and, according to Yves Rambert, their chairman and chief
executive, 'found that the French and the Swedes can work together'.
The unified international marketing team is doing better than when the
companies were separate. Eramct are now looking for a 'third industrial
leg' that will have customers and technologies with which the group's
management are familiar but does not compete for their present
customers.7

• Problems with Matrix Approaches
The BCG, GE, Shell and other formal methods revolutionized strategic planning.
However, such approaches have limitations. They can be difficult, time
consuming and costly to implement. Management may find it difficult to define
SBUs and measure market share and growth. In addition, these approaches focus
on classifying currenf businesses, but provide little advice for future planning.
Management must still rely on its judgement to set the business objectives for
each SBU, to determine what resources to give to each and to work out which new
businesses to add.
Formal planning approaches can also lead the company to place too much
emphasis on market-share growth or growth through entry into attractive new
markets. Using these approaches, many companies plunged into unrelated and
new high-growth businesses that they did not know how to manage - with very
bad results. At the same time, these companies were often too quick to abandon,
sell or milk to death their healthy, mature businesses. As a result, many companies that diversified in the past are now narrowing their focus and getting back
to the industries that they know best (see Marketing Highlight 3.3).
Despite these and other problems, and although many companies have
dropped formal matrix methods in favour of customized approaches better suited
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to their situations, most companies remain firmly committed to strategic planning. Roughly 75 per cent of the Fortune 500 companies practise some form of
portfolio planning.6
Such analysis is no cure-all for finding the best strategy. Conversely, it can
help management to understand the company's overall situation, to see how each
business or product contributes, to assign resources to its businesses, and to
orient the company for future success. When used properly, strategic planning is
just one important aspect of overall strategic management, a way of thinking
about how to manage a business.'

Developing Growth Strategies
The product/market expansion grid,'"shown in Figure 3.5, is a useful device for
identifying growth opportunities. This shows four routes to growth: market development, new markets, new products and diversification. We use the grid to
explain how Mercedes-Benz, the luxury ear division of German Daimler-Benz
industrial group, hoped return to profits after its DM1.8hn loss in 1993."
MARKET PENETRATION. The new C-class model (replacing the ageing 190)
helped the company increase its sales by 23 per cent in 1994. Sales were Up 40
per cent in western Europe (excluding Germany), 34 per cent in the United States
and 30 per cent in Japan. In Germany, the 38 per cent growth gave a 2 per cent
rise in market share.
MARKET DEVELOPMENT. Its original 190 launched Mercedes into the executive saloon market for the first time. With its A series, an 'even smaller car'
produced at Rastatt, Mercedes will enter the family saloon market. German reunification gave the company an immediate sales boost. In eastern Europe and
China, the brand's image and reputation for reliability and quality have made it
the transport for the new rich.
DIVERSIFICATION. Diversification is an option taken by Mercedes' parent company Daimler-Renz, It has rapidly moved into aerospace by buying Dornier, Motoren
Turbinen Union (MTU) and a 51 per cent stake in Mcsserschmitt Boelkow-BIohm
(MBB). Its newr Deutsche Aerospace (DASA) is now Germany's biggest aerospace
and defence group. The motives behind the strategy were to offset stagnating vehicle
sales and to use high technology from the acquisitions in cars and trucks. Like many
other firms, Daimler-Benz is finding diversification a difficult route. Shortly after
consolidating the acquisitions, the 'peace dividend' damaged the defence sector
and the international airline industry was in recession. Observers now question
the logic of the acquisitions and doubt whether even a company with Daimler's
management and financial strength can handle such a radical diversification.

Marketing Within Strategic Planning
Planning Funclional Strategies
The company's strategic plan establishes what kinds of business the company will
be in and its objectives for each. Then, within each business unit, more detailed
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Figure 3.5

Product/market expansion grid

planning takes place. The main functional departments in each unit - marketing,
finance, accounting, buying, manufacturing, personnel and others - must work
together to accomplish strategic objectives.
Each functional department deals with different publics to obtain resources
such as cash, labour, raw materials, research ideas and manufacturing processes,
For example, marketing brings in revenues by negotiating exchanges with
consumers. Finance arranges exchanges with lenders and stockholders to obtain
cash. Thus the marketing and finance departments must work together to obtain
needed funds. Similarly, the personnel department supplies labour, and the
buying department obtains materials needed for operations and manufacturing.

Marketing's Role in Strategic Planning
There is much overlap between overall company strategy and marketing strategy.
Marketing looks at consumer needs and the company's ability to satisfy them;
these factors guide the company mission and objectives. Most company strategic
planning deals with marketing variables - market share, market development,
growth - and it is sometimes hard to separate strategic planning from marketing
planning. Some companies refer to their strategic planning as 'strategic marketing
planning'.
Marketing plays a key role in the company's strategic planning in several
ways. First, marketing provides a guiding philosophy - company strategy should
revolve around serving the needs of important consumer groups. Second,
marketing provides inputs to strategic planners by helping to identify attractive
market opportunities and by assessing the firm's potential to take advantage of
them. Finally, within individual business units, marketing designs strategies for
reaching the unit's objectives.
Within each business unit, marketing management determines how to help
achieve strategic objectives. Some marketing managers will find that their objective is not to build sales. Rather, it may be to hold existing sales with a smaller
marketing budget, or even to reduce demand. Thus marketing management must
manage demand to the level decided upon by the strategic planning prepared at
headquarters. Marketing helps to assess each business unit's potential, set objectives for it and then achieve those objectives.
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Marketing and the Other Business Functions
In some firms, marketing is just another function - all functions count in the
company and none takes leadership. At the other extreme, some marketers claim
that marketing is the principal function of the firm. They quote Drucker's statement: 'The aim of the business is to create customers.' They say it is marketing's
job to define the company's mission, products and markets, and to direct the
other functions in the task of serving customers.
More enlightened marketers prefer to put the customer at the centre of the
company. These marketers argue that the firm cannot succeed without
customers, so the crucial task is to attract and hold them. Customers are
attracted by promises and held by satisfaction. Marketing defines the promise and
ensures its delivery. However, because actual consumer satisfaction is affected by
the performance of other departments, all functions should work together to
sense, serve and satisfy customer needs. Marketing plays an integrative role in
ensuring that all departments work together towards consumer satisfaction,

Conflict Between Departments
Each business function has a different view of which publics and activities are most
important. Manufacturing focuses on suppliers and production; finance addresses
stockholders and sound investment; marketing emphasizes consumers and products, pricing, promotion and distribution. Ideally, all the different functions should
blend to achieve consumer satisfaction. In practice, departmental relations are
full of conflicts and misunderstandings. The marketing department takes the
consumer's point of view. But when marketing tries to develop customer satisfaction, it often causes other departments to do a poorer job in their terms. Marketing
department actions can increase buying costs, disrupt production schedules,
increase inventories and create budget headaches. Thus the other departments
may resist bending their efforts to the will of the marketing department.
Despite the resistance, marketers must get all departments to 'think
consumer' and to put the consumer at the centre of company activity. Customer
satisfaction requires a total company effort to deliver superior value to target
customers.
Creating value for buyers is much more than a 'marketing function'; rather, it
is 'analogous to a symphony orchestra in which the contribution of each subgroup
is tailored and integrated by a conductor - with a synergistic effect. A seller must
draw upon and integrate effectively ... its entire human and other capital
resources .., [Creating superior value for buyers] is the proper focus of the entire
business and not merely of a single department in it."2
ABB Asea Brown Boveri, formed in 1987 by the merger of Sweden's Asea
and Switzerland's Brown Boveri, shows the benefits of customer focus.
ABB launched a customer focus programme in 1990. It was initially a
regional effort stressing time-based management to quicken response to
customers by cutting total customer order to delivery time. The customer
focus programme has since extended to all its operations. It encourages
people in all its 5,000 plus profit centres to 'think customer', track
customer satisfaction and to find ways to continually improve customer
service.
The company keeps 'close to the customer' by extreme
decentralization and a flat, team driven organization. Sune Karlsson, who
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Figure 3.6

Influences on marketing strategy

is responsible for the customer focus programme, says: 'the people in our
many small groups are close to the customer, are more sensitive to their
needs, and are more able to respond to those needs'. The role of keeping
the customer satisfied and happy is not just the role of marketing people.
Employees work together to develop a system of functional plans and
then use cross-border co-ordination to accomplish the company's overall
objectives. Furthermore, Karlsson suggests, 'We have learned that the
customer focus programme reduces the optimal size of an operation (that
is, improves efficieney). It ensures that the customer is better served and
brings us closer to the ultimate goal of partnering (that is, long-term
relationships).'0

The Marketing Process
The strategic plan defines the company's overall mission and objectives. Within
each business unit, marketing plays ;i role in helping to accomplish the overall
strategic objectives. Marketing's role and activities in the organization are shown
in Figure 3.6, which summarizes die marketing process and the forces influencing marketing strategy.

marketing process
The process of (1)
analyzing marketing
opportunities; (2)
selecting target markets;
f,3) developing tlie
marketing mix; and (4)
managing the marketing
effort.
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Marketing Strategy
marketing strategy
Tlie marketing logic by
which Che business unit
liopcs co achieve its
marketing objectives.

Target consumers are at the centre of the marketing strategy. The company identifies the total market, divides it into smaller segments, selects the most
promising segments and focuses on serving them. It designs a marketing mix
using mechanisms under its control: product, price, place and promotion. The
company engages in marketing analysis, planning, implementation and control to
find the best marketing mix and to take action. The company uses these activities
to enable it to watch and adapt to the marketing environment. We will now look
briefly at e;ieh factor in the marketing process and say where it is developed elsewhere in this book.

• Target Consumers
To succeed in today's competitive marketplace, companies must be customer
centred - winning customers from competitors by delivering greater value.
However, before it can satisfy consumers, a company must first understand their
needs and wants. So, sound marketing requires a careful analysis of consumers.
An understanding of buyer behaviour, discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, guides this
process. Companies know that they cannot satisfy all consumers in a given
market - at least, not all consumers in the same way. There arc too many kinds of
consumer with too many kinds of need, and some companies are in a better position to serve certain segments of the market. As a consequence, each company
must divide the total market, choose the best segments and design strategies for
profitably serving chosen segments better than its competitors do. This process
involves five steps: demand measurement and forecasting, market segmentation,
market targeting, market positioning and competitive positioning.

The Competitive. Environment
Companies aim to serve their customers, but they must do so in an environment
with many other Influences. At the widest level is the macroenvironment of
Political, Economic, Social and Technological (PEST) influences that all organizations face. Besides this companies also face a unique micro environment,
including suppliers, competitors, channels of distribution and publics - such as
employees and the media - that are not necessarily customers. Chapters 4 and 5
explore these environments and their increasingly global dimensions.

• Demand Measurement and Forecasting
Suppose a company is looking at possible markets for :\ potential new product.
First, the company needs to estimate the current and future size of the market
and its segments. To estimate current market size, the company would identify all
competing products, estimate the current sales of these products, and determine
whether the market is large enough to support another product profitably.
Chapter 6 explores ways of doing this and other types of marketing research and
information system.
Equally important is future market growth. Companies want to enter markets
that show strong growth prospects. Growth potential may depend on the growth
rate of certain age, income and nationality groups that use the product. Growth
may also relate to larger developments in the environment, such as economic
conditions, the crime rate and lifestyle changes. For example, the future markets
for quality children's toys and clothing relate to current birth rates, trends in
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consumer affluence and projected family lifestyles. Forecasting the effect of these
environmental forces is difficult, but it is necessary in order to make decisions
about the market. The company's marketing information specialists will probably
use complex techniques to measure and forecast demand.

Market Segmentation
If the demand forecast looks good, the company next decides how to enter the
market. The market consists of many types of customers, products and needs,
The marketer has to determine which segments offer the best opportunity for
achieving company objectives. Consumers are grouped in various ways based on
geographic factors (countries, regions, cities); demographic factors (sex, age,
income, education); psychographic factors (social classes, lifestyles); and behavioural factors (purchase occasions, benefits sought, usage rates). The process of
dividing a market into groups of buyers with different needs, characteristics or
behaviour, who might require separate products or marketing mixes, is market
segmentation.
Every market has market segments, but not all ways of segmenting a market
are equally useful. For example, Panadol would gain little by distinguishing
between male and female users of pain relievers if both respond the same way to
marketing stimuli. A market segment consists of consumers who respond in a
similar way to a given set of marketing stimuli. In the car market, for example,
consumers who choose the biggest, most comfortable car regardless of price make
up one market segment. Another market segment would be customers who care
mainly about price and operating economy. It would be difficult to make one
model of car that was the first choice of every consumer. Companies are wise to
focus their efforts on meeting the distinct needs of one or more market segments.

• Market, To/'gcfing
After a company has defined market segments, it can enter one or many segments
of a given market. Market targeting involves evaluating each market segment's
attractiveness and selecting one or more segments to enter. A company should
target segments in which it has a differential advantage over its competitors;
where it can generate the greatest customer value and sustain it over time. A
company with limited resources might decide to serve only one or a few special
segments; this strategy limits sales, but can be very profitable, Alternatively, a
company might choose to serve several related segments - perhaps those with
different kinds of customer, but with the same basic wants. Or perhaps a large
company might decide to offer a complete range of products to serve all market
segments. The closely linked processes of market segmentation and targeting are
both developed in Chapter 9.
Most companies enter a new market by serving a single segment, and if this
proves successful, they add segments. Large companies eventually seek full
market coverage. They want to be the 'General Motors' (GM) of their industry.
America's GM says that it makes a car for every 'person, purse, and personality'.
Similarly. Japan's Seiko is proud of its range of 2,500 watches designed to cover
consumer segments across the world. The leading company normally has
different products designed to meet the special needs of each segment.

• Positioning
After a company has decided which market segments to enter, it must decide
what 'position' it wants to occupy in those segments. A product's position is the

murkci segmentation
Dividing a market into
distinct groups of buyers
teitft different needs,
characteristics or
behaviour, laho might
require separate
products or marketing
market segment
A group of consumers
who respond in a
similar 'way to a given
set of marketing stimuli.
market targeting
The process of
evaluating each market,
segment's al.tracCi'oeness
and selecting tine or
more segments to enter.

product position
The way the product is
defined by consumers nn
important attributes the place the product
occupies in Consumers'
minds relative to
competing products.
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Market positioning: Red Roof
Inns positions on value - it
doesn't 'add frills that only
add to your bill.' In contrast,
Four Seasons Hotels
positions on luxury. For
those tci/to can afford it, Four
Sea-sons offers endless
amenities - such us a
seamstress, a valet and a
'tireless individual who
collects your shoes each
night and returns them at
dawn, polished to
perfection'.

market positioning
Arranging for a product
to occupy a clear,
distinctive and desirable
place relative to
competing products in
tlie minds of target
consumers. Formulating
competitive positioning
for a product and a
detailed marketing mix.

place the product occupies in consumers' minds. If a product were perceived to
be exactly like another product on the market, consumers would have no reason
to buy it.
Market positioning gives a product a clear, distinctive and desirable place in
the minds of target consumers compared with competing products. Marketers
plan positions that distinguish their products from competing brands and give
them the greatest strategic advantage in their target markets. For example, Ford
says, 'Everything we do is driven by you'. Renault builds cars that 'take your
breath away', Mitsubishi's are 'designed to be driven'. BMW is 'the ultimate driving
machine'. Rolls-Royce cars are 'Strictly for the wealthy arrived individual', while
the equally luxurious Bentley is 'The closest a car can come to having wings'.
Such simple statements are the backbone of a product's marketing strategy.
In positioning its product, the company first identifies possible competitive
advantages upon which to build the position. To gain competitive advantage, the
company must offer greater value to chosen target segments, either by charging
lower prices than competitors or by offering more benefits to justify higher prices.
However, if the company positions the product as offering greater value, it must
deliver greater value. Effective positioning begins with actually differentiating the
company's marketing offer so that it gives consumers more value than is offered
by the competition.
The company can position a product on only one important differentiating
factor or on several. However, positioning on too many factors can result in
consumer confusion or disbelief. Once the company has ehosen-a desired position, it must take steps to deliver and communicate that position to target
consumers. Chapter 10 focuses on positioning and tells how the company's entire
marketing programme should support the chosen positioning strategy.
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Marketing Strategies for Competitive Advantage
To be successful, the company must do a better job than its competitors of satisfying target consumers. Chapter 11 shows how this increasingly depends upon
establishing relationships with customers and other participants in the value
chain by providing them with quality, value and service. Recently there has been
a major shift from marketing as a single transaction between supplier and buyer
ro establishing a longer-term relationship with customers through loyalty
schemes and data-based marketing. These recognize that it is far more expensive
to obtain customers than to retain them.
Providing excellent value and customer service is a necessary but not sufficient means of succeeding in the marketplace. Besides embracing the needs of
consumers, marketing strategies must build an advantage over the competition.
The company must consider its size and industry position, then decide how to
position itself to gain the strongest possible competitive advantage. Chapter 12
explains how to do this.
The design of competitive marketing strategies begins with competitor analysis.
The company constantly compares the value and customer satisfaction delivered
by its products, prices, channels and promotion with those of its close competitors. In this way it can discern areas of potential advantage and disadvantage. The
company must formally or informally monitor the competitive environment to
answer these and other important questions: Who are our competitors? What are
their objectives and strategies? What are their strengths and weaknesses? How
will they react to different competitive strategies we might use?
Which competitive marketing strategy a company adopts depends on its industry
position. A firm that dominates a market can adopt one or more of several market
leader strategies. Well-known leaders include Chanel (fragrances), Coca-Cola
(soft drinks), McDonald's (fast food), Komatsu (large construction equipment),
Kodak (photographic film), Lego (construction toys) and Boeing (civil aircraft).
Market challengers are runner-up companies that aggressively attack
competitors to get more market share. For example, Pepsi challenges Coke and
Airbus challenges Boeing. The challenger might attack the market leader, other
firms of its own sixe, or smaller local and regional competitors. Home runner-up
firms will choose to follow rather than challenge the market leader. Firms using
market follower strategies seek stable market shares and profit by following
competitors' product offers, prices and marketing programmes.14 Smaller firms in
a market, or even larger firms that lack established positions, often adopt market
nicher strategies. They specialize in serving market niches that large competitors
overlook or ignore. Market nichers avoid direct confrontations with the big
companies by specializing along market, customer, product or marketing-mix
lines. Through clever niching, low-share firms in an industry can be as profitable
as their large competitors.

Developing the Marketing Mix
Once the company has chosen its overall competitive marketing strategy, it is
ready to begin planning the details of the marketing mix. The marketing mix is
one of the dominant ideas in modern marketing. We define marketing mix as the
set of controllable tactical marketing tools that the firm blends to produce the
response it wants in the target market. The marketing mix consists of everything
the firm can do to influence the demand for its product. The many possibilities
gather into four groups of variables known as the 'four Ps'; product, price, place

market leader
The firm in an industry
'with the largest marker
share; it usually leads
other firms in price
changes, new product
introductions,
distribution coverage
and promotion
Spending.
market challenger
A runner-up firm in an
industry that infighting
hard to increase its
market share.
market follower
A -ntnner-upfirni in an
industry that wants to
hold its share without
rocking the boat
market metier
A firm in an industry
that serves small
segments that the other
firms overlook or ignore.
marketing mix
The set of controllable
tactic-id marketing tools
- product, price, place
and promotion - that tliv
firm blends to produce
the response it wants in
che target market.
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Figure 3.7
product
Anything that can be
offered to a market for
attention, acquisition,
use or consumption thai
might satisfy a want or
need. It includes
physical objects,
.seroic-es, persons,
plnccn, organizations
and ideas.

price

The amount of money
charged for a product or
service, or the sum of the
values thai consumers
exchange for the benefits
of having or using the
product or service.

place
All the company
activities chut make the
product or service
available to target
customers.
promotion
Activities tl\at
communicate the
product or service and
its 'merits to target
customers and persuade
them to buy.

The four Ps: the marketing mix

and promotion.15 These are the subject of the second part of this hook, Chapters
13-22. Figure 3.7 shows the particular marketing tools under each P.
Product means the totality of 'goods and services' that the company offers the
target market. The Honda Civic 'product' is nuts, bolts, spark plugs, pistons, headlights and many other parts. Honda offers several Civic styles and dozens of
optional features. The car comes fnlly serviced, with a comprehensive warranty
and financing that is as much a part of the product as the exhaust pipe.
Increasingly, the most profitable part of the business for car companies is the loan
that they offer to car buyers.
Price is what customers pay to get the product. Honda suggests retail prices
that its dealers might charge for each car, but dealers rarely charge the full asking
price. Instead, they negotiate the price with each customer. They offer discounts,
trade-in allowances and credit terms to adjust for the current competitive situation and to bring the price into line with the buyer's perception of the car's value.
Place includes company activities that make the product available to target
consumers. Honda maintains a body of independently owned dealerships that sell
the company's cars. They select dealers carefully and support them strongly. The
main dealers keep a stock of Hondas, demonstrate them to potential buyers, negotiate prices, close sales, arrange finance, and service the cars after the saie.
Promotion means activities that communicate the merits of the product and
persuade target customers to buy it. Honda spends millions on advertising each
year to tell consumers about the company and its products. Dealership salespeople assist potential buyers and persuade them that a Honda is the car for
them. Honda and its dealers offer special promotions - sales, cash rebates, low
financing rates - as added purchase incentives.
An effective marketing programme blends the marketing mix elements into a
co-ordinated programme designed to achieve the company's marketing objectives. The marketing mix constitutes the company's tactical tool kit for establishing strong positioning in target markets. However, note that the four Ps
represent the sellers' view of the marketing tools available for influencing" buyers.
From a consumer viewpoint, each marketing tool must deliver a customer benefit.
One marketing expert suggests that companies should view the four Ps as the
customer's four Cs:10
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FOUK Ps
Product
Price
Place
Promotion

FOUR Gs
Customer needs and wants
Cost to the eustomer
G onve me nee
Communication

Winning companies are those that meet customer needs economically and conveniently and with effective communication.

The Marketing Plan
Each business, product or brand needs a detailed marketing plan. What does a
marketing plan look like? Our discussion focuses on product or brand plans that
are a development of the general planning process in Figure 3.1. A product or
brand plan should contain the following sections: executive summary, current
marketing situation, threats and opportunities, objectives and issues, marketing
strategies, action programmes, budgets and controls (see Table 3.1).

Executive S urmnary
The marketing plan should open with a short summary of the main goals and
recommendations in the plan. Here is a short example;
The 1999 Marketing Plan outlines an approach to attaining a significant
increase in company sales and profits over the preceding year. The sales
target is #240 million - a planned 20 per cent sales gain. We think this
increase is attainable because of the improved economic, competitive,
and distribution picture. The target operating margin is $25 million,
a 25 per cent increase over last year. To achieve these goals, the sales
promotion budget will be S4.8 million, or 2 per eent of projected sales.
The advertising budget will be S7.2 million, or 3 percent of projected
sales ... [more details follow]
The executive summary helps top management to find the plan's central points
quickly. A table of contents should follow the executive summary.

Marketing Audit
The marketing audit is a systematic and periodic examination of a company's
environment, objectives, strategies and activities to determine problem areas and
opportunities. The first main section of the plan describes the target market and
the company's position in it (Table 3.2 gives the questions asked). It should start
with the strategic imperatives: the pertinent objectives, policies and elements of
strategy passed down from broader plans. In the current marketing situation
section, the planner provides information about the market, product performance, competition and distribution. It includes a market description that defines
the market, including chief market segments. The planner shows market size, in
total and by segment, for several past years, and then reviews customer needs
together with factors in the marketing environment that may affect customer

marketing audit
.4 eompreftensfee,
systematic; independent
and periodic
examination of a
company's environment,
objectives, strategies
and activities to
determine problem areas
mid opportunities, and
to recommend a plan of
action to improve the
company's marketing
performance.
current marketing
situation
The section of a
marketing plan that
describes the target
market and the
company's position in it.
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Table 3.1

Contents of a marketing plan

SECTION

PURPOSE

Executive summary

Presents a quick overview of the plan for quick management
review.
The marketing audit that presents background data on the market,
product, competition and distribution.
Identifies the company's main strengths and weaknesses and the
main opportunities and threats facing the product.
Defines the company's objectives in the areas of sales, market
share and profits, and the issues that vviJl affect these objectives.
Presents the broad marketing approach that will be used to achieve
the plan's objectives.
Specifies what will be done, ro/io will do it, 'when it will be done
and what it will cost.
A projected profit and loss statement that forecasts the expected
financial outcomes from the plan.
Indicates how the progress of the plan will be monitored.

Current marketing situation
SWOT analysis
Objectives anil issues
Marketing strategy
Action programmes
Budgets
Controls

purchasing. Next, the product review shows sales, prices and gross margins of the
principal products in the product line. A section on competition identifies big
competitors and their individual strategies for product quality, pricing, distribution and promotion. It also shows the market shares held by die company and
each competitor. Finally, a section on distribution describes recent sales trends
and developments in the primary distribution channels.
Managing the marketing function would be hard enough if the marketer had
to deal only with the controllable marketing-mix variables. Reality is harder. The
company is in a complex marketing environment consisting of uncontrollable
forces to which the company must adapt. The environment produces both threats
and opportunities. The company must carefully analyze its environment so that it
can avoid the threats and take advantage of the opportunities.
The company's marketing environment includes forces close to the company
that affect its ability to serve its consumers, such as other company departments,
channel members, suppliers, competitors and other publics. It also includes
broader demographic and economic forces, political and legal forces, technological and ecological forces, and social and cultural forces. The company must
consider all of these forces when developing and positioning its offer to the target
market.

SWOT Analysis
The SWOT analysis section draws from the market audit. It is a brief list of the
critical success factors in the market, and rates strengths and weaknesses against
the competition. The SWOT analysis should include costs and other nonmarketing variables. The outstanding opportunities and threats should he given.
If plans depend upon assumptions about the market, the economy or the competition, they need to be explicit.
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Objectives and Issues
Having studied the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, the
company sets objectives and considers issues that will affect them. The objectives
are goals that the company would like to attain during the plan's term. For
example, the manager might want to achieve a 15 per cent market share, a 20 per
eent pre-tax profit on sales and a 25 per eent pre-tax profit on investment. If
current market share is only 10 per cent, the question needs answering: Where
are the extra sales to come from? From the competition, by increasing usage rate,
by adding, and so on?

Marketing Strategy
In this section of the marketing plan, the manager outlines the broad marketing
strategy or 'game plan' for attaining the objectives. Marketing strategy is the
marketing logic by which the business unit hopes to achieve its marketing
objectives. It shows how strategies for target markets and positioning build upon
the firm's differential advantages. It should detail the market segments on which the
company will focus. These segments differ in their needs and wants, responses to
marketing, and profitability. The company should put its effort into those market
segments it can best serve from a competitive point of view. It should develop a
marketing strategy for each targeted segment.

Marketing Mix
The manager should also outline specific strategies for such marketing mix
elements in each target market: new products, field sales, advertising, sales
promotion, prices and distribution. The manager should explain how each
strategy responds to the threats, opportunities and critical issues described
earlier in the plan.

Action Programmes
Marketing strategies become specific action programmes that answer the
following questions: What will be done? When will it be done? Who is responsible
for doing it? How much will it cost? For example, the manager may want to
increase sales promotion as a key strategy for winning market share. A sales
promotion action plan should outline special offers and their dates, trade shows
entered, new point-of-purchase displays and other promotions. The action plan
shows when activities will start, be reviewed and be completed.

Budgets
Action plans allow the manager to make a supporting marketing budget that is
essentially a projected profit and loss statement. For revenues, it shows the forecast unit sales and the average net price. On the expense side, it shows the cost of
production, physical distribution and marketing. The difference is the projected
profit. Higher management will review the budget and cither approve or modify
it. Once approved, the budget is the basis for materials buying, production
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Table 3.2
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Marketing audit questions
MARKETING ENVIRONMENT AUDIT

THE MACROEKVIRONMENT

1. Demographic. What primary demographic trends pose threats and opportunities for this
company?
2. Economic. What developments in income, prices, savings and credit will impact on the
company?
3. Natural. What is the outlook for costs and availability of natural resources and energy? Is the
company environmentally responsible?
4. Technology. What technological changes are occurring? What is the company's position on
technology?
5. Political. What current and proposed laws will affect company strategy?
6. Cultural. What is the public's attitude towards business and the company's products? What
changes in consumer lifestyles might have an impact?
THE TASK ENVIRONMENT

1. Markets. What is happening to market size, growth, geographic distribution and profits? What
are the l;irge market segments?
2. Customers. How do customers rate the company on product quality, service and price? How
do they make their buying decisions?
3. Competitors. Who are the chief competitors? What arc their strategies, market shares, and
strengths and weaknesses?
4. Channels. What main channels does the company use to distribute products to customers?
How are they performing?
5. Suppliers. What trends are affecting suppliers? What is the outlook for the availability of key
production resources?
6. Publics. What key publics provide problems or opportunities? How should the company deal
with these publics?
MARKETING STRATEGY AUDIT
1. Mission, is the mission clearly defined and market-oriented?
2. Objectives. Has the company set clear objectives to guide marketing planning and
performance? Do these objectives fit with the company's opportunities and strengths?
3. Strategy. Does the company have a sound marketing strategy for achieving its objectives?
4. Budgets. Has the company budgeted sufficient resources to .segments, products, territories and
marketing-mix elements?
MARKETING ORGANIZATION AUDIT
1. Formal structure. Does the chief marketing officer have adequate authority over activities
affecting customer satisfaction? Are activities optimally structured along functional, product,
market and territory lines?
2. Functional efficiency. Do marketing, sales and other staff communicate effectively? Are the
staff well trained, supervised, motivated and evaluated?
3. Interface efficiency. Do staff work well across functions: marketing with manufacturing, R & D,
buying, personnel, etc.?
MARKETING SYSTEMS AUDIT
1. Marketing information system. Is the marketing intelligence system providing accurate and
timely information about developments? Are decision makers using marketing research
effectively?
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2.

Planning system. Does the company prepare annual, long-term and strategic plans? Are they
used?
3. Marketing control system. Are annual plan objectives being achieved? Does management
periodically analyze the sales and profitability of products, markets, territories and channels?
4. New-product development. Is the company well organized to gather, generate and screen newproduct ideas? Does it carry out adequate product and market testing? Has the company
succeeded with new products?

PRODUCTIVITY AUDIT
1.

2.

Profitability analysis. How profitable are the company's different products, markets, territories
and channels? Should the company enter, expand or withdraw from any business segments?
What would he the consequences?
Gost-effectweness analysis. Do any activities have excessive costs? How can costs he reduced?

MARKETING FUNCTION AUDIT

1. Products. Has the company developed sound product-line objectives? Should some products
be phased out? Should some new products he added? Would some products benefit from
quality, style or feature changes?
2. Price. What are the company's pricing objectives, policies, strategies and procedures? Arc the
company's prices in line with customers1 perceived value? Are price promotions used
properly?
3. Distribution. What are the distribution objectives and strategies? Does the company have
adequate market coverage and service? Should existing channels be changed or new ones
added?
4. Advertising, sales promotion and publicity. What are the company's promotion objectives?
How is the budget determined? Ts it sufficient? Arc advertising messages and media well
developed and received? Does the company have well-developed sales promotion and public
relations programmes?
5. Sales force. What are the company's sales force objectives? Is the sales force large enough? Is
it properly organized? Is it well trained, supervised and motivated? How is the sales force rated
relative to those of competitors?

scheduling, personnel planning and marketing operations. Budgeting can be very
difficult and budgeting methods range from simple 'rules of thumb' to complex
computer models.17

Controls
The last section of the plan outlines the controls that will monitor progress. Typically,
there are goals and budgets for each month or quarter. This practice allows higher
management to review the results of each period and to spot businesses or products that are not meeting their goals. The managers of these businesses and products have to explain these problems and the corrective actions they will take.

Implementation
Planning good strategies is only a .start towards successful marketing. A brilliant
marketing strategy counts for little if the company fails to implement it properly.
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marketing
implementation
The process that turns
marketing strategies und
plans into marketing
actions in order to
accomplish strategic
marketing objectives.

Marketing implementation is the process that turns marketing strategies and
plants into marketing actions to accomplish strategic marketing objectives.
Implementation involves day-to-day, month-to-month activities that effectively
put the marketing pkn to work. Whereas marketing planning addresses the what
and why of marketing activities, implementation addresses the who, where,
when aivihow.

Marketing Organization
The company must have people who can carry out marketing analysis, planning,
implementation and control. If the company is very small, one person might do all
the marketing work - research, selling, advertising, customer service and other
activities. As the company expands, organizations emerge to plan and carry out
marketing activities. In large companies there can be many speeialists: brand
managers, salespeople and sales managers, market researchers, advertising
experts and other specialists.
Modern marketing activities occur in several forms. The most common form
is the functional organization, in which functional speeialists head different
marketing activities - a sales manager, advertising manager, marketing research
manager, customer service manager, new-product manager. A company that sells
across the country or internationally often uses a geographic organization, in
which its sales and marketing people run specific countries, regions and districts.
A geographic organization allows salespeople to settle into a territory, get to know
their customers, and work with a minimum of travel time and cost.
Companies with many, very different products or brands often create a product
management or brand management organization. Using this approach, a manager
develops and implements a complete strategy and marketing programme for a
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specific product or brand. Product management first appeared in Procter &
Gamble in 1929. A new soap, Camay, was not doing well, and a young P & G executive was assigned to give his exclusive attention to developing and promoting this
brand. He was successful, and the company soon added other product managers.
Kince then, many organizations, especially in the food, soap, toiletries and chemical industries, have introduced the brand management system, which is in widespread use today.
Recent dramatic changes in the marketing environment have caused many
companies to rethink the rule of the product manager. Today's consumers face an
ever-growing set of brands and are now more deal-prone than brand-prone. As a
result, companies are shifting away from national advertising in favour of pricing
and other point-of-sale promotions. Brand managers have traditionally focused on
long-term, brand-building strategies targeting a mass audience, but today's
marketplace realities demand shorter-term, sales-building strategies designed for
local markets.
A second significant force affecting brand management iw the growing power
of retailers. Larger, more powerful and better-informed retailers are now
demanding and getting more trade promotions in exchange for their scarce shelf
space. The increase in trade promotion spending leaves less resources for
national advertising, the brand manager's primary marketing tool.
To cope with this change, Campbell Soups created brand sales managers,
These combine product manager and sales roles charged with handling brands in
the field, working with the trade, and designing more localized brand strategies.
The managers spend more time in the field working with salespeople, learning
what is happening in stores, and getting closer to the customer.
Other companies, including Colgate-Palmolive, Procter & Gamble, Kraft and
Lever Bros, have adopted category management, which has brands grouped
according to the sections or aisles in supermarkets or other stores. Under this
system, brand managers report to a category manager who has total responsibility
for a category. For example, at Procter & Gamble, the brand manager for Dawn
liquid dishwashing detergent reports to a manager who is responsible for Dawn,
Ivory, Joy and all other light-duty liquid detergents. The light-duty liquids
manager, in turn, reports to a manager who is responsible for all of P & G's packaged soaps and detergents, including dishwashing detergents, and liquid and dry
laundry detergents. This offers many advantages. First, the category managers
have broader planning perspectives than brand managers do. Rather than
focusing on specific brands, they shape the company's entire category offering.
Second, it better matches the buying processes of retailers. Recently, retailers
have begun making their individual buyers responsible for working with all
suppliers of a specific product category. A category management system links up
better with this new retailer 'category buying' system. The aim of a supplier is to
become a category leader who works closely with the retailer to increase category
sales rather than that of one brand. These category leaders have considerable
power and responsibility. They can clearly directly influence the saies of their
competitors' products but not if it damages retailers' profits.
Some companies, including Nabisco, have started combining category
management with another idea: brand teams or category reams. Instead of
having several brand managers. Nabisco has three teams covering biscuits - one
each for adult rich, nutritional and children's biscuits. Headed by a category
manager, each category team includes several marketing people - brand managers,
a sales planning manager and a marketing information specialist handling brand
strategy, advertising, and sales promotion. Each team also includes specialists
from other company departments: a finance manager, a research and development
specialist, and representatives from manufacturing, engineering and distribution.
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Thus category managers act as a small business, with complete responsibility for
the performance of the category and with a full eomplement of people to help
them plan and implement category marketing strategies.
For companies that self one product line to many different types of market
that have different needs and preferences, a market management organisation
might be best. Many companies are organized along market lines. A market
management organization is similar to the product management organization.
Market managers are responsible for developing long-range and annual plans for
the sales and profits in their markets. This system's main advantage is that the
company is organized around the needs of specific customer segments.
FJkla Gibbs, Unilever's personal care products division, has scrapped both
brand manager and wales development roles. It had many strong brands, including
Pears, Faberge Brut, Kignal and Timotei, but sought to improve its service to
retailers and pay more attention to developing the brands. To do this it created
two new roles: brand development managers and customer development
managers. (Customer development managers work closely with customers and
have also taken over many of the old responsibilities of brand management. This
provides an opportunity for better co-ordination of sales, operations and
marketing campaigns. The change leaves brand development managers with
more time to spend on the strategic development of brands and innovation. They
have the authority to pull together technical and managerial resources to see
projects through to their completion.
Elida Gibbs' reorganization goes beyond sales and marketing. Cross-functional
teamwork is central to the approach and this extends to the shop floor. The
company is already benefiting from the change. Customer development managers
have increased the number of correctly completed orders from 72 per cent to 90
per cent. In addition, brand development managers developed Aqua tonic - an
aerosol deodorant - in six months, less than half the usual time.18

Marketing Control
marketing control

The process of
measuring and
evaluating the results of'
marketing strategic.'! and
plans, and Caking
corrective action to
ensure that marketing
objectives are attained.
operating control
Checking on-going
performance against
annual plans and taking
corrective action.
strategic control
Checking whether the
company's basic strategy
matches its
opportunities and
strengths.

Because many surprises occur during the implementation of marketing plans, the
marketing department must engage in constant marketing control. Marketing
control is the process of measuring and evaluating the results of marketing strategies and plans and taking corrective action to ensure the achievement of
marketing objectives. It involves the four steps shown in Figure 3.8. Management
first sets specific marketing goals. It then measures its performance in the
marketplace and evaluates the causes of any differences between expected ami
actual performance. Finally, management takes corrective action to close the
gaps between its goals and its performance. This may require changing the action
programmes or even changing the goals.
Operating control involves checking on-going performance against the
annual plan and taking corrective action when necessary. Its purpose is to ensure
that the company achieves the sales, profits and other goals set out in its annual
plan. It also involves determining the profitability of different products, territories, markets and channels. Strategic control involves looking at whether the
company's basic strategies match its opportunities and strengths. Marketing
strategies and programmes can quieldy become outdated and each company
should periodically reassess its overall approach to the marketplace. Besides
providing the background for marketing planning, a marketing audit can also be
a positive tool for strategic control. Sometimes it is conducted by an objective and
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Figure 3.8

The control process

experienced outside party who is independent of the marketing department.
Table 3.2 shows the kind of questions the marketing auditor might ask. The findings may come as a surprise - and sometimes as a shock - to management.
Management then decides which actions make sense and how and when to implement them.

Implementing Marketing
Many managers think that 'doing things right' (implementation) is as important,
or even more important, than 'doing the right things'(strategy):
A -surprisingly large number of very successful large companies don't have
long-term strategic plans with an obsessive preoccupation on rivalry.
They concentrate on operating details and doing things well. Hustle is
their style and their strategy. They move fast and they get it right ...
Countless companies in all industries, young or old, mature or booming,
are finally learning the limits of strategy and concentrating on tactics and
execution.19
Implementation is difficult - it is easier to think up good marketing strategies than
it is to carry them out.
People at all levels of the marketing system must work together to implement
marketing plans and strategies. Marketing implementation requires day-to-day
decisions and actions by thousands of people both inside and outside the organization. Marketing managers make decisions about target segments, branding,
packaging, pricing, promoting and distributing. They work with people elsewhere
in the company to get support for their products and programmes. They talk to
engineering about product design, with manufacturing about production and
inventory levels, and with finance about funding and cash flows. They also work
witli outside people. They meet with advertising agencies to plan ad campaigns and
with the media to obtain publicity support. The sales force urges retailers to advertise, say, Nestles products, provide ample shelf space and use company displays.
Successful implementation depends on several key elements. First, it requires
an action programme that pulls all the people and activities together. The action
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I Ic wlett-PackarcFs
sir nature evolves

Marketing
Highlight

In 1939, two engineers, Bill Hewlett
and David Packard, started
Hewlett-Packard in a garage. Bill
and Dave did everything themselves, from designing and building their equipment to marketing
it. As the firm grew out of the
garage and began to offer more and
different types of test equipment,
Hewlett and Packard could no
longer make all the necessary operating decisions
themselves. They hired functional managers to
run various company activities.
By the mid-1970s, Hewlett-Packard's 42 divisions employed more than 30,000 people. The
company's structure evolved to support its heavy
emphasis on innovation and autonomy. Each
division operated as an autonomous unit and was
responsible for its own strategic planning, product development, marketing programmes and
implementation.
Peters and Waterman, in their book In Search
of Excellence, cited HP's structure as an important reason for the company's continued excellence. They praised HP's non-restrictive structure
and high degree of informal communication (its
t-Packard
began in thin
garage in 1939.
It now operates
globally through
a sophisticated
complex of
facilities and
communications
networks. Its
structure and
culture have
changed ivith
growtli.

MBWA style - management by
wandering around), which fostered
autonomy by decentralizing decision-making responsibility and
authority. The approach became
known as the 'HP Way', a structure
that encouraged innovation by abolishing rigid chains of command
and putting managers and employees on a first-name basis.
But by the mid-1980s, although
still profitable, Hewlett-Packard
had begun to encounter problems
in the fast-changing microcomputer and minicomputer markets. According to Business Week:
Hewlett-Packard's famed innovative culture
and decentralization [had] spawned such
enormously successful products as its 3000
minicomputer, the hand-held scientific
calculator, and the ThinkJet non-impact
printer. But when a new climate required its
fiercely autonomous divisions to co-operate
in product development and marketing, HP's
passionate devotion to 'autonomy and entreprcneurship' that Peters and Waterman
advocate became a hindrance.
Thus Hewlett-Packard moved to change its structure and culture in order to bring them in line
with its changing situation. It established a
system of committees to foster communication
within and across its many and varied divisions
and to co-ordinate product development, marketing, and other activities.
The new structure seemed to work well, for a
while. However, the move towards centralization
soon got out of hand:
The committees kept multiplying, like a
virus. [Soon] everything was by committee
... no one could make a decision ... By the
late 1980s, an unwieldy bureaucracy had
bogged down the HP Way. A web of
committees, originally designed to foster
connmmication ... had pushed costs up and
slowed down development.
Entering the 1990s, HP had no fewer than 38
in-house committees that made decisions on
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everything from technical specifications for new
products to the best cities for staging product
launches. This suffocating structure dramatically
increased HP's decision-making and marketreaction time. For example, in one case, it took
almost 100 people over seven weeks just to come
up with a name for the company's New Wave
Computing software.
In 1990, when one of HP's mast important projects, a series of high-speed workstations, slipped
a year behind schedule as a result of seemingly
endless meetings about technical decisions, top
management finally took action. It removed the
project's 200 engineers from the formal management structure, so that they could continue
work on the project free of the usual committee
red tape. The workstation crisis convinced IIP
management that it must make similar changes
throughout the company.
[Top management] wiped out HP's
committee structure and flattened the
organisation. 'The results arc incredible,'
says [TIP executive Bob] Fraiikenberg, who

now deals with three committees instead of
38. 'We are doing more business and getting
product out quicker with fewer people.'
In iess than a decade, Hewlett-Packard's structure has evolved from the decentralized and
informal 'IIP Way' to a centralized committee
system and back again to a point in between. HP
is not likely to find a single best structure that will
satisfy all of its future needs. Rather, it must continue adapting its structure to suit the requirements of its ever-changing environment.

Sot'RCBS- See Donald R Harvey, Business Polity and
StrategicManagement (Columbus, OH; Merrill, 1982),
pp. 2()9-70; Thomas J. Peters and Robert H. Waterman, In
Search of'Excellence: Less&nsjrom America's best-run
companies (New York: Harper & Row, 19821. Excerpts from
'Who's excellent now'"*', Business Week (5 November 1984),
pp. 76-8; Barbara Buell, Robert D. Hot" and Gary MeWilliams,
'llewlutt-Paekard rethinks itself, Business Week (1 April
1991), pp. 76-9; and Robert D. Hof, 'Suddenly, HewlettPackard is doing everything right', liwiiness Week (2,! March
1992), pp. 88-9.

programme shows what must be done, who will do it, and how decisions and
actions will be co-ordinated. Second, the company's formal organisation structure plays an important role in implementing marketing strategy. In their study of
successful eompanies, Peters and Waterman found that these firms tended to
have simple, flexible structures that allowed them to adapt quickly to changing
conditions.a) Their structures also tended to be more informal - HewlettPackard's MRWA (management by walking around), 3M's 'clubs' to create smallgroup interaction, and Nokia's youthful, egalitarian culture.21 However, the
structures used by these companies may not be right for other types of firm, and
many of the study's excellent eompanies have had to change their structures as
their strategies and situations have changed. For example, the same informal
structure that made Hewlett-Packard so successful caused problems later. The
company has since moved towards a more formal structure (see Marketing
Highlight 3.4).
Another factor affecting successful implementation is the company's
decision-and-reward systems - formal and informal operating procedures that
guide planning, budgeting, compensation and other activities. For example, if a
company compensates managers for short-run results, they will have little incentive to work towards long-run objectives. Companies recognizing this are broadening their incentive systems to include more than sales volume. For instance,
Xerox rewards include customer satisfaction and Ferrero's the freshness of its
chocolates in stores. Effective implementation also requires careful planning. At
all levels, the company must fill its structure and systems with people who have
the necessary skills, motivation and personal characteristics. In recent years.

tie nisi on-ii nd-reward
system

Formal and informal
operating procedures
chat guide planning,
targeting, compensation
and other activities
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more and more companies have1 recognized that long-run human resources planning can give the company a strong competitive advantage.
Finally, for successful implementation, the firm's marketing strategies must
fit with its culture. Company culture is a system of values and beliefs shared by
people in an organization. It is the company's collective identity and meaning.
The culture informally guides the behaviour of' people at all company levels.
Marketing strategies that do not fit the company's style and culture will be difficult to implement. Because managerial style and culture are so hard ty change,
companies usually design strategies that fit their current cultures rather than
trying to change their styles and cultures to fit new strategies."
Thus successful marketing implementation depends on how well the
company blends the five elements - action programmes, organization structure,
deeision-and-reward systems, human resources and company culture - into a
cohesive programme chat supports its strategies.

Summary
Strategic planning involves developing a strategy for long-run survival and
growth. Marketing helps in strategic planning, and the overall strategic plan
defines marketing's role in the company. Not all companies use formal planning or
use it well, yet formal planning offers several benefits. Companies develop three
kinds of plan: annual plans, long-range plans and strategic plans.
Strategic planning sets the stage for the rest of company planning. The
strategic planning process consists of developing the company's mission, understanding a company's strengths and weaknesses, its environment, business portfolio, objectives and goals, and functional plans. Developing a sound mission
statement \s a challenging undertaking. The mission statement should be marketoriented, feasible, motivating and specific, if it is to direct the firm to its best
opportunities.
Companies have plans at many levels: global, regional, national and so forth.
The higher-level plans contain objectives and strategies that become part of
subordinate plans. These strategic imperatives are objectives or defined practices. At each level a strategic audit reviews the company and its environment. A
SWOT analysis summarizes the main elements of this audit into a statement of
the company's strengths and weaknesses and the chief threats and opportunities
that exist.
From here, strategic planning calls for analyzing the company's business
portfolio and deciding which businesses should receive more or fewer resources.
The company might use a formal portfolio-planning method like the BCG
growth-share matrix or the General Electric grid. However, most companies are
now designing more customized portfolio-planning approaches that better suit
their unique situations.
This analysis and mission lead to strategic objectives and goals. Management
must decide how to achieve growth and profits objectives. The product/market
expansion grid shows four avenues for market growth: market penetration,
market development, product development and diversification.
Once strategic objectives and strategies are defined, management must
prepare a set of functional plans that co-ordinate the activities of the marketing,
finance, manufacturing and other departments. Each of the company'sjunctional
departments provides inputs for strategic planning. Each department has a
different idea about which objectives and activities are most important. The
marketing department stresses the consumer's point of view. Marketing managers
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must understand the point of view of the company's other functions and work
with other functional managers to develop a system of plans that will best accomplish the firm's overall strategic objectives.
To fulfil their role in the organization, marketers engage in the marketing
process. Consumers are at the centre of the marketing process. The company
divides the total market into smaller segments and selects the segments it can
best serve. It then designs its marketing mix in order to differentiate its
marketing offer and to position this offer in selected target segments. To find the
best mix and put it into action, the company engages in marketing analysis,
marketing planning, marketing implementation and marketing control.
Each business must prepare marketing plans for its products, brands and
markets. The main components of a marketing plan are the executive summary,
current marketing situation, threats and opportunities, objectives and issues,
marketing strategies, action programmes, budgets and controls. To plan good
strategies is often easier than to carry them out. To be successful, companies must
implement the strategies effectively. Implementation is the process that turns
marketing strategies into marketing actions. The process consists of five key
elements:
1. The action programme identifies crucial tasks and decisions needed to
implement the marketing plan, assigns them to specific people and
establishes a timetable.
2. The organization structure defines tasks and assignments and co-ordinates
the efforts of the company's people and units.
3. The company's decision-and-re-ward systems guide activities such as
planning, information, budgeting, training, control and personnel evaluation
and rewards. Well-designed action programmes, organization structures and
deeision-and-reward systems can encourage good implementation.
4. Successful implementation also requires careful human resources planning.
The company must recruit, allocate, develop and maintain good people.
5. The firm's company culture can also make or break implementation.
Company culture guides people in the company; good implementation relies
on strong, clearly defined cultures that fit the chosen strategy.
Most of the responsibility for implementation goes to the company's marketing
department. Modern marketing activities occur in a number of ways. The most
common form is the functional marketing organisation, in which marketing
functions are directed by separate managers who report to the marketing
director. The company might also use a geographic organization, in which its
sales force or other functions specialize by geographic area. The company may
also use the product management organization, in which products are assigned
to product managers who work with functional specialists to develop and achieve
their plans. Another form is the market management organisation, in which main
markets are assigned to market managers who work with functional specialists.
Marketing organizations carry out marketing control. Operating control
involves monitoring results to secure the achievement of annual sales and profit
goals. It also calls for determining the profitability of the firm's products, territories, market segments and channels. Strategic control makes sure that the
company's marketing objectives, strategies and systems fit with the current and
forecast marketing environment. It uses the marketing audit to determine
marketing opportunities and problems, and to recommend short-run and longrun actions to improve overall marketing performance. The company uses these
resources to watch and adapt to the marketing environment.
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Discussing the Issues
1.

What arc the benefits ol' a long-range plan? Why
should managers take time to develop a long-term
plan that will be changed every year?

2.

Many companies undertake a marketing audit to identify
the firm's strengths and weaknesses relative to
competitors, and in relation to the opportunities and
threats in the external environment. Why is it important
that such an analysis should address relative, not
absolute, company strengths and weaknesses?

3.

A consumer electronics company finds that sales in its
main product line - vidcocassctte recorders - are
beginning to stabilize. The market is reaching
maturity. What growth strategies might the firm
pursue for this product line? How might the strategicfocus tool help managers examine the growth
opportunities for this line?
The General Electric strategic business-planning grid
gives a broad overview that can be helpful in strategic
decision making. For what types of decision would
this grid be helpful? For what types of strategic
decision would it be less useful?

An electronics manufacturer obtains the semiconductors
it uses in production from a company-owned
subsidiary that also sells to other manufacturers. The
subsidiary is smaller and less profitable than are the
competing products. Its growth rate has been below
the industry average during the past five years. Into
what cell of the BCG growth-share matrix does this
strategic business unit fallV What should the parent
company do with this SBU?

Sony is the market leader in audio/hi-fi systems,
offering a wide range of equipment at moderately
high prices. Discuss how a competitor would use
market-challenger, market-follower and inarket-niohar
strategics to compete effectively with Sony.

Applying the Concepts
Think about the shopping area near where you live.
Assume that you wish to start a business here and are
looking for a promising opportunity for a restaurant, a
clothing store or a music store.
•

Is there an opportunity to open a distinctive and
promising business? Describe your target market
and how you will serve it differently than current
businesses do.

•

2.

What sort of marketing mix would you use for
your business?

Take a product or service organisation you are
familiar with (you may refer to your college or
university).
• List the key external environmental opportunities
or threats that face the organization.

References

What do you think are the organisation's main
strengths and weaknesses?
Suggest ways in which the organization might
respond to the external forces.

•
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Recommend a possible marketing strategy which
will ensure that the organization matches its
internal capabilities with external opportunities.
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Stracegic Marketing Planning

Case 3
Look Out Lipton, Here Comes Oolong!
Heating up an old product
Chinese Emperor Shen Nung was boiling water under a Camellia Sinensis
tree in 2,737 BC. When some leaves fell into the pot, he found the resulting
infusion pleasant. So, the legend has it, tea was born. From this accident
flowed the Opium Wars, the annexation of Hong Kong and rituals that have
made tea far more than just a drink in the great tea-drinking nations of
China, Japan and Britain.
Thomas J. Lipton Company has been in the tea business ever since
Cutty Sark and other tea clippers raced Cape Horn and The Cape of Good
Hope to be the first to the European and American coffee houses with their
crop from the Orient. By the 1990s the excitement had left the declining tea
market. To enliven the old-fashioned product market leader, Unilever
resorted to selling Lipton, along with its other leading brands, Brook Bond,
PG Tips, Red Label and Taaza, using frantic sales promotions and comical
eharaeters. Then, the boring business heated up by cooling down.
Chalk up the change to those fickle consumers. Forget soft drinks. They
were the rage of the 1980s, as the cola companies added 'diet everything' to
their lines and experimented with all sorts of flavours. Forget sports drinks.
They became the glamour drinks of the late 1980s and early 1990s as the
soft-drink market levelled and the cola companies searched for growth
opportunities. Forget those flavoured sparkling waters, like Oasis and
Perrier. They had a wild ride in the early 1990s and became a health sensation. Forget coffee. After being battered by soft drinks, the venerable
standby has risen as people have begun to turn away from alcoholic drinks
and entrepreneurs have rediscovered the coffee house. However, today's hot
drink is iced tea. Yes, iced tea. In fact, it's iced tea in a bottle or can, already
prepared and ready to drink. No fuss, no boiling and no tea bags.
Iced tea is not new. We can trace iced tea's invention to the 1904 World's
Fair in St Louis. Richard Blechynden, a promoter of Indian and Ceylon tea,
found it impossible to peddle his hot tea in the stifling Missouri heat. In
desperation he dumped some ice cubes into his tea and discovered that the
spectators were willing to gulp anything cold. Iced tea in a can isn't new
either. That's been around since the early 1970s, but it had never been more
than a blip on the beverage market's radar screen.
Adding flavour
Flavour is what's new. In the USA, .Snapple started the trend by building a
regional cult following based on bottled iced teas that featured zany flavours
like cranberry, peach and raspberry. Snapple's flavoured, hot-filled tea (the
manufacturer bottles the tea while it is still warm from brewing) offered
consumers a better-tasting tea. Before Snapple, Lipton and others offered
iced teas in plain and leraon flavour. Young, trend-setting consumers bought
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Snapple directly from ice cabinets in convenience stores and delicatessens
and drank it straight from the bottle.
The flavoured teas hit a bull's-eye with consumers. They were willing to
move away from traditional eolas in search of new flavours. Consumers
seemed to have a short attention span for new products and were willing to
try new drinks. They were interested in so-called 'New Age' beverages drinks that appealed to their desire for healthier, lighter refreshment.
Consumers responded to the all natural, no-calorie, relaxing and refreshing
claims that the new-age beverages made. Increasingly on the go, consumers
also liked the convenience and availability of ready-to-drink teas.
Forming teams
Despite the small size of the iced tea market, the big players noticed the
growth rate and jumped in. Coca-Cola made the first move by teaming up
with Nestle to form Coca-Cola Nestle Refreshments, combining Coca-Cola's
powerful distribution network with Nestles tea expertise and its Nestea
brand. Pepsi-Cola followed by joining forces with Thomas J. Lipton
Company. Barq's energized its Luzianne tea brand, A & W announced it
would make and distribute Tetley tea, Cadbury uncovered little-known All
Seasons to serve -AS its tea partner and Perrier joined forces with Celestial
Seasonings.
Lipton was already no. 1 in the tea market, but like Coca-Cola, Pepsi's
top management argued that the company's alliance with Lipton would
leverage Pepsi's distribution strength with Lipton's leadership in tea to
produce a can't-miss proposition. Upton's president observed that the new
partnership would make Lipton 'as widely available as Pepsi'.
The entrance of Pepsi, Coea-Cola and their competitors should invigorate the ready-to-drink tea market. One observer noted that the iced-tea
market was still a small market despite growing 50 per cent between 1990
and 1991. And it was getting very overcrowded. Indeed, all this attention
produced almost 200 new ready-to-drink teas during 1991 and 1992. The
tea category leaped another 50 per cent in 1992 and the same again in 1993.
The competitors generated this growth by dusting off tea's boring image and
recasting it as a natural, better-for-you beverage. Further, scientific evidence
emerged that tea inhibited certain types of cancer in laboratory mice and
seemed to be linked to lower cholesterol rates. Lipton, Nestea and Snapple
lured customers with new flavours and pointed out that lack of carbonation
makes iced tea easier to drink rapidly and in quantity.
Although Coca-Cola/Nestles Nestea sales soared, Snapple's and Lip ton's
grew even faster. As a result, Nestea narrowed its promotion to target 18- to
29-year-olds witb a promotional blitz consisting of sponsorships and
sampling. It dispatched five 18-wheeler demonstration trucks, which it
called its 'Cool Out Caravans' to sporting events, theme parks and beaches
in 60 markets,
Pepsi continued its cola-style marketing for Lipton teas. Its radio ads
argued that Snapple is 'mixed up from a powder', but Lipton is 'real brewed'.
Pepsi also promoted Lipton in supermarkets by offering customers 'value
packs' that contained one bottle each of three new drinks: Lipton Original,
Ocean Spray Lemonade and AllSport sports drink. Pepsi also pur-sued sponsorship of a Rolling Stones concert tour, to which it would link a massive
sampling programme.
Because of its efforts, Lip ton's teas seemed ready to unseat Coca-Cola/
Nestle, despite its early market entry, was falling behind in the iced-tea
wars. Lipton was taking market share from both Snapple and Nestea. One
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selling hot tea. Having spent £10 million developing hot cans to be sold In
convenience stores and petrol stations, it was ready to test market the
product in Manchester, England. Brooks Bond's PG Tips will be sold in ringpull tins kept at 56'C in a heated cabinet on shop counters. On sale alongside PG Tips, with or without sugar, will he Red Mountain coffee, sweetened
or unsweetened, and Choky, the leading Freneh hot chocolate brand. Watch
out Oolong, Rrook Bond's waiting!

QUESTIONS
1. What bases can companies use to segment the iced-tea market?
2. What potential market segments can you identify?
3. How would you go about forecasting demand in the iced-tea market and
in any given segment?
4. Which type of market coverage strategy should Pepsi/I.ipton adopt? Why?
How should they position Lipton iced teas and Brook Bond canned teas?
5. If you were advising Shin Shii, what marketing strategy recommendations
would you make concerning its entry into the market?
6. How should it position Kai Shii?

SOURCES: Sally D. Goll, 'Taiwan soft drink sales break for tea'. Wall Street Journal (29 July
1994), p. A7B, used with permission of Wall Street Joumrd. See also: Laurie M Grossman,
'Coca-Cola, Nestle" arc ending venture in tea and coffee but plan other ties', Wall .Slrt'et
Journal (30 August 1994), p. B3; Laura Bird, "Trouble is brewing for Snapple as rivals fight for
iced rea sales', Wall tiered Journal (9 June 19*14), p. B4; Eric Hfiligoj, 'Ladies and gentlemen
and beverages of all ages', Ke-oerages World (April 1994), pp. 42-7; Gerry Khermoueh, 'Xcstea
iced tea plans summer push'. Ad-meek (21 March 1994), p. 13; Michael J. McCarthy,
'Competition heats up iced-tea industry', Wall Street Journal (15 June 1993), p. Bl; Kevin
Goldman, 'Snapple goes big time for new age drink', Wall Street Journal (21) April 1993),
p. B6; Greg W. Prince, 'Tea for all', Beverage World (April 1992), pp. 24-32; Maggie Urry, 'Tea
in a can is hot tip from Brook Bond,' Financial Times (13 December 1997), p. 4; Gary Mead,
'Brewing a heakhier im;ige for tea'. Financial Times, 1 April 1997 (FT web archives);
'Twinings'. http://www.cuttsark.org.uk/twining; 'Lipton', httpi/Avww.lipton.eom; 'Tea Council1,
h ttp:// w ww. teaco u nc il. co.. u k
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KitKat: Have a break
Sylvie Laforet* and Andy Hirst**

Introduction
Sonia Ng sat down to have a cup of tea with her friend, David
Johnson, in the company's dimly lit canteen in York, in the north of
England. She unwrapped the bright red paper band from a KitKat,
then ran a finger down the foil between the two biscuits. She
snapped the biscuits apart, handed one to David and sighed: This
KitKat is not going to be like any I have eaten before,' As a new assistant brand
manager. Sonia had to prepare the 1995 brand plan for KitKat. It was a great break
for her as KitKat was Nestle's top confectionery brand. Her first action was to
gather what information she could about the brand, then talk to managers who
knew about it.

Nestle Rowntree
Rowntree launched KitKat in August 1935 as 'Choeolate Crisp'. Renamed twice - in
1937 as 'KitKat Chocolate Crisp' and in 1949 as 'KitKat' - by 1950 it was Rowntree's
biggest brand and it has rem.'iiued so ever since. The origin of KitKat s name is uncertain. Some believe the name came from the eighteenth-century political KitKat
Club, itself named after one Christopher (or Kit) Cat, who kept a pie house where
the club met. The name KitKat has favourable onomatopoeic qualities that help the
association of the wafer biscuit with a dry, soft snapping or cracking, as of the biscuit
being broken or bitten. Other Rowntree brands include Rowntree's Fruit Pastilles
(launched 1881), Rowntree's Fruit Gums (1893), Black Magic (1933), Aero
(1935), Dairy Box (1936), Smarties (1937), Polo (1948) and After Eight (1962).
Nestle Rowntree is Nestle's largest works and the United Kingdom's largest
exporter of chocolate and sugar confectionery, selling to over 120 countries. The
mast important markets are Europe and the Middle East. Besides the United
Kingdom, the European markets include France, Germany, Belgium, Holland,
" Birmingham University. "* Lougliboroujih University
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Italy and Ireland. The chocolate biscuit countline (CBCL) market is not as large
in the rest of Europe as it is in the United Kingdom. The proportions of KitKat
volume sales are 67 per cent for the United Kingdom, 10.6 for Germany and 5.6
for France. And since the early 1990s Nestle has developed its overseas markets
by more than 50 per cent.

Strategic Objectives
Net operating profits, return on capital employed (ROCE) and market shares
drive the company. Eaeh product group has objectives. The company has a
cascade system so that each brand has its objectives as well. Each has a brand
plan - business plans for each brand. One of the strategic objectives of Nestle is to
increase sales across the European markets. Often the marketing managers are
not always able to put in capital to supply across Europe, To do this Nestle have
had to adopt a penetration strategy, which means that the margins are lower and
this has a depressing effect on the group's ROCE.
The company's long-term aims are to become the clear leader in the UK
confectionery industry and to generate real growth in the profitability and
productivity of its confectionery business. It also aims to increase the efficiency of
its supply chain and so improve customer service.

Business Strategy
The company's strategy is to pursue the company's objectives rather than to
defend its position against competitors. For example, some ooantlines are 'below
threshold size'. The objective for these is to improve the performance up to the
threshold level. Rod Flint, the director of J. Walter Thompson, which is responsible for Nestle Rowritree's advertising, comments: 'Their objective is not always
driven by the stock market. That gives Nestle a long-term perspective. They are
into world brand domination and they are highly global in their approach now,
since they arc also organizing their European marketing department.'
Basic principles drive the company's brand strategy. It believes in offering the
consumer value for money. It also believes in developing long-term brands and aims
to differentiate its products from one another within the brand portfolio, which
the company thinks will offer a competitive advantage over those of its competitors. The company works to ensure that its brands maintain clear positions in
order to prevent eanniballzation. Up to now, the best way to achieve this has been
stand-alone product brands, as opposed to umbrella brands. More recently, however,
the cost of establishing new brands has increased very dramatically. The company
is continually looking for ways to leverage the brand across the confectionery
business and other product categories. Nestle" also wishes to improve its corporate
image by associating its name more closely with successful brands. For example,
KitKat lias become Nestle KitKat. Part of the company's brand policy is also to
dedicate significant sums of money to advertising and promotions. This helps to
build customer loyalty and block the entrance of new competitors. On average, 10
per cent of the sales value of the brand goes on advertising and promotions.

KitKat
When launched KitKat entered a market already dominated by Cadbury's Dairy
Milk. From its beginning, KitKat was positioned as both a confectionery and a
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snack. It is now positioned half-way between a snack and an indulgence. In the
consumers' eyes, however, KitKat is essentially a snack product and its 1957
-slogan 'Have a break, have a KitKat' is widely known through long-running ad.s on
TV and in other media.
The KitKat brand has two formats in the UK. The two-finger format is bought
in a mukipack (packs of eight or more) at large grocers by parents for their children. In contrast, the four-finger format is bought individually by 16-24-year-olds
for their consumption (Exhibits 1.1 and 1.2). The two-finger format is part of the
CBCL sector, which implies specific usage, non-personal and 'family' consumption, as well as in snack and lunch boxes for kids' consumption. The four-finger
format is part of the general chocolate count line sector, which implies personal
consumption, broad usage and the 'adults' and 'self-eats' categories. The

EXHIBIT 1.1 GBCL MULTIPACKS MARKET (£M)
YEAR

KITKAT 2-FiNGEK
MULTIPACKS

PKNGUIN
MULTIPACKS

CLUB
MULTIPAGKS

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

91
95
101
110
112

50

40

CBCL
MULTIPACKS AND MINIS

449
478
508
530
535

39
39

55
58

53

45

48

47

SOURCES: BGCGA, AC Nielsen TN-AGB and despatches.

EXHIBIT 1.2 CBCL MANUFACTURER PERFORMANCE (1994)
% SHARK

Nestle Rowntree
United Biscuits
Jacobs Baker;'
Mars Confectionery
Burtons
Thomas Tunnocks
Fox's
Others
Cadbury
Private label

% CHANGE YEAR ON YEAR

25.3
17.4
12.0
3.3
7.1

-2.6

-15.7
-1.5
-14.0
-14.3

-3.5
51.8
3.6

3.8
7.8
5.7
2.2
15.3

n/a
25.6

0.9

Total market
SOURCE: AG-1! Superpanel.

EXHIBIT 1.3
YEAR

COUNTLINE MARKET (£M)
KITKAT

MASS

TIME OUT

COUNT-LINES

137
138
142
148
159

0
0
18
20
39

1,529

4-FINCER

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

76
87
92
93
96

SOURCES; BCCCft. AC Nielsen and despatches.

1,677
1,723
1,787
1,865
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four-finger format was the main volume format, but was overtaken by the twofinger format (Exhibit 1.3) as the grocery sector rose at the expense of the CTNs
(confeetioner/tobaeeonist/newsagent). About 18 per cent of KitKat two-finger's
volume goes through cash-and-carry to CTN, compared with 80 per cent of the
four-finger format.
Nestle Rowntree divides the chocolate market into three categories: chocolate box assortments (a gift-oriented marketplace); the countline market (a 'selfeat' market)-a consumer-product category'(i.e. KitKat four-finger); and CBGL-a
sector that the company created. Thus Nestle Rowntree has developed the KitKat
business by marketing it as a countline product in its four-finger format, and by
developing it as a CBCL in its two-finger format. This helped KitKat cover two
sections in their stores, one selling confectionery and the other selling biscuits.
Another reason for promoting KitKat as a CBCL is the growing power of the
multiple grocers (Exhibits 1.4 and 1.5). There is a shift from a less structured
retail sector into multiple businesses that are sophisticated and powerful. The
company produces different packs for the multiple grocers and the independent
sector. This avoids direct price and value comparison by the consumer and,
therefore, restricts the power of the multiple retailers in their negotiations to
increase their profitability.

EXHIBIT 1.4 KITKAT VOLUME DISTRIBUTION
(A) DISTRIBUTION (%)
YBAK
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

INDEPENDENT GROCERS COVERED
KITKAT Z-FIKGER PENGUIN
W
50
57

99

65
50
52
64
71

64

65

INDEPENDENT CTNs COVERED
KITKAT 4-i'iNGK,u MARK BAR TIME OUT
99
99
99
99
99

99
99
99
99

0
3
33
95

94

(is) KITKAT 2-riNGER SHARE OF CBCL FORWARD STORKS (%)
YEAR
1990

1991
1992
1993
1994

MULTIPLE GROCERS
KITKAT
PENGUIN
20.3
14.9
11.9
12.2
12.6

12.9
12.3
10.3
9.3
9.9

MULTIPLE CTNs
KITKAT
PENGUIN
45.2
43.9
43.4
28.0
38.5

INDEPENDENT GROCERS
KITKAT
PENGUIN

3.8
5.1
6.5
8.4
5.5

12.8
12.1

15.0
12.6
13.4

15.9
14.6
14.3
14.4
15.8

(c) KITKAT 4-riNGER SHARE COUNTLINE OF FORWARD STOCKS (%)
YEAR
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

MULTIPLE
GROCERS

5.4

5.3
4.4
4.4
6.0

SOURCE: AC Xielsen.

MULTIPLE
CTNs

INDEPENDENT
CTNs

INDEPENDENT

4.2
4.1
3.7
4.0
3.6

4.7
4.6
4.8
4.5
4.4

5.8

GROCERS

6.0
5.4
5.5
5.1
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EXHIBIT !..-> KITKAT SALES BY PACK AND SECTOR (TONNES)
2-RNGER

YEAR
All customers
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
Multiple retail
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
Wholesale/
independent
199(1
1991
1992
1993
1994

4-FINGER

MULTIPACKS OTHER

SlNOI.KS

MULTIPACKS

OTHER

SINGLES

1,150
1,200
1,200
800
700

20,750
20,800
21,300
21,900
23,150

300
200
100

15,550
16,950
17,150
16,300
15,850

3,000
3,700
3,250
3,300
3,750

0
50

50
50
50
50
50

18,750
18,850
19,300
19,950
21,200

100

2,750
3.450
3,100
3,200
3,600

0

50

1,800
2,050
2,100
1,950
1,900

1,100
1,150
1,150
750
650

2,000
1,950
2,000
1,950
1,950

200
150
50
0
50

13,750
14,900
15,050
14,350
13,950

250
250
150
100
150

0
50

0
100

50
50
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

SOURCES: Intern a 1.

The market share for KitKat two-finger was 19.5 per cent of the GBCL market
in 1994-the no. 1 seller (Exhibit 1.6). KitKat's nearest competitors are Mars Bars
and Twix, both Mars products. Twix was launched as a countline product, but is
now marketed as single fingers in the multipack format in the GBCL category.
KitKnt two-finger's main CBGL competitors are United Biscuits and Jacobs; in the
general chocolate countline category, KitKat four-finger's main competitors are
Mars and Cadbury.

EXHIBIT 1,6 GBCL BRAND PERFORMANCE
% SliARE

(EXPENDITURE)

BRAND
KitKat 2 -finger
Penguin
Club
Twix
Rocky
Blue Riband
Breakaway
Wagon Wheel
Tunnocks CW
Classic
Trio
Private label
AGB Superpanel.

19.5
8.8
9.0
3.3
4.1
2.7
2.7
4.7
3.4
2.4
2.2

15.3

% CHANGE

(YEAR ON YEAR)

2.5
7.4

-7.7
-13.6
159.3
-4.0
-7.9
-15.3
-2.1
-11.2
-5.3
25.6

I
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The Market
The ehocolate confectionery market is concentrated, stahle and very competitive.
The leading suppliers are Cadbury (28 per cent market share), Nestle Rowntree
(25), Mars (21) and Terry's Suchard (5). KitKat has the biggest advertising expenditure in the UK confectioner;' market. The £1.5 billion confectioner;' snack
market, including eountlines and chocolate blocks, is 38 per cent of the confectionery market. This market has grown by 20 per cent over the past five years,
following the rise in popularity of' snacking. Growth in both the countline market
and the CBCL sector has now stabilized. As market leader, KitKat has retained a
price premium and set prices for its competitors to follow. There is a risk to
volume if the market does not follow. The market share for KitKat four-finger was
7 per cent within the general countline market. KitKat four-finger had lost some of
its market share to Mars Bar (Exhibit 1.7). However, it still remains a weak no. 3,
competing with two other Mars products, Twix and Snickers.

EXHIBIT 1.7 BRAND SHARES
VOLUME

VALUE

BRAND
KitKat 4-finger
Mars Bar
Snickers
Twix
Twirl
Time Out
Drifter

%1994
6.7
13.9
7.5
4.9

3.3
2.7
1.3

% POINTS CHANGE
-0.1

0.8

-0.3
0
-0.2

-0.3
0

% 1994

7.1
19.0
9.2
6.1
2.7
2.2
1.4

% POINTS CHANGE

0

1.1

-0.3
0
-0.3
-0.2
0

SOURCE: Nielsen (eountlines and filled blocks excluding CFiCL multis).

New-product development, which fuelled eountfine growth, has seen a
number of new entrants. Firstly, the GBCL market has seen the entrance of Fox's
Rocky bar. Rocky has claimed 4.1 per cent of the market. The second major newproduct development has been made by Cadhury. It launched the Fuse bar - a
mixture of chocolate, fudge and raisins. It cost £7 million to create, sold 40
million bars in its first week and was becoming the second most popular chocolate
bar in the UK.
Pressure will continue to be on the countline market as the population of 1524-year-olds declines. The KitKat two-finger sales are biased towards the Cl and
C2 socioeconomic and the 35-44 age groups. There is also a high penetration of
very young consumers, particularly in the 12-15 age group. The four-finger format
has a smarter image, inclines more towards 'chocolate occasions' consumption, and
is consumed on the street. Consumption is heavily biased towards female buyers.
The two-finger format ads aim at the 35-44 year olds through morning television.
Children are not specifically targeted. The four-finger format ads target the 1624-year-olds through TV and youth press. The ad strategy for this format is
different from that of the two-finger. The company puts an emphasis on updating
KltKat's brand image by making it appeal to the younger generation through
advertising in trendy and young people's magazines and independent radio.
The promotions for the two-finger format are value- and grocery-tradeoriented (for example, 'one bar free' activity, or repeat purchase incentives). For
the four-finger format, the promotions are different because of the different
segments targeted (for example, Ip off). However, there is an annual pan-
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promotion for KitKat as a whole that consists of big promotions, price and
emphasis on brand awareness. There is a price differentiation between the two
formats. KitKat four-finger is 'twin-priced' in parallel with Twix, and 2p below the
Mars Bar. This is because KitKat is 'snaclw' and not as hunger satisfying as the
Mars Bar. If the company deviated from this pricing strategy, its volume share
might drop. The two-finger format is not as price-sensitive as the four-finger. As a
market leader within the CBCL category, it can more or less dictate price. Thus
its competitor Penguin is priced 2p below KitKat two-finger. According to Nestle
brand managers, 'The objective for KitKat is to maintain customer loyalty by
being innovative, and to remain the number one UK confectionery brand.' There
is evidence of relative brand loyalty for KitKat. However, people who buy KitKat
two-finger will also be likely to buy other brands, such as Classic, Club Orange,
Penguin. Twix, Blue Riband and Gold. According to Brian Ford, the brand
manager for the KitKat two-finger: 'Although Nestle has tried to differentiate the
two formats of KitKat in its segmentation and positioning strategies, the consumer
sees no difference in the total brand.'
In light of the recent developments, KitKat has worked hard to maintain its
position as the market leader. In the spring of 1996, the UK's favourite confectionery brand took on a new taste. Nestle launched KitKat Orange, the first
flavour variant in its 59-year history. However, the variant was launched as a
limited edition and the product was released for only one month. The success of
the product was so phenomenal that customers were writing letters to have the
product re-released. On 31 January 1997 a Nestle press release revealed that
Nestle was launching a limited edition Mint KitKat. This new variant was even
more popular in trials than KitKat Orange.

Competition
Competition is likely to come from small brands, grocery retailers' own labels and
other lines coming into the United Kingdom. There is also a cross-over between
the chocolate countline and the CBCL sector. Oadbury has recently encroached
into KitKat's TIave a break' territory with Time Out - a bar aimed at the CBCL
sector. Time Out aims to bridge the gap between chocolate snack bars, such as
Twirl, and wafer-based snacks, such as KitKat. It will compete with KitKat and
Twix and should take sales away from brands with a 'heavy sweet' product image,
likeSpira and Twix.
Competition from other European confectioners has intensified with the
growth of discounters such as Aldi and Netto. This might lead to a price-cutting
war in the multiple grocery sector, especially among Kwik Save, Lo-Cost and
Asda. Aldi is a particular concern because it is importing bags of KitKat minis
from Germany. Although Nestle Rowntree sells many of its countlines as minis, it
does not make or sell KitKat in that format. Besides losing it revenue, Aldi's KitKat
minis cause other problems: first, large grocers, like Sainsbury and Tesco, now
want supplies of minis like Aldi's; second, the biscuit and chocolate used to make
the German KitKat are distinctly different from those used in Britain,
Outside the United Kingdom, the four-finger format sells more than the twofinger format. European retailers outside the United Kingdom also emphasize minis
(Aldi only imports that form). Nesde Rowntree does sell minis in the United Kingdom,
but these are very low-volume products and appear only in variety packs with
other Nestle minis. The company does not see them as a threat to its existing brands
as the volume of minis is relatively low in comparison.
The company is now producing to capacity. The problem is managing
demand in the marketplace. 'We can't give them any more, so we use price to limit
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demand and to get maximum profit return on the amount we produce,' explains
Ford. In his opinion, this is easier for the two-finger format because it is the
market lender in the CBCL category, but is less easy in the four-finger case. 'It is
not the market leader in the chocolate countline sector, therefore we cannot
dictate price.'

Pan-European Marketing
To fit the regulations across Europe, some KitKats produced by Nestle Rowntree
have different chocolate to others. Although they taste different consumers
cannot tell the difference. The management of so many internationally important
brands limits Nestle Rowntree's freedom of action outside the United Kingdom.
The pricing relationships between, say, France, Germany and the United
Kingdom need careful controlling. At the same time, the company needs to
achieve its UK business objectives. The marketing of brands will be different
because these brands are at different product life-cycle states in different
markets. 'The United Kingdom is probably the most sophisticated confectionery
market in Europe,' claims Robertson. 'Therefore, for example, the company's
advertising style for KitKat is not directly transferable to Germany. The German
consumer does not understand the British sense of humour,' explains Robertson.
'So, from clie business perspective, there is a [fulling together in Europe, while from
the consumer perspective, there are still marked differences between different types
of consumers, and that is the biggest problem.'
The packing used for KitKat in the United Kingdom is different from that used
elsewhere. So KitKat exported to Germany does not have UK packaging and vice
versa. Germany's KitKat is flow-wrapped, whereas the United Kingdom has a foil
and band. This relatively expensive format appeared because of the early competition with Cadbury, whose market-leading milk chocolate bars had blue foil and a
blue wrapper. To differentiate it from Cadbury, the KitKat pack is a silver foil with
a visually strong red band wrapped end to end.
Standardization to less expensive flow wrap is resisted in the United Kingdom
because of the ritualistic way that UK consumers eat KitKat. Often they eat KitKat
socially over a cup of tea. When eating KitKat, many consumers first take off the
red wrapper, then run a finger down the foil between two biscuits. With the top of
the foil broken, the KitKat fingers are snapped off and then eaten one by one, just
as KitKat's new assistant brand manager, Sonia Ng, did. Her job was to develop a
brand plan for KitKat. For her it was a great break; but not an easy one.
SOURCES: Prepared with assistance from: the advertising agency J.Walter Thompson,
London; Nestle Rowntree, York; and Nestec, Vevey, Switzerland, Updated from
the original by Sylvie Laforet: Kotler. Armstrong, Snundcrs and Wong, Principles
of Marketing: The European Edition (London: Prentice Hall, 1996), pp. 115-26.
Names, statistics and some details have been changed for commercial reasons.

Questions

r

1. What is the situation facing KitKat: the strengths and weaknesses of the
brand and the opportunities and threats it faces?
2. Why are the KitKat two-fingers and four-fingers marketed differently? How
do the customers for the KitKat four-finger differ from those for the KitKat
two-finger? What are the differences in the way the company addresses the
two target markets?

Overview Case Onv, KitKat
3.

What is the effect of European integration on the marketing of KitKatV What
are the barriers to the brand's standardization across Europe? Should the
company now move towards standardizing its brand and packaging across
Europe?
4. How would you describe rhe organizational structure of the company and its
marketing department? In what alternative ways could the company
organize the management of its wide range of confectionery? What structure
would you recommend?
5. Prepare a brand plan for KitKat.
6. Having observed Hadbury's launch of Time Out in Ireland (Overview Case
4), how should KitKat defend itself against Time Out's anticipated launch in
the rest of Europe?
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the great world spin for e-ver down the ringing grooves of change.'
ALh'KED LORD TENNYSON

Part Introduction
Part Two of Principles of Marketing looks at the environment in which marketing
operates, customer behaviour and how information from the environment is fed
into the marketing decision-making process. It has five chapters:
Chapter 4 looks at the environment in two parts: the micro environment that
is specific to an organization's operation, such as suppliers and competitors; and
the macro environment of wider forces that shape society, such as the natural
and political environment. Global markets make it even harder to understand the
social environment of marketing. Chapter 5 looks at these and forces us to see
how much we have to change to succeed in international markets.
Chapter 6 explores ways of understanding consumer markets: individuals and
households who buy goods and services for final consumption. The many ways of
doing this give insights that can help in the design of marketing research and
guide marketing decision making. Although consumer marketing is the most

CHAPTER 4
The Marketing Environment
CHAPTER 5
The Global Marketplace

CHAPTER 6
Consumer Buyer Behaviour

visible, the majority of marketing is to other organizations. These include
retailers that sell on to final consumers, sellers of capital equipment - such as

CHAPTER 7

trucks - raw materials, components or business services. Chapter 7 reviews this

Business Markets and
Business Buyer Behaviour

wide range of business markets.
As Giuither Grass recognized, 'Information networks straddle the world.
Nothing remains concealed. But the sheer volume of information dissolves the
information. We are unable to take it all in.' Chapter 8 shows how marketing
information systems gather, process and present this overwhelming flow of information to support marketing decision making.

CHAPTER 8
Market Information and
Marketing Research
OVERVIEW CASE 2
BaUyg&wan Springs into
New Age Kisqua

The Marketing
Environment
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should he able to:
Describe the environmental forces that affect chc company's ability
to serve its customers.
Explain how changes in the demographic and economic
environments affect marketing decisions.
Identify the main trends in the firm's natural and technological
environments.
Explain the key changes that occur in the political and cultural
environments.

Preview Case
Unilever: Power?
'Mv GOD! THEY'RE REALLY GOING to use it!' Nabil Sakkab. Procter &
Gamble's European head of laundry products development, exclaimed to
colleagues as he looked closely at the myriad, tiny pink crystals scattered
among a heap of detergent he'd just poured on to his desk. It was mid-March
1994 - the beginning of a protracted nightmare for Unilever, when arch rival
P & G discovered the secret ingredient in its super-concentrated Power, a
new, revolutionary washing powder: Omo Power in the Netherlands, Persil
Power in the United Kingdom and Skip Power in France. Power was the
biggest advance in fabric detergents in 15 years, and sales of Power were
leaping in the three European countries where it had been launched. It
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Procter & Gamble strikes back: these campaigns draw attention to the damaging
effects ofPersil Poiecr's manganese 'accelerator'.
worried P & G not just because the rivals were doing so well, but because
Power contained a manganese catalyst, known as the 'aeeelerator', which is
'unkind' to clothes - it attacks fabrics! P & G had dropped the defective
manganese as a possible ingredient ten years ago for that reason.
The question P & G posed was 'WHY?' With that the Great Soap War
over Unilever's Power detergent began.
Power, the culmination of live years of developmental work, lay behind
Unilever's strategy to salvage its market position in the £6 billion European
fabric detergent market, in which P & G had long since overtaken it. Power
was the company's second entry into the concentrated fabric detergent
market. It had to be the trailblazer in the industry, a quantum leap in detergent effectiveness, to win back the lead. Unilever planned to launch Power in
11 countries in short order - a marketing blitzkrieg without precedent in
Europe. For Niall Fitzgerald, Unilever's global coordinator of detergents,
much was riding on Power's success. Turning round Unilever's ailing detergents business could mean eventual ascent to the joint chairmanship of the
£roup.

A Private Warning
Ed Artzt, P & G's chairman, also nicknamed the Prince of Darkness, had a
well-earned reputation for responding rapidly and ruthlessly when he felt
P & G's interests were threatened. Power's success posed a significant threat
to the company's current and imminent new products - Ariel Future was
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due for launch in late ] 994. The Power detergent was claiming a technological lead based on what he knew was a fundamentally flawed formula. Sakkab
and his colleagues at P & G's European Technology Centre not only found
that some dark dyes in cotton and viscose fabrics reacted badly to the detergent, they also discovered holes in clothes washed in Power.
On 31 March 1994 Amt urged top executives at Unilever House,
London, to withdraw their new detergent. This was a private warning. For all
the aggression in the market, P & G and Unilever have been known in
private to alert one another to product flaws and work together to solve
problems. This time, however, Unilever executives ignored this private
warning, suspecting that Artzt was on a spoiling mission to undermine
Power, Fitzgerald saw no need to take the costly and humiliating step of
withdrawing Power, which had already been tested by scientists and over
60,000 consumers for two years without incident.
A story in the Dutch press on 27 April 1994 quoted a P & G spokesman
who alluded to fabric damage caused by Power. Unilever held a press conference on 29 April denying P & G's claims, while issuing two writs for product
defamation and trademark Infringement, and seeking an injunction to stop
P & G using the torni 'Power for its own detergents. Tin rigs were getting 'grubbier'by this time!
P & G not only hired the PR firm, The Rowland Company (a Saatchi &
Saatchi subsidiary) to run its campaign of public vilification, but also started
a ruthlessly well-organized knocking-copy campaign - running around
Europe to consumers' associations, washing machine manufacturers, retailers
and anybody else who would listen, giving them very extensive technical
briefings with lots of pictures of Power-damaged clothes.

Unilever on the Defensive
Power sales fell after every P & G onslaught. Although Unilever was able to
rebuild them with advertising and special offers, this defence could not hold
out for long. Leading supermarket chains in various countries were considering
emptying their shelves of Power, even though Unilever stood firmly behind its
products, denying that there was a problem.
On 3 June 1994 Unilever announced that it would:
•

drop the lawsuits against P & G (after P & G assured Unilever that its
spokesman had been misquoted);

•

reformulate Power, and reduce the level of the accelerator in the powder
by 8Q per cent.

Meanwhile, P & G persisted in proving its point, releasing to the press
pictures of clothes damaged by Power, plus results from six test institutes, all
of which became front-page news in several European countries. Consumers'
associations damned Power detergents; environmental campaigners in
Sweden accused 1-V^ver of putting the nation's clothes in imminent jeopardy! Unilever remained defensive with both the press and the public, failing
to find an effective counter to criticisms from all sides.

Unilever's Climbdown
Unilever revamped and relaunched Power products, while also retreating
from its original broad market positioning to a more specialized niche - the
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package was changed to concentrate use of the product in lower temperatures and on white fabrics. The company attempted to reassure consumers
through advertisements that guaranteed the safety of Its revamped product.
But then the Dutch consumers' union confirmed the damaging effects of the
upgraded Power.
In late 1994, Unilever management finally admitted: 'We made a
mistake. We launched a product which had a defect which we had not
detected. We were very enthusiastic about an exciting new product and did
not look closely enough at the negatives. Somewhere between research and
marketing something went wrong - under the normal pressure to be first to
the market.'
Unilever obviously failed to anticipate how violently its arch rival would
react. By the end of the year, new independent tests, including the UK
Consumers' Association Which? investigation, confirmed everybody's suspicions - that Power, even the reformulated version with reduced
manganese, was defective.

What are the Costs of the Power Fiasco to Unilever?
After spending more than £200 million on developing, manufacturing and
marketing Power products, Unilever remains a poor second to P & G in the
European detergent market. A heavy price was exacted on reputations - the
company's and those of the Pcrsil and Onio brands. Unilever's image as a
shrewd marketer and innovator was undermined. The whole affair has exacerbated consumers' scepticism towards manufacturers; as one retailer
said, 'the whole [detergents] sector is drowning in over-claiming and
publicity which leaves consumers confused',

The Lessons
Many soap war observers would conclude that, with Power products,
Unilever had practised socially irresponsible marketing - and deservedly
paid heavily for it. However, the case has much broader lessons for businesses. The marketing environment for goods and services is getting fiercer.
Unilever had failed to appreciate how competition and other environmental
forces impact on its organization.

QUESTIONS
1. What are the key actors and forces in the company's marketing
environment that affect its ability to serve its target customers
effectively?
2. Identify the most critical actors or forces that accounted for
Persil/Omo Power's ultimate downfall.
.1 Show how each of the actors/forces you have identified in question 2
directly {or indirectly) impacted on Unilever's final decision to revamp
and relaunch the defective Omo/Persil Power,
4. Criticallv evaluate the motives of P & G.
V.

5. What are the key lessons for management?
6. Could the problems have been anticipated and avoided? How?
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Introduction

marketing environment
The actors and forces
outside marketing that
off eat marketing
management's ability to
develop and maintain
successfu I transactions
with its target
customers.

in iero en vironin en t
The forces close to the
company that affect its
ability to serve its
customers - the
company, market
channel firms, customer
markets, competitors
and publics.
macroem<ironment

The larger societal forces
that affect the "whole
microenvironment demographic, economic,
natural, technological,
political and cultural
forces.

In Chapter 3 we examined the marketing strategy and planning process which
helps marketing management develop and maintain successful transactions with
its target customers. Companies succeed as long as they have matched their products or services to today's marketing environment. This chapter addresses the
key forces in the firm's marketing environment and how they affect its ability to
maintain satisfying relationships with target customers.
A company's marketing environment consists of the actors and forces outside
marketing that affect marketing management's ability to develop and maintain
successful transactions with its target customers. The marketing environment
offers both opportunities and threats. Successful companies know the vital importance of using their marketing research and intelligence systems constantly to
watch and adapt to the changing environment. Too many other companies, unfortunately, fail to think of change as opportunity. They ignore or resist critical
changes until it is almost too late. Their strategies, structures, systems and culture
grow increasingly out of date. Corporations as mighty as IBM and General Motors
have faced crises because they ignored environmental changes for too long.
A company's marketers take the major responsibility of identifying significant
changes in the environment. More than any other group in the company,
marketers must be the trend trackers and opportunity seekers. Although ever;'
manager in an organisation needs to observe the outside environment, marketers
have two special aptitudes. They have disciplined methods - marketing intelligence and marketing research - for collecting information about the marketing
environment. They also normally spend more time in the customer and
competitor environment. By conducting systematic environmental scanning,
marketers are able to revise and adapt marketing strategies to meet new challenges and opportunities in the marketplace.
The marketing environment consists of a microenvironment and a macroenvironment. The niierocrtvironmeiit consists of the forces close to the company
that affect its ability to serve its customers - the company, suppliers, marketing
channel firms, customer markets, competitors and publics. The niiieroenvironnient consists of the larger societal forces that affect the whole microenvironment demographic, economic, natural, technological, political and cultural forces. We
look first at the company's microenvironment.

The Company's Microenvironment
Marketing management's job is to create attractive offers for target markets.
However, marketing managers cannot simply focus on the target market's needs.
Their success will also be affected by actors in the company's microenvironment.
These actors include other company departments, suppliers, marketing intermediaries, customers, competitors and various publics (see Figure 4.1).

The Company
In designing marketing plans, marketing management should take other company
groups, such as top management, finance, research and development (11 & D),
purchasing, manufacturing and accounting, into consideration. All these interrelated
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Figure 4.1

Principal actors in the company's
microenvironment

groups form the internal environment (see Figure 4.2). Top management sets the
company's mission, objectives, broad strategies and policies. Marketing managers
must make decisions consistent with the plans made by top management, and
marketing plans must be approved by top management bel'ore they can be
implemented.
Marketing managers must also work closely with other company departments. Finance is concerned with finding and using funds to carry out the
marketing plan. The R & D department focuses on the problems of designing safe
and attractive products. Purchasing worries about getting supplies and materials,
whereas manufacturing is responsible for producing the desired quality and quantity of products. Accounting has to measure revenues and eosts to help marketing
know how well it is achieving its objectives. Therefore, all of these departments
have an impact on the marketing department's plans and actions. Under the
marketing concept, all of these functions must 'think customer' and they should
work together to provide superior customer value and satisfaction.

Suppliers
Suppliers are an important link in the company's overall customer 'value delivery
system". They provide the resources needed by the company to produce its goods
and services. Supplier developments can seriously affect marketing. Marketing
managers must watch supply availability - supply shortages or delays, labour
strikes and other events can cost sales in the short run and damage customer
[Satisfaction in the long run. Marketing managers must also monitor the price
trends of their key inputs. Rising supply eosts may force price increases that can
harm the company's sales volume.

Marketing Intermediaries
Marketing intcrmcdiaries are firms that help the company to promote, sell and
distribute its goods to final buyers. They include resellers, physical distribution
firms, marketing services agencies andfinancial intermediaries. Resellers are
distribution channel firms that help the company find customers or make sales to
then). These include wholesalers and retailers which buy and resell merchandise.
Selecting and working with resellers is not easy. No longer do manufacturers have
many small, independent resellers from which to choose. They now face large and
growing reseller organizations. These organizations frequently have enough
power to dictate terms or even shut the manufacturer out of large markets.

suppliers

Firms and individuals
that provide the
resources needed by ilie
company and its
competitors to produce
goods and services.
marketing
intermediaries
Firms that help the
company to promote, sell
and distribute its goods
to final buyers; they
include physical
distribution firms,
marke ting-service
agencies and financial
intermediaries.
resellers
The individuals and
organisations that buy
goods and services to
resell ar a profit
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Figure 4.2
physical distribution
firms
Warehouse,
transportation and other
firms thai help a
company to stock and
move goods from their
points of origin to their
destinations.
marketing services
agencies
Marketing research
firms, advertising
agencies, media firms,
marketing consulting
firms and other service
providers that help a
company to target and
promote its products to
the right markets.
financial intermediaries
flanks, credit
companies, insurance
companies and other
businesses that help
finance transactions or
insure against the risks
associated eusith the
buying and selling of
goods.

The company's internal environment

Physical distribution firms help the company to stock and move goods from
their points of origin to their destinations. Working with warehouse and transportation firms, a company must determine the best ways to store and ship goods,
balancing such factors as cost, delivery, speed and safety.
Marketing services agencies are the marketing research firms, advertising
agencies, media firms and marketing consultancies that help the company target
and promote its products to the right markets. When the company decides to use
one of these agencies, it must choose carefully because the firms vary in
creativity, quality, service and price. The company has to review the performance
of these firms regularly and consider replacing those that no longer perform well.
Financial intermediaries include banks, credit companies, insurance companies and other businesses that help finance transactions or insure against the
risks associated with the buying and selling of goods. Most firms and customers
depend on financial intermediaries to finance their transactions. The company's
marketing performance can be seriously affected by rising credit costs and limited
credit. For example, small and medium-sized businesses in the United Kingdom
have often found difficulty in obtaining finance for market and product development activities. Many such businesses blame this on the insupportive financial
system in the UK. In marked contrast, the Japanese kieretsu system favours
lower-cost financing for both large and small companies that form part of the
informal network of banking, trading and commercial organizations within the
Itieretsu, Whether or not businesses enjoy the support of a favourable financial
system, individual businesses must be aware of financial organizations' impact on
marketing effectiveness. For this reason, the company has to develop strong relationships with the most important financial institutions.
Like suppliers, marketing intermediaries form an important component of
the company's overall value delivery system. In its quest to create satisfying
customer relationships, the company must do more than just optimize its own
performance. It must partner effectively with suppliers and marketing intermediaries to optimize the performance of the entire system.

Customers
The company must study its customer markets closely. Figure 4.3 shows six types
of customer market. Consumer markets consist of individuals and households
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Figure 4.3

Types of customer market

that buy goods and services for personal consumption. Business markets buy
goods and services for further processing or for use in their production process,
whereas reseller markets buy goods and services to resell at a profit. Institutional
markets are made up of schools, hospitals, nursing homes, prisons and other
institutions that provide goods and services to people in their care. Government
markets are made up of government agencies that buy goods and services in order
to produce public services or transfer the goods and services to others who need
them. Finally, international markets consist of buyers in other countries,
including consumers, producers, resellers and governments. Each market type
has special characteristics Chat call for careful study by the seller. At any point in
time, the firm may deal with one or more customer markets: for example,
Unilever has to communicate detergent brand benefits to consumers as well as
maintaining a dialogue with retailers that stock and resell its branded products.

Competitors
The marketing concept states that, to be successful, a company must provide
greater customer value and satisfaction than its competitors do. Thus, marketers
must do more than simply adapt to the needs of target consumers. They must also
gain strategic advantage by positioning their offerings strongly against competitors' offerings in the minds of consumers.
No single competitive marketing strategy is best for all companies. Each firm
should consider its own size and industry position compared to those of its
competitors. Large firms with dominant positions in an industry can use certain
strategies that smaller firms cannot afford. But being large is not enough. There
are winning strategies for large firms, but there are also losing ones. And small
firms can develop strategies that give them better rates of return than large firms
enjoy.
public

Publics
The company's marketing environment also includes various publics. A public is
any group that has an actual or potential interest in or impact on an organization's
ability to achieve its objectives. Figure 4.4 shows seven types of public:

Any group Chat has an
actual or potential
interest in or impact on
an organization's ability
to achieve its objectives.
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Comrnunwatmg 'with publics:
Unilever magazine communicates
nevus and information to employees.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The Kcmira Group uses this ad to communicate to both national and
international customers, public and institutionui Ancestors. Its 'superleague'fecl^ great about working for the firm; its customers feet they are in
SLife ftandw.

Financial publics. Financial publics influence the company's ability to
obtain funds. Banks, investment houses and stockholders are the principal
financial publics.
Media publics. Media publics are those that carry news, features and
editorial opinion. They include newspapers, magazines and radio and
television stations,
Government public*. Management must take government developments
into account. Marketers must often consult the company's lawyers on issues
of product safety, truth-in-advertising and other matters.
Citizen action publics. A company's marketing decisions may be questioned
by consumer organizations, environmental groups, minority groups and
other pressure groups. Its public relations department can help it stay in
touch with consumer and citizen groups.
Local publics. Every company has local publics, such as neighbourhood
residents and community organizations. Large companies usually appoint a
community-relations officer to deal with the community, attend meetings,
answer questions and contribute to worthwhile causes.
General public. A company needs to be concerned about the general
public's attitude towards its products and activities. The public's image of
the company affects its buying. Thus, many large corporations invest huge
sums of money to promote and build a healthy corporate image.
Internal publics. A company's internal publics include its workers,
managers, volunteers and the board of directors. Large companies use
newsletters and other means to inform and motivate their internal publics.
When employees feel good about their company, this positive attitude spills
over to their external publics.
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Figure 4.4

Types of publics

A company can prepare marketing plans for these publics as well as for its
customer markets. Suppose the company wants ;i specific response from a particular public, such as goodwill, favourable word of mouth, or donations of time or
money. The company would have to design an offer to this public that is attractive
enough to produce the desired response.
Organizations today are under die watchful eyes of their various publics. As
we saw in the case of Unilever's soap war with P & G, the company must explain
its actions to a wider audience when things go wrong. Those that overlook the
power of serious interest groups often learn painful lessons (see Marketing
Highlight 4.1).
We have looked at the firm's immediate or microenvironment. Next we
examine the larger macroenvironment.

The Company's Macroenvironment
The company and all the other actors operate in a larger macro environment of
forces that shape opportunities and pose threats to the company. Figure 4.5
shows the six most influential forces in the company's macroenvironment. The
remaining sections of this chapter examine these forces and show how they affect
marketing plans.

Demographic Environment
Demography is the study of human populations in terms of size, density, location,
age, gentler, race, occupation and other statistics. The demographic environment
is of considerable interest to marketers because it involves people, and people
make up markets. Here, we discuss the most important demographic characteristics and trends in the largest world markets.

* Population Size and Growth Trendy
In any geographic market, population size and growth trends can be used to gau£e
its broad potential for a wide range of goods and services. We often refer to the
United States. Japan and Europe as the 'triad' markets. The European Union (EU),

demography
The study qf human
populations in terms of
SIKG, density, location,
age, sex, race,
occupation and other
statistics.
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Speaking for
Herman the Bui]

Marketing

Nutricia, a Dutch producer of baby
foods and powders and a leading
investor in biotechnology research,
entered into a joint venture with
the Dutch subsidiary of US biotechnology firm GenPharm International, to carry out research
which attempted to genetically
engineer cows' mill;. A human
gene was inserted into the genetic
material of a bull called Herman. The two companies hoped that the milk produced by Herman's
female descendants would contain large amounts
of lactoferrine, a substance normally found in

STOPB10TECHNOLOG1EBIJDIEREN
The power &f interest groups: the 'anti-Herman'
campaign led by the Dutch Society for the Protection
of Animal K forced Nutricia and GenPharm
International to abandon the controversial
biotechnology research project.

human milk. The Dutch Society
for the Protection of Animals
(DSPA) subsequently launched an
anti-Herman campaign. A first
series of shock posters showed a
starry-eyed cow with the question
posed: 'Soon to be marketed with
blonde hair and blue eyes?' A
second depicted a woman's naked
chest with two neat rows of udders.
Campaigners threatened to call an
all-out boycott of Nutricia products.
The Dutch government, which
has introduced 'never unless' rules
to regulate genetic manipulation of animals,
exceptionally permitted the Nutricia project to go
ahead as scientists argued that large-scale production of lactoferrine serves unique medical
goals. The DSPA, however, stressed that the
Nutricia project's motive was purely commercial to manufacture the equivalent of mother's milk
on an agribusiness scale at potential cost to
animal welfare. A Nutricia spokesman said, 'When
the project was presented to us four years ago, it
didn't seem likely to cause controversy. There is
great pressure on us to keep investing in technology. But in the current climate, if a similar offer
came up, the company would probably prefer to
decline it.'
The project had to be abandoned. Nutricia
admitted a loss of some OKI 4 million and said it
would handle such pioneering efforts more carefully in the future. Pressure groups in Holland
declare that they have effectively scared investors
from venturing into the most delicate and controversial field of modern biotechnology • - the
genetic modification of an animal, which the
Nutricia case exemplified. According to a spokesman for N1ABA, a group representing the Dutch
food industry for biotechnology matters, food
companies in the country would invest between
two and three times more in such research if they
did not fear damaging upheavals. He added, 'The
animal rights and environmental pressure groups
may not represent a very large section of opinion,
but their blackmailing tactics have been known
to work in the past. Any company that ignores
their signals takes a very big chance,'
Dutch 'novel foods' laws now dictate that
firms which want to market an entirely new
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product must first present their plans to the
authorities and let them undergo a long series of
safety tests. On top of national and European
rules, some large companies in the Netherlands
have adopted their own corporate policy statement to clarify their views on biotechnology
development to avoid damaging controversy. In

Figure 4.5

the light of the Nutricia affair, both investors and
companies urge an update of ethical rules at
European levels.
SoiniOlo; Ailapfed from Barbara Smit, 'Herman the Bull soarus
(ill Hutch research pioneers', The European (22-8 July
1994), p. 25.

Influential forces in the company's
macroenvironment

together with members of the European Free Trade Area (EFTA), has a population
of around 370 million. With another 120 million from eastern Europe and 280
million from the former USSR, the overall European market will be significantly
larger than the North America Free Trade Area - the United States, Canada and
Mexico - with a population of 370 million and Japan with 128 million. Marketers
also view China, with 1.2 billion people, as a potentially lucrative growth market.2
Population growth trends are important because they can offer marketers an indication of demand for curtain goods and services, A 'baby boom' would suggest growing
demand for infant foods, nursery appliances, maternity services, baby clothing, toys
and so forth, in the short to medium term, with rising demand for family-size accommodation, larger cars, schools and educational services over the longer term.
Differences in population growth patterns between country markets may also
suggest different international marketing opportunities for firms.

• Changing Age Structure of a Population
The most noticeable demographic shift in Europe, the United States and affluent
Asian countries is the changing age structure of the population. In all three
groups, the national populations are getting older, and the trend is forecast to
continue over the next 50 years. The ageing population structure reflects two
influences. First, there is a long-term slowdown in birth rate, so there are fewer
young people to pull the population's average age down. Western European countries, with the exception of Ireland, rank below the 2.1 children per woman
(fertility) level found in the United Slates, and well below the 3.3 world average.
Italy, reporting 1.3 children per woman, has the lowest fertility level in the world.
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To serve the large and
groioing 'kid market', many
retailers are opening
separate children s chains.
For example, Toys ' 51' US
opened J\ids 'JV't/s.

Fertility rates in Japan, Singapore, South Korea and Hong Kong have declined
steadily over the last two decades, and all he below America's 2.1 average. This
'birth-dearth' linked to smaller family sizes is due to people's desire to improve
personal living standards, women's desire to work outside the home, and widely
available and effective birth control practices.
Secondly, as longevity increases there are more elderly people (see Figure
4.6) to pull the average age of the population up. By 2031, 38 per cent of the UK
population will be over 50 years old. Compare this with 32 per cent in 1991 and
only 28 per cent in 1951. In Germany, the balance of people over 65 years of age
to persons of working age (or the dependency ratio) is expected to exceed 1:1 by
2031. Put more colourfully by the historian and demographer Peter Laslett,
'Europe and the West are growing older and will never be young again.' The
picture is repeated in developed Asian countries. Tine rapid ageing of the Japanese
population is one of the government's biggest long-term worries.3 Further, the
demographic change of longer life is not confined to advanced countries. In Latin
America and most of Asia, the share of over-60s is set to double between now and
2030, to 14 per cent. In China, it will increase from less than 10 per cent now to
around 22 per cent in 2030.
Demographic shifts have important implications for marketing managers.
Marketers thus track demographic trends and moves carefully (see Marketing
Highlight 4.2).

The, Changing Family
The notion of an ideal family - mum, dad and two kids - has lately been losing
some of its lustre. People are marrying later and having fewer children. The
specific figures may vary among countries, but the general trend is towards fewer
married couples with children. In fact, couples with no children under 18 now
make up a high proportion of all families. These are worrying trends too for
wealthy Asian countries like Singapore, Japan and Hong Kong.
Also, the number of working mothers is increasing. Marketers of goods
ranging from cars, insurance and travel to financial services are increasingly
directing their advertising to working women. As a result of the shift in the traditional roles and values of husbands and wives, with male partners assuming
more domestic functions such as shopping and child care, more food and household appliance marketers are targeting this group of individuals.
Finally, the number of non-family households is increasing. Many young
adults leave home and move into apartments. Other adults choose to remain
single. Still others are divorced or widowed people living alone. By the year 2000,
one-person/non-family and single-parent households - the fastest growing category of households - will represent a sizeable proportion of all households. In
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Figure 4.6

ageing population: forecast growth rates to the year 2020

Sweden, for example, one-person households now account for over 40 per cent of
all homes. Between 1981 and 1991, there has been an upward trend towards
single-person households (see Figure 4.7). In the United States, figures are
comparable, with estimates putting the number at 47 per cent by the year 2000.
These groups have their own special needs. For example, they need smaller apartments, Inexpensive and smaller appliances, furniture and furnishings, and food
that is packaged in smaller sizes.4

• Rising Number of Educated People
As economies in eastern Europe and Asia develop, we may expect to see more
money spent on education. The proportion of the population that is educated will
rise and the population, as a whole, will become better educated. The rising
number of educated people will increase the demand for quality products, books,
magazines and travel,
In many developed and industrializing countries, the workforce is also
becoming more white collar. The most growth comes in the following occupational categories: computers, engineering, science, medicine, social service,
buying, selling, secretarial, construction, refrigeration, health service, personal
service and protection.5

• Increasing Diversity
In the 1990s, efforts towards European integration have escalated. The EU now
comprises 15 member states - France, Luxembourg, Italy. Germany, with East
Germany on unification, Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, United Kingdom,
Greece. Spain, Portugal, Sweden, Austria and Finland. The EC's enlargement
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"Third Agers' and
'Generation Xers'

Marketing

Two of today's most important
demographic groups are the 'Third
Agers' and 'Generation Xers'. For
example, the Henley Centre, a UK
forecasting organization, draws
attention to the emerging Third
Agers. They will be 50-75 years
old and will have more free time
and money and higher expectations than their predecessors.
They are brought up to value aspirations and selffulfilment. They are now in their forties, but will
represent the first mass leisure class. Unlike preceding generations, whose upbringing gave them
a more frugal outlook, Third Agers were socialized in the 1960s, the era of expanding individual
choices and economic growth. One implication is
the rise in 'grey power' in western Europe. 'Grey
power' has already manifested itself in the USA,
where the postwar baby boom occurred a decade
earlier than in Europe. The baby boom created a
huge bulge in America's age distribution. As the
75 million or so baby boomers age, so the US
average age climbs and, along with it, 'grey
power'. The 37 million members of the American
Association of Retired People represents a powerful lobby - and important new markets for leisure
and education. The Henley Centre study argues
that such dynamic consumers, who have both the
time and monev, should already be the most

Figure 4.7

sought-after target for the leisure
industry. Time-use studies show
that in the UK, for example, Third
Agers already take part more
widely in active leisure pursuits long country walks, short-break
holidays, visits to museums or historic buildings - • than younger
people. They are also 'catching'
their juniors in terras yf playing
team sports, swimming and using
sports centres, visiting cinemas
and attending ovening classes.
Participation rates for the 45-59-year-olds have
risen sharply since 1986.
Some marketers think that focusing on the
boomers has caused companies to overlook other
important segments, especially younger consumers. Focus is shifting in recent years to a new
group, the generation born between 1965 and
1976 - die 'Generation Xers'. Increasing divorce
rates and higher employment for mothers have
made them the first generation of latchkey kids.
Whereas the boomers of the 1960s created a
sexual revoJution, the Xers have lived in the age
of AIDS. Having grown up during times of recession and corporate downsizing, they have developed a pessimistic economic outlook. As a result,
the Xers are a more sceptical bunch, cynical of
frivolous marketing pitches that promise easy
success. They know better. The Xers buy lots of
products, such as sweaters, boots, cosmetics,
electronics, cars, fast food, beer, computers and

Highlight
4.2

The rise of the one-person household
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mountain bikes. However, their cynicism makes
them more savvy Choppers. Their financial
pressures make them value conscious and they
like lower prices and a more functional look.
The Generation Xers respond to honesty in
advertising. They like irreverence and impudence
and ads that mock the traditional advertising
approach.
Generation Xers share new cultural concerns. They care about the environment and
respond favourably to companies which have
proven records of environmen tally and socially
responsible actions. Although they seek success,
the Xers are less materialistic. They want better
quality of life and are more interested in job satisfaction than in sacrificing personal happiness and
growth for promotion. They prize experience, not
acquisition.
Surveys on Asian youth culture highlight the
emergence of the region's first 'children of
plenty', its very own Generation X, teenagers and
20-somethings who have grown up knowing nothing but peace, dazzling economic growth and an
ever-rising flood of consumer goods. Compared to
their western counterparts, Asian Generation
Xers stress the importance of family, jobs, marriage, saving for the future, respect for elders and
other such traditional values. Broad generalizations are, of course, fraught with controversy,
not least over the definition of what exactly constitutes Values'. And in a region as vast as Asia
there are naturally many local variations, even
exceptions. 'But one by one as we research the

different topics, \ve find one thing in common ...
the values they hoid in areas like family,' says
Jacfcy Pang of the Hong Kong Federation of Youth
Groups. 'They may mimic American trends music and fashion - but they aren't like American
kids,' echoes Ben Tan, of advertising agency Leo
Burnelt in Kuala Lumpur. 'We have been as surprised as anyone by the results of our research.'
concludes Jacky Pang.
The Generation Xers, as a whole, will have a
big impact on the workplace and marketplace in
the future. They arc poised to displace die
lifestyles, culture and materialistic values of the
baby boomers. By the year 2010, they will have
overtaken the Third Agers as a primary market
for almost every product category.
SOURCES: Jeff Giles, 'Centralisations X',Wero,STCf;ek (6 June
1994), pp. 62-9; Nicholas Zil) and John Robinson, The
Ge lie ration X Difference', American Demographics (April
1995), pp. 24-9; 'Rook solid', Far Eastern Rcannmio Reui«e>
(5 December 1996), pp 50-2; Dyan Mitchan, 'A more
tolerant generation', Fttrbes (8 September 1997), pp. 46-7;
Barbara Beck, 'The luxury of longer life, a survey of the
economics of ageing'. The Ecanfirnist (21 January 1996),
pp. 3-5; David Nicholson-Lord, 'Mass leisure olass is on th«
way. say forecasters', Mtteptrtuienr (IS April 1994), p. 4; see
also Leisure futures, vol. 1 (London: Henley Centre, 1994);
James U. McNeal, 'Growing up in the market', AmeritMn
Demographics {October 1992), pp. 46-50; Diane Crispell
and William H. Freys 'American maturity', ^American
Demographics (March 1993), pp. .11-42; Melindcr Beck,
'The fieezer boom', in 'The 21st century family', a special
issue aiNewavieek (Winter/Spring 1990). pp. 62-7.

programme is still high on politicians' agendas. Eastern and central European
countries, including former Soviet bloc states, are seeking to participate in the
EU, which, in the longer term, could become a reality.
The EU, in its present state, and in a potentially enlarged form, presents huge
challenges for domestic and international marketers. We will discuss international marketing issues in more detail in Chapter 5. In general, marketers operating, in the vastly expanded EU must recognize the great diversity across member
Mates. Unification strives to achieve harmonization of rules and regulations,
which will affect business practices across the Union. Many marketers believe the
single European market will lead to convergence in consumer tastes. Global
advertising agencies like Saatchi & Saatchi and Young and Rubicam were strong
supporters of the idea of the "Euro con sinner'. However, consumer needs, values,
beliefs, habits and lifestyles differ across individual country markets, just as
spending power and consumption patterns arc likely to vary. Businesses will do
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well to identify national and regional differences, and to develop appropriate
marketing strategies that take on board this diversity. Where there are European
consumers who display similar cultural values and tastes for particular goods and
services, then pan-European strategies may be more cost-effective. For example,
the internationalism of snob items, such as Kolex watches or Cartier jewellery,
which appeal to a small number of like-minded consumers, or high-fashion
purchases like Swatch watches and Benetton clothes, which pander to the
younger generation of dedicated fashion followers, lend themselves to panEuropean marketing or advertising.
In most markets, however, firms have found that the 'one sight, one sound,
one sell' dictum loses out to the more effective strategy of customization. Even
Coca-Cola, arch exponent of globalism, tailors the marketing of its drinks to suit
different markets. Kronenhourg, France's most popular beer, is soid to a mass
market with the eternal images of France, like cafes, boules and Citroen 2CVs. In
the United Kingdom, Kronenbourg is presented as a drink for 'yuppies'. Unilever
customizes its advertisements for Impulse, a body spray. In the UK, the handsome
young fellow who gets a whiff of Impulse from the woman nearby presents her
with a bunch of flowers. In the Italian version, Romeo offers the woman a rose.
Whether the Euroconsumer is a myth or reality is widely debated today.
Marketers must address a marketing basic: identify consumer needs and respond
to them. Converging lifestyles, habits and tastes may often not mean converging
needs. Europe remains a pot-pourri of cultures and systems, which present
immense marketing opportunities for sellers. Although soeial and demographic
factors and the marketing strategics of multinational consumer goods companies
may combine to make lifestyles of different European (and rising wealthy Asian)
nations more alike, diversity will feature just as much as convergence in the new
world economy. Companies that overlook diversity in favour of pan-European or
.global strategies must carefully develop and execute their standardized
approaches/' We discuss pan-European versus standardized marketing practices
in greater depth in the next chapter.

Economic Environment
Economic environment
Factors that affevt
connitincr buying potmer
and spending patterns.

Markets require buying power as well as people. The economic environment
consists of factors that affect consumer purchasing power and spending patterns.
Marketers should he aware of the following predominant economic trends.

Income Distribution and Changes in Purchasing Power
Global upheavals in technology and communications over the 1990s brought
about a shift in the balance of economic power from the West (mainly North
American, Canadian and western European nations) towards the rapidlyexpanding economies of the Asian Pacific Rim. Many of the Asian 'tiger'
economies, notably South Korea, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore,
were enjoying annual growth rates in excess of 7 per cent, compared to the 2-3
per cent found in western Europe and the USA. Official statistics suggest that, by
2010, purchasing power income per head in countries like Singapore and South
Korea will exceed that of the United States. Economic growth projections suggest
that Europe will drop down the economic rankings. Assuming annual growth in
western Europe and the United States of 2.5 per cent, and 6 per cent in Asia as a
whole, the share of world grows domestic product (C.DP) taken by Asian developing countries, including China and India, could rise to 28 per cent in 2010 from
18 per cent in 1990. Western Europe's share will fall to 17 per cent from 22 per

L
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cent, while the United States will drop to 18 per cent from 23 per cent.7 However,
in June 1997, Asia's economic miracle came to an end. Economic and financial
turmoil struck some of the fastest-grow ing countries in the region.
The roots of the Asian economic crisis van' from country to country.
Generally, the seeds of trouble lay in headlong economic growth and
policies and practices that resulted in over-burdened financial systems.
The Asian 'tiger' economies attracted floods of foreign investment which
increased land and asset prices. Lending soared. Authorities embarked on
huge, often economically questionable, infrastructure projects - new
cities, railroads, highways, power stations - which brought little return on
investment. The region's currencies were pegged to the US dollar, which
had been appreciating in recent years. Country after country saw their
currency depreciate as the crisis unfolded. Moreover, the region's
exporters were gradually becoming uncompetitive. Many countries
suffered from 'crony capitalism' in which authorities encouraged banks to
lend to politically well connected businesses. Close neighbour, Japan, and
the world's second biggest economy, has also become vulnerable to the
crisis, as its financial institutions are big lenders to the rest of the region.s
Before the Asian financial crisis developed, it hod become almost an article of
faith that the region would maintain perpetual growth. Business analysts believe
that, where authorities are committed to appropriate reforms, recovery will be
possible. Meanwhile, authorities must adopt measures to arrest further decline
and to prevent the turmoil from spreading even wider.
Although there has been a narrowing of the wealth and living standards gap
between the developed western and rising Asian countries in recent decades, the
uncertain economic climate in the Asian economies has important implications
for international marketers. They must determine how changing incomes affect
purchasing power and how they translate into marketing threats and opportunities for the firm.
Where consumer purchasing power is reduced, as in countries experiencing
economic collapse or in an economic recession, value-far-money becomes a key
purchasing criterion. Marketers must pursue vaktv-based marketing to capture and
retain price-conscious customers during lean economic times, unlike boom periods
when consumers become literally addicted to personal consumption.''Rather than
offering high quality at a high price, or lesser quality at very low prices, marketers
have to look for ways to offer the more financially cautious buyers greater value just the right combination of product quality and good service at a fair price.10
Consumers with the greatest purchasing power are likely to belong to the
higher sociocconomic groups, whose rising incomes mean that their spending
patterns are 5ess susceptible to economic downturns than lower-income groups.
So, marketers must determine a population's mcome distribution. The upper
economic strata of a society become primary targets for expensive luxury goods,
the middle income groups are more careful about spending, but can usually afford
some luxuries sometimes, while the lower strata will afford only basic food,
clothing and shelter needs. In some countries, an underclass exists - people
permanently living on state welfare and/or below the poverty line - which has
little purchasing power, often struggling to make even the most basic purchases.

Changing Consumer Spending Patterns
Table 4.1 shows how European consumer expenditure on different products
varies. Generally, the total expenditures made by households tend to van' for
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Table 4.1

European consumer expenditure by product , 1990 (% of total

AiXJOHOLIC

NON-ALCOHOLIC

DRINK

DRINK

16.8
16.0
14.8
16.6
15.1
25.4
17.3
41.8
22.3
18.8
13.7
15.1
34.6
24.4.
15.2
11.1

2.3
2.8
3.1
3.3
1.9
10.0
2.3
2.2
12.1
1.2
1.4
1.1
L5
1.1
2.7
6.3

29.0
11.5
18.4
19-2
24.0
18.7
29.9
26.2
25.1
22.7
27.8
47.2

11.6
9.5
9.5
11.2
6.4
12.2
3.6

FOOD
EU members
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany E
Germany W
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
EfTA members
Iceland
Liechtenstein
Norway
Switzerland
Eastern Europe
Albania
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Hungary
Poland
Romania
USSR
Yugoslavia
Others
Cyprus
Gibraltar
Malta
Monaco
Turkey

19.7
31.0
26.1
17.7
32.9

expenditures

TOBACCO

CLOTHING

FOOTWEAR

HOUSING

0.7
1.0
0.6
0.5
0.5
1.5
0.6
1.0
1.5
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.4
1.0

1.9
1.4
2.9
1.7
1.0
3.8
1.7
2.5
4.9
1.6
4.7
1.8
1.3

8.8
4.9
4.7
4.1
5.5
10.2
7.5
6.4
5.1
6.8
5.6
5.0
4.9
5.3
5.4
4.9

2.3
1.0
0.7
0.8
1.1
2.3
1.6
0.8
1.3
2.0
0.6
1.7
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.0

17.8
12.1
19.7
14.3
12.2
1.5
15.6
10.3
5.3
10.6
11.9
11.7
8.9
12.6
17.6
10.2

2.1
6.0
3.4
4.7

0.5
1.1
1.1
0.8

2.4
2.0
2.3

6.2
3.9

1.0
1.3
0.9

10.9
18.3
12.2
13.5

5.0

1.8
1.0
1.9

2.2
2.6
5.8

2.5
1.8
0.9
1.0

2.1
1.7
2.3
2.4
2.0

12.4
7.4
6.3
6.9
8.1
7.9
15.6
8.5

1.4
2.6
1.4
1.2
1.6
2.1
3.6
2.0

4.8
2.0
3.1
4.8
16.3
2.0
3.2
2.4

1.3

1.3

14.8
9.8

1.1
2.0

3.7
0.5
2.7

1.0
3.4
1.3
9.5

6.2
13.5
4.3
12.5
9.0

1.4
1.1
4.5
2.3
1.2

1.3
1.9
2.6

1.6

8.5
6.1

R.I

7.2
4.7

2.2
1.6
1.8
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HOUSEHOLD
FUELS

5.8
4.2
6.3
3.4
6.8
0-8
4.1
3.2
5.4
3,8
7.5
5,5
3.]
4.0
3.2

3.6
7.0
4.5
4.0
2.6
3.2
2.6
2.5
0.9
3.8
9.0
2.0
2.4
6.9
5.7

HOUSEHOLD
GOODS &
SERVICES

7.5

12.4

6.7
7.1
8-2

12.1

9.8
8.3
7.1
8.9
8.5

8.0
6.2
6.8
6,3
5.3

11.4
6.0

7.0
5.0
9.8

14.1
16.2

6.8
6.6
5.5

8.0
4.4

11.1

9.1

10.2
13.9
10.6

HEALTH
5.2

11.2

1.7
3.6
9.3
4.0
5.2
3.1
1.5
6.4
6.7

12.2
3.0

3.8
1.6
1.2
6.7

12.6

TRANSPORT

COMMUNICATIONS

LEISURE

14.5
11.8
13.8
15.9
14.8

1.9
1.0
1.3

5,9
10.2

15.0

1.7
1.7
1.3
1.1

10.5

1.3
3.0
1.0

9.9
2.4

5.7
7.2
8.4

12,3
17.2
19.5
16.6
21.5
20.6
19.8
30.4

9.0

10.8

9.2
9.9

13.5
13.4

5.2

18.9
19.2

2.0
9.9

10.0
11.9
16.4
9.7
11.0
12.5
16.8
12.8

4.1

3,6
3.0
6.7
6.1
7.7
4.0
2.7
4.1

6.9
8.3
8.6
9.0
8.4
4.1
2.9
8.6

2.4
8.3
3.8

17.1
9.7

15.3
11.1

1.5

8.8

11.8
12.5
11.3

11,2

2.1

17.0
10.6
6.0

1.8

9.3
9.5
7.4
6.2
4,0
9.9
9.2
3.0

14.0

6.9
4.6

0.3

13.5

8.6
6.4
8.3
4.8
5.4
9.1
7.0
7.3
1.6

OTHERS
8.8

10.0
14.4
19.2
14.1
20.2

7,2

4.7

5.9

2.7
8.7
2.0

33.9

8.6
2.4

16.2

5.0
7.5
3,0
3.1

TOTAL

100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
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essential categories of goods and services, with food, housing and transportation
often using up most household income. Marketers also want to identify how
spending patterns of consumers at different income levels vary. Some of these
differences were noted over a century ago by Ernst Engel, who studied how people
shifted their spending as their income rose. He found that as family income rises,
the percentage spent on food declines, the percentage spent on housing remains
constant (except for such utilities as gas. electricity and public services, which
decrease), and both the percentage spent on other categories and that devoted to
savings increase. Engel's laws have generally been supported by later studies.
Changes in major economic variables such as income, cost of living, interest
rates, and savings and borrowing patterns have a large impact on the mar he tplace. Companies watch these variables by using economic forecasting.
Businesses do not have to be wiped out by an economic downturn or caught short
,
,
nr-,.,
,
...
.
,; ,
in a boom. With adequate warning, they can take advantage of chanees m the
economic environment.

Natural Environment
The natural environment involves the natural resources that are needed as inputs
by marketers or that are affected by marketing activities. Environmental
concerns have grown steadily during the past two decades. Protection of the
natural environment will remain a crucial worldwide issue facing business and the
public. In many cities around the world, air and water pollution have reached
dangerous levels. Concern continues to mount about the depletion of the earth's
ozone layer and the resulting 'greenhouse effect', a dangerous warming of the earth.
And many of us fear that we will soon he buried in our own rubbish. Marketers
should be aware of four trends in the natural environment,

• Shortages of Raw Materials
Air and water may seem to be infinite resources, hut some groups sec long-run
dangers. They warn of the potential dangers that propellants used in aerosol cans
pose to the ozone layer. Water shortage is already a big problem in some parts of
the world. Renewable resources, such as forests and food, also have to be used
wisely. Companies in the forestry business are required to reforest timberlands in
order to protect the soil and to ensure enough wood supplies to meet future
demand. Food supply can be a critical problem because more and more of our
limited farmable land is being developed for urban areas.
Non-renewable resources, such as oil, coal and various minerals, pose a
serious problem. Firms making products that require these increasingly scarce
resources face large cost increases, even if the materials do remain available.
They may not find it easy to pass these costs on to the consumer. However, firms
engaged in research and development and in exploration ean help by developing
new sources and materials.

• Increased Cost of Energy
One non-renewable resource - oil - has created the most serious problem for
future economic growth. The large industrial economies of the world depend
heavily on oil. and until economical energy substitutes can be developed, oil will
continue to dominate the world political and economic picture. Big increases in
the price of oil during the 1970s, and dramatic events like the 1991 Gulf War that
affect oil availability, have spurred the search for alternative forms of energy.
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Many companies are searching for practical ways to harness solar, nuclear, wind
and other forms of energy. In fact, hundreds of firms already offer products that
use solar energy for heating homes and other uses. Others are directing their
research and development efforts to produce high energy-efficient technologies to
meet customers' needs. For example, the tyre company Michelin recently introduced its energy low-resistance tyres that are said to offer a 5 per cent reduction
in fuel consumption. Car makers Ford, Volkswagen, Opel and Peugeot-Citroen
have all produced a new generation of sophisticated eompact cars whose small
dimensions and low weight make them the front-runners in the race towards the
environmentalists' 'year-2000 holy grail" - fuel consumption of just 3 litres per
100km.11

• increased Pollution
Industry has been largely blamed for damaging the quality of the natural environment. The 'green' movement draws attention to industry's 'dirty work': the
disposal of chemical and nuclear wastes, the dangerous mercury levels in the
ocean, the quantity of chemical pollutants in the soil and food supply, and the
littering of the environment with non-biodegradable bottles, plastics and other
packaging materials.
Many companies, especially those at the 'grubbier' ends of manufacturing,
often complain about the cost of fulfilling their obligations to 'clean up' regulations or to produce new greener technologies. On the other hand, more alert
managers have adapted quickly to rising public environmental concerns, which
have created marketing opportunities for firms (see Marketing Highlight 4.3).
Many firms are responding to public environmental concerns with more
ecologically sensitive goods, recyclable or biodegradable packaging, improved
pollution controls and more energy-efficient operations. Niche green markets,
where environmentally sensitive consumers are prepared to pay a premium price
for green benefits, have emerged in sectors ranging from cosmetics, toiletries and
detergents to passenger cars. However, most consumers worldwide are more
likely to make trade-offs between green advantages and product quality and
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Some firms complain that Europe's
tough environmental regulations
are driving them out of business.
Many others, however, are cleaning up. Environmental pressures
are one firm's expensive obligation, hut another's chance for
profit. Back in 1992, the San
Diego (US)-based Environmental
Business Journal reported that
die market in western Europe for
environmental goods and services was worth
around 894 billion, only MO billion less than the
market in the United States. But Europe's environmental industry is growing at 7 per cent a
year. There are now over 16,000 environmental
firms in Europe. The industry is attracting big
players, including America's Waste Management,
Asea Brown Boveri's Flakt, and Lurgi. which is
part of Germany's Metallgesellschaft.
Germany is Europe's largest and toughest
"environmental state'. Germany's environmental
laws have often ended up as the EU's environmental policy. Germany spends 1.55 per cent of
its GDP on environmental investment. It is also
the world's leading exporter of environmental
technology. The United States comes a close
second. Every time the EU adopts a Germansponsored 'green' law, it creates export opportunities for both German and their rival
environmental firms elsewhere in Europe. For
example, a European directive will force Europe's
big towns to have sewage treatment plants by

2000, with its small towns to
follow by 2005, The primitive state
of sewage treatment in some parts
of Europe means lots of orders for
new plants. Some big operators
like France's Generates des Eaux,
Lyonnaise des Eaux Dumez and
Saur. Bouygues's subsidiary, have
successfully expanded abroad, including the cough German market,
by giving public authorities in
European countries a one-stop
sliop: that is, they finance, build
and operate water-treatment plants.
Waste management - collecting, transporting
and disposal of solid rubbish - accounts for just
under .13 per cent of the total western Europe
environment market, and is the biggest single
market for environmental firms in the European
Union. New recycling laws, particularly in
Germany, are creating fresh opportunities for
many companies.
The complexity of EU green directives and
national laws also makes for a booming business
in environmental consultancy, particularly in the
areas of environmental auditing and risk management. Analysts predict that the green business
will keep growing over the remaining decade.
With it will grow clever companies that have
learnt to turn trash into cash!

4.3

SOURCE: Adapted from 'Pollution: the money in Europe's
muds', The Ecantimist (20 November 1993), pp. 109-10.

performance benefits in their purchasing decision. So, although environmental
pressures upon businesses in the decade ahead are expected to escalate, firms
must seek to balance both the ecological and performance benefit expectations of
the mass of consumers.!-

• Government Intervention in Natural Resource Management
In most countries, industry has been pressured rather than persuaded to 'go
green'. Environmental legislation has toughened up in recent years and businesses can expect this to continue in the foreseeable future. Recession in leading
world economies over the early 1990s, however, forced governments to look at
the potential of voluntary agreements with industry. The idea is to help industry
meet environmental standards cost-effectively.
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A successful case is Holland's National Environmental Policy Plan (NEPP),
which was first introduced in J 989 and set tight targets for pollution
reduction. Some industries agreed to tougher pollution controls in return
for greater government flexibility over their implementation. Although
firms knew that failure to co-operate meant harsher laws would follow,
the NEPP did provide a channel for government-industry dialogue and
co-operation. Detailed plans were agreed with seetors accounting for 6070 per cent of Holland's environmental pollution. Deals with oil refineries
in Rotterdam helped to cut smog and sulphur dioxide emissions. Agreements
with packaging firms led to a decline in the volume of municipal waste in
1992, the first time since 1945. Ammonia output also declined sharply,u
In most developed western nations, well-organized seetors, such as oils, chemicals, pharmaceutical^ and food, are more likely to reach common agreements
with government agencies and their plans for environmental control. The joh,
many argue, is still incomplete. Smaller firms and the least organized sector households - are generally a long way away from signing up to total 'greenery'. For
businesses and industries, environmental issues and government intervention are
unlikely to vanish. Clever marketers should remain alert and proactive in the
search for new green solutions to meet the world's environmental and natural
resource dilemmas. Instead of opposing regulation, marketers should help develop
solutions to the material and energy problems facing the world.

Technological Environment
The technological environment is perhaps the most dramatic force now shaping
our destiny. Technology has released such wonders as penicillin, organ transplants and notebook computers. It has also released such horrors as the nuclear
bomb, nerve gas and the machine gun, and such mixed blessings as cars, televisions and credit cards. Our attitude towards technology depends on whether we
are more impressed with its wonders or its blunders.
Every new technology replaces an older technology. Transistors decimated
the vacuum-tube industry, xerography killed the carbon-paper business, ears and
roads hurt the railways, and compact discs hurt vinyl records. When old industries fought or ignored new technologies, their businesses declined.
New technologies create new markets and opportunities. The marketer
should watch the following trends in technology.

Fast Pace of Technological Change
Many of today's common products were not available a hundred years ago: televisions, home freezers, automatic dishwashers, electronic computers, contraceptives,
earth satellites, personal computers, compact disc players, videoeassette recorders,
facsimile machines, mobile phones. The list is unending! Companies that fail to
anticipate and keep up with technological change soon find their products outdated.
But keeping pace with technological change is becoming more challenging for firms
today. Technology life cycles are getting shorter. Take the typewriter. The firstgeneration modern mechanical typewriter dominated the market for 25 years.
Subsequent generations had shorter lives - 15 years for electromechanical models,
7 years for electronic versions and 5 years Tor first-generation microprocessorbased ones. Other examples of fast technological change are found. The average
life of some computer software products, for example, is now well under one year.
Firms must track technological trends and determine whether or not these
changes will affect their products' continued ability to fulfil customers' needs.

technological
environment
Forces tliat create new
technologies, creating
jictc product and market
opportunities.
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Technologies arising in unrelated industries can also affect the firm's fortunes.
The mechanical watch industry was overtaken by manufacturers of electronic
components seeking new applications and growth opportunities for their quartz
technology. Businesses must assiduously monitor their technological environment to avoid missing new product and market opportunities.

• High R&D Budgets
Technology and innovations require heavy investments in research and development. It is not uncommon for pharmaeeutieals companies, for example, to spend
£150-200 million to develop a new drug. High R & I) spending is also a feature of
many industries including cars, communications, computers, aerospace, engineering, entertainment and consumer electronics. Some companies spend
billions on R & D each year. A recent study showed that the international top 200
companies devoted an average 4,85 per cent of 1993 sales to R & D, General
Motors of the United States was the world's biggest spender with a budget of more
than $4 billion (£2.6 billion), followed by German engineering group DaimlerBenz, Ford Motor of the United States and Japan's Hitachi.14
In recent years, there has been a marked increase in collaborative technological research efforts between western governments and industries. In Europe, this
niood spawned subsidized programmes, such as Esprit. Eureka and Jessi, and in
the USA schemes such as Sematech and MCC. These programmes stemmed from
two nifu'n concerns; first, the soaring cost of R & D and the difficulty, even for big
companies, of mastering a wide range of technologies; and second, the increasing
international competition, mainly from Japan, in electronics and related industries. There are mixed views on the success of these programmes, although collaboration has helped break down barriers between rival firms and stimulated the
dissemination of know-how.13

• Concentration on Minor Improvements
As a result of the high cost of developing and introducing new technologies, many
companies are tinkering - making minor product improvements - instead of
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gambling on substantial innovations. The high costs and risks of commercialization i'ailure make firms take this cautious approach to their R & D investment.
Most companies arc content to put their money into copying competitors' products, making minor feature and style improvements, or offering simple extensions
of current brands. Thus much research is in danger of being defensive rather than
offensive.

• Increased Regulation
As products become more complex, people need to know that they are safe. Thus,
government agencies investigate and ban potentially unsafe products. In the EU
and America, complex regulations exist for testing new drugs. The US Federal
Food and Drug Administration, for example, is notorious for its strict enforcement
of drug testing and safety rules. Statutory and industry regulatory bodies exist to
set safety standards for consumer products and penalize companies that fail to
meet them. Such regulations have resulted in much higher research costs and in
longer times between new-product ideas and their introductions. Marketers
should be aware of these regulations when seeking and developing new products.
Marketers need to understand the changing technological environment and
the ways that new technologies can serve customer and human needs. They need
to work closely with R & D people to encourage more market-oriented research.
They must also be alert to the possible negative aspects of any innovation that
might harm users or arouse opposition.

Political Environment
Marketing decisions are strongly affected by developments in the political environment. The political environment consists of laws, government agencies and
pressure groups that influence and limit various organizations and individuals in a
given society.

• Legislation Regulating Business
Even the most liberal advocates of free-market economies agree that the system
works best with at least some regulation. Well-conceived regulation can encourage
competition and ensure fair markets for goods and services. Thus governments
develop public policy to guide commerce - sets of laws and regulations that limit
business for the good of society as a whole. Almost ever;' marketing activity is
subject to a wide range of laws and regulations.
Understanding the public policy implications of a particular marketing
activity is not a simple matter. First, there are many laws created at different
levels: for example, in the EU, business operators are subject to European
Commission, individual member state and specific local regulations; in the USA,
laws are created at the federal, state and local levels, and these regulations often
overlap.
Second, the regulations are constantly changing - what was allowed last year
may now be prohibited. In the single European market, deregulation and ongoing
moves towards harmonization are expected to take time, creating a state of flux,
which challenges and confuses both domestic and international marketers. They
must therefore work hard to keep up with these changes in the regulations and
[heir interpretations.
In many developed economies, legislation affecting business has increased
steadily over the years. This legislation has been enacted for a number of reasons.
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The first is to protect companies from each other. Although business executives
may praise competition, they sometimes try to neutralize it when it threatens
them. So laws are passed to define and prevent unfair competition. Anti-trust
agencies and monopolies and mergers commissions exist to enforce these laws.
The second purpose of government regulation is to protect consumers from
unfair business practices. Some firms, if left alone, would make shoddy products,
tell lies in their advertising and deceive consumers through their packaging and
pricing. Unfair business practices have been defined and are enforced by various
agencies.
The third purpose of government regulation is to protect the interests of
society against unrestrained business behaviour. Profitable business activity does
not always create a better quality of life. Regulation arises to ensure that firms
take responsibility for the social costs of their production or products.
New laws and their enforcement are likely to continue or increase. Business
executives must watch these developments when planning their products and
marketing programmes. Marketers need to know about the main laws protecting
competition, consumers and society. International marketers should additionally
be siware of regional, country and local laws that affect their international
marketing activity.

• Growth of Public Interest Groups
The number and power of public interest groups have increased during the past
two decades. In Chapter 2 we discussed a broad range of societal marketing
issues. The pioneering efforts of Ralph Nader's Public Citizen group in the United
States raised the importance of the role of public interest groups as watchdogs on
consumer interests and lifted consumerism into a powerful social force.
Consumerism has spilled over to countries in western Etirope and other developed market economies such as Australia. Hundreds of other consumer interest
groups, private and governmental, operate at all levels - regional, national,
state/county and local levels. Other groups that marketers neect to consider are
those seeking to protect the environment and to advance the rights of various
groups such as women, children, ethnic minorities, senior citizens and the handicapped. As we saw in the case of Nutricia's failed biotechnology project (see
Marketing Highlight 4.1), companies cannot afford to ignore the views of powerful
public interest groups.

• Increased Emphasis on Ethics and Socially Responsible
Actions
Written regulations cannot possibly cover all potential marketing abuses, and
existing laws are often difficult to enforce. However, beyond written laws and
regulations, business is also governed by social codes and rules of professional
ethics. Enlightened companies encourage their managers to look beyond what the
regulatory system allows and simply to 'do the right thing'. These socially responsible firms actively seek out ways to protect the long-run interests of their consumers
and the environment.
Increased concerns about the environment have created fresh interest in the
issues of ethics and social responsibility. Almost every aspect of marketing involves
such issues. Unfortunately, because these issues usually involve conflicting interests, well-meaning people can disagree honestly about the right course of action
in a particular situation. Thus many industrial and professional trade associations
have suggested codes of ethics, and many companies are now developing policies
and guidelines to deal with complex social responsibility issues.
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In Chapter 2, we discussed in greater depth public and social responsibility
issues surrounding key marketing decisions, the legal issues that marketers should
understand, and the common ethical and societal concerns that marketers face.

C ultura I Environment
The cultural environment is made up of institutions and other forces that affect
society's basic values, perceptions, preferences and behaviours. People grow up in
a particular society that shapes their basic beliefs and values. They absorb a
world-view that defines their relationships with others. The following cultural
characteristics can affect marketing decision making. Marketers must be aware of
these cultural influences and how they vary across societies within the markets
served by the firm.

• Persistence of Cultural Values
People in a given society hold many beliefs and values. Their core beliefs and
values have a high degree of persistence. For example, most of us believe in
working, getting married, giving to charity and being honest. These beliefs shape
more specific attitudes and behaviours found in everyday life. Core beliefs and
values are passed on from parents to children and are reinforced by schools, religious groups, business and government.
Secondary beliefs and values are more open to change. Believing in marriage is a
core belief; believing that people should get married early in life is a secondary
belief. Marketers have some chance of changing secondary values, but little
chance of changing core values. For example, family-planning marketers could
argue more effectively that people should get married later than that they should
not get married at all.

• Shifts in. Secondary Cultural Values
Although core values are fairly persistent, cultural swings do take place. Consider
the impact of popular music groups, movie personalities and other celebrities on
young people's hair styling, clothing and sexual norms. Marketers want to predict
cultural shifts in order to spot new opportunities or threats. Such information
helps marketers cater to trends with appropriate products and communication
appeals.
The principal cultural values of a society are expressed in people's views of themselves and others, as well as in their views of organizations, society, nature and the
universe.
PEOPLE'S VIEWS OF THEMSELVES. People vary in their emphasis on
serving themselves versus serving others. Some people seek personal pleasure,
wanting fun, change and escape. Others seek self-realination through religion,
recreation or the avid pursuit of careers or other life goals. People use products,
brands and services as a means of self-expression and buy products and services
that match their views of themselves.
In the last dfccade or so, personal ambition and materialism increased
dramatically, with significant marketing implications. In a 'me-society', people
buy their 'dream cars' and take their 'dream vacations'. They spend more time in
outdoor health activities G°ggin& tennis, etc.), in thought, and on arts and crafts.
The leisure industry (camping, skiing, boating, arts and crafts, and sports) faces
good growth prospects in a society where people seek self-fulfilment.
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Ronald McDonald
Children's Charities:
Playing a Role in
Local Communities
Ronald
McDonald
Children's
Charities (RMCC) was founded in
1984 in the United States. It was
established in memory of Ray
Kroc, founder of McDonald's Corporation, lie believed that 'It is
important to have an involvement
in the life and spirit of a community and the
people around you.' This belief lives on in the
McDonald's system and is evident in a variety of
community programmes practised by McDonald's
Che world over. In 1989, for example, RMCC
was set up in the United Kingdom, and through
the efforts of McDonald's Restaurants Limited,
its staff, customers and suppliers, over S3 million
h;is since been raised for a wide variety of

charitable causes that help children.
RMCC grants have been
awarded to programmes which
help young people reach their full
potential and make a real difference for children and their wellbeing. The 'Ronald McDonald
House' is a cornerstone of RMCC.
The first was built at Philadelphia
in the United States in 1974, close
to the Philadelphia Children's
Hospital. When 2 child is taken
seriously ill and has to spend some
time in hospital, families are usually faced with
the problem of where to stay to be close at hand.
The Ronald McDonald House has a set number of
beds for parents to stay overnight and a family
accommodation block. This means that the
family can be together again as a unit, while also
providing a brief respite in a family environment.
There are now over 160 Ronald McDonald
Houses in the United States, Canada, Australia,

McDonald's plays its role in die life and spirit of the surrounding local communities
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Japan and Europe. Each House is a 'home away
from home' with the feel, aesthetics and comfort
of family living. Families are able to prepare their
own meals, relax and rest in privacy or enjoy the
company of others living in when they so desire.
The House is the result of a team effort between
the hospital doctors and staff, the parents of the
children and McDonald's. Each House is run by a
separate charitable trust set up to oversee fund
raising and to manage the house. The boards of
these trusts are made up of parents, hospital representatives and senior management of
McDonald's. The trusts initiate their own fundraising events. Throughout the year, McDonald's
own restaurant staff are involved in local events
to raise money for RMCC, and collecting boxes
for donations from customers are placed in every
restaurant. McDonald's Restaurants Limited, its
franchisees and also its suppliers all donate to
RMCC. Other recipients of money raised by

RMCC include children's charities - such as
hospitals, youth organizations, schools and many
more worthy causes. •
McDonald's restaurants not only display
posters and collecting boxes for the RMCC programme, but also provide customers with information leaflets to disseminate information about
their community involvement. These leaflets also
sometimes contain requests for funds and/or volunteers who may be interested in helping in specific campaigns. This type of e omnium cation
effort is also designed to raise customers' as well
as other local and general publics' awareness of
Ray Kroc's philosophy of 'giving something back
to the communities that give so much to us
[McDonald's Corporation]'.
SOURCES: Tour questions answered', Ronald McDonald
Children's Charities, London; The Public Relations
Department, McDonald's Restaurants Limited, London.

PEOPLE'S VIEWS OF OTHERS. More recently, observers have noted a shift
from a 'me-society' to a 'we-society', in which more people want to be with and
serve others. Flashy spending and self-indulgence appear to be on the way out,
whereas saving, family concerns and helping others are on the rise. A recent
survey showed that more people arc becoming involved in charity, volunteer work
and social service activities.16 This suggests a bright future for 'social support'
products and services that improve direct communication between people, such
as health clubs, family vacations and games. It also suggests a growing market for
'social substitutes' - things like VGRs and computers that allow people who are
alone to feel that they are not.
PEOPLE'S VIEWS OV ORGANIZATIONS. People van' in their attitudes
towards corporations, government agencies, trade unions, universities and other
organizations. By and large, people are willing to work for big organizations and
expect them, in turn, to carry out society's work. There has been a decline in organizational loyalty, however. People are giving a little less to their organizations and
are trusting them less.
This trend suggests that organizations need to find new ways to win consumer
confidence. They need to review their advertising communications to make sure
their messages are honest. Also, they need to review their various activities to
make sure that they are coming across as 'good corporate citizens'. More companies are linking themselves to worthwhile causes, measuring their images with
important publics and using public relations to build more positive images (see
Marketing Highlight 4.4).
PEOPLE'S VIEWS OK SOCIETY. People vary in their attitudes toward their
society - from patriots who defend it, to reformers who want to change it, and
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malcontents who want to leave it. People's orientation to their society influences
their consumption patterns, levels of savings and attitudes toward the marketplace.
In the affluent and industrializing Asian nations, consumers aspire to achieve
the high living standards and lifestyles of people in the more advanced western
countries. The display of conspicuous consumption and fondness for expensive
western brands - the common label for achievement and westernization - are
highly acceptable behaviour. Consumer patriotism, for example, is not an issue,
since locally made goods are often viewed as inferior or less desirable than foreign
imported brands. By contrast, in the western developed countries, the late 1980s
and early 1990s saw an increase in consumer patriotism. European consumers
reckoned that sticking to locally produced goods would save and protect jobs.
Many US companies also responded to American patriotism with 'made in
America' themes and flag-waving promotions, such as Chevrolet is 'the heartbeat
of America', Black & Decker's flag-like symbol on its tools, and the textile
industry's 'Grafted with Pride in the USA' advertising campaign, which insisted
that 'made in the USA matters."
PEOPLE'S VIEWS OF NATURE. People vary in their attitudes towards the
natural world. Some feel ruled by it, others feel in harmony with it and still others
seek to master it. A long-term trend has been people's growing mastery over
nature through technology and the belief that nature is bountiful. More recently,
however, people have recognized that nature is finite and fragile - that it can be
destroyed or spoiled by human activities.
Love of nature is leading to more camping, hiking, boating, fishing and other
outdoor activities. Business has responded by offering more hiking gear, camping
equipment, better insect repellents and other products for nature enthusiasts.
Tour operators are offering more tours to wilderness areas. Food producers have
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found growing markets for 'natural' products like natural cereal, natural ice
cream, organically farmed produce and a variety of health foods. Marketing communicators are using appealing natural backgrounds in advertising their products.
PEOPLF/S VIEWS OF THE UNIVERSE.
Finally, people vary in their beliefs
about the origin of the universe and their place in it. While the practice of religion
remains strong in many parts of the world, religious conviction and practice have
been dropping oif through the years in certain countries, notably in the United
States and Europe where, for example, church attendance has fallen gradually. As
people lose their religious orientation, they seek goods and experiences with more
immediate satisfactions. During the 1980s, people increasingly measured success
in terms of career achievement, wealth and worldly possessions. Some futurists,
however, have noted an emerging renewal of interest in religion, perhaps as part
of a broader search for a new inner purpose. Starting in the 1990s, they believe,
people are moving away from materialism and dog-eat-dog ambition to seek more
permanent values and a more certain grasp of right and wrong. The 'new realists',
found mainly in the developed western markets, reflect a move away from overt
consumerism. However, in many markets such as India, China and south-east
Asia, society's value systems place great importance on economic achievement
and material possession. The values of these 'enthusiastic materialists' are also
shared by the developing markets of Europe, such as Turkey, and some Latin
American countries.18

Responding to the Marketing Environment
Many companies view the marketing environment as an 'uncontrollable' element to
which they must adapt. They passively accept the marketing environment and do not try
to change it. They analyze the environmental forces and design strategies that will
help the company avoid the threats and take advantage of the opportunities the
environment provides.
Other companies take an environmental management perspective.19 Rather
than simply watching and reacting, these firms take aggressive actions to affect
the publies and forces in their marketing environment. Such companies hire
lobbyists to influence legislation affecting their industries and stage media events
to gain favourable press coverage. They run 'advertorials' (ads expressing editorial
points of view) to shape public opinion. They take legal action ami file complaints
with regulators to keep competitors in line. They also form contractual agreements to control their distribution channels better.
Marketing management cannot always affect environmental forces. In many
cases, it must settle for simply watching and reacting to the environment. For
example, a company would have little success trying to influence geographic
population shifts, the economic environment or important cultural values. But
whenever possible, clever marketing managers will take a proactive rather than
reactive approach to the marketing environment.

Summary
All companies operate within a marketing environment. This environment consists
of all the actors and forces that affect the company's ability to transact effectively

environmental

management perspective
A management
perspective in which the
firm takes aggressive
actions to affect the
publics and forces in its
marketing environment
rather than simply
•watching it and reacting
to it.
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with its target market. The company's marketing environment can be divided into
the microem'ironmeiit ;md the macroenvironment.
The rnicmenvironment consists of five components. The first is the company's
internal environment - its departmental and managerial structure, which affects
marketing management's decision making. The second component is the
marketing channel firms that co-operate to create value. These include the firm's
suppliers and marketing intermediaries (middlemen, physical distribution firms,
financial intermediaries, marketing services .'agencies). The third component
refers to the five types of market in which the company ean sell; the consumer,
producer, reseller, government and international markets. The competitors facing
the company make up the fourth component. The final component is the gnnip of
publics that have an actual or potential interest in or impact on the organization's
ability to achieve its objectives. These constituencies include financial, media,
government, citizen action, local, general and internal publics.
The company's macroenvironment consists of primary forces that shape
opportunities and pose threats to the company. These forces Include demographic, economic, natural, technological, political and cultural forces.
In many developed western and Asian countries, the demographic environment presents problems with the challenges of changing age and family structures, a population that is becoming better educated and increasing diversity. The
economic environment shows changing patterns of real income and shifts in
consumer spending patterns. The natural environment has pending shortages of
certain raw materials, growing energy costs, higher pollution levels, more government intervention in natural resource management and higher levels of citizen
concern and activism about these issues. The technological environment reveals
rapid technological change, unlimited innovation opportunities, a need for high
R & 0 budgets, concentration on minor improvements rather than big discoveries, and growing regulation of technological change. The political environment
shows increasing business regulation, the rising importance of public interest
groups and increased emphasis on ethics and socially responsible actions. The
cultural environment suggests long-term trends towards a 'we-soeiety', less organizational loyalty, increasing patriotism find conservatism, greater appreciation
for nature and a search for more meaningful and enduring values.
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Discussing the Issues
I.

Select a sports anil leisure footwear company. What
micro environmental trends will affect the success of

the company in the decade ahead? What marketing
plans would you make to respond to these trends?

References

Marketing Highlight 4.2 noted the growing importance
of two demographic groups, the 'Third Agers' and
'Generation Xers'. If you were in charge of marketing
in a consumer healthcare company, how would you
deal with the potential opportunities presented hy
these two consumer groups?
Pressure groups, lobbyists and public interest groups
play an important role in defending society's interests.
Select one such group you arc familiar with and
describe its cause. Suggest ways in which goods Or
services providers targeted by the group might
satisfactorily address die demands or pressures
imposed by the group.
Younger customers are becoming more concerned about
the natural environment. How would this trend afteot a

*
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company that markets plastic sandwich bags? Discuss
some effective responses to tliis trend.
5.

A large alcoholic beverage marketer is planning to
introduce an 'adult soft drink' - a socially acceptable
substitute for stronger drinks that would be cheaper and
lower in alcohol than wine. What cultural and other
factors might affect the success of this product?

6.

Some marketing goals, such as improved quality,
require strong support from an internal public - a
company's own employees. But surveys show that
employees increasingly distrust management and that
company loyalty is eroding. How can a company
market internally to help meet its goals?

Applying llie Concepts
Changes in the marketing environment mean that
marketers must meet new consumer needs that may
be quite different - even directly opposite - from
those in the past. You can track changes in the
marketing environment by looking at how companies
modify their products.
• Make a list of the products you encounter in one
day that claim to be 'low' or 'high' in some
ingredient, such as low-tar cigarettes or high-fibre
cereal.
• Write down similar products that seem to offer
the opposite characteristics.
• In each case, which product do you think came
first? Do you think that this is an effective
response to a changing marketing environment?
Why? Why not?

The political environment can have a direct impact on
marketers and their plans. Thinking about a recent
major political environmental change in a country of
your choice, consider the following:
•
Name three industries that will probably have
their marketing plans and strategies affected by
the political changes.
• For each of the industries that you named, list
three potential strategies to help adapt to the
coming changes in the political environment.
•

Although environmental changes appear likely,
arc they certain? How should companies plan for
unsettled conditions?
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Case 4: Shiseido

Case 4
Shiseido: Rethinking the Future
'WE NEED TO RETHINK WHAT a human is,' observes Seigo Matsouka, a consultant and conference leader, as he begins a four-day conference for 30
Shiseido division managers. Shiseido is Japan's largest cosmetics company.
Yet its managers and the managers at many other Japanese companies
worry that Japan's hierarchical business structure and its emphasis on
consensus-based decision making will not serve their companies well in the
future. Although Japanese companies have done well at improving existing
products, they have not done as well at developing new products and
markets. Thus, they need to stimulate their managers to think creatively,
something they have not previously expected from their managers.
Why are successful Japanese companies suddenly so concerned?
Consider Korika Shida, n 21-year-old student who is shopping at an upmarket retail store in a chic Tokyo shopping district. As Norika examines a
tube of Shiseido's expensive lipstick, she turns up her nose at the price. 'I
find good colours at places like this,' she sniffs. 'Then I go and buy the same
product at a discount store.' Welcome to the new Japan, Even in a country
known for its loyal, demanding customers, Japanese managers are learning
that consumers have minds of their own. Changing consumer behaviour will
require new marketing approaches.
Shiseido was the first firm to introduce western-style toothpaste to
Japan - in 1888! It also opened Japan's first soda fountain in 1902. However,
Shiseido developed its competitive advantage in the 1920s. During this
period of high inflation, Shiseido worked out a unique arrangement with
retailers. The retailers agreed to sell only Shiseido's cosmetics in exchange
for a commitment that Shiseido would buy back any unsold cosmetics.
With this understanding, Shiseido became both manufacturer and wholesaler, and developed a network of 25,000 Japanese retailers that sold its
products exclusively. These shops represent about 50 per cent of all
cosmetics and pharmaceutical outlets in Japan. The system allowed
Shiseido to control distribution and develop a pricey image. Shiseido took
this distribution channel and its high prices to annual sales of over 500
billion yen by 1990.
In April in 1991, partly in response to international trade pressure,
Japan lifted its retail price controls on cosmetics, drugs and other small
products priced under about £7. In other product markets, such deregulation had increased distribution costs and allowed foreign companies to
challenge Japanese firms in their home market. However, Shiseido had
already learned to contend with foreign competition. Western cosmetics
companies, such as Clinique Laboratories, had earlier gained a 7 per cent
share of the Japanese market by selling through leading department stores
that traditional Japanese cosmetics firms avoided. Shiseido countered this
threat by developing 'CL Shops' - cosmetic counselling centres, where
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employees provided more detailed advice to customers in fashionably
redesigned retail settings.
Deregulation had also caused dramatic price cuts and fostered the rise
of discount stores in other product markets. In cosmetics, entrepreneurs
like Yukio Iliguchi responded by founding discount stores like Kawachiya
Shuhaii (jompany. Before Shiseido cut off his supply, Higuohl drew crowds
of shoppers by selling Shiseido products at a 30 per cent discount. Higuchi
persisted by arguing that the belief 'that quality only comes at a high price is
weakening'. Further, he noted, 'cosmetics will have to become cheaper as
consumers become wiser'. Most Japanese observers agree. They note that
consumers want competition and they want discount stores. Even supermarkets are increasingly introducing cheap, private-label cosmetics.
Although new to Japan, these consumer buying and retailing trends are
already well established in the USA and many western European markets.
Such changes represent a major shift that has left the previously wellcosseted Japanese consumer-product companies and retailers badly shaken.
Shiseido has been responding to these changes in the environment on two
fronts. First, it is cutting costs and refocusing on lower-priced cosmetics.
Recently, it opened a highly automated factory that uses robots to carry out
almost all the steps in making cosmetics. The plant produces as many
cosmetics as one of Shiseido's factories, but with a third of the staff.
Second, Shiseido is looking for more growth overseas as its domestic
market saturates and there are limited opportunities to expand home sales.
It already has 21 subsidiaries and six factories in 30 countries. The
company's goal is to increase international sales by 50 per cent to 100
billion yen by 1997.
In early 1994, the company shifted its marketing strategy in key overseas markets, particularly the USA, focusing more on skin care products and
on splashy new print advertising. It renegotiated new locations in many
urban centre shopping locations and refurbished its sales counters to
project a 'new image', with more eye-catching displays that explained
Shiseido's advanced skin-care programme. Shiseido also began to launch
new brands for men and more new fragrances for women. Shiseido's
managers in the USA noted that their refocusing efforts were on target with
changes in that market. Industry observers point out that more and more
executives from packaged-goods companies have taken over cosmetic
company marketing programmes. They are discarding the sexy models in
glamorous locales in favour of scientific-sounding claims. Ads like this one
are becoming increasingly common: 'In just 21 days, fine dry lines and wrinkles are reduced by over 38 per cent'. Competitors are also stepping up the
use of promotions (e.g. coupons, money-back guarantees) in order to gain
new trials and sales.
A US executive suggests that these marketing changes reflect increasing
consumer savvy. 'A consumer in the nineties is as smart as you can get,' one
notes. 'She reads the labels, she understands how ingredients work, she
wants products that truly perform.' Another executive adds that some of the
industry's changes are in response to consumers who are more valueconscious. 'Even people with high incomes are very price-conscious.' These
observations are echoed by one of Shiseido's European managers attending
the conference. 'You can't sell something that they don't believe in. But it's not
just about scientific claims, coupons or fancy sales counters either. We have
to be chic and high-tech and not charge the earth at the same time; consumers
want to feel good about themselves, but they don't want to be told they will
wake up with bunches of wrinkles if they don't use these products!'
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It appears that Norika Shida may not be much different from consumers
in Los Angeles or London. But can Japanese cosmetic companies like
Shiseido repeat Japanese successes in the global car and consumer electronics markets? Some analysts argue that western consumers see Japanese
products as technically advanced and reliable, but short on 'soul'. That
image is good for stereos, but not for body products. Besides, Shiseido has a
tough tight ahead in markets abroad, where global brands, such as Revlon,
L'Orcal, Estee Lauder, Christian Dior, Chanel, Clinique and Clarins and
many others, including private labels, are already well entrenched.
Can cosmetic companies like Shiseido turn whimsical beauty products
into natural, high-tech, essential products? The ageing structure of the
population in many of its markets is already thrusting traditional cosmetic
companies into turmoil. Do older consumers still want the same cosmetics
that 20-year-old models promote? Can it succeed by stressing skin care?
Will consumers continue to buy their cosmetics in department and
speciality stores, or will they join the trend towards buying cosmetics in
mass-me re hand is ing stores? How are channels changing in the company's
target markets and how should it respond to these changes? Shiseido is
spending almost 4 per cent of its sales on R & D, about double the amount
that many of its western rivals spend. Is this the right strategy?
As Shiseido's executives struggle with these questions and try to understand their customers and markets, and how these are evolving, Seigo
Matsouka repeats, 'So, what does it mean to be human?'

QUESTIONS
1. What are the key environmental forces that have impacted on
Shiseido's cosmetic business in the last decade?
2. Why should Shiseido's executives gain a deeper understanding of
consumers' characteristics and how these are changing?
3. Evaluate the company's response to these changes.
4. What marketing recommendations would you make to Shiseido as it
seeks to increase sales in overseas markets?
5. What are the emerging market trends?
6. How might these impact on Shiseido's business in the future?
SOURCES: 'The softer samurai', The Economist (12 May 1990], p. 73; 'Pacing up', The
Economist (13 July 1991), pp. 71-2; Louise de Rosaria, 'Make up and mend', Far Eastern
Economic Jteciero (19 December 1991), pp. 70-1, 'Fragrance helps you live longer'. The
Ktxmomist (23 October 1993), p. 86; Paillette Thomas, 'Peddling youth ^ets some wrinkles',
\VdtlStnsetJoiinud (24 October 1994), p. Bl; Saeliiko Sakamaki, 'The mailing of Japan', far
Eastern Ketmomiu Review (8 August 1996), p. SO.

The Global
Marketplace
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
Discuss how the economic, political-legal and cultural environments
affect a company's international marketing decisions.
Describe three key approaches to entering international markets.
Explain the primary issue of deciding on the global marketing
programmes and whether to standardize or adapt their marketing
mixes for international markets.
Distinguish among the three main ways companies manage their
global marketing organizations.

Preview Case
McDonald's; Breaking into the South African Market
MCDONALD'S OPERATES OVER 21,000 FAST-FOOD restaurants in 104 countries. Its golden arches overlook piazzas and shopping malls from Moscow to
Manila. And it's also the world's most famous trademark - in 1996, it was
rated the world's top brand by Intcrbrand, a consultancy, beating Coca-Cola
into second place.
In recent years, faced with greater competition in the United States, the
company has increasingly relied on overseas markets as a source of profits.
Its forays into international markets had generally been successful. In 1995,
as part of its overseas empire building, McDonald's nuide its first venture
into sub-8aharan Africa, the last frontier of emerging markets. Like many
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American multinationals, McDonald's had long had its eye on the South
African market, but waited until the end of apartheid before it felt ready to
enter. It had, however, registered its world famous trademark in South
Africa as early as 1968. In 1993, a year before South Africa's first non-racial
general election, McDonald's finally decided to press ahead with an investment in the country.
However, by the time the first McDonald's restaurant opened in 1995, it
was clear to the American giant that it was entering a rather unusual
market. For years, behind the shelter of sanctions and its own protective
tariffs, South Africa had spawned a first-world consumer industry. Its fastfood companies had built up strong local brands specifically catering to
South African tastes. The major foreign-owned operators included KFC (with
320 outlets) and Wimpy (220 outlets), but the remaining operators were
primarily home grown. The established ones included Nando (a Portuguesestyle spicy chicken burger chain with 105 restaurants in South Africa),
Qiicken Lickeri. with 275 outlets, and Steers, which runs 215 burger restaurants. The company also discovered that a local trader had applied both
to register the 'McDonalds' trademark for his own use, and to have the
American company's rights to the trademark withdrawn (its trademark
registration had technically expired). McDonald's instantly filed a case against
the trader, and applied to re-register the trademark for itself.
As one of the world's leading brands, McDonald's was plainly associated
with the trademark around the globe and the company could reasonably
expect the South African courts to protect it from lookalikes. Although its
trademark registration had expired in the country, McDonald's argued,
under a clause in South African law, that 'special circumstances' had
prevented it entering the market: namely, trade sanctions against South
Africa and pressure from the anti-apartheid lobby in America,
When the case came to the Supreme Court, in October 1995, things did
not turn out quite the way McDonald's had expected. Three eases, in fact,
were heard at the same time. Two were brought by South African traders,
Jo burgers Drive-inn Restaurant and Dax Prop, each of which already ran a
fast-food restaurant under the name 'McDonalds' and each of which wanted
to deprive McDonald's of the right to trade under that name. The third case
was brought by McDonald's, which was suing the other companies for using
and imitating its brand.
The cases rested on two questions. One was whether McDonald's was a
'well-known murk'. If it was, then the company would be instantly entitled to
protection from imitation by local traders, and die impostors would have to
pack up shop. The second was whether McDonald's claim of 'special circumstances' could be justified.
For McDonald's managers, the answer to the first question was selfevident. Though they recognized that South Africa had a relatively sophisticated fast-food industry of its own, the idea diat such a famous global brand
might not be well known on the southern tip of Africa seemed preposterous.
Two market-re search surveys conducted in South Africa confirmed that the
brand was indeed well known. The judge presiding in the Supreme Court
case, however, argued that the surveys were conducted among whites living
in posh suburbs and could 'by no stretch of the imagination be regarded as
representative of the entire South African population', 76 per cent of which
is black. The judge threw McDonald's case out.
What of the second question, concerning the firm's claim that 'special
circumstances' had kept it out of South Africa's market? McDonald's had
first registered its trademark in South Africa in 1968, and then renewed it at
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regular intervals until 1985. Under South African law as it stood at the time,
a company lost its right to the trademark it it' languished unused on the
books for five years, unless there was a good reason. Again, the judge did not
believe that 'special circumstances' - pressure from anti-apartheid groups
and sanctions - were the real reasons that McDonald's had left its trademark
unused for so long: 'there is no explanation for the failure to commence
business in South Africa,' he declared, 'other than the fact that South Africa
simply did not rank on McDonald's list of priorities'.
These legal setbacks were temporary. McDonald's was allowed to press
ahead with opening restaurants while it prepared its case for the Appeal
Court. In 1996 the American burger chain won this second battle: the
Appeal Court. In essence, applied a less strict test of what it meant to be well
known in South Africa, and accepted the evidence in the two surveys
because it thought that whites represented McDonald's target markets.
The case was a harbinger of the sort of trouble that McDonald's was to
experience throughout South Africa. But, McDonald's had not given up so
easily. The firm continued to invest in opening new outlets after that. At the
end of 1997, it operated 35 restaurants in the country - a small-fry, though,
compared to the 337 it runs in Brazil. It has scored well against local rivals
in slick service and a studied appeal to children. However, there are still
worries that McDonald's is treating its South African market as if it were
uniform. It offers its standard worldwide menu — hamburgers of even' imaginable size, with a few chicken products as alternatives. Some of its loeal
managers have expressed how odd the choice is given that the majority of
local black consumers tend to favour chicken, which is cheaper than red
meat. White consumers, by contrast, tend to be beef-obsessed. They argue
that 'politically correct' McDonald's seems unwilling to acknowledge, in the
overt way that its local rivals do, the point that the split between beef
hamburgers and chicken has as much to do with race as with products,
McDonald's judged that the South African market was not different enough
to merit product adaptation from the start. It would wait instead to see how
well the standard McDonald's menu went down.
McDonald's experience in the market is a stark reminder of the challenges facing companies seeking to penetrate new country markets. Even
the most powerful, established, global brands from developed countries can
hit a number of unexpected barriers to entry into a foreign market.
Importantly, the company cannot expect to trample all before it in developing or emerging country markets — particularly when local consumers can
choose established local alternatives. If the owner of the world's leading
brand encounters such troubles, companies with a less well-known trademark must think twice before venturing into foreign markets.1
When deciding to take advantage of an international marketing opportunity, firms should consider a number of questions.

QUESTIONS
You should attempt these questions only after completing your reading of
this chapter. International marketing is more than simply taking what products or services are successful at home and exporting to a foreign market. It
requires huge investment and long-term commitment to the target market,
cultural sensitivity, and a willingness to adapt one's product and marketing
strategies. Tailoring the firm's offering to suit target customer needs cannot
be over-emphasized. Once the firm learns to do this, overseas markets can
be lucrative and a recipe for success.
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1. What are the attractions of international market expansion?
2. What might be the risks attached to expanding into a foreign or
emerging market?
3. How can these risks be minimized?
4. Outline the key lessons we can draw from McDonald's experience in
die South African market.
5. What criteria must the firm consider when deciding on which countrymarket to enter?
6. What constitutes an effective marketing programme for the target
country market?

Introduction
This chapter discusses the importance of global marketing and explains the key
elements of the planning process: analyzing international market opportunities;
deciding whether or not to go abroad; establishing market entry mode; allocating
resources; developing the marketing plan; organizing for international marketing;
implementing the marketing strategy; and evaluation and control.
Companies pay little attention to international trade when the home market
is big and teeming with opportunities. The home market is also much safer.
Managers do not need to learn other languages, deal with strange and changing
currencies, face political and legal uncertainties or adapt their products to
different customer needs and expectations. This has been the attitude of many
western companies, which saw little need to sell in overseas markets because
their domestic market alone seemed to offer attractive opportunities for growth.
Today, however, die business environment is changing and firms cannot afford to
ignore international markets. The increasing dependency of nations around die
world on each other's goods and services has raised awareness among companies of
die need for a more international outlook in their approach to business. International
markets are important because most firms are geared towards growth and so must
seek new opportunities in foreign countries as their domestic markets mature. As
international trade becomes more liberalized, firms are facing tougher foreign
competition in the domestic market. They must develop the ability to fight off
competitors on tlieir own home ground, or to exploit business opportunities in
foreign markets.
Furthermore, time and distance are shrinking rapidly with the advent of
faster communication, transportation and financial flows. Products developed in
one country are finding enthusiastic acceptance in other countries. Across
western Europe and North America, names such as Toyota, Sony and Toshiba
have become household words in the same way McDonald's, Toys 'fl' Us, Philips
and IKEA are familiar names to most young consumers in Asian countries like
Japan, Singapore find Hong Kong.
Thus, as global competition intensifies, local companies that never thought
about foreign competitors suddenly find these competitors in their own backyards. The firm that stays at home to play it safe not only misses the opportunity
to enter other markets, but also risks losing its home market.
Consider, for example, Japanese victories over western producers in ninny
sectors - motorcycles, cars, cameras, consumer electronics, machine tools,
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photocopiers. These markets used to be the stronghold of US, German and British
companies in the 1970s, but are now dominated by .lapanese manufacturers. The
latter are not insulated from foreign competitors either. Increasing competition
from lower-cost newly industrializing countries (NIGs) in the Far East, notably
South Korea and Taiwan, are posing a big threat to established Japanese firms in
traditional industries like steel, chemicals and heavy machinery.
In the United States, American firms are fighting off aggressive assaults by
international European companies: Die's successful attacks on Gillette and
Nestle's gains in the coffee and confectionery markets are a reflection of the
growing level of international competition in 'safe' home markets. In the
European Union (Ell), foreign firms' direct investment is on the increase and
ititra-Union flows of investment in all kinds of business sectors - cars, clothing,
retailing, financial services - are particularly active. Many sophisticated and
aggressive foreign companies also see the emerging eastern European economies
as longer-term opportunities. So, more than ever, firms must learn how to enter
foreign markets and increase their global competitiveness.
Although some companies would like to stem the tide of foreign imports
through protectionism, this response would be only a temporary solution.
Suppressing a free flow of foreign imports would lead to fewer choices for the
consumer and higher prices for indigenously produced goods. In the long run, it
would raise the cost of living and protect inefficient domestic firms. It also means
that consumers' needs and wants would not be met effectively and efficiently. A
better solution is to encourage more firms to learn to make the world their
market.
The importance of internationalization is also reflected by the fact that most
governments run an export promotion programme, which tries to persuade local
companies to export. Denmark pays more than half the salary of marketing
consultants who help small and medium-size Danish companies get into exports.
Many countries go even further and subsidize their companies by granting preferential land and energy costs - they even supply cash outright so that their companies can charge lower prices than do their foreign competitors.
Today the pressure on firms operating in global industries is not just to export
to other countries, but to strive to be a global firm. A global industry is one in
which the strategic positions of competitors in given geographic or national
markets are affected by their overall global positions, A global firm, therefore, is
one that, by operating in more than one country, gains research and development, production, marketing and financial advantages in its costs and reputation
that are not available to purely domestic competitors,2 The global company sees
the world as one market. It minimizes the importance of national boundaries, and
raises capital, sources materials and components, and manufactures and markets
its goods wherever it can do the best job. For example, Ford's 'world truck' sports
a cab made in Europe and a chassis built in North America. It is assembled in
Brax.il and imported to the United States for sale. Thus global firms gain advantages by planning, operating and co-ordinating their activities on a worldwide
basis. These gains are a key reason behind recent global restructuring
programmes undertaken by leading German car producers, BMW and MercedesBenz. Global marketing is concerned with integrating or standardizing marketing
actions across a number of geographic markets. This does not rule out forceful
adaptation of the marketing mix to individual countries, but suggests that firms,
where possible, ignore traditional market boundaries and capitalize on similarities between markets to build competitive advantage.
Because firms around the world are globalizing at a rapid rate, domestic firms
in global industries must act quickly before the window closes on them. This does
not mean that small and medium-size firms must operate in a dozen countries to
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succeed. These firms can practise global nichernanship. The world, however, is
becoming smaller and every company operating in a global industry - whether
large or small - must assess and establish its place in world markets.
Firms that confront international competitors in their existing markets must
ask some basic questions; What market position should we try to establish in our
country, in the geographic region (e.g. Europe. North America, Asia, Australasia)
and globally? Who will our global competitors he and what are their strategies and
resources? Where should we produce or source our products? What strategic
alliances should we form with other firms around the worldV
This chapter surveys the global marketplace and addresses the important
decisions that firms have to make in international marketing planning. Each decision
will be discussed in detail. First, however, let us take a look at the risks in doing
business abroad.

Risks in International Marketing
Although the need for companies to go abroad is greater today than in the past, so
are the risks. Managers muse anticipate the risks and obstacles in doing business
in foreign markets. Several complex problems confront companies that 'go global'.

High Foreign Country Debt
High debt, inflation and unemployment in several countries have resulted in
highly unstable governments and currencies, which limit trade and expose firms
to many risks. Debt-laden and/or currency-starved countries are often not able to
pay despite their willingness to purchase. The inability of poorer countries, for
example in eastern Europe, to pay by normal (cash) methods becomes a serious
obstacle for supplying companies.

Exchange Rate Volatility
The level of a country's exchange rate affects the company's competitiveness in
the foreign market. A weak pound will favour exports of British goods. A strong
exchange rate intensifies the level of competition the firm faces at home. For
European companies whose countries are members of the Exchange Rate
Mechanism (ERM), much of Che uncertainty is removed from fluctuating
exchange rates. On the one hand, this is favourable for companies doing a great
portion of their international business in the EU. On the other, however, the ERM
does impose constraints on company decisions, such as productivity levels and
government policy (e.g. in its flexibility to reduce interest rates).

Foreign Government Entry Requirements
Companies often face constraints imposed by the foreign or 'host' country government. Some of these market entry conditions relate to a variety of working practices including: degree of control (ownership) allowed; the hiring of local
nationals; local content rules; the percentage of output exported; and the amount
of profits that can be taken from the country. India, China, Mexico, Brazil and
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many African countries maintain formal, and often strict, entry conditions, while
more advanced countries, such as Japan and the United States, impose strict
'quality' criteria.

Costs of Marketing Mix Adaptation
Although the international firm gains from economies of scale in production,
these must be weighed against the higher costs of product modification, distribution and communication expenditures in overseas markets. For example, the
complex, multilayered distribution system traditionally used in Japan, together
with high Japanese product quality expectations and expensive media costs, is a
considerable barrier to market entry for many foreign firms.

Other Problems
War, terrorism and corruption are other dangers that confront international businesses. The number of localized conflicts in eastern Europe is predicted to
increase as a result of die resurgence in nationalism and ethnie rivalries in the post-cold
war 'new world order1. Previous hostage-taking episodes in the Middle East and the
widely publicized murders of western businessmen in Turkey, Shanghai (China) and
Russia highlight a problem that international companies have long been aware of. The
problem of widespread corruption in some countries, where officials often award
contracts to the highest briber, not the lowest bidder, also presents a dilemma to
many western businesspeople, particularly where anti-corruption principles are
well laid down in their firm's own business charter. The firm must therefore establish clear guidelines for their staff who have to do business in countries where
corruption is an increasing problem. These guidelines should help them decide
whether or not to bid for business, in the first instance, and, if so, where and when
to draw the line.
The difficulties associated with doing business in foreign markets, however,
should not deter firms from engaging in international marketing. Rather, these
risks and problems must be identified by managers and planned for. Like all
marketing activities, the chance of success is far higher when obstacles are anticipated rather than reacted to.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to examining the important international
marketing decisions that firms make. Figure 5.1 presents a framework for
analysis, planning, implementation and control in relation to international
marketing. The eight dimensions shown are useful for identifying the keys to
foreign market success. Each dimension will be discussed in turn.

Analysis of International Market Opportunity
Deciding Whether or Not to Go Abroad
Doing international business successfully requires firms to take a market-led
approach. A critical evaluation of why firms enter foreign markets shows that, in
many cases, the practice of international business falls short of the market-led
approach essential for long-term success. Firms must consider the factors that draw
them into the international arena.
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Figure 5.1

International marketing planning model
A surprisingly large proportion of sales to foreign markets are made in
response to chance orders coming either from customers who are international
players or from other sources such as foreign buyers attending a domestic exhibition. Such 'passive exporting' is not international marketing, although it contributes
to international trade. It does not associate with the central principle of creating
customer value and market targeting, there i.s little assessment of critical factors
for competitive success, and it is unlikely to build a long-term market position,
Limited domestic growth and/or intense domestic competition is a key
reason why firms enter foreign markets and was a prime motivator behind the
Japanese companies' overseas expansion programme during the 1970s and
1980s. In practice, many firms quickly suspend foreign market activity when the
domestic economy improves or when they fail to make money in the overseas
operation. Finns driven to exporting because of domestic recession often fail to
anticipate the wider external constraints to doing business in a foreign market
and tend to take a short-term orientation to international marketing.3
Furthermore, companies that are struggling to survive at home are highly
unlikely to successfully take on and beat sophisticated competitors in foreign
markets. The domestic market must be secured first before going abroad and it
should be maintained thereafter. Japan's top two car manufacturers, Toyota and
Nissan, are arch rivals at home. They took this rivalry overseas and in the process
have raised the level of competitive activity to new heights in North America and
Europe, while striving to remain strong performers in their home base.
Geographic market diversification to reduce country-specific risk - that is,
the risk of operating in only one country, due to different political-economic
cycles - is a popular reason behind firms' international expansion drive. Firms
must understand that market needs may be strikingly different, even for apparently similar products, and that different management skills and approaches are
needed for different country markets. So, managers must weigh the costs and
barriers to global diversification against the benefits of risk reduction.
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Firms spread the costs of production over more units if output is expanded for
overseas markets. While economies of scale give firms a strong incentive to
expand into foreign markets, the firm must also take on board additional administration, selling, distribution and marketing co.sts. A 'cost-led' approach or a 'selling
orientation' in international marketing is unlikely to lead to long-term success.
Without H marketing-led orientation, where customers' needs are identified and
satisfied, and die firm's marketing mix adapted for the foreign market, the international business activity of the firm is unlikely to flourish.
In summary, firms enter overseas markets for profits and/or survival. But
firms must not confuse exporting with international marketing. The latter is
about taking a long-term perspective of foreign market potential and relentlessly
adopting a market-led approach to identifying, anticipating and satisfying the
needs of customers in target international markets. Before going abroad, the firm
must weigh the risks and question its ability to ope rate globally. Can the company
learn to understand the preferences and buying behaviour of customers in other
country markets? Can it offer competitively attractive products? Will it be able to
adapt to other countries' business cultures and to deal effectively with foreign
nationals? Do the company's managers have the requisite international experience? Has management considered the impact of foreign regulations and political
environments? International marketing is really about exploiting market opportunities based upon sound environment and specific market analyses.

Understanding the Global Environment
Before deciding whether or not to sell abroad, a company must thoroughly understand the international marketing environment. That environment has changed a
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great deal in the last two decades, creating both new opportunities and new problems. The world economy has globalized. First, world trade and investment have
grown rapidly, with many attractive markets opening up in western and eastern
Europe, Russia, China, the Pacific Rim and elsewhere. Official sources suggest that
world trade in goods grew by 8 per cent in volume terms and FDI rose some 40 per
cent over 1996 alone. In tact, during the 1990s, international trade has grown faster
titan world output.4 There has been a growth of global brands in motor vehicles, food,
clothing, electronics and many other categories. The number of global companies
has grown dramatically. While the United States' dominant position in world trade
has declined, other countries, such as Japan and Germany, have increased their
economic power in world markets (see Marketing Highlight 5.1). The international financial system has become more complex and fragile. In some country
markets, foreign companies face increasing trade barriers, erected to protect
domestic markets against outside competition. There has also been increasing
concern among members outside the European Union that 'Fortress Europe'
presents greater harriers to penetrating the EU markets. Japanese car plants, for
example, have been attracted to the United Kingdom by the thought that they can
by-pass the EU's restrictions on imports of Japanese cars.

•

The international Trade System

The company looking abroad must develop an understanding of the international
trade system. When selling to another country, the firm faces various trade
restrictions. The most common is the tariff, which is a tax levied by a foreign
government against certain imported products. The tariff may be designed either
to raise revenue or to protect domestic firms: for example, those producing motor
vehicles in Malaysia and whisky and rice in Japan, The exporter also may face a
quota, which sets limits on the amount of goods the importing country will accept
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in certain product categories. The purpose of the quota is to conserve foreign
exchange and to protect local industry and employment. An embargo is the
strongest form of quota, which totally bans some kinds of import.
Firms may face exchange controls that limit the amount of foreign exchange
and the exchange rate against other currencies. The company may also face nontariff trade barriers, such as biases against company bids or restrictive product
standards that favour or go against product features.5
At the same time, certain forces help trade between nations. Examples are
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (replaced by the World Trade
Organization in 1993) and various regional free trade agreements.

• The General Agreement,
on Tariffs
and Trade/
*J
•'•/
Word Trade Organization
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) is an international treaty
designed to promote world trade by reducing tariffs and other international trade
barriers. There have been eight rounds of GATT talks since its inception in 1948,
in which member nations reassess trade barriers and set new rules for international trade. The first seven rounds of negotiations reduced average worldwide
tariffs on manufactured goods from 45 per cent to around 4 per cent in industrial
countries.
The most recent GATT round, the Uruguay round, ended in 1993. Although
the benefits of the Uruguay round will not be felt for many years, the new accord
should promote robust long-term global trade growth. It reduces the world's
remaining manufactured goods tariffs by 30 per cent, which could boost global
merchandise trade by up to 10 per cent, or $270 billion in current US dollars, by
the year 2002.
The Uruguay round did much more than cut tariffs on goods. It heralded a big
institutional change, creating the World Trade Organization (WTO) as a successor
to GATT. WTO now boasts 132 members. It also introduced three big changes to
world trade rules. First, it began to open up the most heavily protected industries:
agriculture and textiles. Second, it vastly extended the scope of international
trade rules to cover services as well as goods. New issues, such as the use of
spurious technical barriers and health regulations to keep out imports and the
protection of foreigners' 'intellectual property', such as patents and copyright,
were addressed for the first time.
The third big change brought by the Uruguay round was the creation of a new
system for settling disputes. In the past, countries could (and sometimes did)
break (5ATT rules with impunity. Under the new system, decisions can be blocked
only by a consensus of WTO members. Once found guilty of breaking the rules,
and sifter appeal, countries are supposed to mend their ways. Under the WTO
international trade issues continue to be addressed. As the new WTO builds up its
credibility, more and more countries, including China, arc wanting to join/'

Regional Free-Trade Zones
In recent years, we have seen the growth of regional free-trade zones or economic
communities - groups of nations organized to secure common goals in the regulation of international trade. One such community is the European Union, which
aims to create a single European market by reducing physical, financial and technical harriers to trade among member nations.7
Other free-trade communities exist. In fact, almost every member of the
WTO is also a member of one or more such communities. And, of the one
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World-Class Marketing:
The Japanese

Marketiri;
and radio receivers. At other
times, they start with a product
that is as good as the competition's
but priced lower, such as radios
and televisions, or with a product
of higher quality or incorporating
new features, as in the case of cars
and photocopiers.
The Japanese line up good distribution channels in order to provide quick service. They also use
effective advertising to bring their
products to the consumers' attention. Their basic entry strategy is to build market
share rather than early profits, and they are often
willing to wait as long as a decade before realizing
their profits.
Building market share. Once Japanese firms
gain a market foothold, they begin to expand
their market share. Money is poured into product
improvements and new models so that they can
offer more and better products than the competition does. They spot new opportunities through
market segmentation, develop markets in new
countries, and work to build a network of world
markets and production locations.
Protecting market share. Once the Japanese
achieve market leadership, they become defenders rather than attackers. Their defence strategy is
continuous product development and refined
market segmentation. Their philosophy is to
make 'tiny improvements in a thousand places'.
Recently, some experts have questioned
whether Japanese companies can sustain their
push towards global marketing dominance. They
suggest that tfie Japanese emphasis on the longterm market share over short-term profits and
their ability to market high-quality products at
low prices have come at the expense of their
employees, stockholders and communities. They
note that, compared to western firms, Japanese
companies work their employees longer hours,
pay their stockholders lower dividends, and eontribute less to community and environmental
causes. Other analysts, however, predict that
Japan's marketing success is likely to continue.

Highlight

Few dispute that the Japanese
have performed an economic miracle since the Second World War,
In a very short time, they have
achieved global market leadership
in many industries: motor vehicles,
watches, cameras, optical instruments, steel, shipbuilding, computers and consumer electronics. They
have made strong inroads into tyres,
chemicals, machine tools and financial services,
and even designer clothes, cosmetics and food. Some
credit the global success of Japanese companies
to their unique business and management practices. Others point to the help they get from Japan's
government, powerful trading companies and
banks. Still others say Japan's success was based on
low wage rates and unfair dumping policies.
In any ease, one of the main keys to Japan's
success is certainly its skilful use of marketing.
The Japanese came to the United States to study
marketing and went home understanding it better
than many US companies do. They know how to
select a market, enter it in the right way, build
market share and protect that share against competitors. Having practised and seen how well it
works in the US market, the Japanese came to
Europe with the same game plan.
Selecting markets. The Japanese work hard to
identify attractive global markets. First, they look
for industries that require high skills and high
labour intensity, but few natural resources. These
include consumer electronics, cameras, watches,
motorcycles and pharmaceuticals. Second, they
prefer markets in which consumers around the
world would be willing to buy the same product
designs. Finally, they look for industries in which
the market leaders are weak or complacent.
Entering markets. Japanese study teams spend
several months evaluating a target market and
searching for market niches that are not being
satisfied. Sometimes they start with a low-priced,
stripped-down version of a product, fike cameras
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In America and Europe, western firms that
have survived the Japanese onslaught are fighting
back by adding new product lines, pricing more
aggressively, streamlining production, buying or
making components abroad and forming strategic
partnerships with foreign companies. With the help
of a weakened Japanese economy, a soaring yen and
strong political trade pressures, western companies
are winning back market share in industries ranging
from automobiles and earthmovers to semiconductors and computers. Many companies are also gaining ground in Japan.
US firms, for example, hold leading market
shares; Coke leads in soft drinks (60 per cent
share), Schick in razors (71 per cent), Polaroid in
instant cameras (66 per cent), and McDonald's in
fast food. Procter & Gamble markets the leading
brand in several categories, ranging from disposable nappies and liquid laundry detergents to
acne treatments.
A growing number of European companies
have successfully penetrated the daunting Japanese
market. Success, however, has not been limited
to large companies like Glaxo or those with
well-established marques. For example, Teknek
Electronics, a small British company which
makes a precision machine that cleans sheet
materials in the printed circuit industry, successfully entered the Japanese market despite its
chief competitor in the market being a Japanese
machine. Solid State Logic, a relatively young
British company that makes professional audio
equipment, has made significant progress within
20 months of setting up its subsidiary in Japan. In
the consumer market, Foseco, a speciality chemicals maker, sold its Sedex filters at a loss for one
year in Japan while it set up local production to
meet intense domestic price competition. It
emerged from the trauma with 55 per cent of the
Japanese market, and a reduction in production
costs that enabled it to bring its own sales price
down by 30 per cent. Foseeo Japan now sells
three times as many different types and sizes of
Sedex filter as any Fosceo company.
The success of western companies in Japan
stems largely from the firms' willingness to meet

the Japanese market on its own, highly competitive terms. The key ingredients for success are: not
treating the Japanese market as any other market;
a high-L]uality or latest technology product; a high
level of commitment to - invariably meaning a
high level of investment in - the market; an ability to respond efficiently to specific market segment needs; and an understanding of the specific
business culture. For most consumer products,
tying up with a local distributor or partner is critical. Understanding the complex distribution
system with its layers of wholesalers, and having
the patience to handle it, are crucial in Japan
because it is difficult to get products on the
shelves by directly approaching the retailer. A
strong marketing plan, encompassing intensive
and aggressive advertising, and close co-operation
with wholesalers and retailers, is also essential, not
only to reach and impress the consumer, but also
to convince the wholesaler and the retail buyers
that the firm is serious about its product
In fact, very similar ingredients are found
in western and Japanese overseas marketing success recipes. These all point to one outstanding
dimension - superior marketing - as reflected in
the firms' focus on market needs, sustained commitment to product and market development, and
environmental, particularly cultural, sensitivity.
This suggests that the broad principles for
success in international marketing are not country specific, but readily transferable to other
national players.
SOURCES; See Peter Doyle, John Saunders and Veronica
Wong, 'Competition in global markets: a case study of
American mid Japanese competition in the British market',
Journal of International Business Studies, 23, ,1 (1992), pp.
419-42; Miehiyo Xakamoto, 'British companies reap benefits
(it Japanese markets'. Financial '/fines (8 May 1991), p. 6;
Miehiyo XakamoEO, 'Use the system, win shelf space',
Financial Times (16 February 1994), p. 19; Philip Kotler,
Liam F;ihey and Somkid Jatusripitak, The Neva Competition
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentiee Hall, 1985); Vernon R. Alden,
'Who says you can't crack Japanese markets?', Harvard
Business /Jews* (January-February 1987), pp. 52-6, Ford
S. Worthy, 'Keys to Japanese success in Asia', Fortune
(7 October 1991), pp, 157-60; 'Why Japan must change',
Fortune (9 March 1992), pp. 66-7.
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hundred or so free-trade arrangements listed by the WTO, over half have come
into being in the 1990s (see Marketing Highlight 5,2).

•

Economic Environment

The international marketer must study each country's economy. Two economic
factors reflect the country's attractiveness a.s a market: the country's industrial
structure and its income distribution.
The country's industrial structure shapes its product and service needs,
income levels and employment levels. Four types of industrial structure should be
considered:
1.

Subsistence economies. In a subsistence economy, the vast majority of
people engage in simple agriculture. They consume most of their output and
barter the rest for simple goods and services. They offer few market
opportunities.
2. Raw-rnaterial-exporting economies. These economies are rich in one or
more natural resources, but poor in other ways. Much of their revenue
comes from exporting these resources. Examples are Chile (tin and copper),
Zaire (copper, cobalt and coffee) and Saudi Arabia (oil). These countries are
good markets for large equipment, tools and supplies, and trucks. If there
are many foreign residents and a wealthy upper class, they are also a market
for luxury goods.
3. Industrializing economies. In an industrializing economy, manufacturing
accounts for 10—20 per cent of the country's economy. Examples include
China, the Philippines, India and Brazil. As manufacturing increases, the
country needs more imports of raw textile materials, steel and heavy
machinery, and fewer imports of finished textiles, paper products and motor
vehicles. Industrialization typically creates a new rich class and a small but
growing middle class, both demanding new types of imported goods. In
China, for example, people with rising disposable income want to spend on
items such as fashion, video recorders, CD players and instant coffee.
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4.

Industrial economies. Industrial economies are large exporters of
manufactured goods and investment funds. They trade goods among
themselves and also export them to other types of economy for raw
materials and semi-finished goods. The varied manufacturing aetivities
of these industrial nations and their large middle class make them rich
markets for all sorts of goods. Asia's newly industrialized economies,
such as Taiwan, Singapore, South Korea and Malaysia, fall into this
eategory.

The second economic factor is the country's income distribution. The international marketer might find countries with one of five different income distribution patterns: (1) very low family incomes; (2) mostly low family incomes; (3)
very low/very high family incomes; (4) low/medium/high family incomes; and (5)
mostly medium family incomes.
However, even people in low-income countries may find ways to buy products
that are important to them, or sheer population numbers can counter low average
incomes. Also, in many cases, poorer countries may have small but wealthy
segments of upper-income consumers:
In the US the first satellite dishes sprang up in the poorest parts of
Appalachia .., The poorest slums of Calcutta are home to 70,000 VCRs.
In Mexico, homes with colour televisions outnumber those with running
water. Remember also that low average-income figures may conceal a
lively luxury market. In Warsaw (average income: 02,500) well-dressed
shoppers flock to elegant boutiques stocked with Christian Dior perfume
and Valentino shoes ... In China, where per capita income is less than
S600, the Swiss company Rado is selling thousands of its 81,000 watches."
Thus, international marketers face many challenges in understanding how
the economic environment will affect decisions about which global markets to
enter and how.

Political-Legal Environment
Nations differ greatly in their political-legal environments. At least four politicallegal factors should be considered in deciding whether to do business in a given
country: attitudes towards international buying, political stability, monetary
regulations and government bureaucracy. We will consider each oi' these in turn.

ATTITUDES TOWARDS INTERNATIONAL BUYING. Some nations are quite

receptive to foreign firms, and others are quite hostile. Western firms have found
newly industrialized countries in the Par East attractive overseas investment
locations. In contrast, others like India are bothersome with their import quotas,
currency restrictions and limits on the percentage of the management team that
can be non-nationals.
Switzerland remains a difficult market for many imports as protectionism,
mainly in the form of technical barriers, is rampant, and the cantonical governments remain reluctant to buy anything outside their borders.4
In Poland, Slovakia and the Czech Republic, after an initial infatuation with
all things 'western', a backlash has started as national pride reasserts itself and
consumers begin to resent the commercial advance from the West.10
POLITICAL STABILITY. Governments change hands, sometimes violently.
Even without a change, a government may decide to respond to new popular feel-
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Regional Free-Trading
Groups: Blocking Up

Marketing
Highlight

form of proliferating rules and
regulations. For instance, 22 of the
24 regional agreements being
. analyzed by the WTO contain
their own anti-dumping provisions, 18 have provisions relating
to subsidies, 19 deal with competition policy and 12 have their own
disputes settlement procedures.
Some experts fear this trend could
undermine the WTO's rules-based
system by encouraging the spread
of regional regulations that conflict
with it. It is hard to be sure just how serious a risk
this is, because of the weakness of procedures for
vetting whether regional groups are compatible
with WTO rules.
These problems are finally starting to be
addressed. A formal WTO committee is examining regional trade arrangements. However,
developing firm and workable disciplines, which
command support from all WTO members, will
take many years. Much work is still needed to
clarify countries' often differing interpretations of
the GATT/WTO rules on regional trade agreements and to define more precisely areas of
incompatibility. Furthermore, the new committee
seeks to set up effective procedures for reaching
decisions and for reviewing regularly the operation of existing regional arrangements. Where
these are found inconsistent with WTO rules,
some mechanism will be needed to ensure they
fail back in line.

5.2

The growth of regional trade
arrangements has excited keen controversy in recent years. More than
100 have been formed, 29 since
1992, and almost all the roughly
130 members of. the World Trade
Organization belong to one or more
of them. Figure 1 shows the main
regional trade groups.
More recently, the EU, 11
southern Mediterranean governments and the
Palestine National Authority launched the 'EuroMediterranean partnership' zone, which creates a
new trading bloc. Goods made in countries such
as Morocco and Turkey will gain free access to the
single European market.
By 2010 it is envisaged that the Mediterranean
basin will be open for reciprocal free trade in
most manufactured goods and services ~ creating
a trading bloc to rival the North American Free
Trade Agreement ;md the Asia-Pacific Economic
Co-operation forum.
In Asia, the fashion for regionalism is in the
ascendant. One example is die recent push for a
free-trade area embracing the seven-member
Association of South East Asian Nations. Another
is the Asia Pacific Economic Go-operation forum,
two thirds of whose 18 members arc Asian,
By lowering barriers between national markets, such groupings can make life easier for
exporters - provided they operate inside the club.
If they are outsiders, however, they risk facing
continued discrimination and - where regional
trade arrangements overlap - confusion.
Enthusiasts say regional groupings promote
free trade by acting as building blocks, which can
eventually unite. But sceptics fear the more likely
result will be to fragment the global economy into
mutually exclusive, possible warring, blocs.
Regionalism is undoubtedly posing another
type of challenge to the world trade system, in the

CK.S: Paul Magjausson, '"'Free trade": They can hardly
wait', Business Week (14 September 1992), pp. 24-5;
Andrew Hilton, 'Mythology, markets, and the emerging
Europe', Harvard Business Revieiv [November-December
1992), pp. 50-4; Larry Armstrong, 'NAFTA isn't out, but it
sure is down', Business Week (22 March 1993), pp. 30-1;
Guy do Jonquieres, 'Ruilding blocks or warring blocs?',
Financial Times, FT Exporter, 11 ( Spring 1996), p. 3; Jon
Marks. 'New kids on the Eurotrading bloc'. Financial Times,
FT Exporter, 11 (Spring 19%), p. 7.

ings. The foreign company's property may be taken, its currency holdings may be
blocked, or import quotas or new duties may be set. International marketers may
find it profitable to do business in an unstable country, but the unsteady situation
will affect how they handle business and financial matters.
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Venezuela, Colombia.
Ecuador, Porn, Bolivia

EU

EFTA

European Free
Trade Association
Norway. Switzerland,
Iceland. Liechtenstein

European Union

AFTA

Belgium. France, Italy,
Luxembourg. Germany.
Netherlands, UK,
Denmark. Greece,
Ireland, Spain, Portugal.
Austria, Finland, Sweden

Asian Free Trade Area
Brunei, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore,Thailand.
Vietnam (limited member)

NAFTA
North American Free.
Trade Agreement
US, Canada, Mexico
(Chile next to join)

SADC

South African
Development Committee
Angola, Botswana,
Lesotho, Malawi,
Mozambique. South
Africa, Swaziland,
Tanzania. Zimbabwe

SAARC

APEC

MERCOSUR

South Asian Association for
Regional Co-op eraiian

Asia-Pacific
Economic Co-operation

Brazil, Argentina,
Paraguay, Uruguay

India, Pakistan,
Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,
Maldives, Bhutan. Nepal

Australia, Brunei, Malaysia,
Singapore.Thailand,
New Zealand, Papua New Guinea,
Indonesia, Philippines,Taiwan,
Hong Kong.Japan. South Korea,
China, Canada. US, Mexico, Chile

UEMOA
West African Economic
& Monetary Union
Ivory Coast, Niger,Togo,
Burkina Faso, Senegal,
Benin, Mali

FIGURE 1 THE MAIN REGIONAL TRADE GROUPS

MONETARY REGULATIONS Sellers want to take their profits in a currency
of value to them. Ideally, the buyer can pay in the seller's currency or in other
world currencies. Short of this, sellers might accept a blocked currency - one
whose removal from die country is restricted by the buyer's government - if they
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uounterlrade
International trade
involving Che direct or
inilirect exchange of
goods/or other goods
instead of cash. Forms
include barter
compensation (buyback)
and counterpurchase.

can buy other goods in that country that they need themselves or can sell elsewhere for a needed currency. Besides currency limits, a changing exchange rate,
as mentioned earlier, creates high risks for the seller.
Most international trade involves cash transactions. Many Third World and
former Eastern bloc nations do not have access to hard currency or credit terms
to pay for their purchases from other countries. So western companies, rather
than lose the opportunity of a good deal, will accept payment in kind, which has
led to a growing practice called countertrade. Countertrade is nothing new and
was the way of doing business before money was invented. Today it accounts for
about 25 per cent of all world trade.
Countertrade takes several forms. Barter involves the direct exchange of
goods or services. For example, British coal mining equipment has been 'sold' for
Indonesian plywood; Volkswagen cars were swapped for Bulgarian dried apricots;
and Boeing 747s, fitted with Rolls-Royce engines, were exchanged for Saudi oil.
Another form is compensation (or buyback), whereby the seller sells a plant,
equipment or technology to another country and agrees to take payment in the
resulting products. Thus, Goodyear provided China with materials and training
for a printing plant in exchange for finished labels. Another form is counterpurchase. Here the seller receives full payment in cash, but agrees to spend
some portion of the money in the other country within a stated time period. For
example, Pepsi sells it syrup to Russia for roubles, and agrees to buy Russian
vodka for reselling in the United States.
Countertrade deals can be very complex. For example, Daimler-Benz recently
agreed to sell 30 trucks to Romania in exchange for 150 Romanian jeeps, which it
then sold to Ecuador for bananas, which were in turn sold to a German supermarket chain for German currency. Through this roundabout process, DaimlerBenz finally obtained payment in German money.11
For some firms the bartering system has worked. However, companies must be
aware of the complexities and/or the limits: Rank Xerox, trying to sell high technology
to Russia, not surprisingly drew the line at accepting payment in racing camels
and goat horns!
GOVERNMENT BUREAUCRACY. A fourth factor is the extent to which the
host government runs an efficient system for helping foreign companies: efficient
customs handling, good market information and other factors that aid in doing
business. A common shock to western husinesspeople is how quickly barriers to
trade disappear if a suitable payment (bribe) is made to some official (see
Marketing Highlight 5.3).

• Cultural Environment and Building Cultural Empathy

culture
The set of basic values,
purt_-eptiim.s, wants and
behaviours learned by a
member of society from
family and other
important institutions.

Each country has its own traditions, norms and taboos. The seller must examine the
way consumers in different countries think about and use certain products before
planning a marketing programme. The cultural barriers in target country markets
must be identified. Culture is defined simply as the learned distinctive way of life
of a society. The dimensions of culture include: the social organization of society
(e.g. the class system in the United Kingdom, the caste system in India, the heavy
reliance on social welfare in Sweden or the lack of it in Japan); religion (ranging from
the Islamic fundamentalism of Iran to the secular approaches of western countries
sxieh as the United Kingdom); customs and rituals; values and attitudes towards
domestic and international life; education provision and literacy levels; political
system; aesthetic systems (e.g. folklore, music, arts, literature); and language.
Culture permeates the lifestyles of customer targets and is manifested
through the behavioural patterns of these customers. Culture and people's general
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Muviour influence the customer's actions in the marketplace, which, in turn,
impact upon the firm's marketing decisions. There are often surprises. For
mniple, the average Frenchman uses almost twice as many cosmetics and
aids as does his wife. The Germans and the French cat more packaged,

To Bribe or Not?

Marketing
Highlight
5.3

In Germany, the tax office gives
tacit approval to backhanders:
bribes are tax-deductible. The
exact extent of the corruption is
not known, but experts reckon
that in the German public sector
contracts alone, the volume is at
least DM20 billion a year. Such
corruption is rarely exposed to the
public, of course, but in Germany
it is by all accounts a widespread
and profitable affair. It starts out at local council
level and goes on up the chain.
There have been a few sensational cases in the
past 20 years. The Flick affair revealed in the
1980s the substantial payments an industrialist
made to Germany's main political parties. In
another case, Eduard Swick, a Bavarian businessman, was alleged to have paid leading members of
the Bavarian government, including the late president Franz Josef Strauss, in return for help in his
but tie with tax collectors. Outside government
circles, the most spectacular corruption case has
been the Herzklappen affair, whereby doctors
were alleged to have colluded with manufacturers
in overcharging health insurers for heart valves.
In Germany, a company can offset any bribes
it makes as a necessary business expense. All the
finance authorities ask for is the name of the
recipient of the bribe. The information is not used
specifically to track down the corrupt official who, by taking the bribe, is actually breaking the
law - but simply to ensure that he or she declares
the money received on his or her tax return.
Unlike domestic corruption, the bribery of
people in a foreign country is not an offence in
Germany. Moreover, German companies are not
alone in adopting this practice. Only in the
t'niied States, which passed the Foreign Gorrupt
Practices Act in 1977, are such payments illegal.
Not surprisingly, the US Department of Trade
complains of unfair competition when confronted

with these modes of working by
European companies, especially in
developing countries.
Naturally, there are German
parliamentary members who want
to see changes. Ingomar Hanchler,
a Social Democratic member of
parliament, argued that corruption
damages free competition and
subverts the market economy
while also encouraging monopolies, which can pay most. But
there are those who disagree,
saying that bribery is a necessary vehicle for business. Outlawing it would damage German firms in
the international market and threaten jobs. The
federation of German industry, the BD1, also challenges the view that bribes should be considered
corrupt, maintaining that unusual payments are
not bribes at all, but an essential expense and
marketing cost.
What would a keen British businessperson
hoping to invest in a deprived east German town
do to get fast entry into this market? Well, one
such British businessman hoping to invest in the
town of Potsdam, near Berlin, did the unthinkable (by German standards!):
The British businessman was confronted
with an unusual offer from a local politician.
Pay DM25,000 consultancy fee to a law
company, the politician told him, and your
case will be dealt with quickly and to your
satisfaction. Needless to say, the British
executive knew the official bad connections
with the law firm in question and what the
money was for and where it was going. lie
chose not to pay the 'consultancy fee', in
refusing, he was probably an exception. He
also did not get to invest in the town of
Potsdam.
SOURCE: Frederick Stiidemann, 'A land where bribes are taxdediitiiible'. The Eurupean (17-23 June 1994), p. 3.
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branded spaghetti than do Italians. Italian children like to eat chocolate bars
between slices of bread as a snack. Women in Tanzania will not give their children
eggs for fear of making them bald or impotent. A good example of cultural differences is the case of a Scandinavian company wishing to sell baby clothes in
Belgium. It discovered its clothes were virtually unsaleable because, in most
regions, clothes for baby girls are trimmed with blue and those for baby boys with
pink.
Business norms and behaviour also vary from country to country. The
unwary business executive needs to be briefed on these factors before conducting
business in another country. Mistakes due to laek of understanding of foreign
business behaviour affect business relations greatly. Here are some examples of
different global business behaviour:
•

•

•

•

•

In face-to-face communications, Japanese business executives rarely say 'no'
to the western business executive. Thus westerners tend to be frustrated
and may not know where they stand. Where westerners come to the point
quickly, Japanese business executives may find this behaviour offensive.
In France, wholesalers don't want to promote a product. They ask their
retailers what they want and deliver it. If a foreign company builds its
strategy around the French wholesaler's co-operation in promotions, it is
likely to fail.
When British executives exchange business cards, each usually gives the
other's card a cursor;' glance and stuffs it in a poeket for later reference.
In Japan, however, executives dutifully study each other's cards during a
greeting, carefully noting company affiliation and rank. They hand their
card to the most important person first.
In the United Kingdom and the United States, business meals are common.
In Germany, these are strictly social. Foreigners are rarely invited to dinner
and such an invitation suggests a very advanced association. The opposite
applies in Italy where entertaining is an essential part of business life (guests
should offer to pay but, in the end, should defer to their Italian host). In
France, watch out. There are two kinds of business lunch - one for building
up relations, without expecting anything in return, and the other to discuss
a deal in the making or to celebrate a deal afterwards. Deals, however,
should be concluded in the office, never over a lunch table.
Shaking hands on meeting and on parting is common in Germany, Belgium.
France and Italy. Ignoring this custom, especially in France, causes offence.
In France, it is advisable to shake hands with everyone in a crowded room.

The key to success for the international marketer lies in assiduously researching
and coming to terms with a country's culture. The firm must build cultured
empathy and overcome the cultural differences with a view to establishing long- J
term market position. Cultural empathy is achieved in a number of ways:
•

•

•

Acquire in-company knowledge and experience. This is a slow and arduous
approach, but it does provide a lasting means for understanding foreign
culture.
Continuous market research. The firm should undertake market research
for general background information as well as commission more specific
research for individual projects.
Visit foreign country and customers. This is invaluable for developing firsthand knowledge of customers and markets. Such activities also build
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goodwill, clearly show the firm's commitment to the markets served and
yield valuable feedback to the company's home base.
Hire local personnel. Local personnel may be employed to speed up
information gathering. This bus been the approach used by many Japanese
multinational firms in overseas markets. Sound local market knowledge
helps to develop marketing strategies that are better geared to local
requirements and conditions.
i'st distributors/agents. Firms may gain inside information from local
distributors or agents who are familiar with the marketplace. Baskin
Robhin's, an American ice-cream maker, relied on its sales agent, a
subsidiary of the military-run China Satellite Launch and Tracking Control
Group, for its knowledge of how to work the Chinese bureaucracy in order
to bring its US-made ice cream through customs.1"
Joint-ventures and strategic alliances. Firms accelerate the process of
building cultural sensitivity through a joint venture or alliance with a host
country company. The Japanese market, as mentioned earlier, is noted for
its complex distribution system. To succeed foreign firms are advised to
form strategic partnerships with loeal Japanese firms and to get to grips with
the 'chosen people' problem.0 The typical Japanese businessman, like many
of his western counterparts, regards his own culture as the world's most
nearly perfect. Thus, when foreigners are on Japanese turf, they would do
well to learn, respect and observe as many local customs as possible.
Build language skills. Language is an essential part of a country's culture.
It is important to distinguish between the cultural and technical aspects of
language. The technical characteristics are easily learnt and readily
available in translation dictionaries and language courses. The cultural
empathy derives from a deep understanding of the language and its use in
both the verbal anci non-verbal forms.11 A lack of cultural understanding of
language leads to errors in translation which ean be, at best, embarrassing
to both parties and, at worst, offensive to the host client/customer (see
Marketing Highlight 5.4).

Deciding which Markets to Enter
Defining Internationa) Marketing Objectives
and Policies
The company should define its international marketing objectives and policies.
First, it should decide what volume of foreign sales it wants. Most companies start
small when they go abroad. Some plan to stay small, seeing foreign sales as a small
part of their business. Other companies have bigger plans, seeing foreign business
as equal to or even more important than their domestic business. Second, the
company must choose koi& many countries it wants to market in. Generally, it
makes better sense to operate in fewer countries with deeper penetration in each.
Third, the company must decide on the types of country to enter. A country's
attractiveness depends on the product, geographical factors, income and population, political climate and other factors. The seller may prefer certain country
groups or parts of the world.
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Mind Your Language
<_j
o
Here are some examples of careless translations which make an
international marketer look downright foolish to foreign customers:

Marketing
Highlight
5.4

A delicate pair of characters
in the Chinese-language
version of Microsoft's flagship
Windows 95 operating system
threatened to scramble the
company's long-term plans for
China. Things looked had for Microsoft when
Beijing offices discovered the phrase
'communist bandits' embedded in the
Windows 95 Chinese-character selection
system - which, to make matters even more
dicey, was designed hi Taiwan. Reports
began to circulate that Chinese Public
Security Officers were visiting computer
users in Beijing demanding that they turn in
their disks, and that authorities were
considering a total ban on Windows 95. The
reports tuned out to be false. Microsoft had
moved quickly to head off a potential
disaster, sending a group of top officials to
Beijing for a hasty series of meetings. The
two sides agreed temporarily to halt sales of
Windows 95 in China, and Microsoft
promised to send corrective diskettes to all
licensed users that will scratch 'communist
bandits' and other offending phrases from
the system. Such fleet footwork is part of
Microsoft's new conciliatory approach on the
mainland. It's a big change from the
situation three years ago. when Beijing
nearly barred the company from its markets
for selling Taiwan-designed programmes that
differed from Beijing's standards. In that
nearly disastrous episode, Microsoft

ultimately acquiesced after a
series of angry exchanges.
• When Coca-Cola first entered
China, it provided
shopkeepers with point-of-sale
signs printed in English. This
error was exacerbated when
the shopkeepers translated
the signs into their own
calligraphy as 'Bite the wax
tadpole'. Today the characters
on Chinese Coke bottles
translate as 'happiness in the
mouth', which is an improvement on the 'Coke
adds life' theme in the Japanese market, which
translates into 'Coke brings your ancestors back
from the dead'.
•

Rolls-Royce avoided the name Silver Mist in
German markets, where Mist means
'manure'. Sunbeam, an electricnl appliances
manufacturer, entered the German market
with its Mist-Stiek hair-curling iron. Not
surprisingly, the Germans had little use for a
'manure wand'.

Careless blunders are soon discovered and
amended. They may result in little more than
embarrassment for the marketer. Countless other,
more subtle errors, however, may go undetected
and damage the brand's performance in less obvious ways. Consequently, the international company
must carefully screen its brand names and advertising messages to avoid those that might harm sales,
make the product look silly or, worse, offend consumers in specific markets.

SOURCE: Mate Forney, Dimon Fluently antl Emily Thornton,
'A matter of wording', Far Eastern Economic Review (10
October 1996). pp. 72-3.

After listing possible international markets, the company must screen and
rank each one on several factors, including market size, market growth, cost of
doing business, competitive advantage and risk level. The goal is to determine the
potential of each market, using indicators like those shown in Table 5.1 All
aspects of the product concept should be considered in relation to these indicators. The key determinant is whether or not the product is accepted in the
proposed country markets and the investment is profitable. Then the marketer
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Table 5.1
1.

Indicators of market potential

Demographic characteristics
Size of population
Rate of population growth
Degree of urbanization
Population density
Age structure and composition of the population

2.

Geographic characteristics
Physical size of a country
Topographical characteristics
Climate conditions
3. Economic factors
GNF per capita
Income distribution
Rate of growth of GNP
Ratio of investment to GNP
Source: Susan P. Douglas, G. Samuel Craig and Warren Keegan, 'Approaches no
assessing international marketing opportunities for small and medium -sized business'.
Columbia Journal of World Business (Fall 1982). pp. 26-32.

must decide which markets offer the greatest long-run return on investment (see
Marketing Highlight 5.5),

EstablishingO Market Entryj Mode
Once a company has decided to market in a foreign country, it must determine
the best mode of entry. Its choices arc exporting, joint venturing and direct
investment. Figure 5.2 shows these routes to servicing foreign markets, along with
the options that each one offers. As we can sec, each succeeding strategy involves
more commitment and risk, but also more control and potential profits.

Importing
The simplest way to enter a foreign market is through exporting. The company
may passively export its surpluses from time to time, or it may make an active
commitment to expand exports to a particular market. In either case, the
company produces all its goods in its home country. It may or may not modify
them for the export market. Exporting involves the least change in the company's
product lines, organization, investments or mission.

• Indirect Exporting
Companies typically Start with indirect exporting, working through independent
home-based international marketing intermediaries. Indirect exporting involves

exporting
faltering a foreign
market by sanding
products and felling
chem through
international marketing
intermediaries (indirect
exporting) or through
the company's own
department, branch, or
safes representatives
or agents (direct
exporting).
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Market entry strategies

less investment because the firm does not require an overseas sales force or set of
contacts. It also involves less risk. These home-based intermediaries - export
merchants or agents, co-operative organizations, government export agencies and
export-management companies - bring know-how and services to the relationship, so the seller normally makes fewer mistakes.

• Direct Exporting
Sellers may eventually move into direct exporting, whereby they handle their
own exports. The investment and risk are somewhat greater in this strategy, but
so is the potential return. A company can conduct direct exporting in several
ways. It can set up a domestic export department that carries out export activities. Or it can set up an overseas sales branch that handles sales, distribution and
perhaps promotion. The sales branch gives the seller more presence and
programme control in the foreign market and often serves as a display centre and
customer service centre. Or the company can send home-based salespeople
abroad at certain times in order to find business. Finally, the company can do its
exporting either through foreign-based distributors that buy and own the goods or
through foreign-based agents that sell the goods on behalf of the company in
exchange for an agreed fee or commission.
joint venturing
Entering foreign, markets
by joining withforeign
companies to produce or
market a product or
service.
licensing
A method of entering a
foreign market in 'which
the company enters into
an agreement with a
licensee in the foreign
market, offering the right
to use a mamtfauturing
process, trademark,
patent, trade secret or
other item of-value for a
fee or royally.

Joint Venturing
A second method of entering a foreign market is joint venturing — joining with
foreign companies to produce or market the products or services. Joint venturing
differs from exporting in that the company joins with a partner to sell or market
abroad. It differs from direct investment in that an association is formed with
someone in the foreign country. There are four types of joint venture: licensing,
contract manufacturing, management contracting and joint ownership.

• Licensing
Licensing is a simple way for a manufacturer to enter international marketing.
The company enters into an agreement with a licensee in the foreign market. For
a fee or royalty, the licensee buys the right to use the company's manufacturing
process, trademark, patent, trade secret or other item of value. The company thus
gains entry into the market at little risk; the licensee gains product-ion expertise
or a well-known product or brand name without having to start from scratch.
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Coca-Cola markets internationally by licensing bottlers around the world
and supplying them with the syrup needed to produce the product. Tokyo
Disneyland is owned and operated by Oriental Land Company under licence from
the Walt Disney Company. Licensing has potential disadvantages, however. The
firm has less control over the licensee than it would over its own production
facilities. Furthermore, if the licensee is very successful, the firm has given up
these profits, and if and when the contract ends, it may find it has created a
competitor.

• Contract Manufacturing
Another option is contract manufacturing. The company contracts with manufacturers in the foreign market to produce its product or provide its serviec. Many
western firms have used this mode for entering Taiwanese and South Korean
markets.
The drawbacks of contract manufacturing are the decreased control over the
manufacturing process and the loss of potential profits on manufacturing. The
benefits are the chance to start faster, with less risk, and the later opportunity
either to form a partnership with or to buy out the local manufacturer.

• Management Contracting
Under management contracting, the domestic firm supplies management knowhow to a foreign company that supplies the capital. The domestic firm exports
management services rather than products. Hilton uses this arrangement in
managing hotels around the world. Management contracting is a low-risk method
of getting into a foreign market, and it yields income from the beginning. The
arrangement is even more attractive if the contracting firm has an option to buy a
share in the managed company later on. The arrangement is not sensible,
however, if the company can put its scarce management talent to better uses or if
it can make greater profits by undertaking the whole venture. Management
contracting also prevents the company from setting up its own operations for a
period of time.

contract manufacturing
A joint venture in which
a company contracts
•with manufacturers in
a foreign market to
produce the product.
management contracting
A joint venture in
•which the domestic
firm supplies the
management know-ho-na
to a foreign company
that supplies the capital;
the domestic firm
exftorts management
services rather than
products.

• joint Ownership
Joint-ownership ventures consist of one company joining forces with foreign
investors to create a local business in which they share joint ownership and
control. A company may buy an interest in a local firm, or the two parties may
form a new business venture. Joint ownership may be needed for economic or
political reasons. A foreign government may require joint ownership as a condition for entry. Or the firm may lack the financial, physical or managerial
resources to undertake the venture alone. British Telecom's joint venture with
MCI, America's number two long-distance carrier, is a case in point. Similarly,
France Tel6com and Deutsche Bundespost Telekom joined forces with Sprint, the
third largest US long-distance telephone company, which paved the way for the
two European telephone operators into the deregulated US market, as well as
expanding the collaborators' opportunity to run a global telecommunications
network.
Joint ownership has certain drawbacks. The partners may disagree over
investment, marketing or other policies. To enjoy partnership benefits, collaborators must clarify their expectations and objectives and work hard to secure a
win-win outcome for all parties concerned.

joint ownership
A joint venture in 'which
a company joins
investors in a foreign
market to create a local
business in i&hich the
company shares joint
ownership and cuntrol.
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China's Beer Market

Marketing

Third, according to Quo Yingxin,
chairman of the governmentaffiliated province Brewers' Association, many foreign joint ventures
sit on their heels after buying into
old breweries arid changing the
brand to their own. Most brewers
counter that they have spent millions to improve marketing and
distribution, but that they had
underestimated the difficulties of
reaching consumers in such a vast
and fractured country. Germany's
Beck's did overcome the odds by offering distributors free delivery trucks to meet targets.
The Dutch brewing giant Ileineken has outstripped its western counterparts in the emerging
Chinese markets. The company, a 'Goliath' compared to Beck's and the Danish Carlsberg, enjoys
an outstanding cash position, and has remained
extremely profitable despite the recession in
Europe. During the 1990s, Ileineken has stuck
to a two-pronged strategy - consolidation and
strengthening of its position in Europe combined
with expansion in other emerging markets, particularly Asia. In 1996 lleineken's chairman.
Karel Vuursteen, said that during the latter half of
the 1990s, Heineken would invest DflSOO million
in Asia.
Its main route into this vast market has been
through acquiring stakes in local companies.
Ileineken recognized the problem of fickle, nonloyal and price-driven Chinese consumers. The
low-price 'downmarket' sector is where 85 per
cent of all beer (about two-thirds of ali beer
money) changes hands. The biggest-selling beer
in Shanghai, for example, is Reeb, sold at a rockbottom price of around 20 pence a ean. And,
guess what? Thailand's Charoen Pokphand and
Heineken have made a mint out of Reeb since
investing in the factory in 1989. By contrast, the
foreign brewers all positioned in the premium
sector of the market.
lleineken's latest projects include building its
own breweries in China as well as in Cambodia,
Myanmar (formerly Burma) and Indonesia, markets that have seen a 250 per cent growth during
the 1990s. But Ileineken is going slowly and
steadily. According to lioel Gooskens, a Heineken
analyst at Van Meer James Capel, the company

Highlight
5.5

Many mass marketers dream of
selling to China's 1 billion people.
Some think of the market less elegantly as 2 billion armpits. To foreign brewers, though, the market
is mouths, and the People's Republic
is espeeially enticing. China's beer
market is worth around 100 billion
rerunimbi ($12 billion). At annual
sales of 155 million hectolitres
(1994), it is already the second
largest in the world, behind the USA with 212
million hectolitres. By 2000, China is expected to
surpass America to be the world's biggest beer
market in volume, albeit still smaller in value
terms.
Although Che Chinese drink less than 10 litres
of beer per head a year, compared with Germany's
record 144 litres per head, die actual size of the
population offers attractive prospects. Since the
early 1990s, foreign brewers have piled into
China, signing some 50 joint ventures worth S500
million by the beginning of 1997. But only a few
are making money in China. Many others are
losing millions in what has emerged into a
crowded and cut-throat market. International
heavyweights such as Australia's Foster's lost
$13.8 million alone in China in the first half of
1997. Others, like Singapore-based Asia Pacific
Breweries, clocked up losses of over $4.6 million
in the same period. Filipino beer giant San Miguel
Breweries reported a S25 million loss from international operations in 1996, mainly because of
marketing costs and investment in new capacity
in China. The US Anheuser Busch, the world's
largest brewer, has yet to work the Chinese market.
The problems are several. First, there are still
a iot of players coming in, but unless they started
with a small investment, China will be a cash
strain for many years to come. Second, foreign
brewers failed to anticipate the resilience of local
producers. In the past the market was dominated
by some 800 coddled, small local breweries.
Although almost 200 have already closed under
competitive pressures, the cheap local brews
proved more lasting than expected. Well-off
Chinese drinkers were not at all loyal when
choosing among the plethora of newcomers.
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will build up its capacity and distribution network
through cheap local brands. But expensive
brands will be introduced gradually and will pay
oft' in the longer term. The potential is there as
the standard of living in China is rising to attractive levels for western food and beverages.
lleineken believes its unrivalled track record
in countries such as Africa gives it more knowledge about brewing abroad than any of its competitors. Anheuser-Busch is primarily operating
in the American and Latin American markets.
Others, like Carlsberg and Beck's are too small to
rival Heineken in a big place like China. With
a foothold gained in Asia's largest market,
Heineken looks set to conquer the region's other
promising markets.
Although Heineken s decision to exploit the
Chinese beer market was straightforward - the
sheer size of China's population - we can stil!
question whether market size alone is reason
enough for selecting China. The company must
also consider other factors: Will the Chinese gov-

ernment be stable and supportive? Does China
provide for the production and distribution technologies needed to produce and market Heineken
products profitably? Will their products fit
Chinese tastes, means and lifestyles? What
resources are required? Should the firm expand
uuickly or slowly?
For many foreign brewers in China, once
giddy at the prospect of a huge and thirsty
market, China has become a cash strain.
Mounting losses mean that many now look to
seale back and change strategy. Those with the
resources and the commitment will have a better
chance of surviving.
SOURCES: Barbara Smit, 'Heineken sets out to quench
China's thirst', The European (22-8 April 1994), p. 20; Bruce
Oilley, 'Gone flat', Far Eastern Economic Kecitti' (18
September 3997), pp. 54-5; Barbara Smit, 'Heineken
satisfies its thirst for expansion', The European (7-13 March
1996), p. 32.
1

1 ecu = US81.08 = Dfl 2.2,1 (Netherlands Guilder)

Direct Investment
The biggest involvement in a foreign market comes through direct investment the development of foreign-based assembly or manufacturing facilities. If a
company has gained experience in exporting, and if the foreign market is large
enough, foreign production facilities offer many advantages:
1. The firm may have lower costs in the form of cheaper labour or raw
materials, foreign government investment incentives and freight savings.
2. The firm may improve its image in the host country because it creates jobs.
3. Generally, a firm develops a deeper relationship with government,
customers, local suppliers.and distributors, allowing it to adapt its products
better to the local market.
4. Finally, the firm keeps full control over the investment and therefore can
develop manufacturing and marketing policies that serve its long-term
international objectives.
The main disadvantage of direct investment is that the firm faces many risks,
such as restricted or devalued currencies, declining markets or government
takeovers. In some cases, a firm has no choice but to accept these risks if it wants
to operate in the host country.
There are therefore direct and indirect ways of entering a foreign market. The
important point is to note that entry mode decisions are dependent on market
conditions and die firm's product characteristics, objectives and capabilities. The

direct investment
Entering a foreign
•market by developing
foreign-based assembly
or manufacturing
facilities.
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Licensing: Tokyo Disneyland
is oinned and operated by
the Oriental Land Co., Ltd,
(a Japanese development
company), under license
from Walt Disney Company.

British construction machinery maker JCB initially faced severe problems in the
French market. It recognized that these stemmed from using manufacturers' agents
(that Is, independent intermediaries) which sold the product but did not provide
the service support needed for competitive success in this market. Fortunately, it
responded in time. It set up a company-owned, full service distribution network
and was rewarded by a large increase in market share and healthy profits.
To summarize, there arc three alternative routes for entering foreign markets. It is
useful to note that these are not mutually exclusive options. Neither should a
linear progression - from engaging in exporting, through setting up joint ventures
to direct investment - be assumed. Firms seeking to market goods and services in
a foreign market should evaluate the alternative modes of entry and decide upon
the most cost-effective path that would ensure long-term performance in that
market.

A (locating Necessary Resources
To build successfully a strong market position in a foreign country, the firm must
be prepared to allocate necessary resources to the planned expansion. Building a
strong brand image and channel networks is a difficult and highly expensive
undertaking for any company. The investment needed to achieve international
brand recognition, even in Europe alone, is enormous. When the Japanese firm
Canon launched its first photocopier in the United States, it spent $15 million on
TV advertising, a third of its K & D budget for the year. It has been calculated that,
to create 20 per cent brand awareness across Japan, the United States and West
Germany costs $1 billion. The ratio between investment in product development,
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manufacturing or service delivery and worldwide marketing is often 1:10:100. Too
many companies get this ratio reversed, and so often underestimate the costs of
doing business abroad. This, together with their expectation of early high returns
on investment, which are often unlikely, explains why firms all too readily withdraw from foreign markets before establishing a firm market presence.15
Exploiting international marketing opportunities also requires a strong
commitment from the company. It took European dairy products producers a
good 20 years to build up a market for their products in Japan, A lack of commitment to a foreign market is a significant reason for poor exporting performance."'
In emerging markets, such as China and Russia, many international firms have
learnt that it is a long haul as they battle against the myriad problems in their
markets. Rec.-ill, too, the preview ease highlighting McDonald's fight to build a
presence in the South African market. The costs of prising open new foreign
markets are generally high. Successful companies expect not only to invest huge
sums of money in marketing and distribution, but also to set realistic timeseales
for achieving market objectives. Britain's Inchcape, one of Coca-Cola's bottlers,
invested over £77 million in opening three plants in Russia in the late 1990s. It
does not expect to be making money yet. The costs are higher and the timing of
getting things done longer than anticipated. Take construction - local builders are
used to building walls a metre thick, but lack the speed of western firms. Then
mere is distribution. In a Russian winter, Coca-Cola will freeze on the back of the
lorry. It means having to use heated trucks and railway wagons, and the state of
the roads means that a lorry can take a week to complete a 1,000-kilomctre
journey. Then there is the bureaucracy, which dampens the pace when even
minor work has to be secured from a multitude of local, regional and national
departments.
The demonstrable commitment to the foreign market cannot be overstated. It
must come from the senior levels of management and be communicated
throughout the company. Target customers in foreign countries must also be
convinced that this commitment is lasting. Buyers of capital goods or expensive
durable items feel more secure and happier to adopt a brand that is here to stay
and enjoys strong service and after-sales support.

Developing a Strategic Marketing Plan
The marketing programme for each foreign market must be carefully planned.
Managers must first decide on the precise customer target or targets to be served.
Then managers have to decide how, if at all, to adapt the firm's marketing mix to
local conditions. To do this requires a good understanding of country market
conditions as well as cultural characteristics of customers in that market. We
have already addressed the need for cultural sensitivity. This section will discuss
reasons for standardization versus adaptation for the global market before highlighting specific international marketing mix decisions.

Standardization or Adaptation
for International Markets?
Atone extreme are companies that use a standardized marketing mix worldwide.
Proponents highlight several reasons for global standardization.

standardized marketing
mix
An international
marketing strategy for
using basically the same
product, advertising,
distribution channels
and other elements of the
marketing mix in all the
company's iniernacujnal
markets.
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HOMOGENEOUS NEEDS AND PREFERENCES. The presence of homogeneous needs among customers permits the building of global brands such as Levi
jeans and Nike sports shoes. In these cases, the 'home culture' has been successfully exported to mass markets abroad, where consumers share a similar attraction to the cult image that Levi portrays and the 'just do it' attitude that Nike
extols. The success of Ilaagcn-Dazs is another case in point. The product has a
long history in North America. Under a new, aggressive management team, it was
successfully launched in Japan and Europe. Throughout these markets, HaagenDazs uses a standard marketing approach: high quality, high price, selective
distribution outlets and sexual imagery. Similar examples can be found for niche
products, especially luxury goods: Carder jewellery, Roles watches, Royal
Doulton fine china, Mikimoto pearls and Louis Vuitton luggage are all marketed in
the same way to consumers showing similar preferences for the exclusive image
that these brands portray across the globe.
CONSUMER MOBILITY- A larger number of people are travelling more
widely, thus allowing more products to be marketed to them on a global basis.
Kodak film, for example, is sold worldwide in its distinctive yellow box and the
emphasis upon wide availability is similar across markets. Travellers can expect
to find Novotel hotels across Europe to offer similar standards of service and food.
ECONOMIES OP SCALE/EXPERIENCE.
In many industries, cost advantages are essential for competitive success when operating on a global scale.
Economies are derived from discounts from bulk purchases and/or sharing R & D,
marketing, production and managerial resources among different markets. A
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standardized marketing programme reduces costs even further, letting companies
offer consumers higher-quality and more reliable products at lower prices.
Gillette Sensor's worldwide launch is a good case of how the firm derived
scale economies from a standardized global approach. The Sensor took
ten years to develop. It represented a breakthrough in wet-shave
technology. It was essentially a niche product. To recuperate funds
already spent on the product's development and launch, it needed high
unit sales, so had to be marketed globally. Gillette identified three
cultural universals (attributes that transcend national cultures)
associated with wet shaving: comfort, closeness of shave and safety. The
company exploited these; in a common communications campaign — 'the
best a man can get'. The worldwide launch was a phenomenal success. So
successful was the Sensor campaign that its effects spilled over into a
new, complementary product - the Shaving Gel - which enjoyed raised
awareness and sales!
TECHNOLOGICAL FEASIBILITY.
In product sectors where the technological processes are homogeneous, standardization becomes a prerequisite for
market success. For simple technologies like the production of mouldings, toys,
paint, hand tools and so forth, it makes sense to standardize the product as much
as possible to keep costs down. This is also the thinking behind Coca-Cola's decision that Coke should taste about the same around the world and Ford's production of a 'world car' that suits the needs of most consumers in most countries. At
the other extreme is an adapted marketing mix. In this case, the producer adjusts
the marketing mix elements to each target, bearing more costs but hoping for a
larger market share and return. Nestle, for example, varies its product line and its
advertising in different countries. The rationale for marketing mix adaptation is
the reverse of the reasons given for standardization. Most important are the
disparities among different country markets.
DIVERSITY. Proponents of adaptation argue that consumers in different countries vary greatly in their geographic, demographic, cconomic'and cultural characteristics. Differences in the following factors suggest the need to adapt the firm's
product offering for international markets: product preferences; uses and conditions of product use; customer needs, perceptions and attitudes; consumers'
shopping patterns; income levels and spending power; the country's laws and
regulations; user/customer skills or education; competitive conditions; advertising laws; and media availability. In the single European market, many argue
that the 'Euroconsumer' is a myth. Marketers are advised to identify carefully
differences that do exist across national markets and tailor products and services
to suit local tastes and preferences. The dictum 'different strokes for different
folks' is still very much the way of business in international marketing.
The decision about which aspects of the marketing mix to standardize and which
to adapt should be taken on the basis of target market conditions. Firms are often
unwilling to modify their product offering for foreign markets because of 'cultural
arrogance'. German and American machine-tool manufacturers, for example, saw
their world market shares dive over the 1980s due, in part, to their reluctance to
adapt products and marketing approaches in the face of changing customer needs
in their home and foreign markets. 'What's good for Germany is good enough for
the world market' was the view typifying a large proportion of German machinetool producers which formed the focus of a study into international marketing
strategies in the UK market. This cultural arrogance has been termed the 'self-

cultunil universals
Cultural characteristics
and attributes found
across a wide range of
cultures: that is, features
which transcend
national cultures.

adapted marketing niix
An international
marketing strategy for
adjusting the marketing
mix elements to each
international target
market, hearing more
costs but hoping for a
larger market, share and
return.
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Figure 5.3

Five international product and promotion
strategies

reference criterion' and has been a significant factor in accounting for poor export
performance.17
The question of whether to adapt or standardize the marketing mix has been
much debated in reeent years. However, global standardization is not an all-ornothing proposition, but rather a matter of degree. Companies should look for
more stan dardization to help keep down costs and prices and to build greater
global brand power. But they must not replace long-run marketing thinking with
short-run financial thinking. Although standardization saves money, marketers
must make certain that they offer what consumers in each country want.18
Many possibilities exist between the extremes of standardisation and complete
adaptation. For example, Coca-Cola sells virtually the same Coke beverage worldwide, and it pulls advertisements for specific markets from a common pool of ads
designed to have cross-cultural appeal. However, the company sells a variety of
beverages created specifically for the taste buds of local markets, with prices and
distribution channels varying widely from market to market.
Let us now examine marketing mix decisions with regard to global marketing
planning.

Product

Straight product
extension

Marketing a product in a
foreign market without
any change,
product adaptation
Adapting a product Co
meet local conditions or
wants in foreign
markets.

Five strategics allow for adapting product and promotion to a foreign market (see
Figure 5.3).w We first discuss the three product strategies and then turn to the
two promotion strategies.
Straight product extension means marketing a product in a foreign market
without any change. Straight extension has been successful in some cases. CocaCola, Kellogg cereals, Heineken beer and Black & Decker tools are all sold
successfully in about the same form around the world. Straight extension is
tempting because it involves no additional product-development costs, manufacturing changes or new promotion. But it ean be costly in the long run if products
fail to satisfy foreign consumers.
Product adaptation involves changing the product to meet local conditions or
wants. For example, Philips began to make a profit in Japan only after it reduced
the size of its coffee makers to fit into smaller Japanese kitchens and its shavers
to fit smaller Japanese hands. The Japanese construction machinery maker,
Komatsu, had to alter the design of the door handles of earth movers sold in
Finland: drivers wearing thick gloves in winter found it impossible to grasp the
door handles, which were too small (obviously designed to fit the fingers of the
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average Japanese, but not the double-el added ones of larger European users!).
Campbell serves up soups that match unique tastes of consumers in different
countries. For example, it sells duck-gizzard soup in the Guangdong Province of
China; in Poland, it features flaki, a peppery tripe soup. And IBM adapts its worldwide produet line to meet local needs. For example, IBM must make dozens of
different keyboards - 20 for Europe alone - to match different languages. Marie
Claire, the glossy women's magazine with a social conscience, launched its Russian
edition on 1 March 1997. Marie Claire now has editions in 27 countries from South
Korea to Turkey, providing a turnover for the group in 1995, the last available figure, of
Ftr8S4 million (US&156m). The key to Marie Claire's success has been its ability to
adapt its editorial content to the country in which it appears. In the ease of the
Russian market, it acknowledges that it is a country where people still read a lot, so it
is important to have long articles. As well as local stories, the magazine sticks to the
usual Marie Claire formula with articles taken from other editions. The fashion pages,
however, use local models and clothes, and the cover girl in the first Russian edition,
for example, is Russia's top model.2"
Product invention consists of creating something new for the foreign market.
This strategy can take two forms, it might mean re Intro due ing earlier product
forms that happen to be well adapted to the needs of a given country. For
example, the National Gash Register Company rcintroduced its crank-operated
cash register at half the price of a modern cash register and sold large numbers in
the Orient, Latin America, and Spain, Or a company might create a new product
10 meet a need in another eountry. For example, an enormous need exists for lowcost, high-protein foods in less developed countries. Companies such as Quaker
Oats, Swift and Monsanto are researching the nutrition needs of these countries,
creating new foods, and developing advertising campaigns to gain product trial
and acceptance. Produet invention can be costly, but the pay-offs are worthwhile.

product invention
Creating new products
or services for foreign
markets.

Promotion
Companies can either adopt the same promotion strategy in different countries or
change it for «ach local market.
Consider advertising messages. Some global companies use a standardized
advertising theme around the world. Pirelli, the tyre maker, used a visually stunning commercial featuring US Olympic sprint star Carl Lewis, running across the
Hudson river in New York, scaling the Statue of Liberty and leaping off it to land
on the top of the Chrysler Building. There is no dialogue and no voice-over, but
the message - power with control - is universally clear. The visual message and
die choice of an easily identifiable city (New York) meant that the message could
transeend national and cultural boundaries and just one ad could be screened
around the world. Sometimes the copy may be varied in minor ways to adjust for
language differences. In Japan, for instance, where consumers have trouble
pronouncing 'snap, crackle, pop', in the Kellogg's advertisement, the little Rice
Krispies creatures say 'patchy, pitchy, putchy'. Colours are also changed sometimes to avoid taboos in other countries. Black is an unlucky colour for the
Chinese, white is a mourning colour in Japan, and green is associated with jungle
sickness in Malaysia. Even names must be changed. In Sweden, Ilelene Curtis
changed the name of its 'Every Night Shampoo' to 'Every Day' because Swedish
consumers usually wash their hair in the morning. Kellogg's also had to rename
'Bran Buds" cereal in Sweden, where the name roughly translates as 'burned
fanner'.
Other companies follow a strategy of communication adaptation, fully
adapting their advertising messages to local markets. Kellogg's ads in the United

communi cation
adaptation

A global communication
strategy of fully adapting
advertising messages to
local markets.
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States promote the taste and nutrition of Kellogg's cereals versus competitors'
brands. In France, where consumers drink little milk and eat little for breakfast,
Kellogg's ads must convince consumers that cereals are a tasty and healthy breakfast.
Media also need to be adapted internationally because media availability
varies from country to country. TV advertising time is very limited in Europe, for
instance, ranging from four hours a day in France to none in Scandinavian countries, where print advertising is preferred to TV ads. Advertisers must buy time
months in advance, and they have little control over air times. The types of print
media also vary in effectiveness. For example, magazines are a popular medium in
Italy and a minor one in Austria. Newspapers are national in the United Kingdom,
but are only local in Spain.
Companies adopt a dual adaptation strategy when both the product and
communication messages have to be modified to meet the needs and expectations
of target customers in different country markets. For example, the French food
multinational, Dan one, not only had to bring its products closer to consumer
tastes, but also adapted advertising messages to suit the Japanese market, the
company recognized that Japanese consumers preferred yoghurt drinks with less
sugar, a milder taste and less acid in the fruit flavours; they also preferred smaller
packages than their American and European counterparts. Moreover, advertising
messages emphasizing these drinks as healthy options do not work as effectively
as in some western countries because Japanese consumers do not distinguish
between western Health food and junk food.

Price
Companies also face many problems in setting their international priees.
Regardless of how companies go about pricing their products, their foreign
prices will probably he higher than their domestic prices. A Gucei handbag may
sell for ,880 in Italy and £160 in Singapore. Why? Gucci faces a price escalation
problem. It must add the cost of transportation, tariffs, importer margin,
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wholesaler margin and retailer margin to its factory price. Depending on these
added costs, the product may have to sell for two to five times as much in another
country to make the same profit. For example, a pair of Lcvi's jeans that sells for
S30 in the United States typically fetches 863 in Tokyo and S88 in Paris.
Another problem involves setting a price for goods that a company ships to its
foreign subsidiaries. If the company charges a foreign subsidiary too much, it may
end up paying higher tariff duties even while paying lower income taxes in that
country. If the company charges its subsidiary too little, it can be charged with
dumping - that is, pricing exports at levels less than their costs or less than the
prices charged in its home market. Since the 1980s the EU has aggressively
increased the use of anti-dumping measures against imports ranging from electronics components to raw materials. For example, the FU imposed anti-dumping
duties of as much as 96.8 per cent on imports of broadcasting cameras made by
some Japanese companies. The duties were imposed after an investigation by
the European Commission, following complaints by BTS, part of Philips, and
Thomson Broadcast of France (Europe's only makers of studio video cameras),
found that Japanese exporters had, through unfair pricing, increased their share
of the EU studio market from 52 per cent in 1989 to 70 per cent in 1992.
European producers' share had fallen from 48 per cent to 30 per cent over this
period.21
Last but not least, many global companies face a grey market. For example,
Minolta sold its cameras to Hong Kong distributors for less than it charged
German distributors because of lower transportation costs and tariffs. Minolta
cameras ended up selling at retail for £80 in Hong Kong and £170 in Germany.
Some Hong Kong wholesalers noticed this price difference and shipped Minolta
cameras to German dealers for less than the dealers were paying their German
distributor. The German distributor couldn't sell its stock and complained to
Minolta. Thus a company often finds some enterprising distributors buying more
than they can sell in their own country, then shipping goods to another country to
take advantage of price differences. International companies try to prevent grey
markets by raising their prices to lower-cost distributors, dropping those that
cheat, or altering the product for different countries.

Distribution Channels
The international company must rf'ke a 'whole-channel view of the problem of
distributing products to final consumers. Figure 5.4 shows the three main links
between the seller and the final buyer. The first link, the seller's headquarters
organisation, supervises the channels and is part of the channel itself. The
second link, channels between nations, moves the products to the borders of the
foreign nations. The third link, channels within nations, moves the products
from their foreign entry point to the final consumers. Some manufacturers may
think their job is done once the product leaves their hands, but they would do
well to pay more attention to its handling within foreign countries.
Another difference lies in the size and character of retail units abroad.
Whereas large-scale retail chains dominate the British and US markets, most
retailing in the rest of Europe and other countries is done by many small independent retailers. The variety of anecdotes that we have offered, in relation to the
penetration of Japanese markets by western firms, suggests that getting to grips
with a country's distribution structure is often crucial to achieving effective
market access. The firm must therefore invest in acquiring knowledge about each
foreign market's channel features and decide on how best to break into complex
or entrenched distribution systems (see Marketing Highlight 5.6).
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Figure 5.4

Whole-channel concept for international marketing

Organizing an Operational Team and
Implementing a Marketing Strategy
The key to success in any marketing strategy is the firm's ability to implement the
chosen strategy. Because of the firm's distance from its foreign markets, international marketing strategy implementation is particularly difficult. The firm must
have an organization structure that fits with the international environment. It has
to be flexible to implement different strategies for the various markets it operates in.
Companies manage their international marketing activities in at least three
different ways. Most companies first organize an export department, then create
an international division and finally become a global organization.
export department
A/arm uf international
marlteting organisation
that comprises a sales
manager and a few
assistants waftosejob is
to organise the shipping
out of the company's
goods 10 foreign
markets.
international division
Aform of international
marketing organisation
in which tin: division
handles alt of the firm's
international activities.
Marketing,
manufac Curing,
research, planning and
specialist staff are
organised into operating
units according to
geography or product
groups, or as an
international subsidiary'
responsible for its own
sales and profitability.

Export Department
A firm normally gets into international marketing by simply shipping out its
goods. If its international sales expand, the company organizes an export department with a sales manager and a few assistants. As safes increase, the export
department can then expand to include various marketing services, so that it can
actively go after business. If the firm moves into joint ventures or direct investment, the export department will no longer be adequate.

International Division
Many companies get involved in several international markets and ventures. A
company may export to one country, license to another, have a joint-ownership
venture in a third and own a subsidiary in a fourth. Sooner or later it will create an
international division or subsidiary to handle all its international activities.
International divisions are organized in a variety of ways. The international
division's corporate staff consists of marketing, manufacturing, research, finance,
planning and personnel specialists. They plan for and provide services to various
operating units. Operating units may be organized in one of three ways. They may
be geographical organizations, with country managers who are responsible for
salespeople, sales branches, distributors and licensees in their respective countries. Or the operating units may be 'world product groups, each responsible for
worldwide sales of different product groups. Finally, operating units may be international subsidiaries, each responsible for its own sales and profits.
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Global Organization
Several firms have passed beyond the international division stage and become truly
global organizations. They stop thinking of themselves as national marketers that
sell abroad and start thinking of themselves as global marketers. The top corporate
management and staff plan worldwide manufacturing facilities, marketing policies,
financial flows and logistical systems. The global operating units report directly to
the chief executive or executive committee of the organization, not to the head of
an international division. Executives are trained in worldwide operations, not just
domestic or international. The company recruits management from many countries, buys components and supplies where they cost the least, and invests where
the expected returns are greatest.
Moving into the twenty-first century, major companies must become more
global it' they hope to compete. As foreign companies successfully invade the
domestic market, domestic companies must move more aggressively into foreign
markets. They will have to change from companies that treat their foreign operations as secondary concerns, to companies that view the entire world as a single
borderless market.22
More intensely competitive international markets suggest that global firms must
place a premium on organizational flexibility. GFT, the Italian firm, is the world's
biggest manufacturer of designer clothes, covering expensive 'labels' such as
Emanuel Ungaro, Giorgio Armani, Valentino and Baulmer. The company's international expansion required extreme flexibility in managing organizational
change. The tension the firm faced mirrors the dilemma confronting most global
firms today:
For GFT, globalisation is not about standardisation; it is about a quantum
increase in complexity. The more the company has penetrated global
markets, the more sustaining its growth depends on responding to myriad
local differences in its key markets around the world.23
Organising for effective international marketing is a considerable challenge
that besets multinational firms of any size. The tension between centralization
and decentralization is a very tight one. On the one hand, managers must agree
upon the key strategic decisions and activities to centralize. On the other, they
must give as much autonomy as possible to local staff who are close to market
conditions. There is no one correct combination of centralized-deeentralized
organization. It is important to heed the maxim, 'Think global, act local'. The
organ inational structure varies according to the firm's circumstances and over
time. The firm must ensure that its structure fits with its international environment, while at the same time having the internal flexibility required to implement
its strategic goal.J*
Percy Barnevik, chief executive officer of the Swiss-Swedish group Asea
Brown Boveri, best sums up the real complexity of international business organizations. He describes the need to have a structure that leverages the firm's core
technologies, gains scale economies and still maintains local market position and
responsiveness:
ABB is an organization with three internal contradictions. We want to be
global and local, big and small, radically decentralized with centralized
reporting and control. If we can resolve those contradictious we create
real organizational advantage.

global organization
Affirm of international
organization whereby
top corporate
management and staff
plan worldwide
manufacturing or
operational facilities,
marketing policies,
financial flatus and
logistical systems. The
global operating unit
reports directly to the
chief' executive, not to an
international divisional
head.
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Xerox: Filing up Eastern
European Markets

Marketing
Highlight
5.6

Back in 1993, Xerox was faced with
growing competition from companies that were keen to exploit
the emerging eastern European
markets. Xerox realized it had to
improve its brand image and to
develop a marketing campaign
that would work across many cultures, one that would be successful
in all the ten countries where it
operated through a network of 200 dealers, overcoming problems of diverse languages, cultures
and infrastructures.
On researching the marketplace, Xerox
found that advertising media in most eastern
European countries was not at the same level as
media in the West. For many, marketing was still
a novelty. Xerox faced a tough challenge - how it
could best communicate with its customers.
Working with business-to-business agency Aspen,
the Xerox team identified key Xerox brand messages and customer attitudes towards the product.
In the rest of the world, Xerox was known as a
company that could provide solutions for creating
documents. Market research highlighted the fact
that people were buying machines for different

reasons in eastern Europe. When
choosing a printer in the West,
a consumer would consider the
quality ol' print and how easy the
machine was to network and
update. Tn an eastern European
market, a customer's aim was to
get a printer; whether it could be
networked and serviced were not
issues that were much thought
about.
As Xerox was more expensive,
people had to be given reasons to
pay more. Management concentrated on the core
values of Xerox - reliability, quality of product,
after-sales service back-up, a wide network of
suppliers and medium- lo long-term value for
money. The campaign devised used press and
posters as weil as TV in Moscow. Rlana Foley,
marketing communications manager at Xerox,
explains some of the considerations: 'We had to
pick up elements of the advertising to suit individual countries. Everything had to be adapted to
suit local media. Aspen designed ads that were
illustrated with strong pictures expressing clear
messages emphasized by simple copy lines. For
example, one double-page press ad told businesses how to find their nearest Xerox dealer by
showing a list of names and addresses. Under-

Evaluation and Control of Operations
Any number of problems can beset the marketing plan, from unexpected competition
to outbreak of war. The firm must be sensitive to such occurrences. Its flexibility to
respond to environmental shocks determines its long-term success. As such, (he
firm must evaluate the outcome of its marketing plans, analyze progress and variances from target goals and objectives, and take control actions where needed.
It is important to note that the model of planning decisions taken by international marketing managers, as discussed above, is an iterative process. The
activities must be undertaken continually to ensure environmental sensitivity
and effective strategy implementation.

Summary
Companies today can no longer afford to pay attention only to their domestic
market, no matter how large it is. Many industries are global industries, and those
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ncath this, it told them how to find competitors'
dealers by showing a pair of binoculars. Another
ad focused on Xerox's reliability. This showed a
skyscraper of paper standing behind a Xerox
machine with the line "Only Xerox has to pass
this simple test.'
Aspen brought over 20 marketing managers
from eastern Europe to take them through the
basics of advertising and marketing strategy. The
intention was to underline what it is that makes
Xerox good value, and the manager's role in
putting this across. They were provided with
enough information and materials to create mailshots to go out to locally sourced customer lists.
The packs followed a standard direct marketing
format, containing a leaflet, covering letter and
incentives to try out Xerox products. The marketing managers' training also included advice about
how to organize local door-to-door distributions.
This may seem an unusual approach for Xerox,
but the dealers in eastern Europe were small
businesses operating separately, so it was important that individual operators communicated one
cohesive Xerox image.
There were striking differences between how
Xerox dealers in eastern Europe and the UK operated. In Moscow one dealer was situated In a
flat 14 floors up. Some dealers operated from
teashops. In Warsaw it was different again: there

were more showrooms, but in one there was a
machine actually being repaired in the middle of
the shop. There was little point following a standard point-of-sale approach. A modular solution
was devised with blocks of point-of-sale materials, including leaflet dispensers, stickers and
pens, for dealers to choose the items that best
suited their needs.
The success of the campaign, from advertising through to Xerox branding, was one factor
that led to Xerox achieving an SO per cent sales
growth in almost every European country in
1994. The increased sales were also due to economic growth in these countries, and an increase
in the number of Xerox dealers.
The branding of dealers was particularly successful. Since the initial exercise that began in
1993, all Xerox dealers (which now total 400)
have received new branding kits to reflect Xerox's
latest image. This is recognizable by its use of a
big red 'X' logo. Management believes today's
marketing campaigns in eastern Europe must,
however, use different approaches from the ones
that succeeded just a few years ago. This is to
keep up with the rapidly evolving market.

Soillif.'E: Daney Parker, 'The X files', Marketing Week
(8 March 1996), pp. 73-4.

firms that operate globally achieve lower costs and higher brand awareness. At
the same time, global -marketing is risky because of variable exchange rates,
unstable governments, protectionist tariffs and trade barriers, and several other
factors. Given the potential gains and risks of international marketing, companies
need to adopt a systematic approach to making international marketing decisions. We examined eight components of international marketing planning.
First, a company must analyze the international market opportunity open to
it. To do this managers must understand the global marketing environment,
especially the international trade system. The company must assess each foreign
market's economic, political-legal and cultural characteristics. The company
decides whether to go abroad based on a consideration of the potential risks and
benefits. Second, it has to decide which country markets it wants to enter. The
decision calls for determining the volume of foreign sales - assuming there is high
product potential - and how many countries to market in, having weighed the
probable rate of return on investment against the level of risk. Third, the
company must decide how to enter each chosen market - whether through
exporting, joint venturing or direct investment. Many companies start as
exporters, move to joint ventures and finally make a direct investment in foreign
markets. Increasingly, however, firms - domestic or international — use joint
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ventures and even direct investments to enter a new country market for the first
time.
Fourth, the firm must allocate necessary resources to secure a foothold
initially, and then to build a strong position in the market. Fifth, the firm must
develop its strategic marketing plan, which must take stock of the level of adaptation or standardization appropriate for all elements of the marketing mix product, promotion, price and distribution channels. Next, the company has to
organise its operational team to achieve effective strategy implementation. The
firm may adopt different organizational structures for managing international
operations. Most firms start with an export department and graduate to an international di'oiHion. A few become global organizations, with worldwide marketing
planned and managed by the top officers of the company, who view the entire
world as a single borderless market. Finally, managers should continually evaluate their international marketing programmes. Plans should be monitored and
control procedures applied, when needed, to secure desired.performance.
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Discussing the Issues
1.

With all the problems facing companies tbat 'go
global', why arc so many companies choosing to
expand internationally? What arc the advantages of
expanding beyond the domestic market?

2.

When exporting goods to a foreign country, a
marketer may be faced with various trade restrictions.
Discuss the effects these restrictions might have on an
exporter's marketing mix: (a) tariffs; (b) quotas; and
(c) embargoes.

3.

When Honda first introduced its luxury executive
car - the Legend - into the European market in the
mid-1980s, other European luxury car producers (e.g.
Jaguar, Mercedes, BMW) were 'not impressed'. Some

even went so far as to declare; that: 'Honda's mass
market appeal is no comparison; we are operating in
die premium sector'. In 1990, Toyota, another
established mass-market car producer, launched its
luxury brand - the Lexus - which seized leadership
from rival, Honda, and out-competes the Legend. The
Lexus is also becoming a noteworthy marque among
prestigious labels like Mercedes and BMW. Discuss the
Japanese strategy of loug-tcrni commitment to
international markets. What are the key lessons for
European companies seeking to internationalize? How
applicable arc these lessons to companies such as
Ileinekeu (see Marketing Highlight 5.5), Xerox (see
Marketing Highlight 5.6) and MeDonahfs (sec preview
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case), seeking to establish their brands in emerging
markets ?
4,

5.

Imported products are usually more expensive, but
not always: a Nikon camera is cheaper in London than
in Tokyo. Why arc foreign prices sometimes higher
and sometimes lower than domestic prices for
exports?
'Dumping' leads to price savings to the consumer. Why
do KU and US governments make dumping illegal? Is
the use of anti-dumping duties an effective means of
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dealing with the problem? What are the
disadvantages to the consumer of dumping by foreign
firms?
6.

Which type of international marketing organization
would you suggest for the following companies:
(a) Xerox selling a wide range of photocopying and
document processing systems across the globe; (b) a
US manufacturer of toys, marketing its products in
Europe; and (c) Eriksson selling its full line of mobile
telephones in the Far East?

Applying the Concepts
1.

Go to a large elcctronies and appliance store that sells
products such as televisions, stereos, hairdryers and
microwave; ovens. Pick one or two product categories
to examine.
• Make a list of brand names in the category and
classify each name as being cither 'your home
country' or 'foreign'. How did yon decide whether
a brand was 'home' or 'foreign'?
• Look at where these different brands were
manufactured. Are any of the 'home' brands
manufactured abroad and are any of the 'foreign'
brands made locally? What does this tell you
about how much international marketing is being
done? Is 'global' a better term to describe some of
these brands?

Entertainment, including movies, television
programmes and music recordings, is America's second
largest export category - only aircraft is larger,
• Go to your college library and find several foreign
magazines, local pictures, stories or ads featuring
American entertainers. Study what you find.
Look at the size and layout of the stories, and see
if you can understand basically what is being said.
Does American entertainment seem to be
interesting or important to people in Europe or
the rest of the world? What, if anything, do you
think is appealing to them?
•

India has the largest movie industry in the world,
yet few Indian films are ever shown in Europe.
Why do you think this is so? Suggest some ways
that Indian movie companies might make a bigger
impact in Europe.
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Case 5
Procter & Gamble: Going Global in Cosmetics
PROCTER & GAMBLE, THE MULTINATIONAL company- known for its household
products Daz, Fairy, etc., has decided to expand its cosmetics business. The
question is: can the firm that has got us to Pamper-away our babies wetness,
Crest-away our cavities and Tide-away the grime in our clothes now get us to
make up our faces?
Step 1 Diversifying
P & G's aggressive chairman, Edwin L. Artzt, thinks it can. The company
tiptoed into the skin-care business in 1985 when it bought the Oil of Ulay
skin-care line. Under Artzt's leadership, P & G then drove headlong into the
cosmetics business. In 1989 it bought Noxell Corporation and its Cover Girl
and Clarion brand cosmetics lines for $1.3 billion,
A Baltimore pharmacist had founded Noxell in 1917 to sell little blue
jars of a sunburn remedy he later named Noxzema skin cream. In the early
1960s, Noxell launched the Cover Girl Jine with a foundation cream designed
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to conceal acne. It used famous models to advertise the product and eventually became the best-selling mass-market eosmetics brand in the United
States, overtaking Maybelline in 1986. Noxell had also been successful with
its 1987 launch of Clarion, a line of moderately priced, mass-market
eosmetics for sensitive skin. However, to develop its new businesses, as with
its expensive Clarion introduction, Noxell had to take money from its Cover
Girl and Noxzema marketing budgets. Consequently, in the late 1980s, these
established brands were in danger of fading,
Artxt saw the opportunity to strengthen Noxcll's marketing support with
P & G's considerable resources while at the same time providing P & G with
new growth opportunities outside its stable of mature products. Artzt also
recognized that cosmetics carried high gross margins and resisted recessions. In 1990 P & G obtained 47.7 per cent of its £24.08 billion in total
sales from personal-care products. About one-half of these wales came from
paper products, including diapers. Another 32.2 per cent of its total sales
came from laundry and cleaning products: 13.4 per cent from food and
drinks and 6.7 percent from pulp and chemicals.
After acquiring Noxell, Artzt turned P & G's marketers loose. They
quickly redesigned Cover Girl's packaging, giving it an elegant look, but
retained the brand's budget pricing strategy. P & G also sped up new product
development. It hacked these changes with a 58 per cent increase in advertising, spending $47.5 million on Cover Girl in the first nine months of 1990
alone. Ads spotlighted famous models of various ages who featured a more
natural look. By 1991 Cover Girl's market share had increased to 23 per
cent, up from 21 per cent in 1986. Meanwhile Maybelline's share had fallen
to 17 per cent, down from 19 per cent in 1986.
Step 2 Going International
P & G realized that it could not rest on its success. The cosmetics industry
was changing, and P & G would have to change if it wanted to become a
serious contender. Consumers were deserting department stores in droves,
looking for distinctive brands offered by speciality clothing chains and
cosmetics boutiques, such as The Body Shop. Analysts believed that women
were tired of being assaulted as they entered department stores' cosmetics
sections. Women wanted to buy cosmetics where they bought other items,
which was increasingly in speciality shops. As a result, department store
cosmetics sales were declining and mass merchandiser shares were
increasing. The Cover Girl brand also faced problems. For example, the
Cover Girl name suggested that the brand was for young, glamorous women,
giving the line a built-in problem when appealing to career women, housewives and older women. In addition, Cover Girl generated 90 per cent of its
sales in the United States, whereas the rest of the industry was increasingly
going global. For these reasons, Artzt went shopping again.
At the same time, New York financier Ronald Perelman had decided that he
might need to sell Revlon, his beauty-products company. Perelman had bought
Revlon in 1985 for SI.83 billion, following a bitterly hostile takeover. However,
Perelman had used junk bonds to finance this and other deals, and found
himself facing large debt repayments that caused a cash squeeze. As a result,
Perelman considered selling some or all of Revlon's brands, including Max
Factor and Almay cosmetics, Charlie and Jontou perfumes, and Flex shampoo.
Several big firms besides P & G expressed an interest in Revlon. Like P & G,
these other companies wanted to expand their cosmetics businesses
through acquisitions. Unilever, the Anglo-Dutch multinational, began buying
US personal-care brands in 1989. As a result of its Faberge and Elizabeth Arden
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acquisitions, Unilever held the no. 3 spot behind Estec Lauder and L'Oreal
in sales at US department store cosmetics counters. Unilever had worldwide
personal-care sales of §4,7 billion in 1990. Gesparal, SA owned the majority
of Cosraair's L'Oreal, which had 1989 worldwide revenues of $5.3 billion. In
turn. Nestle, the Swiss food conglomerate, owned 49 per cent of Gesparal.
P & G was especially interested in Revlon's Max Factor and Betrix lines,
because 80 per cent of their sales were outside the United States. These two
brands would fit well with P & G's other lines and give the company a good
basis to compete for a bigger share of the Bid billion worldwide cosmetics
and fragrance business. In April 1991, Artzt announced that P & G would
pay $1.1 billion for the two Rcvlon lines, which together captured $800
million in sales. Artzt decided not to buy Revlon's other big brands, which
sold at higher prices in department stores.
It turned out, however, that Artzt had more in mind than simply buying
lines that would give P & G an international presence. He also saw opportunities to use the new brands' distribution and marketing networks to
speed Cover Girls transition from a US brand to an international brand. Max
Factor and Bctrix gave P St. G immediate access to Europe and Japan. Before
the acquisitions, P & G had no cosmetics or fragrance sales in Japan and
only $2$ million in Europe. After the acquisition, P & G had annual sales of
S237 million in Japan and $340 million in Europe. About 75 per cent of Max
Factor's $600 million sales came from outside the United States, whereas all
of Betrix's $200 million came from other countries. One analyst estimated
that P & G had shortened by three years the time it would have taken to go
global with its US brands.
Just as the Max Factor and Betrix lines helped P & G, so acquisition by P & G
helped those two brands immensely. Betrix, especially, had learned that it
took deep pockets to compete in the international cosmetics business. It
achieved about 62.5 per cent of its sales in its home market, Germany, with the
remainder coming from Switzerland. Spain, Italy and Sweden. Betrix wanted
to crack the French market, but had not been successful against powerful
L'Oreal, the dominant market leader, and P & G's marketing muscle could
not help Betrix to force its way into the French market. Betrix's main brands
were the mid-priced Ellen Betrix women's skin-care products and cosmetics
and Henry M. Betrix men's toiletries. Its Eurocos Cosmetic subsidiary sold
upmarket cosmetics under the Hugo Boss and Laura Biagiotti brand names.
Step 3 Reviving Max Factor in the US Market
P & G felt that it could make Max Factor more competitive in the USA now
that it was not under Revlon's umbrella. As it had done with Cover Girl, P &
G quickly learned Max Factor's business and plotted strategies to improve its
performance. P & G's managers questioned Max Factor's use of actress
Jaclyn Smith as a spokesperson. They revamped Max Factor with new products and technological improvements and strengthened the brands promotion and advertising support.
Revkm, however, did not stand still after selling Max Factor to P & G. It
hired a new management team for its Revlon brand, cut its manufacturing
costs and introduced a $200 million advertising barrage that featured a jazzy
'Shake Your Body' message.
Both firms realized that they had to find ways to attract younger women,
including teenagers, without alienating older customers. Mass-market sales,
such as sales through drug stores and discount shops, grew only 2 per cent
in 1991, compared with 6 per cent in 1990. Changing consumer demographics and shopping habits seemed to account for this slowdown. Ageing
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baby boomers had decided to invest in skin-care products and were buying
fewer cosmetics like mascara, nail polish and lipstick.
These changes meant that attracting younger women had become even
more important if the cosmetics companies were to revive sales growth. One
college student suggested that she could understand the companies' interest
in younger consumers. She felt that younger women often wanted to look
older and might even use more cosmetics than they needed. 'Putting on
make-up', she added, 'is a big part of growing up.' An industry consultant
noted that 'Younger women are constantly changing and reapplying their
nail polish, something older women don't do,'
Yet the companies faced problems in attracting younger customers.
First, there were fewer younger women than baby boomers. Second, all
cosmetics manufacturers were fighting for shelf space and the attention of
younger buyers. One analyst noted: 'There are simply too many manufacturers and too many products chasing too few customers. Competition was
intense.' The analyst continued: 'Even at the prestige end of the mass
market, L'Oreal had dropped its emphasis on quality and had begun emphasizing having fun to lure more young customers.' Additional competition
was coming from department store product lines, speciality shops, direct
marketers such as Avon and home shopping networks.
As a result, P & G's cosmetics sales remained flat in 1991 at $722 million;
and its market share slipped slightly to 34 per cent, down from 34.4 per cent
in 1990. Revlou's share increased to 22.5 per cent, up from 2(1.4 per cent in
1990, Even with the slowdown, however, P & G remained the USA's largest
seller of cosmetics sold through drug and mass merchandise stores, P & G
admitted that it was still learning the cosmetics business. It faced distribution problems, being slow to fill orders and slow to deliver promised new
products. In addition, the company had consolidated its cosmetics sales
force. Its salespeople now sold al! three lines - Cover Girl, Clarion and Max
Factor. Some distributors argued that P & G was expecting too much from a
single salesperson. The product lines were simply too wide to expect one person
to know much about all the products. P & G countered that the new system
would reduce the number of salespeople with whom retailers had to deal.
Step 4 Going Global
Most recently, P & G has decided to overhaul the Max Factor line and launch
its first simultaneous worldwide product introduction. The company introduced the new Max Factor line during the spring of .1993. The new products
feature more elegant styling and more colours. The initial range was eye
shadows, blushes and lipsticks. In 1994 it will introduce foundations, face
powders and mascaras.
All of these products will be the same, no matter where in the world P & G
sells them. Previously, P & G had used different products and strategies in
different markets, often using local manufacturers. In Japan, for example, the
Max Factor line had consisted primarily of skin-care products sold at high
prices in department stores. Max Factor had accounted for 28 per cent of
Revlon's Japanese sales of 8507 million in 1990. However, the brand had not
kept up with changing Japanese lifestyles and tastes, and it was steadily
losing market share. Kao Corporation and Shiseido Company were emerging as
powerful competitors in the Japanese market. In Europe, P & G sold Max
Factor products in chain stores and pharmacies at lower prices.
The new line would feature similar styles, colours and images across all
international markets. Packages are a deep-blue colour with gold trim. The
products, come in a variety of colours to meet the needs of women with
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differing skin tones. P & G has also revised its in-storc displays. To support
such changes, it will increase prices to between 8 and 10 per cent above
previous Max Factor prices.
P & G is following the successful strategies of Estee Lander's Glinique
and Chanel, which have both been successful with standardized global
marketing. Consumers around the globe recognize Clinique's blue-green
packaging and Chanel's classic black compacts. P & G hopes that the standardized strategy will allow it to save money by unifying and consolidating
many of its marketing efforts.
Step 5 Watching the Com petition
Despite Artzt's perpetual optimism, however, P & G knows it is making a
bold move. No other company has tried to develop a worldwide, massmarket cosmetics brand. The company has already learned from its experiences in the US market that the cosmetics business is complicated. P & G
also knows that Kevlon will be right behind with its own global strategy.
Revlori already receives between 30 and 35 per cent of its revenue from 126
foreign countries and P & G expects that Revlon will try to take more of its
regional brands global.
P & G also knows dial it must watch its home market. Noting all the
attention being paid to younger women, Maybelline is now focusing on
ageing baby boomers. It plans to introduce a new line called Maybelline
Revitalizing, which targets women of 35 and older. Maybelline claims that
these products will help mature women look younger and it plans to sell the
products through mass-market outlets. To stay ahead of the competitors in
cosmetics, P & G will have to find some new marketing wrinkles.

QUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Who are Procter & Gamble's competitors, from an industry point of
view and from a market point of view? Are there strategic groups in
the industry?
Why are these questions important for P & G?
What trends are shaping competitors' objectives in the cosmetics
industry?
Based on information in the case, identify competitive positions have
the various cosmetics competitors pursued to gain competitive
advantage?
What actions should P & G take in order to expand the total cosmetics
market and to protect and expand its market share?
What competitive strategies would you recommend for P & G's
competitors?
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Consumer Buyer
Behaviour
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to;
•

Define the consumer market and construct a simple model of
consumer buying behaviour.
• Tell how culture, subculture and social class influence consumer
buying behaviour.
• Describe how consumers' personal characteristics and primary
psychological factors affect their buying decisions.
• Discuss how consumer decision making varies with the type of
buying decision.
• Explain the stages of the buyer decision and adoption processes.

Preview Case
Sheba: The Pet's St Valentines Day
Pedro Quclhas Brito, Universidade do Porto, Portugal
PET FOOD SALES IN PORTUGAL rose from Eso480 million in 1988 to more than
EseT.OOO million in 1996. The average growth of 22 per cent a year attracted
more than 60 new brands from both local and multinational companies. The
market leader, EFFEM-Portugal, with brands like Sheba, Wbiskas and
Pedigree Pal, had half of the pet food market and played an important role in
the expansion of the market, but the going was not easy for all the brands.
EFFEM's success came from understanding the behaviour of both pets
and their owners. Cats are resolved animals. Cats eat what thev like and
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leave what they dislike. A cat is selective and sensitive regarding his or her
nutritional needs and taste. If given food it dislikes, a cat seeks an alternative. Dogs are different. A hungry dog will eat almost anything, and eats it
quicldy. For cat food the main concern is to give pleasure and to provide
variety. For dogs it is volume and ease of consumption.
Launched in 1988, Sheba is EFFEM's super-premium brand for cats.
With its exceptional quality and its high priee, it aims to delight the most
discerning cats and is particularly appropriate for special occasions. But
Sheba was in trouble. After initial advertising and sales promotional support
during its launch, it had been left to fend for itself in the increasingly
competitive pet food market. By 1995 Sheba's market position and even its
commercial existence was threatened by the absence of marketing support
and the entrance of new competitors into its market niche. Only 9 per cent
of the total market had ever bought a can of Sheba at least once. Sheba's low
market share of just 2 per cent justified little promotional expenditure, but
tor Sheba it was fight back or die.
EFFEM's answer was a two-stage point of sale promotion, with each
stage costing as little as a 30-second prime-time TV commercial. Stage one
was during the run-up to Christmas 1995. In-store demonstrators approached
consumers and asked them if they owned a cat. If customers answered 'yes',
they were offered a greetings card and a 100 g can of Sheba. In this way both
owners and pets received a gift- This sampling raised customers' brand
awareness and knowledge of Sheba. Besides giving information, the card
encouraged the pet's owners to show their love for their eat by giving it
Sheba because 'it deserves it'. The card and its message were designed to
generate favourable feelings. After all, it was Christmas time and this 'Santa
Claws' gave away 12,000 cans of very special Sheba.
The second stage of the campaign repeated the Christmas promotion,
but with St Valentine's Day as the theme. The Valentine's cart) showed two
cats, probably lovers, with the messages: 'Because today is a special day, Sheba
has a gift for your cat' and 'Let it know how you love [your cat]'. During the
campaign 11,900 cans were given to customers at the point of sale. The
Valentine's card also doubled as a Cash-back coupon with a face value of EsclOO.
The refund and the emotional appeal of the message helped customers to
confirm their preference for Sheba while showing their love for their cat.
The promotions reversed Sheba's sales decline. The impact on brand
awareness/knowledge and repeat purchase was evident and the percentage
of consumers who had ever tried Sheba increased to 22 per cent.

QUESTIONS
1. Is Sheba based on the tastes of eats or their owners?
2. Do consumers behave more like cats or dogs in their consumption
behaviour?
3. Does the consumer awareness and knowledge achieved account for the
success of the Sheba campaign? If not, what does account for the success?
4.
5.
6.

Is the campaign likely to succeed if adopted in other European countries?
Given that Sheba's safes promotion campaign was so much more
successful than conventional advertising, why is it not used more often?
What sales promotions would you suggest to maintain the momentum
of the Christmas and St Valentine's Day success?
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Introduction
EFFEM's success with Sheba shows how consumer buying behaviour has many
unexpected dimensions. Since the human mind contains as many interacting
neurones as there are leaves in the Amazon jungle, it is not surprising that buying
behaviour is never simple. Complicated it is, but understanding buyer behaviour
is central to marketing management. Just as marketing ends with consumption,
so marketing management muse begin with understanding customers.
This chapter explores the dynamics of consumer behaviour and the
consumer market. Consumer buying behaviour- refers to the buying behaviour of
final consumers - individuals and households that buy goods and services for
personal consumption. All of these final consumers combined make up the
consumer market. The world consumer market consists of about 5.5 billion
people, but the billion people living in North America, western Europe and Japan
make up 70 per cent of the world's spending power.1 Even within these wealthy
consumer markets, consumers vary tremendously in age, income, education level
and tastes. They also buy an incredible variety of goods and services. How these
diverse consumers make their choices among various products embraces a fascinating array of factors.

Models of Consumer Behaviour
In earlier times, marketers could understand consumers well through the daily
experience of selling to them. But as firms and markets have grown in size, many
marketing decision makers have lost direct contact with their customers and
must now turn to consumer research. They spend more money than ever to study
consumers, trying to learn more about consumer behaviour. Who buys? How do
they buy? When do they buy? Where do they buy? Why do they buy?
The central question for marketers is; how do consumers respond to various
marketing stimuli that the company might use? The company that really understands how consumers will respond to different product features, prices and
advertising appeals has a great advantage over its competitors. Therefore, companies and academies have researched heavily the relationship between
marketing stimuli and consumer response. Their starting point is the stimulus response model of buyer behaviour shown in Figure 6..1. This shows that
marketing and other stimuli enter the consumer's 'black box1 and produce certain
responses. Marketers must figure out what is in the buyer's black box.2
Marketing stimuli consist of the four Ps: product, price, place and promotion.
Other stimuli include significant forces and events in the buyer's environment;
economic, technological, political and cultural. All these stimuli enter the buyer's
black box, where they are turned into a set of observable buyer responses (shown
on the right-hand side of Figure 6.1): product choice, brand choice, dealer choice,
purchase timing and purchase amount.
The marketer wants to understand how the stimuli are changed into
responses inside the consumer's black box, which has two parts. First, the buyer's
characteristics influence how he or she perceives and reacts to the stimuli.
Second, the buyer's decision process itself affects the buyer's behaviour. This
chapter first looks at buyer characteristics as they affect buying behaviour, and
then examines the buyer decision process. We will never know what exactly is in

consumer buying
behaviour
Tlie buying behaviour
of final consumers individuals and
households "who buy
goods and services for
personal consumption.
eon sumo r market
All the individuals and
households who buy or
acquire gvods and
services fi ir personal
consumption.
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Figure 6.1

Model of buyer behaviour

the black box or be able perfectly to predict consumer behaviour, but the models
can help us imderstand consumers, help us to ask the right questions, and teach
us how to influence them.-1

Characteristics Affecting Consumer Behaviour
Consumer purchases are influenced strongly by cultural, social, personal and
psychological characteristics, as shown in Figure 6.2. For the most part,
marketers cannot control such factors, but they must take them into account. We
illustrate these characteristics for the ease of a hypothetical customer, Anna
Flores. Anna is a married graduate who works as a brand manager in a leading
consumer packaged-goods company. She wants to buy a camera to take on
holiday. Many characteristics in her background will affect the way she evaluates
cameras and chooses a brand.

Cultural Factors
Cultural factors exert the broadest and deepest influence on consumer behaviour.
The marketer needs to understand the role played by the buyer's culture, subculture and social class.

• Culture
culture
The set of basic values,
perceptions, wants and
behaviours learned by a
member of society from
family and otlter
important institutions.

Culture is the most basic cause of a person's wants and behaviour. Human behaviour is largely learned. Growing up in a society, a child learns basic values, perceptions, wants and behaviours from the family and other important institutions. Like most
wcsceni people, in her childhood Anna observed and learned values about achievement and success, activity and involvement, efficiency and practicality, progress,
material comfort, individualism, freedom, humanitananism, youthfulness, and]
fitness and health. Sometimes we take these values for granted, but they are nol
cultural universals.
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Figure 6.2

Factors influencing behaviour

A trade delegation trying to market in Taiwan found this out the hard
way. Seeking more foreign trade, they arrived in Taiwan bearing gifts of
green baseball caps. It turned out that the trip was scheduled a month
before Taiwan elections, and that green was the colour of the political
opposition party. Worse yet, the visitors learned after the fact Chat
according to Taiwan culture, a man wears green to signify that his wife
has been unfaithful. The head of the community delegation later noted:
T don't know whatever happened to those green hats, but the trip gave us
an understanding of the extreme differences in our cultures.'4
Marketers are always trying to spot cultural shifts in order to imagine new
products that might be wanted. For example, the cultural shift towards greater
concern about health and fitness has created a huge industry for exercise equipment and clothing, lower-calorie and more natural foods, and health and fitness
services. This allowed Snapple to change the face of the US soft-drinks market
with its 'new age' iced teas and fruit-flavoured drinks. The shift towards informality has resulted in more demand for casual clothing, simpler home furnishings
and lighter entertainment. And the increased desire for leisure time has resulted
in more demand for convenience products and services, such as microwave
ovens, fast food and direct line financial services such as First Direct and Direct
Line. Concern for the environment is influencing consumer behaviour both
through legislation and through demand for less wasteful goods (see Marketing
Highlights.!).5

• Subculture
Each culture contains smaller subcultures or groups of people with shared value
systems based on common life experiences and situations. Subcultures include
nationalities, religions, racial groups and geographic regions. Many subcultures
make up important market segments and marketers often design products and
marketing programmes tailored to their needs," The huge US market of 260 million
people has Hispanic (approaching 40 million) and black (over 30 million) subcultures
that are bigger than most national markets. In all developed economies the greying
population is growing rapidly. Marketers often have a poor understanding of these
over-55s who will be a huge market force in the next millennium.7 Like all other

subculture
A group ofpeople with
shared value systems
based on common life
experiences and
situations.
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Packaging Ordinance:
Making: the Polluter Pay

Marketing
Highlight
6.1

The principle of 'the polluter pays'
once seemed far-fetched, a pipe
dream of radical environmentalists. But as the rest of the world
watches, the notion that sellers
should be responsible for the environmental costs of their products
is being put to the test in Germany.
The Packaging Ordinance (Verpackungsordnung) makes private
Industry responsible for the collecting, sorting
and ultimate recycling of packaging waste.
The legislation deals separately with three
different kinds of packaging:
•

primary packaging: the container that
holds the product, like a perfume bottle.

•

secondary packaging: outer material whose
main function is point-oi'-purchase display
and protection during shipping, like the box
around the perfume bottle;

•

transport packaging: the carton or crate
used to ship the perfume to stores.

The ordinance decreed that alt three types of
packaging must be taken back by retailers and
returned to manufacturers - a daunting prospect
for both parties. However, it allowed that tf the
industry could come up with an alternative, then
retailers would not have to take back the first and
by far the largest category of waste, primary sales
packaging.
The industry's solution was the Dual System
(DSD), a non-profit company set up by German
businesses that collects waste directly from
consumers in addition to the country's municipal
collection systems, DSD is funded by licensing
fees for the now widely used green dot; a green
arrow emblem indicating that a package is
collectible by DSD. Now, rather than tossing their
packaging out with the municipal rubbish, for
which they must pay a fee, consumers can take it
to a nearby yeliow DSD bin to be collected for
free.
Under the DSD system, although they must
still collect secondary and transport packaging,

stores are no longer required to
take back huge mounds of primary
sales packaging. However, there's
a catch: to be eligible as DSD
rubbish, a sales package must have
the green dot. So, not surprisingly,
retailers are reluctant to carry
products without the green dot.
Further, there is a growing preference among German consumers
for recyclable packaging materials,
and for less packaging in general.
Thus, the Packaging Ordinance
wiJl strongly affect how companies package their
products for the German market.
The ordinance puts the 'polluter pays' principle to work by creating incentives rather than
through direct regulation. Unlike other £11 countries, Germany has no ban on specific packaging
materials. Instead, green dot licence prices are
based, in part, on the difficulty {if recycling a
particular material. This sets market mechanisms
in motion. If a given packaging material is costly
to recycle, the price of using it will rise and
companies will switch to something else. Thus,
the ordinance is stimulating companies to find
imaginative ways to market goods with less
packaging. Golgate, for example, designed a
toothpaste tube that stands on its head on
store shelves without a box. Hewlett-Packard
redesigned the chassis for its workstations and
personal computers, reducing transport packaging by 30 per cent.
The major problem with the landmark German
recycling programme is the lack of a market for
recycled material. Notes one packaging expert:
'There seems to he widespread belief in the trash
fairy, who comes overnight and turns garbage
into gold for free ... [But] when you're talking
trash, it's difficult to believe that anyone will pay
for it.' In fact, it's no secret that much of the packaging collected in DSD bins is not being recycled,
but rather is piling up in warehouses or being
exported. When German plastics turned up in
French dumps and incinerators, it caused ,1
Europe-wide scandal.
Still, the ordinance serves as a wake-up call to
both businesses and consumers, in Germany and
around the world. It says, 'Hey folks, we've got a
problem, and something must be done about it.'
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And despite its flaws, the ordinance does seem to
be moving the country rapidly towards its goal of
waste reduction. For example, during the first
three years under the new system, total household waste production fell by more than 10 per
cent, while recycling quantities increased by 90
per cent. Germany collects, sorts and recycles 60
per cent of its post-consumer plastic-packaging
waste, well ahead of the 35 per cent target.
Producers and retailers are now working together
to help solve environmental problems.
France and Austria have passed similar legislation, and France has begun using the green dot,
although with a different collection system. In
Germany, new ordinances are on the horizon,

Table 6.1

including ones for mandating producer take-back
of cars and electronic equipment. The EU is now
working on a directive that would set minimum
standards for recycling in all of its member states,
'it may take another year or two, but the train is
running,' assures one German ministry official.
'The idea of product responsibility is spreading
around the world.'

SOURCE: Adapted from Marilyn Stern, 'Is this the ultimate in
recycling?1 Across ihcBoard (May 199,1), pp. 28-31. See also
Peter Sibbald, 'Manufacturing for reuse,' Fortune,
(6 February 1995), pp. 102-12; 'Plastics waste: Germany
beats recycling targets,' Chemical Week (5 June 1996), p. 22.

UK socioeeonomie classification scheme

CLASS NAME

SOCIAL STATUS

OCCUPATION OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

% OF POPULATION

A

Upper middle

Higher managerial, administrative or
professional

B

3

Middle

Intermediate managerial, administrative or

Cl

Lower middle

G2
D
E

Skilled working
Working
Those at lowest
levels

professional
Supervisors or clerical, junior managerial,
administrative or professional
Skilled manual workers
Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers
State pensioners or widows, casual or
lower-grade workers of subsistence

14
27
25
19
12

SOURCE; Office of Population Censuses and Surveys.

people, Anna Florcs' buying behaviour will be influenced by her subculture identification. It will affect her food preferences, clothing choices, recreation activities
and career goals. Subcultures attach different meanings to pieture taking and this
could affect both Anna's interest in cameras and the brand she buys.

• Social Class
Almost every society has some form of social class structure. Social classes are
society's relatively permanent and ordered divisions whose members share similar
values, interests and behaviours. The British scale with six social classes is widely
used, although all big countries have their own system (see Table 6.1). In these

social classes
Relatively permanent
and ordered divisions
in a society wliose
members share similar
values, interests and
behaviours.
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Using Reference Groups

to Sell: Home-Party
and Office-Parlv Selling

Marketing

Highlight
u^ o

overcome this problem, most
party-plan sellers have followed
their customers into the workplace with office-party selling. For
example. Avon now trains its
400,000 salespeople to sell
through office parties during
coffee and lunch breaks and after
hours. The company once sold
only door to door, but currently
picks up a quarter of its sales from
buyers at businesses. The wellknown home Tupperwaru party
has also invaded the office, as Tupperware 'rushhour parties' held at the end of the workday in
offices. At these parties, office workers meet in
comfortable, familiar surroundings, look through
Tupperware catalogues, watch product demonstrations arid discuss Tupperware products with
their friends and associates. Tupperwarc's 85,000
sales representatives now make about 20 per cent
of their sales outside the home.
Home-party and office-party selling is now
being used to market everything from cosmetics,
kitchcnware ;ind lingerie to exercise instruction
and hand-made suits. Such selling requires a
sharp understanding of reference groups and
how people influence each other in the buying
process.

6.2

Many companies capitalize on
reference-group influence to sell
their products. Home-party and
office-party selling involves throwing sales parties in homes or workplaces and inviting friends and
neighbours or co-workers to see
products demonstrated. Companies
such as Mary Kay Cosmetics, Avon
and Tupporware are masters at this form of
selling.
Mary Kay Cosmetics provides a good example
of home-party selling. A Mary Kay beauty consultant {of which there are 170,000) asks different
women to host small beauty shows in their
homes. Each hostess invites her friends and
neighbours for a few hours of refreshments and
informal socializing. Within this congenial atmosphere, the Mary Kay representative gives a twohour beauty plan and free make-up lessons to the
guests, hoping that many of them will buy some
of tire demonstrated cosmetics. The hostess
receives a commission on sales plus a discount on
personal purchases. Usually, about 60 per cent of
the guests buy something, partly because of the
influence of the hostess and the other women
SOURCES: See Shannon Thumiaii, 'Mary I\:iy still in the
attending the party.
pink', Advertising Age (4 January 1988), p. 32; Len
In recent years, changing demographics have
adversely affected home-party selling. Increasingly, • Strazewski, "Hipperware locks in a new strategy", .AiJoeitfsfrig
Age (8 Febniary 1988), p. 30; ICate Ballen, 'Get ready for
women are working, which leaves fewer women
shopping at work', Fortune (15 February 1988), pp. 95-8;
with the time for shopping and fewer women at
Vie Sussman, '1 was the only virgin at the party', Sales and
Marketing Management (September ] 989), pp. 64-72.
home to host or attend home sales parties. To

social class is not determined by a single factor, such as income, but is measured
as a combination of occupation, income, education, wealth and other variables.
Not only do class systems differ in various parts of the world: the relative sizes of
the classes vary with the relative prosperity of countries. The 'diamond'-shaped
classification (few people at the top and bottom with most in the middle) in Table 6.1
is typical of developed countries, although the Japanese and Scandinavian scales are
flatter. In less developed countries, such as in Latin America and Africa, the structure
is 'pyramid' shaped with a concentration of poor people at the base. As countries
develop, their class structure moves towards the diamond shape, although there
is evidence that the gap between the richest and poorest in the English-speaking
countries is now widening.
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Some class systems have a greater influence on buying behaviour than others.
In most western countries 'lower' classes may exhibit upward mobility, showing
buying behaviour similar to that of the 'upper' classes. But in other cultures,
where a caste system gives people a distinctive role, buying behaviour is more
firmly linked to social class. Upper classes in almost all societies are often more
similar to each other than they are to the rest of their own society. When selecting
products and services, including food, clothing, household items and personalcare products, they make choices that are less culture-bound than those of the
lower classes. Generally, the lower social classes are more culture-bound,
although young people of all classes are less so.N
Anna Plores' social class may affect her camera-buying decision. If she comes
from a higher social class background, her family probably owned an expensive
camera and she might have dabbled in photography.

Sodal Factors
A consumer's behaviour is also influenced by social factors, such as the
consumer's small groups, family, and social roles and status. Because these social
factors can strongly affect consumer responses, companies must take diem into
account when designing their marketing strategies.

• Groups
Groups influence a person's behaviour. Groups that have a direct influence and to
which a person belongs are called membership groups. Some are primary groups
with whom there is regular but informal interaction - such as family, friends,
neighbours and fellow workers. Some are secondaiy groups, which are more
formal and have less regular interaction. These include organizations like religious groups, professional associations and trade unions.
Reference groups are groups that serve as direct (face-to-face) or indirect
points of comparison or reference in forming a person's attitudes or behaviour.
Reference groups to which they do not belong often influence people. For
example, an aspirational group is one to which the individual wishes to belong, as
when a teenage football player hopes to play some day for Manchester United. He
identifies with them, although there is no face-to-face contact between him and
the team.
Marketers try to identify the reference groups of their target markets.
Reference groups influence a person in at least three ways. They expose the
person to new behaviours and lifestyles. They influence the person's attitudes and
self-concept because he or she wants to 'fit in'. They also create pressures to
conform that may affect the person's product and brand choices (see Marketing
Highlight 6.2).
The importance of group influence varies across products and brands, but it
tends to be strongest for conspicuous purchases.9 A product or brand can be
conspicuous for one of two reasons. First, it may be noticeable because the buyer
is one of few people who owns it-luxuries, such as a vintage Wurlitzer juke box or
a Rolex, are more conspicuous than necessities because fewer people own the luxuries. Second, a product such as Carlsberg ICE beer or Perrier can be conspicuous
because the buyer consumes it in public where others can see it. Figure 6.3 shows
how group influence might affect product and brand choices for four types of product
-publie luxuries, private luxuries, public necessities and private necessities.
A person considering the purchase of a public luxury, such as a yacht, will
generally be influenced strongly by others. Many people will notice the yacht

membership groups
Groups that have a
direct influence on a
person's behaviour und
to ijshich a person
belongs.
reference groups
Groups chat have a
direct ffacv-to-faue) or
indirect influence on the
person's attitudes or
behaviour.
inspirational group
A group co which an
individual i&ishes to
belong.
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Figure 6.3

Extent of group influence on product and
brand choice

because few people own one. If interested, they will notice the brand because the
boat is used in public. Thus both the product and the brand will be conspicuous
and the opinions of others can strongly influence decisions about whether to own
a boat and what brand to buy. At the other extreme, group influences do not much
affect decisions about private necessities because other people will notice neither
the product nor the brand.

•

Family

Family members can strongly influence buyer behaviour. We can distinguish
between two families in the buyer's life. The buyer's parents make up ihefamily of
orientation. Parents provide a person with an orientation towards religion, politics and economies, and a sense of personal ambition, self-worth and love. Even if
the buyer no longer interacts very much with his or her parents, the latter can
still significantly influence the buyer's behaviour. In countries where parents
continue to live with their children, their influence can be crucial.
The family of procreation - the buyer's spouse and children - have a more
direct influence on everyday buying behaviour. This family is the most important
consumer buying organization in society and it has been researched extensively.
Marketers are interested in the roles and relative influence of the husband, wife
and children on the purchase of a large variety of products and services.
Husband-wife involvement varies widely by product category and by stage in
the buying process. Buying roles change with evolving consumer lifestyles.
Almost everywhere in the world, the wife is traditionally the main purchasing
agent for the family, especially in the areas of food, household products and
clothing. But with over 60 per cent or more women holding jobs outside the home
in developed countries and the willingness of some husbands to do more of the
family's purchasing, all this is changing. For example, in the United States women
now buy about 45 per cent of all cars and men account for about-40 per cent of
expenditure on food shopping.1" Such roles vary widely among different countries
and social classes. As always, marketers must research specific patterns in their
target markets.
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decision -making unit
(DMU)

All the individuals who
participate in, and
influence, the consumer
buying-decision process.
initiator

In the case of expensive products and services, husbands and wives more
often make joint decisions. Anna Flores' husband may play an influencer role in
her camera-buying decision. He may have an opinion about her buying a camera
and about the kind of camera to buy. At the same time, she will be the primary
decider, purchaser and user.11
CONSUMERS' BUYING ROLES.
Group members can influence purchases in
many ways. For example, men normally choose their own newspaper and women
choose their own tights. For other products, however, the decision-making unit is
more complicated with people playing one or more roles:
t

Initiator. The person who first suggests or thinks of the idea of buying a
particular product or service. This could he a parent of friends who would
like to see a visual record of Anna's holiday.
• Influencer. A person whose view or advice influences the buying decision,
perhaps a friend who is a camera enthusiast or a salesperson.
• Decider. The person who ultimately makes a buying decision or any part of
it - whether to buy, what to buy, how to buy or where to buy.
• Buyer. The person who makes an actual purchase. Once the buying decision
is made, someone else could make the purchase for the decider.
•

User. The person who consumes or uses a product or service. Once bought,
other members of her family could use Anna's camera.

Roles arid Status
A person helongs to many groups - family, clubs, organizations. The person's position in each group can be defined in terms of both role and status. With her
parents, Anna Flores plays the role of daughter; in her family, she plays the role of

The person who fir at
suggests or thinks of the
idea of buying a
particular product or
service.
influence!
A person whose vievss or
advice carries some
weight in making a final
buying decision; they
often help define
specifications and also
provide information for
evaluating alternatives.
decider
The person vaho
ultimately makes a
buying decision or any
part of it - whether to
buy, what to buy, how to
buy, or inhere to buy.
buyer
The person who makes
an actual purchase.
user
The person who
consumes or uses a
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Table 6.2

Family life-cycle stages

Single
Married without children
Married with children
Infant children
Young children
Adolescent children
Divorced with children

role

The activities a person is
expected to perform
according to the people
around him or her,

status

The gerKi'al esteem given
to a role by society.

MIDDLE-AGED

OLDER

Single
Married without children
Married with children
Young children
Adolescent children
Married without dependent
children
Divorced without children
Divorced with children
Young children
Adolescent children
Divorced without
dependent children

Older married
Older unmarried

wife; in her company, she plays the role of brand manager, A role consists of the
activities that people are expected to perform according to the persons around
them. Each or'Anna's roles will influence some of her buying behaviour.
Each role carries a status reflecting the general esteem given to it by society.
People often choose products that show their status in society. For example, the
role of brand manager has more status in our society than the role of daughter. As
a brand manager, Anna will buy the kind of clothing that reflects her role and
status.

Personal Factors
A buyer's decisions are also influenced by personal characteristics such as the
buyer's age and life-cycle stage, occupation, economic situation, lifestyle, and
personality and self-concept.

• Age and Life-Cycle Stage

family life eyclc
The stages through
which families might
pass as they mature over
time.

People change the goods and services they buy over their lifetimes. Tastes in food,
clothes, furniture and recreation are often age related. Buying is also shaped by
the family life cycle - the stages through which families might pass as they mature
over time. Table 6.2 lists the stages of the family life cycle. Marketers often define
their target markets in terms of life-cycle stage and develop appropriate products
and marketing plans for each stage.
Psychological life-cycle stages have also been identified. 12 Adults experience
certain passages or transformations as they go through life. Thus Anna Florcs may
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move from being a satisfied brand manager and wife to being an unsatisfied
person searching for a new way to fulfil herself. In faet, such a ehange may have
stimulated her strong interest in photography. The main stimuli to people taking
photographs are holidays, ceremonies marking the progression through the life
cycle (weddings, graduations and so on) and having children to take photographs
of. Marketers must pay attention to the changing buying interests that might be
associated with these adult passages.

• Occupation
A person's occupation affects the goods and services bought. Blue-collar workers
tend to buy more work clothes, whereas white-collar workers buy more suits and
ties. Marketers try to identify the occupational groups that have an above-average
interest in their products and services. A company can even specialize in making
products needed by a given occupational group. Thus computer software companies will design different products for brand managers, accountants, engineers,
lawyers and doctors.

• Economic Circumstances
A person's economic situation will affect product choice. Anna Flores can
consider buying an expensive Olympus autofocus superzoom camera if she has
enough disposable income, savings or borrowing power. Marketers of incomesensitive goods closely watch trends in personal income, savings and interest
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Table 6.3

Lifestyle dimensions

ACTIVITIES

INTERESTS

OPINIONS

DEMOGRAPHICS

Work
Hobbies
Social events
Vacation
Entertainment
Club membership
Community
Shopping
Sports

Family
Home

Themselves
Social issues
Politics
Business
Economics
Education
Products
Future
Culture

Age
Education
Income
Occupation
Family size
Dwelling
Geography
City size
Stage in life cycle

Job

Community
Recreation
Fashion
Food
Media
Achievements

rates. If economic indicators point to a recession, marketers can take steps to
redesign, reposition and reprice their products.

• Lifestyle
lifestyle
A person's pattern of
living a* expressed in
his or her activities,
interests and opinions.
p.syehograpliics
The technique of
measuring lifestyles and
developing lifestyle
classifications; it
involves measuring the
chief AK) dimensions
(activities, interests,
opinions).

People coming from the same subculture, social class and occupation may have
quite different lifestyles. Lifestyle is a person's pattern of living as expressed in his
or her activities, interests and opinions. Lifestyle captures something more than
the person's social class or personality. It profiles a person's whole pattern of
acting and interacting in the world.
The technique of measuring lifestyles is known as psychographies. It involves
measuring the primary dimensions shown in Table 6.3. The first three are known
as the AlO dimensions (activities, interests, opinions). Several research firms
have developed lifestyle classifications. The most widely used is the SRI Values
and Lifestyles (VALS) typology. The original VALS typology classifies consumers
into nine lifestyle groups according to whether they were inner directed (for
example, 'experientials'); outer directed ('achievers', 'belongers'); or need driven
('survivors'). Using this VALS classification, a bank found that the businessmen
they were targeting consisted mainly of 'achievers' who were strongly competitive
individualists. 13 The bank designed highly successful ads showing men taking part
in solo sports such as sailing, jogging and water skiing.11
Everyday-Life Research by SINUS GmbH, a German company, identifies
'social milieus' covering France, Germany, Italy and the UK. This study describes
the stnieture of society with five social classes and value orientations:
•
•
•
•
•

Basic orientation: traditional - to preserve.
Basic orientation: materialist - to fia<oe.
Changing values: hedonism - Co indulge,
Changing values: pos(materialism - to be,
Changing values: postmodernism - to have, to be and to indulge.
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Table6.4

Typology of social milieus

MILIEU

GERMANY

FRANCE

ITALY

UK

DESCRIPTION

Upper
conservative

Konservativesgchobenes

Les Heri tiers

Neoconse rva.ro ri

Upper class

Traditional uppermid die -el ass

Traditional Flor esbii rgerlich es
Les
mainstream
conserviiteurs
installes
Traditional
working class
Modem
mainstream

Traditions loses
Arhei term! lieu
Anfstiegsorientiertes

Trendsetter

Pioeola
boriShesia

Les laborious
traditionnels

Cultura operaia

Les non ve a UK

ambitieus

Rampanti, plus
crisaldi

Tech 11 ok rat is ehHberalcs

Les managers
moderns

Borghesia
illuminata

Avant-garde

Hedonistischcs

Edonisti

Rocio critical

Les postmodern is tes

Alternatives

Les neo-

Critioa soeiale

Tradition si os cs
Arbeitennilicu

moralistes
Les oiibli6s,
plus les re be lies
hedonistes

Sotcoprolctariato
urbano

Underprivileged

•

conservatives
Traditional
Petit bourgeois group
middle class
mainly oriented
to preserving the
status quo
Traditional
Traditional
working class
blue-collar worker
Soeial climbers, Soeial climber and
plus progressive
aehic vc merit oriented whiteworking class
arid blue-collar
workers
Progressive
Technocratic-liberals
middle class
with a postmaterial
orientation
'Thatcher's
Mainly young pleasure
children'
seekers
Pursuing an
Socially
alternative lifestyle
centred
Poor
Uprooted blue -co liar
workers and destitute

It distinguishes two types of value: traditional values, emphasizing hard work,
thrift, religion, honesty, £ood manners and obedience; and material values concerned with possession and a need for security. From these, SINUS developed a
typology of social milieus (see Table 6.4): groups of people who share a common
set of values and beliefs about work, private relationships, leisure activities and
aesthetics, and a common perception of future plans, wishes and dreams. The size
and exact nature of these milieus vary between the countries studied, but there
are broad international comparisons.
Knowing the social milieu of a person can provide information about his or
her everyday life, such as work likes and dislikes, which helps in product development and advertising. The study finds that the upmarket segments share a similar
structure in all four countries; and it identifies trend-setting milieus in each country, containing heavy consumers with comparable attitudinal and soeiodemographic characteristics. Important values shared by ali these consumers include:
tolerance, open-mindedness, an out ward-looking approach; career and success,
education and culture, a high standard of living, hedonistic luxury consumption,
individualism and Europe.
The Anticipating Change in Europe (ACE) study, by the RISC research
agency of Paris, investigated social changes in 12 European countries, die United
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States, Canada and Japan, The objective was to try to understand how social
changes influence market trends. RISC describes people using sociodemographic
characteristics, soeiooul rural profile, activities (sports, leisure, culture), behaviour
towards the media (press, radio, television), political inclinations and mood.
Using these dimensions, RISC developed six Eurotypes:
1. The traditionalist (18 per cent of the European population) is influenced by
the culture, soeioeconomic history and unique situation of his or her
country, with a profile reflecting deep-rooted attitudes specific to that
country. Consequently, this is the least homogeneous group across
countries.
2. The homebody (14 per cent) is driven by a strong attachment to his or her
roots and childhood environment. Less preoccupied with economic security
than the traditionalist, the homebody needs to feel in touch with the social
environment. The homebody seeks warm relationships and has difficulty
coping with violence in society,
3. The rationalist (23 per cent) has an ability to cope with unforeseeable and
complex situations, and a readiness to take risks rind start new endeavours.
Personal fulfilment is more about self-expression than financial reward. The
rationalist believes science and technology will help resolve the challenges
facing humanity.
4. The pleasurist (17 per cent) emphasizes sensual and emotional experiences,
preferring n on-hierarchic ally structured groups built around self-reliance
and self-regulation and not around leaders or formal decision-making
processes.
5. Tlie utriver (15 per cent) holds the attitudes, belief's and values that underlie
the dynamics of social change. The striver believes in autonomous
behaviour and wants to shape his or her life and to exploit mental, physical,
sensual and emotional possibilities to the full.
6. The trendsetter (13 per cent) favours non-hierarchical social structures and
enjoys spontaneity rather than formal procedures. Trendsetters see no need
to prove their abilities. Even more individualistic than strivers, they
exemplify the flexible response to a rapidly changing environment.
These studies do suggest that there are European lifestyles although, as with
social class, there is greater similarity between wealthy Europeans than between
poor ones. For this reason, luxury brands and their advertising are often more
standardized internationally than other products.15
Lifestyle classifications need not he universal - they can vary significantly
from country to country. McCann-Erickson, for example, found the following British
lifestyles: Avant Guardians (interested in change): Pontificators (traditionalists,
very British); Chameleons (follow the crowd); and SleefwDalken, (contented underaehhivers). Contrast this with Survey Research Malaysia's seven categories from
their developing country: Upper Echelons (driven by status and desire to stand
out in society); Not Quite Theres (ambition for self and family); Rebel Hangouts
(want to look off mainstream); Sfeef)walkers (want to get through the day);
Inconspicuous (want to blend in): Kampung Trendsetters (ambitious, city-influenced
village dwellers); and Rural Traditiortalists (abide by traditional rules)."' Finally,
advertising agency D'Arcy, Masius. Benton & Bowles identified five categories
of Russian consumer: Kuptsi (merchants), Cossacks, Students, Business
Executives and Russian Souls, Cossacks are characterized as ambitious, independent and status seeking, Russian Souls as passive, fearful of choices and
hopeful, Tims, a typical Cossack might drive a BMW, smoke Dunhill cigarettes and
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drink Remy Martin liquor, whereas a Russian Soul would drive a Lada, smoke
Marlboros and drink Smirnoff Vodka.17
The lifestyle concept, when used carefully, can help the marketer understand
changing consumer values and how they affect buying behaviour. Anna Flores, for
example, can choose to live the role of a capable homemaker, a career woman or a
free spirit - or all three. She plays several roles, and the way she blends them
expresses her lifestyle. If she ever became a professional photographer, this would
change her lifestyle, in turn changing what and how she buys.

• Personality and Self-Concept
Each person's distinct personality influences his or her buying behaviour. Personality
refers to the unique psychological characteristics that lead to relatively consistent
and lasting responses to one's own environment. Personality is usually described
in terms of traits such as self-confidence, dominance, sociability, autonomy,
defensive ness, adaptability and aggressiveness."' Personality can be useful in
analyzing consumer behaviour lor certain product or brand choices. For example,
coffee makers have discovered that heavy coffee drinkers tend to be high on
sociability. Thus Nescafe ads show people coming together over a cup of coffee.
Many marketers use a concept related to personality - a person's self-concept
(also called self-image). The basic self-concept premise is that people's possessions contribute to and reflect their identities: that is, 'we arc what we have'.
Thus, in order to understand consumer behaviour, the marketer must first understand the relationship between consumer self-concept and possessions. For
example, people buy books to support their self-images:
People have the mistaken notion that the thing you do with books is read
them. Wrong ... People buy books for what the purchase says about them their taste, their cultivation, their trendiness. Their aim ... is to connect
themselves, or those to whom they give the books as gifts, with all the
other refined owners of Edgar Allen Poe collections or sensitive owners of
Virginia Woolf collections. ... [The result is that] you can sell books as
consumer products, with seductive displays, flashy posters, an emphasis
on the glamour of the book, and the fashionahleness of the bestseller and
the trendy author.'1'
Anna Flores may see herself as outgoing, fun and active. Therefore, she will
favour a camera that projects the same qualities. In that case the Polaroid Vision
autofocus SLR could attract her. 'The fun develops instantly.'2"
Really, it is not that simple. What if Anna's actual self-concept (how she views
herself) differs from her ideal self-concept (how she would like to view herself)
and from her others se//-concept (how she thinks others sees her)? Which self will she
try to satisfy when she buys a camera? Because this is unclear, self-concept theory
has met with mixed Huccess in predicting consumer responses to brand images.

Psychological Factors
A person's buying choices are further influenced by four important psychological
fiietors: motivation, perception, learning, and beliefs and attitudes.

• Motivation
We know that Anna Flores became interested in buying a camera. Why? What is
she really seeking? What needs is she trying to satisfy?

personality
A person's
distinguishing
psychological
characteristics that lead
to relatively consistent
and lasting responses to
his or her oi&n
environment:
self-uoneept
Self-image, or the
Qvmplex mental pictures
that people have of
themselves.
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'Touchy-Feely'
Research into
Consumer Motivations

Marketing
Highlight
6.3

The term motivation research
refers to qualitative research
designed to probe consumers'
hidden, subconscious motivations.
Because consumers often don't
know or can't describe just why
they act as they do, motivation
researchers use a wide variety of
non-directive and projective techniques to uncover underlying emotions and attitudes towards brands and buying situations. The
techniques range from sentence completion,
word association and inkblot or cartoon interpretation tests, to having consumers describe typical
brand users or form daydreams and fantasies
about brands or buying situations. Some of these
techniques verge on the bizarre. One writer offers
the following tongue-in-cheek summary of ;\
motivation research session:
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.
We've called you here today for a little
consumer research. Now, lie down on the
couch, toss your inhibitions out the
window and let's try a little free association.
First, think about brands as if they wen;
your friend.'' ... think of your shampoo as
an animal. Go on, don't be shy. Would it
be a panda or a lion? A snake or a woolly
worm? For our final exercise, let's all sit
up and pull out our magic markers. Draw
a picture of ?i typical cake-mix user.
Would she wear an apron or a negligee?
A business suit or a can-can dress?
Other researchers use transaction analysis
(TA), based originally on psychoanalytic theory,
to study the relationship between the consumer
and the brand. In this die consumer and the
brand role player assume the 'ego states' of a
parent, adult (equal) or child. Data are obtained
from recording a dialogue between the consumer
and a brand;
Smoker to ideal cigarette: 'I can taste you;
your tobacco is good ... I like you. Smart

box ... You taste nice ... riot harsh.'
Ideal cigarette to smoker: 'If I can
make you relaxed and happy,
that's what I am here for. I always
try to please my customers.'

Such projective techniques seem
dotty, but more and more marketers are turning to these touchyfeely,
motivation
research
approaches to help them probe
consumer psyches and develop
better marketing strategies.
Many advertising agencies
employ teams of psychologists, anthropologists
and other social scientists to carry out their motivation research. Says the research director of one
large agency: 'We believe people make choices on
a basic primitive level ... we use the probe to get
down to the unconscious.' This agency routinely
conducts one-on-one, therapy-like interviews to
delve into the Inner workings of consumers,
Another agency asks consumers to describe their
favourite brands as animals or cars (say, Saab
versus BMW) in order to assess the prestige associated with various brands. Still another agency
has consumers draw figures or make clay models
of typical brands or brand users:
In one instance, the agency asked 50
interviewees to sketch likely buyers of two
different brands of cake mixes. Consistently,
the group portrayed Pillsbury customers as
apron-clad, grandmotherly types, while
they pictured Duncan Mines purchasers as
svelte, contemporary women.
In a similar study, American Express had people
sketch likely users of its gold card versus its green
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card. Respondents depicted gold eard holders as
active, hroad-shouldered men; green card holders
were perceived as 'couch potatoes' lounging in
front ot television sets. Rased on these results, the
company positioned its gold card as a symbol of
responsibility for people capable of controlling
their lives and finances.
Some motivation research studies employ
more basic techniques, such as simply mingling
with consumers to t'ind out what makes them tick:
Saatchi & Saatchi, the London based ad
agency, recently hired anthropologist Joe
Lowe to spend a week in Texas sidling up
to wearers of Wranglers blue jeans at
rodeos and barbecues. His findings
reinforced what the jeans company
suspected: buyers associated Wranglers
with cowboys. The company responded
by running ads with plenty of Western
touches. For a consumer-goods
manufacturer, Lowe went to health
clubs where he observed patrons
applying deodorant. And for shampoo
maker Helene Curtis, he spent three
days in salons before coming to a
somewhat predictable conclusion - going
to the beauty shop makes women i'eel
good.

Some marketers dismiss such motivation research
as iiiumbo-jumbo. And these approaches do present some problems: they use small samples and
researcher interpretations of results are often
highly subjective, sometimes leading to rather
exotic explanations of otherwise ordinary buying
behaviour. However, others believe strongly that
these approaches can provide interesting nuggets
of insight into the relationships between consumers and the brands they buy. To marketers
who use them, motivation research techniques
provide a flexible and varied means of gaining
insights into deeply held and often mysterious
motivations behind consumer buying behaviour.
SOURCES: Excerpts from M. Blackthorn and M. Holmes, 'The
use of transaetional analysis In the development of a new
brand's personality', ESOMAR Seminar on Now Product
Development, 1983; O. De drool, 'Deep, dangerous or just
plain dotty?', ESOMAR Seminar on Qualitative Methods of
Research, Amsterdam, 1986; Annetta Miller and Body
Tsiantar, 'Psyching out consumers'. jYetestoeefe (27 February
1989), pp. 4<i-7; see also .Sidney J. Levy, 'Dreams, fairy talcs,
animals and cars', Psychology anil Marketing (Summer
1985), pp. 67-81; Peter Sampson, 'Qualitative research and
motivational research', in Robert Worcester |ed.), Consumer
Marketing Research Handbook (London' McGraw-Hill,
1986), pp. 29-55; Ronald Also]), 'Advertisers put consumers
on the couth', Wall Street Jmimal (13 May 1988), p. 21:
Rebecca Piirto, 'Measuring minds in the 1990s', American
Demographies (December 1990), pp. 31-5, and "Words that
sell', American Demographies (January 1992), p. 6.

A person has many needs at any given time. Some are biological, arising from
states of tension such as hunger, thirst or discomfort. Others are psychological,
arising from the need for recognition, esteem or belonging. Most of these needs
wilt not be strong enough to motivate the person to act at a given point in time.
A need becomes a. motive when it is aroused to a sufficient level of intensity. A
motive (or drive) is a need that is sufficiently pressing to direct the person to seek
satisfaction. Psychologists have developed theories of human motivation. Two of
the most popular - the theories of Sigmund Freud and Ahraham Maslow - have
quite different meanings for consumer analysis and marketing.
FREUD'S TIIUORY OK MOTIVATION. Freud assumes that people are largely
unconscious of the real psychological forces shaping their behaviour. He sees the
person as growing up and repressing many urges. These urges are never eliminated or under perfect control; they emerge in dreams, in slips of the tongue, in
neurotic and obsessive behaviour or ultimately in psychoses.
Thus Freud suggests that a person does not fully understand his or her motivation. If Anna Flores wants to purchase an expensive camera, she may describe
her motive as wanting a hobby or career. At a deeper level, she may be purchasing
the camera to impress others with her creative talent. At a still deeper level, she
may be buying the camera to feel young and independent again.
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Motivation researchers collect in-depth information from small samples of
consumers to uncover the deeper motives for their product choices. They use
non-directive depth interviews and various 'protective techniques' to throw the
ego off guard - techniques such as word association, sentence completion, picture
interpretation and role playing.
Motivation researchers have reached some interesting and sometimes odd
conclusions about what may be in the buyer's mind regarding certain purchases.
For example, one classic study concluded that consumers resist prunes because
they are wrinkled looking and remind people of sickness and old age. Despite its
sometimes unusual conclusions, motivation research remains a useful tool for
marketers seeking a deeper understanding of consumer behaviour (see Marketing
Highlight 6.3).21
MASLOW'S THEORY OF MOTIVATION. Abraham Maslow sought to explain
why people are driven by particular needs at partiexilar times.22 Why does one
person spend much time and energy on personal safety and another on gaining
the esteem of others? Maslow's answer is that human needs are arranged in a hierarchy, from the most pressing to the least pressing. Maslow's hierarchy of needs is
shown in Figure 6.4. In order of importance, they are (1) physiological needs, (2)
safety needs, (3) social needs, (4) esteem needs and (5) self-actualization needs.
A person tries to satisfy the most important need first. When that important need
is satisfied, it will stop being a motivator and the person will then try to satisfy the
next most important need. For example, a starving man (need 1) will not take an
interest in the latest happenings in the art world (need 5), or in how he is seen or
esteemed by others (need 3 or 4), or even in whether he is breathing clean air
(need 2). But as each important need is satisfied, the next most important need
will come into play:
The wine market shows how the different levels of the need hierarchy can
be at play at the same time. Buyers of premium wines are seeking selfesteem and self-actualisation. They may achieve this by showing their
knowledge by buying 1986 Chateaux Ausone from a specialist wine
merchant. Wine buying makes many other people anxious, particularly if
it is a gift. They buy the product to fill a social need but are unable to
gauge quality. To be safe they buy from a reputable store (Marks and
Spencer) or a brand legitimised by advertising (Le Fiat d'Or).2-1
Maslow's hierarchy is not universal for all cultures. As the heroes of
Hollywood movies amply show, Anglo-Saxon culture values self-actualization and
individuality above all else, hut that is not universally so. In Japan and Germanspeaking countries, people are most highly motivated by a need for personal security and conformity, while in France, Spain, Portugal and other Latin and Asian
countries, people are most motivated by the need for security and belonging.24
What light does Maslow's theory throw on Anna Flores' interest in buying a
camera? We can guess that Anna has satisfied her physiological, safety and social
needs; they do not motivate her interest in cameras. Her camera interest might
come from a strong need for more esteem from others. Or it might come from a
need for self-actualization - she might want to be a creative person and express
herself through photography.

• Perception
A motivated person is ready to act. How the person acts is influenced by his or her
perception of the situation. Two people with the same motivation and in the same
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Figure 6.4

Maslow's hierarchy of needs

situation may act quite differently because they perceive the situation differently.
Anna Flores might consider a fast-talking camera salesperson loud and false. Another
camera buyer might consider the same salesperson intelligent and helpful.
Why do people perceive the same situation differently? All of us learn by the
flow of information through our five senses: sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste.
However, each of us receives, organizes and interprets this sensory information in
an individual way. Thus perception is the process by which people select, organize and interpret information to form a meaningful picture of the world.
People can form different perceptions of the same stimulus because of
three perceptual processes: selective attention, selective distortion and selective
retention.
SELECTIVE ATTENTION. People are exposed to a great number of stimuli
every day. For example, the average person may be exposed to more than 1,500
ads a day. It is impossible for a person to pay attention to all these stimuli and
some studies show people remembering only three or four.23 Selective attention the tendency for people to screen out most of the information to which they are
exposed - means that marketers have to work especially hard to attract the
consumer's attention. Their message will be lost on most people who are not in
the market for the product. Moreover, even people who are in the market may not
notice the message unless it stands out from the surrounding sea of other ads.
SELECTIVE DISTORTION. Even noted stimuli do not always come across in
the intended way. Each person fits incoming information into an existing mindset. Selective distortion describes the tendency of people to adapt information to
personal meanings. Anna Flores may hear the salesperson mention some good
anil bad points about a competing camera brand. Because she already has a strong
leaning towards Nikon, Olympus or Polaroid, she is likely to distort those points in
order to conclude that one camera is better than the others. People tend to interpret information in a way that will support what they already believe. Selective
distortion means that marketers must try to understand the mind-sets of consumers
and how these will affect interpretations of advertising and sales information:

perception

The proeeKS by which
people select, organise
and interpret
inf'ormntiun to form a
meaningful pic tun of
the world.

selective attention
The tendency of people to
screen out most of the
information to which
they are exposed.

selective distortion
The tendency of people to
adapt information to
personal meanings.
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Selected attention-, the
average person is expound to
more than 1500 ads per day in magazines and
newspapers, on radio and
TV, and ail around them.

Cathay Pacific, the Hong Kong-based airline, found out that although
Caucasians saw Cathay as an Asian airline, Asians perceived the airline
as being well managed and safe, but not Asian. Seeing their future in Asia
where 80 per cent of their passengers came from, Cathay wants to change
their view. Peter Sutch, Cathay's chairman, explains their new livery: 'We
wanted something Asian in appearance: we wanted a quality look with an
Asian flavour.' The airline now offers a wide range of Asian meals and
communicates in many Asian languages. In-flight information is now in
Japanese, Korean, Mandarin and Cantonese as well as English.2<>

selective retention
The tendency of people to
retain only part of the
information to -which
they are exposed,
usually information that
supports their attitudes
or beliefs.

SELECTIVE RETENTION. People will also forget much of what they learn. They
tend to retain information that supports their attitudes and beliefs. Because of
selective retention, Anna is likely to remember good points made about the Nikon
and forget good points made about competing cameras. She may remember
Nikon's good points because she 'rehearses' them more whenever she thinks
about choosing a camera.
Because of selective exposure, distortion and retention, marketers have to
work hard to get their messages through. This fact explains why marketers use so
much drama and repetition in sending messages to their market. Although some
consumers are worried that they will be affected by marketing messages without
even knowing it, most marketers worry about whether their offers will be
perceived at all. 37

• Learning
learning
Changes in an
individual's behaviour
arising from experience.

When people act, they learn. Learning describes changes in an individual's behaviour arising from experience. Learning theorists say that most human behaviour
is learned. Learning occurs through the interplay ofdrfoeS, stimuli, cues, responses
and reinforcement.
We saw that Anna Flores has a drive for self-actualization. A drive is a strong
internal stimulus that calls for action. Her drive becomes a motive when it is
directed towards a particular stimulus object - in this case, a camera. Anna's
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response to the idea of buying a camera is conditioned by the surrounding cues.
Cues are minor stimuli that determine when, where and how the person
responds. Seeing, eameras in a shop window, hearing a special sale price, and her
husband's support are all cues that ean influence Anna's response to her interest
in buying a camera.
Suppose Anna buys die Nikon. If the experience is rewarding, she will probably
use the camera more and more. Her response to cameras will be reinforced. Then
the next time she shops for a camera, binoculars or some similar product, Che probability is greater that she will buy a Nikon product. We say that she generalises her
response to similar stimuli.
The reverse of generalization is discrimination. When Anna examines binoculars made by Olympus, she sees that they are lighter and more compact than
Nikon's binoculars. Discrimination means that she has learned to recognize differences in sets of products and can adjust her response accordingly.
The practical significance of learning theory for marketers is that they can
build up demand for a product by associating it with strong drives, using motivating cues and providing positive reinforcement. A new company can enter the
market by appealing to the same drives that competitors appeal to and by
providing similar cues, because buyers are more likely to transfer loyalty to
similar brands than to dissimilar ones (generalization). Or a new company may
design its brand to appeal to a different set of drives and offer strong cue inducements to switch brands (discrimination).

Beliefs and Attitudes
Through doing and learning, people acquire their beliefs and attitudes. These, in
turn, influence their buying behaviour. A belief is a descriptive thought that a person
lias about something. Anna Flores may believe that a Nikon camera takes great
pictures, stands up well under hard use and is good value. These beliefs may be
based on real knowledge, opinion or faith, and may or may not carry an emotional
charge. For example, Anna Flores' belief that a Nikon camera is heavy may or may
not matter to her decision.
Marketers are interested in the beliefs that people formulate about specific
products and services, because these beliefs make up product and brand images
that affect buying behaviour. If some of the beliefs are wrong and prevent
purchase, the marketer will want to launch a campaign to correct them.
People have attitudes regarding religion, politics, clothes, music, food and
almost everything else. An attitude describes a person's relatively consistent evaluations, feelings and tendencies towards an object or idea. Attitudes put people
into a frame of mind of liking or disliking things, of moving towards or away from
them. Thus Anna Flores may hold such attitudes as 'Buy the best', The Japanese
make the best products in the world' and 'Creativity and self-expression are
among the most important things in life'. If so, the Nikon camera would fit well
into Anna's existing attitudes.
Attitudes are difficult to change. A person's attitudes fit into a pattern and to
change one attitude may require difficult adjustments in many others. Thus a
company should usually try to fit its products into existing attitudes rather than
try to change attitudes. Of course, there are exceptions in which the great cost of
trying to change attitudes may pay off. For example:
In the late 1950s, Honda entered the US motorcycle market facing a
major decision. It could either sell its motorcycles to the small but
already established motorcycle market or try to increase the size of this
market by attracting new types of consumer. Increasing the size of the

belief

A descriptive thought
that a person holds
(ibniit something.

attitude
A 'person's consistently
favourable or
evaluations, feelings and
tendencies towards an
object or idea.
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market would he more difficult and expensive because many people had
negative attitudes toward motorcycles. They associated motorcycles with
black leather jackets, switchblades and outlaws. Despite these adverse
attitudes, Honda took the second course of action. It launched a major
campaign to position motorcycles as good clean fun. Its theme 'You meet
the nicest people on a Honda' worked well and many people adopted a
new attitude toward motorcycles. In the 1990s, however, Honda faces a
similar problem. With the ageing of the baby boomers, the market has
once again shifted toward only hard-core motorcycling enthusiasts. So
Honda has again set out to change consumer attitudes. Its 'Come Ride
With Us' campaign aims to re-establish the wholcsomeness of
motorcycling and to position it as fun and exciting for everyone.2S

Consumer Decision Process
The consumer's choice results from the complex interplay of cultural, social,
personal and psychological factors. Although the marketer cannot influence
many of these factors, they can be useful in identifying interested buyers and in
shaping products and appeals to serve their needs better. Marketers have to bd
extremely careful in analyzing consumer behaviour. Consumers often turn down
what appears to be a winning offer. Polaroid found this out when it lost millions on
its Polarvision instant home movie system; Ford when it launched the Edsel; RCA
on its Selecta-Vision and Philips on its Laser Vision video-disc player; Sony with
DAT tapes; and Bristol with its trio of the Brabazon, Britannia and Concorde
airliners. So far we have looked at the cultural, social, personal and psychological
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Figure 6.5
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Four types of buying behaviour

influences that affect buyers. Now we look at how consumers make buying decisions: first, the types of decision that consumers face; then the main steps in the
buyer decision process; and finally, the processes by which consumers learn
about and buy new products.

Types of Buying Decision Behaviour
Consumer decision making varies with the type of buying decision. Consumer
buying behaviour differs greatly for a tube of toothpaste, a tennis racket, an
expensive camera and a new car. More complex decisions usually involve more
buying participants and more buyer deliberation. Figure 6.5 shows types of
consumer buying behaviour based on the degree of buyer involvement and the
degree of differences among brands.2'1

Complex Buying Behaviour
Consumers undertake complex buying behaviour when they are highly involved
in a purchase and perceive significant differences among brands, or when the
product is expensive, risky, purchased infrequently and highly self-expressive.
Typically, the consumer has much to learn about the product category. For
example, a personal computer buyer may not know what attributes to consider.
Many product features carry no real meaning; an 'Intel 200MIIz Pentium II Pro',
'SVGA display', '16Mb Sync DRAM, 256 Kb Cache' or even a '16X Max CD-ROM
with 33.6 RPS fax/data (upgradeable to 56K)'.
This buyer will pass through a learning process, first developing beliefs about
the product, then developing attitudes, and then making a thoughtful purchase
choice. Marketers of high-involvement products must understand the informationfathering and evaluation behaviour of high-involvement consumers. They need to
help buyers learn about product-class attributes and their relative importance
and about what the company's brand offers on the important attributes.
Marketers need to differentiate their brand's features, perhaps by describing the
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Marketers can convert lowinvolvernent products into
higher-involvement ones by
linking them to involving
situations. Hurt: Nestlil
creates involvement with
soap-opera-like ads
featuring the romantic
relationship between two
neighbours, Tony and
Sharon.

brand's benefits using print media with long copy. They must motivate store salespeople and the buyer's acquaintances to influence the final brand choice.
Recognizing this problem, Dixons, the electrical retailers, is setting up the Link
chain of stores dedicated to helping baffled buyers on to the information superhighway and multimedia.311

Dissonance-Reducing Buying Behaviour
dLssuna nee- reducing
buying behaviour
Consumer buying
behaviour in situations
characterised by high
involvement butfe'w
perceived differences
among brands.

habitual buying
behaviour
Consumer buying
behaviour in situations
characterised by low
consumer involvement
and few significant
perceived brand
differences.

Dissonance-reducing buying behaviour occurs when consumers are highly
involved with an expensive, infrequent or risky purchase, but see little difference
among brands. For example, consumers buying carpeting may face a highinvolvement decision because carpeting is expensive and self-expressive. Yet
buyers may consider most carpet brands in a given price range to be the same. In
this case, because perceived brand differences are not large, buyers may shop
around to learn what is available, but buy relatively quickly. They may respond
primarily to a good price or to purchase convenience. After the purchase,
consumers might experience post-purchase dissonance (after-sales discomfort)
when they notice certain disadvantages of the purchased carpet brand or hear
favourable things about brands not purchased. To counter such dissonance, the
marketer's after-sale communications should provide evidence and support to
help consumers feel good both before and after their brand choices.31

Habitual Buying Behaviour
Habitual buying behaviour occurs under conditions of low consumer involvement and little significant brand difference. For example, take salt. Consumers
have little involvement in this product category - they simply go to the store and
reaeh for a brand. If they keep reaching for the same brand, it is out of habit
rather than strong brand loyalty. Consumers appear to have low involvement with
most low-cost, frequently purchased products.
Consumers do not search extensively for information about the brands, evaluate brand characteristics and make weighty decisions about which brands to buy.
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Instead, they passively receive information as they watch television or read magazines. Ad repetition creates brand familiarity rather than brand conviction.
Consumers do not form strong attitudes towards a brand; they select the brand
because it is familiar and may not evaluate the choice even after purchase.
Because buyers arc not highly committed to any brands, marketers of lowinvolvement products with few brand differences often use price and sales promotions to stimulate product trial. Gaining distribution and attention at the point of
sale is critical. In advertising for a low-involvement product, ad copy should stress
only a few key points. Visual symbols and imagery are important because they can
be remembered easily and associated with the brand. Ad campaigns should include
high repetition of short-duration messages. Television is usually more effective than
print media because it is a low-Involvement medium suitable for passive learning.
Advertising planning should be based on classical conditioning theory, in which
buyers learn to identify a certain product, by a symbol repeatedly attached to it.
Products can be linked to some involving personal situation. Nestle did this in
a recent series of ads for Gold Blend coffee, each consisting of a new soap-operalike episode featuring the evolving romantic relationship between neighbours,
Sharon and Tony. Nestie's success in doing this contrasts with the tea market in
the United Kingdom where, although it is the national drink, sales promotions
dominate sales.

Variety-Seeking Buying Behaviour
Consumers undertake variety-seeking buying behaviour in situations characterized
by low consumer involvement, but significant perceived brand differences. In such
cases, consumers often do a lot of brand switching. For example, when purchasing
biscuits, a consumer may hold some beliefs, choose a biscuit without much evaluation, then evaluate that brand during consumption. But the next time, the consumer
might pick another brand out of boredom or simply to try something different. Brand
switching occurs for the sake of variety rather than because of dissatisfaction.
In such product categories, the marketing strategy may differ for the market
leader and minor brands. The market leader will try to encourage habitual buying
behaviour by dominating shelf space, avoiding out-of-stock conditions and running
frequent reminder advertising. Challenger firms will encourage variety seeking by
offering lower prices, deals, coupons, free samples and advertising that presents
reasons for trying something new.

The Buyer Decision Process
Most large companies research consumer buying decisions in great detail to
answer questions about what consumers buy, where they buy, how and how much
they buy, when they buy and why they buy. Marketers can study consumer
purchases to find answers to questions about what they buy, where and how
much. But learning about the whys of consumer buying behaviour and the buying
decision process is not so easy - the answers are often locked within the
consumer's head.
We will examine the stages that buyers pass through to reach a buying decision. We will use the model in Figure 6.6, which shows the consumer as passing
through five stages: need recognition, information search, evaluation of alternatives, purchase decision and postpurchase behaviour. Clearly the buying process
starts long before actual purchase and continues long after. This encourages
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Figure 6.6

Buyer decision process

the marketer to focus on the entire buying process rather than just the purchase
decision.
This model implies that consumers pass through all five stages with every
purchase. But in more routine purchases, consumers often skip or reverse some
of these stages. A woman buying her regular brand of toothpaste would recognize
the need and go right to the purchase decision, skipping information search and
evaluation. However, we use the model in Figure 6.6 because it shows all the
considerations that arise when a consumer faces a new and complex purchase
situation.
To illustrate this model, we return to Anna Flores and try to understand how she
became interested in buying a camera and the stages she went through to make
the final choice.

Need Recognition
need recognition
The first stage of the
buyer decision process
in which the consumer
recognizes a problem or
need.

information searoli
The stage of the buyer
decision process in
which the consumer is
aroused to search for
more information; the
consumer may simply
Itave heightened
attention or may go into
active information
search.

The buying process starts with need recognition - the buyer recognizing a
problem or need. The buyer senses a difference between his or her actual state
and some desired state. The need can be triggered by internal stimuli when one
of the person's normal needs - hunger, thirst, sex - rises to a level high enough to
become a drive. From previous experience, the person has learned how to cope
with this drive and is motivated towards objects that he or she knows will satisfy it.
A need can also be triggered by external stimuli. Anna passes a bakery and
the smell of freshly baked bread stimulates her hunger; she admires a neighbours
new car; or she watches a television commercial for a Caribbean vacation. At this
stage, the marketer needs to determine the factors and situations that usually
trigger consumer need recognition. The marketer should research consumers to
find out what kinds of need or problem arise, what brought them about and how
they led the consumer to this particular product. Anna might answer that she felt
she needed a camera after friends showed her the photographs they took on
holiday. By gathering such information, the marketer can identify the stimuli that
most often trigger interest in the product and can develop marketing programmes
that involve these stimuli.

Information Search
An aroused consumer may or may not search for more information. If the
consumer's drive is strong and a satisfying product is near at hand, the consumer
is likely to buy it then. If not, the consumer may simply store the need in memory
or undertake an information search related to the need.
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At one level, the consumer may simply enter heightened attention. Here Anna
becomes more receptive to information about cameras. She pays attention to
camera ads, cameras used by friends and camera conversations. Or Anna may go
into active information search, in which she looks for reading material, phones
friends and gathers information in other ways. The amount of searching she does
will depend upon the strength of her drive, the amount of information she
starts with, the ease of obtaining more information, the value she places on additional information and the satisfaction she gets from searching. Normally the
amount of consumer search activity increases as the eonsumer moves from decisions that involve limited problem solving to those that involve extensive problem
solving.
The consumer can obtain information from any of several sources:
•
•

Personal sources: family, friends, neighbours, acquaintances.
Commercial sources: advertising, salespeople, dealers, packaging, displays.

•

Public sources: mass media, consumer-rating organizations.

•

Experiential sources: handling, examining, using the product.

The relative influence of these information sources varies with the product and
the buyer. Generally, the consumer receives the most information about a
product from commercial sources - those controlled by the marketer. The most
effective sources, however, tend to be personal. Personal sources appear to be
even more important in influencing the purchase of services.32 Commercial
sources normally inform the buyer, but personal sources legitimize or evaluate
products for the buyer. For example, doctors normally learn of new drugs from
commercial sources, but turn to other doctors for evaluative information.
As more information is obtained, the consumer's awareness and knowledge of
the available brands and features increases. In her information search, Anna
learned about the many camera brands available. The information also helped her
drop certain brands from consideration. A company must design its marketing
mix to make prospects aware of and knowledgeable about its brand. If it fails to do
this, the company has lost its opportunity to sell to the customer. The company
must also learn which other brands customers consider so that it knows its
competition and can plan its own appeals.
The marketer should identify consumers' sources of information and the
importance of each source. Consumers should be asked how they first heard
about the brand, what information they received and the importance they place
on different information sources.

Evaluation of Alternatives
We have seen how the consumer uses information to arrive at a set of final brand
choices. How does the consumer choose among the alternative brands? The
marketer needs to know about alternative evaluation - that is, how the consumer
processes information to arrive at brand choices. Unfortunately, consumers do
not use a simple and single evaluation process in all buying situations. Instead,
several evaluation processes are at work.
Certain basic concepts help explain consumer evaluation processes. First, we
assume that each consumer is trying to satisfy some need and is looking for
certain benefits that can be acquired by buying a product or service. Further,
each consumer sees a product as a bundle of product attributes with varying
capacities for delivering these benefits and satisfying the need. For cameras,

alternative evaluation
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brand image
The set of beliefs tliac
consumers hold about a
particular brand.

product attributes might include picture quality, ease of use, camera size, price
and other features. Consumers will vary as to which of these attributes they
consider relevant and will pay the most attention to those attributes connected
with their needs.
Second, the consumer will attach different degrees of importance to each
attribute. A distinction can be drawn between the importance of an attribute and
its saiience. Salient attributes are those that come to a consumer's mind when he
or she is asked to think of a product's characteristics. But these are not necessarily the most important attributes to the consumer. Some of them may be salient
because the consumer has just seen an advertisement mentioning them or has
had a problem with them, making these attributes 'top-of-the-mind'. There may
also be other attributes that the consumer forgot, but whose importance would he
recognized if they were mentioned. Marketers should be more concerned with
attribute importance than attribute salience.
Third, the consumer is likely to develop a set of brand beliefs about where
each brand stands on each attribute. The set of beliefs held about a particular
brand is known as the brand image. The consumer's beliefs may vary from true
attributes based on his or her experience and the effect of selective perception,
selective distortion and selective retention.
Fourth, the consumer is assumed to have a utility function for each attribute.
The utility function shows how the consumer expects total product satisfaction to
vary with different levels of different attributes. For example, Anna may expect
her satisfaction from a camera to increase with better picture duality; to peak
with a medium-weight camera as opposed to a very light or very heavy one; to be a
compact 35 mm camera rather than a single lens reflex camera with interchangeable lenses. If we combine the attribute levels at which her utilities are highest,
they make up Anna's ideal camera. The camera would also be her preferred
camera if it were available and affordable.
Fifth, the consumer arrives at attitudes towards the different brands through
some evaluation procedure. Consumers have been found to use one or more
of several evaluation procedures, depending on the consumer and the buying
decision.
In Anna's camera-buying situation, suppose she has narrowed her choice set
to four cameras: Nikon AF400. Olympus Superzoom 110, Pcntax Espio Jr. and
Ricoh RW1. In addition, let us say she is interested primarily in four attributes picture quality, ease of use, camera size and price. Table 6,5 shows how she
believes each brand rates on each attribute.3-1 Anna believes the Nikon will give
her picture quality of 8 on a 10-point scale; is easy to use, 8; is of medium size, 9;
and is very inexpensive, 10. Similarly, she has beliefs about how the other
cameras rate on these attributes. The marketer would like to be able to predict
which camera Anna will buy.
Clearly, if one camera rated best on all the attributes, we could predict that
Anna would choose it. But the brands vary in appeal. Some buyers will base their
buying decision on only one attribute and their choices are easy to predict. If
Anna wants low price above everything, she should buy the Nikon, whereas if she
wants the camera that is easiest to use, she could buy either the Olympus or the
Pentax.
Most buyers consider several attributes, but assign different importance to
each. If we knew the importance weights that Anna assigns to the four attributes,
we eould predict her camera choice more reliably. Suppose Anna assigns 40 per
cent of the importance to the camera's picture quality, 30 per cent to ease of use,
20 per cent to its size and 10 per cent to its price. To find Anna's perceived value
for each camera, we can multiply her importance weights by her beliefs about
each camera. This gives us the following perceived values:
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Table 6.5

A consumer's brand beliefs about cameras
ATTRIBUTE
PICTURE

EASE OF

CAMERA

CAMERA

QUALITY

USE

SIZE

PRICE

Nikon
Olympus
Pentax
Ricoh

8
8
8
6

8
10
10
8

9

10
4
6

Nikon
= 0.4(8) + 0.3(8) + 0.2(9) + 0.1(10)
Olympus = 0.4(8") + 0.3(10) + 0.2(7) + 0.1(4)
Pentax
= 0.4(8) + 0.3(10) + 0.2(9) + 0.1(6)
Ricoh
= 0.4(6) + 0.3(8) + 0.2(9) + 0.1(8)

7

9
9

= 8.4
= 8.0
= 8.6
= 7.4

We would predict that Anna will favour the Pentax.
This model is called the expectancy value model of consumer choice.31 This
is one of several possible models describing how consumers go about evaluating
alternatives. Consumers might evaluate a set of alternatives in other ways. For
example, Anna might decide that she should consider only cameras that satisfy a
set of minimum attribute levels. She might decide a camera must have a superzoom lens. In this case, we would predict that she would choose Olympus because
it is the only one that satisfies that requirement. This is called the conjunctive
model of consumer choice. Or she might decide that she would settle for a camera
that had a picture quality greater than 7 or ease of use greater than 9. In this case,
the Nikon, Olympus or the Pentax would do, since they all meet at least one of the
requirements. This is called the disjunctive mode! of consumer choice.
Row consumers go about evaluating purchase alternatives depends on the
individual consumer and the specifie buying situation. In some cases, consumers
use careful calculations and logical thinking. At other times, the same consumers
do little or no evaluating; instead they buy on impulse and reiy on intuition.
Sometimes consumers make buying decisions on their own; sometimes they turn
to friends, consumer guides or salespeople for buying advice.
Marketers should study buyers to find out how they actually evaluate brand
alternatives. If they know what evaluative processes go on, marketers can take
steps to influence the buyer's decision. Suppose Anna is now inclined to buy a
Pentax camera because of its ease of use and lightness. What strategies might
another camera maker, say Olympus, use to influence people like Anna? There
are several. Olympus could modify its camera to produce a version that has fewer
features, but is lighter and cheaper. It could try to change buyers' beliefs about
how its camera rates on key attributes, especially if consumers currently underestimate the camera's qualities. It could try to change buyers' beliefs about Pentax
and other competitors. Finally, it could try to change the list of attributes that
buyers consider or the importance attached to these attributes. For example, it
might advertise that all good cameras need a superzoom lens to get the picture
quality that active people like Anna want.

8
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Figure 6.7

Steps between evaluation of alternatives and a purchase derision
Purchase Decision

purchase decision
The stage of the buyer
decision process in
which the consumer
actually buys the
product.

postpurchase behaviour
The stage of the buyer
decision, process in
which consumers take
further action after
purchase based on
their satisfaction or
dissaiis/iietion.

In the evaluation stage, die consumer ranks brands and forms purchase intentions. Generally, the consumer's purchase decision will be to buy the most
preferred brand, but two factors, shown in Figure 6.7, ean come between the
purchase intension and the purchase decision. The first factor is the attitudes of
others. For example, if Anna Flo res' husband feels strongly that Anna should buy
the lowest-priced camera, then the chance of Anna buying a more expensive
camera is reduced. lie may like the specification of the Pen tax, but be offended by
its name being Espio Jr (junior). How much another person's attitudes will affect
Anna's choices depends both on the strength of the other person's attitudes
towards her buying decision and on Anna's motivation to comply with that
person's wishes.
Purchase intention is also influenced by unexpected situationalfactors. The
consumer may form a purchase intention based on factors such as expected
family income, expected price and expected benefits from the product. When the
consumer is about to act, unexpected situation;)! factors may arise to change the
purchase intention. Anna may lose her job, some other purchase may become
more urgent or a friend may report being disappointed in her preferred camera.
Thus preferences and even purchase intentions do not always result in actual
purchase choice. They may direct purchase behaviour, but may not fully determine the outcome.
A consumer's decision to change, postpone or avoid a purchase decision is
influenced heavily by perceived risk. Many purchases involve some risk taking.35
Anxiety results when consumers cannot be certain about the purchase outcome.
The amount of perceived risk varies with the amount of money at stake, the
amount of purchase uncertainty and die amount of consumer self-confidence. A
consumer takes certain actions to reduce risk, such as avoiding purchase decisions, gathering more information and looking for national brand names and
products with warranties. The marketer must understand the factors that
provoke feelings of risk in consumers and must provide information arid support
that will reduce the perceived risk.

Postpurchase Behaviour
The marketer's job does not end when the product is bought. After purchasing the
product, the consumer will be satisfied or dissatisfied and will engage in postpurehase behaviour of interest to the marketer. What determines whether the buyer is
satisfied or dissatisfied with a purchase? The answer lies in the relationship between
the consumer's expectations and the product's perceived performance. If the product
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falls short of expectations, the consumer is disappointed; if it meets expectations,
the consumer is satisfied; if it exceeds expectations, the consumer is delighted.
Consumers base their expectations on messages they receive from sellers,
friends and other information sources. If the seller exaggerates the product's
performance, consumer expectations will not be met - a situation that leads to
dissatisfaction. The larger the gap between expectations and performance, the
greater the consumer's dissatisfaction. This fact suggests that the seller should
make product claims that represent faithfully the product's performance so that
buyers are satisfied.
Motoring organizations regularly give pessimistic quotes about how long they
will take to reach a customer whose car breaks down. If they say they will be 30
minutes and get there in 20, the customer is impressed. If, however, they get there
in 20 minutes after promising 10, the customer is not so happy.
Almost all large purchases result in cognitive dissonance or discomfort
caused by postpurchase conflict. Consumers are satisfied with the benefits of the
chosen brand and glad to avoid the drawbacks of the brands not purchased. On
the other baud, every purchase involves compromise. Consumers feel uneasy
about acquiring the drawbacks of the chosen brand and about losing the benefits
of the brands not purchased. Thus consumers feel at least some postpurchase
dissonance for every purchase.-1'1
Why is it so important to satisfy the customer? Such satisfaction is important
because a company's sales come from two basic groups - new customers and
repeat customers. Tt usually costs more to attract new customers than to retain
current ones. Keeping current customers is therefore often more critical than
attracting new ones, and the best way to do this is to make current customers
happy. A satisfied customer buys a product again, talks favourably to others about
the product, pays less attention to competing brands and advertising, and buys
other products from the company. Many marketers go beyond merely meeting the
expectations of customers - they aim to delight the customer. A delighted
customer is even more likely to purchase again and to talk favourably about the
product and company.
A dissatisfied consumer responds differently. Whereas, on average, a satisfied
customer tells three people about a good product experience, a dissatisfied
customer gripes to 11 people. In fact, one study showed that 13 per cent of the
people who had a problem with an organization complained about that company
to more than 20 people.^7 Clearly, bad word of mouth travels farther and faster
than good word of mouth and can quickly damage consumer attitudes about a
company and its products.
Therefore, a company would be wise to measure customer satisfaction regularly. It cannot simply rely on dissatisfied customers to volunteer their complaints
when they are dissatisfied. In fact, 96 per cent of unhappy customers never tell
the company about their problem. Companies should set up suggestion systems
to encourage customers to complain. In this way, the company can learn how well
it is doing and how it can improve. The 3M Company claims that over two-thirds
of its new-product ideas come from listening to customer complaints. But
listening is not enough - the company must also respond constructively to the
complaints it receives.
Thus, in general, dissatisfied consumers may try to reduce their dissonance
by taking any of several actions. In the case of Anna - a Pen tax purchaser - she
may return the camera, or look at Pen tax ads that tell of the camera's benefits, or
talk with friends who will tell her how much they like her new camera. She may
even avoid reading about cameras in case she finds a better deal than she got.
Beyond seeking out and responding to complaints, marketers can take additional steps to reduce consumer postpurchase dissatisfaction and to help

cognitive dissonance
Buyer discomfort caused
by postpurchase conflict.
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customers feel good about their purchases. For example, Toyota writes or phones
new car owners with congratulations on having selected a fine car. It places ads
showing satisfied owners talking about their new cars ('I love what you do for me,
Toyota!'). Toyota also obtains customer suggestions for improvements and lists
the locations of available services.
Understanding the consumer's needs and buying process is the foundation of
successful marketing. By understanding how buyers go through need recognition,
information search, evaluation of alternatives, the purchase decision and postpurchase behaviour, the marketer can pick up many clues as to how to meet the
buyer's needs. By understanding the various participants in the buying process
and the strongest influences on their buying behaviour, the marketer can develop
an effective programme to support an attractive offer to the target market.

The Buyer Decision Process for New Products

new product
A good, service or idea
that is perceived by
some potential
customers as new.
adoption process
The mental process
through -which an
individual passes from
first hearing about an
innovation to,final
adoption.
adoption
The decision by an
individual to become a
regular user tit the

product.

We have looked at the stages that buyers go through in trying to satisfy a need.
Buyers may pass quickly or slowly through these stages and some of the stages
may even be reversed. Much depends on the nature of the buyer, the product and
the buying situation.
We now look at how buyers approach the purchase of new products. A new
product is a good, service or idea that is perceived by some potential customers as
new. It may have been around for a while, but our interest is in how consumers
learn about products for the first time and make decisions on whether to adopt
them. We define the adoption process as "the mental process through which an
individual passes from first learning about an innovation to final adoption',38 and
adoption as the decision by an individual to become a regular user of the product.

Stages in the Adoption Process
Consumers go through five stages in the process of adopting a new product:
1.

Aiaareness. The consumer becomes aware of the new product, but lacks
information about it.

2. Interest. The consumer seeks information about the new product.
3. Evaluation. The consumer considers whether trying the new product makes
sense.
4.

Trial. The consumer tries the new product on a small scale to improve his
or her estimate of its value.
5. Adoption. The consumer decides to make full and regular use of the new
product.

This model suggests that the new-product marketer should think about how to
help consumers move through these stages. A manufacturer of large-screen televisions may discover that many consumers in the interest stage do not move to
the trial stage because of uncertainty and the large investment. If these same
consumers would be willing to use a large-screen television on a trial basis for a
small fee, the manufacturer should consider offering a trial-use plan with an
option to buy.
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Individual Differences in Innovativcncss
People differ greatly in their readiness to try new products. In each product area,
there are 'consumption pioneers' and early adopters. Other individuals adopt new
products much later This has led to a classification of people into the adopter
categories shown in Figure 6.8.
After a slow start, an increasing number of people adopt the new product. The
number of adopters reaches a peak and then drops off as fewer non-adopters
remain. Innovators arc defined as the first 2.5 per cent of the buyers to adopt a
new idea (those beyond two standard deviations from mean adoption time); the
early adopters are the next 13.5 per cent (between one and two standard deviations); and so forth.
The five adopter groups have differing values. Innovators are adventurous:
they try new ideas at some risk. Early adopters are guided by respect: they are
opinion leaders in their community and adopt new ideas early but carefully. The
early majority is deliberate: although they are rarely leaders, they adopt new
ideas before the average person. The late majority is sceptical: they adopt an
innovation only after most people have tried it. Finally, laggards are tradition
hound: they are suspicious of changes and adopt the innovation only when it has
become something of a tradition itself.
This adopter classification suggests that an innovating firm should research
the characteristics of innovators and early adopters and should direct marketing
efforts to them. For example, home computer innovators have been found to be
middle-aged and higher in income and education than non-innovators and they
tend to be opinion leaders. They also tend to be more rational, more introverted
and less social. In general, innovators tend to be relatively younger, better
educated and higher in income than later adopters and non-adopters. They are
more receptive to unfamiliar things, rely more on their own values and judgement, and are more willing to take risks. They are less brand loyal and more likely
to take advantage of special promotions such as discounts, coupons and samples.3'
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Figure 6.8

Adopter categorization on (he basis of relative time of adoption of
innovations
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because of special skills,
knowledge, personality
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Manufacturers of products and brands subject to strong group influence must
find out how to reaeh the opinion leaders in the relevant reference groups.
Opinion leaders are people within a reference group who, because of special
skills, knowledge, personality or other characteristics, exert influence on others.
Opinion leaders are found in all strata of society and one person may be an
opinion leader in certain product areas and an opinion follower in others.
Marketers try to identify the personal characteristics of opinion leaders for the
products, determine what media they use and direct messages at them. In some
cases, marketers try to identify opinion leaders for their products and direct
marketing efforts towards them. This often occurs in the music industry, where
clubs and radio DJs are influential. In other cases, advertisements can simulate
opinion leadership, showing informal discussions between people and thereby
reducing the need for consumers to seek advice from others. For example, in a
recent ad for Herrera for Men cologne, two women discuss the question, 'Did you
ever notice how good he smells?' The reason? 'He wears the most wonderful
cologne.'4"
If Anna Flores buys a camera, both the product and the brand will be visible
to others whom she respects. Her decision to buy the camera and her brand
choice may therefore be influenced strongly by opinion leaders, such as friends
who belong to a photography club.

RoJc of Personal Influence
personal influence
The effect of statements
made !>y one person on
(mother's attitude or
probability ofpurchu.se.

Personal influence plays a distinctive role in the adoption of new products.
Personal influence describes the effect of statements made by one person on
another's attitude or probability of purchase. Consumers consult each other for
opinions about new products and brands, and the advice of others can strongly
influence buying behaviour.
Personal influence is more important in some situations and for some individuals than for others. Personal influence is more important in the evaluation stage
of the adoption process than in the other stages; it has more influence on later
adopters than on early adopters; and it is more important in risky buying situations than in safe situations.
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Influence of Product Characteristics on
Rate of Adoption
The characteristics of the new product affect its rate of adoption. Some products
catch on almost overnight (Virtual Pets), whereas others take a long time to gain
acceptance (Digital TV). Five characteristics are especially important in influencing an innovation's rate of adoption. For example, consider the characteristics
of the MiniDisc in relation to the rate of adoption:
•

Relative advantage: the degree to which the innovation appears superior to
existing products. The greater the perceived relative advantage of using a
MiniDisc over a cassette - say, it does not tangle or lose quality - the sooner
MiniDiscs will be adopted.
• Compatibility: the degree to which the innovation fits the values and
experiences of potential consumers. MiniDiscs, for example, are highly
compatible with an active lifestyle.
• Complexity: the degree to which the innovation is difficult to understand or
use. CDs have already introduced customers to the benefits of digital
recordings, so the idea no longer seems complex.
• Divisibility: the degree to which the innovation may be tried on a limited
basis. MiniDiscs have a problem here. They require a big investment if
people are to replace their in-home, in-car and on-street music systems.
And what if the technology changes again?
• Gommunicability: the degree to which the results of using the innovation
can be observed or described to others. The benefits of MiniDiscs are easy to
demonstrate on a hi-fi system, but are the differences big enough to show in
a car or Walkman?
Other characteristics influence the rate of adoption, such as initial and ongoing
costs, risk and uncertainty, social approval and the efforts of opinion leaders. The
new-product marketer has to researcli all these factors when developing the new
product and its marketing programme.

Consumer Behaviour Across
International Borders
Understanding consumer behaviour is difficult enough for companies marketing
in a single country. For companies operating in many countries, however, understanding and serving the needs of consumers is daunting. Although consumers in
different countries may have some things in common, their values, attitudes, and
behaviours often vary greatly. International marketers must understand such
differences and adjust their products and marketing programmes accordingly.
Sometimes the differences are obvious. For example, in the UK, where most
people eat cereal regularly for breakfast, Kellogg focuses its marketing on
persuading consumers to select a K.ellogg's brand rather than a competitor's
brand. In France, however, where most people prefer croissants and coffee or no
breakfast at all, Kellogg's advertising simply attempts to convince people that they
should eat cereal for breakfast. Its packaging includes step-by-stcp instructions
on how to prepare cereal. In India, where many consumers cat heavy, fried break-
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fasts and 22 per cent of consumers skip the meal altogether, Kellogg's advertising
attempts to convince buyers to switch to a lighter, more nutritious breakfast diet.41
Often, differences across international markets are subtler. They may result
from physical differences in consumers and their environments. For example,
Remington makes smaller electric shavers to fit the smaller hands of Japanese
consumers; and battery-powered shavers for the British market, where some
bathrooms have no electrical outlets. Other differences result from varying
customs. Consider the following examples:
•
•

•
•

Shaking your head from side to side means 'no' in most countries but 'yes'
in Bulgaria and Sri Lanka.
In South America, southern Europe and many Arab countries, touching
another person is a sign of warmth and friendship. In the Orient, it is
considered an invasion of privacy.
In Norway or Malaysia, it's rude to leave something on your plate when
eating; in Egypt, it's rude not to leave something on your plate.
A door-to-door salesperson might find it tough going in Italy, where it is
improper for a man to call on a woman if she is home alone.42

Failing to understand such differences in customs and behaviours from one
country to another can spell disaster for a marketer's international products and
programmes.
Marketers must decide on the degree to which they will adapt their products
and marketing programmes to meet the unique cultures and needs of consumers
in various markets. On the one hand, they want to standardize their offerings in
order to simplify operations and take advantage of cost economies. On the other
hand, adapting marketing efforts within each country results in products and
programmes that better satisfy the needs of local consumers. The question of
whether to adapt or standardize the marketing mix across international markets
has created a lively debate in recent years.

Sum man7
Markets have to be understood before marketing strategies can be developed. The
consumer market buys goods and services for personal consumption. Consumers
vary tremendously in age, income, education, tastes and other factors. Marketers
must understand how consumers transform marketing and other inputs into
buying responses. Consumer behaviour is influenced by the buyer's characteristics and by the buyer's dcei.sion process. Buyer characteristics include four
main factors: cultural, social, personal and psychological.
Culture is the most basic determinant of a person's wants and behaviour. It
includes the basic values, perceptions, preferences and behaviours that a person
learns from family and other key institutions. Marketers try to track cultural
shifts that might suggest new ways to serve customers. Social classes are subcultures whose members have similar social prestige based on occupation, income,
education, wealth and other variables. People with different cultural, subculture
and social class characteristics have different product and brand preferences.
Social factors also influence a buyer's behaviour. A person's reference groups family, friends, social organizations, professional associations - strongly affect
product and brand choices. The person's position within each group can be
defined in terms of role and status. A buyer chooses products and brands that
reflect his or her role and status.

Discusavng the Issues
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The buyer's age, life-cycle stage, occupation, economic circumstances, lifestyle,
personality and other personal characteristics and psychological factors influence his or her buying decisions. Young consumers have different needs and wants
from older consumers; the needs of young married couples differ from those of
retired people; consumers with higher incomes buy differently from those who
have less to spend.
Before planning its marketing strategy, a company needs to understand its
consumers and the decision processes they go through. The number of buying
participants and the amount of buying effort increase with the complexity of the
buying situation. There are three types of buying decision behaviour: routine
response behaviour, limited problem solving find extensive problem solving.
In buying something, the buyer goes through a decision process consisting of
need recognition, information search, evaluation of alternatives, purchase decision and pOKtpurchase behaviour. The marketer's job is to understand the
buyers' behaviour at each stage and the influences that are operating. This allows
the marketer to develop a significant and effective marketing programme for the
target market. With regard to new products, consumers respond at different rates,
depending on the consumer's characteristics and the prodxiet's characteristics.
Manufacturers try to bring their new products to the attention of potential early
adopters, particularly those with opinion leader characteristics.
A person's buying behaviour is the result of the complex interplay of all these
cultural, social, personal and psychological factors. Although marketers cannot
control many of these factors, they are useful in identifying and understanding
the consumers that marketers are trying to influence.
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Discussing the Issues
1. Thinking about the purchase of an audio hi-fi system,
indicate die extent to which cultural, social, personal
and psychological factors affect how a buyer evaluates
hi-fi products and chooses a brand.

2.

Describe and contrast any differences in the buying
behaviour of consumers for the following produces:
Blur's new album; a notebook computer; a pair of
jogging shoes; and a breakfast cereal.
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Wliy might a detailed understanding of the model of
the consumer buying decision process help marketers
develop more effective marketing strategies to capture
and retain customers? How universal is the model?
How useful is it?
4.

In designing the advertising tor a soft drink, which
would you find more helpful: information about
consumer demographies or about consumer lifestyles?
Give examples of how you would use each type of
information.

5. Take, for example, a new method of contraception,
which is being 'sold' to young males. It is a
controversial, albeit innovative concept. Your firm is
the pioneer in launching this device. What are the main
fact orb your firm must research when developing a
marketing programme for this product?
6.

It has been said that consumers' buying behaviour is
shaped more by perception than by reality. Do you
agree with this comment? Why or why not?

Applying the Concepts
1. Different types of product can fulfil different
functional and psychological needs,
• List five luxury products or services that are very
interesting or important to you. Sonic
possibilities are tars, clothing, sports equipment,
cosmetics, golf club membership. List five other
necessities that you use which have little interest
to you, such as pens, laundry detergent or petrol.
• Make a list of words that describe how you feel
about each of the products/services listed. Are
there differences between the types of word you
used for luxuries and necessities? What does this
tell you about the different psychological needs
these products fulfil?

2. Different groups may have different types of effect on
consumers,
• Consider an item you bought which is typical of
what your peers (a key reference group) buy,
sueh as a compact disc, a mountain bike or a
brand of athletic shoes. Were you conscious that
your friends owned something similar when you
made the purchase? Did this make you want the
item more or less? Why or why not?
• Now, think of brands that you currently use
which your parents also use. Examples may
include so;ip, shaving cream or margarine. Did
you think through these purchases as carefully as
those influenced by your peers or were these
purchases simply the result of following old habits?
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Case 6
Bic Versus Gillette: The Disposable Wars
ABOUT HALF OF ALL WESTERN men get up each morning, confront their
stubble in the bathroom mirror and reach for a cheap disposable plastic
razor. Schiek, Bic, Gillette, Wilkinson or whatever, most men think that one
brand does as well as the next. Also, the razor makers seem always to have
them on sale, so you can scoop up a dozen of them for next to nothing.
The Gillette Company does not like this sort of thinking. Of course,
women also use Gillette's razors, but Gillette worries about the growing
number of men who use disposables. The company makes about three times
more money per unit on cartridge refills for its Atra and Trac 11 razor
systems than it does on its Good News! disposables. However, since the first
disposables appeared in 1975, their sales have grown faster than those of
system razors. By 1988 disposables accounted for 40 per cent of shavingproduct money sales and more than 50 per cent of unit sales.
Gillette: The Defender
Gillette dominates the world wet-shave industry with a 61 per cent share.
Schiek is second with a 16.2 per cent share, Bic has 9.3 per cent and others,
including Wilkinson, account for most of the rest of the market. In 1988
Gillette's blades and razors produced 32 per cent of its $3.5 billion sales and
61 per cent of its $268 million net income.
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Gillette earned its dominant position in the market through large investments in research and development and through careful consumer research,
Every day, about 10,000 men carefully record the results of their shaves for
Gillette. Five hundred of these men shave in special in-plant cubicles under
carefully controlled and monitored conditions, including observation
through two-way mirrors and video cameras. Shavers record the precise
number of nicks and cuts. In certain cases, researchers even collect sheared
whiskers to weigh and measure. As a result, Gillette scientists know that an
average man's beard grows 0.04 cm a day (14 cm per year) and contains
15.500 hairs. During an average lifetime, a man will spend 140 days scraping
8.4 metres of whiskers from his face. Gillette even uses electron microscopes to study blade surfaces and miniature cameras to analyze the actual
shaving process.
Armed with its knowledge of shavers and shaving, Gillette prides itself in
staying ahead of the competition. As soon as competitors adjust to one
shaving system, Gillette introduces another advance. In 1971 Gillette introduced the Trac II, the first razor system featuring two parallel blades
mounted in a cartridge. Tn 1977, following $8 million in R & D expenditure,
the company introduced Atra, a twin-blade cartridge that swivels during
shaving to.follow the face's contours. In 1985 Gillette launched the Atra Plus,
which added a lubricating strip to the Atra cartridge to make shaving even
smoother.
Although the company's founder, King Gillette, considered developing a
disposable product early in the company's life, Gillette's marketing strategy
has focused on developing products that use refill blades on a permanent
handle. Gillette works to give its blades, and especially its handles, an aura
of class and superior performance. By promoting new captive systems, in
which blade cartridges fit only a certain razor handle. Gillette raises price
and profit margins with each new technological leap. Atra cartridges do not
fit the TVac II handle, so men had to buy a new handle to allow them to use
the Atra blades when Gillette introduced that system.
Gillette has never bothered with the low end of the market - cheap,
private-label blades. Status-seeking men, it believes, will always buy a classy
product. Most men see shaving as a serious business and their appearance as
a matter of some importance. Therefore, most men will not skimp and settle
for an ordinary shave when, for a little more money, they can feel confident
that Gillette's products give them the best shave.
Bic: The Challenge
The rapid rise of the disposable razor has challenged Gillette's view of men's
shaving philosophy. Bic first introduced the disposable shaver in 1975 in
Europe and then a year later in Canada. Realizing that the United States
would be next, Gillette introduced the first disposable razor to the US
market in 1976 - the blue plastic Good News! which used a Trac 11 blade.
Despite its defensive reaction, Gillette predicted that men would use the
disposable only for trips and in the changing room when they had forgotten
their real razor. Disposables would never capture more than 7 per cent of
the market, Gillette asserted.
Marcel Bich, Bic's French founder, is devoted to disposability. Rich made
his money by developing the familiar ballpoint pen. lie pursues a strategy of
turning status products into commodities. Often a product has status
because it is difficult to make and must sell at a high price. However, if a
manufacturer develops ways to mass produce the product at low cost with
little loss of functional quality, its status and allure disappear. Consumers
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will then not fee] embarrassed to buy and be seen using the new, cheaper
version of the product. Bich brands his products, strips them of their
glamour, distributes them widely and sells them cheaply. His marketing
strategy is simple: maximum service; minimum price.
Bic attacks the shaving business in a very different manner from
Gillette. It docs not have anyone exploring the fringe of shaving technology;
it does not even own an electron microscope; and it does not know or care
how many hairs the average man's beard contains. The company maintains
only a small shave-lesting panel consisting of about 100 people. The Bic
shaver has only one blade mounted on a short, hollow handle. Nevertheless,
the Bic disposable razor presents Gillette with its most serious challenge
since the company's early days. In 1988 Bie's shaving products achieved $52
million in sales with a net income of $9.4 million and held a 22.4 per cent
share of the disposable market.
Early Battles
In their pursuits of disposability, Gillette and Bic have clashed before on
other product fronts. First, in the' 1950s, they fought for market share in the
writing pen market. Gillette's Paper Mate products, however, were no match
for Bic's mass-market advertising and promotion skills. The two firms met
again in the 1970s in the disposable eigarette lighter arena, where they again
made commodities of what had once been prestigious and sometimes expensive items. Ahhough Gillette did better in disposable lighters than it had in
pens, Ric's lighter captured the dominant market share.
In the most recent skirmish, however, Gillette's Good News! brand is
winning with a 58 per cent market share in the disposable razor market. For
Gillette, the victory is bittersweet. Good News! sells for a lot less than any of
Gillette's older products. The key to commodity competition is price. To
stay competitive with the Bic razor and with other disposables, Gillette has
to sell Good News! for much less than the retail price of an Atra or Trac 11
cartridge. As many Trac II and Atra users have concluded; why pay more for
a twin-blade refill cartridge from Gillette when the same blade mounted on a
plastic handle costs half as much? Good News! not only produces less
revenue per blade sold, it also costs more because Gillette has to supply the
handle as well as the cartridge. Each time Good News! gains a market share
point, Gillette loses millions of dollars in sales and profits from its Atra and
Trac II products,
The Psychology of Shaving
The battle between Bic and Gillette represents more than a simple contest
over what kinds of razor people want to use. It symbolizes a clash over one
of the most enduring daily rituals. Before King Gillette invented the safety
razor, men found shaving a tedious, difficult, time-consuming and often
bloody task that they endured at most twice a week. Only the rich could
afford to have a barber shave them daily.
Gillette patented the safety razor in 1904, but it was not until World War
1 that the product gained wide consumer acceptance. Gillette had the brilliant idea of having the military give a free Gillette razor to every soldier. In
this manner, millions of men just entering the shaving age were introduced
to the daily, self-shaving habit.
The morning shaving ritual continues to occupy a very special place in
most men's lives - it affirms their masculinity. The first shave remains a rite
of passage into manhood. A survey by New York psychologists reported that,
although men complain about the bother of shaving, 97 per ecnt would not
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want to use a cream that would permanently rid them of all facial hair.
Gillette once introduced a new razor that eame in versions for heavy,
medium and light beards. Almost no one bought the light version because
few men wanted to acknowledge publicly their modest beard production.
Although shaving may require less skill and involve less danger than tt once
did, many men still want the razors they use to reflect their belief that
shaving is a serious business. A typical man regards his razor as an important personal tool, a kind of extension of self, like an expensive pen, cigarette lighter, attache case or set of golf clubs.
Gillette's Fight Back
For more than 80 years Gillette's perception of the men's shaving market
and the psychology of shaving has been perfect. Its products hold a substantial 61 per cent share and its technology and marketing philosophy have
held sway over the entire industry. CJillette has worked successfully to maintain the razor's masculine look, weight and feel as well as its status as an
item of personal identification. Now, however, millions of men are scraping
their faces each day with small, nondescript, passionless pieces of plastic an act that seems to be the ultimate denial of the shaving ritual. Good News!
is bad news for Gillette. Gillette must find a way to dispose of the disposables.

QUESTIONS
1. Who iw involved in a man's decision to buy a disposable razor and what
roles do various participants play?
2. Do these participants and roles differ for the decision to buy a system
razor?
3. What types of buying-decision behaviour do men exhibit when
purchasing razors?
4.

Examine a man's decision process for buying a wet-shave razor. How
have Gillette and Bic pursued different strategies concerning this
process?

5. What explains Bic's differing success in competing against Gillette in
the disposable pen, lighter and shaver market? Why do you think Bie
perfume failed?
6. What marketing strategy should Gillette adopt to encourage men to
switch from disposables to system razors? How would buyer decision
processes towards new products affect your recommendations?
SOURCE: Portions adapted from 'The Gillette Company', in Subhash C. Jain, Marketing
Strategy and Pnlicy, 3rd edn {Cincinnati, OH: Sou tli we stern, 1990). Used with permission.
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Business Markets
and Business
Buyer Behaviour
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should he able to:
Explain how business markets differ from consumer markets.
Identify the main factors that influence business buyer behaviour.
List and define the steps in the business buying decision process.
Explain how institutional and government buyers make their buying
decisions.

Preview Case
Selling Business Jets: The Ultimate Executive Toy
TINY ROWLAND AGREED TO KKTIKB from the board of Lonrho after a long and
bitter struggle against German property owner Dieter Bock. On that day he
lost more than the job he had held for 33 years; he also lost access to
Lonrho's Gulfstream executive jet. Tiny Rowland often used the jet to visit
LonrTio's 500 companies or many international contacts, especially in Africa,
but it was a £2 million a year item that many of Lonrho's shareholders
resented.
The shareholders' views on Lonrho's business jet were akin to those
held by many people. As Brian Barents, president of Learjet explained: 'The
business jet has gone from being the sign of & dynamic, fast-moving,
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entrepreneurial corporation to one of corporate privilege and excess.' The
business jet market was hitting hard times. Businesses were looking at their
costs and there seemed to be fewer and fewer charismatic and powerful people
h'lsc liny Rowland or King Fahd of Saudi Arabia who were willing and able to buy
a jet. Shareholders had reason to l>e sceptical about the cost-effectiveness of the
jets. Unlike commercial airlines that spend most of their time flying, business jets spend most of their time on the ground. In Europe they fly on
average for only about six hours a week.
'There is simply not enough viable business for seven or eight competing
manufacturers,' complained one business jet marketing executive. 'There is
bound to be more consolidation, since there is probably room for only three
or four manufacturers.' Business jets' low utilization means that they last a
long time and ownership is limited. The United States is by far the biggest
market with 4,000 business jots operating; France has 490, Germany 360
and the United Kingdom 260. Japan is a very wealthy market, but government restrictions have kept private ownership down to 90.
Recognizing potential buyers is simple - the organizations that can
afford to own and operate a business jet are easily identified. The difficult
problem is reaching key decision makers for jet purchases, understanding
their complex motivations and decision processes, analyzing what factors
will be important in their decisions, and designing marketing approaches.
There are rational motives and subjective factors in buyers' decisions.
A company buying a business jet will evaluate the aircraft on quality and
performance, prices, operating costs and service. At times, these may
appear to be the only things that drive the buying decision. But having a
superior product isn't enough to land the sale: marketers must also consider
the more subtle human factors that affect the choice of a jet. According to
Gulfstream, a leading American supplier of business jets:
The purchase process may be initiated by the chief executive officer
(CEO), a board member wishing to increase efficiency or security, the
company's chief pilot, or through vendor efforts like advertising or a
sales visit. The CEO will be central in deciding whether to buy the jet,
but he or she will be heavily influenced by the company's pilot,
financial officer and perhaps by the board itself.
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Each party in the buying proeess has subtle roles and needs. The
salesperson who, for example, tries to impress both the CEO with
depreciation schedules and the chief pilot with minimum runway
statistics will almost certainly not sell a plane it' he or she overlooks the
psychological and emotional components of the buying decision. 'For
the chief executive', observes one salesperson, 'you need all the
numbers for support, but if you can't find the kid inside the CEO and
excite him or her with the raw beauty of the new plane, you'll never
sell the equipment. If you sell the excitement, you sell the jet.'
The chief pilot, as an equipment expert, often has veto power over
purchase decisions and may be able to stop the purchase of a certain
brand of jet by simply expressing a negative opinion about, say, the
plane's bad weather capabilities. In this sense, the pilot not only
influences the decision but also serves as an information 'gatekeeper'
by advising management on the equipment to select. Though the
corporate legal staff will handle the purchase agreement and the
purchasing department will acquire the jet, these parties may have
little to say about whether or how the plane will be obtained and which
type will be selected. The users of the jet - middle and upper
management of the buying company, important customers and others may have at least an indirect role in choosing the equipment.
The involvement of many people in the purchase decision creates
a group dynamic that the selling company must factor into its sales
planning. Who makes up the buying group? How will the parties
interact? Who will dominate and who submit? What priorities do the
individuals have?
Two European companies think they have an answer to competing in
this competitive and increasingly cost-conscious business aircraft market.
France's Aerospatiale's Socata subsidiary, with Mooney of the United States,
have spent FFr500 million developing the TBM700, a single-engined turboprop aircraft. It is smaller and slower than conventional twin-engined business jets, but much less expensive to buy and run. Aerospatiale, which
claims that the TBM700 has some of the capabilities and comfort of the
larger executive jets, hopes to sell 600 of them.
The other market entrant is JetCo. It does not make aircraft, but offers a
'fractional ownership' scheme that claims to offer all the benefits of private
ownership at a fraction of the cost. 'As little as 07,000' per month buys a
share in one of JetCo's fleet of Hawker 800 or Beech jet 400A 860-plus kilometres per hour jets, or Beechcraft Super King Air B200 twin-turboprop
aircraft. Michael Riegal, managing director of JetCo, explains the financial
advantages of JetShare: 'A corporate jet is an extremely expensive asset with
annual operating cost of between $800,000 and 81 million if you include
fixed and variable cost as well as depreciation.' As an alternative JetShare
offers one-quarter ownership of a corporate jet, with an entitlement to 150
flying hours, for $287,500 per year. When in use, JetCo puts a temporary
company logo on the front of the jet and will even personalize 'cushion
covers and things - items that are easily changeable'.
Not all business jet makers are taking the frugal route, Canada's
Bombardier is developing the Global Express (Gex) BD-700 business jet,
capable of carrying eight passengers and four crew non-stop on sectors such
as San Francisco-Tokyo. London-Tokyo and Paris-Buenos Aires. Gex is
faster than other business jets: cruising at Mach 0.88 (that is, 88 per cent of
the speed of sound), it will knock an hour off their times on shorter routes
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like Johannesburg-Moscow or Berlin—Los Angeles. Gcx was launched at the
end of 1993 with & development cost of CSl.4 billion, and within a year the
company had orders find options for 40 aircraft worth C$1.5 billion. Wow,
some toy!1

QUESTIONS
3. What are the reasons for businesses buying executive jets?
2.
3.

Is it correct to say that, unlike people in consumer markets, business
buyers are rational?
Who are the critical people to influence when selling executive jets?

4.

What features of the product are most likely to interest people involved
in the decision to purchase an executive jet?
5. Since it is unlikely that people will respond to an advertisement by
buying an executive jet, why arc they advertised?
6. Develop the economic argument for a business jet that is likely to be
acceptable to a firm's shareholders.

Introduction

business market
All the organizations
that buy goods and
services to use in the
production of other
products and services,
and identify, evaluate
and ahoose among
alternative brands and
suppliers
business buying process
The decision-making
process by 'which
business buyers
establish the need/or
purchased products and
services, and identify,
evaluate and. choose
among alternative
brands and suppliers.

In some ways, selling corporate jets to business buyers is like selling cars and
kitchen appliances to families. Business jet makers ask the same questions as
consumer marketers: Who are the buyers and what are their needs? How do
buyers make their buying decisions and what factors influence these decisions?
What marketing programme will be most effective? But the answers to these questions are usually different in the case of the business buyer. Thus the jet makers
face many of the same challenges as consumer marketers - and some additional
ones.
In one way or another, most large companies sell to other organizations. Many
companies, such as Asea Brown Boveri, Norsk Hydro, Du Pont and countless
others, sell most of their products to other businesses. Even large consumer-products companies, which make products used by final consumers, must first sell
their products to other businesses. For example, Allied Domecq makes many
consumer products - La Ina sherry, Presidents brandy, Tetley tea and others. To
sell these products to consumers, Allied Domecq must first sell them to wholesalers and retailers that serve the consumer market. Allied Domecq also sells food
ingredients directly to other businesses through its Margetts Food and DCA Food
Industries subsidiaries.
The business market consists of all the organizations that buy goods and
services to use in the production of other products and services that are sold,
rented or supplied to others. It also includes retailing and wholesaling firms that
acquire goods for the purpose of reselling or renting them to others at a profit. The
business buying process is the decision-making process by which business buyers
establish the need for purchased products and services, and identify, evaluate and
choose among alternative brands and suppliers.2 Companies that sell to other
business organizations must do their best to understand business markets and
business buyer behaviour.

Business Markets

Figure 7.1

»

Business transactions involved in producing and distributing a
pair of shoes

Business Markets
The business market is huge-, most businesses just sell to other businesses, and
sales to businesses far outstrip those to consumers. The reason for this is the
number of times that parts of a consumer product are bought, processed and
resold before reaching the final consumer. For example, Figure 7.1 shows the
large number of business transactions needed to produce and sell a simple pair of
shoes. Hide dealers sell to tanners, who sell leather to shoe manufacturers, who
sell shoes to wholesalers, who in turn sell shoes to retailers, who finally sell the
shoes to consumers. Each party in the chain also buys many other related goods
and services. This example shows why there is more business buying than
consumer buying - many sets of business purchases were made for only one set
of consumer purchases.

Characteristics of Business Markets
In some ways, business markets are similar to consumer markets. Roth involve
people who assume buying roles and make purchase decisions to satisfy needs.
However, business markets differ in many ways from consumer markets.3 The
main differences are in market structure and demand, the nature of the buying
unit, and the types of decision and the decision process involved.

• Market Structure and Demand
The business marketer normally deals with far fewer but far larger buyers than
the consumer marketer does. For example, when Michelin sells replacement tyres
to final consumers, its potential market includes the owners of cars currently in
use. But Michelin's fate in the business market depends on getting orders from a
few large car makers. These sales of original equipment are doubly important,
since many people replace their tyres with the brand already on the car. Even in
large business markets, a few buyers normally account for most of the purchasing.
Business markets are also more geographically concentrated: international
financial services in London, petrochemicals and synthetic fibers around
Rotterdam and Amsterdam, and the movie industry in Hollywood. Further, business demand is derived demand - it ultimately derives from the demand for
consumer goods. Mercedes buys steel because consumers buy cars. If consumer

derived demand
Business demand that
ultimately c&mesfrom
(derives from) the
demand for consumer
goods.
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demand for cars drops, so will the demand for steei and all the other products
used to make cars. Therefore, business marketers sometimes promote their products directly to final consumers to increase business demand (see Marketing
Highlight 7.1).4
In late 1997 Ron Woodard, the boss of Boeing Commercial Airplane
Group, was half-jokingly asking airlines to decrease their orders to ease
Boeing's over-stretched production. In January 1998 he got more than he
asked for. Following the economic troubles in south-east. Asia and the
resultant decline in local air travel, airlines all over the region were
renegotiating orders. Philippine Airlines said it planned to cancel four
747-400 jets, Malaysian Airlines System wants to delay the delivery of 20
aircraft up to five years, Garuda Indonesia left Boeing stranded with jets
it ordered but could not afford and stopped lease payments on six new
Airbus A330s. More trouble is on the way as Korean Air's value drops to
less than three of its fleet of 45 747s.s
inelastic demand
Total demand fur a
product that is not much
affected by price
changes, especially in
the short run.

Many business markets have inelastic demand: that is, total demand for many
business products is not affected much by price changes, especially in the short
run. A drop in the price of leather will not cause shoe manufacturers to buy much
more leather unless it results in lower shoe prices, which, in turn, will increase
consumer demand for shoes.
Finally, business markets have more fluctuating demand. The demand for
many business goods and services tends to change more — and more quickly than the demand for consumer goods and services does. A small percentage
increase in consumer demand can cause large increases in business demand.
Sometimes a rise of only 10 per cent in consumer demand can cause as much as a
200 per cent rise in business demand during the next period.

Business Markets

• Nature, of the Buying Unit
Compared with consumer purchases, a business purchase usually involves more
buyers and a more professional purchasing effort. Often, business buying is done
by trained purchasing agents, who spend their working lives learning how to buy
well. The more complex the purchase, the more likely that several people will
participate in the dec is ion-making process. Buying committees made up of technical experts and top management are common in the buying of primary goods.
Therefore, business marketers must have well-trained salespeople to deal with
well-trained buyers.

• Type.t of Decision and the Decision Process
Business buyers usually face more complex buying decisions than do consumer
buyers. Purchases often involve large sums of money, complex technical and
economic considerations, and interactions among many people at many levels of the
buyer's organization. Because the purchases are more complex, business buyers may
take longer to make their decisions. For example, the purchase of a large computer
system might take many months or more than a year to complete and could involve
millions of pounds, thousands of technical details and do/ens of people ranging from
top management to lower-level users.
The business buying process tends to be more formalized than the consumer
buying process. Large business purchases usually call for detailed product specifications, written purchase orders, careful supplier searches and formal approval. The
buying firm might even prepare policy manuals that detail the purchase process.
Finally, in the business buying process, buyer and seller are often much more
dependent on each other. Consumer marketers are usually at a distance from
their customers. In contrast, business marketers may roll up their sleeves and
work closely with their customers during all stages of the buying process - from
helping customers define problems, to finding solutions, to supporting after-sales
operations. For instance, 60 per cent of the money needed to develop
Bombardier's Gax business jet came from suppliers, and risk-sharing partners
including engine suppliers BMW/Rolls-Royce. They customize their offerings to
meet individual customer needs. In the short run, orders go to suppliers that meet
buyers' immediate product and service needs. However, business marketers must
also build close long-run relationships with customers. In the long run, business
marketers keep a customer's orders by meeting current needs and thinking ahead
to meet the customer's future needs.
Volkswagen is breaking new ground at its Skoda factory by having suppliers'
operations directly inside the car plant. Lucas, Johnson Controls and Pelzer are
producing rear axles, seats and carpets in the Czech factory. This is one step
ahead of Japanese manufacturers, which often have suppliers near by.6

t Oilier Characteristics of Business Markets
DIRECT PURCHASING. Business buyers often buy directly from producers
rather than through intermediaries, especially for items that are technically
complex or expensive. For example, in the United States, Ryder buys thousands
of trucks each year in all shapes and sizes. It rents some of these trucks to moveit-yourself customers (yellow Ryder trucks), leases some to other companies for
their truck fleets and uses the rest in its own freight-hauling business. When
Ryder buys GMC trucks, it purchases them directly from General Motors rather
than from independent GM truck dealers. Similarly, airlines buy aircraft directly
from Boeing, European Airbus or McDonnell Douglas, Kroger buys packaged
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Wintel (Not)
Inside, Please

Marketing
Highlight
7.1

The 'Wintel-twosome', Intel and
Microsoft's Windows, are in trouble. In mid-1991, Intel launched
its two-year, 8100 million 'Intel
Inside' advertising campaign to
sell personal computer buyers on
the virtues of its microprocessors,
the tiny chips that serve as the
brains of microcomputers. In 1994
that was followed by an $80 million campaign to persuade consumers and businesses to buy PCs based on its latest Pentium
microprocessor. So what, you say? Lots of companies run big consumer ad campaigns. However,
although such a campaign might be business as
usual for companies like Nestle, Shell and
Unilever that market products directly to final
consumers, it is anything but usual for Intel.
Computer buyers can't purchase a microprocessor chip directly - in fact, most will never
even see one. Demand for microprocessors is
derived demand -- it ultimately comes from
demand for products that conrain microprocessors. Consumers simply buy the computer
and take whatever brand of chip the computer
manufacturer chose to include as a component.
Traditionally, chip companies like Intel market
only to the manufacturers that buy chips directly.
In contrast, the innovative 'Intel Inside' campaign
appeals directly to computer buyers - its customers' customers. If Intel can create brand preference among buyers for its chips, this in turn
will make Intel chips more attractive to computer
manufacturers. According to Industry observers:
'Intel is treating the (PC) industry merely as a distribution arm, seeing the PC user as its ultimate
consumer,'
Intel invented the first microprocessor in
1971 and for 20 years has held a near-monopoly,
dominating the chip market for desktop computers. Its sales and profits have soared accordingly.
In the decade since IBM introduced its first PCs
based on Intel's 8088 microprocessor, Intel sales
have jumped fivefold to more than $5 billion
and its earnings have grown ever) faster. Its popular 286, 386, 486 and Pentium chips power

most of the microcomputers in use
today.
However, a rush of imitators —
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD),
Chips & Technologies, Cyrix and
others • - have begun to crack
Intel's monopoly, marketing new
and improved clones of Intel chips,
Intel has responded fiercely to
the eloners, slashing prices, spending heavily to develop new products and advertising to differentiate
its products. It has cut prices on its
new processors faster than for any new chip in its
history. Moreover, Intel invested hugely in R & D
to get new products to die market more quickly.
The Pentium II microprocessor is a veritable onechip mainframe. The Pentium contains 3 million
transistors and will process 100 million instructions per second (MIPS), as compared to only 0.5
million transistors and five MIPS for the 386 chip.
New software ensures tb.'it compxiter users need
'Pentium power'. Standard Microsoft Windows 95
and Office 98 are increasingly sluggish without
Pentium-like processors, so users are often forced
to trade up.
Still, the clone makers are likely to continue
nipping at Intel's heels, and advertising provides
another means by which Intel can differentiate
its 'originals' from competitors' imitations. The
'Inrcl Inside' campaign advances on two fronts.
First, in its brand-awareness ads, Intel attempts
to convince microcomputer buyers that Intel
microprocessors really are better. The ads carry
the message 'It's amazing what you can do with a
Pentium processor'. After spending little on advertising for many years, other hi-tech firms are now
spending a small fortune on building brands.
It remains to be seen whether the 'Intel
Inside' campaign can convince buyers to care
about what chip comes in their computers. But as
long as microprocessors remain anonymous little
lumps hidden inside a user's computer, Intel
remains at the mercy of the clone makers. In contrast, if Intel can convince buyers that its chips
are superior, it will achieve even more power in
the market.
The reaction of IBM and Compaq, the leading
PC supplier in the United States and Europe, sug-
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Business Markets

gests that Intel may be being-too successful. For
years Intel and Compaq collaborated in bringing
Intel microprocessor-based PCs to markets, but
the two firms are hardly on speaking terms now,
Eckhard Pfeffer, Compaq president and chief
executive, has accused Intel of undermining
Compaq's marketing effort. 'What upsets us generally is that a component supplier should try to
influence the end user. The end user market is
not their business. They are interfering,' says
Andreas Earth, head of Compaq's European operations. Not surprisingly, Compaq's latest PCs for
the consumer market will have an AMD microprocessor inside.
IBM is also annoyed about the rapid obsolescence of the Intel products it buys. 'Customers
are telling us to slow down the pace of technology,' says IBM's Chairman, Lou Gerstner. 'How
powerful a computer do you really need on a
desk?' To challenge Intel's dominance, IBM is
linking with Nexgen and Cyrix to give credibility
to its clones.
The world is also turning against Bill Gates'
Microsoft, the other half of the increasingly hated
'Wintel twosome'. In the USA and Europe the
firm's anti-competitive behaviour is under scrutiny,
particularly Microsoft's bundling of its Web

browser with its dominant Windows operating
system.
Will Intel and Microsoft successfully assure
their dominance of the microprocessor and software markets, or have they forgotten the golden
rule: the customer is always right? Will their
dominance melt like that of the earlier hi-tech
darling: IBM?

SOURCES: Quotes from Kate Bertram!, 'Advertising a chip
you'll never see', HuKiness Marketing (February 1992), p. 19;
and Richard Brandt, 'Intel: way out in front, hut the footsteps
arc getting larger', Business Week (29 April 1991), pp. 88-9.
See also Robert D. I lot', "Inside Intel', Justness Week (1 June
1992), pp. 86-94; Bertrand, 'Chip wars'. Business Marketing
(February 1992), pp. 16-18; Alan Deutsohman,'If they're
gaining on you, innovate'. Fortune (2 November 1992), pp.
56-61; Richard Brandt, 'Intel: what a tease - and what a
strategy1, Business Week (22 February 1993), p. 40; Louise
Kehoe and Alan Cane, 'Chips down for PC partner',
Ffiioncfcrf 'limes (20 September 1994), p. 21; Louise Kehoe
and (Jeoff Wheelwright, 'Breaking windows', Firutnmal Times
(4 October 1">94), p. 16; "High-tech brands: so.ip powder,
with added logic'. The Kctinamist (6 December 1997);
"Beleaguered Microsoft: why Bill Gates should worry', The
Economist (20 December 1997); 'Persecuting BUI', The
Economist (20 December 1997); Louise Kehoe, 'Hard ease
for software', Financial Times (22 January 19S8), p. 27.

goods directly from Procter & Gamble, and universities buy mainframe
computers directly from IBM. Bull and so on.
RECIPROCITY. Business buyers often practise reciprocity, selecting suppliers
that also buy from them. For example, a paper company might buy needed chemicals from a chemical company that in turn buys the company's paper.
Shaken by European Airbus's success in the airliner market, market
leader Boeing has started a worldwide review of its purchasing policies.
They intend to mateh aircraft parts contracts to countries that buy
Boeings. With an apparent eye on the Canadian government's purchase of
search-and-rescue helicopters and Canadian Airlines InternationaS's 737
replacements, Boeing warned: '<>ur Canadian business placement must
understandably be market based, as it is elsewhere,17
LEASING. Business buyers are increasingly leasing equipment instead of
buying it outright. Everything from printing presses to power plants, business jets
to hay balers, and office copiers to off-shore drilling rigs. The biggest buyer of
airliners in the world is not a large airline but GPA, a company based in Ireland
which buys airliners to resell or lease. The lessee can gain a number of advantages,
such as having more available capital, getting the seller's latest products, receiving
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Figure 7.2

A model of business buyer behaviour

better servicing and gaining some tax advantages. The lessor often ends up with a
larger net income and the chance to sell to customers that might not have heen
ahle to afford outright purchase.

A Model of Business Buyer Behaviour
At the most basic level, marketers want to know how business buyers will respond to
various marketing stimuli. Figure 7,2 shows a model of business buyer behaviour. In tills
model, marketing and other stimuli affect the buying organization and produce
certain buyer responses. As with consumer buying, the marketing stimuli for
business buying consist of the four Ps: product, price, place arid promotion. Other
stimuli include influential forces in the environment: economic, technological, political, eultural and competitive. These stimuli enter the organization and arc turned
into buyer responses: product or service choice; supplier choice; order quantities;
and delivery, service and payment terms. In order to design good marketing-mix
strategics, the marketer must understand what happens within the organization
to turn stimuli into purchase responses.
Within the organization, buying activity consists of two main parts: the
buying centre, made up of all the people involved in the buying decision, and the
buying decision process. Figure 7.2 shows that the buying centre and the buying
decision process are influenced by internal organizational, interpersonal and
individual factors as well as bv external environmental factors.

Business Buyer Behaviour
The model in Figure 7.2 suggests four questions about business buyer behaviour:
What buying decisions do business buyers make? Who participates in the buying
process? What are the strongest influences on buyers? How do business buyers
make their buying decisions?
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Figure 7.3

Three types of business buying situation

What Buying
Decisions Do Business Buyers
Make?
*'
CJ
»
The business buyer faces a whole set of decisions in making a purchase. The
number of decisions depends on the type of buying situation.

• Main Types of Buying Situation
There are three main types of buying situation.8 At one extreme is the straight
rebuy, which is a fairly routine decision. At die other extreme is the new Cask,
which may call for thorough research. In the middle is the modified rebuy, which
requires some research, (For examples, see Figure 7.3.)
STRAIGHT REBUY. In a straight rebuy, the buyer reorders something
without any modifications. It is usually handled on a routine basis by the
purchasing department. Based on past buying satisfaction, the buyer simply
chooses from the various suppliers on its list. 'In' suppliers try to maintain
product and service quality. They often propose automatic reordering systems so
that the purchase agent will save reordering time. The 'out' suppliers try to offer
something new or exploit dissatisfaction so that the buyer will consider them,
'Out' suppliers try to get their foot in the door with a small order and then enlarge
their purchase share over time.
MODIFIED REBUY. In a modified rebuy, the buyer wants to modify product specifications, prices, terms or suppliers. The modified rebuy usually involves more
decision participants than the straight rebuy. The 'in' suppliers may become nervous
and feel pressured to put their best foot forward to protect an account. 'Out'
suppliers may see the modified rebuy situation as an opportunity to make a better
otter and gain new business.
NEW TASK, A company buying a product or service for the first time faces a new
task situation. In such cases, the greater the cost or risk, the larger will be the
number of decision participants and the greater their efforts to collect information. The new-task situation is the marketer's greatest opportunity and challenge.

straight rebuy
A business buying
situation in which the
buyer routinely reorders
something without any
modifications.
modified rebuy
A business buying
situation in which the
buyer wants co modify
product specifications,
prices, terms or
suppliers.
new task
A business buying
situation in which the
buyer purchases a
product or service for
the first time.
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The marketer not only tries to reach as many key buying influences as possible, but
also provides help and information.

• Specific Buying Decisions
The buyer makes the fewest decisions in the straight rebuy and the most in the
new-task decision. In the new-task situation, the buyer must decide on product
specifications, suppliers, priee limits, payment terms, order quantities, delivery
times and service terms. The order of these decisions varies with each situation
and different decision participants influence each choice.

• Systems Buying and Selling
systems buying
Buying a packaged
solution to a problem
and without all the
separate decisions
involved.

buying centre
All the individuals and
units that participate in
the business buy ingdecision process.
users
Members of the
organization who •will
use the product or
service; users often
initiate the buying
proposal and help define
product specifications.

Many business buyers prefer to buy a packaged solution to a problem from a
single seller. Called systems buying, this practice began with government buying
of powerful weapons and communication systems. Instead of buying and putting
all the components together, the government asked for bids from suppliers that
would supply the components and assemble the paekage or system.
Hellers have increasingly recognized that buyers like this method and have
adopted systems selling as a marketing tool,''Systems selling is a two-step process.
First, the supplier sells a group of interlocking products: for example, the supplier
sells not only glue, but also applicators and dryers. Second, the supplier sells a
system of production, inventory control, distribution and other services to meet
the buyer's need for a smooth-running operation.
Systems selling is a key business marketing strategy for winning and holding
accounts. The contract often goes to the firm that provides the most complete
system meeting the customer's needs. Consider the following:
The Indonesian government requested bids to build a cement factory" near
Jakarta. An American firm's proposal included choosing the site, designing
the cement factory, hiring the construction crews, assembling the
materials and equipment and turning the finished factory over to the
Indonesian government. A Japanese firm's proposal included all of these
services, plus hiring and training workers to run the factory, exporting
the cement through their trading companies and using the cement to
build some needed roads and new office buildings in Jakarta. Although
the Japanese firm's proposal cost more, it won the contract. Clearly the
Japanese viewed the problem not as one of just building a cement factory
(the narrow view of systems selling) but of running it in a way that would
contribute to the country's economy. They took the broadest view of the
customers' needs. This is true systems selling.

Who Participates in the Business Buying Process?
Who buys the goods and services needed by business oganizations? The decisionmaking unit of a buying organization is called its buying centre, defined as all the
individuals and units that participate in the business decision-making process.10
The buying centre includes all members of the organization who play any of
five roles in the purchase decision process.11
1.

Users. Members of the organization who will use the product or sendee. In
many cases, users initiate the buying proposal and help define product
specifications.
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2. Iirfluencers. People who affect the buying decision. They often help define
specifications arid also provide information for evaluating alternatives.
Technical personnel are particularly Important influencers.
3. Buyers. People with formal authority to select the supplier and arrange
terms of purchase. Buyers may help shape product specifications, but they
play their most important role in selecting vendors and in negotiating. In
more complex purchases, buyers might include high-level officers
participating in the negotiations.
4. Deciders. People who have formal or informal power to select or approve the final
suppliers. In routine buying, the buyers are often the deciders or at least the
approvers.
5. Gatekeepers. People who control the flow of information to others. For
example, purchasing agents often have authority to prevent salespersons
from seeing users or deciders. Other gatekeepers include technical personnel
and even personal secretaries.
The buying centre is not a fixed and formally identified unit within the buying
organization. It is a set of buying roles assumed by different people for different
purchases. Within the organization, the size and make-up of the buying centre
will vary for different products and for different buying situations. For some
routine purchases, one person - say, a purchasing agent - may assume all the
buying centre roles and serve as the only person involved in the buying decision.
For more complex purchases, the buying centre may include 20 or 30 people from
different levels and departments in the organization. One study of business
buying showed that the typical business equipment purchase involved seven
people from three management levels representing four different departments.

influencers
l-'eople in an
organizations buying
centre Wio affect the
buying decision; they
often help define
specifications and also
provide information for
evaluating alternatives
buyers
People in an
organization's buying
centre with formal
authority to select the
supplier and arrange
terms of purchase.
deciders
People in the
organization's buying
centre tcfeo have formal
or informal powers to
select or approve the
final sHp
gatekeepers
People in the
organization's buying
centre wh(^ control the
flow of information to
others.
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Thc buying-centre concept presents a significant marketing challenge. The
business marketer must learn who participates in the decision, each participant's
relative influence and what evaluation criteria each decision participant uses. Consider
the following example:
Baxter sells disposable surgical gowns to hospitals. It tries to identify die
hospital personnel involved in this buying decision. They turn out to be
the purchasing manager, the operating room administrator and thcs
surgeons. Baeh participant plays a different role. The vice-president of
purchasing analyzes whether the hospital should buy disposable gowns or
reusable gowns. If analysis favours disposable gowns, then the operating
room administrator compares competing products and prices and makes
a choice. This administrator considers the gown's absorbency, antiseptic
quality, design and cost, and normally buys the brand that meets
requirements at the lowest cost. Finally, surgeons affect the decision later
by reporting their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the brand.
The buying centre usually includes some obvious participants svho are
involved formally in the buying decision. For example, the decision to buy a
corporate jet will probably involve the company's chief pilot, a purchasing agent,
some legal staff, a member of top management and others formally charged with
the buying decision. It may also involve less obvious, informal participants, some
of whom may actually make or strongly affect the buying decision. Sometimes,
even the people in the buying centre are not aware of all the buying participants.
For example, the decision about which corporate jet to buy may actually be made
by a corporate board member who has an interest in flying and knows a lot about
aircraft. This board member may work behind the scenes to sway the decision.
Many business buying decisions result from the complex interactions of everchanging buying-ccntre participants.

What are the Main Influences on Business Buyers?
Business buyers are subject to many influences when they make their buying
decisions. Some marketers assume that the strongest influences are economic.
They think buyers will favour the supplier that offers the lowest price or the best
product or the most service. They concentrate on offering strong economic benefits to buyers. However, business buyers actually respond to both economic and
personal factors:
It has not been fashionable lately to talk about relationships in business.
We're told that it has to be devoid of emotion. We must be cold,
calculating and impersonal. Don't you believe it! Relationships make the
world go round. Business people are human and social as well as
interested in economics and investments and salespeople need to appeal
to both sides. Purchasers may claim to be motivated by intellect alone,
but the professional salesperson knows that they run on both reason and
emotion. l3
When suppliers' offers are very similar, business buyers have little basis for
strictly rational choice. Because they can meet organicntional goals with any
supplier, buyers can allow personal factors to play a larger role in their decisions.
However, when competing products differ greatly, business buyers are more
accountable for their choice and tend to pay more attention to economic factors.
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Figure 7.4

Main influences on business buying behaviour

Figure 7.4 lists various groups of influences on business buyers - environmental, organization, interpersonal and individual.1-1

• Environmental Factors
Business buyers are influenced heavily by factors in (he current and expected
economic environment, such as the level of primary demand, the economic
outlook and the cost of money. As economic uncertainty rises, business buyers
cut back on new investments and attempt to reduce their inventories.
An increasingly important environmental factor is shortages in key materials.
Many companies a re now more willing to buy and hold larger inventories of scarce
materials to ensure adequate supply. Business buyers are also affected by technological, political and competitive developments in the environment. Culture and
customs can strongly influence business btiyer reactions to the marketer's behaviour and strategies, especially in the international marketing environment
(see Marketing Highlight 7,2). The business marketer must watch these factors,
determine how they will affect the buyer, and try to turn these challenges into
opportunities.

• Organizational Factors
Eaeh buying organization has its own objectives, policies, procedures, structure
and systems, which must be understood by the business marketer. Questions
such as these arise; How many people arc involved in the buying decision? Who
are they? What arc their evaluative criteria? What are the company's policies and
limits on its buyers? In addition, the business marketer should be aware of the
following organizational trends in the purchasing area.
UPGRADED PURCHASING. Buying departments have often occupied a low
position in the management hierarchy, even though they often manage more than
half of the company's costs. In some industries, such as telecommunications,
manufacturers buy in items approaching 80 per cent of total cost. With good
reason many companies are upgrading their purchasing activities. Koine companies have combined several functions - such as purchasing, inventory control,
production scheduling and traffic - into a high-level function called strategic
materials management. Buying departments in many multinational companies
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have rcsponsihility for buying materials and services around the world. Many
companies are offering higher compensation in order to attract top talent in the
buying area. This means that business marketers must also upgrade their salespeople to match the quality of today's business buyers.14
CENTRALIZED PURCHASING. In companies consisting of many divisions with
differing needs, much of the purchasing is carried out at the division level.
Recently, however, some large companies have tried to centralize purchasing.
Headquarters identifies materials purchased by several divisions and buys them
centrally. Centralized purchasing gives the companies more purchasing clout,
which can produce substantial savings.
PepsiCo aims to save SI00m a year, out of total costs of $2bn, by
combining the buying power of their separate businesses, Paul Steele,
their European vice-president of sales and marketing: 'When we went
through the list it was surprising. For example, Pizza Hut buys an
enormous quantity of cardboard for the boxes; Pepsi-Cola buys cardboard
for soft drink trays. We're looking at whether we can leverage the sale.'
They will try the same with buying flour, salt, spices, cooking oil and TV
advertising air-time. 'The businesses developed very separately. We didn't
have the scale to do this before, but it has suddenly become a very
exciting proposition.'15
For the business marketer, this development means dealing with fewer, higher-level
buyers. Instead of using regional sales forces to sell a large buyer's separate plants,
the seller may use a national account sales force to service the buyer. For
example, at Xerox, over 250 national account managers each handle one to five
large national accounts with many scattered locations. The national account
managers co-ordinate the efforts of an entire Xerox team - specialists, analysts,
salespeople for individual products - to sell and service important national
customers.1* National account selling is challenging and demands both a highlevel sales force and sophisticated marketing effort.
LONG-TERM CONTRACTS. Business buyers are increasingly seeking longterm contracts with suppliers. For example, GM wants to buy from fewer
suppliers which are willing to locate close to its plants and produce high-quality
components. Business marketers arc also beginning to offer electronic order
interchange systems to their customers. When using such systems, the seller
places terminals hooked to the seller's computers in customers' offices. Then the
customer can order needed items instantly by entering orders directly into the
computer. The orders are transmitted automatically to the supplier. Many hospitals order directly from Baxter using order-taking terminals in their stockrooms.
And many booksellers order from Follett's in this way.
Although buyers are seeking closer relations with suppliers, businesses do not
always have each other's interests at heart. In all relationships there is a tension
between the comfort of loyalty and the freedom to shop around. Economic and
technological changes can make long-term business-to-business relationships
inherently unstable,' 7 The result is serial monogamy as firms switch between
medium-term relationships.
EXTRANET EXCHANGES. The European Commission was worried that electronic order interchanges would reduce competition by tying together buyers and
suppliers through expensive TT systems. New Internet developments are now
limiting the threat. Using extranet exchanges, buyers post their detailed require-
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merits on the Internet to reach numerous potential suppliers quickly and efficiently. This can be used for both routine and complex products. Japanese Airlines
uses the Internet to post orders for in-flight materials, such as plastic cups. Its
Web site carries technical specifications and drawings to show what the company
wants, including the airlines logo. For more complicated products the Automotive
Network Exchange helps car manufacturers obtain bids for complex components
as well as computer aided designs. General Electric already buys SI billion through
its Trading Process Network, which links 20 big industrial firms to suppliers.I(f
.lUST-IN-TIME PRODUCTION SYSTEMS. The emergence of just-in-time
(JIT) production systems has had a considerable impact on business purchasing
policies. JIT, in particular, has produced notable changes in business marketing.
JIT means that production materials arrive fit for use at the customer's factory
exactly when needed for production, rather than being stored in the customer's
inventory until used. The goal of JIT is zero inventory with 100 per cent quality. It
calls for co-ordination between the production schedules of supplier and customer,
so that neither has to carry much inventory. Effective use of JIT reduces inventory
and lead times and increases quality, productivity and adaptability to change.
Leyland Trucks practises JIT across the whole value chain, and
consequently only needs to start production after it has orders. These
practices greatly affect how business marketers sell to and service their
customers. Since JIT involves frequent delivery, many business
marketers have set up locations closer to their large JIT customers.
Closer locations enable them to deliver smaller shipments more
efficiently and reliably. Many firms have set up plants close to Nissan's car
plant in the north of England and VW now has suppliers producing inside
its Czech Skoda plant. Thus JIT means that a business marketer may
have to make large commitments to important customers.1''

PURCHASING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION.

Some companies are setting

up incentive systems to reward purchasing managers for especially good
purchasing performance, in much the same way that salespeople receive bonuses
for especially good selling performance. These systems should lead purchasing
managers to increase their pressure on sellers for the best terms.

• Interpersonal Factors
The buying centre usually includes many participants who influence each other.
The business marketer often finds it difficult to determine what kinds of interpersonal factors and group dynamics enter into the buying process. As one writer
notes; 'Managers do not wear tags that say "decision maker" or "unimportant
person". The powerful are often invisible, at least to vendor representatives.'2"
Nor docs the buying-centre participant with the highest rank always have the
most influence. Participants may have influence in the buying decision because
they control rewards and punishments, are well liked, have special expertise, or
have a special relationship with other important participants. Interpersonal
factors are often very subtle. Whenever possible, business marketers must try to
understand these factors and design strategies that take them into account.

• Individual Factors
Each participant in the bxisiness buying-decision process brings in personal
motives, perceptions and preferences. These individual factors are affected by
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International
Marketing Manners:
When in Rome .

Marketing
Hishlieht

Consolidated Amalgamation, Inc.,
thinks it's time that the rest of the
world enjoyed the same fine products it has offered American consumers for two generations. It
dispatches vice-president Harry E.
Slicksmile to Europe to explore
the territory. Mr Slicksmile stops
first in London, where he makes
short work of some bankers - he rings them up on
the phone. He bandies Parisians with similar
ease: after securing a table at La Tour d'Argent, he
greets his luncheon guest, the director of an
industrial engineering firm, with the words, 'Just
call me Harry, Jacques.'
In Germany, Mr Slicksmile is a powerhouse.
Whisking through a lavish, state-of-the-art marketing presentation, complete with the flip charts
and audio visuals, he shows them that this Georgia
boy knows how to make a buck. Heading on to
Milan, Harry strikes up a conversation with the
Japanese businessman sitting next to him on the
plane. He flips his card on to the guy's tray and,
when the two say goodbye, shakes hands warmly
and clasps the man's right arm. Later, for his
appointment with the owner of an Italian packag-

ln order to succeed in global markets, companies
must help their managers to understand the needs,
customs and cultures of international business
buyers.

ing-design firm, our hero wears his
comfy corduroy sport coat, khald
pants and Topsiders. Everybody
knows Italians are zany and laid
back, right?
Wrong. Six months later,
Consolidated Amalgamation has
nothing to show for the trip but a
pile of bills. There was nothing
wrong with Consolidated Amalgamation's products, but the orders
probably went to firms whose representative had not antagonized
and insulted people as much as Harry did. In
Europe, they weren't wild about Harry.
This case has been exaggerated for emphasis.
People are seldom such doits as Harry E. Slicksmile,
but success in international business has a lot to
do with knowing the territory and its people. Poor
Harry tried, all right, but in all the wrong ways.
The British do not, as a rule, make deals over the
phone as much as Americans do. It's not so much
a 'cultural' difference as a difference in approach,
A proper Frenchman neither likes instant familiarity - questions about family, church or alma
mater - nor refers to strangers by their first
names.
Harry's flashy presentation was probably also
a flop with the Germans, who dislike overstatement and ostentation. According to one German
expert, German businesspeople have become
accustomed to dealing with Americans, Although
differences in body language and customs
remain, the past 20 years have softened them.
However, calling secretaries by their first names
would still be considered rude in Germany: 'They
have a right to be called by their surname. You'd
certainly ask for - and get - permission first.' In
Germany people address each other formally and
correctly: for example, someone with two doctorates (which is quite common) must be referred to
as 'Herr Doktor Doktor'.
When Harry Slicksmile grabbed his new
Japanese acquaintance by the arm, the executive
probably considered him disrespectful and presumptuous. The Japanese, like many others in
Asia, have a 'no contact culture' in which even
shaking hands is a strange experience. Harry
made matters worse by tossing his business card.
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Japanese people revere the business card as an
extension of self and as an indicator of rank. They
do not hand it to people; they present it - with
both hands.
Hapless Harry's last gaffe was assuming that
Italians are like Hollywood's stereotypes of them,
The flair for design and style that has characterized Italian culture for centuries is embodied in
the business people of Milan and Rome. They
dress beautifully and admire flair, but they blanch
at garishness or impropriety in others' attire.
In order to compete successfully in global
markets, or even to deal effectively with international firms in their home markets, companies
must help their managers to understand the needs,
customs and cultures of international business
buyers. Here are a few more rules of social and
business etiquette that managers should understand when doing business in another country,
France

Germany

Indonesia

Italy

Dress conservatively, except in the
south where more casual clothes
are worn. Do not refer to people by
their first names - the French are
formal with strangers.
Be especially punctual. A businessperson invited to someone's
home should present flowers,
preferably unwrapped, to the hostess. During introductions, greet
Women first and wait until, or if,
they extend their hands before
extending yours,
Learn how to sing at least one
song. At the end of formal gatherings people often take turns in
singing unaccompanied,
Whether you dress conservatively
or go native in a Giorgio Armani
suit, keep in mind that Italian
business people are style con-

scious. Make appointments well in
advance. Prepare for and be
patient with Italian bureaucracies.
Japan
Don't Imitate Japanese bowing
customs unless you understand
them thoroughly - who bows to
whom, how many times and when.
It's a complicated ritual,
Saudi Arabia Although men will kiss each other
in greeting, they will never kiss a
woman in public. An American
woman should wait for a man to
extend his hand before offering
hers. If a Saudi ot'i'ers refreshment,
accept - it is an insult to decline it.
United
Toasts are often given at formal
Kingdom
dinners. If the host honours you
with a toast, be prepared to reciprocate. Business entertaining is
done more often at lunch than at
dinner.
United States Expect to be asked to meet and
work at any time, over breakfast,
lunch and dinner. Do not be taken
in by street attire; American managers' dress code at work is very
formal and conservative.
Don't panic. Most businesspeople you are likely to
meet are used to dealing with overseas guests and
are used to forgiving their failings. There is, however, a big gap between being forgiven for social
transgressions and getting the best deal.
SOURCES: Adapted from Susan llarte, 'When hi Home, you
should learn to do what the Romans do', The Atlanta
Jfntrnal-Ctmstitution (22 January 1990), pp. Dl, 1)6; see also
Lufthansa's Business Travel Guide/Europe; Sergey Frank,
'Global negotiating', Sales aurf Marketing Management (May
1992), pp. 64-§; Malcolm Wheatky, 'Going, going, gone',
Business Lift (October 1994), pp. 65-S.

personal characteristics such as age, income, education, professional identification, personality and attitudes towards risk. Also, buyers have different buying
styles. Some may be technical types who make in-depth analyses of competitive
proposals before choosing a supplier. Other buyers may be intuitive negotiators
who are adept at pitting the sellers against one another for the best deal.
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Table 7.1

Key stages of the business buying process in relation to important
buying; situations
BUYING SITUATIONS

STAGES OF THE BUYING PROCESS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Problem recognition
General need description
Product specification
Supplier search
Proposal solicitation
Supplier selection
Order-routine specification
Performance review

NEW

MODIFIED

STRAIGHT

TASK

REBUY

REBUY

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Maybe
Maybe
Yes
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Yes

No
No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

No
No
No

Yes

SOURUB: Adapted from Patrick J. Robinson, Charles W. Paris, and Yoram Wind, Industrial Buying and Creative Marketing
(Boston: Allyn & Bacun, 1967), p. 14.

Secretaries and personal assistants are an important target for DHL, the
express courier; they may be told by their boss tq send a package but
have the discretion to choose the courier. To contact them it advertises in
Executive PA and other secretarial type publications and 'always attend
the Secretaries Show'. In contrast UPS, which has a bias towards small
twsiness-to-business parcels, finds that most decisions are made by
traffic, distribution and logistics managers. To contact them it schedules
its TV advertising around sports events, prime-time films and
documentaries.21

How Do Business Buyers Make their Buying Decisions?
Table 7.1 lists the eight stages of the business buying process.2- Buyers who face a
new-task buying situation usually go through all stages of the buying process,
Buyers making modified or straight rebuys may skip some of the stages. We will
examine these steps for the typical new-task buying situation.

• Problem Recognition
problem recognition
The first stage of the
business buying process
in 'which someone in the
company recognises a
problem or need that
can be met fry acquiring
a good or a service.

The buying process begins when someone in the company recognizes a problem
or a need that can be met by acquiring a specific good or a service. Problem
recognition can result from internal or external stimuli. Internally, the company
may decide to launch a new product that requires new production equipment and
materials. Or a machine may break down and need new parts. Perhaps a
purchasing manager is unhappy with a current supplier's product quality, service
or prices. Externally, the buyer may get some new ideas at a trade show, see an ad
or receive a call from a salesperson who offers a better product or a lower price.
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• General Need Description
Having recognized a need, the buyer next prepares a general need description
that describes the characteristics and quantity of the needed item. For standard
items, this process presents few problems. For complex items, however, the buyer
may have to work with others - engineers, users, consultants - to define the item.
The team may want to rank the importance of reliability, durability, price and
other attributes desired in the item. In this phase, the alert business marketer can
help the buyers define their needs and provide information about the value of
different product characteristics.

• Product Specification
The buying organization next develops the item's technical product specifications, often with the help of a value analysis engineering team. Value analysis is
an approach to cost reduction in which components are studied carefully to
determine if they can be redesigned, standardized or made by less costly methods
of production. The team decides on the best characteristics and specifies them
accordingly. Sellers, too, can use value analysis as a tool to help secure a new
account. By showing buyers a better way to make an object, outside sellers can
turn straight rebuy situations into new-task situations that give them a chance to
obtain new business.

• Supplier Search
The buyer now conducts a supplier search to find the best vendors. The buyer
can compile a small list of qualified suppliers by reviewing trade directories, doing
a computer search or phoning other companies for recommendations. The newer
die buying task and the more complex and costly the item, the greater the
amount of time the buyer will spend searching for suppliers. The supplier's task is
to get listed in the big directories and build a good reputation hi the marketplace.
Salespeople should watch for companies in the process of searching for suppliers
and make certain that their firm is considered.

general need description
The stage in the business
buying process in which
(he company describes
the general
characteristics and
quantity of a needed
item.
product specification
The stage of the business
buying process in nmhich
the buying organization
decides an and specifies
the best technical
product characteristics
for a needed item.
value analysis
Art approach to cost
reduction in which
components are studied
carefully to determine if
they can be redesigned,
standardized or made by
less costly methods of
production.
supplier search
The stage of the business
buying process in which
the buyer tries to find the
bust vendors.

• Proposal Solicitation
In the proposal solicitation stage of the business buying process, the buyer
invites qualified suppliers to submit proposals. In response, some suppliers will
send only a catalogue or a salesperson. However, when the item is complex or
expensive, the buyer will usually require detailed written proposals or formal
presentations from each potential supplier.
Business marketers must be skilled in researching, writing and presenting proposals in response to buyer proposal solicitations. Proposals should be marketing
documents, not just technical documents. Presentations should inspire confidence and should make the marketer's company stand out from the competition.

proposal solicitation
The stage of the business
buying process in •which
the buyer invites
qualified suppliers to
submit proposals.

Supplier Selection
The members of the buying centre now review the proposals and select a supplier
or suppliers. During supplier seleetion, the buying centre will often draw up a list
of the desired supplier attributes and their relative importance. In one survey,
purchasing executives listed the following attributes as most important in influencing the relationship between supplier and customer: quality products and
services, on-time delivery, ethical corporate behaviour, honest communication

supplier selection
The stage of the business
buying process in which
the buyer reviews
proposals and selects a
supplier or suppliers.
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Table 7.2

An example of vendor analysis

and competitive prices.2-1 Other important factors include repair and servicing
capabilities, technical aid and advice, geographic location, performance history
and reputation. The members of the buying centre will rate suppliers against
these attributes and identify the best suppliers. They often use a supplier evaluation method similar to the one shown in Table 7.2.
The importance of various supplier attributes depends on the type of purchase
situation the buyer faces.24One study of 220 purchasing managers showed that
economic criteria were most important in situations involving routine purchases
of standard products. Performance criteria became more important in purchases
of non-standard, more complex products. The supplier's ability to adapt to the
buyer's changing needs was important for almost all types of purchase.
Buyers may attempt to negotiate with preferred suppliers for better prices
and terms before making the final selections. In the end, they may select a single
supplier or a few suppliers. Many buyers prefer multiple sources of supplies to
avoid being totally dependent on one supplier and to allow comparisons of prices
and performance of several suppliers over time.
order-routine
specification
The stage of the business
buying process in which
the buyer writes the final
order with the chosen
suppliers(s), listing the
technical specifications,
quantity needed,
expected time of
delivery, return policies
and warranties.

• Order-Routine Specification
The buyer now prepares an order-routine specification. It includes the final
order with the chosen supplier or suppliers and lists items such as technical specifications, quantity needed, expected time of delivery, return policies and
warranties. In the ease of maintenance, repair and operating items, buyers are
increasingly using blanket coiifruc-ts rather than periodic purchase orders. A
blanket contract creates a long-term relationship in which the supplier promises
to resupply the buyer as needed at agreed prices for a set time period. The seller
holds the stock and the buyer's computer automatically prints out an order to the
seller when stock is needed. A blanket order eliminates the expensive process of
renegotiating a purchase each time stock is required. It also allows buyers to
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write more, hut smaller, purchase orders, resulting in lower inventory levels and
carrying costs.
Blanket contracting leads to more single-source buying and to buying more
items from that source. This practice locks the supplier in tighter with the buyer
and makes it difficult for other suppliers to break in unless the buyer becomes
dissatisfied with prices or service.

• Performance Review
In this stage, the buyer reviews supplier performance. The buyer may contact
users and ask them to rate their satisfaction. The performance review may lead
the buyer to continue, modify or drop the arrangement. The seller's job is to
monitor the same factors used by the buyer to make sure that the seller is giving
the expected satisfaction.
We have described the stages that would typically occur in a new-task buying
situation. The eight-stage model provides a simple view of the business buyingdecision process. The actual process is usually much more complex. In the modified rebuy or straight rebuy situation, some of these stages would be compressed
or bypassed. Each organization buys in its own way and each buying situation has
unique requirements. Different buy ing-centre participants may be involved at
dit'r'cnmt stages of the process. Although certain buying-process steps usually do
occur, buyers do not always follow them in the same order and they may add
other steps. Often, buyers will repeat certain stages of the process.

Institutional and Government Markets
So far, our discussion of organizational buying has focused largely on the buying
behaviour of business buyers. Much of this discussion also applies to the buying

performance review
Tlie stage of the business
buying process in which
the buyer races its
satisfaction with
suppliers, deciding
whether to continue,
modify or drop tiiem.
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practices of institutional and government organizations. However, these two nonbusiness markets have additional characteristics and needs. Thus, in this final
section, we will address the special features of institutional and government markets.

Institutional Markets
institutional market
Schools, hospitals,
nursing homes, prisons
and other institutions
that provide goods and
services to people in
their care.

The institutional market consists of schools, hospitals, nursing homes, prisons
and other institutions that provide goods and services to people in their care.
Institutions differ from one another in their sponsors and in their objectives. For
example, in the United Kingdom, BUPA hospitals are operated for profit and are
predominantly used by people with private medical insurance. National Health
Service trust hospitals provide health care as part of the welfare state, while charities, such as the Terrencc ITiggins Trust and many small hospices, run centres for
the terminally ill.
Low budgets and captive patrons characterize many institutional markets.
For example, many campus-based students have little choice hut to eat whatever
food the university supplies. A catering organization decides on the quality of food
to buy for students. The buying objective is not profit because the food is provided
as a part of a total service package. Nor is strict cost minimization the goal students receiving poor-quality food will complain to others and damage the
college's reputation. Thus the university purchasing agent must search for institutional food vendors whose quality meets or exceeds a certain minimum standard and whose prices are low.
Many marketers set up separate divisions to meet the special characteristics
and needs of institutional buyers. For example, Heinz produces, packages and
prices its ketchup and other products differently to serve better the requirements
of hospitals, colleges and other institutional markets.

Government Markets
government marker
Governmental units national and local - that
purchase or rent goods
and services for
carrying out the main
functions of government.

The government market offers large opportunities for many companies.
Government buying and business buying are similar in many ways. But there are
also differences that must be understood by companies wishing to sell products
and services to governments. To succeed in the government market, sellers must
locate key decision makers, identify the factors that affect buyer behaviour and
understand the buying decision process.
Government buying organizations are found at national and local levels. The
national level is the largest and its buying units operate in both the civilian and
military sectors. Various government departments, administrations, agencies,
boards, commissions, executive offices and other units carry out buying,
Sometimes, the centra/ buying operation helps to centralize the buying of
commonly used items in the civilian section (for example, office furniture and
equipment, vehicles, fuels) and in standardizing buying procedures for the other
agencies. Defence Ministries usually carry out the buying of military equipment
for the Forces.

• Strong Influences on Government Buyers
Like consumer and business buyers, government buyers are affected by environmental, organizational, interpersonal and individual factors. One unique thing
about government buying is that it is carefully watched by outside publics,
ranging from elected representatives to a variety of private groups interested in
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how the government spends taxpayers' money. Because their spending decisions
are subject to public review, government organizations are buried in paperwork.
Elaborate forms must be filled and signed before purchases are approved. The
level of bureaucracy and political sensitivities are high and marketers must cut
through this red tape. Ways of dealing with governments vary greatly from
country to country, and knowledge of local practices is critical to achieving sales
successes (see Marketing Highlight 7.3).
Non-economic criteria also play a growing role in government buying. Government buyers are asked to favour depressed business firms and areas, small business
firms, and business firms that avoid race, sex or age discrimination. Politicians
will fight to have large contracts awarded to firms in their area or for their
constituency to be the site of big construction projects. EuroDisney is an extreme
case, the Dumber Bridge and the Nimrod AWAG aircraft are others. Sellers need
to keep these factors in mind when deciding to seek government business.
Government organizations typically require suppliers to submit bids and they
normally award contracts to the lowest bidders. In some cases, however, government buyers make allowances for superior quality or for a firm's reputation for
completing contracts on time. Governments will also buy on a negotiated
contract basis for complex projects that involve substantial R & D costs and risks
or when there is little effective competition. Governments tend to favour
domestic suppliers over foreign suppliers, which is a repeated complaint of multinational businesses. Each country tends to favour its own nationals, even when
non-domestic firms make superior offers. The European Economic Commission
is trying to reduce such biases.

• How Do Government Buyers Make their Buying Decisions?
Government buying practices often seem complex and frustrating to suppliers,
who have voiced many complaints about government purchasing procedures.
Those include too much paperwork and bureaucracy, needless regulations,
emphasis on low bid prices, decision-making delays, frequent shifts in buying
personnel and too many policy changes. Yet, despite such obstacles, selling to the
government can often be mastered in a short time. The government is generally
helpful in providing information about its buying needs and procedures, and is
often as eager to attract new suppliers as the suppliers are to find customers.
When the mighty US Fleet edged its way up the Gulf during Desert Storm,
five little plastic boats led it. The little Royal Navy Hunt Class MCMVa
(Mine Counter-Measure Vessels) were in a league of their own at the
dangerous job of clearing a path for the main fleet. They were made by
Vesper Thornycroft, a small British company which is a master at selling
to governments around the world. While the world's leading defence
contractors seek alliances and mergers to meet the 'peace dividend's'
reduced demand, Vosper has an order book worth £600 million and 14
vessels under construction, 95 per cent of them for export. Part of its
strength is Vesper's dominance in the niche for glass-reinforced plastic
(GRP) mine hunters, corvettes and patrol craft. Just the sort of ships that
small navies want.
Vbsper's strength extends beyond the vessels. With its vessels it offers
a maritime training and support service where it has pioneered computerbased learning. Many clients come from the Middle East and travel with
their families, so Vosper has built an Arabic school for 70 pupils next to
the maritime training centre. It now does training for other firms selling
to the Middle East, so strengthening its position in the region. Others of
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Political Graft:
Wheeze or Sleaze?

Marketing
Highlight

On 26 May 1994 at the White
House, President Bill Clinton's
chef de cabinet was forced to
resign. He had used a
government helicopter to take
him to a game of golf. lie was
ordered to reimburse the
Treasury for the cost of his
jaunt, 813,129.66. Other
continents; other morals.
On 20 June 1994 in Paris, the new
Members of the European Parliament were
invited to a briefing on the many perks
attached to their new status. The subject
excited Jean-Francois Hory, president of
Bernard Tapie's socialist MRG party. From
his place in the front row lie turned in his
seat, fixed a knowing eye on his new
colleagues and addressed them in the
manner of an old hand talking down to
university freshmen: 'One thing you need to
know about travel allowances - they'll want
to know your address. If you have one or
more second homes, make sure you list the
one furthest from Brussels.' Obviously, a
return flight from Marseilles to Brussels is
worth more than the tram fare from Loosles-Lille to Brussels. Do you detect a whiff of
moral purity?

The auction rigging would be
illegal anywhere, but often what is
common practice in one country
will bring a senior politician down
in another. All governments have
codes of practice, but as Table 1
shows, they are not consistent.
There are also different cultural
traditions about obeying rules. In
Britain a Treasury minister had to
fight for his political life following
accusations that a controversial
Arab businessman had paid for a
weekend that the minister had had at the Paris
Ritz Hotel. The bill was less than Ffr4,000 and in
no other European country would he have had to
declare such a gift. German political representatives have to sign a register, but the Bundestag's
guidelines suggest only declaring gifts over
DM10,000.
In Japan the attitude towards political corruption is changing slowly. In 1988 Kiichi
Miyazawa resigned as finance minister after being
caught up in the Recruit scandal. Recruit, an
employment agency, had secretly given large
tranches of its own shares to politicians, including cabinet ministers, in exchange for political
favours. But by 1991 Mr Miyazawa was sufficiently rehabilitated to become prime minister.
This follows the 'traditional' pattern for Japanese
politicians caught taking bribes oro-shoku, 'defiling one's job'. O-shoku carries no moral overtones about wrongdoing, it just means that
through carelessness the publicity has dishonoured the politician's honoured position. The
usual line of defence in the Diet is that the politicians knew nothing, since their aides took the
money. In that way the politician does not lose
face, junior aides are not worth prosecuting and
ever;'one is happy.
The mood changed after the Sagawa scandal.
Shin Kanemaru needed money to split the ruling
LDP and start one of his own. He needed a lot of
cash and most of it came from Sagasva Kyubin, a
trucking company that wanted political favour in
order to expand its business. Gold bars and bonds
were found in Mr Kanemaru's home and office. He
was found guilty of not reporting Y2SO million
in 'political donations', but fined less than

7.3

Political corruption used to be a thing other countries did, but no more. In the United States,
United Kingdom, France, Spain, Italy, Japan and
elsewhere, accusations of political corruption
involving businesses have shaken the countries'
leaders. Eurofraud is estimated to cost EU taxpayers over 10 billion ecu per year. Sometimes
the t'iddles are minor, like exaggerating expense
claims on Eurojaimts, but often they are not. In
1991 Antonio Quatraro leapt to his death from a
Brussels window. He was a European Commission
official responsible for authorizing subsidies. In
1990 a fraud was discovered where he allegedly
received backhanders for rigging the auction of
Greek-grown tobacco to benefit Italian traders.

Institutional and Government Markets

TABI.EI GOVERNMENT CODES OF PRACTICE IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES
COUNTRY
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
United Kingdom
United States

COMPULSORY

REGISTER

REGISTER OF

REGISTER OF

OPEN TO THE

INTERESTS?

PUBLIC?

INCOMPysiIARES
DETAILS?

MPs DECLARE
INTEREST IN
DEBATE?

MUST DECLARE
FREE RlTZ
WEEKEND?

Assets
Yes
Income
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes
No

No
No
No

No

Yes
Yes

No

Yes

Yesa

NOTE: ''Gifts over §250 nut acceptable.

y100,000. After this, a new term entered the
Japanese political vocabulary, seijijuhai or 'politics rotten to the point of disintegration'.
Such large-scale 'crony capitalism' has much
to do with the meltdown of the Tiger economies
in the late 1990s. 'Indonesia is in the most invidious position,' said Chris Tinker, regional economist at ING Bering in Hong Kong. 'Crony capitalism
and pressure from the president's children, with
privileged business interests, have held back
economic restructuring, causing massive capital
flight.' Meanwhile Indonesia's annual per-capita
consumption declined from US$1,200 to 8300;
stook-market capitalization went from $118 billion to Sl7 billion; and onSy 22 of the country's
286 publicly listed companies remained solvent.
When selling to governments, especially

foreign ones, marketers face a great dilemma.
Should they follow St Ambrose's advice to St
Augustine: 'When you are at Rome live in the
Roman style; when you are elsewhere live as they
live elsewhere'? Or should they behave like a saint?
SOURCES; The loading quotation is from 'An open letter to
chose unnerved by the little judges', by MEP Thierry JeanPierre Terry; other sources are Terry McCarthy, 'It's not graft,
just duty anil obligation', /ndependenl (27 October 1994),
p, 16; 'Hands up all those hit by sleaze', The Economist
(29 October 1.994), pp. 49-51; 'The sour taste of gravy', The
Kconvmist (5 November 1994), p. 50; Alix Christie and Julie
Read, 'fraud crusader gears up for a fight, 7'hu European
(11-17 November 1994), p. 11; John McBeth, 'Ground zero',
For Eastern,-Economic Review (22 January 1998), pp. 14-17.
See also a series of five special reports on 'Asia in Crisis'
published in the Financiul Times between 12 and 16
January W98.

Vesper's activities get it closely involved in its customers' operations. The
company has a three-year contract for the Ministry of Defence's Record
Data Centre and has a five-year contract to operate maritime services
craft for the Royal Air Force. Not had for a company sold by British
Shipbuilders to a management team in 1985 for £18.5 million - in 1994
the company's value was $236 million.25
Many companies that sell to the government are not so marketing oriented as
Vosper Thornycroft for a number of reasons. Total government spending is determined by elected officials rather than by any marketing effort to develop this
market. Government buying has emphasized priee, making suppliers invest their
effort in technology to bring costs down. When the product's characteristics are
specified carefully, product differentiation is not a marketing factor. Nor do advertising or personal selling matter mueh in winning bids on an open-bid basis.
More companies now have separate marketing departments for government
marketing efforts. British Aerospace, Eastman Kodak and Goodyear are examples.
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These companies want to co-ordinate bids and prepare them more scientifically,
to propose projects to meet government needs rather than just respond to government requests, to gather competitive intelligence, and to prepare stronger
communications co describe the company's competence.

Summary
The business market is vast. In many ways, business markets are like consumer
markets, but business markets usually have fewer, larger buyers who are more
geographically concentrated. Business demand is derived, largely inelastic and
more fluctuating. More buyers are usually involved in the business buying decision and business buyers are better trained and more professional than are
consumer buyers. In general, business purchasing decisions are more complex
and the buying process is more formal than consumer buying.
The business market includes firms that buy goods and services in order to
produce products and services co sell to others. It also includes retailing and wholesaling firms that buy goods in order to resell them at a profit. Business buyers make
decisions that vary with the three types of buying situation: straight re&ijys, modified rebuys and new tasks. The decision-making unit of a buying organization -the
buying centre - may consist of many people playing many roles. The business
marketer needs to know the following: Who are the main participants? In what
decisions do they exercise influence? What is their relative degree of influence? And
what evaluation criteria does each decision participant use? The business marketer
also needs to understand the primary environmental, interpersonal and individual
influences on the buying process. The business buy ing-decision process itself consists
of eight stages: problem recognition, general needs description, product specification, supplier search, proposal solicitation , supplier selection, order-routine specification and performance review. As business buyers become more sophisticated,
business marketers must keep in step by upgrading their marketing accordingly.
The institutional market consists of schools, hospitals, prisons and other
institutions that provide goods and services to people in their care. Low budgets
and captive patrons characterize these markets. The government market is also
vast. Government buyers purchase products and services for defence, education,
public welfare and other public needs. Government buying practices are highly
specialized and specified, with open bidding or negotiated contracts characterizing most of the buying. Government buyers operate under the watchful eye of
politicians and many private watchdog groups. Hence, they tend to require more
forms and signatures and to respond more slowly in placing orders.
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Discussing the Issues
1. Identify the ways in which the fashion clothing
market differs from the military uniform market.
2. Which of the main types of bviying situation are
represented by the following individual
circumstances?
• BMW's purchase of computers that go in cars and
adjust engine performance to changing driving
conditions.
• Volkswagen's purchase of spark plugs for its line
of Jettas.
•

4.

Discuss the principal environmental factors that
would affect the purchase of radar speed detectors by
national and local police forces.

5.

Industrial products companies have advertised
products to the general public that consumers are not
able to buy. How does this strategy help a company
sell products to resellers?

6.

Assume you are selling a fleet of fork-lift trucks to be
used by a large distribution and warehousing firm.
The drivers of the fork-lift trucks need the latest
technology that provides comfort, makes driving easy
and improves manoeuvrability. This means more
expensive trucks that are more profitable for you. The
fleet buyer, however, wants to buy established (not
necessarily latest) technology that gives the highest
productivity. Who might be in the buying centre? How
might you meet the varying needs of these participants?

Honda's purchase of light bulbs for a new Legend
model.

3. How would a marketer of office equipment identify
the buying centre for a law firm's purchase of
dictation equipment for each of its partners?

Applying the Concepts
Take your college/university as an example of a
business customer for books and other educational
materials. Imagine that you are a representative from
a publisher who intends to establish sales to the
college/university. How might you use the model of
business buyer behaviour to help you develop a
strategy for marketing effectively to this customer?
How useful is the model? What (if any) are the
limitations? Are there different levels of customers in
this situation (e.g. the library as a buying centre;
course team members who agree on the textbooks to
recommend for student adoption and library stocks;

the individual tutor who chooses recommended
textbooks and requests the library to stock; or the
college/university bookshop)? How might you deal
with these different levels of customer?
Make a list of the key factors that a local government
institution or agency might consider when deciding to
purchase new coffee-making machines for users in its
offices. Remembering how government buyers make
their buying decisions, suggest a scenario that you, as
a potential supplier, would use to sell to this
institutional buyer.
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CUse 7: Troll-AEG

Case 7
TrolI-AEG

J. FELIU DK LA PENA, SA (JFP) is a Spanish manufaeturer of electric lamps1
known for its modern Troll products. In the late afternoon of 21 January
1992 Miguel Tey Feliu de la Pefia, JFP's managing director, was reflecting on
the reciprocal commercial distribution contracts to be signed the next day
with the managers of AEG's Technical Lighting Business Area {AEG
Aktiengesellschaft Fachbereich Liehttechnik, or AEG-LT) from Germany.
The first JFP 'mirror' contract granted AEG a non-exclusive right to
distribute its products in Germany. The second granted JFP and its
subsidiary Troll-France a non-exclusive right to distribute AEG products in
Spain and France. Miguel Tey did not doubt that the contracts needed
signing, but reflected on several questions:
First, when I review the decisions that have been taken up to this point
in time, I wonder if we are doing the right thing in entering into this type
of agreement or whether it would have been better to continue following
our own fully autonomous growth path, as we have done until now. At the
same time, I wonder whether AEG is the best partner for us. Also, when
I reread the two contracts, I wonder if something is missing or should
not be there, or whether any of the sections should be reworded.
Second, if we accept everything done until now and do sign the
contracts, then there are two major questions with regard to our
immediate future that must be answered: What must we decide and do
to ensure that this new reciprocal relationship between Troll and AEG
works, and works well? Ami finally, how will all this end up? In other
words, where will our company be three, five or ten years from now?
Will these agreements still be in full force?
No doubt because of the obvious difference in size between JFP and AEG,
someone had recently said, only half jokingly: 'In no time at all, we'll all be
wearing AEG T-shirts.'
J. Feliu de la Peoa, SA (JFP)
Mr Julio Feliu de la Pena, grandfather of the brothers Xavier and Miguel Tey
Feliu de la Pena, started manufacturing 'classic' design lamps in 1929, in
Barcelona. In 1974 Miguel and Xavier became owners of JFP, which then operated from ground floor premises very close to the centre of Barcelona. In the
same year Nordart Industria, SA offered them the possibility of selling its
products marketed under the Troll brand. It was a new lighting system made
up by spot projectors, power tracks and adapters (the adapter being the part
* IESE, University of Navarra, Barcelona-Madrid
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linking the spot projector to the power-carrying track). Miguel saw that the
product had a we 11-presented, modern design, and he offered to buy Nordart's
entire output if given exclusive sales rights for Spain. Nordart ludustria, SA
was a small factory without any sales force that was badly stung when a
distributor had copied its product and left it in the lurch. Joaquim Maso. the
company's owner, accepted the appointment of JFP as its sole agent after
establishing that JFP would operate with a gross margin of 30 per cent.
By 1977, their Troll sales had increased to Ptal30 million. Miguel realized that 'the future was Troll'. In 1978 Joaquim Maso and the Tcy brothers
agreed to merge both companies. During the next decade, the company's
sales grew at slightly more than 50 per cent per annum. The workforce
increased from 25 to 100 employees and the company became market
leader in Spain in this type of accent lighting elements, JFP's success is
attributable to the changes in the distribution channel and the continuous
improvement and redesign of its products. JFP ceased selling through traditional (normally classic design) lamp retailers and pioneered the sale of
spotlights and down-lights through electrical goods wholesalers-stockists.
Miguel Tey considered that this change of distribution policy had been
only partly successful. He soon realized his limited negotiating power with
these wholesalers. To counteract this, Miguel sought an alliance with noncompeting companies whose products sold through the same electrical goods
stores. He managed to persuade the general managers of a wire company, a
transformer company and a cable fastener company to join in an alliance. A
network of self-employed representatives sold the products of all four manufacturers. All four manufacturers placed their products on consignment in the
representative's warehouse. The representative would then sell and deliver
the goods, sending the delivery note to each manufacturer. In Spain, this kind
of wholesaler-stockist sells mostly to contractors specializing in electrical
installations, either in new buildings or in building refurbishing jobs. Most of
their sales were 'counter' sales, made on the spot to contractors who came to
their outlet with a list of their immediate needs and would take the goods with
them. In exchange for these functions, the representative received a commission agreed upon separately with each one of the four manufacturing companies. Thirteen joint 'branches' covered practically the entire Spanish market.
And all that with just paying a commission - that is, a variable cost - and
with a minimum investment in stock in all thirteen warehouses. An
important point to remember is that thanks to our pioneering role in
selling accent lighting elements in Spain, JFP's margins were very high.
Our sale price to the electrical goods store was between 2.5 and 3 times
our manufacturing cost!
In time JFP became the unofficial leader of the network as the representatives mainly followed Miguel Tey's lead. JFP's young general manager had
managed to win them over through a combination of an extremely cordial
personal relationship, an excellent service from his company, a product
range with skyrocketing sales and a It) per cent commission. The other
three companies paid them 5 per cent commission or less.
Range Changes
Design changes helped JFP's success. Originally each lamp model and variants, of which there were about 50, came in 16 colours and consisted of
several parts that were specific to each model. In total, there were about
3,200 different stock-keeping units (skus). Miguel reduced the colour range
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from 16 to 4 (white, black, gold and stainless steel) and redesigned the
lamps. This innovation made the four basic parts of the lighting systems
manufactured fully interchangeable, which allowed the number of skus to be
cut down to less than 200. This produced a dramatic increase in turnover for
warehouses in the logistics chain for JFP and its immediate customers.
Miguel also implemented significant changes in the design process of its
lighting elements. By 1985 Miguel had decided that he needed to create an
aesthetic consistency and identifying style in his lighting element designs
and started to commission original designs from two freelance industrial
designers. He wanted his lighting elements to be immediately recognizable.
The combination of pioneering accent lighting in Spain (with downlights, spots and tracks), the network of 'branches' made up of the 13 independent representatives, a well-designed product range and ample margins
turned the company into one of the most profitable in Spain in this industry.
Forecast sales for 1989 were about Ptal.5 billion, with net income of about
Pta400 million and a market share between 25 and 30 per cent of indoor
accent lighting elements.
Recruitment of Javier Rocasalbas
Faced with a strong increase in demand, the company no longer had sufficient capacity to supply all the orders. Furthermore, Miguel was in serious
danger of being overwhelmed by the increasing complexity of the company's
management. Consequently, in 1988 he decided to recruit Javier Rocasalbas
as general manager. Miguel became managing director and his brother
Xavier became president. Javier Rocasalbas was 40 years old. He had graduated as an industrial engineer, but his early work experience was in engineering production. Before joining JFP, he had worked in a plastics factory
where, for the first time, his duties went beyond the technical.
Rocasalbas realized that, although the products were aesthetically
excellent, their technical quality was poor. The electromechanical aspects
had been neglected to a considerable extent, which led to difficulties when
attempting to assemble the lamps on an industrial scale. In 1989 he
increased the design team by recruiting Carlos Galan, an industrial engineer
and electromechanical designer, as its manager. A designer specialized in
mechanical functions and a draughtsman was also recruited to the team.
By the end of 1991, the design and quality department had between 12
and 14 people responsible for product performance, compliance with electrical safety standards, and aesthetic quality of the products as individual
items and as parts of the entire collection. The company changed from a
design process in which the cost price was known only at the end, to one
where a cost price was set before starting the design work.
The 'star' products in 1988 were the fixed, low-voltage built-in downlight in black or white and the swivelling ball-spot. They were relatively
simple products to design, manufacture, assemble and install at the point of
use. They were standard products of average quality, usually bought by electricians or electrical contractors for easy installation in private homes,
shops, offices and so forth. The 'branches' - the 13 sales representatives
with their own warehouse - sold indiscriminately and massively, without
distinguishing between different types of customer. JFP published a single
price list, which carried a 45 per cent discount for all customers.
Tensions in the Range
From 1988, competition in Spain became much fiercer. A large number of lamp
manufacturers appeared, Hooding the market with lighting elements that had
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designs very similar to Troll's, Some even used Troll products to take the photographs for some competitor's catalogue. By the end of 1991, between 25 and
30 Spanish lamp manufacturers offered virtually identical, standard accent
lighting elements. The resulting price war severely eroded sales margins from
about .30 per cent in 1988 to about 15 per cent in 1991.
Miguel's response was to decide that if Troll products sold well in Spain, they
should also be successful in France, which had accounted for almost Pta4 million
of the company's exports. Always impulsive and quick off the mark, Miguel
went to Lyon, bought an old building near the high-speed train (TGV) station
and recruited Josep Sitja as general manager of Troll-France. A Catalan by
birth, he had worked until that time as an electrical contractor in Marseilles.
By 1988 JFP was exporting Pta46 million worth of products to France, but
part of this export figure included the start-up stock of finished product
shipped to Lyon. The standard products also had serious difficulties in the
French market. The quality was not right, the price was not right and they
were not certified as conforming to the French standards. However, aesthetically they were very well accepted and that could become the decisive factor
differentiating Troll lamps.
It was very difficult to achieve a significant level of sales in France
without offering an integral, complete and coherent product range. The Troll
range was solely interior accent lighting elements: that is, tracks and spots,
down-lights and suspended fluorescent lights self-connected by jacks. The
company had no built-in fluorescent panels (used mainly in offices), industrial lights (for lighting factories) or any type of righting elements for installation and use outdoors, to light public highways, parks and gardens, tunnels,
sports facilities and so on.
Miguel and Javier's reaction to this setback was a firm resolve to gain a
presence in the European market, and to do this by changing their product range,
slowly phasing out their standard products and starting to design, manufacture and sell technical architectural lighting elements. Rocasalbas explains:
We considered that the more sophisticated features of the new
generation of lighting elements we wanted to design and launch onto the
market would be more difficult for our direct competitors, most of
which were small companies, to imitate. We were up against companies
which were limited riot only by their technical skills but also by their
financial possibilities, as an 'architectural' lighting element of this type
may mean investing about Pta20 million in design, tooling, moulds, etc.
It was rather an intuitive change; I don't think we really knew what we
were letting ourselves in for. Or, at least, at that time, we were not aware
that the change in foeus of the product range would also necessarily involve
a drastic change in the type of final customer, in distribution channels,
and in the marketing resources to be used to promote our products.
When they launched the first new-generation lighting elements on the
market, the electrical goods wholesaicr-stockholders neither bought nor
distributed technical architectural lighting products. These were too sophisticated, designed for specific applications and slow-selling, and their installation required a prior analysis to ensure their match with specific lighting
needs, circumstances or environments.
The Prescribe™
Technical architectural lighting was promoted by persuading (he prescribers
to use them. Within the field of technical lighting, a prescriber could be an
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architect, an interior decorator, a shop window designer, an engineer or
technician specializing in lighting, an engineering firm, and so on. When
faced with a lighting requirement (a hotel, a stadium, a modern shop, a
hospital, etc.), the preseriher studied the lighting needs (light intensity,
eolorimetry, possible combinations within the surroundings, etc.) and
decided the type, quantity, character IN tics and location of each lighting
point to he installed in order to obtain the desired decorative and lighting
results. In the case of new buildings, it was vital to incline the prescribe! in
favour of a certain light brand and model while the architectural design was
still on the drawing-board. Roeasalbas explains:
The prescriber was a new factor to be reckoned with during the sales
process carried out by JFP ... Until then, we had not taken any steps to
influence their decisions because, given the relative simplicity of our
products, it was simply not necessary ... We realized that the image they
had of us - if they had any at all - would be something like that of SEAT,
when it was manufacturing the '600', while now we had decided to make
Mercedes-Benz! ... Perhaps at that time we might have given other
strategic responses to our competitors, such as trying to cut them
short by lowering prices or creating a second 'fighting' brand name but
the fact is we consciously didn't. This does not mean, however, that we
did not fight hard to defend our position in the standard product market,
as we were fully aware that the bulk of our sales were precisely
composed - and, at the close of 1991, they still are - of these standard
products.
Meanwhile the Madrid and Barcelona representatives had secretly come
to an agreement in 1988 to propose a change in their role. They wanted to
be fully independent and exclusive distributors in their geographical area,
buying set quantities and reselling the product on their own account, thus
earning a margin instead of a commission. The proposal had a mixed reception from the four manufacturers in the alliance. The transformer manufacturer accepted the proposed change, but the cable manufacturer not only
rejected the proposal but also cancelled the agency agreement with them.
Rocasalbas turned down the proposal but continued to work with them,
trying to get them to start promoting to prescribcrs while continuing to sell
the standard lighting elements. To help them they took on four middle-aged,
well-groomed women (two in Madrid and two in Barcelona). These women
would start to contact prescribcrs, introducing them to the company and
telling them that JFP was entering the technical architectural lighting
market. Said Rocasalbas:
We were not yet out 'project hunting'. But we soon realized that 'good
grooming' was not enough. We had to be able to solve the preservers'
problem or at least to be able to provide them with all the necessary
means for them to solve it themselves. This included providing
prescribers with all the necessary technical data and free product
samples, and having a showroom where they could handle the lights
and test lighting effects.
The selling process was very complex because the final decision on
the light brand and model to be installed depends not only on the
prescriber but also on the contractor installing the entire electrical and
lighting system and, in the final analysis, on the building's owner, as
the person footing the bill.
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JFP managed slowly to penetrate the technical architectural lighting market,
selling by promoting and carrying out projects for the prescriber. However,
in 1990, this market only accounted for ahout 5 per cent of JFP's total sales,
and marketing and sales costs had increased substantially.
To speed up the change process, in 1991 JFP decided to terminate their
relationship with the Barcelona and Madrid representatives and open a sales
office with showroom. Its Barcelona branch - responsible for promotion and
sales through Catalonia - had two sales teams. One team of three full-time
employed salesmen covered the electrical goods wholesaler-stockists, while
the other focused on speciality retailers, mainly selling them the more 'standard' product range. By the end of 1991, the other Barcelona-Catalonia sales
team targeted the prescription market. It had three salaried salesmen who
visited prospective customers and another person who drew up the design
projects. The first team was much more profitable than the second as, at the
end of 1991, sales of standard products continued to account for about 80 per
cent of the company's total sales.
There was a possibility that, in the future, JFP would open similar fully
owned branches in other large Spanish cities. The decision would depend on
two factors: first, the degree of sales and financial success achieved by the
two JFP branches already operating (Barcelona and Madrid);and second, the
current 'old' representatives' attitude and behaviour. They had to show their
willingness and effectiveness in promoting the new generation of architectural technical lighting products.
At the end of 1991, Javier Rocasalbas commented:
Perhaps I'm wrong, but I think that even the minimally observant person
had realized that lighting in houses and apartments, offices, shops, public
areas, etc., had become increasingly sophisticated. Indeed, lighting was
becoming an increasingly important part of the building's or premises'
aesthetics. The challenge for us, then, is to give Troll lamps the technical
capacity to contribute lighting solutions, on the one hand, and to be able
to integrate themselves aesthetically with their surroundings, on the
other hand. But we also have to explain this to prescribers, without
forgetting to 'close the loop', that is, acting actively and positively on
the contractor and on the building's owner or his purchasing manager.
Any one of these people, at any particular time, can act for or against a
type, brand or model of lamp. It is crucial to identify new projects at
an early stage, in order to mature the final decision in our favour. This
selling and 'maturing' process can take several months, with a significant
investment in time. And even with all that, we only manage to get one
out of every ten projects we bid for! To put it another way, when we
'mature' a project, we are not selling 'lighting elements'. We are selling
'a particular lighting solution'.
In 1991 the company had spent a total of about PtalOO million in
advertising expenses, brochures and product catalogues, and attending
trade fairs. This amount includes the cost of similar expenses by TrollFrance, SA.
Internationalization
in mid-1990 Philippe Martinez became Troll-France, SA's new general
manager. He was of Spanish descent, but was very knowledgeable about the
French lighting market. lie quickly established a team of six salaried sales
reps selling only Troll products. They had two tasks: to 'sell in' to the whole-
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saler-stockists and to promote to preseribers. As in Spain, they never sold
directly to contractors or to end customers.
By the end of 1991, JFP re-evaluated its French venture. Troll-France
had used Pta250 million start-up funds and between 1988 and 1991 had had
Ptal20 million. 'From a strictly economic point of view, the economic effort
undertaken in France was highly questionable,' commented Miguel Tey.
'But,' he continued, 'if we had not taken the good (even if expensive) decision to go out of Spain at the time the Spanish economy was buoyant, we
would find ourselves in a difficult position today, when the Spanish market
is stagnant.'
The Contacts and Negotiations with AEG
Dr Kappler of AFX! made contact with JFP in April 1990. AEG belongs to the
Daimler-Benz Group. AEG-LT specialized in manufacturing lighting
elements, particularly fluorescent strip lighting. Its product range included
almost all categories of technical lighting for indoors or outdoors, the only
exception being accent lighting. Its sales were Pta23 billion in 1990, twothirds indoor-lighting elements and the remainder outdoor lighting.
From the start, Dr Kappler's proposal was crystal-clear, in that he was
offering JFP a double contract for reciprocal distribution. AEG-LT did not
have a range of technical decorative indoor accent lighting elements. Its
present customers in Germany were asking for this type of lighting element,
but they did not want to develop this new line themselves as the investment
required would be too large. They preferred an agreement with a company
like JFP that had already developed such a product line. The German
company's managers had been watching the development of JFP since 1987,
mainly at the international trade fairs, and considered that the company
was following a line that could be interesting for them.
Initially, JFP's management, especially Miguel, was very wary of starting
discussions. The early contacts were fairly informal: visits to each other's
factory, lunches together, and so on. However, they picked up pace and
consolidated significantly when Dr Kappler transferred to another area and
Dr Herbert Willmy became the business area's new president. Until then, Dr
Willmy had been the area's marketing and sales director. 'Willmy is overwhelmingly straightforward and clear. He is a person who immediately wins
you over with his humanity and honesty,' reports Rocasalbas.
The negotiator for AEG was Willmy in person. The negotiators for JFP
were Miguel Tey and Javier Rocasalbas, who explains: 'The negotiation was
very much based on the human relationship between both parties and was
by no means plain sailing because Miguel had difficulties in following the
English.'
Apparently AEG-LT's managers were attracted by JFP's advanced and
original design, goad in-house and subcontract industrial production
capacity, and good range of indoor accent lighting elements - all in an effectively managed and economically sound company. Rocasalbas commented:
1 think that they were aware that there was only 'an embryo' AEG
distributor in Spain and France. However, even so, we were perhaps
the best distributor available to them.
Sometimes, the negotiations were even fun. For example,
sometimes we were wary and even expressed fears that, should we sign
an agreement with AEG-LT. somehow we would be putting ourselves
in their power and that 'if they sneezed, we could catch a double
pneumonia'. On these occasions, in order to get the negotiations out of
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the rut, Willmy suggested that we do a kind of role-playing, challenging us
to put ourselves in his place, as if Miguel and I were the managers of the
AEG-LT business area, and try to identify decisions or actions that could
harm ,IFP, As soon as we said something, each time Willmy would
come up with the defensive or protective coiintcniieasurc that .IFF
could take, thus effectively knocking down all our objections. Willmy
caught on very quickly to JFP's way of operating and doing business.
The possibility of obtaining a high-volume and almost instantaneous
distribution of Troll lighting elements in Germany, through AEG-LT's sales
network of about 70 sales engineers attracted JFP. Also, the link with the
Daimler-Benz Group, ;md through them Deutsche Bank, could lead to
'captive' or induced safes. The other companies in the Group presumably
gave purchasing priority to AEG-LT. They also hoped that their association
with AEG-LT would be a decisive factor in helping them rapidly to obtain the
'VDE' certifications in Germany for their lighting elements. In addition,
wherever AEG had subsidiaries in Europe, JF1' could sell through them its
accent lighting elements. However, if JFP managers considered that some or any
of AEG's subsidiaries were not adequate for this task, they could freely
choose any other distributor or marketing channel.
JFP also saw big advantages in distributing AEG-LT's products in Spain
and France:
Obviously, the AEG brand, and its German origin, count for a lot. We
realised that AEG-LT's products would be positioned in the highquality, high-price segment in Spain, so perhaps we might not achieve
high sales volumes or high margins for JFP as importers-distributors.
However, it was clear to us that the 'partnership' with AEG-LT would
give prestige to JFP in Spain and would help us consolidate the image
of the Troll products and our image as a company. This would help us
to gain easier access to prescribers.
Also, it would obviously help us complete the product range we
eould offer in France and Spain, Now, we would be able to quote
virtually all the lighting elements needed for an entire new building or
for a complete architectural project. In other words, we would have a
complete product range, and we could suggest a solution for any
technical lighting need, in the broadest sense.
Rocasalbas expected that distributing AEG-LT lighting elements in Spain
and France would not require any more salespeople, but would need higher
stocks and more warehouse space. Negotiating the agreement had not been
without its problems and there had even been moments when it seemed that
negotiations would break down. One of them concerned setting each
company's sales targets and purchase commitments for the other company's
products. Another difficulty appeared when Miguel Tey said that he would
not stop supplying Troll lamps to L'lrich Settler, an electrical contractor with
a retail store in Stuttgart. He had been JFP's importer-distributor since 1989
and had bought about DM1 million worth in 1991. Miguel did not want to
lose this sales volume and thought it would be wise to keep Settler on, just in
case the agreement with AEG did not happen or did not work out properly.
Reflections before the Signing
Everything seemed taken care of, but there were still a number of points
that worried Miguel. On one hand, there was the 'big guy will eat the little
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guy' complex. He felt that if AEG's purchases were to attain very high volumes,
the Germans would have too much power over the Catalans and would end up
taking them over. Was this a real danger? How could he prevent it? Another
point was that he did not know to what extent he should commit himself to
this alliance. Should it be a purely commercial alliance or should it include
other aspects? How could they get maximum benefit from the allianceV What
other synergies were there that might be yet untapped? He also wondered
what he should do with Settler, the (ierman distributor, and whether AEG had
any kind of hidden agenda1.
It was late afternoon on 21 January 1991 when Miguel got up, went to his
desk and started to read, once again, the contracts that had to be signed the
next day. It seemed to him that for both companies, the 'Spain sells to
Germany' flow or relationship was much more important than the 'Germany
sells to Spain and France' relationship. Miguel estimated the weighting of the
former as 90 and that of the latter at perhaps only 10.

QUESTIONS
1. What are the chief strengths and weaknesses of the Catalan company?
How and why did they change over time?
2. What were the vital strategic shifts of JFP and what stimulated them?
3. What are the roles in the buying centre for lamps towards the end of the
case? How does JFP seek to influence people in the buying process?
4. How does the market vary across Europe? What mistakes were made in
Spain and France?
5. What is JFP looking for in its joint ventures?
d. Would you recommend the company to sign the deal with AEG-LT?

*
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Market Information
and Marketing
Research
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
Explain the importance of information to the company.
Define the marketing information system and discuss its parts.
Describe the four steps in the marketing research process.
Compare the advantages and disadvantages of various methods of
collecting information.
Discuss the main methods for estimating current market demand.
Explain specific techniques that companies use to forecast future
demand.

Preview Case
Qantas: Taking Off in Tomorrow's Market
QANTAS, AUSTRALIA'S INTERNATIONAL AIRLINE, WAS experiencing a demand
bonanza. Its market area in the Pacific Basin contained some of the fastestgrowing economies in the world - including Australia, China, Japan and the
newly industrializing countries of Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, South
Korea, Taiwan and Thailand, The area's growth in air travel far exceeded world
averages. Industry forecasts suggest that Pacific Basin air travel would grow
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at 10-14 per cent per year through 1998. By the year 2000 the area will have
a 40 per cent -share of all international air passenger traffic.
Such explosive growth presents a huge opportunity for Qantas and the
other airlines serving the Pacific Basin. However, it also presents some
serious headaches. To take advantage of the growing demand, Qantas must
first forecast it accurately and prepare to meet it. Air-travel demand has
many dimensions. Qantas must forecast how many and what kinds of people
will he travelling, where they will want to go and when. It must project total
demand as well as demand in each specific market it intends to serve. And
Qantas must estimate what share of this total demand it can capture under
alternative marketing strategies and in various competitive circumstances.
Moreover, it must forecast demand not just for next year, but also for the
next two years, five years and even further into the future.
Forecasting air-travel demand is no easy task. A host of factors aft'eet
how often people will travel and where they will go. To make accurate
demand forecasts, Qantas must first anticipate changes in the factors that
influence demand: worldwide and country-hy-country economic conditions,
demographic characteristics, population growth, political developments,
technological advances, competitive activity and many other factors.
Qantas has little control over many of these factors.
Demand can shift uuiekly and dramatically. For example, relative
economic growth and political stability in Japan, Australia and die other
Pacific Basin countries have caused a virtual explosion of demand for air
travel there. Ever-increasing numbers of tourists from around the world arc
visiting these areas. In Australia, for instance, foreign tourism more than
doubled between 1984 and 1988, and could triple between 1988 and the
year 2000. Also, people from the Pacific Basin countries are themselves travelling more. For example, almost 12 million Japanese took holidays abroad
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in 1996, a 10 per cent increase over the previous year. Pampered business
travellers bolstered the profitability of airlines in the region, but most new
travellers are non-business people. By the turn of the century fewer than one in
five passengers worldwide will be flying for business reasons — and many of
those will be sitting in the economy section. Forecasting demand in the face
of such drastic shifts can be difficult. There was also talk about southern Asia's
boom going to bust. China's regaining Hong Kong had gone smoothly, but
there were warning signals that the economies of some of the newly industrialized countries in the region were over heating. What if the bubble bursts?
To make things even more complicated, Qantas must forecast more
than just demand. The airline must also anticipate the many factors that can
affect its ability to meet that demand. For example, what airport facilities
will be available and how will this affect Qantas? Will there be enough
.skilled labour to staff and maintain its aircraft? In the Pacific Basin, as
demand has skyrocketed, the support system has not. A shortage of runways
and airport terminal space already limits the number of flights Qantas can
schedule. As a result, Qantas may decide to buy fewer but larger planes.
Fewer planes would require fewer crews, and larger planes could hold more
passengers at one time, which might make flights more profitable.
Competition in the region is hotting up too. Efficient non-Asian carriers,
such as American Airlines, British Airways, United and Virgin, are attacking
the region's markets and slashing fares in the process. Meanwhile, new local
competitors, such as Taiwan's EVA Airways and Malaysia's Air Asia, are
cutting into the market. Singapore Airlines and Cathay Pacific are two of the
world's most profitable airlines and are fighting to hold on to their strong
positions in the market. Singapore Airlines already has 62 aircraft including
42 Boeing 747 jumbos. It plans to buy at least 50 more jets - all 747s or large
wide-body Airbuses,
Qantas bases many important decisions on its forecasts. Perhaps the most
important decision involves aircraft purchases. To meet burgeoning demand,
Qantas knows that it will need more planes. But how many more planes? At
about A>S'200 million for each new Boeing 747-400, ordering even a few too
many planes can be very costly. On the other hand, if Qantas buys too few
planes, it has few short-run solutions. It usually takes about two years to get
delivery of a new plane. If Qantas overestimates demand by even a few
percentage points, it will have costly overcapacity. If it underestimates
demand, it could miss out on profit opportunities and disappoint customers
who prefer to fly Qantas, resulting in long-term losses of sales and goodwill.
Airlines have got these numbers badly wrong in the past, resulting in thousands of redundant jets parked in the deserts of the United States.
Besides rapid growth, Qantas needs to know about the changing nature
of demand in the region. The declining proportion ot business passengers means
airlines are fighting harder for them, by offering not just cheaper fares but
also extra service. In Europe, where the battle for the business traveller is
well developed, Lufthansa has completed a huge study to find out what its
business traveller wants. More leg and elbow room said most travellers, but
others want separate check-ins and passport controls. Fine, but all these
options cost money, so what is the best set of benefits to offer and are the
needs to be standardized across the region? There are even more unknowns
about the needs of the hugely growing non-business market. What do these
new flyers want and what is the best way to look after them economically?
Ultimately, tor Qantas, the forecasting problem is more than a matter of
temporary gains or losses of customer satisfaction and sales - it's a matter of
survival. Thus Qantas has a lot flying on the accuracy of its forecasts.1
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QUESTIONS
1 Why is market forecasting so important ro airlines like Cathay Pacific
and Qantas?
2. Is it realistic for Qantas to conduct a single forecast for passenger
traffic in the region, or should it base its projections on several
separate forecasts? If so, what separate forecasts should be
conducted?

3. Does the past steady growth of the economies in the region mean it is
reasonable to project similar levels of growth for the next decade?
4. Are Lufthansa's findings from its study likely to apply in south-cast
Asia? What is likely to make customer research in southern Asia more
complicated than in Europe?
5. What techniques should Qantas use to forecast overall demand over
the next ten years? How should it estimate what customers1 tastes are
likely to be over the next decade?
6. If Qantas's conclusion is that the market is uncertain, how should it
proceed in acquiring new airliners?

Introduction
To carry out marketing analysis, planning, implementation and control, managers
need information. Like Qantas, they need information about market demand,
customers, competitors, dealers and other forces in the marketplace. One
marketing executive put it this way: 'To manage a business well is to manage its
future; and to manage the future is to manage information. 2 Increasingly, marketers
are viewing information as not just an input for making better decisions, but also a
marketing asset that gives competitive advantage of strategic importance.3
During the twentieth century, most companies have been small and have
known their customers at first hand. Managers picked up marketing information
by being around people, observing them and asking questions. However, many
factors have increased the need for more and better information. As companies
become national or international in scope, they need more information on larger,
more distant markets. As incomes increase and buyers become more selective,
sellers need better information about how buyers respond to different products
and appeals. As sellers use more complex marketing approaches and face more
competition, they need information on the effectiveness of their marketing tools.
Finally, in today's rapidly changing environments, managers need up-to-date information to make timely decisions.
The supply of information has also increased greatly. John Neisbitt suggests
that the world is undergoing a 'mega-shift' from an industrial to an informationbased economy.4 He found that more than 65 per cent of the US workforce now
work at producing or processing information, compared to only 17 per cent in
1950. Using improved computer systems and other technologies, companies can
now provide information in great quantities. Many of today's managers sometimes
receive too much information. For example, one study found that with companies
offering all the information now available through supermarket scanners, a brand
manager gets one million to one billion new numbers each week.5 As Neisbitt
points out: 'Running out of information is not a problem, but drowning in it is,'(>
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Figure 8.1

The marketing information system

Marketers frequently complain that they lack enough information of the right
kind or have too much of the throng kind. Regarding the spread of information
throughout the company, they say that it takes great effort to locate even simple
facts. Subordinates may withhold information that they believe will reflect badly
on their performance. Often, important information arrives too late to be useful,
or on-time information is not accurate. Companies have greater capacity to
provide managers with information, but have often not made good use of it. Many
companies are now studying their managers' information needs and designing
information systems to meet those needs.

The Marketing Information System
A marketing information system (MIS) consists of people, equipment and procedures to gather, sort, analyze, evaluate and distribute needed, timely and accurate information to marketing decision makers. Figure 8.1 illustrates the
marketing information system concept. The MIS begins and ends with marketing
managers. First, it interacts with these managers to assess their information
needs. Next, it develops the needed information from internal company records,
marketing intelligence activities and the marketing research process. Information
analysis processes the information to make it more useful. Finally, the MIS distributes information to managers in the right form at the right time to help them in
marketing planning, implementation and control.

Developing Information
The information needed by marketing managers comes from internal company
records, marketing intelligence and marketing research. The information

marketing information
system (MIS)
People, equipment and
procedures to gather,
sort, analyze, evaluate
and distribute needed,
timely and accurate
information to
marketing decision
maker a.
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analysis system then processes this information to make it more useful for
managers.

Internal Records

internal records
information
Information gathered
from sources within the
company to evaluate
marketing performances
and to detect marketing
problems and
opportunities.

Most marketing managers use internal records and reports regularly, especially
for making day-to-day planning, implementation and control decisions. Internal
records information consists of information gathered from sources within the
company to evaluate marketing performance and to detect marketing problems
and opportunities. The company's accounting department prepares financial
statements and keeps detailed records of sales, orders, costs and cash flows.
Manufacturing reports on production schedules, shipments and inventories. The
sales force reports on reseller reactions and competitor activities. The eustomer
service department provides information on customer satisfaction or service
problems. Research studies done for one department may provide useful information for several others. Managers can use information gathered from these and
other sources within the company to evaluate performance and to detect problems and opportunities.
Here are examples of how companies use internal records information in
making better marketing decisions:7
Office World offers shoppers a free membership card when they make their
first purchase at their store. The eard entitles shoppers to discounts on
selected items, but also provides valuable information to the chain. Since
Office World encourages customers to use their card with each purchase,
it can track what customers buy, where and when. Using this information,
it can track the effectiveness of promotions, trace customers who have
defected to other stores and keep in touch with them if they relocate.
Istel is a cross-fertilization scheme set up by AT & T in Europe. The
system helps retailers share information about customers. Under the
programme customers join the Istel club, which gives them discounts
when buying a range of products from member stores. AT & T estimates
that its card will save the average customer £180 a year. The retailers
then use the information to build databases and to target incentives to
valuable customers. 'The grocer may like to know who is a high spender
in the scheme but is not shopping with them,' says Ruth Kemp of Istel.
"Then they can offer incentives to use their store.'

marketing intelligence
Everyday information
about developments
in che marketing
environment that helps
managers prepare and
adjus! marketing plans.

Information from internal records is usually quicker and cheaper to get than
information from other sources, but it also presents some problems. Because
internal information was for other purposes, it may be incomplete or in the wrong
form for making marketing decisions. For example, accounting department sales
and cost data used for preparing financial statements need adapting for use in
evaluating product, sales force or channel performance. In addition, the many
different areas of a large company produce great amounts of information, and
keeping track of it all is difficult. The marketing information system must gather,
organize, process and index this mountain of information so that managers can
find it easily and get it quickly.

Marketing Intelligence
Marketing intelligence is everyday information about developments in the
marketing environment that helps managers prepare and adjust marketing plans.
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The marketing intelligence system determines the intelligence needed, collects it
by searching the environment and delivers it to marketing managers who need it.
Marketing intelligence comes from many sources. Much intelligence is from
the company's personnel - executives, engineers and scientists, purchasing
agents and the sales force. But company people are often busy and fail to pass on
important information. The company must 'sell' its people on their importance as
intelligence gatherers, train them to spot new developments and urge them to
report intelligence hack to the company.
The company must also persuade suppliers, resellers and customers to pass
along important intelligence. Some information on competitors conies from what
they say about themselves in annual reports, speeches, press releases and advertisements. The company can also learn about competitors from what others say
about them in business publications and at trade shows. Or the company can
watch what competitors do - buying and analyzing competitors' products, monitoring their sales and cheeking for new patents.
Companies also buy intelligence information from out.side suppliers. Dun &
Bradstreet is the world's largest research company with branches in 40 countries
and a turnover of SI.26 billion. Its largest subsidiary is Nielsen, which selis data
on brand shares, retail prices and percentages of stores stocking different brands.
Its Info a Act Workstation offers companies the chance to analyze data from three
sources on the PCs: Retail Index, which monitors consumer sales and in-store
conditions; Key Account Scantrack, a weekly analysis of sales, price elasticity and
promotional effectiveness; and Homesean, a new consumer panel. Alliances
between marketing research companies allow access to pan-European research.
Other big international research companies are WPP; Taylor Nelson, which owns
AGB; GfK; MAI, which owns MOP; and Infratest. The globalization of markets has
led both large and small firms to form alliances in order to gain better international coverage and wider services, Taylor Nelson's AGB has joined with
Information Resources Inc. of the United States to strengthen their position as
international suppliers of retail audit and scanner data." The services of these and
other agencies now provide over 500 accessible computer databases:
Doing business in Germany? Check out CompuServe's German Company
Library of financial and product information on over 48,000 Germanowned firms. Want biographical sketches of key executives? Punch up
Dun & Bradstreet Financial Profiles and Company Reports. Demographic
data? Today's Associated Press news wire reports? A list of active
trademarks? It's all available from on-line databases.9
Marketing intelligence can work not only for, but also against a company.
Companies must sometimes take steps to protect themselves from the snooping
of competitors. For example, Kellogg's had treated the public to tours of its plants
since 1906, but recently dosed its newly upgraded plant to outsiders to prevent
competitors from getting intelligence on its high-tech equipment. In Japan corporate intelligence is part of the industrial culture. Everyone from assembly-line
workers to top executives considers it their duty to filter intelligence about the
competition back to management. Western companies are less active, although
most of America's Fortune 500 now have in-house corporate intelligence units.
Businesses are becoming increasingly aware of the need both to gather information and to protect what they have. In its Bangkok offices one European organization has a huge poster outside its lavatory saying: 'Wash and hush up! You
never know who's listening! Keep our secrets secret.'1"
Some companies set up an office to collect and circulate marketing intelligence.
The staff scan relevant publications, summarize important news and send news
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bulletins to marketing managers. They develop a file of intelligence information
and help managers evaluate new information. These services greatly improve the
quality of information available to marketing managers. The methods used to gather
competitive information range from the ridiculous to the illegal. Managers routinely
shred documents because wastepaper baskets can be an information source. Other
firms have uncovered more sinister devices such as Spycatcher's TFR recording
system that 'automatically interrogates telephones and faxes. Also a range of tiny
microphones.' These and other methods appear in Marketing Highlight 8.1."

Marketing Research

marketing research
The junction that links
the consumer, customer
and public to the
marketer through
information information used to
identify and define
marketing opportunities
and problems; to
generate, refine and
evaluate marketing
actions; to monitor
marketing performance;
and to improve
understanding of the
marketing process.

Managers cannot always wait for information to arrive in bits and pieces from the
marketing intelligence system. They often require formal studies of specific situations. For example, Apple Computer wants to know how many and what kinds of
people or companies will buy its new ultralight personal computer. Or a Dutch pet
product firm needs to know the potential market for slimming tablets for dogs.
What percentage of dogs are overweight, do their owners worry about it, and will
they give the pill Co their podgy pooches?1^ In these situations, the marketing
intelligence system will not provide the detailed information needed. Because
managers normally do not have the skills or time to obtain the information on
their own. they need formal marketing research.
Marketing research is the function linking the consumer, customer and
public to the marketer through information - information used: to identify and
define marketing opportunities and problems; to generate, refine and evaluate
marketing actions; to monitor marketing performance; and to improve understanding of the marketing process.13 Marketing researchers specify the information needed to address marketing issues, design the method for collecting
information, manage and implement the data collection process, analyze the
results and communicate the findings and their implications.
Marketing researchers engage in a wide variety of activities, ranging from
analyses of market potential and market shares to studies of customer satisfaction
and purchase intentions. Every marketer needs research. A company can
conduct marketing research in its research department or have some or all of it
done outside. Although most large companies have their own marketing research
departments, they often use outside firms to do special research tasks or special
studies. A company with no research department will have to buy the services of
research firms.
Many people think of marketing research as a lengthy, formal process carried
out by large marketing companies. But many small businesses and non-profit
organizations also use marketing research. Almost any organization can find
informal, low-cost alternatives to the formal and complex marketing research
techniques used by research experts in large firms.

The Marketing Research Process
The marketing research process (see Figure 8.2) consists of four steps: defining
the problem and research objectives; developing the research plan; implementing
the research plan; and interpreting and reporting the findings,

• Defining the Problem and Research Objectives
The marketing manager and the researcher must work closely together to define
the problem carefully and must agree on the research objectives. The manager
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Figure 8.2

The marketing research process

understands the decision for which information is needed; the researcher understands marketing research and how to obtain the information.
Managers must know enough about marketing research to help in the planning and in the interpretation of research results, if they know little about
marketing research, they may obtain the wrong information, aecept wrong
conclusions, or ask for information that costs too much. Experienced marketing
researchers who understand the manager's problem also need involvement at this
stage. The researcher must be able to help the manager define the problem and to
suggest ways that research can help the manager make better decisions.
Defining the problem and research objectives is often the hardest step in the
research process. The manager may know that something is wrong, without
knowing the specific causes. For example, managers of a discount retail store
chain hastily decided that poor advertising caused falling sales, so they ordered
research to test the company's advertising. It puzzled the managers when the
research showed that current advertising was reaching the right people with the
right message. It turned out that the chain stores were not delivering what the
advertising promised. Careful problem definition would have avoided the cost and
delay of doing advertising research. It would have suggested research on the real
problem of consumer reactions to the products, service and prices offered in the
chains stores.
After the problem has been defined carefully, the manager and researcher
must set the research objectives. A marketing research project might have one of
three types of objective. The objective of exploratory research is to gather preliminary information that will help define the problem and suggest hypotheses. The
objective of descriptive research is to describe things such as the market potential for a product or the demographics and attitvides of consumers who buy the
product. The objective of causal research is to test hypotheses about cause-andcff'ect relationships. For example, would a 10 per cent cut in CD prices increase
sales sufficiently to offset the lost margin? Managers often start with exploratory
research and later follow with descriptive or causal research.
The statement of the problem and research objectives guides the entire
research process. The manager and researcher should put the statement in
writing to be certain that they agree on the purpose and expected results of the
research.

» Developing the Research Plan
The second step of the marketing research process calls for determining the information needed, developing a plan for gathering it efficiently and presenting the
plan to marketing management. The plan outlines sources of existing data and
explains the specific research approaches, contact methods, sampling plans and
instruments that researchers will use to gather new data.

exploratory- research
Marketing research Co
gather preliminary
information that will
help better to define
problems and suggest
hypotheses.
descriptive research
Marketing research to
better describe
marketing problems,
situations or markets,
suc/i as the market
potential for a product
or the demographics and
attitudes e/consumers,
causal research
Marketing research to
test hypotheses about
cans e - and-effect
relationships.
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Snooping on Competitors

Marketing
Highlight
8.1

European firms lag behind their
Japanese and American competitors in gathering competitive intelligence. In Japanese companies it
is a long-established practice, for,
as Mitsui's corporate motto says:
"Information is the life blood of the
company.' In thy United States,
competitive intelligence gathering
has grown dramatieaHy as more
and more companies need to know
what their competitors are doing. Such wellknown companies as Ford, Motorola, Kodak,
Gillette, Avon, Kraft, Mitsubishi and the 'Big Six'
accounting firms arc known to be busy snooping
on their competitors, TMA, FC1 and Kirk Tyson
International specialize in this sort of business.
The techniques they use to collect intelligence
fall into four main groups.

Getting Information from Published
Materials and Public Documents
Keeping track of seemingly meaningless published information can provide competitor intelligence. For instance, the types of people sought in
help-wanted ads can indicate something about
a competitor's new strategies and products.
Government agencies are another good source.
For example, according to Fortune:
Although it is often illegal for a company to
photograph a competitor's plant from the
air ... Aerial photos often are on file with
geological survey or environmental
protection agencies. These arc public
documents, available for a nominal fee.
According to Leonard Fuld. founder of FCl;
'in some countries the government is a rare font
of information ... France has the Minitel, in the
US we have an opus of information databases and
networks.'
Getting Information by Observing
Competitors or Analyzing Physical Evidence
Companies can get to know competitors better by
buying their products or examining other physical

evidence. An increasingly important form of competitive intelligence is benchmarking, taking
apart competitors' products and
imitating or improving upon their
best features. Benchmarking has
helped JGB keep ahead in earthmoving equipment. The company
takes apart its international competitors' products, dissecting and
examining them in detail. JGB also
probed the manufacturing operations, the types of machine tools
used, their speeds, manning levels, labour costs,
quality control and testing procedures, and raw
material. It built up a profile of all its main competitors' operations and performance ratios
against which to benchmark. In this way, the
company knew the extent to which competitors
could vary their prices, what their strengths and
weaknesses were, and how JCB could exploit
these data to its advantage.
Beyond looking at competitors' products, companies can examine many other types of physical
evidence:
In the absence of better information on
market share and the volume of product
competitors are shipping, companies have
measured the rust on rails ot" railroad sidings
to their competitors' plant or have counted
the tractor-trailers leaving loading bays.
Some companies even rifle their competitors'
rubbish:
Once it has left the competitors' premises,
refuse is legally considered abandoned
property. While some companies now shred
the paper coming out of their design labs,
they often neglect to do this for all most
revealing refuse from the marketing or
public relations departments.
Avon hired private detectives to paw through
Mary Kay Cosmetics' rubbish skips. Although an
outraged Mary Kay sued to get its rubbish back,
Avon claimed that it had done nothing illegal. The
skips had been located in a public car park and
Avon had videotapes to prove it.
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Getting Information from People who
Do Business with Competitors
Key customers can keep the company informed
about competitors and their products:
For example, a while back Gillette told a
large account the date on which it planned
to begin selling its new Good News
disposable razor. The distributor promptly
called Bic and told it about the impending
product launch. Bic put on a crash
programme and was able to start selling its
razor shortly after Gillette did.
Intelligence can also be gathered by infiltrating
customers' business operations:
Companies may provide their engineers free
of charge to customers ... The close,
cooperative relationship that the engineers
on loan cultivate with the customers' design
staff often enables them to learn what new
products competitors are pitching.
Getting Information from Recruits and
Competitors* Employees
Companies can obtain intelligence through job
interviews or from conversations with competitors' employees.
When they interview people for jobs, some
companies pay special attention to those
who have worked for competitors, even
temporarily.
Companies send engineers to conferences
and trade shows to question competitors'
technical people.
Companies sometimes advertise and hold
interviews for jobs that don't exist in order
to entice competitors' employees to spill the
beans.
In the United States one of the most common
ploys is to telephone competitors' employees and
ask direct and indirect questions. 'The rule of
thumb,' says Jonathan Lax, founder of TMA, 'is to
target employees a level below where you think
you should start, because that person often
knows just as much as his or her senior, and they
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are not as frequently asked or wary.' Secretaries,
receptionists and switchboard operators regularly
give away information inadvertently.
One European company is now being
accused of beating the Americans at their own
game. When Spanish-born Jose" Ignacio Lopez de
Arriotua defected from General Motors to
Volkswagen to be its new purchasing and production chief, he took seven GM executives with him.
Why Europe is Different
Niame Fine, founder of Protce Data, believes
there are two main differences between US and
European companies. Language and cultural
blocks limit cross-border intelligence gathering.
Approaching competitors' employees is a subtle
business and people are often put on their guard
if approached by someone from a different country. She also says Europeans have greater loyalty
than their job-hopping American counterparts.
Although most of these techniques are legal
and some are considered to be shrewdly competitive, many involve questionable ethics. The company should take advantage of publicly available
information, but avoid practices that might be
considered illegal or unethical. A company does
not have to break the law or accepted codes of
ethics to get good intelligence. So far European
businesses 'do as they would be done by' and
linger at the ethical end of the spectrum of competitive intelligence. Will they be able to stay
there?
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DETERMINING INFORMATION NEEDS. Research objectives need translating into specific information needs.

Bolswessanen, the Dutch food and drinks company, decides to conduct
research to find out how consumers would react to a new breakfast cereal
aimed at the adult market. Across Europe young health-conscious people
are abandoning croissants in France, rolls in Belgium and lonely espresso
in Italy. Since Nestle and General Mills set up Cereal Partners Worldwide
as a joint venture, they have been very active in the market and the
project has started to develop. The European breakfast cereal market has
been growing fast, but own labels dominate the adult sector.14 Can
Bolswessanen successfully compete with Kellogg's, the market leader, and
the aggressive new competitor, Cereal Partners Worldwide? The
company's research might cail for the following specific information:
•

•
•
•
•

The demographic, economic and lifestyle characteristics of current
breakfast cereal users. (How do social and demographic trends affect
the breakfast cereal market?)
Consumer-usage patterns for cereals: how much do they eat, where
and when? (Will all the family eat the cereal or does each family
member have their favourite?)
Retailer reactions to the new product. (Failure to get retailer support
could hurt its sales.)
Consumer attitudes towards the new product. (Will consumers switch
from own brands and is the product attractive enough to compete
with Kellogg's?)
Forecasts of sales of the new product. (Will the new packaging
increase Bolswessanen's profits?)

Bolswessanen's managers will need this and many other types of
information to decide whether to introduce the new product.

secondary da tii
Information that already
exists somewhere,
having been collected for
another purpose.
primary data
Information collected for
[he specific purpose at
hand.

GATHERING SECONDARY INFORMATION. TO meet the manager's information needs, the researcher can gather secondary data, primary data or both.
Secondary data is information that already exists somewhere, having been
collected for another purpose. Primary data consist of information collected for
the specific purpose at hand.
Researchers usually start by gathering secondary data. Table 8.1 shows the
many secondary data sources, including internal and external sources."
Secondary data are usually quicker and cheaper to obtain than primary data. For
example, a visit to the library might provide all the information Bolswessanen
needs on cereal usage, at almost no cost. A study to collect primary information
might take weeks or months and cost a lot. Also, secondary sources can sometimes provide data that an individual company cannot collect on its own - information that either is not directly available or would be too expensive to collect.
For example, it would be too expensive for Bolswessanen to conduct a continuing
retail store audit to find out about the market shares, prices and displays of
competitors' brands. But it can buy Neilsen's Scantrack service.
Secondary data also have problems. The needed information may not exist researchers can rarely obtain all the data they need from secondary sources. For
example, Bolswessanen will not find existing information about consumer reactions to a new product that it has not yet placed on the market. Even when
data arc found, they might not be very usable. The researcher must evaluate
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Table 8.1

Sources of secondary data

Internal sources
Internal sources include company profit and loss statements, balance sheets, sales figures, sales
call reports, invoices, inventory records and prior research reports.
Government publications
Statistical Abstract, usually updated annually, provides summary data on demographic, economic,
social and other aspects of the economy and society.
Industrial Outlook provides projections of industrial activity by industry and includes data on
production, sales, shipments, employment, etc.
Marketing Information Guide provides a monthly annotated bibliography of marketing
information. Other government puhlications include the Annual Survey of Manufacturers;
Business Statistics; Census of Manufacturers; Census of Population; Census of Retail Trade,
Wholesale Trade, and Selected Service Industries; Census of Transportation; Federal Reserve
Bulletin; Monthly Labor Review, Survey of Current Business; and Vital Statistics Report.
Periodicals and books
Business Periodicals Index, a monthly, lists business articles appearing in a wide variety of
business publications.
Standard & Poor's Industry Surveys provide updated statistics and analyses of industries.
Moody's Manuals provide financial data and names of executives in big companies.
Encyclopaedia of Associations provides information on every large trade and professional
association in the United States.
Marketing journals include (he Journal of Marketing, Journal of Marketing Research,.Journal of
Consumer Research and International Journal, of Research in Marketing.
Useful trade magazines include Advertising Age, Chain Store Age, Progressive Grocer, Sales and
Marketing Management, Stores, Marketing Week and Campaign.
Useful general business magazines include Business Week, Fortune, Forbes, The Economist and
Harvard Business Review.
Commercial data
Here are just a few of the dozens of commercial research houses selling data to subscribers:
AC. Nielsen Company provides supermarket scanner data on sales, market share and retail prices
(Scantrack), data on household purchasing (Scantraek National Electronic Household Panel),
data on television audiences (Nielsen National Television Index) and others.
IMS International provides reports on the movement of Pharmaceuticals, hospital laboratory
supplies, animal health products and personal care products.
Information Resources, Inc. provides supermarket scanner data for tracking grocery product
movement (InfoScan) and single-source data collection (BehaviorSean).
MRB Group (Simmons Market Research Bureau) provides annual reports covering television
markets, sporting goods and proprietary drugs. The reports give lifestyle and geodemographic
data by sex, income, age and brand preferences (selective markets and media reaching them).
jVFO Research provides data for the beverage industry (SIPS), for mail order businesses (MOMS),
and for carpet and rug industries (CARS). It also provides a mail panel for concept and product
testing, attitude and usage studies, and tracking and segmentation (Analycor).
International data
Here are only a few of the many sources providing international information:
United Nations publications include the Statistical Yearbook, a comprehensive source of international
data for socioeconomlc indicators; Demographic Yearbook, a collection of demographies data and vital
statistics for 220 countries- and the Internatumal Trade Statistics Yearbook, which provides
information on foreign trade for specific countries and commodities.
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Europa Yearbook provides surveys on history, politics, population, economy and natural resources
for most countries of the world, along with information on the chief international organizations.
Political Risk Yearbook contains information on political situations in foreign countries, with
reference to US investment. It predicts the political climate in each country.
Foreign Economic Trends and Their Implications for the United States provides reports on recent
business, economic and political developments in specific countries.
International Marketing Data and Statistics provides marketing statistics by country, including
data on consumer product markets for countries outside the United States and Europe.
Other sources include Country Saulics, QECQ Kcatiomic Surveys, Economic Nurvey of Europe, Asian Kccinomic
Ilantibtjok and International Financial Sratistics.

secondary information carefully to make certain it isrelevant (fits research project
needs), accurate (reliably collected and reported), current (sufficiently up to date
for current decisions) and impartial (objectively collected and reported).
Secondary data provide a good starting point for research and often help to
define problems and research objectives. In most cases, however, secondary
sources cannot provide all the needed information and the company must collect
primary data.

PLANNING PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION. Good decisions require good

qualitative research
Kxptoratory research
used to uncover
consumers' motivations,
attitudes and behaviour.
Focus-group
interviewing, elicitation
intervitruDS ami repertory
grid techniques arc
typical methods used in
this type of research.
quailtit:tlive research
Research which involves
data collection by mail
or personal interviews
from a sufficient volume
of customers to allow
statistical analysis.
observational research
The gathering of primary
data by observing
relevant people, actions
and situations.

data. Just as researchers must carefully evaluate the quality of secondary information they obtain, they must also take great care in collecting primary data to
ensure that they provide marketing decision makers with relevant, accurate,
current and unbiased information. This could be qualitative research that
measures a small sample of customers' views, or quantitative research that
provides statistics from a large sample of consumers. Table 8.2 shows that
designing a plan for primary data collection calls for a number of decisions on
research approaches, contact methods, sampling plan and research instruments.
RESEARCH APPROACHES. Observational research is the gathering of
primary data by observing relevant people, actions and situations. Por example:
•

A food-products manufacturer sends researchers into supermarkets to find
out the prices of competing brands or how much shelf space and display
support retailers give its brands.

• A bank evaluates possible new branch locations by checking traffic patterns,
neighbourhood conditions and the locations of competing branches.
• A maker of personal-care products pretests its ads by showing them to
people and measuring eye movements, pulse rates and other physical
reactions.
•
•

A department store chain sends observers who pose as customers into its
stores to cheek on store conditions and customer service.
A museum checks the popularity of various exhibits by noting the amount of
floor wear around them.

Several companies sell information collected through mechanical obserA
nation. For example, Nielsen and AGB attach 'people meters' to television sets in
selected homes to record who watches which programmes. They provide summaries
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Table 8.3

Strengths and weaknesses of the four contact methods
MAIL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Poor
Flexibility
Good
Quantity of data that can be collected
Excellent
Control of interviewer effects
Fair
Control of sample
Poor
.Speed of data collection
Poor
Response rate
Cost
Good
Good
Sample frame

experimental research
Thegathering of primary
data by selecting
matched groups of
subjects, giving them
different treatments,
controlling related
factors and checking for
differences in group
responses.

TELEPHONE

PERSONAL

INTERNET

Good

Excellent
Excellent
Poor
Fair
Good
Good
Poor
Fair

Fair
Good
Excellent
Fair
Excellent
Poor
Excellent
Poor

Fair
Fair
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Fair
Excellent

Respondents may answer survey questions even when they do not know the
answer, simply in order to appear smarter or more informed than they are. Or
they may try to help the interviewer by giving pleasing answers. Finally, busy
people may not take the time, or they might resent the intrusion into their
privacy. Careful survey design can help to minimize these problems.
Experimental research gathers causal information. Experiments involve
selecting matched groups of subjects, giving them different treatments, controlling unrelated factors and checking for differences in group responses. Thus
experimental research tries to explain oause-and-effect relationships. Observation
and surveys can collect information in experimental research.
Before extending their product range to include fragrances, researchers at
Virgin Megastores might use experiments to answer questions such as the
following:
•

How much will the fragrances increase Virgin's sales?

•
•
•

How will the fragrances affect the sales of other menu items?
Which advertising approach would have the greatest effect on sales of their
fragrances?
How would different prices affect the sales of the product?

•

How will the product affect the stores' overall image?

For example, to test the effects of two prices, Virgin could set up a simple experiment. It could introduce fragrances at one price in one city and at another price
in another city. If the cities are similar and if all other marketing efforts for the
fragrances are the same, then differences in the price charged could explain the
sales in the two cities. More complex experimental designs could include other
variables and other locations.
CONTACT METHODS. Mail, telephone, personal interviews and the Internet,
a recent development, can collect data. Table 8.3 shows the strengths and weaknesses of each of these contact methods.
Postal questionnaires have many advantages. They can collect large amounts
of information at a low cost per respondent. Respondents may give more honest
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answers to more personal questions on a postal questionnaire than to an
unknown interviewer in person or over the phone, since there is no interviewer to
bias the respondent's answers.
However, posta! questionnaires also have disadvantages. They are not very
flexible: they require simple and clearly worded questions; all respondents answer
the same questions in a fixed order; and the researcher cannot adapt the questionnaire based on earlier answers. Mail surveys usually take longer to complete
and the response rate — the number of people returning completed questionnaires is often very low. Finally, the researcher often has little control over the postal
questionnaire sample. Even with a good mailing list, it is often hard to control
'K'hoat the mailing address fills out thequestionnaire. I K
Telephone intervie<wing is the best method for gathering information quickly
and it provides greater flexibility than postal questionnaires. Interviewers can
explain questions that arc not understood. Depending on the respondent's
answers, they ean skip some questions or probe further on others. Telephone
interviewing also allows greater sample control. Interviewers can ask to speak to
respondents with the desired characteristics, or even by name. Response rates
tend to be higher than with postal questionnaires.'1'
However, telephone interviewing also has drawbacks. The cost per respondent is higher than with postal questionnaires and people may not want to discuss
personal questions with an interviewer. Using interviewers increases flexibility,
hut also introduces interviewer bias. The way interviewers talk, small differences
in how they ask questions and other differences may affect respondents' answers.
Finally, different interviewers may interpret and record responses differently, and
under time pressure some interviewers might even cheat by recording answers
without asking questions.
Persona/ interviewing, takes two forms - individual and group interviewing.
Individual interviewing involves talking with people in their homes or offices, in
the street, or in shopping malls. The interviewer must gain their co-operation and
the time involved can range from a few minutes to several hours. Sometimes
people get a small payment in return for their time.
Group interviewing consists of inviting six to ten people to gather for a few
hours with a trained moderator to talk about a product, service or organization.
Tim moderator needs objectivity, knowledge of the subject and industry, and
some understanding of group and consumer behaviour. The participants are
normally paid a small sum for attending. The meeting is usually in a pleasant
place and refreshments are served to foster an informal setting. The moderator
starts with broad questions before moving to more specific issues, and encourages
easy-going discussion, hoping that group interactions will bring out aetual feelings
and thoughts. At the same time, the moderator 'focuses' the discussion — hence
the name focus-group interviewing. The comments arc recorded by written notes
or on videotapes for study later. Focus-group interviewing has become one of the
key marketing research tools for gaining insight into consumer thoughts and feelings.20
Personal interviewing is quite flexible and can collect large amounts of Information. Trained interviewers can hold a respondent's attention for a long time
and ean explain difficult questions. They can guide interviews, explore issues and
probe as the situation requires. Personal interviews can utilize any type of questionnaire. Interviewers can show subjects actual products, advertisements or
packages, and observe reactions and behaviour. In most cases, personal interviews can be conducted fairly quickly.
The main drawbacks of personal interviewing are costs and sampling problems. Personal interviews may cost three to four times as much as telephone
interviews. Group interview studies usually employ small sample sizes to keep

focus group
A small sample of
epical consumers under
the direction of a group
leailer TO/IO elicits their
reaction to a stimulus
.swc.'/i as an ad or
product concept.
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time and costs down, and it may he hard to generalize from the results. Because
interviewers have more freedom in personal interviews, the problem of interviewer bias is greater.
Which contact method is best depends on what information the researcher
wants and on the number and types of respondents needed. Advances in
computers and communications have had an impact on methods of obtaining
information. For example, most research firms now do Computer Assisted
Telephone Interviewing (CATI). Professional interviewers eall respondents, often
using phone numbers drawn at random. When the respondent answers, the interviewer reads a set of questions from a video screen and types the respondent's
answers directly into the computer. Although this procedure requires a large
investment in computer equipment and interviewer training, it eliminates data
editing and coding, reduces errors and saves time. Other research firms set up
terminals in shopping centres - respondents sit down at a terminal, read questions from a screen and type their answers into the computer.21
Internet data collection is still in its infancy. But as the use of the World Wide
Web and online services widens, online research is becoming a quick, easy and
inexpensive method.22 Online researchers recognize that Web surfers are not
representative of the population. Online users tend to be better educated, more
affluent and younger than the average consumer, and a higher proportion are
male. These are important consumers to companies offering products and
services online. They are also some of the hardest to reach when conducting a
research study. Online surveys and chat sessions (or online focus groups) often
prove effective in reaching elusive groups, such as teen, single, affluent and welleducated audiences.
When appropriate, online research offers marketers two distinct advantages
over traditional surveys and focus groups: speed and cost-effectiveness. Online
researchers can field quantitative studies and fill response quotas in only a matter
of days. Online focus groups require some advance scheduling, but results are
practically instantaneous. Research on the Internet is also relatively inexpensive.
Participants ean dial in for a focus group from anywhere in the world, eliminating
travel, lodging and facility costs, making online ehats cheaper than traditional
focus groups. And for surveys, the Internet eliminates most of the postage, phone,
labour and printing costs associated with other survey approaches. Moreover,
sample size has little influence on costs. There is little difference between 10 and
10,000 on the Web. There is also no difference in the speed and cost of conducting
an international survey rather than a domestic one.
However, using the Internet to conduct marketing research does have some
drawbacks. The method shares a problem with postal surveys: knowing who's in
the sample. Trying to draw conclusions from a 'self-selected' sample of online
users, those who clicked through to a questionnaire or accidentally landed in a
chat room, can be troublesome. Online research is not right for every company or
product. For example, mass marketers who need to survey a representative crosssection of the population will find online research methodologies less useful, since
most low-income consumers do not have online access.
Rye contact and body language are two direct, personal interactions of traditional focus-group research that are lost online. And while researchers can offer
seasoned moderators, the Internet format - running, typed commentary and
online 'emoticons' (punctuation marks that express emotion, such as :-) to signify
happiness or :-o for surprise) - greatly restrict respondent expressiveness.
Similarly, technology limits researchers' capability to show visual cues to
research subjects. But just as it hinders the two-way assessment of visual cues,
Web research can actually permit some participants the anonymity necessary to
elicit an unguarded response.
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Table 8.4

Data collection methods: quantitative and qualitative (% of
i•j
f 1OO1\
expenditure
toi
uyL)
POSTAL
SURVEY
(%)

Belgium

Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom

7

16
19

n.a.

5
iS

1
4
31
10
12
3
23
8
6
8

TELEPHONE
(%)

FACE-TO-FACE
(%)

15
24

57
31

38
n.a.
18
3
2
27

10
18
20
9
16
39
27
4
15

37

n.a.
56
82 h

72
44

65

34

50
65
63
23
46
60
67

GROUP

IN-DEPTH

DISCUSSIONS

INTERVIEWS

(%)

10

8

6

21

n.a.

n.a.
6
10
23
10
5
4

10
7

13
4
n.a.
15
10

To overcome such sample and response problems, NPD and many other firms
that offer online services construct panels of qualified Web regulars to respond to
surveys and participate in online focus groups. NPD's panel consists of 15,000
consumers recruited online and verified by telephone; Greenfield Online picks
users from its own database, then calls them periodically to verify that they are
who they say they arc. Another online research firm, Research Connections,
recruits in advance by telephone, taking time to help new users connect to the
Internet, if necessary.
Some researchers arc wildly optimistic about the prospects for marketing
research on the Internet; others are more cautions. One expert predicts that in
the next few years, 50 per cent of all research will be done on the Internet,
although others are more sceptical.
There is no one best contact method to use. The one chosen depends on the
information needs, cost, speed and other issues. Table 8.4 shows the traditional
data collection methods used across Europe. Rational reasons may account for
only part of the variation shown. Face-to-facc interviews account for half the
number, hut these figures are particularly high in southern Europe and the United
Kingdom. The low penetration of telephones in some of these countries may be an
influence, but it may also reflect cultures who like socializing. Ireland's high use of
group discussions may show that land's love of conversation. The Scandinavians'
use of telephone interviews is partly explained by their being large countries with
small populations. Their mobile phone use also shows their telephone orientation:

(%)

n.a.
n.a.
10

3
3
10
9

5

3

3

5
n.a.
5
—
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10 per cent are mobile phone users compared with 6 per cent in the United States
and about 3 per cent in Germany and Japan.23 In some countries, postal surveys
do not work because of low literacy, but another reason is the unwillingness of
people to respond. Research agencies and managers also have preferred methods, so
they will also exert some personal influence on the choice of method. The relatively
low use of the Internet in Europe means that Internet data collection in Europe
will lag behind the United States. In addition, the large differences in penetration
of the Internet across Europe mean that its use will not be uniform.
Increasing consumer resentment has become a major problem for the research
industry. This resentment has led to lower survey response rates in recent years one study found that 38 per cent of consumers now refuse to be interviewed in an
average survey, up dramatically from a decade ago. Another study found that 59
per cent of consumers had refused to give information to a company because they
thought it was not really needed or too personal, up from 42 per cent just five
years earlier.21 The research industry is considering several options lor
responding to this problem. One is to educate consumers about the benefits of
marketing research and to distinguish it from telephone selling and database
building. Another option is to provide a freephone number that people can call to
verify that a survey is legitimate. The industry has also considered adopting broad
standards, such as Europe's International Code of Marketing and Social Research
Practice. This code outlines researchers' responsibilities to respondents and to
the general public. For example, it says that researchers should make their names
and addresses available to participants, and it bans companies from representing
activities like database compilation or sales and promotional pitches as research.

sample
A segment of the
population selected/or
marketing research to
represent the population
as a "whole.

SAMPLING PLANS. Marketing researchers usually draw conclusions about large
groups of consumers by studying a small sample of the total consumer population.
A sample is a segment of the population selected to represent the population as a
whole. Ideally, the sample should be representative, so that the researcher ean
make accurate estimates of the thoughts and behaviours of the larger population.
Designing the sample calls for three decisions. First, to/io is to be surveyed
(what sampling unit)? The answer to this question is not always obvious. For
example, to study the decision-making process for a family car purchase, should
the researcher interview the husband, wife, other family members or all of these?
The responses obtained from different family members vary, so the researcher
must determine the information needed and from whom. 23
Second, hv*us many people are to be surveyed (what sample sise)? Large
samples give more reliable results than small samples. However, it is not necessary to sample the entire target market or even a large portion to get reliable
results. If well chosen, samples of less than 1 per cent of a population can often
give good reliability.
Third, how are the people in the sample to be chosen (what sampling procedure)? Table 8.5 describes different kinds of sample. Using probability
samples, each population member has a known chance of being included in the
sample, and researchers can calculate confidence limits for sampling error.
But when probability sampling costs too much or takes too long, marketing
researchers often take non-probability samples, even though their sampling
error is not measurable. These varied ways of drawing samples have different
costs and time limitations, as well as different accuracy and statistical properties.
Which method is best depends on the needs of the research project.
RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS. In collecting primary data, marketing researchers
have a choice of two main research instruments: the questionnaire tmd mechanical de-vices.
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Table 8.5

Types of sampling

Probability sample
Simple random sample
Stratified random sample
Cluster (area) sample
Non-probability sample
Convenience sample
Judgement sample
Quota sample

Every member of the population has a known and equal chance of
selection.

The population is divided into mutually exclusive groups (such as age
groups), and random samples are drawn from each group.
The population is divided into mutually exclusive groups (such as
blocks), and the researcher draws a sample of the groups to interview.
The researcher selects the easiest population members from which to
obtain information.
The researcher uses his or her judgement to select population
members who are good prospects for accurate information.
The researcher finds and interviews a prescribed number of people in
each of several categories.

The questionnaire is by far the most common instrument. Broadly speaking,
a questionnaire consists of a set of questions presented to a respondent for his or
her answers. The questionnaire is very flexible - there are many ways to ask questions. Questionnaires need to be developed carefully and tested before their largescale use. A carelessly prepared questionnaire usually contains several errors (see
Table 8.6).
In preparing a questionnaire, the marketing researcher must decide what
questions to ask, the form of the questions, the wording of the questions and the
ordering of the questions. Questionnaires frequently leave out questions that
need answering, hut include questions that cannot be answered, will not be
answered, or need not be answered. Each question should be checked to see that
it contributes to the research objectives.
The/orm of the question can influence the response. Marketing researchers
distinguish between closed-cud and open-end questions. Closed-end questions
include all the possible answers, and subjects make choices among them. Part A
of Table 8,7 shows the most common forms of closed-end questions as they might
appear in an SAS survey of airline users. Open-end questions allow respondents
to answer in their own words. The most common forms are shown in part R of
Table 8.7. Open-end questions often reveal more than closed-end questions
because respondents are not limited in their answers. Open-end questions are
especially useful in exploratory research in which the researcher is trying to find
out what people think, but not measuring how many people think in a certain
way, Closed-end questions, on the other hand, provide answers that are easier to
interpret and tabulate.
Researchers should also use care in the wording of questions. They should
use simple, direct, unbiased wording. The questions should he pretested before
use. The ordering of questions is also important. The first question should create
interest if possible. Ask difficult or personal questions last, so that respondents do
not become defensive. The questions should be in a logical order.

closed-end questions
Questions that include
all the possible answers
and allow subjects to
make c-hoices amtmg
them.
open-end questions
Questions that allow
respondents to answer
in their own words.
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Table 8.6

A 'questionable questionnaire'1

Suppose that an adventure holiday director had prepared the following questionnaire to use in
interviewing the parents of prospective campers. How would you assess each question?
1. What is your income to the nearest hundred pounds?
People don't usually know their income to the nearest hundred pounds nor do they want to
reveal their income that closely. Moreover, a researcher should never open a questionnaire
with such a personal question.
2. Arc you a strong or a weak supporter of overnight camping for your children?
What do 'strong'and 'weak'mean?
3. Do your children behave themselves well on adventure holidays?
Yes"( ) No( )
'Behave' is a relative term. Furthermore, are 'yes' and 'no' the best response options for this
question? Besides, will people want to answer f/ii.s? Why ask the question in the first place?
4. How many adventure holiday operators mailed literature to you last April? This April?
Wlio can remember this?
5. What are the most salient and determinant attributes in your evaluation of adventure
holidays?
What are 'salient' and 'determinant' attributes? Don't use big words on me!
6. Do you think it is right to deprive your child of the opportunity to grow into a mature person
through the experience of adventure holidays?
A loaded question. Given the bias, how can any parent answer 'yes'?

Although questionnaires are the most common research instrument,
mechanical instruments are also used. We discussed two mechanical instruments - people meters and supermarket scanners - earlier in the ehapter.
Another group of mechanical devices measures subjects' physical responses. For
example, a galvanometer (!ie detector) measures the strength of interest or
emotions aroused by a subject's exposure to different stimuli: for instance, an ad
or picture. The galvanometer detects the minute degree of sweating that accompanies emotional arousal. The taehistoscupe flashes an ad to a subject at an exposure range from less than one-hundredth of a second to several seconds. After
each exposure, the respondents describe everything they recall. Eye cameras
study respondents' eye movements to determine at what points their eyes focus
first and how long they linger on a given item.2'1

• Presenting the Research Plan
At this stage, the marketing researcher should summarize the plan in a written
proposal. A written proposal is especially important when the research project is
large and complex, or when an outside firm carries it out. The proposal should
cover the management problems addressed and the research objectives, the information obtained, the sources of secondary information or methods for collecting
primary data, arid the way the results will help management decision making. The
proposal should also include research costs. A written research plan or proposal
makes sure that the marketing manager and researchers have considered all the
important aspects of the research and that they agree on why and how to do the
research.
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• Implementing the Research Plan
The researcher next puts the marketina research plan into action. This involves
collecting, processing and analyzing the information. Data collection can be by
the company's marketing research staff or, more usually, by outside firms. The
company keeps more control over the collection process and data quality by
using its staff. However, outside firms that specialize in data collection can often
do the job more quickly and at lower cost.
The data collection phase of the marketing research process is generally the
most expensive and the most subject to error. The researcher should watch fieldwork closely to make sure that the plan is implemented correctly and to guard
against problems with contacting respondents, with respondents who refuse to
co-operate or who give biased or dishonest answers, and with interviewers who
make mistakes or take short cuts.
Researchers must process and analyze the collected data to isolate important
information and findings. They need to check data from questionnaires for accuracy and completeness, and code it for computer analysis. The researchers then
tabulate the results and compute averages and other statistical measures.

t Interpreting and Reporting the Findings
The researcher must now interpret the findings, draw conclusions and report
them to management. The researcher should not try to overwhelm managers with
numbers and fancy statistical techniques. Rather, the researcher should present
important findings that are useful in the important decisions faced by management.
However, interpretation should not be by the researchers alone. They are
often experts in research design and statistics, hut the marketing manager knows
more about the problem and the decisions needed. In many cases, findings can be
interpreted in different ways and discussions between researchers and managers
will help point to the best interpretations. The manager will also want to check
that the research project was conducted properly and that all the necessary
analysis was completed. Or, after seeing the findings, the manager may have additional questions that can be answered from the data. Finally, the manager is
the one who must ultimately decide what action the research suggests. The
researchers may even make the data directly available to marketing managers so
that they can perform new analyses and test new relationships on their own.
Interpretation is an important phase of the marketing process. The best
research is meaningless if the manager blindly accepts wrong interpretations
irom the researcher. Similarly, managers may have biased interpretations - they
tend to accept research results that show what they expected and to reject those
that they did not expect or hope for. Thus managers and researchers must work
together closely when interpreting research results and both share responsibility
lor the research process and resulting decisions.27

Demand Estimation
When a company finds an attractive market, it must estimate that market's
current size and future potential carefully. The company can lose a considerable
amount of profit by overestimating or underestimating the market.
Demand is measured and forecast on many levels. Figure 8.3 shows 90 types
of demand measurement! Demand might be measured for six different product
lewis (product item, product form, product line, company sales, industry sales
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Types of question

A. CLOSED-END QUESTIONS
NAME
DESCRIPTION
Dichotomous

A cluestion offering two answer choiees.

Multiple choice

A question offering three or more choiees.

Likert scale

A statement with which the respondent shows the amount of agreement or disagreement.

Re man tic
differential

A scale is inscribed between two bipolar words, and the respondent selects the point
that represents the direction and intensity of his or her feelings.

Importance scale

A scale that rates the importance uf some attribute from 'not at all important' to
'estremely important'.

Rating scale

A scale that rates some attribute from 'poor' to 'excellent'.

Intention-to-buy scale

A seale that describes the respondent's intention's to buy.

B. OPEN-ISND QUESTIONS
NAME

DESCRIPTION

Completely unstructured A question that respondents can answer in an almost unlimited number of ways.
\Vbrd association
Words arc presented, one at a time, and respondents mention the first word that comes
to mind.

Sentence completion
Story completion

Incomplete sentences are presented, one at a time, and respondents complete the sentence
An incomplete story is presented, and respondents arc asked to complete it.
in me the following thoughts and feelings.' .Vote complete the story.

Picture completion

A picture of two characters is presented, with one making a statement. Respondents are
asked to identify with the other and fill in the empty balloon.

Thematic Apperception
Tests (TAT)

A picture is presented, and respondents are asked to make up a story about what they
think is happening or may happen in the picture.
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Figure 8.3

Ninety types of demand measurement ( 6 x 5 x 3 )
and total sales); five different apace levels (customer, territory, country, region,
world); and three different time levels (short range, medium range and long
range).
Each demand measure serves a specific purpose. A company might forecast
short-run total demand for a product as a basis for ordering raw materials, planning production and borrowing cash. Or it might forecast long-run regional
demand for a big product line as a basis for designing a market expansion strategy.

Defining' the Market

market
The set of all actual and
potential buyers of a
product or service.
Indus try
,4 group of firms which
offer a product or L'kus.s
of products that are
clout- substitutes far each
other. The set of all
sellers of a produce or
service.

Market demand measurement calls for a clear understanding of the market
involved. The term market has acquired many meanings over the years. In its
original meaning, a market is a physical place where buyers and sellers gather to
exchange goods and services. Medieval towns had market squares where sellers
brought their goods and buyers shopped for goods. Markets still dominate
retailing in the Third World and remain in many towns, but most of today's buying
and selling occurs in shopping areas.
To an economist, a market describes all the buyers and sellers who transact
over some good or service. Thus the soft-drink market consists of sellers such as
Coea-Cola, Pepsi-Cola, Tango and Lilt and all the consumers who buy soft drinks.
The economist's interest is the structure, conduct and performance of each
market.
To a marketer, a market is the set of all actual and potential buyers of a
product or service. A market is the set of buyers and an industry is the set of
sellers. The size of a market hinges on the number of buyers who might exist for a
particular market offer. Potential buyers for something have three characteristics;
interest, income and access.
Consider the consumer market for Finnish Tunturi exercise cycles. To assess
its market, Tunturi must first estimate the number of consumers who have a
potential interest in owning an exercise bike. To do this, the company could
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Potential market

Availably market

Qualified available n
Potential market

Served market
Penetrated market

A. Total market

Figure 8.4

B. Potential market

Levels oC market definition

contact a random sample of consumers and ask the following question: 'Do you
have an interest in buying and owning an exercise bike?' If one person out of ten
says yes. Tunturi can assume that 10 per cent of the total number of consumers
would constitute the potential market for exercise hikes. The potential market is
the set of consumers who profess some level of interest in a particular product or
service.
Consumer interest alone is not enough to define the exercise hike market.
Potential consumers must have enough income to afford the product. They must
he able to answer yes to the following question: 'Would you pay Fmkl ,000 for an
exercise hike?' The higher the price, the lower the number of people who can
answer yes to this question. Thus market size depends on both interest and
income.
Access barriers further reduce exercise hike market size. If Tunturi has no
distributors for its products in some areas, potential consumers in those areas are
not available as customers. The available market is the set of consumers who
have interest, income and access to a particular product or service.
Tunturi might restrict sales to certain groups. Excessive repetitive exercise
can damage young children, so sale of exercise hikes to anyone under 12 years of
age may be discouraged. The remaining adults make up the qualified available
market - the set of consumers who have interest, income, access and qualifications for the product or service.
Tunturi now has the choice of going after the whole qualified available market
or concentrating on selected segments. Tunturi's served market is the part of the
qualified available market it decides to pursue. For example, Tunturi may decide
to concentrate its marketing and distribution efforts in northern Europe, where
the winter nights are cold and long. This becomes its served market.
Tunturi and its competitors will end up selling a certain number of exercise
hikes in their served market. The penetrated market is the set of consumers who
have already bought exercise bikes.
Figure 8.4 brings all these market ideas together using hypothetical numbers.
The bar on the left of the figure shows the ratio of the potential market - all interested persons - to the total population. Here the potential market is 10 per cent.
The bar on the right shows several possible breakdowns of the potential market.

potential market
The set of consumers
'who profess sonic level
of interest in a
particular product or
service.
available market
The set o/consumers
voho have interest,
income and access to a
panivuliir produce or
scrvice.
qualified available
market
The set of consumers
izho have interest,
income, access and
qualifications for a
particular product or

served market (target
market)

The pan of the qualified
available market that
the company decides Co
pursue.
penetrated market
The set of consul?!crs
who have already
bought a particular
product or service.
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The available market - those who have interest, income and access - is 40 per
cent of the potential market. The qualified available market - those who can meet
the legal requirements — is 50 per cent of the available market (or 20 per cent of
the potential market). Tunturi concentrates its efforts on 50 per cent of the qualified available market - the served market, which is 10 per cent of the potential
market. Finally, Tunturi and its competitors have already penetrated 50 per cent
of the served market (or 5 per cent of the potential market).
These market definitions are a useful tool for marketing planning- If Tunturi is
unsatisfied with current sales, it can take a number of actions. It can expand to
other available markets in Europe or elsewhere. It can lower its price to expand
the size of the potential market. It can try to attract a larger percentage of buyers
from its served market through stronger promotion or distribution efforts to
current target consumers. Or it can try to expand the potential market by
increasing its advertising to convert non-interested consumers into interested
consumers. Concern over heart diseases means that many middle-aged people
who have avoided exercise for years are being encouraged to do more. Perhaps
Tunturi can work through the health industry to attract these.

Measuring Current Market Demand
Marketers need to estimate three aspects of current market demand: total market
demand; area market demand; and actual sales and market shares.

Estimating Total Market Demand
total market demand
The total volume of a
product or service that
would be bought by a
defined consumer group
in a defined geographic
area in a defined time
period in a defined
marketing environment
under a defined level
and mix of industry
marketing effort.

The total market demand for a product or service is the total volume that would
be bought by a defined consumer group in a defined geographic area in a defined
time period in a defined marketing environment under a defined level and mix of
industry marketing effort.
Total market demand is not a fixed number, but a function of the stated conditions. One of these conditions, for example, is the level and mix of industry
marketing effort. Another is the state of the environment. Part A of Figure 8.5
shows the relationship between total market demand and these conditions. The
horizontal axis shows different possible levels of industry marketing expenditure
in a given period. The vertical axis shows the resulting demand level. The curve
represents the estimated level of market demand for varying levels of industry
marketing expenditure. Some base sales (called the market minimum) would
take place without any marketing expenditure. Greater marketing expenditures
would yield higher levels of demand, first at an increasing rate and then at a
decreasing rate. Marketing expenditures above a certain level would not cause
much more demand, suggesting an upper limit to market demand called the
market potential. The industry market forecast shows the level of market
demand corresponding to the planned level of industry marketing expenditure in
the given environment.^
The distance between the market minimum and the market potential shows
the overall sensitivity of demand to marketing efforts. We can think of two
extreme types of market: the expandable and the non-expandable. An expandable market, such as the market for compact disc players, is one whose size
depends upon the level of industry marketing expenditures. For Figure B.5A, in an
expandable market, the distance between Q() and Q\ would be fairly large. In a
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demand in the

Q,; Market

Market
potential
{recession)

Q?: Market
minimum
Industry markedng expenditure
A. Market demand as a function of industry
marketing expenditure (assumes a
marketJng environment of prosperity)

Figure 8.5

B. Market demand as a function of industry
marketing expenditure (under prosperity
vs. recession}

Marked demand

lien-expandable market, such as that for opera, marketing expenditures generate
little demand; the distance between Q0 and Qi would be fairly small.
Organizations selling in a non-expandable market can take primary demand total demand for all brands of a given product or service - as given. They concentrate their marketing resources on building selective demand - demand for their
brand of the product or service.
Given a different marketing environment, we must estimate a new market
demand curve. For example, the market for exercise bikes is stronger during prosperity than during recession. Figure 8.5B shows the relationship of market
demand to the environment. A given level of marketing expenditure will always
result in more demand during prosperity than it would duriug a recession. The
main point is that marketers should carefully define die situation for which they
arc estimating market demand.
Companies have developed various practical methods for estimating total
market demand. We will illustrate two here. Suppose Dutch-owned Polygram
wants to estimate the total annual sales of recorded eompaet discs. A common
way to estimate total market demand is as follows:
Q= n x < y x p
where
Q
n
q
p

= total market demand;
- number of buyers in the market;
= quantity purchased by an average buyer per year; and
= price of an average unit.

Thus, if there arc 10 million buyers of CDs each year and the average buyer buys
sis discs a year and the average price is DK1 40, then the total market demand for
cassette tapes is DPI 2,400 million (= 10,000,000 x 6 x DPI 40).
A variation on the preceding equation is the chain ratio method. Using this
method, the analyst multiplies a base number by a chain of adjusting percentages.
For example, the United Kingdom has no national service, so the British Army
needs to attract 20,000 new male recruits each year. There is a problem here,
since the Army is already under strength and the population of 16 to 19-year-olds
is declining. The marketing question is whether this is a reasonable target in relation to the market potential. The Army estimates market potential using, the
following method:

primary demand
The level of total
demand for all brands',
of a given product or
service -for example,
the total demand for
motor cycles.
selective demand
The demand for a given
brand of a product or
service.
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Total number of male secondary-school leavers
Percentage who are militarily qualified
(no physical, emotional, or mental handicaps)
Percentage of those qualified who are potentially
interested in military service
Percentage of those qualified and interested in
military service who consider the Army the
preferred service
This chain of numbers .shows a market potential of 18,0(10 recruits. Since this
is less than the target number of recruits sought, the Army needs to do a better
job of marketing itself. They responded by doing motivational research that
showed existing advertising did not attract the target age group, although a military career did give them what they wanted. A new campaign therefore aimed to
increase the attractiveness of a military career to both men and women,29

Estimating Area and Market Demand

market-build-up method
A method used mainly
by business products
firms to estimate the
market potential of a
city, region or country
based on determining all
the potential buyers in
the market and
estimating their
potential purchases.

Companies face the problem of selecting the best sales territories and allocating
their marketing budget optimally among these territories. Therefore they need to
estimate the market potential of different cities, regions and even nations (see
Marketing Highlight 8.2). Two main methods are available; the market-build-up
method, used primarily by business-goods firms; and the market-factor index
method, used primarily by consumer-goods firms.
The market-build-up method identifies all the potential buyers in each
market and estimates their potential purchases. Suppose a manufacturer of
mining instruments developed an instrument for assessing the actual proportion
of gold content in gold-bearing ores. The portable instrument tests gold ore in die
field. By using it, miners would not waste their time digging deposits of ore
containing too little gold to be commercially profitable. It sees each mine as
buying one or more instruments, depending on the mine's size. The company
wants to determine the market potential for this instrument in each gold-mining
country and whether to hire a salesperson to cover it.
To estimate the market potential in each country, the manufacturer first finds
out the number of gold-mining operations in each country, their locations, the
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KFC Gets Japan
Finger Lickin"

Marketing

Everyone is familiar with complaints about the bilateral trade
deficits of the European Union
(EQ) and United States with
.Japan. Many reasons are suggested
for why the Japanese market is
'impenetrable': because it is a
closed market, the non-tariff barriers, the stranglehold of the
ktiretsu kigyi {banking groups),
the archaic tied distribution system of mama and
papa stores, or just because the Japanese are
'workaholics' who live in 'little more than rabbit
hutches'. If these claims are true, the fast-food
market must be particularly hard to crack in a
country that cooks creatures alive in Cruel Grill
and Hell Tut'o cuisine.
But not so -- RFC (previously known as
Kentucky Fried Chicken) is now the second largest
fast-food chain in Japan. It is also the market
leader in China, South Korea, Malaysia, Thailand
and Indonesia, and it is second only to McDonald's
in Singapore. KPC's 1,470 Asian outlets average
$1.2 million per store, about 60 per cent more
than its US average. In Tiananmen Square, RFC
operates its busiest outlet, a 701-seat restaurant
serving 2.5 million customers a year. No wonder
KFC plans to double its number of Asian outlets
during the next five years.
Why is KFC so successful in Asia? First, many
of the large Asian cities have a growing concentration of young middle-class urban workers with
rising incomes. Past-food oxitlets represent a step
up from buying food at hawkers' stalls, and Asians

are willing to pay more for sitting
in an American-style restaurant.
Second, Asian women have been
entering the labour force in large
numbers, leaving them with less
time for cooking meals at home.
Third, chicken is more familiar to
the Asian palate than pizza, and
more available than beef. Further,
chicken faces none of the religious
strictures that beef faces in India
or that pork faces in Muslim countries. KFC serves its standard
chicken, mashed potatoes and coleslaw throughout Asia, but has offered a few adaptations, such
as Hot Wings, a spicier chicken, in Thailand, and
fried fish and chicken curry in Japan.
As Le Monde recognized years ago: 'To continue to complain about the bilateral deficit with
Japan as the result of Japanese protectionism
only serves to obscure the problem, not resolve
it.' All markets have entry barriers and Japan's
are more discouragement to enter than real costs.
Japan is the largest market that the United States
and Europe have never been close to. It has a
strong culture that is so different from the West's
that we have to try very hard to grasp it. The
trade barriers are often an excuse for European
and US failures to penetrate the Japanese market.
Often those who complain most loudly about the
barriers are businesspeople who have never tried
or who have tried once and failed. The Japanese
rarely give up after only one attempt.
KFC has tried and won. So has Nestle, and
KitKat is now Japan's second-best-selling confectionery. Clearly companies can succeed if they
view the world as their market and take the time
to learn. They must find those areas that promise
the greatest potential sales and profit growth,
whether in their neighbourhood, state or nation,
or even in Japan.
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market-factor index
method
A metliod used mainly
by consumer-products
firms lo estimate the
market potential far
consumer products.

number of employees, annual sales and net worth. This will be harder in some
countries than others, since some have poor records and others, like China, are
secretive about gold mining. Using these data, the company can estimate the
market potential of each country based on the number of mines that are big
enough and wealthy enough to buy the instrument.
The market-factor index metliod estimates the market potential for
consumer goods. Consider the following example. An American manufacturer of
men's dress shirts wishes to evaluate its sales performance with market potential
in the Indianapolis region. It estimates total national potential for drews shirts at
$2 billion per year. The company's current nationwide sales are S140 million about a 7 per cent share of the total potential market. Its sales in the Indianapolis
metropolitan area are SI,100,000. It wants to know whether its share of the
Indianapolis market is higher or lower than its national 7 per cent market share.
To find this out, the company first needs to calculate market potential in the
Indianapolis area.
The company calculates this by multiplying together population and the areas
income per capita by the average share of income spent on shirts. The product
then compares with that for the whole country. Using this calculation, the shirt
manufacturer finds that Indianapolis accounts for 0.51 per cent of the nation's
total potential demand for dress shirts. Since the total national potential is $2
billion each year, total potential in Indianapolis equals 810,200,000 (= j">2 billion x
0.0051). Thus the company's sales in Indianapolis of SI,100,000 amount to a 10,8
per cent share (= $1,100,000/$10,200,000} of area market potential. Comparing this
with the 7 per cent national share, the company appears to be doing better in
Indianapolis than in other parts of the country.

Estimating Actual Sales and Market Shares
Besides estimating total and area demand, a company will want to know the actual
industry sales in its market. Thus it must identify its competitors and estimate
their sales.
The industry's trade association will often collect and publish total industry
sales, although not listing individual company sales separately. In this way, each
company can evaluate its performance against the industry- as a whole. Suppose
the company's sales are increasing at a rate of 5 per cent a year and industry sales
are increasing at 10 per cent. This company is losing its relative standing in the
industry.
Another way to estimate sales is to buy reports from marketing research firms
that audit total sales and brand sales. For example, Nielsen, AGR and other
marketing research firms use scanner data to audit the retail sales of various
product categories in supermarkets and pharmacies, and sell this information to
interested companies. A company can obtain data on total product category sales
as well as brand sales. It can compare its performance with that of the total
industry or any particular competitor to see whether it is gaining or losing in its
relative standing,30
forecasting
The art of estimating
future demand by
anticipating what
buyers are likely to do
under a given set of
conditions.

Forecasting Future Demand
Having looked at ways to estimate current demand, we now examine ways to forecast future market demand. Forecasting is the art of estimating future demand by
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Table 8.8

Common sales forecasting techniques

BASED OK:
What, people say
What people do
What people have done

METHODS
Surveys of buyers' intentions
Composite sales force opinions
Expert opinion
Test markets
Time-series analysis
Leading indicators
Statistical demand analysis

anticipating what buyers are likely to do under a given set of Conditions, Very few
products or servioes lend themselves to easy forecasting. Those that do generally
involve a product with steady sales, or sales growth in a stable competitive situation. But most markets do not have stable total and company demand, so good
forecasting becomes a key factor in company success. Poor forecasting can lead to
excessively large inventories, costly price mark-downs, or lost sales due to being
out of stock. The more unstable the demand, the more the company needs accurate forecasts and elaborate forecasting procedures.
Companies commonly use a three-stage procedure to arrive at a sales forecast. First they make an environmental forecast, followed by an industry
forvwist, followed by a company sales forecast. The environmental forecast calls
for projecting inflation, unemployment, interest rates, consumer spending and
saving, business investment, government expenditures, net exports and other
environmental events important to the company. The result is a forecast of gross
national product, which is used along with other indicators to forecast industry
sales. Then the company prepares its sales forecast assuming a certain share of
industry sales.
Companies use several specific techniques to forecast their sales. Table 8.8
lists some of these techniques.'1' All forecasts build on one of three information
bases: what people say, what people do, or what people have done. The first basis what people say - involves surveying the opinions of buyers or those close to
them, such as salespeople or outside experts. It includes three methods: surveys of
buyer intentions, composites of sales force opinions and expert opinion. Building a
forecast on what peopfe do involves another method, that of putting the product into
a test market to assess buyer response. The final basis —'what people have done —
involves analyzing records of past buying behaviour or using time-series analysis
or statistical demand analysis.

Survey of Buyers' Intentions
One way to forecast what buyers will do is to ask them directly. This suggests that
[lie forecaster should survey buyers. Surveys are especially valuable if the buyers
have clearly formed intentions, will carry them out and can describe them to
interviewers.
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Several research organizations conduct periodic surveys of consumer buying
intentions. These organizations ask questions like the following:
DO YOU INTEND TO BUY A GAR WITHIN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS?

0.0
No
chance

0.1

0.2
Slight
chance

0.3

0.4
Fair
chance

0.5

0.6

0.7

Good
chance

0.8

Strong
chance

0.9

1.0
For
certain

This is a purchase probability .scu/e. In addition, the various surveys ask aboul:
the consumer's present and future persona! finances and their expectations about
the economy. Consumer durable goods companies subscribe to these indices to
help them anticipate significant shifts in consumer buying intentions, so that they
can adjust their production and marketing plans accordingly. For business buying,
various agencies carry out intention surveys about plant, equipment :ind materials
purchases. These measures need adjusting when conducted across nations and
cultures. Overestimation of intention to buy is higher in southern Europe than it
is in northern Europe and the United States, in Asia, the Japanese tend to make
fewer overstatements than the Chinese.32

Composite of Sales Force Opinions
When buyer interviewing is impractical, the company may base its sales forecasts
on information provided by the sales force. The company typically asks its salespeople to estimate sales by product for their individual territories. It then adds up
the individual estimates to arrive at an overall sales forecast.
Few companies use their sales force's estimates without some adjustments.
Salespeople are biased observers. They may be naturally pessimistic or optimistic,
or they may go to one extreme or another because of recent sales setbacks or
successes. Furthermore, they are often unaware of larger economic developments
and do not always know how their company's marketing plans will affect future
sales in their territories. They may understate demand so that the company will
set a low sales quota. They may not have the time to prepare careful estimates or
may not consider it worthwhile.
Accepting these biases, a number of benefits can be gained by involving the
sales force in forecasting. Salespeople may have better insights into developing
trends than any other group. After participating in the forecasting process, the
salespeople may have greater confidence in their quotas and more incentive to
achieve them. Also, such grass-roots' forecasting provides estimates broken down
by product, territory, customer and salesperson.33

Expert Opinion
Companies can also obtain forecasts by turning to experts. Experts include
dealers, distributors, suppliers, marketing consultants and trade associations.
Thus motor vehicle companies survey their dealers periodically for their forecasts
of short-term demand. Dealer estimates, however, are subject to the same
strengths and weaknesses as sales force estimates.
Many companies buy economic and industry forecasts. These forecasting
specialists are in a better position than the company to prepare economic forecasts because they have more data available and more forecasting expertise.
Occasionally companies will invite a special group of experts to prepare a
forecast. They may exchange views and come up with a group estimate (group
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In 1945, then IBM chairman Thomas
Watson forecast a worldwide market
for about/toe computers.

discussion method). Or they may supply their estimates individually, with the
company analyst combining them into a single estimate (pooling of individual
estimates). Or they may supply individual estimates and assumptions reviewed
by a company analyst, revised and followed by further rounds of estimation
(Delphi method).-14
Experts can provide good insights upon which to base forecasts, but they can
also be wrong (see Marketing Highlight 8.3). Where possible, the company should
hack up experts' opinions with estimates obtained using other methods.

Test-Market Method
Where buyers do not plan their purchases carefully or where experts are not
available or reliable, the company may want to conduct a direct test market. This
is especially useful in forecasting new-product sales or established-product sales in
anew distribution channel or territory. Test marketing is discussed in (Chapter 13.

Time-Series Analysis
Many firms base their forecasts on past sales. They assume that statistical
analysis can uncover the causes of past sales. Then analysts can use the causal
relations to predict future sales. Time-scries analysis consists of breaking down
the original sales into four components - trend, cycle, season and erratic components - then reeombining these components to produce the sales forecast.
Trend is the long-term, underlying pattern of growth or decline in sales
resulting from basic changes in population, capital formation and technology. It is
found by fitting a straight or curved line through past sales. Cycle captures the
medium-term, wavelike movement of sales resulting from changes in general
economic and competitive activity. The cyclical component can be useful for
medium-range forecasting. Cyclical swings, however, are difficult to predict
because they do not occur on a regular basis. Scasonality refers to a consistent

time-series analysis
Breaking down past
.s rites into its crcnd,
cycle, season and erratic
components, then
recombining these
components to produce
a sales forecast.
trend
The long-term,
underlying pattern of
sales growth or decline
resulting from baxiv
changes in population,
capital formation and
technology.
cycle
Tlie medium-term
'watoelike movement of
sales resulting from
changes in general
economic and
competitive activity.
seasonality
The recurrent consistent
pattern of sales
movements -within the
year.
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Marketing
Highlight
o
o

Sometimes 'Expert
Opinion' Isn't
All It Should Be
Before you rely too heavily on
expert opinion, you might be interested in learning how some past
"experts' did with their predictions:

Technology
• 'Everything that can be
invented has been invented'
(Director of the US Patent Office, 1899)
•

•

'Rail travel at high speed is not possible,
because passengers, unable to breathe would
die of asphyxia' (Or Dioysy Larder in 1828 the year Stephenson's Rocket commenced
service).
'No large steamship will ever cross the
Atlantic, since it would require more coal
than it could carry' (Dr Larder again, this

•

•

•
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•

Everything
that can be
invented has
been invented.

•

'I think there's a world market for about five
computers' (Thomas J. Watson, IBM
Chairman, 1943).
'By 1980, all power (electric, atomic, solar)
is likely to be virtually costless' (Henry Luce,
founder and publisher of Time, Life and
Fortune, 1956).
'With over 50 foreign cars already on sale
here, the Japanese auto industry isn't likely
to carve out a big slice of the US market for
itself (Business Week, 1958).

Entertainment
•

•

•

,;. NOP

time in 1859). Two years later
the Great Eastern crossed the
Atlantic.
• 'Flight by machines heavier
than air is unpractical and
insignificant, if not impossible'
(Simon Newcombe, 1901).
Eighteen months later the
Wright brothers flew.
• 'My imagination refuses to see
any sort of submarine doing
anything but suffocating its
crew and foundering at sea'
(II. G. Wells, 1902).
'Airplanes are interesting toys, but of no
military value' (France's Marshal Foch,
1911).
'The energy produced by the breaking down
of the atom is a very poor kind of thing.
Anyone who expects a source of power from
the transformation is talking moonshine'
(Ernest Rutherford, 1919, after he had split
the first atom).

'If Beethoven's 7 th Symphony is not by some
means abridged, it will soon fall into disuse'
(Philip Hale, nineteenth-century music
eritic).
'Can't act, can't sing, slightly bald. Can
dance a littie' (comments after Fred As take's
first movie audition).
'TV won't be able to hold on to any market it
captures after the first six months. People
will soon get tired of staring at a plywood
box every night' (Daryl K Zanuck, head of
20th Century Fox, 1946).
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•

•

•

•

•

'[He] is an unspeakably untalented and
vulgar young entertainer. Where do you go
from Elvis Presley, short of obscenity which is against the law' (John Crosby,
syndicated TV critic, 1954).
'We don't like their sound. Groups of guitars
are on the way out' (Decca Recording
Company, 1962. when turning down the
Beatles). The Beatles were also rejected by
Pyc, Columbia and HMV before signing with
EMI.
'The singer [Mick Jaggerj will have to go; die
BBC won't like him' (Eric Easton's
suggestion to the Rolling Stones).
'Unsinkable' (claim made by the Titanic's
builders, Harland and Wolff, in 1912, for the
ship that cost $7.5 million to build).
'James Cameron has spent S200 million on a
movie and it's a dog. He's finally had it!'
(quote repeated by film critie Adam Smith,
referring to the blockbuster film Titanic).

Environment
• 'Since populations tend to increase
geometrically [1, 2, 4, 8...] and food supply
arithmetically [1, 2, 3, 4...], the starvation of
Great Britain is inevitable and imminent'
(Thomas Robert Mai thus, 1798).
•

•

•

•

'Population will soon outstrip food
production' (Lester Brown of the
Worldwatch Institute, 1973).
'Population will increase faster than world
food production, so food prices will rise
between 35% and 115% by 2000' (Global
2000, report to the President of the United
States).

•

'American oil reserves will last 10 years'
(United States Bureau of Mines, 1914).
• 'American oil reserves will last 13 years'
(United States Bureau of Mines, 1939).
• 'American oil reserves will last 13 years'
(United States Bureau of Mines, 1951).
• 'We could use up all of the proven reserves of
oil in the entire world by the end of the next
decade' (Club of Rome, 1972). They also
made similar predictions for the reserves of
aluminium, copper, lead, natural gas, silver,
tin and zinc.
The results so far: known oil reserves are over
1,000 billion barrels, supplies have pushed
metals, mineral and food prices down 40% since
1960, and calories consumed per capita in the
Third World are 27% higher than in the 1960s!

'The battle to feed humanity is over. In the
1970s the World will undergo famine hundreds of millions of people are going
to starve to death' (Paul Ehrlich,
environmentalist author, in the 1970s).

pattern of sales movements within the year. The term season describes any recurrent hourly, weeldy, monthly or quarterly sales pattern. The seasonal component
may relate to weather factors, holidays and trade customs. The seasonal pattern
provides a norm for forecasting short-range sales. Finally, erratic events include
fads, strikes, snow storms, earthquakes, riots, fires and other disturbances. These
components, by definition, are unpredictable and should be removed from past
data to see the more normal behaviour of sales.
Suppose an insurance company sells 12,000 new life insurance policies this
year and wants to predict next year's December sales. The long-term trend shows
a 5 per cent sales growth rate per year. This information alone suggests sales next
year of 12,600 (= 12,000 x 1.05). However, a business recession is expected next
year, which will probably result in total sales achieving only 90 per cent of the
expected trend-adjusted sales. Sales next year are therefore more likely to be
11,340 (= 12,600 x 0.90). If sales were the same each month, monthly sales would
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be 945 (= 11.340/12). However, December is an above-average month for insurance policy sales, with a seasonal index standing at 1.30. Therefore December
sales may be as high as 1,228.5 {= 945 x 1.3). The company expects no erratic
events, such as strikes or new insurance regulations. Thus it estimates new policy
sales next December at 1,228.5 policies.

Leading Indicators
leading indicators
Time series that change
in the same direction but
in advance tif company
sales.

Many companies try to forecast their sales by finding one or more leading indicators: chat is, other time series that change in the same direction b.ut ahead of
company sales. For example, a plumbing supply company might find that its sales
lag behind the housing starts index by about four months. An index of housing
starts would then be a useful leading indicator.

Statistical Demand Analysis
statistical demand
analysis
A set of statistical
procedures used to
discover the most
important real factors
{.tffectiri[> sales and their
relative influence; the
most commonly
analyzed factors are
prices, income,
population and
promotion.

Time-series analysis treats past and future sales as a function of time, rather than
as a function of any real demand factors. But many real factors affect the sales of
any product. Statistical demand analysis is a set of statistical procedures used to
discover the most important real factors affecting sales and their relative influence, The factors most commonly analyzed are prices, income, population and
promotion.
Statistical demand analysis consists of expressing sales (Q) as a dependent
variable and trying to explain sales as a function of a number of independent
demand variables X,,X2 ..X,,. That is:

Using multiple-regression analysis, various equations can be fitted to the data to
find the best predicting factors and equation.
For example, the South of Scotland Electricity Board developed an equation
that predicted the annual sales of washing machines (Q) to be:-15
where

Q = 210,739 - 703P + 69/7 + 20F
P - average installed price:
H = new single-family homes connected to utilities; and
Y = per capita ineome.

Thus in a year when an average installed price is £387, there are 5,000 new
connected homes, and the average per capita income is £4,800, from die equation
we would predict the actual sales of washing machines to be 379,678 units:
Q = 210,739 - 703(387) + 69(5,000} + 20(4,800}
The equation was found to be 95 per cent accurate. If the equation predicted as
well as this for other regions, it would serve as a useful forecasting tool. Marketing
management would predict next year's per capita income, new homes and prices,
and use them to make forecasts.
Statistical demand analysis can be very complex and the marketer must take
care in designing, conducting and interpreting such analysis. Yet constantly
improving computer technology has made statistical demand analysis an increasingly popular approach to forecasting.
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Information Analysis
Information gathered by the company's marketing information systems often
requires more analysis, and sometimes managers may need more help in applying
it to marketing problems and decisions. This help may include advanced statistical analysis to learn more about both the relationships within a set of data and
their statistical reliability (Chapters 9 and 10 show these factors used in segmentation and positioning research). Such analysis allows managers to go beyond
means and standard deviations in the data. In an examination of consumer nondurable goods in the Netherlands, regression analysis gave a model that forecast a
brand's market share (B,) based upon predicted marketing activity:3'1
B, =-7.85-1.45P,
where

,..] 4- 1.23Z),

P, = relative price of brand;
At_! = advertising share in the previous period; and
D: = effective store distribution.
This, and models like it, can help answer marketing questions such as:
• What are the chief variables affecting my sales and how important is each
one?
•

If 1 raised my price 10 per cent and increased my advertising expenditures
20 per cent, what would happen to sales?
• How much should 1 spend on advertising?
t What are the best predictors of which consumers are likely to buy my brand
versus my competitor's brand?
•

What arc the best variables for segmenting my market and how many
segments exist?

Information analysis might also involve a collection of mathematical models
that will help marketers make better decisions. Each model represents some real,
system, process or outcome. These models can help answer the questions of what
if? and which is best? During the past 20 years, marketing scientists have developed numerous models to help marketing managers make better marketing-mix
decisions, design sales territories and sales-call plans, select sites for retail
outlets, develop optimal advertising mixes and forecast new-product sales.-"

Distributing Information
Information has no value until managers use it to make better marketing decisions. The information gathered needs distributing to the right marketing
managers at the right time. Most companies have centralized marketing information systems that provide managers with regular performance reports, intelligence updates and reports on the results of studies. Managers need these routine
reports tor making regular planning, implementation and control decisions. But
marketing managers may also need non-routine information for special situations
and on-the-spot decisions. For example, a sales manager having trouble with a
large customer may want a summary of the account's sales and profitability over
the past year. Or a retail store manager who has run out of a best-selling product
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Marketing

European Research

Neither Europe nor even the
European Union can be researched
as one market. The market is getting closer to fulfilment, but some
difficulties remain. The market
research industry structure is
fairly standard across the EU and
most services are available everywhere. However, many large
agencies including Control Data
Corporation, IRI, GfK and Video
Research, cover only a few countries.1 Frequently,
if conducting international studies, agencies have
to use the facilities provided by local research
companies. To serve multinational clients better,
many large and small firms are now forming
alliances in order to ease cross-border research.
Co-operative ventures have allowed mediumsized companies to build a reputation for international research. For example, Research
Services and its associates conduct both the
European Businessman's Readership Survey and
the Asian Businessman's Readership Survey.
Euroline is a one-stop-shop telephone interviewing consorthim set up by agencies in France,
Germany, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom.
This will allow one questionnaire to be written,
transmitted to other countries, translated, then
hopefully checked carefully.
There is a huge disparity of incomes and consumption within the E1U: Denmark, Germany and
Luxembourg have a gross domestic product per
capita more than four time;; that of Portugal and

three times that of Greece. New
members from eastern Europe will
make the gap even wider.
Differences in wealth account for
only a small part of the variation
in consumption and eons timer
behaviour. Home differences, like
eating habits, are clearly rooted in
the different languages, cultural
traditions and cuisine of the EU,
but there are also big differences
in the consumption of modern
industrial goods. In Spain, the penetration of consumer durables shows they are in
the early stages of a slowly unwinding product life
cycle, whereas the same products are maturing
elsewhere. For example, in Spain penetration of
home computers (11 per cent), CD players (9 per
cent) and microwave ovens (9 per cent) contrasts
with the penetration of home computers in
Belgium (29 per cent), CD players in the
Netherlands (60 per cent) and microwave ovens
in the United Kingdom (6G per cent).
Competition and distribution also vary. Many
European markets have locally dominant companies and competitive structures that are
unique to them. The big multinationals now operate in most markets, but their strength in each
market varies. The structure of retailing within
the EU varies massively. The greatest contrast is
between the United Kingdom, dominated by a few
large retailers, and Italy where mama and papa
stores dominate. Europe has many large chains,
such as Germany's Tengelmann, France's Leclerc,
Britain's J. Sainsbury and Dutch Ahold, but most

TAHLE 1 THE EUROPEAN UNION 1998: IN THE CLUB, IN THE QUEUE AND IN THE DISTANCE
STATUS

POPULATION

COUNTRIES

372.5

Austria, Belgium. Denmark. Finland, France, (lerniany,
Greece, Holland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland
Slovenia

(MILUON)

EU
Fast-track applicants

63.1

Pre-aceession
partnership applicants

42.7

Other applicants

60.8

Bulgaria, Latvia. Lithuania, Romania and Slovakia
Turkey
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of these are little known outside their home
country.2
European primary and secondary data
sources have yet to harmonize. Differences exist
in the most basic of issues: variations in life-cycle
groupings make comparisons awkward. In
Germany, adulthood ranges from IS upwards, but
in other countries it is as low as 12 years, thus
eliminating the teenage market. In Japan, adulthood docs not depend on age: all persons living at
home with their parents arc defined as children.
Social class scales also differ. The British scale A, B, Cl, C2, D and E - which is built up from ten
components (e.g. age, income, occupation), is
widely used, but Germany uses a point scale
roughly de pend ing upon three components:
income, profession and education. In France, the
scale depends upon where as well as what is done:
for example, working in public or private sectors.-1
The European Society for Opinion and
Marketing Research (ESOMAR) set up working parties in 1982 to find a set of demographic questions
that could be asked in any European country. The
questions cover basic issues like sex, age and economic status. Thtsc questions have been adopted by
the European Barometer Service, Soon ESOMAR
will be publishing a standardized format in a book
that includes a sample questionnaire and information on how to code the answers.

While ESOMAR moves slowly towards a
single research market, the growth of the EU will
make it less of a standardized market. The list is
always changing, but Table 1 shows the present
position. Expect the EU to be an ever-expanding
and diverging marketplace.4
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may want to know the current inventory levels in the chain's other stores. In
companies with only centralized information systems, these managers must
request the information from the MIS staff and wait. Often, the information
arrives too late to be useful.
Developments in information handling are now making Chat task easier With
recent advances in computers, software and telecommunications, many companies are decentralizing their marketing information systems. They are giving
managers direct access to information stored in the system. In some companies,
marketing managers ean use a personal computer to tie into the company's information network. From any location, they ean obtain information from internal
records or outside information services, analyze the information using statistical
packages and models, prepare reports on a word processor, and communicate
with others in the network.
Such systems offer cxeiting prospects. They allow the managers to get the
information they need directly and quickly, and to tailor it to their needs. As
managers develop the skills needed and as the systems become cheaper, companies will increasingly use decentralized marketing information systems.
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International Studies
The globalization of business is extending the task facing managers. Now
managers have to manage campaigns across countries and with different countries, international marketing researchers follow the same steps as domestic
researchers, from defining the research problem and developing a research plan
to interpreting and reporting the results. However, these researchers often face
more and different problems. Whereas domestic researchers deal with fairly
homogeneous markets within a single country, international researchers deal
with markets in many different countries. These different markets often vary
dramatically in their levels of economic development, cultures and customs, and
buying patterns. Even gathering basic secondary information in many countries is
difficult, and primary information can present even more problems. Despite the
EU's increased integration and expansion, information gathering across the EU is
far from integrated (see Marketing Highlight 8.4).
In many foreign markets, the international researcher has a difficult time finding good secondary data. Whereas many marketing researchers can obtain reliable
secondary data on their domestic market, many countries have almost no research
services at all. Some international market research firms operate in several large
economies, but most countries are not covered by any. Thus, even when secondary
information is available, it must usually be obtained from many different sources on
a country-by-country basis, making the information difficult to combine or compare.
Because of the scarcity of good secondary data, international researchers
must often collect their own primary data. Here again, researchers face problems
not encountered domestically. For example, they may find it difficult simply to
develop appropriate samples. Whereas researchers in developed countries can
use current telephone directories, census data and any of several sources of
socioeconomic data to construct samples, such information is lacking or unreliable in many countries. Reaching respondents is often not so easy in other parts
of the world. In some countries, few people have telephones - there are only 4
phones per thousand people in Egypt, 6 in Turkey and 32 in Argentina. In other
countries, the postal system is notoriously unreliable. In Brazil, for instance, an
estimated 30 per cent of the mail is never delivered. In many developing countries, poor roads and transportation systems make certain areas hard to reach,
and personal interviews difficult and expensive.3"
Differences in cultures from country to country cause additional problems for
international researchers. Language is the most obvious culprit. For example,
questionnaires must be prepared in one language and then translated into the languages of each country researched. Responses must then be translated back into
the original language for analysis and interpretation. This adds to research costs
and increases the risks of error:
Translating a questionnaire from one language to another is far from easy,
... Many points are [lost], because many idioms, phrases and statements
mean different things in different cultures. A Danish executive observed:
'Cheek this out by having a different translator put back into English
what you've translated from the English. You'll get the shock of your life.
I remember [an example in which] "out of sight, out of mind" had become
"invisible things are insane"'.111
Buying roles and consumer decision processes vary greatly from country to
country, further complicating international marketing research. Consumers in
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different countries also vary in their attitudes towards marketing research. People
in one country may be very willing to respond, while in other countries nonresponse can be a difficult problem. For example, custom in some Islamic countries prohibits people from talking with strangers — a researcher simply may not
be allowed to speak by phone with women about brand attitudes or buying behaviour. In certain cultures, research questions are often considered too personal.
For example, in many Latin American countries, people may feel too embarrassed
to talk with researchers about their choice of shampoo, deodorant or other personal care products. Even when respondents are willing to respond, they may not
be able to because of high functional illiteracy rates. And middle-class people in
developing countries often make false claims in order to appear well-off. For
example, in a study of tea consumption in India, over 70 per cent of middleincome respondents claimed that they used one of several national brands.
However, the researchers had good reason to doubt these results - more than 60
per eent of the tea sold in India is unbranded generie tea.
Despite these problems, the recent growth of international marketing has
resulted in a rapid increase in the use of international marketing research. Global
companies have little choice but to conduct such research. Although the costs
and problems associated with international research may be high, the costs of not
doing it - in terms of missed opportunities and mistakes - might be even higher.
Once recognized, many of the problems associated with international marketing
research can be overcome or avoided.

Summary
!n carrying out their marketing responsibilities, marketing managers need a great
deal of information. Despite the growing supply of information, managers often
lack enough information of the right kind or have too much of the wrong kind. To
overcome these problems, many companies are taking steps to improve tbeir
marketing information systems.
A well-designed marketing information system (MIS) begins and ends with
the user. The MIS first assesses information needs by interviewing marketing
managers and surveying their decision environment to determine what information is desired, needed and feasible to offer. The MIS next develops information
and helps managers to use it more effectively, Interned records provide information on sales, costs, inventories, cash flows and aecounts receivable and
payable. Such data are quick and cheap, but must often be adapted for marketing
decisions. The marketing intelligence system supplies marketing executives with
everyday information about developments in the external marketing environment. Intelligence can be from company employees, customers, suppliers and
resellers; or by monitoring published reports, conferences, advertisements,
eompetitor actions and other activities in the environment.
Marketirig research involves collecting information relevant to a specific
marketing problem facing the company. All marketers need marketing research and
most large companies have their own marketing research departments. Marketing
research involves a four-step process. The first step consists of the manager and
researcher carefully defining the problem and setting the research objectives. The
objectives may be exploratory, descriptive or causal. The second step consists of
developing die research plan for collecting data from primary and secondary sources.
Primary data collection calls for choosing a research approach (observation, survey,
experiment); choosing a contact method (mail, telephone, personal); designing a
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sampling plan (whom to survey, how many to survey and how to choose them); and
developing research instruments (questionnaire, mechanical). The third step
consists of implementing die marketing research plan by collecting, processing and
analyzing the information. The fourth step consists of interpreting anil reporting the
findings. Further information analysis helps marketing managers to apply the information, and provides advanced statistical procedures and models to develop more
rigorous findings from the information.
Finally, the marketing information system distributes information gathered
from internal sources, marketing intelligence and marketing research to the right
managers at the right times. More and more companies are decentralizing their
information systems through networks that allow managers to have direct access
to information. To carry out their responsibilities, marketing managers need
measures of current and future market size. We define a market as the set of actual
and potential consumers of a market offer. Consumers in the market have interest,
income and access to the market offer. The marketer has to distinguish various levels
of the market, such as the potential market, available market, qualified available
market, served market and penetrated market.
One task is to estimate current demand. Marketers can estimate total
demand through the chain ratio method, which involves multiplying a base
number by successive percentages. Estimating actual industry sales requires
identifying competitors and using some method of estimating the sales of each.
Companies then estimate the market shares of competitors to judge their relative
performance. For estimating future demand, the company can use one or a
combination of seven possible forecasting methods, based on what consumers say
(buyers' intentions surveys, composite of sales force opinions, expert opinion);
what consumers do (market tests); or what consumers have done (time-series
analysis, leading indicators and statistical demand analysis). The best method
to use depends on the purpose of the forecast, the type of product and the availabilitvand reliability of data.

2.
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Discussing the Issues
1. You arc a marketing research supplier, designing and
conducting studies for a variety of companies. What is
the most important thing you may do to ensure your
clients will get their money's worth from your
services?
2. Companies often face rapidly changing environments.
Can market research information go stale? What
issues does a manager face in using these research
results?
3. What type of research would be appropriate in the
following situations and why?
• Nestle wants to investigate the impaet of children
on their parents' decisions to buy breakfast foods.
• A college or university bookshop wants to get
sonic insights into how students feel about the
shop's merchandise, prices and service,
• Gillette wants to determine whether a new line of
deodorants for teenagers will IIB profitable.

•
•

Virgin is considering where to locate a new music
store in a fast-growing suburb.
Nintendo intends to develop a new range of
multimedia products for older children and
adults, and wants to test the feasibility of the
idea.

4.

In market measurement and forecasting, which is the
more serious problem: overestimating demand or
underestimating it? (live your reasons.

5.

As marketing manager for 1'edigrce Chnm cat food,
you have seen sales jump 50 per cent in the last year
after years of relatively stable sales. How will you
forecast sales for the coming year?

6. What leading indicators migllt help you predict .sales
of ears? mobile phones? baby foods? Describe a
general procedure for finding leading indicators of
product sales.

Applying the Concepts
People often make their own judgements about the
potential for new products. You may hear someone
say a new product will 'never sell' or that it will 'sell
like hot cakes'. Recall some recent iiew products or
services that you saw or heard about, and about which
you made an informal prediction. What attracted your
attention enough to get you to comment on the future
of the products or service? What was your forecast?
Were you correct?

include at least one strong personality and one
shy member. Set the group up in a circle in front
of the class.
Discuss a moderately controversial issue that is of
interest to the class, but avoid issues that are very
controversial or emotional. Run the group for 10
to 15 minutes.
Discuss the focus-group 'results' with the class.
Were the conclusions fair or biased?
What did the class find useful about the
technique and what problems did they see?

Run a small focus group to learn about the pros and
cons of this technique.
• Piek one member in the group as a moderator
and. select six to eight other volunteers. Try to
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Case 8
ACT: Feeling Out the Appliance Controls Market
WALLACE LEYSHON, HEAD OF APPLIANCE Control Technology (ACT), looked
up from the copy of Appliance Manufacture Magazine that he was reading
as Gregory Pearl, ACT's marketing director, entered his office. Levshon had
recently founded ACT after leaving his position as business director of
Motorola's electronic control appliance division. Levshon had felt that
Motorola was pursuing conventional industry strategies by manufacturing
its products in foreign countries (offshore). Leyshon believed that the
industry was ready for an unconventional strategy, and he had left Motorola
to begin his own business. ACT would focus on designing, manufacturing
and selling couch-sensitive digital control panels for home appliances such
as microwave ovens, cookers and washing machines. The panels allow
consumers to control appliances at the touch of a finger to set cooking time
or to select the 'cook' or 'defrost' cycles on a microwave oven, for example.
These controls replace the buttons and dials found on many appliances.
The home appliance industry is mature. Furthermore, the Association
of Home Appliance Manufacturers estimates that the number of home appliances per household rose from 3.3 in 1960 to 4.1 in 1970, to 5.4 in 1982,
and to 6.1 in 1987. Industry analysts question whether this level of penetration can increase further. However, despite slow growth in the appliance
industry as a whole, Leyshon's research predicts that sales of digital control
panels for appliances could grow at 22 per cent a year in the future. Only
about 20 per cent of appliances now include digital controls. However, one
industry analyst notes chat, with the success of microwave ovens and video-
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cassette recorders, consumers have bceome increasingly comfortable with
digital touch-sensitive controls. Leyshon believes that increased consumer
familiarity has opened the way for manufacturers to include digital control
panels in other types of home appliance that users currently control with
dials and buttons (electromechanical controls). With a digital control, for
example, a standard clcetric cooker could offer users the wide range of
special cooking programmes that microwave ovens now provide.
After starting ACT, Leyshon landed a significant contract with a major
microwave oven manufacturer. With this customer's business to support
ACT, Leyshon realized he needed to conduct marketing research to help
him develop a marketing strategy to attack the appliance controls market.
Although there were only a limited number of digital control suppliers and
five major manufacturers in the industry, Leyshon could find very little
readily available marketing research on the appliance controls industry,
especially on digital controls.
'How's your morning going?' Gregory Pearl asked as he entered
Leyshon's office.
'Fine. I was just looking through this magazine to see if I could find
anything to help us with our marketing research. It appears that appliance
shipments are tuning down again. What have you got for me?'
'Well, during our last discussion, we outlined the market research
process we want to follow' (see Exhibit 8.1). 'Based on that outline, I've tried
to write sonic research goals, develop a list of specific questions for our
proposed telephone interviews, and figure out just whom we should call' (see
Exhibit 8.2). 'In fact, I've even drafted a preliminary version of the questionnaire' (see Exhibit 8.3).
Leyshon was pleased with his marketing director's progress. 'OK, let's
take a look at what you've done. Then we can decide where we go from here.'

EXHIBIT 8.1 STEPS IN ACT MARKETING RESEARCH PROCESS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify and articulate the problem.
Identify research goals.
Determine the information needed to achieve the research goals.
Determine research design.
Decide on research sample (i.e., whom to call).
Determine content of the individual questions.

7. Construct a questionnaire.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Test the questionnaire,
Adjust the questionnaire based on the test results.
Conduct the interviews.
Write up the results of each interview.

12. Write a report.

EXHIBIT 8.2 ACT MARKETING RESEARCH DESIGN ISSUES
I.

Survey goals
A. Gain insight into best strategy for approaching the electronic
controls market.
1. Type of appliances
2. Features
3. Cost issues
4. Tactical selling issues
B. Determine how ACT can best serve original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs).

1. Research and development
2. Partnering
3. Product development cycle
U. Specific questions to be addressed
A. What problems do equipment manufacturers and retailers face in
making and selling home appliances? Flow can ACT help solve
those problems?
B. Who are the decision makers in the electronics buying process?
Who has the power between the retailer and the equipment
manufacturer?
G. Are there any unidentified issues from AGT's. the manufacturers' or
the retailers' perspectives?
D. How rapidly will manufacturers adopt electronic controls for their
appliances, by category of appliances?
E. How sensitive are manufacturers to the price of electronic controls
versus standard electro mechanical controls?
P. What arc the manufacturers' impressions of suppliers' strengths and
weaknesses?

G. What features and issues other than price drive the use of electronic
controls?
I-I. How can manufacturers use electronic controls to add value to midlevel appliances?
I. How can a supplier be a better partner to manufacturers?
,1. What can a supplier do to speed up manufacturers' product
development efforts?
III. Who should be interviewed?
A. Manufacturers
R. Retailers
1. Functional areas
1. Functional areas
a. Purchasing
a. Buyers
b. Marketing
b. Store-level management
c. Engineering
o. Floor sales personnel
2. Specific companies 2. Specific companies
a. Sears
a. Whirlpool
b. Frigidairc
b. Montgomery Ward
c. General Electric
C. Highland
d. Maytag
d. Wal-Mart
e. Ravtheon
C. Other
1. Association of Home
Appliance Manufacturers

EXHIBIT 8.3 VERSION 1 - ACT MARKETING RESEARCH
QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction
ACT is conducting a survey of decision makers and industry experts in the
electronic appliance controls industry. We would appreciate your help in
answering our questions. Your responses will be reported anonymously, if
they are reported at all. Yoxir responses will be used to help ACT determine
how to serve the appliance industry better.
Questions
1. A. What are your opinions on the level of electronic control usage,
expressed in percentages, in the following appliance categories for
1991 and 1996?
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B. What arc your opinions on the average cost per electronic control
by appliance category in 1991 and 1996?
Average cost per
Percentage of units using
electronic controls in:
control unit in:
7997
1996
1991
7996
Category
Cookers, electric

Cookers, gas
Dishwashers
.
Dryers, electric
Dryers, gas
Microwaves
Refrigerators
Washers
„
Room air conditioners
2. For each of the following categories, what price must a supplier charge
for an electronic control unit such that a manufacturer would be
indifferent as to using electronic or electromechanical controls, taking
into account the differences in functions and features?
Category
Price per electronic unit
Cookers, electric
.
Cookers, gas
Dishwashers
Dryers, electric
,
Dryers, gas
,
Microwaves
Refrigerators
Washers
Room air conditioners
3. What features, functions and attributes do electronic controls need to
have if they are to be used more often in appliances?
4. What impact will the forthcoming Department of Energy regulations
have on the appliance industry?
5.

What can an electronic controls company do to be a better supplier?

QUESTIONS
1.

Based on information in the case and in Exhibits 2 and 3, just what in
Leyshon trying to learn through marketing research? What additional
trends and information might he want to monitor as part of his ongoing
marketing information system?
2. What sources of marketing intelligence can ACT use to gather
information on the industry and its competition?
3. What decisions has ACT made about its research approach, contact
method and sampling plan?
4. Evaluate ACT's proposed questionnaire (Exhibit 3). Does it address the
issues raised in Exhibit 2? What changes would you recommend?
5.

6.

Based on the marketing research process discussed in the text, what is
ACT's marketing research objective, and what problem is the company
addressing?
Evaluate ACT's marketing research process (Exhibit 1).

Overview Case Two

Ballygowan Springs
into New Age Kisqua
Brenda Cullen*

Introduction
IN JANUARY 1991 GEOFF READ, managing director of Ballygowan
Spring Water Company, had to make a decision that could alter the
whole direction of the company. Since August 1988 the management team had shaped a strategy to launch a drink to develop upon
the success of Ballygowan Spring Water. The objective was to
provide Ballygowan with a product to enter the soft-drinks market and so remove
the weakness of being a one-product company. After identifying the market for
'new age' products, and carrying out research at each stage in the product development process, the results of a final test market were disappointing, Ballygowan
had to consider whether to withdraw the product, to redesign and reposition the
new range, or to go ahead and launch as originally planned.
Geoff Read founded Ballygowan in 1981 and by 1991 the company exported
to IS countries and held 77 per cent of the 12.5 million litre water market in
Ireland and had developed an extensive range of bottled spring water products.
Tipperary was no. 2 in the market with 13.5 per cent market share. Since 1987
Pcrrier's share had dropped from 13 to 4 per cent.
Between 1987 and 1989 the company grew to be a medium-sized enterprise
geared for expansion and growth. A joint investment with Anheuser Busch
provided a very modem production facility covering 30,000 square metres with a
capacity of 600 bottles per minute. Ballygowan's success came from being an
innovator in the market for water-based products, and also from astute management of the Ballygowan brand franchise. Management now saw the need to exploit
the assets of the company more profitably. In particular, the plant was not at mil
capacity and the company's strong distribution network and experienced
management were not being fully utilized.

• Bottled Water Market
By the end of 1985 the bottled water market in Ireland was IS1.2 million (2.8
million litres) with about 10 per cent of adults drinking mineral water regularly.
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By 1990 it had grown to IS12.5 million (12.5 million litres), 5.5 per cent of the
Irish soft-drinks market. The bottled water market was 'one of the fastest growing
sectors in the food trade in both Ireland and the UK'. Reasons for this were a
reduction in the quality of tap water and changing attitudes towards health and
fitness, which led to an increase in the demand for drinks perceived as natural,
alcohol free and with fewer calories. Furthermore, increasingly stringent drinkdriving legislation was leading to an increase in the consumption of bottled water,
A Euromonitor survey in 1989 showed that the Irish consumed far less bottled
water per person than other countries (Ireland: 3 litres; United Kingdom: 5,5;
Italy: 80; Germany: 76; France: 68; and the United States: 30).
The market potential for spring water in Ireland was small considering the
number of competitor brands on the market. While some niche brands had high
prices, low prices were becoming common because of aggressive high-street pricing,
own-label products and cheap imports. With a proliferation of products and the threat
of commoditization, it was becoming difficult to develop new niches in the market.

• Ballygowan Spring Water
Ballygowan's success came from the sparkling and non-sparkling waters Ballygowan Sparkling Irish Spring Water and Ballygowan Natural Irish Spring
Water, A later addition to the range was Ballygowan Light, and in 1988 Ballygowan
successfully launched a range of flavoured spring waters. By 1990 the company's
turnover was I£10 million, a figure it hoped to double within the next two years.
An important part of this strategy was the launch of soft drinks - a market where
the company saw significant volume potential.
The management wanted to launch a new drink to bring Ballygowan further
into the mainstream soft-drinks market, it would enhance the company's reputation for innovation, market leadership, excellence and product quality. The
product would be purer, juicier, fruitier and healthier than any other soft drink on
the market. The brand should be consistent with developing consumer behaviour,
particularly attitudes and behaviours towards healthy diets and lifestyles.
The Irish carbonated soft-drinks market in 1990 was about 235 million litres,
including approximately 40 million litres of adult soft drinks, up from 179 million
litres in 1987. Soft-drink consumers were the target market for the proposed new
product. They were likely to be more adult than young and would prefer to drink
7-Up (38 per cent) or Club Orange (25 per cent) to Coke or Pepsi (24 per cent).
The profile of this consumer was 'a sophisticated, self-righteous and reasonably
health-conscious adult', 18-30 years old, who wants and will pay for drinks that
look good, taste good and portray a certain image.

• Product Development Process
A product development process identified product development, brand development and business planning stages. In December 1988, Ballygowan employed a
marketing consultancy firm, Dimension, to help in the first two stages. The
consultancy's brief was as follows:
A
• Identify and brief three companies to develop prototype products based on
pure juices and Ballygowan Spring Water with natural flavours and
sweeteners, carbonated, containing preservatives, but not pasteurized.
•
•

Develop formulations for up to six flavours.
Develop name, branding, positioning, communication and marketing
Strategies.

•
•

Target the branded soft-drink sector - Coke, 7-Up, Club, Lilt, and so on.
Develop a brand with a premium but accessible imagery, and superior
product quality, but priced competitively with major brands.
The brand should have no overt Ballygowan endorsement,

t
•

It should be packed in 1.5 litre plastic bottles, 330 ml cans and 250 ml
glasses.

•

Primary focus to be the Irish market, but with export potential.

• Product Sourcing
The first task was to find a company that could manufacture the pure fruit juice to
mix with Ballygowan Spring Water. Criteria for the selection of a company were
degree of technological sophistication, ability to produce :\ range of flavours,
expertise in producing fniit juices and flavours, product quality, hygiene standards and speed of response. Three short-listed companies were briefed. Visits to
each company appraised their production processes and capabilities.
The three companies each made laboratory-scale products, which were
tested using a structured questionnaire assessing aroma, appearance, taste and
overall opinion on each of the test products. All tests were 'blind', and the products were compared with successful brands already on the market as 'controls'.
The range of flavours screened included orange, lemon, apple, passion fruit,
grapefruit, peach, pineapple, blackberry and blackcurrant. The aim was to
achieve product ratings competitive with the 'controls' (see Exhibit 2.1).

EXHIBIT 2.1 TASTE TEST
PRODUCT
Club Orange
Dohler Orange
Dohler Orange and
Peach
Dohler Orange and
Passion Fruit
Dohler Orange and
Lemon
Club Lemon
Dohler Lemon

Dohler Grapefruit
and Pineapple

AROMA.'

APPEARANCE"

TASTE"

6.9
5.9
7.4

7.5
5.6

7.3
6.1

6.6

OVERALL LIKELIHOOD
SCORE OK PURCHASE11

7.4
6.1

7.1

7.5

3.5
2.6
3.3

6.3

7.0

7.0

3.2

6.4

6.4

6.9

7.2

3.2

6-7
6.5
5.8

6.5

7.2

6.9

6.9
5.5

7.4
7.4
6.1

3.5
3.2
2.5

7.2

6.2

NOTES * Average scores cm nine-point scale, in which 9 = most favourable and 1 = least favourable;
*ona scale of 1 to 5.
SOURCE: Dimension. March 1989.

After the analysis of each batch, the three companies were rebriefed, shown
the taste test results and told the changes required. After repeating the process six
times, a German company, which responded particularly well to the product brief
and to the taste tests, was appointed as the supplier. Both companies then agreed
plant and equipment specifications.

i
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• Product Formulations
Six products were produced for a quantitative market research survey conducted
in May 1989 by Behaviour & Attitudes, a market research agency in Dublin. A
questionnaire, developed from Dimension's earlier one, focused on aroma,
appearance and flavour. The flavours tested were 10 per cent orange juice, 15 per
cent orange and peaeh juice, 15 per cent orange and passion fruit juice, 10 per
cent orange and lemon juice, 10 per cent lemon juice, and 15 per cent grapefruit
and pineapple juice, with Club Orange and Club Lemon as 'controls'. Eaeh of 200
respondents taste-tested two Ballygowan samples and one of the 'controls', to give
75 assessments of each Ballygowan product.
The results convinced the Ballygowan team to focus on orange, orange and
peach, orange and passion fruit, and orange and lemon. Lemon, and grapefruit
and pineapple, could extend the range later (see Exhibit 2.2). Since the results of
the orange formulation were not satisfactory, a second round of quantitative
market research would take place with performance isolated from packaging and
advertising effects.

EXHIBIT 2.2 SUMMARY RATINGS
ORANGE
ORANGE ORANGE
PEACH LEMON
(15%
(10%

GRAPEFRUIT
AND

PASSION

ORANGE

FRUIT

PINEAPPLE
LEMOK
(10% GLUE
(15%
JUICE) LEMON JUICE)

Gl-UR

00%

(15%

JUICE)

JUICE)

ORANGE

JUICE)

JUICE)

5
5
5

3
2
3

4
2
3

2
2
2

3
4
3

4
3
4

4
3
4

2
2
2

4
5
5

2
3
3

5
4
5

r
j

2

3
3
3

5
5
5

2
3
4

3
3
2

Flavour
Good taste
Real fruit flavour
Sweetness (right)
Refreshment
Overall taste

4
5
5
5
5

3
3
3
3
3

5
3
3
5
4

1
1
3
1
1

3
4
3
3
4

4
5
5
5
4

5
3
5
5
4

1
1
3
1
1

Overall rating

5

4

4

1

3

4

5

1

Aroma
Attractiveness
Naturalness
Overall
Appearance
Attractiveness
Naturalness
Overall

Key: 5
4
3
2
1

Well above average
Above average
Average
Below average
Well below average

SOURCE: Behaviour & Attitudes, Market Research Survey. May I9S9.

Some questions remained. Should the products be pasteurized, and should
essence or preservatives be TisedV Eaeh of these options had complications.
Pasteurization meant that it would not be possible to use plastic bottles and there
were also shelf-life implications. However, with pasteurization, the' product
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ingredients are '100 per cent natural'. Using essence would overcome shelf-life
difficulties, hut would not he consistent with the hrand propositions. Finally,
preservatives were in most soft drinks on the market, but the management felt
that they could compromise Ballygowan's image of purity and naturalness.

• Product Concept and Brand Name Development
The development of the product concept and branding began with braiustorming
sessions by Dimension. Bally go wan's specification for the name was that it should
be relevant, attractive, distinctive, memorable and registenable, and should have
the attributes of a global brand name. Out of the hundreds of names generated,
.luisca, Jnzze, Artesia, Kisqua, Prima and Viva became prototype brand names.
Five positioning options also helped explore the attitudes and motivations of softdrink consumers:
1.

Health drink. A pure, natural and healthy drink for mainstream soft-drink
consumers who care about what they consume.
2. S»j)liisticated. A high-status drink of superior quality for discerning consumers.
3.

Healtliy lifestyle. For those who unselfconsciously lead and aspire to a
healthy but full lifestyle in terms of diet, exercise and a relaxed but full life.
4. Youthful peer groups. The Pepsi/Club generation.
5. Generic. Refreshment, cooling, youthful and Coke sociability values.
Behaviour & Attitudes designed and conducted four focus groups representing market segments with different relationships to soft drinks (see Exhibit
2.3). The focus groups aimed to:
•

Investigate the response to five prototype brand names.

• Explore reaction to seven prototype pack designs.
• Consider pack dosigns and bottling formats,
t Give direction to brand positioning.

EXHIBIT 2.3 Focus GROUPS
The four groups were:
1. Young teenage girls
2. Young men
3. Women
4, Women

Middle class
18-24
01 02
22-32
(12 with children
22-32
Bl 132 with children

Target markets:
Primary
Healtli/body conscious
A B Cl
Late teens/twenties
Young and early teens
Teenage adults

Secondary
Soft-drink consumers

SOURCE: Behaviour & Attitudes. Market Research, August 1980.

Discussions with each group followed a similar pattern. Initially respondents
freely discussed their use and purchase of soft drinks. This naturally led to
conversations about different brands. Next, the groups were told about the new

I
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idea for a soft drink and shown a board illustrating the new produet concept.
Following their responses to the concept, the groups were told that there were
alternative prototype brand names and packaging designs. These were presented
one by one, with the order of presentation being rotated between different groups.
Proposed brand names and pack designs were presented separately.
Later, discussion group members were asked to help market the new brand;
'mood boards' were presented and associated with the different brand names and
pack designs. Finally, copy statements, presented on boards representing
different positioning options, were discussed.

EXHIBIT 2.4 GENERAL CONSUMER ATTITUDES TO SOFT DRINKS
YOUNG MEN
Perceived as the
province of
children and
teenagers
Believe they are
not emotionally
involved in the
market
Yet they are
regular
consumers - for
thirst/refreshment
Therefore taste
and refreshment
are their criteria
for judging soft
drinks
Coca-Cola is the
preferred brand
They associate
7-Up with
contemporary
youth, and
refreshment
Will be difficult
to impress - little
emotional interest
in soft drinks

YOUNG GIRLS
Very involved with
brands as badges
of both individuality
and groups
Very conscious of
style and fashion
Very high level of
health consciousness
Brands reflect social
valuations and status
Bally go wan, Perrler
and 7-Up are stylish,
sophisticated and
healthy
Are high-volume
users of soft drinks

YOUNG MARRIED WOMEN

Regular purchasers for
themselves and their
families
Soft drinks are an
essential household
purchase item
Oriented towards health
and exercise, reflected in
their attitude to food and
drink brands
Disposed towards natural
products and low-calorie
products
'Natural' products
identified as
contemporary and
fashionable
Working class want
brands to be accessible;
middle class focus on
style

In September 1989, Behaviour & Attitudes debriefed Ballygowan about the
research. First, it presented consumer attitudes to soft drinks generally (see
Exhibit 2.4). The research indicated that teenage boys, teenage girls and young
married women had different attitudes and motivations to soft drinks. Secondly,
it examined consumer attitudes to soft-drink brands (see Exhibit 2.5) and
consumer reaction to the five prototype brands (see Exhibit 2.6). Behaviour &
Attitudes made the following points about reactions to the product concept:
1. The ingredients make it more sophisticated than mainstream soft drinks.
2, It was not seen as a totally novel idea. Consumers were aware of Nashs,
Citrus Spring and Britvic.

3. The pleasant product and the endorsement of Ballvgowan aroused a high
predisposition to try it.
4. Price parity with Coke and 7-Up raised consumers' disposition to try the
product.

EXHIBIT 2.5 CONSUMER ATTITUDES TO SOFT-DRINK BRANDS
Coke
• Perceived as the archetypal soft
drink.
• Strong consistent branding, massive
advertising support.
• Two problems: perceived by some
as harsh, causing tooth decay,
overly masculine personality.
Club Orange
• The archetypal orange soft drink.
• Its appeal is primarily based on its
product characteristics - real orange
taste with lots of orange in it.
• Advertising not consistent with the
brand.
Lilt
• Has no clear product focus - a mix
of different things.
• Dissonance between advertising
and product knowledge.
7-Up
• Very coherent brand, with wellrounded persona.

• Very popular and the most
contemporary soft drink.
• 'The soft drink for the 1990s.'
• Healthy perception - clean and
clear,
• Appeals to male and female.
• Not limited to teenagers: helped by
its mixer usage; helped by its
healthy image.
• Strong perception of being
refreshed.
Club Lemon
• Valued for its product
characteristics of taste and
refreshment.
• Very loyal consumers - almost a eult.
Luoosade
• Strong healthy drink imagery.
• Regarded as a soft drink by young
men.
• Well out of its old bospital/sick bed
positioning.
• Reparative quality for handling
hangovers.

EXHIBIT 2.6 CONSUMER REACTIONS TO FIVE PROTOTYPE BRANDS
PROTOTYPE
BRAND

Artesia

Prima

REACTION TO NAME
• Distinctive but difficult to
come to terms with.
• Far too up-market/exclusive.
• Not appropriate to the
product concept.
• Will not appeal to a mass
market.
• More relevant to wine.
• Very favourably received by
working class - very easy to
empathize with.
• Straightforward, direct and
impactful for the working class.
• Targeted at mass market - no
pretensions.

REACTION TO DESIGN
Very up-market, albeit very
beautiful.
Very 'designery', 'yuppie' and
exclusive.
Very aspirational.

Very distinctive, but so
sophisticated as to exclude
the large majority.
Appealed only to a small
minority, and contemporary.
Otherwise perceived as
oriented to very young
children.

Very dissonant with product
concept.
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PROTOTYPE

REACTION TO NAME

BRAND

REACTION TO DKSIC.K

•
•
•
•

But: rejected by middle class.
Just another name, pedestrian.
Little depth of imagery.
Association with Pennys gives
it a down-market image.
• No di.stinctiveness.
Lacked novelty, not stylish,
not sophisticated.
Cheap.
Dissonant with the
Ballygowan heritage.
Looked Spanish - negative
imagery.
Blue colour not liked.

Viva

• Strong appeal to teenage girls they associated it with
beauty, fashion and style.
• International - but cliched
and pedestrian.
• Strong negative Spanish
association: eheap.
• Spanish orange drink; 'Viva
•
Espaiia'; Costa del Sol.
• Lively, bright, extrovert and
exuberant.
• Dynamic and modern brand,

Juzze

• Significant pronunciation
difficulties.
• Superficial and artificial.
• Yet youthful, con temporary1
and up to date,
• International.
• Correlated with the product
concept, except for a phoniness
in its spelling.
• Associated with zest, zing and
vitality.
• Suggested pure fruit juice.

• In mainstream of so ft-drinks
market.
• Very OK, but no surprise or
aspirations! qualities.
• Lacks excitement or fun, too
logical.
• Consistently compared with
Squeez and Britvic - but
concentrated - is not pure
orange juice.
• Might position it against
Britvic rather than Club.

Kisqua

• Pronunciation initially
difficult, but quickly overcome.
• Very definite and
individualistic name.
• Novel and unique brand name.
• Drew favourable emotional
relationships.
• International and
cosmopolitan - potential
to be a 'world brand'.
• Elegant and sophisticated.
• High quality and accessible.

• The best representative of
the new product.
• Much more depth than other
concept alternatives.
• Good impact, will generate
trial easily.
• Stylish yet solidly in the
mainstream of soft drinks but a bit too straightforward?
• Very good typography.

A series of meetings between Dimension and the Ballygowan management
team considered brand positioning and target market strategics. They chose
Kisqua as the brand name. It was stylish, novel, distinctive, memorable, appropriate
and warm, and had the attributes of a world brand name. Ballygowan Spring
Water's name would endorse Kisqua, Ballygowan also applied for registration of
Artcsia in case the company should wish to launch an up-market spring water.
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Marketing Mix
The Ballygowan company next needed to know the impact of the brand name,
label design, price, positioning and advertising options on Kisqua's branding
strategy. A further question was the reason for people's preference for Kisqua or
Club Orange. In October 1989 Behaviour & Attitudes researched these key areas.
It used a central location to approach a quota sample of 200 respondents. The
respondents were in two equal subgroups: one group to taste-test Club Orange
and Kisqua blind, and the other group with both products branded. The results in
percentages were:
Prefer Club a lot
Prefer Club a little
Prefer Risqua a lot
Prefer Risqua a little
No preferences

Blind
59
16

Branded
39
19

0
6
3

19
6

6

Ballygowan believed that by working on Kisqua's colour and sweetness it
could significantly improve its appeal to the market, and also develop much
higher ratings by fine-tuning Risqua's advertising strategy. Response to Risqua's
name was positive: 71 per cent liked the name Kisqua compared to 20 per cent
who did not. When assessing Kisqua's label, 36 per cent of respondents considered
it above average, 36 per cent average and 26 per cent below average.
Two advertising concepts were presented. 'Kisqua - what could be more natural'
received better than average scores from 38 per cent of respondents, while 45 per cent
rated it average. Projective tests associated Kisqua with sports-minded and healthconscious people and with people who really care about quality and who may be
described as trendsetters. The target market was confirmed as soft-drink consumers
in social classes A, B, Cl and C2, 15-30 years old and of either sex. Following the
research, Dimension made the appropriate adjustment to the advertising concept.
Pack design was a very important aspect of this project. Ballygowan had
proprietorial rights to the distinctive bottle designs used for its spring water range.
However, it believed that Kisqua should be differentiated from Ballygowan's other
products and that the branding and bottle design of Kisqua should help distinguish it w i t h i n the soft-drinks market. The pack design assumed that Kisqua
would compete directly with Club Orange.

• Business Plan
Initially the business plan had Risqua available in three pack sizes; 1,5 litre
plastic, 250 ml glass and 330 ml cans. Distribution would be through the existing
Ballygowan network of grocery, wholesalers (grocery and bottlers), cash-andcarry and independent outlets.
Three pricing options were considered: a low-pricing strategy that would put
Kisqiia into the market with prices comparable to Coke and 7-Up, a medium-pricing
strategy, and a high-pricing strategy positioning Kisqua as a premium brand. Early
projections gave strategies yielding the following percentage market shares in 1990:
Low-price strategy
Medium-price strategy
High-price strategy

Plastic
4.2
3.3
2.1

Cans
3.1
2.2
1.5

Includes plastic bottles, cans and glass bottles.

Overall"
3.0
2.1
1.6

The marketing department projected that these volumes would inerease by
33 per cent during the second year and by 16 per cent during the third year. After
three years and assuming a medium pricing strategy, Kisqua's market share would
be approximately 3 per cent of Ireland's soft-drinks market. This compared with
Ciub Orange's 10 per cent market share in 1990. With a capital investment of
I£1.5 million and [£120,000 for additional technical staff, generous trade margins
and all other relevant costs, the profits projections gave a reasonable return on
investment and room to discount to supermarkets to compete with Coke and
7-Up if necessary.

• Test Market
From August to October 1990 Ballygowan test marketed Kisqua as a pasteurized
drink in 250 ml glass bottles. The test was conducted in the Dublin area using
Ballygowan's main independent distributor serving 250 GTNs (combined confectioner, tobacconist and newsagents), delicatessens and petrol stations. The
results were discouraging. Most of the negative reaction centred on the pack and
retailers not knowing where to position the range in their store. Ballygowan's
management now faced a difficult decision. Should they withdraw Kisqua altogether, redesign and reposition it, or go ahead as originally planned? They knew
that if they were to delay and relaunch, the payback on the expensive research
and development would be put back considerably.

QUESTIONS
1.

What types of market research method did Ballygowan use?

2.

What sorts of information were Ballygowan's management hoping to get
from the different methods they used? Is quantitative marketing research
intrinsically more reliable than qualitative research?
3. Relate the market research to the stages in the product development
process and explain how they contributed to Ballygowan's understanding of
the strategy for launching Kisqua.
4. Were the methods appropriately used and what alternatives would you
suggest? Why could in-depth marketing research lead to wrong strategic
choices?
5.
6.

What explains Ballygowan's poor showing in the market? Did Ballygowan do
too much, or too little, market research?
Where should Ballygowan's management go from here? What extra research
should they do, if any? Should they go ahead with the existing marketing
strategy, reposition the product, start again or give up?

'The meek shall inherit the earth, but they'll not increase market share.'
WILLIAM G. McGowAN

Part Introduction
PART THREE OF PRINCIPLES Of MARKETING covers core strategy, the centre of the
marketing process.
Within core strategy, marketing knowledge is made into the strategies that
guide marketing action. Businesses mostly succeed by concentrating on a group
of customers they can serve better than anyone else. Chapter 9 explains how
markets can be broken down into customer segments and how to choose the ones
to target. Chapter 10 then looks at ways to address the target segments by
creating mental associations that attract customers to the product or services.
A Levi ad once claimed that 'quality never goes out of style'. That has become
a hyword for much of modern marketing, as marketers try to escape from making
single transactions with customers to establishing relationships that both enjoy.
Chapter 11 returns to marketing's central belief in customer satisfaction to see
how quality, value and service can help.
Increasingly, it is not enough for marketers to look at customers; they must
also look at what their competitors are doing and respond to them. Chapter 12
shows that success in marketing does not mean direct confrontation with
competitors. It is often best to find new ways to please customers that build upon
abusiness's unique strengths.

CHAPTER 9
Market Segmentation and
Targeting

CHAPTER 10
Positioning

CHAPTER 11
Building Customer
Relationships; Customer
Satisfaction, Quality,
Value and Service

CHAPTER 12
Creating Competitive
Advantages

PART OVERVIEW CASE:
Cadlmry's 'llmeOut:
Choc Around the Clock
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Market Segmentation
and Targeting
Satisfying Human Needs

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
Define market segmentation and market targeting.
List and discuss the primary bases for segmenting consumer and
business markets.
Explain how companies identify attractive market segments and
choose a market-cover age strategy.

Preview Case
Procter & Gamble: How Many is Too Many?
PROCTER & GAMBIA is THE market leader in the United States and the
European detergent markets. In the United Ktat.es it markets nine brands of
laundry detergent (Tide, Cheer, Gain, Dasb, Bold 3, Dreft, Ivory Snow, Oxydol
and Era). The cultural and competitive diversity in Europe means that even
more brands, such as Ariel, are used to serve that market. Why so many?
Besides its many detergents Procter & Gamble sells eight brands of hand
soap (Zest, Coast, Ivory, Safeguard. Camay, Oil of Ulay, Kirk's and Lava); sis
shampoos (Prell, Head & Shoulders, Ivory, Pert, Panic no and Vidal Sassoon);
four brands each of liquid dish-washing detergents (Joy, Ivory, Dawn and
Liquid Cascade), toothpaste (Crest, Gleam, Complete and Dcnquel), coffee
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(Folger's, High Point, Butternut and Maryland Club) and toilet tissue
(Cliarmin, White Cloud, Banner and Summit); three brands of floor cleaner
(Spic & Span, Top Job and Mr Clean); and two brands each of deodorant
(Secret and Sure), cooking oil (Criseo and Puritan), fabric softener (Downy
and Bounce) and disposable nappies (Pampers and TAWS). Moreover, many
of the brands art; offered in several sb.es and formulations (for example, you
can buy large or small packages of powdered or liquid Tide in any of three
forms - regular, unscented or with bleach).
These P & G brands compete with one another on the same supermarket shelves. Why would P & G introduce several brands in one category
instead of concentrating its resources on a single leading brand? The answer
lies in different people wanting different mixes of benefits from the products
they buy. Take laundry detergents as an example. People use laundry detergents to get their clothes clean. They also want other things from their
detergents - such as economy, bleaching powder, fabric softening, fresh
smell, strength or mildness and suds. We all want some of every one of these
benefits from our detergent, but we may have different priorities for each
benefit. To some people, cleaning and bleaching power are most important;
to others, fabric softening matters most; still others want a mild, freshscented detergent. Thus there are groups - or segments - of laundry detergent buyers and each segment seeks a special combination of benefits.
Procter & Gamble has identified at least nine important laundry detergent segments, along with numerous subsegments, and has developed a
different brand designed to meet the special needs of each. The nine P & G
brands aim at different segments:
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1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Tide is 'so powerful, it cleans down to the fibre'. It's the all-purpose family
detergent for extra-tough laundry jobs. 'Tide's in, dirt's out.' Tide with
Bleach is 'so powerful, it whitens down to the fibre'.
Cheer with Colour Guard gives 'outstanding cleaning and colour protection. So your family's clothes look clean, bright and more like new,' Cheer
is also formulated for use in hot, warm or cold water - it's 'all temperaCheer'. Cheer Free is 'dermatologist tested ... contains no irritating perfume
or dye',
Oxydol contains bleach. It 'makes your white clothes really white and
your coloured clothes really bright. So don't reach for the bleach - grab
aboxof Ox!'
Gain, originally P & G's 'enzyme' detergent, was repositioned as the
detergent that gives you clean, fresh-smelling clothes - it 'freshens like
sunshine'.
Bold is the detergent with fabric softener. It 'cleans, softens and controls
static'. Bold liquid adds 'the fresh fabrie softener scent*.
Ivory Snow is 'Ninety-nine and forty-four one hundred ths percentages
pure'. It's the 'mild, gentle soap for diapers and baby clothes'.

7. Dreft is also formulated for baby's nappies and clothes. It contains
borax, 'nature's natural sweetener' for 'a clean you can trust'.

8.

Dash is P & G's value entry. It 'attacks tough dirt', but 'Dash does it for a
great low price'.
9. Era Plus has 'built-in stain removers'. It 'gets tough stains out and does a
great job on your whole wash too'.
By segmenting the market and having several detergent brands, P & G has
an attractive offering for customers in all import suit preference groups. All
its brands combined hold a market share much greater than any single
brand could obtain.

QUESTIONS
1.

Why does P & G spread its marketing effort across so many brands
rather than concentrating on oneV
2. When a company like P & G has so many brands, many of them often
do not make money. That being the case, why do you think it keeps
the loss-making brands?
3. If you were in competition with P & G, would you match it brand for
brand, concentrate on fewer segments or try to find new ones?
4.

Why do competitors in the same market segment the market
differently?
5. Many people without babies use Dreft. Why do you think that is the
case and would you encourage such 'off target' consumption?
6. Suggest alternative segments for P & G to enter and suggest how the
brands for Chat segment should be promoted.
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Introduction
Organizations that sell to consumer and business markets recognize that they
cannot appeal to all buyers in those markets, or at least not to all buyers in the
saint way. Buyers are too numerous, too widely scattered and too varied in their
needs and buying practices. Companies vary widely in their abilities to serve
different segments of the market. Rather than trying to compete in an entire
market, sometimes against superior competitors, each company must identity the
parts of the market that it can serve best. Segmentation is thus a compromise
between mass marketing, which assumes everyone can be treated the same, and
the assumption that each person needs a dedicated marketing effort.
Few companies now use mass marketing. Instead, they practise target
marketing - identifying market segments, selecting one or more of them, and
developing products and marketing mixes tailored to each. In this way, sellers can
develop the right product for each target market and adjust their prices, distribution channels and advertising to reach the target market efficiently. Instead of
scattering their marketing efforts (the 'shotgun' approach), they can focus on the
buyers who have greater purchase interest (the'rifle' approach).
Figure 9.1 shows the major steps in target marketing. Market segmentation
means dividing a market into distinct groups of buyers with different needs,
characteristics or behaviours, who might require separate products or marketing
mixes. The company identifies different ways to segment the market and develops
profiles of the resulting market segments. Market targeting involves evaluating
each market segment's attractiveness and selecting one or more of the market
segments to enter. Market positioning is setting the competitive positioning for
the product and creating a detailed marketing mix. We discuss each of these steps
in turn.

Market Segmentation
Markets consist of buyers, and buyers differ in one or more ways. They may differ
in their wants, resources, locations, buying attitudes and buying practices.
Through market segmentation, companies divide large, heterogeneous markets
into smaller segments that can be reached more efficiently with products and
services that match their unique needs. In this section, we discuss seven important segmentation topics: levels of market segmentation, segmenting consumer
markets, segmenting business markets, segmenting international markets, multivariate segmentation, developing market segments and requirements for effective
segmentation.

Levels of Market Segmentation
Because buyers have unique needs and wants, each buyer is potentially a separate
market. Ideally, then, a seller might design a separate marketing programme for
each buyer. However, although some companies attempt to serve buyers individually, many others face larger numbers of smaller buyers and do not find complete
segmentation worthwhile. Instead, they look for broader classes of buyers who
differ in their product needs or buying responses. Thus, market segmentation can

tiirgct marketing
Directing a company's
effort towards serving
one or more groups of
customers sharing
common needs or
characteristics.
market segmentation
Dividing a market into
distinct groups of buyers
with different needs,
characteristics or
behaviour, who might
require separate
produces or marketing
mixes.
market targeting
The process of
evaluating each market
segment's attractiveness
and selecting one or
more segments tn enter.
market positioning
Arranging for a product
to occupy a clear,
distinctive and desirable
place relative to
competing products in
the minds of targe!
consumers. Formulating
competitive positioning
for a product and a
detailed marketing mix.
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Figure 9.1

Six steps in market segmentation, targeting and positioning
be carried out at many different levels. Companies can practise no segmentation
(mass marketing), complete segmentation (micromarketing) or something in
between (segment marketing or niche marketing).

• Mass Marketing
muss marketing
Using almost the same
product, promotion and
distribution for all
consumers.

Companies have not always practised target marketing. In fact, for most of the
twentieth century, major consumer-products companies held fast to mass
marketing - mass producing, mass distributing and mass promoting about the
same product in about the same way to all consumers. Henry Ford epitomized
this marketing strategy when he offered the Model T Ford to all buyers; they could
have the car 'in any colour as long as it is black'. That cost Ford the world market
leadership that it has never regained.
The traditional argument for mass marketing is that it creates the largest potential market, which leads to the lowest costs, which in turn can translate into either
lower prices or higher margins. However, many factors now make mass marketing
more difficult. For example, the world's mass markets have slowly splintered into a
profusion of smaller segments - the baby boomer segment here, the generation Xers
there; here the Asian market, there the black market; here working women, there
single parents; people living close to the Arctic circle, those living on the
Mediterranean. It is very hard to create a single product or programme that appeals
to all of these diverse groups. The proliferation of advertising media and distribution channels has also made it difficult to practise 'one size fits all' marketing:
[Consumers] have more ways to shop: at out of town malls, specialty
shops, and superstores; through mail-order catalogs, home shopping
networks, and virtual stores on the Internet. And they are bombarded
with messages pitched through a growing number of channels: broadcast
and narrow-cast television, radio, online computer networks, the
Internet, telephone services such as fax and telemarketing, and niche
magazines and other print media.1

segment marketing
Adapting a company's
offerings so they more
closely match the needs
of one or more segments.

No wonder some have claimed that mass marketing is dying. Not surprisingly,
many companies are retreating from mass marketing and turning to segmented
marketing.

• Segmenting Markets
A company that practises segment marketing recognizes that buyers differ in
their needs, perceptions and buying behaviours. The company tries to isolate
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broad segments that make up a market and adapts its offers to match more closely
the needs of one or more segments. Thus, BMW has designed specifie models for
different income and age groups. In fact, it sells models for segments with varied
combinations of age and income: for instance, the short wheelbase 3 for young
urban drivers. Hilton markets to a variety of segments - business travellers, families and others - with packages adapted to their varying needs.
Segment marketing offers several benefits over mass marketing. The
company can market more efficiently, targeting its products or services, channels
and communications programmes towards only consumers that it can serve best.
Thfc company can also market mure effectively by fine-tuning its products, prices
and programmes to the needs of carefully defined segments. And the company
may face fewer competitors if tower competitors are focusing on this market
segment.

• Niche Marketing
Market segments are normally large identifiable groups within a market - for
example, luxury car buyers, performance car buyers, utility car buyers and
economy car buyers. Niche marketing focuses on subgroups within these
segments. A niche is a more narrowly defined group, usually identified by dividing
a segment into subsegments or by defining a group with a distinctive set of traits
who may seek a special combination of benefits. For example, the utility vehicles
segment might include light trucks and off-the-road vehicles. And the off-theroad vehicles subsegment might be further divided into the utilitarian segment
(Land Rover), light sports utility vehicles (Suzuki) and luxury sports utility vehicles (Range Rover and Lexus) niches.
Whereas segments are fairly large and normally attract several competitors,
aiches are smaller and normally attract only one or a few competitors. Niche
marketers presumably understand their niches' needs so well that their
customers willingly pay :i price premium. For example, Ferrari gets a high price
for its cars because its loyal buyers feel that no other automobile comes close to
offering the produet-serviee-membership benefits that Ferrari docs.
Niching offers smaller companies an opportunity to compete by focusing their
limited resources on serving niches that may be unimportant to or overlooked by
larger competitors. For example, Mark Warner succeeds by selling to distinct
holiday niches: all-inclusive family water sports holidays in southern Europe to
northern Europeans, and no-kids holidays for older people who want some peace
and quiet. However, large companies also practise niche marketing. For example,
American Express offers not only its traditional green cards but also gold cards,
corporate cards and even platinum cards aimed at a niche consisting of the topspending 1 per cent of its 36 million cardholders.2 And Nike makes athletic gear
for basketball, running and soccer, but also for smaller niches such as biking and
street hockey.
In many markets today, niches are the norm. As an advertising agency executive observed: 'There will be no market for products that everybody likes a little,
only for products that somebody likes a lot.'3 Other experts assert that companies
will have to'niche or be niched'. 4

• Micro marketing
Segment and niche marketers tailor their offers and marketing programmes
So meet the needs of various market segments. At the same time, however, they
do not customize their offers to each individual customer. Thus, segment
marketing and niche marketing fall between the extremes of mass marketing and

niche marketing
Adapting a company's
offerings to more closely
match the needs of one
or more subsegments
<&here there is often little
competition.
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Markets of One:
Customizing the
Marketing Offer

Marketing
Highlight
9.1

Several technologies have converged in recent years to allow
companies in a wide range of
industries to treat large numbers
of customers as unique 'markets of
one'. Advances in computerdesign, database, interactivecommunication and manufacturing technologies have given birth
to 'mass customization', the process through
which firms interact one-to-one with masses
of customers to design products and services
tailor-made to individual needs. Here are some
examples:
Check into any Ritz-Carleton hotel around
the world, and you'll be amazed at how well
the hotel's employees manage to anticipate
your slightest need. Without ever asking,
they seem to know that you want a nonsmoking room with a king-size bed, a nonallergenic pillow, and breakfast with
decaffeinated coffee in your room. How does
the Ritz-Garleton work this magic? Starting
with a fervent dedication to satisfying the
unique needs of each of its thousands of
guests, die hotel employs a system that
combines information technology and
flexible operations to customize the hotel
experience. At the heart of the system is a
huge customer database, which contains
information about guests gathered through
the observations of hotel employees. Each
day, hotel staffers - from those at the front
desk to those in maintenance and
housekeeping - discretely record the unique
habits, likes and dislikes of each guest on
small 'guest preference pads'. These
observations are then transferred to 3
corporate-wide 'guest history database'.
Every morning, a 'guest historian' at each
hotel reviews the files of all new arrivals who
have previously stayed at ;i Ritz-Carleton
and prepares a list of suggested extra
touches that might delight each guest.

Guests have responded strongly to
such markets-of-one service.
Since inaugurating the guesthistory system in 1992, the RitzCarleton has boosted guest
retention by 23 per cent. An
amazing 95 per cent of departing
guests report that their stay has
been a truly memorable
experience.
At Andersen Windows,
customers now help design their
own windows, whether they're
complex, lofty Gothic windows or
centimetres-high miniatures. Previously, as
the number of different products offered by
Andersen grew from 28,000 in 1985 to
86,000 in 1991, the company's customers mainly homeowners and building
contractors - faced a mind-numbing array of
standard window choices, displayed in rows
of hefty catalogues. Designing a complicated
custom treatment - such as an arched
window - required advanced design skills
and a working knowledge of trigonometry.
Preparing a price quote for windows could
take several hours, and the quote itself could
run as long as 15 pages. One alarming result
of this complexity was a rising error rate. By
1991, 20 per cent of deliveries of Andersen
windows contained at least one discrepancy.
Andersen responded by supplying its
distributors and retailers with what is
essentially an interactive, computerized
catalogue system called Windows of
Knowledge. An industry analyst describes
the system: 'Using this tool, a salesperson
can help customers [select from 50,000
possible window components] and add,
change and strip away features until they've
designed a window they're pleased with. It's
akin to playing with building Modes. The
computer automatically checks the window
specs for structural soundness and then
generates a price quote. ...The retailer's
computer transmits each order to [the
factory] where it's assigned a unique
"licence plate number", which can be
tracked ... using bar-code technology from
the assembly line through to the warehouse.'
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Such 'bateh-of-one' manufacturing lias
greatly increased the customer's product
selection while at the same time reducing
errors. By 1996 Andersen offered 188,000
different products, yet fewer than one in 200
truckloads contained an order problem.
Moreover, by making almost everything to
order, Andersen has greatly reduced its
inventory requirements. Distributors are
delighted with the Windows of Knowledge
system. Says one retailer, 'It's a terrific tool.
It does things that would drive me crazy
when I used to have to do them by hand.'
But the real winners are Andersen's, the
homeowners and contractors, who get just

the windows they want with a minimum of
hassle. All this has made Andersen a real
markets-of-one advocate. Sums up one
executive, 'We're on a journey toward purer
and purer mass customization.'
SOURCES: B. Joseph Pine II, Don Peppers and Martha Rogers.
'Do you want to keep your customers forever?', Harvard
Business Revieia (March-April 1995), pp. 103-14;
Christopher W. Hart, 'Made to order,' Marketing
Management (Summer 1996), pp 11-22; Justin Martin, 'Are
you as good as you think you are?', Fortune (30 September
1996); James H. GilmoTe and B. Joseph Pine II, 'The four
faces of mass customisation,' Harvard Business Review
(January—February 1997), pp. 91-101; Kim CJeland, '1'eapod,
Shoppers Express vie for online grocery business,'
Advertising Age (9 June 1997). p. 40.

micromarketing. Micromarketing is the practice of tailoring products and
marketing programmes to suit the tastes of specific individuals and locations.
Micromarketing includes local marketing and individual marketing.
LOCAL MARKETING. Local marketing involves tailoring brands and promotions to the needs and wants of local customer groups - cities, neighbourhoods
and even specific stores. Thus, retailers such as Akia and G & A customize eaeh
store's merchandise and promotions to match its specific elientele. Kraft helps
supermarket chains identify the specific cheese assortments and shelf positioning
that will optimize cheese sales in low-income, middle-income and high-income
stores, and in different ethnic communities.
Local marketing has some drawbacks. It can drive up manufacturing and
marketing costs by reducing economies of scale. It can also create logistical problems as companies try to meet the varied requirements of different regional and
local markets. And a brand's overall image may be diluted if the product and
message vary in different localities. Still, as companies face increasingly fragmented markets, and as new supporting technologies develop, the advantages of
local marketing often outweigh the drawbacks. Local marketing helps a company
to market more effectively in the face of pronounced regional and local differences in community demographies and lifestyles. It also meets the needs of the
company's 'first-line customers' - retailers — who prefer more fine-tuned product
assortments for their neighbourhoods.
INDIVIDUAL MARKETING. In the extreme, micromarketing becomes individual marketing tailoring products and marketing programmes to the needs
and preferences of individual customers. Individual marketing has also been
labelled 'markets-of-one marketing', 'customized marketing' and 'one-to-one
marketing' (see Marketing Highlight 9.1).s The prevalence of mass marketing has
obscured the fact that for centuries consumers were served as individuals: the
tailor custom-made the suit, the cobbler designed shoes for the individual, the
cabinet maker made furniture to order. Today, however, new technologies are
permitting many companies to return to customized marketing. More powerful

m i c r i mtarke ting

Aform of target
marketing in which
QfnnpimicK tailor their
marketing programmes
to the needs and wants
of narrowly defined
geographic,
demographic,
psychographio or
behavioural segments.

individual marketing
Tailoring products and
marketing programmes
to the needs and,
preferences of individual
customers.
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mass customization

Preparing individually
designed products and
communications on a
large scale.

computers, detailed databases, robotic production, and immediate and interactive communication media such as e-mail, fax and the Internet — all have
combined to foster 'mass customization'.''Mass customization is the ability to
prepare on a mass basis individually designed products and communications to
meet each customer's requirements.
Consumer marketers are now providing custom-made products in areas
ranging from hotel stays and furniture to clothing and bicycles. For example,
Suited for Sun, a swim wear manufacturer, uses a computer/camera system in
retail stores to design custom-tailored swimsuits for women. The customer puts
on an 'off the rack' garment, and the system's digital camera captures her image
on the computer screen. The shop assistant applies a stylus to the screen to
create a garment with perfect fit. The customer can select from more than 150
patterns and styles, which are re-imaged over her body on the computer screen
until she finds the one that she likes best. The system then transmits the
measurements to the factory, and the one-of-a-kind bathing suit is mailed to the
delighted customer in a matter of days.
Another example is the National Industrial Bicycle Company in Japan, which
uses flexible manufacturing to turn out large numbers of bikes specially fitted to
the needs of individual buyers. Customers visit their local bike shop where the
shopkeeper measures them on a special frame and faxes the specifications to the
factory. At the factory, the measurements are punched into a computer, which
creates blueprints in three minutes that would take a draftsman 60 times that
long. The computer then guides robots and workers through the production
process. The factory is ready to produce any of 18 million variations on ] 8 bicycle
models in 199 colour patterns and about as many sizes as there are people. The
price is steep - between Y65,000 and Y400,000 - but within two weeks the buyer
is riding a custom-made, one-of-a-kind machine.
Business-to-business marketers are also finding new ways to customize their
offerings. For example, Motorola salespeople now use a hand-held computer to
custom-design pagers following a business customer's wishes. The design data are
transmitted to the Motorola factory, and production starts within 17 minutes. The
customized pagers are ready for shipment within two hours.
The move towards individual marketing mirrors the trend in consumer selfmarketing. Increasingly, individual customers are taking more responsibility for
determining which products and brands to buy. Consider two business buyers
with two different purchasing styles. The first sees several salespeople, each
trying to persuade him to buy their product. The second sees no salespeople but
rather logs on to the Internet; searches for information on and evaluations of
available products; interacts electronically with various suppliers, users and
product analysts; and then makes up her own mind about the best offer. The
second purchasing agent has taken more responsibility for the buying process,
and the marketer has had less influence over her buying decision.
As the trend towards more interactive dialogue and less advertising monologue continues, self-marketing will grow in importance. As more buyers look up
consumer reports, join Internet pro duct-discuss ion forums, and place orders via
phone or online, marketers will have to influence the buying process in new ways.
They will need to involve customers more in all phases of the product-development and buying process, increasing opportunities for buyers to practise selfmarketing.
According to the chief designer for Mazda, 'Customers will want to express
their individuality with the products they buy.' The opportunities offered by
these technologies promise to turn marketing from 'a broadcast medium to a
dialog medium', where the customer participates actively in the design of the
product and offer.7
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Segmenting Consumer Markets
There is no single way to segment a market. A marketer has to try different
segmentation variables, alone and in combination, Co find Che best way Co view the
market structure. Table 9,1 outlines the major variables used in segmenting
consumer markets. Here we look at the major geographic, dernographiu, psychographic and behavioural variables.

• Geographic Segmentation
Geographic segmentation calls for dividing the market into different geographical
units, such as nations, states, regions, counties, eities or neighbourhoods. A
company may decide to operate in one or a few geographical areas, or to operate
in all areas but pay attention to geographical differences in needs and wants.
International lifestyles are emerging, but there are eounterforees chat continue to
shape markets. Cross-cultural research has defined five 'mentality fields' for cars
in Europe.M These show how much language demarcates common cultures and
ways of life:

geographic segmentation
Dividing a market irito
different geographical
units such as Tuitions,
states, regions, counties,
cities or neighbourhoods.

1. The north (Scandinavia).
2. The north-west (the United Kingdom, Iceland and parts of Norway, Belgium
and Holland),
3. The centre (German mentality field extending to Switzerland and parts of
eastern Europe).
4. The west (the French-speaking area, including parts of Switzerland and
Belgium).
5. The souCh (the Mediterranean, covering Spanish, Portuguese, Icalian and Clreek
languages).

Intermarket separation:
teens show swprising
similarity no matter where
in the world they live. For
instance, ffii.s young woman
could live almost anywhere.
Thus, many companies
turget teenagers with
world/wide marketing
campaigns.
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Table 9.1

Market segmentation variables for consumer markets

VARIABLE
Geographic
Region

County size
City size
Density
Climate
Demographic
Age
Gender
Family size
Family life cycle

Income
Occupation
Education
Religion
Race
Nationality
Psychographic
Social class
Lifestyle
Personality
Behavioural
Purchase occasion
Benefits sought
User status
Usage rate
Loyalty status
Readiness state
Attitude towards product

TYPICAL HKBAKUOWNS
In the USA these are Pacific, Mountain, West North Central. West
South Central, East North Central, East South Central, South
Atlantic, Middle Atlantic, New England. Each country has its own
variation on this.
A, B, C, D.
Under 5,000; 5,000-20,000; 20,000-50,000; 50,000-100,000;
100,000-250,000; 250,000-500,000; 500,000-1,000,000;
1,000,000-4,000,000; 4,000,000 and over.
Urban, suburban, rural.
Northern, Southern.
Under 6, 6-11, 12-19, 20-34, 35-49, 50-64, 65+.
Male, female.
1-2,3-4,5+.
Young, single; young, married, no children; young, married, youngest
child under 6; young, married, youngest child 6 or over; older,
married with children; older, married, no children under IS; older,
single; other.
Under $10,000; $10,000-15,000; $ 5,000-20,000; $20,000-30,000;
$30,000-50,000; $50,000-75,000; $75,000 and over.
Professional and technical; managers, officials and proprietors;
clerical, sales; craftsmen, foremen; operatives; farmers; retired;
students; homemakers; unemployed.
Grade school or less; some high school; high school graduate; some
college; college graduate.
Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, other.
White, Black, Asian, Hispanic, other.
American, British, French, German, Scandinavian, Italian, Latin
American, Middle Eastern, Japanese, other.
Lower lowers, upper lowers, working class, middle class, upper
middles, lower uppers, upper uppers.
Achievers, believers, strivers.
Comprilsive, gregarious, authoritarian, ambitious.
Regular occasion, special occasion.
Quality, service, economy.
Non-user, ex-user, potential user, first-time user, regular user.
Light user, medium user, heavy user.
None, medium, strong, absolute.
Unaware, aware, informed, interested, desirous, intending to buy.
Enthusiastic, positive, indifferent, negative, hostile.
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Self-expression is important to car buyers in all the geographical regions, but the
similarity ends there. The western group seek quality and practicality, the .south want
value for money, while the north-western group see their car in very personal terms,
The differences influence the cars they buy and how they are equipped. Although
all developed nations worry about the environment, they do so in different ways.
In Italy, France and the UK, motorists do not see their car as a source of pollution,
while in Germany, demand for environmentally friendly cars is growing fast.
Pargasa, the large Swiss investment group, concentrates on francophone
Europe. It has ten eore holdings including French Paribas, Swiss Orior
and Belgium's Petrofina, but these and other holdings are all concentrated
in France and the French-speaking parts of Belgium and Switzerland.
According to Aimery Langois-Meurinne, the group's chief executive, it
would like to extend its core holdings to much more than ten.
Geographically it is pulling in its wings from the United Kingdom and the
United States, but it wants to expand closer to home. 'We are trying to
understand Germany and German-speaking Switzerland,' he says, 'but we
are starting from a low base.'9
Climatic differences lead to different lifestyles and eating habits. In countries
with warm climates, social life takes place outdoors and furniture is less important than in Nordic countries. Not noticing the different sizes of kitchens has
caused many marketing mistakes. Philips started making profits in the Japanese
market only after it made small coffee-makers to fit the cramped conditions there.
In Spain, ("oca-Cola withdrew its two-litre bottle after finding it did not fit local
refrigerators,10
Many companies today have regional marketing programmes within national
boundaries - localizing their products, advertising, promotion and sales efforts to
fit the needs of individual regions, cities and even neighbourhoods. Others are
seeking to cultivate yet untapped territory. For example, IKEA expanded globally
using its large blue-and-yellow stores and dedicated out-of-town sites. IKEA was
part of a marked 1980s trend towards out-of-town shopping. Its stores attracted
customers from great distances, so that countries were served by a handful of
stores. IKEA changed its strategy when acquiring the Habitat furniture chain from
Storehouse in the early 1990s. The small stores gave it access to passing trade and
new customer segments who are less willing to travel. The Habitat chain also
serves small towns. In making this significant shift, IKEA is also following the
European trend towards town-centre malls. Having seen American urban decay,
European politicians are resisting out-of-town developments.11

* Demographic Segmentation
Demographic segmentation consists of dividing the market into groups based on
variables such as age, gender, family size, family life eycle, income, occupation,
education, religion, race and nationality. Demographic factors are the most
popular bases for segmenting customer groups. One reason is that consumer
needs, wants and usage rates often vary closely with demographic variables.
Another is that demographic variables are easier to measure than most other
types of variable. Even when market segments are first defined using other bases such as personality or behaviour - their demographics need knowing to assess the
size of the target market and to reach it efficiently.
AGE. Consumer needs and wants change with age. Some companies use age
and life-cycle segmentation, offering different products or using different marketing

demographic
segmentation
Dividing the marksc into
groups based on
demographic variables
such as age, sex, family
size, family life cycle,
income, occupation,
education, religion, race
and nationality.
life-cycle segmentation
Offering products or
marketing approaches
that recognize the
consumer's changing
needs at different stages
of their life.
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approaches for different age and life-cycle groups. For example, Life Stage vitamins come in four versions, each designed for the special needs of specific age
segments: chewable Children's Formula for children from 4 to 12 years old; Teen's
Formula for teenagers; and two adult versions {Men's Formula and Women's
Formula). Johnson & Johnson developed Affinity Shampoo to help women over
40 overcome age-related hair changes. McDonald's targets children, teens, adults
and senior citizens with different ads and media. Its ads to teens feature dancebeat music, adventure ;md fast-paced cutting from scene to scene: ads to senior
citizens are softer and more sentimental.
LEGO's range shows the limits of age-based segmentation. For babies
there are Duplo rattles (0 to 3 months), then there are round-edged
activity toys made of two or three pieces (3 to 18 months). All these have
the familiar LEGO lugs so that they will fit on to LEGO products. Next
come Duplo construction kits or toys (2 to 5 years). Duplo bricks look
like LFGO bricks, but are twice the size so that young children can
manipulate but not swallow them. Duplo kits start simple, but there are
more complex ones - like train sets or 700 sets - that are suitable for
children with increasing sophistication. By the age of 3, children have
developed the manipulative skills that allow them to progress to LEGO
Basic. This is targeted at 3 to 12-year-olds. The progression is made easy
by the small LEGO bricks fitting to Duplo ones.
Age-based segmentation works until children are 5 years old when
fewer and fewer girls buy LEGO and boys' interests diversify. In comes
LEGO Pirates (<M2 years), Space Police (6-12), Railways (6-12),
Technic (7-12), Model Team (9-12) and so on. To counter girls' decline in
interest, LEGO launched Fabuland, a heavily merchandised product
backed by Ladybird books and videos. It failed, leaving Legoland with an
incongruous Fabuland monorail and play area. Pastel-coloured Fantia is
another attempt to attract girls.
LEGO's product for the new millennium is Mindstorm, intelligent
LEGO bricks. The result of a ten-year, DKrlOO million project with
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the bricks are programmed via an
infrared transmitter connected to a Pentium-powered PC. According to
LEGO's Tormod Askildsen: 'It can be used to make all kinds of devices',
such as an intruder alarm set up to empty ping pong balls on an
unsuspecting parent visiting a child's room. LEGO has great faith in
Mindstorm's ability to enliven stagnant toy sales and woo children away
from the virtual world of computer games. It also claims that the
intelligent bricks appeals to girls as much as boys.12
LlFE-CYCLE STAGE. Life-cycle stage is important in recreation markets. In
the holiday market, for instance, Club 18-30 aims at young singles seeking the
four Ss: sun, sand, sea and sex. This boisterous segment does not mix well with
the families that the Club Mediterranean caters for. Children's activities and allday child care are an important part of the latter's provision. Saga Holidays eaters
for older people. Its prices are kept low by travelling off-peak. Saga also provides
insurance for older people and aims to set up and run radio stations for them.
Given the ageing population in Europe and other developed economies, Saga
looks set to grow.13
In the United Kingdom housing market, Barratts was the first to identify two
life-cycle stage segments. It provided Solo apartments as starter homes for young
people. These had full furnishing and household equipment included in the basic
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price. These extras would not have appealed to Ba mitts' other target market,
older people with'empty nests' trading down to a small, single-floor home.
GENDER.
Gender segmentation is usual in clothing, hairdressing, cosmetics
and magazines. Recently, marketers have noticed other opportunities for gender
segmentation. For example, both men and women use most deodorant brands.
Procter & Gamble, however, developed Secret as the brand specially formulated
for a woman's chemistry, and then packaged and advertised the product to reinforce the female image, Tn contrast, Gillette's association with shaving makes its
deodorant male oriented.
The car industry has also begun to use gender segmentation extensively.
Women are a growing part of the car market. 'Selling to women should be no
different than selling to men,' notes one analyst. 'But there are subtleties that
make a difference.'14 Women have different frames, less upper-body strength and
greater safety concerns. To address these issues, car makers are redesigning their
cars with bonnets and boots that are easier to open, seats that are easier to adjust
and seat belts that fit women better. They have also increased their emphasis on
safety, highlighting features such as air bags and remote door locks. In their
advertising, some manufacturers target women directly. Indeed, much TV advertising of small cars is now aimed at women, pioneered by Volkswagen: an angry.
Smartly dressed woman leaves a town house — she throws away a ring, discards a
fur coat but, after hesitating, keeps the keys to the Volkswagen Golf. Volkswagen
now devotes 30 per cent of its television advertising budget to advertisements for
women.
Large advertising spreads are designed especially for women consumers in
such magazines as Cosmopolitan and Vogue. Other companies avoid direct
appeals, fearing that it will offend women. It sometimes comes across as condescending. Some companies, such as Toyota and GM, try to include a realistic
balance of men and women in their ads without specific reference to gender.
Sometimes the medium changes, but the message does not. Alongside the traditionally feminine ads for fragrances and fashion in one issue of Vogue are
product ads for the RM\V BSOCsi, Audi S2, Toyota MR2, etc., showing no people.
Rover's ad for its Metro Manhattan differentiates: 'For the woman who has everything'. Ford's ad for its Maverick 4 x 4 is interesting: it shows two pictures with a
man driving and a woman by his side.
INCOME, Income segmentation is often used for products and services such as
•tars, boats, clothing, cosmetics and travel. Many companies target affluent
consumers with luxury goods and convenience services. The brands behind the

gender segmentation
Dividing a market into
different groups based
on sex.

income segmentation
Dividing a market into
different income groups.
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Caffrey's Irish Ale attracts discerning
young males.
Phoiography: Jonathan Glynn-Srnith.

French LVMII group's initials betray its focus on affluent consumers: Louis
Vuitton luggage, Moot & Chandon champagne and Hennessy eognae. The groups
links with the LIK's Guinness, which owns Johnnie Walker Red and Black Labels
as well as Guinness, mean it has an. interest in five out of Europe's top ten brands.
Not surprisingly, LVMH is growing fast and appears recession-proof. The
company's brands are growing and it is seeking other luxury brands. Besides its
haute couture activities, LVMH owns Parfums Christian Dior, has taken control of
Guerain, the French fragrance house, and is stalking Van Clef & Aprels, the Parisbased jeweller."
However, not all companies grow by retaining their focus on the top-income
segment. Foreign and long-haul travel was once for the wealthy, but the travel
market is now a mass industry. P & O aims to do the same with cruises. Once the
preserve of the rich and retired, P & O Cruises are entering the mass market. With
the help of its German-built Orianu, it intends to bring prices down. For example,
in 1995 a 12-day Mediterranean cruise on P & O's Canberra for two adults and
two children cost £2,877, cheaper by £640 than the 1994 price. The mass-market
tour operator Airtours is also entering the cruise market and aiming even further
down market. It will sail tbe Mediterranean and the Canary Islands with a ship
bought from Closter Cruise of Norway. P & O's marketing director welcomes
Airtours' market entry: 'What Airtours are good at is talking to a slightly younger,
more down-market group of customers. They will put cruising in people's minds.'
Airtours' managing director pledged to 'revolutionize the market ... You've seen
nothing yet. This is a different end of the market to where cruising has been
before."''
Established retailers, following the wheel of retailing and developing more
sophisticated stores with added values, have allowed new entrants to succeed by
targeting less affluent market segments. In the United Kingdom grocer;' market,
Kwili Save did this with a lean organization, economically located stores and a nofrills operation that kept prices to the minimum. The more up-market positioning
of other United Kingdom grocers has also allowed Germany's cost-cutting Aldi
into the market.
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Geodem ograp hies
Geode mo graphics is an increasingly used segmentation method. Originally developed by the CACI Market Analysis Group as ACORN (A Classification Of
Residential Neighbourhoods), it uses 40 variables from population census data to
group residential areas. Marketing Highlight 9,2 shows ACORN in use.

ACORN and Related
Classificalorv Systems

f*e< idcinograpliics
The study of the
relationship between
geographical location
and demographics.

Marketing
Highlight

within neighbourhoods and the
similarity between their buying
behaviour for many product classes.
English2 provides an example of
this where five enumeration districts (individual neighbourhood
groups of 150 households) are
ranked according to geodcmographic techniques. Of the five,
two were identified as being prime
mailing prospects. However, when
individual characteristics were
investigated, the five groups were
found to contain 31, 14, 10, 10 and 7 prospects
respectively: the enumeration districts had been
ranked according to the correct number of
prospects, but neighbourhood classifications
alone appeared to be a poor method of targeting.
With only 31 prime target customers being in the
most favoured enumeration district, 119 out of 150
households would have been wrongly targeted.

9.2

As a direct challenge to the socioeconomic classification system,
the ACORN (A Classification Of
Residential Neighbourhoods) system was developed by the CACI
Market Analysis Group.1 The
system is based on population
census data and classifies residential neighbourhoods into 54 types
within 17 groups and 6 main categories. The
groupings were derived through a clustering of
responses to census data required by law on a
regular basis. The groupings reflect neighbourhoods with similar characteristics. (Table 1 shows
how the main categories break down into increasingly small subgroups and types.)
Early uses of ACORN were by local authorities
to isolate areas of inner-city deprivation (the idea
came from a sociologist working for local authorities), but it was soon seen to have direct marketing relevance, particularly because the database
enabled postcodes to be ascribed to each ACORN
type. Hence its use particularly in direct mail
marketing.
The introduction ofCACl's ACORN geodemoi;rapMc database represented one of the biggest
steps forward in segmentation and targeting techniques. Although the measure is crude, the great
strength of the sendee depends on CACI's own
research linking the neighbourhood groups to
demographies and buyer behaviour, together with
the ability to target households. The system, therefore, provides a direct link between off-the-peg segmentation and individuals, unlike earlier methods
which only provided indirect means of contacting
the demographic or personality segments identified.
Like die other a priori techniques, the limitations of CACI's approach are the variability

IKEA's Catalogue Targeting1
Many companies now use geodemographic segmentation to help their decision making. IKEA,
the Swedish furniture retailer, used it to analyze
its customer base. The store provides a vast range
of stylish and original furniture, fittings and fabrics at affordable prices. The IKEA concept is a
simple and effective one that has worked
throughout the world. The company retails from
large out-of-town stores and sells furniture in
easy-to-assernble kit format, passing on the cost
savings it gains from this to the customer.
A key element in IKEA's success is its catalogue: produced once a year, it features a broad
selection of products, showing the depth and
breadth of the range available in the stores. The
company's local catalogue distribution around
each of its stores represents a large promotional
investment. Geodemographic analysis of its store
catchment areas helps IKEA define its local
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TABLE! A CLASSIFICATION Of RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBOURHOODS (ACORN)
UK ACORN CATEGORIES

CATEGORY

NAME

%

A

Thriving
Expanding
Rising
Settling
Aspiring
Striving

19. S
11.6
7.5
24.1
13.7
22.8

B
G
D
E
F

UK ACORN CATEGORY A GROUPS

GROUP

NAME

%

1

Wealthy achievers, suburban areas
Affluent greys, rural communities
Prosperous pensioners, retirement areas

15.1

2
3

2.3
2.3

UK ACORN GROUP 1 TYPES

TYPE

NAME

%

1.1

Wealthy suburbs, large detached houses
Villages with wealthy commuters
Mature affluent home-owning areas
Affluent suburbs, older families
Mature, well-off suburbs

2.6
3-2
2.7
3-7
3.0

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Source:' CACI Market Analysis Group.

distribution plans for the catalogue and to evaluate how effective the previous distribution had
been. To do this, IKEA analyzed its customer data
to sec where customers were coming from, and
also their level of expenditure before and after the
distribution. This helped IKEA predict likely
return on its investment in the next catalogue
distribution. The analysis also looked at the size
of purchase, the frequency of purchase and the
distance its customers live from each store. Using
this information combined with its ACORN classification types has allowed IKEA to improve
understanding of the relationship between eaeh
of these elements. In addition to determining the
postcode sectors that offer best potential for catalogue distribution, this information will help
IKEA across its marketing mix to assess other
promotional opportunities.
Targeting Sottini's Customers4
ideal Standard is a leading manufacturer of bathrooms. Its range covers a wide selection of prices
and styles, from cost-effective suites for first-time

buyers through to the top of the range for those
who want die very best that money can buy. The
company used geodemographics to understand
more about customers' perception of the luxury
Sottini range. The company knew that a very distinctive type of customer bought the Sottini
range: it wanted more detailed information about
these customer types so that it could target dealerships more accurately and provide !ocal dealer
support lor the Sottini product.
Sottini is sold through a network of independent retail outlets. As such, the company had
only limited Information on its end customers,
collected from responses to advertisements.
CACI was able to take this information and substantiate it with data from the Target Group Index
survey of people with high levels of spend on
bathroom suites and home enhancement. CACI
profiled these data using the ACORN consumer
classification. This analysis generated a strong
profile that showed that the Sottini range was
bought primarily by wealthy achievers in suburbs
and better-off retirement areas. A typical Sottini
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customer would have a large disposable income with their mortgage paid oft' and cash to spend and would live in an affluent area.
The information helped find large concentrations of Sottini's target market and define the
optimum catchment area for the Sottini dealers.
Comparing the customer profiles with the catchment areas of dealers showed where to concentrate marketing support.
As a second phase to this project, Ideal
Standard is looking at individual dealers. Within
each dealer's catchment, specific postal areas of
highest customer potential can he identified. The
dealers can then use this information for direct
marketing campaigns or door-to-door leaflet distrihutions to raise awareness of the Sottini product and inform people about their local Sottini
dealership.
Kelvin Baldwin, Commercial Executive at
Ideal Standard, states: the 'analysis helped us to
evaluate potential for the Sottini brand across the
country. We are now assessing how we can use
this information at individual dealership level to
aid us in dealer-support activities for our Sottini
products, such as identifying new customers and
locating new areas for the introduction of the
Sottini product.'

To he fair, like other means ot' off-the-peg segmentation discussed, geodemographics are powerful when related to products linked directly to
characteristics of the neighbourhood districts: for
instance, the demand for double glazing or gardening equipment. Even in the case described
above, targeting the best enumeration districts
increases the probability of hitting a target
customer from less than 10 per cent to over 20
per cent, but misses are stil! more common than
hits.
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Geodemographics is developing fast. Databases are now available in all the
large economies. ACORN has been joined by FIN (Pinpoint Identified Neighbourhoods), Mosaic and Super Profile. In the Netherlands, the Post Office and Dutch
Reader's Digest have produced Omnidata based on telephone subscribers, and, in
Sweden, Postaid is run by a subsidiary of the Post Office. Both these systems arc
voluntary, and are sold to consumers as away of avoiding junk mail. The power of
basic geodemographic databases is being increased by linking them to consumer
panel databases. This allows trends to be tracked: for example, over a four-year
period, 28 per cent more people living in 'less well-off public housing' took
package holidays.17 CCN Marketing has since extended this process to cover the
EU using its EuroMOSAIC (Table 9.2).

• Psychographic Segmentation
Psyeliographic segmentation divides buyers into groups based on social class,
lifestyle or personality eharacteristics. People in the same demographic group can
have very different psychographic make-ups.
SOCIAL CLASS. !n Chapter 6, we described social classes and showed how
they affect preferences in cars, clothes, home furnishings, leisure activities,
reading habits and retailers. Many companies design products or services for
specific social classes, building in features that appeal to them. In the UK, Butlin's

psychographic

segmentation
Dividing a market into
different groups bused
on social class, lifestyle
or personality
characteristics.
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Table 9.2
CATEGORY

£01
E02

E03
E04

E05
E06

E07
EOS
E09
E10

CCN EuroMOSAlC Households Across Europe

NAME
Elite suburbs
Service
(sector)
communities
Luxury flats
Low-income
inner city
High-rise
social housing
Industrial
communities
Dynamic
families
Lower-income
families
Rural/
agricultural
Vacation/
retirement

BELGIUM GERMANY

IRELAND

ITALY

NETHERLANDS NORWAY

SPAIN

8
22

16

6

4

20

29

12

5
14

18
7

17

8
18

12
16

9
5

7

9

2
10

5
8

8
11

8
10

7
1

3
8

9

8

11

4

1

7

5

3

1

SWEDEN UK

5

12

13

5

19

14

10

18

12

19

17

8

10

13

14

15

5

9

14

9

4

12

8

6

7

7

7

8

14

14

21

17

13

17

23

19

6

4

6

4

5

4

3

19

9

6

holiday camps eater for working-class families. They eater for the whole family,
but prominent attractions are variety shows, bingo, slot machines, discos,
dancing and organized entertainment. The camps are very busy and the emphasis
is upon fun. Much of the accommodation is basic, regimented, crowded and selfcatering. The almost industrial atmosphere contrasts with Center Fare's woodlands, where in these middle-class establishments, the layout and attractions are
un regimen ted, and the emphasis is on sporting activities and relaxation.
LIFESTYLE. As discussed in Chapter 7, people's interest in goods is affected
by their lifestyles. Reciprocally, the goods they buy express their lifestyles.
Marketers are increasingly segmenting their markets by consumer lifestyles. For
example, General Foods used lifestyle analysis in its successful repositioning of
Sanka decaffeinated coffee. For years Sanka's -staid, older image limited the
product's market. To turn this situation around, General Foods launched an
advertising campaign that positioned Sanka as an ideal drink for today's healthy,
active lifestyles. The campaign targeted achievers of all ages, using a classic
achiever appeal that Sanka 'Lets you be your best'. Advertising" showed people in
adventurous lifestyles, such as kayaking through rapids.1*
Lifestyle segments are either off-the-shelf methods from agencies or customized
methods for individual companies. Many companies opt for off-the-shelf methods
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because of their familiarity and the high cost and complexity of developing their
own. The ad ageney Young and Rubican's Cross-Cultural Consumer Characterization
(4Cs) is a typical off-the-shelf method. It has three main segments:
1. The Constrained. People whose expenditure is limited by income. It
includes the resigned poor who have accepted their poverty and the more
ambitious struggling poor.
2.

The Middle Majority. This segment contains mainstreams - the largest
group of all - aspirers and succeeders.
3. The Innovators. A segment consisting of transitionals and reformers.
The succeeders are a successful group of people who like to feel in control. By
showing travellers - having lost their traveller's cheques and had them quickly
returned - in complete eontrol of the situation, American Express advertising
would appeal to this segment. They would be equally attracted to the ability to
customize their Mercedes-Benz ear. In contrast, mainstreams need security.
They will buy well-known, safe major brands and avoid risk. In the UK, the
Conservative Party under Margaret Thatcher is believed to have won elections by
appealing to this segment's fear of change. Highly educated reformers would have
none of that. They would trust their own judgement and try new ideas. These
people are at the forefront of many new trends, such as ecologically friendly products and new tourist destinations.
Lifestyle segments can be superimposed on other segmentation methods. For
instance, Third Age Research recognizes the different lifestyles of older people. It
identifies explorer* who like to take up new activities, the organisers, the
apathetic, the comfortable, the fearful, the poor me, the social lion and the
status quo.
Based on a study of over 2,000 respondents and 30,000 'snacking
occasions' Nestle developed its own lifestyle segments of the snacking
market. Two major segments it identified were the very different
depressive chocolate lovers and energetic males. The depressive
chocolate lovers are predominantly young women who buy fast food and
eat chocolate. They eat chocolate at anytime, but particularly when
depressed, to unwind or when bored in the evening at home. For these
people taste is important, so they buy expensive products, like boxed
chocolates, for themselves. Terry's Chocolate Orange, All Gold, Cadbury's
Milk Flake and Blaek Magic appeal to them. In contrast, energetic males
are young and disproportionately C2 in social class. They live at a fast
pace, work hard, eat fast food and are reckless shoppers. Work tires them,
but they exercise regularly and like lively places. They also eat chocolate
in a hurry in the evening, at lunch or at mid-morning or afternoon
breaks. Boxed chocolates are not for them, but they get their energy fix
from countlines like KitKat, Lion and Snickers.
Being multidimensional, lifestyle segments provide a rich picture of
consumers. The depressive chocolate loverx and energetic males may be
the same age and social class, but the lifestyle segments start to tell us
about the people and what appeals to them. An ad for the energetic males
needs to be lively, social and fast - the product grabbed firmly and eaten,
Uofmeister used sueh a campaign showing George the Bear on a night out
with the lads to revitalize the sales and image of its lager. In contrast,
Cadbury's adverts show a quiet, solitary' woman anticipating and
indulging herself with a Milk Flake. iq
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Lifestyle segmentation; Duck
Head targets a casual
student lifestyle, claiming,
'You can't get them old until
you get them new.'

PERSONALITY. Marketers have also used personality variables to segment
markets, giving their products personalities that correspond to consumer personalities. Successful market segmentation strategies based on personality work
for products such as cosmetics, cigarettes, insurance and alcohol.2" Honda's
marketing campaign for its motor scooters provides another good example of
personality segmentation:

behavioural
segmentation
Dividing a market into
groups based on
consumer knowledge,
altitude, use or response
to a product,
occasion segmentation
Dividing the market into
groups according to
occasions when buyers
get the idea to buy,
actually make their
purchase, or use the
purchased item.

Honda appears to target its Spree, Elite and Aero motor scooters at the
hip and trendy 16- to 22-year-old age group, but the company's ads aim at
a much broader personality group. One ad, for example, shows a
delighted child bouncing up and down on his bed while the announcer
says, 'You've been trying to get there all your life.' The ad reminds viewers
of the euphoric feelings they got when they broke away from authority
and did things their parents told them not to do. And it suggests that they
can feel that way again by riding a Honda scooter. So even though Honda
seems to be targeting young consumers, the ads appeal to trendsetters
and independent personalities in all age groups. In face, over half of
Honda's scooter sales are to young professionals and older buyers - 15
per cent are purchased by the over-50 group. Thus, Honda is appealing to
the rebellious, independent kid in all of us.^1

• Behavioural Segmentation
Behavioural segmentation divides buyers into groups based on their knowledge,
attitudes, uses or responses to a product. Many marketers believe that behaviour
variables are the best starting point for building market segments.
OCCASIONS. Buyers can be grouped according to occasions when they get
the idea to buy, make their purchase or use the purchased item. Occasion
segmentation can help firms build up product usage. For example, most people
drink orange juice at breakfast, but orange growers have promoted drinking
orange juice as a cool and refreshing drink at other times of the day. Mother's Day
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Occasion segmentation:
Kodak has d&oeioped special
versions of its single-use
camera for about any picture
taking occasion, from
underwater photography to
taking baby pictures.

and Father's Day are promoted to increase the sale of confectionery, flowers,
cards and other gifts. The turkey farmer Bernard Matthews fought the seasonalitv
in the turkey market. In some European countries the American bird was as
synonymous with Christmas as Santa Glaus, lie had a prohlem. In most families,
Christmas dinner was the only meal big enough to justify buying such a big bird.
His answer was to repackage the meat as turkey steaks, sausages and burgers, and
promote them for year-round use. His reformulated turkey is so successful that he
is now reformulating New Zealand lamb.
Kodak uses occasion segmentation in designing and marketing its single-use
cameras, consisting of a roll of film with an inexpensive case and lens sold in a
single, sealed unit. The customer simply snaps off the roll of pictures and returns
ihe film, camera and all, to be processed. By mixing lenses, film speeds and accessories, Kodak has developed special versions of the camera for just about any
picture-taking occasion, from underwater photography to taking baby pictures:
Standing on the edge of the Grand Canyon? [Single-use cameras] can
take panoramic, wide-angle shots. Snorkelling? Focus on that flounder
with -A [different single-use camera). Sports fans are another target: Kodak
now markets a telephoto version with ultra fast ... film for the stadium
set. ... Planners are looking at a model equipped with a short focal-length
lens and fast film requiring less light ... they figure parents would like ...
to take snapshots of their babies without the disturbing flash. ... In one
Japanese catalogue aimed at young women. Kodak sells a package of five
pastel-coloured cameras ,.. including a version with a fish-eye lens to
create a rosy, romantic glow,23
Polaroid shows different uses for its instant camera. Originally promoted as
capturing happy family events, the product is now shown in other uses — to photograph a damaged car, an antique seen in fi shop or a possible house purchase.
BENEFITS SOUGHT. A powerful form of segmentation is to group buyers
according to the different benefits that they seek from the product Benefit
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Table 9.3

Benefit segmentation of the toothpaste market

BENEFIT SEGMENTS
Economy
(low price)
Medicinal
(decay prevention)
("osmetic
(bright teeth)
Taste
(good tasting)

DEMOGRAPHICS

BEHAVIOUR

PSYCHOGRAPHIGS

FAVOURED BRANDS

Men

Heavy users

Large families

Heavy users

Brands on
sale
Crest

Teens,
young adults
Children

Smokers

High autonomy,
value oriented
Hypochondriacal,
conservative
High sociability,
active
High .selfinvolvement,
hedonistic

Spearmint
lovers

Aqua -Fresh,
Ultra Brttc
Colgate,
Aim

SOURCES: Adapted from Russeil J. Haley, 'Benefit segments! ion: :i decision-oriented research tool'. Journal of Marketing
(July 1.96$), pp. 30-5; see also Haley, 'Benefit segmentation: backwards and forwards'. Journal of Advertising Research
(February-March 1984), pp. 19-25; and Haley, 'Benefit scgnirritation - 20 years later', Journal of Consumer Marketing,
1 (1984), pp. 5-14.

benefit segmentation
Dividing [he market into
groups according to the
different benefits that
consumers seek from ihc
product.

segmentation requires finding the main benefits people look for in the product
class, the kinds of people who look for each benefit and the major brands that
deliver each benefit. One of the best examples of benefit segmentation was for the
toothpaste market (see Table 9.3). Research found four benefit segments:
economic, medicinal, cosmetic and taste. Each benefit group had special demographic, behavioural and psychographie characteristics. For example, the people
seeking to prevent decay tended to have large families, were heavy toothpaste
users and were conservative. Each segment also favoured certain brands. Most
current brands appeal to one of these segments. For example, Crest tartar control
toothpaste stresses protection and appeals to the family segment; Aim looks and
tastes good and appeals to children.
Colgate-Palmolive used benefit segmentation to reposition its Irish Spring
soap. Research showed three deodorant soap benefit segments: men who
prefer lightly scented deodorant soap; women who want a mildly scented,
gentle soap; and a mixed, mostly male segment that wanted a strongly
scented, refreshing soap. The original Irish Spring did well with the last
segment, but Colgate wanted to target the larger middle segment. Thus it
reformulated the soap and changed its advertising to give the product
more of a family appeal,23
In short, companies can use benefit segmentation to clarify why people
should buy their product, define the brand's chief attributes and clarify how it
contrasts with competing brands. They can also search for new benefits and
launch brands that deliver them.
USER STATUS. Some markets segment into non-users, ex-users, potential
users, first-time users and regular users of a product. Potential users and regular
users may require different kinds of marketing appeal. For example, one study
found that blood donors are low in self-esteem, low risk takers and more highly
concerned about their health; non-donors tend to be the opposite on all three
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dimensions. This suggests that social agencies should use different marketing
approaches for keeping current donors and attracting new ones.
A company's market position will also influence its focus. Market share
leaders will aim to attract potential users, whereas smaller firms will focus on
attracting current users away from the market leader. Golden Wonder concentrated on regular users to give it a dominant market share with its Pot Noodle and
Pot Rice, It was first on the market with its dehydrated snack meals in pots, but
new entrants took sales from it. It gained 80 per cent market share by making its
brand more appealing to existing users. Kcllogg's took a different approach with
its Bran Flakes breakfast cereal. Rather than keeping to the original health
conscious users, it aimed at non-users by promoting the superior flavour of the
product.24
USAGE RATE. Some markets also segment into light, medium and heavy-user
groups. Heavy users are often a small percentage of the market, but account for a
high percentage of total buying. Figure 9.2 shows usage rates t'or some popular
consumer products. Product users were divided into two halves, a light-user and a
heavy-user half, according to their buying rates for the specific products. Using
hcer as an example, the figure shows that 41 per cent of the households studied
buy heer. However, the heavy users accounted for 87 per cent of the beer
consumed - almost seven times as much as the light users. Clearly, a beer
company would prefer to attract one heavy user to its brand rather than several
light users.
Airlines' frequent flyer programmes are aimed at heavy users who, because
they are business travellers, also buy expensive tickets. British Airways Executive
Club blue card members get free AirMiles each time they travel and other priority
benefits when booking and checking in. As usage mounts, Club members are
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upgraded to silver and gold cards, each giving extra benefits and services. Almost
all airlines offer similar incentives, but since benefits mount with usage, it pays
the frequent flyer to be loyal. Some operators share their schemes to provide
wider benefits to the regular traveller. American Express's Membership Miles
scheme integrates Air France's Frequence Plus, Austrian Swissair's Qualtflyer,
Virgin's Freeway and Continental Airline's OnePass together with a string of hotel
chains and car rental firms. Continental's scheme is already bundled with others,
so with it comes Air Canada, BWIA International Airways, Malaysian Airlines and
Cathay Pacific.
LOYALTY STATUS. Many firms are now trying to segment their markets by
loyalty, and are using loyalty schemes to do it. They assume that some consumers
are completely loyal - they buy one brand all the time. Others are somewhat loyal they are loyal to two or three brands of a given product, or favour one brand while
sometimes buying others. Still other buyers show no loyalty to any brand. They
either want something different each time they buy or always buy a brand on sale.
In most cases, marketers split buyers into groups according to their loyalty to
their product or service, then focus on the profitable loyal customers.
Loyalty schemes go beyond the continuity programmes, like Esso Tiger Cards,
that have been used for decades. They seek to build a relationship between the
buyer and the brand. In Australia members of Unilever's Omomatic Club - for
people with front-loading washing machines - get newsletters, brochures, samples
and gift catalogues. 'Front loaders' are rare in Australia, so die club keeps Unilever
in touch with a micromarket that its Omomatic detergent is made for. Nestl6's
Casa Buitoni Club is for people interested in an Italian lifestyle and cooking. The
pasta market is fragmented and penetrated by retailers' own brands, so the eluh
aims to build loyalty and Buitoni's brand heritage of focusing on enthusiasts. The
Swatch's Club was formed after Swatch studied the market for cult objects.
Members are helped to build up their Swatch collection and offered special editions.
The effectiveness of loyalty schemes and segmentation by loyalty is limited
by how people buy. Loyal customers are few and very hard to find in most
markets. Most customers are promiscuous and polygamous in their relationship
with brands. Those with favoured brands will promiscuously try alternatives
occasionally, and most customers choose from a repertoire of favourites. Bur even
the polygamous brand users change their repertoires and make opportunistic
purchases. There is also a limit to the attention customers devote to some brands,
plus the low cost of switching from one brand to another. In many markets,
attempts to build brand loyalty will, like most sales promotions, last only as long
as the campaign. There is also a danger of loyalty being displaced from the brand
to the loyalty scheme - the air miles acquired becoming more important than the
airline flown. 2s
buyer-readiness stages
The stages that
consumers normally
pass through on their
way Co purchase,
including awareness,
knowledge, liking,
preference, conviction
and purchase.

BUYER-READINESS STAGE. A market consists of people in different buyerreadiness stages of readiness to buy a product. Some people are unaware of the
product; some are aware; some arc informed; some are interested; some want the
product; and some intend to buy. The relative numbers at each stage make a big
difference in designing the marketing programme. Gar dealers use their databases
to increase customer care and to estimate when customers are ready to buy.
Guarantees lock customers into having the first few services from a dealer, bul
after that, the dealer can estimate when services are needed. Close to the due date
the customer is sent a reminder or rung to arrange for a service. Some time later I
the dealer can estimate that the customer is getting ready to buy a new car and
can then send out details of new models or deals. Indiscriminate mailing that does I
not take into account the buyer-readiness stage can damage relationships. By
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sending unwanted brochures the dealer becomes a source of junk mail. Even
worse, recent customers' satisfaction reduces if they are told about a better deal
or replacement model soon after their purchase.
ATTITUDE TOWARDS PRODUCT- People in a market can be enthusiastic,
positive, indifferent, negative or hostile about a product. Door-to-door workers in
a political campaign use a given voter's attitude to determine how much time to
spend with that voter. They thank enthusiastic voters and remind them to vote;
they spend little or no time trying to change the attitudes of negative and hostile
voters. They reinforce those who are positive and try to win the votes of those
who are indifferent. In such marketing situations, attitudes can be effective
segmentation variables.
The world charity Oxfam needs to keep donations up and costs down.
Segmentation helps it do this. It values all donors, but treat segments differently.
A lot of its income is from, committed givers who donate regularly, but want low
involvement with the charity. They get Oxfam News, special appeals and gift
catalogues. Oxfam Project Partners want and get much more contact with
Oxfam, These are further segmented by their choice of project, on which they get
regular feedback. Through this scheme, Oxfam, like Action Aid, develops a relationship between the giver and the final recipient. Leading donors receive
special customer care and information about how their money was spent. Many
donors can give little time to Oxfam, but other groups enjoy working in the
charity's shops or are enthusiastic lottery ticket vendors.211

iria' Business Markets
Consumer and business marketers use many of the same variables to segment
their markets. Business buyers segment geographically or by benefits sought, user
status, usage rate, loyalty status, readiness state and attitudes. Yet business
marketers also use some additional variables which, as Table 9.4 shows, include
business customer demographics (industry, company size); operating characteristics; buying approaches; situation a ! factors; and personal characteristics.21
The table lists important questions that business marketers should ask in
determining which customers they want to serve. By going after segments instead
of the whole market, companies have a much better chance to deliver value to
consumers and to receive maximum rewards for elose attention to consumer
needs. Thus 1'irelli and other tyre companies should decide which industries they
want to serve. Manufacturers buying tyres van' in their needs. Makers of luxury
and high -performance cars want higher-grade tyres than makers of economy
models. In addition, the tyres needed by aircraft manufacturers must meet much
higher safety standards than tyres needed by farm tractor manufacturers.
Within the chosen industry, a company can further segment by customer size
or geographic location. The company might set up separate systems fur dealing
with larger or multiple-location customers. For example, Steelcase, a big producer
of office furniture, first segments customers into ten industries, including
hanking, insurance and electronics. Next, company salespeople work with independent Steelcase dealers to handle smaller, local or regional Steelcase customers
in each segment. Many national, multiple-location customers, such as Shell or
Philips, have special needs that may reaeh beyond the scope of individual dealers,
So Steelcase uses national accounts managers to help its dealer networks handle
its national accounts.
Within a given target industry and customer size, the company can segment by
purchase approaches and criteria. For example, government, university and
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Table 9.4

Primary segmentation variables for business markets

Demographics
Industry, Which industries that buy this product should we focus on?
Company size. What size companies should we focus on?
Location. What geographical areas should we focus on?
Operating variables
Technology, What customer technologies should we focus on?
User/non-user status. Should we focus on heavy, medium or light users, or non-users?
Customer capabilities. Should we focus on customers needing many services or few services?
Purchasing approaches
Purchasing function organizations. Should we focus on companies with highly centralized or
decentralized purchasing organizations?
Power structure. Should we focus on companies that are engineering dominated, financially
dominated or marketing dominated?
Nature of existing relationships. Should we focus on companies with which we already have strong
relationships or simply go after the most desirable companies?
General purchase policies. Should we focus on companies that prefer leasing? Service contracts?
Systems purchases? Sealed bidding?
Purchasing criteria. Should we focus on companies that are seeking quality? Service? Price?
Situatkmal factors
Urgency, Should we focus on companies that need quick delivery or service?
Specific application. Should we focus on certain applications of our product rather than all
applications?
Size of order. Should we focus on large or small orders?
Personal characteristics

Buyer-seller similarity- Should we focus on companies whose people and values are similar to
ours?
Attitudes towards risk. Should we focus on risk-taking or risk-avoiding customers?
Loyalty. Should we focus on companies that show high loyalty to their suppliers?
SOURCES: Adapted from Thomas V. Bonoma and Benson P. Shapiro, Segmenting thu Industrial Market (Lexington, MA:
Lexington Books, 1983); see also John Berrigan and Car] Finkbeiner, Segmentation Marketing: tfeua methods for capturing
business (New York: Harper Business, 1992),

industrial laboratories typically differ in their purchase criteria for scientific instruments. Government labs need low prices (because they have difficulty in getting
funds to buy instruments) and service contracts (because they can easily get money
to maintain instruments). University labs want equipment that needs little regular
service because they do not have service people on their payrolls. Industrial labs
need highly reliable equipment because they cannot afford downtime.
Table 9.4 focuses on business buyer characteristics. However, as in consumer
segmentation, many marketers believe that buying behaviour and benefits
provide the best basis for segmenting business markets. For example, a recent
study of the customers of Signodc Corporation's industrial packaging division
revealed four segments, each seeking a different mix of price and service benefits;
1.

Programmed buyers. These buyers view Sign ode's products as not very
important to their operations. They buy the products as a routine purchase,
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usually pay full price and aceept below-average service. Clearly this is a
highly profitable segment for Signode.
2. Relationship buyer*. These buyers regard Signode's packaging products as
moderately important and are knowledgeable about competitors' offerings.
They prefer to buy from Signode as long as its priee is reasonably
competitive. They receive a small discount and a modest amount of service.
This segment is Signode's second most profitable.
3. Transaction buyers. These buyers see Signode's products as very important
to their operations. They are price and service sensitive. They receive about
a 10 per cent discount and above-average service. They are knowledgeable
about competitors' offerings and arc ready to switch for a better price, even
if it means losing some service.
4. Bargain hunters. These buyers see Signode's products as very important
and demand the deepest discount and the highest service. They know the
alternative suppliers, bargain hard and are ready to switch at the slightest
dissatisfaction. Signode needs these buyers for volume purposes, but they
are not very profi table.ZH
This segmentation scheme has helped Signode to do a better job of designing
marketing strategies that take into account each segment's unique reactions to
varying levels of priee and service.29

Segmenting International Markets
Few companies have either the resources or the will to operate in all, or even most,
of the more than 170 countries that dot the globe. Although some large companies,
such as Unilever or Sony, sell products in more than 100 countries, most international firms focus on a smaller set. Operating in many countries presents new
challenges.•"' The different countries of the world, even those that arc close together,
can vary dramatically in their economic, cultural and political make-up. Thus,
just as they do within their domestic markets, international firms need to group
their world markets into segments with distinct buying needs and behaviours.
Companies can segment international markets using one or a combination of
several variables. They can segment by geographic location, grouping countries
by regions such as western Europe, the Pacific Rim, the Middle East or Africa.
Countries in many regions have already organized geographically into market
groups or 'free trade zones', such as the European Union, the Association of
South-East Asian Nations and the North American Free Trade Association. These
associations reduce trade barriers between member countries, creating larger and
more homogeneous markets.
Geographic segmentation assumes that nations close to one another will have
many common traits and behaviours. Although this is often the case, there are
many exceptions. For example, although the United States and Canada have
much in common, both differ culturally and economically from neighbouring
Mexico. Even within a region, consumers can differ widely:
Many marketers think everything between the Rio Grande and Tierra del
Fuego at the southern tip of South America is the same, including the 400
million inhabitants. They are wrong. The Dominican Republic is no more
like Argentina than Sicily is like Sweden. Many Latin Americans do not
speak Spanish, including 140 million Portuguese-speaking Brazilians and
the millions in other countries who speak a variety of Indian dialects.-"
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Some world markets segment on economicfactors. For example, countries
might group by population income levels or by their overall level of economic
development. Some countries, such as the so-called Group of Eight - the United
States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Japan, Canada, Italy and Russia have established highly industrialized economies. Other countries have newly
industrialized or developing economies (Singapore, Malaysia. Taiwan, South
Korea, Brazil, Mexico and now China). Still others are less developed (India, subSaharan Africa). A company's economic structure shapes its population's product
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Figure 9.3

The UK media scene

The leading deodorant soaps also appeal differently to different age segments. For
example, Dial appeals more to men aged 45 to 68 than to younger men; women
aged 35 to 44, however, are more likely than the average woman to use Dial Coast
appeals much more to younger men and women than to older people - men and
women aged IS to 24 are about a third more likely than the average to use Coast.34
Demographic variables can also be combined with segmentation variables social class, for instance. In Figure 9.3 social class and age are used to describe
the UK media scene. This shows how the media is segmented, together with some
successful, and some less successful, attempts at segmentation. It is noticeable
how most media appeal to older people in social classes C2, D and E. In the United
Kingdom, only cinema hits younger ABCls. Newspaper readership is clearly
segmented by social elass. The Sun and Mirror are popular tabloid newspapers
that focus on personal interest stories, TV, pop and sport to appeal to social
classos C2, D and E. The Daily Mail and Daily Express are mid-market newspapers. They are tabloid in size, but focus on national and international news. The
Times, Telegraph and Guardian are broadsheet quality newspapers that appeal to
A, BandCl social groups. These segments are very strongly divided. When a price
war had The Times and Telegraph slashing their prices, The Times' reduction
from 45p to 20p had no influence on the demand for popular tabloids.
The similarity in the appeal of the two independent television stations, ITV
and Channel 4, shows little segmentation of their overall appeal. In contrast, Big
Breakfast appeals to a segment quite different from the RRC's and ITV's serious
morning programmes. Its zany humoxir and regular features, such as 'the Crunch
with ?,ig and Zag', 'Snap, Crackle and Pop' and 'Paula's Boudoir' interviews conducted in her bed with famous people - appeals most to young C2DEs.

• Advance Multivariate Segmentation
In multivariate segmentation, segments are formed using a number of variables
simultaneously. We have already introduced some of these - for example, geodemographic segmentation based on census data, and lifestyle segments based on
psychographie variables. Marketing Highlight 9.3 tells how this is done. Since
multivariate segments are composed of several dimensions, they provide a much
fuller picture of the consumer.
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The aim in segmentation is to find
groups of people who are sufficiently alike in some way to make
them a target market. There are
broadly two ways of doing this.
The first way is die a priori
approach that splits a market by
some predetermined criterion like
age, sex or social class. This method
works when products closely align
with the a priori segments, but often they do not.
A priori segmentation sometimes works in new
markets, hut it becomes inadequate as the market
becomes more sophisticated. For example, when
the paper-nappy market scarfed, it had one design
aimed at one a priori segment - people with
babies. The market became more complicated as
products were made to fit different-si zed bottoms P & G Pampers Phases have six sizes for babies as
they grow from infant to waiker. P & G also discovered that the different plumbing of babies
mattered and developed special versions - it
seems that baby girls squirt downward, while
baby boys squirt upwards and have bits sticking
out. Then came products of different quality,
compact versions and environmentally friendly
ones. P & G markets up-market Luvs and
Kimberly-Clark has Huggies with elasticated
waist and Pull-Up trainer pants. The market was
once segmented by a single n priori criterion, but
became complicated.
Automatic Interaction Detection
Automatic Interaction Detection (AID) breaks a
market down according to a series of a priori

criteria, taking one after another.
The First Direct telephone banking service used AID to identify
12 segments. It started with the
knowledge of the revenue from customers and discriminating variables including residential status
(owning or renting a home), occupational status, age, income and
frequency of income payments
(weekly, monthly, etc.).
AID analyzes the discriminating variables one at a time (see
Figure 1) in order to find out which has most
impact on the dependent variable - in this case,
customer revenue:
1.

It starts with all customers and then searches
to find the discriminating variable with the
most impact on revenue. If it finds out
whether a customer is part of a family or not,
the first division that AID performs is to split
customers into families and non-families.

2.

In the second stage AID first looks at families
to see what factor most discriminates
between them in terms of revenue. In this
case it is the distinction between low- and
high-income families. In the same way it
splits non-families into young and grey.
,V In the third stage it determines what
discriminates between high-income families
(social class) and so on.
Division after division occurs until there are
too few people in each segment or no further
discrimination. Looking at the 12 segments
(see Table 1), First Direct could see that they
were very 'skewed towards young, upscale and
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TABLE 1 FIRST DIRECT'S TWELVE SEGMENTS FROM AID
SEGMENT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Widow Single Single Widow Single Single Single Couple Family Family
Married
Age
Grey Young Young Grev Young Young Young Grev Middle Middle
Ruv
Home
Rent Rent Rent Rent
Rent Own
Own
Buy
Buy
Inuume
- Medium Low
Low
E
AB
E
C2D
C2D
C2D
BG1
AB
C2D
Class
BC1
Employment — Student
Self
Self
—
high-salaried segments compared with the bank
population as a whole'.
AID is useful because it can quickly form segments that differ in important ways. It is also
good at handling variables like gender, occupation and home ownership. In First Directs case it
is revenue, but it could be usage rate, brand loyalty or profitability. The segments are also unique
and distinct. AID does, however, have drawbacks.
It looks at only one dimension at a time and it can
miss segments where the discriminating variables
interact. Also, since it keeps splitting the data, it
quickly cuts the sample into groups that are too
small for further analysis. Clii-square Interaction
Detection (CTIAID) is a development of AID that

11

12

Family Family
Middle Middle
Buy

Buy

High

High

BC1
-

AB
-

overcomes some of its limitations without sacrificing the benefits. Its principal applications so
far are in direct marketing, but its applications
are expected to widen.
SOURCES: 'High and dry', Tlie.Economist (2ft September
1991), p. 108; Patrick Moynagh, 'Exploiting [he potential of
your database to improve customer service and relationship
building', Institute I'or International Research Conference on
Advanced Customer Profiling. Segmentation and Analysis,
London, 10 February 1994; Peter Doyle and Ian Fcnwiek,
'The pitfalls of AID analysis', Journal of Marketing; 12, 4
(1975), pp. 408-13; Steve Baron and Diannu Phillips,
'Attitude survey data reduction using GHAlDi an example in
shopping centre market research'. Journal f>f Marketing
Management, 10, 1-3 (1994), pp. 75-88.

A multinational drug company used to segment its market geographically
until it found that its sales budgets were limited by legislation. That
meant that it had to use its detailers (ethical drug salespeople) more
carefully. It developed its multivariate segments using the prescribing
habits of doctors for numerous drugs. It identified nine segments of
doctors with clear marketing implications. Among them were:
• Initiators who prescribed a wide range of drugs in large volumes, but
were also eager to try new ones. They were opinion leaders and
researchers, but did not have time to see detailers. This group is hard
for detailers to see, but critical to the success of new products. They
were recognized as 'thought leaders' and had special, research-based
promotions and programmes designed for them.
• Kindersctirecks have quite high prescription rates and were willing to
see detailers, but had few children patients. They arc an accessible
and attractive target, but not for children or postnatal products.
• Thrifty howseroiws were often married women with children who did
not run their medieal practice full time. They had few patients,
prescribed very few drugs and were usually unavailable to detailers.
This segment was not attractive.
This allowed the drug company to select target markets for campaigns
and help detailers when selling to them.35

I
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• Multistage Segmentation.
It is often necessary to segment a market first one way and then another. For
example, most multinationals segment their markets first regionally or nationally
(macrosegmentation) and then by another means inside each area (microsegmentation). This can reflect the changing needs of geographical areas or the
autonomy that is given to local managers to run their businesses. Often the
m aero segmentation is demographic while microsegmeutation is psychographic or
behavioural. A Swedish study of an industrial market shows a clear split.-16 At the
macro leve!, the most commonly used methods are geographical, firm size, organization (how customer firms are structured), age of firm and age of the chief executive. At the micro level there is more variety: firms' goals, market niches,
competition, competitive advantage, expansion plans, personal needs, type of
work done, customer type and size of customers.
At times segmentation may reach to three or more levels. In industrial
markets, for instance, a third level could be the individuals within a buying centre the likely user of a machine tool being approached in a different way to the financial director who would have to pay for it.

Developing Market Segments
Segmenting markets is a re search-based exercise with several stages. These apply
irrespective of whether the method used is simple demographics or complex and
multivariate.
1.

Qualitative research. Exploratory research techniques find the
motivations, attitude and behaviour of customers. Typical methods are
focus-group interviewing, elicitation interviews or repertory grid techniques.
At the same time, the researcher can find out the customers' view of
competitive products. It is easy for a maker to define the competition in
terms of those making similar products, whereas the customers take a
broader view. Once brewers realized that people sometimes drank mineral
water or soft drinks instead of beer, they knew the structure of their market
was changing.

2. Quernritati'cc research. Quantitative research identifies the important
dimensions describing the market. Data are gathered by mail or personal
interviews from enough customers to allow analysis. The sample size will
depend upon the level of accuracy needed, the limits of the statistical
techniques to be used and the need for sufficient information on each
segment. The usual minimum is 100 interviews per segment; if, therefore,
there are three or four unequal segments, several hundred completed
questionnaires will do. These are used to produce a structured
questionnaire measuring:
(a) attributes and their importance ratings;
(b) brand awareness and brand ratings;
(c) product-usage patterns;
(d) attitude towards the product category; and
(e) demographics, psychology and media habits.
3. Analysis. The data collected depend on the sort of analysis to be used. The
most common process is the use of factor analysis to remove highly
correlated variables, then cluster analysis to find the segments. Other
techniques are available. Practitioners often use Automatic Interaction
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Detection (AID), and conjoint analysis is growing in popularity. These
techniques are discussed in more depth in Marketing Highlight 9.4.
Validation. It is important to check if the segments are real or have
occurred by chance. Cluster analysis has an ability to extract interestinglooking dusters from random data, so this stage is critical. Validation can be
by anulyzsing the statistics from the analysis, replicating the results using
new data, or experimenting with the segments.
Profiling. Each cluster is profiled to show its distinguishing attitudes,
behaviour, demographics and so forth. Usually the clusters get a descriptive
name. We saw some of these earlier: thrifty houseimvves and initiators
among doctors, organisers and explorers among older people, or the
energetic male and depressive chocolate eater.

Requirements for Effective Segmentation
Clearly there are many ways to segment a market, but not all segmentations are
effective. Indeed, there is quite a gap between the sophisticated approaches to
segmentation that are sometimes suggested and what is actually used by practitioners,'17 For example, buyers of table salt may divide into blond and brunette
customers, hut hair colour obviously docs not affect the purchase of salt.
Furthermore, if all salt buyers bought the same amount each month, believed all
salt is the same and wanted to pay the same price, the company would not benefit
from segmenting this market.
To be useful, market segments must have the following characteristics:
t

Measurability. The size, buying power and profiles of the segments need
measuring. Certain segmentation variables are difficult to measure. For
example, there arc 30 million left-handed people in Europe - almost
equalling the entire population of Canada - yet few firms target them. The
crucial problem may be that the segment is hard to identify and measure.
There are no data on the demographics of left-handed people and
governments do not keep track of left-handedness in their surveys. Private
data companies keep reams of statistics on other demographic segments,
but not on left-handers.38
t Accessibility. Can market segments be effectively reached and served?
There are many heavy drinkers, but their imbibing is all they have in
common. Except for a few Islamic states, heavy drinkers come from all
countries, covering all ages, income groups and psychologies, and both
genders. Unless this group lives or shops at certain places or sees certain
media, its members will be difficult to target.
t Substantiality. The market segments are large or profitable enough to serve.
A segment should be the largest possible homogeneous group worth
pursuing with a tailored marketing programme. It would not pay, for
example, for a car manufacturer to develop cars for persons whose height is
less than four feet.
• Actionability. Effective programmes need to attract and serve the segments.
For example, although the Midland Bank identified seven market segments
and developed Vector and Orchard accounts for them, its resources were too
small to develop special marketing programmes for each segment. It had a
limited advertising budget and had to serve all the segments using the same
people in the branches.

mcasurability
The degree to 'which the
size, purchasing pnizer
and profits of a market
segment can be
measured.
accessibility
The degree to which a
market segment can he
reached and served.
substantiality
The degree to which a
market segment in
sufficiently large or

profitable.

actionability
The degree to -which
effective programmes
can be designed/or
attracting and serving a
given market segment.
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Cluster Analysis
Whereas AID starts with a population and splits it thin, cluster analysis usually starts with individuals
and builds them into groups.
Cluster analysis starts with details
of more than 200 individuals. The
measures can be demographic (as
used in geodemographic segmentation), psyehographie (;is in lifestyle segmentation), or both.
Cluster analysis is also different to AID in the way
it examines al] the discriminating variables at
once. Usually all the data gathered are on a set of
uniform scales (say 1 to 7), used to represent
demographic; attitude, or other dimensions.
1. Cluster analysis first looks at all the
individuals and determines which two are
most alike. Measures describe how alike the
individuals are.
2. It then joins the most alike pair into a cluster
that thus becomes a composite individual.
,1. Cluster analysis then looks for the next most
alike pair and joins them. This could involve
the eomposite cluster joining with one other
individual.

4. The process continues until
measurements show that the
individuals or clusters to be
joined are not alike.

A dendrogram shows the individual
clusters and how easy it is to join
them. In Figure 1 the cluster containing 1, 2, 3 and 10 forms early
and so do the clusters containing 4,
7 and 9, and 5,6 and 8. These three
clusters could become segments,
since they each include objects that
look alike. If we try to force the three clusters to
make two, there is a jump in 'error' as clusters 4,
7 and 9, and 5, 6 and 8 combine. The big jump
suggests there are three natural segments. The individuals in the cluster are not exactly alike, but they
may be close enough to be treated as segments.
Cluster analysis identified three benefit segments from 199 merit caters in the Netherlands.
Table 1 gives some of the details and names the segments. Cluster analysis of the discriminating variables gave the segments. The descriptive variables
were not used to find the clusters, but they show
cluster differences and help target them.
The segments can help market meat products
in the Netherlands. None of the segments like
fatty meats, but the 'rural fat man' is not worried
about fat, likes cheap cuts and is not looking for
exclusivity. The 'urban quality seeker' is different. She wants quality, exclusiveness and no fat.
She tends to live in northern towns and prefers
steak to other cuts of meat.
Although cluster analysis is a simple process,
a user has to answer several questions before
using it. One question is: What is alike? A
Porsche and a Trabant may be alike in size, but
most people's attitude towards them is quite different. Another question is: What do you do when
individuals join to make a new cluster? Do you
take the average of them? These and other technical questions need answering by anyone using
cluster analysis. Neglect these issues and G1GO
(Garbage In, Garbage Out) rules. Cluster analysis
is a powerful method that can produce convincing-looking" segments from random data. It also
produces different results depending upon how
the above questions are answered. The rules for
its use are, therefore, test, test and re-test:
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TABLE 1 THE USE OF CLUSTER ANALYSIS: THREE BENEFIT SEGMENTS IDENTIFIED AMONG MEAT EATERS

SEGMENT
Cluster size (%)
Discriminating
variables
duality
Fatness
Bxelusiveness
Convenience
Descriptive
variables
Preferences
Sirloin steak
Pork belly steaks
Brisket beef steaks
Demo.j* rap hies
Region
Residence
Gender

RURAL FAT MAN

URBAN QUALITY SEEKER

ROUNDED MEAT EATER

35

41

24

1.88
0.03
-0.92
0.55

2.20
-0.88
0.53
0.59

1.42
-0.63
0.23
0.45

2.70
7.81
6.16

6.94
4.17
4.93

7.52
5.56
5.69

East
Rural
Male

North
Urban
Female

West

1. Use well-proven methods.
2. See if the clusters are 'natural' by recreating
them using different measures of alikcness.
3. Use some other data to see if the same
clusters emerge from them.
4. Test the clusters practically to see if they do
behave differently. This can sometimes be
done using old data. Recently a bank was
able to validate its segments by showing how
they had responded differently to past sales
promotions.
Factor Analysis
Faetor analysis is often used in conjunction with
cluster analysis. It identifies correlated variables
and can reduce their combined effect. Researchers
often collect considerable psychographic and other
data in segmentation studies and much of it is
usually intercorrelated. For example, age, income,
family size, size of house and debt are all interrelated for middle-class people. Factor analysis
could combine them into a single factor called
'maturity'. This reduces the computational effort
in clustering and prevents the results being
biased towards groups of correlated variables.

—

Conjoint Analysis
Conjoint analysis is a powerful tool that can measure the weight individuals put on the elements of
a product or service. It often helps form customer
segments. For example, Novotel could examine
how much extra customers are willing to pay for a
larger room, more expensive furnishings, a better
TV in the room and so on. Sometimes it is called
trade-off analysis because customers trade off one
desirable feature against another; a king-sized
bed versus a Teletext TV perhaps. Conjoint analysis examines the desires of individual customers.
Often researchers use cluster analysis to combine
these into segments.

SOURCES: John Saunders, 'Cluster analysis'. Journal of
Marketing Management, 10, 1-3 (1994), pp. 1,1-28; Michel
Wedel and Cor Kistemaker, 'Consumer benefit segmentation
usin^ cUisterwisu linear regression*, International Journal nf
Research in Marketing, (,, 1 (1989), pp. 45-59: Dick R.
Witt ink, Marco Vriens and Wira Burhcime. 'Commercial use
of conjoint analysis in Europe: results and critical reflection',
International Jountai of Research in Marketing, 11, 1
(1994), pp. 73-S4.
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77iis Smirnoff vodka ad leaves its target market in little doubt.

Market Targeting
Marketing segmentation reveals the firm's market-segment opportunities. The
firm now has to evaluate the various segments and decide how many and which
ones to target. At this point we will look at how companies evaluate and select
target segments.

Evaluating Market Segments
In evaluating different market segments, a firm must look at two dimensions;
segment attractiveness and company fit.

• Segment Attractiveness
The eompany must first collect and analyze data on current sales value, projected
sales-growth rates and expected profit margins for the various segments.39
Segments with the right size and growth characteristics are interesting. But 'right
size and growth' are relative matters. Some companies will want to target
segments with large current sales, a high growth rate and a high profit margin.
However, the largest, fastest-growing segments are not always the most attractive
ones for every company. Smaller companies may find that they lack the skills and
resources needed to serve the larger segments, or that these segments are too
competitive. Such companies may select segments that are smaller and less
attractive, in an absolute sense, but that are potentially more profitable for them.
A segment might have desirable size and growth and still not be attractive
from a profitability point of view. The company must examine several significant
structural factors that affect long-run segment attractiveness,4" For example, the
company should assess current and potential competitors. A segment is less attractive if it already contains many strong and aggressive competitors. Marketers also
should consider the threat of substitute products. A segment is less attractive i!
actual or potential substitutes for the product already exist. Substitutes limit the
potential prices and profits from segments. The relative power of buyers also
affects segment attractiveness. If the buyers in a segment possess strong or
increasing bargaining power relative to sellers, they will try to force prices down,
demand more quality or services, and set competitors against one another. All
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these actions will reduce the sellers' profitability. Finally, segment attractiveness
depends on the relative power of suppliers, A segment is less attractive if the
suppliers of raw materials, equipment, labour and services in the segment are
powerful enough to raise prices or reduce the Duality or quantity of ordered goods
and services. Suppliers tend to be powerful when they are large and concentrated,
when few substitutes exist, or when the supplied product is an important input.

• Business Strengths
Even if a segment has the right size and growth and is structurally attractive, the
company must consider its objectives and resources for that segment. It is best to
discard some attractive segments quickly because they do not mesh with the
company's long-run objectives. Although such segments might be tempting in
themselves, they might divert the company's attention and energies away from its
main goals. They might be a poor choice from an environmental, political or
social-responsibility viewpoint. For example, in recent years, several companies
and industries have been criticized for unfairly targeting vulnerable segments children, the aged, low-income minorities and others - with questionable products or tactics.
Even powerful companies find it hard making headway in markets where they
start weak. RTZ is the world's largest mineral extraction company, but when it
moved into bulk chemicals and petroleum, it found it could not compete. Before
moving into a segment, a firm should consider its current position in that market.
AlowmcirfeL't share indicates weakness. Has the firm the energy, will or resources
to build it up to economical levels? A firm's growing market share suggests
strength, while, conversely, a declining market share suggests a weakness that
entering new segments may not help. If a segment uses a firm's market&ng assets,
then it fits the company's strengths. If not, the segment could be costly to develop.
Mars' excursion into the iced confectionery market has proved difficult. The
European iced confectionery market is growing, Mars has the technology and
brands that stretched well into ice-cream, but it did not have freezers in shops.
Freezers are usually owned by Unilever's Walls or Nestle's Lyons Maid, both
experts in frozen food, which bad no reason to let Mars in. However, Mars' unique
products and valued reputation allowed it to gain market share against established competitors.
Non-marketing dimensions influence the ability of a company to succeed in a
segment. Has it low costs, or has it underutilised capacity? Also, does the
segment fit the firm's technology strengths? Daimler-Benz has bought hightechnology businesses because it believes it will gain from them information and
skills it could use in its core car and truck activities. Final considerations are the
resources that the firm can bring to the market. These include appropriate
marketing skills, general management strengths and the chance for forward or
backward integration into the firm's other activities. IBM and Philips have huge
resources, and great technology and marketing skills, but not of the type that will
allow them to compete effectively in the dynamic PC market.

• Selecting Market, Segments
Royal Dutch Shell's directional policy matrix plots market attractiveness of
segments against business strengths. We introduced the method, along with GE's
matrix, in Chapter 3. Originally developed as a way of balancing business portfolios, it is also well suited to decision making about which markets to target.41
Figure 9.4 shows an application by an Austrian industrial engineering and
construction company.42
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Figure 9.4

Portfolio of customer segments

"When a segment fits the company's strengths, the company must then decide
whether it has the skills and resources needed to succeed in that segment. Each
segment has certain success requirements. If the company lacks and cannot
readily obtain the strengths needed to compete successfully in a segment, it
should not enter the segment. Even if the company possesses the required
strengths, it needs to employ skills find resources superior to those of the competition to really win in a market segment. The company should enter segments
only where it can offer superior value and gain advantages over competitors. The
company in Figure 9.4 is not very strong in any of the most attractive segments.
Segments 13 and 17 look most appealing because they are moderately attractive
and fit the firm's strengths. Segment 3 is similar, hut the firm needs to build its
strengths if it is to compete there. Segments 1, 6 and 9 are attractive, but do not fit
the firm's strengths. The firm has to develop new strengths if it is to compote in
them. Without the investment the segments are not worth entering, so the firm has
to consider the investment needed to enter more than one. Although the firm's
strengths are suitable for segments 2 and 12, they are not attractive.
target market
A set of buyers sharing
common needs or
characteristics iliut the
company decides to
serve.
un differentiated

marketing
A market-coverage
strategy in 'which a firm
decides to ignore market
segment differences and
go after tlie whole
marker 'with one offer.

SegmentStrategy
After evaluating different segments, the company must now deeide which and how
many segments to serve. This is the problem of target-market selection. A target
market consists of a set of buyers who share common needs or characteristics
that the company decides to serve. Figure c>.5 shows that the firm can adopt one
of three market-coverage strategies: undifferentiated marketing, differentiated
marketing and concentrated marketing.

*

Undifferentiated Marketing

Using an undifferentiated marketing strategy, a firm might decide to ignore
market segment differences and go after the whole market with one offer. This can

Market Targeting

Figure 9.5

Three alternative market-coverage strategic?

be because there are weak segment differences or through the belief that the
product's appeal transcends segments. The offer will focus on what is common in
the needs of consumers rather than on what is different. The company designs a
product and a marketing programme that appeal to the largest number of buyers.
It relies on quality, mass distribution and mass advertising to give the product a
superior image in people's minds. Advertising and promotions have to avoid alienating segments, and so are often based on product features, like 'Polo, the mint
with the hole', or associated with a personality of broad appeal, like Esso's tiger.
Undifferendated marketing provides cost economies. The narrow product
line keeps down production, inventory and transportation costs. The undifferentiated advertising programme keeps down advertising costs. The absence of
segment marketing research and planning lowers the costs of market research
and product management.
Most modern marketers, however, have strong doubts about this strategy.
Difficulties arise in developing a product or brand that will satisfy all consumers.
Finns using undiffereutiated marketing typically develop an offer aimed at the
largest segments in the market. When several firms do this, there is heavy competition in the largest segments and neglected customers in the smaller ones. The
result is that the larger segments may be less profitable because they attract
heavy competition. Recognition of this problem has led to firms addressing
smaller market segments. Another problem is erosion of the mass market as
competitors develop new appeals or segments. For example, Polo mints have
faced attacks from competitors aiming at different benefit segments: Extra Strong
mints for people who want a strong taste and Clorets as breath fresheners. At the
same time, Polo faces direct competition from similarly packaged Trobor Mints in
Europe and Duplex in .south-east Asia.
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Differentiated Marketing
differentiated marketing
A marker-coverage
strategy in which a firm
decides to target several
market segments and
designs separate offers
for each.

Using a differentiated marketing strategy, a firm decides to target several market
segments and designs separate offers for each. General Motors tries to produce a
car for every 'purse, purpose and personality'. By offering product and marketing
variations, it hopes for higher sales and a stronger position within each market
segment. GM hopes that a stronger position in several segments will strengthen
consumers' overall identification of the company with the product category. It
also hopes for greater repeat buying because the firm's offer better matches the
customer's desire.
Originally Martini products were not marketed separately. Advertising
concentrated on the Martini brand and its exciting international lifestyle:
'anytime, anyplace, anywhere'. That changed to having the main Martini brands
aimed at clearly defined target markets:
•

Martini Rosso, the most popular variety, is aimed at a broad sector of the
market. Its ads show it being enjoyed by an attractive young couple with
'Our martini is Rosso' or by a small chic group relaxing in elegant
surroundings: 'The bitter sweet sensation'.

• Martini Bianco is targeted at people in their twenties who like light alcoholic
drinks. It is shown being casually drunk with ice by a sporty, boisterous set,
out of doors: 'The sunny side of life'.
• Martini Extra Dry is for the sophisticated drinker. The advertising focuses on
the bottle and the product in an atmosphere of quiet sophistication.4-1
Differentiated marketing typically creates more total sales than does undifferentiated marketing. KLM could fill all the seats on its New York flights charging
APEX fares, but its own income and the number of flyers are increased by
segmenting the market. In the main cabin or on the upper deck of each Boeing
747-400 taking off from Sohiphol Airport, there will be about 300 economy
passengers. Some of these, holding restricted APEX tickets costing about
DFl 1,000, will be sat next to people who have paid over DFl 2,000 for the same
flight. They may have booked late or have an open ticket. Forward of them will be
about SO Flying Dutchmen, KLM business-class passengers whose companies paid
DFl 6,000 for each seat. In the extreme nose could be about 20 first-class passengers at over DFl 10,000 each. The flight could not operate if everyone paid APEX
fares because the Boeing would be full before the airline had covered the operating cost. If only full economy fares were charged, many passengers could not
afford to fly, so an economy-class 747-400 could not he justified. Also, some firstclass passengers would be deterred from travelling with the crowd. First-class
passengers demand big seats, and their catering alone costs over DFl 250 each,
but they help maximize the revenue of the airline and the number of people
flying.

Concentrated Marketing
eoiicentrated marketing

A market-coverage
strategy in which a firm
goes after a large share
of one or a few
submarkets.

A third market-coverage strategy, concentrated marketing, is especially
appealing when company resources are limited. Instead of going after a small
share of a large market, the firm goes after a large share of one or a few submarkets. For example, Oshkosh Trucks is the world's largest producer of airport
rescue trucks and front-loading concrete mixers. Recycled Paper Products
concentrates on the market for alternative greeting cards, and Ecover concentrates on a narrow segment of environmentally friendly detergents. Concentrated

Summary
marketing is an excellent way for small new businesses to get a foothold against
larger competitors.
Through concentrated marketing, a firm can achieve a strong market position
in the segments (or niches) it serves because of its greater knowledge of the
segments and its special reputation, Tt also enjoys many operating economies
because of specialization in production, distribution and promotion. A firm can
earn a high rate of return on its investment from well-chosen segments.
At the same time, concentrated marketing involves higher than normal risks.
A particular market segment can turn sour. For example, when the 1980s boom
ended, people stopped buying expensive sports cars and Porsche's earnings went
deeply into the red. Another risk is larger competitors entering the segment. High
margins, the glamour and lack of competition in the sports car market has
attracted Mazda, Toyota and Honda as powerful competitors in that market.
Fashion changes can also damage the niche's credibility. The yuppies who made
Porsche's fortunes in the 1980s are over the recession, but have grown up and
now have kids and a different lifestyle. Big. chunky, luxuriously appointed 4 x 4
land cruisers are what they want now.

•

Choosing a Market-(Coverage Strategy

Many factors need considering when choosing a market-coverage strategy. The
best strategy depends on company resources. Concentrated marketing makes
sense for a firm with limited resources. The best strategy also depends on the
degree of product variability. Undifferentiated marketing is suitable for uniform
products such as grapefruit or steel. Products that can vary in design, such as
cameras and cars, require differentiation or concentration. Consider the
product's stage in the life cycle. When a firm introduces a new product, it is practical to launch only one version, and undifferentiated marketing or concentrated
marketing therefore makes the most sense. In the mature stage of the product life
cycle, however, differentiated marketing begins to make more sense. Another
lactor is market variability. Undifferentiated marketing is appropriate when
buyers have the same tastes, buy the same amounts and react in the same way to
marketing efforts. Finally, competitors' marketing strategies are important.
When competitors use segmentation, imdifferentiated marketing can be suicidal.
Conversely, when competitors use imdifferentiated marketing, a firm can gain by
using differentiated or concentrated marketing.

Summary
Sellers can take three approaches to a market. Mass marketing is the decision to
mass-produce and mass-distribute one product and attempt to attract all kinds of
buyers. Target marketing is the decision to identify the different groups that
make up a market and to develop products and marketing mixes for selected
target markets. Sellers today are moving away from mass marketing and product
differentiation towards target marketing because this approach is more helpful in
spotting market opportunities and developing more effective products and
marketing mixes.
The key steps in target marketing are market segmentation, market targeting
and market positioning. Market segmentation is the act of dividing a market into
distinct groups of buyers who might merit separate products or marketing mixes.
The marketer tries different variables to see which give the best segmentation
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opportunities. For consumer marketing, the chief segmentation variables are
geographic, demographic, psycbographic and behavioural. Business markets
segment by business consumer demographics, operating characteristics, buying
approaches and personal characteristics. The effectiveness of segmentation
analysis depends on finding segments that are measurable, accessible, substantial and actionable.
Next, the seller has to target the best market segments. The company first
evaluates each segment's size and growth characteristics, structural attractiveness
and compatibility with company resources and objectives, it then chooses one of
three market-coverage strategies. The seller can ignore segment differences (undifferentiafed marketing), develop different market offers for several segments (differentiated marketing), or go after one or a few market segments (concentrated
marketing). Much depends on company resources, product variability, product lifecycle stage and competitive marketing strategies.
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Discussing the Issues
1.

\Vhat are the benefits of mass marketing versus
market segmentation for a business? Discuss in relation
to examples of product and service providers.

the market to locate customers who are willing to pay
more for tlicse benefits?
5.

What arc the merits and limitations of differentiated,
undifferentiated and concentrated marketing? (Jive
examples of product or service providers that have
pursued these market coverage strategies. How
successful were these strategies?

6.

Financial services providers are looking to segment
their markets in the face of greater competition and
ever more demanding customers. Would segmentation
work for financial services? Show how financial
services providers might go about segmenting their
markets and implementing selected targeting
strategies.

2.. What variables are used tor segmenting die market for:
fa) casual clothing; (b) beer; and (c) holidays?
3.

4.

The European Union, with its 15 member states, is
now viewed as an attractive and distinctive geographic
market segment. Do you agree with this view? To
what extent can businesses market in the same way to
different consumers in member states? What does this
imply about market segmentation?
Some industrial suppliers make above-average profits
by offering service, selection and reliability - at a
premium price. How might these suppliers segment
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Applying the Concepts
Thinking about the participants in this course,
segment them into different groups (allocate a
mnemonic- to each group if you wish). What is your
chief segmentation variable? Select several products
or services and assess if you could effectively market
them to these segments. How effective was your
segmentation effort in the first instance?

2.

By looking at advertising and at the products
th era selves, we can often see what target segments
marketers hope to reach. Find advertisements of
several products. Can you gauge what target markets
the ads are aimed at? Do you think the products have
distinctive target markets? Are some more clearly
defined than others?
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Case 9
Coffee-Mate
Andy Hirst* and John Saunders
THE COFFEE CREAMER MARKET GREW consistently, following its introduction
in the United Kingdom in the early 1970s, to approximately £25 million in
1995. In volume terms, however, the creamer market is small, with a household penetration of 18 per cent. Coffee-Mate has dominated the market
since its launch as a result of a strong brand and consistent advertising.
Despite the growth of private labels in the late 1980s, Coffee-Mate's
increased advertising spending (from £400,000 to £1.5 million) has enabled
it to squeeze both private label and other brands (Exhibits 9.1 and 9.2).

" The Business School, Lough borough University,
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EXHIBIT 9.1 MEDIA ADVERTISING ON MILK (£OOOs)
Cadbury
Carnation Coffee-Mate
Carnation Evaporated
Carnation Light Skimmed
DCNI
Fresh 'n' Low
Kerrygold Light Skimmed
MMB Cans
NDC
NDC Milk Race
Nestle TipTop
SMCP
Others

616
1,482
398
166
173
157
211
286
10,427
1,664
1,443
703
211

Source; MEAL.

EXHIBIT 9.2 VOLUME BRAND SHARES (%)
BRAND
Coffee-Mate - total:
Standard
Lite
Compliment
Kenco
Compleat
Own label
All others

SHARE
55.5
41.0
14.5
2.6
3.0
1.4
37.3
0.3

Competition in the Coffee ("reamer Market

The coffee creamer market is distinct from the instant dry milk market,
which includes brands such as Marvel, St Ivel Five Pints and Pint Size,
which, although worth £43 million, has seen a 25 per cent decline since
1988. Dried or powdered milk had been associated with slimming (e.g.
Marvel adopted this positioning). The availability of low-fat, skimmed and
semi-skimmed milks has had a substantial impact upon sales in this sector.
Dried/instant milk, used for its convenience and low COSE, has shown a 6 per
cent decline in value sales in real terms consequent upon the increased
availability of skimmed milk. Dried or powdered milk is not a direct substitute for coffee creamers because of its poor mixing qualities. It is used as a
whitener in tea or coffee only in emergency situations in which the household has run out or run low on supplies of milk.
The dynamics of the coffee creamer market appear to be undergoing a
change in parallel with consumers' developing tastes for skimmed and semiskimmed milk in their coffee. Milk is the most popular whitener for coffee.
Although cream is thought to be the best whitener, it represents an aspirational flavour goal only for some. Most consumers perceive cream as a
reserved, ritualistic practice, whose taste, while appropriate for an occasion,
is not to be replicated on a daily basis.
Powdered or dried milk is a distress product, used only in emergency
situations. As such, the brands are bought, but the product is only tolerated.
Creamers are regarded more as an indulgence and treat by users, although
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non-users did not see creamers as anything like a substitute for cream and
were generally highly negative and suspicious of the product (consumers'
and non-users' perceptions of the product category1 will be described in a later
section).
Coffee-Mate is a blend of dried glucose and vegetable fat, but cannot be
legally defined as non-dairy, since it also contains milk derivatives. Recent
improvements to the product include the relaunch of Coffee-Mate 100 g and
200 £ in straight-sided glass jars with paper labels, and a 'Nidoll-con toured'
jar with shrink-wrapped label. Packs of 500 g and 1 kg are available in cartons
with an inner bag. At the end of 1990, Coffee-Mate Lite, a low-fat alternative
to Coffee-Mate, was introduced. Cannibalization of volume has been minimal.
The volume generated by Lite has been a key feature in the development of
the brand, which has experienced a 10 per cent growth in sales volume in
the first three years following Lite's launch.
Coffee-Mate Consumer
The demographic profile of Coffee-Mate and Lite buyers is summarized in
Exhibit 9.3. The average Coffee-Mate consumer buys 1.5 kg annually. AGE
iSuperpanel data suggest that buyers of Coffee-Mate tend to use all brands
and types of coffee. The market is characterized by its low interest level,
since most buyers do not see it as a weekly shopping item. The main reason
given by respondents for not purchasing Coffee-Mate is preference tor milk
in their coffee: as many as one-third of non-users gave this as their reason
for rejecting the product. An equally high proportion of the non-users
simply have no reason to purchase, because they don't drink coffee, drink it
black, or simply have no need to use the creamer. Reasons given spontaneously for lapsed usage were very similar to the main ones articulated by
non-users: 50 per cent of respondents stated that they preferred milk in
coffee, while around 21 per cent said that they don't drink coffee, drink it
black or don't think to buy creamers (Exhibit 9.4).

EXHIBIT 9.3

COFFEE CREAMER BUYERS: DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE

PRODUCT

PROFILE

Coffee creamers

No strong demographic bias. Slightly skewed towards
45-64-year-olds, 2-person households and households
without children.

Coffee-Mate - std

Slight bias towards C2, DE and 45+ households as
heavier buyers; 2—3-person households and households
with children.
Slightly biased towards 45-64-year-olds, full-time
working housewives, and households without children.

Coffee-Mate Lite

EXHIBIT 9.4 REASONS FOR LAPSING AND REJECTION
(NUMBER or RESPONDENTS)
SPONTANEOUS RESPONSE
Don't drink coffee
Drink black coffee
Prefer milk
Prefer skimmed milk
Don't like them
Leaves coffee too hot

LAPSING
11
5
50
5
10
2

REJECTION

22

6
33

3
18
1

Case 9.- Coffee-Mute

No need to use them
Don't think to buy them
Doesn't mix
Prefer pure things
Fattening
Too rich/creamy
Other
Don't know

5
1
4

4

S
4
1
3
2
2
3
9

409

664

4

2
1
5

Total sample

Because Coffee-Mate and Coffee-Mate Lite are 'consumed' with coffee,
popularity and demand will also be affected by the annual coffee consumption
in the United Kingdom, which has been static at under 3 kg per head since
1985, compared with over 5 kg in Italy, France and Germany, and well below
countries like Finland and the Netherlands with 11-13 kg. Exhibit 9,5 shows
the trend in coffee consumption in the UK. The National Food Survey (K1U
Retail Business 1992) suggests that the higher a household's income, the more
it spends on coffee (Exhibit 9.6). Childless households are the most intense
coffee drinkers (Exhibit 9.7).

EXHIBIT 9.5 COFFEE CONSUMPTION (CUPS/PERSON/DAY)
YEAR

1970

1981

1990

1995

Anv coffee
Instant coffee
Ground coffee
Special coffee
Food beverage
Choc/cocoa

1.22
1.07
0.01
0.09
0.10

1.54
1.39
0.13
0.06
0-07

1.57
1.39
0.14
0.06
0.07

1.48
1.34
0.12
0.10
0.04
0.07

SOURCE: National Food Survey.

EXHIBIT 9.6 CONSUMPTION" BY INCOME GROUP (PER
PERSON/WEEK)
WEEKLY INCOME (£)

CONSUMPTION (g)

EXPENDITURE (P)

645+
475-644
250-474
125-249
0-124
125+ (no earners)
0-125 (no earners)
OAPs

2.60
1.79
1.76
1.54
1.62
3.08
1.65
1.76

25.20
19.30
20.03
18.20
17.24
32.19
19.41
18.64

Soi'RfiE: National Food Survey.

For both users and non-users, consumers' perceptions, attitudes
towards and motivations behind usage of whiteners and creamers vary.
Overall, consumers display a relatively clear understanding of the whitener
marker, which they tend to define under two headings: dried or powdered
milks, and wkiteners.
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EXHIBIT 9.7 CONSUMPTION BY HOUSEHOLD SIZE (PER
PERSON/WEEK)
NUMBER OP
ADULTS

1
]

2
2

2
2
2
3
3+
3+
4+

CHILDREN

0
1+
0
1
2

3
4+

0
1-2
3+
0

CONSUMPTION
<g)
2.32
1.18
2.32
1.68
1.34
1.26
1.12
1.93
1.43
0.92
2.07

EXPENDITURE
(P)
27.24
14.82
25.34
17.97
14.55
14.63
11.38
22.95
15.51
12.22'
25.42

SOURCE: National Food Survey.

Perceptually, the dried- or powdered-milk product is more prominent.
The product's great versatility and its heritage ('milk') are responsible for
this. Consumers regard dried milk as a substitute product, the alternative to
turn to in an emergency when the real thing, milk, has run out or is running
low. There was also an association with slimming, with brands such as
Marvel adopting precisely this positioning. The advent of skimmed milk has,
however, made the role in this respect redundant. A few older respondents
who used powdered milk in cooking and baking nonetheless reported beneficial results, such as lighter cakes.
The prevailing image of powdered milk as a distress or convenience
product means that the brand is bought, but the product is tolerated: 'You
tend to buy powdered milk thinking that you will need it when you run out,
and occasionally you do."Powdered milk is useful if you .run out of real milk.
You can make it up and use it just like the real thing, but it doesn't taste too
good. You have to be a bit desperate to want to use it.'
Other negatives are attached to dry milk. Respondents considered it to
be an inconvenient product to prepare. Frequently the product's performance is perceived as disappointing. Consumers here spoke of the product's
poor mixing qualities: it is 'lumpy', resulting in 'bits' floating on the top of
their coffee. The product also tended to 'congeal' when spooned into tea or
coffee. When made up and poured the product's poor taste qualities were
also apparent: 'We have had it in our cornflakes when we've run out, hut
quite honestly, it tastes so disgusting that in the future 1 don't think I'd
bother.' 'It's all right for baking, but if you want to use it like real milk, it's not
really advisable,'
A stigma is attached to dried milk because of its poor performance and
taste delivery. The image of dried milk was consistent across both users and
non-users. Negative perceptions of the product do, however, impact on
consumers' perceptions of coffee creamers or whitcners, acting to constrain
or to taint perceptions, especially among non-users.
Wliiteiiers/Cot"fee Creamers
Coffee creamers have a more polarized image across users and non-users.
First, loyal or confirmed creamer users regard creamer as almost a treat. It
is looked upon as an indulgence, solely for their pleasure. These hedonistic

Case 9: Coffee-Mate

and indulgent properties are sometimes enhanced by the brand (e.g. CoffeeMate) being perceived as having relaxing or comforting benefits; 'Creamers
are a little bit of an indulgence. They make coffee taste so much better. They
add something to it which improves the taste.' 'First thing in the morning I
tend to have coffee with semi-skimmed milk, but towards 11 o'clock T want
something which is more relaxing, more substantial, so I have coffee with
Coffee-Mate. It seems to be comforting.'
Creamers' taste benefits are undoubtedly a motivating force behind
usage. Loyal users enjoy and appreciate the thicker, creamier taste.
Creamers are considered to supplement the taste of coffee, to complement
and improve its flavour. Where Coffee-Mate is concerned, the perceptions
are extremely positive. Users enjoy its sweet delivery, stating that they need
not add sugar to it. Coffee-Mate fans feel that it does produce a creamy cup
of coffee whether or not it is added to instant or freshly brewed 'real' coffee:
'Coffee without Coffee-Mate, just made with milk, tastes like it's got something missing.' 'Coffee-Mate kind of lifts the flavour. It makes a richer, bettertasting cup of coffee, whether it be an instant or a real one.'
Secondly, non-users' perceptions of coffee creamers are tainted by their
generally negative attitudes towards dried milk. Creamers are something
you have by for an emergency. You don't really want to use them — they're
only there if there's no other choice: 'If someone gave me a cup of coffee
with creamer in it, I would think they were doing it because they had run
out of milk. I wouldn't have thought it was because they like the taste of it.
Surely nobody could like the taste.'
Thus, in marked contrast to the users, where the creamy taste of
Coffee-Mate is a totally apposite adjective, non-users criticized its sweetness. Non-users describe creamers as changing the taste of coffee, masking
its pure taste rather than enhancing it. They also criticized its high sugar
content, given that it is a glucose-based product. These consumers feel that
Coffee-Mate delivers a flavour that is unacceptably sweet. They are not
impressed with the product and perceive it to be a poor synthetic alternative
to cream: 'You can always tell when someone's used creamers, it just tastes
powdery. It doesn't taste like cream, it has a taste all of its own.' 'Whitcncrs
taste nothing like cream. They taste powdery. You always know when
they're there.'
The polarized perceptions of users and non-users are therefore summarized as follows:
Taste reactions of users: Creamy, rich, comforting, sweet and relaxing.
'Coffee without Coffee-Mate tastes as if it's lacking something.'
Taste reactions of non-users.- Clawy, heavy and sweet. "You lose the
flavour of the coffee.'
Thirdly, lapsed users still see creamers as a bit of an indulgence and a
treat. However, they feel an element of guilt in using the product, and often
it has been this anxiety that has caused them to drift away from it: 'I like
coffee creamers - I like the taste. But I stopped using them because I felt I
was putting on too much weight and I needed to cut down. I just think there
is too much in there, it's just glucose syrup and vegetable fat.' 'My husband
had to go on a low-cholesterol diet and I figured that there was just too much
fat in the coffee creamers. We've become accustomed now to drinking it
black, or with very little skimmed milk.'
Looking ahead, health concerns are having an impact upon milk
consumption, particularly die use of skimmed milk and other low-fat
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varieties. This change has been prompted by consumers' concern over
health in general, and their level of fat intake in particular. Some consumers
found it difficult to wean themselves and their families off milk, initially, and
then semi-skimmed milk, in favour of the fully skimmed variety. However,
many are persistent in adopting an overall preventative health maintenance
regime as well as controlling their weight. So, while a few respondents
retained the notion that a cup of real coffee made with cream was still the
ideal, many others considered their ideal to be coffee drunk with jusl a dash
of milk or black. Unfortunately. Coffee-Mate is perceived to be too close to
cream in its taste and textural delivery, and is in danger of being rendered
redundant since its creamy association is increasingly deemed undesirable.
Coffee-Mate Lite may, however, redeem the situation by offering the same
benefits of creamy and rich taste without causing injury to bealth and
weight.
Consumer Analyses
TGI User Surveys covering instant/ground coffee and powdered milk/coffee
creamer markets yielded I'ive potential consumer groups for Coffee-Mate,
some of which are potentially more attractive than others. These clusters
warrant further evaluation.
Cluster I: 'Sharon and Tracy' - Experimentalists
(Sample Proportion: 15.4 per cent)
They like to enjoy themselves and try new things. They enjoy spending
money happily and seem to be very materialistic and status conscious. They
go out frequently and are uninterested in political or environmental issues.
They are products of the Thatcher years.
Although they are heavy users of instant coffee, they are low-level users
of ground coffee. They claim to use Nescafe granules and Maxwell House
powder most often. They are below-average users of the category and
average users of Coffee-Mate, but heavy users of cream.
They are younger (15-44 years) with a mid- to down-market bias (C2D)
and children. They are of middle income (£15,000 up to £30,000), but live
in council property, in fading industrial areas and underprivileged areas.
They tend to be found in the north of the country (e.g. Scotland, Yorkshire,
the north-east).
They read many of the tabloids (e.g. The Sun, Daily Star, Today, News
of the World) and the 'mums' magazines such as Bella, Chat and Woman.
They are heavy users of ITV (not Channel 4), TV AM and satellite, and heavy
listeners to independent radio. They cannot resist buying magazines, and
read papers for entertainment rather than for news.
They spend average to high amounts on the main grocery shop, and
shop at Asda and M & S (all those exciting new foods). They love shopping
for anything, be it food, clothes, kitchen gadgets or whatever. They like to
keep up with fashion and believe they are stylish, and feel it is important to
try to keep looking young. They will try anything new. They will respond to
seeing new things in advertising or in the store.
They are very gregarious and socialize often (heavy users of pubs, wine
bars and restaurants). They like to enjoy life and not worry about the future.
They holiday abroad (eat, lie and drink in the sun) and like to treat themselves. A fairly hedonistic bunch, they tend to spend money without thinking,
spend more with their credit card, and are no good at saving their money.
They feel that it is important for people to think they are doing well. They
buy cars for their looks and believe that brands arc better than own labels.

Case 9: Coffee-Mute

At present they are not really using Coffee-Mate as much as one would
have expected.
Cluster 2: 'Eileen and Mary' - Cost Constrained, Older, Conservative
(Sample Proportion: 23.6 per cent)
Very price aware, they budget when shopping and look for lowest prices.
They are very traditional in their habits (don't like foreign food or foreign
holidays). They seem to worry about food (food is not safe nowadays), feel
safe using products recommended by experts, think fast food is junk, and
think it is worth paying more for organic fruit and vegetables and environmentally friendly products), but don't do much about it, perhaps because
they can't afford to. They seem to be looking back.
They are light users of instant eoffee compared with the population as a
whole, but when they do use instant coffee they claim to use Maxwell House
granules and powder most often. They are average users of the category and
buy Marvel and St Ivel. They are not really users of Coffee-Mate and never
use cream. Older (55+) and down-market (C2DE). They are not working or
are retired in 1 or 2-person households; hence fewer of this type have children at home. They live in multiethnic areas, council areas and underprivileged areas on a low household income (£5,000-11,000).
They read the tabloid press and Bella and Chat. They are also heavy
users of I TV, Channel 4 and TV AM, and listen to independent radio.
Not surprisingly, their expenditure on the main grocery shop is low and
they tend to shop daily at places such as Kwik Save and the Co-op. They
enjoy shopping, but always look for the lowest prices, decide what they want
before they go shopping and budget for every penny. They frequently enter
competitions, find saving difficult, save for items they want, and like to pay
cash.
They are by nature very conservative. They like routine, dislike untidiness, would buy British if they could, have a roast on Sundays and prefer
brands to own label. They believe job security is more important than
money, would rather have a boring job than no job, and prefer to do rather
than take responsibility. Due to both their age and financial constraints, they
socialize rarely. Most of this group never entertain friends to a meal, and
never go to a pub, a wine bar or a restaurant.
Cluster 3: 'Sarah and Anna' - Affluent, Young Foodies
(Sample Proportion: 24.4 per cent)

Unencumbered, by children and well off, they love both travelling and food
(many claim to be vegetarian). They do not have to budget and can afford to
treat themselves to perfume and foreign holidays, preferably more than
once a year. They are not interested in additional channels on satellite TV
and tend to be light users of all media.
They are heavy users of coffee and ground coffee. They buy decaffeinated, Gold Blend, Aha Kica, Cap Colombie, Sainsbury, M & S and Tesco.
They are above average users of the category, claim to buy Coffee-Mate and
Marvel most often, and also use cream.
Aged 35-54, predominantly ABC], they earn above-average incomes
and tend to be working full time. They live in areas of affluent minorities,
young married suburbs and metro singles, in 1 or 2-person households.
They are more likely to be found in London, the south and the south-west.
They read the quality press including the Guardian, the Independent,
The Times, the Financial Times and the Daily Telegraph. They also read the
Mail and the Express and all the equivalent Sunday papers including the
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Observer. They are light users of independent radio, but they do listen to
the radio in the car.
They have a high expenditure on their main grocery shop (S71+) hut
shop infrequently at, of course, Sainsbury, Tesco and Safeway. They really
enjoy cooking and food, read reeipes in magazines and like to try out new
foods. Their tastes will be varied as they also enjoy travelling abroad on holiday,
where they avoid the package trips and like to do as much as possible.
They entertain frequently and invite friends for meals. They also use
pubs and wine bars, though not as much as 'Sharon and Tracy', and they are
heavy users of restaurants.
They are health eonscious (well, they can afford to be) and claim to
include fibre in their diet, eat wholemeal bread, have less fat in their diet
and eat fewer sweets and cakes. They are prepared to pay more for food
without additives and for environmentally friendly products. They also
claim to exercise.
They can afford to treat themselves and prefer to buy one good thing
rather than many cheap ones. They also like to keep up with technology and
want to stand out from die crowd. In their fortunate position they enjoy life
and don't worry about the future.
They also claim never to buy any product tested on animals, buy
unleaded petrol, use recycling banks and disapprove of aerosols more than
the population at large. They make use of credit cards, especially for business, like to be well insured and consult professional advisers.
Cluster 4: 'Dawn and Lisa - Cost Constrained. Young Families
(Sample Proportion: 13.9 per eent)
Rather like 'Eileen and Mary', this group is severely constrained by their low
incomes. But unlike the previous group, they are often younger and often
working part time or are unemployed or students, although they may have
children. They are also not remotely concerned about health or the environment. Many left school before the age of 16.
They are heavy users of instant coffee, but do not use ground coffee.
They buy Nescafe granules and Maxwell House powder. They are below
average users of the category and never use cream.
This group is biased towards the 15-34 age group and is down-market
(C2DE) with low incomes (£5,000-11,000). They are to be found in council
estates, fading industrial areas and underprivileged areas in the east, northeast and London. They have young families and there is a slight bias to
larger families than in other groups.
They read the tabloid press, Bella and Chat, and they are heavy viewers
of 1TV, TV AM and satellite, and heavy listeners to independent radio.
Their expenditure on the main grocery shop is low and they shop daily
or once a week at Kwik Save. They always look for the lowest price, watch
what they spend, budget for every penny and look out for special offers.
They want to save, but find it difficult.
As a result of their difficult financial circumstances, they rarely use wine
bars, pubs or restaurants. They claim to enjoy going to the pub, but cannot
afford to these days. Similarly, when they can afford a holiday, they prefer to
holiday in the United Kingdom.
They have little time or money to worry about the environment or
health issues, and claim that health food is bought by fanatics. They believe
that frozen food is as nutritious as fresh foods. They tend to buy own label,
presumably because it is cheaper rather than because they believe ownlabel goods are better than branded goods.

Case 9: Coffee-Mate

EXHIBIT 9.8 PROPOSED TV AD
A TV CAMPAIGN AIMS TO BOOST SALES. THE FOLLOWING AD IS PROPOSED.
VlSION

SOUND

Jane and John, an affluent
thirty-something couple, are
entertaining two other similar
couples.
They are ending their meal by
drinking coffee out of fine china
cups and eating After Eights.

Soft soul music playing
throughout.

Jane looks alarmed at John.
.Jolm glances at the empty
cream jug.
Jane rushes into kitchen and
frantically looks for cream
(there is none) and milk (all gone).
Jane pauses, smiles, then gets out
the Coffee-Mate.
Jane pours the coffee and adds
the Coffee-Mate.
Jane returns with coffee.
Guest sips the coffee containing
Coffee-Mate.
John smiles quizzically (and
admiringly) at Jane.
Jane leans back in her chair,
smiling knowingly.

John (to one of the other guests);
'Do you want another cup?'
Guest 1: 'Yes, please.'
Guest 2: 'Me, too! With cream!'
Jane (thinking quickly): Til
make it!'

Guest 1: 'Lovely, even better than
the last one!'
Guest 2; 'Yes, how do you do it?'
Voice: 'Coffee-Mate, never be
without it!'

Cluster 5: 'Dorothy and Amy' - Affluent
(Sample Proportion: 22.7 per cent)
This group does not have to be price conscious. They are older, sometimes
retired or working part time, and are well off. Often they own their house
outright. They are, however, fairly traditional. They are not interested in holidaying abroad, they are not health conscious and they are not media aware.
They arc the people most likely to be buying Coffee-Mate. They buyinstant coffee to the same degree as the rest of the population and are light
users of ground coffee. But they use the category as well as cream.
Dorothy and Amy are older (55+) and are upmarket (AB and Cl). They
still have a reasonable household income despite being retired (525,000+)
and their children have left home. They are clearly a group who have disposable income as many own their homes, and they are not worried about
budgeting. They are to be found in affluent minorities, older suburbs and
young married suburbs in the north-east, Scotland, Wales and the west.
They are readers of quality press and light viewers of I TV. They rarely
watch Channel 4 and never listen to independent radio. They are not media
aware, claiming to wateh little TV and not to notice posters, and do not expect
ads to entertain. They are not interested in satellite TV or more channels.
Their expenditure on the main grocery shop is above average, although
they shop infrequently at places such as Safeway, Budgcns and the Go-op.
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They do not enjoy shopping as much as other groups and they are not price
conscious at all, but are prudent with money (consider themselves good at
saving). They do not want to try new things, are not keen to keep up with the
latest fashion, and are not concerned wirh their appearance. They prefer to buy
British if possible, and will pay extra for quality goods, but arc not really
indulgent.
This is a group whose attitudes tend to lag the other groups. They get a
great deal of pleasure from gardening and others often ask their advice on
the matter. As a group they are happy with their standard of living. They do not
often go to pubs, wine bars or restaurants, but they do have people in for meals.

QUESTIONS
1. What are the main benefits of Coffee-Mate and what is limiting its
sales?
2. How would the promotion of Coffee-Mate change with the benefits
promoted and the competition targeted?
3. Should Coffee-Mate he mass marketed, aimed at one segment or aimed
at multiple segments?
4. How would the different alternatives alter the marketing mix used to
market Coffee-Mate? Why launch Coffee-Mate Lite?
5. Evaluate the segments from TGI's user survey for target attractiveness
and their fit to Coffee-Mate's strengths. Which of the segments would
you target and why?
6. Look at Exhibit 9.8. Evaluate the proposed ad for target market and
benefits promoted. Will the ad help propel Coffee-Mate's further
growth? Create an alternative ad for your chosen target market,
SOURCES: Economist Intelligence Unit, Retail Business, no. 418 (December 1992); British
Market Research Bureaux, Instcetlt Powdered Mitk and Coffee dreamer,* (1992)- company
sources.

Positioning
CIIAPTKR OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
•

Define differentiation and market positioning.

•

Explain why companies seek to differentiate their markets and use
positioning strategies.
• List and discuss the principal ways in which companies can
differentiate their products.
• Explain how companies can position their products for maximum
competitive advantage in the marketplace.

Preview Case
Gastrol: Liquid Engineering
The Enthusiast
ANTONI CAREFULLY MEASURED FOUR LITRES of Syntec into his greatest love,
his new Van Dieman Formula Ford single-seater rating car Tomorrow he
was racing her for the first time at Silverstone and wanted to do well. Racing
the Formula Fords was exciting", but his real dream was to race for Ferrari.
That is why he had left his home in Barcelona to work for a specialist engineering firm in rural England.
Leaving Spain was hard, but he was now near where he needed to be: at
the heart of the world's motor sports industry. It still seemed odd to him that
a sport as international as motor racing was so localized, but the evidence
was all around. More than three-quarters of the world's purpose-built singleseater cars - including 10.000 Formula Fords - came from small firms like
Reynard, Rait and Van Dieman. Many of the Grand Prix teams were also
close by - McLaren, Williams, Lotus, Tvrell, Lola, March, Arrow and, best of
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all, Benetton. Local engineers also did much of the design work on the new
Ferraris. Local firms even dominated the United States 'Indy' car championships. Few of the 450.000 people watching the Indianapolis 500 race
knew that almost all the cars and engines originated in rural England. Antoni
got his Syntuc oil from an American friend, and fellow motor enthusiast, living
nearby. He was glad of the gift, since the synthetic motor oil cost four times
as much as regular lubricants. In motor racing every little helps and the oil
could make the difference between winning and losing. Even if he had not
been given the oil, he would have bought some.
Syntec
Syntec is Burmah Castrol's 'flagship' product. Targeted at enthusiasts and
technically advanced users of motor oil, the product appeared on the United
States market with a $20 million budget. Despite its high price, Syntec sells
well and broke even in 1994. It will never have a high market share, but the
'flagship' product allows Castrol to create gradations in the market at intermediate prices.
Syntec fits Castrol's strategy of having a high price and high marketing
expenditure. Sponsorship of rallying, Grand Prix racing and the Indy car
series in the United States positions Castrol as a quality, high-performance
product used by die experts. Its TV advertising shows Castrol GTX as 'liquid
engineering' and so encourages motorists to cosset their engines by using a
premium-priced product. In the United States the campaign has helped
Castrol increase its share of the DIY market from 5 to 15 per cent in ten
years. Sales are now just behind Pennzoil, the market leader.

Preview Case- Castro/
The 'Ifawe Somes' and 'Near Haves'
Castro] has operations in 50 countries and sells to another 100. Some of its
greatest successes are in developing countries, where economic development fuels growth. The company's positioning in the developing world is not
the same as in developed countries. According to Ian Pringle, Castrol's Asia
director, 'have somes' are the key to its marketing in Asia. They are die real
middle class of Asia who want to buy cars, houses and consumer durables.
They treasure and care for their possessions. The segment is growing fast.
For instance, in India the domestically produced Maruti-Suzuki 800 cc car is
the status symbol of the rapidly growing middle class. By a combination of
political patronage and Japanese technology, the company has 71 per cent
of the Indian car market, which grew by 30 per cent in 1993. Castrol estimates that in 1994 Asia had 55-60 million of these 'have somes', but that
there would be ,300 million by the end of the century.
Castrol's marketing also covers the Asian 'near haves', who arc likely to
buy a motor cycle as their first vehicle. According to Mr Pringle, these
groups are important because of the way that rapid economic development
leads to consumers 'leapfrogging' intermediate technologies: for example,
people progressing from having no telephone direct to a cellular phone, or
from no radio to hi-fi system with a compact disc player. These changes
happen quickly and, Mr Pringle believes, some brand loyalty persists
when 'near haves' become 'have somes'. That is why Castrol has made the
motorcycle market central to its marketing strategy in Vietnam
and Thailand. In Thailand, Gastrol concentrated on building distribution
and its image among motorcyclists despite government controls restricting
profits in the 1970s. Then, when the motorcycle population leapt from
1 million to 5 million in the late 1980s, it was able to hold on to its leading
position,
World ('overage
Appropriate targeting and positioning of Gastrol lubricants ensures that the
company makes profits in markets as different as Vietnam's 'near haves' and
the US enthusiasts. By positioning product to fit the market's stage of development, Castrol is profitable in both mature and developing markets. In
1993 the United States and Germany were the two most profitable markets,
but India was the third and Thailand the sixth.
Burmah Gastrol: Lubricants Division, 1993
Region

Europe
North America
Asia
Southern hemisphere

Turnover (£m)
679.4
502.5
242.2
201.3

Operating prufits (£m)
95.9
50.7
40.0
15-8

Mr Tim Stevenson, Castrol's chief executive, says that the company has
'proved wrong the sceptics who for years have been arguing that Castrol is a
mature business, liable to be snuffed out by the major oil dinosaurs'. He has
good reason to boast. Excluding the 1990 Gulf crisis year, Castrol's profits
have maintained a 14 per cent compound annual growth rate since 1985.
While the world lubricant market has been almost flat over the last ten
years, Gastrol has increased its sales by 6 per cent per year on average some maturity; some snuffing out.1
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QUESTIONS
1. How does Gastrol's positioning differ across the globe?
2.

3.

How can Castrol's involvement in motor sports help it in markets
where few people will ever have a chance to see the sport live, never
mind participate in it?
Why do you think Burmah Oil concentrates on engine oils rather than
the huge market for motor fuel?

4. What strengths has Castrol cultivated in order to allow it to compete?
5. What personalities could be used to help strengthen people's
perception of Castrol?
6. Do people buy the expensive Castrol brands for emotional reasons or
because of their unique performance characteristics?

Introduction
core strategy
It has Pwo parts: the
identification of a group
of customers jar -whom
the firm has a
differential advantage;
and then positioning
itself iii that market.

Core strategy is at the hub of marketing strategy. It is where the strengths of a
company meet market opportunities. It has two parts: first, the identification of a
group of customers for whom the firm has a differential advantage; and second,
positioning itself in the customer's mind. Castrol did that. While the big oil
companies saw the lubricant market as mature, Castrol identified target markets
and built strengths in them. Its motor racing experience, knowledge of highperformance oils and brand name were competitive advantages in the motor
enthusiast market. In the United States, its support of Grand Prix and Indy car
racing helped position Castrol Syntec as a high-performance product. In developing countries, its early investments in distribution gave Castrol a differential
advantage in the emergent markets. There, too, Castrol's association with Grand
Prix racing gives the products an exotic international appeal. This chapter first
examines how firms can differentiate themselves and then the positioning alternatives.

Differentiation

competitive advantage
-4ii advantage over
competitors gained by
offering consumers
greater value, either
through lower prices or
by providing more
benefits that justify
higher prices.

Consumers typically choose products and services that give them the greatest
value. Thus the key to winning and keeping customers is to understand their
needs and buying processes better than competitors do, and to deliver more
value. To the extent that a company can position itself as providing superior value
to selected target markets, either by offering lower prices than competitors do
or by providing more benefits to justify higher prices. It gains competitive advantage.2 Solid positions are not built upon empty promises. If a company positions
its product as offering the best quality and service, it must then delvoer the
promised quality and service. Positioning therefore begins with differentiating
the company's marketing offer, so that it will give consumers more value than
competitors' offers do (see Marketing Highlight 10.1). It is not just a matter of
being different; success comes from being different in a way that customers want,
Arby's, the fast-food chain, explains how it competes by being different: 'Being
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Figure 10.1

The new BCG matrix

different makes you more interesting. Of course it's not always good to be
different (you don't want to be the only one standing up in an electrical storm).
But in most cases being different is good. Great tasting, lean Roast Beef and 3
fantastic ways. And no dull, boring burger!'
Not even' company can find many opportunities for differentiating its offer and
gaining competitive advantage.J In some industries it is harder than others. The
Boston Consulting Group explains four types of industry based on the number of
competitive advantages and the size of those advantages (see Figure 10.1). The
four industry types are:
1. Volume industries, where there are a few large advantages to be had. The
airline industry is one of these. A company can strive for low costs or
differentiate by sendee quality, but can win 'big' on both bases. In these
industries, profitability is correlated with company size and market share.
As a result, most minor airlines lose money while the main players try to
form global alliances to build share. In this case almost all the industry
leaders, like United Airlines, lloechst, Hitachi, Cnilever and Glaxo Wellcome
are large, low-cost operators providing a high-quality sen'ice;1
2. Stalemate industries produce commodities where there are few potential
advantages and each is small. Many old industries like steel and bulk
chemicals fall into this category. In these industries it is hard to differentiate
products or have significantly lower costs. European firms in these sectors
often lose money, since they are unable to compete with products from
economies with low-cost labour. Even size and modern plant cannot counter
high labour costs.
3. Fragmented industries offer many opportunities to differentiate, but each
opportunity is small. Many service industries are fragmented. Restaurants
are an extreme example: Hard Rock Cafe has a global reputation and long
queues, but its overall share of the market is small. Even market leaders,
like McDonald's and KFC, have a small share of the marker relative to
leaders in other industries. In fragmented industries, profitability is not
closely related to size. For many years, global Pizza Hut was not profitable,
while every large town has restaurateur millionaires who own few eating
places. At the same time, many small restaurants fail each year.
4. Specialized industries offer companies many opportunities to differentiate
in a way that gives a high pay-off. Pharmaceuticals is a specialized industry.
A disproportionately large proportion of the world's most successful
companies come from the sector where firms like Novartis, Glaxo Wellcome
and Roche are market leaders for particular treatment. Less conspicuous
specialized industries are those for scientific instruments and publishing.

volume industry
An industry
characterized by few
opportunities to create
competitive advantages,
but each advantage is
huge and given a high
pay-off.
stalemate industry
An industry that
produces commodities
and is characterised by
a few opportunities to
create competitive
advantages, with each
advantage being small.
fragmented industry
An industry
characterised by many
opportunities to create
competitive advantages,
but each advantage is
small.
specialized industry
An industry -where there
are many opportunities
for firms to create
competitive advantages
that are huge or give a
high pay-off.
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Nintendo: More than Just
Fun and Games
In the early 1980s, no home could
be without a video game console
and a dozen cartridges. By 19S3
Atari, Coieco, Mattel and a dozen
other companies offered some version of a video game system and
industry sales topped S3.2 billion.
Then, by 1985, home video game
sales had plummeted to S100 million. Game consoles gathered dust
and cartridges, originally priced as high as $35
each, sold for #5. Industry leader Atari, a subsidiary of Warner Communications, was hardest
hit. Warner fired Atari's president, sacked 4,500
employees, and sold the subsidiary at a fraction of
its 1983 worth. Industry experts blamed the
death of the video game industry on fickle consumer tastes. Video games, they asserted, were
just another fad.
However, one company, Nintendo, a 100year-old toy company from Kyoto, Japan, did not
agree, in late 1985, on top of ruins of the video
game business, the company introduced its
Nintendo Entertainment System (NES), Jtist one
year later, Nintendo had sold over 1 million NES
units. By 1991 Nintendo and its licensees were
reaping annual sales of $4 billion in a now revitalized $5 billion video game industry. Nintendo had
captured 80 per cent share of the market, and
more than one out of every five United States
households, slightly fewer in the EU, and 40 per
cent of Japanese households had a Nintendo system
hooked up to one of its television sets.
How did Nintendo manage to revive a dying
industry? First, it recognized that video game
customers were not so much fickle as bored. The
company sent researchers to visit video arcades
to find out why alienated home video game fans
still spent hours happily pumping arcade
machines. The researchers found that Nintendo's
Donkey Kong and similar games were still mainstays of the arcades, even though home versions
were failing. The reason? The arcade games
offered better quality, mil animation and challenging plots. Home video games, on the other
hand, offered only crude quality and simple plots.

Despite their exotic names and
introductory hype, each new home
game was boringly identical to all
the others, featuring slow characters that moved through ugly
animated scenes to the beat of
monotonous, synthesized tones.
The video kids of the early 1980s
had outgrown the first-generation
home video games.
Nintendo saw the fall of the
video game industry as an opportunity. It set out to differentiate
itself by offering superior quality - by giving
home video game customers a full measure of
quality entertainment value for their money.
Nintendo designed a basic game system that sold
for under $100 yet boasted near arcade-quality
graphics. Equally important, it developed innovative and high-quality 'Game Paks' to accompany the system. New games constantly appear
and mature titles are weeded out to keep the
selection fresh and interesting. The games contain consistently high-quality graphics, and game
plots vary and challenge the user. Colourful, cartoon-like characters move fluidly about cleverly
animated screens. Amidst a chorus of bongs,
whistles and bleeps, players can punch out the
current heavyweight boxing champ or wrestle
Hulk Hogan, play ice hockey or golf, or solve word
and board games. The most popular games, however, involved complex sword-and-sorcery conflicts, or the series of Super Mario Brothers
fantasy worlds, where young heroes battle to save
endangered princesses or fight the evil ruler,
Wart, for peace in the World of Dreams.
By differentiating itself through superior
products and service, and by building strong relationships with its customers, Nintendo built a
seemingly invincible quality position in the video
game market. But it soon came under attack. New
competitors such as Sony and Sega exploited the
opportunities created as Nintendo junkies
became bored and sought the next new video
thrill. Sony beat Nintendo at its own game - product superiority - when it hit the market with its
PlayStation machine, an advanced new system
that offered even richer graphics, more lifelike
sound and more complex plots. Nintendo coun-
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tered with the Nintendo 64 and a fresh blast of promotion, but the competition has intensified and,
while Nintendo^ were being discounted, the
PlayStation was the Christmas hit toy of 1997.
Meanwhile the computer games world is
attacked for being Violent, destructive, xenophobic, racist and sexist'. Sega Europe has also
been attacked for marketing gruesome games
such as Mortal Kombat and 'MDK' (Murder Death
Kill). The industry has been criticized for cultivating a generation of 'Video Kids' for whom 30
seconds without scoring is boring; moral zombies
hooked on worlds where the rules are shot or be
shot, consume or be consumed, fight or lose. In
Japan, where many of the games come from, consumers are more broad-minded than in most
western countries. Nintendo needs to extend its
customer range beyond the terminally fickle
teenage males. Sega sponsored roadshows with
teen magazines, and put girls in its TV ads after
complaints from schoolchildren on its 'advisory
board' about sexism in advertising. Sega Europe
created a new toy division to target 'housewives
with children, instead of 14-year-old boys'. The
first product will be Pico, an electronic learning
aid for kids that has taken a 'significant' share of
the Japanese high-tech toys market. The S8 million European launch included TV. press and
posters with a full below-the-line campaign. Next
will be an 'electronic learning aid that thinks it's a
toy' for three- to seven-year-olds.
Ail to no avail. While Nintendo and Sega
chased the new markets, Sony's PlayStation

blasted the 1997 Christmas market with the
'arcade feel' of Ridge Racer and Crash Bindicoot
and 'scary, tension building' Doom. Also a new
company appeared with a little gadget that
attracted masses of new customers. Tamagotchi's
virtual pets rose and fell like the fad they were.
Although the sophistication and range of Giga
Pups and Nano Pets grew and prices declined, virtual pet owners proved as capricious as other
computer game players. Euromonitor forecasts
that the world market for video games will fall by
30 per cent by the year 2000. Other pundits suggest that few people will buy a game machine
when all houses have a Pentium II wired to the
World Wide Web. Could all computer games
machine makers now be heading for Henry's
Virtual Pet Cemetery V Will 2000 be doom for the
Tomb Raiders?
SOURCES: See Rebecca Fannin, 'ZapV, Marketing and Media
Decisions (November 1989), pp. 35-40; Raymond Roel, "Fhi
power of Nintendo'. Direct Marketing (September 1989),
pp. 24-9; Stewart Wolpin, 'How Nintendo revived a dying
industry'. Marketing Communications (May 1989), pp. 364(1; Kate Fitzgerald, 'Nintendo, Sega slash price of
videogames', Advertising Age (ft June; 1992), p. 44; Richard
Lfrandt, 'Clash of the Titans', Business Week (7 September
1992), p. 34; Mark Jones and Margaret Bennett, 'Game
over?', Marketing Business (December-January 1993-4),
pp. 8-11; Kos Snowden, 'Now Se{>a iirra targets mothers',
Marketing Week (1 October 1994), p. 9; 'Dip into the future,
t'aras cyborg eye can see: and wince', Tim Economise
(3 January 1997), pp. 81-3; 'Computing: that's
entertainment', Wiiich? (December 1997); Henry's Virtual
Pet Cemetery (/hmai. ho me. mi ndsring.com).

Figure 10.2 shows the returns to be had from differentiation. It shows results
taken from the Profit Implications of Marketing Strategy (P1MH) study of
American and European firms.s This study shows that firms with the lowest
return on investment (KOI) operate in commodity markets where there is no
differentiation on quality or anything else, such as the coal industry. Where there
is room for differentiation, losers have inferior quality (Aeroflot) and more
returns than winners (KLM). The most highly performing group of companies are
'power companies', which have superior quality in differentiate markets (BMW,
Bertelsmann and Nokia). These are ahead of nichers (local airlines), which score
lower on quality and ROI than the 'power companies'. According to PIMS, the
'power companies' often have a high market share, since quality, share and KOI
are interrelated.
Differentiation may be harder in some industries than others, but creative
firms have shown that any market can be differentiated. 6 Pew people see the brick
market as exciting, but one briek company found a way of getting a competitive

advantage. Bricks used to be delivered to building sites in a truck that tipped them
on to the ground. In the process many bricks got broken or lost. Workers on the
site also had to spend time stacking the bricks. The brick company's idea was to
put the bricks on pallets that were lifted off the truck by a small integral crane.
The idea was so successful that soon all bricks came that way. The firm's next idea
was to carry a small off-the-road fork-lift truck with the bricks, so that it could
deliver them to the exact spot where the site manager wanted them.
Oil is a stalemate industry, but Shell remains the leading petroleum retailer
by understanding that fuel is a distress purchase that people do not enjoy. They
succeed by making their petrol stations easy to use and paying attention to all the
other reasons people srop on a journey: to find their way, get a snack, make a
phone call or go to a clean toilet.
Differential advantages can be transient. Some companies find many major
advantages that are easily copied by competitors and are, therefore, highly
perishable. This is particularly true in financial services, where successful ideas
are quickly followed by competitors. The Bank of Scotland's Direct Line insurance company succeeded by offering an economic and high-quality personal
insurance service through television advertising and telephone selling. It was so
successful that established insurers had to follow. Zurich Insurance intends to
attack the conservative German and Italian insurance markets in the same way,7
The solution for companies facing the erosion of their advantage is to keep
identifying new potential advantages and to introduce them one by one to keep
competitors off balance. These companies do not expect to gain a single substad
tial permanent advantage. Instead, they hope to manage a series of advantages
that will increase their share over time. This is how market leaders like Microsoft,
Intel, Sony and Gillette have held their position for so long. The true competitive
advantage of these firms is their market knowledge, technological expertise, creativity
and entreprcneurship, which give them the ability to develop products quickly.

Differentiating Markets
In what specific ways can a company differentiate its offer from those of competitors V A company or market offer can be differentiated along the lines of product,
services, personnel or image.
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• Product Differentiation
A company ean differentiate its physical produet. At one extreme, some companies offer highly standardized products that allow little variation: ehicken, steel
and aspirin. Yet even here, some meaningful differentiation is possible. For
Kample, Perdue claims that its branded chickens are better - fresher and more
tender - and gets a 10 per cent price premium based on this differentiation.
Other companies offer products that can be highly differentiated, such as cars,
commercial buildings and furniture. Here the company faces an abundance of
design parameters.11 It ean offer a variety of standard or optional features not
provided by competitors. Thus Volvo provides new and better safety features, while
Lufthansa offers wider seats to business-class flyers. In the United Kingdom,
\\1iitbread has targeted its chain of Brewers Fay re pubs at families. Besides the
usual food and drink, most Brewers Fayres have a toddlers' area, a play zone for
bigger children and a 'Charlie Chalk Fun Factory - a large self-contained area full
of games, toys and adventure equipment'.
Companies can also differentiate their products on performance. Whirlpool
designs its dishwasher to run more quietly; Unilever formulates Radios to remove
odours as well as dirt from washing. Style and design can also be important differentiating factors. Thus many ear buyers pay a premium for Jaguar cars because of
their extraordinary look, even though Jaguar has sometimes had a poor reliability
record. Similarly, companies can differentiate their products on such attributes as
consistency, durability, reliability or repairability.

• Services Differentiation
In addition to differentiating its physical product, the firm can also differentiate the
services that accompany the produet. Some companies gain competitive advantage
through speedy, reliable or careful delivery. Harrods, the luxury retailer, delivers

to its customers using replica vintage vans — a service particularly popular ai
Christinas, At the other end of the scale. Domino's Pizza promises delivery in less to
30 minutes or reduces the price.
Installation can also differentiate one company from another, IBM, for'
example, is known for its quality installation service. It delivers all pieces ol
purchased equipment to the site at one time, rather than sending individual
components to sit mid wait for others to arrive. And when asked to movt IBM
equipment and install it in another location, IBM often moves competitors' equipment as well. Companies can further distinguish themselves through their repair
services. Many a car buyer would gladly pay a little more and travel a little further
to buy a car from a dealer that provides top-notch repair service.
Some companies differentiate their offers by providing a customer training
service. For instance, General Electric not only sells and installs expensive X-ray
equipment in hospitals, but also trains the hospital employees who will use the
equipment. Other companies offer free or paid consulting services - data, information systems and advice services that buyers need. For example, reinsurance
company M & G provides information and advice to its customers. It also provides
specialist help in developing new products.
Companies can find many other ways to add value through differentiated
services. In fact, they can choose from a virtually unlimited number of specific
services and benefits through which to differentiate themselves from tlie competition. Milliken & Company provides one of the best examples of a company that
has gained competitive advantage through superior service:
Milliken sells shop towels to industrial launderers who rent them to
factories. These towels are physically similar to competitors' towels. Yet J
Milliken charges a higher price for its towels and enjoys the leading
market share. How can it charge more for essentially a commodity? The
answer is that Milliken continuously 'decommoditizes' this product
through continuous service enhancement for its launderer customers.
Milliken trains its customers' salespeople; supplies prospect leads and
sales promotional material to them; supplies on-line computer order
entry and freight optimization systems; carries on marketing research for
customers; sponsors quality improvement workshops; and lends its
salespeople to work with customers on Customer Action Teams.
Launderers are more than willing to buy Milliken shop towels and pay a
price premium because the extra semces improve their profitability,9
Speed of service is a competitive advantage used by many firms. Fast food is
now common on the world's high streets and malls, along with semces like onehour photo processing and Vision Express's one-hour service for spectacles.
These services provide a direct benefit to customers by giving rapid gratification
and allowing services to be completed within one shopping trip. Speed also helps
sell more expensive goods. Abbey National found that its success in providing
large mortgages depended upon how fast it could confirm that it would give a
person a home loan. It responded by allowing local managers to make loan decisions rather than processing applications centrally. In the car market Toyota's
two-day policy means that it can supply a well-equipped Lexus within two days,
while many other luxury car makers expect prospects to wait several weeks for
custom-built cars.
The success of courier services like TNT and DHL shows that many people are
willing to pay extra for a quick, secure service. A study of the importance of
service responsiveness to users of small business-computer-based systems shows
how speed is valued:

Dijferen tiation
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Eighty-five per cent of users were willing to pay a 10 per cent premium price
for same-day service; 60 per cent would pay 20 per cent more; and 40 per
cent would pay a 30 per cent premium.
• On average, same-day service was worth twice as much as brand name and
distributor reputation, and worth four times more than technical features.10

• Personnel Differentiation.
• ',/
Companies can gain a strong competitive advantage through hiring and training
better people than their competitors do. Singapore Airlines enjoys an excellent
reputation largely because of the grace of its flight attendants, McDonald's people
are courteous, IBM people are professional and knowledgeable, and Mark Warner's
resort staff are friendly and upbeat. Marks & Spencer helps differentiate its stores
by careful selection, training and looking after its staff.
Personnel differentiation requires that a company should select its customercontact people carefully and train them well. These personnel must be competent they must possess the required skills and knowledge. They need to be courteous,
friendly and respectful. They must serve customers with consistency and accuracy. And they must make an effort to understand customers, to communicate
dearly with them, and to respond quickly to customer requests and problems.
The Allied Breweries links staff needs to the market segments they serve. A
segmentation study identified four pub segments in the United Kingdom (see
Table 10.1) and the managers needed to run them. Local community pubs
needed a good controller who was mature and experienced. He or she had to be
'one of the crowd', be involved in the local community and be an organizer of pub
teams and other events. The personality of the manager is the key to success of
broad-based locals. They need to maintain a high profile and set the mood of the
pub and other staff. Young persons'circuit pubs need good organizers who are
tolerant but firm. These places are very busy at peak times, so service standards
have to be high and efficient. Users of quality traditional dry pubs expect attention to detail and high professional standards. Good food is important, so the
manager's job is more complicated than for other pubs. The manager may not
have a strong personality, but organizational and financial skills are important.

• Image, Differentiation
Even when competing offers look the same, buyers may perceive a difference
based on company or brand images. Thus companies work to establish images
that differentiate them from competitors. A company or brand image should
convey a singular and distinctive message that communicates the product's main
benefits and positioning. Developing a strong and distinctive image calls for
creativity and hard work. A company cannot implant an image in the public's
mind overnight using only a few advertisements. If 'IBM means service', this
image must be supported by everything the company says and does.
Symbols can provide strong company or brand recognition and image differentiation. Companies design signs and logos that provide instant recognition.
They associate themselves with objects or characters that symbolize quality or
other attributes, such as the Mercedes star, the Johnnie Walker character, the
Miehelin man or the Lecostc crocodile. The company might build a brand around
some famous person, as with perfumes such as Passion (Elizabeth Taylor) and
Uninhibited (Cher), Koine companies even become associated with colours, such
as Kodak (yellow) or Benson & Hedges (gold).
The chosen symbols must be communicated through advertising that
conveys the company or brand's personality. The ads attempt to establish a story
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Table 10.1 I

Allied Breweries pub segments
YOUNG PEKSONS'
CIRCUIT PUB

QUALITY TRADITIONAL

Housing
estates

Town centre
or suburban
high street

Prosperous
villages
or remote
country sites

Generally
males of
all ages

Men and
women
aged
18 to 44

Aged 18 to 24.
Single sex
groups at
lunch-time

Aged 35 plus as
couples or
with family
Managerial and
professional

Customer
geography

Local

Work within
a mile of
the pub

From 5-mile
radius

Five miles or over

Pub journey

Walk

Walk or car

Public transport

Car

Consumer
behaviour

Price
conscious,
-shop locally,
hut do not
drink at home

Price
conscious,
like
pub games

Fjishioneonscious and
like background
noise

Dislike pub
games and
background
noise

Readership

Popular
newspapers

Popular
newspapers

Music press

Quality
newspapers

Thirty per
cent standard
lager and
white spirits

Beer, wine
and whisky

Standard lagers
plus some
premium lagers
and spirits

Drinks only
60 per cent
of sales

Basic
lunch-lime
sandwiches

A little
more than
the local
community
pubs

Little

Appreciate
good food

SEGMENT
Location

Customer
demographics

i
Drinks

Food

LOCAL
COMMUNITY7 PUB

BROAD-BASED

Public housing
estates or old
terraced
housing

LOCAL

DRY PUB

line, a mood, a performance level - something distinctive about the company or
brand. The atmosphere of the physical space in which the organization produces
or delivers its products and services can be another powerful image generator.
Hyatt hotels has become known for its atrium lobbies and TGI Friday's restaurants for American memorabilia. Thus a bank that wants to distinguish itself as
the 'friendly bank' must choose the right building and interior design - layout,
colours, materials and furnishings - to reflect these qualities.
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A company can also create an image through the types of event it sponsors.
Perriur, the bottled water company, became known by laying out exercise tracks
and sponsoring health sports events. Other organizations have identified themselves closely with cultural events, such as orchestral performances and art
exhibits. Still other organizations support popular causes. For example, Heinz
gives money to hospitals and Quaker gives food to the homeless.

What is Market Positioning?
A product's position is the way the product is defined by consumers on important attributes - the place the product occupies in consumers' minds relative to
competing products. Thus Tide is positioned as a powerful, all-purpose family
detergent, Radion removes odours, and Fairy is gentle. Skoda and Subaru are
positioned on economy, Mercedes and Jaguar on luxury, and Porsche. Saab and
BMW on performance.
A firm's competitive advantage and its product's position can be quite
different. A competitive advantage is the strength of a company, while a product's
position is a prospect's perception of a product. A competitive advantage, like low
costs or high quality, could influence a product's position, but in many cases it is
not central to it. For instance, low costs and access to Heathrow are two of British
Airways' competitive advantages, but its position is based on popularity and its
global network, 'The world's favourite airline'. Similarly, Toyota's low costs are a
significant competitive advantage, but its products are sold on quality and technical excellence, not price.
Consumers are overloaded with information about products and services.
They cannot re-evaluate products every time they make a buying decision. To
simplify buying decision making, consumers organize products into categories -

product position
The way the product is
defined by consumers on
important attributes the plave the product
occupies in consumers'
minds relative to
competing products.
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Positioning; when-yon think
of car safety, what brand
comes to mind? Volvo has
positioned itself powerfully
tm stxfety.
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that is, they 'position' products, services and companies in their minds. A
product's position is the complex set of perceptions, impressions and feelings that
consumers hold for the product compared with competing products. Consumers
position products with or without the help of marketers. But marketers do not
want to leave their products' positions to chance. They plan positions that will
give their products the greatest advantage in selected target markets, and they
design marketing mixes to create these planned positions.
Positioning was popularized by advertising executives Al Ries and Jack
Trout.11 They saw it as a creative exercise done with an existing product:
Positioning starts with a product, a piece of merchandise, a service, a
company, an institution or even a person ... But positioning is not about
what you do to a product. Positioning is what you do to the mind of the
prospect. That is, you position products in the mind of the prospect.
They argue that current products generally have a position in the minds of
consumers. Thus Rolex is thought of as the world's top watch, Coca-Cola as the
world's largest soft-drink company, Porsche as one of the world's best sports cars,
and so on. These brands own those positions and it would be hard for a
competitor to steal them.
Ries and Trout show how familiar brands can acquire some distinct!veness
in an 'overcommuiiicated society', where there is so much advertising that
consumers screen out most of [he messages. A consumer can only know about
seven soft drinks, even though there are many more on the market. Even then,
the mind often knows them in the form of a product ladder, such as Coke > Pepsi
> Fanta or Hertz > Avis > Budget. In such a ladder, the second firm usually has
half the business of the first firm, and the third firm enjoys half the business of the
second firm. Furthermore, the top firm is remembered best.
People tend to remember no. 1. For example, when asked, 'Who was the first
person successfully to fly the Atlantic Ocean?, people usually answer, 'Charles

What is Market Positioning?
Lindbergh'. When asked, 'Who was the second person to do it?', they draw a blank.
That is why companies fight for the no. 1 position. In reality, the first people to fly
the Atlantic were Alcock and Brown, but Charles Lindbergh won the publicity batde.
Ries and Trout point out that the 'size' position can be held by only one
brand. What counts is to achieve a no. 1 position along some valued attribute, not
necessarily 'size'. Thus 7-Up is the no. 1 'Uncola', Porsche is the no. 1 small sports
car and Foster's is Australia's top-selling lager. In the United States, Heineken is
'the1 imported beer because it was the first heavily promoted imported beer. The
marketer should identify an important attribute or benefit that can convincingly
be won by the brand. In that way brands hook the mind in spite of the incessant
advertising bombardment reaching consumers.
According to Ries and Trout, there are three positioning alternatives;
1. The first strategy they suggest is to strengthen a brand's current position in
the mind of consumers. Thus Avis took its second position in the car rental
business and made a strong point about it: 'We're number two. We try
harder,' This was believable to the consumer. 7-Up capitalized on not being a
cola soft drink by advertising itself as the Uncola.
2. Their second strategy is to search for a new unoccupied position that is
valued by enough consumers and grab it: 'Gherehez le creneau', 'Look for
the hole'. Find a hole in the market and fill it, they say. Vidal Bassoon's Wash
& do was based on recognizing that the fashion for exercise meant that
people washed their hair frequently, quickly and away from home. By
combining a shampoo and hair conditioner in one the company was able to
fill a latent market need. Similarly, after recognizing that many housewives
wanted a strong washing powder to treat smelly clothes, Unilever
successfully launched Radion.
Across Europe new 'newspapers' have filled a down-market gap left by the
traditional press. In Britain the Sunday Sport started as a weekly paper
reporting on sensationalist stories — 'Double decker bus found in iceberg' sport and sex, but has now grown into a daily paper. In France the new
Infos du Monde reached sales of 240.000 a week after just two months.
'Our readers don't want "dirty" news', says Infos. It instead seeks the
hixarre in ordinary life; fairground freaks are popular - 'Four-legged
woman from Cannes looks for love'. Another sensationalist publication is
the German-owned Void, a glossy scandal sheet full of show-biz
personalities. Infas has sent some of its staff to the United States to learn
from their Weekly World News, a maga/jne specialising in blood, sex and
gore. Some newspaper vendors arc embarrassed about the newspapers
and the established press sees the new publications as distasteful. They
also worry about the disturbing misinformation they monger. But, as a
Gare du Nord news kiosk seller says: 'If people lead such dull and boring
lives that their day is brightened by reading about a man with an axe
stuck in his head, what's wrong with that?' 12
3. Their third strategy is to deposition or reposition the competition. Most US
buyers of dimierware thought that Lenox china and Royal Doulton both
came from England. Royal Doulton countered with ads showing that Lenox
china is from New Jersey, but theirs came from England. In a similar vein,
Stoliclmaya vodka attacked Smirnoff and Wolfschmidt vodka by pointing out
that these brands were made locally, but 'Stolichnaya is different. Similarly,
it is Russian.' Guinness, the world's leading brown ale, has strong Irish
associations. However, the focus on individuality in its Rutger Hauer 'Pure
Genius' campaign has allowed Murphy's and Beamish to attack Guinness's
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Floppy disk versus
the Zip disk.
H side by side compandor

Irish heritage. A final example is Kaliher no-alcohol beer drunk by people
who want a good time or, as Billy Connolly says in its ads posted next to
those for Wunderbra, 'Hello girls!'
Ries and Trout essentially deal with the psychology of positioning - or repositioning - a current brand in the consumer's mind. They acknowledge that the
positioning strategy might call for changes in the product's name, price and packaging, but these are 'cosmetic changes done for the purpose of securing a worthwhile position - in the prospect's mind'.

Perceptual Mapping
perceptual maps
A product positioning
tool that uses
mu hidimensional
scaling of consumers'
perceptions and
preferences to portray
the psychological
distance between
products and segments.

Perceptual maps are a valuable aid to product positioning. These maps use multidimensional scaling of perceptions and preferences that portray psychological
distance between products and segments, using many dimensions. They contrast
with conventional maps that use two dimensions to show the physical distance
between objects. Physical and psychological maps of die same items can be quite
different. Disneyland in California and Disney's Magic Kingdom in Florida are
thousands of kilometres apart physically, but psychologically close together.
In their simplest form, perceptual maps use two dimensions. For example,
Figure 10.3 shows the average -value /or money and accessibility rating of
European holiday destinations.11 The perceptual map shows that France,
Germany and the Netherlands, which are physically close together, are also
psychologically close holiday destinations using these two criteria. In contrast,

Perceptual Mapping

Spain and the United Kingdom are psychologically close together, but are physically distant. France i.s Europe's most popular holiday destination and this map
partly shows why; it offers the best value for money among the accessible nations.
The lack of destinations in the high value for money and easy access quadrant
suggests a chsrches Ic creneau positioning opportunity for new destinations.
Hungary and the Czech Republic could fill the hole in the market.
Of course, holiday makers have a more complicated view of destinations Chan
the two-dimensional map suggests. And if the map had other dimensions, it would
change: for instance, adding weather would certainly separate Spain and the
United Kingdom. Multidimensional sealing produces maps that show many
dimensions at the same time (Figure 10.4). To read these maps, trace baek the
individual dimensions one at a time. For example, the perception is that
Switzerland has good facilities; Germany and Sweden quite good ones; Denmark,
the Netherlands and Norway average ones; and the United Kingdom, Spain and
Ireland poor facilities. Finland has an extreme position on the map. Prospective
travellers see its people &s friendly and hospitable, while the country is a unique
and different place with wild areas, beautiful scenery and peace and quiet. More
negatively, travellers do not perceive Finland as accessible, or as a place for entertainment, or as a cultural experience.
The perceptual map shows how holidaymakers segment, as well as the
possible destinations. A, the largest segment, wants cheap, sunshine holidays and
liked Spain. Segment C, who represented 15 per cent of the sample population,
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Figure 10.3

Two-dimensional perceptual maps of
European tourist destinations

are a natural target market for Finland. They want peaceful, quiet holidays in
places with beautiful scenery. Norway is already successful at marketing these
'hack to nature' ideals as 'natural tourism'.14 The target group mainly consists of
high-income couples or families with one child who organize their holidays themselves. They are mainly Dutch, German or Scandinavian, hut half have never
visited Finland. To attract this segment the Finnish Tourist Board does not need
massively to reposition Finland as a holiday destination. It needs to promote the
country us the segment sees it, while reducing the perception that it is an inaccessihlc plaee. Promoting luxury car ferries that allow travellers to start their holiday
with a relaxing cruise across the Baltic Sea would be one way of doing this.
Strangely, Barbados has a similar positioning problem to Finland as a holiday
destination. Europeans perceive the Caribbean island as a millionaire's playground that is a long way away. In response, Barbados tries to reposition itself by
promoting 'Barbados. It's closer than you think ... A sunshine holiday there can
cost as little as one of Europe's premier resorts.' (Marketing Highlight 10.2 gives
more advice on how to develop perceptual maps.)

Positioning Strategies
Marketers can follow several positioning .strategies. These strategies use associations to change consumers' perception of products.
Product attrilmtes position many technical products. The positioning of Ericssons
EH237 mobile phone is its Low weight and number $ features, while much of
BMW's advertising promotes individual technical items- like fresh air filters. In the
exclusive watch market Breitling. Baume & Mercier and Audemars Piguet's positioning are on their mechanical movements. Some of their designs leave the mechanisms exposed and one ad argues 'Since 1735 there has never been a quartz
Rlanepain. And there never will be.'
The benefits they offer or the needs they fill position many products - Crest
toothpaste reduces cavities. Aim tastes good and Macleans Sensitive relieves the
pain of sensitive teeth. In the confectionery industry, Italian Gaci and Ferrero
Rocher are gifts, while Mars and Snickers bars satisfy hunger.
Huhtamaki is Finland's largest industrial company but LEAF, its
confectionery division, is only ten in size worldwide. It developed
competitive advantage in 'functional chewing and bubble gums'. Its
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Figure 10.4

Internal property-fitting analysis using PREFMAP
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Building Perceptual
Maps of Markets
Ttie most important part of perceptual mapping is collecting the
right data in the right way, This
marketing highlight takes you
through the stages of data collection and introduces ways of
making perceptual maps.

Marketing

Defining the Competitors

Defining the competition is not a
trivial task, since perceptual mapping is about
how consumers see markets and this may differ
from the map maker's view. For instance, the
Range Rover is a four-wheel-drive cross-country
vehicle, yet research shows that customers see it
as an alternative to a Volvo, large BMW or
Mercedes-Benz, or even a Porsche or Rolls Royce.
One way of defining competitors is to look at
consumers' consideration set. For consumer
non-durables, customers are asked what other
brands they considered in their buying process.
This could show the present tendency for customers to buy soda water and tonic water - traditionally mixers - as an alternative to mineral
water or other soft drinks A more exhaustive way
of mapping product markets uses a series of interviews. {1} Start by asking respondents the use
context of a product - say, a low-alcohol lager. (2)
For each use context identified - such as the
lunch-time snack or at a bar - respondents identify all alternative drinks. (3) For each drink
identified, the respondent has to identify an
appropriate use context. The process continues
until there is a full list of contexts and drinks. (4)
A second group of respondents then judges how
appropriate each drink would be for each usage
situation. If both low-alcohol lager and coke were
appropriate for a company lunch-time snack, but
inappropriate for an evening meal, they are direct
competitors.

The Competitive Dimensions

and ask them to state which two
are alike but unlike the third.
'Tonic water and Perrier are alike
but different from Pepsi Max' could
be the answer. (2) Ask how tonic
water and Perrier are alike. The
answer could be: 'low calorie and
natural'. These factors are labelled
the emergent pole. 'Youthful' could
be the answer to the question why
Pepsi Max is different from the
other two. That answer is the
implicit pole. (3) Sort the stimuli
(Pepsi Max, Schweppes Soda Water, Perrier and
other drinks) equally between the two poles. (4)
Select another three stimuli and repeat the
process until the respondents can think of no new
reasons whv the triad are alike or dissimilar.

Highlight
10.2

Kelly grids are a popular market research technique that identifies the dimensions underlying a
market. (1) Give respondents three stimuli (say.
Pepsi Max, Schweppes Soda Water and Perrier)

Determine the Competitors'Positions

It is an odd feature of many of the techniques
used in positioning research that the competitors'
positions appear before understanding how customers differentiate between them. For example,
in similarities-based multidimensional scaling,
respondents sort a stack of cards that contain
pairs of competing products: for instance, card
one could read 'Pepsi Max and Coca-Cola'; card
two, Terrier and 7-Up'; card three, 'Pepsi Max
and Dr Pepper', and so on. Then ask the respondents to rank the pairs according to their similarity, the pair most alike on the top and the pair
most unalike on the bottom. Since this can be a
rather cumbersome process, it is best first to ask
respondents to stack the cards into three piles
representing those pairs that arc very similar,
those pairs that are very unalike and a middling
group, The respondents then rank the pairs
within each group.
The objective is to develop a plot of the stimuli (drinks) that shows those that people saw as
similar close together and those that respondents
said were dissimilar far apart. Although this is a
difficult task to conduct manually, computers are
adept at finding solutions and there are many
computer packages that can be used, KYST produces perceptual maps from the similarities
matrix provided and many sorts of data. Figure 1
shows Pepsi Max and Coca-Cola positioned well

Perecprual Mapping

away from the economic drink, tap water.
Noticeably. Perrier has also distanced itself from
tap water, hence its premium price.
Adding Competitive Dimensions and
Customers
To find out how the dimensions fit the perceptual
map, respondents rate each drink on the basis of
the attributes identified. The result is another
series of matrices that are difficult to analyze
manually, and again, computers must come to
our aid: in this case, a package called PREFMAP
takes the perceptual map of product positions
and fits the dimensions as they best describe the
respondents' perceptions. A two-stage process
adds customer positions to the drinks map. First,
respondents rate the drinks on their preference.
Cluster analysis then segments those respondents with similar preferences (see Marketing
Highlight 9.4 to find out about this), which indicates the presence of three main clusters.
Analysis of their demographic characteristics
shows these clusters to be: young professionals,
who found Perricr and Schweppes most attractive; family buyers, who preferred own brands;
and teenagers, attracted by Pepsi Max and Coke.

•

Again. PREFMAP can locate these segments on
the product map.
Alternative Ways of Mapping
In developing positioning maps, researchers are
spoilt for choice by the number of approaches
available. PREFMAP can combine the identification of the perceptual map of product positions
and underlying dimensions. This program would
require respondents to rate drinks along each of
the dimensions, such as 'exciting' or 'natural', and
would then involve aggregating the results to
arrive directly at a map. Correspondence analysis is another method that is now widely
acclaimed by practitioners. It is popular because
it makes maps using cross-tabulated data that
often already exist.
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Xylitol Jenkki Xylifresh, probably 'the world's most researched chewing
gum', has been used as a reference standard by medical schools
measuring dental hygiene. T.EAF's other functional gums include BenBits
ExtraFresh and Fresh 4 Ever breath fresheners, and vitamin-enriched
E.Z.C- Its sugar-bused confectionery includes vitamin-enriched +Energi
and Liikerol throat soother.
Usage occasions position many products. Mentadcnt Night Action toothpaste, for instance, is for evening use. Tn the summer, Gatorade is positioned as a
drink for replacing athletes' body fluids; in the winter, it can be positioned as the
drink to use when the doctor recommends plency of liquids. KitKat and After Eight
mints sell alongside Snickers and Ferrero Rocher, but the positioning is on usage
occasion. Internationally, KitKat means 'Have a break', while After Eight is an
after-dinner mint to share.
Red Bull, a soft drink made by a small Austrian company, is a huge
success in Germany and is rolling out across Europe. According to its
sales director; 'We don't want to be compared with the soft drink market.
Of course, Red Bull has quite a key position in the market, hut it is
mainly a sports drink.' Red Bull's origin is in die huge Japanese market
for energy drinks. Each can has 80 milligrams of caffeine, a third more
than the equivalent amount of Coca-Cola. This has made the drink popular
with teetotaller young ravers who can consume several cans a night.15
L'ser.s help position products. Johnson & Johnson improved the market share
for its baby shampoo from 3 per cent to 14 per cent by repositioning the product
towards a new user category of adults who wash their hair frequently and need a
gentle shampoo. Often products are positioned by associating them with their
user class. Nescafe Gold Blend increased sales dramatically after showing a series
of ads romancing thirty somethings, as did Tango soft drinks as a result of the
youthful 'You've been Tangoed' campaign. Woolworth's gives its products credibility among teenagers by using and promoting successful young people as models Sega champion Karl Roberts; rapper and dance champion Jermaine Emmanuel;
mountain bike champion Zoe Read.
Activities are often used to sell expensive products. The Geneva-based SMH
group positions its watches using sports. Thus Rado has come to specialize in
tennis, Omega in sailing and aerospace, 'the first and only watch on the moon',
and Longines in skiing and aviation. 16 This positioning activity goes beyond
advertising and promotions. Rolex positions its watches using adventurers and
back this with its Sfr450,000 Awards for Enterprise. Over 30 people are Rolex
Laureate for their original and creative schemes.17
Personalities often help positioning. Prestigious brands are often positioned
using successful personalities who can add to a product's character. American
Express runs ads showing caricatures of famous businesspeople who are also
users; Jameson Irish Whiskey uses sportsmen in its positioning; and Hugo Boss
identifies successful people as models in its 'Men at Work' campaign.18
Nike started 1900 as the third-place sports shoe after Reebok and Adidas
but grew to no. 1 with 32 per cent market share by associating its
products with the basketball star Miehael Jordan, Tiger Woods and other
famous sports personalities. After losing market leadership to Nike,
Reebok aped Nike's position by spending $400 million on sports
sponsorship against Nike's $1 billion. It failed. With a market share down
to IS per cent in 1998, Reebok backed off sports sponsorship. 'We don't

l-'erccptua! Mapping

Audi ad positions the produce explaining their car's performance and it being of
German origin.

want to compete head-on with Nike anymore. They'll do their thing and
we'll do ours,' said Reebok's Paul Fireman. 'Getting stars to endorse
products has been a priority for the past three years, and hasn't given us
much of a payback.' Reebok will concentrate on older consumers, who
are less susceptible to fashion and star endorsements. It will back away
from Nike's dominant position in basketball and cross training shoes to
focus on its traditional strengths in running and walking. 'We're the
tortoise, not the hare/ explained Fireman,1"
Origin positions product by association with its place of manufacture. Much
of Pcrrier's success depended on the sophistication its French origin gave to it.
Similarly, Audi's "Vorsprung durch Technik' positioned its cars as German. Drinks
are often positioned using origin. Foster's and Gastlemaine XXXX lagers' positioning uses their Australian heritage, plus masculine humour to reinforce their
character. The strategy also works at a local level. Bocldingtons was a local
Manchester beer that was not in the United Kingdom's top ten sellers. Then, in
1992 it was relaunched with a campaign using Manchester people and a setting
that played upon the creamy froth on the product. Plays on ice cream, face
eream, smooth, rich cream helped to make the product the top take-home beer.
Other brandy can help position products. Glinique's advertising for its 'skin
supplies for men' prominently features a Rolex watch. Where firms have traditioiifilly crafted products, such as Wilkinson's Sword or Holland & Holland shotguns, these lend glamour to more recent products - in these instances, shaving
products and men's clothing respectively. After Volkswagen bought the Czech
Skoda company, it used the Volkswagen name to transfer some of its strong reputation to Skoda. 'Volkswagen were so impressed, they bought the company' ran
one press ad. The responsible ad agency, (U.IK, explains: The Volkswagen connection hit the spot. People immediately latched on to it. It allowed susceptible
people [who might be persuaded to buy a Skoda j a route into the brand.' Dealers
reported 50 per cent sales increases.2"
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The Ruhr's advertising
positions it against the
competition at [he heart of
Europe.

Competitors provide two positioning alternatives. A product can be positioned directly against a competitor. For example, in ads for their personal
computers, Compaq and Tandy have directly compared their products with IBM
personal computers. The direct-sell ing computer company dan compares its
performance with all other suppliers: '1st in repurchase intention, 1st in repair
satisfaction', and so on. In its famous 'We're number two, so we try harder1
campaign, Avis successfully positioned itself against the larger Hertz. A product
may also be positioned away from competitors - 7-Up became the no. 3 soft
drink when it was positioned as the 'Uncola', the fresh and thirst-quenching alternative to Coke and Pepsi. River Island Expeditions positions its holidays, its
adventures for travellers, away from package holidays and the tourists who go on
them. It says: 'The traveller is active; he goes strenuously in search of people, of
adventure, of experience. The tourist is passive; expects interesting things to
happen to him. He goes " sight -seeing'" (Daniel J. Boorstin, 1962).
Product class membership is die final means of positioning. For example, Van
Den Bergh's I Can't Believe It's Not Butter is clearly positioned against butter,
while other yellow fats are promoted as cooking oils. Camay hand soap is positioned with bath oils rather than with soap. Marketers often use a combination of
these positioning strategies. Johnson & Johnson's Affinity shampoo is positioned
as a hair conditioner for women over 40 (product class and user). And in its
Christmas campaigns, Martell cognac and Glenlivet malt whisky both neglect the
lucrative 18- to 35-year olds to concentrate on the over-35s (usage situation and
user).
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Guinness' stark advertising
emphasises )'c,s unique
position in [he marketplace.
© Guinness Ltd.
All rights reserved

Choosing and Implementing
a Positioning Strategy
Some firms find it easy to choose their positioning strategy. For example, a firm
well known for quality in certain segments will go for this position in a new
segment if there are enough buyers seeking quality. In many cases, two or more
firms will go after the same position: for instance, Rritish Airways and Lufthansa
in the European business market. Then, each will have to find other ways to set
itself apart, such as Lufthansa's promise of reliability and wider scats, and BA's
spacious cabins and executive lounges. Each firm must differentiate its offer by
building a unique bundle of competitive advantages that appeal to a substantial
group within the segment.
Having identified a set of possible competitive advantages upon which to
build a position, the next stages are to select the right competitive advantages and
effectively communicate the chosen position to the market (see Marketing
Highlight 10.3).

Selecting the Right Competitive Advantages
Suppose a company is fortunate enough to have several potential competitive
advantages. It must now choose the ones upon which it will build its positioning
strategy. It must decide how many differences to promote and which ones.

t How Many Differences to Promote?
Many marketers t h i n k that companies should aggressively promote only one
benefit to the target market. Ad man Rosser Reeves, for example, said a company
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Battling for Position in
the Fast Lane

Marketing
Highlight
10,3

In the late 1980s, Europe dominated the world luxury car market.
Germany reigned with Mercedes,
BMW and Audi followed by
Sweden's Saab and Volvo. Rover's
re-entry into the crowded luxury
car market contained a clue to the
future. Realizing that it did not
have the scale to design and buiid
a range of cars by itself, Rover
made a deal with Honda. For Rover it was to be
the 800, a replacement for its SD1; for Honda, the
Legend. Both firms intended to sell them in the
North American market. Rover got there first in
1986. The car was good value and fitted well with
the United Kingdom's reputation for traditional
luxury products. The Rover 800 sold in the
United States as the Stirling, with no Rover
badge, to avoid association with the SDI's unsuccessful career in the United States. Although
voted International Car of the Year when it was
launched in 1977, the SD1 had quickly acquired a
reputation for poor quality and unreliability. In
1987 initial sales of the Stirling were good, reaching 14,000. Then, by 1988, they had dropped to
less than 9,000. Again unreliability killed Rover
in the United States market. Quality problems
plagued the Stirling, it was not ready for any
market, let alone the American market.
Honda's aims for the Legend were higher than
Rover's. The Honda Aeeord was already America's
top-selling car. It had an excetlent reputation for
economy, reliability and comfort, and was no. 1
in the US compact car market. Honda, however,
had its sights on the US luxury market dominated
by the Europeans. The market was growing fast,
and margins were high. To attack the luxury end
Honda had to straddle the US car market. The
Accord was smaller and less expensive than regular American cars. In contrast, the European
luxury cars now targeted were exclusive and
priced above regular cars. Honda realized that to
succeed it had to position the Accord and Legend
differently, and that is what it did. The Legend
was already bigger and more expensive than the
Accord, but that was not enough. Honda decided

not to extend the Honda brand
mime, but to launch the Legend as
an Acura, a new luxury brand. It
also established a new Acura distribution chain and set up a
special hot-line service for Aeura
suppliers and users. However,
unlike Mercedes and BMW, Honda
intended to sell its ears fully
equipped to luxury standards cruise control, air conditioning,
the iot. With the cars being made
in Japan, it would have taken too
long to have them 'made to measure' and shipped.
Honda had decided to take on Europe's leading car manufacturers in the world's largest car
market - and with a new product, in a segment ir
did not know, using a new brand name and new
dealerships, and pricing higher than it had ever
done before. Honda's declared aim was to give the
discerning Acura driver 'total customer satisfaction'.
Honda's Legend did much better than Hover's
Stirling in the United States market. In its first
year 70,770 Acuras were sold, 80 per cent more
than Mercedes, which had been the class leader
up to that point. The Acura also had one of the
best reliability records in the United Stares
market and one of the highest residual values.
However, Acura supremacy in the United States
did not last long: Toyota soon followed with its
luxury Lexus range.
America's economic recession and their loss
of market share to the Japanese hit European
luxury ear makers. Some responded with violent
repositioning to help attract new customers.
Mercedes tried to adjust its staid, reliable, quality
reputation and so address customers' views that T
can't afford one at the moment' and 'I'm not old
enough yet'. One Mercedes ad asked: 'Has our
reputation for the highest quality also given us
a reputation for the highest price?' and then
explained how inexpensive it was. Mercedes
wanted to be sporty too. One ad headlined 'What
do 27 of the 34 Grand Prix drivers drive on their
day off?' Mercedes' concern about perceived
expense continues. It advertises its S-class using
quotes from Autocar & Motor, which says it is the
best car in the world: 'Sit in an S-class, regardless
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of engine size, and you know you've arrived.' Hut
the ad continues: '"A genuine bargain": as What
Car? so neatly puts it.' The ad's headlines bet rayMercedes' positioning dilemma: L lt wouldn't be
the best car in the world if nobody could afford it.'
Volvo is also repositioning its products. In
1990 its position was clear when it ran an ad with
five pictures of toddlers with the headline: 'Are
they as safe around town as they are around the
house?' It goes on: 'If you'd like your children to
be as safe as houses on the road ...'. Shortly after,
Volvo's TV ads were showing a horse galloping
through a dark wood. The ear had become so
exciting to drive that it was almost alive - a position close to BMW's 'The Ultimate Driving
Machine'.
Saab's repositioning is no less dramatic. In
the late 1980s Saab's Carlsson series ads had the
car juxtaposed with the Saab Viggen jut fighters:
'For Saab Viggen, getting behind the controls is
proof of incredible mental and physical stamina,
years of intensive training and an ally or two at
the Royal Swedish Air Force.' Their strapline was
'Saab: The Aircraft Manufacturer'. The aggressive
masculinity of the product and the strapline have
now gone. The Saab is a thoughtfully designed
car. Designers appear in the ads and one of them
is a woman, 'Aim Nilsson, chief interior designer
of the Saab 900'.
The 1990 European launch positioned Lexus
as one of the great marques. Names like RollsRoyce, Mercedes, BMW and Jaguar littered the
copy. They ignored Japanese oars such as the

Acura Legend and Nissan Infiniti. The car
impressed the press, so later ads incorporated
their favourable comments: 'Imagine a big saloon
that is faster than a BMW 735i, quieter than a
Jaguar Sovereign and as meticulously engineered
as a Mercedes. The Lexus LS400 is all of these
and more.' The launches of other Japanese
models have used positioning strategies similar to
that used by Toyota for Lexus. Nissan's new
coupe used a quotation from Autocar & Motor as
a headline: 'Brilliant new 200SX, Ferrari iooks,
Porsche pace'. Underneath the Nissan logo they
also promote: 'Nissan UK Ltd, Worthing, Sussex'.
Mazda's MX- 5 Miata is also in the mood of more
exotic antiques and must have Rover sobbing. It
was designed in the United Kingdom, hut when it
was being road tested in California, the drivers
were plagued by people demanding to know
where they could get one. The ear's launch used
1960s imagery and profuse references to Austin
Healey, MG and Triumph. Like Nissan's nostalgia
cars, the MX- 5 is a 'back to basics' car whose performance is not outstanding but, as Wliat Car?
says, it has 'Sixties looks with Nineties fun and
finesses . . . Over to you MG'.

should develop a unique selling proposition (I'SP) for each brand and stick to it.
Each brand should pick an attribute and tout itself as 'no. 1' on that attribute.
Buyers tend to remember 'no. 1' better, especially in an overcommunicated
society. Thus Crest toothpaste consistently promotes its anti-cavity protection,
and Mercedes promotes its great automotive engineering. What are some of the
!no. 1' positions to promote? The most significant ones are 'best quality', 'best
service', 'lowest price', 'best value' and 'most advanced technology'. A company
that hammers away at one of these positions and consistently achieves it will
probably bceonie best known and remembered for it.
The difficulty of keeping functional superiority has made firms focus on
having a unique emotional selling proposition (ESP) instead of a USP. The
product may be similar to competitors', but it has unique associations for
consumers. Leading names like Rolls-Royce, Ferrari and Rolex have done this,
Other cars outperform Ferrari on the road and track, but 'the red car with the

unique selling
proposition (L'SP)
The unique product
benefit that a firm
aggressively promotes in
a consistent manner to
its target market. The
benefit usually reflects
functional superiority:
best quality, best
services, lowest price,
most advanced
technology.
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I Can'[ Believe ft's Not Butter
uses dual positioning: it is
'light' but it tastes [ike
'butter'.

emotional selling
proposition (ESP)
A non-functional
attribute that has unique
associations for
consumers.

imdeipositioni ng
A positioning error
referring to failure to
position a company, its
product or brand.
overpositioning
A positioning error
referring to too narrow a
picture of the company,
its product or a brand
being communicated to
target customers.

prancing horse' is the world's no. 1 sports car. Many Formula One racing drivers
still dream of racing a Ferrari, even when the team is not winning.
Other marketers think that companies should position themselves on more
than one differentiating factor. This may be necessary if two or more firms arc
claiming to be best on the same attribute. S tee lease, an office furniture systems
company, differentiates itself from competitors on two benefits: best on-time
delivery and best installation support. Volvo positions its automobiles as 'safest'
and 'most durable'. Fortunately, these two benefits are compatible - a very safe
car would also be very durable.
Today, in a time when the mass market is fragmenting into many small
segments, companies are trying to broaden their positioning strategies to appeal
to more segments. For example, Beecham promotes its Aquafresh toothpaste as
offering three benefits: 'anti-cavity protection', 'better breath' and 'whiter teeth'.
Clearly, many people want all three benefits, and the challenge is to convince
them that the brand delivers all three, Bcecham's solution was to create toothpaste that squeezed out of the tube in three colours, thus visually confirming the
three benefits. In doing this, Beeeham attracted three segments instead of one.
However, as companies increase the number of claims for their brands, they
risk disbelief and a loss of clear positioning. Usually, a company needs to avoid
three serious positioning errors. The first is underpo si tinning - that is, failing to
position the company at all. Some companies discover that buyers have only a
vague idea of the brand, or that they do not really know anything special about it.
This has occurred with dark spirits - whisky and brandy - where young drinkers
have drifted away from them. United Distillers and Hiram Walker aim to reverse
this trend with their Bells and Teacher's brands by targeting 25- to 35-year-old
men. There is much focus on extending the use of both brands as a mixer. This is
an anathema to many whisky drinkers, but United Distillers has successfully
promoted it as a mixer in both Spain and Greece.21 The second positioning error
is overpositinning - that is, giving buyers too narrow a picture of the company.
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& succession of pop musicians.
Often their positioning is by
behaviour. It is hard to imagine
that part of the appeal of the classic 1960s rock bands The Who and
the Rolling Stones was their noisy
music as well as their wrecking of
their instruments and hotel
rooms. Even the Beatles were 'mop
heads' until the Stones out-alienated them. They followed in the
tradition set by such objectionable
creatures as Elvis Presley and Cliff
Richard. Each generation discovers alienation
positions, although few went so far as punk bands
such as the Sex Pistols.
Sometimes the excitement, youth and energy
makes these outsiders attractive to people trying
to position themselves. In the 'swinging sixties',
the then British prime minister, Harold Wilson,
held parties at 10 Downing Street where he could
be photographed alongside pop person all ties.
Probably the saddest case of this pop positioning
was Richard Nixon being photographed with Elvis
as part of an anti-drugs campaign. Pop positioning
was too good a trick for Britain's new Labour to
miss. Soon after gaining power, Tony Blair was
photographed with Oasis's Noel Gallagher at a 10
Downing Street pop party. It became one pop
position too far at the 1998 Brit music industry
awards. While the music industry was helping
pop position new Labour, anarchist pop group
Chmnbawamba exploited alienation positioning
by pouring a bucket of water over John Prescott,
deputy prime minister. It is dangerous when positions collide.

Highlight
10.4

Some positions, just like some .segments, do not mix. In an attempt
to understand classical concert
goers, London's South Bank Centre
commissioned CRAM International
to analyze its audience. The resulting segments include classical
purists, mainstream stalwarts,
new modernists and good time
noi'ices. The problem for the
South Bank Centre is that the segments don't only differ in their musical tastes, but
they also dislike each other.
Marketers can sometimes use this alienation
profitably. When the marketers of 'ever so nice'
Smarties children's confectionery recognized
that growing 'pest power' meant that they had to
attract children rather than parents, they did it
with a vengeance. Not only did Smarties TV advertising become exeiting for children, but the company also tapped into playground cults. The first
was 'cool dood' sunglasses, then came the 'gruesome greenies' pouch and the 'zapper', a pocketsized machine that made noises guaranteed to
annoy parents and teachers. Ironically, from the
same stable comes the Milky Bar Kid - a squeaky
clean nice boy dressed in white whom many parents love bxit who is far from appealing to streetwise kids. The Milky Bar Kid works because it is
aimed at parents who buy white chocolate Milky
Bar products for their very young children.
Sometimes trying to appeal directly to the
tastes of children can backfire. Healthy children's
cereal Weetabix had to withdraw a campaign
showing its cereal bars dressed as skin-heads who
came too close to looking like football hooligans.
Lego faced a similar backlash when it promoted
its educational toys using an unsavoury Lego
character driving a Lego car recklessly. Some parents thought it looked too mueh like joy riding.
This alienation positioning has been used by

•

Thus a consumer might think that the Steuben glass company makes only fine art
glass costing gl ,000 and up, when it also makes affordable fine glass starting at
around 850.
Finally, companies must avoid confused positioning - that is, leaving buyers
with a confused image of Che company. For example. Burger King has struggled
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confused positioning
A positioning error thai
leaves consumers with a
confused image of tlie
company, its product or
a brand.
implausible positioning;
Making claims that
stretch the perception of
the buyers too far to be
believed.

without success for years to establish a profitable and consistent position. Since
1986, it has undertaken five separate advertising campaigns, with themes ranging
from 'Herb the nerd doesn't eat here' and 'This is a Burger King town', to 'The
right food for the right times' and 'Sometimes you've got to break the rules'. This
barrage of positioning statements has left consumers confused and Burger King
with poor sales and profits.22
Implausible positioning occurs when the positioning strategy stretches
the perception of the buyers too far, Toyota recognized this when it created the
Lexus brand rather than try to stretch its highly respected name into the luxury
car market. With the help of Volkswagen. Skoda is very successful in eastern
Europe, but it will be many years before many people will accept the product as
an alternative to an Audi or Ford. Some market positions, while attracting one
group of customers, can alienate others and so backfire, as Marketing Highlight
10.4 tells.

• Which Differences to Promote?
Not all brand differences are meaningful or worthwhile. Not every difference
makes a good differentiator. Each difference has the potential to create company
costs as well as customer benefits. Therefore, the company must carefully select
the ways in which it will distinguish itself from competitors. A difference is worth
establishing insofar as it satisfies the following criteria:
•
•

Important. The difference delivers a highly valued benefit to target buyers.
Distinctive. Competitors do not offer the difference, or the company can
offer it in a more distinctive way.

•
•
•

Superior. The difference is superior to other ways that customers might
obtain the same benefit.
Communicable. The difference is communicable and visible to buyers.
Pre-emptive. Competitors cannot easily copy the difference.

•
•

Affordable. Buyers can afford to pay for the difference.
Profitable. The company can introduce the difference profitably.

Many companies have introduced differentiations that failed one or more of
these tests. The Westin Stamford hotel in Singapore advertises that it is the
world's tallest hotel, a distinction that is not important to many tourists - the fact
scared many. AT & T's original picturevision phones failed, partly because the
public did not think that seeing the other person was worth the phone's high cost,
Philips Laservision failed too. Although the laser disks gave excellent picture
quality, there were few disks available and the machines could not record. These
drawbacks meant that consumers saw Laservision as offering no advantage over
videotape machines.
Some competitive advantages are too slight, too costly to develop, or too
inconsistent with the company's profile. Suppose that a company is designing its
positioning strategy and has narrowed its list of possible competitive advantages
to four. The company needs a framework for selecting the one advantage thai
makes the most sense to develop. Table 10.2 shows a systematic way of evaluating
several potential competitive advantages and choosing the right one.
In the table, the company compares its standing on four attributes - technology, cost, quality and service - to the standing of its chief competitor. Let's
assume that both companies stand at 8 on technology ("1 = low score, 10 = high
score), which means that they both have good technology. The company ques-
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Table 10.2

Finding competitive advantage

COMPANY 'COMPETITOR
IMPORTANCE APFORDABILITY COMPETITOR'S
COMPETITIVE STANDING ^STANDING
OF IMPROVING
ANI> SPEED ABILITY TO IMPROVE RECOMMENDED
ADVANTAGE (1-10)
(1-10) STANDING (H-M-L) (TI-M-L)
STANDING (II-M-L)
ACTION
Technology
Cost
Quality
Service

8
6
8
4

s
8
6
3

L
H
L
H

L
M
L
H

M

M
H
L

tions whether it can gain much by improving its technology further, especially
given the high cost of new technology. The competitor has a better standing on
cost (8 instead of 6), and this can hurt the company it' the market gets more price
sensitive. The company offers higher quality than its competitor (8 instead of 6).
Finally, both companies offer below-average service (4 and 3).
At first glance, it appears that the company should go after cost or service to
improve its market appeal over the competitor. However, it must consider other
factors. First, how important are improvements in each of these attributes to the
target customers? The fourth column shows that both cost and service improvements would be highly important to customers. Next, can the company afford to
make the improvements? If so, how fast can it complete them? The fifth column
shows that the company could improve service quickly and affordably. But if the
firm decided to do this, would the competitor be able to improve its service also?
The sixth column shows that the competitor's ability to improve service is low,
perhaps because the competitor does not believe in service or has limited funds.
The final column then shows the appropriate actions to take on each attribute. It
makes the most sense for the company to invest in improving its service. Service
is important to customers; the company can afford to improve its service arid can
do it fast, and the competitor will probably not be able to catch up.

Communicating and Delivering the Chosen Position
Once it has chosen a position, the company must take strong steps to deliver and
communicate the desired position to target consumers. All the company's
marketing-mix efforts must support the positioning strategy. Positioning the
company calls for concrete action - it is not just talk. If the company decides to
build a position on better quality and service, it must first deliver that position.
Designing the marketing mix - product, price, place and promotion - involves
working out the tactical details of the positioning strategy. Thus a firm that seizes
upon a 'high-quality position' knows that it must produce high-quality products,
charge a high price, distribute through high-quality dealers and advertise in highquality media. It must hire and train more service people, find retailers that have
a good reputation for service, and develop sales and advertising messages that
broadcast its superior service. This is the only way to build a consistent and
believable high-quality, high-service position.

Hold
Watch
Watch
invest
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Calvin Klein Cosmetics has noticed a shift in the fragrance market.
Shiseido launched a classic fragrance by Jean-Paul Gaultier, en/ant
terrible of French fashion, that broke industry rules with its punky
advertising and packaging - a bottle in the shape of a woman's torso
encased in an aluminium can. L'Oreal responded with Eden, a new
Caeharel fragrance for ecologically concerned consumers.
Calvin Klein's response is cK one, a 'shared fragrance for young
consumers who, he believes, are ready to buy a scent created for both
sexes'. The designer's other fragrances, Obsession, Eternity and Escape,
are for women only. The positioning of cK one is radical and covers the
whole marketing mix. The range will include youth-oriented products,
such as massage oil. The bottles and display material are by Fabien
Baron, designer of advertising campaigns for other Calvin Klein products
as well as Valentino, Burberry's and Giorgio Armani. He also collaborated
with Madonna in the production of her Sea! book. He says Calvin's
response to the bottle was 'Boom! Yeah! Right on.' It is a frosted glass
flask with aluminium top and recycled paper packaging.
The rest of the marketing mis that backs cK one is radical positioning.
Prices are low - about 70 per cent of Obsession's - and it will sell in novel
distribution outlets, notably Tower Records. To ensure that the multimillion dollar launch is a success, Calvin Klein's corporation will send
12,000 gorgeous members of both sexes to stores to splash It on shoppers.-3
Companies often find it easier to come up with a good positioning strategy
than to implement it. Establishing a position or changing one usually takes a long
time. In contrast, positions that have taken years to build can quickly disappear.
Once a company has built the desired position, it must take care to maintain the
position through consistent performance and communication. It must closely
monitor and adapt the position over time to match changes in consumer needs
and competitors' strategies. This is how world leading brands Coca-Cola, Nescafe,
Snickers, BMW, Rolex, Estee Lander, Johnnie Walker and Chanel have remained
pre-eminent for so long. The company should avoid abrupt changes that might
confuse consumers. Coca-Cola forgot this when it introduced its disastrous new
Coke, Marlboro's price cuts made the brand fall from being the most highly valued
brand to out of the top ten, and Unilever's hasty introduction of the Pcrsil/Omo
Power benefited Procter & Gamble. Violent changes rarely succeed - a product's
position should evolve as it adapts to the changing market environment.

Summary
The core strategy of a company shows how it will address the markets it has
targeted. By differentiation it develops the strengths of the company, so that they
meet the target markets' needs; then, by market positioning, it manages the way
consumers view the company and its products.
Differentiation helps a firm compete profitably. It gives it a competitive
advantage. If a firm does not differentiate, it will be like 'all the rest' and be forced
to compete on price. Differentiation is harder in some industries than others, but
it is rare that a creative marketer cannot differentiate a market in some way.
There are four main ways to differentiate: product differentiation, service differentiation, personnel differentiation and image differentiation. The ease of
following new technological innovations means that the product is becoming an
increasingly difficult way to differentiate. Now service and image are the main
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ways people distinguish between products. As systems and methods become more
common, personnel differentiation becomes more important. The firm is its
people and they arc usually what the customer is most sensitive to.
A firm's functional strengths give it its competitive advantage. Market positioning is about managing customers' view of the company and its products. It is
about perception. Perceptual maps are a way of revealing how customers see
markets. They show which products customers see as alike and those that are
not. They ean also show segments and the dimensions that customers use to split
up the market.
There are several positioning strategies for shifting and holding customers'
perceptions. Positioning works by associating products with product attributes or
other stimuli. Successful firms usually maintain a clear differential advantage and
do not make violent changes to their market positions.
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Discussing the Issues
In marketing products and services, 'being different is
good', so the pros say. Why should firms differentiate
their product or service offerings? What are the
specific ways in which a producer of goods or services
differentiates its offer from those of competitors?
Discuss, using specific examples.

4.

2. What roles do product attributes and perceptions of
attributes play in positioning a product? Can an
attribute held by several competing brands be us>ed in
a successful positioning strategy?

Think of well-known beer or lager brands. How well
are these positioned in relation to one another? Do
manufacturers clarify or confuse the positioning
themes? Are the differences they promote meaningful
or worthwhile?

5.

Perceptual mapping is a valuable aid to product
positioning. What are its benefits and "limitations?

<i.

Is positioning helpful to not-for-profit organizations?
If so, how should ;i charity select and implement a
positioning strategy? If not, why?

3. A company is looking to deposition or reposition the
competition. What does this mean? How might the

company go about deposition ing its rivals in the
marketplace?

Applying the Concepts
By looking at advertising and at products themselves,
we can often see how marketers are attempting to
position their products and what target market they
hope to reach.
• Define the positioning^ of and target markets for
Coca-Cola, Pepsi Cola, Red Bull, Tango and 7-Up.

Define the positionings of and target markets for
KitKat, Lion Bar, Snickers, Aero, Mars Bars and Twix.
Do you think that the soft drinks and
confectionery industries achieve distinctive
positionings and target markets? Are some more
clearly defined than others?
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Positioning

It is possible to market people as well as products or
services. When marketing a person, we can position
that individual for a particular target market. Describe
briefly how you could position yourself for the
following target markets: (a) for a potential employer;

(b) for a potential boyfriend or girlfriend; (e) for your
boyfriend or girlfriend's mother and father. Do you
position yourself differently for the different target
markets? How do the positioning differ? Wily do the
positionings differ?
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Case 10: Schott

Case 10
Schott: Positioning for Success
SCHOTT, THE GERMAN MANUFACTURER OF glass for industrial and consumer
products, had a problem deciding how to position its innovative product,
Ceran, in the American market. The product, a glass-ceramic material made
to cover the cooking surface of electric ranges, seemed to have everything
going for it, It was completely non-porous (and thus stain resistant), easy to
clean and long-lasting. Best of all, when one burner was lit, the heat didn't
spread; it stayed confined to the circle directly above the burner. And after
ten years, hobs made of Ceran still looked and performed like new.
Schott anticipated some difficulty in igniting demand for Ceran in US
markets. First it would have to win over American eooker manufacturers,
which would then have to promote Ceran to middle markets — dealers,
designers, architects and builders. These middle-market customers would,
in turn, need to influence final consumers. Thus, Schott's US subsidiary set
out to sell Ceran aggressively to its target of 14 North American appliance
manufacturers. The subsidiary positioned Ceran on its impressive technieal
and engineering attributes - showing cross-sections of stoves and using
plenty of high-tech talk - then waited optimistically for the orders to roll in.
The appliance companies listened politely to the rep's pitch, ordered sample
quantities — 25 or so of each available colour - and then ... nothing.
Absolutely nothing.
Research by Schott's advertising agency revealed two problems. First,
Schott had failed to position Ceran at all among the manufacturers'
customers. The material was still virtually unknown, not only among final
consumers but also among dealers, designers, architects and builders.
Second, the company was attempting to position the product on the wrong
benefits. When selecting a hob to buy, customers seemed to care less about
the sophisticated engineering that w&nt into it and more about its appearance and cleanability. Their biggest questions were 'How does it look?' and
'How easy is it to use?'
Based on these findings, Schott repositioned Ceran, shifting emphasis
towards the material's inherent beauty and design versatility. Arid it
launched an extensive promotion campaign to communicate the new position to middle-market and final buyers. Advertising had themes like
'Formahvare for your kitchen', which presented the black hob as streamlined and elegant as a tuxedo. As a follow-up, to persuade designers to add
Geran to their palette of materials, Schott positioned Ceran as 'More than a
rangetop, a means of expression'. To reinforce this beauty and design positioning, ads featured visuals, including a geometric grid of a hob with one
glowing red burner.
In addition to advertising, Schott's agency launched a massive public
relations effort that resulted in substantial coverage in home improvement
publications. It also produced a video news release featuring Ceran that was
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picked up by 150 local TV stations nation-wide. To reinforce a weak link in
the selling chain — appliance salespeople who were poorly equipped to
answer customer questions about Ceran - the agency created a video that
the salespeople could show customers on the TVs in their own appliance
stores.
The now properly and strongly positioned Ceran is selling well. All 14
North American appliance makers are buying production quantities of
Ceran and using it in their hobs. All offer not one, but several smooth-top
models, Schott is the major smooth-top supplier in the United iStates, and
smooth tops now account for more than 15 per cent of the electric stove
market. And at a recent Kitchen & Bath Show, 69 per cent of ail range
models on display had smooth tops. Schott recently introduced Cerantopped portable units as an interesting design alternative to traditional hot
plates. Also positioned on aesthetics and ease of cleaning, the tahletop units
are rapidly gaining popularity in both residential and commercial markets.
To keep up with increasing demand. Schott has built a US plant just to
produce Ceran for the North American market.

QUESTIONS
1.

Compare the positioning strategies used by Sehott in the case.

2. Why did one succeed and the other fail?
3. Could country of origin be used to help position the product?
4. What types of product could be successfully positioned as German,
French, Italian. Swedish, Dutch, etc.?
5. What associations could Sehott have used to communicate its
successful positioning? What personalities?
6. To what extent does successful positioning depend upon the tangible
features of a product being marketed?
SOURCES: Adapted from Nancy Arnott, 'Heating up sales: formal ware for your kitchen*, Sales
and Marketing Management (June 1994), pp. 77-8. Sec also Richard ,1. Bahyak, Tablctop
cooking', A.ppliaiK:<jManufacturer (February 1997), pp. 65-7.

Building Customer
Relationships: Customer

Satisfaction, Quality.,
Value and Service
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
Alter reading this chapter, you should be able to:
Define customer value and discuss its importance in creating
customer satisfaction and company profitability.
Discuss the concepts of value chains and value delivery systems
and explain how companies go about producing and delivering
customer value.
Explain the importance of retaining current customers as well as
attracting new ones.
Discuss customer relationship marketing and the main steps in
establishing a customer relationship programme.
Deiine quality and explain the importance of total quality marketing
in building value-laden, profitable relationships with customers.

Preview Case
Rubbermaid: Want to Buy an Expensive Rubber1 Dustpan?
THE BEST-SELLING CAR IN the world is not a VW, Toyota or Chevy, but the
Little Tikes Cozy Coupe" - a leg-powered. Flintstones-like car for toddlers. It
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is one of the thousands of products made by one of the world's most
successful companies. Rubbermaid. The company's rise started in 1934
when the then Wooster Rubber Company made a little-noticed addition to
its line of balloons: a rubber dustpan. It sold the new dustpan door to door
for twice what competitors were charging for their metal versions. But this
dustpan was special; it was well designed, long lasting and very high in
quality, and it was good value. The Wooster Rubber Company became
Rubbermaid and that lowly dustpan turned out to be a real winner. Since
then, the same concepts that led to the development of the rubber dustpan
have transformed Rubbermaid from a sleepy, small-town rubber-products
company into a dynamic market leader.
Today, Rubbermaid thoroughly dominates its fragmented industry,
without serious competition. It produces a dazzling array of more than

Preview Case: Rubbermaid
5,000 products, ranging from food containers, pedal bins and home organizers to toy cars, mailboxes and plastic bird feeders. It sells $2.2 billion
worth of rubber and plastic household goods, toys, outdoor furniture and office
products each year. Rubbermaid's rise has been spectacular. In the past
decade or so, its sales have quadrupled and profits have grown sixfold. It has
achieved 54 consecutive years of profits, 57 consecutive quarters of sales
and earnings growth, and 15 per cent average earnings per share since 1985.
Fortune magazine has rated Rubbermaid among the top seven most admired US
corporations for ten years running.
Rubbermaid's success results from a simple but effective competitive
marketing strategy: to offer consistently the best value to customers. First,
the company carefully studies and listens to consumers. It uses demographic and lifestyle analysis to spot consumer trends and conducts focus
groups, interviews and in-home product tests to learn about consumer problems and needs, likes and dislikes. Then it gives consumers what they want a continuous flow of useful, innovative and high-quality products.
Rubbermaid has forged a'strong market position. To most consumers,
the Rubbermaid name has become the gold standard of good value and
quality. Customers know that Rubbermaid products are well designed and
well made, and they willingly pay premium prices to own them. Rubbermaid
management jealously protects this reputation. The company has an obsession with quality. Under its strict quality-control programme, no product
with so much as a scratch ever leaves the factory floor. It's said that former
Rubbermaid CEO Stanley Gat lit, who guided the company through its spectacular growth during the 1980s, used to visit retail stores several times a
week to see how the company's products were displayed and to check on
quality and workmanship. If he found a problem, he bought up the merchandise on the spot, brought it back to headquarters and severely lectured
responsible company executives. Throughout the company, he was known
to get livid about product defects.
Rubbermaid thrives on finding new ways to serve customers. Innovation
and new-product development have become a kind of religion in the
company. Rubbermaid introduces around 400 a year. Its goal is to generate
at least 33 per cent of its total sales from products less than five years old, a
goal that it usually meets or exceeds. The company even bases part of its
executive compensation on new products' share of sales. Despite the hectic
pace of new introductions, Rubbermaid has met with astonishing success. In
a fiercely competitive industry where 90 per cent of all new products typically fail, Rubbermaid boasts an amazing 90 per cent success rate for its new
products.
To speed up the flow of new products, Rubbermaid assigns small teams made up of experts from marketing, design, manufacturing and finance - to
each of its 50 or so product categories. These teams identify new product
ideas and usher them through design, development and introduction. The
teams tackle the new-product development challenge with enthusiasm. Por
example, the manager of Rubbermaid's hath accessories, decorative coverings and home organizational products notes that her 'bath team' lives and
breathes soap dishes, vanity wastebaskets and shower caddies. Team
members go to trade shows, scour magazines, scan supermarket shelves and
travel the globe searching for new-product ideas, 'We are like sponges,' she
says,
Rubbermaid's versions of ordinary products usually offer simple but
elegant improvements. For example, its simple yet stylish new Sidekick
'litter-free' lunch box features plastic containers that hold a sandwich, a
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drink and another item, eliminating the need for plastic wrapping, milk
cartons, cans and other potential litter. The Sidekick is priced 20 per cent
higher than competing products. Still, the colourful new lunch box has
become all the rage among parents worried about America's garbage glut and
among schoolchildren who have had environmental messages pounded into
them at school. Rubbermaid's share of the lunch box market is expected to
continue to exhibit strong growth and the company plans to introduce new
Sidekick versions.
In addition to developing new products from scratch, Rubbermaid has
been very successful at buying up and building small, undervalued companies. For example, in 1984 it added Little Tikes, a small producer of plastic
toys, to its portfolio of businesses. In 1991, with the acquisition of Eldon
Industries, it established its Office Products Group, which makes desktop
accessories, office containers and organizers, modular furniture and other
products for home and commercial offices. Such smart strategic planning
moves have paid off. Little Tikes is now the company's second largest unit it introduced over 50 new toys last year and currently contributes about 25
per cent of total sales. Rubbermaid is also gearing up to expand its dominance into global markets. By the year 2000, it plans to generate 30 per cent
of sales from outside the United States, compared to the current 15 per cent.
Rubbermaid has also built strong relationships with its 'other customers' retailers which operate the more than 120,000 outlets in the United States
alone that sell Rubbermaid products. Retailers appreciate the company's
consistent high quality, larger margins, outstanding service and strong
consumer appeal. In fact, Rubbermaid recently received 'Vendor of the Year'
honours from the mass-merchandising industry. It has built alliances aggressively with fast-growing discount stores that account for the bulk of household goods sales. It created 'Rubbermaid boutiques', which are whole
sections within stores that stock only Rubbermaid products. For example,
Twin Valu stores set up ten 24-foot-long shelves with Rubbermaid products,
displacing between 20 and 490 feet of competing products. As a result, most
of Rubbermaid's competitors have trouble simply getting shelf space.
Thus Rubbermaid has done all of the things that an outstanding
marketing company must do to establish and retain its leadership. As one
industry analyst notes; '[Rubbermaid has] the ability to execute strategy
flawlessly. There's something about Rubbermaid that's magical, that is so
difficult for competitors to replicate.' Rubbermaid has positioned itself
strongly and gained competitive advantage by providing the best value to
consumers. It has set the pace for its industry and kept competitors at hay
through continuous innovation. Finally, it has developed a constant stream
of useful, high-quality products in a constant quest to deliver ever more
value to consumers. In fact, some observers wonder if Rubbermaid can
maintain its current torrid pace. How many more new products and
approaches, they ask, can the company find? 'It's a little like in 1900, when
there was legislation to close the patent office,' answers a Rubbermaid executive. 'The country was convinced that everything that could be invented
already was. [Rut when it comes to fresh and saleable new ways to serve our
customers], we're never going to run out of ideas.'1

QUESTIONS
1. What is the basis of Rubbermaid's success?
2. Why are people willing to pay a premium price for the sort of
commodity products that Rubbermaid sells?
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3.

What accounts for Ruhherinaid's extraordinary rate of new-product
innovation and new-product success?
4. Why do you think the company aims to achieve such a large number of
new products each year?
5.

Why do companies like Rubbermaid and Arm & Hammer stick so
closely to using such limiting raw materials in their products?
<>. It is hard to beat Rubbermaid in its own market, but can its lessons be
replicated in other countries with other products?

Introduction
Today's companies face tough competition and things will only get harder. In
previous chapters, we argued that to succeed in today's fiercely competitive
markets, companies have to move from a product and selling philosophy to a
customer and marketing philosophy. This chapter tells in more detail how
companies can win customers and outperform competitors. The answer lies in
the marketing concept - in doing a better job of meeting and satisfying customer
needs.
In sellers' markets - those characterized by shortages and near-monopolies companies do not make special efforts to please customers. In eastern Europe, for
example, millions of would-be consumers used to stand sullenly in line for hours
only to receive poorly made clothes, toiletries, appliances and other products at
high prices. Producers and retailers showed little concern for customer satisfaction with goods and services. Sellers paid relatively little heed to marketing theory
and practice.
In buyers' markets, in contrast, customers can choose from a wide array of
goads and services. In these markets, if sellers fail to deliver acceptable product
and service quality, they will quickly lose customers to competitors. Also, what is
acceptable today may not be acceptable to tomorrow's ever-more-demanding
consumers. Consumers are becoming more educated and demanding, and their
quality expectations have been raised by the practices of superior manufacturers
and retailers. The decline of many traditional western industries in recent years cars, cameras, machine tools, consumer electronics - offers dramatic evidence
that firms offering only average quality lose their consumer franchises when
attacked by superior competitors.

Satisfying Customer Needs
To succeed or simply to survive, companies need a new philosophy. To win in
today's marketplace, companies must be customer-centred - they must deliver
superior value to their target customers. They must become adept in building
customer relationships, not just building products. They must be skilful in
market engineering, not just product engineering. New chief executive of GEC
Industries, George Simpson's views were honed at Rover where the corporate
culture had to shift to the notion that customers need to like the ears they

otis tomcr-ccn (red
company
A company thatjocuses
on customer
developments in
designing its marketing
strategies and on
delvoering superior
value to its target
customers.
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buy. There was, he says, 'a bit of a tendency to have technology for technology
sake'.2
Too many companies think that obtaining customers is the job of the
marketing or sales department. But winning companies have come to realise that
marketing cannot do this job alone. Although marketing plays a leading role, it is
only a partner in attracting and keeping eustomers. The world's best marketing
department cannot successfully sell poorly made products that fail to meet
consumer needs. The marketing department can be effective only in companies
in which all departments and employees have teamed up to form a competitively
superior customer value-delivery system.
Consider McDonald's. People do not swarm to the world's 11,000 McDonald's
restaurants only because they love the chain's hamburgers. Many other restaurants make better-last ing hamburgers. Consumers flock to the McDonald's
system, not just to its food products. Throughout the world, McDonald's finely
tuned system delivers a high standard of what the company calls Q.SCV - Quality,
Service, Cleanliness and Value. The system consists of many components, both
internal and external. McDonald's is effective only to the extent that it successfully partners its employees, franchisees, suppliers and others in jointly delivering
exceptionally high customer value,
This chapter discusses the philosophy of customer-value-creating marketing
and tlie customer-focused firm. It addresses several important questions: What is
customer value and customer satisfaction? Ilow do leading companies organize to
create and deliver high value and satisfaction? How can companies keep current
customers as well as get new ones? How can companies practise total quality
marketing?

Defining Customer Value and Satisfaction
More than 35 years ago, Peter Drueker observed that a company's first task is :co
create customers'. However, creating customers can be a difficult task. Todays
customers face a vast array of product and brand choices, prices and suppliers.
The company must answer a key question: How do customers make their
choices?
The answer is that customers choose the marketing offer that gives them the
most value. Customers are value-maximizers, within the bounds of search costs
and limited knowledge, mobility and income. They form expectations of value
and act upon them. Then they compare the actual value they receive in
consuming the product to the value expected, and this affects their satisfaction
and repurchase behaviour. We will now examine the concepts of customer value
and customer satisfaction more carefully.

Customer Value
customer delivered value
The difference between
total customer value and
total customer cose of a
marketing offer- 'profit'
to the customer.

Consumers buy from the firm that they believe offers the highest customer delivered value - the difference between total customer value and total customer cost
(see Figure 11,1). For example, suppose that an Irish farmer wants to buy a
tractor. lie can either buy the equipment from his usual supplier, MasseyFerguson, or a cheaper east European product. The salespeople for the two
companies carefully describe their respective offers to the farmer.
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The farmer evaluates the two competing tractors and judges that MasseyFerguson's tractor provides higher reliability, durability and performance. The
customer also decides that Massey-Ferguson has better accompanying services delivery, training and maintenance - and views Massey-Ferguson personnel as
more knowledgeable and responsive. Finally, the customer places higher value on
Massey-Ferguson's reputation. The farmer adds all the values from these four
sources - product, services, personnel and image - and decides that MasseyFerguson offers more total customer value than does the east European tractor.
Does the farmer buy the Massey-Ferguson tractor? Not necessarily. The firm
will also examine the total customer cost of buying the Massey-Ferguson tractor
versus the east European tractor product. First, the buying firm will compare the
prices it must pay for each of the competitors' products. The Massey-Ferguson
tractor costs a lot more than the east European tractor does, so the higher price
might offset the higher total customer value. Moreover, total customer cost
consists of more than just monetary costs. As Adam Smith observed more than two
centuries ago: The real price of anything is the toil and trouble of acquiring it.'
Total customer cost also includes the buyer's anticipated time, energy and
psychic costs. The farmer will evaluate these costs along with monetary costs to
form a complete estimate of his costs.
The farmer compares total customer value to total customer cost and determines the total delivered value associated with Massey-Ferguson's tractor. In the
same way, he assesses the total delivered value for the east European tractor. The
farmer then will buy from the competitor that offers the highest delivered value.
How can Massey-Ferguson use this concept of buyer decision making to help
it succeed in selling its tractor to this buyer? Massey-Ferguson can improve its
offer in three ways. First, it can increase total customer value by improving
product, services, personnel or image benefits. Second, it can reduce the buyer's
non-monetary costs by lessening the buyer's time, energy and psychic costs.
Third, it can reduce the buyer's monetary costs by lowering its price, providing
easier terms of sale or, in the longer term, lowering its tractor's operating or maintenance costs.

total customer value

The total of all of the
product, services,
personnel and image
values that a buyer
receives from a
marketing offer.
total customer cost
The total of all the
monetary, time, energy
and psychic costs
associated with a
marketing offer.
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Figure 11.1

Customer delivered value

Suppose Massey-Ferguson carries out a customer value assessment and
concludes that buyers see M as sey- Fergus oil's offer as worth [£20,000. Further
suppose that it costs Ma ssey-Fergus on I£14,000 to produce the tractor. This
means that Massey-Fer^uson's offer potentially generates [£6,000 ([.£20,000 1X14,000) of total added value. Ma ssey-Fergus on needs to price its tractor
between I£14,000 and [£20,000. [f it charges less than [£14,000, it won't cover its
costs, [f it charges more than [£20,000. the price will exceed the totai customer
value. The price Masscy-Ferguson charges will determine how much of the total
added value will be delivered to the buyer and how much will flow to MasseyFerguson. For example, if Mas sey- Fergus on charges I£l 6,000, it will grant I£4,000of
total added value to the customer and keep [&2.000 for itself as profit If MasseyFerguson charges [£19,000, it will grant only 1£1,000 of total added value to the
customer and keep [£5.000 for itself as profit. Naturally, the lower MasseyFerguson's price, the higher the delivered value of its offer will he and, therefore,
the higher the customer's incentive to purchase from Massey-Ferguson, Delivered
value should be viewed as 'profit to the customer, Given that Massey-Ferguson
wants to win the sale, it must offer more delivered value than the east European
tractor does.3
Some marketers might rightly argue that this concept of how buyers choose
among product alternatives is too rational. They might cite examples in which
buyers did not choose the offer with an objectively measured highest delivered
value, Consider the following situation;
The Mas sey-Fergus on salesperson convinces the fanner that, considering
the benefits relative to the purchase price, M ass ey-Ferguson's tractor
offers a higher delivered value. The salesperson also points out that the
east European tractor uses more fuel and requires more frequent repairs.
Still, the farmer decides to buy the east European tractor.
How cart we explain this appearance of non-value-maxhnizing behaviour?
There are many possible explanations. For example, perhaps the farmer has a
long-term friendship with the east European tractor salesperson. Or the farmer
might have a policy of buying at the lowest price. Or perhaps the farmer is short of
cash, and therefore chooses the cheaper east European tractor, even though the
Massey-Ferguson machine will perform better and be less expensive to operate in
the long run.
Clearly, buyers operate under various constraints and sometimes make
choices that give more weight to tbeir personal benefit than to company benefit.
However, the customer delivered value framework applies to many situations and
yields rich insights. The framework suggests that sellers must first assess the total
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Sleeping in Business Class.
A brief history.

customer value and total customer cost associated with their own and competing
marketing offers to determine how their own offers measure up in terms of
customer delivered value. If a seller finds that competitors deliver greater value, it
has two alternatives. It can try to increase customer value by strengthening or
augmenting the product, services, personnel or image benefits of the offer. Or it
can decrease total customer cost by reducing its price, simplifying the ordering
and delivery process, or absorbing some buyer risk by offering a warranty.4

Customer Satisfaction
Consumers form judgements about the value of marketing offers and make their
buying decisions based upon these judgements. Customer satisfaction with a
purchase depends upon the product's performance relative to a buyer's expectations, A customer might experience various degrees of satisfaction. If the
product's performance falls short of expectations, the customer is dissatisfied. If
performance matches expectations, the customer is satisfied. If performance
exceeds expectations, the customer is highly satisfied or delighted.
But how do buyers form their expectations? Expectations are based on the
customer's past buying experiences, the opinions of friends and associates, and
marketer and competitor information and promises. Marketers must be careful to
set the right level of expectations. If they set expectations too low, they may
satisfy those who buy, but fail to attract enough buyers. In contrast, if they raise
expectations too high, buyers are likely to be disappointed. For example, Holiday
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Tracking Customer
Satisfaction
Complaint and Suggestion
Systems
A customer-centred organization
makes it easy for customers to
make suggestions or complaints.
Hospitals place suggestion boxes
in the corridors, supply comment
cards to existing patients and
employ patient advocates to solicit
grievances. Some customer-centred companies
may set up free customer hot lines to make it
easy for customers to enquire, suggest or eomplain.
Successful companies try very hard- All visitors to Richer Sounds shops get a card showing
the shop's team and saying: 'We're listening,' It's a
Freepost letter addressed to Julian Richer, the
owner of the chain. Inside it reads:
Thank you for your support and making us
the UK's most successful hi-fi retailer. In
order to maintain No. 1 position, we need to
know where we've gone wrong. Suggestions
or comments regarding customer service,
however small, are gratefully received. Every
one has Mr Richcr's personal attention ...
Please, please, please let us know, as we
really do care!
Such systems help companies to act quickly to
resolve problems and provide ideas for improved
products and service.
Customer Satisfaction Surveys
Simply running complaint and suggestion systems may not give the company a full picture of
customer satisfaction. One out of every four purchases results in consumer dissatisfaction, but
less than 5 per cent of dissatisfied customers
complain. Rather than complain, most customers
simply switch suppliers. As a result, the company
needlessly loses customers.
Responsive companies take direct measures
of customer satisfaction by conducting regular

surveys. They send questionnaires
or make telephone calls to a sample
of recent customers to find out
how they feel about various aspects
of the company's performance.
Belgacom is the new name
for Belgium's revitalised
Regie des Telcgraphes et des
Telephones, the state-owned
telecommunications monopoly. It
placed a questionnaire about its
service in -newspapers and got
65,000 replies. These highlighted the firm's
weaknesses and reputation for "customer
unfriendliness'. Not surprising when a law
exists that allows Belgacom employees to
slam the phone down on irate customers.
Belgacom has changed its ways so as not to
be crushed in the European telecom market.
Magazines and consumers' associations often
conduct independent surveys. Honda, Dell and
dan Technologies strive to come out on top in
these measures. Companies can easily be deluded
by their own results. For instance, a conference
centre may be happy that 85 per cent of its customers say its service is good, but what if 95 per
cent of the customers also rate a competitor as
excellent?
The ad agency Bozell Worldwide's Quality
Poll gives a league table and shows how biased
local perceptions can be. Gallup conducted a
study that asked 20,000 people in 20 countries to
rate the quality of manufactured goods from 12
countries (see Table 1). All countries rated themselves higher than other people did. The French
put French goods on top, while the Japanese gave
themselves twice the rating (76 per cent) that the
full sample did (38.5). All other countries were
optimistic too: Germans gave themselves 49 per
cent against the full sample's 36 per cent and the
United Kingdom 39 per cent against 22 per cent.
Ghost

Shopping

Another useful way of assessing customer satisfaction is to hire people to pose as buyers. These
'ghost shoppers' can even present specific prol>-
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TABLE 1 QUALITY RATING OK MANUFACTURED HOODS
RESPONDENTS RATING GOODS VERY GOOD OR EXCELLENT
About 30 to 40 per cent
About 15 to 20 per cent
About 10 per cent
About 5 per cent

lems in order to test whether the company's personnel handic difficult situations well. For example, ghost shoppers can complain about a
restaurant's food to see how the restaurant handles this complaint. Research International's
Mystery Shopper surveys can measure many
dimensions of customer performance. By telephoning it can measure a firm's telephone technique: how many rings it takes to answer, the sort
of voice and tone and, if transferred, how many
leaps it took before being correctly connected.
Not only should companies hire ghost shoppers,
but managers themselves should leave their
offices from time to time and experience firsthand the treatment they receive as 'customers'.
As an alternative, managers can phone their companies with different questions and complaints to
see how the call is handled.
Lo.st Customer Analysis
Companies should contact customers who have
stopped buying or those who have switched to a
competitor, to learn why this happened. When
IBM loses a customer, it mounts a thorough effort
to learn how it failed: was IBM's price too high, its
service poor or its products substandard? Not
only should the company conduct such exit interviews, it should also monitor the customer toss
rate. A rising loss rate indicates that the company
is failing to satisfy its customers.
Some Cautions in Measuring Customer
Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction ratings are sometimes difficult to interpret. When customers rate their satisfaction with some element of the company's

MEMBERS (RANKED IN ORDER OF THEIR SCORE)
Japan, Germany and USA
UK, France, Canada and Italy
Spain, China and Taiwan
Mexico and Russia

performance - say, delivery - they can vary
greatly in how they define good delivery. It might
mean early delivery, on-time delivery, order completeness or something else. Customers can
report being 'highly satisfied' for different reasons. One might be easily satisfied most of the
time, whereas the other might be hard to please
but was pleased on this occasion. Further, managers and salespeople can manipulate their ratings on customer satisfaction. They can be
especially nice to customers just before the
survey or try to exclude unhappy customers from
the survey. If customers know that the company
will go out of its way to please them, even if they
are satisfied some customers may express high
dissatisfaction in order to receive yet more concessions.
International measurement of satisfaction
has its own problem. It is part of the British character not to complain, so global competitors like
British Airways have to try very hard to obtain
information that other nationals give freely. In
many eastern countries, customers would worry
about people losing face if they complained,
whereas in other countries complaining is all part
of getting a good service.
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Inn ran a campaign a few years ago called 'No Surprises', which promised consistently trouble-free accommodation and service. However, Holiday Inn guests still
encountered a host of problems and the expectations created by the campaign
only made customers more dissatisfied. Holiday Inn had to withdraw the
campaign.
Still, some of today's most successful companies are raising expectations and delivering performance to match. These companies embrace total customer
satisfaction. For example, Honda claims, 'One reason our customers are so satisfied is that we aren't' or, as dan Technology puts it, 'We value your business. We
want you to buy from us again.' These companies aim high because they know
that customers who are only satisfied will still find it easy to switch suppliers
when a better offer conies along. In one consumer packaged-goods category, 44
per cent of consumers reporting satisfaction later switched brands. In contrast,
customers who are highly satisfied arc much less ready to switch. One study
showed that 75 per cent of Toyota buyers were highly satisfied and about 75 per
cent said they intended to buy a Toyota again. Thus customer delight creates an
emotional affinity for a product or service, not just a rational preference, and this
creates high customer loyalty.
Today's winning companies track their customers' expectations, perceived
company performance and customer satisfaction. They track this for their
competitors as well. Consider the following:
A company was pleased to find that 80 per cent of its customers said they
were satisfied with its new product. However, the product seemed to sell
poorly on store shelves next to the leading competitor's product.
Company researchers soon learned that the competitor's product attained
a 90 per cent customer satisfaction score. Company management was
further dismayed when it learned that this competitor was aiming for a 95
per cent satisfaction score.
Marketing Highlight 11.1 describes the way in which companies can track
customer satisfaction.
For customer-centred companies, customer satisfaction is both a goal and an
essential factor in company success. Companies that achieve high customer satisfaction ratings make sure that their target market knows it. In the car industry,
the Honda Accord received the no. 1 rating in customer satisfaction by J.D.
Powers for several years running and Honda advertising touting helped sell more
Accords. Similarly, dan Technology's success in the personal computer industrywas partly because it achieves and advertises its no. 1 ranking.5
These and other companies realize that highly satisfied customers produce
several benefits for the company. They are less price sensitive and they remain
customers for a longer period. They buy additional products over time as the
company introduces related products or improvements. And they talk favourably
to others about the company and its products.
Although the customer-centred firm seeks to deliver high customer satisfaction relative to competitors, it does not attempt to maximize customer satisfaction. A company can always increase customer satisfaction by lowering its price
or increasing its services, but this may result in lower profits. In addition to
customers, the company has many stakeholders, including employees, dealers,
suppliers and stockholders. Spending more to increase customer satisfaction
might divert funds from increasing the satisfaction of these other 'partners'. Thus
the purpose of marketing is to generate customer value profitably. Ultimately, the
company must deliver a high level of customer satisfaction, while at the same
time delivering at least acceptable levels of satisfaction to the firm's other stake-
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holders. This requires a very delicate balance: the marketer must continue to
generate more customer value and satisfaction, but not 'give away the house'.6
Many of the world's most successful companies build their strategies on customer
satisfaction, but as Marketing Highlight 11.2 shows, you do not have to be big to
succeed.7

Cold lurkey lias
Cot Me on the Run
'Oh dear! Am I in trouble now.' It
was a week before Christmas as
the recalcitrant academic trudged
up and down Castle Street trying
to buy a goose for Christmas
dinner. Long before Charles
Dickens' time, when Scrooge sent
'the prize Turkey ... the big one' to
Bob Cratchit's house, goose was
the traditional English Christmas
fayre. Introduced to Europe from America in the
sixteenth century, turkey had displaced goose in
all of Castle Street's butchers. Sick of having cold
turkey salad, turkey sandwiches and that dreadful turkey curry for days after Christmas, the academic's family had decided to have goose 'for a
change'. His job was to get one. but he had left it
too late.
Butcher after butcher came out with the
worn-out lines, 'You should have ordered one
weeks ago', 'We can't get them anywhere' or
'There's no call for them these days'. Even, 'A
goose? They're so greasy. How about a nice fat
turkey? It'll last you for days.' SCREAM!
Defeated, he slumped into his car to drive
home. It was dark and on the way through a village he saw the lights of a small shop he had not
noticed before. A small independent butcher, well
stocked, brightly lit and full of customers.
'Funny,' he thought, 'there aren't many of those
those days. Still, let's have one last try.'
On joining the festive throng inside, he
noticed a sign on the wall. It read;
Tiie ten commandments of good business
1. The customer is the most important person
in my business.
2. The customer is not dependent on us; we are
dependent on him.

3.

7.
8.

A customer is not an
interruption of our work; he
is the purpose of it.
4. A customer does us a favour
when he calls; we are not
doing him a favour by serving
him.
5. The customer is part of our
business, not an outsider.
6. The customer is not a cold
statistic; he is a flesh and
blood human being with
feelings and emotions like ours.
The customer is not someone to argue or
match wits with.
The customer brings us his wants; it is our
job to fill those wants.

9.

The customer is deserving of the most
courteous and attentive treatment we can
give him.
10. The customer is the lifeblood of this, and
every other, business.

'Merry Christmas, what can 1 do for you?' asked
the butcher.
'Have you a goose?' the academie asked timidly.
'1 haven't got any in, but I'll get one for you. What
size do you want?"
Later on, at The Pheasant Inn, the talk turned to
food. 'Have you come across that great butcher in
the next village?'
'Great buteher? Come off it. A butcher's a
butcher's a butcher!'
'Not this one, he will do anything for you. Nice
guy, too.'
Lesson: You do not have to be big to be great.
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Delivering Customer Value and Satisfaction
Customer value and satisfaction arc important ingredients in the marketer's
formula for success. But what does it take to produce and deliver customer value?
To answer this, we will examine the concepts of a value chain and value delivery
system.

Value Chain
value chain

A major tool/or
identifying ways to
create more customer
value.

Michael Porter proposed the value chain as the main tool for identifying ways to
create more customer value (see Figure 11.2).15 Every firm consists of a collection
of activities performed to design, produce, market, deliver and support the firm's
products. The value chain breaks the firm into nine value-creating activities in an
effort to understand the behaviour of costs in the specific business and the potential sources of competitive differentiation. The nine value-creating activities
include five primary activities and four support activities.
The primary activities involve the -sequence of bringing materials into the
business (inbound logistics), operating on them (operations), sending them out
(outbound logistics), marketing them (marketing and sales) and servicing them
(service). For a long time, firms have focused on the product as the primary
means of adding value, but eustomer satisfaction also depends upon the other
stages of the value chain.'1 The support activities occur within each of these
primary activities. For example, procurement involves obtaining the various inputs
for each primary activity - only a fraction of proeurement is done by the
purchasing department. Technology development and human resource management also occur in all departments. The firm's infrastructure covers the overhead
of general management, planning, finance, accounting and legal and government
affairs borne by all the primary and support activities.
Under the value-chain concept, the firm should examine its costs and performance in each value-creating activity to look for improvements. It should also
estimate its competitors' costs and performances as benchmarks. To the extent
that the firm can perform certain activities better than its competitors, it can
achieve a competitive advantage.
The firm's success depends not only on how well each department performs
its work, but also on how well the activities of various departments are coordinated. Too often, individual departments maximize their own interests rather
than those of the whole company and the customer. For example, a credit department might attempt to reduce bad debts by taking a long time to check the credi!
of prospective customers: meanwhile, salespeople get frustrated and customers
wait. A distribution department might decide to save money by shipping goods hy
rail; again the customer waits. In each case, individual departments have erected
walls that impede the delivery of quality customer service.
To overcome this problem, companies should place more emphasis on the
smooth management of core business processes, most of which involve inputs
and co-operation from many functional departments. These core business
processes include the following;
•

Product development process. All the activities involved in identifying,
researching and developing new products with speed, high quality and
reasonable cost.
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Figure 11.2

The generic value chain

•

Inventory management process. All the activities involved in developing
and managing the right inventory levels of raw materials, semi-finished
materials and finished goods, so that adequate supplies arc available while
the costs of high overstocks are avoided.
• Order-to-payment process. All the activities involved in receiving orders,
approving them, shipping the goods on time and collecting payment.
• Customer service process. All the activities involved in making it easy for
customers to reach the right parties within the company to obtain service,
answers and resolutions of problems.
Successful companies develop superior capabilities in managing these and
other core processes. In turn, mastering core business processes gives these
companies a stibstancial competitive edge.1" For example, one of Marks &
Spencer's great strengths is its superiority in handling the inventory management
and order flow process. As individual Marks & Spencer stores sell their goods,
sales information flows not only to Marks & Spencer's headquarters, but to the
company's suppliers, which ship replacement goods to Marks & Spencer stores
almost as fast as they move off the shelf.

Value Delivery System
In its search for competitive advantage, the firm needs to look beyond its own
value chain, into the value chains of its suppliers, distributors and, ultimately,
customers. More companies today are 'partnering' with the other members of the
supply chain to improve the performance of the customer value deHvery system.
For example:
Campbell Soup operates a qualified supplier programme, in which it sets
high standards for suppliers and chooses only the few suppliers that are
willing to meet its demanding requirements for quality, on-time delivery
and continuous improvement. Campbell then assigns its own experts to
work with suppliers to improve constantly their joint performance.
Marks & Spencer places its staff at its suppliers' sites to maintain quality
standards and improve the speed and reduce the costs of supplying to
Marks & Spencer stores.

customer value delivery
system
The system made up of
the value chains of the
company and its
suppliers, distributors
mid ultimately
customers, who work
together co deliver vahic
to customers.
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An excellent value delivery system connects jeans maker Levi-Strauss with
its suppliers and distributors. One of Levi's biggest retailers is Sears. Every night,
Levi's learns the sixes and styles of its blue jeans that sold through Bears and other
large outlets. Levi's then electronically orders more fabric from the Milliken Company,
its fabric supplier. In turn, Milliken relays an order for more fibre to DuPont. the
fibre supplier. In this way, the partners in the supply chain use the most current
sales information to manufacture what is selling, rather than to manufacture
based on potentially inaccurate sales forecasts. This is known as a quick response
system, in which goods are pulled by demand, rather than pushed by supply.
As companies struggle to become more competitive, they are turning, ironically, to greater co-operation. Companies used to view their suppliers and distributors as cost centres and, in some cases, as adversaries. Today, however, they are
selecting partners carefully and working out mutually profitable strategies.
Increasingly in today's marketplace, competition no longer takes place between
individual competitors. Rather, it takes plaee between the entire value delivery
systems created by these competitors. Thus, if Levi-Strauss has built a more
potent value delivery system than Wrangler or another competitor, it will win
more market share and profit.
Therefore, marketing can no longer be thought of as only a selling department. That view of marketing would give it responsibility only for formulating!
promotion-oriented marketing mix, without much to say about product features,
costs and other important elements. Under the new view, marketing is responsible for designing and managing a superior -value delivery system to reach
target customer segments. Today's marketing managers must think not only
about selling today's products, but also about how to stimulate the development of
improved products, how to work actively with other departments in managing
core business processes and how to build better external partnerships.11

Retaining Customers
Beyond building stronger relations with their partners in the supply chain,
companies today must work to develop stronger bonds and loyalty with their ultimate eustomers. In the past, many companies took their eustomers for granted,
Customers often did not have many alternative suppliers, or the other suppliers
were just as poor in quality and service, or the market was growing so fast that the
company did not worry about fully satisfying its customers. A company could lose
100 customers a week, but gain another 100 customers and consider its sales to
he satisfactory. Such a company, operating on a 'leaky bucket' theory of business,
believes that there will always be enough customers to replace the defecting ones.
However, this high customer churn involves higher costs than if a company
retained all 100 customers and acquired no new ones.

The Cost of Lost. Customers
Companies must pay close attention to their customer defection rate and undertake steps to reduce it. First, the company must define and measure its retention
rate. For a magazine, it would be the renewal rate; for a consumer packaged-goods
firm, it would be the repurchase rate.
Next, the company must identify the causes of customer defection and determine which of these can he reduced or eliminated. Not much can he done about
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customers who leave the region or about business customers who go out of business. But much can be done about customers who leave because of shoddy products, poor service or prices that are too high. The company needs to prepare a
frequency distribution showing the percentage of customers who defect for
different reasons.
Companies can estimate how much profit they lose when customers defect
unnecessarily. For an individual customer, this is the same as the customer's lifetime value. Rob Walker, quality director of Rank Xerox, quantifies the problem:
Last year, customers discontinued using 5,500 machines out of 140,000
installed. It' Rank Xerox had retained them all, the impact on its bottom
line would have been over £5 million in the first year and over £19
million in three years. 'If yon then add on the opportunity cost, the effect
on the bottom line is large,' he says. 'Not all of this is, however,
controllable and recoverable. But we reckon that 30 per cent of it is. So
the financial impact of dissatisfied customers is large.'12
The company needs to work out how much it would cost to reduce the defection
rate. If the cost is less than the lost profits, the company should spend that
amount to reduce customer defections. In this example, if the company could
spend up to £1.5 million (0.3 x £5 million) to retain the lost accounts, it would be
wisu to do so.

The Need for Customer Retention
Today, outstanding companies go all out to retain their customers. Many markets
have settled into maturity and there are not many new customers entering most
categories. Competition is increasing and the costs of attracting new customers
aie rising. In these markets, it might cost five times as much to attract a new
customer as to keep a current customer happy. Offensive marketing typically
costs more than defensive marketing, because it takes a great deal of effort and
spending to coax satisfied customers away from competitors.
Unfortunately, classic marketing theory and practice centres on the art of
attracting new customers rather than retaining existing ones. The emphasis has
been on creating transactions rather than relationships. Discussion has focused
on pre-sale activity and sale activity rather than on post-sale activity. Today,
however, more companies recognize the importance of retaining current
customers. According to reports, by reducing customer defections by only 5 per
cent, companies can improve profits by anywhere from 25 per cent to 85 per
cent.15 Unfortunately, however, most company accounting systems fail to show
the value of loyal customers.
Thus, although much current marketing focuses on formulating marketing
raises that will create sales and new customers, the firm's first line of defence lies
in customer retention. And the best approach to customer retention is to deliver
i customer satisfaction that results in strong customer loyalty.

Relationship Marketing
Relationship marketing involves creating, maintaining and enhancing strong
relationships with customers and other stakeholders. Increasingly, marketing
is moving away from a focus on individual transactions and towards a focus
on building value-laden relationships and marketing networks. Relationship

relations hip marketing
The process ofcreafing,
maintaining and
enhancing strong, vatueladen relationships -with
customers and other
stakeholders.
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Airbus Industrie's
programme shows
relationships irt many
directions: with customers,
•with suppliers, across
airframe makers in foreign
countries and with
governments.

marketing is oriented more towards the long term. The goal is to deliver long-term
value to customers and the measure of success is long-term customer satisfaction.
Relationship marketing requires that all of the company's departments work
together with marketing as a team to serve the customer. It involves building relationships at many levels - economic, social, technical and legal - resulting in
high customer loyalty.
We can distinguish five different levels or relationships that can be formed
with customers who have purchased a company's product, such as a car or a piece
of equipment:
•

Basic. The company salesperson sells the product, hut does not follow up in any
way.

Reactive. The salesperson sells the product and encourages the customer to
call whenever he or she has any questions or prohlems.
• Accountable. The salesperson phones the customer a short time after the
sale to check whether the product is meeting the customers expectations.
The salesperson also solicits from the customer any product improvement
.suggestions and any specific disappointments. This information helps the
company continuously to improve its offering.
•

•

•

Proactive. The salesperson or others in the company phone the customer
from time to time with suggestions about improved product use or helpful
new products.
Partnership. The company works continuously with the customer and with
other customers to discover ways to deliver better value.

Figure 11.3 shows that a company's relationship marketing strategy will
depend on how many customers it has and their profitability. For example.
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Figure 11.3

Relationship levels as a function of profit
margin and number of customers

companies with many low-margin customers will practise basic marketing. Thus
Hem eke n will not phone all of its drinkers to express its appreciation for their
business. At best, Heinelien will be reactive by setting up a customer information
service. At the other extreme, in markets with few customers and high margins,
most sellers will move towards partnership marketing. In exploring the Airbus
A340-500 and A340-600, a very large commercial transport, Airbus Industries
will work closely with the aero-engine manufacturers as well as with Lufthansa,
Virgin Atlantic, Air Canada and Taiwan's Era Air, who have shown interest in
buying the aircraft. For these businesses, the emphasis has to be on network
marketing, where the interdependence of firms means they are part of an interdependent network. Marketing Highlight 11,3 explores this approach.
What specific marketing tools can a company use to develop stronger
customer bonding and satisfaction? It can adopt any of three customer valuebuilding approaches.'4 The first relies primarily on uddmg financial benefits to
the customer relationship. For example, airlines offer frequent-flyer programmes,
hotels give room upgrades to their frequent guests, and supermarkets give
patronage refunds.
P & G advertise a toll-free number customers can call to join a moneyback guarantee programme for Crest toothpaste. P & G supply dental
patients with evaluation forms that they take to their local dentists.
Dentists check for cavities and tartar build-up. After six months of Crest
use and a return trip to the dentist, patients who haven't improved are
refunded the money they spent on Crest.13
Beyond assuring customers that Crest delivers value, this promotion helps P & G
build a customer database containing the dental histories of families that sign up.
Using this database, P & G can expand its relationships with customers by offering
additional related products and services to them.
Although these reward programmes and other financial incentives build
customer preference, they can be easily imitated by competitors and thus may
tail to differentiate the company's offer permanently. The second approach is to
add social benefits as well as financial benefits. Here company personnel work to
increase their social bonds with customers by learning individual customers'
needs and wants, and then individualizing and personalizing their products and
services. Heinz Weightwatchers Clubs have done that very effectively for people
who are worried about their weight. They turn their customers into clients;
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Marketing-

Network Marketing:
We are not Alone .

in emphasizing the importance of
networks in understanding how
firms behave rather than telling
of a winning strategy. The alternative use of the term 'markets-asnetworks' in place of network
marketing gives a better impression of its passive role.
Interest in markefs-as-networks grew out of the general trend
in business for firms to emphasize
'partnership' and '.strategic alliances'. This trend goes beyond
marketing to include buying, distribution, R & D
and manufacturing. Long before relationship
marketing was recognized, leading businesses
had developed 'relationship buying', where
Japanese companies in particular established
very close links with a few preferred suppliers.
Many leading companies, including retailers,
have now adopted this approach to the extent
that the buyer dictates the R & D and product, as
well as the sales and marketing of the seller.
When firms and people find relatively simple
two-way networks very complicated, it is not surprising that multirnember networks are hard to
manage, [n high-spending sectors, such as
defence and aerospace, Europe's national competitors are failing against the rapidly integrating
US industry as reflected in the BoeingMacDomiell Douglas combine. Airbus hopes to

Highlight

11.3

Most companies do not sell to final
consumers, but provide products
and services to other businesses to
which they have to be closely
allied. For example, Messier
Dowty, makers of landing gear for
aircraft, cannot design or market
its products in isolation since its
landing gear is only of any use if
'designed into' an aircraft. The
company, therefore, is part of a network including airforces as well as the supplier of tyres for its
landing year. Messier Dowty itself is the result of
another network, since it is an Anglo-French joint
venture between the TI group and Snecma.
Originating from Scandinavian research, network marketing accepts the influence of a web of
intcrdependeneies between firms. Relationship
marketing has a clear focus on a business managing the relationship life cycle with its customers,
while network marketing recognizes interdependencies and a wider range of stakeholders. Table
1 compares both network and relationship marketing with the traditional marketing based on
discrete transactions. It shows that transaction
and relationship marketing arc similar in that
they are both 'done by the seller to the buyer'. In
contrast, network marketing is only prescriptive

TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF TRANRACTIONAL, RELATIONSHIP AND NETWORK MARKETING
TRANSACTIONS MARKETING
Focus

Profitable transactions

Players

Buyers and sellers in
an open market

Communications
pattern
Communications style
Duration
Formality
Power

RELATIONSHIP MARKETING

NETWORK MARKETING

Profitable
relationships
Buyers and sellers
in a relationship

Firm to market

Individual to
individual

Arm's length
Discrete

Interpersonal
Lifecycle

Formal

Managed

Links between
organizations
Seller, buyer and other
organizations
Organization with
organization at many
levels
Multipersonal
Continuous but of
varying intensity
Interactive

Active seller

Seller manages

Reciprocal relationships
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compete with Boeing's 777 and smaller 747 with
its Airbus A340-600, but for it to do so die owners
of Airbus have to agree. That means obtaining the
agreement of Britain's BAe, Franee's Aerospatiale,
Germany's Daimler-Benz and Spain's Casa, as
well as the governments that will have to pay onethird of the development costs. Because ot' the L'K
government's reluctance to provide $120 million,
BAe is talking to manufacturers in Italy, China,
Taiwan, Malaysia and North America, in the hope
that their governments will be more generous. As
a result of this confusion, European politicians
have called for a swift restructuring of Airbus,
Some network! No wonder the Eurofighter is
struggling to stay in the air!

Customers may be nameless to the institution; clients cannot be
nameless. Customers are served as part of the mass or as part of larger
segments; clients are served on an individual basis. ... Customers are
served by anyone who happens to be available; clients are served ... by
the professional ,.. assigned to them. L6
The third approach to building strong customer relationships is to add structural ties as well as financial and social benefits. For example, a business
marketer might supply customers with special equipment or computer linkages
that help them manage their orders, payroll or inventory. Investment bankers J.P.
Morgan provides its RiskMctrics financial risk measurement system free of charge
to its customers. It has two reasons for doing so. First, says the company, it will
promote greater transparency to risk and so help identify problems. Second, J.P.
Morgan must also be hoping that the association of its name with a widely
accepted benchmarking system will yield long-term commercial advantages,
partly through strengthening ties with existing customers. There arc clear
customer needs here. In the twelve months prior to RiskMetries' release, estimated derivatives losses, by firms ineludJng Metallgcsellsehaft and Kashima Oil,
approached DM10 billion. 17
The main steps in establishing a relationship-marketing programme in a
mmpany are:
•

Identify the key customers meriting relationship management. Choose the
largest or best customers and designate them for relationship management.
Other customers can be added that show exceptional growth or pioneer new
industry developments.
• Assign a skilled relationship manager to each key customer. The
salesperson currently servicing the customer should receive training in
relationship management or be replaced by someone more skilled in
relationship management. The relationship manager should have
characteristics that match or appeal to the customer.
• Develop a clear job description for relationship managers. Describe their
reporting relationships, objectives, responsibilities and evaluation criteria.
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Make the relationship manager the focal point for all dealings with and
about the client. Give each relationship manager only one or a few
relationships to manage.
•

•

Have each relationship manager develop annual and long-range eustotnM
relationship plans. These plans should state objectives, strategies, specific
actions and required resources.
Appoint an overall manager to supervise the relationship managers. Th«
person will develop job descriptions, evaluation criteria and resource
support to increase relationship manager effectiveness.

When it has properly implemented relationship management, the organic
atiori begins to focus on managing its customers as well as its products. At r,..
same time, although many companies are moving strongly towards relationship
marketing, it is not effective in all situations:
When it comes to relationship marketing ... you don't want a relationship
with every customer. ... In fact, there are some bad customers. [The
objective is to] figure out which customers are worth cultivating becausel
you can meet their needs more effectively than anyone else.1"
In the end, companies must judge which segments and which specific customers
will be profitable.

When to Use Relationship Marketing
Relationship marketing is not effective in all situations. Transaction marketing,
which focuses on one sales transaction at a time, is more appropriate than relationship marketing for customers that have short time horizons and can switch
from one supplier to another with little effort or investment. This situation often
occurs in 'commodity' markets, such as steel, where various suppliers oi'fer largely
un differentia ted products. A customer buying steel can buy from any of sever*
steel suppliers and choose the one offering the best terms on a purehase-bypurchase basis. The fact that one steel supplier works at developing a longer-term
relationship with a buyer does not automatically earn it the next sale; its price and
other terms still have to be competitive.
In contrast, relationship marketing can pay off handsomely with customers
that have long time horizons and high switching costs, such as buyers of office
automation systems. Such major system buyers usually research conipetinj> suppliers carefully and choose one from whom they can expect state-of-the-art technology and good long-term service. Both the customer and the supplier invest a lot of
money and time in building the relationship. The customer would find it costly
and risky to switch to another supplier and the seller would find that losing this customer would be a considerable loss. Thus each seeks to develop a solid long-terra
working relationship with the other. It is with such customers that relationship marketing has the greatest pay-off.
In these situations, the 'in-supplier' and 'out-supplier' face very different challenges. The In-supplier tries to make switching difficult for the customer. It develops product systems that are incompatible with those of competing suppliers and
installs its own ordering systems that simplify inventory management and delivery. It works to become the customer's indispensable partner. Out-suppliers, in
contrast, try to make it easy and less costly to switch suppliers. They design product systems that are compatible with the customer's system, that are easy to
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Figure 11.4

Comparing customer relationship revenues
with relationship costs

install and learn, that save the customer a lot of money, and that promise to
improve through time.
The appropriateness of transaction versus relationship marketing depends on
the type of industry and the wishes of the particular customer. Some eustomers
value :i high-service supplier and will stay with that supplier for a long time. Other
customers want to cut their costs and will switch suppliers readily to obtain lower
costs. Tn the latter case, the compuny ean still try to keep die customer by agreeing
to reduce the price, providing that the customer is willing to accept fewer services. For example, the customer may forgo tree delivery, design assistance, training or some other extra. However, die seller should probably treat this type of
customer on a transaction basis rather than on a relationship-building basis. As
long as the company cuts its own costs by as much as or more than its price
reduction, the transaction-oriented customer will still be profitable.
Thus relationship marketing is not the best approach in all situations. For it
to he worthwhile, relationship revenue needs to exceed relationship costs. Figure
11.4 suggests that some customers are very profitable sleeping giants, which generate significant revenue and are profitable but relatively undemanding. Much of
the relationship marketing activity is taken up by the power traders, which provide significant revenue but are demanding. These are as profitable as the pets,
which provide little revenue but have appropriately small relationship costs.
Transaction marketing is probably adequate for these. The most difficult group is
the delinquents, which provide little revenue but are demanding. What can a
company do about these? One option is to shift the delinquents' eustomers to
products that are likely to be less difficult to operate or less complicated.
Vodaphone's Pay as you Talk phone service does this by providing contracts to
less well-off customers who prepay for the phone's use. Banks' high charges on
imnegotiated overdrafts are a way of doing this. If these actions cause the unprofitable customer to defect, so be it. In fact, the company might benefit by encouraging these unprofitable customers to switch to competition.19

The Ultimate Test: Customer Profitability
Ultimately, marketing is the art of attracting and keeping profitable customers.
Yet, companies often discover that between 20 and 40 per cent of their customers
are unprofitable. Further, many companies report that their most profitable
customers are not their largest customers, but their mid-size customers. The
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largest customers demand greater service and receive the deepest discounts,
thereby reducing the company's profit level. The smallest customers pay full price
and receive less service, but the costs of transacting with small customers reduce
their profitability. In many cases, mid-size customers that pay close to full price
and receive good service are the most profitable. This helps to explain why many
large firms that once targeted only large customers are now invading the middle
market.
A company should not try to pursue and satisfy every customer. For example,
if business customers of Courtyard (Marriott's less expensive motel) start asking
for Marriott-level business services, Courtyard should say no. Providing such
service would only confuse the respective positioning of the Marriott and
Courtyard systems. Similarly, airlines differentiate between tourist- and businessclass flyers, and Visa offers more services to gold-card users.
Some organizations ... try to do anything and everything customers
suggest. ... Yet, while customers often make many good suggestions, they
also suggest many courses of action that are unactionablc or unprofitable.
Randomly following these suggestions is fundamentally different from
market-focus - making a disciplined choice of which customers to serve
and which specific combination of benefits and price to deliver to them
(and which to deny them).-'"

customer lifetime value
The amount by which
re-venues from a given
customer over time
exceed the company's
costs of attracting,
selling and servicing
that customer.

What makes a customer profitable? We define a profitable customer as a
person, household or company whose revenues over time exceed, by an acceptable amount, the company's costs of attracting, selling and servicing that
customer. Note that the definition emphasizes lifetime revenues and costs, not
profit from a single transaction. Here are some dramatic illustrations of customer
lifetime value;
Stew Leonard, who operates a highly profitable single-store supermarket,
says that he sees $50,000 flying out of his store every time he sees a
sulking customer. Why? Because his average customer spends about $100
a week, shops 50 weeks a year and remains in the area for about 10
years. If this customer has an unhappy experience and switches to
another supermarket, Stew Leonard has lost S50,000 in revenue. The loss
can be much greater if the disappointed customer shares the bud
experience with other customers and causes them to defect.
Tom Peters, noted author of several books on managerial excellence, runs
a business that spends 81,500 a month on Federal Express service. His
company spends this amount 12 months a year and expects to remain in
business for at least another 10 years. Therefore, he expects to spend
more than 8180,000 on future Federal Express service. If Federal Express
makes a 10 per cent profit margin, Peters' lifetime business will
contribute 818,000 to Federal Express's profits. Federal Express risks all
of this profit if Peters receives poor service from a Federal Express driver
or if a competitor offers better service.
Few companies actively measure individual customer value and profitability,
For example, banks claim that this is hard to do because customers use different
banking services and transactions are logged in different departments. However,
banks that have managed to link customer transactions and measure customet
profitability have been appalled by how many unprofitable customers they find.
Some banks report losing money on over 45 per cent of their retail customers. It
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European Foundation for Quality Management's model of business
excellence

is not surprising that many banks now charge fees for services that they once
supplied free.

Implementing Total Quality Marketing
Customer satisfaction and company profitability are linked closely to product and
serviee quality. Higher levels of quality result in greater customer satisfaction,
while at the same time supporting higher prices and often lower costs. Therefore,
quality improvement programmes normally increase profitability. The Profit
Impact of Marketing Strategies studies show similarly high correlations between
relative product quality and profitability for Europe and the United States (see
Figure 11.6).31
The task of improving product and service quality should be a company's top
priority. Much of the striking global successes of Japanese companies resulted
from their building exceptional quality into their products. Most customers will
no longer tolerate poor or average quality. Companies today have no choice but to
adopt total quality management if they want to stay in the race, let alone be profitable. According to GE's chairman, John F. Welch, Jr: 'Quality is our best assurance of customer allegiance, our strongest defence against foreign competition
and the only path to sustained growth and earnings.'21
Quality has been variously defined as 'fitness for use', 'confonnance to
requirements' and 'freedom from variation'.2'5 The American Society for Quality
Control defines quality as the totality of features and characteristics of a product
or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs. This is clearly
a customer-centred definition of quality. It suggests that a company has delivered
quality whenever its product and service meets or exceeds customers' needs,
requirements and expectations. A company that satisfies most of its customers'
needs most of the time is a quality company.
It is important to distinguish between performance quality and eonformance
quality. Performance quality refers to the level at which a product performs its
functions. Compare two German cars: Volkswagen, Europe's leading volume car
maker, and Mercedes, Europe's leading luxury car maker. A Mercedes provides
higher performance quality than a VW: it has a smoother ride, handles better and
lasts longer. It is more expensive and sells to a market with higher means and
requirements. Conformance quality refers to freedom from defects and the

qualify

The totality of features
and characteristics of a
product or service that
bear on its ability to
satisfy stated or implied
needs.
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Figure 11.6

total quality
management (TQM)
Programmes designed to
continuously improve
the quality of product,
service and marketing
processes.

Relative qualify boosts rate of return.

consistency with which a product delivers a specified level of performance. Both a
Mercedes and a VW could offer equivalent conformance quality to their respective
markets, since each consistently delivers what its market expects. A DM50,000
car that meets all of its requirements is a quality car; so is a DM15,000 car that
meets all of its requirements. However, if the Mercedes handles badly or if the VW
gives poor fuel efficiency, then both cars have failed to deliver quality, and
customer satisfaction suffers accordingly.
The European Foundation for Quality Management's excellence model, in
Figure 11.5, is used widely across Europe. Marketing shares with other functions
the responsibility for striving for the highest quality of a company, product or
service. Marketing's commitment to the whole process needs to be particularly
strong because of the central role of customer satisfaction to both marketing and
total quality management (TQM). Within a quality-centre company, marketing
management has two types of responsibility. First, marketing management participates in formulating the strategies and policies that direct resources and strive
for quality excellence. Secondly, marketing has to deliver marketing quality
alongside product quality. It must perform each marketing activity to consistently
high standards: marketing research, sales training, advertising, customer services
and others. Much damage can be done to customer satisfaction with an excellent
product if it is oversold or is 'supported' by advertising that builds unrealistic
expectations.
Within quality programmes, marketing has several distinct roles. Firstly,
marketing has responsibility for correctly identifying customers' needs and
wants, and for communicating them correctly to aid product design and to
schedule production. Second, marketing has to ensure that customers' orders are
filled correctly and on time, and must check to see that customers receive proper
instruction, training and technical assistance in the use of their product. Thirdly,
marketers must stay in touch with customers after the sale, to make sure that
they remain satisfied. Finally, marketers must gather and convey customers'
ideas for product and service improvement back to the company.
TQM has played an important role in educating businesses that quality is more
than products and services being well produced, but is about what marketing has
been saying all the time: customer .satis/action. At the same time, TQM extends
marketing's view to realize that the acquisition, retention and satisfaction of good
employees is central to the acquisition, retention and satisfaction of customers.24

Implementing Tbtal Qualify Marketing

*

Total quality is the key to creating customer vaiue and satisfaction. Total
quality is everyone's job, just as marketing is everyone's job:
Marketers who don't learn the language of quality improvement,
manufacturing and operations will become as obsolete as buggy whips.
The days of functional marketing are gone. We can no longer afford to
think of ourselves as market researchers, advertising people, direct
marketers, marketing strategists - we have to think of ourselves as
customer satish'ers - customer advocates focused on whole processes.2fr
With TQM's commonality with marketing's aims, it is ironic that one study
found that marketing people were responsible for more customer complaints than
any other department (35 per cent). Marketing mistakes included eases in which
the sales force ordered special product features for customers, but failed to notify
manufacturing of the changes; in which incorrect order processing resulted in the
wrong product being made and shipped; and in which customer complaints were
not properly handled.36
The implication here is that marketers must spend time and effort not only to
improve external marketing, but also to improve internal marketing. Marketers
must be the customer's watchdog or guardian, complaining loudly for the
customer when the product or the service is not right. Marketers must constantly
uphold the standard of 'giving the customer the best solution*. Marketing
Highlight 11.4 presents some important conclusions about total quality marketing
strategy.

Pursuing a Total Quality
Marketing Strategy

Marketing
Highlight
11.4

Design to Distribution (D2D).
winner of the 1994 European
Quality Award, attributes its
improved performance to total quality management (TQM). 'Quality
management satisfies customers,
reduces costs and motivates people,'
says Alistair Kelly, D2D's managing
director. TQM helped D2D, a eontract electronics manufacturer,
increase labour productivity by 300 per cent and
save £2 million a year by 'getting things right first
time'.
Not long ago, many companies were complacent about product and service quality. Then
they awoke to the realization that the Japanese
were gaining market domination by offering products of superior design and quality. The first to be
hurt were makers of overexpensive shabby goods,
but even top manufacturers have now learned
that what was the best is no longer good enough.

Leica, now owned by the Swiss
Anova company, invented the 35
mm camera and still makes cameras renowned for their beautifully
engineered bodies with lenses
giving razor-sharp pictures. At
DM4,000 their M6 is still a great
status symbol, but now nearly all
professional photographers use
Japanese-made
Canon,
Nikon,
Minolta or the like. Leica now has
a technology co-operation agreement with Minolta that has helped
it produce the Leica Mini, which sells for about
DM400.
The Japanese took early to TQM. In 1947
General Douglas MacArthur invited W. Edwards
Deming to Japan to help assess their postwar
industrial needs. Deming was no ordinary management consultant; he was the man who
invented quality. To the Japanese he was a
prophet whom they invited back many times to
lecture on quality and statistical theory.
Meanwhile the United States and Europe ignored
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him. In 1951 the Japanese created the Deming
Prize, an award that symbolized Japanese industry's commitment to Deming's quality ideals.
Honda, Nissan, Toyota, Nippondenso, Tanabe
Seiyaku and Matsushita all won that prize more
than 30 years ago. Consumers around the
world flocked to buy high-quality Japanese products, leaving many American and European firms
trying to catch up.
TQM recognizes the following premises:
1. Quality is in the eyes of the customer. Quality
must begin with customer needs and end
with customer perceptions. As Motorola's
vice-president of quality suggests: 'Quality
has to do something for the customer ...
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. If [a
product] does not work the way that the user
needs it to work, the defect is as big to the
user as if it doesn't work the way the designer
planned it. Our definition of a defect is, "if the
customer doesn't like it, it's a defect".' Thus the
fundamental aim of today's quality movement
has now become 'total customer satisfaction'.
Quality improvements are meaningful only
when perceived by customers. British
Telecom's first quality programme launched in
the late 1980s became bogged down in its
quality processes and bureaucracy. It failed
to focus its efforts on customers.
2. Quality must reflect not just in the company's products, but in every company
activity. 'Quality is a way of life,' declares Jan
Timmer, president of Philips Electronics.
'Total quality is not a passing business fad but
embedded in the permanent principles of
human philosophy/ says Louis Schweitzer,
president directeur general of Renault.
3. Quality requires total employee commitment. Quality comes only from companies
whose employees commit to quality and who
have the motivation and training to deliver it.
Successful companies remove the barriers
between departments. Their employees work
as a team to carry out core business processes
and to create desired outcomes. Employees
work to satisfy their internal customers as
well as external customers.
4. Quality requires high-quality partners.
Quality comes only from companies whose
value chain partners also deliver quality.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Therefore, a quality-driven company must
find and align itself with high-quality suppliers and distributors. 'Unless suppliers are
in tune with quality demands of their customers, they will not be able to meet their
demands,'says Glive Capp of Howard UK.
A quality programme cannot save a poor
product. The Pontiac Fiero launched a quality programme, but because the car didn't
have a performance engine to support its performance image, the quality programme did
not save the car. A quality drive cannot compensate for product deficiencies.
Quality can always improve. The best companies believe in the Japanese idea of femsen:
continuous improvement of everything by
everyone. The best way to improve quality is
to benchmark the company's performance
against the 'best-of-ckss' competitors or the
best performers in other industries, striving
to equal or even surpass them. For example,
Alcoa measured the best-of-class competitors
and then set a goal of closing the gap by 80
per eent within two years.
Quality improvement sometimes requires
quantum leaps. Although the company
should strive for continuous quality improvement, it must at times seek a quantum quality improvement. Companies can sometimes
obtain small improvements by working
harder. But large improvements call for fresh
solutions and for working smarter. For example, John Young of Hewlett-Packard did
not ask for a 10 per cent reduction in defects,
he asked for a tenfold reduction and got it.
Quality does not cost more. Philip Crosby
argues that 'quality is free'. Managers once
argued that achieving more quality would
cost more and slow down production. But
improving quality involves learning ways to
'do things right the first time'. Quality is not
•inspected in - it is designed in. Doing things
right the first time reduces the costs of salvage,
repair and redesign, not to mention losses in
customer goodwill. Motorola claims that its
quality drive has saved $700 million in manufacturing costs during the last five years.
Quality is necessary but may not be sufficient,
Improving a company's quality is necessary to
meet the needs of more demanding buyers. At
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the same time, higher quality may not ensure
a winning advantage, especially as all competitors increase their quality to approximately the same extent. Fur example,
Singapore Airlines enjoyed a reputation as
the world's best airline. However, competing
airlines have attracted larger shares of passengers recently by narrowing the perceived gap
between their service quality and Singapore's
service quality.
10. Quality needs Jong-eerm commitment. It is
not a quick fix. A 'blitz approach' can lead
to disaster, says quality consultant John
Oakland. 'You raise employees' expectations
but they are invariably not given the means
of doing things differently ... People talk the
language of quality, but the capability of the
organization doesn't live up to the language;
it's still using lousy systems and materials.'
In recent years, some European and US firms
have struggled to close the quality gap between
them and the Japanese. About ten years ago
Motorola, Texas Instruments and Ilarley
Davidson took up TQM. Rank Xerox, one of the
earliest European adherents, started some years
later. Many started their TQM programmes to
compete on a global and domestic basis against
the Japanese. Europe's acceptance of TQM
remains well behind that of the United States and
Japan. A survey by the Brussels-based European
Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM)
found that only 30 per cent of European companies claim to have adopted TQM compared
with 55 per cent in the United States and 53 per
cent in Asia.
The European Commission worries about
this quality shortfall and its failure to reach some
European countries, such as Germany, where it

has made little impact. 'In Germany where quality has always been established, TQM is not as
easily accepted as in many other countries,' says
Geert de Raad, EFQM's general secretary. Such
complacency is dangerous. An IBM-London
Business School study shows that only 1 in 50
manufacturers in four European countries were
world class, although three-quarters believed that
they could compete with their best international
rivals. The United Kingdom had the most 'punchbags' - weak on both practice and performance while Finland had no world-class manufacturers
at all. Germany had most (2.9 per cent) worldclass manufacturers, but also large numbers that
wrongly thought they were. Many had not realized that total quality and customer service are
no longer a source of sustainable advantage, but
merely a qualification for competing.
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Summary
Today's customers face a growing range of choices in the products and services
they can buy. They base their choices on their perceptions of quality, value and
service. Companies need to understand the determinants of customer value and
satisfaction. Customer delivered value is the difference between total customer
value and total customer cost. Customers will normally choose the offer that
maximizes their delivered value.
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Customer satisfaction is the outcome felt by buyers who have experienced a
company performance that has fulfilled expectations. Customers are satisfied
when their expectations are met and delighted when their expectations are
exceeded. Satisfied customers remain loyal longer, buy more, are less price sensitive and talk favourably about the company.
To create customer satisfaction, companies must manage their own value
chains and the entire value deliver^' system in a cxistorner-centred way. The
company's goal is not only to get customers, but, even more importantly, to retain
customers. Customer relationship marketing provides the key to retaining
customers and involves building financial and social benefits as well as structural
ties to customers. Companies must decide the level at which they want to build
relationships with different market segments and individual customers, from such
levels as basic, reactive, accountable and proactive to full partnership. Which is
best depends on a customer's lifetime value relative to the costs required to
attract and retain that customer.
Total quality management has become a leading approach to providing
customer satisfaction and company profitability. Companies must understand
how their customers perceive quality and how much quality they expect.
Companies must then do a better job of meeting consumer quality expectations
than their competitors do. Delivering quality requires total management and
employee commitment as well as measurement and reward systems. Marketers
play an especially critical role in their company's drive towards higher quality.
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Discussing the Issues
How might total .quality be managed for the following
product and sendee offerings: (a) a packaged food
product; (b) a restaurant meal; (c) a new car; (d) a
family holiday; (e) a university education?

1.

Describe a situation in which you became a 'lost
customer'. Did you drop the purchase litisiuse of poor
product quality, poor service quality or both? What
should the firm do to 'recapture' lost customers?

2.

Recall a purchase experience in which the sales
assistant or sales representative went beyond the
normal effort and 'gave his/her all' to produce the
utmost in quality. What impact did the noticeable
effort have on the purchase outcome? (Did you buy
the product as a result? If it was a frequently
purchased product, did you repeatedly buy the
product from the same outlet or company?) Give
reasons for your answer.

4.

Who should define quality standards: research and
development, design, engineering,
operations/production or marketing? Give reasons
for your choice.

5.

Thinking of ;i service provided by a not-for-profit
organization, propose some meaningful ways to
measure quality that could be used in efforts to
improve the service.

Total quality management is an important approach to
providing customer satisfaction and company profits.

6.

Just-in-tirae inventory management makes suppliers
responsible for delivering parts in exact quantities at

3.

References

precisely the right time. Companies that succeed with
JIT find that benefits often go beyond inventory cost
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ideas of a value chain used in JIT management? Can
JIT succeed without using the concepts in the value
chain? Explain.

savings and tiiat quality improvements oome from the
process of working very closely with suppliers. Arc the

Applying the Concepts
customers (e.g. BMW cars, a popular politician,
Oxfam). Talk to several customers who strongly
identify with one such 'product'. How do they sec
their relationship to the product? What are the key
'values' they receive? What, if anything, docs the

Write a letter of complaint to a firm about one of its
products or services. What was the firm's response?
Did you receive a refund or replacement product, a
response letter or no reply at all? How does the type
of response affect your attitude towards the Company?

producer do to maintain this relationship?

Identify a product, service or activist person that has
clearly developed a strong relation ship with its
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Case 11
Fcinschmecker Sauce: Pricey 'n' Spicy
Verena M. Priemer*
UNCLE BEN'S RICE is THE market leader in the Austrian market for part
boiled riec. According to a survey, 75 per cent of the Austrian households
knew the brand, a figure that increased to 95 per cent for the aided recall.
Seventy-eight per eent of all households had used the brand at least once, 36
per cent bought it most of the time, and 50 per cent of them claimed that
Uncle Ben's was their preferred brand.
Consumers saw Uncle Ben's Rice as having superior quality and taste,
and being easy to prepare, modern, wholesome and nutritious. It was seen
as a relatively expensive brand, but consumers thought the brand's
outstanding quality made it worth the high price. Uncle Ben's many brand
strengths made its owner, Master Foods Austria (MFA), think it was the ideal
vehicle for brand extension. However, care was needed. The brand extension had to meet the high quality of L'ncle Ben's Rice to avoid damaging the
reputation of the mother brand.
MFA's first task was to find out from customers the kinds of product that
would sell with Uncle Ben's Rice. A survey of consumers' associations was
carried out regarding Uncle Ben's, which revealed some potential product
fields (see Exhibit 11.1). The general trend towards international eating
encouraged MFA to extend Uncle Ren's umbrella to ready-to-serve sauces
' University of Vienna, Austria.
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with exotic tastes. Both Uncle Ben's rice and sauee would be fast and easy to
cook, and so could he used together. To enhance its image of' high quality
and naturalness, the product would contain whole pieces of vegetables. MFA
produced Uncle Ben's sauces in 350 g glass jars rather than in the usual can.
Users needed to add about 200 g of their own meat to the sauee to make a
meal. The chosen name, Uncle Ben's Feinschmeckcr (gourmet) Sauce, focused
on the quality and refinement of the product.

EXHIBIT 11.1 POTENTIAL PRODUCT FIELDS FOR AN EXPANSION
OP THE UNCLE BEN'S BRAND
ASSOCIATIONS WITH UNCLE BEN'S

POTENTIAL PRODUCT KIELDS

Rice - different kinds of rice

—»

Rice - cereals, flour, grain
Garnishing
American
Helpful, prepared
Quality, cooking

—*
—>
—»
—»
-»

rice plus sauce, rice plus vegetables,
rice meals, rice pudding
wholesome nutrition
different garnishes, noodles
fast food, prepared food
ready-to-serve meals, mixed spices
ready-to-serve meals, frozen food

The 350 g jars fitted the needs of two-person households, which were
the main target market. These would be typically women between the ages
of 20 and 40 years who were interested in food and variety. Being well
educated, the target segment would be open-minded towards new and
foreign ideas. The target group also had the necessary high income to match
the pricey sauce. A selling price of nearly Sch30 was needed to cover high
production costs and import duties.
Feinschmeeker Sauces had varieties to suit the tastes of different
market segments. For example, adults, who wanted exotic and spicy dishes,
were expected to buy flavours such as 'Karibiseh', while children would
prefer the mild 'Chinesisch', a taste that they already know from restaurant
food. The latter variety was viewed as a 'gateway sauce' for consumers who
are unused to more exotic dishes. Concept tests showed that people were
attracted to the more exotic sauces: 55 per eent of the informants said that
they were interested in 'Karibiseh', 45 per cent in 'Mexikanisch', 45 per eent
in 'Indisch', but only 5 per cent in 'Italienisch'. The range of Feinschmeeker
Sauces would satisfy a variety of consumers' needs, thus increasing the
buying frequency. The main reasons for purchasing Uncle Ben's Sauces
would be quality, comfort, confidence in the product and the attraction of a
foreign flavour that would be hard to find elsewhere. Meals would be easy to
prepare with the sauces, so that even non-expert cooks could produce exotic
food at home. The sauces also gave people the chance to try foreign meals
without buying numerous unfamiliar ingredients.
Some opposition was expected from some consumers to using the
sauees. Certain people disapproved of ready-to-eat meals or disliked exotic
flavours, for instance, while the high price would deter others. The danger of
spoiling the meat when adding the sauce would be seen by some as a further
obstacle.
In September 1992 MFA launched six varieties of Uncle Ben's
Feinschmeeker Sauce in Austria and two more varieties were later added
(see Exhibit 11.2), Uncle Ben's sauces were launched in other European
countries too, but because of the divergent tastes across Europe, the varieties, recipes and brand name varied from country to country. The
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advertising concentrated on creating awareness and interest, a task simplified by the strength of Uncle Ben's brand reputation. It emphasized the link
between Uncle Ben's Fcinschmeeker Sauce and Uncle Ben's Rice, and aimed
to transfer the quality image from the rice to the sauce, while at the same
time strengthening Uncle Ben's position in the saturated rice market. Pointof-sales promotions gave consumers a chance to try the product.

EXHIBIT
SAUCE

11.2 VARIETIES OF UNCLE BEN'S FEINSCHMECKER

VARIANT NAME
Chinesisch sufi-sauer
Provenzalisch mit feinen Krautern
Indisch Curry
Karibiseh exotisch fruchtig
Mexikanisch Chili
Neapolitanisch raffiniert gewiirzt
Chinesisch Szeclnian
Stroganoff

TRANSLATION
Chinese sweet and sour
Provencal with fine herbs
Indian curry
Caribbean exotic fruity
Mexican chilli
Neapolitan sophisticated seasoned
Chinese Szeehuan
Stroganoff

SOURCES: Thanks co Dr Ingrkl Kauper-Petschnlhar of Master Poods Austria Grabl I and
research by the Institut I'iir Motivforsohung. A+U GaJlup-Institut, and Tulubus, INTEGRAL.

The launch of Uncle Ben's Feinsehmecker Sauce was successful. By
November 1993, 6 per cent of Austrian households had bought the product
once and 7 per cent had bought it more often. The repurchase rate by the
GfK panel of households after the first six months of 1993 was 32 per cent.
Of the varieties, 8 per cent of purchasers had tried 'Mexikaniseh Chili', 7 per
cent 'Chinesisch siifi-saucr', 5 per cent 'Indisuh Curry'. 3 per cent
'Neapolitanisch raffiniert gewiirzt', 2 per cent 'Provenzalisch mit feinen
Krautern', and 1 percent 'Karibiseh exotisch fnichtig'.
Purchase frequencies of Uncle Ben's Feinschmecker Sauce varied from
group to group. Younger women (up to 34 years old) had bought
Feinschmecker Sauce disproportionately often: a survey showed that their
share of purchase (33 per cent) was higher than the sample average (20 per
cent). Thirty per cent of the buyers came from the highest social class,
although they accounted for only ] 4 per cent of the sample. The survey also
showed variations in the products consumed. Households with children
bought mainly 'Neapolitanisch raffiniert gewiirzt' (50 per eent), but seldom
the spicy variety 'Mexikanisch Chili' (16 per cent). Higher-Income
consumers bought spicy 'Karibiseh exotisch fruchtig' more often than the
more familiar 'Chinesisch siift-sauer' (19 percent).
The popularity of the sauces contrasted sharply with what the concept
test had suggested. The mild 'Chinesisch siiiA-sauer' was the most popular
variety (40 per cent of purchases), 'Mexikanisch Chili' and 'Provenzalisch
mit feinen Krautern' each had only 10 per cent of purchases, while
'Karibiseh' - the most popular flavour during the concept tests - was the
least popular of the range!
Consumer research showed that people mainly bought Feinschmecker
Sauce in order to prepare meals quickly and easily, particularly when
coming home late in the evening or when short of time. In contrast to readyto-serve meals, consumers still added their own seasoning to create a meal
to their liking - they wanted to remove the trouble of preparing a meal, but
still wanted the dish served to be essentially their own. Although pre-
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prepared, Feinschmecker Sauce appeared wholesome, so consumers had no
qualms about enjoying it.
The sauce was convenient to transport and store, and was also easy to
open and reclosc for later use. Uncle Ben's Feinschinecker Sauce gained the
same reputation for high quality, security and modernity as Uncle Ben's
Rice. Consumers prepared the sauces in various ways: with or without meat,
and with rice or noodles. They perceived the product as special and quite
different from other dried and frozen sauces.

QUESTIONS
1. What internal or external stimuli may start the buyer decision process
for Uncle Ben's Feinschmeeker Sauce?
2. Compare the buyer decision process of an initial purchase and a repeat
purchase. What is the type of buying decision behaviour in each case
and how does the brand name Uncle Ben's influence the decision?
3. What explains the big difference between the concept test results and
eventual buyer behaviour? Does the difference in the results matter?
4. Several stores sell the product below the price of Sch30. Why should
they do that and could it harm Uncle Ben's reputation?
5. How can MFA influence the level of customer satisfaction achieved and
how does MFA's targeting help achieve customer satisfaction?
6. Does this brand extension endanger the standing of Uncle Ben's Rice?
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Creating Competitive
Advantages
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
Explain the importance of developing competitive marketing
strategies that position the company against competitors and give it
the strongest possible competitive advantage.
Identify the steps that companies go through in analyzing
competitors.

Discuss the competitive strategies that market leaders use to expand
the market and to protect and expand their market shares.
Describe the strategies that market challengers and followers use to
increase their market shares and profits.
Discuss how market nichers find and develop profitable corners of
the market.

Preview Case
Federal Express: Losing a Packet in Europe
FEDERAL EXPRESS (FEDEX), PIONEER OF the express-delivery industry as we
now know it, has pulled out of the European market with a red face and an
even redder balance sheet. Left to fight for Europe's express package deliveries market are Brussels-based DHL, Australian TNT and new US entrant,
UPS (United Parcel Service).
Founded in 1973, EedEx got off to a slow start - educating the American
public about the value of overnight delivery took time. However, building
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doggedly on the advertising promise, 'When it absolutely, positively has to
be there on time', FedEx went on to become one of the fastest start-ups in
American history. Central to its success was the company's innovative and
now much-copied 'hub-and-spoke' distribution system. This capital-intensive system had vans picking up parcels and delivering them to local
airports. That night FedEx's aircraft then Hew to the national hub for sorting
on to a same-night flight out to their destination and final delivery by van,
By the early 1990s the US express-delivery market was for 3 million
packages shipped daily, generating more than $20 million in annual
revenues. Despite strong challenges from a glut of imitators in the United
States, FedEx remains the undisputed market leader. It has 45 per cent US
market share, comfortably ahead of the main challengers UPS at 25 per
cent, Airborne at 14 per cent and the US Postal Service at about 8 per cent.
FedEx did not succeed by being the lowest-priced express-delivery
service. Even in the face of cut-throat pricing by competitors, the company
has been careful not to let cost cutting undermine its main source of
competitive advantage - superior quality. FedEx has traditionally differentiated itself not by luring customers with low prices, but by giving them
unbeatable reliability and service. Over the years, it has sunk money and
effort into improving service quality. In 1987, it established a formal Quality
Improvement Process, which set simple yet lofty quality goals: 100 per cent
on-time deliveries, 100 per cent accurate information on every shipment to
every location in the world, and 100 per cent customer satisfaction.
At Federal Express, quality goes beyond slogans. It developed a Service
Quality Index (SOJ - pronounced 'sky'), made up of 12 things that it knows
disappoint customers — how many packages were delivered on the wrong
day, how many were late, how many were damaged, how many billing
corrections the company had to make, and other such mistakes. It
computes the SQJ daily and takes it very seriously. 'Quality action teams'
study SQJ results, looking for trouble spots and ways to eliminate them.
Even management bonuses are keyed to achieving SQI goals. Bach year, the
company invests more than $200 on each of its 86,000 employees for
quality initiatives, FedEx believes that top-flight quality is well worth the
heavy investment, even if it results in higher prices. In an industry where
late delivery can spell disaster, even a 98 per cent success rate isn't good
enough. Most customers will gladly pay a little more for the added peace of
mind that comes with superior service and unwavering reliability.
In the early 1980s, flush with domestic success, FedEx decided that the
time had come to go global. It began to buy into Europe through a series of
small acquisitions, including Lex Wilkinson and Littlewoods' Home Delivery
Service, It invested heavily to set up a European hub-and-spoke system, and
prepared to launch a full frontal assault on Europe. In 1989, to cap its global
network it bought the legendary Flying Tigers, the world's largest carrier of
heavyweight cargo. With this acquisition, it could move freight of any size.
By the early 1990s FedEx had poured $2.5 billion into international expansion to become the world's largest express transportation company, with 441
aircraft and 30,000 pick-up and delivery vans serving 173 countries. Its new
global goal: to be able to deliver freight anywhere in a global network within
just two days.
Despite its high hopes and heavy investment, however, the global effort
turned out to be-' a disaster. Whereas FedEx is the clear market leader in the
United States, in Europe it was a challenger. To win in Europe, it had to takeon a well-en trenched competitor, DHL, the world leader in international
express delivery. FedEx's aggressive attack on international markets
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provoked an equally aggressive defence, not just from DHL, but also from
UPS, TNT and other large international rivals. For example, DHL strengthened its international hase by forging new relationships with Lufthansa and
Japan Airlines, TNT had a joint venture with GD Net, an express delivery
network set up by the post offices of Canada, France, Germany, the
Netherlands and Sweden. UPS invested heavily to strengthen its global
delivery network, expanding coverage to 175 countries. Once all these
competitors had set up their expensive networks with high fixed costs, the
marketing departments had to compete intensively to get business.
The basis of the courier business is people's willingness to pay more for a
fast and reliable service, a basic quality the European competitors found
hard to achieve. The business journal Management Today experimented by
sending its magazines by five carriers (DHL, FedEx, Securieor, TNT and
UPS) from. London to Dusseldorf, Paris and Milan. The times ranged from 16
hours to 49 hours for Paris; from 18 to 46 hours for Dusseldorf; and from 19
hours to 10 days for Milan. Also, in each case the slowest delivery was by the
most expensive courier. Customs and border controls were part of the
problem, a barrier FedEx did not have in the United States.
It is not surprising that Europeans were not enthusiastic users of expensive overnight delivery services. As Martin White of Coopers & Lybrand
explains: 'they realized that they get the same level of reliability as they get
on an overnight contract, but at a price 30 to 40 per cent lower'. Experienced
users quickly started trading on domestic services, but the habit quickly
spread to the international market too. The diminished interest in speed
took away the aircraft operators' big advantages. FedEx appears to have
overestimated the European market for overnight delivery, which reached a
maximum of only 100,000 packages daily. Europe's rail network also worked
against aircraft; DHL already has a Paris-Brussels train link and plans to
increase the triangle to include London. The six-wagon train carries 60
tonnes and costs 811,000 to run, the same as a 12-tonne capacity aircraft.
While the attention of FedEx was on its losing international operations,
competitors were busy stealing customers at home. In 1989 US competitor
Airborne had its best year in company history, achieving an astounding 171
per cent increase in sales, TNT caused a tumult in the industry when it
bought up the world's supply of British Aerospace Quiet Trader 146 aircraft,
now known in the industry as 'the quiet profit-makers'. This aircraft could
fly at night from any airport denied to the noisier old jets used by FedEx and
others. This facility proved to be a boon in environmentally conscious
California and Germany, where TNT has its European hub.
Eventually enough was enough and FedEx began a decisive retreat from
its disastrous European campaign. It closed down operations in more than
100 countries, fired 6,600 employees, and contracted with other companies
to handle its deliveries to all but 16 large European cities - such as London,
Paris and Milan - that it still serves directly. FedEx executives insist that the
retreat doesn't mean surrender. The company still leads in the US market,
and it has retained a strong base for building more solid international operations. 'Fear of failure must never be a reason not to try something,' said
FedEx's chairman and chief executive, Fred Smith. It is an attitude that has
cost him dearly.1

QUESTIONS
1. What was the role of quality in the original success of FedEx in the
United States?
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2. Tlow .successful was FedEx in implementing high quality standards in
Europe?
3. How did the competition faced by FedEx change between its
foundation and its decision to pull out of Europe?
4.

How did the competition faced by FedEx in Europe differ from that it
faced in the United States?

5.

Why did FedEx's attack on the European market fail and how do you
think it could have attacked the market more successfully?
6. How did the new competition successfully attack FedEx in its home
market and was their success related to FedEx's European venture?

Introduction

competitive advantage
Art advantage over
competitors gained by
offering consumers
greater value, either
through lower prices or
by providing more
benefits that justify
higher prices.
competitor analysis
The process of
identifying key
competitors; assessing
their objectives,
strategies, strengths and
•weaknesses, and
reaction patterns; and
selecting which
competitors to attack
or avoid.
competitive strategics
Strategies that strongly
position the company
against competitors and
that give the company
the strongest possible
strategic advantage.

Today, understanding customers is not enough. This is a period of intense competition, both foreign and domestic. Many economies are deregulating and encouraging market forces to operate. The EU is removing trade barriers among
European nations and deregulating many previously protected markets.
Multinationals are moving aggressively into the south-east Asian markets and
competing globally. The result is that companies have no choice but to be
'competitive'. They must start paying as much attention to tracking their
competitors as to understanding target customers. FedEx at first succeeded by
being innovative and providing an excellent service that competitors could not
match. Although it was the leader in the United States, its competitive advantage
was diminished in the European market where it found new competitors and
some of its old competitors already well established. It was not enough for FedEx
to invest and provide an excellent service globally. It had to understand how
customers and competitors vary across the globe and learn how to be a challenger
in new markets.
Under the marketing concept, companies gain competitive advantage by
designing offers that satisfy target-consumer needs better than competitors1
offers. They might deliver more customer value by offering consumers lower
prices than competitors for similar products and services, or by providing more
benefits that justify higher prices. Marketing strategies must consider the strategies of competitors as well as the needs of target consumers. The first step is
competitor analysis: the process of identifying key competitors; assessing their
objectives, strengths and weaknesses, strategies and reaction patterns; and
selecting which competitors to attack or avoid. The second step is developing
competitive strategies that strongly position the company against competitors
and give the company the strongest possible competitive advantage.

Competitor Analysis
To plan effective competitive marketing strategies, the company needs to find out
all it can about its competitors. It must constantly compare its products, prices,
channels and promotion with those of close competitors. In this way the company
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Figure 12.1

Steps in analyzing competitors

can find areas of potential competitive advantage and disadvantage. It can launch
more effective marketing campaigns against its competitors and prepare stronger
defences against competitors' actions.
What do companies need to know about their competitors? They need to
know: Who are our competitorsV What are their objectives? What are their strategies? What are their strengths and weaknesses? What are their reaction
patterns? Figure 12.1 shows the main steps in analyzing competitors.

Identifying the Company's Competitors
Normally, it would seem a simple matter for a company to identify its competitors. Coca-Cola knows that Pepsi is its strongest competitor; and Caterpillar
knows that it competes with Komatsu. At the most obvious level, a company can
define its product category competition as other companies offering a similar
product and services to the same customers at similar priecs. Thus Volvo might
sue Saab as a foremost competitor, but not Fiat or Ferrari.
In competing for people's money, however, companies actually face a much
wider range of competitors. More broadly, the company can define its product
competition as all firms making the same product or class of products. Volvo
could see itself as competing against all other car manufacturers. Even more
broadly, competitors might include all companies making products that supply
the same service. Here Volvo would see itself competing against not only other car
manufacturers, but also the makers of trucks, motor cycles or even bicycles.
Finally and still more broadly, competitors might include all companies that
compete for the same consumer's money. Here Volvo would see itself competing
with companies that sell major consumer durables, foreign holidays, new homes
or extensive home repairs or alterations.
Companies must avoid 'competitor myopia'. A company is more likely to
be 'buried' by its latent competitors than its current ones. For example,
Eastman Kodak worries about growing competition for its film business
from Fuji, the Japanese filmmaker. However, Kodak faces a much greater
threat from the recent advances in 'digital camera' technology. These
cameras, sold by Canon and Sony, take video still pictures transmitted on
a TV set, turned into hard copy and later erased. What greater threat is
there to a film business than a filmless camera?2
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A group affirms which
offer a product or class
of products chat are
close substitutes for each
other. The set of all
sellers of a produce or

The Industry Point of View

Many companies identify their competitors from the industry point of view. An
industry is a group of firms that offer a product or class of products that are close
substitutes for each other. We talk about the car industry, the oil industry, the
pharmaceutical industry or the beverage industry. In a given industry, if the price
of one product rises, it causes the demand for another product to rise. In the
beverage industry, for example, if the price of coffee rises, this leads people to
switch to tea or lemonade or soft drinks. Coffee, tea, lemonade and soft drinks are
substitutes, even though they are physically different products. A company must
strive to understand the competitive pattern in its industry if it hopes to be an
effective 'player' in that industry.

• The Market Point, of View
Instead of identifying competitors from the industry point of view, the company
can take a market point of view. Here it defines its task competition as companies
that are trying to satisfy the same customer need or serve the same customer
group. From an industry point of view, Heineken might see its competition as
Beck's, Guinness, Garlsberg and other brewers. From a market point of view,
however, the task eompetition may include all 'thirst quenching' or 'social
drinking'. Iced tea, fruit juice, 'designer' water and many other drinks could
satisfy the needs. Similarly, Crayola might define its task competitors as other
makers of crayons and children's drawing supplies. Alternatively, from a market
point of view, it would include as competitors all firms making recreational products for the children's market. Generally, the market concept of competition
opens the company's eyes to a broader set of actual and potential competitors.
This leads to better long-run market planning.
The key to identifying competitors is to link industry and market analysis by
mapping out product/market segments. Figure 12.2 shows the product/market
segments in the toothpaste market by product types and customer age groups. We
see that P & G (with several versions of Crest and Gleam) and Colgate-Palmolive
{with Colgate) occupy nine of the segments; Lever Brothers (Aim), three; and
Bceeham (Aqua Fresh) and Topol, two. If Topol wanted to enter other segments, it
would need to estimate the market size of each segment, the market shares of the
current competitors, and their current capabilities, objectives and strategies.
Clearly each product/market segment would pose different competitive problems
and opportunities.

Determining Competitors' Objectives
Having identified the main competitors, marketing management now asks: What
does each competitor seek in the marketplace? What drives each competitor's
behaviour?
The marketer might at first assume that all competitors would want to maximize their profits and choose their actions accordingly. However, companies
differ in the emphasis they put on short-term versus long-term profits, and some
competitors are oriented towards 'satisfying' rather than 'maximizing' profits.
They have profit goals that satisfy them, even if the strategics eould produce more
profits.
Marketers must look beyond competitors' profit goals. Each competitor has a
mix of objectives, each with differing importance. The company wants to know
the relative importance that competitors place on current profitability, market
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Figure 12.2

Product/market segments for toothpaste

share growth, cash flow, technological leadership, service leadership and other
goals. Knowing a competitor's objectives reveals if it is satisfied with its current
situation and how it might react to competitive actions. For example, a company
that pursues low-cost leadership will react much more strongly to a competitor's
cost-reducing manufacturing breakthrough than to the same competitor's advertising increase. A company must also monitor its competitors' objectives for
attacking various product/market segments. If the company finds that a
competitor has discovered a new segment, this might be,-in opportunity. If it finds
that competitors plan new moves into segments now served by the company, itwill be forewarned and, hopefully, forearmed.

Identifying Competitors' Strategies
The more that one firm's strategy resembles another firm's strategy, the more the
firms compete. In most industries, the competitors sort into groups that pursue
different strategies. A strategic group is a group of firms in an industry following
the same or a similar strategy in a given target market. For example, in the major
appliance industry, Eleetrolux, Ilotpoint and Zanussi all belong to the same
strategic group. Each produces a full line of medium-price appliances supported
by good service. Quality-oriented Bosch and stylish AJessi, on the other hand,
belong to a different strategic group. They both produce a narrow line of appliances and charge a premium price.
Some important insights emerge from strategic group identification. For
example, if a company enters one of die groups, the members of that group

strategic group

A group affirms in an
industry following the
same or a similar
strategy.
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become its key competitors. Thus, if the company enters the first group against
Electrolux, Ilotpoint and Zanussi, it can succeed only it' it develops some strategic
advantages over these large competitors.
Although competition is most intense within a strategic group, there is also
rivalry among groups. First, some of the strategic groups may appeal to overlapping customer segments. For example, no matter what their strategy, all major
appliance manufacturers will go after the apartment and home builders segment.
Second, the customers may not see much difference in the offers of different
groups - they may see little difference in quality between Electrolux and Bosch.
Finally, members of one strategic group might expand into new strategy segments,
as Ilotpoint has done by extending its washing machine range to approach
Bosch's prices.
The company needs to look at all the dimensions that identify strategic groups
within the industry. It needs to know each competitor's product quality, features
ami mix; customer services; pricing policy; distribution coverage; sales force strategy;
and advertising and sales promotion programmes. It must study the details of
each competitor's R & D, manufacturing, buying, financial and other strategies.

Assessing Competitors" Strengths and Weaknesses

benchmarking

The process of
comparing the
company's products and
processes to those of
competitors or leading
firms in other industries
to find ways to improve
quality and
performance.

Can a company's competitors carry out their strategics and reach their goals?
This depends on each competitor's resources and capabilities. Marketers need to
identify accurately each competitor's strengths and weaknesses.
As a first step, a company gathers key data on each competitor's business over
the last few years. It wants to know about competitors' goals, strategies and
performance. Admittedly, some of this information will be hard to collect. For
example, industrial goods companies find it hard to estimate competitors' market
shares because they do not have the same syndicated data services that are available ro consumer packaged goods companies. Still, any information they can find
will help them form a better estimate of each competitor's strengths and weaknesses.
Companies normally learn about their competitors' strengths and weaknesses
through secondary data, personal experience and hearsay. They can also increase
their knowledge by conducting primary marketing research with customers,
suppliers and dealers. Recently, a growing number of companies have turned to
benchmarking, comparing the company's products and processes to those of
competitors or leading firms in other industries to find ways of improving quality
and performance. Benchmarking has become a powerful tool for increasing a
company's competitiveness (see Marketing Highlight 12.1).
In searching for competitors' weaknesses, the company should try to identify
any assumptions they make about their business and the market that are no
longer valid. Some companies believe they produce the best quality in the
industry when this is no longer true. Many companies are victims of rules of
thumb such as 'customers prefer full-line companies', 'the sales force is the only
important marketing tool" or 'customers value service more than price'. If a
competitor is operating on a significant wrong assumption, the company can take
advantage of it.

Estimating Competitors' Reaction Patterns
A competitor's objectives, strategies and strengths and weaknesses explain ils
likely actions, and its reactions to moves such as a price cut, a promotion increase
or a new product introduction. In addition, each competitor has a certain
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philosophy of doing business, a certain internal culture and guiding beliefs.
Marketing managers need ;i deep understanding of a given competitor's mentality
if they want to anticipate how that competitor will act or react.
Each competitor reacts differently. Some do not react quickly or strongly to a
competitor's move: they may feel that their customers are loyal; they may be slow
in noticing the move; they may lack the funds to react. Some competitors react
only to certain types of assault and not to others. They might always respond
strongly to price cuts in order to signal that these will never succeed. But they
might not respond at all to advertising increases, believing these to be less threatening. Other competitors react swiftly and strongly to any assault. As Unilever has
found with its Persil/Omo Power, P & G does not let a new detergent come easily
into the market. Many firms avoid direct competition with P & G and look for
easier prey, knowing that P & G will fight fiercely if challenged. Finally, some
competitors show no predictable reaction pattern. They might or might not react
on a given occasion and there is no way to foresee what they will do based on their
economics, history or anything else,
hi some industries, competitors live in relative harmony; in others, they fight
constantly. Knowing how key competitors react gives the company clues on how
best to attack competitors or how best to defend the company's current positions,-1

Selecting Competitors to Attack and Avoid
Management has already largely determined its main competitors through prior
decisions on customer targets, distribution channels and marketing-mix strategy.
These decisions define the strategic group to which the company belongs.
Management must now decide which competitors to compete against most vigorously. The company can focus its attack on one of several classes of competitors.

Strong or Weak Competitors
Most companies prefer to aim their shots at their weak competitors. This requires
less resources and time. Conversely, the firm may gain little. Alternatively, the
firm should also compete with strong competitors to sharpen its abilities.
Furthermore, even strong competitors have some weaknesses and succeeding
against them often provides greater returns.
A useful tool for assessing competitor strengths and weaknesses is customer
value analysis — asking customers what benefits they value and how they rate the
company versus competitors on important attributes (see Marketing Highlight
12.2), Customer value analysis also points out areas in which the company is
vulnerable to competitors' actions.

Close or Distant Competitors
Most companies will compete with those competitors who resemble them the
most. Thus, Citroen/Peugeot competes more against Renault than against
Porsche. At the same time, the company may want to avoid trying to 'destroy' a
close competitor. Here is an example of a questionable 'victory';
Bausch & Lomb in the late 1970s moved aggressively against other soft
lens manufacturers with great success. However, this led one after
another competitor to sell out to larger firms such as Revlon, ScheringI'lough and Johnson & Johnson. The result was that Bausch & Lomb
faced much larger competitors - and it suffered the consequences. For

customer value analysis
Analysis conducted to
determine what benefits
target customers value
and how they rate the
relative value of various
competitors' offers.
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In most industries, one or more
companies are known to outperform their competitors. According
to McKinsey, the management
consultants, industry leaders typically develop products two-and-ahalf times faster than the industry
average. Anderson Consulting
consistently found 2:1 differences
in productivity between world-class plants and
the remainder. The quality gaps they found
ranged from 9:1 to a staggering 170:1. Richard
Buetow, Motorola's director of quality, sees even
bigger differences: 'Best-in-class companies', he
says, 'have error rates 500 to 1,000 times lower
than average.' Benchmarking i.s the art of finding
out how and why some companies perform tasks
much better than others.
A benchmarking company aims to imitate or,
better still, to improve upon the best practices of
other companies. The Japanese used benchmarking persistently after the Second World War,
copying many American products and practices.
In 1979 Xerox undertook one of the first western
benchmarking projects. Xerox wanted to learn
how Japanese competitors were able to produce
more reliable copiers and charge prices below
Xerox's production costs. It started with its
Japanese subsidiary Fuji Xerox, where it found
that Canon could sell a photocopier for less than
Xerox could make one in the United States. By
buying Japanese copiers and analyzing them
through 'reverse engineering', Xerox learned how
to greatly improve its own copiers' reliability and
costs. However, Xerox did not stop there. It went
on to ask additional questions: Are Xerox scientists and engineers among the best in their
respective specialities? Are Xerox marketing and
sales people and practices among the best in the
world? To answer these questions, the company
had to identify world-class, 'best practice' companies and learn from them. Although benchmarking initially focused on studying other companies'
products and services, it later expanded to
include benchmarking work processes, staff func-

tions, organizational performance
and the entire customer value
deliver;' process.
Another early benchmarking
pioneer was Ford. Ford was losing
sales to Japanese and European
car makers. Don Peterson, then
chairman of Ford, instructed his
engineers and designers to build a
new ear that combined the 400
features that Ford customers said
were the most important. If Saab
made the best seats, then Ford
should copy Saab's seats. If Toyota
had the best fuel gauge and BMW had the best
tyre and jack storage system, then Ford should
copy these features also. Peterson went further:
he asked the engineers to 'better the best' where
possible. When finished, Peterson claimed that
the highly successful new car (the Taurus) had
improved upon, not just copied, the best features
found in competing cars.
hi Europe Ind Coope Retail and WooKvorth
use statistical models to benchmark the performance of their outlets. This allows them to compare the performance of pubs and shops even
though they operate in different environments.
Benchmarking has also meant them finding other
companies with similar systems in use.
Today many companies, such as AT & T, Du
Pont, Ehda Gibbs, Ind Coope, Intel, Lucas,
Marriott and Motorola, use benchmarking as a
standard tool. Some companies benchmark the
best companies in their industry. For instance.
ICL, a British computer company now owned by
Japan's Fujitsu, benchmarks Sun Microsystems
for manufacturing, However, when ICL wanted to
benchmark distribution systems, it chose retailer
Marks & Spencer as the best benchmark. In this
sense, benchmarking goes beyond standard 'competitive analysis'. Benchmark against the 'best
practices' in the world, not just against direct
competitors.
Once a company commits to benchmarking,
it may try to benchmark every activity. It may set
up a benchmarking department to promote the
practice and to teach benchmarking techniques
to departmental people. Yet benchmarking takes
time and costs money. Companies should focus
their benchmarking efforts only on critical tasks
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that deeply affect customer satisfaction and company costs, and for which substantially better
performance is known to exist.
How can a company identify 'best-practice'
companies? As a good starting point, it can ask
customers, suppliers and distributors whom they
rate as doing the best job. Alternatively, it can
contact big consulting firms that have built large
files of 'best practices'. An important point is that
benchmarkers need to resort to industrial espionage. Japan's Canon and the United Kingdom's
Lucas Industries encourage reciprocal visits from
companies that they use as benchmarks. 'Industrial
dating agencies', such as the Benchmarking Centre
and the international Denchmarking Clearing
House (IBC), now exist to help firms find partners.
After identifying the 'best practice' companies, the company needs to measure their performance regarding cost, time and quality. For
example, a company studying its supply management process found that its buying cost was four
times higher, its supplier selection time four
times longer, and its delivery time sixteen times
worse than world-class competitors.
Companies must be careful not to rely too
much on benchmarking. Since benchmarking
takes other companies' performance as a starting
point, it might hamper real creativity. It might
lead to an only marginally better product or practice when other companies are leapfrogging
ahead. Too often, benchmarking studies take
many months, so by the time they are completed.

better practices may have emerged elsewhere.
Benchmarking might cause the company to focus
too much on competitors while losing touch with
consumers' changing needs. Finally, benchmarking might distract from making further improvements in die company's core competences.
When Roberto Schisano joined Alitalia, he
found another way in which b en dim,-irking can
go wrong: 'Our previous benchmarks were the soso bunch,' he said, 'the other European state airlines, not those seeking to be market leaders like
BA or Southwest. And when one mentioned
losses, the reply was "Oh, we're not as bad as Air
France."'

example, Johnson & Johnson acquired Vistakon, a small nicher that
served the tiny portion of the contact-lens market for people with
astigmatism. Racked by J & J's deep pockets, however, Vistakon proved a
formidable opponent. When the small but nimble Vistakon unit
introduced its innovative Acuvue disposable lenses, the much larger
Bausch & Lomb had to take some of its own medicine. According to one
analyst, 'The speed of the [AcuvueJ roll-out and the novelty of [J & J's]
big-budget ads left giant Bausch & Lomb ... seeing stars.' By 1992, J & J's
Vistakon was no. 1 in the fast-growing disposable contact-lens market. 4
In this case, the company's success in hurting a close rival brought in tougher
competitors.

• 'Well-Behaved'or 'Disruptive* Competitors
^ company really needs and benefits from competitors. The existence of competitors results in several strategic benefits. Competitors may help increase total
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In analyzing competitors and
searching for competitive advantage, one of the most important
marketing tools is customer value
analysis. The aim of a customer
value analysis is to determine the
benefits that target customers
value and how they rate the relative value of various competitors'
offers. The main steps in customer value analysis
are as follows:
1.

Identify the chief attributes that customers
value. Various people in the company may
have different ideas on what customers value.
Thus the company's marketing researchers
must ask customers themselves what
features and performance levels they look
for in choosing a product or seller. Different
customers will mention different features
and benefits. If the list gets too long, the researcher can remove overlapping attributes.
2. Assess the importance of different
attributes. Ask customers to rate or rank the
importance of the different factors. If the
customers differ very much in their ratings,
group them into different customer segments.
3. Assess the company's and the competitors'
performance on different customer values
against the values' rated importance. Next
ask customers where they rate each
competitor's performance on each attribute.
Ideally, the company's performance will be
high on the attributes that customers value
most and low on the attributes that customers

value least. Two pieces of bad
news would be: (a) the
company's performance ranks
high on some minor attributes
- a ease of 'overkill'; and (b)
the company's performance
ranks low on some important
attributes - a ease of 'underkill'. The company must also
look at how competitors rate
on the important attributes.

4. Examine hoiv customers in a
specific segment rate the
company's performance against a specific
large competitor on an attribute-by-attribute
basis. The key to gaining competitive
advantage is to take each customer segment
and examine how the company's offer
compares with that of its main competitor. If
the company's offer exceeds the competitor's
offer on all important attributes, the company
can charge a higher price and earn higher
profits, or it can charge the same price and
gain more market share. If the company is
performing at a lower level than its main
competitor on some important attributes, it
must invest in strengthening those attributes
or finding other important attributes where
it can build a lead on the competitor.
Monitor customer values over time.
Although customer values are fairly stable in
the short run, they will probably change us
competing technologies and features appear
and as customers face different economic
climates. A company that assumes that
customer values will remain stable flirts with
danger. The company must review customer
values and competitors' standing periodically
if it wants to remain strategically effective.

demand. They share the costs of market and product development, and help to
legitimize new technology. They may serve less attractive segments or lead to
more product differentiation. Finally, they may improve bargaining power against
labour or regulators.
However, a company may not view all of its competitors as beneficial. An
industry often contains 'well-behaved' competitors and 'disruptive' competitors/
Well-behaved competitors play by the rules of the industry. They favour a stable
and healthy industry, set prices in a reasonable relation to costs, motivate others
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to lower costs or improve differentiation, and aceept a reasonable level of market
share and profits. Disruptive competitors, on the other hand, break the rules.
They try to buy share rather than earn it, take large risks, invest in overcapacity
and generally shake: up the industry. For example, British Airways finds KLM and
United to be well-behaved competitors because they play by the rules and attempt
to set their fares sensibly. Conversely, RA finds Air France and Olympic disruptive
competitors because they destabilize the airline industry through their overextended networks and dependence on state handouts. A company might be
smart to support well-behaved competitors, aiming its attacks at disruptive competitors - as, for instance, in the attempt by several airlines, spearheaded by RA, KLM
and SAS, to block the European Commission's approval of a Ffr20 billion package
of state aid for Air France.6
The implication is that 'well-behaved' companies should try to shape an
industry that consists only of well-behaved competitors. Through careful
licensing, selective retaliation and coalitions, they can make competitors behave
rationally and harmoniously, follow the rules, try to earn share rather than buy it,
and differentiate somewhat to compete less directly.

Designing the Competitive Intelligence System
We have described the main types of information that company decision-makers
need to know about their competitors. This information needs collecting, interpreting, distributing and using. Although the cost in money and time of gathering
competitive intelligence is high, the cost of not gathering it is higher. Yet the
company must.design its competitive intelligence system in a cost-effective way.
The competitive intelligence system first identifies the vital types of competitive information and the best sources of this information. Then the system
continuously collects information from the field (sales force, channels, suppliers,
market research firms, trade associations) and from published data (government
publications, speeches, articles). Next the system checks the information for
validity and reliability, interprets it and organizes it in an appropriate way.
Finally, it sends key information to relevant decision-makers and responds to
enquiries from managers about competitors.
With this system, company managers will receive timely information about
competitors in the form of phone calls, bulletins, newsletters and reports. In
addition, managers can contact the system when they need an interpretation of a
competitor's sudden move, or when they require to know a competitor's weaknesses and strengths or how a competitor will respond to a planned company
move.
Smaller companies that cannot afford to set up a formal competitive intelligence office can assign specific executives to watch specific competitors. Thus a
manager who used to work for a competitor might follow closely all developments
connected with that competitor; he or she would be the 'in-house' expert on that
competitor. Any manager needing to know the thinking of a given competitor
could contact the assigned in-house expert.7

Competitive Strategies
Having identified and evaluated the main competitors, the company must now
design competitive marketing strategies that best position its offer against
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competitors' offerings.8 What broad marketing strategies can the company use?
Which ones are best for a particular company or for the company's different divisions and products?
No one strategy is best for all companies. Eaeh company must determine
what makes the most sense, given its position in the industry and its objectives,
opportunities and resources. Even within a company, different businesses or
products need different strategies. Johnson & Johnson uses one marketing
strategy for its leading brands in stable consumer markets and a different
marketing strategy for its new high-tech healthcare businesses and products.
Recognizing the difference in the way its business had to be treated, the ICI
chemicals company spun off its biosciences activities as a separately quoted
company, Zeneca,9 We now look at broad competitive marketing strategies that
companies can uwe.

Competitive Positions
Finns competing in a given target market will, at any moment, differ in their
objectives and resources. Some firms will be large, others small. Some will have
great resources, others will he strapped for funds. Some will be old and established, others new and fresh. Some will strive for rapid market share growth,
others for long-term profits. And the firms will occupy different competitive pos- j
itions in the target market.
Michael Porter suggests four basic competitive positioning strategies that
companies can follow — three winning strategies and one losing one.10 The three
winning strategies are:
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Overall cost leadership. Here the company works hard to achieve the
lowest costs of production and distribution, so that it can price lower than
its competitors and win a large market share. Texas Instruments and
Amstrad are leading practitioners of this strategy. In the steel industry, big is
not beautiful any more; small mini-mills, including Nucor and Chaparral
Steel, which use electric furnaces to convert scrap metal, arc undercutting
the large integrated suppliers.

2, Differentiation. Here the company concentrates on creating a highly
differentiated product line and marketing programme, so that it comes
aeross as the class leader in the industry. Most customers would prefer to
own this brand if its price is not too high. Bose and Glaxo follow this
strategy in ultra-small speakers and ethical drugs, respectively.
3, Focus. Here the company focuses its effort on serving a few market
segments well rather than going after the whole market. Many firms in
northern Italy excel at this. Among them are Luxottiea, the world's leading
maker of spectacle frames, pasta makers Barilla and many dynamic small
firms in the Prato textile industry. In 1993 Nbvo No relist was Denmark's
twelfth largest company by turnover, but made more profits than any other
by focusing on Insulin and industrial enzymes. It is a research-led company
that 'continues to take market share away from Its competitors on the back
of sophisticated delivery systems'."
Companies that pursue a clear strategy - one of the above - are likely to perform
well. The firm that carries out that strategy best will make the most profits. Firms
that do not pursue a clear strategy - middle-of-the-roaders — do the worst.
Olivetti, Philips and International Harvester all came upon difficult times because
they did not stand out as the lowest in cost, highest in perceived value or best in
serving some market segment. Middle-of-the-roaders try to be good on all
strategic counts, but end up being not very good at anything (see Marketing
Highlight 12.3).
More recently, two marketing consultants, Michael Treacy and Fred
Wiersema, offered a new classification of competitive marketing strategies. 12 They
suggest that companies gain leadership positions by delivering superior value to
their customers. Companies can pursue any of three strategies — called value
disciplines - for delivering superior customer value. These are:
1. Operational excellence. The company provides superior value by leading its
industry in price and convenience. It works to reduce costs and to create a
lean and efficient value delivery system. It serves customers who want
reliable, good quality products or services, but who want them cheaply and
easily. Examples include Virgin Direct and Dell Computer.
2. Customer intimacy. The company provides superior value by precisely
segmenting its markets and then tailoring its products or services to match
exactly the needs of targeted customers. It specializes in satisfying unique
eustomer needs through a close relationship with and intimate knowledge of
the customer. It builds detailed customer databases for segmenting and
targeting, and empowers its marketing people to respond quickly to
customer needs. It serves customers who are willing to pay a premium to get
precisely what they want, and it will do almost anything to build long-term
customer loyalty and to capture customer lifetime value. Examples include
Harrods, BA and Kraft General Foods.
,1 Product leadership. The company provides superior value by offering a
continuous stream of leading-edge products or services that make their own
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in the middle, but to come across
as better value. Still, the product
remains in that not-cheap, notexpensive limbo - a very tough sell.
An average image also haunts
Sears in the United States, which
has seen its middle-income customer defect either to discount
outlets or to trendier speciality
stores. It is scrambling to revitalize
sales by stocking more national
brands and running slicker, more
stylish ads to project an image
that's a step up from plain vanilla. Sears claims
that this image-building programme has been
successful, but consumer perceptions die hard.
Sears has yet to establish a clear and distinctive
position. As one image consultant suggests; 'Sears
doesn't stand for anything consumers aspire to.'
For some, it finally gets to the point where
the middle market is just not worth it. Marriott
tried to string its Bob's Big Boy, Allic's and Wag's
coffee shops into a single chain of casual restaurants. It was a vague niche that few consumers
wanted. The restaurants were not as cheap or as
appealing to children as fast food, nor could they
please adults with an attractive dining-out atmosphere, Marriott ended up quitting the restaurant
business. 'We were sandwiched in the middle,' a
Marriott spokesman says.
In the hotel industry, where chains have
spread rapidly, companies are trying to escape
the middle by extending their reach to cover
people needing smaller units or wanting higherpriced ones. Holiday Inn, which no longer has the
casual family traveller all to itself, has added a
more up-market Holiday Inns Crown Plaza.
Thus, to win in the marketplace, a company
must gain competitive advantage by offering
something that competitors do not. It might offer
consumers the best price for a given level of quality or offer a differentiated product - one with
unique features or higher quality for which consumers arc willing to pay a higher price. It might
focus on serving the special needs of a specific
market segment. Sadly, companies in the middle
usually end up not being very good at anything.
Some big losers finally have to seek protection
from creditors in the bankruptcy courts. That

12.3

Being mainstream used to be a
blessing for products. Now it is
becoming a curse. Today, companies in most industries face
slow-growing and fiercely competitive markets. Solid middle-of-theroad names like Olivetti and
Holiday Inn are struggling against
a lot of new competitors that strike
from both above and below. Encircled by rivals
offering either more luxurious goods or plain
cheaper ones, companies with products in the
middle are finding their market shares dwindling.
They are striving to break away from the image of
being 'just average'. 'Getting stuck in the middle
is a terrible fate,' notes one advertising agency
executive. '[You remain] a mass brand as the
market splinters.'
Examples abound of products and services
caught in the middle — adequate but not exciting —
losing ground to more clearly positioned competitors at both the high and low ends. For example,
swanky stores such as Timbcrland and budget
outlets such as Aldi arc prospering, while breadand-butter Argyll stores flounder. Haagen-Dazs,
Ben & Jerry's and other 'super-premium' ice
creams arc thriving - as are grocers' own bargain
labels - while middle brands such as Crosse &
Blackwell are struggling. Travellers want either
economy lodging at chains such as Travel Lodge
or to sleep in the lap of luxury, leaving adequate
but neither inexpensive nor plush hoteliers such
as Novotel and Holiday Inn in the lurch. Thus
brands in the 'murky middle' are facing increasing pressure from competitors at both ends of
die spectrum. Notes the advertising executive:
'There's no future for products everyone likes a
little.'
If a brand in the middle cannot sell on prestige, it has to compete on value. To make Sealtest
stand out against own-brand ice creams, Kraft
borrowed tactics from fancier brands. It recently
added a layer of cellophane inside the carton. It
also made the package's graphics cleaner and
more modern. The idea is to keep die price about
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happened to Germany's Klockner-Werkc, a highcost, undersized steel and engineering group. The
moral? Do not play in the murky middle of the
road.

and competing products obsolete. It is open to new ideas, relentlessly
pursues new solutions, and works to reduce cycle times so that it can get
new products to market quickly. It serves customers who want state-of-theart products and services, regardless of the costs in terms of price or
inconvenience. Examples include Nokia, Tefal and Nike.
Some companies successfully pursue more than one value discipline at the
same time. For example. Federal Express excels at both operational excellence
and customer intimacy in the US. However, such companies are rare - few firms
can be the best at more than one of these disciplines. By trying to be good at all of
the value disciplines, a company usually ends up being best at none.
Treacy and Wiersema have found that leading companies focus on and excel
at a single value discipline, while meeting industry standards on the other two.
They design their entire value delivery system to support singlc-mindedly the
chosen discipline. For example, Benetton knows that customer intimacy and
product leadership are important. Compared with other clothes shops, it offers
good customer service and an excellent product assortment. Still, it offers less
customer service and less depth in its product assortment than some other
retailers do. Instead, it focuses obsessively on operational excellence - on
reducing costs and streamlining its order-to-deli very process in order to make it
convenient for customers to buy just the right products at the lowest prices.
Classifying competitive strategies as value disciplines is appealing. It defines
marketing strategy in terms of the single-minded pursuit of delivering superior
value to customers. It recognizes that management must align every aspect of the
company with the chosen value discipline - from its culture, to its organization
structure, to its operating and management systems and processes.

Competitive Moves
Businesses maintain their position in the marketplace by making competitive
mows to attack competitors or defend themselves against competitive threats.
These moves change with the role that firms play in the target market - that of
leading, challenging, following or niching. Suppose that an industry contains the
firms shown in Figure 12.3. Some 40 per cent of the market is in the hands of the
market leader, the firm with the largest market share. Another 30 per cent is in
the hands of a market challenger, a runner-up that is fighting hard to increase its
market share. Another 20 per cent is in the hands of a market follower, another
runner-up that wants to hold its share without rocking the boat. The remaining 10
per cent is in the hands of market nichers, firms that serve small segments not
being pursued by other firms.
We now look at specific marketing strategies that are available to market
leaders, challengers, followers and nichers. In the sections that follow, you should
remember that the classifications of competitive positions often apply not to a

market leader
The,firm in an industry
with the largest market
share; it usually leads
other firms in price
changes, neve product
introductions,
distribution coverage
and promotion
spending.
market clialleuger
A runner-up firm in an
industry that infighting
hard to increase its
market shure.
market follower
A runner-up firm in an
industry that wants to
hold its share without
rocking the boat.
market nicher
A firm in an industry
that nerves small
segments that the other
firms overlook or ignore.
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Figure 12.3

Market structure

whole company, but only to its position in a specific; industry. For example, large
and diversified companies sueh as P & G, Unilever, Nestle, Proeordia or Soeiete
Generate de Belgique - or their individual businesses, divisions or produets I
might be leaders in some markets and niehers in others. For example, Procter &
Gambit leads in dishwashing and laundry detergents, disposable nappies and
shampoo, but it is a challenger to Unilever in hand soaps. Companies' competitive
strengths also vary geographically. Buying Alpo from Grand Metropolitan in 1994
made Nestle the challenger in the US pet-foods market behind Ralston Purina's 18
per cent share. However, in the submarket for US canned cat food, Nestle has a
commanding 39 per cent share. By contrast, in the fragmented European petfoods market, Nestle Friskies languishes in fourth place behind Mars' Pedigree (47
per cent), Dalgety and Quaker. However, even wtth that low base, Nestle's Go Cat
is Europe's top-selling dry cat food."

Market-Leader Strategies
Most industries contain an acknowledged market leader. The leader has the
largest market share and usually leads the other firms in price changes, new
product introductions, distribution coverage and promotion spending. The leader
may or may not be admired, but other firms concede its dominance. The leader is
a focal point for competitors, a company to challenge, imitate or avoid. Some of
the best-known market leaders are Boeing (airliners), Nestle (food). Microsoft
(software), L'Oreal (cosmetics), Royal Dutch/Shell (oil). McDonald's (fast food]
and De Beer (diamonds).
A leading firm's life is not easy. It must maintain a constant watch. Other
firms keep challenging its strengths or trying to take advantage of its weaknesses.
The market leader can easily miss a turn in the market and plunge into second or
third place. A product innovation may come along and hurt the leader - as when
Tylenol's non-aspirin painkiller took the lead from Bayer Aspirin or when P & G's
Tide, the first synthetic laundry detergent, beat Unilever's leading brands.
Sometimes leading firms grow fat and slow, losing out against new and more energetic rivals - Xerox's share of the world copier market fell from over 80 per cent to
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less than 35 per cent in just five years when Fuji and Canon challenged it with
cheaper and more reliable copiers.
Leading firms want to remain no. 1, This calls for action on four fronts. First,
the firm must find ways to expand total demand. Second, the firm can try to
expand its market share further, even if market size remains constant. Third, a
company can retain its strength by reducing its costs. Fourthly, the firm must
protect its current market share through good defensive and offensive actions
(Figure 12.4).

• Expanding the Total Market
The leading firm normally gains the most when the total market expands. If
people take more pictures, then as the market leader, Kodak stands to gain the
most. If Kodak can persuade more people to take pictures, or to take pictures on
more occasions, or to take more pictures on each occasion, it will benefit greatly.
Generally, the market leader should look for new users, new uses and more usage
of its products.
NEW USERS. Every product class can attract buyers who are still unaware of
the product, or who are resisting it because of its price or its lack of certain
features. A seller can usually find new users in many places. For example, L'Orfial
might find new fragrance users in its current markets by convincing women who
do nor use expensive fragrance to try it. Or it might find users in new demographic segments; for instance, men's fragrances are currently a small but fastgrowing market. Or it might expand into new geographic segments, perhaps by
selling its fragrances to the new wealthy in eastern Europe.
Johnson's Baby Shampoo provides a classic example of developing new users.
When the baby boom had passed and the birth rate slowed down, the company
grew concerned about future sales growth, J & J's marketers noticed that other
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Figure 12.4

Market leader strategies
family members sometimes used the baby shampoo for their own hair.
Management developed an advertising campaign aimed at adults. In a short time,
Johnson's Baby Shampoo became a leading brand in the total shampoo market.
NEW USES. The marketer can expand markets by discovering and promoting
new uses for the product. DuPont's nylon is an example of new-use expansion.
Every time nylon became a mature product, some new use appeared. Nylon was
first used as a fibre for parachutes; then for women's stockings; later as a leading
material in shirts and blouses; and still later in vehicle tyres, upholstery and
earpetirig. Another example of new-use expansion is Arm & Hammer baking soda.
Its sales had flattened after 125 years. Then the company discovered that
consumers were using baking soda as a refrigerator deodorizer. It launched a
heavy advertising and publicity campaign focusing on this use and persiuided
consumers to place an open box of baking soda in their refrigerators and to
replace it every few months.
MORE USAGE. A third market expansion strategy is to persuade people to use
the product more often or to use more per occasion. Campbell encoxirages people
to consume more of its soup by running ads using it as an ingredient in recipes in
women's magazines. P & G advises users that its Head & Shoulders shampoo is
more effective with two applications instead of one per hair wash.
The Michelin Tyre Company found a creative way to increase usage per occasion.
It wanted French car owners to drive more miles per year, resulting in more tyre
replacement. Michelin began rating French restaurants on a three-star system
and publishing them in its Red Guides. It reported that many of the best restaurants were in the south of France, leading many Parisians to take weekend drives
south. Michelin also publishes its Green Guide containing maps and graded sights
to encourage additional travel.

• Expanding Market Share
Market leaders can also grow by increasing their market shares further. In many
markets, small market-share increases mean very large sales increases. For
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example, in the coffee market, a 1 per cent increase in market share is worth
million; in soft drinks, $440 million! No wonder normal competition turns into
marketing warfare in such markets. Many studies have found that profitability
rises with increasing market share, 14 Businesses with very large relative market
shares averaged substantially higher returns on investment. Because of these
findings, many companies have sought expanded market shares to improve profitability. General Electric, for example, declared that it wants to be at least no. 1
or 2 in each of its markets or else get out, GE shed its computer, air-eonditioiiing,
small appliances and television businesses because il could not aehieve a top-dog
position in these industries. Nestle intends to hold its position as the world's
leading food company, although France's Danone also has designs on that spot.
Both have been acquiring businesses, Nestle buying Perrier and Rowntree among
others, while Danone own Jacobs, Kronenbourg, Amora, Lee & Perrins and IIP
sauce.15 There are three main ways by which these firms can further increase
their leading position.
WlN CUSTOMERS. Winning competitors' customers is rarely easy. Sales
promotions and price reductions can produce increased share quickly, but such
gains are made at the expense of profitability and disappear once the promotion
ends. Exceptions to this are price fights stimulated by market leaders with more
resources than competitors. The financial strength of Rupert Murdoch's global
media empire has allowed him to gain share in newspaper and satellite TV
markets by pricing very aggressively over an extended period. More often market
share gains are achieved by long-term investment in quality, innovation or brand
building. For instance, Mercedes C class model (replacing the ageing 190) helped
the company increase its salc.s by 23 per cent. Sales were up 40 per cent in western
Europe (excluding Germany), 34 per cent in the United States and 30 per cent in
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Japan. !n Germany the 38 per cent growth gave a 2 per cent rise in market share.
The company hopes to repeat that success with the much smaller A class.
WlN COMPETITORS. Leading mature companies often find it easier to buy
competitors rather than win their customers. Sometimes this can launch the
company into new sectors, as did BMW's purchase of the Rover Group with its
small ears and cross-country vehicles, or the £23 billion merger of GrandMet and
Guinness to form Diageo, the world's largest alcoholic drinks company. More
often it is a dash for firms to achieve scale by acquiring businesses similar to
themselves. This is occurring among European insurers as Zurich bids for BAT
Industries' insurance arm, Allianz AG and Credit Suisse battle it out over
Assurance Gcncralc de France, while Generale de France itself fights for Warms,
and Prudential bids for Scottish Amicable."'
WlN LOYALTY. Loyalty schemes have grown hugely in recent years. At their
best these are attempts to build customer relationships based on the lon£-run
customer satisfaction discussed in Chapter 11, In the UK grocery market Tesco
challenged and overtook Salisbury's as the market leader by introducing a hugely
popular loyalty scheme while Sainsbury's was resisting the trend. Too often these
schemes are sales promotions where the customer's loyalty is to the scheme, not
the company using it. To have any lasting effects they must establish customer
relationships that go beyond collecting points that are redeemable against a gift.
Such schemes are easy to follow and once everyone has one, they impose a cost
with little benefit.
Gaining increased market share will improve a company's profitability automatically. Much depends on its strategy for gaining increased market share. We see
many high-share companies with low profitability and many low-share companies
with high profitability. The cost of buying higher market share may far exceed the
returns. Higher shares tend to produce higher profits only when unit costs fall
with increased market share, or when the company's premium price covers the
cost of supplying higher-quality goods.
In addition, many industries contain one or a few highly profitable large
firms, several profitable and more focused firms, and a large number of mediumsized firms with poorer profit performance:
The large firms ... tend to address the entire market, achieving cost
advantages and high market share by realizing economies of scale. The
small competitors reap high profits by focusing on some narrower
segment of the business and by developing specialized approaches to
production, marketing and distribution for that segment. Ironically, the
medium-sized competitors ... often show the poorest profit performance.
Trapped in a strategic (No Man's Land', they are too large to reap the
benefits of more focused competition, yet too small to benefit from the
economies of scale that their larger competitors enjoy.17
Thus it appears that profitability increases as a business gains share relative
to competitors in its served markeL For example, BMW holds only a small share of
the total car market, but it earns high profits because it is a high-share company in
its luxury car segment. It achieved this high share in its served market because il
does other things right, such as producing high quality, giving good service and
holding down its costs.
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Improving Productivity

Market productivity means squeezing more profits out of the same volume of
sales. The size advantage of market leaders can give them lower costs than the
competition- Size itself is not sufficient to achieve low costs because this could be
achieved by owning unrelated activities that impose extra costs, as Marketing
Highlight 12.3 explains. The lowest costs often occur when a market leader, such
as McDonald's, keeps its business simple. The buying and selling of subsidiary
businesses often reflects businesses trying to gain strength by simplifying their
activities. This explains the sales of Orangina, a soft-drinks business, to CocaCola for Ffr5 billion by the French drinks company Pernod Ricard. By this transaction Coca-Cola gains in efficiency and scale by having more soft drinks to sell
globally. With the proceeds from the sale, Pernod Rieard aims to add more wines
and spirits brands to its existing range, which includes Wild Turkey, Dubonnet,
Havana Club and Jacob's Creek.18
IMPROVE COSTS. To remain competitive, market leaders fight continually to
reduce costs. After facing difficulties in the early 1990s Mercedes used all the classical means of cutting costs:
8 Reduce capital cost. Firms reduce their capital cost by doing less or doing
things quickly. Just-in-time (JIT) methods mean firms have less capital tied
up in raw materials, work in progress on the shop floor and finished goods.
By accelerating its product development Mercedes will increase its market
responsiveness and accumulated development costs. It will also reduce
capital costs by doing less itself. Component manufacturers will provide more
preassemblcd parts and a joint venture with a Romanian company will make
car-interior parts.
Reduce fixed costs. Mercedes acknowledges that Japan's manufacturers have
an average 35 per cent cost advantage over their German competitors.
Japan's lower capital cost and longer working hours explain only 10 per cent
of the difference. Mercedes responded by cutting 18,000 jobs in 1993 to save
DM5 billion. Forced redundancies are almost unknown in Germany, so the
deduction is made by the 'social measures' of the non-replacement of people,
early retirement and retraining.
. Reduce variable cost. The company is sticking to its unconventional
production methods where 10-15 'group workers' operate round cradles
holding body shells. Meanwhile its new car plant at Rastatt will pioneer
methods of 'lean production', logistics, total quality and workforce
management. Other plants will adopt the proven methods. Car design will
also change. It will be quicker, and future cars will be designed to a target
price, rather than making the best car and then pricing it. The lessons will be
passed on to Mercedes' suppliers. In future they will work closer to Mercedes'
research and development. The aim is to reduce the number of parts fitted at
the works. The company is also changing its 'Made in Germany' policy, to
produce where labour costs are lower. In 1996 it launched a US-made sports
utility vehicle.
CHANGE PRODUCT MIX. The aim here is to sell more high-margin vehicles.
Mercedes' current range does not cover luxury off-road vehicles, people movers or
small sports cars - all growth areas commanding premium prices- Moving into
these markets will reduce Mercedes' dependence on its 'lower-priced' models.
While other tour operators were faced with discounting wars, Airtours profits rose
by 29 per cent in 1997 thanks to its product mix moving away from the United
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Kingdom's low-cost package holidays to concentrate on less price-sensitive
customers in Canada. California and Scandinavian countries.
ADD VALUE. Mercedes makes and sells cars, but its customers want prestige
and transport. Mercedes can add value by offering long-terra service contracts,
leasing deals or other financial packages that make buying easier and less risky for
customers. In the past Mercedes sold basic models that are poorly equipped by
modern standards. Customers then paid extra to have a car custom made for
them with the features they wanted. The 'Made in Germany' label that has served
the company for so long is no longer enough to command a premium price. The
aim is to maintain a price premium by the brand's strength and superior quality
across a broad range of products. This contrasts with the Japanese, whose wellequipped luxury Lexus (Toyota), Acura (Honda) and Innniti (Nissan) brands have
tightly targeted small ranges.

• Defending its Position
While trying to expand total market size, the leading firm must also constantly
protect its current business against competitor attacks. Shell must constantly
guard against BP, Exxon and Elf Aquitane; Gillette against Bic; Kodak against Fuji;
Boeing against Airbus; Nestle against BSN.
What can the market leader do to protect its position? First, it must prevent
or fix weaknesses that provide opportunities for competitors. It needs to keep its
costs down and its prices in line with the value that the customers see in the
brand. The leader should 'plug holes' so that competitors do not jump in. The best
defence is a good offence and the best response is continuous innovation. The
leader refuses to be content with the way things are and leads the industry in new
products, customer services, distribution effectiveness and cost cutting. It keeps
increasing its competitive effectiveness and value to customers. It takes the offensive, sets the pace and exploits competitors' weaknesses.
Increased competition in recent years has sparked management's interest in
models of military warfare. Leader companies can protect their market positions
with competitive strategies patterned after successful military defence strategies.
Figure 12.5 shows six defence strategies that a market leader can use.19
POSITION DEFEN'CE. The most basie defence is a position defence in which
a company holds on to its position by building fortifications around its markets.
Simply defending one's current position or products rarely works. Henry Ford
tried it with his Model T and brought an enviably healthy Ford Motor Company to
the brink of financial ruin. Even lasting brands such as Coca-Cola and Nescafe
cannot supply all future growth and profitability for their companies. These
brands must be improved and adapted to changing conditions and new brands
developed. Coca-Cola today, in spite of being the world leader in soft drinks, is
aggressively extending its beverage lines and has diversified into desalinization
equipment and plastics.
FLANKING DEFENCE. When trying to hold its overall position, the market
leader should watch its weaker flanks closely. Smart competitors will normally
attack the company's weaknesses. Thus the Japanese successfully entered the US
small car market because local car makers left a gaping hole in that submarket.
Using a flanking defence, the company carefully cheeks its flanks and protects the
more vulnerable ones. In this way Nesde's Nescafe and Gold Blend have the support
of flanking brands Blend 37, Alta Rica and Cap Colombie. By acquiring Rover,
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Figure 12.5

Defence strategies

BMW obtained access to small cars and cross-country vehicles and so defended its
flanks in two growing sectors of the luxury car market where it was not active.
PRE-EMPTIVE DEFENCE. The leader can be proactive and launch a preemptive defence, striking competitors before they can move against the company.
A pre-emptive defence assumes that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
Thus, when threatened in the mid-1980s by the impending entry of Japanese
manufacturers into the US market, Cummins Engine slashed its prices by almost
a third to save its no. 1 position in the $2 billion heavy-duty truck engine market.
Today, Cummins claims a commanding 50 per cent market share in North America
and not a single US-built tractor-trailer truck contains a Japanese engine.2"
COUNTEKOFFENSIVE DEFENCE. When attacked, despite its flanking or
pre-emptive efforts, a market leader may have to be reactive and launch a counteroffensive defence. When Fuji attacked Kodak in the film market, Kodak counterattacked by dramatically increasing its promotion and introducing several
innovative new film products. Mars' attack on the ice-cream market, using its
brand extensions of Mars Bars, Snickers, Bounty and so on, created a new product
class of ice-confectionery. Unilever's Walls ice-cream division, which is market
leader in parts of Europe, had difficulty countering this because it had no confectionery brands to use in that way. It overcame the problem by developing brand
extensions of Cadbury's products, a competitor of Mars, which has no ice-cream
interests. In other parts of Europe, Nestle is leader in the ice-cream market. With
its strength in both confectionery and ice cream, it was able to launch brand
extensions to match Mars.
Sometimes companies hold off for a while before countering. This may seem a
dangerous game of 'wait and see', but there are often good reasons for not jumping
in immediately. By waiting the company can understand more fully the
competitor's attack and perhaps find a gap through which to launch a successful
counteroffcnsive.
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MOBILE DEFENCE. In a mobile defence a company is proactive in aggressively defending a current market position. The leader stretches to new markets
that can serve as future bases for defence and attack. Through marker: broadening, the company shifts its focus from the current product to the broader
underlying consumer need. For example, Armstrong Cork redefined its focus
from 'floor covering' to 'decorative room covering' (including walls and ceilings)
and expanded into related businesses balanced for growth and defence. Market
diversification into unrelated industries is the other alternative for generating
'strategic depth'. When the tobacco companies like British American Tobacco
(BAT) and Philip Morris faced growing curbs on cigarette smoking, they moved
quickly into new consumer products industries, Philip Morris bought up General
Foods and Kraft to become the world's largest consumer packaged goods company
and BAT Industries is now one of Europe's largest firms.
CONTRACTION DEFENCE. Large companies sometimes find they can no
longer defend all of their positions, since their resources are spread too thin and
competitors are nibbling away on several fronts. So they react with a contracting
defence (or strategic withdrawal). The company gives up weaker positions and
concentrates its resources on stronger ones. During the 1970s, many companies
diversified wildly and spread themselves too thin. In the slow-growth 1980s, ITT,
Paribas, Suez, ENI, Gulf & Western, Quaker, Storehouse and dozens of other
companies pruned their portfolios to concentrate resources on products and businesses in their core industries. These companies now serve fewer markets, hut
serve them much better.
The British motorcycle industry showed an extreme case of a contracting
defence. Norton, Triumph, BSA, etc. once dominated the world motorcycle market.
First challenged by the small bikes made by Honda, Yamaha and others, they
contracted into making medium-sized (250 cc) to super-bikes. When the
Japanese made 250 cc machines, the British market retreated from entry-level
machines to concentrate on larger ones. Eventually only Triumph and Norton
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super-bikes remained as small, out-of-date specialist manufacturers facing the
Japanese giants, and they did not last long. A successful contracting defence must
be a retreat into a position of strength.

Market-Challenger Strategics
Firms that are second, third or lower in an industry are sometimes quite large,
such as Colgate, Fiat, Toyota, Roche, Sandoz, HSBC (Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corp.), Carlsberg and PepsiCo. These runner-up firms can adopt one of
two competitive strategies: they can attack the leader arid other competitors in an
aggressive hid for more market share (market challengers): or they can play along
with competitors and not rock the boat (market followers). We now look at
competitive strategies for market challengers.

• Defining the Strategic Objective and the Competitor
A market challenger must first define its strategic objective. Most market challengers seek to increase their profitability by increasing their market shares. The
strategic objective chosen depends on who the competitor is. In most cases, the
company can choose which competitors it will challenge.
The challenger can attack the market leader - a high-risk but potentially
high-gain strategy that makes good sense it' the leader is not serving the market
well. To succeed with such an attack, a company must have some sustainable
competitive advantage over the leader — a cost advantage leading to lower prices
or the ability to provide better value at a premium price. In the construction
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Reebok confront their major competitor -with a unique cushioning system.
Photography: Buggy G. Ripheatl
equipment industry, Komatsu successfully challenged Caterpillar by offering the
same quality at much lower prices, Glaxo became Europe's leading drug company
by aggressively marketing Zantae, its anti-ulcer drug.21
The challenger can avoid the leader and instead attack firms its size, or
smaller local and regional firms. Many of these firms are underfinanced and will
not be serving their customers well. Several of the large beer companies grew to
their present size not by attacking large competitors, but by gobbling up small
local or regional competitors.
Thus the challenger's strategic objective depends cm which competitor it
chooses to attack. If the company goes after the market leader, its objective may
be to wrest a certain market share. Bic knows that it cannot topple Gillette in the
razor market - it simply wants a larger share. Or the challenger's goal might he to
take over market leadership. Compaq entered the persona! computer market late,
as a challenger, but quickly became the market leader. If the company goes after a
small local company, its objective may be to put that company out of business,
The important point remains: the company must choose its opponents carefully
and have a clearly defined and attainable objective.

Choosing an Attack Strategy
How can the market challenger best attack the chosen competitor and achieve its
strategic objectives? Figure 12.6 shows five possible attack strategies.
FRONTAL ATTACK. In a full frontal attack, the challenger matches the
competitor's product, advertising, price and distribution efforts. It attacks the
competitor's strengths rather than its weaknesses. The outcome depends on who
has the greater strength and endurance. Even great size and strength may nor be
enough to challenge a firmly entrenched and resourceful competitor successfully,
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Figure 12.6

Attack strategies

Unilever has twice the world-wide sales of P & G and five times the sales
of Colgate-Palmolive, hut its American subsidiary trails P & G by a wide
margin in the United States. Unilever launched a full frontal assault
against P & G in the detergent market while Unilever's Wisk was already
the leading liquid detergent. In quick succession, it added a barrage of
new products - Sunlight dishwashing detergent, Snuggle fabric softener,
Surf laundry powder - and hacked them with aggressive promotion and
distribution efforts, P & G spent heavily to defend its brands and held on
to most of its business. It counterattacked with Liquid Tide, which came
from nowhere in just 17 months to run neck-and-neek with Wisk.
Unilever did gain market share, but most of it came from smaller
competitors.22
If the market challenger has fewer resources than the competitor, a frontal attack
makes little sense.
FLANKING ATTACK. Rather than attacking head on, the challenger can
launch a flanking attack. The competitor often concentrates its resources to
protect its strongest positions, but it usually has some weaker flanks. By attacking
these weak spot.s, the challenger can concentrate its strength against the
competitor's weakness. Flank attacks make good sense when the company has
fewer resources than the competitor.
When Airbus Industries started making airliners it was up against Boeing,
a company that dominates the industry. Lockheed and McDonnell
Douglas had once challenged Boeing as plane makers, but Lockheed had
withdrawn from the industry and McDonnell Douglas was reduced to
making derivatives of its old aircraft. Airbus's first move was to develop
the A300 with range and payload performance different from Boeing's
established 727, 737 and 747 range.
Another flanking strategy is to find gaps that are not being filled by the
industry's products, fill them and develop them into strong segments. European
and Japanese car makers do not try to compete with American car makers by
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producing large, flashy, gas-guzzling contraptions. Instead they recognized an
unserved consumer segment that wanted small, fuel-efficient cars and moved to
fill this hole. To their satisfaction and Detroit's surprise, the segment grew to be a
large part of die market.
ENCIRCLEMENT ATTACK. An eneirclement attack involves attacking from
all directions, so that the competitor must protect its front, sides and rear at the
same time. The encirclement strategy makes sense when the challenger has
superior resources and believes that it can break the competitor's hold on the
market quickly. An example is Seiko's attack on the watch market. For several
years, Seiko has been gaining distribution in every big watch outlet and overwhelming competitors with its variety of constantly changing models. In most
markets Seiko offers about 400 models, but its marketing strength is backed by
the 2,300 models it makes and sells worldwide.
BYPASS ATTACK. A bypass attack is an indirect strategy. The challenger
bypasses the competitor and targets easier markets. The bypass can involve
diversifying into unrelated products, moving into new geographic markets or
leapfrogging into new technologies to replace existing products. Technological
leapfrogging is a bypass strategy used often in high-technology industries. Instead
of copying the competitor's product and mounting a costly frontal attack, the
challenger patiently develops the next technology. When satisfied with its superiority, it launches an attack where it has an advantage. Thus Minolta toppled
Canon from die lead in the 35-min SLR camera market when it introduced its
technologically advanced auto-focusing Maxxum camera. Canon's market share
dropped towards 20 per cent, while Minolta's zoomed passed 30 per cent. It took
Canon three years to introduce a matching technology."
G L'ERRILLA ATTAC K. A guerrilla attack is another option available to market
challengers, especially smaller or poorly financed ones:
When entrepreneur Freddie Laker frontally attacked the established
airlines (then BOAC and TWA) by offering cheap transatlantic flights,
they fought back and bankrupted him. Now TWA has all but disappeared
and British Airways is facing Virgin Atlantic run by a much wilier
entrepreneur. Richard Branson. He makes guerrilla attacks on his much
larger competitors. In these attacks the agile challenger typically makes
small, periodic attacks to harass and demoralize the competitor, hoping
eventually to establish permanent footholds. It might use selective price
cuts, novel products, executive raids, intense promotional outbursts or
assorted legal actions. Virgin has been successful so far and taken 22 per
cent of the London to New York market. It is also expanding quickly using
franchising, an approach new to the airline industry.34
Normally, guerrilla actions are by smaller firms against larger ones. The smaller
firms need to be aware, however, that continuous guerrilla campaigns can be
expensive and must eventually be followed by a stronger attack if the challenger
wishes to 'beat' the competitor.

Market-Follower Strategics
Not all runner-up companies will challenge the market leader. The effort to draw
away the leader's customers is never taken lightly by the leader. If the challenger's
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lure is lower prices, improved service or additional product features, the leader
can quickly match these to diffuse the attack. The leader probably has more
staying power in an all-out battle. A hard fight might leave both firms worse off
and this means the challenger must think twice before attacking. Many firms
therefore prefer to follow rather than attack the leader.
A follower can gain many advantages. The market leader often bears the huge
expenses involved with developing new products and markets, expanding distribution channels, and informing and educating the market. The reward for all this
work and risk is normally market leadership. The market follower, on the other
hand, can learn from the leader's experience and copy or improve on the leader's products and marketing programmes, usually at a much lower investment. Although
the follower will probably not overtake the leader, it can often be as profitable.-5
In some industries - such as steel, fertilizers and chemicals - opportunities
for differentiation are low, service quality is often comparable and price sensitivity runs high. Price wars can erupt at any time. Companies in these industries
avoid short-run grabs for market share because the strategy only provokes retaliation. Most firms decide against stealing each other's customers. Instead they
present similar offers to buyers, usually by copying the leader. Market shares
show a high stability.
This is not to say that market followers are without strategies. A market follower
must know how to hold current customers and win a fair share of new ones. Each
follower tries to bring distinctive advantages to its target market - location, services,
financing. The follower is a primary target of attack by challengers. Therefore, the
market follower must keep its manufacturing costs low and its product quality
and services high. It must also enter new markets as they appear. Following is not
the same as being passive or a carbon copy of the leader. The follower has to
define a growth path, but one that does not create competitive retaliation.
The market-follower firms fall into one of three broad types. The cloner
closely copies the leader's products, distribution, advertising and other marketing
moves. It originates nothing - it simply attempts to live off the market leader's
investments. IBM's demise started after outsourcing (286 chips from Intel and the
MS-DOS operating system from Microsoft) and open architecture allowed lowcost market entrants to copy its PCs.
Dutch flower growers, who dominate the international flower trade, are
facing intense competition from growers in Israel, Kenya and Zimbabwe.
They can grow exactly what the Dutch do but, unlike tht: North
Europeans, have no big heating bills, cheap labour and unregulated use of
fertilizers. The flood of foreign stems has knocked 40 per cent off rose
prices and Dutch growers are increasingly resigned to losing the rose and
carnation trade.21'
The imitator copies some things from the leader, but maintains some differentiation with packaging, advertising, pricing and other factors. The leader does
not mind the imitator as long as the imitator does not attack aggressively. The
imitator may even help the leader avoid the charges of monopoly.
Today's imitators are often retailers making look-alike own brands. The
British Producers and Brand Owners Group (BPOGJ was formed in
response to own brands aping the market leaders too closely. Sainsbury's
highly publicized launch of Classic Cola precipitated BPOd's formation
and resulted in the retailer backing off. Other confrontations include
Sainsbury's Full Roast (based on Nescafe) and Tesco's Unbelievable low
fat spread (close to Van den Bergh's I Can't Believe It's Not Butter).27
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Finally, the adapter builds on the leader's products and marketing programmes, often improving them. The adapter may choose to sell to different
markets to avoid direct confrontation with the leader. Many IBM PC look alikes
did this - Atnstrad was one of the earliest selling its ready and running machines
through conventional electrical goods retailers. Js'ow Dell and dan Technologies
combine direct selling with excellent customer support. Often the adapter grows
into -A future challenger, as many Japanese firms have done after adapting and
improving products developed elsewhere.

Market-Nicher Strategies
Almost every industry includes firms that specialize in serving market niches.
Instead of pursuing the whole market or even large segments of the market, these
firms target segments within segments or niches. This is particularly true of
smaller firms because of their limited resources. Smaller divisions of larger firms
also pursue niching strategies. EG & G is an example of a large company that profitably employs ;a niching strategy:
EG & (i is a $1.4 billion industrial equipment and components company
consisting of over 175 distinct and independent business units, many
with less than $10 million in sales in markets worth $25 million. Many
EG & G business units have their own R & D, manufacturing and sales
force operations. The company is currently the market or technical
leader in 80 per cent of its niche markets. More astonishing, EG & G
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ranked second in earnings per share and first in profitability in the
Fortxine 1000. EG & G illustrates how niche marketing may pay larger
dividends than mass marketing.
Tlie main point is that firms with low shares of the total market can be highly
profitable through clever niching (sec Marketing Highlight 12.4).
One study of highly successful mid-size companies found that, in almost all
cases, these companies niched within a larger market rather than going after the
whole market.2S Two of 'Europe's most respected companies',2'1 De La Rue and
Reuters, both fall into this category. De La Rue's niche is banknote printing and
payment handling systems, while Reuters provides news and financial information, usually screen-based.
Why is niching profitable? The main reason is that the market nicher ends up
knowing the target customer group so well that it meets their needs better than
other firms which casually sell to this niche. As a result, the nieher can charge a
substantial mark-up over costs because of the added value. Whereas the mass
marketer achieves high volume, the nicher achieves high margins.
Nichers try to find one or more market niches that are safe and profitable. An
ideal market niche is big enough to be profitable and has growth potential. It is
one that the firm can serve effectively. Perhaps most importantly, the niche is of
little interest to large competitors. The firm can build the skills and customer
goodwill to defend itself against an attacking big competitor as the niche grows
ami becomes more attractive.
The key idea in nichemanship is specialization. The firm has to specialize
along market, customer, product or marketing-mix lines. Here are several
specialist roles open to a market nicher:
• End-use specialist. The firm specializes in serving one type of end-use
customer. For example, Reuters provides financial information and news to
professionals and Moss Bros' strength is in clothes hire.
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Concentrated Marketing:
Two Nice Niches
Jo Brand is a size-challenged
comedienne whose act often
includes two themes; her size and
her love for cakes. The following
two niche companies are for her.
One is old and one is new. They
are Betty's Cafe Tea Rooms and
1647, the clothes shops owned bycomedienne Dawn French.

Marketing
Highlight

curd tarts and fat rascals. Here
Betty's keeps close to its Swiss
roots; the bakers and confectioners train at Richemont College,
Lucerne,
Like many clever companies,
Betty's is a multiple nieher. It has
diversified into other businesses
close to its original business. At
each of its Cafe Tea Rooms it also
has a retail outlet selling expensive
gift-oriented confectioner;', which
suits their location in tourist
towns. It also has a mail-order business selling
cakes, chocolates and speciality teas and coffees
by post. Finally, it markets Yorkshire Tea, a brand
sold and positioned nationally as a traditional
Yorkshire 'cuppa'. As part of the promotion for
this brand, the tea is supplied, free of charge, to
all northern branches of the Women's Institute, a
long-established organization of middle-aged,
middle-class gentlewomen.

12.4

Betty's Cafe Tea Room
There are only four Betty's Cafe Tea Rooms and
one Taylor's Tea Room, all in Yorkshire, but they
serve 2 million cups of tea a year - it is Che British
tea room. They do not advertise, yet year round
people queue tor a chance to taste their exquisitely expensive tea, coffee and cakes. Once
inside, the guests find themselves in a quiet room
where a pianist plays light classical music. The
rooms are simple, but rich with the atmosphere
of times past. Serving are formally dressed waiters, or waitresses wearing black skirt, starched
white blouse and apron - the embodiment of
Victorian servants. Betty's is proud of its heritage
and quietly boasts of the York Betty's being built
by 'the same team of craftsmen who were responsible for the ornate decor of the luxury liner, the
Queen Mary ... During the last war it was the
favourite haunt of the thousands of airmen and
servicemen stationed around York. Many left
there a permanent reminder of their visit by
inscribing their names onto the mirror which
now hangs in the Oak Room.'
The first Betty's was opened in Harrogate in
1919 by Fredrick Belrnorit, a Swiss confectioner
who travelled to London to make his fortune. He
visited the Yorkshire Dales, liked it, stayed and
started Betty's. His timing was as good as his
patisserie. Harrogate was booming and Betty's
was just about the only place an unehaperoned
woman could go. Then and now Betty's succeeds
because of the quality of what it serves and its
employees. The range and quality of cakes are
such that customers need a description of what
each is. The pastries range from exotic Amadeus
tort and Venetian festival cake to local Yorkshire

Dawn French Fashions
A study of the contours of 5,000 women just after
the Second World War links Betty's golden age to
Dawn French's fashions. The study's results gave
tht: British Standard Sizes - 12,14, 16 and so on that have pained many people ever since. The
sizes worked well in the 1950s when food
rationing had just ended and people walked a lot,
but not now. A recent study of women's contours
by J.D. Williams shows that things have changed.
For years the company has been selling mailorder clothes to women with a fuller figure who
were unable to get suitable clothes from highstreet stores. Nigel Green, marketing director of
J.D. Williams' Classic Combinations catalogue
business, explains;
Today's woman enjoys a far inore selfindulgent lifestyle and is not only taller, but
has a noticeably bigger and lower bust, an
appreciably larger waist and rib cage, a more
rounded tummy, a larger and flatter bottom
and far fuller upper arms. And while her hip
size may still be ,56 inches [1 in = 2.54 cm],
the standard British figure [the original size
12] is now more likely to be 38-28-36 than
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36-24-36 ... The old-fashioned dress sizes
meant that women in this country have
learned to live with ill-fitting clothes; blouses
that gape, waistbands that cut and skirts that
ride up.
Nigel Green believes these new sizes will give his
niche company an extra USP (unique selling
proposition).
Other moves are afoot in the high street.
'Women are no longer prepared to put their lives
on hold until they can starve themselves down to
size 14,' says Christina Bounce, group marketing
and merchandising director for Country Casuals
Holdings. She goes on: 'They are generally feeling
happier about their own size, even when it
doesn't conform to fashion stereotypes.' C & A
and D.H. Evans, the Outsize Shop, have long
served the outsize market, but the emerging
market shows that women no longer feel the need
to don masks before entering the premises.

Dawn French's shops, 1647, sell high fashions —
not just upsized 12s, cover-all T-shirts and leggings - designed for the amply proportioned. Few
in the trade believe the claim implicit in the shop
name that 47 per cent of women are over size 16,
but the huge suecess of niche retailers aiming at the
market shows where the future lies. Within a year
of start-up Ann Harvey shops, for sizes 16 to 26,
grew from the initial 20 stand-alone stores to 38,
and 2 concessions and a further 12 are scheduled.
'There is correlation between age and
increased size and obesity,' says Verdict's GHve
Vaughan. So, as the middle-aged market grows in
number, affluence and girth, the outsize market is
a good niche to target. But as Joan Miller, training
co-ordinator of Betty's Cafe Tea Rooms, says: 'If
everyone round here decides to get health conscious, we're in real trouble.'
Sources: Nicholas Lander, 'British tea and torte', Financial
TVmes (4-5 June 1994), p. XI; Virginia Matthews, 'Oversized
and over here", Marketing Week (2,1 September 1994), p. 25.

Vertical-level specialist The firm specializes at some level of the
production-distribution cycle. For example, the Dutch-based Anglo-Italian
company, EVC, is Europe's leading manufacturer of polyvhiylchloride
(PVC), while Country Homes' niche is as an intermediary between owners of
country cottages and people who want to hire them for holidays.
Customer-si.se specialist The firm concentrates on selling to cither small,
medium or large customers. Many nichers specialize in serving small
customers neglected by the large companies, Fuji gained its initial success in
the photocopying market by specializing on small firms neglected by Xerox.
Many regional advertising agencies also specialize in serving medium-sized
clients.
Specific -customer specialist The firm limits its selling to one or a few large
customers. There are many firms like this in the motor industry: for
example, Unipart devotes most of its time to BM\V/Kover.
Geographical specialist. The firm sells only in a certain locality, region or
area of the world. Most retail banks stay within their national boundaries.
Two odd exceptions to this rule are the European HSBC and Standard &
Charter, whose main interest is south-east Asia.
Product or feature specialist. The firm specializes in producing a certain
product, product line or product feature - Rolls-Royce is the only supplier of
tilt-thrust jet engines.
Quality-price specialist. The firm operates at the low or high end of the
market. For example, Hewlett-Packard specializes in the high-quality, highprice end of the hand-calculator market, while Tring International sells very
cheap CDs.
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multiple niching
Adopting a strategy of
having several
independent offerings
that appeal to several
different sv&segntents of
consumer.

Service specialist The firm offers one or more services not available from
other firms: for example, NASA's ability to recover and repair satellites.

Niching carries a very significant risk, in that the market niche may dry up or
he attacked. Porsche was hit by both of these threats when the demand for luxury
cars declined in the early 1990s and Honda, Toyota and Mazda attacked the
sports car market. On ;j different scale, innovation and intense competition
between multinationals and social trends eventually killed off Pollards Cornish
Ice Cream./10 Its niche was selling high-fat dairy ice cream - an estimated 100
calories per cone - to the declining number of tourists in the south-west of
England.
The danger of the disappearing niche is why many companies use multiple
moiling. By developing two or more niches, the company increases its chances of
survival. Most of the wealth of successful healthcare companies comes from their
each having products in a few niches that they dominate. For instance, Sweden's
Gambio concentrates on'renal care, cardiovascular surgery, intensive care and
anaesthesia, blood compound technology and preventive health services. The
need for multiple niching is shown by SmithKline Beecham's Tagamet sales dropping 76 per cent in the quarter that it lost patent cover in the United States.31

Balancing Customer and
Competitor Orientations

competitor-centred
company
A company whose moves
arc mainly based on
competitors' actions and
reactions; it spends most
of its time tracking
competitors'moves and
market shares and
trying to find strategies
to counter them.
customs r-ct; n tre<I
eompuny

A company that focuses
on customer
developments in
designing irs marketing
strategies ami on
delivering superior
value to its target
customers.

We have stressed the importance of n company watching its competitors closely,
Whether a company is a market leader, challenger, follower or nicher, it must find
the competitive marketing strategy that positions it most effectively against its
competitors. It must continually adapt its strategies to the fast-changing competitive environment.
This question now arises: Can the company spend too much time and energy
tracking competitors, damaging its customer orientation? The answer is yes! A
company can become so competitor-centred that it loses its even more important
customer focus. A competitor-centred company is one whose moves are based
mainly on competitors' actions and reactions. The company spends most of its
time tracking competitors' moves and market shares, and trying to find strategies
to counter them.
This mode of strategy planning has .some pluses and minuses. On the positive
side, the company develops a fighter orientation. It trains its marketers to be on
constant alert, watching for weaknesses in their position and watching for
competitors' weaknesses. On the negative side, the company becomes too reactive. Rather than carrying out its own consistent customer-oriented strategy, it
bases its moves on competitors' moves. As a result, it does not move in a planned
direction towards a goal. It does not know where it will end up, since so much
depends on what the competitors do.
A cushmier-ecntred company, in contrast, focuses more on customer developments in designing its strategies. Clearly, die customer-centred company is in a
better position to identify new opportunities and set a strategy that makes longrun sense. By watching customer needs evolve, it can decide what customer
groups and what emerging needs are the most important to serve, given its
resources and objectives.
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Figure 12.7

Evolving Company orientations

In practice, today's companies must be market-centred companies, watching
both their customers and their competitors. They must not let competitor
watching blind them to customer focusing. Figure 12.7 shows that companies
have moved through four orientations over the years. In the first stage, they were
product-oriented, paying little attention to either customers or competitors. In
the second stage, they became customer-oriented and started to pay attention to
customers. In the third stage, when they started to pay attention to competitors,
they became competitor-oriented. Today, companies need to be market-oriented,
paying balanced attention to both customer and competitors. A market orientation
pays big dividends - one recent study found a substantial positive relationship
between a company's marketing orientation and its profitability, a relationship
that held regardless of type of business or market environment.-12

Summary
To prepare an effective marketing strategy, a company must consider its competitors as well as its actual and potential customers. It must continuously analyze its
competitors and develop competitive marketing strategies that effectively position it against competitors and give it the strongest possible competitive advantage.
Competitor analysis first involves identifying the company's main competitors, using both an industry and a market-based analysis. The company then
gathers information on competitors' objectives, strategies, strengths and weaknesses, and reaction patterns. With this information to hand, it can select
competitors to attack or avoid. Competitive intelligence must be collected, interpreted and distributed continuously. Company marketing managers should be
able to obtain full and reliable information about any competitor affecting their
decisions.
Which competitive marketing strategy makes the most sense depends on the
company's industry position and its objectives, opportunities and resources. The
company's competitive marketing strategy depends on whether it is a market
leader, challenger, follower or nicher.
A market leader faces three challenges: expanding the total market, protecting
market share and expanding market share. The market leader wants to find ways
to expand the total market because it will benefit most from any increased sales.
To expand market size, the leader looks for new users of the product, new uses
and more usage. To protect its existing market share, the market leader has
several defences: position defence, flanking defence, pre-emptive defence, counteroffensive defence, mobile defence and contraction defence. The most sophisticated leaders cover themselves by doing everything right, leaving no openings for

market-centred company

A company that pays
balanced attention to
boih customers and
competitors in designing
its nu.irkei.ing strategies.
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competitive attack. Leaders can also try to increase their market shares. This
makes sense if profitability increases at higher market-share levels.
A market challenger is a firm that aggressively tries to expand its market
share by attacking the leader, other runner-up firms or smaller firms in the
industry. The challenger ean choose from a variety of attack strategies, including
a frontal attack, flanking attack, encirclement attack, bypass attack and guerrilla attack.
A market follower is a runner-up firm that chooses not to rock the boat,
usually out of fear that it stands to lose more than it might gain. The follower is
not without a strategy, however, and seeks to use its particular skills to gain
market growth. Some followers enjoy a higher rate of return than the leaders in
their industry.
A market nicker is a smaller firm that serves some part of the market that is
not likely to attract the larger firms. Market nichers often beeome specialists in
some end use, vertical level, customer size, specific customer, geographic area,
product or product feature, or service.
A competitive orientation is important in today's markets, but companies
should not overdo their focus on competitors. Companies are more likely to be
hurt by emerging consumer needs and new competitors than by existing competitors. Companies that balance consumer and competitor considerations are practising a tme market orientation.
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Discussing the Issues
1. 'Well-behaved' companies prefer well-behaved
competition. Should it make any difference to
consumers whether competition is 'well behaved' or
'disruptive'? Why or why not?

Puma), how might the total market be expanded? Are
there some routes to total market expansion that
might he more effective than others? What are they?
Explain why they are successful.

2.

Many medium-sized firms occupy an unprofitable
middle ground between large firms and smaller, more
focused competitors. Discuss how medium-sized
competitors could use markct-nicher strategies to
strengthen their competitive position and improve
profitability.

Consider Richard Branson's attempts at taking on
market leaders in the airlines (e.g. British Airways on
transatlantic routes}, soft drinks (e.g. Coca-Cola) and,
more recently, financial services (us seen in the
launch of Virgin Direct, which will challenge current
providers of traditional and direct insurance
products). What market-leader strategics would you
recommend for the no, 1 competitor in each of these
sectors? Why?

3. Thinking about the market for athletic shoes (as
exemplified by brands such as Adidas. Nike ami

5.

The goal of the marketing concept is to satisfy
customer wants and needs. What is the goal of a
competitor-centred strategy? Discuss whether the
marketing concept and competitor-centred strategy
are in conflict.

References

Assume you are the product manager for the no. 2
brand in die antiseptic mouthwash market. The no. 1
brand enjoys a 60 per cent share of the domestic
market and has been known to defend its market
leadership position aggressively. Few of the smaller
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competitors further down the league have been
successful. Yon are, however, determined to increase
your business in this market. What would your
strategy be for achieving this objective?

Applying the Concepts
Select one of these industries: cars, cameras or
personal computers. Study a purchasing guide
(normally sold at newsstands, newsagents or
bookshops). Examine different aspeets of the
products, including features, style, image and price.
•
*

#

Identify competitors that you think are
competing based upon the market point of view.
What sort of competitive strategies do you see
being used by market leaders, followers,
challengers and niehcrs?
What different strategic groups might be
identified in the industry you have selected?
Which groups compete with which other groups?

2.

Market leaders often try to expand the total market,
especially in slower-growing, mature markets,
• Look yt the ads in several issues of women's
magazines. Find examples in which
manufacturers or service providers arc
attempting to expand the total market demand
for their goods or services.
• Look for similar examples in your local grocery
and other retail stores.
• What specific strategies arc reflected by these
expansion attempts: new users, new uses or more
usager
• Rate the probability of success for each example
yon have found. Explain why you think the
chances of success are high or low.
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Case 12: BMW

Case 12
BMW: Putting the 'Brrrrunr Back in Brum
THE 63-YEAR-OLD WIDOW scorns expensive jewellery, drinks mineral water
and tea, gives no parties and rarely attends them. Outside her family she has
fe\v friends and. like many other middle-class German women, she takes her
car when she goes shopping. However, unlike most shoppers, her car is a
RMW525. She also has a Mercedes 500 and a chauffeur-driven 12-cylinder 7
series BMW. She is Mrs Joanna Brauhn, one of Europe's richest people,
whose DM7 billion business interests stretch from baby food to batteries.
She also owns Bfiyerische Motorenwerke (Bavarian Motor Works), better
known as BMW.
After a deeade of success, BMW faced problems in the early 1990s.
Between 1992 and 1993 European car sales dropped 16 per cent and BMW
did worse than average. Its archrival, Mercedes, and the Japanese car
makers had also lost, but not as badly as BMW. Only one of the world's car
makers had gained over that period - Rover's sales grew by 9 per cent in
1993.
Under Attack
BMW was squeezed on several fronts. Recessions in Europe, Japan and the
United States brought car sales down in all the world's major markets. Like
Audi. Mercedes and Porsche, BMW's sales were also hit by Japan's aggressive
and successful attack on the US luxury car market. In less than a year after
launch, Honda's Acura range became America's top-selling luxury ear,
knocking Mercedes off the top spot. Toyota soon followed with its Lexus, a
car that quickly became the benchmark for luxury and quality. As Japan's
luxury car sales grew in the United States, German sales declined: BMW's US
sales fell from 97,000 in 1986 to 57,000 in 1991. BMW could not follow two
leading trends in the ear market - the shift towards smaller cars, and to large
off-the-road vehicles. In Europe, the number of wealthy working women was
increasing rapidly and these were opting to buy fashionable super-minis or
small sporty cars, not BMW's executive saloons. In addition, senior executives who had once bought 5 or 7 series BMWs increasingly opted for Range
Rovers, Toyota Land Cruisers or other bulky giants. Volvo was similarly hit
as wealthy parents opted for an off-the-road vehicle rather than a Volvo
estate to transport their children.
Honda
Honda caused BMW particular problems. Japan's third largest car maker,
behind Toyota and Niss.-m, Honda positioned itself close to BMW. Even
before the launch of Acura. Honda had an excellent reputation for quality,
reliability and being sporty. Honda cars also came well equipped and had
many advanced features, BMW, like Mercedes, could have sophisticated
accessories, such as microscopic air filters and parking aids, but these were
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rarely fitted to cars unless customers paid extra for them. Even radios are
optional extras on most RMWs. Unlike BMW, Honda also rmide small sports
cars and the Civic, an attractive small family car One motoring correspondent said: 'It' Mercedes ever made a small car, it would he like the Civic/
In the early 1990s, Europe's 13 million cars a year industry had 2
million cars a year excess capacity, and too many manufacturers making too
many models. This did not stop Toyota, Nissan and Honda building further
new factories, mostly in England. By doing this the Japanese avoided their
own country's high labour costs, gained access to the United Kingdom's flexible and inexpensive workforce, and avoided the European Union's Japanese
car import quotas. The strategy proved successful. The workers quickly
learned to produce cars of Japanese quality. Japanese management practices (just-in-time, total quality, continuous improvement, etc.) blended
easily with the British tradition of improvization. In its Sunderland plant,
well away from the traditional ear-making area round Coventry and
Birmingham (Rrimi), Nissan achieved production rates equal to those in
Japan - 80 cars per worker per year. This compares with a European average
of 45 ears per worker per year achieved only after productivity gains in the
early 1990s.
Being smaller than Toyota and Nissan, Honda initially chose a joint
venture with the UK's Rover as an inexpensive way of entering the European
market. Honda took a 20 per cent stake in Rover, the other 80 per cent being
owned by British Aerospace (BAe). In exchange BAc took a 20 per cent
share of Honda (UK). Exhibit 12.1 shows the extent of the deal.

EXHIBIT 12.1 THE HONDA-ROVER DEAL
AGREEMENT

CONTENT

Equity holding

Honda owns 20 per cent of Rover Cars.
Rover owns 20 per cent of Honda (UK).
Licensing
Honda car designs for Rover 200, 400, 600 and 800.
Honda component designs, such as gearbox for
2-litre Rover engine.
Honda supplies production equipment and
technology to Rover for its 200, 400 and 600
series cars.
Component supplies Each sells the other about £400 million worth of car
parts and components a year: for example,
Honda sells 1.6, 2.0, 2.3 and 2.7-litre engines to
Rover; Honda sells Rover fascias for 600 series; and
Rover sells body panels for UK-made Honda Accords.
Vehicle sales
Rover makes Honda Concertos in Birmingham and
supplies Land Rover Discoveries for sale
as Honda Crossroads in Japan.
Rover, by any other Name
The Rover group in 1990 was the product of governments, not enterprise.
The company has its origins in the early days of the motor industry, the first
Rover being a bieycle made by the Starley company in 1884. In 1938 Lord
Nuffield combined the Riley, Wolseley, Morris and MG companies. Austin
and Vanden Plas joined them in 1952 to form the British Motor Corporation
(BMC). Then, with the addition of Jaguar and Daimler in 1966, the group
became British Motor Holdings (BMII).
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Successive Labour governments encouraged these and further mergers.
Prime Minister Harold Wilson explained that the policy was "to encourage
the UK's chief strategic industry to become more internationally competitive'. The idea was to merge companies, and then to select the best managers
to run them. The clear failure of the earlier mergers did not deter the government, which in 1968 encouraged the formation of British I-eyland (BL) by
combining BMII with Rover, Triumph and Leyland. Leyland's Donald Stokes
took over the group, which made over 1 million cars a year, had 40 per cent
of the UK car market, 30 factories, 13 brands and dozens of models.
Donald Stokes, whose reputation eame from selling buses and trucks
worldwide, was out of his depth running this hugely complex and underinvested company. Under his directorship BL deteriorated. It faced increasing
competition from European rivals and started losing its traditional overseas
markets. The company became synonymous with low quality, strikes and
trade unions resistant to the reform of working practices. In 1973 the oil
supply crisis sent the company reeling. Even the successful truck and bus
division struggled after being starved of cash to subsidize the loss-making
ear business. Finally, in 1975, the Labour government nationalized BL and
brought in Michael Edwards, a South African, as chief executive. He
persuaded first the Labour government, and then the Conservative government that succeeded it, to give BL money to revamp its range. To help do
this, he established the company's first links with Honda. BL continued
losing money, but Michael Edwards succeeded - where Donald Stokes had
failed - in breaking the power of the trade unions. Under the premiership of
Margaret Thatcher he threatened the unions with the ultimate sanction closing the company.
While state-owned, BL absorbed £2 billion in government aid and accumulated a further £2.6 billion losses - £200 worth of aid for each person
in the United Kingdom. Margaret Thatcher refused to give BL any more. The
sale of Jaguar provided some funds, but by 1986 Margaret Thatcher had lost
patience and called in Graham Day, a Canadian, to sort out the company. He
had earlier 'rationalized' British Shipbuilding. Taking BMW as a model,
Graham Day shifted the product range up-market and, with the help of
Honda, rationalized products and introduced new work practices. In cut
after cut, some of the great names of the car industry disappeared: Van den
Plas, Rjley, Austin-Healey, Wolseley, Triumph, Morris and Austin. BL was
sliced and sold off: trucks went to Daf of the Netherlands; buses went eventually to Sweden's Volvo; the spares operation, Unipart, went to a group of
financial institutions; and finally Rover, the renamed rump of the company,
went to BAe. Both Ford and GM tried to buy parts of Rover, particularly the
famous Land Rover division. However, fearing the political backlash, the
sales fell through. Now Thatcher's government could boast that the deal kept
Rover 'British' by putting it safely in the hands of the UK's biggest engineering group - an aeroplane maker.
Rover: (rmng Japanese
The link with Honda saved Rover from extinction. It provided product and
manufacturing knowledge that Rover lacked. Rover gained first-hand experience of Japan's world-beating manufacturing ways and drank deeply from
the pool of experience. Licensing Honda's car designs allowed Rover's 2,001)
engineering and development staff to concentrate upon their own new Kseries engine and off-the-road vehicle design.
One of the most valuable lessons Rover learned from Honda was how to
break down barriers between departments to ease production and product
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development. It was taught how to bring product to market more quickly
and with fewer mistakes in product development. Product development was
done at production plants rather than at a centralized location. For the new
Rover 600, the project leader was based at Cowley, where the car would be
made. lie chose a team from around the company who worked out of one
room while shaping the car. In this way Rover developed its small-capacity
multivalvc K-series engine from scratch. Its 4- and 6-eylinder developments
could power almost any of Rover's future cars.
Land Rover had made civilian and military off-road vehicles tor years,
but changed direction in 1970 with its Range Rover - a luxury vehicle with
polished wood trim and the capability to cross fields, streams, deserts and
jungles. Designed for the United Kingdom's wealthy conn try-living classes,
the 'Hollywood Jeep' appeared wherever there was money. The Range Rover
defined a new product class. It became a fashion statement - the only
vehicle to have been exhibited in the Louvre in Paris as a work of art. People
who never got their shoes or car dirty liked the Range Rover's classic design
and the way it allowed its drivers to stare over and look down on other road
users. Other car makers followed Rover's lead and helped Europe's off-theroad sports/utility vehicle market grow from 50,000 in 1980 to 300,000 in
1990. Rover's new-found product development skills allowed it to defend
Land Rover's strong position at the top of the market. Its all-new Rover
Discovery model went into production in a record-breaking 21 months.
Launched in 1989, it helped Land Rover's .sales to grow from 46,700 in 1988
to 73,527 in 1993, during a period in which other car makers suffered
declining sales. Priced between £17,500 and £26,800 the Discovery was not
cheap, but it allowed Land Rover to move its new-generation, 200 kph,
£31,950 to £43,950 Range Rover up-market to compete with top-of-therange BMW. Mercedes, Jaguar ant! Lexus.
Honda saved Rover - but at a price. The sumo held the recovering Rover
in a constricting embrace. Honda protected Rover, but stopped the car business making profits. Rover had to pay Honda handsomely for the floor-plans
and engines it needed for its larger models. It also paid a royalty to Honda for
each jointly developed car Rover sold. The technology agreement barred
Rover from selling Honda-based models in markets that Honda wanted for
itself, such as the United States. Rover needed a better deal with Honda, but
its weak position and Honda's intractability left BAe in a jam. 'We were
involved in some kind of Japanese poker game,' said Richard Evans, chief
executive of BAe,
Enter BMW
The play of Richard Evans' last poker card sent Honda reeling. On 29
January 1994, BAe sold its 80 per cent stake in Rover to RMW. With one bold
move BMW's share of the European car market doubled to 6.4 per cent, it
became market leader in the off-the-road market, and it gained a range of
small cars, a low-cost manufacturing base and access to Honda's production
know-how. Simultaneously, it: wrecked Honda's European strategy.
The speed of Honda's undoing left its managers in Tokyo bewildered and
resentful. 'Now our partner has been acquired by our competitor we must
start to reassess our entire operation in Europe,' said Kiyoshi Ikemi, councillor to Honda's president, Nobuhiko Kawamoto. 'Mr Kawamoto has made it
quite clear that he has no intention of collaborating with BMW in the UK. We
did not want to collaborate with Rover through BMW. Such collaboration
was not called for - we had nothing to gain from it.' According to industryobservers, the collapse of Honda's European alliance could not have

Case J2: BMW

EXHIBIT 12.2 RANGES
TYPE
Basic
Super Mini
Small family
Saloon
Large family
Saloon
Executive
Luxury
Exotic
Sports
Off-the-road

HONDA

ROVER

BMW

Civic
Concerto

Mini
Metro
200"
400s
Maestro
Montego

300

Accord
Legend

600a
800"
MG
Defender
Discover;'
Freelander
Range Rover

500
700
800

23

ROLLS-ROYCE

All

NOTE: ''Based on Honda.

happened at a worse time for the company. Management attention was on
the very depressed Japanese market and the United States, where Honda
were losing share to the revitalized American car makers. Honda had offered
to buy a 47.5 per cent share in Rover, but, explained Mr Kawamoto, 'We did
not want to make Rover Japanese. We wanted to increase Rover's Roverness.
We wanted it to be more British - that was the way the collaboration would
work best.'
BMW's campaign on Honda's seemingly impregnable position had
started in September 1993. It had identified Rover as a target that would
extend its car range and achieve economies of scale in distribution, component sourcing and R & D. BMW's initial offer to BAe was repulsed because
of Rover's relationship with Honda. Despite the rebuff, BMW continued scrutinizing Rover. Wolfgang Reitzle, BMW's R & D director, quietly visited
Rover's plants and, back in Germany, test drove the entire fleet (see Exhibit
12.2). Hagan Ltideritz, BMW's director of corporate planning, says BMW
delivered a letter to Honda's Mr Kawamoto, stating its interest in Rover. He
got no response. Mr Kawamoto's councillor, Mr Ikemi, denies any direct
approach, saying Honda only had indirect hints of RMWs interest. 'We
weren't informed properly until Friday last week [the day before the BMW
deal],' he protested.
After the deal, the mood among BMW's management was different to
Honda's. Mr Volker Doppelfeld, BMW's finance director, explained that they
had taken the shortest and cheapest route to fulfil their long-term aim of
expanding RMW's core car business into new market segments. The long
route would have meant a step-by-step move from BMW's up-market saloon
base. In the event, the DM2,000 million paid for Rover is what BMW would
normally spend on developing a single new model. Included in the price, he
explained, were 17 brands, including Land Rover and Range Rover, which
came equipped with 'the most interesting, the best, and the longest heritage
in off-the-road vehicles'. Since the takeover the Mini has been relaunched as
an up-market small car, the MG has been reborn, sales of the Ereelander — Land
Rover's baby off-the-road — have soared to 40 per cent above expectations
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and BMW has announced its higgest ever foreign investment to make its
workhorse Defender in Brazil. BMW has also signed a deal with another
British company, Rolls-Royce, After beating off competition from Mercedes,
BMW will supply V8 and VI2 engines for Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars. Soon
Mrs Joanna Brauhn will have an even bigger choice of cars when she goes for
a spin.

QUESTIONS
1. Why did combining a large number of car makers to form British
Leyland not help the United Kingdom's 'chief strategic industry'?
2. Given Rover's much wider range, why was it not as successful as BMW,
which had a much smaller range of vehicles to sell?
3. Attacking the IIS luxury car market forced Honda, Toyota and Nissan
to move from making car.s equivalent to American inexpensive
'compacts' to large expensive luxury Aeura, Infintti and Lexus models.
Why do you think they attacked these segments rather than the mass
market for 'regular'-sized ears in the United States?
4. Why did the Japanese attack the luxury car market in the United
States rather than taking the battle to Europe?
5. What enabled Land Rover to hold its position in the market even
though the Rover group could not? Why did Rover manage to increase
sales when the rest of the world's car industry was in decline?
6. If BAe wanted to get rid of Rover, and Honda did not want it, what good
is it to BMW? What do you think explains Honda's reaction to the
supposed contact with BMW? Would you recommend Honda to pull the
plug on its deal with Rover?
SOURCES: Simon Davies, 'BAe flics away from Rover with a sack full of cash', fr'inttnuial Times
(1 February 1994), p. I; Christopher Parkes, 'A quick route into new market segments',
Financial Times (1 February 1994), p. 22; Paul Abrahams and John Griffiths, 'Honda's
European strategy wrecked', Financial IVintis (1 February 1994), p. 22; Kenneth Gooding,
'Rich British ancestry fails to provide independent future', Financial Times (1 February
1994), p. 23; 'Europe's car makers: then there were seven', The Economist (5 February 1994),
pp. 19-24; Andrew Lorenz and Matthew Lynn, 'BMW drives in', Kiaiday Times: Business
Focus (6 February 1994), pp. 2-3; Peter Miller, 'One careful lady owner', Sunday Times:
iVeups Review (6 February' 1994), p. 1; B. John Griffiths, 'Capable of producing from the
ground up'. Financial TJmes (22 February 1994), p. 24; Tony Lewin, 'Rebirth of the Range
Rover', The European (30 Septembef-6 October 1994), p. 23; "Ecstasy meets Mercedes', The
Economist (17 December 1994), p. 72; John Griffiths. 'Rolls-Royce keep hold of the steering
wheel', Financial 'nines (20 December 1994), p. 8; Richard Wolffe, 'Demand creates 400 .jobs
at Land Rover", Financial Times (27 January I99K), p. 8.
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Overview Case Three

Cadbury's TimeOut:
Choc Around the Clock
Damien McLoughlin* and Benoit Heilbrunn

Introduction
Cadbury's TimeOut is the most successful product ever developed
and launched by Cadbury in Ireland. The development was by the
management of Gadbury Ireland, at their plant in Coolock, Dublin.
The product's success came from a combination of technological
advance, strong domestic and international market orientation, and
original positioning strategy at the time of launch.
Gadbury started manufacturing in Ireland in the 1930s, at a time when the
protectionist policies of the Irish government effectively forbade the importation
of chocolate to Ireland. Ireland and the United Kingdom's entry to the EEC in
1973 made them an open market for confectionery. The effect on the industry in
Ireland was that several indigenous firms such as Lemons (hard-boiled sweets}
and Urnies (chocolates) disappeared from the marketplace. The implication for
Cadbury Ireland was the need to reshape its manufacturing so that it was positioned to benefit from economies of scale internationally rather than simply
domestically.
Cadbury Ireland us a Partner in Cadbury-Schweppes International
Within the Cadbury-Schweppes group, Gadbury Ireland identified its particular
strengths and competences, and set out to develop in these areas. The company
identified three technologies in which it felt that it had, or could develop, global
expertise. These three areas were:
1. Extrusion. This involves putting one form of confectionery inside another:
for example, Cad bury's Eclairs wrapped chocolate in caramel; the Moro bar
is a centre of chocolate paste with biscuit encased in caramel and covered in
chocolate.
2. Flake chocolate manufacture. Cadbury's Flake is a light, crumbly, melt-inthe-mouth product positioned in the indulgence section of the confectionery
market. The Flake brand is very well established and its advertising is
legendary. The brand has been leveraged to include confectionery, catering
*Marketing Ciroup, DCUBS. Duhlin City University, Dublin, Ireland.
** Department of Marketing, Graduate School of Business, UCD, Blaokrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
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3.

and ice-cream usage. However, the Flake recipe and process provide unique
product properties, which were the key for future development.
Wafer making and baking. Wafer is an important part of a number of
strong-selling products in Ireland, in particular the 'pink Snack brand'.
Gadbury Ireland is the only Cadbury-Schweppes affiliate in the northern
hemisphere to manufacture the wafer product.

Building on Core Competences at Cadbury Ireland
From the mid-1970s Cadburv Ireland developed centres of excellence around
these core competences. The strong product development process in Cadburv
Ireland produced products such as Cadbury's Chomp, Moro, TimeOut and Twirl.
Twirl is a two-finger casual chocolate snack based on flake technology. These
developments led to a doubling of Cadburv Ireland's throughput and allowed it to
develop its brand successfully on both the domestic and international markets.
The PerajMnitive of Cadbury Ireland on the Marketplace
Cadbiiry sees itself as a 'range house'. This describes a company that provides the
consumer with a complete range of options in ever)' segment of the market. In
addition, all Cadburv products bear the distinctive Cadburv logo. The core
product of the Cadbury group is Dairy Milk chocolate, which is used in its products and which is also marketed under the Dairy Milk brand name. This chocolate, which uses fresh Irish milk, has been the basis of success in a great number
of segments, Cadbury defines segments on the basis of how customers buy rather
than on how a product is made. For example, it identifies products as serving
impulse markets, take-home markets or gift usage. This has allowed Cadbury
Ireland management to identify a significant consumption pattern whereby the
take-borne segment is increasing its share of the confectionery market. This trend
is driven by supermarket purchases of chocolate. In addition, they had noticed a
certain overlap in the marketplace where brands that were traditionally seen as
bars - for example, Twix and KitKat - were extending their franchise into the
biscuit market. The main snack brands in Ireland (see Exhibit 3.1) are as follows:
•

KitKat. KitKat was first sold in Ireland in ll>37. It has become one of the
most popular brands on the market with in the region of I£l 1 million sales
in 1992. KitKat had initiated the move into the biscuit market with the
memorable advert debating 'it's a biscuit . . . it's a bar'. This ad showed the
product being used in different ways and suggested that it had multiple uses.
Nestle-Rowntree, the owners of the brand, maintained this position by
heavy advertising and maintaining the price of the product at a below
market par level. Usually 2-4p below its main competitors, KitKat is also
available in bar and snack-size formats.
Twix. Owned by the Mars corporation, Twix was launched in Ireland in
1968. The effort was made to develop a position for the product in the snack
marker with the advertising slogan, 'Whenever there's a snack gap, Twix fits.'
Its packaging format, in a flow wrapper, however, also allowed it to fit into
the bar/impulse market segment. The success of Twix has been attributed to
its good value-for-money position and the heavy advertising support that it
has traditionally received. Total brand sales in 1992 were estimated to he in
the region of IS6-7 million. Twix was among the first products to be sold in
the snack and fun-size formats.
Jacob's Club Milk. The oldest brand on the market, Jacob's Chib Milk lias
been sold in Ireland since the 1900s. It is sold singly and in family six-pack
formats. The Club Milk acts as a flagship for a range of different-flavoured.
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chocolate-covered Club biscuits. For example, the Club bar is available in
Club Orange and Club Mint formats. The position of Club Milk in the snack
market is firmly achieved with the advertising message, 'If you're going to
have a cuppa, have a Club.'
• Cadbury's Snack. Since its launch in the 1960s, the Cadbury's Snack brand has
grown to lead the chocolate snack market. This domination is achieved through
grocery sales, but also includes the important catering market. The Snack
comes in three formats, differentiated by the colour of the packaging. The
'yellow' snack comprises a chocolate-covered shortcake biscuit. The 'purple'
snack is a sandwich-filled biscuit heavily covered with thick milk chocolate.
The third option is the 'pink' snack, which comprises three fingers of chocolatecovered wafer. Cadbury's Snack is sold in a variety of formats incorporating
single bar, multipaeks and treat size. Its combined sales from grocery,
newsagent and catering outlets were in excess of Igll million in 1992.

EXHIBIT 3.1 THE MAIN SNACK BRANDS IN IRELAND, 1992
KitKat
Twix
Jacobs Club Milk
Cadbury's Snack

MANUFACTURER

LAUNCHED

SALEK (!£M)

Nestle-Rowntree
Mars
Jacobs
Cadbury

1937
1968
1900s
1960s

11.0
6.5

5.0

11.0

The Snauk Market
The snack is a particularly prominent product market in the United Kingdom and
Ireland. It is essentially a lifestyle market linked to a destructured approach to
food. Snack products are most successful in those countries in which eating
habits arc not centred on two or three main meals. In these countries the
consumption of food may be scattered around various occasions during the day.
Thus the 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. snack breaks are usual practice in Irish and English
lifestyles. These breaks generally consist of a cup of tea/coffee together with fruit,
a chocolate bar or a cake. Internationally, this snack habit is linked to the grazing
phenomenon, which is representative of the slow but steady change in cultural
habits concerning eating (destruction of family meals and less time devoted to
meals) and accounts for the growth of the snack market in other European countries. That the Irish are accomplished 'snackers' is evidenced by their large
confectionery market with annual sales in 1992 of over IS24II million (see Exhibit

EXHIBIT 3.2 THE CONFECTIONERY MARKET IN IRELAND
Estimated market
value at RSP
fern)
Annual growth

rate (%)

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

210

216

228

245

242

3.0

5.0

3.0

2.9

SOURCE: Nestle-Rt>wntrec

Break-Time in Ireland
Ireland is also a great tea-drinking nation. A survey carried out by Nielsen in 1993
in Ireland showed that 20 of the top 100 grocery brands are liquid consumables.
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However, leading tea brands in Ireland are positioned on value for money rather
than taste. This means that tea might be viewed as a depersonalized drink.
Therefore there is considerable need for a beverage complement with strong
personality in order to personalize break-times.
In trying to meet this need, Cadbury was faced with what was a mature
marketplace. Irish consumption of confectionery is the highest in Europe (see
Exhibit 3.3). Chocolate consumption alone is 8.3 kg per annum per capita. This
figure is matched only by their British neighbours.
Tlie Concept of TimeOut
Based on these trends in the marketplace and Cadbury's core technological
competences, the management of Cadbury Ireland saw the opportunity to bring
confectionery values to the biscuit market and biscuit values to the confectionery
market. In this sense TimeOut set out specifically to target the bridge-brand position and satisfy all uses from mainstream confectionery luxury to straight
beverage accompaniment, but with values firmly rooted in the break market.
It also had to compete with existing competitors in this market, particularly
KitKat and Twix, both brands that had also targeted the bridge-brand position for the
future. TimeOut therefore 'institutionalized' the coexistence of three elements:
the need for a break during the day; tea or coffee as a liquid consumable; and the
need for a snack to accompany that drink. This can be paraphrased as 'Wherever
you are, whatever you are doing, when it's that time (i.e. your time for a break) it's
TiraeOi.it time.'

The Positioning Mix for' the Launch of TimeOut
Product

TimeOut stems from a technological advance at Cadbury Ireland that allowed it to
layer flake on to wafer. The competitive advantage of this product lies in the
unique blend of flake sandwiched between two wafers and covered in dairy milk
chocolate. In product terms, TimeOut bridges both the snack and bar markets as
the Flake ingredient was sufficiently biscuity to be a suitable accompaniment to a
beverage break. On the one hand its biscuit constituency made it an ideal snack,
while its Fluke content made it a suitable bar of chocolate in its own right.
Tlte Branding Ingredients: Brand Name, Logo and Identity Colours
Many names were proposed for the new product, including 'Switch' and 'Ultra'.
However, it was discovered that using a name indicating the timing and situation
in which the bar should be consumed greatly enhanced the consumer's understanding of what the product was designed for. The TiraeOut name was proposed
and accepted as it more clearly communicated the desired position as the snack
accompaniment. These brand-name objectives were supported by the use of a

EXHIBIT 3.3 EU CONSUMPTION OP CONFECTIONERY (KG PER CAPITA)

]IRELAND
IRELAND
Chocolate
Biscuits
Ice cream
Total

8.3

17.9
8.0
34.2

NETHEREU
UK
UK GKEECS
GREECE BELGIUM
BELGIUM DENMARK
DENMARK GERMANY
GERMANY FRANCE
FRANCE LANDS
LANDS ITALY SPAIN I'ORTl'GAI, AVERAGE
8.3

13.0
7.1
28.4

2.4

17.9
5.3
25.6

7.0

5.2
9.8
22.0

7.2

5.5
9.1
21.8

5.9

3.1
7.8
16.8

5.2
6.5
4.7
16.4

6.0
2.8
4.5
13.3

1,3

5.9
6.1

13.3

2.3

5.2
3.8
11.3

0.5

4.6
1.8
6.9

4.8

6.6
6.0
17.4
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cloek (suggesting that any time is suitable for TimeOut) and a mug (which reinforced the beverage break accompaniment role).
The new brand needed a strong visual identity system to reinforce the other
positioning elements. Hence the use of bold primary colours on the packaging to
attract attention and create competitive distinction. The two main colours used
were blue, considered the main identity colour, and red, which is used to write the
brand name. The brand name is surrounded by yellow; this blue/red/yellow association is the colour scheme most easily associated with light biscuity bars.
Blue also has a symbolic connotation and is considered as a peaceful and restful
colour. The choice of colour is interesting because the market is dominated by
darker brand colours such as black/brown (Mars) and gold (Twix).
Pricing
Consumer knowledge of price in the snack market, given its habitual nature, is
high. However, the standard-size chocolate bars are only slightly differentiated in
terms of price. Given the power of retailers, the producer often has little discretion in the determination of price. TimeOut was launched at a priee of 28p,
while a standard bar was priced at 30p.
Packaging Configuration
Packaging was particularly important in positioning TimeOut as a bridge brand.
Most brands establish themselves in standard format initially and then expand to
different formats. TimeOut, however, was required to meet the needs of a number
of groups and so came in a variety of formats from the start:
•

Standard. The standard product to be sold in newsagents, workplace
restaurants and coffee shops. The format is two full-size fingers in a flow
wrapper. In newsagents or supermarkets, TimeOut is placed with other
Cadbury brands.
t 5-pack. The five-pack format was five TimeOut fingers in a convenience
pack to allow the product to be bought in bulk from supermarkets. It is
positioned with the multipacks for other confectionery products.
• Breakpack. The breakpack consisted of six shorter twin-finger packs
individually wrapped. This is also sold in supermarkets and is intended for
the home snaek market. In supermarkets the breakpack would be put on
shelf space with the biscuit range.
t Treat-size. The treat-size format is intended to meet the demands of the
children's treat/party market. The treat-size format was 14 full-size,
individually wrapped TimeOut fingers. These are mainly distributed through
supermarkets. The shelf position for the treat size is with the treat and funsize formats of other confectionery1 products.
Advertising and Promotion
At its initial launch in early 1992 TimeOut was supported by a complete range of
advertising and promotion. Heavy TV and radio advertising emphasized the
'TimeOut at any time' theme. Promotions included balloon releases at several
centres around the country, a variety of street activities involving a national radio
station and using branded characters, and participation at the annual St Patrick's
Day parade in Dublin. Free samples were generously distributed at street activities and during in-store promotions. TimeOut has also made effective and largescale use of poster advertising,
TimeOut used both family brand promotions and brand alliance promotions
in its initial positioning. An example of the family brand promotions was one with
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Lyons tea, the largest selling brand of tea in Ireland. The promotion gave
customers a free bar of TimeOut with every standard box of tea. This achieved
two goals. First, given the market share of Lyons, it faeilitated trial of the product.
Secondly, it was an opportunity to nail down the position of TimeOut as a
beverage accompaniment. The overall promotional message was one of a new,
friendly, modern, fun and young, beverage-break accompaniment that was suitable for use at any time.
The Success of TimeOut
Six to eight months after the launch of TimeOut, a national trade maga/ine
eompleted a brand evaluation (Checkout, July-August 1993). Primary research
eompieted by an independent research company highlighted some extraordinary
results.
User Profile
The user profile of the brand demonstrated a widespread acceptance. The vast
majority of adults and all children had used the brand at some stage since ite
introduction (see Exhibit 3.4). Women, a prime market for chocolate consumption, represented over 60 per cent of TimeOut consumers. Users were drawn from
all areas of Ireland, but were particularly strong in urban areas. This user profile was
assisted by a high conversion ratio for both adults and children (see Exhibit 3.5).

EXHIBIT 3.4 BRAND ACCEPTANCE AMONG ADULTS AND CHILDREN (%)
ADULTS
(15 YEARS +)

CHILDREN
(11-14 YEARS)

68

97

Ever used
Used once/twice
Occasional user
Regular user

23

22

14

13
41
43

SOURCE: Lansdownu Market Research.

EXHIBIT 3.5 GADBURY'S TIMEOUT CONVERSION RATIO (%)
ADULTS
CHILDREN
(15 YEARS +)

Aware
Awareness to trial
Trial to repeat user
Lost con -sum ens

86
69
61
7

(11-14 VBARS)

100
97
87
1

SOURCE: Lansdowne Market Research.

Attitudes Towards the Brand
As might be expected, given the high levels of trial achieved for the brand,
consumer attitudes towards the brand were very positive (see Exhibit 3.6). This is
particularly evidenced by the positive appeal that the brand had for both adults
and children. Among the target group of 11—25-year-olds there was virtually nu
criticism of the brand. This sort of consumer support should allow TimeOut to build
on its initial success even after its large-scale media support is reduced.
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EXHIBIT 3.6 CADBURY'S TIMEOUT BRAND APPEAL (%}

Positive
Neutral
Negative

ADULTS
(15 YEARS +)

CHILDREN
(11-14 YEARS)

66
27
7

86
14
1

QUESTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

What criteria did Gadbury Ireland use in developing TimeOut?
What role did they play in the positioning strategy of TimeOut?
What are the risks of the 'bridge-brand' position?
Which marketing-mix variables were most important in positioning
TimeOut?
5. How did the positioning and marketing strategies of its main competitor
influence TimeOut's positioning?
6. What are the cultural factors that account for the success of TimeOut?
Could TimeOut be successful in other European countries?

I

'A hamburger by any other name costs twice, as much.'
EVAN ESAU (MODERN MARKETER)

Part Introduction
IN PART FOUR WE LOOK at the first component in the marketing mix - the
product.
Designing good products that customers want to buy is a challenging task.
Customers do not buy mere products. They seek product benefits and are often
willing to pay more for a brand that genuinely solves their problems. Chapter 13
explores how marketers ean satisfy customer needs by adding value to the basic

CHAPTER 13

product; it also shows the complexity arising in product, branding and packaging

Brands, Products, Packaging
and Services

decisions, and how various forces in the environment pose tough challenges for
marketers heading towards the twenty-first century.
Markets do not stand still. Companies must adapt their current offerings or
create new ones in response to changing customer needs, or to take advantage of

CHAPTER 14
Product Development and
Life-Cycle Strategies

new marketing and technological opportunities. Chapter 14 looks at how to
develop and commercialize new products. Importantly, after launch, marketing
managers must carefully manage the new product over its lifetime to get the best

CHAPTER 15
Marketing Services

out of their new-product effort.
While Chapters 13 and 14 deal with products, Chapter 15 looks more specifically at intangible products or services. It examines the unique characteristics of
services and how organizations adapt their approach when marketing them.
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PART OVERVIEW CASE:
Maud: Getting it Right
is No Child's Play
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After reading this chapter, you should he able to:
Define the terra product including the core, actual and augmented
product.
Explain the main classifications of consumer and industrial
products.
Outline the range of individual product decisions that marketers
make.
Explain the purpose of branding and identify the chief branding
decisions.
Explain the decisions that companies make when developing
product lines and mixes.
List the considerations that marketers face in making international
product decisions.

Preview Case
Revlon
REVLON SELLS COSMETICS, TOILETRIES AMD fragrances to consumers around
the world. Revlon is the no. 1 firm in the popular-price segment of the
fragrance market. In one sense. Revlon's perfumes are no more than careful
mixtures of oils and chemicals that have nice scents. Rut Revlon knows that
when it sells perfume, it sells much more than fragrant fluids - it sells what
the fragrances can do for the women who use them.
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Preview Case: Revlon

Perfume is actually shipped from the fragrance houses in big, ugly
drums. Although a £100-an-ounce perfume may cost no more than £7 to
produce, to perfume consumers the product is much more than a few
pounds' worth of ingredients and a pleasing smell.
Many things beyond the ingredients and scent add to a perfume's allure.
In fact, the scent may be the last element developed. Revlon first researches
women's feelings about themselves and their relationships with others. It
then develops and tests new perfume concepts that match women's
changing values, desires and lifestyles. When Revlon finds a promising new
concept, it creates and names a scent to fit the idea, Revlon's research in the
early 1970s showed that women were feeling more competitive with men
and that they were strivi7ig to find individual identities. For this woman of
the 1970s, Revlon created Charlie, the first of the 'lifestyle' perfumes.
Thousands of women adopted Charlie as a bold statement of independence,
and it quickly became the world's best-selling perfume.
In the late 1970s, Revlon research showed a shift in women's attitudes:
'women had made the equality point, which Charlie addressed. Now women
were hungering for an expression of femininity.' They now wanted perfumes
that were subtle rather than shocking. Thus Revlon subtly shifted Charlie's
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position. The perfume still made its 'independent lifestyle' statement, but
with an added tinge of 'femininity and romance', Revlon also launched a
perfume for the woman of the 1980s, Jontue, which was positioned on a
theme of romance,
Revlon continues to refine Charlie's position, now targeting the woman
of the 1990s who is 'able to do it all, but smart enough to know what she
wants to do'. After almost 20 years, aided by continuous but subtle repositioning, Charlie remains the best-selling mass-market perfume.
A perfume's name is an important product attribute. Revlon uses such
brand names as Charlie, Fleurs de Jontue, Ciara, Scoundrel, Guess and
Unforgettable to create images that support each perfume's positioning.
Competitors offer perfumes with such names as Obsession, Passion,
Uninhibited, Opium, Joy, White Linen and Eternity. These names suggest
that the perfumes will do something more than just make you smell better.
Oscar de la Renta's Ruffles perfume began as a name, one chosen because it
created images of whimsy, youth, glamour and femininity - all well suited to
the target market of young, stylish women. Only later was a scent selected to
go with the product's name and positioning.
Revlon must also carefully package its perfumes. To consumers, the
bottle and package are the most tangible symbols of the perfume and its
image. Bottles must feel comfortable, be easy to handle and look impressive
when displayed in stores. Most important, they must support the perfume's
concept and image.
So when a woman buys perfume, she buys much, much more than
simply fragrant fluids. The perfume's image, its promises, its scent, its name
and package, the company that makes it and the stores that sell it all
become a part of the total perfume product. When Revlon sells perfume, it
sells more than the tangible product. It sells lifestyle, self-expression and
exclusivity; achievement, success and status; femininity, romance, passion
and fantasy; memories, hopes and dreams.1

QUESTIONS
1. What is the core product that Revlou sells?
2. What is the tangible product that the company yells?
3. What is the augmented product?
4. A perfume's name is a central product attrihute. How should Revlon go
about deciding and selecting an appropriate brand name for its
perfumes?
5. What are the key branding decisions that Revlon marketing managers
have to make?
6.

Revlon markets its perfumes worldwide. What major considerations
does the firm face in determining global product decisions?

Introduction
Clearly, perfume is more than just perfume when Revlon sells it. Revlon's
great success in the rough-and-tumble fragrance world comes from developing an

What in a Product?
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innovative product concept. An effective product concept is the first step in
marketing-mix planning.
This chapter begins with a deceptively simple question: Wiiat is a product?
After answering this question, we look at ways to classify products in consumer
and business markets and look for links between types of product and types of
marketing strategy. Next, we see that each product requires several decisions that
go beyond product design. These decisions involve branding, packaging, labelling
and product-support services. We move from decisions about individual products
to decisions about building product tines and product mixes. Finally, we address
some complex considerations in international product decisions.

What is a Product?
A pair of Adidas trainers, a Volvo truck, a Nokia mobile telephone, a Vidal Sassoon
haircut, an Oasis concert, a EuroDisney vacation, advice from a solicitor and tax
preparation services are all products. We define a product as anything that is
offered to a market for attention, acquisition, use or consumption and that might
satisfy a want or need. Products include more than just tangible goods. Broadly
defined, products include physical objects, services, persons, places, organizations, ideas or mixes of these entities.
Services are products that consist of activities, benefits or satisfactions that
are offered for sale, such as haircuts, tax preparation and home repairs. Services
are essentially intangible and do not result in the ownership of anything. (Because
of the importance of services in the world economy, we will look at them more
closely in Chapter 15.)
Product planners need to think about the product on three levels. The most
basic level is the core product, which addresses the question: What is the buyer
really buying? As Figure 13.1 illustrates, the core product stands at the centre of
the total product. It consists of the problem-solving services or core benefits that
consumers seek when they buy a product. A woman buying lipstick buys more
Elian lip colour. Charles Rcvson of Revlon saw this early: 'In the factory, we make
cosmetics; in the store, we sell hope.' Theodore Levitt has pointed out that buyers
'do not buy quarter-inch drills; they buy qnartcr-ineh holes'. Thus when designing
products, marketers must first define the core of benefits that the product will
provide to consumers.
The product planner must next build an actual product around the core
product. Actual products may have as many as five characteristics: a quality
level, features, styling, a brand name and packaging. For example, Sony's
Handycam camcorder is an actual product. Its name, parts, styling, features,
packaging and other attributes have all been combined carefully to deliver the
core benefit - a convenient, high-quality way to capture important moments.
Finally, the product planner must build an augmented product around the
core and actual products by offering additional consumer services and benefits.
Sony must offer more than a camcorder. It must provide consumers with a
complete solution to their picture-taking problems. Thus when consumers buy a
Sony Ilandycam, Sony and its dealers might also give buyers a warranty on parts
and workmanship, free lessons on how to use the camcorder, quick repair
serviees when needed and a freephone number to call if they have problems or
questions. To the consumer, all of these augmentations become an important part
of the total product.
Therefore, a product is more than a simple set of tangible features.
Consumers tend to see products as complex bundles of benefits that satisfy their

product
Anything that can be
offered to a market for
attention, acquisition,
use or consumption that
might satisfy a -want or
need. It includes
physical objects,
services, persons,
places, organizations
and ideas.
services
Activities, benefits or
satisfactions that are
offered for sate.
core product
The problem-solving
services or core benefits
thai consumers are
really buying when they
obtain a product.
actual product
A product's parts,
quality level, features,
design, brand name,
packaging and other
attributes that combine
to deliver core product
benefits.
augmented product
Additional consumer
services and benefits
built around the core
and actual products.
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Figure 13.1

Three levels of product

needs. When developing products, marketers must first identify the core
consumer needs that the product will satisfy, then design the actual product and
finally find ways to augment it in order to create the bundle of benefits that will
best satisfy consumers.
Today, most competition takes place at the product augmentation level.
Successful companies add benefits to their offers that will not only satisfy, hut
also delighc the customer. For instance, hotel guests find chocolates on the pillow
or a howl of fruit or a VCR with optional videotapes. The company is saying 'we
want to treat you in a special way'. However, each augmentation costs the
company money, and the marketer has to ask whether customers will pay enough
to cover the extra cost. Moreover, augmented benefits soon become expected
benefits: hotel guests now expect cable television, trays of toiletries and other
amenities in their rooms. This means that competitors must search for still more
features and benefits to differentiate their offers.

Product Classifications
n on-durable product
A consumer product iliat
is niii-miilly consumed in
one or a few uses.
durable product
A consumer product thac
is usually used over an
extended period of time
and [hat normally
survives many uses.

Before we examine individual product decisions, let us explain several productclassification schemes. Products can be classified according to their durability
and tangibility Non-durable products are goods that are normally consumed
quickly and used on one or a few usage occasions, such as beer, soap and food
products. Durable products are products used over an extended period of time
and normally survive for many years. Examples are refrigerators, cars and furniture. Services are activities, benefits and satisfactions offered for sale which are
essentially intangible and do not result in the ownership of anything. Examples
include haircuts, holiday packages and banking services. Marketers have also
divided products and services into two broad classes based on the types of
customer that use them - consumer products and industrial products.

Prodi ict Cta ssificatians
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Marketing considerations for consumers products
TYPE OF CONSUMER PRODUCT

MARKETING
CONSIDERATOKS

Customer
buying
behaviour

Price
Distribution

CONVENIENCE

SHOPPING

SPECIALITY

UNSOUGHT

Frequent purchase,
little planning,
little comparison
or shopping effort,
low customer
involvement

Less frequent
purchase, much
planning and
shopping effort,
comparison of
brands on price,
quality, style
Higher price
Selective
distribution in
fewer outlets

Strong brand
preference and
loyalty, special
purchase effort,
little comparison
of brands, low
price sensitivity
High price
Exclusive
distribution in
onlv one or a
few outlets per
market area
More carefully
targeted
promotion by
both producer
and resellers

Little product
awareness,
knowledge (or if
aware, little or
even negative
interest)

Low price
Widespread
distribution,
convenient
locations

Promotion

Mass promotion
by the producer

Advertising and
personal selling
by both producer
and resellers

Examples

Toothpaste,
magazines,
laundry
detergent

Major appliances
televisions,
furniture,
clothing

Luxury goods,
such as Rolex
watches or fine
crystal

Varies
Varies

Aggressive
advertising
and personal
selling by
producer and
resellers
Life insurance,
Red Cross blood
donations

Consumer Products
Consumer products are tho.se bought by final consumers for personal consumption. Marketers usually classify these goods based on consumer shopping habits.
Consumer products include convenience products, shopping produces,
speciality products and unsought products. These products differ in the way
consumers buy them, so they differ in how they are marketed (see Table 13,1).2
Convenience products are consumer goods and services that the consumer
usually buys frequently, immediately and with a minimum of comparison and
buying effort. They are usually low priced and widely available. Examples are
soap, sweets and newspapers. Convenience goods ean be divided further into
miples, impulse goods and emergency goods.
Staples are goods that consumers buy on a regular basis, such as milk, toothpaste or bread. Impulse goods are purchased with little planning or search effort.
These goods are normally available in many places because consumers seldom
seek them out. Thus chocolate bars and magazines are placed next to checkout
counters because shoppers may not otherwise think of buying them. Emergency

consumer product
A product bought by
final consumers for
personal consumption.
Convenience product
A consumer product that
the customer usually
buys frcq uently,
immediately, and with a
minimum of comparison
and buying effort.
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Figure 13.2

Classification of industrial goods

shopping product
A consumer produce that
The customer, in the
process of selection
and purchase,
aha racteristica lly
compares -with others on
such bases as suitability,
quality, price and style.
speciality product
A consumer product
«!t(/i unique
characteristics or brand
identification for 'which
a significant group of
buyers is 'willing to
make a special purchase
effort.

unsought product
A consumer product that
the consumer either does
not know about or
knows about but does
not normally think of
buying.

products are purchased when a need is urgent - umbrellas during a rainstorm, or
boots and shovels during the year's first snowstorm. Manufacturers of emergency
goods will place them in many outlets to make them readily available when the
customer needs them.
Shopping products are less frequently purchased and consumers .spend
considerable time and effort gathering information and comparing alternative
brands carefully on suitability, quality, price and style. Examples of shopping
products are furniture, clothing, used cars and major household appliances.
Shopping products can be divided into homogeneous and heterogeneous goods.
The buyer sees homogeneous shopping products, such as major appliances (e.g.,
cookers, fridges), as similar in quality but different enough in price to justify
shopping comparisons. The seller has to 'talk price' to the buyer. However, when a
consumer is shopping for heterogeneous products such as clothing and furniture,
product features are often more important than price. If the buyer wants a new
suit, the cut, fit and look are likely to be more important than small price differences. Therefore a seller of heterogeneous shopping products must carry a wide
assortment to satisfy individual tastes and have well-trained salespeople to give
information and advice to customers.
Speciality products arc consumer goods with unique characteristics or brand
identification for which a significant group of buyers is willing to make a special
purchase effort. Examples are specific brands and types of car, high-priced home
entertainment systems, photographic equipment and luxury goods. A jukebox, for
example, is a speciality good because buyers are usually willing to travel greal
distances to buy one. Buyers normally do not compare speciality goods. They
invest only the time needed to reach dealers carrying the wanted products.
Although these dealers do not need convenient locations, they must still let
buyers know where to find them.
Unsought products are consumer goods that the consumer either does not
know about or knows about but does not normally think of buying. Most major
innovations are unsought until the consumer becomes aware of them through
advertising. Other examples of known but unsought goods are life insurance,
home security systems and blood donations to the Red Cross. By their very
nature, unsought goods require a lot of advertising, personal selling and other
marketing efforts. Some of the most advanced personal selling methods have
developed out of the challenge of selling such goods.
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Industrial Products
Industrial products are those bought for further processing or for use in
conducting a business. Thus the distinction between a consumer product and an
industrial product is based on the purpose for which the product is purchased. If
a consumer buys a lawn mower for home use, the lawn mower is a consumer
product. If the same consumer buys the same lawn mower tor use in a landscaping business, the lawn mower is an industrial product.
There are three groups of industrial product: materials and parts, capital
items and supplies and services (see Figure 13.2).
Materials and parts are industrial goods that become a part of the buyer's
product, through further processing or as components. They include raw materials and manufactured materials and parts.
Rmv materials include farm products (wheat, cotton, livestock, fruits, vegetables)
and natural products (fish, timber, crude petroleum, iron ore). Farm products are
supplied by many small producers, which turn them over to marketing intermediaries that process ;ind sell them. Natural products usually have great bulk and low
unit value, and require a lot of transportation to move them from producer to user.
They are supplied by fewer and larger producers, which tend to market them
directly to industrial users.
Manufactured materials and pans include component materials (iron, yarn,
cement, wires) and component parts (small motors, tyres, castings). Component
materials are usually processed further - for example, pig iron is made into steel,
and yarn is woven into cloth. Component parts enter die finished product complete
with no further change in form, as when Electrolux puts small motors into its
vacuum cleaners and Volvo adds tvres to its automobiles. Most manufactured

industrial product
A product bought by
individuals and
orga nixa tionsforfu rther
processing or for use in
conducting a business.

materials and parts
Industrial products that
enter the manufacturer's
product completely;
including raw materials
and manufactured
materials and parts.
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capital items
Industrial goods that
partly enter the finished
product, including
installations and
accessory equipment.

supplies and services
Industrial products that
do not enter [hefinished
product a! all.

materials and parts are sold directly to industrial users. Price and service are the
most significant marketing factors, and branding and advertising tend to be less
important.
Capital items are industrial products that help in the buyers' production or
operations. They include installations and accessory equipment. Installations
consist of buildings (factories, offices) and fixed equipment (generators, drill
presses, large computers, lifts). Because installations are substantial purchases,
they are usually bought directly from the producer after a long decision period.
Accessory equipment includes portable factory equipment and tools (hand tools,
lift trucks) and office equipment (i'ax machines, desks). These products do not
become part of the finished product. They have a shorter life than installations
and simply aid in the production process. Most sellers of accessory1 equipment use
intermediaries because the market is spread out geographically, the buyers are
numerous and the orders are small.
Supplies and services are industrial products that do not enter the finished
product at all. Supplies include operating supplies (lubricants, coal, computer
paper, pencils) and repair and maintenance items (paint, nails, brooms). Supplies
are the convenience goods of the industrial field because they are usually
purchased with a minimum of effort or comparison. Business services include
maintenance and repair services (window cleaning, computer repair) and business advisory services (legal, management consulting, advertising). These
services are usually supplied under contract. Maintenance services are often
provided by small producers, and repair services are often available from the
manufacturers of the original equipment.

Individual Product Decisions
Let us now look at decisions relating to the development and marketing of' individual products. We will focus on decisions about product attributes, branding,
packaging, labelling, mid product-support services.

Product Attributes
Developing a product involves defining the benefits that the product will offer.
These benefits are communicated and delivered by tangible product attributes,
such as quality, features and design. Decisions about these attributes are particularly important as they greatly affect consumer reactions to a product. We will
now discuss the issues involved in each decision.

• Product Quality
product quality
The. ability of a product
to perform its functions;
it includes the product's
overall durability,
reliability, precision,
ease of operation and
repair, and other valued
attributes.

Quality is one of the marketer's major positioning tools. Quality has two dimensions - level and consistency. In developing a product, the marketer must first
choose a quality level that will support the product's position in the target
market. Here, product quality stands for the ability of a product to perform its
functions, it includes the product's overall durability, reliability, precision, ease of
operation and repair, and other valued attributes. Although some of these attributes can be measured objectively, from a marketing point of view, quality should
be measured in terms of buyers' perceptions. Companies rarely try to offer the
highest possible quality level - few customers want or can afford the high levels of
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quality offered in products such as a Rolls-Royce, a Sub Zero refrigerator or a
Rolex watch. Instead, companies choose a quality level that matches target
market needs and the quality levels of competing products.
Beyond quality level, high quality can also mean consistently delivering the
targeted level of quality to consumers. In this sense, quality means 'absence of
defects or variation'.
During the past decade, a renewed emphasis on quality has spawned a global
quality movement. Japanese firms have long practised 'total quality management'
(TQM), an effort constantly to improve product and process quality in ever;'
phase of their operations. For more than 40 years, die Japanese have awarded the
Demming prize (named after quality pioneer W. Edwards Demming) to companies
that have achieved outstanding quality. In these 40 years, a focus on quality has
turned Japan from a maker of knick-knacks into an economic powerhouse - and
European and US companies are now being forced to respond. The result has
been a global revolution affecting every facet of business.3
To some companies, improving quality means using better quality control to
reduce defects that annoy consumers. To others, it means making lofty speeches
about die importance of quality and passing out lapel badges with quality slogans
on them. But total quality management means much more than this. It requires a
total-company dedication to continuous quality improvement. Quality starts with
a strong eommitment by top management - many companies have now created
'total quality programmes' headed by vice-presidents or directors of quality. Then
employees at all levels of the organization must be educated and motivated to put
quality first.
Rather than catching and correcting defects after die fact, total quality
management involves preventing defects before they occur, through better
product design and improved manufacturing processes. Beyond simply reducing
product defects, the ultimate goal of total quality is to improve customer value.
Some argue that total quality is not merely a manufacturing issue, but a powerful
weapon for achieving 'total customer satisfaction'. This is possible if quality is
defined from the customers' perspective and if product defects are interpreted in
terms of customer need and expectations (see Marketing Highlight 13.1).
Many companies have turned quality into a potent strategic weapon.
Strategic quality involves gaining an edge over competitors by consistently
offering products and services that better serve customers' needs and preferences
for quality. As one expert proclaims: 'Quality is not simply a problem to be solved;
it is a eoinpetitive opportunity."1 Others suggest, however, that quality has now
become a competitive necessity - only companies with the best quality will
thrive.

• Product Features
A product can be offered with varying features. A 'stripped-down' model, one
without any extras, is the starting point. The company can create more features
hy adding higher-level models. Features are a competitive tool for differentiating
the company's product from competitors' products. Being the first producer to
introduce a needed and valued new feature is one of the most effective ways to
compete.
How can a company identify new features and decide which ones to add to its
product? The company should periodically survey buyers who have used the
product and ask these questions: How do you like the product? Which specific
features of the product do you like most? Which features could we add to improve
the product? How much would you pay for each feature? The answers provide the
company with a rich list of feature ideas, each of which should be assessed on the
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Motorola's

Customer-Defined,
'Six-Sigma Quality

Marketing
improvements. The goal was to prevent defects from occurring In the
first place by designing products for
quality from the outset and making
things right first time and every
time. In many cases this also means
improving product design. For
example, Motorola's highly successful MieroTAC fold able, hand-held
ecllular phone has fewer components, which snap together
instead of being joined by screws or
fasteners, resulting in fewer component defects and production errors.
Meeting the six-sigma standard means that
everyone in the organization must be dedicated
to quality. Thus total quality has become an
important part of Motorola's basic corporate culture. Motorola spends $120 million annually to
educate employees about quality and it rewards
people when they make things right. Because
Motorola's products can be only as good as the
components that go into them, the company
forces its suppliers to meet the same exacting
quality standards. Suppliers that comply also
benefited greatly from their own quality improvements.
More recently, Motorola's initial focus on preventing manufacturing defects has evolved into
an emphasis on improving customer-defined
quality and customer value. 'Quality', notes
Motorola's vice-president of quality, 'has to do
something for the customer.' Thus, the fundamental aim of the company's quality movement is
'total customer satisfaction'.

Highlight
13.1

Founded in 1928, Motorola introduced the first car radio - henee
the name Motorola, suggesting
'sound in motion'. During the
Second World War, it developed
the first two-way radios ('walkietalkies'), and by the 1950s,
Motorola had become a household
name in consumer electronics
products. In the 1970s, facing intense competition mainly from Japanese firms, Motorola
switched its focus from radios and televisions to
advanced telecommunications and electronics
products
semiconductors, two-way radios,
pagers, cellular telephones and related gear.
However by the early 1980s, Japanese competitors were still beating Motorola to the market
with higher-quality products at lower prices.
During the past decade, Motorola has come
roaring back. It now leads all competitors in the
global two-way mobile radio market and ranks
no. 1 in cellular telephones, with a 45 per cent
worldwide market share. Motorola is the world's
third largest semiconductor producer, behind
only Intel and NEC. Once in danger of being
forced out of the pager business altogether.
Motorola now dominates that market with an
astonishing 85 per cent global market share.
Motorola achieved such remarkable leadership through an obsessive dedication to quality.
In the early 1980s, Motorola launched an aggressive crusade to improve product quality, first by
tenfold, then by a hundredfold. It set the
unheard-of goal of 'six-sigma' quality. Six sigma is
a statistical term that means 'six standard deviations from a statistical performance average'.
This means that Motorola set out to slash product
defects to fewer than 3.4 per million components
manufactured - that is, 99.9997 per cent defect
free. 'Six sigma' became Motorola's rallying cry. In
1988 Motorola received one of the first annual
Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Awards recognizing 'pre-eminent quality leadership'.
Motorola's initial efforts were focused on
improving product quality through manufacturing

Our definition of a defect is 'if the customer
doesn't like it, it's a defect'.
Instead of concentrating solely on manufacturing defects, Motorola now surveys customers
about their quality needs, analyzes customer
complaints and studies service records in a constant quest to improve value to the customer.
Motorola's executives routinely visit customers'
offices to gain more detailed, deeper insights into
their needs. As a result, Motorola's total quality
management programme has done more than
reduce product defects: it has helped the

Individual 1'roduct Decisions

company to shift from an inwardly focused engineering orientation to a market-driven, customerfocused one. Now, Motorola's quality programme
covers all of its departments and processes, from
manufacturing and product development to
market research, finance and even advertising.
Some sceptics arc eoncerned that Motorola's
obsession with quality might result in expensive
products arriving late to the market. Motorola
claims that the reverse is true - superior quality
is the lowest-cost way to do things. The costs of
monitoring and fixing mistakes can far exceed the
costs of getting things right in the first place.
Motorola estimates that its quality efforts have
resulted in savings of more than 83 billion during
the past six years.

And so Motorola's quest for quality continues.
By the year 2001, Motorola is shooting for near
perfection - a mind-boggling rate oi' just one
defect per billion.
SOURCES: Ronald Ilenkoff "Keeping Motorola on a roll1,
Fortune (18 April 1994), pp. 67-78; .1. Ward Best, 'The
making of Motorola', Durham Hurald Sun (12 February
1995|, pp. Al, All. Quotes from 'Future perfect', The
Ecniwmist (4 January 1992), p. 61; Lois Therrien, 'Motorola
and XKO going for glory'. Business Week, special issue on
quality (1991), pp. 60-1; 15.(.1. Yovovieh, 'Motorola's quest for
quality'. Business Marketing (19 September 1991), pp. 1416. See also William Wiggenhorn, 'Motorola U: when training
becomes an education', I laniard Business RK-MKIS (JulyAugust 1990), pp. 71-83; Ernest Raia, '1991 Medal of
Professional Excellence'. Purchasing (26 September 1991),
pp. .18-57.

basis of its customer value versus its company cost. The analysis should give
insight into features that customers value highly in relation to costs, and which
would truly improve the product's competitive position.

• Product Design
Another way to add product distinctiveness is through product design. Some
companies have reputations for outstanding design, such as Black & Decker in
cordless appliances and tools, Olivetti in office equipment and Braun in shavers
and small household appliances. Some companies have integrated design with
their corporate culture. Consider IKEA, the Swedish home furnishing chain. Its
corporate culture is 'smalandsk' - thrift is a virtue, no extravagance is allowed.
This identity is reflected in IKEA's thrifty (hut stylish) designs and the dominance
of traditional Scandinavian materials of light wood, linen and cotton textiles.
Another company, the car maker Saab, promotes a design philosophy of
simplicity and purity. 'There arc few excesses; form follows function. We also
believe in fidelity to materials - when it's plastic, we don't try to make it look like
wood,' says a Saab spokesperson.1 Many companies, however, lack a "design
touch'. Their product designs function poorly or are dull or common looking. Yet
design can be one of the most powerful competitive weapons in a company's
marketing arsenal.
Design is a broader concept than style. Style simply describes the appearance
of a product. A sensational style may grab attention, but it does not necessarily
make the product perform better. In some cases, it might even result in worse
performance. For example, a chair may look great yet be extremely uncomfortable. Unlike style, design is more than skin deep - it goes to the very heart of a
product. Good design contributes to a product's usefulness as well as to its looks.
A good designer considers appearance, but also creates products that are easy,
safe, inexpensive to use and service, and simple and economical to produce and
distribute.
As competition intensifies, design will offer one of the most potent tools for
differentiating and positioning products of all kinds. That investment in design
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Ford creates competitive adiyantage by highlighting product features.
Photography (cur): John Turner; photography (people): Kiron Master;
models: Julia Riiyncr ami Scott Thomas
pays off has certainly been recognized by global companies which have embraced
design - Nike, for example, employs 60 designers and releases 500 footwear
designs each year. Its shoes are worn by athletes, but are aimed primarily at a
youthful market for which high-performance footwear is currently fashionable."
Others like Minolta (cameras), Sony (hi-fis), Philips (compact disc players and
shavers), Ford (cars) and Swatch (watches) have also profited from their commitment to product design. Differentiating through design is also a familiar strategy
in premium products -such as Rolex watches, Porsche cars and Herman Miller
office furniture. These products stand out from the crowd. Good design can
attract attention, improve product performance, cut production costs and give
the product a strong competitive advantage in the target market.7

Branding
Consumers view a brand as an important part of a product, and branding can add
value to a product. For example, most consumers would perceive a bottle of
Opium perfume as a high-quality, expensive product. But the same perfume in an
unmarked bottle would probably be viewed as lower in quality, even if the
fragrance were identical.
Branding has become a central issue in product strategy. On the one hand,
developing ;\ branded product requires a great deal of long-term marketing investment, especially for advertising, promotion and packaging. Manufacturers often
find it easier and less expensive simply to make the product and let others do the
brand building. Taiwanese manufacturers, for example, have taken this course.
They make a large amount of the world's clothing, consumer electronics and
computers, but these products are sold under non-Taiwanese brand names.
On the other hand, most manufacturers eventually learn that the power lies
with the companies that control the brand names. For example, brand-name
clothing, electronics and computer companies can replace their Taiwanese manufacturing sources with cheaper sources in Malaysia and elsewhere. The Taiwanese
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producers can do little to prevent the loss of sales to less expensive suppliers —
consumers are loyal to the brands, not to the producers. In the past, Japanese and
South Korean companies, however, have not made this mistake. They have spent
heavily to buiid up brand names such as Sony, Panasonic, JVC, Hyundai, Goldstar
and Samsung for their products. Even when these companies can no longer afford
to manufacture their products in their homelands, their brand names continue to
command customer loyalty.8
Powerful brand names have consumer franchise - that is, they command
strong consumer loyalty. This means that a sufficient number of customers
demand these brands and refuse substitutes, even if the substitutes are offered at
somewhat lower prices. Companies that develop brands with a strong consumer
franchise are insulated from competitors' promotional strategies. Thus it makes
sense for a supplier to invest heavily to create strong national or even global
recognition and preference for its brand name.

• What tji a Brand?
Perhaps the most distinctive skill of professional marketers is their ability to
create, maintain, protect, reinforce and enhance brands. A brand is a name, term,
sign, symbol, design or a combination of these, which is used to identify the goods
or services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of
competitors.^ Thus a brand identifies the maker or supplier of a product. Take a
product such as a cola drink - any manufacturer can produce a cola drink, but
only the Coca-Cola Company can produce Coke.
Branding is not a new phenomenon. In the last hundred years, however, its
use has developed considerably. Legal systems recognize that brands are also
property in a very real sense. Currently, over 160 countries have trademark laws
allowing owners of brands to claim title in their brand names and logos through
trademark registration. But brands, unlike other forms of intellectual property,
such as patents and copyrights, do not have expiration dates and their owners
have exclusive rights to use their brand name for an unlimited period of" time.
A brand conveys a specific set of features, benefits and services to buyers. It is
a mark, a tangible emblem, which says something about the product. The best
brands, for example, often convey a warranty of quality. A brand can deliver up to
four levels of meaning:
1. Attributes. A brand first brings to mind certain product attributes. For
example, Mercedes suggests such attributes as 'well engineered', 'well built',
'durable', 'high prestige', 'fast', 'expensive' and 'high resale value'. The
company may use one or more of these attributes in its advertising for the
car. For years, Mercedes advertised 'Engineered like no other car in the
world'. This provided a positioning platform for other attributes of the car.
2. Benefits. Customers do not buy attributes, they buy benefits. Therefore,
attributes must be translated into functional and emotional benefits. For
example, the attribute 'durable' could translate into the functional benefit,
'I won't have to buy a new car every few years.' The attribute 'expensive'
might translate into the emotional benefit, 'The car makes me feel
important and admired.' The attribute 'well built' might translate into the
functional and emotional benefit, T am safe in the event of an accident.'
3. Values. A brand also says something about the buyers' values. Thus Mercedes
buyers value high performance, safety and prestige. A brand marketer must
identify the specific groups of car buyers whose values coincide with the
delivered benefit package.

bnind

A name, term, sign,
symbol or design, or a
combination of These,
iutentled to identify the
goods or services of one
seller or group of sellers
and to differentiate them
from chose of
competitors.

•
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Personality. A brand also projects a personality. Motivation researchers
sometimes ask, 'If this brand were a person, what kind of person would it
be?' Consumers might visualize a Mercedes automobile as being a wealthy,
middle-aged business executive. The brand will attract people whose actual
or desired self-images match the brand's image.10

All this suggests that a brand is a complex symbol. If a company treats a brand
only as a name, it misses the point of branding. The challenge of branding is to
develop a deep set of meanings or associations for the brand.
Given the four levels of a brand's meaning, marketers must decide the levels
at which they will build the brand's identity. It would be a mistake to promote
only the brand's attributes. Remember, buyers are interested not so much in
brand attributes as in brand benefits. Moreover, competitors can easily copy
attributes. Or the current attributes may later become less valuable to
consumers, hurting a brand that is tied too strongly to specific attributes.
Even promoting rhe brand on one or more of its benefits can be risky.
Suppose Mercedes touts its main benefit as 'high performance'. If several
competing brands emerge with as high or higher performance, or if car buyers
begin placing less importance on performance as compared to other benefits,
Mercedes will need the freedom to move into a new benefit positioning.
The most lasting and sustainable meanings of a brand are its core values and
personality. They define the brand's essence. Thus Mercedes stands for 'high
achievers and success'. The company must build its brand strategy around
creating and protecting this brand personality. Although Mercedes has recently
yielded to market pressures by introducing lower-price models, this might prove
risky. Marketing less expensive models might dilute the personality that Mereedes
has built up over the decades.

• Brand Equity

brand equity
The value of a brand,
based on the extent to
•Tishich it has high brand
loyalty, name
awareness, perceived
quality, strong brand
associations, and other
assets such as patents,
trademarks and channel
relationships.

Brands vary in the amount of power and value they have in the marketplace.
Some brands are largely unknown to most buyers. Other brands have a high
degree of consumer brand awareness. Still others enjoy brand preference buyers select them over the others. Finally, some brands command a high degree
of brand loyalty. A top executive at II.J. Heinz proposes this test of brand loyalty:
'My aeid test ... is whether a [consumer], intending to buy Heinz Ketchup in a
store but finding it out of stock, will walk out of the store to buy it elsewhere or
switch to an alternative product.'
A powerful brand has high brand equity. Brands have higher brand equity to
the extent that they have higher brand loyalty, name awareness, perceived
quality, strong brand associations and other assets such as patents, trademarks
and channel relationships.11 A brand with strong brand equity is a valuable asset.
In fact, it can even be bought or sold for a price. Many companies base their
growth strategies on acquiring and building rich brand portfolio!}. For example,
Grand Metropolitan acquired various Pillsbury brands, including Green Giant
vegetables. Haagen-Dazs ice cream and Burger King restaurants. Switzerland's
Nestle" bought Rowntree (UK), Carnation (US), Stouffcr (US), Buitoni-Perugina
(Italy) and Perrier (France), making it the world's largest food company controlling many desirable 'brands'.
Measuring the actual equity of a brand name is difficult. 12 Because it is so hard
to measure, companies usually do not list brand equity on their balance sheets.
Still, they pay handsomely for it. For example, Nestle paid £2.5 billion to buy
Rowntree, six times its reported asset value. And when Grand Metropolitan
bought Ileublein, it added 1s?800 million to its assets to reflect the value of Smirnoff
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Major branding decisions

and other names. According co one estimate, the brand equity of Marlboro is <S'31
billion, Coca-Cola g24 billion and Kodak $13 billion.13
The world's top brands include such superpowers as McDonald's, Coca-Cola,
Campbell, Disney, Kodak, Sony and Mercedes-Ben/ (see Marketing Highlight
13.2). High brand equity provides a company with many competitive advantages.
Because a powerful brand enjoys a high level of consumer brand awareness and
loyalty, the company will incur lower marketing costs relative to revenues.
Because consumers expect stores to carry the brand, the company has more
leverage in bargaining with retailers. And because the brand name carries high
credibility, the company can more easily launch brand extensions. Above all, a
powerful brand offers the company some defence against fierce price competition.
Marketers need to manage their brands carefully in order to preserve brand
equity. They must develop strategies that effectively maintain or improve brand
awareness, perceived brand quality and usefulness, and positive brand associations over time. This requires continuous R & D investment to provide a constant
flow of improved and innovative products to satisfy customers' changing needs,
skilful advertising and excellent trade and consumer service. Some companies,
such as Colgate-Palmolive and Canada Dry, appoint 'brand equity managers' to
guard their brands' images, associations and quality. They work to prevent brand
managers from overpromoting brands in order to produce short-term profits at
the expense of long-term brand equity.
Some analysts sec brands as the most enduring asset of a company, outlasting
the company's specific products and facilities. Yet, behind every powerful brand
stands a set of loyal customers. Therefore, the basic asset underlying brand equity
is customer equity. This suggests that marketing strategy should focus on
extending loyal customer lifetime -value, with brand management serving as an
essential marketing tool.
Branding poses challenging decisions to the marketer. Figure 13.3 shows the
key branding decisions. We will examine each of these in turn.

• To Brand or not to Brand
The company must first decide whether it should put a brand name on its
product. Branding has become so strong that today hardly anything goes
trabranded. Salt is packaged in branded containers, common nuts and bolts arc
packaged with a distributor's label, and automotive parts - spark plugs, tyres,
filters - bear brand names that differ from those of the car makers. Even fruit and
vegetables are branded - Sunkist oranges, Del Monte pineapples and Chiquita
bananas.
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The World's
Top Ten Brands
Companies around the
invest large amounts of money
each year to create awareness and
preference for their top brands.
Powerful brand names command
strong consumer loyalty and provide competitive advantage in the
marketplace.
What are the world's most
powerful brands? Interbrand, a
consultancy that specializes in branding, released
a new piece of research in 1996, naming McDonald's
as the world's leading brand. Interbrand drew up
an initial list of some 1,200 brands by polling staff
in its 12 offices, spread across Europe, America,
Asia, Australia and South Africa. This long list of
brands was then trimmed down arbitrarily to 500
global brands and the survivors graded according
to four criteria to give a final score. The criteria
were: brand weight (or the brand's market share
within its category), which accounted for 35 per
cent of the final total; breadth (how wide a slice of
the world in terms of age, gender, religion and
nationality the brand appeals to) was another 30
per cent; depth (die loyalty of its customers) was
20 per cent; and length (how far the brand has
stretched or is likely to stretch beyond its original
category) was 15 per cent.

TABLE 1 TOP TEN GLOBAL BKANIIS

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10

1996

1990

McDonald's
Coca-Co!a
Disney
Kodak
Sony
Gillette
Mercedes-Benz
Levi's
Microsoft
Marlboro

Coca-Cola
Kellogg's
McDonald's
Kodak
Marlboro
IBM
American Express
Sony
Mercedes-Benz
Nescafe'

SOURCE: Intel-brand, 1996.

Under Interbrand's system,
McDonald's scored 856 points
against 849 for Coke. The most
striking absence from the new top
ten (see Table 1) was Kellogg's,
which fell from second to 17th.
The cereal maker has been overtaken by high-tech arrivals such as
Microsoft, and by old brands that
have done more to extend their
appeal. Whereas Kellogg's influence is confined to the breakfast
table, names such as Disney and
Levi's are no longer just confined to the cinema
and jeans. Disney also gained from being die only
brand in an otherwise unbranded industry;
nobody nsks you to go and see a 'Paramount film'
or talks about 'Warner' characters.
Given die obvious power of brands, some
argue that they should be included alongside
other assets in their owners' balance sheets.
Various accounting standards boards (including
the United Kingdom's) are looking at this issue. At
present, most balance sheets concentrate on
historic-cost assets, rather than trying to guess
the future value of intangible assets, such as
brands. Interbrand is one of several firms that
tries to calculate the value of brands by estimating each product's expected net cash flow and discounting it at a rate that reflects how secure
Interbrand guesses the brand's future is.
The suspicion remains that putting brands on
a balance sheet would simply be an excuse for
excessively ereafi-re accounting. Brands may be
deep, but some argue that valuing them is not
necessarily meaningful. Although there is still
disagreement among business analysts and academics about how to measure brand power, few
marketers doubt die value of a powerful brand. As
one brand consultant states, almost anywhere in
die world, 'When you mention Kodak, I'm pretty
sure everyone sees that vellow box.'
SOURCES: 'Assessing brands: broad, deep, long and hiwy".
The Economist (16 November 1996), pp. 112-13; Jon Rees,
'McDonald's heads top brands list', Marketing Week (15
November 1996), p. 10; Jiiterbrand, World's Greatest Brands
(New York Wiley, 1996).
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Some products, however, carry no brands. 'Generic' products are unbranded,
plainly packaged, less expensive versions of common products ranging from such
items as spaghetti to paper towels and canned peaehes. They often bear only
black-stencilled labels and offer prices as much as 40 per cent lower than those of
main brands. The lower price is made possible by lower-quality ingredients,
lower-cost packaging and lower advertising eosts.
Despite the limited popularity of generics, the issue of whether or not to
brand is very much alive today. This situation highlights some key questions: Why
have branding in the first place? Who benefits? How do they benefit? At what
cost?
Branding helps buyers in many ways:
t

Brand names tell the buyer something about product quality. Buyers who
always buy the same brand know that they will get the same quality each
time they buy.
» Brand names also increase the shopper's efficiency. Imagine a buyer going
into a supermarket and finding thousands of generic products.
• Brand names help call consumers' attention to new products that might
benefit them. The brand name becomes the basis upon which a whole story
can be built about the new product's special qualities.
Branding also gives the supplier several advantages:
t

The brand name makes it easier for the supplier to process orders and track
down problems.
The supplier's brand name and trademark provide legal protection for
unique production features that otherwise might be copied by competitors.

f
•
t

Branding enables the supplier to attract a loyal and profitable set of
customers.
Branding helps the supplier to segment markets. For example, Cadbtiry can
offer Daily Milk, Milk Tray, Roses, Flake, Fruit and Nut and many other
brands, not just one general confectionery product for all consumers.

Branding also adds value to consumers and society:
t Those who favour branding suggest that it leads to higher and more
consistent product quality.
• Branding also increases innovation by giving producers an incentive to look
for new features that can be protected against imitating competitors. Thus,
branding results in more product variety and choice for consumers.
• Branding helps shoppers because it provides much more information about
products and where to find them.

• Brand Name Selection
Selecting the right name is a crucial part of the marketing process. The brand
name should be carefully chosen. A good name can add greatly to a product's
success. Most large marketing companies have developed a formal, brand-name
selection process. Finding the best brand name is a difficult task. It begins with a
careful review of the product and its benefits, the target market and proposed
marketing strategies.
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finding a name for a product designedjbr worldwide markets is not easy Companies
must avoid the pitfalls inherent, in injudicious product naming.

Desirable qualities for a brand name include the following:
1.

It should suggest something about the product's benefits and qualities.
Examples: Oasis (a still fruit drink), Kleenex (tissue paper), Frisp (a light
savoury snaek).

2.

It should be easy to pronounce, recognize and remember. Short names help.
Examples: Dove (soap), Yale (security products). Hula Hoops (potato erisps
shaped like the name). But longer ones are sometimes effective. Examples:
"Love My Carpet' carpet cleaner, 'I Can't Believe It's Not Butter' margarine.
Better Business Bureau.

3.

The brand name should be distinctive. Examples: Shell, Kodak, Virgin.

4. The name should translate easily (and meaningfully) into foreign languages.
For example, in Chinese Ferrari is pronounced as 'fa li li', the Chinese
symbols for which mean 'magic, weapon, pull, power', which flatter the
brand. But accountancy firm Price Waterhouse was reported to have been
translated as 'expensive water eloset'.
5.

It should be capable of registration and legal protection, A brand name
cannot be registered if it infringes on existing brand names. Also, brand
names that are merely descriptive or suggestive may be unprotectable. For
example, the Miller Brewing Company registered the name Lite for its lowcalorie beer and invested millions in establishing the name with consumers.
But the courts later ruled that the terms lite and light are generic or
common descriptive terms applied to beer and that Miller could not use the
Lite name exclusively.14

Once chosen, the brand name must be registered with the appropriate Trade
Marks Register, giving owners intellectual property rights and preventing
competitors from using the same or similar name. Many firms try to build a brand
name that will eventually become identified with the product category. Brand
names such as Hoover, Kleenex, Levi's, Scotch Tape, Formica and Fiberglas have
succeeded in this way. However, their very success may threaten the company's
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rights to the name. Many originally protected brand names, such as cellophane,
aspirin, nylon, kerosene, linoleum, yoyo, trampoline, escalator, thermos and
shredded wheat, are now names that anv seller can use.is

Brand Sponsor
A manufacturer has four sponsorship options. The product may be launched as a
manufacturer's brand, as when Lever Brothers, Nestle and IBM sell their output
under their own manufacturer's brand names. Or the manufacturer may sell to
intermediaries that give it a private brand (also called retailer brand, distributor
brand or afore brand). For example, Jaka Foods, a Danish company, manufactures tinned food products (notably ham) for sale to own-label retailers like Marks
& Spencer. Cott, a Canadian company, makes store-branded foods and drinks,
and supplies to retailers worldwide - in the United Kingdom, it sells cola to the
supermarket chain Sainsbury's. Although most manufacturers create their own
brand names, others market licensed brands. For example, some apparel and
accessories sellers pay large fees to put the names or initials of fashion innovators
such as Calvin Klein. Pierre Cardin and Gucci on their products. Manufacturers
can also consider co-branding: that is, joining forces with another company
whose brand name is used in combination with its own.
MANUFACTURERS 1 BRANDS VERSUS PRIVATE BRANDS. Manufacturers'
brands have long dominated the retail scene. In recent times, however, an
increasing number of supermarkets, department and discount stores, and appliance dealers have developed their own private brands. These private brands
are often hard to establish and costly to stock and promote. However, intermediaries develop private labels because they can be profitable. They can often locate
manufacturers with excess capacity that will produce the private label at a low
cost, resulting in a higher profit margin for the intermediary. Private brands also
give intermediaries exclusive products that cannot be bought from competitors,
resulting in higher store traffic and loyalty. A good example of a retailer that has
created and maintained a successful private brand is Marks & Spencer, with its St
Michael label. In Sainsbury's supermarkets, the store's own brand of laundry
detergents, called Novon, is marketed alongside products produced by P & G and
Lever Brothers.
The competition between manufacturers' and private brands is called the
battle of the brands. In this battle, intermediaries have many advantages. They
control what products they stock, where they go on the shelf and which ones they
Mil feature in local circulars. They even charge manufacturers slotting fees payments demanded by retailers before they will accept new products and find
'slots' for them on the shelves. Intermediaries can give their own store brands
better display space and make certain they are better stocked. They price store
brands lower than comparable manufacturers' brands, thereby appealing to
budget-conscious shoppers, especially in difficult economic times. As store
brands improve in quality and as consumers gain confidence in their store
chains, store brands are posing a strong challenge to manufacturers' brands (see
Marketing Highlight 13.3).
LICENSING. Most manufacturers take years and spend millions to create their
own brand names. However, some companies license names or symbols previously created by other manufacturers, names of celebrities, and characters from
popular movies and books, for a fee. Any of these can provide an instant and
proven brand name.

manufacturer's brand
(national brand)
A brand created and
oivned by the producer
of a product or service.
private brand
(middleman, distributor
or store brand)
A brand created and
owned by a reseller of a
product or service.
licensed brand
A product or service
using a brand name
offered by the brand
owner to the licensee for
an agreed fee or royalty.
co-branding
The practice of using cite
established brand names
of two different
companies on the same
product.
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The Battle for the Brands

Marketing
Highlight
13.3

'Consumers still prefer to buy -A
branded product. They don't want
to walk around with Brand X in
their hand,' says PepsiGola.
'Consumers are smarter now
than they were 20 years ago. ...
They are no longer prepared to
pay a "brand tax" - the extra costs
of hiring rock stars and the like to
promote and sustain a brand's
image. You can only pay so long for
an icon,' argues Cott, the Canadian private-label
foods and drinks maker, which supplies leading
food retailers and supermarkets like Salisbury's
in the UK.
This exchange of words represents the ongoing battie for customer loyalty between large
international food/drinks manufacturers that own
established brands and retailers. In recent times,
big supermarket chains have increased their
efforts to boost sales by introducing more and
more of their own private-label goods. Between
1994 and 1997, private-label business in packaged groceries grew from 34 per cent to almost 40
per cent of UK supermarket sales. The proportion
of own-label sales in the United Kingdom is similar to that in countries such as the United States,
Germany and Switzerland. And the trend is
spreading across Europe, where big multiples like
Garrefour in France and Delhaize in Belgium are
emulating the innovative approach to branding
taken by the UK chains. Rut it is the fact that the
top four UK chains account for almost 60 per cent
of the total grocery market (far higher than in any
other country) that gives them such a strong
negotiating position. Some brand owners have
tried to stem the tide by refusing to supply products for retailers' own-label items. Companies
like Kellogg s advertise the fact that they do not
make goods for anyone else. But others, like
Heinz and Mars, do produce own-label goods,
arguing that using spare capacity and gaining
economics of scale generates resources to invest
in their key brands.
Rack in the 1980s - the 'decade of the brand' big brands (and their owners) were performing
spectacularly well. Companies such as Keilogg's
and Tlcinz were able to exploit consumers' loyalty

to their brand name and charge a
premium price. The economic
downturn of die 1990s, however,
meant that consumers became
more price sensitive. They wanted
good quality products, at a low
price, and were less prepared to
pay more for the name. In the food
and drinks market, this gave way
to the rising popularity of retailers'
lower-price
own-label
goods.
Manufacturers themselves were
partly to blame - they had been
encouraging consumers to buy on price by bombarding them with special offers.
Many food and drinks manufacturers neither
saw nor appreciated the long-term shift in the
balance of power from manufacturer to multiple
retailer. To protect sales, and to defend margins
in the face of the limited-line discount retailers
like Food Giant, Kwik Save, Netto and Aldi,
Salisbury's increased its efforts, over the early
1990s, to push more new private-label food and
non-food products on to its shelves. Fifty-five per
cent of Sainsbury's business is in own-label products. A central tactic has been to capitalize on
lookalike' packaging. Sainsbury's 'Classic Cola',
'Creme' and 'Johara' (see 'lookalike' pictures
opposite) are just a few examples of the trend
sweeping the United Kingdom and Europe. By
playing on consumers' perceived product parity,
together with its high product-quality image and
lower prices, own labels eame to be seen to be
offering much better value for money. Tesco, the
United Kingdom's no. 2 food retailer, Asda and
Safeway have also been testing the strength of
brand owners' resolve.
The tough private-label competition precipitated the formation of the British Brand Group
(BBG), comprising top international corporations, including Unilever, Gillette, Keilogg's,
P & G, Nestlg and Mars. The Group lobbied
Parliament to amend its trademarks bill to prevent own-label brands from imitating the 'distinctive signs' of brands and to have lookalikes in the
UK treated as unfair competition, as they are in
other European countries. However, its early
efforts failed and the issue of whether future new
legislation is needed to curb lookalikes remains
an open question.
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Own brands t-ersws marmfacturers' brands: witness
here the essence o/ die 'product lookalike' threat
confronting brand owners in the UK grocery and
packaged goods market.
There appears to be some respite though. In
May 1994, Sainsbury's changed the can design of
its.'lookalike' Classic Cola, after pressure from
Goea-Cola. This was soon followed by another
concession, this time to Nestle, resulting in the
redesign of its private-label Full Roast Coffee.
Manufacturers continue to apply pressure on lookalike over the years. In Mareh 1996, for example,
United Biscuits won a court battle against supermarket chain Asda, which was censured for trade
mark infringement, when it used colour, typography and a Puffin character too similar to that
of the manufacturer's Penguin chocolate biscuits.
Critics believe that the main reason behind
brand owners' plight against own labels is manufacturers' complacency and failure to invest in
their brands through advertisements and promotions during the 1980s. While many manufacturers reduced advertising spend during the
recession, retailers increased this expenditure to
increase their profile and to communicate their
company 'brand' values to the consumer. They
used innovative forms of communication, such as
direct marketing and sales promotion methods
that enabled them to collect customers' names
and build databases, so that they could understand their customers more fully.
Some marketing analysts predict that intermediaries' brands wil! eventually knock out all
but the strongest manufacturers' brands. To
retain their power relative to the trade, leading
brand marketers must, therefore, invest in innovation to create new brands, new features and
continuous quality improvements. They must
design strong advertising programmes to differen-

tiate their brands, and maintain high brand
awareness and preference. Furthermore, just as
the retailers' close involvement with suppliers of
own-label goods has given them first-hand experience of production methods, so branded-product
owners must learn to deepen their knowledge of
modern sales, distribution and retailing techniques, and how these can help them add real
value for consumers. But most importantly, they
must work as partners with key distributors to
pursue distribution economies and strategies that
improve their joint cost and competitive performance.
Of late, the supermarkets appear to be wary
of going too far with own-label products. Consumers
are still keen to buy well-known brands, and can
be put off going to a store where all they see are
own labels. Retailers recognizing this have begun
to draw the line on 'copy eat branding 7 . In 1996
Sainsbury's, in a landmark alliance with P & G,
signalled a major U-turn on its own-label strategy.
It teamed up with P & G to investigate how the
household goods giant can help reduce its dependence on own labels. Others, like Tesco, are also
shifting the relationship with manufacturers,
from adversarialism to collaboration in joint marketing programmes.
Brand manufacturers should not relax, however, as this is not a retailers' truce. Rather, they
should do what market leaders have always done stay ahead through innovation, advanced production and delivery technologies and single-minded
marketing. For them, the secret of success lies not
in the product's name, but in delivering superior
value to target customers. Ultimately, consumer
franchise is the name of the game!
SOURCES: Laura Mazur, 'Brands', Marketing /Justness (June
1997), p. 31; Alan Mitchell, 'Suppliers face tricky new remit'.
Marketing Week (8 May 1997). pp. 34-5; David Bcnatly,
'Sainsbury's call in P&O', Marketing Week (5 July 1996),
p. 5; Stephanie Bentley and David Benady, "Shelving old
differences', Marketing Week (16 August 19961, pp. 28-31;
Sharon Marshall, Taste of things to come'. Marketing Week
(14 July 1995), pp. 26-7; Gyndee .Miller, 'Big brands fight
bauk against private labels'. Marketing jVetes (16 January
1995), pp. 8-9; Richard Tomkins, 'Cola warriors identify new
enemy'. Financial Times (11-12 June 1994), p. 11; Claire
Murphy. 'Brand owners plot fresh assault", Marketing Week
(3 June 1994). p. 7; Ihiari LaaUsonen, 'Own brands in food
retailing across Europe* (Oxford' Oxford Institute of Retail
Management, 1994); Tim O'Sullivan, 'Minister says no to
brand owners', Marketing Week (20 May 1994), pp. 36-8.
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corporate licensing
A form of licensing
whereby a firm rents a
corporate trademark or
logo wade famous in one
product or service
category and uses it in a
related category.

Sellers of children's products attach an almost endless list of character names
to clothing, toys, school supplies, linens, dolls, lunch boxes, cereals and other
items. The character names include such classics as Mickey and Minnie Mouse,
Peanuts, Barbie, the Flincstones, the Muppets, Garfield, Batman and the
Simpsons. The newest form of licensing is corporate licensing - renting a corporate trademark or logo made famous in one category and using it in a related
category. Some examples include Old Spice shaving mugs and razors, Faberge
costume jewellery, Porsche sunglasses and accessories and Copper tone
swim wear.
Name and character licensing has become a big business in recent years.
Many companies have mastered the art of peddling" their established brands and
characters. For example, through savvy marketing, Warner Brothers has turned
Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Foggy Leghorn and its more than 100 other Looney
Tunes characters into the world's favourite cartoon brand. The Looney Tunes
licence, arguably the most sought-after non-sports licence in the industry, generated >S1 billion in annual retail sales by more than 225 licensees.16
GO-BRANDING. Although companies have been co-branding products for
many years, there has been a recent resurgence in co-branded products. Cobranding occurs when two established brand names of different companies are
used on the same product. For example, Kellogg's joined forces with ConAgra to
co-brand Kellogg's Healthy Choice cereals. In most co-branding situations, one
company licenses another company's well-known brand to use in combination
with its own.
Co-branding offers many advantages. Because each brand dominates in &
different category, the combined brands create broader consumer appeal and
greater brand equity. Co-branding also allows companies to enter new markets
with minimal risk or investment. For example, by co-branding with Kcllojjg,
Con Agra entered the breakfast segment with a solid product that was backed by
Kellogg's substantial marketing support.
Co-branding also has its limitations. Such relationships usually involve complex
legal contracts and licences. Co-branding partners must carefully co-ordinate
their advertising, sales promotion arid other marketing efforts. Finally, when cobranding, each partner must trust that the other will take good care of its brand.

Brand Strategy

line extension
Using a successful
brand name to introduce
additional items in a
given product category
under the same brand
name, such as nem
flavours, forms, colours,
added ingredients or
package sizes.

A company must define its overall branding strategy, which affects all of its products. This strategy will also guide the branding of new products. A company has
four choices when it comes to brand strategy (see Figure 1,3.4). It can introduce
line extensions (existing brand names extended to new forms, sizes and flavours
of an existing product category), brand extensions (existing brand names
extended to new product categories), multibrands (new brand names introduces
in the same product category) or new brands (new brand names in new product
categories.
LINE EXTENSIONS. Line extensions occur when a company introduces additional items in a given product category under the same brand name, such as
new flavours, forms, colours, ingredients or package sizes.
The vast majority of new-product activity consists of line extensions. A
company might introduce line extensions for any of several reasons. It might want
to meet consumers' desires for variety, or it might recognize a latent consumer
want and try to capitalize on it. Excess manufacturing capacity might drive the
company to introduce additional items, or the company might want to match a
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Figure 13.4

Four brand strategies

competitor's successful line extension. Some companies introduce line extensions simply to command more shelf space from resellers.
Line extensions involve some risks, however. The brand name might lose its
specific meaning - some marketing strategies call this the 'line-extension trap'.17
In the past, when consumers asked for a Coke, they received a 6-ounce bottle of
the classic beverage. Today the vendor has to ask; New, Classic, or Cherry Coke?
Regular or diet? Caffeine or caffeine free? Bottle or can? Another risk is that
many line extensions will not sell enough to cover their development and
promotion costs. Or even when they sell enough, the sales may come at the
expense of other items in the line. A line extension works best when it takes saies
away from competing brands, not when it 'cannibalizes' the company's other
items.1"
BRAND EXTENSIONS.
A brand-extension (or brand-stretching) strategy is
any effort to use a successful brand name to launch new or modified products in a
new category. Procter & Gamble put its Fairy name on laundry powder and dishwashing detergent with effective results. Swatch spread from watches into telephones. And Honda stretched its company name to cover such different products
as its cars, motorcycles, snowblowers, lawn mowers, marine engines and snowmobiles. This allows Honda to advertise that it can fit 'six Hondas in a two-car
garage'.
A brand-extension strategy offers many advantages. First, brand extensions
capture greater market share and realize greater advertising efficiency than individual brands.19 Second, a well-regarded brand name helps the company enter
new product categories more easily as it gives a new product instant recognition
and faster acceptance. Sony puts its name on most of its new electronic products,
creating an instant perception of high quality for each new product. Thus, brand
extensions also save the high advertising cost usually required to familiarize
consumers with a new brand name.
At the same time, a brand-extension strategy involves some risk. Poorly
conceived brand extensions such as Bie pantyhose, Heinz pet food and Cadbury
soup met early deaths. In each of these cases the brand name was not appropriate
to the new product, even though it was well made and satisfying. This problem
occurs when the established brand name is launched into a very different market
from the original brand and target customers in the new market do not value the
brand's associations. Imagine a Pepsi single malt whiskey or Chanel galoshes?
In 1979 Levi Strauss introduced a line of men's trousers and blazers, which
were marketed as 'classically tailored clothes from Levi'. A contradiction in
terms? The men who bought classically tailored clothes thought so too. The range
sank without trace. Levi management learnt that the 'Levi' name, although having

brioiil extension
Using u successful
brand name to launch a
n&us or modified produce
in a new category.
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an outstanding reputation in denim jeans and casual wear, was not as 'elastic' as
they thought it to he.-"
A brand name may also lose its special positioning in the consumer's mind
through overuse. Brand dilution occurs when consumers no longer associate a
brand with a specific product or even highly similar products. Business observers,
for example, have questioned the 'elasticity' of the Virgin name. Richard Branson
has extended the Virgin name, which appears on a htige range of disparate products, ranging from music and entertainment media shops, airlines and Internet
services to personal financial services, cola drinks and bridal wear. They wonder if
Virgin may run the risk of overusing the brand's power of quality, innovation,
value for money and fun, and its emotional 'take on the big bullies and give you
something better' associations.
Finally, brand extensions can hurt the core values of the original product
when managers get it wrong. The American Milwaukee Miller Brewing Company
stuck the Miller name, synonymous with a hefty 'good-ol'-boys' brew, on its new
'Lite' beer. Miller Lite became a highly successful beer, but by muddying the sharp
associations of the Miller name, the company hurt Miller High Life, the original
beer, whose sales subsequently plummeted. Miller's original beer was advertised
to older drinkers on the basis of traditional American values, while Miller Lite
targeted the under-24s using tongue-in-cheek endorsements from sportsmen and
comics.
Transferring an existing brand name to a new customer segment or product
group requires great care. The best result is one when the extension enhanees the
core brand and builds the sales of both current and new products. Companies that
are tempted to transfer a brand name must research whether the brand's associations fit the new product.21
niultibraiid strategy
A strategy under
a seller develops tivv or
mure brands in the .same
product category.
range branding strategy
A brand strategy
whereby the firm
develops separate
product range names far
different families of
product.
corporate brand strategy
A brand strategy
whereby the firm makes
its company name the
dominant brand identity
across alt of its
products.
company and individual
brand strategy
A branding approach
that focuses on the
company name and
individual braiui name.

MULTIBHANDS, Companies such as Lever Brothers, Mars and Procter &
Gamble create individual brand identities for each of their products. Lever's line
of laundry detergents - Persil, Wisk, Surf, Radion, etc. - have distinct labels, with
the corporate name hardly featured. Similarly, Procter & Gamble produces at
least nine brands of laundry products. These manufacturers argue that a multibrand strategy - managing a stable of brand names within the same product category - permits finer segmentation of the market, with each brand name
suggesting different functions or benefits for different customer segments.
Another advantage is that the firm can differentiate its new products more effectively with individual brand names, while also reducing the risk of individual
brand failures harming the company's overall reputation.
Some companies develop multiple brands, not for individual products, but for
different families of products. For example, the Japanese electronics group
Matsushita has opted to use range branding and developed separate range names
for its audio product families - Technics, National, Panasonic and Quasar.
The multibranding approach contrasts with the corporate branding
strategy. In corporate branding, the firm makes its company name the dominant
brand identity across all of its products, as in the case of Mercedes-Benz,
Philips and [leinz. The main advantages are economies of scale in marketing
investments and wider recognition of the brand name. It also facilitates
introduction of new products, especially when the corporate name is well established.
Other companies have used a company and individual branding approach to
naming their products. This approach focuses both on the corporate and individual brand names. Kcllogg's (e.g. Cornflakes, Raisin Bran, Rice Krispies, Coco I
Pops, etc.) and Cadbury's (e.g Wispa, Flake, Roses, Fruit and Nut, Milk Tray,
Wholenut, Dairy Milk) are supporters of this branding strategy.
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NEW BRANDS. Firms that favour a milltibrand approach are likely to create a
new brand to differentiate a new product, whether it is introduced into an existing
or a new-product category. However, for some companies, a new brand may be
created because it is entering a new-product category for which none of the
company's current brands seems appropriate. For example, Toyota established a
separate family name - the Lexus - for its new luxury executive cars in order to
create a distinctive identity for the latter and to position these well away from the
traditional mass-market image of the 'Toyota' brand name. Alternatively, a
company may be compelled to differentiate its new product, and a new brand is
the best route to signal its identity. Seiko introduced a line of lower-priced
watches under the Pulsar brand name, which is used as aflanker or fighter brand
aimed at customers who want a less expensive watch.
Introducing new brands within a product category can be risky as each brand
might obtain only a small market share and none may be very profitable. The
company will have spread its resources over several brands instead of building
one or a few brands to a highly profitable level. Companies should weed out
weaker brands and set high standards for choosing new brands. Ideally, the firm's
brands should take sales away from competitors' brands, not from each other.

• Brand Repositioning
However well a brand is initially positioned in a market, the company may have to
reposition it later, A competitor may launch a brand position next to the
company's brand and cut into its market share. Or customer wants may shift,
leaving the company's brand with less demand. Marketers should consider repositioning existing brands before introducing new ones. In this way, they can build
on existing brand recognition and consumer loyalty.
Repositioning may require changing both the product and its image. For
example, Kentucky Fried Chieken changed its menu, adding lower-fat skinless
chicken, and non-fried items such as broiled chicken and chicken salad sandwiches to reposition itself towards more health-conscious fast-food consumers. It
also changed its name - to KFC. A brand can also be repositioned by changing
only the product's image. Johnson & Johnson's baby shampoo was repositioned
without a physical change from a 'baby shampoo' to a 'mild shampoo' for adults
who wash their hair frequently and want a gentle alternative. Similarly, Buhner,
die United Kingdom's leading cider maker, successfully repositioned its mainstream brands, Strongbow and Woodpecker, by giving them a more contemporary
lifestyle image, a marked contrast to cider's traditional rustic image. Buhner spent
around £10 million in a series of new advertising appeals to change consumer
perceptions of these two brands.
Having looked at branding positions, we now turn to another important
product decision - packaging.

Packaging Decisions
Many products offered to the market have to be packaged. Some marketers have
called packaging a fifth I', along with price, product, place and promotion. Most
marketers, however, treat packaging as an element of product strategy.
Packaging includes the activities of designing and producing the container or
wrapper for a product. Packaging performs a vital function for most products. It
protects goods from being damaged before you buy them, helps keep, for example,
foodstuffs hygienic and fresh, and is often necessary for labelling and information
reasons.

packaging
The activities of
designing and
producing the container
or wrapper for a
product
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Although the primary function of the package was to contain and protect the
product, in recent times, many factors have made packaging an important
marketing tool. An increase in self-service means that packages must now
perform many sales tasks - from attracting attention, to describing the product,
to making the sale. Companies are realizing the power of good packaging to ereate
instant consumer recognition of the company or brand. For example, in an
average supermarket, which stocks 15,000 to 17,000 items, the typical shopper
passes by some 300 items per minute, and 53 per cent of all purchases are made
on impulse, hi this highly competitive environment, the package may be the
seller's last chance to influence buyers. Research shows that a sizeable chunk of
buyers can be swayed at the last minute from buying their cat's favourite tin of
tuna bites if their eye is caught by a well-designed, competitive brand,
Manufacturers must use pack design - shape, graphics and texture - to project
their brand values and differentiate them in an overcrowded market.
Innovative packaging can give a company an advantage over competitors,
Perrier and Grolsch used creative packaging to differentiate the product and have
enjoyed good market results, Coca-Cola and Jack Daniels whisky bottles are so
distinctive and have such strong identity with their brands that the packaging d
each product not only says it all, but also has become a classic. Equally, the first
companies to put their fruit drinks in airtight foil, paper cartons (aseptic packages) and tamper-proof' packaging, and their toothpastes in pump dispensers, also
attracted many new customers.
To counter own-label imitators, brand manufacturers use innovative packaging to differentiate and protect their brands. For example, Nestle relaunched
its market-leading peanut butter brand Sun-Pat with a new peanut-shaped jar
and Hip-top lid to counteract own-label products. The company also obtained
new trademark and design registrations which offered protection for its new
packaging.
Developing a good package for a new product requires making many decisions. The first task is to establish the packaging concept. The packaging concepl
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states what the package should be or do for the product. Should the main functions of the package be to offer product protection, introduce a new dispensing
method, communicate certain qualities about the product, the brand or the
company, or something eise? Decisions, then, must be made on package design
that cover specific elements of the package, such as size, shape, materials, colour,
text and brand mark. These various elements must work together to support the
product's position and marketing strategy. The package must he consistent with
the product's advertising, pricing and distribution.
After selecting and introducing the package, the company should check it
regularly in the face of changing consumer preferences and advances in technology. In the past, a package design might last for 15 years before it needed
changes. However, in today's rapidly changing environment, most companies
must recheck their packaging every two or three years.22
Keeping a package up to date usually requires only minor but regular changes changes so subtle that they may go unnoticed by most consumers. But some
packaging changes involve complex decisions, drastic action and high cost.
Whether the changes are minor or major, marketers must weigh the costs of
change against the risks, on the one hand, and, on the other, the impact on
consumer perceptions of the value added by the new packaging and the extent of
fulfilling marketing objectives. For example, in 1996 Pepsi spent $500 million on
revamping the Pepsi packaging - it changed the colour from red to blue - but
survey results revealed that this had done little to arouse attention or dent rival
Coca-Cola's supremacy. Only half of all fizzy-drink buyers had noticed the change
and only 18 per cent who had noticed the change thought that it made the packaging more attractive.33 In making packaging decisions, the company also must
heed growing environmental concerns about packaging and make decisions that
serve society's interests as well as immediate customer and company objectives.
However, determining just what serves the best interests of consumers and
society can sometimes be tricky (see Marketing Highlight 13.4).

Labelling Decisions
Labels may range from simple tags attached to products to tsomplex graphics that
are part of the package. They perform several functions. At the very least, the
label identifies the product or brand, such as the name 'Sunkist' stamped on
oranges. The label might alsograde the product, or describe several things about
the product - who made it, where it was made, when it was made, its contents,
how it is to be used and how to use it safely. Finally, the label might promote the
product through attractive graphics.
There has been a long history of legal concerns about labels. Labels can
mislead customers, fail to describe important ingredients or fail to include needed
safety warnings. As a result, many countries have laws to regulate labelling.
Sellers must ensure that their labels contain all the required information and
comply with national or international (e.g. USA, EU) requirements.

Pro duct-Support Services Decisions
Customer service is another element of product strategy, A company's offer to the
marketplace usually includes some services, which can be a minor or a major part
of the total offer. In fact, the offer can range from a pure good on the one hand to a
pure service on the other. In Chapter 15, we will discuss services as products in
themselves. Here, we address product-support services - services that augment

product-support services
Services that augment
actual products.
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Eyeful Power: Packaging
Tovs is not Kids' Stuff

Marketing
Highlight

these are targeted at parents who
are doing the choosing.
The old-timer Matchbox is
Designing effective packaging for
13.4
abandoning its old, dated blue-grid
toys is getting increasingly difficult
packs and introducing the 'obligaas this is an area that manufacturers
tory' flu ores cents. Bright orange
claim is strewn with cliches and
and yellow are found across its full
restrictions. Why is this so?
product mix of 340 different lines.
Take a typical toy shop. In it,
Matchbox has had to jettison its
often hundreds to thousands (in the
familiar old blue look and move in
case of Toys 'R' Us) of items are
pace with everything else on the
stacked from floor to ceiling and all
shelves.
rely upon eye-catching packaging to
Packaging design, however,
attract little consumers', and their parents',
seems to look different and dull when it comes to
attention. Being noticed among all this is akin to
educational toys for 8-year-olds and older chiltrying to whistle a jingle while a Nirvana record
dren. Here manufacturers avoid sledgehammer
plays.
colours and brash presentation on packaging
hi the battle to gain attention, toy manufacbecause these toys are generally aimed at both
turers have literally to 'turn up the visual volume'
sexes.
to the extent that packaging in the norm becomes
Manufacturers seem to face a general probviolently loud. This loud visual display is exemplem in finding a balance between worthiness and
lified by banks of pink, pale blue and frills (remiaspiration. For example, the 'Fun With ...' range
niscent of an evening with Dame Edna) with
is, by most parents' standards, a worthy toy
Barbie, Sindy, My Little Pony and their 'me-toos'
because of the educational benefits offered to
and accessories reaching out to small girls. These
kids. But it comes in exceptionally dull packaging
are counter-matched by the fluorescent yellows,
that seems to contradict the aspirational value of
oranges, blacks and blues of ever larger, uglier
the toy {the pack features two children using the
and more deadly looking" toy weapons, vehicles.
product, but even they do not seem to be having
Crash Dummies and Biker Mice from Mars - al!
mueh fun).
seeking to attract the boys. Political correctness
Manufacturers can get it right sometimes.
has no place here! Toy packaging aimed at chilHornby's The Eliminator (a big-gun toy) and
dren aged five years and older is apparently vioDnplo's range are presented in packaging that
lently garish (and unashamedly sexist).
effectively communicates the benefits of their
Interestingly, only in the pre-school and
individual products.
more educational categories docs some tranquilHornby's packaging for The Eliminator, sportlity (in terms of colours) reign, maybe because
ing sci-fi style with lots of exaggerated perspec-

Tby packaging: loud and violent colours ruign when it comes to packaging toys for boys.
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live, is dramatic and exciting. It clearly conveys
the toy's fantasy value. The box size - almost as
big as the child - is also important. The colours
are loud, but still manage to stand out from the
general clutter of colour on-shelf. Uses and benefits are also clearly explained on die front of thy
box, just as an adult would expect these to be displayed on a drill's packaging.
Duplo's packaging has been designed to
appeal to under-5s, although parents are the main
buyers for this age group. Duplo has strong brand
Identification, which helps, given that this is a
Very important element for mums and dads. The
packaging's visual character is supposed to
amplify the product inside. The happy, smiling
child showing oft' the end result of play reinforces
the worthiness of the toy (and fulfils mum's and

dad's aspirations for the child!). The pack's exciting physical presence also has an edge - you can
tell it is Duplo from a mile off.
Packaging design for toys is not just getting
'eyeful power'. Manufacturers say that it is easy to
get it wrong, difficult to strike a balance between
aspirations and worthiness, and difficult to be
really innovative. Manufacturers must, nonetheless, pay attention to target consumers (who uses
the toy, who does the choosing, etc.) and design
appropriate packaging that will effectively do the
job of attracting and communicating with its
target audience. Only then, will it stand out from
the crowd - on-shelf and in sales!

actual products. More and more companies are using product-support services as
a vital tool in gaining competitive advantage.
Good customer service makes sound business sense. It costs less to keep the
goodwill of existing customers than it docs to attract new customers or woo back
lost customers. Firms that provide high-quality service usually outperform their
less service-oriented competitors. A study comparing the performance of businesses that had high and low customer ratings of service quality found that the
high-service businesses managed to charge more, grow faster and make more
profits.24 Clearly, marketers need to think about their service strategies.

• Deciding on the Service Mix
A company should design Us product and support services to meet the needs of
target customers. Customers vary in the value they assign to different services.
Some consumers want credit and financing services, fast and reliable delivery, or
quick installation. Others put more weight on technical information and advice,
[raining in product use, or after-sale service and repair. Thus the first step in
deciding which product-support services to offer is to determine both the services
that target consumer value and the relative importance of these services.
Determining customers' service needs involves more than simply monitoring
complaints that come in over freephone lines or on comment cards. The company
should periodically survey its customers to get ratings of current services as well
as ideas for new ones.
Products can often be designed to reduce the amount of servicing required.
Thus companies need to co-ordinate their product-design and service-mix decisions. For example, the Canon home copier uses a disposable toner cartridge that
greatly reduces the need for service calls. Kodak and 3M design products that can
be 'plugged in' to a central diagnostic facility that performs tests, locates troubles
and fixes equipment over telephone lines. A key to successful service strategy,
therefore, is to design products that rarely break down and are easily fixable with
little service expense.
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• Delivering Product-Support Services
Finally, companies must decide how they want to deliver product-support
services to customers. For example, consider the many ways an electrical
appliance manufacturer might offer repair services on its main appliances. It
could hire and train its own service people and locate them aeross the country, it
could arrange with distributors and dealers to provide the repair services, or it
could leave it to independent companies to provide these services.

• The Customer Service Department
Given the importance of customer service as a marketing tool, many companies
have set up strong customer service departments to handle complaints and
adjustments, credit service, maintenance service, technical service and
consumer information. Many others have set up hot lines to handle consumer
complaints and requests for information. By keeping records on the types of
reel lies t and complaint, the customer service department can press for needed
changes in product design, quality control, high-pressure selling and so on. An I
active customer service department co-ordinates all die company's services,
creates consumer satisfaction and loyalty, and helps the company to further set
itself apart from competitors.

Product Line Decisions

product line
A group of products that
are closely related
because they function in
a similar manner, are
sold to the name
customer groups, arc
marketed through the
same types of outlet, or
fall wiihin given price
ranges.

We have looked at product strategy decisions such as branding, packaging,
labelling and services for individual products. But product strategy also calls for
building a product line, A product line is a group of products that are closely
related because they function in a similar manner, are sold to the same customer
groups, are marketed through the same types of outlet, or fall within given price
ranges. For example, Volvo produces several lines of cars, Philips produces several
lines of hi-fi systems and Nike produces several lines of athletic shoes. In formulating product line strategies, marketers face a number of tough decisions.

Product Line-Length Decisions
Product line managers have to decide on product line length. Product line length
is influenced by company objectives. Companies that want to be positioned as
full-line companies, or that are seeking high market share and market growth,
usually carry longer lines. Companies that are keen on high short-term profitability generally enrry shorter lines consisting of selected items.
Over time, product line managers tend to add new products either to use up
excess manufacturing capacity, or because the sales force and distributors are
calling for a more complete product line to satisfy their customers, or because the
firm needs to add items to the product line to increase sales and profits.
However, as the manager adds items, several costs rise: design and engineering costs, inventory carrying costs, manufacturing changeover costs, orderprocessing costs, transportation costs, and promotional costs to introduce new
items. Consequently, the company must plan product line growth carefully. It can
systematically increase the length of its product line in two ways: by stretching its
line and by filling its line. Every company's product line covers a certain range of
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Figure 13.5

Product line-sitretching decision

the products offered by the industry as a whoie. For example, BMW ears are
located in the medium-high price range of the ear market. Nissan focuses on the
low-to-medium price range. Product line stretching occurs when a company
lengthens its product line beyond its current range. Figure 13.5 shows that the
company can stretch its line downwards, upwards or both ways.

• Downward Stretch
Downward stretching occurs when a company that is located at the upper end of
the market later stretches its lines downwards. The firm may have first entered
the upper end to establish a quality image and intended to roll downwards later. It
may be responding to an attack on the upper end by invading the low end. Or a
company may add a low-end product to plug a market hole that otherwise would
attract a new competitor. It may find faster growth taking place at the low end.
Xerox, for example, expanded into the small copier segment for all of these
reasons. Although Xerox has long dominated the medium and large copier
segments, by the late 1980s, the small copier segment was growing at a much
faster rate. Canon, Sharp and other Japanese competitors had entered the lowend segment, where they quickly dominated. Moreover, these competitors used
their success at the low end as a base for competing with Xerox in the mid-size
copier segment. Thus, to meet shifts in the market demand and to blunt
competitor thrusts, Xerox introduced a line of small copiers. Similarly, Compaq
and IBM had to add less expensive personal computer lines to fend off competition from low-priced 'clones' and to take advantage of faster market growth in
the lower end of the computer market.
In stretching downwards, the company faces some risks. The low-end item
might provoke competitors to counteract by moving into the higher end. The
company's dealers may not be willing or able to handle the lower-end products. Or
the move may confuse the customer. Parker Pen introduced a cheap disposable
ball point, called Itala, in 1976, in an attempt to take on the Japanese in the low
end of the market. Parker had always been positioned at the top end of the market
as 'A high-quality, high-price product (it cost more, but delivered more). The foray
into the disposable pen sector was a classic n rand -confusing error. According to
Mr Jacques Margry, Parker's chairman: 'By going down-market we confused the

product line stretching
Increasing the product
line by lengthening it
beyond its current
range.
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With the Compact, BMW
'downward stretched' Us
prnduat line to meet
comjxititors head-on in the
'small-svse high-volume' car
sector.

customer; the consumer no longer knew what Parker stood for. We were all over
the place, dissipating the advertising.'25
A more serious problem with downward stretching is that the new low-end
item might eat away at the sales of or cannibalize the company's higher-end
items, leaving the company worse off. Consider the following:
General Electrics Medical Systems Division is the market leader in CAT
scanners, expensive diagnostic machines used in hospitals. GE learned
that a Japanese competitor was planning to attack its market. GE
executives guessed that the new Japanese model would he smaller, more
electronically advanced and less expensive, GE's best defence would he to
introduce a similar lower-priced machine before the Japanese model
entered the market. But some GE executives expressed concerns that this
lower-priced version would hurt the sales and higher profit margins on their
large CAT scanner. One manager finally settled the issue by saying: 'Aren't
we better off to cannibalize ourselves than to let the Japanese do it?'

• Upward Stretch
Companies at the lower end of the market may want to enter the higher end. They
may be attracted by a faster growth rate or higher margins at the higher end, or
they may simply want to position themselves as full-line manufacturers.
Sometimes, companies move up-market in order to add prestige to their current
products, as when America's Chrysler purchased Lamborghini, the maker of
exotic, hand-crafted sports cars.
An upward stretch decision can be risky. The higher-end competitors not
only are well entrenched, but also may strike back by entering the lower end of
the market. Prospective customers may not believe that the newcomer can
produce quality products. Finally, the company's salespeople and distributors
may lack the talent and training to serve the higher end of the market.

• Two - Way Stretch
Companies in the middle range of the market may decide to stretch their lines in
both directions. Sony did this to hold off copycat competitors of its Walkman line
of personal tape players. Sony introduced its first Walkman in the middle of the
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market. As imitative competitors moved in with lower-priced models, Sony
stretched downwards. At the same time, in order to add lustre to its lower-priced
models and to attract more affluent consumers keen to trade up to a better model,
Sony stretched the Walkman line upwards. It sells more than 100 models, ranging
from a plain playback-only version for £20 to a high-tech, high-quaJSty £350
version that both plays and records. Using this two-way stretch .strategy, Sony
came to dominate the global personal tape player market.

• Product Line-Filling Decisions
Rather than stretching into lower- or higher-end segments, the firm can lengthen
its product line by adding more items within the present range of the line. There
are several reasons for product line filling: reaching for extra profits, trying to
satisfy dealers, trying to use excess capacity, trying to be the leading full-line
company, and trying to plug holts to keep out competitors. Thus Sony filled its
line by adding solar-powered and waterproof Walkmans and an ultralight model
that attaches to a sweat band for joggers, cyclists, tennis players and other exercisers.
However, line filling is overdone if it results in cannibalization and customer
confusion. The company should, therefore, ensure that new items are noticeably
different from existing ones.

product line filling
Increasing the product
line by adding more
items within the present
range of the line.

• Product Line-Moderni.zati.ort Decisions
In some cases, product line length is adequate but performance may be improved
by modernizing or revamping the products. For example, a company's machine
tools may have a 1950s look and lose out to better-styled competitors' lines.
The firm can overhaul the line piecemeal or all at once. A piecemeal approach
allows the company to test customers' and dealers' response to the new styles
before changing the whole line. It also causes less drain on the company's cash
flow. A big disadvantage of piecemeal modernization is that it allows competitors
to see changes and start redesigning their own lines.

Product-Mix Decisions
Some companies may offer, not one, but several lines of products which form a
product mix or product assortment. For example, a cosmetics firm may have
four main product lines in its product mix: cosmetics, jewellery, fashions and
household items. Each product line may consist of a range of items or sublines.
Take cosmetics. This could be broken down into several sublines - lipstick,
powder, nail varnish, eye-shadows and so on. Each subline may have many individual items. For example, eye-shadows contain a string of items, ranging from
different colours to alternative application modes (e.g. pencil, roll-on, powder).
A company's product mix has four important dimensions: width, length,
depth and consistency. Table 13.2 illustrates these concepts with selected Procter
& Gamble consumer products.
The width of the product mix refers to the number of different product lines
the company carries - 6 in the case of Procter & Gamble. (In fact, P & G produces
many more lines, including mouthwashes, paper towels, disposable nappies, pain
relievers and cosmetics.)

product mix
(product assortment)
The ser of all product
linen and items that a
particular seller offers
for sale Cij buyers.
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Table 13.2

Product mix width and product line length shown for selected
Procter & Gamble products
PRODUCT MIX WIDTH

Product
line
length

DETERGENTS

TOOTHPASTE

BAR SOAP

DEODORANTS

FRIHT JUICES

LOTIONS

Ivory Snow
Dreft
Tide
Joy
Cheer
Oxydol
Dash
Cascade
Ivory Liquid
Gain
Dawn
Era
Bold 3
Liquid Tide
Solo

Gleem
Crest
Complete
Denquel

Ivory
Camay
Lava
Kirk's
Zest
Safeguard
Coast
Oil of Way

Secret
Sure

Citrus Hill
Sunny Delight
Winter Hill
Texsun
Lincoln
Speas Farm

Wondra
Nbxema
Oil of Ulay
Camay
Rain tree
Tropic Tan
Bain de Soleii

The length of P & G's product mix refers to the total number of items the
company carries, which is 42. We can also compute the average length of a line at
P & G by dividing the tota! length (here, 42) by the number of lines (here, 6). So,
the average P & G product line consists of 7 brands.
The depth or number of versions offered of each brand or product in the line
can also be counted. Thus, if Crest comes in three sizes and two formulations
(paste and gel), Crest has a depth of 6.
The consistency of the product mix refers to how closely related the various
product lines are in end use. production requirements, distribution channels or
some other way. P & G's product lines are consistent insofar as they are consumer
goods that go through the same distribution channels. The lines are less consistent insofar as they perform different functions for buyers.
These product-mix dimensions provide the handles for defining the
company's product Strategy. The company can increase its business in four ways;
1. It can add new product lines, thus widening its product mix. In this way, its
new lines build on the company's reputation in its other lines.
2. The company can lengthen its existing product lines to become a more fullline company.
3. It can add more product versions of each product and thus deepen its
product mix.
4. The company can pursue more product line consistency, or less, depending
on whether it wants to have a strong reputation in a single field or in several
fields.
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International Product Decisions
We now turn to some of the key issues that marketers consider in making international product decisions. International marketers face special product and packaging challenges. As discussed in Chapter 5, they must decide what products to
introduce in which countries, and how much of the product to standardize or
adapt for world markets. Companies must usually respond to national differences
by adapting their product offerings. Something as simple as an electrioal outlet
can create big product problems:
Those who have travelled to Europe know the frustration of electrical
plugs, different voltages, and other annoyances of international travel. ...
Philips, the electrical appliance manufacturer, has to produce 12 kinds of
irons to serve just its European market. The problem is that Europe still
lacks a universal [electrical] standard. The ends of irons bristle with
different plugs for different countries. Some have three prongs, others
two; prongs protrude straight or angled, round or rectangular, fat, thin,
and sometimes sheathed. There are circular plug faces, squares,
pentagons, and hexagons. Some are perforated and some are notched.
One French plug has a niche like a keyhole; British plugs carry fuses,26
Packaging also presents new challenges for international marketers.
Packaging issues can be subtle. For example, names, labels and colours may not
translate easily from one country to another. Consumers in different countries
also vary in their packaging preferences. Europeans like efficient, functional,
recyclable boxes with understated designs. In contrast, the Japanese often use
packages as gifts. Thus in Japan, Lever Brothers packages its Lux soap in stylish
gift boxes. Packaging may even have to be tailored to meet the physical characteristics of consumers in various parts of the world. For instance, soft drinks are sold
in smaller eans in Japan to fit the smaller Japanese hand better.
Companies may have to adapt their packaging to meet specific regulations
regarding package design or label contents. For instance, some countries ban the
use of any foreign language on labels; other countries require that labels be
printed in two or more languages. Labelling laws vary greatly from country to
country. The international firm would do well to study these and modify its
product packaging and labels to conform with local requirements.
In summary, whether domestic or international, product strategy calls for
complex decisions on product mix, product line, branding, packaging and service
strategy. These decisions must be made not only with a full understanding of
consumer wants and competitors' strategies, but also with considerable sensitivity to the regulatory environment affecting both product and packaging.

Summary
The concept of a product is complex and includes three levels: the core product,
the actual product and the augmented product. Marketers must develop a
produet strategy that calls for co-ordinated decisions on product items, product
lines and the product mix.
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The core product is the essential benefit that the customer is really buying.
The actual product includes the features, styling, quality, brand name and
packaging of the product offered for sale. The augmented product is the actual
product plus the various services offered with it, such as warranty, installation,
maintenance and free delivery.
There are three basic types oi'product classification. Durable goods are used
over an extended period of time. Non-durable goods are consumed more quickly,
usually in a single use or on a few usage occasions. Services are activities or benefits offered for sale which are basically intangible and do not result in ownership
of anything. Each of these products can be bought by either consumer or industrial customers. Consumer goods are sold to the final end-user for personal
consumption. Industrial goods are bought by individuals or organizations as
goods that will receive further processing, or for use in conducting a business.
Marketers make individual product decisions for each product, including
product attribute decisions, brand, packaging, labelling and product-support
services decisions. Product attributes deliver benefits through tangible aspects of
the product, including quality, features and design. A brand is a way to identify and
differentiate goods or services through use of a name or distinctive design element,
resulting in long-term value known as brand equity. Branding poses challenging
decisions to the marketer, ranging from deciding whether to brand or not, selecting
a brand name and deciding the brand sponsor to determining the brand strategy
and brand repositioning opportunities. The product package and labelling are
also important elements In the product decision mix, as they both carry brand
equity through appearance and affect product performance with functionality.
The level of product-support services provided can also have a major effect
on the appeal of the product to a potential purchaser. They add value for
customers and are effective weapons against competitors. The company must
determine the most important services to offer and the best ways to deliver them.
The service mix should be co-ordinated by a customer service department that
handles complaints and adjustments, credit, maintenance, technical service and
customer information. Customer service should be used as a marketing tool to
create customer satisfaction and competitive advantage.
Product strategy goes a step beyond individual product decisions, requiring
that offerings be built into a logical portfolio through product line decisions, A
product line is a group of products that are closely related because of similar function, customers, channels of distribution or pricing. A key dimension of the
product line is the number of items it contains, referred to as the product line
length. Profits are optimal when the line is of proper length. The product line
length can be increased by stretching upwards to a higher-priced segment, or by
stretching both ways. Profits can sometimes be increased by product line filling,
adding more items within the present range of the line. Managers also keep their
products current through product line modernization.
Organizations manage multiple product lines through product-mix decisions,
A company's product mix has four basic dimensions: width, length, depth and
consistency. The width of a product mix refers to the number of different types of
product line that a company offers. Product-mix length is the total number of
items that the company carries. Depth pertains to the number of versions, such as
colours or flavours, offered for each product in a line. (Consistency is a measure of
how closely related different product lines arc to one another. Consistency can be
judged based on end use, channels of distribution or production methods.
Marketers face complex considerations In international product decisions
including: a decision about what products to introduce in what countries;
whether to standardize the product and packaging; and whether to adapt it to
local conditions.

Applying [ha Concepts

•
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Overall, developing products and brands is a complex and demanding task.
There are no firm rules chat can assure success in these decisions. Marketoriented firms use die product as a means of creating a differential advantage. A
sound product strategy always takes customers' needs and wants into consideration. For long-term success, marketing decision makers must evaluate the many
issues in making product decisions and maintain consistency with broad
company objectives.
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Shopping product 564
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Discussing the Issues
1. What are the core, tangible and augmented products
of the educational experience that universities offer?
2. How would you classify the product offered by
restaurants: as durable goods or as services? WhyV
3.

In recent years, many European and US car makers
have tried to reposition many of their brands.
Thinking about examples of such repositioning efforts,
describe whether a brand has moved to a high-quality
end of the market or moved down-market. How easy
is it for car makers to reposition their brands? What
else could they do to change consumers' perceptions
of their carsV

4.

Why are many people willing to pay more for branded
products than for unbranded products? What does
this say about the value of branding?

5.

Coca-Cola started with one type of cola drink. Now we
find Coke in nearly a dozen varieties. Why do
consumer-goods manufacturers extend their brands?
What issues do these brand extensions raise for
manufacturers, retailers and consumers?

6.

Compare brand extension by the brand owner with
licensing a brand name for use by another company.
What arc the opportunities and risks of each
approach?

Applying the Concepts
1,

Go to your local supermarket/major grocery retail
outlet. Select a product category ranging from food,
beverages and household detergents to toiletries and

paper products (e.g. baked beans, soft drinks,
dishwashing or laundry detergents, household
disinfectants, toilet tissues). Identify the branded
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preferably one with which you are familiar.
Considering the product, identify the roles that
<.|Li,']lity, design, packaging and prod net-support
services play in projecting brand values and
differentiating the brand from competitors' offerings.
Can you also indicate the importance of the core,
tangible and augmented product in building the
brands strength and iiiemitvV

labels. Do you sec any own-label products? Are there
any differences between the branded and tlio retailer's
private label? If so, why do you think these
differences exist? It' the answer is no, how do you
think brand manufacturers could differentiate their
brands from those of the retailers?
2. Refer to the worlds top ten brands {Marketing
Highlight 13.2). Scleet any one of the brands listed,
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Case 13
Colgate: One Squeeze Too Many?
You PROBABLY KNOW ABOUT COLGATE toothpaste - perhaps you have even
used it. But what would you think of Colgate aspirin or Colgate antacid?
Would you buy Colgate laxatives or Colgate dandruff shampoo?
That is exactly what Colgate-Palmolive would like to know. Colgate
wants to investigate the possibility of entering the over-the-counter (OTC)
dnigs market. Can it use its Colgate brand name, developed in the oral-care
products market, in the OTC healthcare market?
Why does the OTC market interest Colgate? The first reason is market
size. The worldwide OTC market annually accounts for about $30 billion
sales. The US OTC market is §12 billion and Europe's is g8 billion. It is the
largest non-food consumer products industry, and it is growing at over 6 per
eent annually.
Several trends arc fuelling this rapid growth. Consumers are more
sophisticated than they were and they increasingly seek self-medication
rather than seeing a doctor. Companies are also switching many previously
prescription-only drugs to OTC drugs. The companies can do this when they
can show, based on extensive elinical tests, that the drug is safe for
consumers to use without monitoring by a doctor. Moreover, OTC drugs
tend to have very long product life cycles. Medical researchers are also
discovering new drugs or new uses or benefits of existing drugs. For
example, researchers have found that the psyllium fibre used in some OTC
natural laxatives is effective in controlling cholesterol.
Beyond the size and growth of the market, Colgate also knows that the
OTG market can be extremely profitable. Analysts estimate that the average
cost of goods sold for an OTG drug is only 29 per cent, leaving a gross margin
of 71 per eent. Advertising and sales promotions are the largest expenditure
categories for these produets, accounting for an average of 42 per cent of
sales. OTG drugs produce on average 11 per eent after-tax profit.
Because of the OTG market's attractiveness, Colgate conducted studies
to learn the strength of its brand name with consumers. Colgate believes in
the following equation: brand awareness + brand image = brand equity. Its
studies found that Colgate was no. 1 in brand awareness, no. 2 in brand
image and no. 2 in brand equity among OTC consumers, even though it did
not sell OTC products. The Tylenol brand name earned the no. 1 spot in
both brand image and brand equity.
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Thus Colgate's research shows that the OTC market is very large, is
growing rapidly and is very profitable, and that Colgate has a strong brand
equity position with OTC consumers. Most companies would find such a
situation very attractive.
Colgate realizes that entering the OTC market will not be easy. First, its
research suggests that the typical OTC product does not reach the breakeven point for four years and does not recover development costs until the
seventh year. OTC firms must therefore be correct in their product development decisions or they risk losing a great deal of money.
Second, OTC drugs require a high level of advertising and promotion
expenditures: 25 per cent of sales on yuar-round media alone. A firm must
have substantial financial resources to enter this market.
Third, because of the market's attractiveness, entering firms face stiff
competition. The market has many competitors and is the least concentrated of any large consumer market. In Europe, no company has more than
3.5 per cent of the market and the top 15 companies account for only 25 per
cent market share. Established companies like Bayer, Rhone-Poulene Rorer,
Sariofi, Boots, Boehringer Ingelheim and Warner-Lambert have strong sales
forces and marketing organizations. They are strong financially and are
willing to take competitors to court if they perceive any violations of laws or
regulations. These firms also have strong research and development organizations that spin out new products. As governments squeeze state drug
budgets, ethical drug companies have been aggressively working their way
into the OTC market. Among notable acquisitions are Hoffmann-La Roche's
of Nicholas Laboratories and SmitliKline Beeeham's purchase of Stirling
Winthrop from Kodak, while Merck, America's leading drug company, has
teamed up with Johnson & Johnson in the OTC market. Market leaders have
also bought interests in drug distribution, such as SmithKline Beeeham's
acquisition of Diversified l-'harmaceuticals Services, US pharmacy benefits
managers.
Fourth, because of the high and rising level of fixed costs, such as the
costs of advertising and R & I), many smaller firms are leaving the industry
or being acquired by larger firms. Many of the world's leading ethical drug
companies' industry observers estimate that an OTC firm must have at least
several hundred million dollars in sales. It needs this to cover fixed costs and
to have the power to match big retailers. So the OTG firms are growing
larger and larger, and they arc willing to fight aggressively for market share.
Given all these harriers to entry, you might wonder why Colgate would
want to pursue OTC products, even if the industry is growing and profitable.
Colgate has adopted a strategy that aims to make it the best global consumer
products company. It believes that oral-care and OTC products are very
similar. Both rely on their ingredients for effectiveness, arc highly regulated
and use similar marketing channels.
Colgate set up its Colgate Health Care Laboratories to explore product
and market development opportunities in the OTC market. In 1987 and
1988 Colgate carried out a test market for a line of OTC products developed
by its Health Care Laboratories. It test marketed a wide line of OTC products, from a nasal dceongestant to a natural fibre laxative, under the brand
name Ektra. The predominantly white packages featured the Ektra name
with the Colgate name in smaller letters below it.
Following the test market results, Colgate quietly established another
test market to test a line of ten OTC healthcare products, all using the
Colgate name as the brand name. The line includes Colgate aspirin-free pain
reliever to compete against Tylenol, Colgate ibuprofen (versus Advil),
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Colgate cold tablets (v. Contact), Colgate night-time cold medicine (v.
Nyquil). Colgate antacid (v, Rolaids), Colgate natural laxative (v. Metamucil)
and Colgate dandruff shampoo (v. Head and Shoulders).
Industry observers realize that the new line represents a significant
departure from Colgate's traditional, high-visibility household goods and
oral-care products. Responding to enquiries, Colgate chairman Reuben
Marks suggests that: 'The Colgate name is already strong in oral hygiene,
now we want to learn whether it can represent health care across the hoard.
We need to expand into more profitable categories.'
Colgate will not talk specifically about its new line. Pharmacists,
however, say that Colgate has blitzed the town with coupons and ads.
Representatives have given away free tubes of toothpaste with purchases of
the new Colgate products and have handed out coupons worth virtually the
full price of the new products. One store owner noted: 'They're spending
major money out there.'
If all that promotion was not enough, the manager of one store points
out that Colgate has priced its line well below competing brands — as much
as 20 per eent below in some eases. The same manager reports that the new
products' sales arc strong, but also adds: 'With all the promotion they've
done, they should be. They're cheaper, and they've got Colgate's name on
them.'
Yet even if Colgate's test proves a resounding success, marketing consultants say expanding the new line could prove dangerous and, ultimately,
more expensive than Colgate can imagine. 'If you put the Colgate brand
name on a bunch of different products, if you do it willy-nilly at the lowest
end, you're going to dilute what it stands for — and if you stand for nothing,
you're worthless,' observes Olive Chajet, chairman of Lipincott and
Margolies, a firm that handles corporate identity projects.
Mr Chajet suggests that Colgate might also end up alienating customers
by slapping its name on so many products. If consumers are 'dissatisfied
with one product, they might be dissatisfied with everything across the
board. I wouldn't risk it,' he says. What would have happened to Johnson &
Johnson during the Tylenol poison scare, he asks, if the Tylenol name
appeared on everything from baby shampoo to birth control pills?
Colgate's test is one of the bolder forays into line extensions by
consumer products companies. Companies saddled with 'mature' brands brands that cannot grow much more - often try to use those brands' solid
gold name to make a new fortune, generally with a related product. Thus
Procter & Gamble's Ivory soap came up with a shampoo and conditioner.
Mars bars were turned into ice-confectionery. Persil extended into washingup liquids.
Unlike those products, however, Colgate's new line moves far afield from
its familiar turf. Although its new line is selling well, sales might not stay so
strong without budget prices and a barrage of advertising and promotion.
'People are looking at it right now as a generic-style product,' observes one
store manager. 'People are really price conscious, and as long as the price is
cheaper, along with a name that you can trust, people are going to buy that
over others,'
Al Ries, chairman of Trout & Ries marketing consultants, questions
whether any line extensions make sense - not only for Colgate, but also for
other strong brand names. He says the reason Colgate has been able to break
into the OTC drugs market is that other drugs have expanded and lost their
niches. Tylenol and Alka-Seltzer both now make cold medicines, for
example, and 'that allows an opportunity for the outsiders, the Colgates, to
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come in and Kay there's no perception that anybody is any different. The
consumer will look for any acceptable brand name.'
Mr Ries argues that Colgate and the traditional OTG medicine eompanies are turning their products into generic drugs instead of brands. They
are losing 'the power of a narrow focus,' he says. 'It reflects stupidity on the
part of the traditional over-the-counter marketers. ... If the traditional medicines maintained their narrow focus, they wouldn't leave room for an
outsider such as Colgate.'
If Colgate is too successful, meanwhile, it also risks cannibalizing its
flagship product. Consultants note that almost all successful line extensions,
and many not-so-successful ones, hurt the product from which they took
their name. They cite Miller TTigh Life, whose share of the US beer market
has dwindled since the introduction of Miller Lite. 'If Colgate made themselves to mean over-the-counter medicine, nobody would want to buy
Colgate toothpaste,' contends Mr Ries.
Mr Chajet agrees, Colgate could 'save tens of millions of dollars by not
having to introduce a new brand name' for its new products, he says. But in
doing so, it might also 'kill the goose that laid the golden egg'. Other
marketing consultants believe that Colgate may be able to break into the
market, but that it will take much time and money. 'They just don't bring a
lot to the OTC party,' one consultant indicates.
Although chairman Marks admits that Colgate will continue to try to
build share in its traditional cleanser and detergent markets, the company
seems to consider personal care a stronger area. Leveraging a name into new
categories can be tricky, requiring patience from sceptical retailers and
fickle consumers. 'It isn't so much a question of where you can put the
brand name,' says one marketing consultant. 'It's what products the
consumer will let you put the brand name on.'

QUESTIONS
1. What core product is Colgate selling when it sells toothpaste or the
other products in its new line?
2. How would you classify these new products?
3. What implications does this classification have for marketing the new
line?
4. What brand decisions has Colgate made? What kinds of product line
decision? Are these decisions consistent?
5. If you were the marketing manager for the extended Colgate line, how
would you package the new products?
6. What risks do you see in these packaging decisions?
SOURCES: Adapted from Joanne Lipnian, 'Colgate tests putting its name on over-the-counter drug
line', Wall Street Journal (19 July 198')). Used with permission. See also Dan Koeppel, 'Xow
playing in Peoria: Colgate genetics', AdtBeek's Marketing Week (18 September 1989), p. 5; Sean
Biierley, 'Drug dependence', Marketing Week (34 November 1994), pp. 32-5; Clive Cookson,
'Roche deal puts fizz in the drug races', Financial Times (4 June 1991), p. 19; Paul Abrahams, 'A
dose ofOTC medicine for growth strategy'. Financial 'fimvs (30 August 1994), p. 19; 'HoffmannLa Roche: staying calm', Tile Ecttnumist (28 September 1991), p. 120; Colgate Health Care
Laboratories also co-operated in the development of this case,

Product Development
and Life-Cycle
Strategies
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
• Explain how companies find and develop new-product ideas.
• List and define the steps in the new-product development process.
• Describe the stages of the product lite cycle.
• Explain how marketing strategy changes during a product's life
cycle.

Preview Case
Aerostructures Hamble
MARKETS DO NOT STAND STILL. When customer needs and technology
change, companies, big or small, must create new products and invest in
new technology Co keep abreast of such changes in the marketplace,
Ac re i structures Hamble, a Hampshire (L'K}-based aircraft components
manufacturer, is one company that has survived many changes in its
industry. Through it-s emphasis upon customer-oriented innovation and lean
management techniques to speed up product development, it has maintained outstanding performance in a highly competitive aircraft components industry.
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The company started in 1936. making the Midge and Gnat aircraft.
Hawker .Siddeley took it over in 1963. The aircraft-manufacturing side of
Hawker Siddeley was nationalized as part of the British Aircraft
Corporation, which was privatized in 1979. It became Aero structures
Harable in 1989 when British Aerospace decided to make it more accountable as a profit centre. In 1990 Andy Rarr, chief executive, joined from
Rover Group and led a £46.7 million management buyout.
With a small team of ten senior managers, including Mr Barr and an
operations director, Mr Wyman, who had also come from Rover, new
management techniques were introduced - notably Japanese techniques
devised by car manufacturers.
In the 1930s, the slipway of Aero structures Ilamble was used to launch
seaplanes. In the 1990s, it is being used to dispatch cargo doors of transport
planes. Its transformation from aircraft to aircraft component manufacturer
is not the surprising element in Aerost rue tu re's strategy, whieh reflects the
many changes undergone by the British aerospace industry. What is noteworthy is the speed of execution of the order and its on-time delivery something. Mr Wyman claims, that is totally alien to the aircraft industry.
The company stresses the need to introduce the 'right product' first
time, like the Japanese car makers do. It is hard work, but all functions in
the firm must be involved in innovation.
The company has invested heavily in new plant equipment, including
riveting machinery, a large press, machine tools and a world-class aluminium
finishing plant. It also sets tight parameters for component manufacture,
using computer technology and techniques such as statistical process
control, which ensure that a part will fit and comes out right first time.
In order to get things right first time, the firm approaches each new
project, through a innltidisciplinary team with a manager who becomes the
main contact with the customer. People are seconded from other parts of the
firm. The manager sticks with the team from the initial bid through to
completion of the project. While some of the team members might change,
there is a consistent thread running right through the project, from initial
conception to final delivery. The goal is to achieve a 'seamless' process as Mr
Wyman suggests, whieh is in marked contrast with the old method of
passing a project from one department to another.
Quality is given heavy emphasis, and quality control techniques,
including suggestion schemes in which over 50 per cent of the staff have
taken part, have borne fruitful results.
Other parts of its operations have been reworked or reorganized to allow
the company to utilize just-in-time delivery of components to speeific parts
of its factory. It has introduced 'kitting', through whieh parts are dispatched
to a customer in a carefully laid out package. This simple innovation enables
any part missing to be immediately visible and has revolutionized the traceability of orders and saved hours of dispute.
The company's reliance on its former owner, British Aerospace, which
accounted for 93 per cent of its business in 1990, fell to 78 per cent in 1993
and is expected to fall further in the late 1990s. It has successfully secured
new orders and acquired an impressive blue-chip customer base, including
Boeing, McDonnell Douglas, Vought and Raytheon.
The company claims that its methods are new in the aircraft components industry. While the new techniques ensure that it creates new products which are a perfect fit with customer requirements, management are
well aware that it gets tougher as they go on - customer and market needs
are continually evolving, and products and methods must follow suit.1
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QUESTIONS
1. How do firms identify and develop new-product opportunities?
2. What are the steps involved in developing and commercializing new
products?
3. Is new-product development a risky business, and how might firms
such as Ac restructures Hamble minimize these risks?
4. What role does marketing play in new-product development?
5. Why should the firm invest continually in new-product development?
6. As the new product ages, how should the firm adapt its marketing
strategies in the face of changing tastes, technologies and competition?

Introduction
In the face of changing customer needs, technologies and competition, product
innovation or the development of new products has become vital to a company's
survival. Introducing new products, however, is not sufficient. The firm must also
know how to manage the new product as it goes through its life cycle: that is, from
its birth, through growth and maturity, to eventual demise as newer products
come along that better serve consumer needs.
This product life cycle presents two principal challenges. First, because all
products eventually decline, the firm must find new products to replace ageing
ones (the problem of new-product development). Second, the firm must understand how its products age and adapt its marketing strategies as products pass
through life-cycle stages (the problem of product life-cycle, strategies'). We therefore look initially at the problem of finding and developing new products, and then
at the challenge of managing them successfully over their life cycles.

Innovation and New-Product Development
Given the rapid changes in taste, technology and competition, a company cannot
rely solely on its existing products to sustain growth or to maintain profitability.
The firm can hope to maintain market and profit performance only by continuous
product innovation. Product innovation encompasses a variety of product development activities - product improvement, development of entirely new ones, and
extensions that increase the range or number of lines of product the firm can
offer. Product innovations are not to be confused with inventions. The latter are a
new technology or product which may or may not deliver benefits to customers.
An innovation is defined as an idea, product or piece of technology that has been
developed and marketed to customers 'who perceive it as novel or new. We may
call it a process of identifying, creating and delivering new-product values or
benefits that were not offered before in the marketplace. In this chapter we look
specifically at new products as opposed to value creation through marketing
actions (such as product/brand repositioning, segmentation of current markets).
We also need to distinguish between obtaining new products through acquisition - by buying a whole company, a patent or a licence to produce someone

invention
A new technology or
product that may or may
not deliver benefits to
CMS (omens.
innovation
An idea, product or
technology that has been
developed and marketed
to customers who
perceive it as novel or
rte<w. It is a process of
identifying, creating atvi
delivering new-product
service values that did
not exist he/ore in the
marketplace.
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new-product
development
The development of
original products,
product improvements,
'product modifications
and iieir brands through
the firm's oian R & D
efforts.

else's product - and through new-product development in the company's own
research and development department. As the costs of developing and introducing major new products have climbed, many large companies have decided to
acquire existing brands rather than to create new ones. Other firms have saved
money by copying competitors' brands or by reviving old brands. These routes
can contribute to a firm's growth and have both advantages and limitations. In
this chapter, we are mainly concerned with how businesses create and market
new products. By new products we mean original products, product improvements, pnxhict modifications and new brands that the firm develops through its
own research and development efforts.

Risks and Returns Jri Innovation
Innovation can be very risky for a number of reasons:
1. New-product development is an expensive affair - it cost Tate & Lyle around
£150 million to develop a new sugar substitute; pharmaceutical firms spend
an average of .£100-50 million to develop a new drug; while developing a
super-jumbo project could cost billions.
2. New-product development takes time. Although companies can dramatically
shorten their development time, in many industries, such as
Pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, aerospace and food, new-product
development cycles can be as long as 10-15 years. The uncertainty and
unpredictability of market environments further raise the risks of
commercialization. Roots had to withdraw Manoplex, a heart drug, less than
a year after its launch in the United Kingdom, after a trial on 3,000 patients
in the United States and Scandinavia suggested an adverse effect on patient
survival. The pharmaeeudeals division lost about £200 million on the drug,
which cost nearly £100 million to develop over a period of 12 years, and
about S20 million was spent on promoting and marketing it.J
3. Unexpected delays in development are also a problem. History is littered
with grand pioneering engineering projects which have failed to satisfy the
original expectations of bankers, investors and politicians. The Seikan rail
tunnel, connecting the island of Hokkaido to mainland Japan, was
completed 14 years late and billions of pounds over budget; the S10 billion
cost of the Channel tunnel, which opened on 6 May ] 994, a year later than
originally planned, is more than double the £4,8 billion forecast in 1987,
4. The new-product success record is not encouraging either. New products
continue to fail at a disturbing rate. One recent study estimated that new
consumer packaged goods (consisting mostly of line extensions) fail at a rate
of 80 per cent. The same high failure rate appears to afflict new financial
products and services, such as credit cards, insurance plans and brokerage
services. Another study found that about 33 per cent of new industrial
products fail at launch.3
Despite the risks, firms that learn to innovate well become less vulnerable to
attacks by new entrants which discover new ways of delivering added values,
benefits and solutions to customers' problems.

Why Do New Products Fail?
Concorde aircraft (an Anglo-French project), PCjr personal computer (IBM),
Betamax video cassette recorder (Sony), EuroDisneyland (Walt Disney/ EuroDisney
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The Net
Worker.
The Nokia 9000 Communicator.
A phone, fax, Web browser. E-Mail terminal,
SMS message device and personal organiser in one.

With this all-in-one pocket phone, fax, diary and E-Mail terminal, Nokia creates
[hat has never existed before.

Group), the C5 (Clive Sinclair's electric ear) all have one thing in common - they
all failed to meet target returns on investment, and therefore joined the ranks of
new-product failure.
Why do so many new products fail? There are several reasons. Although an
idea may he good, the market size may have heen overestimated. Perhaps the
actual product was not designed as well as it should have been. It may be a 'me
too" product which is no better than products that are already established in the
marketplace. Or maybe it was incorrectly positioned in the market, priced too
high, or advertised and promoted poorly. A high-level executive might push a
favourite idea despite poor marketing research findings. Sometimes the costs of
product development are higher than hudgeted and sometimes competitors fight
back harder than expected.

What Governs New-Product Success?
Because so many new products fail, companies are anxious to learn how to
improve their odds of new-product success. One way is to identify successful new
products and find out what they have in common. One study of new-product
successes found that the no. 1 success factor is a unique superior product., one
with higher quality, new features and higher value in use. Another key success
factor is a well-defined product concept prior to development, in which the
company carefully defines and assesses the target market, the product requirements and the benefits before proceeding. New products that meet market needs
more closely than existing products invariably do well. Other success factors
included technological and marketing synergy, quality of execution in all stages
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and market sttrae&ijenfiss.4 Thus to create successful new products, a company
must understand its consumers, markets and competitors, and develop products
that deliver superior value to customers.
Successful new-product development may be even more difficult in the
future. Keen competition has led to increasing market fragmentation - companies
must now aim at smaller market segments rather than the mass market, and this
means smaller sales and profits for each product. New products must meet
growing social and government constraints, such as consumer safety and environmental standards. The costs of finding, developing and launching new products
will increase steadily due to rising manufacturing, media and distribution costs.
Many companies cannot afford or cannot raise the funds needed for new-product
development. Instead, they emphasize product modification and imitation rather
than true innovation. Even when a new product is successful, rivals are so quick
to copy it that the new product is typically fated to have only a short life.
So, companies face a problem - they must develop new products, but the odds
weigh heavily against success. The solution lies in strong new-product planning
and in setting up a systematic new-product development process for finding and
growing new products. Top management is ultimately accountable for the newproduct success record. It must take the lead, rather than simply ask lower-level staff
or the new-product manager to come up with great ideas. It must define the business domains and product categories that the company wants to focus on. Many
or most new-product ideas are likely to be unsuitable for development. Management
must encourage the search for a large pool of ideas from which potential winners
emerge. To facilitate the selection process, it must establish specific criteria for
new-product idea acceptance, based on the specific strategic rofe the product is
expected to play. The product's role might be to help the company maintain its
industry position as an innovator, to det'cnd a market-share position, or to get a
foothold in a future new market. Or the new product might help the company to
take advantage of its special strengths or exploit technology in a new way.
Another crucial decision facing top management is how much to budget for
new-product development. New-product outcomes are so uncertain that it is difficult to use normal investment criteria for budgeting. Some companies solve this
problem by encouraging and financing as many projects as possible, hoping to
achieve a few winners. Other companies set their R & D budgets by applying a
conventional percentage-to-sales figure or by spending what the competition
spends. Still other companies decide how many successful new products they
need and work backwards to estimate the required R & D investment.
Another important factor in new-product development work is to set up effective organizational structures for nurturing innovation and handling new products. Successful new-product development requires a company-wide effort.
Successful innovative companies make a consistent commitment of resources to
new-product development, design and new-product strategy that is linked to their
strategic planning process, and set up formal and sophisticated organizational
arrangements for managing the new-product development process (see Marketing
Highlight 14.1). Let us now take a look at the major steps in the new-product
development process.

New-Product Development Process
The new-product development process for finding and growing new products
consists of nine main steps (see Figure 14.1).

Neutt-Praduut Development Process

Figure 14.1
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Steps in new product development

New-Product Strategy
Effective product innovation is guided by a well-defined new-product strategy.
The new-product strategy achieves four main goals: first, it gives direction to the
new-product team tuvifocuses team effort-, .second, it helps to integrate functional
or departmental efforts; third, where understood by the new-product team, it
allows tasks to be delegated to team members, who can be left to operate independently; and fourth, the very act of producing and getting managers to agree on a
strategy requires proactive, not reactive, management, which increases the likelihood of a more thorough search for innovation opportunities. For example,
Bauseh & Lomb, the contact lens and [ens-care products maker, was on the verge
of losing its market position in the late 1980s because its managers had concentrated for too long on product improvement. It almost missed new product opportunities like ex tended-wear contact lenses. Fortunately, managers reviewed their
new-product strategy and spotted many more opportunities for innovation, which
they eventually capitalized on.'
Successful innovative companies are placing more emphasis upon the use of
definitive strategy statements or a product innovation charter (PIC). The PIC draws
managers' attention to the reasons or rationale behind the firm's search for innovation opportunities, the product/market and technology to focus on, the miscelBaeousgoo/s or objectives (market share, cash flow, profitability, etc.) to be achieved,
and guidelines on the nature or level of innovativeness that will sell the new product.ft
The charter spells out the priority that managers should place on developing breakthrough products, changing existing ones and imitating competitors' products.

Idea Generation
The PIC should then direct the search for new-product ideas. Idea generation should
be systematic rather than haphazard. Otherwise, although the company will find
many ideas, most will not be good ones for its type of business. A company typically has to generate many ideas in order to find a few good ones. A recent survey
Irproduet managers found that of 100 proposed new product ideas, 39 begin the
product development process, 17 survive the development process, 8 actually
reach the marketplace and only 1 eventually reaches its business objectives.7
To obtain a flow of new-product ideas, the company can tap many sources.
Chief sources of new-product ideas include internal sources, customers, competitors, distributors and suppliers.

product innovation
charter (PIC)
A new-product strategy
statement formalizing
management's reasons
or rationale behind the
./inn's aearchjbr
innovation
opportunities, the
product/market and
technology tofoc-iis
upon, and the goals and
objectvoes to be
achieved.
idea generation
The systematic search
for new-product ideas.
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3M: Championing
Innovation

Marketing
I liffhliffht
o
o
14.1

The 3M Company markets more
than 60,000 products. These products range from sandpaper, adhesives and floppy disks to contact
lenses, laser optical disks, aerosol
inhalers, heart-lung machines,
translucent braces and futuristic
synthetic ligaments; from coatings
that sleeken boat hulls to hundreds of sticky tapes - Scotch
Tape, masking tape, superbonding tape and even
rcfastcning disposable nappy tape. 3M views
innovation as its path to growth, and new products as its lifeblood. Up till 1992, the company's
longstanding goal was to derive 25 per cent of
annual sales from products which had been on
the market for less than five years. In the light of
increasing competition in reeent years, the com-

If there were an Olympics for innovation
we'd have quite a track record ourselves.

Championing innovation; JM'n innfroation track
record is hard to beat.

pany has, accordingly, raised its
sights. Today an astonishing ,30 per
cent of each year's sales come from
products introduced within the
previous four years. Its legendary
emphasis on innovation has eonsistently made 3M one of the
world's most admired companies.
3M's impressive record is due
to several factors. The company
works hard to create an environment that supports innovation. It
invests nearly 7 per cent of annual
group sales in research and development - twice
as much as the average company. Its Innovation
Task Force seeks out and destroys corporate
bureaucracy that might interfere with new-product progress. Hired consultants help 3M find ways
to make employees more inventive.
3M's culture is innovative. Its management
encourages everyone to look for new products.
The company's renowned'15 per cent rule' allows
all employees to spend up to 15 per cent of their
time 'bootlegging' - that is, working on projects of
personal interest whether or not those projects
directly benefit the company. Wben a promising
idea comes along, 3M forms a venture team made
up of the researcher who developed the idea and
volunteers from manufacturing, sales, marketing
and legal. Developing cross-functional teams is
the touchstone of 3M's efforts to facilitate the flow
of technology around the company. The team
nurtures the product and protects it from company bureaucracy. Team members stay with the
product until it succeeds or fails and then return
to their previous jobs. Some teams have tried
three or four times before finally making a success of an idea. Each year, 3M hands out Golden
Step Awards to venture teams whose new products earned more than $2 million in US sales, or
$4 million in worldwide sales, within three years
of introduction.
3M's management culture encourages the crossfertilization of ideas between its 40 or more business
units. Much of this is done through informal networking such as employee-run technical forums or
getting technicians to go out and meet customers.
Cross-fertilization is also reinforced by official
bodies, such as audit teams, whose main function is
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to go round laboracory groups and assess the commercial potential of their new-product programmes.
Often they come across developments in one lab
that can be helpful to another,
The company knows that it must try thousands of new-product ideas to hit one big jackpot.
One well-worn slogan at 3M is 'You have to kiss a
lot of frogs to find a prince.' This often means
making mistakes, but 3M accepts blunders and
dead ends as a normal part of creativity and innovation. Its philosophy seems to be Tf you aren't
making mistakes, you probably aren't doing anything.' In line with its tolerance of failure, 3M's
employees are allowed to perform their work in
their own way and be allowed to make mistakes what we call worker 'empowerment' today. As it
turns out, 'blunders' have turned into some of
3M's most successful products. There is the familiar story about the ehemifit who accidentally
spilled a new chemical on her tennis shoes. Some
days later, she noticed that the spots hit by the
chemical had not become dirty. Eureka! The
chemical eventually became Scotehgard fabric protector.
And then there's the one about 3M scientist
Spencer Silver who started out to develop a
superstrong adhesive; instead he came up with
one that didn't stick very well at all. He sent the
apparently xiseless substance on to other 3M
researchers to see if they could find something to
do with it. Nothing happened for several years.
Then Arthur Fry, another 3M scientist, had a
problem - and an idea. As a choir member in a
local church, Mr Fry was having trouble marking

places in his hymnal - the little scraps of paper he
used kept falling out. He tried dabbing some of Mr
Silver's weak glue on one of the scraps. It stuck
nicely and later peeled off without damaging the
hymnal. Thus were born 3M's ubiquitous Post-it
notes, a product that now has sales of almost
S100 million a year!
3M recognizes that to maintain its formidable
reputation for innovation, management must
keep alive its traditional innovative culture. It
must be willing to engage in self-criticism and
benchmarking against other companies to ensure
that it continues to create products that become
winners in the marketplace. Staff must keep close
to customers and be given the freedom to 'bootleg', and communication channels around the company must remain open, with cross-functional
teamwork upheld to ensure inventiveness is maximized, not stifled. Reward systems must recognize
group efforts, given that getting inventions and
new ideas to market invariably requires
extremely complex corporate teamwork. 3M
acknowledges that there is no room for complacency if it wants to remain a corporate superstar.
SOURCES. Martin Diokson, 'Back to the future'. Financial
Times (30 May 1994), p. 7; '3M, 60,000 and counting', The
Kciinnmim (30 November 1991), pp. 86-9; Russe! Mitchell,
'Master ill' innovation: ho\v 3M keeps its neiv products
coming', Knsmess Week (10 April 19S9|, pp. 58-64; Joyce
Anne Oliver, '3M vet enjoys taking risks, knocking clown
barriers'. Marketing News (15 April 1991), p. 13; Kevin
Kelly, '3M running scared? Forget about it', Business Week
(16 September 1991), pp. 59-62.

• Internal Sources
Many new-product ideas come from internal sources within the company. The
company can find new ideas through formal research and development. It can
pick the brains of its scientists, engineers, designers and manufacturing people.
Or company executives can brainstorm new-product ideas. The company's salespeople are another good source of ideas because they are in daily contact with
customers. Formal or informal suggestion schemes can also be used to tap staffs
ideas. Toyota claims that employees submit two million ideas annually - about 35
suggestions per employee - and that more than 85 per cent of these ideas are
implemented.
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• Customers
Almost 28 per cent of all new-product ideas come from watching and listening to
customers. The company can conduct surveys to learn about consumer needs and
wants. It can analyze customer questions and complaints to find new products that
better solve consumer problems. Company engineers or salespeople can meet
with customers to get suggestions. General Eleetric's Video Products Division,
Sony, Toyota and many other effective innovators are known to have their design
engineers talk with final consumers to get ideas for new products. Many new ideas
come from simply observing consumers.8
Honda's highly acclaimed City model was conceived in this manner.
Honda sent designers and engineers from the City project team to Europe
to 'look around' for the best product concept for the City. Based on the
British Mini-Cooper, developed decades earlier, the Honda team designed
a 'short and tall' car which countered the prevailing wisdom that cars
should be long and low.
Observing the growing market potential in Third World countries, Boeing
sent a team of engineers to diose countries to study the idiosyncrasies of
Third World aviation. The engineers found that many runways were too short
for jet planes. Boeing redesigned the wings on its 737, added lower-pressure
tyres to prevent bouncing on short landings, and redesigned the engines
for qiucker takeoff. As a result, the Boeing 737 became the best-selling
commercial jet in history.
Customers, however, may not always know their future needs and wants. If
Philips had questioned consumers in 1975 about what new technology they
wanted, they would never have said a personal stereo - the idea would not have
occurred to them. This is one of the reasons why Finnish mobile communications
company Nokia employs a team of seven people around the world whose job is to
think ten years ahead and dream up ideas. They have to anticipate future needs
before the consumer has even become aware of them. They must also predict the
innovations of their rivals, so that the company can be one step ahead. Every so
often, the ideas team hold focus groups for ordinary users and ask them what they
want from their phones when they are on the move. The users are offered a
handful of new ideas and their reactions are videoed. The team always pay attention to the quirky suggestions because there is often a lot of truth in them. The
company also consults anthropologists to help unravel consumers' reactions, and
these generate leads which give the team something to build on. It was anticipating needs before they exist that brought about Nokia's revolutionary 9000
Communicator, which is the world's first all-in-one mobile communications
device - a fax, phone, digital diary, calculator and palm-top computer aJI rolled
into one. In time, Nokia claims that the handset will become a mobile office and
multimedia communications device the size of a business card!9
Consumers often create new products on their own, and companies can
benefit by finding these products and putting them on the market. Pillsbury gets
promising new recipes through its annual Bake-Off. One of Pillsbury's four cakemix lines and several variations of another came directly from Bake-Off winners'
recipes. About one-third of all the software IBM leases for its computers is developed by outside users.10

• Competitors
About 30 per cent of new-product ideas come from analyzing competitors' products. The company can watch competitors' ads and other communications to get
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clues about tJieir new products. Companies buy competing products, take them
apart to see how they work, analyze their sales, and decide whether the company
should bring out a new product of its own. For example, when designing its highly
successful Taurus, Ford tore down more than 50 competing models, layer by
layer, looking for things to copy or improve upon. It copied the Audi's acceleratorpedal 'feel', the Toyota Supra fuel gauge, the BMW 528e tyre and jack storage system
and 400 other such outstanding features."

• Distributors, Suppliers and Others
Resellers are close to the market and can pass along information about consumer
problems and new-product possibilities. Suppliers can tell the company about
new concepts, techniques and materials that can be used to develop new products. Other idea sources include trade magazines, shows and seminars; government agencies; new-product consultants; advertising agencies; marketing research
firms; university, commercial laboratories and science parks; and inventors.

Idea Screening
The purpose of idea generation is to create a large number of ideas. The purpose
of the succeeding stages is to reduce that number to a manageable few which
deserve further attention. The first idea-reducing stage is idea screening. The
purpose of screening is to spot good ideas and drop poor ones as soon as possible.
As product development costs rise greatly in later stages, it is important for the
company to go ahead only with those product ideas that will turn into profitable
products.
Most companies require their executives to write up new-product ideas on a
standard form that can be reviewed by a new-product committee. The write-up
describes the product, the target market and the competition, and makes some
rough estimates of market size, product price, development time and costs,
manufacturing costs and rate of return. The committee then evaluates the idea
against a set of general criteria. At Kao Company of Japan, for example, the
committee asks questions such as these; Is the product truly useful to consumers
and society? Is this product good for our particular company? Does it mesh well
with the company's objectives and strategies? Do we have the people, skills and
resources to make it succeed? Is its cost performance superior to competitive
products? Is it easy to advertise and distribute?
Surviving ideas can be screened further using a simple rating process, such as
the one shown in Table 14.1. The first column lists factors required for the
successful launching of the product in the marketplace. In the next column,
management rates these factors on their relative importance. Thus management
believes that marketing skills and experience are very important (0.20) and
purchasing and supplies competence is of minor importance (0.05).
Next, on a scale of 0.0 to 1.0, management rates how well the new-product
idea fits the company's profile on each factor. Here management feels that the
product idea fits very well with the company's marketing skills and experience
(0.9), but not too well with its purchasing and supplies capabilities (0.5). Finally,
management multiplies the importance of each success factor by the rating of fit
to obtain an overall rating of the company's ability to launch the product successfully. Thus, if marketing is an important success factor and if this product fits the
company's marketing skills, this will increase the overall rating of the product
idea. In the example, the product idea scored 0.74. which places it at the high end
of the'fair idea'level.

idea screening
Screening new-product
ideas in order to spot
good ideas and drop
poor ones as soon as
possible.
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The checklist promotes a more systematic product idea evaluation and basis
for discussion. However, it is not designed to make the decision for management.

Concept Development and Testing
product idea
An idea for a possible
product chat the
company can sec itself
offering to the market.
product concept
A detailed version of the
new-product idea stated
in meaningful consumer
terms.

product image
The teoji consumers
perceive an actual or
potential product.

Attractive ideas must now be developed into product concepts. It is important to
distinguish between a produce idea, a product concept and a product image. A
product idea is an idea for a possible product that the company can see itself
offering to the market. A product concept is a detailed version of the idea stated
in meaningful consumer terms. A product image is the way consumers perceive
an actual or potential product.

* Concept. Development
Suppose a car manufacturer figures out how to design an electric car that can go
as fast as 90 km per hour and as far as 170 km before needing to be recharged. The
manufacturer estimates that the electric car's operating costs will be about half
those of a regular car.
This is a product idea. Customers, however, do not buy a product idea; they
buy a product concept. The marketer's task is to develop this idea into some alternative product concepts, find out how attractive each concept is to customers, and
choose the best one.
The marketer might create the following product concepts for the electric car.
•

Concept 1. A moderately priced subcompact designed as a second family car to
be used around town. The ear is ideal for running errands and visiting friends,
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Concept 2. A medium-cost sporty compact appealing to young people.
Concept 3. An inexpensive subcompact 'green' car appealing to
environmentally conscious people who want practical transportation and
low pollution.

To increase the likelihood of concept acceptance, some firms involve the
customer (or potential customer) in concept development - as in the case of
Aero structures Hamhle, the aircraft components manufacturer, which invites
customers to its design reviews in the early stages of the new-product process.

• Concept Testing
Concept testing calls for testing new-product concepts with a group of target
consumers. The concepts may be presented to consumers symbolically or physically. Here, in words, is Concept 3:
An efficient, fun-to-drive, fuel-cell-powered electric subcompaet car that
seats four. This high-tech wonder runs on hydrogen created from
mcthanol fuel, providing practical and reliable transportation with almost
no pollution. It goes up to 110 km per hour and, unlike battery-powered
electric cars, never needs recharging. It's priced, fully equipped, at £32.000.

concept testing
Testing new product
concepts •with a group of
target consumers to find
out if the concepts have
utrung consumer appeal.

For some concept tests, a word or picture description might be sufficient.
However, a more concrete and physical presentation of the concept will increase
the reliability of the concept test. Today, marketers are finding innovative ways to
make product concepts more real to consumer subjects. For example, some are
using virtual reality to test product concepts. Virtual reality programmes use
computers and scjnsory devices (such as goggles or gloves) to simulate reality. For
example, a designer of kitchen cabinets can use a virtual reality programme to
help a customer 'see' how his or her kitchen would look and work if remodelled
with the company's products. Virtual reality is still in its infancy, but its applications are increasing daily.
After being exposed to the concept, consumers may then be asked to react to
it by answering the questions in Table 14.2. The answers will help the company
decide which concept has the strongest appeal. For example, the last question
asks about the consumer's intention to buy. Suppose 10 per cent of the consumers
said they 'definitely' would buy and another 5 per cent said 'probably'. The
company could project these figures to the population size of this target group to
estimate sales volume. Concept testing offers a rough estimate of potential sales,
but managers must view this with caution. The estimate is uncertain largely
because consumers do not always carry out stated intentions. 1 - Drivers, for
example, might like the idea of the electric car that is kind to the environment,
but might not want to pay for one! It is, nonetheless, important to carry out such
tests with product concepts so as to gauge customers' response as well as to identify aspects of the concept that are particularly liked or disliked by potential
buyers. Feedback might suggest ways to refine the concept, thereby increasing its
appeal to customers,

Marketing Strategy Development
Suppose Toyota finds that Concept 3 for the fuel-cell-powered electric car tests
best. The next step is to develop a marketing strategy for introducing this car to
the market.

marketing strategy
The marketing logic by
TC/MC/I the business unit
hopes to achieve its
marketing objectives.
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marketing strategy
statement
A statement of the
planned strategy for a
new product that
outlines the intended
target market, the
planned product
positioning, and the
safes, market share and
profit goals for the first
few years.

The marketing strategy statement consists of three parts. The first part
describes the target market, the planned product positioning, and the sales,
market share and profit goals for the first few years. Thus:
The target market is younger, well-educated, mo derate-to-high income
individuals, couples or small families seeking practical, environmentally
responsible transportation. The ear will he positioned as more
economical to operate, more fun to drive and less polluting than today's
internal combustion engine cars, and as less restricting than batterypowered electric cars which must be recharged regularly. The company
will aim to sell 100,000 cars in the first year, at a loss of not more than
£10 million. In the second year, the company will aim for sales of 120,000
cars and a profit of SIS million.
The second part of the marketing strategy statement outlines the product's
planned price, distribution and marketing budget for the first year.
The fuel-cell-powered electric car will be offered in three colours and will
have optional air-conditioning and power-drive features. It will sell at a
retail price of £12,000 - with 15 per cent off the list priee to dealers.
Dealers who sell more than 10 ears per month will get an additional
discount of 5 per cent on each car sold that month. An advertising budget
of £10 million will be split fifty-fifty between national and local
advertising. Advertising will emphasize the car's fun and low omissions.
During the first year, £70,000 will be spent on marketing rescareh to find
out who is buying the car and to determine their satisfaction levels.
The third part of the marketing strategy statement describes the planned long-run
sales, profit goals and marketing mix strategy:
The company intends to capture a 3 per cent long-run share of the total
car market and realize an after-tax return on investment of 15 per cent.
To achieve this, product quality will start high and be improved over
time. Price will be raised in the second and third years if competition
permits. The total advertising budget will be raised each year by about 10
per cent. Marketing research will be reduced to £40,000 per year after the
first year.

Business Analysis
business analysis
A review of the sales,
costs and profit
projections for a neuts
product to find out
whether these factors
satisfy the company's
objectives.

Once management has decided on its product concept and marketing strategy, it
can evaluate the business attractiveness of the proposal. Business analysis
involves a review of the sales, costs and profit projections for a new product to
find out whether they satisfy the company's objectives. If they do, the product can
move to the product development stage.
To estimate sales, the company should look at the sales history of similar
products and should survey market opinion. The firm should estimate minimum
and maximum sales to assess the range of risk. After preparing the sales forecast,
management can estimate the expected costs and profits for the product,
including marketing, R & I), manufacturing, accounting and finance costs. The
company then uses the sales and costs figures to analyze the new product's financial attractiveness.
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Table 14.2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Questions for electric car concept test

Do you understand the concept of an electric car?
Do you believe the claims about the electric ear's performance?
What are the main benefits of the electric car compared with a conventional car?
What improvements in the car's features would you suggest?
For what uses would you prefer an electric car to a conventional ear?
What would be a reasonable price to charge for the electric car?
Who would be involved in your decision to buy such a car? Who would drive it?
Would you buy such a car? (Definitely, probably, probably not, definitely not)

Product Development
So far, the product concept may have existed only as a word description, a dra\\ing or
perhaps a crude mock-up. If the product concept passes the business test, it moves
into product development. Here, R & D or engineering develops the product
concept into a physical product. The product development step, however, now
calls for a large jump in investment. It will show whether the product idea can be
turned into a workable product.
The R & D department will develop one or more physical versions of the
product concept. R & D hopes to design a prototype that will satisfy and excite
consumers and that can be produced quickly and at budgeted costs. Developing a
successful prototype can take days, weeks, months or even years. The prototype
must have the required functional features and also convey the intended psychological characteristics. The fuel-cell electric car, for example, should strike
consumers as being well built and safe. Management must leam what makes
consumers decide that a ear is well built. To some consumers, this means that the
car lias 'solid-sounding' doors. To others, it means that the car is able to withstand
heavy impact in crash tests.
When the prototypes are ready, they must be tested. Functional tests are then
conducted under laboratory and field conditions to make sure that the product
performs safely and effectively. The new car must start easily; it must be comfortable; it must be able to go around corners without overturning. Consumer tests
are conducted, in which consumers test-drive the car and rate its attributes. For
some products, prototyping and product development may involve both the key
intermediaries that supply the product or service and the final consumer or enduser. Consider the following example:
In the 1980s, Philips Consumer Electronics, Sony and Matsushita joined
forces to develop a common format for consumer-based multimedia
systems using compact discs. CD-interactive or CD-i was the result.
The CD-i player plugs into a TV set and the user interface is a remote
control device. The initial use of CD-i is for playing games And watching
movies, but other applications such as home shopping are potentially
very probable.
Philips, however, recognizes that, as with any new technology, the
potential for home shopping must be demonstrated. First, home shopping
companies are unlikely to replace their current paper-based shopping

product development
Developing the product
concept into a physical
product in order to
ensure that the product
idea can be turned into a
•workable product.
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catalogues with CDs without knowing if the multimedia home-shopping
system works.
Philips launched the HOMESTEAD (Home Shopping by Television
and Discs) ESPRIT project in June ] 992, which involved several user
organizations - Freemans, one of the largest home-shopping catalogue
companies in the UK, Page & Moy, a major holiday provider, Barclays
Bank and Little Rig One, a Belgian audio-visual company.
Barclays and Little Big One each received a 'multimedia toolkit'
developed earlier by Philips. The toolkit was designed to be versatile and
to allow the user company to assemble CD-based multimedia catalogues
for itself and its partners. The customer test results were exceedingly
encouraging: for example, Freeman's clothes catalogue showed its clothes
and accessories in full-motion video and allowed consumers cither to
browse through the catalogue or to go straight to the section that
interested them. The Page & Moy catalogue helped users plan their cruise
holidays, which were brought to life on the TV screen. The package takes
the user on a tour of the ships from five different cruise companies, while
also providing all the itinerary and booking details.
Philips then started an extensive consumer trial in the middle of
1994. the largest of its type ever undertaken - 5,500 homes were issued
with the Freeman, Page & Moy and Barclays catalogues and a
questionnaire designed to obtain consumers' response. Some 300 homes
had never used CD-i and were vital for providing information on how the
new product might be promoted to non-users of CD-i.'J Tests such as
these can be expensive, but the feedback from potential customers is
invaluable in helping the firm to prepare for the next steps in the new
product programme.
When designing products, the company should look beyond simply creating
products that satisfy consumer needs and wants. Too often, companies design
their new products without enough concern for how the designs will be produced,
The designs are then passed along to manufacturing, where engineers must try to
find the best ways to produce the product. Companies may minimize production
problems by adopting an approach towards product development called design
for manufacturability and assembly (DEMA). Using this approach, companies
work to fashion products that arc both satisfying and easy to manufacture. This
often results not only in lower costs, but also in higher-quality and more reliable
products. For example, using DFMA analysis, Texas Instruments redesigned an
infrared gun-sighting mechanism that it supplies to the Pentagon. The redesigned
product required 75 fewer parts, 78 per cent fewer assembly steps and 85 per cent
less assembly time. The new design did more than reduce production time and
costs; it also worked better than the previous, more complex version. Thus DFMA
can be a potent weapon in helping companies to get products to market sooner
and to offer higher quality at lower prices."

test marketing
The stage of newproduct development
where the product and
marketing programme
are tested in more
realistic market settings.

Test Marketing
If the product passes functional and consumer tests, the next step is test
marketing, the stage at which the product and marketing programme are introduced into more realistic market settings.
Test marketing gives the marketer experience with marketing the product
before going to the great expense of full introduction. It lets the company test the
product and its entire marketing programme - positioning strategy, advertising,
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distribution, pricing, branding and packaging, and budget levels - in real market
situations. The company uses test marketing to learn how consumers and dealers
will react to handling, using and repurchasing the product. The results can be
used to make better sales and profit forecasts. Thus a good test market can
provide a wealth of information about the potential success of the product and
marketing programme.
The amount of test marketing needed varies with each new product. Test
marketing costs can be enormous and test marketing takes time that may allow
competitors to gain advantages. When the costs of developing and introducing the
product arc low or when management is already confident that the new product
will succeed, the company may do little or no test marketing. Companies often do
not test market simple line extensions, minor modifications of current products
or copies of successful competitors' products. However, when the new-product
introduction requires a large investment, or when management is not sure of the
product or marketing programme, the company may do a lot of test marketing.
For example, Lever USA spent two years testing its highly successful Lever 2000
bar soap in Atlanta before introducing it internationally.
In principle, the idea of test marketing also applies to new service products.
For example, an airline company preparing to introduce a secure, cost-saving
system of electronic ticketing may try out the new service first on domestic routes
before rolling out the service to international flights. Or, it might offer the ticketless system on its busiest routes and restrict the test to its most frequent travellers. The system's effectiveness and customers' acceptance and reactions can
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then be gauged prior to making the decision to extend the service to cover all of
its domestic or global networks.
Consider another example. In July 1995, Mondex International, a consortium
of 17 international banks and telecommunication companies from the United
Kingdom, Asia, Australasia and North America, pilot tested Mondex - a 'smart
card' that acts as a replica of cash - in Swindon, some 100 km west of London,
with some 10,000 people, mainly participating NatWest Bank and Midland Rank
customers. A second test site - Exeter University, in the west of England was later added to assess students' and staffs use of the card as a university identification card, library and building security card as well as a payment card
for everything from meals to laundry. Mondex officials say the card will be
launched nationwide in the UK in 1998. Meanwhile, tests are under way in other
consortia members' home countries to assess the international acceptance of the
card.ls
Whether or not a company decides to test-market, and the amount of testing
it does, depends on the cost and risk of introducing the product on the one hand,
and on the testing costs and time pressures on the other. Although the costs of test
marketing can be high, they are often small when compared to the costs of
making a major mistake. For example, as illustrated in the 'chapter preview' in
Chapter 4, Unilever learned a costly lesson when it decided to skip formal test
marketing for its new European laundry detergent, Power, and forged ahead with
its £200 million, Europe-wide launch. The company spent another £70 million on
the withdrawal of the defective, clothing-annihilating Power detergent a year after
its introduction.
When using test marketing, consumer-products companies usually choose one of
three approaches - standard test markets, controlled test markets or simulated
test markets.

• Standard Test Markets
Using standard test markets, the company finds a small number of representative
test cities, conducts a full marketing campaign in these cities and uses store
audits, consumer and distributor surveys, and other measures to gauge product
performance. It then uses the results to forecast national sales and profits, to
discover potential product problems and to fine-tune the marketing programme.
Standard market tests have some drawbacks. They can be costly (the average
standard test market costs around £2 million and can go much higher) and they
may take a long time - some last as long as three years. If the testing proves to be
unnecessary, the company will have lost many months of sales and profits.
Moreover, eompctitors can monitor test market results or even interfere with
them by cutting their prices in test locations, increasing their promotion or even
buying up the product being tested. Finally, test markets give competitors a look
at the company's new product well before it is introduced nationally. Thus,
competitors may have time to develop defensive strategies and may even heat the
company's product to the market. For example, prior to its launch in the United
Kingdom, Carnation Coffee-Mate, a coffee-whitener, was test marketed over a
period of six years. This gave rival firm Cadbury ample warning and the opportunity to develop and introduce its own product - Marvel - to compete head on
with Coffee-Mate.
Despite these disadvantages, standard test markets are still the most widely
used approach for major market testing. However, many companies today are
shifting towards quicker and cheaper controlled and simulated test marketing
methods.

New-Product Development Process

• Controlled Test Markets
Several research firms keep controlled panels of stores which have agreed to carry
new products for a fee. The company with the new product specifies the number
of stores and geographical locations it wants. The research firm delivers the
product to the participating stores and controls shelf location, amount of shelf
space, displays and point-of- pur chase promotions, and pricing according to specified plans. Sales results are tracked to determine the impact of these factors on
demand.
Controlled test-marketing systems are particularly well developed in the
United States. Systems like Nielsen's Scantraek and Information Resources Inc.'s
(1RI) BchaviorScan track individual behaviour from the television set to the
checkout counter. IRI, for example, keeps panels of shoppers in carefully selected
cities, ft uses microcomputers to measure TV viewing in each panel household
and can send special commercials to panel member television sets. Panel
consumers buy from co-operating stores and show identification cards when making
purchases. Detailed electronic-scanner information on each consumer's purchases
is fed into a central computer, where it is combined with the consumers demographic and TV viewing information and reported daily. Thus BehaviorScan can
provide store-by-store, week-by-week reports on the sales of new products being
tested. And because the scanners record the specific purchases of individual
consumers, the system can also provide information on repeat purchases and the
ways that different types of consumer are reacting to the new product, its advertising and various other elements of the marketing programme.16
Controlled test markets take less time than standard test markets (six months
to a year). However, some companies are concerned that the limited number of
small cities and panel consumers used by the research services may not be representative of their products' markets or target consumers. And, as in standard test
markets, controlled test markets allow competitors to get a look at the company's
new product.

• Simulated Test Markets
Companies also can test new products in a simulated shopping environment. The
company or research firm shows, to a sample of consumers, ads and promotions
for a variety of products, including the new product being tested. It gives
consumers a small amount of money and invites them to a real or laboratory
store, where they may keep the money or use it to buy items. The researchers
note how many consumers buy the new product and competing brands. This
simulation provides a measure of trial and the commercial's effectiveness against
competing commercials. The researchers then ask consumers the reasons for
their purchase or non-purchase. Some weeks later, they interview the consumer
by phone to determine product attitudes, usage, satisfaction and repurchase
intentions. Using sophisticated computer models, the researchers then project
national sales from results of the simulated test market. Recently, some
marketers have begun to use interesting new high-tech approaches to simulated
test market research, such ,-is virtual reality and the Internet (see Marketing
Highlight 14.2),
Simulated test markets overcome some of the disadvantages of standard and
controlled test markets. They usually cost much lews, can be run in eight weeks
and keep the new product out of competitors' view. Yet, because of their small
samples and simulated shopping environments, many marketers do not think
that simulated test markets are as accurate or reliable as larger, real-world tests.
Still, simulated test markets are used widely, often as 'pretest' markets. Because
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Virtual Reality
Test Marketing:
The Future is Now

Marketing
Highlight
14.2

It's a steamy summer Saturday
afternoon. Imagine that you're
stopping off at the local supermarket to pick up some icy bottles of
your favourite sports drink before
heading to the tennis courts. You
park the car, cross the car park
and walk through the shop's automatic doors. You head for aisle 5,
passing several displays along the way, and locate
your usual sports-drink brand. You pick it up,
check the price and take it to the checkout
counter. Sounds like a pretty typical shopping
experience, doesn't it? But in this case, the entire
experience took place on your computer screen,
not at the supermarket.
You've just experienced virtual reality - the
wave of the future for test-marketing and concepttesting research - courtesy of Gadd International
Research. Gadd has developed a research tool
called Simul-Shop, a CD-ROM virtual-reality
approach that recreates shopping situations in
which researchers can test consumers' reactions
to such factors as product positioning, store layouts and package designs. For example, suppose a
cereal marketer wants to test reactions to a new
package design and store-shelf positioning. Using
Simul-iShop on a standard desktop PC, test shoppers begin their shopping spree with a screen
showing the outside of a grocery store. They click
to enter the virtual store and are guided to the
appropriate store section. Once there, they can
scan the shelf, pick up various cereal packages,
rotate them, study the labels — even look around
to see what is on the shelf behind them. About
the only thing they can't do is open the box and
taste the cereal. The virtual shopping trip
includes full sound and video, along with a guide
who directs users through the experience and
answers their questions.
Virtual reality testing can take any of several
forms. For example, Alternative Realities Corporation (ARC) has created a virtual reality
amphitheatre called the VisionDome. The Dome
offers 360 by 160 degrees of film projection,

allowing as many as 40 people
at one time to participate in a virtual reality experience. The
VisionDome is like an [MAX theatre, but with one big difference it's interactive. According to an
ARC executive, when conducting
research on a ear, 'we can go into a
VisionDome, sec that car in three
dimensions, look at it from every
angle, take it out for a test drive
and allow the customer to configure that car exactly the way he
wants it'. Caterpillar sees enormous potential for the Dome. 'We can put one of
our tractors in a VisionDome and actually have a
customer sit in it and test it under whatever conditions they would use it for,1 says a Caterpillar
design engineer. 'The ability to immerse people in
the product makes it a phenomenal [research and
sales] tool.'
Virtual reality as a research tool offers several
advantages. It's relatively inexpensive. For example, a firm can conduct a Simul-Shop study for
only about ecu 20,000, including initial programming and the actual research on 75—100 people.
This makes such research accessible to firms that
can't afford full market-testing campaigns or the
expense of creating actual mock-ups for each different product colour, shape or size. Another
advantage is flexibility. A virtual reality store can
display an almost infinite variety of products,
sizes, styles and flavours in response to consumers' desires and needs. Research can be conducted in almost any simulated surroundings,
ranging from food store interiors and new car
showrooms to farms, fields or the open road. The
technique's interactivity allows marketers and
consumers to work together via computer on
designs of new products and marketing programmes.
Finally, virtual reality has great potential for
international research, which has often been difficult for marketers to conduct. With virtual reality, researchers can use a single standardized
approach to evaluate products and programmes
worldwide. For example, a multinational company conducting virtual-shopping studies in
North and South America, Europe, Asia and
Australia can create virtual stores in each coun-
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try and region using the appropriate local products, shelf layouts and currencies. Once the
stores arc on-line, a product concept can be
quickly tested across locations. Research results,
revealing which markets offer the greatest opportunity for a successful launch, can be communicated to headquarters electronically.
Virtual reality research has its limitations.
Simulated shopping situations never quite match
the real thing. It is not clear how true test participants' responses are in a simulated experience.
So what's ahead for virtual reality in marketing?
Some pioneers are extremely enthusiastic about
the technology - not just as a research tool, but as
a place where even real buying and selling can
occur. They predict that the virtual store may
become a major channel for personal and direet

interactions with consumers - interactions that
encompass not only research, but sales and service as well. They see great potential for conducting this type of research over the Internet, and
virtual stores have become a reality on the Web.
As one observer notes, 'This is what I read about
in science fiction books when I was growing up.
It's the thing of die future.' For many marketers,
that future is already ;» virtual reality.

SOURCES: Quotes and extracts from Raymond It. Hurke,
'Virtual shopping: breakthrough in marketing research',
Harvard Business Review (March-April 1996), pp. 120-31:
Tom Dellacave, Jr, 'Curing market research headaches', Sales
and Marketing Management (July 1996), pp. 84-5; Brian
Silverman, 'Get 'ein whilo they're hot', Sales and Marketing
MtnutgemtMt (February 1997), pp. 47-8, 52.

they are fast and inexpensive, they can be run to assess quickly a new product or its
marketing programme. If the pretest results are strongly positive, the product
might be introduced without further testing. If the results are very poor, the
product might be dropped or substantially redesigned and retested. If the results
are promising but indefinite, the product and marketing programme can be tested
farther in controlled or standard test markets.17

Test Marketing New Industrial Products
Business marketers use different methods for test marketing their new products,
such as: product-use tests; trade shows; distributor/dealer display rooms; and
standard or controlled test markets.
PRODUCT-USE TESTS.
Here the business marketer selects a small group of
potential customers who agree to use the new product for a limited time. The
manufacturer's technical people watch how these customers use the product.
From this test the manufacturer learns about customer training and servicing
requirements. After the test, the marketer asks the customer about purchase
intent and other reactions. For some products, product-use tests may involve
both the business customer and final or end-user.
TRADE SHOWS. These shows draw a large number of buyers who view new products in a few concentrated days. The manufacturer sees how buyers react to various
product features and terms, and can assess buyer interest and purchase intentions.

DISTRIBUTOR AND DEALER DISPLAY ROOMS. Here the new industrial

product may stand next to other company products and possibly competitors'
products. This method yields preference and pricing information in the normal
selling atmosphere of the product.

STANDARD OK CONTROLLED TEST MARKETS. These are used to measure
the potential of new industrial products. The business marketer produces a
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limited supply of the product and gives it to the sales force to sell in a limited
number of geographical areas. The company gives the product full advertising,
sales promotion and other marketing support. Such test markets let the company
test the product and its marketing programme in real market situations.

Commercialization
torn me rcializa tion
Introducing a new
-product into ihc market.

Test marketing gives management the information needed to make a final decision about whether to launch the new product. If the company goes ahead with
commercialization - that is, introducing the new product into the market - it will
faee high costs. The company will have to build or rent a manufacturing facility. It
must have sufficient funds to gear up production to meet demand. Failure to do so
can ieave an opening in the market for competitors to step in. For example,
London-based electronics company Psion's new Series 5 palmtop organizers,
launched in 1997, were so popular that the firm could not meet demand initially,
due to problems at one of its component suppliers. The backlog of orders was
taking some four months to clear. Potentially, that left a gap in the hand-held
computer market for American and Japanese rivals, which built similar machines
based on an operating system designed by US software giant Microsoft.
Companies may have to spend millions of pounds for advertising and sales
promotion in the first year of launch. For example, Spillers spent £3 million for its
launch of GoodLtfe Breakfast dog meal. Gillette spent £8 million in the UK launch
of its new shaving system, the Sensor Excel. Unilever spent nearly £200 million to
promote Omo and Persil Power across Europe, in addition to the £100 million
already invested in three new factories to produce its revolutionary laundry powder,
The company launching a new product must make four decisions.

The first decision is introduction timing - whether the time is right to introduce
the new product. If it will eat into the sales of the company's other products, its
introduction may be delayed. If it can be improved further, or if the economy is
down, the company may wait until the following year to launch it.1B

• Where?
The company must decide where to launch the new product. Should it be in a
single location, or region, several regions, the national market or the international
market? Few companies have the confidence, capital and capacity to launch new
products into full national or international distribution. They will develop a
planned market rollout over time. In particular, small companies may enter
attractive cities or regions one at a time. Larger companies may quickly introduce
new products into several regions or into the national market.
Companies with international distribution systems may introduce new
products through global rollouts. Colgate-Palmolive used a 'lead-country' strategy
for its Palmolive Options shampoo and conditioner: it was first introduced
in Australia, the Philippines, Hong Kong and Mexico, then rapidly rolled out
into Europe, Asia, Latin America and Africa. However, international firms are
increasingly introducing their new products in swift global assaults, Procter &
Gamble did this with the Pampers Phases line of disposable nappies. In the past.
P & G typically introduced a new product in the US market. If it was successful,
overseas competitors would copy the product in their home markets before
P & G could expand distribution globally. With Pampers Phases, however, the
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company introduced the new product into global markets within one month of
introducing it in the United States. It planned to have the product on the shelf in
90 countries within just 12 months of introduction. Such rapid worldwide expansion solidified the brand's market position before foreign competitors could react.
P & G has since mounted worldwide introductions of several other new products.19

• To Whom?
Within the roll-out markets, the company must target its distribution and promotion to customer groups who represent the best prospects. These prime
prospects should have been profiled by the firm in earlier research and test
marketing. For instance, Psion's Series 5 palmtop organizer, with a price tag of
£500, is targeted at high income executives. When The European newspaper
launched a multimedia version of the paper, it was initially targeted at professionals, who were sent an electronic version of the paper via telephone to
personal computers at work. Generally, firms must fine-tune their targeting efforts,
starting with the innovators, then looking especially for early adopters, heavy users
and opinion leaders. Opinion leaders are particularly important as their endorsement of the new product has a powerful impact upon adoption by other buyers in
the marketplace.

• How?
The company also must develop an action plan for introducing the new product
into the selected markets. It must spend the marketing budget on the marketing
mix and various other activities. For example, in August 1995, Microsoft introduced its Windows 95 operating system for personal computers in a fanfare of
publicity. Observers estimated that the company spent some §1 billion, one of the
biggest ever blitzes in advertising. The company paid up to $600,000 to fund 1.5
million copies of the software for The Times newspaper in London on the day of
the product's launch. The soundtrack to the campaign was the Rolling Stones
song, 'Start me up', for which the company had to pay $8 million. The first
European markets to get Windows 95 were Benelux, France, Ireland and the
United Kingdom, followed immediately by Denmark, Finland, Germany, Norway,
Portugal, Spain and Sweden, and then Greece. Distributors the world over wanted
(o be the first to sell a copy of the software. Thousands queued late at night
outside stores for the first copies. The world's first buyer was a business student in
New Zealand, 12 hours ahead of the European launch!20

Speeding Up New-Product Development
Many companies organize their new-product development process into an orderly
sequence of steps, starting with idea generation and ending with commercialization. Under this sequential product development approach, one company department works individually to complete its stage of the process before passing the
new product along to the next department and stage. This orderly, step-by-step
process can help bring control to complex and risky projects. But it also can be
dangerously slow. In today's fast-changing, highly competitive markets, such
slow-but-sure product development can result in product failures, lost sales ,-ind
profits, and crumbling market positions, 'Speed to market' and reducing newproduct development 'eyele time' have become pressing concerns to companies
in all industries. One study, for example, found that a six-month delay in
introducing a new product cut its lifetime profits by one-third. By contrast,

sequential product
development
A nets-product
development approach
in which one company
department works
individually to complete
its stage of the process
before passing the new
product along to the next
department and stage.

I
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Simultaneous Product
Development: Speeding
New Products to Market

Marketing
Top management gives the
product development team general
strategic direction, but on a clearcut product idea or work plan. It
challenges the team with stiff and
seemingly contradictory goals 'turn out carefully planned and
superior new products, but do it
quickly' - and then gives the team
whatever freedom and resources it
needs to meet the challenge. The
team becomes a driving force that
pushes the product forward. In the
sequential process, a bottleneck at one phase can
seriously slow or even halt the entire project. In
the simultaneous approach, if one functional area
hits snags, it works to resolve them while the
team moves on.
in the car industry, companies have discovered the benefits of simultaneous product development. The approach is called 'simultaneous
engineering' at Toyota and GM, the 'team concept' at Ford, and 'process-driven design' at
Chrysler. Using simultaneous product development, Ford slashed development time from 60
months to less than 40. It squeezed 14 weeks
from its cycle by simply getting die engineering
and finance departments to review designs at die
same time instead oJ' sequentially. It claims that
such actions have helped cut average engineering
costs for a project by 35 per cent. In an industry
that has typically taken five or six years to turn
out a new model, Mazda now brags about two-tothree-year product development cycles - a feat
that would be impossible without simultaneous
development.
However, the simultaneous approach has
some limitations. Superfast product development
can be riskier and more costly than the slower,
more orderly sequential approach. And it often
creates increased organisational tension and confusion. But in rapidly changing industries, facing
increasingly shorter product life cycles, die
rewards of fast and flexible product development
far exceed the risks. Companies that get new and
improved products to the market faster than
competitors gain a dramatic competitive edge.
They can respond more quickly to emerging consumer tastes and charge higher prices for more

Highlight
14.3

Philips, the giant Dutch consumer
electronics company, marketed
the first practical video cassette
recorder in 1972, gaining a threeyear lead on its Japanese competitors. Rut in the seven years that
it took Philips to develop its
second
generation
of
VCR
models, Japanese manufacturers
had launched at least three generations of new
products. A victim of its own creaky product
development process, Philips never recovered
from the Japanese onslaught. Today, the company is an also-ran with only 2 per cent market
share; it still loses money on VCRs. The Philips
story is typical — during the past few decades,
dozens of large companies have fallen victim to
competitors with faster, more flexible new-product development programmes.
Companies have traditionally used a sequential product development approach in which new
products are developed in an orderly series of
steps. In a kind of relay race, eaeh company
department completes its phase of the development process hefore passing the new product on.
The sequential process has its merits - it helps
bring order to risky and complex new-product
development projects. But the approach also can
be fatally slow.
To speed up their product development
cycles, many companies are now adopting a
faster, more agile, team-oriented approach called
'simultaneous product development'. Instead of
passing the new product from department to
department, the company assembles a team of
people from various departments that stays with
the new product from start to finish. .Such teams
usually include representatives from the marketing, finance, design, manufacturing and legal
departments, and even supplier companies.
Simultaneous development is more like a rugby
match than a relay race — team members pass the
new product hack and forth as they move down
field towards the common goa! of a speedy and
successful new-product launch.
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advanced designs. As one motor industry executive states, 'What we want to do is get the new car
approached, built, and in the consumer's hands
in the shortest time possible ... Whoever gets
there first gets all the marbles.'
SOURCES: Mirotake Takeuohi and Ikujiro Noriaka, 'The new
product development game'. Harvard Business Reineu:
(.January-February 1986), pp. 137-46; Hro Uttal, 'Speeding

new ideas to markot'. Fortune (2 March 1987), pp. 62-5;
John Busscy and Douglas R. Seasis, 'Speeding up:
manufacturers strive to slice time needed to develop new
products', WaM Street Journal (23 February 1988), pp. 1,24;
Craig A. Chambers, 'Transforming new product
development', Kesearch-'fechncdogy Management
(November-December 1996), pp. 32-8; Srikant Datar,
Jordan C. Clark, Sundre Kekre, Surendra Rajiv and Kantian
Srlnivasan, 'Advantages of time-based new product
development in a faSE-eyele industry', Journal iif Marketing
Research (February 1997), pp. 36-49.

spending 10 per cent over the development budget will reduce profits by only 2
per cent.21
Today, in order to get their new products to market more quickly, many
companies are dropping the sequential product development method in favour of
the faster, more flexible simultaneous product development approach. Under the
new approach, company departments work closely together, overlapping the
steps in the product development process to save time and increase effectiveness
(see Marketing Highlight 14.3).

Organization for Innovation
Table 14.3 illustrates the most common form of organization for new-product
development; product managers, new-product managers, new-product committees/departments and venture teams.
The organizational format used in a new-product development project can
influence the time taken to complete the project. As suggested in Marketing
Highlight 14.3, multidiseiplinary teams and a concurrent approach to handling
new-product process activities have been the main driving force behind fastpaced innovation.
Rut successful new-product development is not just about having a special
organizational structure for new-product development. An innovative organization must have, at its helm, top management thai gives priority to new products,
which are seen as the life blood of the company. Their -vision for innovation is
clearly communicated to, and its value shared by, staff at all levels of the organization. A clear strategy as guiding force, backed by top management support,
ensures that teams consistently perform. Top management not only believes
wholeheartedly in, but also devotes sufficient resources to new-product development. A strongly innovative organization is also committed to its people (staff),
investing continually in helping them to acquire and maintain the necessary
skills for innovation. The organization must also embrace the product champions who, against all the odds, strive to take1 projects to completion. They, in
turn, rely on the executive champion, whose authority is invaluable in fighting off
the political battles that interfere with new-product progress. Furthermore, information and communication systems are designed to facilitate learning and to
ensure that information flows quickly to critical individuals responsible for
making or implementing new-product development decisions. Real innovation is
a risky activity, so firms must foster an entrepreneurial culture and climate for
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Table 14.3

Ways companies organize for new-product development

Product managers
Many companies assign responsibility for new-product ideas to their product managers. Because
these managers arc close to the market and competition, they are ideally situated to find and
develop new-product opportunities. In practice, however, this system has several faults. Product
managers are usually so busy managing their product lines that they give little thought to new
products other than brand modifications or extensions. They also lack the specific skills and
knowledge needed to evaluate and develop new products.
New-product managers
Some companies have new-product managers who report to group product managers. This position
'professionalizes' the new-product function. On the other hand, new-product managers tend to
think in terms of product modifications and line extensions limited to their current product and
markets.
New-product committees

Most companies have -A high-level management committee charged with reviewing and approving
new-product proposals. It usually consists of representatives from marketing, manufacttiring,
finance, engineering and other departments. Its function is not developing or co-ordinating new
products so much as reviewing and approving new-product plans.
New-product departments
Large companies often establish a new-product department headed by a manager who has
substantial authority and access to top management. The department's chief responsibilities
include generating and screening new ideas, working with the R & I) department, and carrying out
field testing and commercialization.
New-product venture teams
A more free-standing approach involves assigning major new-product development work to venture
teams. A venture team is a group brought together from various operating departments and
charged with developing a specific product or business. Team members are relieved of their other
duties, and given a budget and a time frame. In some eases, this team stays with the product long
after it is successfully introduced.

innovation, with planning, control and reward systems encouraging risk-taking as
opposed to its avoidance. Last, but, not least, to innovate effectively, firms must
build customer-foe used, functionally integrated organizations. In successful innovative firms, new-product development is seldom left to chance. There may be an
element of luck underpinning successful commercialization of innovations. Luck,
unfortunately, is not easy to replicate. The lessons of strategic new-product planning and implementation, however, are,22
We have looked at the problem of finding and developing new products. Next,
let us examine the problem of managing them over their life cycle.

Product Life-Cycle Strategies
After launching the new product, management wants the product to enjoy .along
and healthy life. Although it does not expect the product to sell for ever, the
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Time
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Figure 14.2

Product
development
stage

frttroduction

Growth

Maturity

Sales and profits over the product's fife from inception to demise

company wants to earn a decent profit to cover all the effort and risk that went
into launching it. Management is aware that each product will have a life cycle,
although the exact shape and length is not known in advance.
Figure 14.2 shows a typical product life cycle (PLC), the course that a
products sales and profits take over its lifetime. The .product life cycle has five
distinct stages:
1. Produce development begins when the company finds and develops a new-product
idea. During product development, sales are zero and the company's investment
costs mount.
2. Introduction is a period of slow sales growth as the product is being
introduced in the market, Profits are non-existent in this stage because of
the heavy expenses of product introduction.
3. Growth is a period of rapid market acceptance and increasing profits.
4. Maturity is a period of slowdown in sales growth because the product has
achieved acceptance by most potential buyers. Profits level off or decline
because of increased marketing outlays to defend the product against
competition.
5. Decline is the period when sales fall off and profits drop.
Not all products follow this S-shaped product life cycle. Home products are introduced and die quickly; others stay in the mature stage for a long, long time. Some
enter the decline stage and are then cycled back into the growth stage through
strong promotion or repositioning.
The PLC concept can describe a product class (petrol-engined ears), a
product form (coupe) or a brand (the BMW 325is). The PLC concept applies
differently in each case. Product classes have the longest life cycles. The sales of
many product classes stay in the mature stage for a King time. Product forms, in
contrast, tend to have the standard PLC shape. Product forms such as 'cream
deodorants', the 'dial telephone' and 'phonograph records' passed through a
regular history of introductions, rapid growth, maturity and decline. A specific
brand's life cycle can change quickly because of changing competitive attacks and
responses. For example, although teeth-cleaning products (product class) and

product life cycle (PLC)
The course of a product's
sales and profits over its
lifetime. It involves five
distinct stages: product
development,
introduction, growth,
maturity and decline.
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Figure 14.3

style

A basic and distinctive
mode of expression.

fashion

A currently accepted or
popular style in a given
field.

fads
Pasftiona chat enter
quickly, are adopted
with great %eal, peak
early and decline vary
fast.

Marketers need to understand and predict style, fashion and fad

toothpaste (product form) have enjoyed fairly long life cycles, the life cycles of
specific brands have tended to be much shorter.
The PLC concept can also be applied to what arc known as styles, fashions and
fads. Their special life cycles are shown in Figure 14.3. A style is a basic and distinctive mode of expression. For example, styles appear in British homes (Edwardian,
Victorian, Georgian); clothing (formal, casual); and art (realistic, surrealistic,
abstract). Once a style is invented, it may last for generations, coining in and out
of vogue. A style has a cycle showing several periods of renewed interest.
A fashion is a currently accepted or popular style in a given field. For
example, the 'preppie look' in the clothing of the late 1970s and 1980s gave way to
the loose and layered' look of the 1990s. Fashions pass through many stages.
First, a small number of consumers typically take an interest in something new
that sets them apart. Then other consumers take an interest out of a desire to
copy the fashion leaders. Next, the fashion becomes popular and is adopted by the
mass market. Finally, die fashion fades away as consumers start moving towards
other fashions that are beginning to catch their eye. Thus fashions tend to grow
slowly, remain popular for a while, then decline slowly.
Fads are fashions that enter quickly, are adopted with great zeal, peak early and
decline very fast. They last only a short time ynd tend to attract only a limited
following. Fads often have a novel or quirky nature, as when people start buying
Rubik's cubes, 'pet rocks' or yoyos. Fads appeal to people who are looking for
excitement, a way to set themselves apart or something to talk about to others.
Fads do not survive for long because they normally do not satisfy a strong or
lasting need or satisfy it well.21
The PLC concept can be applied by marketers as a useful framework lor
describing how products and markets work. But using the PLG concept tor forecasting product performance or for developing marketing strategies presents some
practical problems.2'1 For example, managers may have trouble identifying which
stage of the PLC the product is in, pinpointing when the product moves into the next
stage and determining the factors (hat affect the product's movement through [lie
stages. In practice, it is difficult to forecast the sales level at each PLC stage, the length
of each stage and the shape of the PLC curve.
Using the PLC concept to develop marketing strategy can also be difficult
because strategy is both a cause and a result of the product's life cycle. The
product's current PLC position suggests the best marketing strategies, and the
resulting marketing strategies affect product performance in later life-cycle
stages. Yet when used carefully, the PLC concept can help in developing good
marketing strategics for different stages in the product life cycle.
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We looked at the product development stage of the product life cycle in the
first part of the chapter. Now let us look at strategies for each of the other lifecycle stages.

Introduction Stage
The introduction stage starts when the new product is first launched.
Introduction takes time, and sales growth is apt to be slow. Well-known products
such as instant coffee, personal computers and mobile telephones lingered for
many years before they entered a stage of rapid growth.
In this stage, as compared to other stages, profits are negative or low because
of the low sales and high distribution and promotion expenses. Much money is
needed to attract distributors and build their inventories. Promotion spending is
relatively high to inform consumers of the new product and get them to try it.
Because the market is not generally ready for product refinements at this stage,
the company and its few competitors produce basic versions of the product.
These firms focxis their selling on those buyers who are the readiest to buy usually the higher-income groups. For radical product technologies, such as the
video cassette recorder (VCR), electronic calculators and mobile telecommunications, business or professional users were the earliest targets.
A company might adopt one of several marketing strategies for introducing a
new product. It can set a high or low level for each marketing variable, such as
price, promotion, distribution and product quality. Considering only price and
promotion, for example, management might skim the market slowly by
launching the new product with a high price and low promotion spending. The
high price helps recover as much gross profit per unit as possible, while the low
promotion spending keeps marketing spending down. Such a strategy makes
sense when the market is limited in size, when most consumers in the market
know about the product and are willing to pay a high price (these consumers are
typically called the 'innovators'), and when there is little immediate potential
competition. If, however, most consumers in the limited market are unaware and
know little about the innovation, and require educating and convincing, a high
level of promotion spending is required. A high-price, high-promotion strategy
also helps the firm to skim rapidly the price-insensitive end of the market in the
early stages of the new product's launch.
On the other hand, a company might introduce its new product with a low
price and heavy promotion spending (a rapid penetration strategy). This strategy
promises to bring the fastest market penetration and the largest market share,
and it makes sense when the market is large, potential buyers are price sensitive
and unaware of the product, there is strong potential competition, and the
company's unit manufacturing costs fall with the scale of production and accumulated manufacturing experience. A low-price, but low promotion spend {or slow
penetration strategy) may be chosen instead if buyers are price conscious, but
the firm wants to keep its launch costs down because of resource constraints.
A company, especially the market pioneer, must choose a launch strategy
consistent with its intended product positioning. It should realize that the initial
strategy is just the first step in a grander marketing plan for the product's entire
life cycle. If the pioneer chooses its launch strategy to make a 'killing', it will be
sacrificing long-run revenue for the sake of short-run gain. As the pioneer moves
through later stages of the life cycle, it will have continuously to formulate new
pricing, promotion and other marketing strategies. It has the best chance of
building and retaining market leadership if it plays its cards correctly from the
start.

introduction stage
The product life-cycle
stage when the new
product is first
distributed and matte
availa blefor purchase.
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Growth Stage
growth stage
The product life-cycle
stage at which a
product's safes start
climbing quickly.

If the new product meets market needs or stimulates previously untapped needs,
it will enter a growth stage, in which sales will start climbing quickly. The early
adopters will continue to buy, and later buyers will start following their lead, especially if they hear favourable word of mouth. Attracted by the opportunities for
profit, new competitors will enter the market. They will introduce new product
features, improve on the pioneer's product and expand the market for the
product. The increase in competitors leads to an increase in the number of distribution outlets, and sales jump just to build reseller inventories. Prices remain
where they are or fall only slightly. Companies keep their promotion spending at
the same or a slightly higher level. Educating the market remains a goal, but now
the company must also meet the competition.
Profits increase during the growth stage, as promotion costs are spread over a
large volume and as unit-manufacturing costs fall. The firm uses several strategies
to sustain rapid market growth as long as possible. It improves product quality
and adds new product features and models. It enters new market segments and
tries to grow sales further by selling through new distribution channels. It shifts
some advertising from building product awareness to building product conviction
and purchase, and it lowers prices at the right time to attract more buyers.
In the growth stage, the firm faces a trade-off between high market share and
high current profit. By spending a lot of money on product improvement, promotion and distribution, the company can capture a dominant position. In doing
so, however, it gives up maximum current profit, which it hopes to make up in the
next stage.

Maturity Stage
maturity stage
The stage in the product
lift: cycle where sales
growth slows or levels
off.

At some point, a product's sales growth will slow down and the product will enter
a maturity stage. This maturity stage normally lasts longer than the previous
stages, and it poses strong challenges to marketing management. Most products
are in the maturity stage of the life cycle, and, therefore, most of marketing
management deals with the mature product.
The slowdown in sales growth results in many producers with many products
to sell. In turn, this overcapacity leads to greater competition. Competitors begin
to cut prices, increase their advertising and sale promotions, and increase their
R & D budgets to find better versions of the product. These steps lead to a drop in
profit. Often some of the weaker competitors start to lag behind and soon drop out
of the industry, which eventually contains only well-established competitors.
Although many products in the mature stage appear to remain unchanged lor
long periods, most successful ones stay alive through continually evolving to meet
changing consumer needs. Product managers should do more than simply ride
along with or defend their mature products - a good offensive is the best defence.
They should stretch their imagination and look for new ways to innovate in the
market (market development), or to modify the product (product development)
and the marketing mix (marketing innovation).

• Market Development
Here, the company tries to increase the consumption of the current product. It
looks for new users or market segments which the company is not currently
serving, as when Johnson & Johnson targeted the adult market with its baby
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powder and shampoo. The company may want to reposition the brand to appeal
to a larger or faster-growing segment, as Lucozade did when it introduced its new
line of drinks aimed at younger users, not convalescents, the original target
segment for the brand.

• Product Development
The product manager can also modify the product by changing characteristics,
such as quality, features or style, to attract new users and to inspire more usage. It
might improve the product's quality and performance - its durability, reliability,
speed, taste. Or, it might add new features that expand the product's usefulness,
safety or convenience. For example, Nokia keeps adding new functions to its line
of mobile phones, the mobile communications network operator Orange adds
new services to inspire more usage of its network and Club Med has modified
some of its holiday villages around the world specifically for business clients (see
Marketing Highlight 14.4). Finally, firms can improve the product's styling and
attractiveness. Thus car manufacturers restyle their cars to attract buyers who
want a new look. • The makers of consumer food and household products
frequently introduce new flavours, colours, ingredients or packages to revitalize
consumer buying. And Sony keeps adding new styles and features to its Walkman
and Discman lines.
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Club Med Corporate:
The Ultimate incentive
for Ihmian Capita]

Marketing

the appointment of Philippe
Bourguignon last year, a large renovation and upgrading project has
been started. Modern well equipped
meeting rooms are being built
and rooms are being upgraded to
comply with the ever increasing
demands of today's business
traveller.
Club Med multinational staff,
the Gentils Organisateurs (GOs),
normally responsible for looking
after holiday makers are being reeducated to look after business
guests and apart from organising general holiday
entertainment are in charge of business cocktails,
video conferencing and audio-visual aids.
In 1997 alone, some 1200 companies booked
with Club Med Affaires. Over 100,000 business
executives visited Club Med's villages carrying
around briefcases and laptops besides their towel
and suntan lotion.
Club Med Affaires offers 'group bookings' to
companies for smaller groups from 20 people
onwards or the exclusive use of the village for
larger groups in which ease the company can
brand the whole village and adapt the daily
programme to suit its exact needs. The exclusivities are very popular for international product
launches where a certain degree of confidentiality is required and for incentive groups. With an
impressive portfolio of international brand names
as clients, Club Med is offering companies a real
alternative.
By selling its resorts during shoulder seasons
to companies, Club Med has been able to position
itself favourably in the international market
place. It's all-inclusive price structure, with prices
starting from less than S30 per delegate per day,
is ideal for companies with moderate budgets.
On the other side of the spectrum, for those companies who want to push out the boat and take
over Club Med's specially designed luxury sailing
cruise ship which can aecomodate around 38(1
guests in 190 cabins, which at a starting price of
565,000 per day, depending on route and season,
is considered the ultimate experience by some
companies! Club Med's custom-built villages are
proving a great sueoess with a 96% satisfaction
rate. Mixing business with pleasure has given the

Highlight
14.4

When founder Gerard Blitz
pitched up his tents in Alcudia on
Balearic Island Majorca in the
bleak aftermath of the second
world war, he achieved two major
milestones in the travel industry.
He invented the all-inclusive holiday package and started Club
Mediternmee, the French global
holiday organization. Now 50 years on, after
devoting its early years to organizing holidays for
individuals from around the globe, Club Med has
added 'business villages' to its programme and set
up 'Club Med Affaires', a separate division with a
staff of some 40 in Paris, and sales offices in major
European cities, such as Club Med Corporate in
London, to handle the executive groups and
incentive market.
Its initial Alcudia tent village in 1950 and the
famous strawhut villages in 1952, were followed
by bungalow and finally hotel villages. Over the
years, Club Med's appeal widened to include singles, young families, empty nesters and active
mature travellers. To cater 1'or all these different
categories, Club Med introduced a wide variety of
sports activities, from sailing to circus schools to
golf. Now companies are also able to benefit from
Club Med's facilities such as beaches, pools,
tennis and golf clinics, a variety of land and
watersports activities, excellent restaurants and
its well-honed organizational skills.
Around 27 of the 150 villages around the
world have been adapted specifically for conferences, seminars and incentive trips. Following
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rapidly expanding Club Med Affaires division a
rapidly growing turnover, providing a healthy percentage of the company's total turnover. 'The aim
is to double Club Med Affaires turnover by the
end of the decade' says European Club Med
Affaires Director Patrick Calvet.
'In today's economic climate, companies
have come to discover that people are their great-

est assets. There is a genuine need to invest in
people. Staff and customer loyalty, efficient communication and team motivation have become
major corporate issues facing companies of all
sizes. Working in the sun is highly motivating and
Club Med's unique relaxed environment provides
the right opportunity for today's organizations to
meet these kev issues' says Galvet.

• Marketing Innovation
Marketers can also try to improve sales by changing one or more marketing-mix
elements. Price cuts attract new users and competitors' customers. They can
launch a better advertising campaign or use aggressive sales promotions - trade
deals, discounts, premiums and contests. The company can also move into larger
market channels as Dell Computers did with mail-order selling of personal
computers, or use mass merchandisers, if these channels are growing. Finally, the
company can deliver even better value by offering new or improved services to
buyers. For example, as the European market for MBA degree programmes
matures, many European Business Schools are seeking to sustain their competitiveness through offering highly specific and custom-built management education
and training programmes for corporate customers. By forging ongoing co-operation
agreements, joint ventures and 'learning' partnerships with major business
clients, institutions like IMD in Lausanne, Switzerland, INSEAD in Fontainebleau,
France, and Manchester Business School in the United Kingdom seek to attract
and retain customers by offering products and services that meet their needs
more precisely than rival management schools.2"

Decline Stage
The sales of most product forms and brands eventually dip. The decline may be
slow, as in the case of oatmeal cereal, or rapid, as in the case of phonograph
records. Sales may plunge to zero, or they may drop to a !ow level where they
continue for many years. This is the decline stage.
Sales decline for many reasons, including technological advances, shifts in consumer tastes and increased competition. As sales and profits decline, some firms
withdraw from die market. Those remaining may reduce the number of their
product offerings. They may drop smaller market segments and marginal trade
channels, or they may cut the promotion budget and reduce their prices further.
Carrying a weak product can be very costly to a firm, and not just in profit
terms. There are many hidden costs. A weak product may take up too much of
management's time. It often requires frequent price and inventory adjustments. It
requires advertising and sales force attention that might be better used to make
'healthy' products more profitable or to create new ones. A product's failing reputation can cause customer concerns about the company and its other products.
The biggest cost may well lie in the future. Keeping weak products delays the
search for replacements, creates a lopsided product mix, hurts current profits and
weakens the company's foothold on the future.

decline stage
The product life-cycle
stage at which a
product's sales decline.
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Table 14.4

Characteristics
Sales
Costs

Profits
Customers
Competitors

Summary of product life-cycle characteristics, objectives and
strategics
INTRODUCTION

GROWTH

MATURITY

DECLINE

Low sales
High cost per
customer
Negative
Innovators
Few

Rapidly rising sales
Average cost per
customer
Rising profits
Early adopters
Growing number

Peak sales
Low cost per
customer
High profits
Middle majority
Stable number
beginning to decline

Declining sales
Low cost per
customer
Declining profits
Laggards
Declining
number

Create product
awareness and
trial

Maximize'
market share

Maximize profit
while defending
market share

Reduce
expenditure and
milk tlie brand

Offer a basic
product

Offer product
extensions,
service, warranty
Price to penetrate
market
Build intensive
distribution

Diversify brand and
models

Phase out
weak
items
Cut price

Marketing

objectives
Strategies
Product
Price

Use cost-plus

Distribution

Build selective
distribution

Advertising

Sales
promotion

1'rice to match or
beat competitors
Build more intensive
distribution

Build product
Build awareness
Stress brand
awareness among
and interest in
differences and
early adopters
the mass market
benefits
and dealers
Reduce to take
Use heavy sales
Increase to encourage
promotion
brand switching
advantage of heavy
to entice trial
consumer demand

Go selective:
phase our
unprofitable outlets
Reduce to level
needed to retain
hard-core loyals
Reduce to
minimal level

For these reasons, companies need to pay more attention to their ageing
products. The firm's first task is to identify those products in the decline stage by
regularly reviewing sales, market shares, eosts and profit trends. Then management must decide whether to maintain, harvest for cash or drop each of these
declining products.
Management may decide to maintain its brand without change in the hope
that competitors will leave the industry. For example, Procter & Gambit; made
good profits by remaining in the declining liquid soap business as others withdrew. Or management may decide to reposition the brand in hopes of moving it
back into the growth stage of the product life cycle.
Management may decide to harvest the product, which means reducing
various costs (plant and equipment, maintenance, R & D, advertising, sales force)
and hoping that sales hold up. If successful, harvesting will release cash and
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increase the company's profits in the short run. Or management may decide to
drop the product from the line. It can sell it to another firm or simply liquidate it
at salvage value. If the company plans to find a buyer, it will not want to run down
the product through harvesting.2"
Table 14.4 summarizes the key characteristics of each stage of the product life
cycle. The table also lists the marketing objectives and strategies for each stage.27

Summary
Organizations must develop new products and services. Their current products
face limited life spans and must be replaced by newer products. But new products
can fail - the risks of innovation are as great as the rewards. The key to successful
innovation lies in a total-company effort, strong planning, a marketing focus and a
syKtemade new-product development process.
The new-product development process consists of nine stages. The process
starts with determining the new -product strategy, which provides direction for
the new-product development effort. Next, the company must find new-product
ideas. Idea generation may draw inspiration from internal sources and from
external sources, such as customers, competitors, distributors, suppliers and
others. Next comes idea screening, which reduces the number of ideas based on
the company's defined criteria. Ideas that pass the screening stage continue
through product concept development, in which a detailed version of the newproduct idea is stated in meaningful consumer terms. In the next stage, concept
testing, new-product concepts are tested with a group of target consumers to
determine if the concepts have strong consumer appeal. Strong concepts proceed
to marketing strategy development, in which an initial marketing strategy for the
new product is developed from the product concept. Then, a business analysis is
undertaken, which reviews sales, costs and profit projections for the new product
to determine whether it is likely to satisfy the company's objectives. With positive
results here, the concept moves into product development, which now calls for a
large jump in investment. As the product becomes more concrete, it is subjected
to functional and consumer tests. If it passes these tests, the product moves to test
marketing, at which the product and marketing programme are tested in a more
realistic market setting. The company goes ahead with commercialization if testmarket results are positive. The purpose of each stage is to decide whether the
idea should be further developed or dropped. The company wants to minimize the
chances of poor ideas moving forward and good ideas being rejected.
Each product has a life cycle marked by a changing set of problems and
opportunities. The sales of the typical product follow an S-shaped curve made up
of five stages. The cycle begins with the product development stage when the
company finds and develops a new-product idea. The introduction stage is
marked by slow growth and low profits as the product is being pushed into distribution. If successful, the product enters a growth stage marked by rapid sales
growth and increasing profits. During this stage, the company tries to improve the
product, enter new market segments and distribution channels, and reduce its
prices slightly. Then comes a maturity stage, in which sales growth slows down
and profits stabilize. The company seeks strategies to revitalize sales growth,
including market, product and market ing-mix modification. Finally, the product
enters a decline stage, in which sales and profits dwindle. The company's task
during this stage is to identify the declining product and decide whether it should
he maintained, harvested or dropped. If dropped, the product can be sold to
another firm or liquidated for salvage value.
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Commercialization 622
Concept testing 613
Decline stage 633
Fads 628
Fashion 628
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Idea screening 611
Innovation 603

Introduction stage 629
Invention 603
Marketing strategy 613
Marketing strategy statement 614
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Discussing the Issues
Ericsson, the Swedish telecommunications group,
increased its spending on new product development in
the early 1990s. Its chief executive, Lars Ramqvist,
extols the power of innovation: invest to the utmost in
new products or services, forget about short-term
profits and be willing to take risks. As it turned out, in
the tough, fast-moving global telecommunications
market, Ericsson now enjoys a 40 per cent share of
the world market for mobile phone systems and one of
over 50 per cent in digital cellular equipment. Why do
you think a willingness to take risks is so important
when making heavy investments in developing new
products and services? Is technology alone sufficient
for success? What other factors do you think facilitate
the successful commereialistation of new products and
technologies?
2.

3.

Many businesses have formal new-product
development systems. Yet recent studies suggest that
most successful new products were those that had
kept away from the formal system. Why might this be
true?

4.

What factors must he considered when deciding
whether to test-market a new product or not? Give
examples of types of new product or service that
should be test-marketed prior to commercialization.

5.

Do you think that the product life-cycle concept is a
useful marketing-planning tool? Why or why not?

6.

Recent evidence suggests that consuming a high-fiber
diet may be helpful in reducing cholesterol levels.
What impact might this health benefit have on the life
cycle of high-fiber (e.g. oatmeal and oat-based) food
products?

Less than a third of new-product ideas come from the
customer. Does this low percentage conflict with the
marketing concept's philosophy of 'find a need and fill
it'? Why or whv not?

Applying the Concepts
List ten new-product ideas for your favourite
chocolate or candy bar. Out of all these ideas, which
(if any) do you think would have a good chance of
success? What percentage of your ideas were rated
as having a good chance of success? Is this a high
or low percentage? If the answer is high, can you
explain why the potentially successful ideas seem
stronger?

2.

Go to a grocery store you normally shop at. Make a
list of ten items that appear to be new products. Rate
eaeh product for its level of innovation: give a '10'
score for extremely novel and highly innovative products
and '!' for a very minor change such as an improved
package or fragrance. How truly new or innovative are
these products overall? Do you think companies are
being too risk averse because 'pioneers are the ones
- who get shot'?
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Case 14
The Swatchmobile: Any
Colour Combination,
J
Including Black
IN FEBRUARY 1994 JACQUES CHIRAC went to meet his old friend Nicolas
Hayek in Geneva. The media clamour made it seem like he was running his
campaign for the French presidency from the capital of the Swiss watch
industry. It was a meeting between giants. Hayek, a Beirut-born Palestinian,
is fond of saying he is 'better known than the Swiss president. He has reason
to boast. Since he emigrated to Switzerland in 1955, his Swatch range had
increased the country's share of the world watch market from 15 to 50 per
cent. By the turn of the century Swatch was set to overtake Seiko to become
the world leader. While the Swatch was going from success to success in the
1990s, the leading Japanese were losing sales, market share and profits.
They blamed the recession and the overvalued yen for making them unprofitable.
SMH and Swatch
Following the lead taken by Clive Sinclair's Black Watch, the Japanese had
used electric movements and digital technology to dominate the industry.
The mechanically based Swiss watch industry had been damaged badly by
the technological change. The market was left split between the luxury
market, dominated by Swiss brands like Blancpain. Audemas Piguet and
Rolex, and cheaper reliable products by the Japanese - Casio, Seiko, Pulsar
and others. Hayek's company, Ste Suisse Microelectronique et d'Horlogerie
(SMII), rushed into the gap between them with the beautifully engineered,
fashion-led Swatch range. The plastic-bodied, ever-changing range of
watches with quartz movements combined Swiss reliability and quality with
fun and economy.
In its short life Swatch had become a fashion-oriented youth product and a
collectable cult object. Enthusiasts will pay SfrSOO for originals that cost
Sfr50 in 1983 and only Sfr60 today. Some members of the 100,000-plus
Swatch Club had paid over SfrlOO,000 for limited edition 'art' Swatches. In
1993, whenHarrods had 500 limited editions to sell, 'it stopped just short of
fisticuffs' as 1,500 buffs fought over them.
The Swatchiuobile
in 1992 SMH's profit grew 64 per cent to Sfr413 million and was set to grow
23 per cent in 1993. But after years of steady growth its share price was
levelling out. Swatch sales were saturating and Hayek had his eyes on the
car market. He was being criticized for spending too much time working on
his Swatchmobile and not enough on his core business.
His idea was to market a tiny car only 2.41 m long and 1.4 m wide - a Fiat
500 is 3.18 m by 1.32 m. Its lightweight plastic body was designed to carry
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two people and their shopping through dense city traffic. It would be a
super-environ men tally efficient car, with a fuel consumption rate half that of
today's average family car. The performance would be equal to a basic Ford
Escort, but it would have a range of 550 km on a tank of petrol. According to
Hayek, to be successful on a global scale today, a wrist watch - and by extension, a microcar - 'must also be a provocation'. The Swatchmobilc will be
'an effort to change people's habits because it is only a two-seater'.
Although he was an engineer, he does not design Swatches; nor will
he design Swatchmobiles. lie saw marketing energy and style as his
strength. Swatches were designed by an in-house team of Swiss engineers
let! by Jacques Muller. He aimed to employ dozens of designers and artists as
well as engineers to work on the Swatchmobile. 'Expect it to be offered in any
colour - and any combination of colours - you want, including black,' says
Hayek.
Please, Not Another European Car Maker
Some saw Hayek's ideas as foolhardy. There was already overcapacity in the
world car market. The European industry was in deep recession and had
high labour costs - Japan's were Sfr26 per hour compared with Germany's
Sfr40. In addition, further traffic growth was seen by some as an impossibility on the world's overcrowded roads. Bankers and other potential
backers were openly critical of the venture. It was one step too far at the
wrong time and in the wrong market.
SMH wanted a partner for its new venture. It partnered with Europe's
market leader in small ears, Volkswagen, with die idea of making a SfrlO,00()
Swatch-VW in China. Then, in 1993, VW pulled out. It was short of money and
doubted the Swatchmobile's economic viability. It also questioned Hayek's
philosophy for the microcar - like the successful Swatch watch, cheap cars
can also become fashion items. It opted instead for the Gliico, a more
conventional car than Hayek envisaged. It will also bring back the Beetle. In
1999 production of the 'back to the future' design based on VWs Concept 1
prototype will start in Mexico.
The meeting between Chirac and Hayek stimulated speculation about a
French suitor for SMH. Was there the prospect of an exciting alliance
combining French style. Swiss engineering excellence and Hayek's
marketing hype? A deal with Matra-IIachette, Renault or Peugeot-Citroen,
perhaps? Chirac left the meeting smiling but saying nothing. Hayek told
reporters that the partner would certainly not be GM, but that they would
have to wait until the Geneva Motor Show to find out more.
A Swatclnnoinere?
The news finally broke at the Stuttgart Motor Show in 1994, where the
prototype Swatch Eeo-Sprinter coupe" and Eco-Speedstcr convertible were
revealed. They were expected to cost between Sfrl5,000 and Sfr21,()0(X
Now the partner was Mercedes-Benz, the German executive and luxury car
maker. The board of its parent company, Daimler-Benz, had given permission for the car division to set up with SMH a joint-venture company, called
Micro-Compact-Car (MCC), which had 'promising possibilities for the development, manufacture and marketing of automobiles geared particularly to
city use'. MCC aimed to unveil the car at the 1996 Olympic Games in
Atlanta, United States, for which Swatch Timing, Swatch's sister company,
was handling the official timing, with sale in Europe planned for late 1997-8.
The company planned to have an initial production of 100,000-150,000
cars a year and to reach full capacity of 200,000 cars by 1999.
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The deal fitted Mercedes' growth plans and "Made in Germany' policy. To
lower its high labour costs and counter the recession, the company had cut
its workforce for the first time. It was radically transforming its new model
development programme. Cars were now being designed to a cost target,
rather than designing the best oars possible and then pricing them.
Mercedes also intended to change itself from a luxury oar maker into a fullrange producer by broadening its product range to cover four-wheel-drive
sports/re or eati on al vehicles, people carriers and small cars. The plan to
build 200,000 small family cars a year in Germany had recently been
announced. Its Vision A-93 concept car had been shown at several motor
shows. It was smaller than the VW Golf or Ford Esoort, but much larger than
the Swatehmobile.
Some industry observers were not impressed by the joint venture. Was
it one diversification too far for both Mereodos and Swatch? How could the
flamboyant Hayek work with Mercedes' technocrats? Would the Swatch and
Mercedes brand names fit together?
MORi's survey for the 1994 Lex Report on Marketing sheds another
light on the changing market. The study showed that 85 per cent of drivers
still saw their car as an essential part of their lives. The younger generation
agreed: 80 per cent of 13- to 16-year-olds said that cars were indispensable.
People still wanted cars, but the report showed a sea change in attitudes.
Security and environmental friendliness were top of the new ear-buyer's
agenda, especially for women and the young. Top speed had dropped to
tenth place in the priority. Few drivers were happy about their car's safety
standards. Most wanted air hags, anti-locking brakes and catalytic converters
in their next car, and wanted to trade up to get them. A similar survey in
Japan showed similar attitude shifts. The report heralded the 'light green'
consumers, who rely on their car but care about its environmental impact.
However, European Commission pressure on the motor industry has been
escalating, and ear manufacturers were expected to reduce emissions from
the current fleet average of 7 litres per 100 km to 5 litres per 100 km by
2005.
Smart or Not So Smart Car?
Despite the odds of failure, Hayek and Mercedes believed more than ever in
tile mieroear and development got unde rway. According to Hayek, 'What we
want to do is change people's habits ... You have to approach the product
(cars, like watches) in a different way.' The Smart Car, as the Swatehmobile
came to be called, hit serious trouble just as it was about to be launched at
the Frankfurt Motor Show in September 1997. It looked like Smart Car sceptics were about to be proved right. Hayek bowed to pressure from shareholders, announcing that he would not participate in a Sfr200 million capital
injection into the Smart joint venture, cutting SMH's stake from 49 per cent
to 19 per cent. Daimler-Bens: increased its exposure to the venture in raising
its investment from DM300 million to DM500 million. The task of realizing
Hayek's dream had fallen to Mercedes, which was setting up a special
network of dealers and arranging leasing finance to attract customers. MCC
still believed that it could sell 200,000 cars a year and make a profit in five or
six years. The first mode! to be produced at a factory in Hambach in
Lorraine, France, will be a three-cylinder petrol engine with fuel consumption of 4 litres per 100 km and a top speed of 130 kmh. A later diesel model
will cut this to 3 litres per 100 km. Industry analysts remained unconvinced.
Although the two-seater was aimed aJ the growing segment of the mainly
sluggish car market, its chances of succeeding against four-seater mierocars
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from Fiat, VW, Renault and Rover looked slim. To reaeh 200,000 units a year
by 2000 would involve taking 4.2 per cent of the mierocar segment and
outselling established rivals like Renault's successful Twingo and
Volkswagen's new City car. Global car makers like GM and Ford were
already forecast to lose around 1 per cent of the whole European market by
1999. Few were finding it easy to make money in new segments like superminis, off-road vehicles and people carriers anyway. And who would buy a
two-seater runabout priced at DM16,000 when, for the same money, they
could buy other four-seater minicars, such as VW's new Lupo?
Mercedes seemed to be alone in believing its new 'baby' might succeed.
But its problems were only just beginning. Just as its new A-class small-tomedium sized hatchback ears were going on sale in the autumn of 1997, it
suffered a setback. The A-ear had to be withdrawn as it failed the Swedish
'elk tests', in which cars have to swerve as if to avoid an elk. without rolling
over. The incident had propelled Mercedes into a costly and image-damaging
crisis. Now, it has a fight on its hands to prove that it can make safe cars too.
Then came a second blow to its reputation and finances, when, on 18
December 1997, three months prior to launch, Daimler-Benz admitted that
its Smart car would be delayed for six months to rectify safety and production problems.

QUESTIONS
1. Hayek was able to make such a great success of Swatch. How was
Swatch able to beat the huge and established Japanese competitors?
2. How transferable are those ideas to other products in other markets?
3. What is Hayek's role in the new-product development process? Why
does he need the help of a partner? Assess the effectiveness of the
Hayek-Mercedes venture.
4.

Is the Smart car a market-driven idea? Is there now any justification
for not basing new products on marketing research?
5. What research would you conduct to test the market for the Smart car
and when would you do it?
6. Should Mercedes rethink its ambitions in the small-car segment? What
are the chances that the Smart car will be successfully commercialized
now?
SOURCES: Tony Lewis, 'What's safe, green and doesn't go too fast?', The European (4-10
February 1994), p 12; John Parry, 'Clock turns slowly as Hayek dreams about his green oar',
Tliu European (4-10 February 1994), p. IT; Kevin Done. 'Mercedes and Swateh in miniear
venture', Financial 'Jimes (23 February 1994), p. 1; Jonathan Glanoey, 'Watch this car',
Independent (10 March 1994), p, 23; 'Volkswagen to produce new beetle'. Financial Times
(28 November 1994), p. 3; 'Decision on "Swatehmobile" site', Financial Times (29 November
1994), p. 3; John Parry. 'Swatchmobile set for Germany', The European (2-8 December
1994), p. 16; 'Caught in a moose trap', The European (6-12 November 1997), pp. 28-9; 'Final
sales countdown looms for Swatch's clockwork car', The European (4-10 September 1997),
pp. 24-5; 'Not so Smart', The Economist (6 September 1997), p. 81; IlaigSiraoman, 'Daimler
delays Smart car over safety worries'. Financial TYrncs (19 December 1997), p. 1.
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Marketing Services
CHAFTBK OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
•
•
•

Define a service,
Express the uniqueness of marketing services and the
characteristics that set them apart.
Identify and define strategies for marketing services, including
differentiation, quality and productivity.

Preview Case
Lufthansa: Listening lo Customers
When an airline has a young fleet, experienced pilots, attentive cabin
crew and the pickiest ground technicians in the world, it is free to
concentrate on what is really important: you.
So runs a Lufthansa Airline ad.
A DECADE AGO, T H I S GERMAN airline company could never make such
claims to offering the customer its undivided attention and care. Today, it is
taking great pride in its newly earned reputation - not just for quality, but
also for being a 'good listener'. It has learnt that superior-quality service
pays off and, most importantly, that doing what the customer wants is the
key to customer retention.
As one of the world's largest route network operations, Lufthansa
conducted in the early 1990s one of the most comprehensive passenger
surveys ever carried out. Airline researchers tend to ask only a few thousand
travellers for their views and comments. The German airline surveyed some
300.000 European business travellers who fly with them or other airlines. It
• 643 •
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is not so much the survey results that are noteworthy, but Lufthansa's
response to what business customers want.
Top of the list of wants for a better flight for business customers was
more leg-room and elbow-room, followed in third and fourth places by designated lounges and non-smoking aircraft. Separate check-ins and passport
control were the top two most important convenience factors stressed by
the business customers surveyed.
Lufthansa took note and carried out tests on wider seating arrangements for business-class passengers on selected German domestic and
European routes. Responses were very positive. It redesigned - a unique
response where the airline world is concerned - business-class seats to
make them wider. Previously a heavy demand on business class meant an
overspill into economy class. Redesign means, however, that any overspill
into economy class is now met by telescoping seats on one side of the aisle
and extending them on the other to make the scats wider. The new seats are
48 em wide on the left of the aisle. In economy class, the centre seat of the
three can be removed by telescoping it into two. On the right of the aisle, the
usual three seats can be extended into wider ones. The centre seat is 50 cm
wide. The new seats are installed in Lufthansa's Boeing 737, Airbus A320
and A321 jets. Wide-body Airbus A300 and A310 aircraft are also equipped
with modified versions.
To ensure that Lufthansa got things right first time, the design of the
new seat was carefully thought out. Airline seat manufacturer Reearo, which
was commissioned to do the redesign, was brought in to work with
Lufthansa's marketing and technical staff. Other conveniences were also
incorporated into the new seats. For example, they are equipped with
modern communication systems, and a credit-card-operated telephone is
installed in each armrest!'
Finding out what target customers require or desire is one thing.
Responding to these demands and to the satisfaction of customers is
another. Lufthansa ran an ad campaign to thank respondents. But as the
story above shows, a customer focus can benefit service businesses. To
improve service quality, the firm must listen to what customers want and
then commit resources to deliver precisely that. Marketing developed
initially for selling physical products, such as toothpaste, cars, steel and
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equipment. However, marketing principles can also be applied to organizations that offer services, such as Lufthansa.

QUESTIONS
1. For a traveller flying with Lufthansa, what exactly constitutes the
'service offering'?
2. Identify the tangible and intangible aspects of the service.
3. What are the main aspects of the service that distinguish it from
physical products?
4. What criteria might customers consider when selecting an airline for
business travel?
5. For physical products, the buyer can touch, see or feel and compare
alternative offers before deciding which brand to purchase. Taking into
account the relative intangibility of airline services, how might an
airline customer determine the choice of carrier?
6. How would the marketing of a service offering differ from that of
physical products? Identify the main ways in which the service
provider would adapt its marketing strategies to create a competitive
advantage.

Introduction
One of the chief trends in our modern economy in the past two decades has been
the dramatic growth of services. In the major European countries, America and
Japan, more people are employed in services than in all other sectors of the
economy put together. Roth public and private sector services in these countries
account for between 60 and 70 per cent of national output. In international trade,
services make up nearly a quarter of the value of total world exports.2 Service
jobs include not only those in service industries — hotels, airlines, banks, telecommunications and others - bnt also service jobs in product-based industries, such
as corporate lawyers, medical staff and sales trainers. Consumer services are
marketed to individuals and households, while industrial services are those
offered to business and other organizations.
The increase in demand for consumer and industrial services has been attributed to a number of factors. First, rising affluence has increased consumers'
desire to contract out mundane tasks such as cleaning, cooking and other
domestic activities, giving rise to a burgeoning convenience industry. Second,
rising incomes and more leisure time have created greater demand for a whole
array of leisure services and sporting activities. Third, higher consumption of
sophisticated technologies in the home {e.g. home computers, multimedia entertainment equipment, security systems) has triggered the need for specialist
services to install and maintain them. In the case of business clients, more
complex markets and technologies mean that companies are in greater need of
the expertise and knowledge of service organizations, such as market research
agencies, marketing and technical consultants. Furthermore, the rising pressure
on firms to reduce fixed costs means that many are buying in services rather than
incur the overheads involved in performing specialised tasks in-house. The need
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to remain flexible has also led to firms hiring services that provide use without
ownership. Finally, an increasing number of firms are keen to focus on their core
competences. They are beginning to contract out non-core activities, such as
warehousing and transportation, thus stimulating the growth of specialist business service organizations. All these developments have, in turn, led to a growing
interest in the special problems of marketing services.
Service industries vary greatly. In most countries, the government sector
offers services: for example, legal, employment, health care, military, police, fire
and postal services, education and regulatory agencies. The private non-profit
sector offers services such as museums, charities, churches, colleges, foundations
and hospitals, A large part of the business sector includes profit-oriented service
suppliers like airlines, banks, hotels, insurance companies, consulting firms,
medical and law practices, entertainment companies, advertising and research
agencies, and retailers.
As a whole, selling services presents some special problems calling for special
marketing solutions. Let us now examine the nature and special characteristics of
service organizations.

Nature and Characteristics of a Service
Defining Services
service
Any activity or benefit
that one party van offer
to another which is
essentially intangible
and does not result in
the ownership of
anything.

A service is any activity or benefit that one party can offer to another which is
essentially intangible and does not result in the ownership of anything. Activities
such as renting a hotel room, depositing money in a bank, travelling on an aeroplane, visiting a doctor, getting a haircut, having a car repaired, watching a professional sport, seeing a movie, having clothes cleaned at a dry cleaner and getting
advice from a solicitor all involve buying a service. Note, however, that many
manufacturers also supply a range of services alongside their products, such
as distribution and delivery, equipment repair and maintenance, training
programmes, technical consultation and advice. Furthermore, many service
providers also supply physical products along with their basic service. For
example, airlines offer food, drinks and newspapers as part of their transportation
services. As such, there is rarely such a thing as a pure service or pure good, in
trying to distinguish between goods and services, it may be more appropriate to
consider the notion of a goods-sendee continuum, with offerings ranging from
tangible-dominant to intangible-dominant (see Figure 15.1).
Firms can create a differential advantage by moving along the continuum,
seeking to alter the balance of tangible and intangible elements associated with
their offering. For example, a manufacturer of kitchen units can enhance its offer
by supplying a professional design and advisory service for customers.

Types of Service
There are many types of service organization. We can distinguish them in a
number of ways. One distinction is the nature of ownership - that is, whether
they are private (e.g. warehousing and distribution firms, banks) or public (e.g.
police, state-run hospitals) sector organizations. Another is the type of market consumer (e.g. household insurance policy provider, retailer) or industrial (e,g,
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The tangible-intangible continuum for goods and services

computer bureaux). Services can also involve high customer contact, where the
service is directed at people, as in the case of hairdressing and healthcare. Or
there is low customer contact, as in dry cleaning and automated car-washes,
where the services arc directed at objects. Services can be people-based (e.g.
consultancies, education) or equipment-bound (e.g. vending machines, bank cash
dispensers). People-based services can be further distinguished according to
whether they rely on highly professional staff, such as legal advisers and medical
practitioners, or unskilled labour, such as porters and caretakers. The wide
variety of service offerings means that service providers must address the problems specific to their particular service when seeking to create and maintain a
competitive advantage. Despite this heterogeneity across sectors, there are a
number of characteristics that are unique to services.

Service Characteristics
A company must consider five main service characteristics when designing
marketing programmes: intangibility, inseparability, variability, perishability
and lack of oraners/iip. We will look at each of these characteristics in the
following sections.3

• Intangibility
Service intangibility means that sendees cannot be readily displayed, so they
cannot be seen, tasted, felt, heard or sine lied before they are bought. A buyer can
examine in detail before purchase the colour, features and performance of an
audio hi-fi system that he or she wishes to buy. In contrast, a person getting a
hair-cut cannot see the result before purchase, just as an airline passenger has
nothing but a ticket and the promise of safe delivery to a chosen destination.
Because service offerings lack tangible characteristics that the buyer can
evaluate before purchase, uncertainty is increased. To reduce uncertainty, buyers
look for 'signals' of service quality. They draw conclusions about quality from the

service intangibility

A major chtw-aeteristic of
services - they cannot he
.seen, tasted, felt, heard
or smelted before they
are bought.
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Goid's tangibilizes its service
by advertising the Gym's
equipment line.

place, people, equipment, communication material and price that they can see.
Therefore, the service provider's task is to make the service tangible in one or
more ways. Whereas product marketers try to add intangibles {e.g. fast delivery,
extended warranty, after-sales service) to their tangible offers, service marketers
try to add tangible cues suggesting high quality to their intangible offers.4
Consider a bank that wants to convey the idea that its service is quick and
efficient. It must make this positioning strategy tangible in every aspect of
customer contact. The bank's physical setting must suggest quick and efficient
service: its exterior and interior should have clean lines; internal traffic flow
should be planned carefully; and waiting lines should seem short. The hank's staff
should be busy and properly dressed. The equipment - computers, copying
machines, desks - should look modern. The bank's ads and other communications should suggest efficiency, with clean and simple designs and carefully
chosen words and photos that communicate the bank's positioning. Tlie bank
should choose a name and symbol for its service that suggest speed and efficiency,
Because service intangibility increases purchase risk, buyers tend to be more
influenced by word of mouth, which gives credibility to the service, than by
advertising messages paid for by the service provider. As such, the service
marketer (the bank in this case) should stimulate word-of-mouth comnnmicalion
by targeting opinion leaders who could be motivated to try its services, and satisfied customers who could be encouraged to recommend its serviee(s) to peers and
friends. Its pricing for various services should be kept simple and clear. Similarly,
in the case of Lufthansa and other airlines, marketing managers must identify
ways to 'make tangible' their service, such as highly efficient ground staff and
provision of excellent in-flight comforts.
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• Inseparability
Physical goods are produced, then stored, later sold and still later consumed. In
contrast, services are first sold, then produced and consumed at the same time
and in the same place. Service inseparability means that services cannot he separated from their providers, whether the providers are people or machines. If; a
person provides the service, then the person is a part of the service. A rock
concert is an example. The pop group or hand is the service. It cannot deliver die
service without consumers (the audience) being present. A teacher cannot deliver
a service if there arc no students attending class. Because the customer is also
present as the service is produced, provider-customer interaction is a special
feature of services marketing. Roth the provider and the client affect the service
outcome. How a legal adviser relates to his client, for example, influences the
client's judgement of the overall service delivered. The extent to which a teacher
is able to develop a rapport with her students will influence the quality of their
learning experience. Thus, it is important for service staff to be trained to interact
well with clients.
A second feature of the inseparability of services is that other customers are
also present or involved. The concert audience, students in the class, other
passengers in a train, customers in a restaurant, all are present while an individual consumer is consuming the service. Their behaviour can determine the
satisfaction that the service delivers to the individual customers. For example, an
unruly crowd in the restaurant would spoil the atmosphere for other customers
dining there and reduce satisfaction. The implication for management would be
to ensure at all times that customers involved in the service do not interfere with
each other's satisfaction.
Because of the simultaneity of service production and consumption, service
providers face particular difficulty when demand rises. A goods manufacturer can
make more, or mass produce and stock up in anticipation of growth in demand.
This is not possible for service operators like restaurants or a law firm. Service
organizations have therefore to pay careful attention to managing growth, given
the constraints. A high price is used to ration the limited supply of the preferred
provider's service. Several other strategies exist for handling the problem of
demand growth. First, the service provider can learn to work with larger groups,
so that more customers are serviced simultaneously. For example, bigger sites
or premises are used by retailers to accommodate larger numbers of customers,
and a pop concert will eater for a larger audience if held in an open-air sports
arena than in an enclosed concert hall. Second, the service provider can learn
to work faster- Productivity can be improved by training staff to do tasks and
utilize time more efficiently. Finally, a service organization can train more service
providers.

service inseparability

A major characteristic of
services - they are
produced and consumed
at the same time and
cannot he separated
from their providers,
whether the providers
are people or machines.

• Variability
As services involve people in production and consumption, there is considerable
potential for variability. Service variability means that the quality of services
depends on who provides them, as well as when, where and how they are
provided. As such, service quality Is difficult to control. For example, some hotels
have reputations for providing better service than others. Within a given hotel,
one registration-desk employee may be cheerful and efficient, whereas another,
standing just a few metres away, may be unpleasant and slow. Even the quality of
a single employee's service varies according to his or her energy and frame of
mint! at the time of each customer contact. For example, two services offered by
the same solicitor may not be identical in performance.

service variability
A major characteristic of
services — their quality
may vary greatly,
depending on -who
provides them and
when, where and how.
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Services are perishable:
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cannot be stored for later n,se
during peftfe periods.

Service firms ean take several steps towards quality control." First, they can
select and train their personnel carefully. Airlines, hanks and hotels, for example,
invest large sums of money in training their employees to give good service,
Business-class customers flying S1A should find friendly and helpful personnel
servicing them, whatever the time, duration and destination of their travel,
Second, they can motivate staff by providing employee incentives that emphasize
quality, such as employee-ot'-t he-month awards or bonuses based on customer
feedback. Third, they can make service employees more visible and accountable
to consumers - car dealerships ean let customers talk directly with the mechanics
working on their cars. A firm ean eheck customer satisfaction regularly through
suggestion and complaint systems, customer surveys and comparison shopping.
When poor service is found, it is corrected. Fourth, service firms can increase the
consistency of employee performance by substituting equipment for staff (e.g.
vending machines, automatic cash dispensers), and through heavy enforcement
of standardized as well as detailed job procedures (e.g. Walt Disney's theme parks,
McDonald's and Club Med).

• Perishability
service perishability
A major characteristic of
services - they cannot be
scored for Inter sale or
use.

Service perishability means that services cannot be stored for later sale or use, In
some countries, dentists and general practitioners charge patients for missed
appointments because the service value existed only at that point and disappeared when the patient did not show up. The perishability of services is not a
problem when demand is steady. However, when demand fluctuates, service firms
often have difficult problems. For example, public transportation companies have
to own much more equipment because of rush-hour demand than they would if
demand were even throughout the day.
.Service firms ean use several strategies for producing a better match between
demand and supply. On the demand side, differential pricing — that is, charging
different prices at different times - will shift some demand from peak periods to
off-peak periods. Examples are cheaper early-evening movie prices, low-season
holidays and reduced weekend train fares. Airline companies offer heavily
discounted 'stand-by' tickets to fill unbooked .seats. Or non-peak demand can be
increased, as in the case of business hotels developing minivacation weekends for
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tourists. Complementary services can be offered during peak times to provide
alternatives to waiting customers, such as cocktail lounges to sit in while waiting
for a restaurant table and automatic tellers in banks. Reservation systems can also
help manage the demand level - airlines, hotels and doctors use them regularly.
On the supply side, firms can hire part-time employees to serve peak
demand. Schools add part-time teachers when enrolment goes up, and restaurants call in part-time waiters and waitresses to handle busy shifts. Peak-time
demand can be handled more efficiently by rescheduling work so that employees
do only essential tasks during peak periods. Some straightforward tasks can be
shifted to consumers (e.g. packing their own groceries). Or providers can share
services, as when several hospitals share an expensive piece of medical equipment. Finally, a firm can plan ahead for expansion, as when an airline company
buys more wide-bodied jumbo jets in anticipation of future growth in international air travel.

• Lack of Ownership
When customers buy physical goods, such as cars and computers, they have
personal access to the product for an unlimited time. They actually own the
product. They can even sell it when they no longer wish to own it. In contrast,
service products lack that quality of ownership. The service consumer often has
access to the service for a limited time. An insurance policy is yours only when
you have paid the premium and continue to renew it. A holiday is experienced
and, hopefully, enjoyed, but after the event, it remains ephemeral, unlike a
product in the hand. Because of the lack of ownership, service providers must
make a special effort to reinforce their brand identity and affinity with the
consumer by one or more of the following methods:
I. They could offer incentives to consumers to use their service again, as in the
case of frequent-flyer schemes promoted by British Airways and other big
airlines.
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The Death

Business: Marketing
Funeral Services

Marketing
Highlight
15.1

People rarely like to be reminded
of their mortality. If you were in
the funeral industry - the business
of dealing with death (and, indeed,
one that depends on death for its
survival) - how would traditional
marketing practices be of use in
selling such a sensitive service? In
recent years, funeral companies in
a number of countries have not only increasingly
adopted a more commercially minded approach
to selling funeral services, but also introduced relatively innovative marketing practices to maintain and increase market share.
Since the UK's Independent Television Commission changed its rules in 1993 - governing the
broadcast of 'sensitive' advertising - undertakers
are using TV advertising to persuade viewers to
arrange and pay for their own funerals years
before they could actually expect to die. Funeral
directors Great Southern, owned by America's
Service Corporation International (SCI), the
world's largest funeral services company, did just
that with 'Chosen Heritage', its prepayment
scheme first advertised in the London TV area in
early 1994. It had amassed over £40 million in
sales from 67,000 people, by September 1994.
Funeral directors are applying marketing
thinking due to a number of changes in their
environment. First, the demographics of death
mean that the number of funerals per year until
the end of the century will remain static at about
650.000 a year, although the numbers are set to
rise after that. Second, with competition intensifying, many of the larger funeral operations were
acquiring family-run firms and smaller chains of
undertakers in order to boost market share. And
foreign operators have stepped up their invasion
of the European funeral market, as in SCI's acquisition of Britain's Great Southern and Plantsbrook
in 1994, which took it the UK's no. 1 position,
with a 15 per cent share of the market. Operators
who lack funds to buy or to maintain their acquisition trail, have turned to other ways to increase
market share - marketing.

The UK funeral market, with
some 3,500 funeral service firms,
is worth about £650 million a year.
Funeral directors range from small
independent directors, which
account for nearly 60 per cent of
the market, to chains such as the
Co-operative Wholesale Society
(GWS) Funeral Services Group.
Working practices traditionally were reminiscent of a cottage
industry. The only 'marketing' that
firms undertook was probably a
small, discreet advertisement in
the local paper or an entry in the Yellow Pages. In
the early 1980s, however, a Mr Howard Hodgson, an
independent undertaker, with well-honed business
skills selling life insurance, began shaking up the
insular world of funeral directing. Hodgson realized that the operating inefficiencies in most
undertakers meant that scale economies would
be easy to achieve by adding extra business, lie
acquired a small, moribund funeral directors'
business and, using a shrewd and hands-on management approach, managed to improve productivity, Hodgson joined the unlisted securities
market (XISM) in 1986 and continued to extend
distribution coverage through further acquisition.
The successful strategy was followed by Hodgson's
main rivals - CWS, Great Southern and Kenyon
Securities. Hodgson later merged with Kenyon
(29 per cent owned by France's largest funeral
group. Pompes Funebres Generates) to form PFG
Hodgson Kenyon International, later renamed
Plantsbrook Group, which became one of the
more prominent players in the UK market.
With growth by acquisition put aside for the
time being after the heady pace of change in the
1980s, the funeral business has turned to marketing. A greater understanding of what the target
customer 'wants is now regarded as important.
Some people may want to delay their purchase of
a headstone, others may want a proper funeral for
the deceased. Some are cutting back on flowers.
Pricing issues have also gained importance. A
survey conducted by the Old Fellows Friendly
Society, which sells insurance plans to cover
funeral costs, found that the average cost of a
funeral Is rising. On average a burial in the United
Kingdom would cost some £1,022 and a crema-
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tion, around £806. This is cheap compared to
Europe: a burial in France, for example, costs
£1,102; in Germany, £1,127; and in Belgium,
£1,159. With funeral directors facing increasing
pressure to abide by the voluntary codes of practice and enforcement procedures operated by the
industry's main body, the National Assoeation of
Funeral Directors, excessive pricing is often inappropriate as a means of propping up margins. But
pricing uncertainty has favoured funeral directors, who have responded by encouraging people
to take advantage of the prepayment funeral
schemes — a US idea - thus allowing undertakers
to price their service in advance.
Funeral directors use a variety of methods to
promote their service. TV advertising and other
media advertising are used to create awareness
of prepayment schemes. The Go-op holds 'open
days' at its funeral homes, where visitors are
greeted with a video, say, and literature about the
work carried out in preparing for a funeral.
Independent undertakers rely heavily on personal or word-of-mouth recommendation to gain
customers.
All the marketing efforts in the 1990s are
based on the assumption that people's attitudes
regarding death are changing, that people are
becoming more conscious of 'dying costs' and are,
therefore, more witting to think and plan ahead
tiian ever before. Educating the public to consider funerals in advance is hard going. But there
are signs that people are prepared to be more
imaginative about funerals - one man recendy
arranged to have a jazz band play at his - although
most customers still opt for a traditional funeral.

Some countries are less inhibited. In Japan,
for example, death can be celebrated with a gusto
that few in the West embrace. The Gyokuzenin
funeral business charges £3,000 for a 60-minute
'music and light' funeral, in which synthesized
Buddhist chants, together with an elaborate laser
show, take the deceased to a new hi-tech world.
Some of Tokyo's 'full-service' funeral homes could
charge up to £25,000 for a funeral. Sharper operators have augmented their business by running
their own minihotels where out-of-town mourners can stay. They 'add value' to the core service
by having on-site catering and flower-arranging.
They will also take care of Japan's complex religious rituals, with 'tangible' support given in the
way of books and magazines for people who need
to learn the funeral rites. Japan's rapidly ageing
population has proved a boon to the industry,
which is seeing an increase in deaths of around 2
per cent a year! New entrants are muscling into
this profitable business. Quality control has become
an issue. Established funeral firms are turning to
'professionahzation' to differentiate their offering
and to see off the 'upstarts'. In co-operation with
the Ministry' of Labour, funeral operators have
started a certification course - anyone can don a
black coat and set up a funeral home, but to be a
funeral director, you must have a certificate.
SOURCES: Drawn extensively from David Churchill, 'Grave
undertakings'. Ainrketinft liusinesn (October J 992). pp. 435; Stephen Nathan, 'Invasion of the body matchers', The
European (9-15 September 1994). p. 29; Caroline Sou they,
'Plantsbrook advances 8 per cent despite fall in death rate',
Financial Times (9 September 1994), p. 20; 'Death, Japanese
style', The Rconomisi (15 March 1997), p. 80-

They could create membership clubs or associations to give an impression
of ownership (e.g. British Airways' executive clubs for air travellers.
Toshiba's cookery clubs for microwave oven users, IKEA's family club
membership).
Where appropriate, service providers might turn the disadvantage of nonownership into a benefit: for example, an industrial design consultant might
argue that, by employing his or her expertise, the customer would actually
bo reducing costs, given that the alternative would be for that customer to
employ a full-time designer with equally specialized knowledge. Paying for
access to services rather than performing the activities in-house (e.g.
warehousing) reduces capital cost, while also giving greater flexibility to a
business.
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Marketing Strategies for Service Firms
Until recently, service firms lagged behind manufacturing firms in their use of
marketing. Many service businesses are small {shoe repair shops, barber shops,
dry cleaners) and often consider marketing unnecessary or too costly. Some service
organizations (e.g. schools, churches) were at one time so much in demand that
they did not need marketing until recently. Others (e.g. legal, medical and
accounting practices) believed that it was unprofessional to use marketing. Still
Others who sell sensitive services did not contemplate using marketing techniques because it was not discreet to do so (see Marketing Highlight 15,1).
Furthermore, service businesses are more difficult to manage when using
only traditional marketing approaches. In a product business, mass-produced
products are fairly standardized and sit on shelves waiting for customers. But in a
service business, the customer and frontline service employee interact to create
the service. Thus service providers must work to interact effectively with
customers to create superior value during service encounters. Effective intetaetion, in turn, depends on the skills of frontline service staff, and on the service
production and support processes backing these employees.
Thus successful service companies focus their attention on both their
employees and customers. They understand the service-profit chain, which links
service firms' profits with employee and customer satisfaction. This chain
consists of five links:"
1.

Healthy service-profits and growth - superior service firm performance,
which results from ...

2.

Satisfied and loyal customers - satisfied customers who remain loyal,
repeat purchase and refer other customers, which results from ...
3. Greater service value - more effective and efficient customer value creation
and service delivery, which results from...
4. Satisfied and productive service employees - more satisfied, loyal and
hard-working employees, which results from...
5.
internal marketing
Marketing by a service
firm to train and
effectively motivate its
customer-contact
employees and all the
supporting service
people to teorfe as a team
to provide customer
satisfaction.
interactive marketing
Marketing by a service
firm that recognizes that
perceived service quality
depends heavily on the
quality of buyer-seller
interaction.

Internal service quality - superior employee selection and training, a quality
work environment and strong support for those dealing with customers.

Thus reaching service profits and growth goals begins with taking care of
those who take care of customers. All of this suggests that service marketing
requires more than just traditional external marketing using the four Ps. Figure
15.2 shows that service marketing also requires both internal marketing and
interactive marketing.
Internal marketing means that die service firm must invest heavily in
employee quality and performance. It must effectively train and motivate its
customer-contact employees and all the supporting service people to work as a
team to provide customer satisfaction. For the firm to deliver consistently high
service quality, everyone must practise a customer orientation. Tt is not enough to
have a marketing department doing traditional marketing while the rest of the
company goes its own way. Marketers must also encourage everyone else in the
organization to practise marketing. In fact, internal marketing must precede
external marketing. It makes little sense to advertise excellent service before the
company's staff is ready, willing and able to provide it.
Interactive marketing means that perceived service quality depends heavily
on the quality of the buyer-seller interaction. In product marketing, product
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Figure 15.2

Three types of marketing in service
industries

quality often depends little on how the product is obtained. But in services
marketing, especially in high-contact and professional services, service quality
depends on both the service deliverer and the quality of the delivery. Effective
service deliverer-customer interaction is important for achieving a satisfactory
service transaction. The customer judges service quality not just on technical
quality (e.g. the success of the surgery, the tastiness of the food served in the
restaurant), but also on its functioned quality (e.g. whether the doctor showed
concern and inspired confidence, whether the waiter was friendly and polite).
Also, each interaction is a 'moment of truth' for the provider, where not just the
service encounter, but also the organization, will be decisively judged by the
customer. Thus, professionals cannot assume that they will satisfy the client
simply by providing good technical service. They have to master interactive
marketing skills or functions as well.7
Effective buyer—seller interaction may help to secure a satisfied customer.
However, to retain customers over the long term, many service providers have to
develop widev relationship marketing skills for managing customer relationships.
The topic of relationship marketing was dealt with in greater detail in Chapter 11.
Today, as competition and costs increase, and as productivity and quality
decrease, more marketing sophistication is needed. Service companies face three
major marketing tasks: they want to increase their ctmvpetitive differentiation,
service quality and productivity.

Managing Differentiation
In these days of intense price competition, service marketers often complain
about the difficulty of differentiating their services from those of competitors.
Service differentiation poses particular problems. First, service intangibility and
inseparability mean that consumers rarely compare alternative service offerings
in advance of purchase in the way that potential buyers of products do.
Differences in the attractiveness or value of competing services are not readily
obvious to the potential buyer. Service providers often use pricing to differentiate
their offering. However, pricing strategics (e.g. price cuts) are quickly emulated
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by competitors. Furthermore, intense price competition erodes margins and docs
not create a sustainable differential advantage over the long term.

The solution to price competition is to develop a differentiated offer, delivery
and image. The offer can include inno'oative features that set one company's offer
apart from its competitors' offers. For example, airlines such as Virgin Atlantic
have introduced such innovations as in-flight movies, advance seating, air-toground telephone service and frequent-flyer awareness programmes to differentiate their offers. British Airways even offers international business and first-class
travellers a sleeping compartment, hot showers and cooked-to-order breakfasts.
Unfortunately, this exposes a second problem - service innovations cannot be
patented and are easily copied. Still, the service company that innovates regularly
will usually gain a succession of temporary advantages and an innovative reputation that may help it keep customers who want to go with the best.
Third, the variability of services suggests that standardization and quality are
difficult to control. Consistency in quality is generally hard to obtain, but firms
that persistently cultivate a customer orientation and execute sound internal
marketing schemes will increase their ability to differentiate their brand by
offering superior-quality service delivery.
The service company can differentiate its service delivery in three ways:
through people, physical environment and process. These are often referred to as
the additional three Ps in service marketing. The company can distinguish itself
by having more able and reliable customer-con tact people than its competitors
have. The enthusiasm and smart appearance of front-line customer-contact staff
also helps. More importantly, as mentioned earlier, the service business thai
emphasizes an internal marketing approach, combined with customer-focused
staff training and education, can succeed in improving employee quality and
performance that will sustain superiority in service delivery. Ultimately, it is the
support and participation of front-line staff and all the people involved in the
operational processes that is vital to the success of service production and
delivery, and, therefore, the customer relationship and the organization's success.
The firm can develop a superior physical environment in which the service
product is delivered. Hotels and restaurants, for example, will pay a great deal of
attention to interior decor and ambience to project a superior service to target
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customers. Some retailers, such as The Body Shop and Harrods, have effectively
managed the physical environment, giving very distinctive identities to their
outlets.
Or it can design a superior delivery process. For example, a bank might offer
its customers home banking as a better way to use banking services than by
having to drive, park and wait in line. Direct Line, the; British insurance company,
pioneered telephone selling of motor insurance, and succeeded in overtaking
traditional providers in the industry.
Finally, service intangibility and variability mean that a consistent sendee
brand image is not easily built. Brand image also takes time to develop and cannot
be copied by competitors. Service companies that work on distinguishing their
service by creating unique and powerful images, through symbols or branding, will
gain a lasting advantage over competitors with lack-lustre images. For example.
the Kitz, Sheraton, Hard Rock Cafe, British Airways, Citibank, Swissair and
Benetton all enjoy superior brand positioning which has taken years of effort to
develop. Organizations such as Lloyd's Bank (which adopted the black horse as its
symbol of strength), McDonald's (personified by its Ronald McDonald clown) and
the International Red Cross have all differentiated their images through symbols.

Managing Service Quality
One of the principal ways in which a service firm can differentiate itself is by
delivering consistently higher quality than its competitors. Like manufacturers
before them, many service industries have now joined the total quality
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management revolution. Recent years have seen the rapid adoption of service
quality standards and awards such as the BS5750/ISO9000 international standard, the Malcolm Raldridge National Quality Award in the USA, the European
Foundation for Quality Management Award and similar schemes in other countries. In Scandinavian countries, and particularly Sweden, service quality
management has become a topic of national concern, with the government taking
a lead role through initiatives such as the Swedish Customer Satisfaction
Barometer. Many service companies are finding that outstanding quality can give
them a potent competitive advantage that leads to superior sales and profit performance. True, offering greater service quality results in higher costs. However,
investments usually pay off because greater customer satisfaction leads to
increased customer retention and sales.8
The key is to exceed the customer's service quality expectations. As the chief
executive at American Express puts it, 'Promise only what you can deliver and
deliver more than you promise!'9 These expectations are based on past encounters and experiences, word of mouth and the firm's advertising. If perceived
service of a given firm exceeds expected service, customers arc apt to use the
service provider again. Customer retention is, perhaps, the best measure of
quality and reflects the firm's ability to hang on to its customers by consistently
delivering value to them. Thus, where the manufacturer's quality target might be
'zero defects', the service provider's goal is 'zero customer defections'.
To meet quality targets, the service provider needs to identify the expectations of target customers concerning service quality. Unfortunately, quality in
service industries is harder to define, judge or quantify than product quality. It is
bard to quantify service quality because intangibility means that there are seldom
physical dimensions, like performance, functional features or maintenance cost,
which can be used as benchmarks and measured. It is harder to get agreement on
the quality of a haircut than on that of a hair dryer, for instance. The inseparability of production and consumption means that service quality must be defined
on the basis of both the process in which the service is delivered and the actual
outcome experienced by the customer. Again, it is difficult to quantify standards
or reference points against which service delivery process and performance
outcomes are measured. We will look at service quality dimensions in greater
detail later in the chapter.
To measure service quality, in practice, the provider has to determine how
customers of the service perceive quality Studies suggest that customer assessments of service quality are the result of a comparison of what they expect with what
they experience.10 Any mismatch between the two is a 'quality gap'. The service
quality manager's goal is therefore to narrow the quality gap, taking into account
that what is being measured is perceived quality, which is always a judgement by
the customer. Hence, what the customer thinks is reality, is reality; quality is whatever the customer says it is. To improve quality, service marketers have to identify: the key determinants of service quality (that is, the key criteria customers
use to judge quality); what target customers' expectations are; and how customers
rate the firm's service in relation to these criteria against what they expected.
What are the criteria that typically reflect service quality? An important
study highlights ten key determinants of perceived service quality.11 Figure 15,3
summarizes these dimensions: access (is the service easy to get access to and
delivered on time?); credibility (is the company credible and trustworthy?)!
knowledge (does the service provider really understand customers' needs?}; reliability (how dependable and consistent is the service?); security (is the service
low-risk and free from danger?); competence (are staff knowledgeable and in
possession of the skills required to delivery good service?); communication (how
well has the company explained its service?); courtesy (are staff polite, consid-
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Figure 15.3

Key determinants of perceived service quality

erate and sensitive to customers?); responsiveness (are staff willing and quick to
deliver the service?); and tangiblvx (does the appearance of staff, the physical
environment and other tangible representations of the service reflect high
quality?). The first five are concerned with the quality of the outcome of service
provided, while the last five are related to the quality of the delivery process. By
focusing on the dimensions that are important to customers, the service firm can
ensure that customers' expectations are fully met.
To a large extent, aspects such as good understanding of customers' needs and
the ability to provide consistent and dependable service are achieved through
internal marketing and continual investment in employee quality and performance. The reputation and credibility of the service provider and customers'
perceived risk arc interrelated. If the consumer trusts the service provider, he or
she expcets that the service is free from danger or perceives little risk in using the
service. Credibility can be improved through effective communication of service
quality through advertising find/or satisfied customers. Access can be improved
by having multisite locations (e.g. Pizza lint, McDonald's, Benetton), and waiting
times can be reduced through synchronizing supply and demand and/or tackling
staff productivity problems.
During the past dceade, many service companies have invested heavily to
develop streamlined and efficient service delivery systems. They want to ensure
that customers will receive consistently high-quality service in every service
encounter. Unlike product manufacturers, which can adjust their machinery and
inputs until everything is perfect, service quality will always vary, depending on
the interactions between employees and customers. Problems will inevitably occur:
Mistakes arc a critical part of every service. Hard as they try, even the
best service companies can't prevent the occasional late delivery, burned
steak, or grumpy employee. The fact is, in services, often performed in
the customer's presence, errors are inevitable. While companies cannot
always prevent service problems, they can learn to recover from them
when they occur. Good service recovery can turn angry customers into loyal
ones. In fact, it can win customer purchasing and loyalty and create more
good will than if things had gone well in the first place.12
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The first step is to empower front-line service employees - that is, to give
them the authority, responsibility and incentives to recognize, care about and
tend to customer needs, even going beyond their normal jobs to solve customer
problems. Such empowered employees can act quickly and effectively to keep
service problems from resulting in lost customers.
Studies in well-managed service companies show that they share a number of
common virtues regarding sendee quality. These arc summarized below:
1.

Top service companies are 'customer obsessed'. They have a distinctive
strategy for satisfying customer needs that wins enduring customer loyalty.
At British Telecom, liaison panels are set up which demonstrate
management commitment to listen to customers and ensure that the ethos
of customer care is embedded in the whole company.
2. They have a history of top management commitment to quality.
Management at companies such as Marks & Spencer, American Express,
Swissair and McDonald's look not only at financial performance, but also at
service performance. They develop a quality culture that encourages and
rewards good service delivery,
3. The best service providers set high service quality standards. Swissair, for
example, aims to have 96 per cent or more of its passengers rate its service
as good or superior; otherwise, it takes action. The standards must be set
appropriately high. A 98 per cent accuracy standard may sound good, but
using this standard, 64,000 Federal Express packages would be lost each
day, 10 words would be misspelled on each page, 400,000 prescriptions
would be misfilled daily, and drinking water would be unsafe eight days a
year. Top service companies do not settle merely for 'good' service, they aim
for 100 per cent defect-free service,13
4. Top service firms watch service performance closely — both their own and
that of competitors. They communicate their concerns about service quality
to employees and provide performance feedback. They use methods such as
comparison shopping, customer surveys, suggestion schemes and customer
complaint programmes. Customer complaints are an opportunity for
companies to remedy poor service, and, when they are dealt with promptly
and effectively, customer eare in service-recovery situations can be a source
of unrivalled competitive advantage (see Marketing Highlight 15.2).
5.

Well-managed service companies satisfy employees as 'well as customers.
They believe that good employee relations will result in good customer
relations. Management clearly defines and communicates sendee level
targets so that, first, its employees know what service goals they must
achieve, and secondly, its customers know what to expect to receive from
their interaction with the service provider.
Management must also create an environment of employee support,
reward good service and monitor employee job satisfaction. For example,
the Danish-based international cleaning services giant ISS (International
Service System) stresses good working relations and utilization of human
resources. Staff are encouraged Co join trade unions. Total quality
management is firmly upheld - staff are trained so that they can do their
jobs well and derive satisfaction from them - happy satisfied customers
yield happy employees. It has also gone to the extreme of moving into
palatial new headquarters in a wooded country estate in northern
Copenhagen - an absence of air-conditioning or dust-hugging carpets,
together with soothing colours, reflect management's belief that scientific
cleaning can help reduce staff illness.
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Managing
Productivity
CU _ C7
^
-•
Rising costs put service firms under great pressure to increase service productivity. The problem is particularly acute where the service is labour intensive.
Productivity can be improved in several ways:
1. The service providers can train current employees better, or they can hire
new ones who will work harder or more skilfully for the s;ame pay,
2. The service providers can increase the quantity of their service by giving up
some quality (e.g. doctors having to handle more patients by giving less time
to each).
3. The provider can 'industrialize the service' by adding equipment and
standardizing production, as in McDonald's production-line approach to fastfood retailing. Commercial dishwashing, jumbo jets and multiple-unit
einemas (i.e. cincplexes and megaplexes) all represent the use of
technological advances to increase service output.
4. Service providers can also increase productivity by designing more effective
services. How-to-quit-smoking clinics and exercise recommendations may
reduce the need for expensive medical services later on.
5. Providers can also give customers incentives to substitute company labour
with their own labour. For example, business firms that sort their own mail
before delivering it to the post office pay lower postal rates. Self-service
restaurants are another case in point. Pay-and-display facilities in car parks
alleviate the need to employ attendants (as well as reducing waiting time).
6. Service providers that have to deal with fluctuating demand can increase
productivity by increasing flexibility anil reshaping demand. Supplier
flexibility - the ability to improve supply capacity - is increased by using
part-time workers and shared facilities, and by rescheduling peak-time
facilities and work. Demand movements are reshaped by differential pricing,
reservation systems and stimulating non-peak usage.
However, companies must avoid pushing productivity so hard that doing so
reduces perceived quality. Some productivity steps help standardize quality,
increasing customer satisfaction. But other productivity steps lead to too much
standardization and can rob consumers of a customized service. Attempts to
industrialize a service or to cut costs can make a service company more efficient
in the short run, but reduce its longer-run ability to innovate, maintain service
quality and flexibility, or respond to consumer needs and desires. In some cases,
service providers accept reduced productivity in order to create more service
differentiation or quality.14
We have looked at strategies for handling the particular marketing problems
that service organizations face, given the specific characteristics of services. Importantly, to be successful, service firms must practise internal and interactive marketing, in addition to adopting an external marketing focus. The key lies in
management's ability to develop a quality culture and to operation a lize effectively an
extended marketing mix that results in superior service differentiation and quality.

International Services Marketing
An Italian sportswear manufacturer calls her advertising agency in London to
confirm plans for new billboards in Venezuela. A German businessman checks
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Turning Customer
Complaints into
Opportunities

Marketing
Highlight
15.2

Customers like to see things right
first time. But if things go wrong,
companies must he responsive and
remedy poor service to recover
customer confidence and loyalty.
Leading service companies not
only believe strongly in giving the
customer good service, they have
systems and procedures installed
to offer a high level of customer service and care
in service-recovery situations, especially in handling complaints. Finns that view complaints as a
valuable source of opportunities establish effective complaint procedures to capture these opportunities. Customer complaint programmes pay off
because the complaint points to possible improvement areas. They offer another chance to give service and satisfaction to the dissatisfied customer.
Complaints that are put right to the full satisfaction of the customer prevent customer loss and
are an excellent opportunity to strengthen loyalty.
Moreover, they can enhance the firm's standing
and may generate further businesses as a result of
recommendations made by satisfied customers.
The firms must therefore develop strategies
to ensure that complaints are received, listened
to and resolved to the satisfaction of the customer. The latter is crucial because the customer
may still be dissatisfied or the level of the complaint raised if the complaint was badly handled.
Because only a small minority of dissatisfied
customers ever complain, the firm should proactively attract complaints from disenchanted
customers. Channels of communication should
be kept open to give customers access and to
make it easy for them to offer feedback. Free telephone calis, regular follow-up of customer surveys and staff training all help. Customers
themselves may use different channels of complaint: telephone, fax, letter or personal call.
Whatever the tone of the complaint, it is important for the firm to respond with the urgency and
seriousness that is expected by the customer - an
abusive customer is as valuable over a lifetime as
any other and is more damaging if not satisfied.

Organizations must develop a
non-threatening culture that does
not penalize the 'mistake', in order
to encourage staff to analyze,
resolve and learn from complaints.
Apart from there being a 'no-blame
policy', staff must be rewarded for
Creating se rv ice -recovery opportunities.
Consider the following examples.
One company, British Gas,
recognizes the benefits of a customer complaint scheme. British
Gas, a privatized utility provider, now faces
mounting competition in the marketplace. It
therefore has to develop a policy to help it retain
customers in a competitive environment. In the
current tight economic environment, a profitable
company like British CJas can be seen as a natural
target for complaint and, indeed, a service
provider of this stature has a moral and ethical
duty to be a good corporate citizen.
A survey among customer managers in ali the
districts covered by British Gas South Eastern
area revealed the overwhelming consensus
among the managers that complaints deserved to
be dealt with individually and that remedies to
customer complaints should be rapid and adequate. There was even a sense of resentment or
hurt about some of the ways in which customers
chose to complain. However, the managers were
also found to be protective towards their staff and
systems. Managers responded adversely to sarcastic, carping letters and also to complaints that
were directed through more than one channel.
Nonetheless, all managers claimed not only to
have investigated and resolved complaints, but to
have learned from them and applied the lessons.
But there was no follow-up of complaints and
'learning' is sometimes fed back only to the management team.
A series of standards of service has been
agreed with Ofgas, the industry watchdog. In
some cases, breach of these standards will give
rise to a fixed compensation payment. However,
the company will not wait for payments to be
claimed, but adopt a proactive stance. Publication
of these standards and of the complaints and
compensation scheme is consistent with the
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ideals of the Citizen's Charter. (In the United
Kingdom, the Competition and Services Utilities
Act 1992 requires the utility monopolies to relate
to the principles set out in the Citizen's Charter legislation that enshrines the ethos of customer
care and service satisfaction.)
Another quality-conscious service organization is Marks & Spencer. The following excerpts
reflect the seriousness with which die retailer
and its supplier lake customer eomplaints. A customer returned a can of 'Danish Lean Ham' to the
local M & S store after he discovered a piece of
paper in the product. The store manager apologized, promptly issued a full refund of £1.45,
offered a replacement can of lean ham and a sales
voucher made out to the same value as the
'returned item', and then informed the customer
that he would expect a full explanation from IIQ:
soon. The letters arrived within days of the complaint being made:
I very much regret that despite this care
[numerous quality cheeks], you were
unfortunate enough to experience a problem
of this natxire. Please accept our apologies
for tliis lapse in our quality. ... Thank you
for having taken the trouble to bring this
matter to our attention. I would like to
assure you that the problem will be reported
to our Buying Department and Supplier as a
matter of urgency. The investigations ... will
help to ensure the elimination of problems
of this kind in the future. We always wish
our customers to enjoy the food products
they purchase from us without experiencing
any problems. Therefore I have pleasure in
enclosing Marks & Spencer gift vouchers to
the value of S3.00 as a sincere gesture of our
customer good will,
(Customer Advisor, Pood Division,
Marks & Spencer pic)
The same day, the customer also received a
letter from the company that supplied Marks &
Spencer Danish Lean Hani:
We are sorry to learn about your complaint
... Our Parent Company will be informed of
this immediately and you can expect to bear
from them in the very near future ... we

thank you for bringing the matter to the
attention of Marks & Spencer, and for our
part, we apologise for any inconvenience
which you may have been caused.
(Technical Manager,
Jaka Foods Group Limited)
A week later, the response from Jaka Foods
(the parent company in Denmark) arrived.
We were most concerned to learn that you
had reason to complain about the product...
We have passed on your complaint to our
quality control department for examination.
However, they are unfortunately at a loss to
explain the origin of this piece of paper. The
production lines ... are subject to very high
hygienic standards which include an hourly
wash-down of all machinery ... we believe
this to be an isolated, but not less regrettable
incident. We apologise for any
inconvenience this matter may have caused
you and thank you for bringing it to our
attention ...
(Export Manager)
Marks & Spencer and its supplier clearly take
customer complaints very seriously. Consistently
to resolve customer complaints quickly, efficiently and effectively, the firm has a clear policy
on solutions and compensation. Resources are set
aside and planned beforehand to ensure that,
when complaints occur, departments handling
these complaints are able to resolve them quickly.
Staff must be both aware and knowledgeable of
company policy, and have sufficient network contacts within the firm and with outside suppliers to
exercise chosen solutions with a minimum of
argument and paperwork.
In conclusion, unless the firm is open and
honest with its customers, agrees solutions and
keeps its promises of customer care and service
recovery, its complaint programme will not
achieve the goal of customer retention through
customer satisfaction.
SOURCES: Peter Barbey. 'Looking for trouble', Marketing
Business (September 1994), pp. 21-4; 'Effective complaint
systems', leaflet (London; HMSO, 1993); see also David
Clutterbuck, Graham Clark and Colin Armistead, Inspired
Customer Service (I^indnn: Kogan Pa£e, 1993).
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into his hotel room in Atlanta - the hotel is owned by a British company and
managed by an American firm. The Zurich branch of a Japanese bank participates
in a debt offering for an aircraft-leasing company in Ireland. A British construction firm builds an airport in Japan, and an American insurance company sells its
products in Germany. These are just a few examples of the thousands of sendee
transactions that take place each day around the globe. A lot of trade no longer
involves putting things into a crate and sending them abroad on ships! More and
more, the global economy is dominated by services. The World Trade Organization estimates that commercial-service trade was worth around ecul.07 trillion
in 1996, almost one-quarter of the value of trade in goods. Indeed, a variety of service
industries - from banking, insurance and communications to transportation, travel
and entertainment - now account for well over 60 per cent of the economy in
developed countries around the world. The worldwide growth rate for services (16
per cent in the past decade) is almost double the growth rate of manufacturing.15
Some industries have a long history of international operations. For example,
the commercial banking industry was one of the first to grow internationally.
Banks had to provide global services in order to meet the foreign exchange and
credit needs of their home-country clients wanting to sell overseas. In recent
years, however, as the scope of international financing has broadened, many
banks have become truly global operations. Germany's Deutsche Bank, for
example, has branches in over 41 countries. Thus, for its clients around the world
that wish to take advantage of growth opportunities created by German reunification, Deutsche Bank can raise money not just in Frankfurt, but also in Zurich,
London, Paris and Tokyo.
The travel industry also moved naturally into international operations.
American hotel and airline companies grew quickly in Europe and the Far East
during the economic expansion that followed World War II. Credit card companies soon followed - the early worldwide presence of American Express has
recently been matched by Visa and MasterCard. Business travellers and holidaymakers like the convenience and they have now come to expect that their credit
cards will be honoured wherever they go.
Professional and business services industries such as accounting, management consulting and advertising have only recently started operating on a worldwide scale. The international growth of these firms followed the globalization of
the manufacturing companies they serve. For example, increasingly globalized
manufacturing firms have found it much easier to have their accounts prepared
by a single accounting firm, even when they operate in two dozen countries. This
set the stage for rapid international consolidation in the accounting industry1.
During the late 1980s, established accounting companies around the world
quickly merged with America's 'Big Eight' to become the international 'Big Sis'
almost overnight. Similarly, as their client companies began to employ global
marketing and advertising strategies, advertising agencies and other marketing
services firms responded by globalizing their own operations."'
The rapidly expanding international marketplace provides many attractive
opportunities for service firms. It also creates some special challenges, however.
Service companies wanting to operate in other countries are not always
welcomed with open arms. Whereas manufacturers usually face straightforward
tariff, quota or currency restrictions when attempting to sell their products in
another country, service providers arc likely to face more subtle barriers. In some
cases, rules and regulations affecting international services firms reflect the host
country's traditions. In others, they appear to protect the country's own fledgling
service industries from large global competitors with greater resources. In still
other cases, however, the restrictions seem to have little purpose other than to
make entry difficult for foreign service firms.
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Most of the industrialized nations want their banks, insurance companies,
construction firms and other service providers to be allowed to move
people, capital and technology around the globe unimpeded. Instead they
face a bewildering complex of national regulations, most of them designed
to guarantee jobs for loeal competitors. A Turkish law, for example,
forbids international accounting firms to bring capital into the country to
set up offices and requires them to use the names of local partners, rather
than prestigious international ones, in their marketing. To audit the
hooks of a multinational company's branch in Buenos Aires, an
accountant must have the equivalent of a high school education in
Argentinian geography and history ... India is perhaps the most [difficult]
big economy in the world [to enter] these days ... New Delhi prevents
international insurance companies from selling property and casualty
policies to the country's swelling business community or life
insurance to its huge middle class.17
Clearly, service organizations face plenty of difficulties when seeking to enter
foreign markets. The most recent round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT), the Uruguay round, which ended in 1993 (see Chapter 5), began to
address some of these problems by extending international trade rules to cover
services in addition to manufactured goods. New service agreements should ease
the barriers that limit such trade. Thus, despite the difficulties in international
service marketing, the trend towards growth of global service companies will
continue, especially in banking, telecommunications and professional services.
Today, service firms arc no longer simply following their manufacturing
customers. Instead, many are taking the lead in international expansion.

Summary
Marketing has been broadened in reeent years to cover services.
As developed countries move increasingly towards a service economy,
marketers need to know more about marketing services. Services are activities or
benefits that one party can offer to another which are essentially intangible and
do not result in the ownership of anything. Services are intangible, inseparable,
variable and perishable. Each characteristic poses problems and requires strategies. Marketers have to find ways to make the service more tangible; to increase
the productivity of providers who are inseparable from their products; to standardize the quality in the face of variability; and to improve demand movements
and supply capacities in the face of service perishability.
Service industries have typically lagged behind manufacturing firms in
adopting and using marketing concepts, but this situation is now changing.
Services marketing strategy calls not only for external marketing, but also for
internal marketing to motivate employees and interactive marketing to create
service delivery skills among service providers. To succeed, service marketers
must create competitive differentiation, offer high service qualify and find ways
to increase service productivity.
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Discussing the Issues
Why is demand for services growing? How would
marketers gain a competitive advantage by satisfying
the growing demand for increased services?

4.

How can a theatre deal with the intangibility,
inseparability, variability and perishability of the
service it provides? Give examples.
A fast-food restaurant serves its hamburgers 'fresh off
the grill'. This ensures high quality, but creates
leftover hamburgers if the staff overestimates demand.
The restaurant solves this peris liability problem by
using the leftover meat in other dishes such as meat
pies and spaghetti sauce. How do airlines solve the
perishability of unsold seats? Give additional
examples of perishability and how service firms
address it.

Services marketing calls for external, internal and
interactive marketing. Select examples of firms that
provide services to other business organizations (e.g.
an advertising agency, a transportation firm or a
management consultancy). Explain how these other
types of marketing can help such service firms ereate
and maintain a competitive advantage.

5. Marketing is defined as satisfying needs and wants
through exchange processes. What exchanges occur in
marketing non-profit organizations, such as a
museum, the lied Cross or other charities?
6.

Referring to examples of non-profit (both public and
private) service organizations, discuss how their
effectiveness and efficiency might he increased by
applying marketing principles.

Applying the Concepts
1.

Select an educational institution you are familiar with
(it could be the one at which you are currently
studying for a qualification). Take the concept oi the
marketing mix as a framework to guide your
evaluation of the organization. Start with the product
(i.e. the service offering), then work through pricing,
promotion, place and the other three Ps - people,
physical environment and process. Show how
attention to all seven Ps can affect the effectiveness
and efficiency of the institution you have selected.

2.

Perishability is very important in the airline industry:
unsold seats are gone for ever, and too many unsold

scats mean large losses. With computerized ticketing,
airlines can easily use pricing to deal with
perishability ami variations in demand.
• Call a travel agent or use an online service that is
accessible to check airline fares. Get prices on
die same route for 60 days in advance, two
weeks, one week and today. Is there a clear
pattern to the fares?
• When a store is overstocked on ripe fruit, it may
lower the price to sell out quickly. What are
airlines doing to their prices as the scats get close
to 'perishing'? Why? What would you recommend
" as a pricing strategy to increase total revenues?
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Case 15
Tihigarden: Is there Life after EuroDisney?
WHILE EURODISNEY WAS FACING DESPERATE meetings with its creditors in
February 1994, Grand Peninsula was finalizing a deal to build the second
biggest theme park in Europe. Its Tibigarden theme park outside Salou, near
Tarragona on Spain's Mediterranean coast, needed Pta41 billion of finance.
Grand Peninsula, which was created by Busch Entertainment, already operated several theme parks in America as the leisure arm of Annheuser Busch,
the UK beer and food giant.
Given EuroDisney's much publicized problems, it was not sxirprising
that the original investors wanted to spread the risk of the new venture. The
final agreement diluted Busch Entertainment's holdings to 20 per cent and
would make the British Tussaud's group the largest shareholders (30 per
cent) and the park's manager. The Tussaud's group is part of Pearson, a
communication conglomerate that owns the Financial Tim.cs and Thv
Economist, as well as big attractions like Madame Tussaud's, Alton Towers
and Warwick Castle. Other shareholders in the venture are: Fesca, a
Barcelona-based electricity utility (10 per cent); Grand Tibidaba (20 per
cent), a Barcelona holding group; and one other Spanish investor. With the
finances in place, the theme park was to open in April 1995, but would this
one fail too? EuroDisney omens were not good.
The gift from Michael Eisner (the chairman of Walt Disney) to Jacques
Chirac (the then French premier) to mark the signing in 1987 of the agreement to open EuroDisney in France, now seems prophetic. It was an original
Disney cartoon of the witch handing the poisoned apple to Snow White. Walt
Disney has a 49 per cent stake in the park and it was the strength of its
marketing and management reputation that convinced institutional and
private investors that the park could not fail. Its past success in opening
duplicates of the original Califomian Disneyland led Walt Disney to the idea of
European expansion. Walt Disney World in Florida was the world's greatest
attraction, and Tokyo Disneyland, opened in 1984, had 10 million visitors in
the first year. Even better, the guests had spent $355 million rather than the
S200 million estimated.
Disney had opted for the Marne-La-Vallee site 32 km east of Paris, rather
than the south of Spain or London's Docklands, after a massive cross-party
effort by the French government. Besides the conservative Jacques Chirac,
the planning and building of EuroDisney spanned three socialist prime ministers - Laurent Fabian, Michel Re-card and Edith Cresson. Incentives to
Disney included 1,943 hectares of land at a bargain price, an extension of the
Paris rail network to the park's location, a promise of a TGV rail link and a soft
loan covering 22 per cent (Ffr20.8 billion) of the park's development.
EuroDisney was to be Europe's leading tourist attraction and provide
over 10,000 jobs. Hopes ran high and many investors in France, the United
Kingdom and elsewhere bought shares at Ffr72 when floated in 1989. Disney
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originally bought its shares for FfrlO. 'The moment EuroDisney's gates
opened,' its promoters said, 'visitors would be overwhelmed by the professionalism and artistry of it all. Europeans would Hock to the park,' Share
prices soared to Ffrl64 in April 1992 just before the gates opened. 'I wonder
what they were all on. I'd like to smoke some,' said one financial analyst.
Disney planned to make huge profits from reselling land close to the site and
intended to open a second theme park in 1996. Predictions showed
EuroDisney breaking oven in its first year.
By February 1994 Europe's Magic Kingdom was a cultural Chernobyl.
The 10.5 million visitors in the first year were only 500,000 short of target, but
in the second year the number of visitors did not rise as predicted, but was down
to 9.5 million. Losses were FfrlSS million in 1992 and Ffr5.3bn in 1993, the
first full year of trading. Worse still, the visitors stayed less than the three
days forecast and spent about half the sum expected. The French stayed
away and many northern Europeans made EuroDisney a day trip. The huge
hotel complex serving EuroDisney had only 55 per cent occupancy and the
park was getting adverse publicity. The Parisian weather was cold and damp,
(bod, drinks and goods were expensive, and the hotels were extortionate.
EuroDisney frequently pointed out how unlucky it had been since the
park opened. Europe was in a recession and the strong French franc hat!
deterred visitors from Italy and the United Kingdom. Financial troubles were
now causing even more bad publicity. 'Why promise the kids a trip to Disney
in the summer if you can't be sure it will survive till then?' asked one
German newspaper. Before the opening, managers estimated that the
resort's labour costs would he 13 per cent of revenues. Rebecca WhmingtonIngram of London's Morgan Stanley merchant bank reckoned that the true
figure for 1993 was dose to 24 per cent. Disney's hoped-for profits from
property development were also thin; little of the forecast Ffr2bn by 1996
had arrived.
Lack of magic and the financial structure were killing EuroDisney. The
park's operations were self-financing, hut it could not service the Ffr20.3
billion debt resulting from construction overruns and trading difficulties.
Disney agreed to keep the park going, but unless financially restructured it
would be out of money 'by spring 1994'. The banks braced themselves for
playing high-stakes poker against Mike Eisner - 'Ice Man Mike' as he is
known in Hollywood. The costs of failure were awful to both sides. The
French government had sunk a lot of money and prestige into the project.
Besides the global embarrassment, the 10,001) jobs in the park would be
hard to replace while unemployment was already high and rising. The
government could encourage the banks to bail EuroDisney out. The statecontrolled Caisse des Depots could reduce the 7.8 per cent interest rate on
itsFt'r4.8 billion loan.
EuroDisney was an 'albatross' for its US parent, dragging with losses.
Disney's main negotiating weapon against the banks was to threaten to close
the park. It could afford to do so and the losses made it an economic option.
But the banks could gamble that Disney would be unwilling to damage its
reputation as one of America's most successful businesses. Disney had
already waived its 3 per cent management fee and the banks might ask it to
cut its 10 per cent royalty fee on admissions and 5 per cent on food and
merchandise sales. With share prices down to Ffr30, no one was now
expecting to get rich from EuroDisney.
The EuroDisney experience was sobering for Grand Peninsula. Only
foolish managers would not have learnt from the debacle. Some had argued
that EuroDisney was a mistake before it opened. It was in the wrong place.
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Why build fake castles in a continent full of castles, real and fake? French
intellectuals' objections to US culture led them to avoid EuroDisney, but
other Europeans do not share their views. They have a more basic question:
'Why go to Paris rather than the real thing in Florida?' The Orlando alternative is no more expensive per night, has better hotels, has sunshine and is
simply more fun. Maybe EuroDisney could have succeeded if it had been
done differently. According to Rebecca Winnington-Ingrani, Must because
EuroDisney has got problems, it does not mean major theme parks in
Europe are hound to fail.' Grant! Peninsula aims to succeed by learning from
the Paris venture and doing it differently. 'We have put together the profitable end of EuroDisney/ says Ole Bredhery, managing partner of Axel, a
Madrid investment bank advising Grand Peninsula.
EuroDisney expected 11 million guests in the first year, where
Tibigarden expects to he profitable with only 2.7 million. In the next year
attendance will rise to 3.5 million and eventually only reach 5 million after
expansion. That will still make it the tenth largest non-Disney theme park in
the first year and Europe's third largest. Denmark's Tivoli Gardens attract
4.5 million visitors and Sweden's Usebcrg 2.8 million. Tibigarden is just a
theme park. To avoid high fixed costs, plans to build a large beachside hotel
and 2,000 'living units' were shelved. Unlike EuroDisney, Tibigarden will
open not all year round, but for 156 days between April and October. During
that time the climate is warm and sunny. More than 15 million already visit
the coast within striking distance of the park. Within 200 km of the site
there are already 800,000 hotel beds including Benidorm.
Tibigarden's financial structure is slimmer than EuroDisney. The Axel
group estimates that EuroDisney's royalties and management fees were over
30 per cent of operating income when the park opened and would rise. In
contrast, the combined fee for Busch Entertainment's design and Tussaud's
management was little over 12.4 per cent and scheduled to decline. Finally.
France was generally a poor place for theme parks. All but one of France's
other theme parks were struggling. The exception was Futurescope, a small
park near Poitiers, 330 km south-west of Paris. In 1992 its visitors increased
by almost a third to 1.2 million and it made over FfrlO million profit on
Ffrl75 million sales.
What accounts for Futurescope's success? It was cheap to build, has
admission prices (Ffrl20 a day) almost half those of EuroDisney and
provides accommodation for as little as Ffr60 a night. Its educational high
tech appeals to parents and kids, and promotes itself through direct mailing
to societies and schools. Futurescope is a successful operation, but it is quite
different from the conventional theme parks like EnroDisney and
Tibigarden.

QUESTIONS
1. What accounts for EuroDisney's failure to date?
2. Would EuroDisney have worked if located elsewhere in Europe?
3. Were EuroDisney's problems foreseeable? If so, why were they not
seen?
4. Are these problems solvable now? Will changing the name to
Disneyland, Paris help?
5.

Contrast the Tibigarden proposal with EuroDisney. What are the
differences and do any give Tibigarden an advantage over EuroDiwney?
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Ts the European theme park market already oversubscribed? Will
Tibigarden succeed despite the failure of EuroDisney and the other
theme parks in France?

SOURCES: Toni Burns, "Riding the theme park roller coaster'. Financial Times (14 February
1994), p. 15; Alioe Rawsthorn, 'Only a month to make the refinancing fly', Financial Times (1
March 1994), p. 23; 'EuroDisney: waiting for Dumbo', The Economist (1 May 1993), p. 86;
'EuroDisney's plight worsens', The European (4-10 February 1994), p. 1; John Ridding,
'Eurobisncy suffers huge loss', Financial Times (11 November 1993). p. 1; Mickael Skapinher
and John Ridding. 'Unlucky or unwise'. Financial Times (13-14 November 1993). p. 4; Alice
Rawsthorn, 'Poisoned apple within the magic kingdom', fiiiaiicial Times (25 November
1993), p. 6; 'Meltdown at the cultural Chernobyl', The Economist (5 February 1994), pp. 6970; 'A profitable theme', The Economist (1 May 1993), p. 86.
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Overview Case Four

Mattel: Getting it Right
is No Child's Play
THE MATTEL TOY DESIGNER HELD everyone's interest as he prepared
to push the green launch button. The assembled Hot Wheels brand
managers and Mattel top executives marvelled as a tiny plastic car,
called Top Speed, leaped off the launcher, zipped through a plastic
accelerator tube and whizzed around the race track's curves and
loops. The managers were impressed, especially given that Mattel's designers had
developed the new car models at Mattel's toy-design centre in El Segundo,
California, in oniy five months. However, they knew that many challenges
remained. They wondered if the new toy would be the market hit they needed, or
whether it would turn out to be just another of the nightmares that were all too
common in the toy industry.
Nightmares
It's ever;' parent's nightmare. Suddenly the kids start asking for something called
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers for Christmas, First, they have to explain to their
parents what a Mighty Morphin is, while giving them that 'don't-grown-ups-knowanything' look. Then the parents start looking for the toys casually on shopping
trips. No luck. Then. Mum takes a day off from work to do some serious looking.
Still, no luck. Over the weekend, Dad sneaks off to a major mall in another town
or city while Mum calls out-of-town relatives to ask them to look. Again, they
come up empty handed. It's panic time! Christmas is only two weeks away and all
the kids are talking about is Mighty Morphin Power Rangers. How can Mum and
Dad explain that Santa has run out of Power Rangers?
It's also every toy retailer's nightmare. Buyers travel to the region's annual
Toy Fair, a trade show where toy manufacturers present their products.
Thousands of retail toy buyers attend the show to place orders for the following
Christmas season. As they wander down the aisles, they see the usual assortment
of brand extensions for the perennial favourites, like Barbie, G.I. Joe and Hot
Wheels. However, they also see 5,000-6,000 new toys each year, 80 per cent of
which won't be around next year. The trick is to pick those that will be big hits.
So, a buyer places a small order for something new called Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers. The manufacturer, Bandai America, claims that the toys will be
popular after the September start of a television show about the Rangers. Later in
the year, the toys begin to sell, even before the television show debuts. The buyer
is not sure what to make of it and decides to wait until two weeks into the show to
see how the new product moves. The delay proves costly. By the time the buyer
places a new order in early October, ever;' other retailer has seen the same trend
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and has also reordered. Bandai is able to ship only 600,000 Power Rangers despite
orders for 12 million] During the next two months, angry parents flood the
buyer's store wanting to know how they will explain to their children that Santa
ran out of Power Rangers.
This process is no picnic for toy manufacturers either. The annual Toy Show
is a make-or-break event. Sometime well before the February .show, manufacturers have to decide which toys to present, which toys will be popular two
Ghristmases away. Then they have to hope that they can manufacture enough
toys between February and late summer to meet demand. To make matters worse,
the major retailers like Toys '>!' Us and major department stores have moved to a
just-in-time philosophy to replenish inventory. Instead of placing one big order
for toys, they place small orders initially, then reorder based on demand. They
want to replace toys on their shelves just as they sell out. This strategy improves
cash flow and avoids storerooms full of dud toys. But the just-in-time plan has a
significant disadvantage for both retailers and manufacturers. If a surprise hit
appears, neither ean gear up fast enough to respond.

The Toy Industry

The toy industry is risky. If companies bet right, they make a lot of money. If not,
they lose a lot of money. Toys are also big business. The Toy Manufacturers'
Association estimated that the European toy market produced sales of ccu22 billion in 1996. The US toy market is even larger at over eeu23 billion. US manufacturers invent, engineer and market about two-thirds of all the toys in the world.
Analysts attribute toy industry growth to three factors. First, although birth
rates in developed countries are declining, parents tend to buy more toys and
more expensive toys for their children. Second, the increased number of divorced
or separated parents often means the children have many adult relatives to give
them toys. Also, many women are waiting later to have children, meaning they
and their families may have higher disposable incomes,
Mattel's Top Speed
Mattel is one of the key players in the toy industry. With annual sales of S3 billion,
it owns the 38-year-old Barbie and 28-year-old Hot Wheels brands. Barbie alone
accounts for 35 per cent of Mattel's sales. Barbie's success, however, has created
problems. In the mid-1990s, Mattel needed to lessen its dependence on the Barbie
line. It also wanted to reverse a string of recent failures in its boys' division,
including the Masters of the Universe and Demolition Man action figures.
As a result, Mattel prepared to launch its new line of Top Speed racers, the
first Hot Wheels made from lightweight plastic rather than die-cast metal. The
lighter-weight cars could zip around faster. The translucent plastic also allowed
Mattel lo give the 6 cm cars iridescent body colours that it believed would appeal
to 7 to 10-year-old boys.
Further, Top Speed cars, unlike traditional Hot Wheels models, did not resemble real ears. They had a futuristic design, more like Indianapolis-style racing
cars. The cars featured detailed engines; a floating front axle to improve performance on the track; stylish moulded mag wheels; and a front-mounted launching
hook. Special rubber bands contained in a launcher powered the lightweight cars,
allowing them to be hurled along tracks and through clear plastic tubes at amazing speeds, Mattel planned to offer Top Speed ears in six different models, each
with its own exciting name: Cryo Pump, Road Vac, Corkscrew, Shock Rod, Sting
Shot and Back Burner.
Mattel planned to package the cars in pairs, including a tube and launcher,
with each pair selling for about 85 at retail. This price compared favourably with a
§2 per car retail price for traditional Hot Wheels models. Kids could also buy
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special tracks to run their cars on, priced in the S25-30 range. Or they could
make their own obstacle courses or drag races with their friends.
As they prepared to launch the new product, Top Speed's brand managers
knew how easy it is to underestimate or overestimate market demand for the new
product and they did not relish explaining the resulting nightmare to top management, Not only did they have to decide how many Top Speed cars to produce;
they needed to develop a marketing programme that would drive the product forward. And retailers had also to be convinced that it would be a winner. They knew
that toy marketing would not be child's play.

QUESTIONS
1. What are the key product decisions that Mattel managers have to make to
maintain the competitiveness of their product lines?
2. Should Mattel leverage as much as it can off existing brands like Barbie
and Hot Wheels, or should it try to create new brands to grow sales?
Why? Why not?
3. How should Mattel and other toy manufacturers go about developing new
toys? How would they decide which new toys to produce?
4. If you were a toy retailer, how would you decide what toys to sell in your
stores?
5. Suggest a marketing strategy for Top Speed.
6. Would the new-product development approach used be different for a new
brand development as opposed to a line extension? Explain.

SOURCES: Allyson L. Stewart, 'Rules of the toy game different for Europe's kids', Marketing Ne-jas (25
October 1993), p. 6, Joseph ljereira, 'Toy industry finds it's harder and harder to pick the winners',
Wall Street Journal (21 December 1993), p. Al; Eric Sehine, 'Mattel's wild race to market', Business
Week (21 February 1994), pp. 62-3; David Miller, 'NAFTA pays way for all Latin America', Discount
Store News (16 May 1994), p. 84; Gyndee Miller, 'Finding next big toy is not child's play', Marketing
jVeu-s (23 May 1994), p. 2; Cyndcc Miller, Toy companies hope Co build on brand strength',
Marketing Nevus (31 March 1997), p. 22.
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'Price: value plus a reasonable sum for the ivear anil tear of
conscience in demanding it.'
AMBROSE PIERCE

Part Introduction
IN' PART FIVE WE COVER an element of the marketing mix that is both easy and
expensive to manipulate - price.
Price cutting is an easy way to attract customers quickly, but a poor route to
long-term market success. The reason is that giving a 10 per cent price cut to a
customer can mean taking a 50 per cent cut in profits. The industrialist Philip
Armour explained that businesses often resort to price cutting: 'Anybody can cut
prices, but it takes brains to make a better article.'
Many internal and external pressures influence the price decision from
internal costs to government legislation. The examination of these in Chapter 16
leads to vedue-based pricing, where a customer's perception of price, rather than
costs, drives price. Chapter 17 then looks at pricing strategies under a variety of
situations, such as when launching a product, when changing prices and when
pricing within a product range.

CHAPTER 16
Pricing Considerations and
Approaches
CHAPTER 17
Pricing Strategies

PART OVERVIEW CASE:
Stena Sciilink vcrftus
Le Shuttle, Eurostur
and the Rest
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Pricing Considerations
and Approaches

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
Understand the internal and external factors affecting price.
Explain the impact of cost on price.
See how market structures influence price setting.
Compare and evaluate the general approaches to price setting.

Chapter
Preview
x
The Times: For a Change
THE TIMES' PRICE CUT FROM 45p to 30p in July 1993 shook the United
Kingdom quality newspaper industry. Rupert Murdoch's News International,
whose Times newspaper had a circulation of 360,000, had declared war on
the other quality daily newspapers: the Daily Telegraph (circulation
1,017,000), the Guardian (403,000), the Independent (336,000) and the
Financial Times (288,000). It was not the first time News International (Ml)
had started a price war. NI, which owns five of the UK's national papers as
well as many others around the world, had already cut the price of its Sun
tabloid newspaper from 25 to 20p. The move had consolidated the Sun's
position as market leader, pushing its circulation up from 3.43 million to
4.10 million, within a year. Sales of the Sun's chief competitor, the Daily
678
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Mirror, dropped from 2.67 million to 2.50 million over the same period.
People have very strong relationships to their daily newspapers and, given
the papers' different political leanings, many in the industry thought the
quality papers were not price sensitive. NI clearly thought otherwise.
'Obviously we would like to push it [The Times] to the same (circulation]
level as the Telegraph and beyond,' said Gus Fischer, chief executive of NI,
Very soon NI was proved right. By April 1994 The Times' circulation had
grown to 478,000 while most of the others had gone down: Telegraph,
999,000; Guardian, 397,000; said Independent 271,000. The specialist and
expensive (65p) Financial Times was not affected at all; the left-of-centre
Guardian and right-of-centre Telegraph saw sales drop a little, while the
Independent, which had increased its price to 50p in response to The Times'
price cut, had a 20 per cent sales drop. After an initial short-term sales
decline, the mid-market dailies, Today, Daily Express and Daily Mail, were
unaffected by the low prices of the Sun and The Times.
Refore the priee cut, the quality newspapers had competed in other
ways. Throughout the 1980s their strategy was to improve the product by
adding sections. According to one senior executive, 'The daily market has
been contracting every year. We have been almost excessively focused on
sales promotion to encourage trial from rival papers. We hoped that the
added value products would keep our readers more loyal.' But to the
consumers, more did not mean better. Most of the brand extensions (supplements) were created to attract advertising revenue; not to keep readers'
loyalty. By offering advertisers 'high definition, high quality' targets,
publishers had taken their eyes off the circulation figures. Wooing new
advertisers did not keep customers happy. Increased pagination meant
paper bills went up and consumers were frustrated at not being able to 'get
through the paper' at one sitting. Loyalty was declining before The Times'
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price cut, but its true magnitude only became known later. Analysis of
Taylor Kelson AGB's Mediaspan panel showed that newspapers lose and gain
at least 20 per eent of their 'loyal readers' each year. This switching excludes
casual readers, since loyal readers are defined as those 'almost always
reading' a paper. Following the price cut, The Times' users showed much
lower loyalty than usual. The paper boosted its regular readership by twothirds, but one-third of the regular 1993 readership was lost by 1994.
Further analysis in May 1994 using RSGB's Conversion Model showed that
about half the readers of all quality newspapers were 'safe' (entrenched or
average loyalty), while the rest of the readers were Vulnerable' (shallow or
convertible). The study also showed that The Times had fewer entrenched
readers than the other quality newspapers.
After The Times' price cut, the quality newspapers had fought hard to
keep their customers. The Telegraph offered free books to people who
collected tokens printed in the paper and the cash-strapped Independent
ran a promotion competition with the prize equal to the winner's income tax
bill. But the Independent's lost circulation hurt and cash was running out.
When newspapers lose circulation, two forms of income drop: income from
the cover price, and advertising revenue. The fewer the readers, the lower
the advertising rates. The Independent was the newest of the quality newspapers and also financially the weakest. Founded by the brilliant entrepreneur and editor, Andreas Whittam Smith, the Independent's biggest
shareholders were Italy's La Repubhlicu and Spain's El Pais newspapers,
neither very rich. After initially taking the market by storm, the paper
overextended itself on an expensive launch of the Independent an Sunday
and a failed attempt to take over the Observer, another Sunday paper.
If it was to survive the circulation war, the Independent needed more
money. Surprisingly for a newspaper facing a price war, there were three
prospective new partners. One was Tony O'Reilly, Irish chairman of Heinz
and owner of Independent Newspapers; another was Conrad Black,
Canadian proprietor of the Telegraph; the third was Newspaper Publishing,
publishers of the Daily Mirror. After reassuring the Independent about
editorial independence, Newspaper Publishing bought the Independent and
the battle continued.
After holding the price up for eight months after The Times' first price
cut, on 22 June 1994 Conrad Black cut the Telegraph's price from 48p to
match The Times at 30p. The Times quickly responded with a cut to 2()p two
days later, determined to hang on to the 150,000 extra buyers from its first
price cut. On that day the Independent's Whittam Smith moved his editorial
to the front page accusing The Times of predator;' pricing. 'Two right-wing ideologues, Rupert Murdoch and Conrad Black, have set about to destroy the
quality newspaper market,' he thundered. NI was thought to be losing £45
million from its earlier price cutting of The Times and the Sun. Lost profits
at The Times were thought to be about £17 million. The extra cut to 20p would
cost £12 million more a year if retailers were to maintain their current 17p a
copy, and with printing costs running at t3p a copy. Shareholders were also
unimpressed by the Telegraph's action: £800 million was wiped off the share
value of the newspaper as a whole and it lost £200 million in value. The City
was particularly angered since Conrad Black's Hollinger Group had sold 12.5
million shares, raising £73 million, barely a month before the price cut.
In August 1994 the Independent caved in and reduced its price. Sales by
then were as follows: Telegraph, 1,010,000; The Times, 510,000; Guardian,
400.000; and Independent 280,000. After market testing prices of 45p and
40p. the Independent exceeded City expectations and cut its price to 30p.
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NI stressed the newspaper would not remain at 30p indefinitely - a move
that would cost the newspaper £14 million per year in lost revenue. 'It is felt
that the premium quality that the Independent achieves will, in the longer
term, warrant a premium cover price,' said its editorial.1

QUESTIONS
1. What was the impact of the priee war on the sales volume (number of
newspapers sold) and sales value (monetary value of the newspapers
sold) of the competing newspapers?
2. What did The Times hope to gain from starting such a costly price
war?
3. Why did the other competitors follow the price lead of The Times'?
4. When does it pay for a company start charging prices below industry
rates?
5. What industries do you think are prone to price competition?
6. Should governments intervene to prevent aggressive priee
competition?

Introduction
Ml products and services have a priee just as they have a value. Many non-profit
and all profit-making organizations must also set prices, be they the predatory
price of The Times, the price of access to see the island where Lady Diana lies, or
the price of World Cup tickets for those who cannot get them officially. Pricing is
controversial and goes by many names:
Price is all around us. You pay rent for your apartment, tuition for your
education and a/ee to your physician or dentist. The airline, railway, taxi
and bus companies charge you a/are; the local utilities call their price a
rate; and the local bank charges you interest for the money you borrow ,..
The guest lecturer charges an honorarium to tell you about a government
official who took a bribe to help a shady character steal dues collected by
a trade association. Clubs or societies to which you belong may make a
special assessment to pay unusual expenses. Your regular lawyer may ask
for a retainer to cover her services. The 'priee' of an executive is a salary,
the priee of a salesperson may be a commission and the price of a worker
is a wage. Finally, although economists would disagree, many of us feel
that income taxes are the price we pay for the privilege of making
money.2
In the narrowest sense, priee is the amount of money charged for a product or
service. More broadly, price is the sum of all the values that consumers exchange
for the benefits of having or using the product or service.
How are prices set? Historically, prices were usually set by buyers and sellers
bargaining with each other. Sellers would ask for a higher price than they expected
to get and buyers would offer less than they expected to pay. Through bargaining,
they would arrive at an acceptable price. Individual buyers paid different prices
for the same products, depending on their needs and bargaining skills.

price

The amount of money
charged for a product or
seivice, or the sum of the
values that consumers
exchange for the benefits
of having or using the
product or service.
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Figure 1.6.1
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Factors affecting price decisions
Today, most sellers set one price for all buyers. Large-scale retailing ltd to the
idea at the end of the nineteenth century. F.W, Wbolworth and other retailers
advertised a 'strictly one-price policy' because they carried so many items and had so
many employees.
Historically, price has been the most significant factor affecting buyer choice,
This is still true in poorer nations, among poorer groups and with commodity
products. However, non-price factors have become more important in buyerchoice behaviour in recent decades.
Price is the only element in the marketing mix that produces revenue; all
other elements represent costs. Price is also one of the most flexibly elements of
the marketing mix. Unlike product features and channel commitments, price can
be changed quickly. At the same time, pricing and price competition is the no. 1
problem facing many marketing executives. Yet many companies do not handle
pricing well. The most common mistakes are: pricing that is coo cost-oriented;
prices that are not revised often enough to reflect market changes; pricing that
does not take the rest of the marketing mix into account; and prices that are not
varied enough for different products, market segments and purchase occasions.
In this and the next chapter, we focus on the problem of setting prices. This
chapter looks at the factors that marketers must consider when setting prices and
at general pricing approaches. In the next chapter, we examine pricing strategies
for new-product pricing, product mix pricing, price changes and price adjustments
for buyer and situations! factors.

Factors to Consider when Setting Prices
A company's pricing decisions are affected both by internal company factors and
by external environmental factors (see Figure 16.1).3

Internal Factors Affecting Pricing Decisions
Internal factors affecting pricing include the company's marketing objectives,
marketing-mix strategy, costs and organization.

• Marketing Objectives
Before setting price, the company must decide on its strategy for the product, If
the company has selected its target market and positioning carefully, then its
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marketing-mix strategy, including price, will be fairly straightforward. For
example, if Toyota decides to produce its Lexus cars to compete with European
luxury cars in the high-income segment, this suggests charging a high price.
Travel Lodge positions itself as motels that provide economical rooms for budgetminded travellers; this position requires charging a low price. Thus pricing
strategy is largely determined by past decisions on market positioning.
At the same time, the company may seek additional objectives. The clearer a
firm is about its objectives, the easier it is to set price. Examples of common
objectives are survived, current profit maximization, market-share maximization and product-quality leadership.
Companies set survival as their fundamental objective if they are troubled by
too much capacity, heavy competition or changing consumer wants. In Europe
and Japan steel-makers sell steel at a loss as demand declines. To keep a plant
going, a company may set a low price, hoping to increase demand. In this case,
profits are less important than survival. As long as their prices cover variable costs
and some fixed costs, they can stay in business. However, survival is only a shortterm objective. In the long run, the firm must learn how to add value or face
extinction,4
Many companies use current profit maximization as their pricing goal. They
estimate what demand and costs will be at different prices and choose the price
that will produce the maximum current profit, cash flow or return on investment.
In all cases, the company wants current financial results rather than long-run
performance. Other companies want to obtain market-share leadership. They
believe that the company with the largest market share will enjoy the lowest costs
and highest long-run profit. To become the market-share loader, these firms set
prices as low as possible.
A variation of this objective is to pursue a specific market-share gain. Say the
company wants to increase its market share from 10 per cent to 15 per cent in
one year. It will search for the price and marketing programme that will achieve
this goal.
Digital television transmission is set to make the current analogue
television as outdated as 16mm cine film or vinyl albums. Tt produces
cinema quality pictures while cramming hundreds of channels through
the wave bands needed for a do?,en analogue transmissions. Seeing the
mould-breaking" potential of digital TV satellite television company,
BSkyB and terrestrial BOB are set to battle for market leadership of
digital television transmission. BSkyB's consortium of BT, IISBC and
Matsushita aims to subsidize its TV set-top converters by ecul billion,
retailing them at ecu.100, although they will cost at least twice that to
manufacture.
A company might decide that it wants to achieve product-quality leadership.
This normally calls for charging a high price to cover such quality and the high
costofR&D:
For example, Jaguar's limited edition XJ220 sold for £400,000 each, but
had wealthy customers queuing" to buy one. Less exotically, Pitney Bowes
pursues a product-quality leadership strategy for its fax equipment. While
Sharp, Canon and other competitors fight over the low-price fax machine
market with machines selling at around $500, Pitney Bowes targets large
corporations with machines selling at about 85,000. As a result, it
captures some 45 per cent of the large-corporation fax niche.5
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A company might also use price to attain other more specific objectives. It
can set prices low to prevent competition from entering the market or set prices
at competitors' levels to stabilize the market:
In 1994 grocery market leaders Sainsbury and Teseo used 'Essentials' and
'Everyday super value range' campaigns to counter the attack of
discounters Aldi and Netto on the UK market. Originally projected to take
20 per cent of the grocery market by the year 2000, forecasters later
predicted the discounters would take only 12 per cent.6
Prices can be set to keep the loyalty and support of resellers or to avoid government intervention. Prices can be reduced temporarily to create excitement fora
product or to draw more customers into a retail store. One product may be priced
to help the sales of other products in the company's line. Thus pricing may play
an important role in helping to accomplish the company's objectives at many
levels.
Non-profit and public organizations may adopt a number of other pricing
objectives. A university aims fm partial cost recovery, knowing that it must rely
on private gifts and public grants to cover the remaining costs. A non-profit
hospital may aim for full cast recovery in its pricing. A non-profit theatre
company may price its productions to fill the maximum number of theatre seats.
A social service agency may set a social price geared to the varying income situations of different clients.

• Marketing-Mix Strategy

target costing
A technique to support
pricing decision, which
starts with deciding a
target cost Jar « new
product and works back
,
to designing the product.

Price is only one of the marketing-mix tools that a company uses to achieve its
marketing objectives. Price decisions must be co-ordinated with product design,
distribution and promotion decisions to form a consistent and effective marketing
programme. Decisions made for other marketing-mix variables may affect pricing
decisions. For example, producers using many resellers that arc expected to support
and promote their products may have to build larger reseller margins into their
prices. The decision to position the product on high performance quality will mean
that the seller must charge a higher price to cover higher costs. The perfume houses
argue that their high margins, expensive advertising and exclusive distribution are
essential to the brands and in the public interest.7
Companies often make their pricing decisions first and then base other
marketing-mix decisions on the prices they want to charge. Here, price is a
crucial product-positioning factor that defines the product's market, competition
and design. The intended price determines what product features can be offered
and what production costs can be incurred.
Many firms support such price-positioning strategies with a technique called
target costing, a potent strategic weapon. Target costing reverses the usual
process of first designing a new product, determining its cost and then asking'Can
we sell it for that?' Instead, it starts with a target cost and works back:
Compaq Computer Corporation calls this process 'design to price'. After
. ,
being battered tor vears by lower-priced rivals, Compaq used this
*
• j n v
approach to create its highly successful, lower-priced Prohnea personal
computer line. Starting with a price target set by marketing and with
profit-margin goals from management, the Prolinea design ream
determined what costs had to be in order to charge the target price. From
this crucial calculation all else followed. To achieve target costs, the
design team negotiated doggedly with all the company departments
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responsible for different aspects of the new product and with outside
suppliers of needed parts and materials. Compaq engineers designed a
machine with fewer and simpler parts, manufacturing overhauled its
factories to reduce production costs and suppliers found ways to provide
quality components at needed prices. By meeting its target costs,
Compaq was able to set its target price and establish the desired price
position. As a result, Prolinea sales and profits soared.s
Other companies de-emphasize price and use other marketing-mix tools to
create non-price positions. Often, the best strategy is not to charge the lowest
price, but rather to differentiate the marketing offer to make it worth a higher
price (see Marketing Highlight 16.1).
For example, in the USA Johnson Controls, a producer of climate control
systems for office buildings, used initial price as its primary competitive
tool. However, research showed that customers were more concerned
about the total cost of installing and maintaining a system than about its
initial price. Repairing broken systems was expensive, time-consuming
and risky. Customers had to shut down the heat or air conditioning in the
whole building, disconnect a lot of wires and face the dangers of
electrocution. Johnson decided to change its strategy. It designed an
entirely new system called Metasys. To repair the new system, customers
need only pull out an old plastic module and slip in a new one - no tools
required. Metasys costs more to make than the old system and customers
pay a higher initial price, but it costs less to install and maintain. Despite
its higher asking price, the new Metasys system brought in 8500 million
in revenues in its first year.9
Thus the marketer must consider the total marketing mix when setting
prices. If the product is positioned on non-price factors, then decisions about
quality, promotion and distribution will strongly affect price. Tf price is a crucial
positioning factor, then price will strongly affect decisions made about the other
marketing-mix elements. In most cases, the company will consider alS the
marketing-mix decisions together when developing the marketing programme.

• Costs
Costs set the floor for the price that the company can charge for its product. The
company wants to charge a price that both covers all its costs for producing,
distributing and selling the product, and delivers a fair rate of return for its effort
and risk. A company's costs may be an important element in its pricing strategy.
Many companies work to become the 'low-cost producers' in their industries.
Companies with lower costs can set lower prices that result in greater sales and
profits (see Marketing Highlight 16.1).
TYPES OF COST. A company's costs take two forms, fixed and variable. Fixed
costs (also known as overhead) are costs that do not vary with production or sales
level. For example, a company must pay each month's bills for rent, heat, interest
and executive salaries, whatever the company's output.
Variable costs vary directly with the level of production. Each personal
computer produced by Compaq involves a cost of computer chips, wires, plastic,
packaging and other inputs. These costs tend to be the same for each unit
produced. They arc called variable because their total varies with the number of
units produced.

fixed costs
Costs that do not vary
with production or sales
level
variable costs
Costs that vary directly
with the level of
production.
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A Pricing Fable

Marketing

Highlight

Once upon a time there was a successful manufacturer of speciality
papers called the Woodbridge Company. Woodbridge made coloured
papers used by the food industry
for packaging soup, ketchup and
food products. For years, it dominated its market, Woodbridge
kept its customers happy, from the
printers who bought paper directly,
to the food companies who bought
labels from the printers.
One Jay, however, a loyal customer - a local
printer - informed Woodbridge that it was thinking of switching its business to a competitor,
Mountain View Papers. According to the customer. Mountain View charged lower prices.
Moreover, the competitor could deliver on orders
in only one week, compared with Wood bridge's
four-week lead time. A few weeks later, another
key customer, a soup manufacturer, lodged a similar complaint: 'We find that Mountain View can
rcsupply us more quickly and cheaply when we
run out of packages during promotions. We plan
to switch about 40 per cent of our business to
them.'
Woodbridge immediately set up a management team to investigate. The team learned that
much of die problem resulted from Woodbridge's
large product line, Woodbridge carried some 440
items, compared with only 140 for Mountain
View and 240 for its other main competitor, Hyde
Park Paper. Neither competitor offered special
papers such as shiny vermilion and shamrock
green, which Woodbridge ran in very small quantities, causing its set-up time and costs to skyrocket. The team eventually discovered that 35
per cent of Woodbridgc's products were unprofitable, low-volume items. Woodbridge's manufacturing cycle was only two days long; not the four
weeks allotted for the full order-to-delivery cycle.
Production delays, paper shuffling and set-up
took up the rest of the time.
After identifying weak spots, the team set out
to streamline Woodbridge's product line and
processes. It dropped shiny vermilion, shamrock
green find other low-volume papers. After jxist
three months, Woodbridge had reduced its order-
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to-delivery cycle to only one and a
half weeks, and had dropped prices
to competitors' levels. Encouraged
by tliis success, Woodbridge continued its quest to match competitors' processes, efficiency and
prices. Soon, the angry phone calls
from customers had stopped.
Market share, which had fallen at
the rate of about 1 per cent per
month for six months, stabilized.
Everyone celebrated.

An Unhappy Ending
End of the story? Well, not quite. Within a year,
a frightening new marketplace pattern had
emerged. Lead time was now the same for all
competitors: about one week. After waves of
product-line pruning by Woodbridge, the competitors' product lines looked alike and customers
now ranked the three suppliers about equally on
quality and customer service. The term cornmodify raised its ugly head. The three companies
took turns initiating price cuts, and each met the
others' prices as a matter of policy. Narrowing the
Woodbridge product line had taken a heavy toll,
'All we've got to compete on now is price,' complained Woodbridgc's marketers. Industry-wide
prices and margins declined steadily. Seven years
later, all competitors were struggling to make
even meagre profits.
A Happier Ending
Wait, let's rewind the tape and consider another
ending, one based on the actual experiences of a
US paper company that is now one of the world's
most profitable. Here's what really happened.
When it learned that its competitor was delivering products faster and at lower prices,
Woodbridge invited the unhappy soup manufacturer and the local printer to a meeting to diseuss
their concerns. They learned that the soup manufacturer faced problems in handling promotions.
'We never know how successful we'll be until the
promotion hits the stores,' commented one soup
executive. 'When the promotion is successful,
we run out of stock, costing us big money in lost
sales and profits. The problem is that the printer
can't print packages fast enough to avoid stockouts.'
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'That's true,' the printer conceded, 'but we
aren't the problem. We have old printing presses
which we could use if we could get paper faster.
But Woodbridge takes four weeks to deliver.'
Woodbridge's manufacturing vice president
offered a solution. 'You know,' he said, 'we have
an old paper machine we don't use any more. It's
not the fastest or cheapest machine. But it could
help us in these situations.' The three managers
quickly sketched out a system for handling stockout emergencies.
The Woodbridge managers also learned that
the manufacturer faced an increasingly competitive and fragmented market. 'The trick is to make
our products stand out on the shelf,' noted the
soup executive. 'In addition, we need to tailor our
packages to the preferences of different markets.
For example, consumers in Holland love red cans.
In France, they prefer dark green, Dealing with
this fragmentation is a nightmare.' Woodbridge's
manufacturing vice president nodded. 'We have a
similar problem.' he said. 'Our shiny vermilion,
which must be for your Dutch market, is very
hard to make. 80 is shamrock green. Actually,
we're losing our shirt on those papers and arc
thinking about dropping them.'
'If you do that,' the soup maker warned,
'you'll be like every other supplier. We might as
well buy from whichever supplier charges the
lowest price.' After a few moments of reflection,
he added, 'But maybe we and the printer can
agree on a higher price that makes these lowvolume items more profitable for you.'
Within the next few months, Woodbridge
redesigned its manufacturing system around the
newly discovered customer needs. First, it set up
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the old paper machine for rush jobs. Next, it dedicated one of its smaller machines to making
special, small-volume papers. Everyone involved
agreed that Woodbridge would charge a premium
price for these rush orders and special papers.
Finally, Woodbridge devoted the rest of its
machines to large-volume items, allowing it dramatically to reduce lead times and prices on
these items.
Three years later, Mountain View announced
that it was selling its coloured-pack aging-pa per
business. Woodbridge had successfully stripped
Mountain View of its only weapons - lower prices
and shorter delivery times on high-volume products. At the same time, Woodbridge had bettered
Mountain View by offering a fuller product line now numbering 520 items - that closely matched
the needs of soup manufacturers facing highly
fragmented markets. Woodbridge succeeded not
by matching Mountain View's prices and products, but by differentiating its offer to create
greater value, even though many of its prices
were higher. Woodbridge had beaten the competition by understanding its customers and they all
lived happily ever after.
Lesson: if you do not know your customers,
you will end. up giving them something tor
nothing.

SOURCES: Based on portions of Francis J. Goulllart and
Frederick D Sturdivant. 'Spend a day in the life of your
customers', Harvard Business Reiiiew: (January—February
1994), pp. 116-35; see also Minda Zetlin, 'Kicking the
discount liabit', Sales tend Marketing Management {May
1994), pp. 102-5.

Fart of the cost of a CD is an agreed amount paid to artists for each unit
sold. When CDs were introduced, recording companies renegotiated a
lower rate than for vinyl recordings to allow them to recoup their costs.
George Michael mounted an nnsuccessful legal case against Sony Music,
complaining that the rates were too low. The lingering resentment of
many artists over this 'deal' is now becoming important as recording
companies try to agree rates to apply to electronically distributed music
where customers play music on demand or download albums on to their
PC. With the possibility of no packaging, manufacturing, wholesaling or
retailing costs, the artists' share of the asking price for this format could
be high. The issue will have to be resolved by summer 199') when
Deutsche Telekom is due to launch a music-on-demand service to
1 million German homes.10
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Figure 16.2

Cost per unit at different levels of production

total costs
The sum of the fixed and
variable costs for any
given level of
production.

Total costs are the sum of the fixed and variable costs for any given level of
production. Management wants to charge a price that will at least cover the total
production costs at a given level of production. The company must watch its costs
carefully. If it costs the company more than competitors to produce and sell its
product, the company will have to charge a higher price or make less profit,
putting it at a competitive disadvantage.
COSTS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF PRODUCTION. To price wisely,
management needs to know how its costs vary with different levels of production.
Glen Dimplex, the Irish domestic appliance company that owns Morphy
Richards, Dimplex and Belling, has taken over Roberts, the United Kingdom's
maker of high-quality radios. As part of its plan to add new and innovative products to the Roberts range, it could build a plant to produce 1,000 Roberts luxury
travel clocks per day. Figure 16.2A shows the typical short-run average cost curve
(SRAC). It shows that the cost per clock is high if Roberts' factory produces only a
few per day. But as production moves up to 1,000 clocks per day, average cost
falls. This is because fixed costs are spread over more units, with each one bearing
a smaller fixed cost. Roberts can try to produce more than 1,000 clocks per clay,
but average costs will increase because the plant becomes inefficient. Workers
have to wait for machines, die machines break down more often and workers get
in each other's way.
If Roberts believed it could sell 2,000 clocks a day, it should consider building
a larger plant. The plant would use more efficient machinery and work arrangements. Also, the unit cost of producing 2,000 units per day would be lower than
the unit cost of producing 1,000 units per day, as shown in the long-run average
cost (LRAC) curve (Figure 16.2B). In fact, a 3,000-capacity plant would he oven
more efficient, according to Figure 16.2B. But a 4,000 daily production plant
would be less efficient because of increasing diseconomies of scale - too many
workers to manage, paperwork slows things down and so on. Figure 16.2R shows
that a 3,000 daily production plant is the best size to build if demand is strong
enough to support this level of production.
COSTS AS A FUNCTION OF PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE. Suppose
Roberts runs a plant that produces 3,000 clocks per day. As Roberts gains experience in producing hand-held clocks, it learns how to do it better. Workers learn
short cuts and become more familiar with their equipment. With practice, the
work becomes better organized and Roberts finds better equipment and production processes. With higher volume, Roberts becomes more efficient and gstins
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Figure 16.3

Cost per iinh as a function of accumulated
production: the experience curve

economies of scale. As a result, average cost tends to fall with accumulated
production experience. This is shown in Figure 16.3.u Thus the average cost of
producing the first 100,000 clocks is [£10 per clock. When the company has
produced the first 200,000 clocks, the average cost has fallen to IS9. After its
accumulated production experience doubles again to 400,000. the average cost is
IS7, This drop in the average cost with accumulated production experience is
called the experience curve (or learning curve).
If a downward-sloping experience curve exists, this is highly significant for
the company. Not only will the company's unit production cost fall; it will fall
faster if the company makes and sells more during a given time period. But the
market has to stand ready to buy the higher output. And to take advantage of the
experience curve. Roberts must get a large market share early in the product's life
cycle. This suggests the following pricing strategy. Roberts should price its clocks
low; its sales will then increase and its costs will decrease through gaining more
experience, and then it can lower its prices further.
Some companies have built successful strategies around the experience
curve. For example, during the 1980s, Bausch & Lomb consolidated its position in
the soft contact lens market by using computerized lens design and steadily
expanding its one Soflens plant. As a result, its market share climbed steadily to
65 per cent. Yet a single-minded focus on reducing costs and exploiting the experience curve will not always work. Experience curves became somewhat of a
fad during the 1970s and, like many fads, the strategy was sometimes misused.
Experience-curve pricing carries some serious risks. The aggressive pricing might
give the product a cheap image. The strategy also assumes that competitors are
weak and not willing to fight it out by meeting the company's price cuts.
An 'experience curve war' broke out between the Japanese makers of
DRAM (dynamic random-access memory) chips, the semiconductor
memory devices used in computers. Hitachi, Toshiba, NEC and Mitsubishi
reduced the price of their 4-megabyte DRAMs from ¥12,000 to ¥2,500
within a year of its launch, at the same time spending heavily to develop
the next generation's 16-megabyte DRAM. Within two years 1-megabyte
DRAM sold for ¥1,600, probably too low to recoup the cost of the
production lines needed to make them.12
Finally, while the company is building volume under one technology, a
competitor may find a lower-cost technology that lets it start at lower prices than
the market leader, who still operates on the old experience curve.

experience curve
(learning curve)

The drop in the average
par-unit production cost

that comes with
accumulated production
experience.
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Organizational Considerations

Management must decide who within the organization should set prices. Companies handle pricing in a variety of ways. In small companies, prices arc often set
by top management rather than by the marketing or sales departments. In large
companies, pricing is typically handled by divisional or product line managers. In
industrial markets, salespeople may he allowed to negotiate with customers within
certain price ranges. Even so, top management sets the pricing objectives and
policies, and it often approves the prices proposed by lower-level management or
salespeople. In industries in which pricing is a key factor (aerospace, railways, oil
companies), companies will often have a pricing department to set the best prices
or help others in setting them. This department reports to the marketing department or top management. Others who have an influence on pricing include sales
managers, production managers, finance managers and accountants.

External Factors Affect lag Pricing Decisions
External factors that affect pricing decisions include the nature of the market and
demand, competition and other environmental elements.

• The Market and Demand
Whereas costs set the lower limit of prices, the market and demand set the upper
limit. Both consumer and industrial buyers balance the price of a product or
service against the benefits of owning it. Thus, before setting prices, the marketer
must understand the relationship between price and demand for its product.
In this section, we explain how the price-demand relationship varies for
different types of market and how buyer perceptions of price affect the pricing
decision. We then discuss methods for measuring the priee-demand relationship,

PKICING IN DIFFERENT TYPES or MARKET.

pure competition
A market in which many
buyers and sellers trade
in a uniform commodity mi single buyer or seller
Itas much effcvt on the
market price.
monopolistic
competition
,4 market in i&hivh many
buyers and sellers erode
over a range uf prices
rather than a single

market price.

The seller's pricing freedom

varies with different types of market. Economists recognize four types of market,
each presenting a different pricing challenge.
Under pure competition, the market consists of many buyers and sellers
trading in a uniform commodity such as wheat, copper or financial securities. No
single buyer or seller has much effect on the going market price. A seller cannot
charge more than the going price because buyers can obtain as much as they need
at the going price. Nor would sellers charge less than the market price because
they can sell all they want at this price. If price and profits rise, new sellers can
easily enter the market. In a purely competitive market, marketing research,
product development, pricing, advertising and sales promotion play little or no
role. Thus sellers in these markets do not spend much time on marketing strategy,
Under monopolistic competition, the market consists of many buyers and
sellers that trade over a range of prices rather than a single market price. A range
of prices occurs because sellers can differentiate their offers to buyers. Either the
physical product can he varied in quality, features or style, or the accompanying
services can be varied. Buyers sec differences in sellers' prodxicts and will pay
different prices for them. Sellers try to develop differentiated offers for different
customer segments and, in addition to price, freely use branding, advertising and
persona] selling to set their offers apart. For example, Danonc's Lea and Perrins
and several other bottled sauces compete with dozens of national and international varieties differentiated by price and non-price factors. Because there are
many competitors, each firm is less affected by competitors' marketing strategies
than in oligopolistic markets.
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Under oligopolistic competition, the market consists of a few sellers that are
highly sensitive to eaeh other's pricing and marketing strategics. The product can
be uniform (steel, aluminium) or non-uniform (cars, computers). There are fewsellers because it is difficult for new sellers to enter the market. Each seller is alert
to competitors' strategies and moves. If a steel company slashes its price by 10 per
cent, buyers will quickly switch to this supplier. The other steel makers must
respond by lowering their prices or increasing their services. An oligopolist is
never sure that it will gain anything permanent through a price cut. In contrast, if
an oligopolist raises its price, its competitors might not follow this (cad. The
oligopolist would then have to retract its price increase or risk losing customers to
Competitors."
In a pure monopoly, the market consists of one seller. The seller may be a
government monopoly (a Postal Service), a private regulated monopoly (a power
company) or a private non-regulated monopoly (Microsoft with DOS and
Windows). Pricing is handled differently in each ease, A government monopoly
can pursue a variety of pricing objectives. It might set a price below cost because
the product is important to buyers who cannot afford to pay full cost. Or the price
might be set either to cover costs or to produce good revenue. It can even be set
quite high to slow down consumption. In a regulated monopoly, the government
permits the company to set rates that will yield a 'fair return', one that will let the
company maintain and expand its operations as needed. Non-regulated monopolies are free to price at what the market will bear. However, they do not always
charge the full price for a number of reasons: for example, a desire not to attract
competition, a desire to penetrate the market faster with a low price, or a fear of
government regulation.

CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS OF PRICE AND VALUE, in the end, the

consumer will decide whether a product's price is right. When setting prices, the

oligopolistic competition
A market in which there
are a few sellers that are
highly sensitive to eavli
other's pricing and
marketing strategies.

pure monopoly
A market in which then1
is a single seller - it may
be a government
monopoly, a private
regulated monopoly or a
private non-regulated
monopoly.
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Figure 16.4

Inelastic and elastic demand
company must consider consumer perceptions of price and how these perceptions affect consumers' buying decisions. Pricing decisions, like other marketingmix decisions, must be buyer-oriented.
When consumers buy a product, they exchange something of value (the
price) to get something of value (the benefits of having or using the product),
Effective, buyer-oriented pricing involves understanding how much value
consumers place on the benefits they receive from the product and setting a price
that fits this value. These benefits can be actual or perceived. For example, calculating the cost of ingredients in a meal at a fancy restaurant is relatively easy. But
assigning a vaiue to other satisfactions sueh as taste, environment, relaxation,
conversation and status is very hard. And these values will vary both for different
consumers and for different situations.
Functional confectionery . such as Clorets or Fisherman's Friends, offers
tangible problem solutions that customers value. These products may
cost little more to make than conventional sugar-based confectionery,
sueh as Polo Mints or Rowntree's Fruit Pastilles, but customers value their
physical performance. Makers of these products do not rely on
consumers' perception of their brand's value, but convey the products on
the pack and by promotions. For instance, the flavour, strength and
packaging of Hall's Mentho-Lyptus is fine tuned for local markets but
remains true to its core benefit: throat soothing.
Thus the company will often find it hard to measure the values that
customers will attach to its product. But consumers do use these values to evaluate a product's price. If customers perceive that the price is greater than the
product's value, they will not buy the product. If consumers perceive that the
price is below the product's value, they will buy it, but the seller !oses profit
opportunities (see Marketing Highlight 16.2).
Marketers must therefore try to understand the consumer's reasons for
buying the product and set the price according to consumer perceptions of tlie
product's value. Because consumers van' in the values they assign to different
product features, marketers often vary their pricing strategies for different
segments. They offer different sets of product features at different prices. For
example, Philips offers DF1550 small 41-cm portable TV models for consumers
who want basic sets and DF12,500 68-em 100-Hz Nicam stereo models loaded
with features for consumers who want the extras.
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The MX-5's Popularity
Drives Its Prices

Marketing
Highlight

that consumers oared little about
the MX-5's costs, or about its
intended price. When the MX-5
made its debut, sales soared - and
so did its prices. The first few
thousand MX-5s to arrive at Mazda
dealerships sold out instantly. To
make things even more interesting, Mazda planned to ship only
20,000 MX-5s (in three colours red, white and blue) to its 844
dealers in 1989, and only 40,000
more in 1990. Thus demand
exceeded the limited supply by a reported ratio of
ten to one.
The MX-5 was in such demand that dealers
increased the priec way beyond that advertised
on the sticker and still had barely enough cars to
sell. Because of the car's popularity, customers
were more than willing to pay the higher price. As
one dealer noted: 'People are offering more than
what we're asking just to get [the car).' On average, dealers across the United States marked up
prices by 84,000; in California, they added as
much as £8,000. Some enterprising owners even
offered to sell their MX-5s for prices ranging up to
$45,000. Ads appeared daily in the Los Angeles
Times from owners in Kansas, Nebraska or
Michigan proffering their MX-5s for 832,000 plus
deliver,' fees.
Thus although many companies focus on costs
as a key to setting prices, consumers rarely know
of or care about the seller's costs. What really counts
is what consumers are willing to pay for the benefits of owning the product. To some consumers,
the sharp little MX-5 added up to much more
than the sum of its mechanical parts. To them, it
delivered the same pleasures and prestige as cars
selling at much higher prices. Therefore, even at
above-sticker prices, most buyers got a good deal.
Mazda on the other hand, may have left some
money on the table. Aside from its good looks,
performance and price, the Mazda MX-5 rocketed
to success because it had no substitutes.

16.2

How much would you pay for a
curvaceous new two-seat convertible that has the reliability of
modern engineering yet the look,
feel and sound of such classic
roadsters as the 1959 Triumph TR3,
the 1958 MGA, the 1962 Lotus
Elan or the Austin-Healey 3000?
The car was the Mazda MX-5. It is a
Japanese ear designed in Europe
for the US market. When being road tested in
California, the car was such an instant hit that
passing drivers kept making it pull over to ask
where they could buy one. Not only did consumers rave about its looks, but car critics passionately praised its performance. According to
Car and Driver, if the MX-5 'were any more talented or tempting, driving one would be illegal'.
Judging on design, performance, durability and
reliability, entertainment and value, Road and
Track named it one of the five best cars in the
world. Included in the rankings along with the MX-5
were the Porsche 911 Carrera, the Corvette ZR-1,
the Mercedes-Benz 300E and the $140.000 Ferrari
Testarossa. Not bad company for a car with a base
sticker price i>f only 813,800 and designed'just to
be fun'. Besides its good looks, performance and
price, the MX-5 rocketed to success because it
had no substitutes. Its closest competitors were
the Honda CRX Si and the Toyota MR2, but they
lacked its singular looks and neither eame as a
convertible. Thus the MX-5 drove rivals to despair
and customers into a covetous swoon.
Mazda had a hard time with the question of
how to price its classy little car. The Japanese
importer carefully controlled costs to keep the
MX-5's base price below 1515,000. But it seems
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ANALYZING THE PRICE-DEMAND RELATIONSHIP. Each price the

company might charge will lead to a different level of demand. The relation
between the price charged and the resulting demand level is shown in the demand
curve in Figure 16.4A. The demand curve shows the number of units that the
market will buy in a given time period at different prices that might be charged. In
the normal case, demand and price are inversely related: that is, the higher the
price, the lower the demand. Thus the company would sell less if it raised its price
from PI to i'2. In short, consumers with limited budgets will probably buy less of
something if its price is too high.
In the case of prestige goods, the demand curve sometimes slopes upwards.
For example, one perfume company found that to be the case by raising its price
on a more desirable perfume. However, if the company charges too high a price,
the level of demand will be lower. The demand curve for theatre tickets can show
similarly strange patterns. For mid-range tickets, demand goes up as prices go
down, but below a critical point demand declines with price as people assume the
seats are no good. Also, demand for 'the best seats in the house' sometimes
increases with price.14
Most companies try to measure their demand curves by estimating demand at
different prices. The type of market makes a difference. In a monopoly, the
demand curve shows the total market demand resulting from different prices. If
the company faces competition, its demand at different prices will depend on
whether competitors' prices stay constant or change with the company's own
prices. Here, we will assume that competitors' prices remain constant. Later in
this chapter, we will discuss what happens when competitors' prices change.
In measuring the price-demand relationship, the market researcher must not
allow other factors affecting demand to vary. For example, if Philips increased its
advertising at the same time that it lowered its television prices, we would not
know how much of the increased demand was due to die lower prices and how
much was due to the increased advertising. The same problem arises if a holiday
weekend occurs when the lower price is set - more gift giving over wome holidays
causes people to buy more portable televisions. Economists show the impact of
non-priee factors on demand through shifts in the demand curve rather than
movements along i t .

price elasticity
A measure of the
sensitivity of demand to
changes in price.

PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND. Marketers also need to know price elasticity - how responsive demand will be to a change in price. Consider the two
demand curves in Figure 16.4. In Figure 16.4A, a price increase from PI to/'j leads
to a relatively small drop in demand from Qi to Q;. In Figure 16.4B, however, a
similar price increase leads to a large drop in demand from Q'\ to Q 2- If demand
hardly changes with a small change in price, we say the demand is inelastic. If
demand changes greatly, we say the demand is elastic. The price elasticity of
demand is given by the following formula:
Price elasticity of demand =

% change in quantity demanded
% change in price

Suppose demand falls by 10 per cent when a seller raises its price by 2 per
cent. Price elasticity of demand is therefore -5 (the minus sign confirms the
inverse relation between price and demand) and demand is elastic. If demand
falls by 2 per cent with a 2 per cent increase in price, then elasticity is -1. In this
case, the seller's total revenue stays the same: that is, the seller sells fewer items.
but at a higher price that preserves the same total revenue. If demand falls by 1
per cent when the price is increased by 2 per cent, then elasticity is -1/2 and
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demand is inelastic. The less elastic the demand, the more it pays for die seller to
raise the price.
What determines the price elasticity of demand? Buyers are less price sensitive when the product they are buying is unique or when it is high in quality, prestige or exclusive ness. They are also less price sensitive when substitute products
are hard to find or when they cannot easily compare the quality of substitutes.
Finally, buyers are less price sensitive when the total expenditure for a product is
low relative to their income or when the cost is shared by another party.15
If demand is elastic rather than inelastic, sellers will consider lowering their
price. A lower price will produce more total revenue. This practice makes sense as
long as the extra costs of producing and selling more do not exceed the extra
revenue.
Yorkshire Chemicals, a dyes and specialist chemicals manufacturer,
shrugged off the effects of a depressed European market by 'producing
and selling more at lower price levels'. Investments in extra efficient
capacity allowed the dyestuffs division to keep profits constant after
cutting prices 5 per cent and increasing sales 8 per cent.16
PRICE INFLUENCE ON PROFITS. Increasing sales volume in items sold is
the driving force behind much marketing activity. There are good reasons for this:
increased sales show success and a growing company, increased market share
shows competitive success and, if sales do not match production, capacity will be
underused or customers disappointed.
Unfortunately, when price is used to increase sales volume, sates value - the
proceeds from sales - may reduce. Sales value and safes volume do not always
move hand in hand. A company that increases sales by 5 per cent by cutting
prices by 1C) per cent increases sales volume but reduces sales value, as the
example in Table 16.1 shows.
Gross profit is the difference between net proceeds from sales and the cost of
goods sold. The costs are the variable costs incurred each time a product is made.
They typically include raw materials, labour, energy and so on. The interplay
between gross profit and price is dramatic. The once popular idea of 'everyday low
prices' increased sales volumes and value, but not always by enough to cover lost
margins. The example in Table 16.1 shows that the 10 per cent price cut has
much more impact on gross profits than sales,
Net profit is the surplus remaining after all costs have been taken. The gross
profit shows the contribution made to the company by each unit sold, but
neglects many other trading expenses incurred by a company. These included
fixed costs like rates and staff, and strategic expenditure like research and development. Interest paid on debts is sometimes not included because this depends
upon the capital structure of the company. The fixed cost means that net profit is
more volatile than gross profit (see Table 16.1). This sensitivity encourages
companies to convert some of their fixed costs into variable ones: for example,
hiring trucks rather than buying them.
Return on sales (or margin) measures the ratio of profit to sales:
Return on sales =

Net profit
Sales

This is useful in comparing businesses over time. During a four-year period a company may find both sales and net profit increasing, but are profits keeping pace
with sales? In Table 16.1 the 1C) per cent price promotion gives an increase in

net profit

The difference bett&een
ckt: income/rom goods
sold and all expenses
incurred.
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Table 16.1

How discounts influence sales and profits

RKGULAU
PSIGE

10%

PERCENTAGE

DISCOUNT

CHANGE

Safes
Price (g)
Kales volume
Sales value (g)

1.00
100
100-00

0.90
105
94.50

(5.5)

Cost of goods sold
Unit cost ($)
Sales (units)
Cost (S)

0.50
100
50.00

0.50
105
52.50

5.0

50.00

42.00

(8.0)

40

40.0

Net profit

10

2.0

Return on sates (%)

10.0

2.1

ACTION

Gross profit

Other trading
expenses

0.0
(80.0)

sales volume, hut a big reduction in return on sales. The interplay between price,
sales, profits and investment makes these and other ratios central to marketing
decision making and control. Marketing Highlight 16.3 introduces Economic
Value Added (EVA), a measure that has become increasingly important in recent
years.

• Competitors' Costs, Prices and Offers
Another external factor affecting the company's pricing decisions is competitors'
eosts and prices, and possible competitor reactions to the company's own pricing
moves. A consumer who is considering the purchase of a Canon camera will evaluate Canon's price and value against the prices and values of comparable products
made by Nikon, Minolta, Pentax and others. In addition, the company's pricing
strategy may affect the nature of the competition it faces. If Canon follows a highprice, high-margin strategy, it may attract competition. A low-price, low-margin
strategy, however, may stop competitors or drive them out of the market.
Canon needs to benchmark its costs against its competitors' costs to learn
whether it is operating at a cost advantage or disadvantage. It also needs to learn
the price and quality of each competitor's offer. Canon might do this in several
ways. It can send out comparison shoppers to price and compare the products of
Nikon, Minolta and other competitors. It can get competitors' price lists and buy
competitors' equipment and take it apart. It can ask buyers how they view the
price and quality of each competitor's camera.
Once Canon is aware of competitors' prices and offers, it can use them as a
starting point for its own pricing. If Canon's cameras are similar to Nikon's, it will
have to price close to Nikon or lose sales. If Canon's cameras arc not as good as
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Nikon's, the firm will not he able to charge as much. If Canon's products are better
than Nikon's, it can charge more. Basically, Canon will use price to position its
offer relative to the competition.

• Other External Factors
When setting prices, the company must also consider other factors in its external
environment. Economic conditions can have a strong impact on the firm's pricing
strategics.17 Economic factors such as boom or recession, inflation and interest
rate affect pricing decisions because they affect both the costs of producing a
product and consumer perception of the product's price and value. The company
must also consider what impact its prices will have on other parties in its environment. How will resellers react to various prices? The company should set prices
that give resellers a fair profit, encourage their support and help them to sell the
product effectively. The government is another important external influence on
pricing decisions. Finally, nodal concerns may have to be taken into account. In
setting prices, a company's short-term sales, market share and profit goals may
have to be tempered by broader societal considerations.

General Pricing Approaches
The price that the company charges will be somewhere between one that is too
low to produce a profit and one that is too high to produce any demand. Figure
16.5 summarizes the primary considerations in setting price. Product costs set a
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Economic Value Added
Return on Capital Employed
(ROCE)
Some companies, such as grocery
chains, can have low returns on
sales but are very profitable. They
achieve this because the critical
measure is return on capital
employed. This is the product of
return on sales and the speed that
assets are turned over (the activity
ratio):

Marketing
Highlight
16.3

By turning over its assets four times each year, a
supermarket can achieve a 20 per cent return on
capital employed although its return on sales is
only 5 per cent, while an exclusive clothes shop
has very high margins but only turns its assets
over slowly.

These arc powerful ratios chat can define how a
company can do business. Aldi, the German discount grocery chain, succeeds with margins half
those of many grocers. Its margins are very low
(2-3 per cent), but it keeps its return on capital
employed high by high stock turnover and keeping its other assets low - it has a small range of
products, buys in great bulk and trades in less
costly stores than traditional grocers.
There are two benefits from increasing asset
turnover: improved return on capital employed,
ant! reduced fixed costs. The firm that hires trucks
rather than buying them reduces its fixed costs
and, therefore, its sensitivity to volume changes.
Also, by reducing its assets it increases its activity
ratio and return on capital employed. Increased
assets turnover is one of the direct benefits of JIT,
lean manufacturing and re-engineering. JIT cuts

down the assets tied up in stock, and
improves quality. Lean manufacturing reduces investment in plant,
while re-engineering can reduce
capital investments, costs and
working capital.
Capital Cost Covered (C3)
Assets cost money and return on
capital costs takes that into
account. It is a powerful tool
because it combines three critical
business ratios:

The cost of capital is the average cost of debt and
shareholder equity. For a supermarket the figure
is ID per cent per year. With assets of $25 million,
the cost of capital is S25rn x 0.10 = $2.5m, giving:

In other words, the net profit is double the capital
cost - the company is healthy. This ratio i,s more
discriminating than the familiar distinction
between profit and loss. If the capital cost covered is below zero, a firm is making a loss. A capital cost covered above zero indicates a profit.
However, capital cost covered between zero and 1
shows that a firm is in profit but not adding value
— its profit does not cover its cost of capital.
Economic Value Added (EVA)
EVA makes a direct comparison between the cost
of capital and net profits. It is a simple idea that
has hugely increased the value of companies
using it. Christened EVA by the 'EVAangdists'
Stern Stewart & Company, many leading companies see it as a way of examining the value of
their investments and strategy. Among early
users are Coca-Cola, AT & T, Quaker Oats and
Briggs & Stratum. William Smithburg, Quaker's
chief executive officer, explains that 'EVA makes
managers act like shareholders. It is the true corporate faith for the 1990s.'
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floor to the price; consumer perceptions of the product's value set the ceiling. The
company must consider competitors' prices and other external and internal
(actors to find the best price between these two extremes.
Companies set prices by selecting a general pricing approach that includes
one or more of these three sets of factors - costs, consumer perception and
competitors' prices. We will examine the following approaches: the cost-based
approach (cost-plus pricing, break-even analysis and target profit pricing); the
fyuyer-based approach (pereeived-vulue pricing); and the competition-based
approach (going-rate and sealed-hid pricing).

Cost-Based Pricing
t Cost-Plus Pricing
The simplest pricing method is cost-plus pricing - adding a standard mark-up to
the cost of the product. Construction companies, for example, submit job bids by
estimating the total project cost and adding a standard mark-up for profit.
Lawyers, accountants and other professionals typically price by adding a standard
mark-up to their costs, Some sellers tell their customers they will charge cost plus
a specified mark-up: for example, aerospace companies price this way to the
government.

cost-plus pricing
Adding a standard
mark-up to [he cost of
the product.
in ark- it p/n iark- down
The difference between
selling price and cost as
a percentage of selling
price or cost.
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Figure 16.5

Primary considerations in price settings

To illustrate mark-up pricing, suppose a coaster manufacturer had the
following costs and expected sales:
Variable cost
Fixed cost
Expected unit sales

$10
$300,000
50,000

Then the manufacturer's cost per toaster is given by;

Now suppose the manufacturer wants to earn a 20 per cent mark-up on sales. The
manufacturer's mark-up price is given by:

The manufacturer would charge dealers §20 a toaster and make a profit of |4 per
unit. The dealers, in turn, will mark up the toaster. If dealers want to earn 50 per
cent on sales priee, they will mark up the toaster to S40 ($20 + 50 per cent of
$40). This number is equivalent to a mark-up on cost of 100 per cent (820/$20).
Does using standard mark-ups to set prices make logical sense? Generally, no.
Any pricing method that ignores demand and competitors' prices is not likely to
lead to the best price. Suppose the toaster manufacturer charged §20 but only
sold 30,000 toasters instead of 50,000. Then the unit cost woxild have been
higher, since the fixed costs are spread over fewer units and the realised
percentage mark-up on sales would have been lower. Mark-up pricing works only
if that price actually brings in the expected level of sales.
Still, mark-up pricing remains popular for a number of reasons. First, sellers
are more certain about costs than about demand. By tying the price to cost,
sellers simplify pricing - they do not have to make frequent adjustments as
demand changes. Second, when all firms in the industry use this pricing method,
prices tend to be similar and priee competition is thus minimized. Third, many
people feel that cost-plus pricing is fairer to both buyers and sellers. Sellers earn a
fair return on their investment, but do not take advantage of buyers when buyers'
demand becomes great.
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Figure 16.6
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Break-even chart for determining target price

• Break-Even Analysis and Target Profit Pricing
Another cost-oriented pricing approach is break-even pricing or a variation
called target profit pricing. The firm tries to determine the price at which it will
break even or make the target profit it is seeking. Target pricing is used by
General Motors, which prices its cars to achieve a 15-20 per cent profit on its
investment. This pricing method is also used by public utilities, which are
constrained to make a fair return on their investment. Target pricing uses the
concept of a break-even chart. A break-even chart shows the total cost and total
revenue expected at different sales volume levels. Figure 16.6 shows a break-even
chart for the toaster manufacturer discussed here. Fixed costs are 8300,000
regardless of sales volume. Variable costs are added to fixed costs to form total
costs, which rise with volume. The total revenue curve starts at zero and rises
with each unit sold. The slope of the total revenue cun'e reflects the price of K20 per
unit.
The total revenue and total cost curves cross at 30,000 units. This is the
break-even volurtK. At §20, the company must sell at least 30,000 units to break
even; that is, for total revenue to cover total cost. Break-even volume can be
calculated using the following formula:

If the company wants to make a target profit, it must sell more than 30,000 units
at $20 each. Suppose the toaster manufacturer has invested 81,000,000 in the
business and wants to set a price to earn a 20 per cent return or $200,000. In that
case, it must sell at least 50,000 units at $20 each. If the company charges a
higher price, it will not need to sell as many toasters to achieve its target return.
But the market may not buy even this lower volume at the higher price. Much
depends on the price elasticity and competitors' prices.
The manufacturer should consider different prices and estimate break-even
volumes, probable demand and profits for each. This is done in Table 16.2. The
sable shows that as price increases, break-even volume drops (column 2). But as
price increases, demand tor the toasters also falls off (column 3). At the $14 price.

break-even pricing
(target profit pricing)
Setting price to break
even on the costs of
making and marketing a
product; or setting price
to make a target profit.
target profit pricing
See Break-even pricing.
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Table 16.2

(1)
PRICE (S)

Breakeven volume and profits at different prices

(2)
UNIT DEMAND

(3)
EXPECTED UNIT

(4)
TOTAL

(5)

(6)

NEEDED TO

DEMAND AT

REVENUES {$)

TOTAL

BREAK EVEN

GIVEN PRICE

(1) * (3)

COSTS ($)°

PROFIT
(4) - (5)

75,000
50,000
37,500
30,000
25,000

71,000
67,000
60,000
42,000
23,000

994,000
1,072,000
1,080,000
840,000
506,000

1,100,000
970,000
900,000
720,000
530,000

-106,000
102,000
180,000
120,000
-24,000

14
16
18
20
22

because the manufacturer clears only $4 per toaster ($14 less $10 in variable
costs), it must sell a very high volume to break even. Even though the low price
attracts many buyers, demand still falls below the high break-even point and the
manufacturer loses money. At the other extreme, with a $22 price the manufacturer clears #12 per toaster and must sell only 25,000 units to break even. Rut at
this high price, consumers buy too few toasters and profits are negative. The table
shows that a price of Si 8 yields the highest profits. Note that none of the prices
produces the manufacturer's target profit of 8200,000. To achieve this target
return, the manufacturer will have to search for ways to lower fixed or variable
costs, thus lowering the break-even volume.

Value-Based Pricing
value-based pricing
Setting price based fin
buyers'perceptions of
product values rather
than on cost.

An increasing number of companies are basing their prices on the product's
perceived value. Value-based pricing uses buyers' perceptions of value, not the
seller's cost, as the key to pricing. Value-based pricing means that the marketer
cannot design a product and marketing programme and then set the priee. Price
is considered along with the other marketing-mix variables before the marketing
programme is set.
Figure 16.7 compares cost-based pricing with value-based pricing. Cost-based
pricing is product driven. The company designs what it considers to be a good
product, totals the costs of making the product and sets a price that covers costs
plus a target profit. Marketing must then convince buyers that the product's value
at that price justifies its purchase. If the priee turns out to be too high, the
company must settle for lower mark-ups or lower sales, both resulting in disappointing profits.
Value-based pricing reverses this process. The company sets its target priee
based on customer perceptions of the product value. The targeted value and price
then drive decisions about product design and what costs can be incurred. As a
result, pricing begins with analyzing consumer needs and value perceptions and a
price is set to match consumers1 perceived value:
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Consider Thorn selling its 10\V 2D energy-saving electric light bulbs to a
hotel manager. The SL18 coses far more to make than a conventional 60watt tungsten light bulb, so a higher price has to be justified. Value
pricing helps by looking at the hotel manager's total cost of ownership
rather than the price of electrie light bulbs. The life-cycle costs of the
manager using a tungsten bulb tor the 1,000 hours that they last includes
the price of the bulb (60p), the labour cost of replacing it (SOp) and
electricity (£4.80). The life-cycle cost of the tungsten bulb is therefore
£5.90. The Thorn 10W 2D bulb uses a sixth of the electricity of a
conventional bulb and lasts eight times longer. Its lite-cycle cost must
therefore be compared with the cost of owning eight tungsten bulbs: 8 x
£5.90 = S47.20. To work out the value of the Thorn bulb, its cost of
ownership is also considered: changing the bulb 50p and electricity £6.40
(one-sixth the electricity costs of eight tungsten bulbs). The maximum
value-based price of the Thorn bulb to the hotel manager is therefore:
Maximum value-based price

= competitor's cost of ownership - own
operating eosts
- £47.20 - (£6.40 + SOp)
= £40.30

Using this evidence, Thorn can argue that it is worth the hotel manager
paying a lot more than 60p to buy the energy-saving bulb. It is unrealistic
to think that the manager would pay the full £40.30, but based on these
figures, the actual price of £10.00 for the Thorn energy-saving bulb looks
very reasonable. At first sight it seems hard to justify replacing a 60p
tungsten bulb with a £10.00 energy-saving one, but value-based pricing
shows the hotel manager is saving £30.00 by doing so. The value-based
pricing using life-cycle costs can be used to justify paying a premium
price on products: from low energy-condensation boilers as domestic
boilers to low maintenance jet fighters.1"
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Figure 16.7

Cost-based versus value-based pricing

A company using perceived-value pricing must find out what value buyers
assign to different competitive offers. However, measuring perceived value can be
difficult. Sometimes consumers are asked how much they would pay for a basic
product and for each benefit added to the offer. Or a company might conduct
experiments to test the perceived value of different product offers. If the seller
charges more than the buyers' perceived value, the company's sales will suffer.
Many companies overprice their products and their products sell poorly. Other
companies underprice. Uuderpriecd products sell very well, but they produce less
revenue than they would if prices were raised to the perceived-value levels.

Competit ion-Based Pricing
Consumers will base their judgements of a product's value on the prices that
competitors charge for similar products. Here, we discuss two forms of competition-based pricing: going-rate pricing and scaled-bid pricing.

• Going-Rate Pricing
going-rate pricing
Setting price based
largely on following
competitors' prices
rather than on company
costs or demand.

In going-rate pricing, the firm bases its price largely on competitors' prices, with
less attention paid to its own costs or to demand. The firm might charge the same
as, more, or less than its chief competitors. In oligopolistic industries that sell a
commodity such as steel, paper or fertilizer, firms normally charge the same
price. The smaller firms follow the leaden they change their prices when the
market leader's prices change, rather than when their own demand or costs
change. Some firms may charge a bit more or less, but they hold the amount of
difference constant. Thus, minor petrol retailers usually charge slightly less than
the big oil companies, without letting the difference increase or decrease.
Going-rate pricing applies to complex products as well as commodities.
Fierce competition between aerospace producers cut world aircraft prices
by a fifth between 1996 and 1998. Manfred Bischoff, chief executive of
Daimler-Benz's Dasa, cites Boeing as the chief culprit. 'There is a
crumbling of prices in certain markets,' he says. 'The price is dictated by
Boeing. We are followers in this case.'19
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Although it gives firms little control of their revenue, going-rate pricing can he
quite popular. When demand elasticity is hard to measure, firms feel that the
going price represents the collective wisdom of the industry concerning the price
that will yield a fair return. They also feel that holding to the going price will
prevent harmful price wars.

• Sealed-Kid Pricing
Competition-based pricing is also used when firms bid for jobs. Using sealed-bid
pricing, a firm bases its price on how it thinks competitors will price, rather than
on its own costs or on the demand. The firm wants to win a contract and winning
the contract requires pricing less than other firms.
Yet the firm cannot set its price below a certain level. It cannot price below
cost without harming its position. In contrast, the higher the company sets its
price above its costs, the lower its chance of getting the contract.
The net effect of the two opposite pulls can be described in terms of the
expected profit of the particular bid (see Table 16.3). Suppose a bid of 89,500
would yield a high chance (say, 0.81) of getting the contract, but only a low profit
(say, 0100). The expected profit with this bid is therefore #81. If the firm bid
SI ] ,000, its profit would be .S"l,600, but its chance of getting the contract might be
reduced to 0.01. The expected profit would be only $16. Thus the company might
bid the price that would maximize the expected profit. According to Table 16.3,
the best bid would be SI 0,000, for which the expected profit is S216.

sealed-bid prilling
Setting price bused on
how the film thinks
eompetitars tciH price
Tiither than on its own
costs or demand - used
when a company bids
for jobs.
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Table 16.3

Effects of different bids on expected profit

(1)
COMPANY'S BID ($)
9,500
10,000
10,500
11,000

COMPANY'S PROFIT {$)

100
600

1,100

1,600

(2)

PROBABILITY OF WINNING

(3)_
EXPECTED PROFIT

WITH THIS RID (ASSUMED)

(1) x (2)

0.81
0.36
0.09
0.01

81
216
99
16

Using expected profit as a basis for setting price makes sense for the large firm
that makes many bids. In playing the odds, the firm will make maximum profits in
the long run. But a firm that hids only occasionally or needs a particular contract
badly will not find the expected-prof it approach useful. The approach, for
example, does not distinguish between a $100,000 profit with a 0.10 probability
and a 812,500 profit with a 0.80 probability. Yet the firm that wants to keep
production going would prefer the second contract to the first.

S ummary
Despite the increased role of non-price factors in the modern marketing process,
price; remains an important element in the marketing mix. Many internal and
external factors influence the company's pricing decisions. Internal factors
include the firm's marketing objectives, marketing-mix strategy, costs and organisation/or pricing.
The pricing strategy is largely determined by the company's target market
and positioning objectives. Common pricing objectives include survival, current
profit maximization, market-share leadership and product-quality leadership.
Price is only tine of the marketing-mix tools that the company uses to accomplish its objectives, and pricing decisions affect and are affected by product
design, distribution and promotion decisions. Price decisions must be carefully
co-ordinated with the other marketing-mix decisions when designing the
marketing programme.
Coses set the floor for the company's price - the price must cover all the costs
of making and selling the product, plus a fair rate of return. Management must
decide who within the organization is responsible for setting price. In large
companies, some pricing authority may be delegated to lower-level managers and
salespeople, but top management usually sets pricing policies and approves
proposed prices. Production, finance and accounting managers also influence
pricing.
External factors that influence pricing decisions include the nature of the
market and demand; competitors' prices and offers; and factors such as the
economy, reseller needs and government actions. The seller's pricing freedom
varies with different types of market. Pricing is especially challenging in markets
characterized by monopolistic competition oligopoly.
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In the end, the consumer decides whether the company has set the right
price. The consumer weighs the price against the perceived values of using the
product - it' the price exceeds the sum of die values, consumers will not buy the
product. Consumers differ in the values they assign to different product features
and marketers often vary their pricing strategies for different price segments.
When assessing the market and demand, the company estimates the demand
curve, which shows the probable quantity purchased per period at alternative
priee levels. The more inelastic the demand, the higher the company can set its
price. Demand and consumer -value perceptions set the ceiling for prices.
Consumers compare a product's price to che prices of competitors' products.
A company must learn the price and qualities of competitors' offers and use them
as a starting point for its own pricing.
The company can select one or a combination of three general pricing
approaches: the cost-based approach (cost-plus pricing, break-even analysis and
target profit pricing); the value-based approach (value-based pricing); and the
compvcition-based approach (going-rate or sealed-bid pricing).

Key Terms
Break-even pricing (target profit
pricing) 701
Cost-plus pricing 699
Demand curve
Experience curve (learning curve) 689
Fixed costs 685
Going-rare pricing 704

Mark-up/mark-down 699
Monopolistic competition 690
Net profit 695
Oligopolistic competition 691
Price 681
Price elasticity 694

Pure monopoly 691
Scaled-bid pricing 705
Target costing 684
Total costs 688
Value-based pricing 702
Variable costs 685

Pure competition 690

Discussing the Issues
Certain 'inexpensive' products that waste energy,
provide lew savings per package or require frequent
maintenance may cost much more to own and use
than products selling for a higher price. How would
marketers use this information on 'true cost' to gain a
competitive edge in pricing and promoting their
products?
Companies must consider both the internal company
factors and external environmental influences that
impact on their pricing decisions. Consider a
relatively new entrant in the world car industry Malaysia's Proton Saga - which has sought a low-cost,
value-for-money positioning in the volume sector. Its
low price supports this positioning. What type of
pricing approach is the manufacturer pursuing? How
appropriate is this pricing approach, taking into
consideration the key factors that the company
should evaluate when pricing its products? Kxplain
your answer.

3.

Sales of a brand of malt whisky increased when prices
were raised by 20 per cent over a two-year period.
What does this tell you about the demand curve and
the elasticity of demand for this whisky? What docs
this suggest about using perceived-value pricing in
marketing alcoholic drinks?
4. Gcncntech, a high-technology pharmaceutical
company, developed a clot-dissolving drug called TPA
that would halt a heart attack in progress. TPA saves
lives, minimizes hospital stays and reduces damage to
the heart itself. It was initially priced at 32,200 per
dose. What pricing approach does Genentcch appear
to have been using? Is demand for this drug likely to
he elastic with price? Why or why not?
5. In the early years of global market expansion,
Japanese car and camera makers took advantage of
the experience or learning curve when pricing their
products to penetrate overseas markets. What does
this suggest about their pricin.g approach? How
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successful do you think this approach has been for the
Japanese companies that have taken advantage of the
learning curve?

product? Does the price communicate the total
benefits sought? Does the product's price suggest good
value? Do you think the manufacturer or retailer is
overcharging or undercharging consumers for this
product? Why or why not? What pricing approach do
you think is most appropriate for setting the price fot
this product?

Select a personal care product or cosmetic item that
you regularly use. Notice the price of the item. What
are the main benefits you are looking for in using this

Applying the Concepts
Do a pricing survey of several petrol stations in your
town in different locations, ff possible, check prices at
the following: stations at a service area on a main
road/motorway, stations on a local street in or near
the town, a station not near any other stations, and
(where appropriate) a station that is tied to a
supermarket. Write down the brand of petrol, prices of
regular and premium grades, type of location, distance
to the nearest competitor and the competitor's prices.
*

Is there a pattern to the pricing of petrol at
various forecourts?

•
2.

Arc these stations using cost-based, buyer-based
or going-rate pricing?

You are faced with setting the price for an automatic
oar wash. Your annual fixed costs are £50,000 and
variable costs are £0.50 per vehicle washed. You think
customers would be willing to pay £2.50 to have their
ear washed. What would be the break-even volume at
that price? What opportunities are there for pricing
high? What might be the most significant constraints
on your pricing decision?
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Case 16
Proton MPi: Malaysian Styling. Japanese
Engineering and European Pricing
Richard Lynch*
Doreen and Shem felt criminal as they sidled into the second-hand car
dealer's showroom. For years they had bought a new Rover every four years,
but this time, after carefully reading the Which? Guide to Ne<a> and Used
Cars, they were thinking of buying a second-hand ear for the first time.
Shem loved the smell and feel of a new car, and he could afford one, but the
numbers just did not add up. As Doreen and he looked round the dealer's, he
caught himself humming an old Bruce Springsteen song: 'Now mister, the
day the lottery 1 win, 1 ain't ever gonna ride in no used car again.' 'Well,'
thought Shem, 'I haven't won the lottery. So here we are.'
Just then he felt a glow, lie noticed Doreen looking at the new cars also
sold by the dealer. Quite a nice-looking car, but with an unfamiliar name. A
Proton MPi and from a far-away place too - Malaysia! Still the price looked
reasonable and the label said .Japanese engineering. 'Maybe we needn't buy a
used car after all.' suggested Doreen. 'Maybe not,' replied Shem. "We could
also look at a Skoda,' he said, swallowing hard. 'They're not expensive and
now they're made by VW or something.' The Proton salesperson overheard
them. 'Lovely cars, aren't they?'he said. 'We can give you a good deal too.'
It was late 1994 and Proton, the Malaysian maker of economical small
ears, had an opportunity. Proton cars were manufactured in Malaysia using
Japanese car engineering and some ear parts. They were then shipped to the
United Kingdom for sale. Proton had a chance to seize an increased share of
the market in the United Kingdom, its biggest export market. Sales of new
cars to private buyers were plunging. Not because of lack of money or lack of
consumer confidence, but because of discontent with high prices, fast
depreciation and the knowledge that the price of cars in the UK was higher
than in the United States and some neighbouring European countries.
Evidence suggested that private buyers, like Doreen and Shem, who once
bought new cars, were now buying two- or three-year-old, second-hand ones
" Richard Lynch is managing director of Aldersgate Consultancy Ltd. This case is largely
based, with permission, on 'European car pricing' from his booh Cases in European
Afarfeetmg (London: Kogan Page, 1993).
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instead. The buyers found that the second-hand cars were problem-free and
a bargain after two or three years of depreciation. Statistics from the Society
of Motor Manufacturers and Traders showed that sales of all new cars rose
8,5 per cent in the first ten months of 1994 compared with the same period
in .1.993, but private sales were only up 2.2 per cent.
The private car buyers were, til last, getting their own back on the fleet
buyers whom they bad subsidized for years. Car makers' fleet-first policy in
the United Kingdom meant that the average price ol a medium-sized family
car was £2,000 higher than it would otherwise be. In the United Kingdom,
fleet buyers include car-hire companies and ears bought as additional remuneration for professional employees. As a result the fleet buyers,
accounting for 60 per cent of the market, were very influential and powerful
buyers. Director of the National Franchisee! Dealers Association, Alan
Pulham, explained why the private buyer had to pay so much:
•

•

Dealers need to fund the discounts, free servicing and other
inducements that are usually given to fleet buyers who have bargaining
power. Private buyers, with little bargaining power, rarely get these
perks but subsidize the fleet buyer by paying close to the list price.
Cars in the United Kingdom are usually equipped to a high
specification because that is what the fleet buyers want. The
equipment was more than the private buyer often wanted or could
afford, but that is what there was.

This price discrimination gave Proton a market opportunity. Although
the United Kingdom had few British-owned car companies, fleet buyers
followed a made-in-Britain policy (Ford, Rover or GM) or, increasingly,
made in the European Union. They also bought from the big dealers representing the market leaders. Proton was neither, so its price to private buyers
did not have to subsidize fleet sales. Proton had a choice. It could cut prices
to gain market share or charge moderate prices but keep the comfortable
margins that the current prices gave them.
Background
According to the UK Monopolies and Mergers Commission's 1992 study of
small cars in Europe, there are considerable variations in price between EU
countries. These cannot be explained by currency differences, tax variations or extra equipment supplied on some models. They originate with the
manufacturers themselves and their ability to maintain higher prices in
some EU countries, principally the United Kingdom.
On larger cars in Europe and taking into account the same factors, the
study found that there was no significant difference in price levels between
the countries. With the coming of the single European market, should
Proton and the other ear manufacturers set the same prices across the EU?
Should there be a pan-European pricing policy?
In 1990 the EU car market was larger than that in the United States.
Sales in the EU were 12.4 million cars in T990, with the United Kingdom
entering a period of decline, but Germany, and to a lesser degree other EU
countries, still showing significant growth. Exhibit 16.1 estimates annual
registrations for countries. Then, in late 1992, the EU market produced its
first real drop in volume.
For many years, some European car companies, such as American-owned
Ford, have manufactured cars on a pan-European basis. For example, its small
car, named the 'Fiesta', combined parts produced in the United Kingdom.
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EXHIBIT 16.1 CAR OWNERSHIP ACROSS THE EUROPEAN UNION
TYPICAL
ANNUAL CAR

Luxembourg
Netherlands
Denmark
Spain
Ireland
Portugal

Greece

MANAGERS WITH

% OF .SENIOR

POPULATION" IN'

COMPANY CARS

($000)

1992

1991

2.9

15
9
11

9

469
457
420
387

80
75
53

10

401

10
12
5
7

374
309
419
242
163

n.a.
85
n.a.
50
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

2.3
2.4
2.0
0.5
0.4
0.1
1.1
0.1

0.3

0.2

IN 1992

CARS PER
1,000 OF

(MILLION'S)

REGISTRATIONS

Germany
Italy
France
United Kingdom
Belgium/

GDP
PER HEAD

3

3

178

95

SOURCES: Panortniui of RU hidiistry (New York: World Bank, 1941/2), pp. 1.1-21; various
OK01) Sfatistios, Paris; and Aldersgate Consultancy estimates.

Germany and Spain in the finished model. Other companies essentially
produced one model in one location. For example, Germany's Volkswagen
always produced its medium-sized Polo at Wolt'sburg, Germany. The care were
then shipped across the EU.
The RU car market is not truly pan-European in the sense that any
model can be readily sold in any other country. There are detailed car and
legal regulations in each EU country - yellow headlights in France and car
emission standards in Germany, for instance - that effectively stopped this
happening. However, it was for precisely this reason that the Single Market
Act 1986 was enacted: over time, it was envisaged that, apart from some
obvious differences such as the British and Irish driving on the left, car
market standards would become the same. At this time, if not before, prices
could also surely become the same across Europe.
Car Prices twross Europe

As champions of the European car customer, the Bureau Europeenne des
Unions des Consommateurs (BEUC) has been campaigning for many years
to bring down car prices in the expensive countries in Europe. BEUC is
made up of the national consumer associations of most EU member countries. It produces surveys of car prices such as that shown in Exhibit 16.2.
From that survey there would appear to be large differences between prices
in different countries. BEUC reported that average new car prices varied by
70 per cent between the lowest and highest countries net of tax. The difference including taxes was as much as 128 per cent. Since EU rules lay down
that the maximum difference should only be 18 per cent, some concern was
expressed. It should be noted that the EU rules specifically exclude those
countries with exceptionally high national taxes, such as Denmark and
Greece. The price differences stimulated parallel imports, despite the
process being complicated and risky. Two hundred thousand cars had been
bought by UK residents between 1980 and 1985 from outside the United
Kingdom, mainly from Belgium. The car manufacturers complained that
this undermined their profitability.
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EXHIBIT 16.2 NEW CAR PRICES ACROSS EUROPE (ECU)
CAR
BMW 316i

Citroen CX 22TRS
Fiat Tipo 1400
Ford Orion 1400
Renault 19

DENMARK

GERMANY

FRANCE

UNITED KINGDOM

8,926
8,982
5,416
6,390

10,919
13,012
7,359
8.197
9,543"

11,071
12,361
7,081
7,837
9,493

13,218
14,282'
9,143
10,799
11,310

"With catalytic converter.
NOTE: All prices per model, per country, net of taxes at June 1989.
SOURCE: BEUC.

According to BEUC, the main reason for these price differences was that
the manufacturers were taking advantage of a system of exclusive dealerships in EU countries. These meant that manufacturers could stop shipping
cars to any dealer who sold the cars to anyone resident in a country different
from the dealer's own. The manufacturers argued a number of other essential reasons for the differences in price between EU countries: different tax
systems, exchange rate variations, different car specifications, different dealer
discounts. They said it was not a question of 'what the market would bear'.
In 1984 the European Commission agreed a Block Exemption Regulation
to exempt the passenger car industry from the Treaty of Rome rules on
competition. It allowed the motor trade to operate a system of exclusive
distributor franchises so that the manufacturer controlled the market
supply in an area. The reason the Commission gave for allowing the exemption was that motor vehicles are complex products and require a high level
of after-sales service, which would be best served by allowing dealers to have
exclusive rights in a geographical area.
With the exemption coming up for review in 1994 and the single
European market becoming more established, the manufacturers had to
decide whether to seek a continuation of this policy. They said they would
like to keep the special arrangement and, to the chagrin of many consumer
movements, the European Commission agreed.
Reasons for Differing

Car Prices Across

Europe

The real question is whether the reasons for the differences across Europe
were sufficient to justify the absence of a pan-European pricing policy. The
evidence comes under four headings: customers, tax variations, dealer
arrangements and other areas.
Customers
As Exhibit 16.1 shows, car ownership across the EU follows wealth to a
limited extent. It is distorted by the availability of public service transport,
the level of car sales taxes and the likelihood of obtaining a car as part of a
work pay and remuneration package. The provision of company cars has
distorted car prices. Company fleet buyers purchase in large quantities, and
they are therefore able to get price discounts not available to private buyers.
To maintain their profits, car companies charge private buyers high prices.
Tax

Variations

Exhibit 16.3 shows substantial variations across the EU in the tax on cars.
When car manufacturers complained about price comparisons made by the
consumer groups, their responses often concerned this area.
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EXHIBIT 16.3 VAT AND ADDITIONAL SALES TAXES ON NEW
CARS IN 1992
COUNTRY

VAT

Belgium

25% up to 3,000 cc
33% above

Denmark

22%

France
Germany
Greece

22%
14%

Italy

6%
19% up to 2,000 cc,
38% above

Luxembourg
Portugal

12%
17%

Ireland

21%

Spain

United Kingdom

33%
.1.7.5%

CAR TAX
None
105% up to Dkr19,750
180% on the rest
None
None
Between 45% and 400%,
depending upon engine size
None
None
Esc95-l,700 per cc on an
increasing scale
21. 7% up to 2,016 cc
24.7% above
None
10%

Across Europe, ear manufacturers have agreements with dealers in a
geographical area for the sale of their product ranges. There arc a number of
restrictions placed on the dealers, which:
•
•
•
•
•

Limit the dealer's ability to advertise outside its franchise area.
Stop the dealer from acquiring or holding dealerships outside the
existing area from other suppliers.
Prevent the dealer acquiring or holding other dealerships except on a
distinct and separate site.
Restrict the ability of the dealer to sell other products, such as secondhand cars or car parts from other manufacturers.
Limit the dealer to selling a maximum quantity of cars in a given
period and a maximum percentage of the total cars from the
manufacturer in one year.

While these restrictions limit dealer freedom, the ear manufacturers say
that they do make it more likely that car service levels are of the highest
quality. Moreover. European car companies are engaged in a fiercely
competitive battle in each EU country, so that the EU has accepted that
these dealer restrictions are acceptable in terms of the EU Block Exemption
Regulation.
Data have been published on the number of dealers that each of the
main EU car manufacturers has in each country. In general terms in 1991,
manufacturers tended to have rather more dealers in the main country of
manufacture, e.g. Renault in France, Rover in the United Kingdom. The
Japanese car companies had rather fewer dealers, but this would be consistent with their overall share of the European car market at around 9 per cent
in 1989. The US multinationals, Ford and General Motors (trading as Opel in
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EXHIBIT 16.4 WAGE COSTS IN SOME CAR-PRODUCING
COUNTRIES

Germany
United States
Japan
Italy
Spain
France
United Kingdom
Malaysia

DEUTSCHMAKKS PER HOUR
]991

TYPICAL PRODUCERS

45
35
34
32
29
29
29
15

Volkswagen and BMW
GM and Ford
Toyota and Nissan
Fiat
SEAT (Volkswagen/Audi group)
Renault
Rover
Proton

SOURCES: German Auto Industry Association and AhJersgate Consultancy Ltd estimates.

Germany and Vauxhall in the United Kingdom), were well represented in
numbers of dealerships across Europe, reflecting their market share of 21
per cent. However, the number of dealers provides no indication of their
quality in terms of location, size, trained staff, workshop facilities and so
forth. Proton dealers were almost exclusively confined to the United Kingdom.

Other Areas

As will be generally true in all pricing decisions, the costs of ear production
need to be reflected in the prices; there would be no point in pricing below
marginal costs. In fact, such a pricing policy is illegal in some EU countries.
While European car manufacturers do not publish detailed comparative cost
data for competitive reasons, outline data on wage costs by country are
summarized in Exhibit 16.4.
Other areas that would need to be considered include the extra items
added to some cars as standard, such as electric windows, in-ear stereo
systems and fuel injection. European car manufacturers have commented
that this is the area that has made UK ears more expensive,
Reasons for National Price Differences
To assist understanding of how prices are constructed and explain why some
national prices arc higher than others, the European car manufacturer
General Motors commissioned a study of comparative prices in 1991 (see
Exhibit 16,S), The detailed study shows that significant price differences
exist for what is basically the same ear.
Proton's Pricing
Given a system which meant that the price of Dorecn and Shcm's car would
subsidize fleet purchases, it seemed sensible for them to think about buying
a 'second-hand new car'. In that way the private buyer benefits from fleet
buyers absorbing the heavy depreciation in the first few years of a car's life.
Will the car manufacturers ever recapture the private-buyer market again?
Car industry expert Garel Rhys thinks not until 'prices of new cars in
Europe ... come down in real terms to American levels'. He continues,
'That's when the fur will fly. There are simply too many car makers in
Europe and they can't all survive.'
As a low-cost supplier of cars to the EU without a vested interest in fleet
buyers and expensive dealerships, Proton could start the 'fur flying'. Should
it, or should it not cut prices to gain market share? What would happen if it
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EXHIBIT 16.5 COMPARATIVE CAR PRICES, 1991 ($)
UK

ASTRA
QL1.4

GERMANY
KADETT
GL1.4

FRANCE
KADETT
GLI.4

5- DOOR

5-DOOR

NON-CATALYTIC

CATALYTIC

NON-CATALYTIC

8,749
7,023

7,407

6,497

7,764
7,764

482

257

6,979

6,468

350

7.1
152

2.8
314

5,411
672

6,636
160

6,601
-

5,739

6,578

6,601

List price inc. tax
List excluding tax
Equipment
adjustments (EA)
EA list price
excluding tax
Disci units
dealer (96)
On-road costs
On-road price
ex tax
Financing support
On-the-road
with finance

-

7,02,1
13.7

.

5-DOOR

SOURCE: GMVauxhaU 1991 sun*ey.

did? Would the European manufacturers fight back, or would the European
Commission step in to limit Proton's access to the market? Charging a lower
price would help Doreen and Shem, and many other private customers, but
would it, in the long run, help Proton? Maybe Proton would do better to
accept the high margins that the European car industry forces upon them.

QUESTIONS
1. Is Shcm justified in his concern about being charged too much for new
cars in the United Kingdom?
2. What explains the big difference between EU and US car prices? Does
the price demand function vary from country to country in Europe and
is that in the United States completely different?
3. How should Proton price its cars? Should it keep its list prices high,
reduce them or give big discounts to buyers?
4. Why might giving discounts be better than lowering the list price?
5. What is likely to happen if Proton cuts its prices to gain market share?
6. Clearly there is currently no pan-European price, but should that ever
exist across the EU? Should the car companies continue with what are
essentially national policies?
SOURCES: Song extract from Bruco Springsteen, 'Used cars', on Nebraska (CBS 25100, 1982);
other sources are Monopolies and Mergers Commission, Ncia Motor Cars (London: flilSO,
1992); Y. Doz, Strategic Management in Multinational Companies (Oxford: Fer£amon,
1986): John Griffith, 'Bad dreams return to the motor trade', Financial Times (10 May 1992),
p. ii; John Griffith, 'Market distorted liy use of uompany cars as perks,' Financial Ttrnes
(f> Kcbruary l')92), p. 6; European Commission, Panorama of EC Industry 1991/92
(Luxembourg: OPEGE. 1991), pp. 30-8; D, Fisher, "Time to become lean and mean'. Financial
7Ymtn (2,1 June 1992), p. 18; John Griffiths, 'Price is wrong for some motorists', Financial
Times (26-7 November 1994), p. 9.

Pricing Strategies
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
Understand new-product pricing strategies and know when to use
them.
Explain how pricing decisions are influenced by the product mix.
Appreciate price adjustment strategies and how to make price
changes.
Differentiate between geographical pricing strategics and know their
implications.

Preview Case
Mobile Phones: Even More Mobile Customers
VODAFONE AND CELLNET, THE UNITED Kingdom's leading mobile phone
suppliers, are losing market share to new digital competitors, One-2-One
and Orange. Between July and September 1994, 227,000 subscribers joined
Vodafone, but more significantly, 104,000 left. The pricing policy explains
why Vodafone and CeBnct gain and lose so many customers. Vodafone
pumps about £300 subsidy into the sale of each phone ant! connection, and
then makes a huge profit on the phone's use. Often the mobile phone and its
connection charge come free with a large purchase, such as a car or photocopier. Then, depending on the deal, subscribers pay between 15p and 50p
per minute for what costs the cellular company 1.5p per minute off-peak
and 0.5p for local calls. The margins helped Vodafone in 1997 to post pretax
profits of £363 million on a turnover of £850 million. Gerry Whent,
Vodafone's chief executive, describes the market: 'Ever;' month people are
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leaving us for a variety of reasons. They've died, changed jobs, just decided
to hand the phone hack, or whatever. A lot of people we take on are attracted
to the idea of using a mobile phone, until they see the bill. If they only use it
once a day, it's only a matter of time before they give it back.' He continues,
'This problem is not exclusive to us. I'd argue that Cellnet is losing just as
many subscribers over the year. The important thing is that we are both
taking in new ones.'
Li Ka-shing, Asian billionaire boss of Orange's parent company
Ilutohinson Wbampoa. sees things differently. As Vbdafone subscribers
scrutinize their bilk at renewal time, they are tempted to switch to the
cheaper and technically more advanced Orange or One-2-One services. As
Hans Snook, Orange's UK manager, says, 'Vodafone has rested on its laurels
far too long. Now it's paying the price.' About 70 per cent of Orange's
subscribers are switchers, not first-time buyers.
Hans Snook had better be right. By the end of 1995 Hutchinson spent £1
billion on developing the UK market -• 'the price for four brand new
skyscrapers' in Li Ka-shing's Hong Kong home town. The investment is in
the latest DCS 1800 digital technology that gives the same voice quality as
conventional telephones. Digital is also intrinsically cheaper than Vodafone
and Gellnet's older analogue systems and gives access to more features. The
investment so far has bought Orange a total of 980 Nokia base stations and
aerials costing £75,000 each across the United Kingdom, covering 50 per
cent of the population. To get to its target 90 per cent coverage, Orange will
need 2,000 stations. The fruity brand name is already a success. Launched
using a huge teaser campaign, customers are already asking people to 'Gall
me back on Orange' or saying 'Can I give you my Orange phone number?'
One month at'ter launch the company already had 65 per cent unprompted
name recognition.
Orange's pricing strategy is different from that of the analogue suppliers.
Its phones are not cheap, costing between £150 and £300 each, and it
doesn't give them away to get new customers. Instead Orange has introduced package calls to the market. Orange customers buy between £15 and
£100 worth of calls a month. The cost per call is about half that of tine traditional networks.
Mercury's One-2-One has taken a less aggressive approach to the
cellular market. It did not strive to go national, but concentrated on giving a
cheap service to Londoners living within the M25 orbital motorway. That
means that it can offer a package to users in its catchment area for much
less than Orange. One-2-One gives unlimited free local calls, too. Will its
good value for the 'not very mobile' phone user work? So far it has, and it
has also tempted about 10,000 new subscribers a month, about half of them
coming from Vodafone. As a second careful step Mercury has just extended
One-2-One to the West Midlands, the United Kingdom's second largest
conurbation, covering Birmingham and Coventry.
Orange and One-2-One became a hit with consumers after 25 December
1994 became the Christmas of the mobile phone, with many being given as
gifts. The new growth markets switched from executives to travellers
worried about being out alone at night. By 1999 forecasters expect Orange
to outsell Vodafone to domestic consumers and One-2-One to be close to
Cellnet in the same market. One-2-One has placed itself firmly in the gift
market by offering unlimited free phone calls on Christmas Day. Will anyone,
get through? Whatever happens, the signs are that the days of the 43 per
cent profit margin for the cellular operators are coining to an end.'

New-Product Pricing Strategies

QUESTIONS
1. Explain the different pricing of the mobile phone competitors.
2. Why don't the mobile phone companies used cost-based pricing, where
customers just pay for their phone, die connection cost and the direct
cost of them using the phone?
3. How is the emergence of the mobile phone as a gift or a security device
likely to change its pricing?
4. What other mobile phone segments could emerge and how should
products be priced for them?
5. How would you expect the marketing and pricing of mobile phones to
change as the product life eyele evolves?
6. Is the 'churning' of customers a sign of poor marketing, overmarketing
or just healthy competition?

Introduction
In this chapter, we will look at the complex dynamics of pricing. A company does
not set a single price, but rather a pricing structure that covers different items in
its line. This pricing structure changes over time as products move through their
life cycles. The company adjusts product prices to reflect changes in costs and
demand, and to account for variations in buyers and situations. As the competitive
environment changes, the company considers when to initiate price changes and
when to respond to them. And as the cellular phone example demonstrates forcefully, pricing decisions are subject to an incredibly complex array of environmental and competitive forces.
This chapter examines the dynamic pricing strategics available to management. In turn, we look at new-product pricing strategies for products in the
introductory stage of the product life cycle, product-mix pricing strategies for
related products in the product mix, price-adjustment strategies that account for
customer differences and changing situations, and strategics for initiating and
responding to price changes.2

New-Product Pricing Strategies
Pricing strategies usually change as the product passes through its life cycle. The
introductory stage is especially challenging. We can distinguish between pricing a
product that imitates existing products and pricing an innovative product that is
patent protected.
A company that plans to develop an imitative new product faces a productpositioning problem. It must decide where to position the product versus
competing products in terms of quality and price. Figure 17.1 shows four possible
positioning strategies. First, the company might decide to use a premium pricing
strategy - producing a high-quality product and charging the highest price. At the
other extreme, it might decide on an economy pricing strategy - producing a
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Figure 17.1

strnpline
A slogan, often used in
conjunction with a
brand's name,
advertising and other
promotions.

Four price-positioning strategies

lower-quality product, but charging a low price. These strategies can coexist in
the same market as long as the market consists of at least two groups of buyers,
those who seek quality and those who seek price. Thus, Tag-Heuer offers very
high-quality sports watches at high prices, whereas Casio offers digital watches at
almost throwaway prices.-'
The good-value strategy represents a way to attack the premium pricer. The
United Kingdom's leading grocery chain always uses the strapliiie: 'Good food
costs less at Sainsburv's'. If this is really true and quality-sensitive buyers believe
the good-value pricer, they will sensibly shop at Sainsbury's and save money unless the premium product offers more status or snob appeal. Using an overcharging strategy, the company overprices the product in relation to its quality.
In the long run, however, customers are likely to feel 'taken'. They will stop
buying the product and will complain to others about it. Thus this strategy should
be avoided.4
Companies bringing out an innovative, patent-protected product face the
challenge of setting prices for the first time. They can choose between two strategies: market-shimming pricing and market-penetration pricing.

Market-Skimming Pricing

Ma rket-skinimiiig
pricing
Setting a high price for a
new product to skim
mnximiim revenues
layer by layer from the
segments willing to pay
the high price; the
company makes fewer
but more profitable
sales.

Many companies that invent new products initially set high prices to 'skim'
revenues layer by layer from the market. Intel is a prime user of this strategy,
called market-skimming pricing. When Intel first introduces a new computer
chip, it charges the highest price it can, given, the benefits of the new chip over
competing chips. It sets a price that makes it just worthwhile for some segments
of the market to adopt computers containing the chip. As initial sales slow down
and as competitors threaten to introduce similar chips, Intel lowers the price to
draw in the nest price-sensitive layer of customers.5
Maava'l was launched in Sweden at Skrl2, more than twice the price of
ordinary yoghurt. Developed by Scotia and a consortium of 1,300
Swedish farmers, Maaval contains Olibra, a 'nutriceutical' made of a
patent combination of palm oil extract, oat oiJ and water. It encourages
the small intestine to release chemicals that tell the brain that enough
has been eaten, giving a 'prolonged feeling of fullness'. The high price
indicates the product's uniqueness and special properties, and allows
quicker recovery of development costs. Similar value-added foods have
proved profitable. Finland's Kasio has seen its share price increase tenfold
since it launched Benecol, a cholesterol-lowering margarine.''
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Market-Penetration Pricing
Rather than setting a high initial price to skim off small but profitable market
segments, some companies use market-penetration pricing. They set a low initial
price in order to penetrate the market quickly and deeply - to attract a large
number of buyers quickly and win a large market share. The high sales volume
results in falling costs, allowing the company to cut its price even further. For
example, Dell and Dan used penetration pricing to sell high-quality computer
products through lower-cost mail-order channels. Their sales soared when IBM,
Compaq, Apple and other competitors selling through retail stores could not
match their prices. The Bank of Scotland and Winterthur of Switzerland used
their Direct Line, Privilege and Churchill subsidiaries to grab profits and share in
the motor insurance market by selling direct to consumers at market-penetrating
prices. The high volume results in lower costs that, in turn, allow the discounters
to keep prices low.7
Several conditions favour setting a low price. First, the market must be highly
price sensitive, so that a low price produces more market growth. Second,
production and distribution costs must fall as sales volume increases. Finally, the
low price must help keep out the competition - otherwise the price advantage
may he only temporary. For example, Dell faced difficult times when IBM and
Compaq established their own direct distribution channels.

market-penetration
prioirig

Setting a low price ft>r a
new product in order to

attract large numbers of
buyers and a large
market share.
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Product-Mix Pricing Strategies
The strategy for setting a product's price often has to he changed when the
product is part of a product mix. In this case, the firm looks for a set of prices that
maximizes the profits on the total product mix. Pricing is difficult because the
various products have related demand and costs, and face different degrees of
competition. We now take a closer look at five product-mix pricing situations,
summarized in Table 17.1.

Product Line Pricing

product line pricing
Setting the price steps
beMoeen "carious
products in a product
line baaed on uost
differences between the
products, customer
evaluations of different
features, and
competitors'prices.

Companies usually develop product lines rather than single products. For
example, Merloni's sells Indesit, Ariston and Seholte with price and -status
ascending in that order. There arc full ranges of Indesit to Ariston appliances,
from washing machines to freezers, covering the first two price hands, while
Scholte sells expensive built-in kitchen equipment. Kodak offers not just one type
of film, hut an assortment including regular Kodak film, higher-priced Kodak
Royal Gold film for special occasions, and a lower-priced, seasonal film called
Runtime that competes with store brands. Each of these brands is available in a
variety of sizes and film speeds. In product line pricing, management must decidu
on the price steps to set between the various products in a line.
The price steps should take into account cost differences between the products in the line, customer evaluations of their different features and competitors'
prices. If the price difference between two successive products is small, buyers
will usually buy the more advanced product. This will increase company profits if
the cost difference is smaller than the price difference. Tf the price difference is
large, however, customers will generally buy the less advanced products.
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Table 17.1
PRODUCT LINE
PRICING

Setting
price steps
between
product line
items

Product-mix pricing strategies

OPTIONALPRODUCT
PRICING

CAPTIVEPRODUCT

Pricing
optional or
accessory
products
sold with
the main
product

Pricing
products that
must be used
with the
main product

BY-PRODUCT

PRODUCT-BUNDLE

PRICING

PRICING

Pricing
low-value
by-products
to get rid
of them

Pricing bundles
of products sold
together

PRICING

In many industries, sellers use well-established price points for the products
in their line. Thus record stores might carry CDs at four price levels: budget, midline, full-line and superstar. The customer will probably associate low to highquality recordings with the four price points. Even if the four prices are raised a
little, people will normally buy CDs at their own preferred price points. The
seller's task is to establish perceived quality differences that support the price
differences."

Optional-Product Pricing
Many companies use optional-pro duet pricing - offering to sell optional or accessory products along with their main product. For example, a ear buyer may
choose to order power windows, cruise control and a radio with a CD player.
Pricing these options is a sticky problem. Car companies have to decide which
items to include in the base price and which to offer as options. BMWs basic cars
come famously underequipped. Typically the 318i is about DM40,000, but the
customer then has to pay extra for a radio (prices vary), electric windows
(DM700), sun roof (DM! ,800) and security system (DM1,100). The basic model is
stripped of so many comforts and conveniences that most buyers reject it. They
pay for extras or buy a better-equipped version. More recently, however, American
and European car makers have been forced to follow the example of the Japanese
car makers and include in the basic price many useful items previously sold only
as options. The advertised price now often represents a well-equipped car.

Cap Live-Pro duct Pricing
Companies that make products that must be used along with a main product are
using captive-product pricing. Examples of captive products are razors, camera
film and computer software. Producers of the main products (razors, cameras and
computers) often price them low and set high mark-ups on the supplies. Thus
Polaroid prices its cameras low because it makes its money on the film it sells. And
Gillette sells low-priced razors, but makes money on the replacement blades.

optional -product pricing
The pricing of optional
or accessory products
along with a main
•product.

captive -product pricing
Setting a price for
products that must be
used along with a main
produce, such an bladen
for a razor and film for a
camera.
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two-part pricing

A strategy for pricing
services in -which price
is broken into a fixed fee
plus a variable usage
rate.

Camera makers that do not sell film have to price their main products higher in
order to make the same overall profit.
The strategy used by the cellular operators is called two-part pricing. The
price of the service is broken into a.fixedfee plus a -uariablK usage rate. Thus a
telephone company charges a monthly rate - the fixed fee - plus charges tor calls
beyond some minimum number - the variable usage rate. Amusement parks
charge admission plus fees for food, midway attractions and rides over a
minimum. The service firm must decide how much to charge for the basic service
and how much for the variable usage. The fixed amount should he low enough to
induce usage of the service, and profit can be made on the variable fees.

By-Product Pricing
by-products
Items produced an <i
result of the main
factory process, such as
waste aitd reject items.
by-product pricing
Setting a price for byproducts in order to
make the main product's
price mare competitive.

In producing proeessed meats, petroleum products, chemicals and other products, there are often by-products. If the by-products have no value and if getting
rid of them is costly, this will affect the pricing of the main product. Using byproduct pricing, the manufacturer will seek a market for these by-products and
should accept any price that covers more than the cost of storing and delivering;
them. This practice allows the seller to reduce the main product's price to make it
more competitive. By-products can even turn out to be profitable. For example,
many lumber mills have begun to sell bark chips and sawdust profitably as decorative mulch for home and commercial landscaping.
Sometimes companies don't realize how valuable their by-products are.
For example, most Zoos don't realize that one of their by-products - their
occupants' manure - can be an excellent source of additional revenue.
But the Zoo-Doo Compost Company has helped many zoos understand
the costs and opportunities involved with these by-products. Zoo-Doo
licenses its name to zoos and receives royalties on manure sales. 'Many
zoos don't even know how mueh manure they are producing or the cost
of disposing of it,' explains president and founder Fierce Ledbetter. Zoos
are often so pleased with any savings they can find on disposal that they
don't think to move into active by-product sales. However, sales of the
fragrant by-product can be substantial. So far novelty sales have been the
largest, with tiny containers of Zoo Doo (and even 'Love, Love Me Doo'
valentines) available in 160 zoo stores and 700 additional retail outlets.
For the long-term market, Zoo-Doo looks to organic gardeners who buy
15 to 70 pounds of manure at a time. Zoo Doo is already planning a 'Dung
of the Month' club to reach these lucrative by-product markets.9

Product-Bundle Pricing
product-bundle pricing
Combining several
products and offering
the bundle at a reduced
price.

Using, product-bundle pricing, sellers often combine several of their products and
offer the bundle at a reduced price. Thus theatres and sports teams sell season
tickets at less than the cost of single tickets; hotels sell specially priced packages
that include room, meals and entertainment; computer makers inelude attractive
software packages with their personal computers. Price bundling can promote the
sales of products that consumers might not otherwise buy, but the combined
price must be low enough to get them to buy the bundle.1"
In other cases, product-bundle pricing is used to sell more than the customer
really wants. Obtaining a ticket to an exclusive sports event is difficult, but World
Cup football finals tickets are available to people willing to buy them bundled with
a supersonic Concorde flight.

Price-Adjust merit Strategies

Table 17.2
DISCOUNT
AND

•

Price adjustment strategies

SEGMENTED

PSYCHOLOGICAL

VALUE

PRICING

PRICING

PRICING

PROMOTIONAL GEOGRAPHICAL INTERNATIONAL
PRICING

PRICING

PR1CFNG

Adjusting
prices to
account
for the
geographic
location of
customers

Adjusting

ALLOWANCE
PRICINT,

Reducing
prices to
reward

Adjusting
Adjusting
Adjusting Temporarily
prices to allow
prices for
prices to
reducing
for dit't'erences psychological
offer the
prices to
customer
in customers
effect
right
increase
combination short-run
responses products, and
such as
locations
of quality
sales
paying
and service
at a fair
early or
price
promoting
the product

prices in

international
markets

Price-Adjustment Strategies
Companies usually adjust their basic prices to account for various customer
differences and changing situations. Table 17.2 summarizes seven price-adjustment strategics: discount and allowance pricing, segmented pricing, psychological pricing, promotional pricing, -value pricing, geographical pricing and
international pricing.

Discount and Allowance Pricing
Most companies adjust their basic price to reward customers for certain
responses, such as early payment of bills, volume purchases and off-season
buying. These price adjustments - called discounts and allowances - can take
many forms.
A cash discount is a price reduction to buyers who pay their bills promptly, A
typical example is '2/10, net 30'. which means that although payment is due
within 30 days, the buyer can deduct 2 per cent if the hill is paid within 10 days.
The discount must be granted to all buyers meeting these terms. Such discounts
are customary in many industries and help to improve the sellers' cash situation
and reduce bad debts and credit-collection costs.
A quantity discount is a price reduction to buyers who buy large volumes. A
typical example might be 'K10 per unit for less than 100 units, $9 per unit for 100
or more units'. Wine merchants often give 'twelve for the price of eleven' and
Makro, the trade warehouse, automatically gives discounts on any product bought
in bulk. Discounts provide an incentive to the customer to buy more from one given
seller, rather than from many different sources.

cash discount
A price reduction to
buyers -teho pay their
bills promptly.

quantity discount
A price reduction to
buyers who buy targe
-volumes.
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Promotional pricing:
companies often reduce their
prices temporarily to
produce sales.

quantity premium
A swre/iarge paid try
(wyers who purchase
high volumes of a
product.
functional discount
(trade discount)
A price reduction offered
by [he seller to trade
channel members that
perform certain
functions, such as
selling, storing and
record keeping.
seasonal discount
A price reduction to
buyers who buy
merchandise or services
out of season.
trade-ill allowance
A price reduction given
for turning in an old
item when buying a new
one.
promotional allowance
A payment or price
reduction to reward
dealers for particapting
in advertising and salessupport programmes.

A quantity premium is sometimes charged to people buying higher volumes.
In Japan it often costs more per item to buy a twelve-pack of beer or sushi than
smaller quantities because the larger packs are more gift able and therefore less
price sensitive. Quantity surcharges can also oecur when die product being
bought is in short supply or in sets - for example, several seats together at a 'soldout' rock concert or sports event - and some small restaurants charge a premium
to large groups. Similarly, in buying antiques, it costs more to buy six complete
place settings of cutlery than a single item. In this case the price will continue to
increase with volume, eight place settings costing more than six, and twelve place
settings costing more than eight. Quantity premiums are more common than
people imagine, and that is why they work. Consumers expect prices to deerease
with volume and so do not check unit prices. This allows retailers to slip in highmargin items. Quantity surcharge increases with the variety and complexity of
pack sizes and, in some markets, over 30 per cent of ranges include some quantity
surcharging.11
A trade discount (also called a functional discount) is offered by the seller to
trade channel members that perform certain functions, such as selling, storing
and record keeping. Manufacturers may offer different functional discounts to
different trade channels because of the varying services they perform, but manufacturers must offer the same functional discounts within each trade channel.
A seasonal discount is a price discount to buyers who buy merchandise or
services out of season. For example, lawn and garden equipment manufacturers
will offer seasonal discounts to retailers during the autumn and winter to
encourage early ordering in anticipation of the heavy spring and summer selling
seasons. Hotels, motels and airlines will offer seasonal discounts in their slower
selling periods. Seasonal discounts allow the seller to keep production steady
during the entire year.
Allowances are another type of reduction from the list price. For example,
trade-in allowances are price reductions given for turning in an old item when
buying a new one. Trade-in allowances are most common in the car industry, but are
also given for other durable goods. Promotional allowances are payments or price
reductions to reward dealers for participating in advertising and sales-support
programmes.
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Segmented Pricing
Companies will often adjust their basic prices to allow for differences in
customers, products and locations. In segmented pricing, the company sells a
product or service at two or more prices, even though the difference in prices is
not based on differences in costs. Segmented pricing takes several forms:
•

Customer-segment pricing. Different customers pay different prices for the
same product or service. Museums, for example, will charge a lower
admission for young people, the unwaged, students and senior citizens. In
many parts of the world, tourists pay more to see museums, shows and
national monuments than do locals.
• Product-form pricing. Different versions of the product are priced
differently, but not according to differences in their costs. For instance, the
Dutch company Skil prices its 6434H electric drill at DF1200, which is
DF1125 more than the price .of its 6400H. The 6434H is more powerful and
has more features, yet this extra power and features cost only a few more
guilders to build in.
• Location pricing. Different locations are priced differently, even though the
cost of offering each location is the same. For instance, theatres vary their
scat prices because of audience preferences for certain locations and EU
universities charge higher tuition fees for non-EU students.
• Time pricing. Prices vary by the season, the month, the day and even the
hour. Public utilities vary their prices to commercial users by time of day
and weekend versus weekday. The telephone company offers lower 'off-peak'
charges and resorts give seasonal discounts.

segmented pricing
Pricing that allows for
differences in customers,
products and locations.
Tfie differences in prices
are not based on
differences in costs.

For segmented pricing to be an effective strategy, certain conditions must
exist. The market must be segmentable and the segments must show different
degrees of demand. Members of the segment paying the lower price should not be
ably to turn around and resell the product to the segment paying the higher price.
Competitors should not be able to undersell the firm in the segment being
charged the higher price. Nor should the costs of segmenting and watching the
market exceed the extra revenue obtained from the price difference. The practice
should not lead to customer resentment and ill will. Finally, the segmented
pricing must he legal.

Psychological Pricing
Price says something about the product. For example, many consumers use price
to judge quality, A SI 00 bottle of perfume may contain only S3 worth of scent, but
some people are willing to pay the $100 because this price indicates something
special.
In using psychological pricing, sellers consider the psychology of prices and
not simply the economics. For example, one study of the relationship between
price and quality perception of ears found that consumers perceive higher-priced
cars as having higher quality. 1 5 By the same token, higher-quality cars are
perceived as even higher priced than they actually are. When consumers can
judge the quality of. a product by examining it or by calling on past experience
with it, they use price less to judge quality. When consumers cannot judge quality
because they lack the information or skill, price becomes an important quality signal
(see Marketing Highlight 17.1).

psychological pricing
A pricing approach that
considers the psychology
of prices and not simply
the economics; the price
is used to say something
about the product.
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Expense marks diamonds
tlexirable and very giftable.

reference prices
Prices that buyers curry
in [heir minds ami refer
to when they look at a
given product.

promotional pricing
Temporarily pricing
products below the list
price, and sometimes
even below cost, to
increase short-run sales.

Another aspect of psychological pricing is reference priecs - prices that buyers
cam' in their minds and refer to when looking at a given product. The reference
price might lie formed by noting current prices, remembering past prices or
assessing the buying situation. Sellers can influence or use these consumers' reference prices when setting price. For example, a company could display its product
next to more expensive ones in order to imply that it belongs in the same class.
Department stores often sell women's clothing in separate departments differentiated
by price: clothing found in the more expensive department is assumed to be of better
quality. Companies also can influence consumers' reference prices by stating high
manufacturer's suggested prices, by indicating that the product was originally
priced much higher or by pointing to a competitor's higher price.
Even small differences in price can suggest product differences. Consider a
stereo priced at £400 compared to one priced at £399.95. The actual price difference is only 5p, but the psychological difference can be much greater. For
example, some consumers will see the £399.95 as a price in the £300 range rather
than the £400 range. Whereas the £399.95 is more likely to be seen as a bargain
price, the £400 price suggests more quality. Complicated numbers, sueh as
£347.41, also look less appealing than rounded ones, such as £350. Some psychologists argue that each digit has symbolic and visual qualities that should be
considered in pricing. Thus, 8 is round and even and creates a soodiing effect,
whereas 7 is angular and creates a jarring effect.1-1

Promotional Pricing
With promotional pricing, companies will temporarily price their products below
list price and sometimes even below cost. Promotional pricing takes several
forms. Supermarkets and department stores will price a few products as toss
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How Price Signals
Product Quality
Heublein
produces
Smirnoff,
America's leading brand of vodka.
Some years ago .-mother brand,
Wolt'schmidt, attacked Smirnoff.
Wolfschmidt claimed to have the
same quality as Smirnoff, but priced
at $1 less per bottle. Concerned
that customers might switch Lo
Wolfschmidt, Heublcin considered
several possible counterstrategies. It could lower
Smirnoffs price by $1 to hold on to market share;
it could hold Smirnoffs price but increase advertising and promotion expenditures; or it could
hold Smirnoffs price and let its market share fall.
All three strategies would lead to lower profits,
and it seemed that Heublein faced a no-win
situation.

At this point, however.
Heublein's marketers thought of a
fourth strategy - and it was brilliant, Ileublein raised the price of
Smirnoff by 81! The companythen introduced a new brand.
Relska, to compete with Wolfschmidt. Moreover, it introduced
yet another brand, Popov, priced
even lower than WoHschmidt.
This product line-pricing strategy
positioned Smirnoff as the elite
brand and Wolfschmidt as an ordinary brand. Heublein's clever strategy produced a
large increase in its overall profits.
The irony is that lleuhlein's three brands are
much the same in taste and manufacturing costs.
Ileublein knew that a product's price signals its
quality. Using price as a signal, Heublein sells
roughly the same product at three different quality positions.

leaders to attract customers to the store in the hope that they will buy other items
at normal mark-ups. Kellers will also use special-event pricing in certain seasons
to draw in more customers. Thus linens are promotionally priced every January
to attract weary Christmas shoppers back into the stores. Manufacturers will
sometimes offer cash rebates to consumers who buy the product from dealers
within a specified time; the manufacturer sends the rebate directly to the
customer. Rebates have recently been popular with car makers and producers of
durable goods and small appliances. Some manufacturers offer low-interest
financing, longer warranties or free maintenance to reduce the consumer's
'price'. This practice has recently become a favourite of the car industry. Or, the
seller may simply offer discounts from normal prices to increase sales and reduce
inventories.

Value Pricing
During the slow-growth 1990s, many companies have adjusted their prices to
bring them into line with economic conditions and with the resulting fundamental shift in consumer attitudes towards quality and value. More and more,
marketers have adopted value-pricing strategies - offering just the right combination of quality and good service at a fair price. In many cases, this has involved
die introduction of less expensive versions of established, brand name products.
Thus Campbell introduced its Great Starts Budget frozen-food line, Holiday Inn
opened several Holiday Express budget hotels. Revlon's Charles of the Ritz offered
the Express Bar collection of affordable cosmetics, and McDonald's offered 'value
menus'. In other cases, value pricing has involved redesigning existing brands in
order to offer more quality for a given price or the same quality for less (see
Marketing Highlight 17.2).

valuta pricing
Offering just the right
combination of quality
and good seroice at a
fair price.
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Value Pricing: Offering
More for Less
Marketers have a new buzzword:
V-A-L-U-E. Once marketers pitched
laxury, prestige, extravagance even expensiveness — for everything from ice cream to cars. But
after the recession began, they
started redesigning, repackaging,
repositioning and remarketing
products to emphasise value. Now,
value pricing - offering more for a
lot less, by underscoring a product's quality while
at the same time featuring its price - has gone
from a groundswell to a tidal wave.
Value pricing can mean many things to marketers. To some, it means price cutting. To others,
it means special deals, such as providing more of
a product at the same price. And to still others, it
means a new image — one that convinces consumers they're receiving a good deal. No matter
how it's defined, however, value pricing has
become a prime strategy for wooing consumers.
The up-market tactics have virtually disappeared.
Marketers are finding that the flat economy
and changing consumer demographics have created a new class of sophisticated, bargain-bun ting
shoppers who are careful of where and how they
shop. Whereas it used to be fashionable to flaunt
affluence and spend conspicuously, now it's fashionable to say you got a good deal. To convince
consumers they're getting more for their money,
companies from fast-food chains to stock brokerages and car makers have revamped their marketing pitches:
•

'Everyday low prices' is the central
philosophy of 'category killers', such as Toys
"A' Us and IKEA. These often se!l from lowcost out-of-town 'sheds' offering a huge range
arid good value. Economies of scale and
buying power help these traders keep costs
down, but they also get customers to do
more. Buy a bike from Toys "A' Us or
furniture from IKEA and you will have to
assemble it yourself. IKEA also does not
deliver, so it keeps costs down by having a
simple operation where customers work as
warehouse, distribution and assembly staff.

•

•

•

Marks & Spencer uses a
similar 'Outstanding value'
campaign across its European
stores. It froze prices on 75
per cent of its items, and
reduced the price of the
remainder. It then continued
to pass on its own efficiency
gains and suppliers' price
cuts to the customer. The
suppliers rose to the
challenge, cut their prices and
gained a significant increase
in sales volume during a recession. Marks &
Spencer's profits also rose.
Across Europe discount airlines such as
EasyJet, Virgin Express and other entrants
are taking an increased market share. The
main barrier they are now facing is access to
airports dominated by high-priced domestic
carriers.
Most office supplies are now bought direct
from warehouses such as Office World, 'The
No. 1 Office Supplies Discount Superstore'
or by direct mail from 'Price Busters' such as
Viking Direct. Software Warehouse has a
price pledge: 'If you can find it cheaper GALL US! We will beat ANY advertised
price,' The low-cost, high-service approach
to selling pioneered by Dell is rapidly
becoming the favoured way to buy PCs.
Makers of luxury goods are losing control of
their premium prices and exclusive
distribution. Chanel, Yves Saint Laurent and
Christian Dior fragrances are discounted
along with other goods by discounters sncli
as Superdrug and grocery stores,
Littlewoods, a big high-street chain, has
struck 25 per cent off dozens of famous
brands. Specialist discounters What
Everyone Wants and Eau Zone are also
entering the fray, Selfridges, the exclusive
department store, claims that it 'would never
do anything as down-market as discounting',
but even the snootiest retailers may find that
they have to respond to the discounters.

Value pricing involves more than just cutting
prices. It means finding the delicate balance
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between quality and price that gives target consumers the value they seek. To consumers, Value'
is not the same as 'cheap'. Value pricing requires
price cutting coupled with finding ways to maintain or even improve the quality while still
making a profit. Consumers who once enjoyed
high-quality brand-name products now want the
same high quality, but at much lower prices. Thus
value pricing often involves redesigning products
and production processes to lower costs, while
preserving profit margins at lower prices.
Although the trend towards value pricing
began with die recession, its roots run much deeper.
The trend reflects marketers' reactions to a fundamental change in consumer attitudes, resulting from
the ageing of the baby boomers and their increased
financial pressures. Today's 'squeezed consumers' saddled with debt and facing increased expenses
for child rearing, home buying and pending
retirement - will continue to demand more value
long after the economy improves. Even before the
economy soured, buyers were beginning to rethink
the price-quality equation. Thus value pricing is

likely to remain a crucial strategy. Winning over
tomorrow's increasingly shrewd consumers will
require finding ever-new ways to offer them more
for less.

In many business-to-busincss marketing situations, the pricing challenge is to
find ways to adjust the value of the company's marketing offer in order to escape
price competition and to justify higher prices and margins. This is especially true
for suppliers of commodity products, which are characterized by little differentiation and intense price competition. In such cases, many companies adopt valueadded strategies. Rather than cutting prices to match competitors, they attach
value-added services to differentiate their offers and thus support higher margins.
When General Electric expanded a no-frost refrigerator, it needed more
shipping boxes fast. The Irish packaging supplier Smurfit Corporation
assigned a coordinator to juggle production from three of its plants - and
sometimes even divert products intended for other customers — to keep
GE's Decatur plant humming. This kind of value-added hustling helped
Smurfit win the GE appliance unit's 'Distinguished Supplier Award'. It has
also sheltered Smurfit from the struggle of competing only on price.
'Today, it's not just getting the best price but getting the best value - and
there are a lot of pieces to value,' says a vice president for procurement at
Emerson Electric Company, a major Smurfit customer that has cut its
supplier count by 65 per cent,14

Geographical Pricing
A company must also decide how to price its products to customers located in
different parts of the country or the world. Should the company risk losing the
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geographical pricing
Pricing bused on "where
customers are located.

business of more distant customers by charging them higher prices to cover the
higher shipping costs? Or should the company charge all customers the same
prices regardless of location? We will look at five geographical pricing strategies for
the following hypothetical situation:
The Tromsp a.s. is a Norwegian paper products company selling to
customers all over Europe. The cost of freight is high and affects the
companies from whom customers buy their paper. Tromso wants to
establish a geographical pricing policy. It is trying to determine how to
price a Nkr] ,000order to three specific customers: Customer A (Oslo);
Customer B (Amsterdam) and Customer C (Barcelona).

FOB-origin pricing
A geographic pricing
strategy in which goods
arc placed free on board
a carrier; [he customer
pays the freight from
the factory to the
destination.
uniform delivered
pricing
A geographic pricing
strategy in -which the
company charges the
same price phtsfreight
to all customers,
regardless of their
location.
zone pricing
A geographic pricing
strategy in which the
company sets up tiao or
more zones. All
customers within a zone
pay the same total price;
the more distant the
zone, the higher the
price.
basing-poiiit pricing
A geographic pricing
strategy in which the
seller designates some
city as a basing point
and charges all
customers the freight
cost from that city to the
customer location,
regardless of the city
from which the goods
are actually shipped.

One option is for Tromso to ask each customer to pay the shipping cost from the
factory to the customers location. All three customers would pay the same factory
price of Nkrl ,000, with Customer A paying, say, NkrIOO for shipping; Customer B,
NkrlSO; and Customer C, Nkr250. ("ailed FOB-origin pricing, this practice means
that the goods are placed^rce on board (hence, FOB) a carrier. At that point the
title and responsibility pass to the customer, which pays the freight from the
factory to the destination.
Because each customer picks up its own cost, supporters of FOB pricing feel
that this is the fairest way to assess freight charges. The disadvantage, however, is
that Troms0 will be a high-cost firm to distant customers. If Tromso's main
competitor happens to be in Spain, this competitor will no doubt outsell Tromse
in Spain. In fact, the competitor would outsell Troms0 in most of southern
Europe, whereas Troms0 would dominate the north.
Uniform delivered pricing is the exact opposite of FOB pricing. Here, the
company charges the same price plus freight to all customers, regardless of their
location. The freight charge is set at the average freight cost. Suppose this is
Nkrl50. Uniform delivered pricing therefore results in a higher charge to the Oslo
customer (which pays NkrlSO freight instead of NkrIOO) and a lower charge to
the Barcelona customer (who pays NkrlSO instead of Nkr250). On the one hand,
the Oslo customer would prefer to buy paper from another local paper company
that uses FOB-origin pricing. On the other hand, Troms0 has a better chance of
winning over the Spanish customer. Other advantages of uniform delivered
pricing are that it is fairly easy to administer and it lets the firm advertise its price
nationally.
Zone pricing falls between FOB-origin pricing and uniform delivered pricing,
The company sets up two or more zones. All customers within a given zone pay a
single total price; the more distant the zone, the higher the price. For example,
Troms0 might set up a Scandinavian zone and charge NkrIOO freight to all
customers in this zone, a northern Europe zone in which it charges NkrlSO and a
southern Europe zone in which it charges Kkr250. In this way, the customers
within a given price zone receive no price advantage from the company. For
example, customers in Oslo and Copenhagen pay the same total price to Tromsa.
The complaint, however, is that the Oslo customer is paying part of the
Copenhagen customer's freight cost. In addition, even though they may he within
a few miles of each other, a customer just barely on the south side of the line
dividing north and south pays much more than one that is just barely on the
north side of the line.
Using basing-point pricing, the seller selects a given city as a 'basing point'
and charges all customers the freight cost from that city to the customer location,
regardless of the city from which Che goods actually are shipped. For example,
Troms0 might set Oslo as the basing point and charge all customers NkrIOO plus
the freight from Oslo to their locations. This means that a Copenhagen customer
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pays the freight cost from Oslo to Copenhagen, even though the goods may be
shipped from Tromsn. Using a basing-point location other than the factory raises
the total price for customers near the factory and lowers the total price for
customers i'ar from the factory.
If all sellers used the same basing-point city, delivered priees would be the
same for all customers and price competition would he eliminated. Industries such as
sugar, cement, steel and cars used basing-point pricing for years, but this method
has become less popular today. Some companies set up multiple basing points to
create more flexibility: they quote freight charges from the basing-point city nearest
to the customer.
Finally, the seller that is anxious to do business with a certain customer or
geographical area might use freight-absorption pricing. Using this strategy, the
seller absorbs all or part of the actual freight charges in order to get the desired
business. The seller might reason that it' it can get more business, its average costs
will fall and more than compensate for its extra freight cost. Freight-absorption
pricing is used for market penetration and to hold on to increasingly competitive
markets.

freight-absoiptii

>n

pricing
A geographic pric-ing
strategy in which the
company absorbs all or
part of the actual freight
charges in order to get
the business.

International Pricing
Companies that market their products internationally must deeide what prices to
charge in the different countries in which they operate. In some cases, a company can set
a uniform worldwide price. For example, Airbus sells its jetliners at about the same
price everywhere, whether in the United States, Europe or a Third World country.
However, most companies adjust their prices to reflect local market conditions and
cost considerations.
The price that a company should charge in a .specific country depends on
many factors, including economic conditions, competitive situations, laws and
regulations, and development of the wholesaling and retailing system. Consumer
perceptions and preferences may also vary from country to country, calling for
International price
escalation: a pair ofLevi's
selling/or S30 in the United
States goes for over £60 in a
Levi's boutique in Korea and
other Pacific Rim countries.
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different prices. Or the company may have different marketing objectives iii
various world markets, which require changes in pricing strategy. For example,
Sony might introduce a new product into mature markets in highly developed
countries with the goal of quickly gaining mass-market share — this would call for
a penetration pricing strategy. In contrast, it might enter a less developed market
by targeting smaller, less price-sensitive segments - in this case, market-skimming
pricing makes sense.
Costs play an important role in setting international prices. Travellers abroad are
often surprised to find that goods which are relatively inexpensive at home may
carry outrageously higher price tags in other countries. A pair of Levi's selling for
830 in the United States goes for about $M in Tokyo and 888 in Paris. A
McDonald's Big Mac selling for a modest S2.25 in the United States costs $5.75 in
Moscow. Pink Floyd's 'Dark Side of the Moon' CD sells for $14.99 in the United
States, but costs about 822 in the EU. Conversely, a (hied handbag going for only
$60 in Milan, Italy, fetches 0240 in the United States. In some cases, such price
escalation may result from differences in selling strategies or market conditions.
In most instances, however, it is simply a result of the higher costs of selling in
foreign markets - the additional costs of modifying the product, higher shipping
and insurance costs, import tariffs and taxes, costs associated with exchange-rate
fluctuations and higher channel and physical distribution costs.
For example, Campbell found that its distribution costs in the United
Kingdom were 30 per cent higher than in the United States. US retailers typically
purchase soup in large quantities - 48-can cases of a single soup by the dozens,
hundred or carloads. In contrast. English grocers purchase; soup iu small quantities - typically in 24-can cases of assorted soups. Each case must be handpacked for shipment. To handle these small orders, Campbell had to add a costly
extra wholesale level to its European channel. The smaller orders also mean that
English retailers order two or three times as often as their US counterparts,
bumping up billing and order costs. These and other factors caused Campbell to
charge much higher prices for its soups in the UK.1-1
Thus international pricing presents some special problems and complexities.
We discussed international pricing issues in more detail in Chapter 5.

Price Changes
After developing their price structures and strategies, companies often face situations in which they must initiate price changes or respond to price changes by
competitors.

Initiating Price Changes
In some cases, the company may find it desirable to initiate cither a price cut or a
price increase. In both cases, it must anticipate possible buyer and competitor
reactions.

• Initiating Price Cuts
Several situations may lead a firm to consider cutting its price. One such circumstance is excess capacity. In this case, the firm needs more business and cannot
get it through increased sales effort, product improvement or other measures. It
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may drop its follow-the-leader pricing - charging about the same price as its
leading competitor - and aggressively cut prices to boost sales. But as the airline,
construction equipment and other industries have learned in recent years,
cutting prices in an industry loaded with excess capacity may lead to price wars
as competitors try to hold on to market share.
Another situation leading to price changes is falling market share in the face
of strong price competition. Several American industries - cars, consumer electronics, cameras, watches and steel, for example - lost market share to Japanese
competitors whose high-quality products carried lower prices than did their
American counterparts. In response, American companies resorted to more
aggressive pricing action. General Motors, for example, cut its subcompact car
prices by ]0 per cent on the West ('oast, where Japanese competition was
strongest."'
A company may also cut prices in a drive to dominate the market through
lower costs. Either the company starts with lower costs than its competitors or it
cuts prices in the hope of gaining market share that will further cut costs through
larger volume. Bausch & Lomb used an aggressive low-cost, low-price strategy to
become an early leader in the competitive soft contact-lens market.

• Initiating Price Increases
In contrast, many companies have had to raise prices in recent years. They do
this knowing that the price increases may be resented by customers, dealers and
even their own sales force. Yet a successful price increase can greatly increase
profits. For example, if the company's profit margin is 3 per cent of sales, a I per
cent price increase will increase profits by 33 per cent if sales volume is unaffected.
A considerable factor in price increases is cost inflation. Rising costs squeeze
profit margins and lead companies to regular rounds of price increases. Companies
often raise their prices by more than the cost increase in anticipation of further
inflation. Another factor leading to price increases is overdemand: when a
company cannot supply all its customers' needs, it can raise its prices, ration
products to customers or both.
Companies can increase their prices in a number of ways to keep up with
rising costs. Prices can be raised almost invisibly by dropping discounts and
adding higher-priced units to the line. Or prices can be pushed up openly. In
passing price increases on to customers, the company should avoid the image of
price gouging. The price increases should be supported with a company communication programme telling customers why prices are being increased. The
company sales force should help customers find ways to economize.
Where possible, the company should consider ways to meet higher costs or
demand without raising prices. For example, it can shrink the product instead of
raising the price, as confectionery manufacturers do. Or it can substitute less expensive ingredients or remove certain product features, packaging or services. Or it
can 'unbundle' its products and services, removing and separately pricing elements
that were formerly part of the offer. IBM, for example, now offers training and
consulting as separately priced services.

• Buyer Reactions to Price Changes
Whether the price is raised or lowered, the action will affect buyers, competitors,
distributors and suppliers, and may interest government as well. Customers do
not always interpret prices in a straightforward way. They may view a price cut in
several ways. For example, what would you think if Sony were suddenly to cut its
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VCR prices in half? You might think that these VCRs are about to be replaced by
newer models or that they have some fault and are not selling well. You might
think that Sony is in financial trouble and may not stay in the business long
enough to supply future parts. You might believe that quality has been reduced.
Or you might think that the price will come down even further and that it will pay
to wait and see.
Similarly, a price increase, which would normally lower sales, may have some
positive meanings for buyers. What would you think if Sony raised the price of its
latest VCR model? On the one hand, you might think that the item is very 'hot'
and may be unobtainable unless you buy it soon. Or you might think that tlie
recorder is unusually good value. On the other hand, you might think that Sony is
greedy and charging what the traffic will bear.

• Competitor Reactions to Price Changes
A firm considering a price change has to worry about the reactions of its competitors as well as its customers. Competitors are most likely to react when the number of
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Figure 17.2

Price reaction programme for meeting a competitor's price cut

firms involved is small, when the product; is uniform and when the buyers are well
informed.
How can the firm figure out the likely reactions of its competitors? If the firm
laees one large competitor and if the competitor tends to react in a set way to
priee changes, that reaction can be easily anticipated. Rut if the competitor treats
eaeh price change as a fresh challenge and reacts according to its self-interest, the
company will have to figure nut just what makes up the competitors self-interest
at the time.
The problem is complex because, like the customer, the competitor can interpret a company price cut in many ways. It might think the company is trying to
grab a larger market share, that the company is doing poorly and trying to boost
its sales or that the company wants the whole industry to cut prices to increase
total demand.
When there are several competitors, the company must guess eaeh competitors
likely reaction. If all competitors behave alike, this amounts to analyzing only a typical
competitor. In contrast, if the competitors do not behave alike - perhaps because of
differences in sixe, market shares or policies - then separate analyses are necessary.
However, if some competitors will match the priee change, there is good reason to
expect that the rest will also match it.

Responding to Price Changes
Here we reverse the question and ask how a firm should respond to a price change
by a competitor. The firm needs to consider several questions: Why did the
competitor change the price? Was it to make more market share, to use excess
capacity, to meet changing cost conditions or to lead an industry-wide price
change? Is the price change temporary or permanent? What will happen to the
company's market share and profits if it does not respond? Are other companies
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Excuse Mo, Bui Do You
Accept Money?

Marketing
Highlight
17.3

Cash is out of fashion. Increasingly
people pay, for even small transactions, by credit card, debit card
or, in many parts of Europe, prepaid smart cards. People are as
uninterested in seeing their money
as they are the petrol they buy for
their car - with a credit card, of
course. Money, and the constraints it imposes, will disappear.
Because of financial liberalization, the spending
of both households and companies is becoming
less determined by immediate income or money
in the bank than by their expected wealth. Even
the resistance of ultra conservative Germany and
Marks & Spencer is crumbling; they will liberalize
the use of credit and debit cards soon.
People and companies are increasingly turning to trading their skills and produce without
using money. Want a plumbing job done? Fred
will do it if you will mow his lawn for a week and
baby-sit one night. What if the plumber does not
want anything you can provide? In that case,
clubs exist to trade credits. The plumber does the
job for you, but he can use his credits to get goods
or services from someone else and you have to
work off your debt. These networks are growing
so fast that governments are starting to worry
about them. They exist outside the tax system, so
people pay no VAT or income tax. Maybe that is
why people like them so much,
London's Capital Barter Corporation (CBC)
orchestrates third-party deals for a pool of 150
companies that offer their services for trade credits rather than cash. CBC's deals range from a £15
restaurant meal to a £15,000 stock of computers.
The most popular items are airline tickets, photocopiers and computers. Barter is not just for small
deals between small firms - in the United States,
Lufthansa, Playtex and US Networks have all had
deals worth $2 million or more.
CBC and other barter companies, including
The Bartering Company, Business Barter Exchange
and Eurotrade, debit and credit their members'
accounts in 'trade pounds7. Each member has a
credit limit depending upon the size of the com-

pany and the tradability of its
products. But why barter rather
than get money instead? The marketing manager of Konica Business
machines explains: 'A lot of companies, when they find out how
much a fax machine is in trade
pounds, say they can get a better
deal by getting a discount in cash.
But if they think how much it
would cost to generate that cash,
they would find it cheaper to do
the deal in barter.' The value of
bartering is best when the incremental cost of
serving an extra client is low, explains the chief
executive of the International Reciprocal Trade
Association. Letting a room on barter, for example, costs the hotel only the price of laundry and
cleaning, since all the other costs are fixed. But
the buying power it earns in trade pounds is equal
to the full retail value of the room.
The Internet now has its own money.
Customers 'net-surf ing' through online 'shops' in
electronic 'shopping malls1 usually buy information, but increasingly they buy music, books and
clothes from 'e-catalogues'. How do they pay?
Punching in credit eard numbers is one way, but
hackers make this method insecure. Lee Stern, a
Californian entrepreneur, thinks he has the
answer with his First Virtual Holdings bank, 'The
world's first truly electronic bank'. In this, both
buyers and sellers must have accounts with the
First Virtual. To buy through the Internet, the
buyers give the sellers their account numbers and
the goods are shipped. Periodically, the seller
reports sales to First Virtual, which uses e-mail to
ask the buyer for confirmation. That being done,
the buyer's credit card is automatically debited.
The Dutch firm DigiCash is close to having a
system that is simpler than the virtual banks. Its
e-money works like a prepaid smart card. The
problem it has had to solve is, again, security:
how to make sure the e-money is spent only ones.
DigiCash checks the card's electronic signature
with the card's supplier for each transaction in
order to make sure the transaction is valid.
Governments worry about e-money. The Virtual
economy' is already the size of the Netherlands' and
who can guess how big it will be within a decade?
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With digital cash zipping across the Internet's
'cyberspace', how can tax inspectors keep tabs on
it? E-cash pushes the idea of money to the limit.
It has no intrinsic value and hardly a trace of
physical existence. Internet is pushing to the limits
die question: what makes money worth what it is
worth? Two Irish economists, Browne and Fell,
see money disappearing altogether. They argue
that e-money will replace cash, bonds will replace
the money market, and a standard of value will be
established in which prices are divorced from the
means of payment. Values, they say, will ultimately be measured with a unit of account defined

for a basket of goods. Maybe the Mars Bar will
become the ultimate unit of currency because it
contains a very representative balance of commodities and manufacture.

going to respondV What are the competitor's and other firms' responses to each
possible reaction likely to be?
Besides these issues, the company must make a broader analysis. It has to
consider its own product's stage in the life cycle, its importance in the company's
product mix, the intentions and resources of the competitor and the possible
consumer reactions to price changes. The company cannot always make an
extended analysis of its alternatives at the time of a price change, however. The
competitor may have spent much time preparing this decision, but the company
may have to react within hours or days. About the only way to cut down reaction
time is to plan ahead for both possible price changes and possible responses by
the competitor.
Figure 17.2 shows the ways that a company might assess and respond to a
competitor's price cut. Once the company has determined that the competitor
has out its price and that this price reduction is likely to harm company sales and
profits, it might simply decide to hold its current price and profit margin. The
company might believe that it will not lose too much market share or that it would
lose too much profit if it reduced its own price. It might decide that it should wait
and respond when it has more information on the effects of the competitor's price
change. For now, it might be willing to hold on to good customers, while giving up
the poorer ones to the competitor. The argument against this holding strategy,
however, is that the competitor may get stronger and more confident as its sales
increase and the company might wait too long to act.
If the company decides that effective action can and should be taken, it might
make any of the four responses:
1.

Reduce price. The leader might drop its price to the competitor's
price. It may decide that the market is price sensitive and that it
would lose too much market share to the lower-priced competitor.
Or it might worry that recapturing lost market share later would be too
hard. Cutting price will reduce the company's profits in the short run.
Some companies might also reduce their product quality, services and
marketing communications to retain profit margins, but this ultimately
will hurt long-run market share. The company should try to maintain its
quality ;is it cuts prices.
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2.

3.

4.

Raise perceived quality. The company might maintain its price but
strengthen the perceived value of its offer. It could improve its
communications, stressing the relative quality of its product over that of
the lower-price competitor. The firm may find it cheaper to maintain
price and spend money to improve its perceived quality than to out
price and operate at a lower margin.
Improve quality and increase price. The company might increase
quality and raise its price, moving its brand into a higher price position.
The higher quality justifies the higher price, which in turn preserves
the company's higher margins. Or the company can hold price on the
current product and introduce a new brand at a higher price position.
Launch low-price 'fighting brand'. One of the best responses is to
add lower-price items to the line or to create a separate lower-price
brand. This is necessary if the particular market segment being lost is
price sensitive and will not respond to arguments of higher quality.
Thus, when attacked on price by Fuji, Kodak introduced low-priced
Fun time film. When challenged on priee by store brands and other
low-priced entrants, Nestle turned a number of its brands into
fighting brands, including Fussell's condensed milk. In response to
priee pressures, Miller cut the price of its High Life brand by 20 per
cent in most markets and sales jumped 9 per cent in less than a year.17

Pricing strategies and tactics form an important element of a company's marketing mix. In setting prices, companies must carefully consider a great many internal
and external factors before choosing a price that will give them the greatest competitive advantage in selected target markets. However, companies are not usually free
to charge whatever prices they wish. Several laws restrict pricing practices and a
number of ethical considerations affect pricing decisions. Pricing strategies and
tactics also depend upon the way that we pay for things. Increasingly what we spend
does not depend on how much money we have on us or how much we earned that
week. These days our money is rarely something we sec or feel; it is the electronic
transmission of data between files. Also, as currency is becoming an increasingly
small part of our lives, barter is coming back in international and interpersonal
dealing. Marketing Highlight 17,3 tells more about how money is changing.

Summary
Pricing is a dynamic process. Companies design a pricing structure that covers
all their products. They change this structure over time and adjust it to account
for different customers and situations.
Pricing strategies usually change as a product passes through its life cycle.
The company can decide on one of several price-quality strategies lor introducing an imitative product. In pricing innovative new products, it can follow a
skimming policy by initially setting high prices to 'skim' the maximum amount of
revenue from various segments of the market. Or it can use penetration pricing
by setting a low initial price to win a large market share.
When the product is part of a product mix, the firm searches for a set of prices
that will maximize the profits from the total mix. The company decides on price
steps for items in its product line and on the pricing of optional products, captive
products, by-products and product bundles.
Companies apply a variety of price-adjustment strategies to account for
differences in consumer segments and situations. One is discount and allowancl
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pricing, whereby the company establishes cash discounts, quantity discounts, functional discounts, seasonal discounts and allowances. A second, is segmented pricing,
whereby die company sets different prices for different customers, product forms,
places or times. A third is psychological pricing, whereby the company adjusts
the price to communicate better a product's intended position. A fourth is promotional pricing, whereby the company decides on loss-leader pricing, special-event
pricing and psychological discounting. A fifth is value pricing, whereby the
company offers just the right combination of quality and good service at a fair
price. A sixth is geographical pricing, whereby the company decides how to price
to distant customers, choosing from such alternatives as FOB pricing, uniform
delivered pricing, zone pricing, hasing-point pricing and freight-absorption
pricing. A seventh is international pricing, whereby the company adjusts its
price to meet different conditions and expectations in different world markets.
When a firm considers initiating a price change, it must consider customers'
and competitors' reactions. Customers' reactions are influenced by the meaning
that customers see in the price change. Competitors' reactions flow from a set
reaction policy or a fresh analysis of each situation. The firm initiating the price
change must also anticipate the probable reactions of suppliers, intermediaries
and government.
The firm that faces a price change initiated by a competitor must try to
understand the competitor's intent as well as the likely duration and impact of the
change. If a swift reaction is desirable, the firm should preplan its reactions to
different possible price actions by competitors. When facing a competitor's price
change, the company might sit tight, reduce its own price, raise perceived quality,
improve quality and raise price, or launch a fighting brand.
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Discussing the Issues
Describe which strategy - market skimming or market
penetration - is appropriate for the following
products: (a) Procter & Gamble's new Ariel Future
laundry detergent; (b) Reebok's latest, 'new-tech'
aerobics shoes; (e) an American Diner that has
recently opened a restaurant right opposite
McDonald's in the city's shopping centre. Why arc
these the right strategies lor these companies?

American Express offers three tiers of 'product' to
customers - a green card, a gold card and a platinum
card. The membership fee (price) rises from £100 for .,
the green card to £200 for the gold and £300 for the
platinum. What pricing strategy is adopted by AmEx?
Do you think this type of strategy is effective? Why or
why not?
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3,

A leading brand of room spray is priced at S2.50 for a
150 ml bottle. A elose competitor launched ;i similar
product prieed at £1.99 for 300 ml and quickly became
the no. 1 brand. Discuss the psychological aspects of
this pricing. What sort of company image do you think
the competitor possesses to allow the use of this
superb-value strategy? Would a similar strategy work
for the leading no. 1 brand? Why or why not?

4.

The formula for household chlorine bleaching agents
is virtually identical for all brands. One brand, Clorox,
charges a premium price for this same product, yet
remains an unchallenged market leader in some
national markets. What docs this imply about the
value of a brand name? Arc there ethical issues
involved in this type of pricing?

Manufacturers of clothing, confectionery, crockery
;ind other consumer products arc often faced with 'byproducts' - such as reject goods that are not quite
perfect and fail to meet the high standards of retailers
and consumers. There is, however, a market for such
'rejects'. What strategy should be used for pricing
these products?
A Bodum coffee percolator sells for under £20 in a
department store in London. The same device is
prieed at ^80 in Tang's, a local department store in
Singapore. What do you think accounts for the
discrepancy in price? Can you list other products or
services that would reflect a similar international
pricing pattern?

Applying the Concepts
Go to your local supermarket or a grocery store you
regularly shop at. Take a few product categories.
Observe the sizes and prices within product
categories. Are the package sizes (weight or number of
units contained) comparable across brands? Find
instances where a manufacturer seems to have made a
smaller package in order to charge (a) a lower price
and (b) a higher price. Arc there any instances where
(a) a higher price is charged for larger packages and
(b) ;i discount is given on larger packages? Why do
you think manufacturers adopt these pricing
strategics? Do they appear effective? L'nder what
circumstances are they effective?

You are probably familiar with the seasonal sales that
take place at certain times of the year. Examples are
the •summer sales', 'Christmas sales' and 'New Year
sales'. Why do retailers run these sales each year?
Would it be more effective for a retailer to
differentiate from others by offering discounts outside,
rather than during, the conventional seasonal sales
periods? Why or why not? In general, how effective
are discount and allowance pricing Strategies?
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Case 17
Amaizer: It Tastes Awful, but We're Working on It
AMAIZER is A NEW SAVOURY snack made from maize. Its method of manufacture is similar to cornflakes breakfast cereal, but it is to be sold as a savoury
snack. Amaizers look like potato crisps, but arc more golden and regular in
shape. Raw materials and manufacturing costs are higher than for potato
chips, but they are healthier - in their basic form, they contain the same
calories, but are low in saturates and cholesterol.
Amaizer is sweeter than potato crisps, but it can be flavoured.
Unfortunately, consumer trials showed that the Amaizer versions of popular
crisp flavours - salt and vinegar, cheese and onion, etc. - 'taste awful'.
Research and development was still working on the taste of these flavours.
Meanwhile, the aim was to launch the product with four flavours that
consumers did like: regular, sweet and sour, honey roasted ham and '1,000
Islands'dressing.
Although originally designed to use spare breakfast cereal capacity, the
developed product needed dedicated plant. This produces Amaizer for a
direct cost of £1,500 per tonne, excluding the cost of capital. With potato
snacks selling for £3,000 per tonne, the brand manager was confident about
the product's profitability.
The brand manager's confidence crashed, however, when sales, finance
and market research each came up with recommended prices. The finance
officer demanded that the price be set to cover the usual 100 per cent overhead charge plus a 20 per cent margin. His suggested price of £3,600 per tonne
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gave a very satisfactory £180,000 profit for the targeted 300 tonne annual sales.
Unfortunately, the finance officer's view conflicted with the sales
manager's, who wanted the price to be $100 per tonne below potato crisps.
The sales manager claimed that only with a price advantage could they
achieve the target sales against the established competition. The sales
manager added that a low initial price would also compensate traders for the
extra shelf space Amaizer used. Amaizcr was bulkier than potato crisps and
therefore needed about 20 per cent extra shelf space.
The marketing researcher's contribution to the pricing debate confused
the brand manager even more. Rather than giving a price, the researcher
gave a string of prices and sales and, to the annoyance of the finance officer,
some financial information:
Price (£000)
Sales (tonnes)

2,5
400

3.0
350

3.5
280

4.0
200

4.5
100

The researcher also estimated £300,000 annual fixed operating cost for
the product and capital investment thai depended upon the annual volumes
produced.
Annual sales (tonnes)
Capital investment (£000)

400
2,250

350
2,000

280
1,650

200
1,200

100
600

'I assume you know that our average cost of capital is 15 per cent,'
commented the finance officer.
'All very impressive,' said the brand manager, 'but what price should we
charge?'
'That all depends on what you want to achieve,' replied the researcher.

QUESTIONS
1. Evaluate the pricing suggestions of the sales, finance and market
research officers.
2.
3.

What criteria should be used to select the best price?
What prices give the highest gross margins, return on investment,
capital cost covered (C3), economic value added (EVA), net
contribution, sales value and sales volume (Marketing Highlight 16.3
shows how to calculate these)?
4. Based on the EVA results, what price would you choose and why?
What do you notice about the room to manoeuvre around the optimum
prices?
5. Assuming a price of £3,500 per tonne, what would he the best
advertising strategy, given the following advertising response?
Advertising (£000)
25
50
100
200
400
Sales (tonnes)
180
210
280
360
420
Capital investment (£000) 1,100 1,250 1,650 2,050 2,300
6. How docs the optimum advertising level influenced by the price?
SOURCES: Adapted from in-ctmipany information. Names and figures have been changed for
commercial reasons.

Overview Case Five

Stena Sealink versus
Le Shuttle,
Eurostar and the Rest
The Channel Tunnel: about as welcome to cross-channel
ferry operators as Henry Ford was to carriage makers.
In July 1994 Stena Sealink, the Swedish ferry company, was waiting
for the outcome of a battle caused by the opening of the Channel
Tunnel between Folkestone and Calais. Although the tunnel carried only four
Eurostar trains a day in each direction between London and Paris, cross-channel
ferry prices had already dropped to 20 per cent of 1993 levels. On some routes the
competition was particularly intensive and it had given rise to the court battle
between France's Brittany Ferries and the United Kingdom's P & O. At the heart of
the case was P & O's Ffr49 three-day return fare for passengers originating in
France on the 'long route' between Cherbourg and Le Havre in France and
Portsmouth in England.
To qualify for the reduced fare, passengers had to collect three coupons from
Ouesf-France, a regional newspaper covering the main catchment area for the
Cherbourg-Portsmouth service. Brittany applied for an immediate injunction
against P & O's 'loss-leading' prices at the Tribunal de Commerce in Rennes. Since
Brittany Ferries' owners are 4,000 French farmers and regional councils, they
have considerable influence in that part of France. Brittany Ferries' main accusation was: 'predatory pricing, whieh we believe breaks French law if it is proved
to be intentionally aimed at eliminating rivals'. It complained that the massive
price cut to 75 per cent of normal tariffs throughout the peak summer season
made profits impossible. P & O asked the court to find itself unable to rule, since it
was impossible to stipulate fares when some sailings carried ] ,600 passengers and
others as few as 10. Industry experts say companies can gain by packing ferries
with cheap-rate passengers, who swell profits by spending on food, drink and
souvenirs during the voyage.
Stena Sealink entered the fray at the end of the summer season when promotional fares in the United Kingdom dropped to Sl.The Central Committee of
French Ship Owners (CCFSO) and their sailors' union demanded that the EU
should impose minimum fares on cross-channel routes. They also wanted to bar
all non-EU citizens from working on the ferries and claimed that, for safety
reasons, all crew members must speak French. 'We believe it our duty to offer the
keenest possible fare and that is what we do,' argued P & O in defence of its low
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fares. 'We thrive on competition which benefits the consumer and we would
oppose any move to disrupt that.' Stena Sealink added: 'It would be ridiculous to
increase prices in such a competitive industry.' The CCFSO responded to these
comments: 'It is not our intention to be protectionist. Protection is where you
erect customs or other barriers to trade. It is not protectionist to seek to save the
jobs of French seafarers.' Brittany Ferries had other problems, too. In 1993 it lost
Ffr90 million on a turnover of FfrSOO million, and had borrowings of Ffr 1,400
million.
Competition by Sea
Stena Sealink has 30 per cent of the cross-channel market of 3D million annual
passengers. P & O is market leader with a 42 per cent share, and Brittany Ferries
is no. 3 with 9 per cent. Other contenders are Sally Line, owned by the Finnish
Effjohn Oy group, and the United Kingdom's Hoverspeed, each with about 7 per
cent of the market. Hoverspeed is unlike the other operators in that it uses fast
ear-carrying hovercraft and Seacats rather than boats. A further 40 million
passengers cross the channel by air each year.
Short routes dominate the cross-channel market. Ol the 24 million passengers travelling between the United Kingdom and France, 16 million take the
intensively competitive Dover-Calais route. Of these, 9 million go by P & (>, 6
million by Stena Sealink and 1 million by Hoverspeed. Although conspicuous for
their consumer pricing and advertising, Sally Lines and Brittany Ferries arc
minor contenders on the short routes most threatened by the Channel Tunnel.
Not only are fares down by an average of 20 per cent, but the quality of the ships
and the frequency of the service they offer is also up. Both P & O and Stena
Scalink have live vessels on the route.
The short route is critical to both the big operators. In 1993 P & O made £77
million operating profits on sales of £615 million, while Stena Sealink made £24
million profits on £380 million sales. However, P & O depended upon duty and
tax-free sales for one-third of its profits. The market will decline. Eurotunnel
aimed for half of a 40 million sea-going cross-channel passenger market by 1996.
In the opinion of London-based brokers, NatWest Markets: 'The route can work
with six vessels between them operating a service every 45 minutes.1 The competition has already claimed one victim. Olau Lines, subsidiary of the German TT
Line, stopped trading in May 1994. As the Channel Tunnel's threat increases and
competition on the short routes intensifies, Stena Sealink and P & O are looking
to the less competitive long routes. Hence P & O's quick purchase of Olati's luxury
ferries to compete against Brittany Ferries between Portsmouth and Le Havre.
The Channel Tunnel will not affect all ferry traffic equally. Travellers between
England and western France and Spain can avoid London and the congested
south-east of England by taking a ferry from the south coast to Brittany or Spain.
Similarly, travellers to or from the Midlands or north of England have a choice of
ferries from the east coast to north European destinations. A problem with these
routes is time. Ferries are slow and the journeys take between several hours to
over a day, depending on the route. That means less regular services, provisions of
cabins, bigger ships and. of course, higher costs. Nevertheless, Le Havre has spent
£27 million building a new terminal to cope with increased demand and Dieppe
has been given £6 million of regional funds to help pay for a new ferry terminal.
Ferry operators also hope to keep a high share of the eoinmereial trade on the
short routes. Along with the 4 million cars that cross the channel each year are
170,000 coaches and 1.3 million commercial vehicles. A survey among ] 02 senior
transport executives found 62 per cent of transport companies believed that their
drivers would prefer to stick with the ferries, while 84 per cent thought that the
ferries would offer better facilities than the tunnel. 'We've managed perfectly well
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without a tunnel; I don't see it making a big difference except for the novelty
value,' said one transport executive. Seania, the heavy-truck company which
commissioned the survey, commented: 'Eurotunnel has predicted it will carry
more than 8 million tonnes of freight in its first full year of operation and it aims
to take a significant share of the ferries' freight business. Our survey shows they
may be in for a big surprise.'
The removal of customs between European countries has created a new business for the ferry companies. The British are pouring across the channel to buy
alcoholic drinks in France, where excise duties are much lower than in the United
Kingdom. France levies SI.57 less than the United Kingdom on a bottle of champagne; 99p less on a bottle of still wine; and 25p less on a pint of beer. Since pretax
prices are also low in France, total savings can be up to £60 on a case of champagne or £10 on six litres of some beers. The Wine and Spirits Federation reckons
that 9 per cent ot' domestic sales of wine and 15 per cent of beer drunk in British
homes arc personal imports that avoid UK taxes. Some of the imports are from
holiday-makers 'stoeking-up' on their way through France or from legitimate daytrippers whose main aim is to get the tax-free booze. They can import up to a
year's supply of alcohol for personal consumption. The ferry companies benefited
from the doubling of the day-tripper market in 1994. However, Whitbrcad, the
brewers, estimates that 30 per cent of the cross-channel booze trade, and the
fastest growing part, was by organized bootleggers. They can make a profit of £324
per journey and can make up to four trips a day. After each trip they unload their
vans on to trucks at Dover for distribution in the north of England. The British
government and the Brewers and Licensed Retailers Association are unhappy
about this trade, but not the ferry companies.
Competition Under and Over the Sea
The Channel Tunnel poses two commercial challenges to Steiia Sealink: Eurostar
and Le Shuttle. Eurostar is a passenger rail service, initially operating on the main
London—Brussels and London-Paris routes, and Le Shuttle transports cars,
commercial vehicles, their drivers and passengers between Folkestone and
Calais. Eurostar's pricing is targeting the business passenger between the
European capitals, which are on Europe's busiest air routes. Eurostar's £195 firstclass fare between London and Paris savagely undercuts British Airways' and Air
France's £318 business class fare. However, both prices are well above the £79
first-class passenger rail fare for using British Rail, Stena Sealink and SNCF to get
between the centres of London and Paris. In contrast, the cheapest Eurostar fare
(£95) is more expensive than both the cheapest air fares (£85) and the lowest
priee for rail-sea-rail (£62).
Eurostar aims to capture 60 per cent of the London-Paris and LondonBrussels traffic, but British Airways see Eurostar as just another player in an
already competitive market. The airline expects a dent in its business, but only in
the London area. Many of its daily flights to Paris depart from elsewhere in the
United Kingdom. Similarly, British Midland, a regional airline, is confident. It
concedes that Eurostar will have the benefit of novelty, but does not think it will
halt the airline's progress - it achieved a 27 per cent increase in year-on-year
demand for its European services in the last quarter of 1994. British Midland
believes that the inner-city location of the train terminals will count against
Eurostar. Sabina, Belgium's national airline, is similarly dismissive: 'The tunnel is
not a major worry. Parking facilities are poor at both Waterloo and Gare du Midi in
Brussels, which will be an off-putting factor for businesspeople using the train.
We're confident we can stay on top.' Nevertheless, Sabina has entered the fray by
joining with Avis to give businesspeople flying to Brussels from Gatwick or
Manchester a free day's car hire. British Airways also admits that its £75 million

relaunch of its Club Europe service for business travellers was in direct response
to the tunnel. Eurostar has started small, but plans services from Birmingham,
Edinburgh. Glasgow and Manchester. By 1996 European Night Trains, whose
sleeper will have en suite bathrooms, will run from London to Amsterdam,
Dortmund and Frankfurt.
Stena Sealink's initial skirmish with Le Shuttle has given Stena confidence.
The cross-channel freight and passenger businesses are very price sensitive.
When Le Shuttle first started carrying trucks it did well, but then lost much of the
business once initial priee offers had finished. Le Shuttle's prices for the launch of
its full service in June 1995 were also thought too high compared with those of
ferries. Many in the industry believe that an attractive price would boost
customers. Christopher Garnett, commercial director of Eurotunnel, disagrees:
"Our research shows that there is no requirement to undercut the ferries. People
get worried when you talk about premium pricing, but we have scope to add value
and we will still be competitive.' Wendy Wong, Smith New Court analyst, explains
the conflict: 'Eurotunnel has to be careful with any price-cutting - it has some
anxious [and very long suffering] shareholders to consider.'
Fast. Luxurious or Inexpensive
Consultants Healey & Baker think the days of ferries and short-hop air travel are
numbered. They report that: 'it is now generally accepted that for distances over
300 km, rail is more economical than road'. Rail will compete with air for passengers' journeys within Europe and with road for freight. The importance of higherspeed travel having been realized, there has been wide-scale development of
high-speed networks and rail terminals throughout Europe. Brave new ventures
with high-speed trains have confounded critics. Spain's high-speed train, the .'WE,
almost broke even on its first full year of service. The train runs 471 km between
Madrid and Seville using trains similar to France's Train a Grande Vitesse (TGV)
and built by the same Anglo-French engineering group, GEG-Alsthorn. The AVE
slashed the rail time for the journey from 5 hours 55 minutes to 2 hours 40 and
mirrors the TGV's results:
•

•
•

The high-speed train captures most of the market. Before the AVE 51 per
cent of travellers on the route went by car and only 20 per cent by rail. The
figures arc now 39 per cent by car and 44 per cent by AVE.
Air travel is hard hit by high-speed trains. Iberia's share of the traffic on the
route dropped from 18 to 7 per cent because of AVE.
High-speed trains generate new customers. Twenty-four per cent of AVE
users had never before travelled between Madrid and Seville. Originally the
TGV between Paris and Lyon was projected to carry 6 million passengers a
year; in 1993 21 million people travelled the route.

Eurostar achieves similar drastic cuts in travel time. Eurostar'.s journey time
between London and Paris is 3 hours and between London and Brussels 3 hours
and 15 minutes - times that will fall even further with the completion of Belgian
and British high-speed links. Le Shuttle will take only 35 minutes and at peak
times there will be four trains an hour. It will also be unaffected by weather and
high seas. In competition P & O operates 25 sailings a day between Dover and
Calais and a 'proven motorway-to-motorway time of 105 minutes'. It intends to
speed up too, and has ordered a new high-speed Seacat for its FolkestoneBoulogne route.
The threat of the Channel Tunnel has stimulated other forms of competition
besides price cutting and speed. Targeting the frequent traveller, Sally Line has
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extended its nautical miles, frequent traveller programme. P & O's advertising
promotes the pleasure of the sea crossing: 'Why sail across the channel when you
can cruise across?' A substantial investment programme aims to give P & O 'the
best appointed ships on the channel'. Borrowing a lesson from the airlines, sailings have a new Club Class. This provides comfortable lounges, guaranteed
seating and free coffee and newspapers. Perhaps the ultimate attraction is peace
and freedom from Euro-schoolchildren. The company aiso intends to give its
passengers a lot more reason to spend money on board. P & O claims that revenue
from duty-free shops and other retail services already keeps fares down by an
average of 25 per cent. Shipboard shoppers are a captive market with time on
their hands. The whole 'cruise' experience contrasts with the service that Le
Shuttle offers. 'People want style and comfort, not the commodity-like impersonal
service of Le Shuttle,' says P ik O's passenger marketing and sales director, Brian
Langford. Le Shuttle's advantage is speed, but 'the time advantage will be wiped
out', says Langford, 'when people need to take a break after enduring the
"spartan" 30-minute tunnel journey'. Also, 'Le Shuttle will be charging a premium
for speed', claims another P & O spokesman, 'so it's unlikely they can match our
fares.' P & O's five-day return rates for a car and driver start at £57.
In many ways Eurotunnei's views concur with P & O's: 'You must remember,'
says Christopher (iarnett, 'we're in the business of transport, not leisure.' Unlike
truck drivers, who may leave their cabs for a quick meal in a separate carriage,
car passengers must remain with their vehicles. There is nothing; to see while in
the tunnel and little for the passengers to do. 'Le Shuttle is a means to an end for
most users and we will market it to those consumers simply as a way of reaching
their chosen destination,' says Garnett. 'But we ean build our business by giving
customers reasons to travel. We could, for example, use direct marketing" to
communicate with people we know enjoy practising sports in the north of France
and persuade them to visit the area because of the ease of using the tunnel.'
Wunderman Cato Johnson is handling the direct marketing" and David Butter, its
executive vice-president (Europe), predicts that Eurostar will be 'the leading
brand in European travel'. lie says Le Shuttle will 'change the way people relate to
the Channel and remove it as an obstacle to travel'.
Breaking All the Rules
A year after the full operation of the Channel Tunnel began, it was hard to square
the competition with financial reality. With 35 per cent market share of the short
route, the tunnel was still not attracting enough traffic to staunch its overwhelming losses. In an attempt to compete with one over expensive venture, the
ferry operators were competing to spend even greater amounts themselves by
operating bigger, faster ferries and planning to bring in even bigger and more luxurious boats. The competition has stimulated more passengers with 35 million
crossings in 1997 compared with 22 million a decade earlier. The biggest increase
is in French and other mainland European visitors crossing la manchv, who now
make up 30 per cent of the traffic. For many travellers the duty-free shopping is a
great incentive for the journey. Fares are so low that they can often be saved in
the duty-free shop. Lewis Carroll, author of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland,
could not have invented a market more bizarre - ferry companies spending
fortunes to compete with a huge loss-making competitor which will never go
away, all supported by allowing people tobuy health-damaging drugs duty free!
Stena's Dilemma
Stena Sealink had faced many sea squalls in the channel, but nothing like the
competitive squall it was facing now. Was the cross-channel ferry market going to
collapse? If so, how could Stena justify the investment that was necessary for it to

•
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compete effectively? Should it cut prices to match P & O's bargain basement
prices or invest in refurbishing ships to provide ;i luxury service? Could it crosssubsidize its price by getting passengers to spend more while on board, or .should
it concentrate on running a basic efficient service like Le Shuttle? Should it invest
in new terminals to help it serve the long channel crossings? One option was to
invest in radically new ships. There was a chance to leapfrog the competition by
buying huge high-speed, high-tech catamarans costing £130 million each. Being
the size of a football stadium, the vessels would be the biggest ferries in the world
and cruise at 40 knots. They could carry commercial vehicles, trailers, coaches
and ears plus 1,500 passengers each. They would have considerable room for
seating, bars, restaurants, cafeterias and duty-free shops, and, because of the
unique hull construction, be stable in all weathers. Should Stena, like P & 0,
invest in new terminals with even larger duty-free areas? And what will happen
when duty-free ends on 30 June 1999?
Maybe the competition from the Channel Tunnel would reduce. After saying
it bad got its forecasts wrong, London & Continental Railway, the people who run
the rail link between London and the tunnel asked for an extra £1.2 billion
subsidy over the next ten years on top of the £1.8 billion already agreed. At 5
million passengers a year, their request was for £100 per passenger over the
period. The government refused and threatened to nationalize the rail link,
including Eurostar, within 30 days.

QUESTIONS
1. Explain P & O's heavy discounting and Eurostar's pricing strategy.
2. Is Brittany Ferries right in saying the fares make profits impossible?
3. Should Stena Sealink follow P & O's price cutting? What else could it do?
4. Is P & O's discounting consistent with its luxury 'cruise' positioning?
5. What prevents Le Shuttle driving the ferries out by cutting prices? Does
Le Shuttle's speed advantage make its victory over the ferries inevitable?
6. Can Stena Sealink get away with charging more than P & O at any time,
any place, any way? What strategy should Stena Sealink follow? Should it
follow all P & O's moves, follow some, do something completely different
or, like Olau Line, get out?

SOURCES: 'Rough waters for P & O', Marketing Business (June 1990), p. 4; Charles Batehelor,
'Freight companies to shun the tunnel', fmcmeia/ Times (7 March 1994), p 7; Tom Burns, 'MadridSevilie fast vail link heads for profit'. Financial Times (15 March 1994), p. 2; 'Cross-channel booze:
glug glut;', The Economist (23 April 1994), pp. 30-1; Julie Read, 'Gut-price ferry fare sparks all-out
war', The European. (1-7 July 1994), p. 1; Chris Butler, 'Ferries chart new course for survival', The
European (1-7 July 1994), p. 19; Claire Murphy, 'A severe ease of tunnel vision', Marketing Week
(2 September 1994), pp. 21-2; Ian Fletcher, Trench sailors move to stop SI ferry bargain". Today
(20 September 1994), pp. 1-2; 'Tunnel vision', EuroBusinesft (October 1994), p. 18; Charles
Batehelor, 'Watch out, the drive ahead cuuld be rough'. Financial Tunes (3 October 1994), p. 14;
Clive Branson, 'The importance of being well connected'. The European (21-7 October 1994), p. 25;
Roderick Orarn, 'A stiff one for drink lobby'. Financial Times (22-3 October 1994), p. 6; Tony Parey,
'Battle of the Channel that breaks every rule', The European (20 June 1996) p. 21; Jon Rces. That
sinking feeling'. Marketing Week (8 March 1996), pp. ,18-9; Jon Kees. 'Ferry operators plan
sea-change', Marketing Week (26 July 1996), pp. 24-5; Charis Gresser, 'Channel rail link in
disarray", Financial TEmes (29 January 1998), p. 1.
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'Promise, large promise, is the soul of an advertisement'
DR JOHNSON (WRITER AND LEXICOGRAPHER)

Part Introduction
IN PART Six WE COVER THE third clement of [he marketing mix - promotion. We
show how organizations communicate and reach their various target markets.
Being able to design and develop a product or service that has all the features
that attract customers is one thing. Getting the message across to them, and ultimately capturing or retaining a customer is quite a different matter; consequently, marketers must learn how to communicate effectively with their
customers. Chapter 18 shows how to do this and gives an overview of the types of
marketing communication or the promotion mix. There is no one best communi-

CHAPTER 18
Integrated Marketing
Communication Strategy

cation tool or approach to use; rather, marketers must employ a combination of
tools and co-ordinate their strategies for each.
Chapter 19 addresses three mass communication tools - advertising, sales
promotion and public relations efforts. We see how they help to achieve different
types of response from consumers. Furthermore, we explore the opportunities
and the barriers facing marketers seeking to communicate to customers worldwide,
Moving on from the discussion of indirect, non-personal forms of communication, Chapter 20 examines the role of direct, personal communications - that
is, the use of a sales force to reach the firm's customers. Increasingly, the sales
force is seen by firms as a source of value creation, not just as order takers.
Through them, customer relationships can be forged and sustained. As a result,
new forms of sales organization, such as key account management, have arisen to
allow firms to maximize the returns from investment in personal selling.
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CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should he able to:
Name and define the four tools of the promotion mix.
Outline the steps in developing effective marketing
communications.
Explain the methods for setting the promotion budget and factors
that affect the design of the promotion mix.
Identify the major factors that are changing today's marketing
Communications environ men t.
Discuss the process and advantages of integrated marketing
communi cations.

Preview Case
British Home Stores
BRITISH HOME STORES (BHS), THE retailer which is part of the United
Kingdom's Storehouse Group, recently embarked on a eampaign to revamp
its staid image. BHS has long been noted for its good quality and value-formoney range of clothing, household furnishings and appliances, and food.
This long-established institution has been a big player in Britisli high streets.
The problem, however, is that in the face of increasing high-street competi-
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tion and retailing innovations in the 1990s, the stores no longer came across
as 'exciting' to consumers. A marketing executive at BHS put the problem
this way: 'Not enough people get up in the morning and think "I must go to
BHS". Shoppers just drift into the store from the high street. Unlike Marks &
Spencer, the BTIS brand is "too neutral". There appeared to be a big gap
between consumers' perception of what the BHS brand offered and the
reality - good quality and well-priced products, besides the convenience of
its high-street location. When you go in the store it is actually better than
you expected!'
To remedy the situation, BHS spent three to four years developing a new
image and culture - a young, energetic organization - and defining the
store's 'value propositions'. (These moves were all part of the restructuring
and recovery of the Storehouse Group itself.) The BUS brand is promoted on
three platforms: fashion-moderate products, which are up-to-date but mainstream, not at the cutting edge of fashion: consistent and appropriate
quality; and low prices that are attractive to mothers on tight budgets, who
are by far the largest group among BHS's customers.
The company undertook a vast brand-building exercise. The retailer's
goal was to communicate its revamped positioning to its target market and
to attract shoppers to the store.
BTIS uses several promotion tools to communicate its new message to its
customers. A chief component of its communication programme is TV
advertising. The ads are adapted to show each season's clothes and can be
extended to other BUS lines (e.g. lighting), lii-store 'events', such as beach
parties, are staged to display the season's fashions. These are organized in
stores around the country to gain local publicity and as a general promotional tool.
The BUS logo has also been revamped. The new logo is a 'more feminine,
more fluid' version of the one it replaces and seeks to communicate the
feeling of 'excitement and energy' that is to be associated with the brand. To
support the repositioning of the BUS brand, the company had to refurbish
its stores and replace die old fascias in order to reflect its new image. Not
only do the iusides of stores display the new logo, but carrier bags and labels
also carry it. Moreover, store interiors have been revamped with a new look
that communicates the brand's new and fresher image. In-store design
shows off merchandise to greater effect and'allows it to breathe'.
BHS uses advertising to raise consumers' awareness of the BHS brand.
The ad campaign is also about elevating the brand in the minds of people to
whom it might be neutral. The public relations and sales promotions exercises, like the in-store events, are used to draw consumers into the stores in
order for them to see what the store really has to offer. The company also
uses other elements in the marketing mix - product quality, the way
merchandise is presented in the store, its logo and low price - to communicate its total offering to its target market. BUS has to co-ordinate all these
aspects to get the most out of its promotional programme. 1

QUESTIONS
1. Identify the different forms of communication that BHS uses to reach
its target customers.
2.
3.

What are the key objectives of these communications tools?
Why does BHS use a combination of approaches to communicate with
its target customers?
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4.
5.
6.

promotion mix
The specific mix of
advertising, personal
setting, sales promotion
and public relations that
a company uses to
pursue its advertising
and marketing
objectives,
advertising
Any paid form of nonpersona! presentation
and promotion of ideas,
goods or sen-was by an
identified sponsor.
personal selling
Oral presentation irt a
conversation with one or
more prospective
purchasers for the
purpose of making sales.
sales promotion
Short-term incentives to
encourage purchase or
safes of a product or
service.
public relations
Building good relations
•with tlie company's
various publics by
obtaining favourable
publicity, building up a
good 'corporate image',
and handling or heading
off unfavourable
rumours, stories and
eve'nts. Major PR tools
include press relations,
product publicity,
corporate
co mmunicatioi is,
lobbying and
counselling.

How effective do you think is BHS's communications mix?
What should BHS do to ensure that all aspects of its communication
programme are well co-ordinated?
Thinking about the major changes that are occurring in the
communications environment (e.g. advances in computer/information
technology, growth in direct marketing), how might the retailer exploit
recent developments to create effective communications strategics?

Introduction
The questions posed above relate to some of the key issues that marketers must
address when designing a marketing communications strategy. Modern marketing
calls for more than just developing a good product, pricing it attractively, and
making it available to target customers. Companies must also communicate with
their customers, and what they communicate should not be left to chance.
To communicate well, companies often hire advertising agencies to develop
effective ads, sales promotion specialists to design sales-incentive programmes,
direct-marketing specialists to develop databases and interact with customers
and prospects by mail and telephone, and public relations firms to develop corporate images. They train their salespeople to be friendly, helpful and persuasive.
For most companies, the question is not whether to communicate, but how much
to spend and in what iMry.s.
A modern company manages a complex marketing communications system
(see Figure 18.1). The company communicates with its intermediaries,
consumers and various publics. Its intermediaries communicate with their
consumers and publics. Consumers have word-of-mouth communication with
each other and with other publics. Meanwhile, each group provides feedback to
every other group.
A company's total marketing communications mix - called its promotion mix
• consists of the specific blend of advertising, personal selling, sales promotion
and public relations tools that the company uses to pursue its advertising and
marketing objectives. Let us define the four main promotion tools:
•

Advertising. Any paid form of non-personal presentation and promotion of
ideas, goods or services by an identified sponsor.

•

Personal selling. Oral presentation in a conversation with one or more
prospective purchasers for the purpose of making sales and building
customer relationships.
• Sales promotion. Short-term incentives to encourage the purchase or sale of
a product or service.
• Public relations. Building good relations with the company's various publics
by obtaining favourable publicity, building up a good 'corporate image1, and
handling or heading off unfavourable rumours, stories and events.2
in recent years, direct communications with carefully targeted individual
consumers to obtain an immediate response arc gaining importance as a communication tool. Unlike a salesperson confronting a customer face to face,
arguably the most direct sort of marketing, the new direct approaches, typically
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The marketing communications system

called direct marketing, involve the use of mail, telephone, fax, e-mail and other
non-persona/ tools to communicate directly with specific consumers or to solicit
a direct response. Because of its rising importance;, modern marketers have
frequently referred to it as the fifth element of the communications mix. However,
direct marketing techniques are not just communication devices, they are also
safes channels in their own right. For example, many companies use direct channels to sell their products. A wide range of products and services, including
computers, software, financial services, clothing and household appliances can be
purchased by phone, mail and even the Internet.
Within these categories are specific tools. For example, advertising includes
print, radio and television broadcast, outdoor and other forms. Personal selling
includes sales presentations, fairs and trade shows, and incentive programmes.
Sales promotion includes activities sueh as point-of-pnrchase displays, premiums,
discounts, coupons, competitions, speciality advertising and demonstrations. Direct
marketing includes catalogues, telemarketing, fax. the Internet and more. Thanks
to technological breakthroughs, people can now communicate through traditional
media, such as newspapers, radio, telephone and television, as well as through
newer types of media (e.g. fax machines, cellular phones, pagers and computers).
The new technologies have encouraged more companies to move from mass
communication to more targeted communication and one-to-one dialogue.
At the same time, communication goes beyond these specific promotion
tools. The product's design, its price, the shape and colour of its package, and the
stores that sell it - all communicate something to buyers. Thus, although the
promotion mix is the company's primary communication activity, the entire
marketing mix - promotion and product, price and place - must be co-ordinated
lor greatest communication impact.
In this chapter, we begin by examining three questions. First, how does the
communication process -work? Second, what are the main steps in developing
effective marketing communication? Third, how should the promotion budget
and mix be determined? We then look at recent dramatic changes in marketing
communications that have resulted from shifting marketing strategies and
advances in computers and information technologies. Finally, we outline the
legal, ethical and social responsibility issues in marketing communications. In
Chapter 19, we will look at mass-communication tools - that is, advertising, sales
promotion and public relations. Chapter 20 examines the sales force as a communication and promotion tool. Given the 'hybrid' role of direct marketing, we will
review developments in direct and online marketing and address the implications
for the firm's communications as well as distribution strategies in Chapter 22.

direct marketing

Marketing through
•various advertising
media that interact
directly teith consumers,
generally catling for the
consumer to make a
direct response.
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A View of the Communication Process
Too often, marketing communications focus on overcoming immediate awareness,
image or preference problems in the target market. This approach to communication
has limitations: It is too short term and costly, and most messages of this nature fall on
deaf ears. Today, marketers are moving towards viewing communications as the
management of the customer buying process over time - that is, from pre-selling
through selling, to consuming and post-consumption stages. Eiecause customers differ,
the firm's communications programmes need to be developed for specific segments,
niches and even individuals. Importantly, given the new interactive communications
technologies, companies must ask not only 'How can we reach our customers?', but
also 'How can we find ways to let our customers reach us?'
Thus, the communication process should start with an audit of all the potential interactions that target customers may have with the product and company.
For example, someone buying a new computer may talk to others, see television
commercials, read articles and advertisements in newspapers and magazines, and
try out computers in the store. The marketer needs to assess the influence that
each of these communications experiences will have at different stages of tht
buying process. This understanding will help marketers to allocate their communication budget more effectively and efficiently.
To communicate effectively, marketers need to understand how communication
works. Communication involves the nine elements shown in Figure 18.2. Two of
these elements are the major parties in a communication — the sender and the
receiver. Another two are the essential communication tools - the message and
the media. Four more are primary communication functions - encoding,
decoding, respri7i.se mid feedback. The latest element is noise in the system. We
will explain each of these elements using an ad far Hewlett Packard colour copiers.
•

Sender. The party sending the message to another party - in this case,
Hewlett Packard..

•

Encoding. The process of putting the intended message or thought into
symbolic form - Hewlett Packard's advertising agency assembles words and
illustrations into an advertisement that will convey the intended message.
Message. The set of'words, pictures or symbols that the sender transmits the actual HP copier ad.
Media. The communication channels through which the message moves
from sender to receiver - in this ease, the specific magazines that Hewlett
Packard selects.

•
•

•

•
•

•

Decoding. The process by which the receiver assigns meaning to the
symbols encoded by the sender - a consumer reads the HP copier ad and
interprets the words and illustrations it contains.
Receiver. The party receiving the message sent by another party - the
home office or business customer who reads die HP copier ad.
Response. The reactions of the receiver after being exposed to the message any of hundreds of possible responses, such as the customer is more aware
of the attributes of HP copiers, actually buys an IIP copier or does nothing.
Feedback. The part of the receiver's response communicated back to the
sender - Hewlett Packard's research shows that consumers like and remember
the ad, or consumers write or call HP praising or criticizing the ad or HP's
products.
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Figure 18.2
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Elements in the communication process

Noise. The unplanned static i>r distortion during the communication process,
which results in the receiver getting a different message than the one the
sender sent - for example, the customer is distracted while reading the
magazine and misses the IIP copier ad or its key points.

For a message to be effective, the sender's encoding process must mesh with
the receiver's decoding process. Thus, the best messages consist of words and
other symbols that are familiar to the receiver. The more the sender's field of
experience overlaps with that of the receiver, the more effective the message is
likely to be. Marketing communicators may not always sliare their consumers'
field of experience. For example, an advertising copywriter from one social
stratum might create an ad for consumers from another stratum - say, blue-collar
workers or wealthy business executives. However, to communicate effectively,
the marketing communicator must understand the consumer's field of experience.
This model points out the key factors in good communication. Senders need
to know what audiences they want to reach and what responses they want. They
must be good at encoding messages that take into account how the target audience decodes them. They must send messages through media that reach target
auclienees and they must develop feedback channels so that they can assess the
audience's response to the message.

Steps in Developing Effective Communication
We now examine the steps in developing an effective integrated communications
and promotion programme. The marketing communicator must do the following:
identify the target audience; determine the communication objectives; design a
message; choose the media through which to send the message; and collect feedback to measure the promotion's results. Let us address each of these steps in turn.

Identifying the Target Audience
A marketing communicator starts with a clear target audience in mind. The audience may be potential buyers or cxirrent users, those who make the buying decision or those who influence it. The audience may be individuals, groups, special
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publics or die general public. The target audience will heavily affect the communicator's decisions on 'what will be said, how it will be said, when it will he said,
where it will be said and who will say it.

Determining the Communication Objectives

buyer-readiness stages
The stages that
consumers normally
pass through on their
•way to purchase,
including awareness,
knowledge, liking,
preference, conviction
and purchase.

Once the target audience has been defined, the marketing communicator must
decide what response is sought. Of course, in many cases, the final response is
purchase. But purchase is the result of a long process of consumer decision
making. The marketing communicator needs to know where the target audience
now stands and to what state it needs to be moved. To do this he or she must
determine whether or not the customer is ready to buy.
The target audience may be in any of six buyer-readiness stages - the stages
that consumers normally pass through on their way to making a purchase. These
stages are awareness, knowledge, liking, preference, conviction and purchase
(see Figure 18,3). They can be described as a hierarchy of consumer response
stages. The purpose of marketing communication is to move the customer along
these stages and ultimately to achieve final purchase.

• Awareness
The communicator must first know how aware the target audience is of the
product or organization. The audience maybe totally unaware of it, know only its
name or know one or a few things about it. If most of the target audience is
unaware, the communicator tries to build awareness, perhaps starting with just
name recognition. This process can begin with simple messages that repeat the
company or product name. For example, when Nissan introduced its Infiniti automobile line, it began with an extensive 'teaser' advertising campaign to create
name familiarity. Initial ads for the Infiniti created curiosity and awareness by
showing the ear's name, but not the car.

• Knowledge
The target audience might be aware of the existence of the company or of the
product, but not know much more. Nissan may want its target audience to know
more about the Infiniti. The company needs to learn how many people in its
target audience have little, some or much knowledge about the Infiniti. To create
product knowledge Infiniti ads must inform potential buyers of die car's high
quality and other innovative features.

• Liking
Assuming target audience members know the product, how do they feel about it?
Once potential btiyers knew about the Infiniti, Nissan's marketers would want to
move them along to the next stage - to develop favourable feelings about the
Int'initi. If the audience looks unfavourably on the Infiniti, the communicator lias
to find out why. and then resolve the problems identified before developing a
communications campaign to generate favourable feelings.

• Preference
The target audience might like the product, but not prefer it to others. In this
case, the communicator must try to build consumer preference by promoting the
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Figure 18.3

Buyer readiness stages

product's quality, value and other beneficial features. The communicator can
check on the campaign's success by measuring the audience's preferences again
after the campaign. If Nissan finds that many potential customers like the Int'initi,
but prefer other car brands, it will have to identify those areas where its offerings
are not as good as competing deals and where they are better. It must then
promote its advantages to build preference among prospective clients, while
redressing its weaknesses.

• Conviction
A target audience might prefer the product, but not develop a conviction about
buying it. Thus some customers may prefer the Infiniti to other car brands, but
may not be absolutely sure that it is what they should buy. The communicator's
job is to build conviction that the product is the best one for the potential buyer.
Infiniti used a combination of the promotion-mix tools to create preference and
conviction. Advertising extolled the Infinity's advantages over rival brands. Press
releases and public relations activities stressed the car's innovative features and
performance. Dealer salespeople told buyers about options, value for the price
and after-sales service.

• Purchase
Finally, some members of the target audience might have con-uictkm, but not
quite get around to making the purchase. Potential Infiniti buyers might have
decided to wait for more information or for the economy to improve. The communicator must lead these consumers to take the final step. Actions might
include offering speeial promotional prices, rebates or premiums. Salespeople
might call or write to selected customers, inviting them to visit the dealership for
a special showing or test drive.
In discussing huyer readiness stages, we have assumed that buyers pass through
cognitive (awareness, knowledge); affective (liking, preference, conviction); and
behavioural (purchase) stages, in that order. This 'learn-/eel-do' sequence is
appropriate when buyers have high involvement with a product category and
perceive brands in the category to be highly differentiated, as is the case when
they purchase a product such as a car. But consumers often follow other
sequences. For example, they might follow a 'do-feel-learn' sequence for highinvolvement products with little perceived differentiation, such as a central
heating system. Still a third sequence is the 'learn-do-jeel' sequence, where
consumers have low involvement and perceive little differentiation, as is the case
when they buy a product such as salt.
Furthermore, marketing communications alone cannot create positive feelings and purchases for the product. So, for example, the Infiniti must provide
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superior value to potential buyers. In fact, outstanding marketing communications can actually speed the demise of a poor product. The more quickly potential
buyers learn about the poor product, the faster they become aware of its faults.
Thus, good marketing communications calls for 'good deeds followed by good
words'. Nonetheless, by understanding consumers' buying stages and their appropriate sequence, the marketer can do a better job of planning communications.

Designing a Message
Having defined the desired audience response, the communicator turns to developing an effective message. Ideally, the message should get Attention, hold
interest, arouse Desire and obtain Action (a framework known as the AID A model).
In practice, few messages take the consumer all die way from awareness to purchase,
but the A1UA framework suggests the desirable qualities of a good message.
In putting the message together, the marketing communicator must decide
what to say (message content) and how to say it (message structure andformat).

• Message Content
rational appeals
Message appeals that
relate to the audience's
self-interest and show
that the product will
prodiice the claimed
benefits; examples are
appeals of product
quality, economy, value
or performance.
emotional appeals
Message appeals that
attempt to stir up
negative or positive
emotions that isill
motivate purchase;
examples are fear, guilt,
shame, love, humour,
pride and joy appeals.

The communicator has to figure out an appeal or theme that will produce the
desired response. There are three types of appeal: rational, emotional and moral
Rational appeals relate to the audience's self-interest. They emphasize the functional benefits — better performance, higher quality, outstanding economy or
value - of the product. Thus, in its ads, Mercedes offers automobiles that are 'engineered like no other car in the world', stressing engineering design, performance and
safety. One Volvo ad gives 'a whole stack of reasons' for buying the car - it has a
rigid passenger safety cage, front and rear absorbing crumple zones, a catalytic
converter that always works at peak efficiency, and many more reasons stressing
design, safety and economy. When pitching computer systems to business users, IBM
salespeople talk about quality, performance, reliability and improved productivity.
Rational appeals are particularly appropriate in industrial buying situations and
for the purchase of expensive consumer durable products.
Emotional appeals attempt to stir up either negative or positive emotions
that can motivate purchase. These include fear, guilt and shame appeals that get
people to do things they should (brush their teeth, buy new tyres) or to stop doing
things they shouldn't (smoke, drink too much, eat fatty foods). For example, a
recent Crest ad invoked mild fear when it claimed, 'There are some things you
just can't afford to gamble with* (cavities). So did Michelin tyre ads that featured
cute babies and suggested 'Because so much is riding on your tyres'.3
Communicators of industrial goods can also use emotional appeals, as in the case
of Alcatel, which played on managers' fear of investing in technology that could
become obsolete rapidly. Its ad says: 'Before you invest in the latest technology
make sure it has a future.'
Advertisers also use positive emotional appeals such as love, humour, pride,
promise of success and joy. Thus some ad themes, such as British Telecom's'Make
someone happy with a phone call', stir a bundle of strong emotions. Ad campaigns
for Haagen-Dazs in the United Kingdom equated iee cream with pleasure (foreplay, to be more precise). 'It is the intense flavour of the finest ingredients
combined with fresh cream that is essentially Ilaagen-Dazs', followed by the
strapline: 'Now it's on everybody's lips'. The firm claimed that the ad was a
success. During the three months it advertised in newspapers and their supplements, brand awareness doubled while sales in big outlets rose by a third. Over the
year, the campaign had boosted sales by 59 per cent.'
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Moral appeals are directed to the audience's sense of what is 'right' and
'proper'. They are often used to urge people to support social causes such as a
cleaner environment, butter race relations, equal rights for women and aid to the
pisadvantaged. An example of a moral appeal is a Financial Times and Salomon
Brothers ad drawing attention to a family festival and fun run in aid of the
Imperial Cancer Research Fund and the Queen Elizabeth's Foundation for
Disabled People. The ad informs viewers of the date and time of a fun/entertainment event. Runners taking part in a three-mile competitive run and a one-mile
fun run eaeh donate a sum of money to the charities. The ad stresses that the two
charities count on the generosity of sponsors to continue their vital work - in the
United Kingdom alone, about 2.6 million people are severely disabled; cancer is a
disease which affects one in three people and kills one in four. If readers want
more information and an entry form, they are invited to complete the reply
coupon at the end of the ad or to telephone the event hot line. The advertisement
also uses an emotional appeal - concern and sympathy for sufferers - to convey its
cause to the target audience.

• Message Structure
The communicator must decide /IOTO to say it. This requires the communicator to
handle three message-struct lire issues. The first is whether to draw a conclusion
or to leave it to the audience. Early research showed that drawing a conclusion
was usually more effective where the target audience is less likely to be motivated
or may be incapable of arriving at the appropriate conclusion. Mori,' recent
research, however, suggests that in many cases where the targets are likely to be
interested in the product, the advertiser is better off asking questions to stimulate
involvement and motivate customers to think about the brand, and then letting
them come to their own conclusions.
The second message structure issue is whether to present a one-sided argument (mentioning only the product's strengths), or a two-sided argument (touting
the product's strengths while also admitting its shortcomings). Usually, a onesided argument is more effective in sales presentations - except when audiences
are highly educated or likely to hear opposing claims or are negatively disposed.

moral appeals
Message appeals that
are directed to the
audience's sense of what
is right and proper.
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The third mess age-structure issue is whether to present the strongest arguments
first or last. Presenting them first gets strong attention, but may lead to an anticlimnctic ending."

• Message Format
The communicator also needs a strong./bmmt for the message. In a print ad, the
communicator has to decide on the headline, copy, illustration and colour. To
attract attention, advertisers can use: novelty and contrast; eye-catching pictures
and headlines; distinctive formats; message size and position; and eolour. shape
and movement. If the message is to be carried over the radio, the communicator
has to choose words, sounds and voices. The 'sound' of an announcer promoting a
used car should be different from one promoting quality furniture.
If the message is to he transmitted on television or conveyed in person, then all
these elements plus body language have to he planned. Presenters plan their facial
expressions, gestures, dress, posture and even hairstyle. If the message is carried on
the product or its package, the communicator has to watch texture, scent, colour,
size and shape. For example, colour plays an important communication role in
food preferences.
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When consumers sampled four cups of coffee that had been placed next to
brown, blue, red and yellow containers (all the coffee was identical, but the
consumers did not know this), 75 per cent felt that the coffee next to the
brown container tasted too strong; nearly 85 per cent judged the coffee
next to the red container to be the richest; nearly everyone felt that the
coffee next to the blue container was mild; and the coffee next to the
yellow container was seen as weak.
Thus, if a coffee company wants to communicate that its coffee is rich, it should
probably use a red container along with label copy boasting the coffee's rich taste.
Even when an individual is exposed to a message, he or she may pay no attention to the message because it is either boring or irrelevant. The communicator
increases the chances of the message attracting the attention of the target audience by taking into consideration the following factors:
•

The message must have a practical value to the target audience because
individuals are in the market for the product (for example, advertising
pension schemes to undergraduates is a waste of time as they are likely to
find such policies irrelevant to them for the time being).

•

The message must interest the target group.

•

The message must communicate new information about the product or
brand. Consumers pay more attention to new messages.
• The message must reinforce or help to justify the buyer's recent purchase
decisions - if you have recently bought a personal computer, it is likely that
you will notice or your attention will be quickly drawn to ads for the PC (the
phenomenon is called cognitive dissonance reduction).
t The presentation of the message must be-; impactful. As explained above, this
objective can be achieved by paying attention to message formats and
stressing creativity in the way the copy, art work/il lust rations and physical
layout or presentation are delivered.
While advertisers' basic aim is to get their ads noticed, they must be sensitive
to, and comply with, codes of practice operated by the industry watchdogs or
country regulators. Messages should be designed to create maximum impact but,
at the same time, not cause public offence and irritation (see Marketing Highlight
18.1).

• Selecting the Message Source
Studies show that the message's impact on the target audience is a!so affected by
how the audience views the communicator. The credibility and attractiveness
of the message source - the company, the brand name, the spokesperson for
the brand or the actor in the ad who endorses the product - must therefore be
considered.
Messages delivered by highly credible sources are more persuasive.
Pharmaceutical firms want doctors to tell about their products' benefits because
doctors rank high on expertise in their field, so they have high credibility. Many
food companies promote to doctors, dentists and other healthcare experts to
motivate these professionals to recommend their products to patients. For
example, Sensodyne Toothpaste has, for years, promoted the product in dental
surgeries, and ads use endorsements by dental practitioners to persuade target
users to adopt the brand. However, the expert loses credibility if the audience
believes the person is being paid to make product claims. To remain credible, the

message source
The company, [he brand
name, the salesperson of
the brand, or the actor in
the ad who entlorses the
product.
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Communications: The
Kine Line Between
Attraction and Irritation

Marketing
Highlight

18.1

Very few advertisers set out deliberately to trick, mislead, insult or
offend the public. Those that do,
face a backlash from consumers
and other parties, or find themselves debarred at source from the
means to publicize their messages
further because the media reject
the ads that conflict with a country's codes of advertising practices.
Teasers: Good Campaigns (ret the I'unters
Talking, a Bud One Attracts Complaints
Advertisers acknowledge that getting viewers to
solve a puzzle in an advertisement is fair game in
advertising. However, campaigns can backfire.
Britvic Soft Drinks aired a 'Still Tango' ad which
appealed to consumers to report any sightings oi
an apparently unlicensed product in the ad.
Almost 30,000 consumers responded, only to be
told that it was all a joke - they'd been 'Tango'd'!
Sixty-three oi" those 'Tango'd' were so annoyed
that they complained to the Independent
Television Commission (ITC), which accused
Britvic and its agency of undermining the credibility and authority of the medium - TV - and
misleading consumers. People felt used, expressing irritation with the company for playing a
prank on them. Britvic's teaser grabbed the audience's attention, but it ended up getting the
wrong kind of publicity!
A campaign of a different kind caused uproar in
.Spain. An agency in Madrid sent out love letters to
50,000 young mothers in a direct-marketing campaign for Fiat's Cinquento car. A second hatch of
letters was then sent revealing the Cinquento as
the secret admirer. Rather than this being seen as
an amusing piece of junk mail, it caused a storm
of protest. The agency claimed the reaction was
mainly positive. The Spanish Women's Institute
denounced the campaign. Some women were so
troubled they were seared to leave the house.
There is a fine dividing line between attracting and irritating consumers. For most of the
time, people are prepared to enjoy a light-hearted

puzzle. A little intrigue adds interest. But the intrigue can only be
stretched so far.

Bud Taste Ads?
Established brands using shock
tactics can also do as much
damage, although observers argue
that it is really a question of what
is socially intolerable and a matter
of taste. Recently, charities and
pressure groups have inspired a
considerable amount of criticism.
An RSPCA (Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) campaign drew
attention to the plight of horses exported for consumption by using a harrowing image of a dead
pony hanging from a hook. The advertising
watchdog, the ASA, upheld complaints against
the ad, not because it had any wish to frustrate
the RSPCA's efforts to enlighten the public, but
because the visual image used was deemed misleading and grossly offensive. The advertisement
did not successfully reflect either the argument
advanced in the text or the way live horses were
actually herded for transportation.
A British Rail (BR) newspaper advertisement
featuring 12 yellow condoms arranged in a circle
against a blue background was severely criticized
for being 'grossly irresponsible in its encouragement of promiscuity', and for 'denigrating the
European Union flag', after the ASA received 164
complaints. The ad was intended to boost BR's
Young Person's European rail card sales. Its eap-
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tion was 'Inter-Rail. You've got the rest of your life
to he good' and supported the European
Commission's 'Europe Against AIDS' initiative.
BR denied that the ad encouraged promiscuity.
Rather it was consistent with research evidence —
that a significant proportion of 18-25-year-olds
had sexual encounters without a condom while
on holiday, BR was urged to avoid further advertisements in that style!
More noteworthy is the controversy that has
dogged Italian clothing designer and manufacturer Benetton's 'United Colors' ads throughout
the late 1980s and mid-1990s. In 1989 public
opinion in the United States forced it to withdraw
those showing a black woman breastfeeding a
white child. In 1991 a blood-smeared newborn
baby ad received more than 800 complaints to
the UK's ASA, criticizing Benetton for provoking
public distress and outrage, and displaying a conspicuous disregard for the sensitivities of the
public. Benetton agreed to withdraw the advertisement. Magazine publishers and poster contractors supported the ASA in its ruling against
Benetton by refusing space to the advertiser.
Other Benetton ads - a black child depicting a
devil contrasting with a white cherub, an AIDS
victim, a baby's bottom stamped 'HIV positive', the
Queen of England as a black woman, the bloodied
uniform of a dead Bosnian soldier, a nun kissing a
priest, a black stallion mounting a white mare consistently created furore. Benetton argues that
the campaigns were not about pushing sales. Nor
were they intended to insult or hurt. Rather they
were designed to capture people's interest, promote tolerance and provoke reflection.
There is little doubt that Benetton's shocking
ads succeeded in creating worldwide publicity
and kept its name on everybody's lips. But was it
good or bad publicity? Over the years, its campaigns have been rejected in a number of coun-

•
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tries. For example, in 1995 some ads were
banned in Germany following protests from the
firm's retailers, and three of Belgium's largest billboard operators refused to carry the 'black horse
on white horse' poster in August 1996.
More recently, Benetton has been changing
its style, dropping its 'shock' posters in favour of
more subtle ways of communicating its business
philosophy to target audiences. The company is
opening up shops all over the world. But its new
shops are no ordinary outlets. One in Milan,
for example, is staffed by penniless north African
immigrants. And there is a common thread —
shops in the Bosnian capital of Sarajevo,
in Siberia, Albania, Estonia, Ukraine, Libya,
Cameroon and Croatia, Benetton's publicity
strategy is 'to make consumers think', says the
controversial Oliviero Toscani, Benetton's freelance photographer and advertising guru.
Benetton's new-image shops do just that. The
one in Milan was a response to European Union
moves to restrict immigration to Europe.
Benetton's message remains the same as in its
'shock' ads. But now, these shops give Benetton
another channel to make challenging gestures.
The big question is: Will this help to sell lots and
lots of clothes?

source must be perceived by the target audience as being an expert where the
product is concerned and trustworthy: that is, objective and honest in his or her
opinion of the benefits claimed for the product.
Marketers also use celebrities to speak for their products. For example, when
the pan-European television station MTV launched its UK-only music channel
VH-1 in September 1994, it chose a cast of UK celebrities who would appeal to its
target audience of 'older' viewers. Ads featured, among others, fashion designer
Bruce Oldfield, England rugby captain Will Car ling and Anglo-Norwegian television presenter Mariella Frostrup.6
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Other notable examples are Michael Jackson, who was the star in Pepsi-Cola's
ad, and O.J. Simpson for the car rental firm Hertz, Celebrities arc effective when
they personify a key product attribute, but there can be a backlash, as in the case
of both Jackson and .Simpson, when they are caught up in unsavoury publicity,
which tarnishes their credibility and esteem with the audience.
Attractiveness is associated with the prestige of the source, his or her similarity with the receiver, or the physical or personal attractiveness of the source. It
is also likely that the more attractive the source, the more he or she will be liked
by the audience. It is therefore not surprising that many advertisers use wellknown film stars, fashion models and top sports people to endorse their products.

Choosing Media
personal communication
channels
Channels through tehich
Wo or more people
communicate directly
•upith each other,
including fact; to face,
person to audience, over
the telephone, or through
the: mail.
word-of-mouth influence
Personal communication
about a product between
target buyers and
neighbours, friends,
family members and
associates.

Here, Anglo-Norwegian
television presenter, Marietta
Frostrup, taken part in
VH-1 's launch campaign to
promote the nets music
channel in Britain.

The communicator must now select channels of communication. There are two
broad types of communication channel: personal and non-personal.

• Personal Communication Channels
In personal communication channels, two or more people communicate directly
with each other. They might communicate face to face, over the telephone,
through the mail or even through an internet 'chat'. Personal communication
channels are effective because they allow for personal addressing and feedback.
Some personal communication channels are controlled directly by the
communicator, as in the case of company salespeople who contact buyers in the
target market. Other personal communications about the product may reacli
buyers through channels not directly controlled by the company. These might
include independent experts - consumer advocates, consumer buying guides and
others - making statements to target buyers. Or, they might be neighbours,
friends, family members and associates talking to target buyers. This last channel,
known as word-of-mouth influence, has considerable effect in many product
areas.
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Personal influence carries great weight for products that are expensive, risky
or highly visible. For example, buyers of cars and major appliances often go
beyond mass-media sources to seek the opinions of knowledgeable people.
Companies can take several steps to put personal communication channels to
work for them:
•

They can devote extra effort to selling their products to well-known people
or companies, which may, in turn, influence others to buy.

•

They can create opinion leaders - people whose opinions are sought by
others - by supplying certain people with the product on attractive terms.
For example, companies can work through community members, such as local
radio personalities and leaders of local organizations.

•

They can use influential people in their advertisements or develop
advertising that has high "conversation value'.

•

Finally, the firm can work to manage word-of-mouth communications by
finding out what consumers arc saying to others, by taking appropriate
actions to satisfy consumers and correct problems, and by helping
consumers seek information about the firm and its products.7

• Non-Personal Communication Channels
Non-personal communication channels are media that carry messages without
personal contact or feedback. They include major media, atmospheres and
events. Important media consist of print media (newspapers, magazines, direct
mail); broadcast media (radio, television); and display media (billboards, signs,
posters). Atmospheres are designed environments that create or reinforce the
buyer's leanings towards buying a product. Thus lawyers' offices and banks are
designed to communicate confidence and other factors that might be valued by
their clients. Events are occurrences staged to communicate messages to target
audiences. For example, public relations departments arrange press conferences,
grand openings, shows and exhibits, public tours and other events to communicate with specific audiences.
Non-personal communication affects buyers directly. In addition, using mass
media often affects buyers indirectly by causing more personal communication.
Communications first flow from television, magazines and other mass media to
opinion leaders and then from these opinion leaders to others. Thus opinion
leaders step between the mass media and their audiences and carry messages to
people who are less exposed to media. This suggests that mass communicators
affect attitudes and behaviour through a fico-step flow-of-communication
process.8
The two-step flow concept challenges the notion that people's buying is
affected by a 'trickle-down' of opinions and information from higher social
classes. Because people mostly interact with others in their own social class, they
pick up their fashion and other ideas from people like themselves, who are
opinion leaders. The two-step flow concept also suggests that mass communicators should aim their messages directly at opinion leaders, letting them carry
the message to others. Pharmaceutical firms direct their new drugs promotions at
the most influential doctors and medical experts first - the 'thought leaders' in the
profession; if they are persuaded, their opinions have an impact upon the new
product's acceptance by others in the field. Thus opinion leaders extend the influence of the mass media. Or, they may alter the message or not carry the message,
thus acting as gatekeepers.

no a-personal
communication channels
Media dial carry
messages without
personal contact or
feedback, including
media, atmospheres and
events.
media
Non-personal
communica tions
channels including print
media (newspapers,
magazines, direct mail);
broadcast media (rarliit,
television): and display
media (billboards, signs,
posters).
atmospheres
Designed environments
tl'iat create or reinforce
tlie buyer's leanings
towards consumption of
a product.
events
Occurrences staged to
communicate messages
to target audiences;
examples are news
conferences and grand
openings.
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Collecting Feedback
After sending the message, the communicator must research its effect on the
target audience. This involves asking the target audience members whether they
remember the message, how many times they saw it, what points they recall, how
they felt about the message, and their past and present attitudes towards the
product and company. The communicator would al.so like to measure behaviour
resulting in the message - how many people bought a product, talked to others
about it or visited the store.
Figure 18.4 shows an example of feedback measurement for two hypothetical
brands. Looking ;it Brand A, we find that 80 per cent of the total market is aware
of it, that 60 per cent of those aware of it have tried it, but that only 20 per cent of
tho.se who tried it were satisfied. These results suggest that although the communication programme is creating awareness, the product fails to give
consumers the satisfaction they expect. Therefore, the company should try to
improve the product while staying with the successful communication
programme. In contrast, only 40 per cent of die total market is aware of Brand B,
only 30 per cent of those aware of Brand B have tried it, but 80 per cent of chose
who have tried it are satisfied. In this case, the communication programme needs
to be stronger to take advantage of the brand's power to obtain.satisfaction.

Setting the Total Promotion Budget and Mix
We have looked at the steps in planning and sending communications to a target
audience. But how does the company decide on the total promotion budget and
its division among the major promotional tools to create the promotion mix? We
now look at these questions.

Setting the Total Promotion Budget
One of the hardest marketing decisions facing a company is how much to spend
on promotion. John Wanamaker, an American department store magnate, once
said: 'J know that half of my advertising is wasted, but I don't know which half. I
spent $2 million for advertising, and 1 don't know if that is half enough or twice
too much.' It is not surprising, therefore, that industries and companies vary
widely in how much they spend on promotion. Promotion spending may be 20-30
per cent of sales in the cosmetics industry and only 5-10 per cent in the industrial machinery industry. Within a given industry, both low and high spenders CM
be found.
How does a company decide on its promotion budget? There are four common
methods used to set the total budget for advertising: the affordable method, the
percentage-of-sales method, the competitive-parity method and the objectiveand-task method.''
affordable method
Settirig the promotion
budget at the level
management thinks thti
company can afford.

• Affordable Method
A common 'rule-of-thumb' used by many companies is the affordable method:
they set the promotion budget at the level they think the company can afford.
They start with total revenues, deduct operating expenses and capital outlays.
and then devote some portion of the remaining funds to advertising.
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Figure 18.4

Feedback measurements for two brands

Unfortunately, this method of setting budgets completely ignores the effect of
promotion on sales. It tends to place advertising last among spending priorities,
even in situations where advertising is critical to the firm's success. It leads to an
uncertain annual promotion budget, which makes long-range market planning
difficult. Although the affordable method can result in overspending on advertising, it more often results in underspending.

Percentage-of-Sales Method
In the percentage-of-sales method, marketers set their promotion budget at a
certain percentage of current or forecast sales. Or they budget a percentage of the
sales price. Automotive companies usually budget a fixed percentage for promotion based on the planned car price. Fast-moving consumer goods companies
usually set it at some percentage of current or anticipated sales.
The pereentage-of-sales method has advantages. It is simple to use and
helps managers think about the relationship between promotion spending, selling
price and profit per unit. The method supposedly creates competitive stability
because competing firms tend to spend about the same percentage of their sales
on promotion.
Despite these claimed advantages, however, there is little to justify the
method. It wrongly views sales as the cause of promotion rather than as the
result.in The budget is based on availability of funds rather than on opportunities.
It may prevent the increased spending sometimes needed to turn around falling
sales. It fails to consider whether a higher or lower level of spending would be
more profitable. Because the budget varies with year-to-year sales, long-range
planning is difficult. Finally, the method does not provide any basis for choosing a
specific percentage, except what has been done in the past or what competitors
are doing.

perocntagc-o f-salcs
method
Setting the promotion
budget at a certain
percentage of current or
forecast Kales or as a
percentage of the sales
price.
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•
competitive-parity

method
Setting the promotion
budget to match
competitors'outlays.

Competitive-Parity Method

Other companies use the competitive-parity- method, setting their promotion
budgets to match competitors' outlays. They watch competitors' advertising or
get industry promotion-spending estimates from publications or trade associations, and then set their budgets based on the industry average.
Two arguments support this method. First, competitors' budgets represent
the collective wisdom of the industry. Second, spending what competitors spend
helps prevent promotion wars. Unfortunately, neither argument is valid. There
are no grounds for believing that the competition has a better idea of what a
company should be spending on promotion than does the company itself,
Companies differ greatly, in terms of market opportunities and profit margins,
and each has its own special promotion needs. Finally, there is no evidence' that
budgets based on competitive parity prevent promotion wars.

• Objective-and-Task Method
obj'e c-ti ve-aiid - task
method

Developing the
promotion budget by (1)
defining specific
objectives; (2)
determining the tasks
that must be performed
to achieve these
objectives; and (3)
estimating the costs of
performing these [asks.
The sum of these costs is
che proposed promotion
budget.

The most logical budget-setting method is the objective-and-task method,
whereby the company sets its promotion budget based on what it wants to accomplish with promotion. The method entails: (1) defining specific objectives; (2)
determining the tasks needed to achieve these objectives; and (3) estimating the
costs of performing these tasks. The sum of these costs is the proposed promotion
budget.
The object!ve-and-task method forces management to spell out its assumptions about the relationship between amount spent and promotion results, But it
is also the most difficult method to use. Managers have to set sales and profit
targets and then work back to what tasks must be performed to achieve desired
goals. Often it is hard to figure out which specific tasks will achieve specific objectives. For example, suppose Sony wants 95 per cent awareness for its latest
camcorder model during the six-month introductory period. What specific advertising messages and media schedules would Sony need in order to attain this
objective? How much would these messages and media schedules cost? Sony
management must consider such questions, even though they arc hard to answer.
By comparing the campaign cost with expected profit gains, the financial viability of
the promotions campaign can be determined.
The main advantage of this method is that it forces managers to define their
communication objectives, to determine die extent to which each objective will
be met using selected promotion tools and the financial implications of alternative communication programmes.

Setting the Promotion Mix
The company must divide the total promotion budget among the main promotion
tools - advertising, personal selling, sales promotion and public relations. It may
also have to decide just how much of its promotions will involve direct marketing.
It must blend the promotion tools carefully into a co-ordinated promotion mix.
Companies within the same industry differ greatly in how they design their
promotion mixes. For example, Avon spends most of its promotion funds on
personal selling and catalogue marketing, whereas Revlon spends heavily on
consumer advertising. Electrolux sells most of its vacuum cleaners door to door,
whereas Hoover relies more on advertising and promotion to retailers.
Companies are always looking for ways to improve promotion by replacing
one promotion tool with another that will do the same job more economically.
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Many companies have replaced a portion of their field sales activities with telephone sales and direct mail. Other companies have increased their sales promotion spending in relation to advertising to gain quicker sales.
Designing the promotion mix is even more complex when one tool must be
used to promote another. Thus when British Airways decides to offer air miles for
flying with the company (a sales promotion), it has to run ads to inform the
public. When Lever Brothers uses a consumer advertising and sales promotion
campaign to hack a new washing powder, it has to set aside money to promote this
campaign to the resellers to win their support.
Many factors influence the marketer's choice of promotion tools. We now look
at these factors.

• The Nature of Each Promotion Tool
Marketers have to understand the unique characteristics and the costs of each
promotion tool in deciding the promotion mix. Let us examine each of the major
tools.
ADVERTISING. The many forms of advertising make it hard to generalize
about its unique qualities. However, several qualities can be noted:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Advertising can reach masses of geographically dispersed buyers at a low
cost per exposure.
Because of advertising's public nature, consumers tend to view advertised
products as standard and legitimate - buyers know that purchasing the
product will be understood and accepted publicly.
Advertising enables the seller to repeat a message many times, and it lets
the buyer receive and compare the messages of various competitors.
Large-scale advertising by a seller says something positive about the seller's
size, popularity and success.
Advertising is also very expensive, allowing the company to dramatize its
products through the artful use of print, sound and colour.
On the one hand, advertising can be used to build up a long-term image for
a product (such as Coca-Cola ads). On the other hand, advertising can
trigger quick sales (as when a department store advertises a weekend sale).
Advertising can reach masses of geographically spread-out buyers at a low
cost per exposure.

Advertising also has some shortcomings:
t Although it reaches many people quickly, advertising is impersonal and
cannot be as persuasive as company salespeople.
• Advertising is only able to carry on a one-way communication with the
audience, and the audience does not feel that it has to pay attention or respond.
• In addition, advertising can be very costly. Although some advertising forms,
such as newspaper and radio advertising, can be done on smaller budgets,
other forms, such as network TV advertising, require very large budgets.
PERSONAL SELLING. Personal selling is the most effective tool at certain
stages of the buying process, particularly in building up buyers' preferences,
convictions and actions. Compared to advertising, personal selling has several
unique qualities;

•
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Promotions for Children:
Can Childish Things
Build Sates arid
Brand Loyally?
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Many consumer-goods com panics
consciously target their sales promotions at kids. They argue that it
is great for building sales and loyalty. Manufacturers also agree that
children are not easy targets. They
are fickle, so it is crucial for the
firm to 'strike the right note', while avoiding venturing too far into the delicate area of 'pester
power'. Parents are all too familiar with pester
power — the child's demand for the latest craze,
be it a food or toy, that has been hyped on television. Observers argue that, in the long run, it is
the fun promotions that are educational and offer
real value to target consumers which will build
brand loyalty.
Creating

cott food companies mounting
such promotions because dinosaurs
were ruled as not kosher. Moreover, they died 65 million years
ago, so the rabbinical authorities
decreed that they could never
have existed as the world was created only 5,753 years ago.
It is difficult to decide whether
the children themselves create the
trends or simply follow them.
Nevertheless, most promoters agree
that promotions linked to current
crazes have a superior chance of success, so long
as they follow trends discriminatingly and ensure
that they do not conflict with the product.

Brand Loyalty

One of the most successful kids' crazes in recent
years has been dinosaurs - Dino stickers, Dino
cups, Dino cards, Dino games, Dino crisps, Dino
biscuits
a!l stalked supermarket shelves.
(Remember Ninja Turtles? Well, the story is very
much the same, although parents were spared
Ninja Turtle crisps and biscuits!) The Spielberg
blockbuster Jurassic Park was partly responsible, but manufacturers and merchandisers have
also deliberately focused upon kids' interest in
the dinosaur itself - they learn about dinosaurs at
school, how they lived and the mystery of their
extinction. McDonald's, the restaurant chain, was
one of the many big names which signed up for a
themed promotion, where kids could collect all
six of its Jurassic Park cups. McDonald's argues
that 'children are very finicky and anything that
is of the moment will interest them, ... this means
you will have to be on top of the trends'.
McDonald's, however, is a consistent investor in
promotions, as reflected in its long-standing
'Happy Meals' offer for children. The challenge
lies in maintaining the appeal of the offers, which
calls for creativity in value creation.
Sometimes, authorities can get in the way of
booms. In Israel, consumers were urged to boy-

Banking Up Promotions
Jacob's, a biscuit manufacturer, joined the dinosaur
boom and successfully launched dinosaur biscuits throughout Europe. The biscuits were promoted on television and in cinemas, and the
company also sponsored a dinosaur exhibition at
London's Alexandra Park. Extensive back-up is
often required to build awareness for the promotion as well as to maintain the momentum over
its duration.
In the United Kingdom. Rayner Burgess
invested in a mix of promotional tools for Crusha,
its milk drink - PR, sales promotions and competitions in women's magazines and youth press,
and samplings at the Milk Marketing Board and
National Dairy Council roadshows around the
country.
What Appeals to Children?
T-shirts seem to be a big hit. Crusha offered Tshirts that changed design when worn, which
reported a redemption of 250 per cent higher
than any previous offer it promoted. Parents liked
the product as it encouraged kids to drink milk.
The promotion also added genuine value to the
product - kids do not just want instant appeal
with no substance. Walkers (crisps) offered
Looney Tunes T-shirts, which also worked
beeause they were made relevant and desirable
by picking up one of the most popular characters
within die Looney Tunes portfolio, the
Tasmanian Devil, and positioning it as the Big Taz
T. The T-shirt itself was promoted on design and
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quality. Even the colour was carefully chosen kids prefer coloured T-shirts to white.
Experts suggest that other items like stickers
and models retain popularity. If these also leak
into the current crazes, they have a good chance
of success. Although kids still prefer traditional
items, practitioners draw attention to two main
considerations when planning sales promotions
for children. First, children are usually more comfortable with modern technology than their parents
are. so the promoter must avoid patronizing
them. Secondly, children enjoy the challenge of

being required to make some effort (e.g. participate
in competitions, or patiently collect tokens).
Parents, on the other hand, may find it hard to
summon the energy for such tasks, but can find
the motivation if the effort is worth it (e.g. educational, enthuses the child) and offers genuine
value. Thus, childish things can build sales and
loyalty but it's not child's play.

• It involves personal interaction between two or more people, so each person
can observe the other's needs and characteristics and make quick
adjustments.
• Personal selling also allows all kinds of relationships to spring up, ranging
from a matter-of-fact selling relationship to a deep personal friendship. The
effective salesperson keeps the customer's interests at heart in order to build a
long-term relationship.
• Finally, with personal selling the buyer usually feels a greater need to listen
and respond, even if the response is a polite 'no thank you'.
These unique qualities come at a cost, however. A sales force requires a longerterm commitment than does advertising - advertising can be turned on and off,
but sales force size is harder to change. Personal selling is also the company's
most expensive promotion tool, costing industrial companies an average of almost
£200 per sales call.
SALES PROMOTION. Kales promotion includes a wide assortment of tools coupons, contests, price reductions, premium offers, free goods and others - all of
which have many unique qualities:
• They attract consumer attention and provide information that may lead to a
purchase.
• They offer strong incentives to purchase by providing inducements or
contributions that give additional value to consumers,
• Moreover, sales promotions invite and reward quick response. Whereas
advertising says 'buy our product', sales promotion offers incentives to
consumers to 'buy it now'.
Companies use sales promotion tools to create a stronger and quicker
response. Sales promotion can be used to dramatize product offers and to boost
sagging sales. Sales promotion effects are usually short-lived, however, and are
not effective in building long-run brand preference. To work, manufacturers must
carefully plan the sales promotion campaign and offer target customers genuine
value. Only then will they enhance perceived brand image, build sales and maintain customer loyalty (see Marketing Highlight 18.2).
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Relative importance

Figure 18.5

Relative importance

Relative importance of promotion tools in consumer versus
industrial markets
PUBLIC RELATIONS.
Public relations or PR offers several unique qualities, It
is all those activities that the organization does to communicate with target audiences which are not directly paid for.
• PR is very believable: news stories, features and events seem more real and
convincing to readers than ads do.
• Public relations can reach many prospects who avoid salespeople and
advertisements, since the message gets to the buyers as 'news' rather than
as a sales-directed communication.
• And, like advertising, PR can dramatize a company or product. The Body
Shop is one of the few international companies that have used public
relations as a more effective alternative to mass TV advertisingMarketers tend to underage public relations or to use it as an afterthought. Yet a
well-thought-out public relations campaign used with other promotion-mix
elements can be very effective and economical.
DIRECT MARKETING. Although there are many forms of direct marketing direct mail, telemarketing, electronic marketing, online marketing and othersthey all share four distinctive characteristics.
•

Direct marketing is non-public as the message is normally addressed to a
specific person.

•

Direct marketing is immediate and customized, so messages can be
prepared quickly and tailored to appeal to specific customers.

•

Direct marketing is interactive: it allows a dialogue between the
communicator and the consumer, and messages can be altered depending
on the consumer7? response.

Thus, direct marketing is well suited to highly targeted marketing efforts and to
building one-to-one relationships.

Factors in Setting the Promotion Mix
Companies consider many factors when developing their promotion mixes;
namely, the type of product/market, the use of a push or pull strategy, the buyerreadiness stage and the product life-cycle stage.
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TYPE OF PRODUCT/MARKET. The importance of different promotional tools
varies between consumer and business markets (see Figure 18.5). Consumergoods companies usually put more of their funds into advertising, followed by
sales promotion, personal selling and then public relations. Advertising is relatively more important in consumer markets beeause there are a larger number of
buyers, purchases tend to be routine, and emotions play a more important role in
the purchase-decision process. In contrast, industrial-goods companies put most
of their funds into personal selling, followed by sales promotion, advertising and
public relations, [n general, personal selling is used more heavily with expensive
and risky goods, and in markets with fewer and larger sellers.
Although advertising is less important than sales Galls in business markets, it
still plays an important role. Advertising can build product awareness and knowledge, develop sales leads and reassure buyers. Similarly, personal selling can add
a lot to consumer goods marketing efforts, !t is simply not the case that 'salespeople put products on shelves and advertising takes them off. We 11-trained
consumer-goods salespeople ean sign up more dealers to carry a particular brand,
convince them to give more shelf space and urge them to use special displays and
promotions.
PUSH VERSUS PULL STRATEGY. The promotional mix is influenced by
whether the company ehooses a push or pull strategy. Figure 18.6 contrasts the
two strategies. A push strategy involves 'pushing' the product through distribution channels to final consumers. The firm directs its marketing activities
(primarily personal selling and trade promotion) towards channel members to
induce them to carry the product and to promote it to final consumers. Using a pull
strategy, the producer directs its marketing activities (primarily advertising and

push strategy
A promotion strategy tluit
valla for using tlie safes
farce and trade
promotion to push the
product through
channels. The producer
promotes the product to
wholesalers, the
wholesalers promote to
retailers, and the retailers
promote to consumers.
pull strategy
A promotion strategy that
calls for spending a lot
on advertising arid
consumer promotion to
build up consumer
demand. If the. strategy is
successful, consumers
will usk tlieir retailers for
tlie product, the retailers
will auk the wliolesalers,
and ti'ie wholesalers will
ask the proofwcers.
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Figure 18.6

Push versus pull promotion slratcgy

consumer promotion) towards final consumers to induce them to buy the
product. If the pull strategy is effective, consumers will then demand the product
from channel members, which will in turn demand it from producers. Thus under
a pull strategy, consumer demand 'pulls' the product through the channels.
Some small in dust rial-goods, companies use only push strategies; some directmarketing companies use only pull. However, most large companies use some
combination of both. For example, Lever Brothers uses mass-media advertising to
pull consumers to its products and a large sales force and trade promotions to
push its products through the channels.
In recent years, consumer-goods companies have been decreasing the pull
portions of their promotion mixes in favour of more push. There are a number of
reasons behind this shift in promotion strategy. One is that mass-media
campaigns have become more expensive and many companies in Europe, the
United States and Japan have cut back due to recessionary pressures over the
early 1990s. Many firms have also found advertising less effective in recent years.
Companies are increasing their segmentation efforts and tailoring their marketing
programmes more narrowly, making national advertising less suitable than localized retailer promotions. In these days of heavy brand extensions and me-too
products, many companies are finding it difficult to feature meaningful product
differentiations in advertising. Instead, they differentiate their brands through
price reductions, premium offers, coupons and other promotions aimed at the
trade.
The growing strength of retailers is also a key factor speeding the shift from
pull to push. Big retail chains in Europe and the United States have greater access
to product sales and profit information. They have the power to demand and get
what they want from suppliers. And what they want is margin improvements that is. more push. Mass advertising bypasses them on its way to the consumers,
but push promotion benefits them directly. Consumer promotions give retailers
an immediate sales boost and cash from trade allowances pads retailer profits. So,
manufacturers arc compelled to use push promotions just to obtain good shelf
space and advertising support from their retailers.
However, reckless use of push promotion leads to fierce price competition
and a continual spiral of price slashing and margin erosion, leaving less money to
invest in the product R & D, packaging and advertising" that is required to improve
and maintain long-run consumer preference and loyalty. Robbing the advertising
budget to pay for more sales promotion could mortgage a brand's long-term future
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for short-term gains. While push strategies will remain important, particularly in
packaged-goods marketing, companies that find the best mix between the two consistent advertising to build long-run brand value and consumer preference and
sales promotion to create short-run trade support and consumer excitement — are
most likely to win the battle for loyal and satisfied customers.11
BUYER-READINESS STAGE.
The effects of the promotional tools vary for the
different buyer-readiness stages. Advertising, along with public relations, plays
the leading role in the awareness and knowledge stages, more important than that
played by 'cold calls' from salespeople. Customer liking, preference and eonvietion are more affected by personal selling, which is closely followed by advertising. Finally, closing the sale is mostly done with sales calls and sales promotion.
Clearly, advertising and public relations are the most cost effective at the early
stages of the buyer decision process, while personal selling, given its high costs,
should focus on the later stages of the customer buying process.
PRODUCT LH< - E-CYCLE STAGE. The effects of different promotion tools also
vary with stages of the product life cycle. In the introduction stage, advertising
and public relations are good for producing high awareness, and sales promotion
is useful in getting early trial. Personal selling efforts must be geared to persuading
the trade to carry the product. In the growth stage, advertising and public relations continue to be powerful influences, whereas sales promotion can be
reduced because fewer incentives are needed. In the mature stage, sales promotion again becomes important relative to advertising. Buyers know the brands ant!
advertising is needed only to remind them of the product. In the decline stage,
advertising is kept at a reminder level, public relations is dropped and salespeople
give the product only a little attention. Sales promotion, however, might continue
at a high level in order to stimulate trade and prop up sales to customers.

The Changing Face of Marketing

Communications
During the past few decades, companies around the world have perfected the art
of mass marketing — selling highly standardized products to masses oi customers.
In the process, they have developed effective mass-media advertising techniques
to support their mass-marketing strategies. These companies routinely invest
huge sums of money in the mass media, reaching tens of millions of customers
with a single ad. However, as we move into the twenty-first century, marketing
managers are facing some new marketing communications realities.

The Changing Communications Environment
I

lWo major factors are changing the face of today's marketing communications.
First, as mass markets have fragmented, marketers are shifting away from mass
marketing. More and more, they are developing focused marketing programmes
designed to build closer relationships with customers in more narrowly defined
micro markets. Second, vast improvements in computer and information technology are speeding the movement towards segmented marketing. Today's information technology helps marketers to keep closer track of customer needs - more
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information is available about customers at the individual and household levels
than ever before. New technologies also provide new communications avenues for
reaching smaller customer segments with more tailored messages.
The shift from mass marketing to segmented marketing has had a dramatic
impact on marketing communications. Just as mass marketing gave rise to a new
generation of mass-media communications, so the shift towards one-to-one
marketing is spawning a new generation of more specialized and highly targeted
communications efforts.12
Given this new communications environment, marketers must rethink the
roles of various media and promotion-mix tools. Mass-media advertising has long
dominated the promotion mixes of consumer-product companies. However,
although television, magazines and other mass media remain very important,
their dominance is declining. Market fragmentation has resulted in media fragmentation - in an explosion of more focused media that better match today's
targeting strategies. For example, back in the 1970s and 1980s, in many developed countries, the three or four major TV networks attracted a majority of the
nation's viewing audience. By the mid-1990s, that number had dropped significantly as cable television and satellite broadcasting systems offered advertisers
dozens or even hundreds of alternative channels that reach smaller, specialized
audiences. 1 •' .Similarly, there has been a proliferation of special-interest magazines
in recent decades, reaching more focused audiences. Beyond these media channels, companies are making increased use of new, highly targeted media, ranging
from video screens on supermarket shopping trolleys to CD-ROM catalogues,
online computer services and Web sites on the Internet,
More generally, advertising appears to be giving way to other elements of the
promotion mix. In the glory days of mass marketing, consumer-product companies, such as Heinz, P & G and Mars, spent the lion's share of their promotion
budgets on mass-media communications. Today, media advertising captures a
much reduced proportion of die total promotion spend.'4 The rest goes to various
sales promotion activities, which can be focused more effectively on individual
consumer and trade segments. In all, companies are doing less broadcasting and
more narro-wcasting, relying on a richer variety of focused communication tools
which allow them to reach their many and diverse target markets.

Integrated Marketing Communications
The recent shift from mass marketing to targeted marketing, and the corresponding use of a richer mixture of communication channels and promotion
tools, poses a problem for marketers. Consumers are being exposed to a greater
variety of marketing communications from and about the company from a
broader array of sources. However, customers do not distinguish between
message sources in the way marketers do. In the consumer's mind, advertising
messages from different media such as television, magazines or online sourees
blur into one. Messages delivered via different promotional approaches - such as
advertising, personal selling, sales promotion, public relations or direct marketingall become part of a single overall message about the company. Conflicting
messages from these different sources can result in confused company images and
brand positions.
All too often, companies fail to integrate their various communications channels.
The result is a hodgepodge of communications to consumers. Mass advertisements say one thing, a price promotion sends a different signal, a product label
creates still another message, company sales literature says something altogether
different and the company's Web site seems out of sync with everything else.
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The problem is that these communications often come from different
company sources. Advertising messages are planned and implemented by the
advertising department or advertising agency. Persona! selling communications
are developed by sales management. Other functional specialists are responsible
for public relations, sales promotion, direct marketing, online sites and other
forms of marketing communication. Moreover, members of various departments
often differ in their views on how to split the promotion budget. The sales
manager would rather hire a few more salespeople than spend £150,000 on a
single television commercial. The public relations manager feels that he or she
can do wonders with some money shifted from advertising to public relations.
In the past, no one person was responsible for thinking through the communication roles of the various promotion tools and co-ordinating the promotion mix.
Today, however, more companies are adopting the concept of integrated
marketing eonimunications (IMG). Under this concept, the company carefully
integrates and co-ordinates its many communications channels - mass-media
advertising, personal selling, sales promotion, public relations, direct marketing,
packaging and others - to deliver a clear, consistent and compelling message
about the organization and its products.'5 It builds a strong brand identity in the
marketplace by tying together and reinforcing all the company's positioning,
images and messages across all its marketing communications venues. It means
that your PR materials say the same thing as your direct mail campaign, and your
advertising has the same "look and feel' as its Web site. When Japanese car maker
Honda launched its new five-door Civic, the company used an integrated
approach whereby its agencies were obliged to co-operate with each other to
generate the same branding and visuals across its TV ads, direct marketing and
sales promotion.
The company works out the roles that the various promotional tools will play
and the extent to which each will be used. It carefully co-ordinates the promotional activities and the timing of when major campaigns take place. It keeps
track of its promotional expenditures by product, promotional tool, product lifecycle stage and observed effect in order to improve future use of the promotionmix tools. Finally, to help implement its integrated marketing strategy, the
company appoints a marketing communications director who has overall responsibility for the company's communications effort. To integrate its external
communications effectively, the company must first integrate its internal communications activities.
Integrated marketing communications produces better communications
consistency and greater sales impact. It places the responsibility in someone's
hands - where none exisfed before - to unify the company's image as it is shaped
by thousands of company activities. It leads to a total marketing communication
strategy aimed at showing how the company and its products can help customers
solve their problems.

Socially Responsible Marketing
C omin uriica tion
Whoever is in charge, people at all levels of the organization must be aware of the
growing body of legal and ethical issues surrounding marketing communications.
Most marketers work hard to communicate openly and honestly with consumers
and resellers. Still, abuses may occur, and public policy makers have developed a

integrated marketing
communications
The concept under
which a company
carefully integrates and
co-ordinates its many
communications
channels to defers; r a
clear, consistent, and
compelling message
about the organisation
and its products.
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substantial body of laws and regulations to govern advertising, personal selling,
sales promotion and direct marketing activities.
By law, companies must avoid false or deceptive advertising. Advertisers must
not make false claims, such as suggesting that a product cures something when it
does not. They must avoid ads that have the capacity to deceive, even though no
one may actually be deceived. A car cannot be advertised as getting 32 miles per
gallon unless it does so under typical conditions, and a diet bread eannot be
advertised as having fewer calories simply becaxise its slices are thinner.
Sellers must avoid bait-and-switch advertising or deceptive sales promotions
that attract buyers under false pretences. For example, a large retailer advertised
a dishwashing machine at £179. However, when consumers tried to buy the
advertised machine, the seller downplayed its features, placed faulty machines on
showroom floors, understated the machine's performance and took other actions
in an attempt to switch buyers to a more expensive machine. Such actions are
both unethical and illegal.
International advertisers must also observe local rules. For example, in the
United States, direct-to-consumer advertising is allowed for prescription drugs.
Pharmaceutical firm EliLilly uses magazine advertisements to boost public awareness of its $2.4 bilhon-a-year anti-depressant, Prozac. Heavy consumer promotion of cholesterol -lower ing drugs, such as Bristol-Myers Squibb's Pravachol,
Warner-Lambert's Lipitor and Merck's Zocor, pushed up sales by 30 per eent in
1996."' In Europe, such advertisements are illegal. Prescription drugs ean be
promoted only in medical journals and other publications where qualified physicians are presumed to browse.
A company's trade promotion activities are also closely regulated. For
example, in some countries, sellers cannot favour certain customers through
their use of trade promotions. They must make promotional allowances and
services available to all resellers on proportionately equal terms.
Beyond simply avoiding legal pitfalls, such as deceptive or bait-andswitch advertising, companies ean invest in communications to encourage and
promote socially responsible programmes -and actions. For example, earthmoving equipment manufacturer Caterpillar is one of several companies and
environmental groups forming the Tropical Forest Foundation, which is working
to save the great Amazon rain forest. It uses advertising to promote the cause and
its involvement. British Telecom's sponsorship of Swimaihou, Europe's largest
participatory sporting event in 1996, combined a swimming challenge with
charity fund raising - the 46,000 swimmers who registered for the event raised
£1.39 million.17
A company's salespeople must follow the. rules of 'fair competition'. Some
countries Kave enacted deceptive sales acts that spell out what is not allowed For
example, salespeople may not lie to consumers or mislead them about [lie advantages of buying a product. To avoid bait-and-switch practices, salespeople's statements must match advertising claims. In bus in ess-to-business selling, salespeople
may not offer bribes to purchasing agents or to others who can influence a sale.
They may not obtain or use technical or trade seDrets of competitors through
bribery or industrial espionage. And salespeople must not disparage competitors
or competing products by suggesting things that are not true. No doubt, the laws
governing sales and marketing practices differ across countries. Thus, international marketers must be fully aware of the laws and regulations governing sales
and marketing communications practices, and how they differ across the countries in which they operate, when designing cross-border communications
programmes. Beyond understanding and abiding by these laws and regulations,
companies should ensure that they communicate honestly and fairly with
consumers and resellers.
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Summary
Modern marketing calls for more than just developing a good product, pricing it
attractively and making it available to target customers. Companies must also
communicate with current and prospective customers, and what they communicate should not be left to chance. For most companies, the question is not
whether to communicate, but how much to spend and in what ways.
In this chapter, we firstly defined the company's total marketing communications mix - also called promotion mix - as the specific blend of advertising,
personal stilling, sales promotion, public relations and direct marketing tools
that the company uses to pursue its advertising and marketing objectives.
Advertising includes any paid form of non-persona! presentation and promotion
of ideas, goods or services by an identified sponsor. In contrast, public relations
focuses on building good relations with the company's various publics by
obtaining favourable unpaid publicity. Firms use sales promotion to provide
short-term incentives to encourage the purchase or sale of a product or service.
Personal selling is any form of personal presentation by the firm's sales force for
the purpose of making sales and building customer relationships. Finally, firms
seeking immediate response from targeted individual customers use non-personal
direct marketing tools to communicate with customers.
Next we looked at the nine elements of the communication process and how
the process works: the sender and receiver are the two main parties in a communication; the message and media are the major communication tools; encoding,
decoding, response and feedback are the major functions performed; and noise is
die unplanned distortion during the process.
Then we examined the steps involved in developing effective marketing"
communication. In preparing marketing communications, the communicator's
first task is to identify the target audience and its characteristics. Next, the
communicator has to define the response sought, whether it be awareness,
knowledge, liking, preference, conviction or purchase. Then a message should
be constructed with an effective content and structure. Media must be selected,
tor both personal and non- personal communication. Finally, the communicator
must cottezt feedback by watching how much of the market becomes aware, tries
the product and is satisfied in the process.
We moved on to explain the methods that marketers use for setting the
promotion budget and factors that affect the design of the promotion mix. The
most popular approaches are to spend what the company can afford, to use a
percentage of sales, to base promotion on competitors' spending or to base it on
an analysis and costing of the communication objectives and tasks.
The company has to divide the promotion budget among the major tools to
create the promotion mix. Companies can pursue a push or a pull promotional
strategy, or a combination of the two. The best blend of promotion tools depends
on the type of product/market, the desirability of the buyer's readiness stage and
the product life-cycle stage.
This chapter also identified the major factors that are changing today's
marketing communications environment. First, recent shifts in marketing
strategy from mass marketing to targeted or one-on-one marketing, coupled with
advances in computers and information technology, have had a dramatic impact
on marketing communications. Although still important, the mass media arc
giving way to a profusion of smaller, more focused media. Companies are doing
less broadcasting and more narrawcasting,
Secondly, people at all levels of the organization must be aware of the many
l and ethical issues surrounding marketing communications today. Companies
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must work hard and proactively at communicating openly, honestly and agreeably with their intermediaries and consumers.
Finally, we discussed the process and advantages of integrated marketing
communications. As marketing communicators adopt richer but more fragmented media and promotion mixes to reach their diverse markets, they prevent
the danger of creating a communications hodgepodge for consumers by adopting
integrated marketing communications. This calls for carefully integrating all
sources of company communication to deliver a clear and consistent message to
target markets. To integrate its external communications effectively, die
company must first integrate its internal communications activities. The
company then works out the roles that the various promotional tools will play and
the extent to which each will be used. It carefully co-ordinates the promotional
activities and the timing of when major campaigns take place. Finally, to help
implement its integrated marketing strategy, the company appoints a marketing
communications director who has overall responsibility for the company's
communications efforts.
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Discussing the Issues
Which forms of marketing communications could be
used for each of the following?
•
Pop group Spice Girls' world tour.
• The launch of Nokia's new mobile
communications system.
• A university's Business Studies department
seeking to attract more overseas students on a
master's degree programme.
• Ilaagen-Dazs' new line of icecream and desserts.
• Marks & Spencer opening a new store in an edgeof-town retail park
2.

Linda McCartney (wife of Paul McCartney, pop star
and former member of the legendary 'Beatles') had
been used to endorse a line of reduced caloric, healthfood products. Her name was a key selling feature on
the packaging- of these products. Was she a credible

source for the product? Was she chosen for her
credibility as a spokesperson or for some other reason?
3. How does an organization get feedback on the effects
of its communication efforts? You may discuss the
question using the examples on sales promotion
campaigns outlined in Marketing Highlight 18.2.
4.

Consider a consumer-goods company that has
historically set the promotion budget as a percentage
of anticipated sales. Make out a case for changing the
method, indicating your preferred method, and
explain why.

5.

Companies spend a huge amount of money on
advertising to build a quality image for their products.
Refer to the examples of misleading and 'bad taste' ads
in Marketing Highlight 18.1 To what extent do you
think such advertisements help to raise a brand's image?

References

What conimijnication objectives might they achieve in
the short term? What might be the effects on product
sales in the short term, and over the lonj> term?
6.

•
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is planning a new fund-raising campaign to raise
millions of pounds to support development and
emergency projects in Asia and eastern Europe.
Outline a communication plan to achieve this
objective.

Chanty Projects, the organization behind Comic
Relief, most notable for the initiation of Red Nose Day,

Applying the Concepts
Think of a nationally advertised product or service
that has been running an advertising message for a
while. Go to a bookshop, newsagent and/or the library
and seek out magazines and other relevant print
media that may contain print advertising for the brand
you have selected. Where possible, copy examples of the
ads from current and ba<jk issues of the magazines and
the printed material you have accessed. Now examine
the ads closely.
•

How consistent are the message content,
structure and format?

*

Which response(s) do you think the campaign is
seeking: awareness, knowledge, liking,
preference, conviction or purchase?

•

Do you think the ad campaign is successful in
achieving the desired response? Why or why not?

Consider a car brand yon are familiar with.
•

List examples of how this brand uses the range of
promotional tools to communicate with its target
audience. (Public relations examples may be
difficult to spot, although you could consider how
uars arc used in films and television programmes,
or as celebrity vehicles for sports tournaments or
public events.)

•

Does this car maker use the communication tools
in a co-ordinated way that builds a consistent
brand image, or are the efforts fragmented? Explain.
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Case 18
Absolut Vodka: Absolutely Successful
Pontus Alenroth, Robert Hjornstrom, Joakim Eriksson
and Thomas Helgesson*

The bottle continues to be
the ce/itnipiecu in recent
campaigns like 'Absolut
Magic'. This ad ran/orccs
the vodka's aura of
ex<,'!.u sivenexs, rimelessness
and slifcr magic:
Little did Lars Olsson Smith know, when he introduced a new kind of vodka
called 'Absolutely Pure Vodka' in 1879, that his unique concept would become
the world's leading premium vodka a century later. Lars Olsson Smith, whose
portrait embellishes every Absolut Vodka bottle, was a self-made spirits
tycoon in nineteenth-century Sweden. He introduced :i revolutionary new
distillation method - the rectincation/eontinuous distillation mediod - which is
still used today when producing Absolut Vodka. The result was a clear highquality vodka, free from dangerous and bad-tasting by-products. As its label
shows, Absolut Vodka trades on its heritage:
' Halmstad University, Sweden.

Case 18: Absolut Vodka

Despite its long traditions, Absolut Vodka is a modern success. Tn 1979,
when the 100th anniversary of Absolutely Pure Vodka was approaching, Vin
& Sprit, the Swedish state-owned alcohol monopoly, decided to start
exporting the vodka to the United States. After objections from American
authorities, the name Absolutely Pure Vodka was changed to Absolut Vodka.
American consultants had surveyed the US spirits market and found 'a
clearly discernible consumer trend towards "white spirits" [such as vodka,
gin and white rum] as opposed to "brown spirits" [brandy, whiskey and dark
rum]; white spirits are seen as being purer and healthier'. Vin & Sprit had no
marketing or product design experience, so it employed outside teams of
marketing and management experts to create an adequate product for the
newly discovered market.
The design of the bottle was recognized at an early stage as crucial to
success. The final result is almost entirely the result of the persistence of
one man, Gunnar Broman. Ounnar Broman got the idea when he saw some
eighteenth-century medicine bottles in the window of an antique shop in the
Old Town in Stockholm. The bottles were elegant, different, simple and very
Swedish. Actually vodka was sold as a medicine in not dissimilar bottles
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Broman had to argue his
case for more than a year until the bottle was finally approved and the
manufacturing problems were overcome. The resulting Absolut bottle was
very different from competitors' bottles. The new version of an old medicine
bottle was considered a masterpiece in glass design. The timeless shape, the
fine lines and the exceptionally clear glass distinguish Absolut from other
premium vodka brands.
Independently of each other, the marketing team in Sweden and
Carillon, their L'S distributors, came up with marketing strategies that were
almost identical. 'All advertising should centre around the bottle, the
product should not be identified with any particular lifestyle, and the
approach should have a timeless yet contemporary feel to it.' Every advertisement has two features in common: the depiction of an Absolut bottle and
a two- or three-word caption beginning with the word 'Absolut'. It hit the US
market in 1979 and became the biggest-selling imported vodka brand. In
1997 Vin & Sprit shipped 5,5 million nine-litre cases worldwide.
The innovative way of marketing Absolut contrasted directly with
that of the established brands. As David Wachsman points out, the advertising of spirits in the United States used 'one of three formats: a roomful of
exceedingly happy people, a celebrity holding a glass or old-fashioned
settled family life'. Then came 'Absolut Perfection' and hundreds of different
ads.
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Absolut Vodka is a highly priced premium vodka and therefore has an
aura of up-market exelusiveness. Considering the target market and the
early magazine ads (Absolut Perfection, etc.), a tie-up with the arts world
was inevitable. The first step in this direction was taken in 1985 when the
New York cult pop artist Andy Warhol was commissioned to paint the
Absolut Vodka bottle. Today Absolut co-operates with artists and designers
in all the contemporary arts. 'The purity and clarity' of the product, says
Goran Lundquist, President, The Absolut Company a part of the Vin & Spirit
Group, is a 'timeless source of inspiration'. There are now over 3,000 works
in the Absolut collection, all featuring some aspect of the bottle or label.
Like other very successful campaigns the marketing is so sensational that
the product receives a huge amount of free media exposure. In Absolut's
case this has even occurred in markets that did not allow alcohol advertising.
Due to the fame that Absolut's unconventional marketing has generated,
the advertising agency receives thousands of requests for ad reprints of the
product, which has become a modern icon. In 1993, besides having won the
Effie and the Kelly awards, Absolut was honoured with an induction into the
Marketing Hall of Fame. That seal of approval confirmed Absolut's success
and impact on the American lifestyle, especially since the only other brands
that have received such an honour are Coke and Nike. 'Absolut Art' is also
achieving international recognition. Warhol's and other key US works,
together with others specially commissioned from French artists Bosser and
Delprat, were shown at Paris's prestigious Lavignes-Bastille Gallery in late
1994. From there, the exhibition mewed to London's Royal College of Art,
where new works by British artists, including Peter Blake, were added. The
exhibition then travelled in turn to Berlin, Munich and Milan.
The modest sales during the first years contrast with the current situation, where Absolut Vodka is recognized as the leading premium vodka and
the second-largest vodka brand overall. Absolut Vodka gave Vin & Sprit a
lifeline amidst declining Swedish demand for spirits. Siiles grow continuously over the years. Absolut is today the no. 6 bestselling spirit brand in the
world with a sales volume of almost 50 million litres.
An ingenious bottle and creative marketing played a crucial part in the
Absolut saga, but Vin & Sprit's distribution partnership was also crucial to its
success. Recently, however, Absolut hid farewell to Carillon, its international distributor. After a long and fruitful relationship, Absolut has
outgrown Carillon. The new choice is the Canadian company Seagram, the
world's leading alcohol distributor with an international distribution
network spanning 150 countries. With Seagram's help the Absolut Company
intends to reinforce Absolut's presence in new markets, notably in Russia
and Europe. It also hopes to increase its penetration in the more than 100
countries where Absolut is already present.
The Absolut Akademi aims to create 'a competitive edge through
people'. 'The goal is to build a quality culture around a quality product.'
Another tool in marketing is the Absolut Reflexions magazine, which is
distributed in all markets. Used as a PR tool, Absolut Reflexions spreads
news of the brand, its advertising and activities to consumers all over the
world.
Despite Absolut's success, Vin & Sprit's profits were less than 1 per cent
of turnover in 1993. At the end of 1994 Vin & Sprit lost its monopoly status
in Sweden. Other producers were allowed and the company no longer had
exclusive rights regarding wholesale sales to the state retail company,
System-Bolaget. Vin & Sprit is tackling the problem by economizing and
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expanding. Its Stockholm distillery closed in 1995 to concentrate production in three remaining plants. The total number of employees was also
reduced by a third.
While economizing at home Vin & Sprit aims to follow Absolut's success
in the United States with an attack on the European, Asian and Pacific
markets. Compared with the United States, the European market is slow
growing, fragmented and conservative. Europe has many leisure drinking
cultures, but these vary from region to region and there are well-established
traditions everywhere. Except for countries where vodka is the national
drink, the European vodka market is underdeveloped. Vodka is drunk by
only 4 per cent of consumers in Europe, compared to 21 per cent of
Americans. To repeat its American success, Absolut will need clever and
innovative strategies tailored specifically for each of Europe's submarkets.
Vin & Sprit is bullish about Absolut's chances in Europe. 'We have built up a
wide experience of operating abroad and we are confident we can meet the
competition,' says Vin & Sprit's Margareta Nystrom. The company believes
that wherever there is a demand for premium vodka, Absolut Vodka is the
optimal choice. 'Absolut Vodka proves itself time and time again as more
than just a fine vodka: it's an idea. And nothing can stop an idea whose time
has come.'

QUESTIONS
1.

What is the foundation of Absolut Vodka's success? Is it the vodka, the
bottle, the distribution or the promotion?

2.

How does Absolut's marketing build upon American trends in the late
1980s and early 1990s? Is Absolut a fashion product that will decline
with the trends?
Do you believe that Absolut Vodka 'is an idea whose time has come'
and that nothing can stop its success?
Vin & Sprit's European campaign uses ads in the same style that has
been so successful in the United States. Do you think the US approach
will work in other regions?
Since Absolut Vodka is such a lifestyle product, would you recommend
that Vin & Sprit should extend the brand into other markets in the
same way as Virgin has extended into video games, PCs, cola and
vodka?
Absolut's successful advertising has benefited greatly from the publicity
it generated. Can advertising campaigns be designed to create such
media attention or is the success of Wonderbra, Benetton and their
like, just good fortune?

3.
4.

5.

6.
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G I L A P T K R OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
Detine the roles of advertising, sales promotion and public relations
in the promotion mix.
Describe the main decisions involved in developing an advertising
programme.
Explain how sales promotion campaigns are developed and
implemented.
Explain how companies use public relations to communicate with
their publics.

Preview Case
Promotions Medley!
•MARS CONFECTIONERY LAUNCHES A £140 MILLION European advertising campaign in a bid to maximize its appeal to Europe's male
teenage market.'
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'Sony doubles its pan-European advertising spend to back its new video
games system. Playstation, with press and TV campaigns that will feature
comic testimonies of people who have had their lives changed by playing
Playstation.'
The UK's third largest charily, the Royal National Lifeboat Institution
(RNLI), spends £1.5 million on direct marketing and will consider direct
response television following a successful trial campaign - in which more
than £55 million in voluntary income was received.'
'IBM will use generic advertising for its personal computers. To start off
with, corporate advertising will emphasize IBM as a brand rather than a
series of products. IBM also will run a £12 million pan-European advertising
campaign for its new operating system.1
'Spanish designer Paco Rabanne launches XS pour Elle, a women's
version of its XS men's fragrance. TV advertisements break simultaneously
in France, the UK and Belgium.'
'Ready Brek, an instant hot oat eereal from Weetabix, teams up with
Disney Home Video for an in-pack promotion. Children collect a set of eight
moving picture cards based on original illustrations from the Disney film,
Snow White and the Sevan 7te>ar/is, The cards become available before the
video of the film goes on sale. Children can also send away for a J 2-page
booklet in which to mount eards for £1.50 and one completed order form.
Over the period of the in-pack promotion campaign. Ready Brek packs also offer
"10 per cent extra free". A national TV ad campaign focuses on the Snow Wliite
promotion and a full publicity programme is implemented to raise awareness of
the video release.'
'Richard Branson's everywhere - the beard, the smile, the stories about
this irrepressibly optimistic businessman leaping out of every newspaper,
television and radio station, the publication of the man's second biography
in five years. Virgin is his brand and that is going places too - Virgin
launches into vodka, Virgin takes on Coca-Cola, Virgin gets FM frequency in
London ... Radio 1 listeners vote Virgin's Branson the man they would most
like to rewrite the ten commandments.' Branson shows how a well-lubricated PR (public relations) machine can work wonders for the company's
leader and its brands.
These accounts are just a few examples reflecting the array of nonpersonal mass communication tools that organizations use to create awareness for their products or services, to secure greater support for their
brands, to build or strengthen company image or to generate sales.'

QUESTIONS
1. Identify the range of mass-marketing techniques that marketers use to
reach target customers.
2. What are their specific roles?
3. What are the major decisions involved in developing a mass-marketing
campaign?
4. What is an integrated communications strategy and how might firms
benefit from pursuing such a strategy?
5. What are the advantages and limitations of pan-European campaigns?
6.

Consider the barriers to effective implementation of Europe-wide
promotions and discuss the implications for international marketing
managers.
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Introduction
The questions in the preview case get us to think about the alternative massmarketing options open to marketers seeking to communicate with their target
customers and to evoke desired responses. In this chapter, we address the major
non-personal forms of communication and promotion. Personal selling is
discussed in Chapter 20, whereas direct marketing and online approaches are
examined in Chapter 22.
Companies must do more than offer good products or services. They must
inform consumers about product or service benefits and carefully position these
in consumers' minds. To do this, they must skilfully use the mass-promotion tools
of advertising, sales promotion and public relations. We take a closer look at
each of these tools i n this chapter.

Advertising
We define advertising as any paid form of non-personal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods or services through mass media such as newspapers, magazines, television or radio hy an identified sponsor. Advertising is used by many
organizations to communicate specific messages about themselves, their products and services, or their modes of behaviour to a predefined target audience, in
order to stimulate a response from the audience. The response may be perceptual
in nature: for example, the consumer develops specific views or opinions about
the product or brand, or these feelings are altered by the ad. The response could
be behavioural: for instance, the consumer buys the product or increases the amount
that he or she buys. Advertisers that sponsor advertisements include not only
business firms, but also non-profit and social institutions such as charities, museums
and religious organizations that promote causes to various target publics. Advertising
is a good way to inform and persuade, whether the purpose is to build brand preference for Nokia mobile phones worldwide, or to motivate a nation's young
consumers to drink more milk, or to encourage smokers to give up the habit.
In the European Union, advertisers run up an annual advertising bill of more
than eeu45.4 billion. As recession in Europe lifts, and national economies revive,
advertising spend in most EU countries has been forecast to rise towards the end
of the 1990s. However, advertisers will remain cautious in terms of how best to
use their advertising budget in order to achieve desired communication goals.2

Important Decisions in AdvertisingMarketing management must make five important decisions when developing an
advertising programme (see Figure 19.1).

Setting Objectives
The first step in developing an advertising programme is to set advertising objectives. These objectives should be based on decisions about the target market,

advertising

j-lnv paid form tifivmpersonal presentation
and promotion of ideas,
goods or serwces by an
identified sponsor.
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Figure 19.1

Main advertising derisions

advertising objective
A specific
communication task to
be accomplished with a
specific target audience
during a specific period
of time.
informative advertising
Advertising used to
inform consumers about
a new product or feature
and to build primary
demand.
persuasive advertising
Advertising used to built!
selective demand for a
brand by persuading
consumers thai it offers
the best quality far their
money.
comparison advertising
(knocking copy)
Advertising that
compares one brand
directly or indirectly tu
one or more other
brands.

positioning and marketing mix, which define the job that advertising must
achieve in the total marketing programme.
An advertising objective is a specific communication task to be accomplished
with a specific target audience during a specific period of time,3 Advertising objectives can be classified by purpose: that is, whether their aim is to inform,
persuade or remind. Table 19.1 lists examples of each of these objectives.
Informative advertising is used heavily when introducing a new product category. In this case, the objective is to build primary demand. Thus producers of
compact disc players first informed consumers of the sound and convenience
benefits of CDs. Persuasive advertising becomes more important as competition
increases. Here, the company's objective is to build selective demand. For
example, when compact disc players became established and accepted, Sony
began trying to persuade consumers that its brand offered the best quality for
their money.
Some persuasive advertising has become comparison advertising, in which a
company directly or indirectly compares its brand with one or more other brands;
Among the most frequent users of comparison advertising or knocking
copy is the car industry. In the UK, Korean car maker Hyundai sought to
raise awareness of its cars with a series of light-hearted efforts: 'Even a
kettle has a longer guarantee than Rover'. Another example was the war
of words between two yellow-fat manufacturers. Van den Berghs, part of
Unilever, provoked a battle with a campaign for its low-fat spread, Delight,
that made taste comparisons with St Ivel Gold, produced by Unigate, and
parodied some of its ad lines. St Ivel retaliated with an ad for its Gold
brand that targeted Flora, another Van Den Berghs product, and turned
one of Flora's catchlines, 'For your blooming generation', into 'For your
ballooning generation'. The argument was that Flora contained twice as
much fat as Gold, This led to a telling-off from the UK's Advertising
Standards Authority (ASA) on grounds that, as Flora was a different type
of spread (a full-fat margarine), St Ivel was not comparing like with like.
The ASA finally urged both advertisers to refrain from using the
approach.4
There arc potential dangers in using comparison advertising, especially when
comparisons are unfair and escalate into denigration of a rival's brand. The
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Table 19.1

Possible advertising objectives

To inform
• Telling the market about a new product.
• Suggesting new uses for a product.
• Informing the market of a price change.
• Explaining how the product works.
To persuade
• Building brand preference.
• Encouraging switching to your brand.
• Changing buyer perceptions of product
attributes.
To remind
• Reminding buyers that the product may lie
needed in the near future.
• Reminding buyers where to buy the product.

•
•
•
•

Describing available services.
Correcting false impressions.
Reducing buyers' fears.
Building a company image.

• Persuading buyers to purchase now.
• Persuading buyers to receive a sales call.

Keeping the product in buyers' minds during
off seasons.
Maintaining top-of-mind product awareness.

approach is legal in both the United States and United Kingdom, but in some
other European countries it is banned. Belgium and Germany regard it as tantamount to unfair competition. For example, a relatively innocuous Carlsberg
commercial with the tagline 'Probably the best lager in the world' could not be run
in those countries because it implicitly identified with products offered by rivals.
Similarly, the car-hire company A vis's 'We try harder' ad would not be allowed in
Germany because, although nobody is named, Hertz, the no. 1, is presumed to
be the only real competitor. Efforts to produce a European directive to harmonize
rules on comparative advertising across the EU have been relatively unsuccessful
to date. Until such a directive is issued, however, advertisers in the region
must remain sensitive to individual nations' codes of practice and legislation. This
style of communication will probably always exist in one form or another, as
most advertising is essentially comparative - after all, the aim of the advertiser is
to persuade the consumer to respond to one product offering rather than
another.5
Reminder advertising is important for mature products as it keeps consumers
thinking about the product. Expensive Coca-Cola ads on television are often
designed to remind people about Coca-Cola, not merely to inform or persuade
them.
Advertisers might also seek to assure existing customers that they have made
the right choice. Eor example, car firms might use reinforcement advertising that
depicts satisfied owners enjoying some special feature of their new car.
The choice of advertising objective is based on a good understanding of
the current marketing situation. If the product is new and the company is not
the market leader, but the brand is superior to the leading brand, then the advertising objective is to inform and convince the market of the brand's superiority.
On the other hand, if the market is mature and brand usage is declining, the
advertising objective would probably be to stimulate sales by persuading
customers to increase frequency of usage, or by encouraging competitors'
customers to switch.

reminder advertising
Advertising used to keep
consumers thinking
about a product
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Setting the Advertising Budget
After determining its advertising objectives, the company next sets its advertising budget for each product. The role of advertising is to create demand for a
product. The company wants to spend the amount needed to achieve the sales
goal. Four commonly used methods for setting the advertising budget were
discussed in Chapter 18. Here we describe some specific factors that should be
considered when setting the advertising budget:
•

•

•

•
•

Stage in the product life cycle. New products typically need large advertising
budgets to build awareness and to gain consumer trial. Mature brands
usually require lower budgets as a ratio to sales.
Market share. High-market-share brands usually need more advertising
spending as a percentage of sales than do low-share brands. Building the
market or taking share from competitors requires larger advertising
spending than does simply maintaining current share.
Competition and clutter. In a market with many competitors and high
advertising spending, a brand must advertise more heavily to be heard above
the noise in the market.
Advertising frequency. When many repetitions are needed to present the
brand's message to consumers, the advertising budget must be larger.
Product differentiation. A brand that elosely resembles other brands in its
product class (coffee, laundry detergents, chewing gum, beer, soft drinks)
requires heavy advertising to set it apart. When the product differs greatly
from competitors, advertising can be used to point out the differences to
consumers/'
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Setting the advertising budget is no easy task. How does a company know if it
is spending the right amount? Some critics maintain that large consumer
packaged-goods firms tend to overspend on advertising, while industrial companies generally underspend on advertising. They also claim that, on the one hand,
the large consumer companies use lots of image advertising extensively without
really knowing its effects, overspending as a form of 'insurance' against not
spending enough. Furthermore, what these companies decide to spend is based
on traditional rules of thumb, such as what can be afforded or normal industry
advertising/sales ratios, which have little local validity. 7 On the other hand, industrial advertisers tend to rely too heavily on their sales forces to bring in orders,
underestimating the power of the company and product image in preselling industrial customers. Thus they do not spend enough on advertising to build customer
awareness and knowledge.
How much impact does advertising really have on consumer buying and
brand loyalty? A research study analyzing household purchases of frequently
bought consumer products came up with the following surprising conclusion:
Advertising appears effective in increasing the volume purchased by loyal
buyers but less effective in winning new buyers. For loyal buyers, high
levels of exposure per week may be unproductive because of a leveling off
of ad effectiveness ... Advertising appears unlikely to have some cumulative
effect that leads to loyalty ... Features, displays, and especially price have
a stronger impact on response than does advertising.8
These findings did not sit well with the advertising" community, and several people
attacked the study's data and methodology. They claimed that the study
measured mostly short-run sales effects. Thus it favoured pricing" and sales
promotion activities, which tend to have more immediate impact. In contrast,
most advertising takes many months, or even years, to build strong brand positions and consumer loyalty. These long-run effects are difficult to measure.
However, recent research, which examined data over a ten-year period, found
that advertising" docs produce long-term sales growth, even two years after a
campaign ends.1* This debate underscores the fact that measuring the results of
advertising spending remains a poorly understood subject.
Companies can use advertising-expenditure models to help them decide how
much to spend. An early model developed by Vidale and Wolfe called for a larger
advertising budget - the higher the sales-response rate, the higher the rate at
which customers forget the advertising and brand, and the higher the untapped
sales potential.111 Such n model does not, however, consider competitors' advertising and whether or not the firm's ads are effective. An adaptive-control mode!
lias the firm experimenting with different rates of expenditure and measuring"
sales response to different levels of spending. Suppose the company has set an
advertising expenditure rate based on its most recent information on sales
response. It spends this rate in all of its markets except in a subset of 2n markets
randomly chosen. In n test markets, the firm spends at a lower rate, and in the
other n, a higher rate. This provides sales response to low, medium and high rates
of advertising spend that is used to update the parameters of the sales-response
function currently used. The updated sales-response function is used to determine
the best advertising budget for the next period.11

Advertising Strategy
Advertising" strategy covers two major elements: creating the advertising
messages and selecting the advertising media. In the past, most companies
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developed messages and media independently. Media planning was often seen as
secondary to the message creation process. First the creative department created
the ad; then the media department selected the best media for carrying the advertisements to the desired target audiences. Separation of the functions often
caused friction between creatives and media planners.
Today, however, media fragmentation, soaring media costs and more focused
target marketing strategies have raised the importance of the media planning
function. In some cases, an advertising campaign might begin with a good media
opportunity, followed by advertisements designed to take advantage of that
opportunity. Increasingly, companies are realizing the benefits of planning these
two activities jointly. Messages and media should blend harmoniously to create an
effective overall ad campaign.

• Creating the. Advertising Message
A large advertising budget does not guarantee a successful advertising campaign.
Two advertisers can spend the same amount on advertising, yet have very
different results. The advertising messages can be more important to advertising
success than the amount of money spent. No matter how big the budget, advertising can succeed only if commercials gain attention and communicate well.
THE CHANGING MESSAGE ENVIRONMENT. Good advertising messages
are especially important in today's costly and cluttered advertising environment.
The average consumer has numerous television and radio stations and thousands
of magazines to choose from. To these, add the countless catalogues, direct-mail
ads and continuous barrage of other media. Consumers are bombarded with ads
at home, at work and at all points in between!
If all this advertising clutter bothers some consumers, it also causes big problems for advertisers - it is very costly. Advertisers could pay tens to hundreds of
thousands of pounds for a 30-second slot during a popular prime-time TV
programme. Also, their ads are sandwiched in with a battery of other commercials
and announcements in any viewing hour. With the growth in cable TV, video
cassette recorders and remote-controlled technologies, today's audience can also
tune out ads by either watching commercial-free channels or 'zapping' commercials by pushing the 'fast-forward' button during taped programmes. With remotecontrol, they can instantly turn off the sound during a commercial or 'zip' around
channels to see what else is on. Thus, just to gain and hold attention, today's
advertising messages must be better planned, more imaginative, more innovative,
more entertaining and more rewarding to consumers. Creative strategy, therefore, will play an increasingly important role in advertising success.
MESSAGE STRATEGY. The first step in creating effective advertising messages
is to decide what general message will be communicated to consumers - to plan
the message strategy. Generally, the purpose of advertising is to get target
consumers to think about or react to the product or company in a certain way.
People will respond only if motivated to do so. For example, they will reaet if they
believe that they will benefit from doing so. Thus, developing an effective message
strategy usually begins with identifying target customer benefits that can be used
as advertising appeals. Ideally, advertising message strategy follows directly from
the company's broader positioning strategy. The planner must also have in mind
the target audience and the type of response the message should evoke among
those that get the message.
Message strategy statements tend to be plain, straightforward outlines of
benefits and positioning points that the advertiser wants to stress. This means the
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advertiser must develop a compelling creative concept - or 'big idea' - that will
bring the message strategy to life in a distinctive and memorable way. The creative
concept may emerge as a visualization, a phrase or a combination of the two.
There are several creative message strategies that firms adopt:
•

The message focuses on the brand's positioning (e.g. 'Stella Artois.
Reassuringly expensive'; 'Simply years ahead', Philips; 'Have a break, have a
Kit-Kat'; The world's most civilized spirit', Ilenessy cognac).
• The message taps one or other of the motivations that drive human
consumption — for example, functional benefit ('Brain tood — every Friday',
The Economist), pleasure ('Never simply required reading— it is desired
reading', Wall Street Journal Europe), self-identity ('No FT Comment',
Financial Times), image ('Many Guardian readers are just like their
newspaper - eloquent, incisive and successful'), admiration ('Top people
read The Times') and altruism ('We don't eut down trees for our
newsprint').13
• The idea could be spawned by addressing the ways in which product sales
can be increased: current users must be encouraged to use more, or new
users encouraged to start buying the product. For example, Reebok came up
with a breakthrough idea of informing consumers that their running shoes
are for everyday wear, thus creating a 'new use' for previous non-users of the
product category.
• The message homes in on the differences between the advertised product
and competitors' offering: for example, Burger King's message to consumers
is that its burger is 'Broiled, not fried'.
• The idea for the message could have developed from an in-depth knowledge
of the consumer's own experience with the product, particularly the buying
process, die process and effect of consumption, and the benefits sought. The
advertiser must come very close to the consumer and follow his or her
experience with the product, usually through lengthy, labour-intensive
qualitative research, including point-of-purehase observations and analysis.
Thus Contac 400 shows sharp observation, with its ad which assures cold
sufferers that the drug 'dries up the symptoms of a cold'.
Creative ad people therefore have different ways of finding advertisingmessage ideas that will engage the attention of viewers. Many creative people start
by talking to consumers, dealers, experts and competitors. Others try to imagine
consumers buying or using the product and then work out the benefits that
consumers seek when buying and using the product.
Usually, the copywriter and art director team up to generate many creative
concepts, hoping that one of the concepts will turn out to be the big idea.
Logically, it makes sense to generate alternative themes, evaluate the appeal of
each and select a preferred strategy. But how should advertising planners evaluate
advertising messages?
The creative concept should guide the choice of specific appeals to be used in
an ad campaign. Generally, the appeals should have three characteristics. First,
they should be meaningful, pointing out benefits that make the product more
desirable or interesting to target customers. Second, appeals must be believable.
This objective is difficult because many consumers doubt the truth of advertising
in general. One study found that a full one-third of the public rates advertising
messages as 'unbelievable'.1-1 Furthermore, the most meaningful and believable
benefits may not be the best ones to feature. Appeals should be distinctive in
terms of telling consumers how the product is better than the competing brands.
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For example, the most meaningful benefit of owning a wristwatch is that it keeps
accurate time, yet few watch ads feature this benefit. Instead, based on the
distinctive benefits they offer, watch advertisers might select any of a number of
advertising concepts. For years. Timex has been the affordable watch that 'Takes a
lickin' and keeps on tiekin". In contrast, .Swatch lias featured style, fun and fashion,
whereas Rolex stresses luxury and status. Advertisers should therefore pretest
each ad to determine that it has the maximum impact, believability and appeal.
MESSAGE EXECUTION. The impact of the message depends not only on
what is said, but also on hcrw it is said. The advertiser has to turn the 'big idea'
into an actual ad execution that will capture the target market's attention and
their interests. The advertiser usually begins with a statement of the objective and
approach of the desired ad:
For example, in France, McClan's Whisky planned to use advertising to
increase awareness and familiarity and to create an image as a real
whisky with a distinct personality which was clearly within the values of
the French whisky market. The target segment is regular whisky drinkers
who are currently buying standard brands such as Johnny Walker and
Ballantines, and who want good value but not the prestige of a premium
or the money-saving value of a cheap brand. The 'how' or advertising
message proposed that McClan is the whisky that embodies the spirit of
France today. It is the whisky for the 'new adventurers', who are dynamic
and aspirational, but their ambition is directed to a full and varied
experience of life, self-expression and appreciation of art and culture, not
the desire for social standing or political power. The message was
executed via an evocative visual campaign. It exploited the physical
elements of the brand, which already evoke positive images among
French whisky drinkers - die short, sharp, powerful name, the golden
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label, distinctive bottle shape and red typography. Since it is illegal to
advertise spirits on French TV, luxury magazines which gave colour and a
prestige environment were chosen.34
The creative people must find the best style, tone, words and format for executing
the message. Any message can be presented in different execution styles, such as the
following: •

Slice of life. This style shows one or more people using the product in a
normal setting (e.g. the 'Oxo' gravy commercials which show the role of the
mother who is tolerant of the domestic impositions of other members of her
family).
• Lifestyle. This style shows how a product fits in with a particular lifestyle.
For example, the 'After Eight' mints UK advertisement (elegant dinner party
in a period house) appeals to aspirations more than anything else.
• Fantasy This style creates a fantasy around the product or its use. For
instance, 'Anything can happen after a Badedas bath' usually meant the
arrival of a 'Prince Charming' with a romantic style of transport just after his
mistress emerged from the bath.
•

Mood or image. This style builds a mood or image around the product, such
as beauty, love or serenity. No claim is made about the product except
through suggestion. Timotei shampoo employs the mood for nature and
simplicity - a strategy that has worked successfully in many countries
across the globe.
• Musical. The ad is built around a song or some well-known music, so that
emotional responses to the music are associated with the product. Many
soft-drink commercials (e.g. Coca-Cola, Pepsi-Cola) use this format.
•

Personality symbol. This style creates a character that represents the
product. The character might he animated (e.g. the Jolly (ireen Giant,
Garfield the Cat) or real (e.g. Eric Cantona and Les Ferdinand for Nike's
'Kick It' campaign).

t

Technical expertise. This style shows the company's expertise in making the
product. Thus Maxwell House shows one of its buyers carefully selecting the
coffee beans, and Audi ears implies superiority with 'Vorsprung dureh Technik'.

•
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Marketing

Hush, Little Baby!

Highlight
19.1

Here is ,-in example of how 'tone'
can break an ad
Fisher-Price, the international
toy manufacturer, recently pretested a commercial called 'Baby'The ad opens on an empty, sunfilled room with net curtains hanging from high windows and swaying
above a polished wooden floor. A
dramatic chord rings in the magical appearance of a perfect little
boy on a white blanket. An enthusiastic, but
gentle, voice-over suggests baby's thoughts: 'Where
am I? How did I get here?'
Another chord and the baby is surrounded by
Fisher-Price toys. Baby reveals his thoughts:
•What's the box? What if I push ... What if ...?',
etc. The ad closes with the thought: 'Fisher-Price,
for the most enquiring minds in the world.'

•

•

The women in the focus group
sessions related well to the ad. The
agency was excited about it.
However, when the commercial
was presented for the first time in
general
advertising,
mothers
admitted they were terrified by the
opening sequence. The billowing
curtains and the dramatic chord
suggested Alfred Hitchcock, not
creation. When the baby appeared,
the mothers expected some harrowing warning (like ... 100 babies
die each year through being left alone!), not plastic toys. The agency reviewed the mothers' reaction to the commercial. The ad was indeed
impactful. It would, however, lead to a negative
association for Fisher-Price toys.
The agency changed the beginning of the ad
to remove the sinister overtones.

Scientific evidence. This style presents survey or scientific evidence that
the brand is better or better liked than one or more other brands. For years,
Crest toothpaste has used scientific evidence to convince buyers that Crest
is better than other brands at fighting cavities. In Elide Gibbs' relaunch of
the skin-care brand Pond's, the advertisement referred to the 'Pond's
Institute' where women were shown having their skin analyzed, the ad
emphasizing the brand's scientific problem-solving qualities.
Testimonial evidence. This style features a highly believable or likable
source endorsing the product. It could be a celebrity, like sports star Daley
Thompson, who was used to endorse Smith Kline Beecham's energy drink
Lucozade, which Is targeted at young consumers, or ordinary people saying
how much they like a given product.

The advertiser must also choose a tone for the ad. Positive appeals that evoke
happiness, feelings of achievement, fun and so forth tend to be more effective
than negative tones. Research has shown that negative appeals that evoke fear
discourage viewers from looking at the advertisement, and so would be counterproductive (see Marketing Highlight 19.1).
The advertiser must also use memorable and attention-getting --words in the
ad. For example, the following themes on the left would have had much less
impact without the creative phrasing on the right:
Theme

Creative copy

KLM would like frequently flying
business passengers to see it as
the all-round, reliable specialist
in air travel.

'KLM - Royal Dutch Airlines - the
reliable airline'
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Nothing is too much trouble in the
pursuit of creating the perfectly
functioning mechanism.

'Pure, undiluted BMW

Miele offers top-quality premium
kitchen products that are miles
abend of the competition.

'Miele - there is no better one' (The
German company's advertising for
dishwashers and washing machines
in Belgium, Holland, the United States
and Canada)
'For a better, closer shave - Philips'

Philishavo gives optimum shaving
satisfaction due to its high quality
and advancc-d technology, making
it superior to competitors in every
way.
7-Up is not a cola.
Stella Artois is a high-price, highquality beer.

The Uncola'
'Stella Artois - reassuringly
expensive'

Finally, format elements make a difference to an ad's impact as well as its
cost. A small change in ad design can make a big difference to its effect. The illustration is the first thing the reader notices, so it must be -strong enough to attract
attention. Next, the headline must effectively entice the right people to read the
copy. Finally, the copy, which is the main block of text in the ad, must be simple
but strong and convincing.
Consider Ericsson's recent advertising campaign, simply headlined
'Ericsson Made/Bond Approved', which shows Piers Brosnan, who plays
James Bond, clutching an Ericsson mobile phone to his ear, rather than
the traditional hand-gun. Those of you who have seen the movie
Tomorrow Never Dies will recall that Bond's 'Ericsson-made' phone is no
ordinary phone - it can steer a car, break open a safe, scan fingerprints,
take photographs and even stun 'baddies'. Ericeson hopes that the link-up
with Bond will help transform its slightly lack-lustre, anonymous image.
The company hopes that the association with 007 will make Ericsson 'big,
famous and sexy across all of its markets', and thereby help sales.15
Importantly, all the elements - style, tone, words, format - must effectively
work togetlier. Even then, less than 50 per cent of the exposed audience will
notice even a truly outstanding ad: about 30 per cent will recall the main point of
the headline; about 25 per cent will remember the advertiser's name; and less
than 10 per cent will have read most of the copy. Less than outstanding ads, unfortunately, will not achieve even these results.

• Selecting Advertising Media
The advertiser must next decide upon the media to carry the message. The main
steps in media selection are: (1) deciding on reach, frequency and impact; (2)
choosing among chief media types; (3) selecting specific media vehicles; and (4)
deciding on media timing,

DECIDING ON REACH, FREQUENCY AND IMPACT.

TO select media, the

advertiser must decide what reach and frequency are needed to achieve advertising objectives. Reach is a measure of the percentage of people in the target
market who arc exposed to the ad campaign during a given period of time. For

reach
The percentage of people
in the target market
exposed to an ad
campaign during a
given period.
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frequently
The number of times the
average person in the
target market is exposed
to an advertising
message during a given
period.
media impact
The qualitative value of
an exposure through a
given medium.

example, the advertiser might try to reach 70 per cent of the target market during
the first three months of the campaign. Frequency is a measure of how many
times the average person in the target market is exposed to the message. For
example, the advertiser might want an average exposure frequency of three. The
advertiser must also decide on the desired media impact - that is. the qualitative
value of a message exposure through a given medium. For example, for products
that need to he demonstrated, messages on television may have more impact than
messages on radio because television uses sight and sound. The same message in
a national newspaper may he more believable than in a local daily.
Suppose that the advertiser's product might appeal to a market of 1 million
consumers. The goal is to reach 700,000 consumers (70 per cent of 1,000,000).
Because the average consumer will receive three exposures. 2,100,000 exposures
(700.000 x 3} must be bought. If the advertiser wants exposures of 1.5 impact
(assuming 1.0 impact is the average), a rated number of exposures of 31.500,000
(2,100,000 x 1.5) must be bought. If a thousand exposures with this impact cost
eculO, the advertising budget will have to be ecu31,500 (3,150 x 10). In general,
the more reach, frequency and impact the advertiser seeks, the higher the advertising budget will have to be.
CHOOSING AMONG CHIEF MEDIA TYPES. The media planner has to
know the reaeh, frequency and impact of each of the major media types. Table
19.2 shows the available media in key western and Asian markets. Table 19.3
displays the distribution of advertising spend by type of mass medium in these
countries. The leading media have advantages and limitations, as shown in Table
19.4.
How do advertisers select appropriate media from the range of media available? Media planners consider many factors when making their media choices.
The media habits of target consumers will affect media choice: for example, radio
and television are the best media for reaching teenagers. So will the nature of the
product: fashions, for example, are best advertised in colour magazines and
Nikon cameras are best demonstrated on television. Different types o/messed!
may require different media: for instance, a message announcing a big sale
tomorrow will require radio or newspapers; a message with a lot of technical data
might require magazines or direct mailings or an online ad and Web site (see
Chapter 22). Cost is also an important consideration in media choice: whereas
television is very expensive, newspaper advertising costs much less. The media
planner looks at both the total cost of using a medium and the cost per thousand
exposures - that is, the cost of reaching 1,000 people using the medium.
Media impact and cost must be re-examined regularly. For a long time, television and magazines dominated in the media mixes of national advertisers, with
other media often neglected. Recently, however, the costs and clutter of these
media have gone up, audiences have dropped and marketers are adopting strategies aimed at narrower segments."'Advertisers are also turning increasingly to
alternative media, ranging from cable TV and outdoor advertising to parking
meters, taxis and even shopping trolleys.

media vehicles
Specific media -within
each general media type,
such as specific
magazines, television
shows or radio
programmes.

SELECTING SPECIFIC MEDIA VEHICLES. The media planner must now
choose the best media vehicles - that is, specific media within each general media
type. In most cases, there is an incredible number of choices. For radio and television, and in any one country, there are numerous stations and channels to
choose from, together with hundreds, even thousands, of programme vehicles the particular programmes or shows where the commercial should be broadcast,
Prime-time programmes are the favourites; the costs, however, tend to escalate
with the popularity of the programme.

Table 19.2

Available media in major European, North American and Asian countries

DAILY

CONSUMER

CONSUMER

NEWSPAPERS,

MAGAZINES,

MAGAZINES,

GENERAL

SPECIAL

INTEREST1

INTEREST

NATIORAI/

EXECUTIVE

REGIONAL1

MEDIA 1

20
Austria
lielgium
57
47
Denmark
55
Finland
86
France
Germany
232
110
Greece
8
Ireland
91
Italy
Netherlands
60
62
Norway
18
Portugal
Spain
106
92
Sweden
Switzerland
59
Turkey
47
United Kingdom
104
14
Bulgaria
Czech Rlov. Rep.
27
12
Hungary
7
Poland
10
Romania
United States
1,159
97
Canada
47
Australia
China
27
Hong Kong
23
114
India
Indonesia
39
Japan
113
Malaysia
35
New Zealand
29
Singapore
9
35
South Korea
Taiwan
25

20
37
12
12
26
33
16

8

41
20
16
6
22

10

20
10
75
2
8
10

7
1

85
43
19

9
20
13
11
54
6
13
11

5
8

29

51
19
20
68
99
54
34
90
35
8
17

58
16
37
10
91
5
25
7
16

4
112

41
44
9
37
50
15
82
11
27
20
7
9

55
154

84
44
153
,127
30
36

315
141

52
33
147
83
129
16
1,214"
11
44
15
14

18
561
160
217
51
50
38
14
164
12
72
40

6
5

COMMERCIAL

TV

DTII

OUTDOOR

TV

HOUSEHOLDS

CABLE

SATELLITE

VCR

COMMERCIAL

CINEMA

PENETRATION

PENETRATION*

PENETRATION

RADIO

SCREENS

PASELS-

STATIONS2

(%)!

PENETRATION"1
(%)

(%}>

STATION2

NUMIiER

(000)

23.0
S7.0
47.0
37.0
4.0
33.0
38-0
86.0
44.0
-

3.4
0.3

395
393

100

2
4
4

6
5
5
30

2

4
4
3

2
13
1
4
7
3
2
•>
i-

n.a
n.a
1.426'
132<
52
292
4
na
5

115

3

7
5
4
3

97
96
95
98
94
96

93
95
99
98
98
95
99
97
94
n.a
97
95
96

98
98
52

97J
69'
99
57

98
66
74

100
89
94
100
99
99

5.0

46.0
77.0
1.0
1.0

*

2.0
27.0
2.0
n.a
60.0
74.0
n.a
n.a

n.a
7.7

n.a
16.5
n.a
n.a
n.a
1.0
n.a

(X)

3,0

0.7
0.2
7.6

42
39
53
55

2.4
3.6
5.4
0.7
1.5

41
26
46
44
40
55
60
36
45

4.5
1.1

61
6,3

0.2

0.8
11.0
2.0
1.7
1.7
;
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
7.5
50
1.0
8.2
n.a
n.a
n.a
1.0

10.0

40
64
7
16

28
20
12

72
68

73
3

70
17
13
67
33
69
78
44
62

2

610
80
52
1 ,397
157

245
22
4,000
200
404
294
840
_
35
nil
109
na
T1H

6

na
na
na
na
151
568
3
85
694
88
1
66
11
7

33

276

340
3,058
3,170

323

183
3,000
422
292
400
2,160
550
330
355
1,79]
558
2,778
1 ,603
1,600
630
2,1,132'
790f
744
8,090
154
10,000
1,654
1,600
237

87
71
671
600

POSTER

lOfT
18

100
575
358
13
/
100
75
13'
16
45
11
150
3
101
na
na
7
na
na
399"

na
53
ua
7

6
32l>

72"
2
2

15

3
na
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Table 19.3

Distribution of advertising expenditure by medium in major
European, North American and A&ian (•mmtries
TOTAL MASS

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany (W)
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States
Canada (1988)
Australia
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
New Zealand
Singapore
South Korea
Taiwan

-MEDIA (US$ M)

PRINT (%)

TV(%)

RADIO {%)

1.012
1,018
1,081
7,993
1,482
11,246

56
52
83
45
79
75
44
55
43

26
32
12
32
14
15
42

12
2

526
311

5,710
2,712
786
415
7,652
1 ,837
2,421
14,069
80,389
4,781
3,848
297
861
896
287
34,747
317
575
313
2,826
1,294

83
93
37
53
93
78

65
53

54
48

54
42

67
60
35
49
49
65
48
55

27

51
12
3

2

8
4
5
7
11
2
2
1
8
10

44
31
2
7
29

n.a.

22
35

12
9

40
50
20
9
32
41
36
30
30
35

6
4
3
19
5
2
15
2
5
7

35

2
2

n

CINEMA (%)
n.a.
1
1
1
#
1
•i
n.a.
n.a.
i
1
n.a.
1
1
1
^
n.a.
n.a.
2
;•
1
S

1

n.a.

s

n.a.
#
n.a.

•n

OUTDOOR/
TKAKSIT

(%)

6
13

2
14
3
4
7
7
4
3
2
11
5

T4

12

4
1
12
6
n.a.
3
10
11
13
8

n.a.
3
17
3

Iii the case of magazines, the media planner must look up circulation figures
and the costs of different ad sizes, colour options, ad positions and frequencies for
specific magazines. Each country has its own high- or general-circulation magazines
(for example, TV guides) which reach general audience groups. There is also an
array of special-interest publications that enable advertisers to reach special
groups of audience (for instance, business magazines to reach business executives). The planner selects the media that will do the best joh in terms of reaching
the target customer group - that is, in terms of their selectivity towards the target.
Then he or she must evaluate each magazine on factors such as credibility, status,
reproduction quality, editorial focus and advertising submission deadlines. The
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Table 19.4
MEDIUM
Newspapers

Television

Radio
Magazines

Outdoor

Advantages and limitations of media forms

ADVANTAGES

LIMITATIONS

Flexibility; timeliness; local market
coverage; broad acceptance;
high believability.

Short life; poor reproduction
quality; small pass-along
audience.
TTigh absolute eost; high
clutter; fleeting exposure; less
audience selectivity.
Audio presentation only, lower
attention than TV; fleeting exposure.
Long ad purchase lead time; some
waste circulation; no guarantee
of position.

(jombmes sight, sound and
motion; appealing to the senses;
high attention; high reach.
Mass use; high geographic and
demographic selectivity; low cost.
High geographic and demographic
selectivity; credibility and prestige;
high-quality reproduction; long life;
good pass-along readership.
Flexibility; high repeat exposure;
low cost; low competition.

No audience selectivity; creative
limitations.

media planner ultimately decides which vehicles give the best reach, frequency
and impact for the money.
Media planners have to compute the cost per thousand persons reached by a
vehicle. For example, if a full-page, four-colour advertisement in The Economise
costs S30,000 and its readership i.s 3 million people, the cost of reaching each
group of 1,000 persons is about £10. The same advertisement in Business Week
may cost only £20,000 but reach only 1 million persons, giving a cost per thousand of about £20. The media planner would rank each magazine by cost per
thousand and favour those magazines with the lower cost per thousand for
reaching target consumers. Additionally, the media planner considers the cost of
producing ads for different media. Whereas newspaper ads may cost very little to
produce, flashy television ads may cost millions. Media costs vary across different
countries, so care must be taken not to generalize the figures.
Thus the media planner must balance media cost measures against several
Qiedia impact factors. First, the planner should balance costs against the media
vehicle's audience quality. For a mobile telephone ad, business magazines would
have a high-exposure value; magazines aimed at new parents or woodwork enthusisisists would have a low-exposure value. Second, the media planner should
consider audience attention. Readers of Vogue, for example, typically pay more
attention to ads than do Business Week readers. Third, the planner should assess
the vehicle's editorial quality. For example, die Financial Times and Wall Street
Journal Europe are more credible and prestigious than the News of the World.
DECIDING ON MEDIA TIMING. Another decision that must be made
concerns timing: how to schedule the advertising over the course of a year.
| Suppose sales of a product peak in December and drop in March. The firm can
vary its advertising to follow the seasonal pattern, to oppose the seasonal pattern,
or to be the same all year. Most firms do some seasonal advertising. Borne do only
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continuity

Scheduling ads evenly
within a given period.
pulsing

Scheduling ads
unevenly, in bursts, over
a certain time period-

seasonal advertising: for example, many department stores advertise — usually
their seasonal sales - in specific periods in the year, such as Christmas, Easter
and summer. Finally, the advertiser has to choose the pattern of the ads,
Continuity means scheduling ads evenly within a given period PiJsing means
scheduling ads unevenly over a given time period. Thus 52 ads could either he
scheduled at one per week during the year or pulsed in several bursts. The idea is
to advertise heavily for a short period to build awareness that carries over to the
next advertising period. Those who favour pulsing feel that it can be used to
achieve the same impact as a steady schedule, but at a much lower cost. However,
some media planners believe that although pulsing achieves minimal awareness,
it sacrifices depth of advertising communications.

Advertising Evaluation
copy testing
Measuring the
communication effect of
an advertisement before
or after it is printed or
broadcast .

The advertising programme should regularly evaluate both the communication
impact and the sales effects of advertising. Measuring the communication effect of
an ad or copy testing tells whether the ad is communicating well. Copy testing
can be done before or after an ad is printed or broadcast. There are three principal methods of pretesting in advertising. The first is through direct rating,
where the advertiser exposes a consumer panel to alternative ads and asks them
to rate the ads. These direct ratings indicate how well the ads gain attention and
how they affect consumers. Although this is an imperfect measure of an ad's
actual impact, a high rating indicates a potentially more effective ad. In port/olio
tests, consumers view or listen to a portfolio of advertisements, taking as much
time as they need. They are then asked to recall all the ads and their content,
aided or unaided by the interviewer. Their recall level indicates the ability of an
ad to stand out and for its message to be understood and remembered. Laboratory
tests use equipment to measure consumers' physiological reactions to an ad, such
as their heartbeat, blood pressure, pupil dilation and perspiration. These tests
measure an ad's attention-getting power, but reveal very little about the overall
impact on brand awareness, attitudes and brand preference of a completed advertising campaign.
There are two popular methods of pout-testing ads. Using recall rests, the
advertiser asks people who have been exposed to magazines or television
programmes to recall everything they can about the advertisers and products
they saw. Recall scores indicate the ad's power to be noticed and retained. In
recognition tests, the researcher asks readers of a given issue of, say, a magazine
to point out what they recognize as having seen before. Recognition scores can be
used to assess the ad's impact in different market segments and to compare the
company's ads with competitors' ads.
To identify the extent to which the campaign increased brand awareness, or
affected brand comprehension, brand beliefs and preference or intentions to buy,
the advertiser must, in the first instance, measure these levels before a campaign.
It then draws a random sample of consumers after the campaign to assess the
communication effects. If a company intended to increase brand awareness from
20 to 50 per cent, but succeeded only in increasing it to 30 per cent, then something is wrong: it is not spending enough, its ads are poor, its message is illtargeted, or some other factor is missing.
Figure 19.2 shows the levels of communication effect that advertisers are
likely to monitor and measure with respect to a campaign:
#

The change in brand awareness is determined by the number of customers who
were previously unaware of the brand and the number who notice the
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advertisement and are now aware of the brand, or by the difference in the
number of customers who are aware that the brand exists before and alter the
campaign. If there has been little increase or even a decline in brand awareness,
the advertiser has to determine whether the reason is the poor impact
achieved by the communi cat ions campaign or that customers forget because
of poor recall or inadequate advertising investment.
The nature of consumers' attitudes towards a brand can be ascertained
before and after a campaign. An informative ad allows consumers to learn
more about produet/brand benefits. If the message is poorly targeted, or
conveys an undesirable or unbelievable message, consumers are
antipathetic towards the brand. They do not develop any liking for the
product. Advertisers may have to redesign the copy to generate greater
interest among customers or improve message content in order to enhance
the level of comprehension of brand benefits among target customers.
Consumers who are sympathetic towards advertised brand benefits would
manifest their favourable response in the form of stated brand preference.
Similarly, before-and-aftcr (the campaign) studies would enable changes in
consumer brand preference to be determined. Reasons for brand rejection
should be identified so that communication weaknesses can be redressed.
An advertising campaign may be used to turn preference among customers
into more definite intention to buy. Again, this response can be measured
and changes in the level of buying intent may be determined.
It is usually difficult to measure the sales effect of a campaign. Questions
such as 'What sales are caused by an ad that increases brand awareness by
20 per cent and brand preference by 10 per cent?' are not easy to answer.
Sales or trial arc affected by many factors besides advertising, such as
product features, price and availability. One way to measure the sales effect
of advertising is to compare past sales with past advertising expenditures.
Another way is through experiments. For example, to test the effects of
different advertising levels, Pizza Hut could vary the amount it spends on
advertising in different market areas and measure the differences in
resulting sales levels. It could spend the normal amount in one market area,
half the normal amount in another area, and twice the normal amount in a
third area. If the three market areas are similar, and if all other marketing
efforts in the area are the same, then the differences in sales in the three
cities con!d be related to advertising level. More complex experiments could
be designed to include other variables, such as differences in the ads or
media used.
If the customer is satisfied with the brand he or she has bought, this will
lead to repeat purchase on another buying occasion. The extent to which
advertising or a speeifie 'reminder' campaign affects repeat purchase is
difficult to measure because of the difficulty of separating out the immediate
and long-term effects of advertising. 'Before-and-after' type studies and
controlled experiments can be used, nonetheless, to detect changes, in
purchase and usage frequency. Again, advertisers should obtain consumer
feedback to increase their understanding of the impact of communications
on repeat purchase. Advertising may not be blamed for non-repeat sales due
to the nature of product consumption: for example, consumers get bored
with the same product and want variety. In this ease, advertising is not
powerful enough to arrest that desire. Few of us would relish the thought of
surviving on an uninterrupted diet of Ilcinfc beans, Heinz soup and Heinz
sausages all year round!
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Organizing for Advertising
Different organizations handle advertising in different ways. In small and
medium-si zed companies, advertising might be handled by someone in the sales
or marketing department. Large companies might set up advertising departments
whose job it is to set the advertising budget, work with the ad agency and handle
dealer displays and other advertising not done by the agency. Most companies,
small or large, tend to use outside advertising agencies because tbey offer several
advantages;
•
•

•

Agencies have specialists who can perform specialist functions (e.g.
research, creative work) better than a company's own staff.
Agencies bring an outside point of view to solving a company's problems,
together with years of experience from working with different clients and
situations.
Agencies have more buying power in media than the firm. They are also
paid partly from media discount, which would cost the firm less.

There are disadvantages in relinquishing the advertising function to an
outside agency: loss of total control of the advertising process, a reduction in flexibility, conflicts arising when the agency dictates working practices, and client
inability to exercise control or co-ordination. Despite the potential problems,
however, most firms find that they benefit from employing the specialized expertise of agencies.
How does an advertising agency work? Advertising agencies were started in
the mid-to-late 1800s by salespeople and brokers who worked for the media and
received commission for selling advertising space to companies. As time passed,
the salespeople began to help customers prepare their ads. Eventually they
formed agencies and grew closer to the advertisers than to the media.
Some ad agencies are huge - Leo Burnett has annual billings (the value of
advertising placed for clients) of more than §2.6 billion. In recent years, many
agencies launched ;i series of mergers and takeovers to build global marketing
companies. The largest of these 'agency mega-groups', WPP Group, includes
several large agencies - Ogilvy & Mather, J. Walter Thompson. Fallon McElligot
and others - with combined billings approaching 825 billion.
Most large agencies have staff and resources to handle all phases of an ad
campaign for their clients, from creating a marketing plan to developing
campaigns and preparing, placing and evaluating ads. Agencies usually have four
departments: creative, which develops and produces ads; media, which selects
media and places ads; research, which studies audience characteristics and
wants; and business, which handles the agency's business activities. Each account
is Supervised by an account executive and people in each department are usually
assigned to work on one or more accounts.
Ad agencies have traditionally been paid through commission and fees.
Higher commissions are paid to the well-recognized agencies for their ability to
place more advertisements in media. However, both avcrtisers and agencies are
becoming more and more unhappy with the commission system. Larger advertisers complain that they have to pay more for the same services received by
smaller ones simply because they place more advertising. Advertisers also believe
that the commission system drives agencies away from low-cost media and short
advertising campaigns. Agencies are unhappy because they perform extra
services for an account without getting more pay. As a result the trend is now
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Figure 19.2

Advertising: measuring communications
and sales effectiveness

towards paying a straight fee or a combination commission and fee. Some are
tying agency compensation to the performance of the agency's ad campaigns.
There is another trend affecting the agency business. Many agencies are
seeking growth by diversifying into related marketing services. These diversified
agencies offer a one-stop shop - a complete list of integrated marketing and
promotion services under one roof, including advertising, sales promotion, direct
marketing and marketing research. Some have added marketing consulting, television production and sales training units in an effort to become full 'marketing
partners' to their clients. Some companies favour buying marketing services from
a consolidated one-stop-shop. Reckitt & Colman, a British maker of soaps and
household polishes, Burger King, the restaurant chain, S.C. Johnson & Son, which
makes household products, and German Pharmaceuticals firm Bayer AG have
relied on a single agency rather than many. Those companies argue that there are
a number of benefits to be gained from using one agency: it increases their clout
with the agency; it is more efficient to deal with one 'contractor' than with many;
it greatly simplifies the advertising for their products, including gaining the
convenience of having to negotiate fees once only; it ensures that their marketing
will be consistent worldwide; and a big international broad-line agency can help
carry good ideas into many country markets quickly.
However, many agencies are finding that advertisers do not want much more
from them than traditional media advertising services plus direct marketing, sales
promotion and sometimes public relations. Client companies may want to keep a
few agencies on call in a state of perpetual competition. Some, like Coca-Cola,
seek creative variety, so they scatter the work to many different small and large
agencies. Others such as Procter & Gamble, Unilever and Nestl6 tended to keep a
'club' of three to six agencies on call to cover one agency's weak spots by drawing
on the ideas of another with more talent in a particular market or service. Thus,
many agencies have recently dropped unrelated activities in order to focus more
on traditional services or their core expertise. Some have even started their own
'creative boutiques' - smaller and more independent agencies that can develop
creative campaigns for clients free of large-agency bureaucracy.17

International Advertising
We have discussed advertising decisions in general. International advertisers
face many complexities not encountered by domestic advertisers. We define
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international or worldwide advertising as: advertising that promotes a cause, or an
organization and tiie sale of its goods or services in more tlian o-ne country and in
different ports of the i&orld.™
When developing advertising for international markets, a number of basic
issues must be considered.

Standardization or Differentiation
The first issue concerns the degree to which advertising should be adapted to the
unique characteristics of various country markets. Some largo advertisers have
attempted to support their global brands with highly standardized worldwide
advertising. The chances of success tor standardized advertising depend on how
culture-bound a product or service is, the buying behaviour of consumers, the
competition, and national laws and regulations. All these factors dictate how well
the advertising concepts cross borders.
Standardization produces many benefits, such as lower advertising costs,
greater co-ordination of global advertising efforts and a more consistent worldwide company or product image. However, standardization also has drawbacks.
Most importantly, it ignores the fact that country markets, not just across the
continents, but also within supposedly 'harmonized' trading communities, such
as the European Union, differ greatly in their cultures, demographics and
economic conditions. Pan-European advertising, for example, is complicated
because of the EU's ctdtural diversity as reflected in the differences in circumstances, language, traditions, music, beliefs, values and lifestyles among member
nations. Ironically, the English have more in common with the Australians, who
live on the opposite side of the globe, than with the Germans or the French, their
closer neighbours. Cultural differences also exist across Asian countries
(Japanese and Indonesian consumers are as alike as the Germans and Italians), as
they do among emerging European markets. For example, the three Baltic states Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania - are far from being a common market, with each
displaying different languages, currencies and consumer habits.
Although advertising messages might be standardized, their executions
cannot be, as culture invariably dominates communications.19 Indeed, a recent
survey in Europe among 210 pan-European brand managers showed that a
majority (57 per cent) believe it is difficult to standardize advertising execution.211
Most international advertisers must therefore think globally, but act locally. They
develop global advertising strategics that bring efficiency and consistency to their
worldwide advertising efforts. Then they adapt their advertising" programmes to
make them more responsive to consumer needs and expectations within local
markets. In many cases, even when a standard message is used, execution styles
are adapted to reflect local moods and consumer expectations.
For example, one Kellogg's Frosted Flakes ad campaign is almost identical
worldwide, with only minor adjustments for local cultural differences.21 The
advertising uses a tennis theme that has worldwide appeal and features teenage
actors with generic good looks - neither too northern European nor too Latin
American. Of course, Kelloggs translates the commercials into different
languages. In the English version, for example, Tony growls 'They're Gr-r-reat!1,
whereas in the German version it's 'Gr-r-rossartig!' Other adaptations are more
subtle. In the American ad, after winning the match, Tony leaps over the net in
celebration. In other versions, he simply 'high fives' his young" partner. The
reason: Europeans do not jump over the net after winning at tennis.
In contrast, Parker Pen Company changes its advertising substantially from
country to country:
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Print ads in Germany simply show the Parker Pen held in a hand that is
writing a headline - 'This is how you write with precision.' In the UK,
where it is the brand leader, [ads emphasize] the exotic processes used to
make pens, such as gently polishing the gold nibs with walnut chips ... In
America, the ad campaign's theme is status and image. The headlines are
... 'Here's how you tell who's boss', and 'There are times when it has to be
Parker.' The company considers the different themes necessary because
ot" different product images and ... customer motives in each market.22
Successful standardized advertising is most likely to work for capital goods or
business-to-business marketing, where targets are more homogeneous in their
needs and buy the product for the same reasons. For example, whether it be a
European, Asian or American construction company, the purchase of bulldozers
is governed by similar economic rationality (for example, productivity, lifetime
cost of running the equipment, parts delivery)- Consumer-goods advertising is
less amenable to cross-cultural standardization. However, considerable similarities are found in segments, such as the world's rich to whom lifestyle goods
and brands like Cartier, Montblanc, Mercedes and Hugo Boss appeal. Similarly,
youth culture across the globe may be targeted with a common message. Brands
such as Nike, Pepsi and Jeep are advertised in much the same way globally; Jeep
has created a worldwide brand image of ruggedness and reliability; Nike urges
Americans, Africans, Asians and Europeans alike to 'Just do it'; Pepsi uses a standard appeal to target the world's youth.
Several basic conditions favour a standardized approach:

•
•

Product or brand values offered to consumers and as conveyed by the
advertisement are similar in every target country.
Target customers in each country have similar expectations regarding the
product and they do not differ in the way they evaluate the product. For
example, business airline passengers' expectations of airline services are
virtually the same in all countries.

t

The target groups in each country are homogeneous, so that similar media
can be used to reach them.

t

The advertised product is in the same stage of its life cycle in every country
market. Different messages and executions are needed for the product that
is newly launched into one market and one that is already in its growth
stage in another.

f

The brand is a true 'megabrand' with a strong position in each market as
well as the advertising budget necessary to support it in each market.
• The advertising idea must be transportable (universal, functional appeals,
fantasies and symbols, fashions, movies/television, international celebrities
and current events travel better than cultural values such as idiosyncratic
lifestyles, habits and sports and leisure activities, local accents and
language, and endorsements by local celebrities).
t

The different countries can support the same advertising style of execution,
or the company's preferred style can be accommodated in each country.
Many European countries find the display of emotions in American ads
ludicrous, and whereas lifestyle and glamour work well in the United States,
innovative, modern and attention-get ting styles are better received in
France. Humour, subtlety, understatement and irony are favoured in the
United Kingdom; while in Germany, rational, descriptive and informative
executions will not go wrong.
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•

If countries can be clustered on the basis of showing similar economic,
cultural, legal and media characteristics, standardized advertising becomes
more feasible.23

There is no simple answer for companies as to whether a standardized or
differentiated approach would work best for their brand. They must therefore
identify both the differences and similarities among target audiences in different
national or regional markets, and determine opportunities for standardization or
differentiation.

Centralization or Decentralization
Global advertisers are concerned with the degree to which advertising decision
making and implementation should be centralized or decentralized. This decision
is directly linked to the decision about whether to follow a standardized or differentiated advertising approach. Five key factors influence the choice between
centralization and decentralization of the responsibility for international advertising decisions and implementation:
1.

2.

Corporate and marketing objectives. A company whose global marketing
objectives dominate over domestic objectives is likely to centralize
advertising and communications decisions. Where it emphasizes short-term
profit and local objectives, decentralized decision making is favoured.
Product uniformity. The more similar the product or service marketed
across different countries, the greater the feasibility of a uniform approach,
which allows for centralized management of advertising.

3.

Product appeal. Underpinning the product's appeal are die reasons why
customers use the product. The reasons for consumption may differ among
different cultures, whatever the demographic or psychographic
characteristics of consumers. French women drink mineral water to stay
slim; German women drink it to keep healthy. Golf club membership is a
status purchase in Singapore; in the United Kingdom it is a moderate leisure
activity, without the same label of exclusivity attached. Where underlying
appeals vary significantly, decentralized decision making makes better
sense.
4. Cultural sensitivities. Where a product's usage and appeal are culturebound in terms of the local attitudes towards consumption, habits and
preferences, ns in the case of drinks and food products, more
decentralization is necessary.
5. Legal constraints. Individual country ndes and regulations affect advertising
decisions and their implementation. Decentralization of responsibility, with
the aim of tapping local wisdom and knowledge, is necessary where strict
country regulations apply. In the European Union, until real 'harmonization'
exists, cross-border advertisers must remain alert to subtle differences in
nations' rides and codes of practice in order to avoid costly mistakes.
There has been a tendency for international organizations, especially in
Europe, to centralize their marketing activities, resulting in more attempts to
centralize the advertising function. In many product categories, including ears,
durable goods, electronics products, cosmetics and alcoholic beverages.
European multinationals have adopted single-agency networks across Europe.
Retailers, media companies and food and drinks manufacturers, however, remain
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less positive about centralization as they have to respond to cultural differences
and legislation.24
The modes used by firms vary. Some organizations exert tight control from the
centre and exeeutionary changes for local culture and conditions are closely
monitored, as in the case of Unilever's Lever Europe. Some corporations, like
Nestle", grant local management some degree of freedom to develop advertising
within broad strategic guidelines, but with central directives on agencies and
media buying groups. Yet others, such as Heinz, have tended to give local management total autonomy in both strategy determination and local implementation of
product and advertising strategies.

Worldwide Advertising Media
The international media comprise an extensive mix:
• Newspapers. Faster and more efficient circulation is possible with new
technologies, such as satellite printing, which allows advertising copy to be
sent by satellite to the printers. Many international newspapers (e.g.
International Herald Tribune, Financial Tirnes,Asahi Shimbun, Wall
Street/Asian Wall Street Journal) are printed simultaneously in more than one
country. In general there have been enormous developments in local and global
press, and more newspapers have gone global to reach specific audiences.
• Magazines. There are some national and international journals which carry
ads that target regional, international or global customers (e.g. Fortune,
News/week, Time, The Economist). Women's magazines, such as
Cosmopolitan, Elle, Vogue and Harper's Bazaar, are printed in different
editions for readers in different target countries/regions. And there are other
international magazines such as Reader's Digest and men's magazines like
Playboy and Penthouse.
•
•

•

•

•

Proj'essional and technical magazines. In Europe alone, there are more
than 15,000 titles, and the number is rising yearly.
Cinema. This is a relatively popular medium for reaching younger viewers,
such as teenagers. In developing and less developed nations, cinema
remains important.
Television. There are few country markets where television is not available
or where advertising is not carried via that medium. Satellite and cable
opportunities have expanded enormously and accelerated the use of TV for
international advertising. A few stations - notably, CNN, NBC Super Channel
and Eurosport - are well-recognized international media channels. Other
international TV channels include Uow Jones's European Business News, BBC
Worldwide, Bloomberg information's TV Europe and NBC's CNBC.
Outdoor advertising and transport advertising. This medium is used
throughout the world. In the western developed markets, advertisers are
expanding their repertoire of outside media (e.g. park benches, trucks, taxis,
bus stop shelters). This medium is used as an alternative in cases where the
product category cannot be advertised on TV, as in the case of tobacco and
alcoholic products. In some countries, such as India and the People's Republic
of China, outdoor advertising has become more important.
Interactive communication media. Interactive systems, such as videotex!
and pay-TV, are gaining importance as cable TV continues to develop.
Fiance's Minitel, for example, offers over 3,000 different services to
subscribers.
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• Radio. As a medium for inter national advertising, radio is constrained by
availability in the sense that most commercial radio is regional. Radio
Luxembourg, the international European station, transmits ads in several
languages and reaches the whole of Europe.
• Place-based media. This is a worldwide development and advertisers are
increasingly deploying the medium to reach audiences wherever they
happen to be - at work, the fitness centre, the supermarket, airports and in
the aeroplane. The programming and advertising can be produced
internationally.
• Trade fairs and exhibitions. These can be costly, but are useful media for
international communications.
• Sponsorship. Sponsorship of sports or art events, like the Olympic (lames
and the soccer World Cup, offers vast audience reach. However, sueh global
audiences are rare and the effectiveness of the initiatives is not easy to
measure.
• Other media. Point-of-sale materials are not easy to reproduce
internationally. Invariably, they have to be adapted to local conditions,
specifically the language, regulations and distribution outlets. Direct mail is
used in many countries, but it is primarily a local technique. As postal
services van' from country to country, including within the EU, the medium
has yet to be applied internationally. Nonetheless, credit card companies
that have an international customer database can exploit this medium for
worldwide communications. Online media such as the Internet are gaining
recognition and organizations are increasingly investing in this channel
given its potential to reach a global audience (Chapter 22 discusses online
marketing in greater detail).
There have been important trends in media development worldwide. Most
notable arc developments in TV and telecommunications. A second force is
deregulation, which results in the proliferation of commercial TV and satellite
broadcasting. In deregulated central Europe and in Asia, as state control over
media relaxes, opportunities open up for advertising. Another development in the
1990s is the emergence of megabrands as a result of merger activities. Such
megabrands can concentrate media buying, which in turn influences media development. Furthermore, as more companies seek a pan-European or global
approach to media buying, only large media groups with a broad European or
international base, owning a network of media companies worldwide - such as
Berlusconi, Bertelsmann, Time-Warner and Murdoch - arc in a position to negotiate at this level and have their own grip on media developments.25

Media Planning, Buying and Costs
International media planning is more complicated than local media planning as
the media situation differs from country to country. To plan effectively, international advertisers require high-quality, reliable cross-country media and audience research data. In some countries, there is inadequate media research.
Moreover, research techniques and measurement standards vary greatly across
countries, making cross-country comparisons of media research data almost
impossible. Research into international media is still relatively expensive. Unless
reliable inter conn try comparisons can be made, international advertisers will find
it difficult to evaluate and quantify international media effectiveness. In the EU,
the European Association of Advertising Agencies is working on the harmoniza-
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tion of data to help pan-European media researchers. More recently, panEuropean research projects such as the Yanklelovieh Young Adult Europe study,
the Pan-European Television Research Group (PETAR) and the European Media
and Marketing Survey (EMS), a syndicated research project funded jointly by
advertisers, agencies and print and TV media, are generating a range of data that
will help media planners go some way towards building more effective campaigns
across Europe as well as in individual territories.26
International advertisers also face the problem of media availability. Media
availability differs considerably from country to country. Some countries have too
few media to handle all of the advertising offered to them. Other countries are
peppered with so many media that an advertiser cannot gain national coverage at
a reasonable cost. Moreover, media quality also differs across nations. For
example, in most advanced economies, the existence of high-quality print media,
a well-developed outdoor billboard market and professional radio and TV stations
offer high-quality 'environments' for advertisers. By contrast, in many developing
and emerging markets, such as Russia, media quality has been one of the barriers
to rapid development of the region's advertising industry.
International media buying is changing rapidly. On the one hand, global
advertisers have concentrated advertising budgets. They have the power of scale
because of the revenues they generate for thy media. They are in a position to
require their agencies to negotiate the best prices for them. On the other hand,
there are just the few - large and powerful - international media corporations,
which, given their cross-ownership across different media and countries, are in a
strong position to influence prices and the outcome of negotiations. These media
empires can offer multimedia advertising, one-stop media shopping and even
multimedia discount opportunities. So, for international advertising, prices must
be negotiated. Prices may vary greatly per country. For example, one source
shows that, for television, the cost per thousand to reach housewives in 16
European countries ranged from ecu8.37 in Ireland to ecu35.5 in Sweden.27
Another survey suggests that, in the Scandinavian countries, print media dominate as an advertising medium, with two in three consumers polled voicing positive attitudes towards print advertising; only one in five held the same opinion of
TV advertising. The preference for the printed word has important implications
for advertising media choice.28
Thus, firms that advertise their products in different country markets must
decide on what media to use based on a consideration of their target groups, the
budget available and an understanding of the media scene and relative media cost
efficiencies in these countries. The media planner must research the market
adequately. Although this could be a difficult task in some countries, such as the
emerging eastern European, Russian and Baltic markets, where there are few
research services, investment in gaining as much local insight and basic knowledge about the media helps firms to avoid disasters. For example, one agency in
Finland produced a print campaign for the Baltic states whose effect was based on
colour contrasts. Unfortunately, Latvian and Lithuanian newspapers do not print
in colour and the agency had. to eome up with an entirely new campaign.2y

International Advertising Regulations
Countries also differ in the extent to which they regulate advertising practices.
Many countries have extensive systems of laws restricting how much a company
can spend on advertising, the media used, the nature of advertising claims and
other aspects of the advertising programme. For example, toys cannot be advertised on TV in Greece, France bans alcohol advertising on television and at sports
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grounds and, in Germany, any advertisement thought to be in bad taste is banned.
Different national legal regimes across countries often require that advertisers
adapt their campaigns from country to country, which can add to the costs of
shooting commercials. Consider the following examples:
When 'G.I. Joe' war toys and soldiers were launched in Europe, two
television commercials were developed - a general version for most
European countries and another for countries that bar advertisements for
products with military or violent themes. As a result, in the version
running in Germany. Holland and Belgium, jeeps replaced the toy tanks
and guns were removed from the hands of toy soldiers.30
Pizza Hut ran one of its biggest commercials across .30 eountries around
the world, including 16 in Europe, starring Cindy Crawford and Linda
Evangelista. From a regulatory standpoint in the United Kingdom, there
has to be an exact representation of the product: if the size or look is
what you would get in another country, but not in the UK, that
commercial could not be screened in the UK. Fortunately for Pizza Hut,
the British version can be shown everywhere else as no other country has
that rule. Subsequently, how the pizza looked in the commercial was
dictated by the advertising rules of the United Kingdom.
Heineken decided to use a highly successful Dutch TV commercial for the
non-alcoholic beer Buckler, made by Lintas Amsterdam, across Europe.
In the advertisement, a woman erawls along a bar of a crowded saloon to
reach her boyfriend. In some countries it had to be reshot for being
sexually overt.31
In the European Union, the EU Internal Market Commission is keen to
resolve the patchwork of national advertising regulations and to bring some order
into the EU's ecu75 billion advertising agency. The advent of online interactive
media and electronic commerce means that cross-border advertising will develop
further, but until the problem of different rules is ironed out, advertising
campaigns can never be truly pan-European or global. Thus although advertisers
may develop global strategies to guide their overall advertising efforts, specific
advertising programmes and executions must usually be adapted to meet local
cultures and customs, media characteristics and advertising regulations.
Having discussed advertising in the previous sections, let us now examine
sales promotion.

Sales Promotion
sales promotion
Short-term incentives to
encourage purchase or
sales of a product or
service.

An increasingly important communication tool is sales promotion. This promotional vehicle has traditionally been labelled the 'poor relation' of advertising.
Advertising assumed significance because there was greater scope for advertising
agencies to differentiate brands through creative campaigns, which also helped to
enhance their organization's profile. However, a number of pressures have fuelled
the recent growth in emphasis on sales promotions. Sales promotion consists of
short-term incentives, in addition to the basic benefits offered by the product or
service, to encourage purchase or sales of that product or service. Whereas advertising offers reasons to buy a product or service, sales promotion offers reasons
that would achieve immediate sales. It seeks to motivate the customer to buvnoto.

Safes Promotion

Table 19.5
TARGETS

Sales promotion (ools
VEHICLES

Sales force
Consumer

Trade or
retailer
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•
•
•
•

Coupons
Vouchers
Commissions
Demonstrations
Competitions
Sweepstake
Premiums:
Free with pack
Free on-pack
Free mail-in
Credit/extended credit
Free services
Training
Club for special
customers

•
•
•
•
•

Competitions
* Points system with
Free samples/gifts
gift catalogue
Bonus scheme
Club for high achievers
Events
Reduced-price pack
Club for repeat buyers
Extra-value pack
Money-back guarantees
Coupon
Joint promotion:
Voucher with cash
Complimentary product
value
with charity
Banded pack
Samples
Collector series
Competitions
Self-liquidating
Free samples
Trade-in offers
Discount on bulk
Sale or return
purchases
Loyalty bonuses
Discount for early payment
Range bonuses
Reciprocal buying

Sales promotion includes a wide variety of promotion tools designed to stimulate
earlier or stronger market response. It can be targeted at three levels within the distribution chain - the consumer, the trade or retailer and the company's sales force.
Consumer promotions include money-off, coupons, premiums, contests and
others. Trade promotions range from special discounts, free goods and loyalty
bonuses to training. Sales force promotions include bonuses, commissions, free
gifts and competitions. Table 19.5 lists the array of sales promotion vehicles that
apply to each type of sales promotion target.

Reasons for Growth of Sales Promotion
There are several reasons for the recent rapid growth of sales promotion, particularly in consumer markets:
• Sales promotion is increasingly accepted by top management as an effective
sales tool. More product managers are using sales promotion tools to support
their brands, in the face of mounting pressures to increase current sales. In
mature markets, manufacturers are striving to maintain market share
through a balance between longer-term 'share-of-voice' gained from
advertising and shorter-term incentives for the consumer.
• The company faces more competition, and competing brands are less
differentiated. Competitors are using more and more promotions, and
consumers have become more deal-prone.
• Advertising efficiency has declined because of rising costs, media clutter and
legal restraints. Sales promotion used in conjunction with other
communications, such as direct mail, can offer a more cost-effective route
to reach target consumers.

consumer promotion
Sales promotion
designed to stimulate
consumer purchasi ng.
including samples,
coupons, rebates, priceso/f, premiums, patronage
rewards, displays, and
contests and sweepstakes.
trade (or retailer)
promotion
Sales promotion designed
to gain reseller support
and to improve reseller
selling efforts, including
discounts, allowances,
free goods, co-operative
atlvenising, push, money,
and conventions and
trade shows.
sales force promotion
Sales promotion
designed to motivate the
sales force and make
sales force selling efforts
more effective, including
bonuses, contests and
sales rallies.
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•

Retailers are demanding more deals from manufacturers.

•

More agencies are aware of rcecnt manufacturer pressure. They want to
become involved in this fast-growing sector because sales promotion is an
area offering opportunities tor creativity and revenue.
Developments in information technology, the reduction in data storage and
retrieval costs, and the increased sophistication of targeting techniques have
facilitated implementation and enabled more effective measurement and
control of sales promotion efforts.

•

The growing use of sales promotion has resulted in promotion clutter, similar
10 advertising clutter. Consumers who are continually bombarded with promotions are increasingly tuning out' promotions, weakening their ability to
trigger immediate purchase. Many sales promotions fail to create excitement
among promotion-prone consumers. To capture the attention and interest of
customers, manufacturers are now searching for ways to rise above the clutter,
such as offering larger coupon values, creating more dramatic point-of-purehase
displays or developing more creative campaigns that stand out from the crowd.

Purpose of Sales Promotion
Sales promotion tools vary in their specific objectives. For example, a free sample
stimulates consumer trial-, a free management advisory service cements a longterm relationship with a retailer. Sellers use sales promotions to attract Jiero
triers, to reward loyal customers and to increase the repurchase rates of occasional users.
There are three types of new trier: consumers of the product category, loyal
users of another brand, and users who frequently switch brands. Sales promotions
often attract the last group - brand switchers - because non-users and users of
other brands do not always notice or act on a promotion. Brand switchers are
looking mostly for low price or good value. Sales promotions are unlikely to turn
them into loyal brand users. Thus sales promotions used in markets where brands
are very similar usually produce a high short-run sales response, but little permanent market-share gain. In markets where brands differ greatly, however, sales
promotions can alter market shares on a long-term basis.
Many sellers think of sales promotion as a tool for breaking down brand
loyalty and advertising as a tool for building up brand loyalty. Thus an important
issue for marketing managers is how to divide the budget between sales promotion and advertising. Ten years ago, marketing managers would typically first
decide how much they needed to spend on advertising and then put the rest into
sales promotion. Today, more and more marketing managers first decide how
much they need to spend on trade promotion, then decide what they will spend
on consumer promotion, and then budget whatever is left over for advertising.
There is a danger in letting advertising take a back seat to sales promotion,
however. Reduced spending on advertising can result in lost consumer brand
loyalty. And there are other dangers. For instance, when a company uses price
promotion for a brand too much of the time, consumers begin to think of it as a
cheap brand. Or many consumers will buy the brand only when there is a special
offer. Marketers therefore rarely use sales promotion for dominant brands
because it would do little more than subsidize current users.
Most analysts believe that sales promotion activities do not build long-term
consumer preference and loyalty, as does advertising. Instead, they only boost
short-term sales that cannot be maintained. Small-share competitors find it
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advantageous to use sales promotion because they cannot afford to match the
large advertising budgets of the market leaders. Nor can they obtain shelf space
without offering trade allowances or stimulate consumer trial without offering
consumer incentives.32
Despite the dangers, many consumer packaged-goods companies have had to
use sales promotion more than they would like. Recently, however, traditional
brand leaders like Kellogg's, Kraft and Procter & Gamble have been putting more
emphasis on 'pull' promotion and increasing their advertising budgets. They
blame the heavy use of sales promotion for decreased brand loyalty, increased
consumer price sensitivity, a focus on short-run marketing planning and an
erosion of brand-quaiity image.
Some marketers dispute this criticism, arguing that the heavy use of sales
promotion is a symptom of these problems, not a cause. They point to more basic
causes, such as slower population growth, more educated consumers, industry
overcapacity, the decreasing effectiveness of advertising, the growth of reseller
power and business's emphasis on sbort-run profits. These marketers assert that
sales promotions benefit manufacturers by letting them adjust to short-term
changes in supply and demand and to differences in customer segments. Sales
promotions encourage consumers to try new products instead of always staying
with their current ones. They lead to more varied retail formats, such as the
everyday-low-price store or the promotional-pricing store, which give consumers
more choice. Finally, sales promotions lead to greater consumer awareness of
prices, and consumers themselves enjoy the satisfaction of taking advantage of
price specials.33
Kales promotions are usually used together with advertising or personal
selling. Consumer promotions are normally advertised and can add excitement
and pulling power to ads. Trade and sales force promotions support the firm's
personal selling process. In using sales promotion, a company must set objectives,
select the right tools, develop the best programme, pretest and implement that
programme, and evaluate the results. We will examine each of these issues in
turn.

Setting Sales Promotion Objectives
Sales promotion objectives vary widely. Let us take consumer promotions first.
Sellers may use consumer promotions to: (1) increase short-term sales; (2) help
build long-term market share; (3) entice consumers to try a new product; (4) lure
consumers away from competitors' products; (5) encourage consumers to load
up' on a mature product; or (6) hold and rew.ard loyal customers.
Objectives for trade promotions include: (1) moti vat ing retailers to carry new
items and more inventory; (2) inducing them to advertise the product and give it
more shelf space; and (3) persuading them to buy ahead.
For the sales force, objectives may be to; (1) prompt more sales force support
for current or new products; or (2) stimulate salespeople to sign up new accounts.
Objectives should be measurable. Rather than stating that the promotion
aims to increase sales, the objective should be specific about the level of increase,
who the main targets are and whether increased sales are expected to come from
new trialists or from current consumers who are loading up or bringing forward
their purchase.
In general, sales promotions should be consumer relationship building.
Rather than creating only short-term sales volume or temporary brand switching,
they should help to reinforce the product's position and build long-term relationships with customers. Increasingly, marketers are avoiding the 'quick fix', price-
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led promotions in favour of promotions designed to build brand equity. For
example, in France, Nestle set up roadside Relais Bebe centres, where travellers
can stop to feed and change their babies. At each centre, Nestle hostesses provide
free disposable nappies, changing tables, high chairs and free samples of Nestle
baby food. Each summer, 64 hostesses welcome 120.000 baby visits and dispense
6,000,000 samples of baby food. This ongoing promotion provides real value to
parents and an ideal opportunity to build relationships with customers. Nestle
also provides a freephone number for free baby nutrition counselling.-14
Even price promotions can be designed to build customer relationships.
Examples include all the 'frequency marketing programmes' and 'clubs' that have
mushroomed in recent years. If properly designed, every sales promotion tool has
consumer relationship-building potential.

Selecting Sales Promotion Tools
Many tools ean he used to accomplish sales promotion objectives. The promotion
planner should consider the type of market, the sales promotion objectives, the
competition and the cost-effectiveness of each tool. Descriptions of the main
consumer and trade promotion tools follow.

• Consumer Promotion Tools

samples
Offers to consumers of a
trial amount of a
product.
coupons
Certificates that give
buyers a saving when
they purchase a product.
cash refund offers
(rebates)
Offers to refund part of
the purchase price of a
product to consumers
who send a 'proof of
purchase' to the
manufacturer.
price packs
Reduced prices that are
marked by the producer
directly on the label or
package.
premiums
Goods offered either free
or at low cost as an
incentive to buy a
product.

The main consumer promotion tools include samples, coupons, cash refunds,
price packs, premiums, advertising specialities, patronage rewards, point-ofpurchase displays and demonstrations, and contests, sweepstakes and games.
Samples are offers of a trial amount of a product. Some samples are free; for
others, the company charges a small amount to offset its cost. The sample might
be delivered door to door, sent by mail, handed out in a store, attached to another
product or featured in an ad. Sampling is the most effective, but most expensive,
way to introduce a new product.
Coupons are certificates that give buyers a saving when they purchase speeiI'ied products. Coupons can be mailed, included with other products or placed in
ads in newspapers and magazines. They can stimulate sales of a mature brand or
promote early trial of a new brand. Today, marketers are increasingly distributing
coupons through shelf dispensers at the point of sale, by electronic point-of-sale
printers or through 'paperless coupon systems' that dispense personalized
discounts to targeted buyers at the checkout counter in stores. Some companies
are now offering coupons on their Web sites or through online coupon services.
Cash refund offers (or rebates) are like coupons except that the price reduction occurs after the purchase rather than at the retail outlet. The consumer
sends a 'proof of purchase' to the manufacturer, which then refunds part of the
purchase price by mail.
Price packs or reduced prices offer consumers savings off the regular price of
a product. The reduced prices are marked by the producer directly on the label or
package. Price packs can be single packages sold at a reduced price (such as two
for the price of one) or two related products banded together (such as a toothbrush and toothpaste). Price packs are very cffectiv%even more so than coupons, in
stimulating short-term sales.
Premiums are goods offered either free or at low cost as an incentive to buy a
product. A premium may come inside the package (in-pack) or outside the
package (on-pack) or through the mail. If reusable, the package itself may serve as
a premium, such as a decorative biscuit container. Premiums are sometimes
mailed to consumers who have sent in a proof of purchase, such as a box top. A
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Sales promotions in European countries: what is permitted and
what is not

self-liquidating premium is a premium sold below its normal retail price lo
consumers who request it.
Advertising specialities are useful articles imprinted with an advertiser's
name and given as gifts to consumers. Typical items include pens, calendars, key
rings, matches, shopping bags, T-shirts, caps and cot'i'ee mugs. Such items can be
very effective. In a recent study, 63 per cent of all consumers surveyed were
either carrying or wearing an ad speciality item. More than three-quarters of
those who had an item could recall the advertiser's name or message before
showing the item to the interviewer.^
Patronage rewards are cash or other awards offered for the regular use of a
certain company's products or services. For example, airlines offer 'frequent flyer
plans', awarding points for miles travelled that can be turned in for free airline
trips. Some international hotels like Holiday inn and Marriott Hotels have an
'honoured guest' plan that awards points to users of their hotels.
Point-of-purchase (POP) promotions include displays and demonstrations
that take place at the point of purchase or sale. Unfortunately, many retailers do not
like to handle the hundreds of displays, signs and posters they reeeive from manufacturers each year-Manufacturers have responded by offering better POP materials, tying them in with television or print messages, and offering to set them up.
Competitions, sweepstakes, lotteries and games give consumers the chance
to win something, such as cash, trips or goods, by luck or through extra effort, A

advertising specialities
Useful articles imprinted
vaith an advertiser's
name, given at gifts to
consumers.
patronage rewards
Cash or other awards
for the reg'idarune of a
certain company's
products or seroives.
point-of-purehase (POP)
promotions
Displays and
demonstrations that take
place at the point of
purchase or sale.
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Sales Promotions;
Creating Successful
Europe-Wide Campaigns
Sales promotion tactics as marketing tools are difficult enough to
gauge in domestic markets, let
alone outside them. Like advertising, using a single theme, through
one medium, to target a single audience across different countries is
tempting, but rarely successful.
Experts from the European
Federation of Sales Promotion argue that the
mechanics of promotional campaigns can translate well across national borders, on the basis that
the most powerful word which is understood
across cultures is 'free'. Giving away items free
with a purchase tends to work well in most countries. Samples, where permitted, also work well,
especially if they are attached to something
bought or given away, Pan-European sampling
campaigns were run for Procter & Gamble's new
Wash & Go and Johnson & Johnson's pH 5.5
shampoo: the colours, on-card samples and
branding were consistent in each market. Only
the language on the pactaging was changed.
Minipaek Sampling Solutions, the company that
ran the campaigns, stressed that the principle
behind pan-European sampling campaigns is to
look for cross-country convergences, not differences, and to leverage these similarities.

Where there are cross-country
segments that are looking for
recognition and reward, then,
according to David Butter. Wunderman Cato Johnson Europe's vice
president, promotions that give
customers the chance to win
competitions and draws are very
powerful.
There are a number of barriers
that marketers should understand.
One is the differing legislation
across individual countries. For
example, it is very liberal in Italy, Spain and
Portugal, where gifts-with-purchase, prizes-withpurchasc and on-pack promotions are commonplace. In Germany, laws dating back to the 1930s
mean that a free or very cheap premium is illegal,
as is sampling if the product is not new, France is
moderately liberal in allowing premiums so long
as they do not exceed 7 per cent of the value of
products up to and including FfrSOO or go above
Ffr350. In the Netherlands, premiums must not
exceed 4 per cent of the value of the main purchase, while in Belgium the ceiling is 5 per cent.
Another hurdle to overcome is national,
safety standard.';. In Germany, safety standards
are particularly tight, requiring a higher testing
procedure than in the United Kingdom. In
France, the firm's logo must he incorporated into
promotional products.
The concept of the single European market is
slowly making its impact on EC law. The latest
ruling is that companies should not be disadvantaged due to individual national laws. Countries
with restrictive legislation are compelled to open
up to those which do not have the same restrictions. Thus German laws have been relaxed as a
result. For example, the French cosmetics firm
Yves Rocher produced catalogues full of special
offers that were available in Germany but illegal.
The European Gourt found in favour of Yves
Rocher. Germany's Rabattgesete, which forbids
the offer of certain types of discount, has been
amended. Discounting has since been permitted
in Germany. Clearly, when organizations intend
to run a promotion in a number of European
countries, they should check on the legality of it
across those markets.
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If it is becoming easier to get round national
laws in Europe, it is not so easy to overcome cultured differences, prejudices and suspicions. If a
German buyer is offered a discounted product, he
or she usually thinks that there is something
svrong with it or it is deficient in some way. Any
priee reduction must therefore reassure the customer and offer a good rationalization for the discount. Cultural differences also affect the type of
merchandise used in the promotion. Household
items, especially electrical goods, are very popular in Germany, Beach towels, sunglasses and T-shirts are more popular in Spain and Portugal,
while in France, it is pens, lighters and watches.
In Italy, brand association is important - if the
merchandise features a designer name, a recognized brand name or a football club, the ehances
are that it will be well received.
Media costs vary significantly. Marketers
must take eare not to put mortey-off vouchers in
publications that are worth less than the voucher,
since dishonest shopkeepers will simply keep the
newspaper or cut the coupons out. Fraud is a
problem too. In poorer countries, if an incentive
is worth cheating for, people will cheat.
To achieve successful European promotional
campaigns, managers have to carry out accurate
research. Achieving economies of scale with
global brands and consistent campaigns may be
attractive, but insufficient. Successful Europewide promotions are invariably built around local
and national criteria as opposed to being panEuropean or global. Other experts, however,
argue that firms ean mix the two in the face of
mass customization in many markets, where the
mass is the core idea or strategy, which is customized to suit different markets. For example,
Sohweppes tonic devised a core theme based on
the game Trivia! Pursuit, which they called
Schqui%, In France, tonie is a soft drink, while in
the United Kingdom it is a mixer, in Spain a
refreshment and in Germany a 'sophisticated'

drink. The main difference in image across the
different countries was the relative strength of
the brand. In Spain it is a much stronger brand,
which is popular among older consumers. A TV
phone-in was used for Schquiz because of this
and the fact that TV is a stronger medium. In
France, the smaller market for Schweppes tonic
meant a smaller media spend for the brand and a
radio phone-in was used instead.
Experts stress that effective European promotional campaigns work best if marketers begin
by clarifying and defining their objectives and
then decide on the best means, within the limitations of budgets and resources, to meet these
objectives on a country-by-country basis. It is
also advisable to employ the knowledge of local
experts, who understand the sales promotion
business and their own consumers, in order to
avoid costly errors or embarrassment, Procter &
Gamble distributed thousands of its Wash & Go
shampoo and conditioner to Russian households,
only to find that people were breaking into letter
boxes and selling" the stolen samples on market
stalls!
More recently, the European Federation of
Sales Promotion (EFSP), comprising groups representing the sales promotion industries in the
Netherlands, Ireland, the LTK, Spain, Italy,
France, Denmark, Germany and Belgium, has
been working towards a common framework governing sales promotions introduced across
Europe. This will prove to be a difficult challenge,
as members seek to 'harmonize' rules and regulations for Europe-wide practices, without denying altogether individual country practitioners'
freedom to promote.

competition calls for consumers to submit an entry - a jingle, guess, suggestion to be judged by a panel that will select the best entries. A sweepstake calls for
consumers to submit their names for a draw. For a lottery, consumers buy tickets
which enter their names into a draw, A game presents consumers with something, such as bingo numbers or missing letters, every time they buy, which may
or may not help them win a prize.
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• Sales Promotions in Europe
The sales promotion industry is significantly more developed in the United States
than in Europe, where the United Kingdom leads other EU member states. In the
UK, sales promotion activities are relatively free from legal constraints, with selfpolieing, in alignment with the industry's code of practice, being the norm.
Supermarket retailing in the United Kingdom is dominated by a few key players
and decisions regarding acceptance of manufacturers' sales promotion activities
are centralized. Cost-effectiveness is increased as the sales promotion handling
house is able to use the retailing groups' own administrative processes. Cultural
differences also affect consumers' acceptance of different sales promotion techniques. Furthermore, the legal position of sales promotion techniques in different
EU countries varies (see Table 19.6). In general, greater freedom is found in the United
Kingdom, Ireland and Spain, Legal controls are stricter in the Benelux countries,
Germany and, notably so, in Norway. Outside the EU, countries like Poland.
Hungary, Russia and the Czech Republic have relatively liberal policies on promotions and incentives, whereas Switzerland appears to be the most restrictive.M
The European market for sales promotion remains fragmented for the time
being and, until true harmonization is achieved, marketers must retain a sensitivity to national constraints and adapt strategies to fit individual country
markets (see Marketing Highlight 19.2).

• Trade Promotion Tools

discount
A straight reduction in
price on purchases

during a stated period of
time.
allowance
Promotional money paid
by manufacturers to
retailers in return for un
agreement to feature the
manufacturer's product
in some way.

Trade promotion can persuade retailers or wholesalers to cany a brand, give it shell'
space, promote it in advertising and push it to consumers. Shelf space is so scarce
these days that manufacturers often have to offer price discounts, allowances, buyhaek guarantees or free goods to retailers and wholesaler to get on the shelf and, once
there, to stay on it.
Manufacturers use several trade promotion tools. Many of the tools used for
consumer promotions - contests, premiums, displays - can also he used as trade
promotions. Alternatively, the manufacturer may offer a straight discount off the
list price on each case purchased during a stated period of time (also called a
price-off, off-invoice or off-list). The offer encourages dealers to buy in quantity or
to carry a new item. Dealers can use the discount for immediate profit, for advertising or for price reductions to their customers.
Manufacturers may also offer an allowance (usually so much off per case) in
return for the retailer's agreement to feature the manufacturer's products in some
way. An advertising allowance compensates retailers for advertising the product.
A display allowance compensates them for usingspecial displays.
Manufacturers may offer ./ree goods, which are extra cases of merchandise, to
intermediaries that buy a certain quantity or that feature a certain flavour or size.
They may offer push incentives - cash or gifts to dealers or their sales force to
'push' the manufacturer's goods. Manufacturers may give retailers free speciality
advertising items that carry the company's name, sueh as pens, pencils, calendars, paperweights, matehbooks, memo pads and ashtrays.

• Business Promotion Tools
Companies also promote to industrial customers. These husiness promotions are
used to generate business leads, stimulate purchases, reward customers and motivate salespeople. Business promotion includes many of the same tools used for
consumer or trade promotions. Here, we focus on two of the main business
promotion tools - conventions and trade shows, and sales contests.

Sales Promotion

CONVENTIONS AND TRADE SHOWS.
Many companies and trade associations organize conventions and trade shows to promote their products. Firms
selling to the industry show their products at the trade show. Vendors receive
many benefits, such as opportunities to find new sales leads, contact customers,
introduce new products, meet new customers, seli more to present customers and
educate customers with publications and audiovisual materials.
Trade shows also help companies reach many prospects not reached through
their sales forces. Business managers face several decisions, including which
trade shows to participate in, how much to spend on each trade show, how to
build dramatic exhibits that attract attention, and how to follow up on sales leads
effectively.37
SALES CONTESTS. A Kales contest is a contest for salespeople or dealers to
urge their sales force to increase their efforts over a given period. Galled 'incentive programmes', these contests motivate and recognize good company
performers, who may receive trips, cash prizes or other gifts. Sales contests work
best when they are tied to measurable and achievable sales objectives (such as
finding new accounts, reviving old accounts or increasing account profitability)
and when employees believe they have an equal chance of winning. Otherwise,
employees who do not think the contest's goals are reasonable or equitable will
not take up the challenge.

Developing the Sales Promotion Programme
The marketer must decide on the creative idea and the mechanics of the promotion. The creative idea concerns adding some kind of value to the product. It is
often difficult to generate an innovative idea which sets a sales promotion apart,
since it is easy for competitors to copy price reductions, free products or gifts, and
in-store demonstrations. The marketer must ensure the promotion genuinely
offers extra value and incentives to targets, that it is not misleading, and that the
firm has the ability to honour redemptions. If not, the campaign could backfire,
exposing the firm to bad publicity which might damage its reputation and brand
image (see Marketing Highlight 19.3).
Some of the large consumer packaged-goods firms have a sales promotion
manager who studies past promotions and uses past experience to decide on
incentive levels to adopt. Many firms also use marketing companies and agencies
to assist them in designing and implementing the sales promotion campaign.
The marketer must also set conditions for participation. Incentives might be
offered to everyone or only to select groups. For example, competitions may not
be offered to families of company personnel or to people under a certain age.
Conditions, such as the proof of purchase or closing date of die offer, must be
clearly stated.
The marketer must then decide how to promote and distribute the promotion programme itself. A money-off coupon could be given out in a package, at
the store, by mail or in an advertisement. Each distribution method involves a
different level of reach and cost. Increasingly, marketers are blending several
media into a total campaign concept. They must also decide on the choice of
media used to announce the sales promotion programme:
Consider a food company which plans to launch a campaign to promote a
new health snack product. The peak purchasing period for health snacks
is usually after the winter, particularly Christmas, indulgence period and
before summer. It schedules TV and magazine advertising to coincide
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Hoover: Have
Promotions, Will Travel

Marketing

failed to fulfil their obligations,
they left Hoover to honour their
commitments. The parent company, Maytag, had to come to the
rescue by paying out $30 million,
which helped to fund fully "the
redemption of the free flights offer
for those with a valid ciaim and the
diligence to pursue it. The fiasco
had cost the company £48 million
(the initial promotional budget
was £1.5 million). In the United
Kingdom and Ireland, Hoover's
name became a sick joke to millions of consumers.
However, this is not the end of the affair.
Hundreds of disgruntled consumers have sought
compensation since. Hoover does not release an
up-to-date total of cases, but sources report that
the company has lost one in five of the cases
heard in small claims courts. In some cases where
die company was found guilty of abusing the
rules, complainants have been awarded over
£450 in damages. Five years on, in 1997, Hoover
returned to court to defend itself over new allegations of misconduct. Of the 600,000 people
who expected a holiday from the promotion
(some 300,000 vouchers were issued), 220,000
made it to the United States, leaving 380.000 disappointed customers.
Which party is to be blamedV Hoover's management or the promotions agencies it used?
Both parties displayed errors in judgement. While
the experts severely miscalculated, management
at Hoover cannot put the blame entirely on them.
It is the firm's responsibility to ask; How should it
justify its spending on the sales promotion? What
return on its promotional investment was it seeking? What would the take-up rates be and are
they realistic? What would it cost the company
given the size or attractiveness of the incentive?
It follows that the marketer must cost the
sales promotion and carefully evaluate take-up
rates when deciding the size of the incentive. A
certain minimum incentive is necessary if the
promotion is to succeed; a larger incentive will
produce more sales response. It is important to
strike a balance between an incentive of sufficient substance to induce consumers to experi-

Highlight
19.3

In the summer of 1992, Hoover
launched a promotion offering
consumers two free return flights
to Europe or America if they
bought any of its vacuum cleaners,
washing machines or other household appliances worth more than
S100.
The campaign put the Hoover
name on everybody's lips - but for
the wrong reason. What happened? The promotion was a ploy dreamed up to tempt people to
buy a new appliance. It seemed to have the
advantage of raising cash on extra sales, at a time
when the UK market for household appliances
was depressed, with costs that did not have to be
incurred until later, in the form of heavily discounted air tickets, when the appliance market
would have improved. Hoover's mistake was to
expect many consumers to be attracted by the
promise of free flights, but to be deterred from
redeeming their air tickets by the offer's small
print, which lays down conditions about available
dates for flights and choice of hotel accommodation, including one-application-per-household
restrictions. Unfortunately, the company had
miscalculated, although, according to a company
lawyer for Hoover European Appliance Group, no
fewer than three sales promotions agencies were
involved in originating and costing the promotion. Each of them was sufficiently confident
to accept the risk on take-up rates. As it happened, most consumers bought cheap vacuum
cleaners that cost as little as $120. The cheapest
pair of return air tickets to New York cost about
£500. The firm was inundated with as many as
200,000 applications for free flights within the
first ten months of the campaign. The company
had only issued about 6,000 tickets within that
same period. The travel agents hired by Hoover
were also alleged to be unfairly dissuading consumers from taking up the offer. Angry customers
were, nonetheless, adamant and many were sliil
waiting for their tickets. Although Hoover bad put
aside some money to cover the air fares, it was
nothing like enough. When the three agencies

Sales Promotion

merit and to tempt lapsed users to buy, and too
generous an incentive, triggering an extreme rate
of redemption, that cotild financially cripple the
firm.
A Hoover spokesperson insists that the company has publicly admitted it made a mistake.
Technically, the promotion was legal. It did not
breach the British Code of Sales Promotion
Practice, since the small print spelled out the
hurdles involved. But it played on consumers'
lack of knowledge. And when the company faced
difficulties, it did not act until the promotion got
serious media attention. Subsequently, redemp-
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tion rates soared as customers with a valid claim
became determined to get their flights. After the
fiasco, the company has learnt its lessons. But, as
court cases open the floodgates to more claims,
Hoover is busy sucking up the mess!

with this period. Some of the magazine advertising is used to announce a
competition and free health booklet. It also plans a trade promotion to
sustain retailer awareness and to ensure they stock up for demand. Sales
force incentives arc also planned to bolster the effects of the trade
promotion.
The duration of the promotion is also important. If the sales promotion
period is too short, many prospects (who may not be buying during that time) will
miss it. If the promotion runs for too long, the deal will lose some of its 'act now'
force.
The marketer also must decide on the response mechanism: that is, the
redemption vehicle to be used by the customer who takes part in the promotion.
The easier it is for the customer to respond to an offer, the higher the response
rate. Immediate gratification - for example, a price reduction, or a free gift
attached to the product on offer - often yields a higher response. If the incentive
requires further action to be taken by the consumer - for instance, to make
another purchase or to collect the required number of tokens in promotion packs
and then post these off to claim a gift or free product - the redemption rate can be
reduced.
Finally, the marketer must determine the sa/es promotion budget, which can
be developed in one of two ways. The marketer may choose the promotions and
estimate their total cost. However, the more common way is to use a percentage of
the total budget for sales promotion. One study found three serious problems in
the way companies budget for sales promotion. First, they do not consider cost
efi'ectiveness. Second, instead of spending to achieve objectives, they simply
extend the previous year's spending, take a percentage of expected sales or use
the 'affordable approach'. Finally, advertising and sales promotion budgets are too
often prepared separately.-1"

Pretesting and Implementing
Whenever possible, sales promotion tools should be pretested to find out if they
are appropriate and of the right incentive size. Consumer sales promotions can be
pretested quickly and inexpensively. For example, consumers can be asked to
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rate or rank different possible promotions, or promotions can be tried on a limited
basis in selected geographic areas.
Companies should prepare implementation plans for each promotion,
covering lead time and sell-off time. Lead time is the time necessary to prepare
the programme before launching it. Sell-off time begins wilh the launch and ends
when the promotion ends.

Evaluating the Results
Evaluation is also very important. Many companies fail to evaluate their sales
promotion programmes, while others evaluate them only superficially.
Manufacturers can use one of many evaluation methods. The most common
method is to compare sales before, during and after a promotion. Suppose n
company has a 6 per cent market share before the promotion, which jumps to 10
per cent during the promotion, falls to 5 per cent right after and rises to 7 per cent
later on. The promotion seems to have attracted new triers and more buying from
current customers. After the promotion, sales fell as consumers used up their
inventories. The long-run rise to 7 per cent means thac the company gained some
new users. If the brand's share had returned to the old level, then the promotion
would have changed only the timing of demand rather than the total- demand.
Consumer research would also show the kinds of people who responded to
the promotion and what they did after it ended. Surveys can provide information
on how many consumers recall the promotion, what they thought of it, how many
took advantage of it and how it affected their buying. Sales promotions can also be
evaluated through experiments that vary factors such as incentive value, timing,
duration and distribution method.
Clearly, sales promotion plays an important role in the total promotion mix.
To use it well, the marketer must define the sales promotion objectives, select the
best tools, design the sales promotion programme, pretest and implement the
programme, and evaluate the results.
public relations
Building good relations
•with the company's
various publics by
obtaining favourable
publicity, building up a
good 'corporate image',
and handling or heading
off unfavourable
rumours, stones and
events. Major PR tools
include press relations,
product publicity,
corporate
con irnunications,
lobbying and
counselling.
publicity
Activities to promote a
company or its products
by planting news about
it in media not paid for
by the sponsor.

Public Relations
Another important mass-promotion technique is public relations. This concerns
building good relations with the company's various publics by obtaining
favourable publicity, building up a good 'corporate image' and handling or heading
off unfavourable rumours, stories and events. The old name for marketing public
relations was publicity, which was seen simply as activities to promote a company
or its products by planting news about it in media not paid for by the sponsor,
Public relations (PR) is a much broader concept that includes publicity as well as
many other activities. Public relations departments use many different tools;
•

•
•
•

Press relations or press agency. Creating and placing newsworthy
information in the news media to attract attention to a person, product or
service.
Product publicity. Publicizing specific products.
Public affairs. Building and maintaining local, national and international
relations.
Lobbying. Building and maintaining relations with legislators and
government officials to influence legislation and regulation.

Public Relations

. (cor

IrDataGeneral

\

•

Investor relations. Maintaining relationships with .shareholders and others
in the financial community.

•

Development. Public relations with domms or members of non-profit
organizations to gain financial or volunteer support.

Public relations is used to promote products, people, places, ideas, activities,
organizations and even nations. Trade associations have used public relations to
rebuild interest in declining commodities such as eggs, apples, milk and potatoes.
Even nations have used public relations to attract more tourists, foreign investment and international support. Companies can use PR to manage their way out
of crisis, as in the case of Johnson & Johnson's masterly use of public relations to
save Tylenol from extinction after its product-tamper ing scare.
Public relations can have a strong impact on public awareness at a much
Lower cost than advertising. The company does not pay for the space or time in
the media. Rather, it pays for a staff to develop and circulate information and to
manage events. If the company develops an interesting story, it could be picked
up by several different media, having the same effect as advertising that would
cost a lot more money. And it would have more credibility than advertising.
Despite its potential strengths, public relations, like sales promotions, is often
described as a marketing stepchild because of its limited and scattered use. The
public relations department is usually located at corporate headquarters. Its staff
is so busy dealing with various publics - stockholders, employees, legislators, city
officials - that public relations programmes to support product marketing objectives may be ignored. Moreover, marketing managers and public relations practitioners do not always talk the same language. Many public relations practitioners
see their job as simply communicating. In contrast, marketing managers tend to
he much more interested in how advertising and public relations affect sales and
profits.
This situation is changing, however. Many companies now want their public
relations departments to manage all their activities with a view to marketing the
company and improving the bottom line. Some companies are setting up special
units to support corporate and product promotion and image making directly.
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Many companies hire marketing public relations firms to handle their PR
programmes or to assist the company public relations team. Major corporations
and multinational firms are also placing greater emphasis on analyzing and
measuring the effectiveness of their PR activities to provide a basis for forward
planning of communication strategies.

Important Public Relations Tools
There are a number of PR tools. One essential tool is news. PR professionals find
or create favourable news about the company and its products or people.
Sometimes news stories occur naturally. At other times, the PR person can
suggest events or activities that would create news.
Speeches also create product and company publicity. Increasingly, company
executives must field questions from the media or give talks at trade associations
or sales meetings. These events can either build or hurt the company's image.
Another common PR too! is special events, ranging from news conferences,
press tours, grand openings and firework displays to laser shows, hot-air balloon
releases, multimedia presentations and star-studded spectaculars designed to
reach and interest target publics. Richard Branson, the chief executive of Virgin
Group, offers a good example of ;i practitioner who has perfected the art of
deploying both speeches and special events for self- and corporate promotion.
Public relations people also prepare written materials to reach and influence
their target markets. These materials include annual reports, brochures, articles
and company newsletters and magazines.
Audiovisual materials, such as films, slide-and-sound programmes and video
and audio cassettes, are being used increasingly as communication tools.
Corporate-identity materials aiso help create a corporate identity that the
public immediately recognizes. Logos, stationery, brochures, signs, business forms,
business cards, buildings, uniforms and even company cars and trucks make
effective marketing tools when they are attractive, distinctive and memorable.
Companies might improve public goodwill by contributing money and time to
public service activities: campaigns to raise funds for worthy causes - for
example, to fight illiteracy, support the work of a charity, or assist the aged and
handicapped - help to raise public recognition.
Sponsorship is any vehicle through which corporations gain public relations
exposure. In Europe, the sponsorship industry is growing, with many firms committing huge sums of money around the world to the sponsorship of sport and the arts
because it makes good sense as a marketing tool (see Marketing Highlight 19.4).
A company's Web site can also be a good public relations vehicle. Consumers
and members of other publics can visit the site for information and entertainment.

Main Public Relations Decisions
In considering when and how to use product public relations, management should
set PR objectives; choose the PR messages and vehicles; implement the PR plan;
and evaluate the results.

Setting Public Relations Objectives
The first task is to set objectives for public relations. These are usually defined in
relation to the types of news story to be communicated, the communication
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objectives to be achieved (for instance, awareness creation, knowledge dissemination, generation of specific publicity for target groups) and the specific target
audiences.

•

Choosing Public Relations Messages and Vehicles

The organization next selects its major public relations message themes and the
PR tools it will use. Message themes should be guided by the organization's overall
marketing and communications strategics. PR is an important part of the organization's overall integrated marketing communications programme, so the public
relations messages should be carefully integrated with the organization's advertising, personal selling, direct marketing and other communications.
In some cases the choice of PR messages and tools will be clear-cut. In others,
the organization will have to create the news rather than find it. The company
could sponsor newsworthy events. Ideas might include hosting major conventions, inviting well-known celebrities and holding press conferences. Creating
events is especially important in publicizing fund-raising drives for non-profit
organizations. Fund-raisers have developed a large set of special events such as
art exhibits, auctions, benefit evenings, book sales, contests, dances, dinners,
fairs, fashion shows, marathons and walkathons. No sooner is one type of event
created - like walkathons - than competitors create new versions, such as
readathons, bikeathons and swimathons. Whatever next?

• Implementing the Public Helations Plan
Implementing public relations requires care. Take, for example, the placing" of
stories in the media. A great story is easy to place, but, unfortunately, most
stories are not earth shattering and would not get past busy editors. Thus one of
the main assets of public relations people is their personal relationships with
media editors. In fact, PR professionals are often former journalists who know
many media editors and know what they want. They view media editors as a
market to be satisfied so that editors will continue to use their stories.

Evaluating Public Relations Resulls
Public relations results are difficult to measure because PR is used with other
promotion tools and its impact is often indirect. If PR is used before other tools
come into play, its contribution is easier to evaluate.
The easiest measure of publicity effectiveness is the number of exposures in
the media. Public relations people give the client a "clippings book' showing all the
media that carried news about the product and a summary such as the following:
Media coverage included 3,500 column inches of news and photographs
in 350 publications with a combined circulation of 79.4 million; 2,500
minutes of air time on 290 radio stations and an estimated audience of 65
million; and 660 minutes of air time on 160 television stations with an
estimated audience of 91 million.
The summary would also give an indication of the cost of the time and space had
they been purchased at current advertising rates.
This exposure measure is not very satisfying, however. It does not tell how
many people actually read or beard the message, or what they thought afterwards.
In addition, because of the media overlap in readership and viewership, it docs
not give information on the net audience reached.
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Making Sponsorship
Work for the Company

Marketing
Highlight
19.4

Traditionally, sponsorship has been
an underrated medium compared
to its more glamorous cousin advertising. Times are changing
and, increasingly, marketers see
this too! as an investment that
makes good marketing sense.
According to the market researcli
company SRI, businesses around
the world currently spend over
ecul().4 billion on sponsorship. For example,
business sponsorship of the arts - investment in
return for public relations exposure or corporate
hospitality - has been one of the fastest and most
sophisticated growth areas in the industry in
recent years. Tn the United Kingdom particularly,
companies have been establishing partnerships
with the arts as a way of reaching specific target
markets, Allied-Lyons, one of the world's largest
drinks companies, boasted a £3.3 million sponsorship of the Royal Shakespeare Company, It used
the prestigious alliance to promote its corporate
identity and, ultimately, to increase sales of individual brands. Marks & Spencer spent close to
£50,000 a year on the London Philharmonic
Orchestra's Concerts for Children, held three
times a year at the London Festival Hall. M & S
claims that it helped the company to gain access
to inner city areas, to schoolchildren, their parents and their teachers. Ice-cream manufacturer
Haagen-Dazs sponsored an art exhibition called
'Some Went Mad, Some Ran Away' at London's
Serpentine Gallery, as part of the company's
'Dedicated to Pleasure, Dedicated to the Arts' programme. The German Beck's Bier was launched
as a premium lager on the British market using
arts sponsorship.
Common trends are emerging in almost all
European countries, according to Anne Vanhaeverbeke of the Comite Europeen pour le Rapprochement de I'Economic et de la Culture
(Gerec). There are professional sponsorship associations in most countries in Europe, and Cerec
fosters closer ties between business and the arts
and co-ordinates the network of sponsorship
associations and its own business members. In

Germany, however, due to high
public subsidy for the arts and
punishing levels of taxation, businesses play a lesser role. Those
that do participate, however,
like Daimler-Benz, BMW and
Lufthansa, do seek public recognition and media coverage for their
efforts.
Sponsorship can be cheaper
than advertising. Sunkist's S3 million sponsorship of a bowls championship generated $10.8 million
worth of media impressions for the brand in the
United States, Smaller sums can also result in
spectacular returns from sponsorship investment. For example, for under £1,000, companies
can get a match-day sponsorship at a small football club. The package includes a hospitality box,
twelve seats in the main stand, a buffet and a free
bar. The firm gets free advertising in the match
programme, banners in the car-park area, the
right to present the Man-of-the-Match award, and
tickets to join players in the bar after the match.
At under £100 per head, this is not bad for a day's
entertainment for key customers - as long as the
game is good! Furthermore, it offers a sales
opportunity and rewards the firm's best sales
staff.
Sponsorship should not be used as a substitute for advertising, however. The two should go
hand in hand. 'Integrated communications' yield
more effective; results. Sponsorship is a deed.
Advertising tells the public about it. Sales promotion and direct marketing are integral, too. For
example, a Diet Coke campaign used sponsorship
of a London marathon as a vehicle for a sports Tshirt offer. Promotional vouchers that were
returned had the name and address of the recipient filled in. This provided a useful basis for
future communication between the company and
customer.
A fast-growing area of sponsorship is one with
an environmental focus. In the early 1990s, Volvo
ran a £250,000 per annum two-year sponsorship
programme in the United Kingdom to stress the
fact that Volvo is Swedish and 'green'. The programme was run on two fronts. One, a research
project into ground-level ozone, involving chil-
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dren growing and monitoring plants in their own
gardens, was carried out in conjunction with the
Society for Nature Conservancy Council (SNCC).
The other concerned tie-ups among its dealer distribution points and the iocal SNCC office, which
involved building an owl sanctuary and protecting a bluebell wood. Such PR activities have served
to reinforce the company's corporate identity.
To be a successful sponsor, the firm must
meet certain requirements:
•
•
•

•

There are clear marketing objectives.
The objectives can be fulfilled by sponsorship.
Legally, the contract is watertight, and has
been vetted by a lawyer or a specialist in the
field.
The staff are prepared to work hard to make
it a success - the launch of the campaign is
the easy part, the hard grind comes later.

•

Internally, staff have fully accepted the idea
and various departments agree about its
relevance.

The firm should decide its sponsorship target: for
example, sports, the arts, a national event. It
would do well to seek the advice of consultants or
specialist bodies in order to decide the best sponsorship area that matches its objectives.
Importantly, sponsorship can bring good results if
used in conjunction with other elements of the
communication mix.

A better measure is the change in product awareness, knowledge and attitude
resulting from the publicity campaign. Assessing the change requires measuring
the bcfore-and-after-the-eampaign levels of these measures. Finally, sales and
profit impact, if obtainable, is the best measure of public relations effort. If advertising and sales promotion were also stepped up during the period of the PR
campaign, their contribution has to be considered.
Increasingly, companies - high-media-profile organizations such as banks,
food, chemicals and pharmaceutical firms - are investing in longer-term media
tracking to help public relations managers to design and implement more effective PR programmes. They employ specialist media analysis and evaluation agencies or PR consultants to conduct in-depth media analyses that go a long way from
mere counting or press cuttings and measuring column inches. Instead, the
analyses, which include coverage in both electronic and print media, identify
issues and public perceptions about the organization's reputation, products and
services and those of their competitors, as well as tracking legislative initiatives.
They generate 'management intelligence' to determine the effectiveness of an
organization's PR activities and to help forward planning of communications and
customer/public relationship building, including how management should react
in a crisis management situation. For example, the charity organization Barnado's
conducted media content analyses throughout its 150th anniversary year to identify if the public's perception of Barnado's was consistent with the modern aspects
of Barnado's work. The charity was concerned that people still thought of
Barnado's as an outfit that runs orphans' homes, whereas the last one closed in
the early 1980s, and they are now tackling modern childcare issues. By systematically tracking all reference to Barnado's work currently in the press, the organization found that the analyses proved that its initial strategy was working and no
changes were made to its campaign as a result. When Shell UK faced adverse
publicity over "the disposal of its defunct oil rig, Brent Spar, Shell hired experts to
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provide in-depth analyses of media coverage and public opinion. The information
helped the company deliver a strategic counter-attack once management understood the issues embedded in the crisis: who the opposition was and the nature of
its agenda.39

Summary
Companies must do more than deliver good products and services - they have to
inform customers about product benefits and carefully position these in
customers' minds. They do this by skilfully employing mass promotions to target
specific buyers. The three mass-promotion tools are advertising, sales promotion
and public relations.
Advertising is the use of paid media by a seller to inform, persuade and
remind target audiences about its products or organization. It is a powerful
promotion tool. Advertisements take many forms and have many uses.
Advertising decision making is a five-step process consisting of decisions about
the objectives, the budget, the message, the media and, finally, the evaluation of
results. Advertisers should set clear objectives as to whether the advertising is
supposed to inform, persuade or remind buyers. The advertising budget can be
based on what is affordable, on a percentage of sales, on competitors' spending, or
on the objectives and tasks to be accomplished. Message decisions involve planning the message strategy - designing messages, evaluating and selecting them and executing them effectively. The media decision calls for a definition of reach,
frequency and impact goals; choosing chief media types; selecting media vehicles;
and deciding on media timing. Finally, evaluation calls for evaluating the communication and sales effects of advertising before, during and after the advertising
is placed. Companies that advertise their products in different country markets
can apply the basic principles relating to domestic advertising, but they must take
into account the complexities involved in international advertising. They must
address the similarities and differencesTri customer needs and buying behaviour,
as well as cultural, sociocconomic, political and regulatory environments across
country markets, which will affect the decision to standardize or differentiate
advertising strategies and executions.
Sales promotion covers a wide variety of purchasing incentives - coupons,
premiums, contests, buying allowances - designed to stimulate consumers, the
trade and the company's own sales force. In general, sales promotions should be
about consumer relationship building. In many countries, sales promotion
spending has been growing faster than advertising spending in recent years. Sales
promotion calls for setting sales promotion objectives; selecting tools; developing,
pretesting and implementing the sales promotion programme; and evaluating the
results.
Organizations use public relations to obtain favourable publicity, to build up
a good 'corporate image' and to handle or head off unfavourable rumours, stories
and events. Public relations involves setting PR objectives, choosing PR messages
and vehicles, implementing the PR plan and evaluating PR results. To accomplish
these goals, PR professionals use a variety of tools, such as news, speeches and
special events. Or they communicate with various publics through written, audiovisual and corporate identity materials, and contribute money and time to public
relations activities.

1.

2.

3.

1.

Applying the Concepts • S3"

Key Terms
Advertising 793
Advertising objective 794
Advertising specialities 823
Allowance 826
Gash refund offers (rebates) 822
Comparison advertising (knocking
copy) 794
Consumer promotion 819
Consumer relationship-building
promotions 823
Continuity 808
Copy testing 808

Coupons 822
Discount 826
Frequency 804
Informative advertising 794
Media, impact 804
Media vehicles 804
Patronage rewards 823
Persuasive advertising 794
Point-ot'-purcbase (POP) promotions

823

Premiums 822
Price packs 822

Public relations 830
Publicity 830
Pulsing 808
Reach 803
Reminder advertising 795
Sales force promotion 819
Sales promotion 818
Samples 822
Trade (or retailer) promotion
819

Discussing the Issues
1.

Comparison advertising is not permitted in some
countries. What are sonic of the benefits and
drawbacks of comparison advertising? Which has
more to gain from using comparison advertising - the
leading brand in a market or a lesser brand? Why?

ever tasted', aside from home-made biscuits. You
happen to prefer another brand of biscuits that you
think is moister or chewier than Brand Y. Is the Brand
Y claim false? Should this type of claim be regulated?
Why or why not?

2.

Surveys show that many people are sceptical of
advertising claims. Do you mistrust advertising? Why
or why not? What should advertisers do to increase
credibility?

Companies often run advertising, sales promotion and
public relations efforts at the same time. Can their
efforts be separated? Discuss how a company might
evaluate the effectiveness of each element in this mis.

3. What factors call for moreyj-equeney in an advertising
media schedule? What, faetors call for more reach?
How can you increase one without sacrificing the
other or increasing the advertising budget?
4.

An ad statos that Brand Y's biscuits are the 'moistcst,
chewiest, most perfectly baked biscuits the world has

Many companies are spending more on trade
promotions and consumer promotions than on
advertising. Why do you think this is so? Is heavy
spending on sales promotions a good strategy for longterm profits? Why or why not?

Applying the Concepts
Buy a Sunday paper and sort through the colour
advertising and coupon inserts. Find examples that
combine advertising, sales promotion and/or public
relations. For instance, a manufacturer may run a fullpage ad that also includes a coupon and information
on its sponsorship of a charity event,
• Do you think these approaches using multiple
tools are more or less effective than a single
approach? Why?
• Try to find ads from two direct competitors. Are
these brands using similar promotional tools in
similar wavs?

Look out for two current television ads that you think
are particularly effective and two that you feel are
ineffective,
• Describe precisely why you feel the better ads are
effective and explain why the ineffective ones fall
short,
•

How would you improve the less effective ads? If
you think they are too poor to he improved, write
an alternative ad for each, describing why these
would he more effective.
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Case 19
Diesel Jeans & Work wear: ''We're All Different. But
Aren't We All Different in the Same Way? 1 '

DURING T U B oiL CRISIS IN 1978, the idea of a trademark called Diesel came
to Renzo Rosso, the son of an Italian farmer. To him Diesel represented
something that everybody needs and always will need. Tie kept this in mind
until 1985, when the real Diesel story began. In that year he decided to
produce and sell clothes that he himself liked to wear; clothes that represented his lifestyle. His wild and masculine 'Renzo Rosso style' is what
Diesel Jeans & Work wear is all about. It is a way of living ...
Gut Your Blue Jeans On
Blue jeans are the most successful elothes ever invented and the world's
largest clothing companies depend on them. Why has this 'all American'
workwear become the global uniform? Sociologist John Fiske tries to
explain. He onee asked a class to write down what jeans meant to each of
them. He got back a set of staggeringly uniform results. Jeans were
American, informal, classless, unisex and appropriate in town or country.
Wearing them was a sign of freedom from constraints on behaviour and of
class membership. Free was the word most commonly used, usually
expressing 'freedom to be oneself. By wearing jeans, Fiske's class were
expressing their 'freedom to be themselves', yet 118 out of 125 students
were 'being themselves' by wearing the same clothes, jeans. With everyone
wearing the same clothes, people who are really fnx go one step further to
° Halmstad University, Sweden.
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express themselves. Rockers wore greasy ones, mods smart ones, hippies old
ones, skinheads new ones, punks damaged ones, indies torn ones and
grunge shabby ones - but they all wore jeans.
Fashion Bubbles Up
Jeans are no longer as uniform, or cheap, as they used to be. The generic
jeans, foundation of the Levi Strauss and Wrangler empires, mean classless,
country, comnmnal, unisex, work, traditional, unchanging and American.
But not so designer jeans. These reached their zenith when Pakistan-born
Shami Ahmed exhibited his Manchester-made, diamond-studded, Joe Bloggs
jeans costing £150,000 a pair. In contrast to generic jeans, designer jeans
mean up-market, city, socially distinctive, (usually) feminine, leisure,
contemporary, transient and not American. So transient and non-American
are Joe Bloggs jeans that the range changes twelve times a year and West
Indian cricketer Brian Lara promotes their 375 and 501 range. The ranges
are named after Lara's record-breaking batting scores, although Levi's is not
happy about the Joe Bloggs 501 name.
Jeans are now not only high fashion, but'the foundation for many new
fashions. Jeans are the uniform of the street culture, and leading designers,
such as Versace, Westwood, Gaultier and Lagerh'eld, concede that there is
now a very strong 'bubble up' effect where the streets lead fashion. Top jeans
companies 'bubble up' in the same way as street fashions do. Shami Ahmed
and Renzo Rosso are typical of the clothing entrepreneurs who are leading
the way in Europe's dynamic and varied fashion market, and foremost
among these businesses is Rosso's Diesel Jeans & Workvvear, a European firm
that aims to overtake Levi's and become the world's no, 1 jeans company.
Diesel's Concept
To work for Rosso, you have to understand the Diesel concept. You have to
love Diesel and devote your life to the company. This company spirit imbues
the whole organization and is presumably the reason for Diesel's success.
For example, Diesel is probably the only company where all employees,
even the management team, wear Diesel clothes.
Rosso has managed to create a multinational concern out of Diesel. The
turnover is approximately L8,000,000 million and rising. The profit margin
of between 10 and 15 per cent is almost all reinvested in the company. This
makes Diesel very strong financially. Today, Diesel is no. 2 in Europe after
the American jeans-giant Levi's. Its goal is to become no. 1.
Diesel is today represented in 69 countries worldwide. Of Diesel's 3,000
employees, 150 work at its headquarters at Moldava, Italy. Small familyowned companies in northern Italy carry out about 70 per cent of production, and the rest is spread around low-cost countries such as Hong Kong.
Thailand and Korea.
The Diesel collection contains jeans, jackets, sweaters, shoes, underwear
and belts for both men and women. These account for 60 per cent of Diesel's
products. The remainder includes sportswear, kids' wear and perfume for
men. Diesel's products are sold through hand-picked agents, licensees and
subsidiaries. Franchising is not popular as there is a risk of losing control of the
company profile. Education and training of the international network is intensive. The resellers have a lot to live up to. They have to understand the Diesel
concept and sell clothes thatgo well with Diesel.
Diesel has only two shops of its own, one in Berlin and the other in
Stockholm. New stores in Paris, Rome and New York will open soon. There
were strategic reasons for opening the first two flagship stores in Stockholm
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and Berlin. Germany is Diesel's largest market: 25 per cent of production is
sold there. Sweden is seen as receptive to new fashions and useful for test
marketing. Also, Diesel's vice-president and head of international
marketing, Johan Lindeberg, is Swedish. Together with local advertising
agency Paradiset, he directs all Diesel's marketing activities from his
Swedish headquarters.
Diesel's Advertising
Lindeherg and Paradiset elaim that much of their marketing success derives
from their lack of respect for marketing strategies and their trend-setting
advertising. Adverts arc sent by courier-post from Paradiset to distributors
in other countries which decide the local marketing arrangements themselves. Local distributors spend 5 per cent of their turnover on national
marketing, while Diesel spends 7 per cent of its total turnover on internationals such as MTV and Sky Sport.
Paradiset has two ideas in mind when creating an advert; The ad should
be conspicuous and also contain an ironic message. Diesel's advertising is
targeted at modern intelligent people. Diesel often makes fun of current
myths, as, for example, in its 'How to ...' campaign. In this campaign, one
advert showed the cranium of a girl sucking on a cigarette. The test read,
'How to smoke 145 a day' and 'Man, who needs two lungs anyway?' This
message caused much controversy in the United States, where Diesel was
criticized for encouraging young people to smoke.
Rosso has his own way of running a company. He follows his own path,
ignoring conventional marketing approaches - and it certainly works! Diesel
has great growth potential. Rosso believes that, in the long run, a good organization structure is much more important than good advertising. According
to Rosso, a strong company is one 'with strong collaborators'. This requires
work that employees enjoy and, above all, work that they find interesting.
'When you trust your own and your collaborators' intuitions, feelings and
judgements, and not only text-book theories,' says Rosso, 'then you have
reached the Diesel feeling.' Since Rosso owns 100 per cent of Diesel, he has
his hands free to do whatever he wants. To buy other companies or to be
listed on the stock exchange is not 'the Renzo Rosso style' and neither would
he leave Moldava. The company's vision is expressed in its slogan: you need
Diesel 'for successful living'.

QUESTIONS
1. How does the advertising for generic and designer jeans differ? Can
one brand and advertising campaign straddle both markets?
2. Explain Joe Bloggs' choice of Lara and the £150,000 jeans as a way of
promoting the brand. Are twelve ranges a year really necessary?
3. What is the controversial style of Diesel's advertising trying to achieve?
Do you think it is effective? Ethical? Appropriate for all markets?
4.

How does the centralized nature of Diesel's advertising fit the
entrepreneurial style of the company? How can the advertising be
linked in with the rest of the marketing mix in the many markets and
distributors thai Diesel serves?
5. What explains Rosso's choice of Sweden, rather than Italy, as the base
tor his international marketing activity? Why choose an agency and
location outside the London and New York heartlands of modern global
advertising?
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Can 'the Renzo Rosso style' be separated from the brand identity and
the advertising used? How well does 'the Renzo Rosso style' fit the
needs of the jeans market and why?

The LjuotiitLon is copy from a 1970s Levl's a<J.

SOURCES: John FisKe, UndersLmtdi'ig Popular Qulturv (London: Routiixlge, 1990); Hunter
Davies, 'Not any old Joe Bloggs', Independent (15 November 1994), p. 23; Stephanie
Theobald, 'European streei style'. The European —4lan (11-17 November!994), pp. 13-16.
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Personal Selling and
Sales Management
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
Discuss the ro!e of a company's salespeople in creating value for
customers.

Identify the six main Kales force management steps.
Explain how companies set sales force strategy and structure.
Explain how companies recruit, select and train salespeople.
Describe how companies compensate and supervise salespeople and
how they evaluate their effectiveness.
Discuss the personal yelling process.

Preview Case
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IBM Restructures the Sales Force
IN EARLY 1993, IBM's BOARD of directors decided that the time was right for
dramatic action. The once-proud company had seen its sales fall from
almost -S69 billion in 1990 to $64 billion in 1992. In the same period, profits
had plunged from $5.9 billion to a loss of S4.96 billion. In April, the board
hired Louis V. Gerstner, Jr, a former McKinsey Company consultant and R.J.
Reynolds CEO, to serve as its new chairman and chief executive officer and
to turn the company round.
In July 1993, Gerstner announced his first major strategic decision. He
identified the IBM sales force as a key source of the company's problems.
Many observers had expected that he would restructure the sales force.
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which was too large and unwieldy, and had become too slow to change
to meet customers' needs. However, Gerstner surprised everyone by
announcing that he would postpone the decision as to what to do about
IBM's sales force. In an internal memo to his 1.3 top managers, he concluded
that the company's current marketing organization does not always permit
them to serve their customers in the most efficient and effective way.
However, he noted: 'I don't want to undertake a major reorganization of IBM
at this time', arguing that radical reform would pose unacceptable risks to
customer loyalty. Rather he would try to make IBM's current sales and
marketing systems work better.
How did IBM, one of the world's largest and most successful companies,
get into such a fix? In the 1994 IBM Annual Report, Gerstner wrote that
IBM's problems resulted from the company's failure to keep pace with rapid
industry change. IBM had been too bureaucratic arid too preoccupied with
its own view of the world. The company was too slow to take new products
to market and missed the higher profit margins that are typical of the
computer industry early in its product life cycle.
Although bureaucracy and slowness were significant problems, IBM's
customers and industry observers identified IBM's preoccupation with its
own view of the world as che real problem. They argued that the company
had stopped listening to its customers. It peddled mainframe computers to
customers who wanted midrange systems and personal computers. It
pushed products when its customers wanted solutions. One former salesperson noted that 'We were so well trained, we could sell anything, good or
bad. Under quota pressures, we sold systems that our customers didn't need,
didn't want and couldn't afford.'
IBM had designed its sales compensation system to encourage and
reward selling mainframe systems. 'You could sell a PC and get a pat on the
back. Sell a midrange system and get a lot of dollars. Rut when you sold a
mainframe, you would walk on water. You were a hero,' observed another
former salesperson. The salespeople always insisted that the customers buy
all of their products from IBM and became indignant when a customer used
another vendor. Salespeople were also inflexible, making 'one-size-fits-all'
presentations using canned, 'off-the-shelf marketing programmes. One
customer added, "They wouldn't tailor their programmes to what you
needed. It was "This is our canned package. We know this works, Trust us."'
Despite the problems, Gersrner's decision not to make strategic changes
to the 40,000-person sales force meant that he would continue to implement
changes that former CEO John Akers had begun. Beginning in 1.991, Akers
restructured the sales force using a geographic focus. Senior managers acted
as account executives for the top IBM clients in their regions, managing the
full breadth of client relationships, including understanding the customer's
company and its industry. The account executives could call on a pool of
regional product specialists and service representatives to satisfy customer
needs. They reported to branch managers, who reported to 'trading area
managers', who ultimately reported to regional managers. In foreign countries, a country manager had full control over that country's sales force.
Akers' approach continued IBM's traditional focus on presenting 'one
face to the customer'. The account executive structure allowed the
customer to deal with one IBM interface rather than dealing with salespeople from each of IBM's product and services areas. Gerstner's reluctance
to make sweeping changes probably resulted from a meeting where the
firm's top 200 customers told him that they did not want to be confused by
20 different IBM salespeople calling" on them. However, it was also hard for
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any IBM salesperson to be familiar with the wide range of products and
services that the company offered.
Nevertheless, IBM had already begun to tinker with its sales approach.
In response to increasing competition, declining sales and changing corporate buying habits, the company had already developed 'fighter pilots'.
These were 'specialist' salespeople who tried to increase sales by pushing
negleeted products. Some product lines, such as the personal computers
and printer divisions, were also allowed to develop their own sales forces.
Akcr also allowed some experimentation with salespeople who specialized
in certain industries.
As for the sales force compensation plan, which was adjusted each
January, the company had modified the plan to promote sales of certain
products or increase market share in targeted areas. !t was not unusual for a
branch manager to have 240 separate measurements because different
product groups would set quotas to encourage salespeople to sell their offerings. Until 1993, only 6 per cent of a salesperson's salary above the basie
salary (the hulk of a person's pay) reflected the profitability of his or her
sales. In 1993 the company increased the portion based on profitability to
20 per cent.
Why did Gerstner decide to forgo any major sales force changes? One
consultant noted that Gerstner wanted to wait until the dust settled from
cutbacks that had reduced IBM's employment from 344,000 to 256.000
between 1991 and 1993. Many industry observers argued that the decision
reflected his desire to continue to study the problem. Microsoft chairman
Bill Gates suggested that, although IBM was known for its unified sales force,
'I think it's inevitable that they'll get rid of it.' 1
The question was: What sales force strategy should IBM use to revive
sagging sales and profits while satisfying customer and employee requirements?

QUESTIONS
1. Why does IRM rely on a sales force to sell its products and services?
2. Outline the IBM sales force's objectives, strategy, structure and
compensation.
3. What problems do you see in IBM's sales force objectives, strategy,
structure and compensation?
4. What objectives would you set for IBM's sales forcer
5. What strategy, structure and compensation plan would you establish to
accomplish these objectives? Identify the trade-offs involved in each of
tbese decisions.
6. Given your recommendations, how would you recruit, train, supervise,
motivate and evaluate IBM's sales force?

Introduction
The above questions reflect the critical issues that IBM's management must face
and resolve in order to build and maintain an effective sales force. Indeed, the
decisions called for are relevant not only for IBM, but also for any firm that uses a
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sales force to help it market Its goods and services. This chapter looks at the role
and nature of personal selling and examines the key issues in managing the sales
force.
Robert Louis Stevenson once noted that 'everyone lives by selling something'.
We are all familiar with the sales forces used by business organizations to sell
products and services to customers around the world. Sales forces are found in
non-profit as well as profit organizations. Churches use membership committees
to attract new members. Hospitals and museums use fund raisers to contact
donors and raise money. In this chapter, we examine the role of personal selling in
the organization, sales force management decisions and the basic principles of
personal selling.

The Bole of Personal Selling
Selling is one of the oldest professions in the world. The people who do the selling
go by many names: salespeople, sales representatives, account executives, sales
consultants, sales engineers, field representatives, agents, district managers
and marketing representatives, to name a few.

The Nature of Personal Selling

salesperson
An individual acting fur
a company by
performing one or mure
of the folio-wing
activities: prospecting,
communicating,
servicing and
information gathering.

People hold many stereotypes of salespeople. 'Salesman' may bring to mind the
image of Arthur Miller's pitiable Willy Loman in Death of a Salesman or .Meredith
Willson's cigar-smoking, back-slapping, joke-telling Harold I Jill in The .Music Man.
Both examples depict salespeople as loners travelling their territories trying to
foist their wares on unsuspecting or unwilling buyers.
However, modern salespeople are a far cry from these unfortunate stereotypes.
Today, most salespeople are well-educated, Well-trained professionals who work
to build and maintain long-term relationships with eusto.tners. They build relationships by listening to their customers, assessing customer needs and organizing the company's efforts to solve customer problems. Consider the case of
IBM, which shows that it takes more than a friendly smile and a firm handshake to
sell expensive computer systems. It also takes more than convincing sales presentations to win customers' trust in the company's products and services. Customers
these days expect their suppliers to take an interest in their company, to understand
their problems and to work closely with them to find solutions to these problems.
The term salesperson covers a wide range of positions. At one extreme, a
salesperson might be largely an order taker, such as a department store salesperson standing behind the counter. At the other extreme are the order getters,
salespeople whose job demands the creative selling of products and services
ranging from appliances, industrial equipment or aeroplanes to insurance, advertising or consulting services. Other salespeople engage in missionary selling,
whereby they are not expected or permitted to take an order, but only build goodwill or educate buyers. An example is a salesperson for a pharmaceutical
company who calls on doctors to educate them about the company's drug products and to urge them to prescribe these products to their patients. Or there are
salespeople whose position is to supply technical knowledge to the buyer, as in
engineering salespeople who act as consultants to client companies. In this
chapter, we focus on the more creative types of selling and on the process of
building and managing an effective sales force.

The Role of Personal Selling

The Hole of the Sales Force
Personal selling is the interpersonal arm of the promotion mix. Advertising
consists of one-way, non-personal communication with target consumer groups.
In contrast, personal selling involves two-way personal communication between
salespeople and individual customers - whether faee-to-faee, by telephone,
through videoeonferenees or by other means. As such, personal selling can be
more effective than advertising in more complex Celling situations. Salespeople
can probe customers to learn more about their problems. They can adjust the
marketing offer to fit the special needs of eaeh customer and can negotiate terras
of sale. They can build long-term personal relationships with key decision
makers.
The role of personal .selling varies from company to company. Some firms
have no salespeople at all - for example, organizations that sell only through mailorder catalogues or through manufacturers' representatives, sales agents or
brokers. In most cases, however, the sales force plays a major role. In companies
that sell business products, such as ABB or Du Pont, the salespeople may be the
only contact. To these customers, the sales foree is the company. In consumer
product companies, such as N'ike or Unilever, that sell through intermediaries,
final consumers rarely meet salespeople or even know about them. Still, the sales
force plays an important behind-the-scenes role. It works with wholesalers and
retailers to gain their support and to help them to be more effective in selling the
company's products.
The sales force acts as the critical link between a company and its customers.
In many cases, salespeople serve both masters - the seller and the buyer. First,
they represent the company to customers. They find and develop new customers
and communicate information about the company's products and services. They
sell products by approaching customers, presenting their products, answering
objections, negotiating prices and terms, and closing sales. In addition, they
provide services to customers, carry out market research and intelligence work,
and fill out call reports.
At the same time, salespeople represent customers to the company, acting
inside the firm as » 'champion' of customers' interests. Salespeople relay
customer concerns about company products and actions back to those who can
handle them. Thev learn about customer needs and work with others in the
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Figure 20.1

Primary steps in sales force management

company to develop greater customer value. Thus, the salesperson often act as an
'account manager' who manages the relationship between the seller and buyer.
As companies move towards a stronger market orientation, their sale.s forces
are becoming more market focused and customer oriented. The old view was that
salespeople should worry about sale.s and the company should worry about profit.
The current view holds that salespeople should be concerned with more than just
producing sales — they also must know how to produce customer satisfaction and
profit. Today, organisations expect salespeople to look at sales data, measure
market potential, gather market intelligence and develop marketing strategies
and plans. They should know how to orchestrate the firm's efforts towards delivering customer value and satisfaction. A market-oriented rather than a salesoriented sales force will be more effective in the long run. Beyond winning new
customers and making sales, it will help the company to create long-term, profitable relationships with customers. As such, the company's sales team ean he a
central force in an organization's relationship marketing programme. The topic
concerning relationship marketing is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 11.

Managing the Sales Force
saks foive management
The analysis, planning,
implementation and
control of sales force
activities. It includes
selling sftfesjorce
objectives; designing
sales force strategy; and
recruiting, selecting,
training, supervising
and evaluating the firms
salespeople.

We define sales force management as the analysis, planning, implementation anii
control of sales force activities. It includes setting sales force objectives, designing
sales force strategy and recruiting, selecting, training, supervising and evaluating
the firm's salespeople. The primary sales force management decisions are shown
in Figure 20.1. Let us take a look at each of these decisions next.

Setting Sales Force Objectives
Companies set different objectives for their sales forces. Salespeople usually
perform one or more of the following tasks:
•
•

Prospecting. They find and develop new customers.
Communicating. They communicate information about the company's
products and services.
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•
•
•

Selling. They sell products by approaching customers, presenting their
products, answering objections and closing sales.
Servicing. In addition, salespeople provide services to customers (e.g.
consulting on problems, providing technical assistance, arranging finance).
Irtformation gathering. Salespeople carry out market research and
intelligence work, and fill out sales call reports.

Some companies are very specific about their sales force objectives and activities. For example, a company may advise its salespeople to spend SO per cent of
their time with current customers and 20 per cent with prospects, and 85 per cent
of their time on current products and 15 per cent on new products. The company
believes that if such norms are not set, salespeople tend to spend almost of all of
their time selling current products to current accounts and neglect new products
and new prospects.

Designing Sales Force Strategy and Structure
Marketing managers face several sales force strategy and design questions. How
should salespeople and their tasks be structured? How big should the sales force
be? Should salespeople sell alone or work in teams with other people in the company?
Should they sell in the field or by telephone? How should salespeople be compensated? And how should performance be rewarded where selling tasks are shared
across members within the sales team? We will address these issues below.

• Sales Force Strategy
Every company competes with other firms to get orders from customers. Thus it
must base its strategy on an understanding of the customer buying process. A
company can use one or more of several sales approaches to contact customers.
An individual salesperson can talk to a prospect or customer in person or over the
phone, or make a sales presentation to a buying group. Similarly, a sales team
(such as a company executive, a salesperson and a sales engineer) can make a
sales presentation to a buying group. In conference selling, a salesperson brings
resource people from the company to meet with one or more buyers to discuss
problems and opportunities. In seminar selling, a company team conducts an
educational seminar about state-of-the-art developments for a customers technical people.
Often, the salesperson has to act as an account manager who arranges
contacts between people in the buying and selling companies. Because salespeople need help from others in the company, selling calls for teamwork. Others
who might assist salespeople include top management, especially when big sales
are at stake; technical people who provide technical information to customers;
customer service representatives who provide installation, maintenance and
other services to customers; and office staff, such as sales analysts, order processors and secretaries.
Once the company decides on a desirable selling approach, it can use either a
direct or a contractual sales force. A direct (or company) sales force consists of
full- or part-time employees who work exclusively for the company. This sales
force includes inside salespeople, who conduct business from their offices via
telephone or visits from prospective buyers, and field salespeople, who travel to
call on customers. A contractual safcs/brce consists of manufacturers' reps, sales
agents or brokers who are paid a commission based on their sales.
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Sale* Force Structure
Sales force strategy influences the structure of the sales force. The sales force
structure decision is simple if the company sells only one product line to one
industry with customers in many locations. In that case the company would use a
territorial sales force structure. If the company sells many products to many
types of customer, it might need either a product sales force structure or a
customer sales force structure;, or a combination of the two.
territorial sales force
structure
A sales force
organization that
ussigns each salesperson
to an exclusive
geographic territory in
•which that salesperson
carries die company's
full line.

product sales force
structure
A sales force
organisation under
whieh salespeople
specialise in selling only
a portion of the
company's products or
lines.

customer sales force
structure
A stUes force
organisation under
wj/tic'/i salespeople
specialize in selling only
to certain customers or
industries.

TERRITORIAL SALES FORCE STRUCTURE,

in the territorial sales

force structure, each salesperson is assigned to an exclusive territory in which
to sell the company's full line of products or services. This sales force structure
is the simplest sales organization and has many advantages. First, it clearly
defines the salesperson's job, and because only one salesperson works the territory, he or she gets all the credit or the blame for territory sales. Second, the territorial structure increases the salesperson's desire to build local business ties that,
in turn, improve the salesperson's selling effectiveness. Finally, because each
salesperson travels within a small geographic area, travel expenses are relatively
small.

PRODUCT SALES KORCE S T R U C T U R E . Salespeople must know their products. The task is not easy il the company's products are numerous, unrelated and
technically complex. To overcome this problem, many companies adopt a
product sales force structure, in which the sales force sells along product lines,
For example, Kodak uses different sales forces for its film products than for its
industrial products. The film products sales force deals with simple products that
are distributed intensively, whereas the industrial products sales force deals with
complex products that require technical understanding.
The product structure can lead to problems, however, if a given customer buys
many of the company's products. For example, a hospital supply company has several
product divisions, each with a separate sales force. Several salespeople might end up
calling on the same hospital on the same day. This means that they travel over the
same routes and wait to see the same customer's purchasing agents. These extra
costs must be weighed against the benefits of better product knowledge and attention to individual products.
CUSTOMER SALES FORCK STRUCTURE. More and more companies are
using a customer sales force structure, whereby they organize the sales force
along customer or industry lines. Separate sales forces may be set up for different
industries, for serving current customers versus finding new ones, and for large
accounts versus regular accounts. For example, a company selling photocopiers
could divide its customers into four main groups, each served by a different sales
force. The top group consists of large national accounts with multiple and scattered locations, which would be handled by national account manager*. Next are
large accounts that, although not national in scope, may have several locations
within a region and are handled by senior account managers. Customers with
lower annual sales potential could be served by account representatives and all
other customers could be handled by marketing representatives.
Organizing its sales force around customers can help a company to become
more customer focused. For example, giant ARB, the Swiss-based industrial
equipment maker, changed from a product-based to a customer- based sales force.
The new structure resulted in a stronger customer orientation and improved
service to clients:
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David Donaldson sold boilers for ABB ... After 30 years, Donaldson sure
knew boilers, but he didn't know much about the broad range of other
products offered by .MSB's IIS Power Plant division. Customers were
frustrated because as many as a dozen ABB salespeople called on them at
different times to peddle their products. Sometimes representatives even
passed each other in customers' lobbies without realizing that they were
working for the same company. ABB's bosses decided that this was a poor
way to run a sales force. So, David Donaldson and 27 other power plant
salespeople began new jobs. [Donaldson] now also sells turbines,
generators, and three other product lines. lie bandies six major accounts
... instead of a [mixed batch] of 35. His charge: Know the customer
intimately and sell him the products that help him operate productively.
Says Donaldson: 'My job is to make it easy for my customer to do
business with us ... I show him where to go in ABB whenever he has a
problem.' The president of ABB's power plant businesses [adds]: 'If you
want to be a customer-driven company, you have to design the sales
organization around individual buyers rather than around your products."
COMPLEX SALES FOUOE STRUCTURES. When a company sells a wide
variety of products to many types of customer over a broad geographical area, it
often combines several types of sales force structure. Salespeople can be specialized by territory and product, by territory and market, by product and market, or
by territory, product and market. A salesperson might then report to one or more
line and staff managers. No single structure is best for all companies and situations. Each organization should select a structure that best serves the needs of
its customers and fits its overall marketing strategy.

• Sales Force Size
Once the company has set its strategy and structure, it is ready to consider sales force
size. Salespeople constitute one of the company's most productive — and most expensive — assets. Therefore, increasing their number will increase both sales and costs.
Many companies use some form of workload approach to set sales loree size.
The company groups accounts according to size, account status or other factors
related to the amount of effort required to maintain them. It then determines the
number of salespeople needed to call on them the desired number of times. The
logic is as follows. Suppose we have 1,000 Type-A accounts and 2,000 Type-B
accounts. Type-A accounts require 36 calls a year and Type-B accounts require 12
calls a year. In this case, the sales force's workload, as defined by the number of
calls it must make per year, is 60,000 calls [(1,000 x 36) + (2,000 x 12) = 36,000 +
24,000 = 60,000)]. Suppose our average salesperson can make 1,000 calls a year.
The company thus needs 60 salespeople (60,000/1,000).

• Other Sales Force Strategy and Structure Issues
Sales management also have to decide who will be involved in the selling effort
and how various sales and sales support people will work together.
OUTSIDE AND INSIDE SALES FORCES. The company may have an
outside sales force (or field sales force), an inside sales foree or both. Outside
salespeople travel to call on customers, whereas inside salespeople conduct business from their offices via telephone or visits from prospective buyers.
To reduce time demands on their outside sales forces, many firms have
increased the size of their inside sales team, which includes technical support
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telemarketing

Using the telephone to
sell directly to
consumers.

team selling
Using teams of people
from sales, marketing,
production, finance,
technical support, and
even ripper management
tu service large, complex
accounts.

people, sales assistants and telemarketers. Technical .support people provide technical information and answers to customers' questions. Sales assistants provide
clerical back-up for outside salespeople. They call ahead and confirm appointments, conduct credit checks, follow up on deliveries and answer customers'
queries when salespeople cannot he reached. Telemarkcters use the phone to find
new leads and qualify prospects for the field sales force or to sell and service
accounts directly.
The inside sales force frees salespeople to spend more time selling to major
accounts and finding major new prospects. Depending on the complexity of the
product and customer, a telemarketer can make 20-30 decision-maker contacts a
day. compared to the average of four that an outside salesperson can make. For
many types of product and selling situation, telemarketing can be as effective as a
personal sales call, hut much less expensive. For example, whereas a typical
personal sales call can cost well over £200, a routine industrial telemarketing call
costs between £5 and £20 depending on the complexity of the call. For example,
chemicals company Du Pont uses experienced former field salespeople as telemarketing reps to help sell the company's complex chemical products. The telemarketers handle technical questions from customers, smooth out product and
distribution problems, and alert field sales representatives to 'hot' prospects.
According to Du Pont management, the in si de-out side approach pays off, with
some 80 per cent of the leads passed on to the field force converted into sales.-1
TEAM SELLING. The days when a single salesperson handles a large and
important account are vanishing. Today, as products become more complex, and
as customers grow larger and more demanding, one person simply cannot handle
all of a large customer's needs any more. Instead, most companies are now using
team selling to service large complex accounts. Sales teams might include people
from sales, marketing, engineering, finance, technical support and even upper
management. For example, P & ("i assigns teams consisting of salespeople,
marketing managers, technical service people and logistics and information
systems specialists to work closely with large retail customers. In this case salespeople become 'orchestra tors' who help co-ordinate a whole-company effort to
build profitable relationships with key customers,4
Companies recognize that just asking their people for teamwork does not
produce it. They have to revise their compensation and recognition systems to give
credit for work on shared accounts. They must also set up better goals and measures
for sales force performance. While honouring the importance of individual initiative, training programmes must also emphasize the value of teamwork.
KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT. Continuing relationships with large customers dominate the activities of many sales organizations. For makers of
consumer goods the relationship is with major retailers such as Tengelmann,
Carrefour, Tesco or Ahold. As we saw in Chapter 3, the importance of these has
changed the way marketing as a whole is being organized. Account managers
often orchestrate the relationship with a single retailer, although some will
manage several smaller retailers or a class of independent outlet. Any major
retailer will probably always be carrying major manufacturers' brands, no the
account manager's role is one of increasing die profitability of sales through the
channel. In this arrangement a great deal of sales promotions effort and advertising is customized for retailers that want exclusive lines or restrict the wort of
promotions that they accept.
The situation is very similar in industrial sales organizations when a supplier
has to sell components, raw materials, supplier or capital equipment in the
concentrated markets described in Chapter 8. Even when a prospect is not a
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client, there are regular contacts at all levels between the organizations. When the
client or prospect is particularly important, key account managers are responsible. These aim for a mutually beneficial relationship between the seller and
buyer. The buyer benefits from traceability of supplies, smart purchasing, and
lean supply and facilities management, while the seller receives market knowledge and secure, profitable sales.
In most companies, account managers are like brand managers in not having
formal or informal teams working for them. This means the key account
managers compete for the resources to serve their client. Their role is to maintain
smooth but creative relationships between the buying and selling teams,-1

• Sales lrorc,e Compensation
To attract salespeople, a company must have an attractive compensation plan.
These plans vary greatly both by industry and by companies within the same
industry. The level of compensation must be close to the 'going rate' for the type
of sales job and needed skills. This varies from country to country. To pay less
than the going rate would attract too few quality salespeople; to pay more would
be unnecessary.
Compensation is made up of several elements - a fixed amount, a variable
amount, expenses and fringe benefits. The fixed amount, usually a salary, gives
the salesperson some stable income. The variable amount, which might be
commissions or bonuses based on sales perfomance, rewards the salesperson for
greater effort. Expense allowances, which repay salespeople for job-related
expenses, let salespeople undertake needed and desirable selling efforts. Fringe
benefits, such as paid vacations, sickness or accident benefits, pensions and life
insurance, provide job security and satisfaction.
Management must decide what mix of these compensation elements makes
the most sense for each sales job. There are four basic types of compensation plan
based on whether these elements are fixed or variable: straight salary, straight
commission, salary plus bonus and salary plus commission. The advantages and
disadvantages are summarized in Table 21).1.
The sales force compensation plan can both motivate salespeople and direct
their activities. If sales management wants salespeople to emphasize new account
development, it might pay a bonus for opening new accounts. Thus, the compensation plan should direct the sales force towards activities that are consistent with
overall marketing objectives. II the overall marketing strategy is to grow' rapidly
and gain market share, the compensation plan should be to reward high sales
performance and encourage salespeople to capture new accounts, suggesting a
larger commission coupled with new account bonuses. In contrast, if the
marketing goal is to maximize profitability of current accounts, the compensation
plan might contain a larger base salary component, with additional incentives
based on current account sales and customer satisfaction. In fact, more and more
companies are moving away from high commission plans that may drive salespeople to make short-term grabs for business. They may even ruin a customer
relationship because they were pushing too hard to close a deal. Instead, companies are designing compensation plans that reward salespeople for building
customer relationships and growing the long-run value of each customer.6

I

Recruiting and Selecting Salespeople
At the heart of any successful sales force operation is the recruitment and selection of good salespeople. There can be a big difference in the performance levels
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Table 20.1

Advantages and disadvantages of sales compensation plans

SALES COMI'BNSATION PLAN ADVAOTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Straight salary'
This pays a fixed salary
and expenses.

Easy to explain and administer;
can alter sales duties without
strong objection; simplifies task of
projecting sales payroll; a stable
income helps to .secure higher
sales force morale.

Does not induce the sales rep to do
a better than average job; does not
discriminate between salespeople's
abilities; fails to attract or hold the
more aggressive sales
representatives

Straight commission
This pays some fixed or
sliding rate related to
sales or profits.

Stimulates sales reps to work at
maximum capacity; ties selling
expenses to current revenue;
different commissions can be set
for different products and sales
tasks, thus influencing how the
salespeople spend their time.

Salespersons may resist doing tasks
that do not generate immediate
income; it encourages high-pressure
tactics or price discounting; it is
costly to administer; it provides
little income security; it lowers
morale if sales decline through no
fault of the salesperson.

Salary plus bonus
Advantages for fixed salary as
This gives a fixed salary indicated above; also stimulates
and payments for extra salespeople to perform desirable
efforts and results.
tasks which are not normally
rewardable through commissions
(e.g. generating useful selling ideas,
speed in furnishing reports).

(jiven that managerial judgement is
involved in determining the bonus,
salespersons whose expectations
are not met could raise questions
about fairness.

Salary plus
commission

Disadvantages of straight salary
and commission-only plans apply,
although somewhat minimized.

The sales plan combines the
advantages of each approach; also
the firm does not have to absorb
inflexible selling costs during sales
downswings, and salespeople
do not lose all their income.

of an average and a top salesperson. In a typical sales force, the top 30 per cent of
the salespeople might bring 60 per cent of the sales. Thus careful salesperson
selection can greatly increase overall sales force performance.
Beyond the differences in sales performance, poor selection results in costly
turnover. When a salesperson quits, the costs of finding and training a new salesperson, plus the costs of lost sales, could be considerable. Also, a sales force with
many new people is less productive than one with a stable membership.

• What Makes a Good Salesperson!''
Selecting salespeople would not be a problem if the company knew what traits to
look for. If it knew that good salespeople were outgoing, aggressive and energetic, for
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example, it could simply check applicants for these characteristics. Many
successful salespeople, however, are also bashful, soft-spoken and laid buck.
Still, the search continues for the magic list of traits that spells sure-tire sales
ability. One survey suggests that good salespeople have a lot of enthusiasm,
persistence, initiative, self-confidence and job commitment. They are committed
to sales as a way <>t' life and have a strong customer orientation. Another study
suggests that good salespeople are independent and self-motivated and are excellent listeners. Still another study advises that salespeople should be a friend to the
customer as well as persistent, enthusiastic, attentive and, above all, honest. They
must be internally motivated, disciplined, hard working and able to build strong
relationships with customers. Still other studies suggest that good salespeople arc
team players, not loners.7
How can a company find out what traits salespeople in its industry should
have? A good start is to look at the job duties involved, which would suggest some
of the traits a company should look for. For instance, is a lot of paperwork
required? Does the job call for much travel? Will the salesperson face a lot of
rejections? Will the salesperson be working with high-level buyers? The
successful sales candidate should possess qualities ideally suited to these duties.
The company should also look at the characteristics of its most successful salespeople for clues to needed traits.

Recruiting Procedures and Selection.
Having determined its selection criteria, management proceeds to recruit the
desired candidate. The human resources department looks for applicants by
getting names from current salespeople, using employment agencies and placing
classified ads. Recruiting will attract many applicants, from which the company
must select the best. The selection procedure can vary from a single informal
interview to lengthy testing and interviewing. Many companies give formal tests
to sales applicants. Tests typically measure sales aptitude, analytical and organizational skills, personality traits and other characteristics.8 Companies generally
take test results seriously. Gillette, for example, claims that tests have reduced
turnover by 42 per cent and that tost scores have correlated well with the later
performance of new salespeople. But test scores provide only one piece of information in a set that includes personal characteristics, references, past employment historv and interviewer reactions.

Training Salespeople
Many companies used to send their new salespeople into the field almost immediately after hiring them. They would be given samples, order books and general
instructions. Training programmes were luxuries. To many companies, a training
programme translated into considerable expense for instructors, materials, space
and salary for a person who was not yet selling, and a loss of sales opportunities
because the person was not in the field.
Today's new salespeople, however, may spend anything from a few weeks to
many months in training. Training programmes have several goals. Salespeople
need to know and identify with the company, so most companies spend the first
part of the training programme describing the company's history and objectives,
its organizations, its financial structure and facilities, and its chief products and
markets. Because salespeople also need to know the company's products, sales
trainees are shown how products are produced and how they work. Salespeople
also need to know the characteristics of competitors and customers, including
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Companies spend hundreds
of-millions ofdottars to train
their salespeople in the arc <)/'
selling.

distributors, so the training programme teaches them about competitors' strategics and about different types of customer and their needs, buying motives and
buying habits. Learning how to make effective presentations is another important
component in the firm's sales training programmes. Training courses should
therefore coyer the principles of selling and outline the chief sales argument for
each product. Finally, salespeople need to understand field procedures and
responsibilities. They learn how to divide time between active and potential
accounts and bow to use an expense account, prepare reports and route communications effectively.

Supervising Salespeople
New salespeople need more than a territory, compensation and training — they
need superuixiim. Through supervision, the company directs and motivates the
sales force to do a better job.

*

Directing Salespeople

To what extent should sales management be involved in helping salespeople
manage their territories? It depends on everything from the company's size to the
experience of its sales force. Consequently, companies vary widely in how closely
they supervise their salespeople. Furthermore, what works for one company may not
work for another.1*
DEVELOPING CUSTOMKK TARGETS AND CALL NORMS. Many companies help their salespeople in identifying customer targets and setting call
norms. They classify customers based on sales volume, profit and growth potential, and set call norms accordingly. Thus salespeople may call weekly on
accounts with large sales or potential, but only infrequently on small accounts,
Beyond account size and potential, call norms may also depend on other factors
such as competitive call activity and account development status.
Companies often specify how much time their sales force should spend
prospecting for new accounts. Companies set up prospecting standards for several
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reasons. If left alone, many salespeople will spend most of their time with current
customers, which are better-known quantities. Moreover, whereas a prospect may
never deliver any business, salespeople can depend on current accounts for some
business. Therefore, unless salespeople are rewarded for opening new accounts,
they may avoid new-account development.
USING SALES TIME EFFICIENTLY. Salespeople need to know how to use
their time efficiently. One tool is the annual call schedule that shows which
customers and prospects to call on in which months and which activities to carry
out. Activities include taking part in trade shows, attending sales meetings and
carrying out marketing research. Another tool is time-and-duty analysis. In addition to time spent selling, the salesperson spends time travelling, waiting,
eating, taking breaks and doing administrative chores (see Marketing Highlight
20.1). Because of the tiny portion of the day most sales staff actually spend selling
or negotiating and talking face-to-faee with potential customers, companies must
look for ways to save time. This can be done by getting salespeople to use phones
instead of travelling, simplifying record-keeping forms, finding better call and
routing plans, and supplying more and better customer information.
Advances in information and computer technology, such as laptop computers,
telecommunications, personal selling software, videodisc players and automatic
dialers, have encouraged many firms to adopt sales force, automation systems,
computerized sales operations for more efficient order-entry transactions,
improved customer service and better salesperson decision-making support.
Many sales forces have truly gone 'electronic'. A recent study of 100 large companies found that 48 per cent are 'actively pursuing' sales force automation;
another 34 per cent are planning or considering it. 10 Salespeople use computers to
profile customers and prospects, analyze and forecast sales, manage accounts,
schedule sales calls, enter orders, check inventories and order status, prepare
sales and expense reports, process correspondence and carry out many other
activities. Sales force automation not only lowers sales force calls and improves
productivity; it also improves the quality of sales management decisions. Here are
some examples of companies that have introduced computer and other sophisticated technologies successfully into their sales force operations:
The Anglo-Dutch Shell Chemical Company developed a laptop computer
package consisting of several applications. Although many salespeople
initially resisted the computer - they couldn't type, or they didn't have
time to learn the software, or whatever - some applications had great
appeal. Salespeople responded first to the automatic expense statement
programme, which made it easier for them to record expenses and get
reimbursed quickly. Soon, they discovered the sales inquiry function,
which gave them immediate access to the latest account information,
including phone numbers, addresses, recent developments and prices.
They no longer had to wait for the clerical staff to give them out-of-date
information. Before long, salespeople were using the entire package.
Electronic mail allowed them quickly to receive and send messages to
others. Various corporate farms, such as territory work plans and sales
call reports, could be filled out faster and sent electronically. Other useful
applications included an appointment calendar, a 'to-do list'function.
a spreadsheet programme, and ^graphics package that helped
salespeople prepare charts and graphs for customer presentations. Today,
even salespeople who initially resisted the computer package wonder how
they ever got along without it.11
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So You Want to be a
Professional Salesperson?

Marketing
Highlight
20.1

Salespeople are often said to be
unloved, foot-in-the-door creatures, whose superiors motivate
them mainly in the form of alternate bouts of public humiliation
and recognition. Not surprisingly,
many people commonly regard
selling as a very low form of life.
The frequent portrayal of salespeople as sweet-talking, hard-selling pedlars does not boost their self-perception
either. Stereotyping salespeople in this way is, of
course, an unfair representation of company staff
who are under constant pressure to create and
keep a customer. Furthermore, salespeople are
expected to perform many other tasks, most of
which are arguably related to creating and maintaining sales for the company.
What do salespeople in fact do with their
time? Given the many tasks that they are
expected to perform, how many are truly professional in what they do? Do salespeople use their
time well?
A recent international survey, conducted by
Kinnaird Communications Group, a consultancy
based in Glasgow, Scotland, sought to examine
these questions. It covered about 1,000 salesmen
and women operating in the United Kingdom,
France, Italy and Germany, and was based on
sales records and talking to chief executives,
supervisors and customers. The consultancy's
findings were also supplemented by observations
over many years among clients' sales forces.
The study reported that only 5 per cent of
field sales staff surveyed 'possess the natural selling skills that make them stand out as professionals'. The survey claimed that 35 per cent of
salespeople 'just manage to pay their way', while
'an astounding 60 per cent [are] just there for the
beer'. The study claimed that many of the sales
reps 'drifted into the profession, attracted by the
freedom, ear and expense account'.
In terms of how salespeople spend their time,
Kinnairci found that out of the average salesperson's day, 42 per cent of the time is spent in the
car, while 26 per cent is spent at home, planning,

having lunch, telephoning, writing
reports and parking the car (see
Table 1). Less than one-third of
the time is spent on customers'
premises, and all of that time except for about 6 per cent - is
spent on fruitless 'cold' calls, waiting in reception, interruptions
and, in the case of the poorest
salespeople, inadequate forward
planning and an excess of 'small
talk'. Although 20 per cent of time
is spent in face-to-faee contact
(including 'small talk'; 7.5 per cent; customer
interruptions, phone, colleagues and so forth: 7.5
per cent; and actual selling negotiation: 5 per
cent), the survey found that much of this invaluable activity was spent talking to individuals with
no influence on the purchasing decision.
TAKLE 1 A DAY IK THE LIFE OK A TYPICAL SALESVKKSON
ACTIVITY
Selling or negotiation
Home planning
'Cold canvass' calls leaving card, no interview
Waiting in reception
'Small talk'
Customer interruptions.
phone, colleagues, etc.

Walking, parking, taking
notes, telephoning, etc.
Lunch
Car travel

% OF TOTAL TIME

5,0
5.0
6.0
6.0
7.5
7.5
8.0

13.0
42.0

NOTE: Based on a nine-hcmr day.
SouilCE: Kinnaird, 1994.

Kinuaird points out that what sets the upper
5 per cent sales elite apart from the rest is
charisma in a sales situation. Arguably, charisma
is elusive. However, there are other prime qualities to be found in a successful salesperson: a
sense of humour; good planning and preparation
skills; the ability to take initiatives (nearly all of
the time, since sales reps are on their own); a
belief in their company and their products or
services (if they don't, why should their cus-
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tomers?); a trust in their colleagues (that is, those
in marketing, accounting find distribution); and a
belief in themselves. Other observers add to that
list physical energy, tenacity and resilience in the
face of rejection.
There are always going to be 'natural1 salespeople, but for the rest, training is absolutely
essential for developing sales professionalism and
to overcome some of the deficiencies in personal
skills. Another area that must be emphasized
continually is management's commitment to pro-

viding marketing and advertising support for the
sales force. Salespeople are front-line troops. They
are the valuable bridge between the business and
its customers, they aet as information and intelligence satellites, and they can make or break the
sale. Where selling is a key activity, businesses
must learn to utilize this valuable marketing tool,
the salesperson. The unloved ranks of salespeople
must be loved again.
SoWifira: Adapu.fl from Diane Summers. 'Unloved and incompeteru',
Fiminc'iat Times (25 August 1994). p. '>-

Computers have also changed the way commercial insurance company
Sun Alliance International (SAI) uses information to support sales staff
and to forge long-term relationships with customers and intermediaries.
SAI deploys a PC-based sales system called ADAM - Agency Development
and Management — among its 170-strong sales force, including 26 home
workers known as 'on the road sales staff (OTRs). Over 80 per cent of its
business is generated by a network of agents, supported by a sales force of
140 across the UK. Their job is to build relationships with brokers and
other intermediaries (some 4.000 agencies). According to SAI, paperbased systems were sketchy: salespeople's natural instinct is not to
complete records; frequently the paperwork is incomplete or their reports
do not tell the whole story. ADAM is developed from the view of fieldbased sales staff who need to share data with office-based colleagues.
Customer information is accessible by anyone — all view the same record.
which is synchronised in an overnight update. Arguably, the beauty of a
distributed database is that you can share the information across a wide
range of people. Gone are the days of relying on a dusty set ot' papers in
someone's car 100 miles away. Steve (iinn, an SAI sales development
manager, stresses that 'One of the fundamentals of selling is an
understanding of customers' needs. Once we know the customer sectors,
we can work more closely in partnership with brokers and the customer
sees a far more professional approach.' lie has been using his Toshiba
laptop to access a menu, which shows a task organizer, in-tray, electronic
mail and standard user reports and inquiries. The system offers him a far
more structured way to analyze information on current sales campaigns
and see instantly how long" it is since he contacted clients. He can also
append notes to the agency records for his account 'caretakers',
something paper-based card systems could not do. One salesperson
whose performance once gave concern has become an OTR and an
enthusiastic and highly effective ADAM user. According" to a senior
marketing executive, and supporter of the system at SAI, 'you have got to
open people's eyes to what the technology can do for them', but 'you can't
do it overnight. The company trained total novices on the keyboard, and
worked to put at rest the fears of those expelled from the cosy support of
their office. The vast majority of staff, now they have seen it in action, see
myriad advantages. ADAM converts task response into customer care,
and that is what the technology can help us do.'12
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Perhaps the fastest-growing sales force technology tool is the Internet. As
more and more organizations and individuals embrace Internet technology, salespeople are beginning to use the Internet regularly in their daily selling activities.
The most common uses include gathering competitive information, monitoring
customer Web sites and researching industries and specific customers. While the
inclusion of this technology in die salesperson's selling armoury is still in its
infancy, as more and more companies provide their salespeople with Web access,
experts expect explosive growth in sales force Internet usage in the coming
decade.13

• Motivating Salespeople
Some salespeople will do their best without any special urging from management.
To them, selling may be the most fascinating job in the world. But selling can also
be frustrating. Salespeople usually work alone, and they must sometimes travel
away from home. They may face aggressive, competing salespeople and difficult
customers. They sometimes lack the authority to do what is needed to win a sale
and may thus lose large orders that they have worked hard to obtain. Therefore,
salespeople often need special encouragement to do their best. Management can
boost sales force morale and performance through its organizational climate,
sales quota and positive incentives.
ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE. Organizational climate reflects the feeling
that salespeople have about their opportunities, value and rewards for a good
performance within the company. Some companies treat salespeople as if they
are not very important. Other companies treat their salespeople as their prime
movers and allow virtually unlimited opportunity for income and promotion. Not
surprisingly, a company's attitude towards its salespeople affects their behaviour,
if they are held in low esteem, there is high turnover and poor performance. If they
are held in high esteem, there is less turnover and higher performance.
Treatment from the salesperson's immediate superior is especially important,
A good sales manager keeps close to his or her sales force. They are in touch with
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salespeople through letters and phone calls, visits in the field and evaluation
sessions in the home office. At different times, the sales manager acts as the salesperson's boss, companion, coach and confessor. Most importantly, sales management must be able to convince salespeople that they can sell more by working
harder and being trained to work smarter, and that the rewards - be they financial
in nature or higher-order rewards for better performance, such as liking, peer
recognition and respect, and a sense of accomplishment - are worth the extra
effort.
SALES QUOTAS. Many companies set sales quotas for their salespeople. Sales
quotas are standards stating the amount they should sell and how sales should be
divided among the company's products. Compensation is often related to how well
salespeople meet their quotas.
Sales quotas are set at the time that the annual marketing plan is developed.
The company first decides on a sales forecast that is reasonably achievable. Based
on this forecast, management plans production, workforce size and financial
needs. It then sets sales quotas for its regions and territories. Generally, sales
quotas are set higher than the sales forecast to encourage sales managers and
salespeople to give their best effort. If they fail to make their quotas, the company
may still make its sales forecast.
POSITIVE INCENTIVES. Companies also use several incentives to increase
sales force effort. Sales meetings provide social occasions, breaks from routine,
chances to meet and talk with 'company brass', and opportunities to air feelings
and to identify with a larger group. Companies also sponsor sales contests to spur
the sales force to make a selling effort above what would normally be expected.
Other incentives include honours, merchandise and cash awards, trips and pro fitsharing plans.

Evaluating Salespeople
So far we have described how management communicates what salespeople
should be doing and motivates them to do it. This process requires good feedback,
which means getting regular information from salespeople to evaluate their
performance.

• Sources of Information
Management gets information about its salespeople in several ways. The most
important source is the sates report. Additional information comes from personal
observation, customers' letters and complaints, customer surveys and talks with
other salespeople.
Sales reports are divided into plans for future activities and write-ups of
completed activities. The best example of the first is the work plan that salespeople submit a week or month in advance. The plan describes intended calls and
routing. From this report, the sales force plans and schedules activities. It also
informs management of the salespeople's whereabouts and provides a basis for
comparing plans and performance. Salespeople can then be evaluated on their
ability to 'plan their work and work their plan'. Sometimes, managers contact
individual salespeople to suggest improvements in work plans.
Companies also require their salespeople to draft annual territory marketing
plans, in which they outline their plans for building new accounts and increasing
sales from existing accounts. Formats vary greatly, in the sense that some ask for

sales quotas
Standards set/or
salespeople, stating die
amount they should sell
and how ,safc,s should be
divided among the
company's products.
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general ideas on territory development, while others ask for detailed sales and
profit estimates. Sales managers study these territory plans, make suggestions
and use the plans to develop sales quotas.
Salespeople write up their completed activities on call reports. Cull reports
keep sales managers informed of the salesperson's activities, show what is
happening with each customer's account and provide information that might he
useful in later calls. Salespeople also turn in expense reports for which they are
partly or wholly repaid. Some companies also ask for reports on new business.
lost business and local business and economic conditions.
These reports supply the raw data from which sales management can evaluate
sales force performance. For example, are salespeople making too few calls per
day? Are they spending too much time per call? Are they spending too much
money on entertainment? Are they closing enough orders per hundred calls? Are
they finding enough new customers and holding on to enough old customers?

• Formal Evaluation oj Performance
Using sales force reports and other information, sales management formally evaluates members of the sales force. Formal evaluation produces four benefits. First,
management must develop and communicate clear standards for judging performance. Second, management must gather well-rounded information about eacli
salesperson. Third, salespeople receive constructive feedback that helps them to
improve future performance. Finally, salespeople are motivated to perform
because they know that they will have to sit down one morning with the sales
manager and explain their performance.

COMPARING SALESPEOPLE'S PERFORMANCE.

One type of evaluation

compares and ranks the sales performance of different salespeople. Such comparisons can be misleading, however. Salespeople may perform differently because of
differences in territory potential, workload, level of competition, company
promotion effort and other factors. Furthermore, sales are not usually the best
indicator of achievement Management should be more interested in how much
each salesperson contributes to net profits, a factor that requires analysis of each
salesperson's sales mix and expenses.
COMPARING CURRENT SALES WITH PAST SALES. A second type of evaluation is to compare a salesperson's current performance with past performance.
Such a comparison should directly indicate the person's progress. Table 20,2
provides an example.
The sales manager can learn many things about Chris Bennett from this table.
Bennett's total sales increased every year (line 3). This does not necessarily mean
that Bennett is doing a better job. The product breakdown shows that Bennett has
been able to push the sales of product B further than those of product A (lines 1
and 2). According to the quotas for the two products (lines 4 and 5), the success
in increasing product B sales may be at the expense of product A sales. According
to gross proiits (lines 6 and 7), the company earns twice as much gross profit (as a
ratio to sales) on A as it does on B. Bennett may be pushing the higher-volume,
lower-margin product at the expense of die more profitable product. Although
Bennett increased total sales by £1,100 between 1996 and 1997 (line 3), the gross
profits on these total sales actually decreased by £580 (line 8).
Sales expense (line 9) shows a steady increase, although total expense as a
percentage of total sales seems to be under control (line 10). The upward trend in
Bennett's total expenses, in money terms, does not seem to be explained by any
increase in the number of calls (line 11), although it may be related to his success
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TERRITORY:
MIDLAND

SALESPERSON:
CHRIS BENNETT
1994

1. Net sales product A
£251,300
2. Net sales product B
£423,200
3. Net sales total
£674,500
4. Percentage of quota product A
95.6
5. Percentage of quota product B
120.4
6. Gross profits product A
£50,260
7. Gross profits product R
$42,320
8. Gross profits total
£92,580
9. Sales expense
£10,200
10. Sales expense to total sales (%)
1.5
11. Number of calls
1 ,675
12. Cost per call
S6.09
13. Average number of customers
320
14. Number of new customers
13
15. Number of lost customers
8
16. Average sales per customer
£2,108
17. Average gross profit per customer
£289

1995
£253,200
£439,200
£692,400
92.0
122.3
£50,640
£43,920
£94,560
£11,100
1.6
1,700
£6.53
324
14
10

£2,137
£292

1996
£270,000
£553,900
£823,900
88-0
134.9
£54,000
£53,390
£109,390
£11,600
1.4
1,680
£6.90
328
15
11
£2.512
£334

in acquiring new customers (line 14). However, there is a possibility that in
prospecting for new customers, Bennett is neglecting present customers, as indicated by an upward trend in the annual number of lost customers (line 15).
The last two lines on the tahle show the level and trend in Bennett's sales and
gross profits per customer. These figures become more meaningful when they are
cumpared with overall company averages. If Chris Bennett's average gross profit
per customer is lower than the company's averages, Chris may be concentrating
on the wrong customers or may not be spending enough time with each customer.
Looking back at the annual number of calls (line 11), Bennett may be making
fewer calls than the average salesperson. If distances in the territory are not much
different, this may mean he is not putting in a full workday, he is poor at planning
his routing or minimizing his waiting time, or he spends too much time with
certain accounts.

QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF SALESPEOPLE. A qualitative evaluation

usually looks at a salesperson's knowledge of the company, products, customers,
competitors, territory and tasks. Personal traits like manner, appearance, speech
and temperament can be rated. The sales manager can also review any problems
in motivation or compliance. Each company must decide what would be most
useful to know. It should communicate these criteria to salespeople, so that they
understand how their performance is evaluated and can make an effort to
improve it.
We have looked at the key issues surrounding sales force management. Next
we will address the principles of personal selling.

1997
£263,100
£561,900
£825,000
84.7
130.8
£52,620
£56,190
£108,810
£13,200
1,6
1,660
£7,95
334
20
14

£2,470
£326
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Principles of Personal Selling
We now turn from designing and managing a sales force to the actual personal selling
process. Personal selling is an ancient art that has spawned a large literature and
many principles. Effective salespeople operate on more than just instinct - they
are highly trained in methods of territory analysis and customer management.

The Personal Selling Process
Companies spend a huge amount of money on seminars, books, cassettes and
other materials to teach salespeople the 'art' of selling. Millions of books on selling
are purchased every year, with tantalizing titles such as How to Sei! Anything to
Anybody, How / Raised Myself from Failure to Success in Selling, The FourMinute Sell, Tlie Best Seller, The Power of Enthusiastic Selling, Where Do You Go
from No. 1 ? and Winning Through Intimidation. One of the most enduring books
on selling is Dale Carnegie's II(w> to Win Friends and Influence People, which is
marketed all over the world.
Effective companies take a customer-oriented approach to personal selling.
They train salespeople to identify customer needs and to find solutions. This
approach assumes that customer needs provide sales opportunities, that
customers appreciate good suggestions and that customers will be loyal to salespeople who have their long-term interests at heart — salespeople who do their
homework, uncover customer needs and present convincing arguments of mutual
benefits for both organizations. By contrast, those companies that use a salesoriented approach rely on high-pressure selling techniques. They assume that
the customers will not buy except under pressure, that they are influenced by a
slick presentation and that they will not be sorry after signing the order (and that,
even if they are, it no longer matters). The problem-solver salesperson fits better
with the marketing concept than does the hard-sell salesperson. Buyers today
want solutions, not smiles; results, not razzle-dazzle. They want salespeople who
listen to their concerns, understand their needs and respond with the right products and services. A recent study showed that the qualities that purchasing agents
dislike most in salespeople include being pushy, late and unprepared or disorganized. The qualities they value most include empathy, honesty, dependability,
thoroughness and follow-through. 14

Steps in the Selling Process
Most training programmes view the selling proeess as consisting of several steps
that the salesperson must master (sec Figure 20.2). These steps focus on the goal
of getting new customers and ohtaining orders from them. However, many salespeople spend much of their time maintaining existing accounts and building longterm customer relationships. More discussion of the relationship aspect of the
personal selling proeess will be found in the final section of this chapter. For a
fuller discussion of key account management and its importance in sustaining
customer relationships, see Chapter 11.

• Prospecting and Qualifying
The first step in the selling process is prospecting - identifying qualified potential
customers. The salesperson must approach many prospects to get just a few sales.
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Figure 20.2

Primary steps in effective selling

Although the company supplies some leads, salespeople need skill in finding their
own. They can ask current customers for the names of prospects. They can build
referral sources, such as suppliers, dealers, non-competing salespeople and bankers.
They ean join organizations to which prospects belong, or can engage in speaking
and writing aetivities that will draw attention. They can search for names in
newsletters or directories and use the telephone and post to track down leads. Or
they ean drop in unannounced on various offices (a practice known as 'cold
calling'). Cold calling, however, may not always be appropriate, as in the case of
German or Japanese organizations, where third-party introduction is the norm.
Salespeople need to know how to qualify leads: that is, how to identify the
good ones and screen out the poor ones. Prospects can be qualified by looking at
their financial ability, volume of business, special needs, location and possibilities
for sales growth.

• Preapproach
Before calling on a prospect, the salesperson should learn as much as possible
about the organization (what it needs, who is involved in the buying) and its
buyers (their characteristics and buying styles). This step is known as the preapproach. The salesperson can consult standard business direetories or information sources (e.g. Moody's, Standard & Poor's, Dun & Bradstreet), acquaintances
and others to learn about the company. The salesperson should set call
objectives, which may be to qualify the prospect, to gather information or to
make an immediate sale. Another task is to decide on the best approach, which
might be a personal visit, a phone call or a letter. The best timing should be
considered, carefully because many prospects are busiest at certain times. Finally,
the salesperson should give thought to an overall sales strategy for the account.

• Approach
During the approach step, the salesperson should know how to meet and greet the
buyer, and get the relationship off to a good start. The salesperson's appearance,
his or her opening lines and the follow-up remarks have a great deal of impact on
relationship building in this early phase of the sales process. The opening lines
should be positive: "Mr Johnson, I am Chris Henderson from the All tech
Company. My company and I appreciate your willingness to see me. I will do my
best to make this visit profitable and worthwhile for you and your company.' This
opening might be followed by some key questions to learn more about the
customer's needs, or the showing of a display or sample to attract the buyer's
attention and curiosity.
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• Presentation and Demonstration
presentation
The step in the selling
process in which the
salesperson tells the
produce 'story' Co the
buyer, showing how the
product will make or
save money for the
buyer.

The presentation is that step in the selling process where the salesperson tells the
product 'story' to the buyer, showing how the product will make or save money.
The salesperson describes the product features, but concentrates on presenting
cits turner benefits.
Companies may use three styles of sales presentation: the canned approach;
the formula approach; or the need-satisfaction approach. The canned approach
is the oldest type and consists of a memorized or scripted talk covering the seller's
main points. This approach has limited usefulness in industrial selling, but
scripted presentations can be effective in some telephone-selling situations. A
properly prepared and rehearsed script should sound natural and move the salesperson smoothly through the presentation. With electronic scripting, computers
can lead the salesperson through a sequence of selling messages tailored on the
spot to the prospect's responses.
Using the formula approach, the salesperson first identifies the buyer's
needs, attitudes and buying style. The salesperson then moves into a formula
presentation that shows how the product will satisfy that buyer's needs. Although
not canned, the presentation follows a general plan.
The need-satisfaction approach starts with a search for the customer's needs
by getting the customer to do most of the talking. This approach calls for good
listening and problem-solving skills. One marketing director describes the
approach this way;
[High-performing salespeople] make it a point to understand customer
needs and goals before they pull anything out of their product bag ...
Such salespeople spend the time needed to get an in-depth knowledge of
the customer's business, asking questions that will lead to solutions our
systems can address.15
Sales presentations can be improved with demonstration aids, such as booklets, flip charts, slides, videotapes or videodiscs, and product samples. If buyers
can see or handle the product, they will better remember its features and benefits.

• Handling Objections
handling objections
The step in the selling
process in ichich the
salesperson necks out,
clarifies and overcomes
customer objections m
buying.

dosing

The step in the selling
process in which the
salesperson aska the
customer for an order.

Customers almost always have objections during the presentation or when asked
to place an order. The problem can be either logical or psychological, and objections are often unspoken. In handling objections, the salesperson should use a
positive approach, seek out "hidden objections, ask the buyer to clarify any objections, take objections as opportunities to provide more information, and turn the
objections into reasons for buying. Every salesperson should be trained in the
skills of handling objections.

• Closing
After handling the prospect's objections, the salesperson now tries to close the
sale. Some salespeople do not get around to closing or do not handle it well. They
may lack confidence, feel guilty about asking for the order or fail to recognize the
right moment to close the sale. Salespeople should know how to spot closing
signals from the buyer, including physical actions, comments and <|uestions. For
example, the customer might sit forward and nod approvingly or ask about prices
and credit terras. Salespeople can use one of several closing techniques. They can
ask for the order, review points of agreement, offer to help write up the order, ask
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Selling to the United
Slates, Japan and China:
Some Guidelines for
European Businesses

Marketing
Highlight
20.2

Personal selling is the least easily
controlled part of International
marketing. Businesspeople selling
abroad must adopt selling styles

•

and strategies in accordance with
the rules of social and business etiquette of the country in which
they are doing business.
Here, we look at the sales
process and examine the ways in
which business behaviour varies
across the three large economies —
Japan, China and the United
States.

SALES PROCESS
ELEMENTS

UNITED STATES

CHINA

JAPAN

Preapproaeh —
the entree

Direct contact usually
acceptable at junior level;
cold-calling is common;
salesperson telephones
contact in the company.

Indirect, slow process; best
to write to foreign trade
corporations in Beijing or
their brand) offices, which act
as intermediaries between
their end-users and foreign
firms; introductions via third
parties/intermediaries (e.g.
overseas offices, agents/
distributors in Hong Kong,
Macau, Chinese embassies and
liaison offices abroad); contact
made ;it senior level.

Write to contact, hut expect
slow response; third-party
introduction is preferable;
develop contacts via Japanese
companies' representatives in
own country; use acquaintances,
embassies to facilitate
introduction; contact made at
senior level; cold-calling is
inadvisable.

Opening the approach

Brisk; get down to business
quickly; a confident, positive
and business-like approach
works well-, breakfast meetings
are common; business cards
are exchanged with little ritual.

Assiduous preparation for
talks; establish trust and
friendship first; business cards
are rarely distributed; contacts
keep their status vague.

Assiduous preparation is the
norm; introduction is a ritual,
as is the exchange of business
calling cards (nieisfti), which
must be presented with both
hands, and to contacts in
order of descending status;
bowing is common, but
understand the ritual, which,
again, is dictated by the
seniority of individuals
(handshakes will do when
meeting Japanese busine.sspeople
who arc used to dealing with
westerners); avoid using first
names - the family name should
be used to introduce oneself.
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Presentation
and
lit mo us mi t ions
-die
negotiations

Professional presentations
are expected; tactical and
straightforward styles are
common; persuasion by logic
is acceptable negotiating style;
meetings involve a lot of
talking, with details put down
in writing later on.

Less formal: tends to be
unstructured; can he
exhaustive; expect lengthy
decision making; important
to exercise patience, courtesy
and self-control; they find
being shamed intolerable,
blame, even more so; a lot of
technical information is
expected; a discount on the
final offer is expeeted, so
always insert a cushion in
one's quotation from the start.

Negotiations tend to be
formal; ensure a high-ranking
official in the company initially
meets with an equal In the
Japanese firm; expect the
process to be lengthy because
the Japanese negotiators must
reach a consensus before
making a commitment; expect
long periods of silence (this
means they are thinking and
waiting for others to digest the
information, but it could be
that you have embarrassed
them); probe (get details to help
formulate a proposal that fits
their needs); push (try all
angles to get across issues that
concern them); when desired
results are not reached, they
do not show emotions, but
'panic in silence', so try to
salvage your position without
causing embarrassment/shame or
dishonour; beware, they try to
'save face' and avoid conceding
by postponing the negotiation
for further study.

Objections

Objections from audience are
usually direct; the wellprepared salesperson is
expected openly to
counterdefend objections.

Objections are indirect
(Confucian philosophy
stresses need for harmony);
difficult points have to be
smoothed using compromise.

Objections are often indirect;
open resistance is rare;
beware, do not assume yes or
hai in Japanese means
agreement as it can also
mean '1 see', Til think about it'
or 'I understand'; learn to read
the objections - hesitancy in
speech, facial expressions,
unwillingness to be more
specific, or silence are all signs
of negative response.

Closing

Sales negotiator often asks
for an order directly; deft
footwork to persuade clients
is acceptable.

The persuasive approach
could cause great
embarrassment, so avoid defl
footwork; they emphasize
good faith over legal
safeguards in the business
relationship; learn to read

Again, tactical close and het'ly
persuasion are alien to tins
group; like the Chinese, the
Japanese emphasize friendship,
loyalty and trust — a successful
close occurs when the
prospects fee] the two parties
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non-verbal signals and ant as
the situation arises.
Extra-business
activities

Breakfast and lunch meetings
are common; business
entertaining is moderate
(managers sec it as time
wasting and, if lavish, a hit
dubious); there is minimal
celebration after the close.

Lavish entertainment is not
the norm; the giving of gifts is
not all that important, but, if
offered, they are nut seen as a
bribe.
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have reached this state of
mutual understanding.
Entertainment is Ilie
foundation of Japanese
business; it never takes plaee in
the executive's home and is
done invariably in the evening
rather than at lunch; present
giving is an established part of
business etiquette — so, come
prepared, and, when the
Japanese counterpart offers
gifts, it is rude to refuse them

SOURCES: Sergey Frank, 'Global negotiating'. A'afcs and Marketing Management (May 1992). pp. 64-9; John Saunders
and Hon-Chung Ton, 'Selling lo Japan', Journal tif Kates Management, 1 (1984), pp. 9-15; John Saunders and HonChung Tong, 'Selling to the People's Republic of China', Journal nf Sales Management, 1, 2 (1984), pp. 16-20; J.G.
Morgan and J.J. Morgan, Cracking (he Japanese Market (New York: Free Press, 1991); F. Reinstein, 'Selling to Japan: we
did it their way', Export Titday, 3, 3 (1987), pp. 19-24.

whether the buyer wants this model or that one, or point out to the buyer that he
or she will lose out if the order is not placed now. The salesperson may offer the
buyer special reasons to close, such as a lower price or an extra quantity at no
charge,

• Follow-1Jp
The last step in the selling process - follow-up - is necessary if the salesperson
wants to ensure customer satisfaction and repeat business. Right after closing, the
salesperson should complete any details on delivery time, purchase terms and
other matters. The salesperson should then schedule a follow-up call when the
initial order is received to make sure there is proper installation, instruction and
servicing. This visit would reveal any problems, assure the buyer of the salesperson's interest and reduce any buyer concerns that might have arisen since the
sale.

• international. Selling
The typical sales process can be applied in international selling". However, intercultural trade always requires special efforts in tailoring sales and negotiation
approaches (see Marketing Highlight 20.2).

Relationship Marketing
The principles of personal selling as described are transaction oriented, in that
their aim is to help salespeople close a specific sale with a customer. But in many
eases, the company is not seeking simply a sale: it has targeted a major customer
that it would like to win and keep. The company would like to show the customer

follow-up
The last step in the
selling process, in tuhivh
the salesperson foUows
up after the sale to
ensure customer
satisfaction and repeat
business.
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Corporate Hospitality:
Drawing the Line on Freebies

Marketing
Highlight
20.3

Corporate entertaining or hospitality is an expected part of business life. But when does an
all-expenses-paid golfing trip, a
free weekend in Paris or a case of
finest Moet and Cbandon stop
being part of corporate life and
begin to look like sleaze?
Freebies, such as a calendar or
a fountain pen carrying the supplier's logo, arc usually accepted by clients without a second thought, A nice dinner to keep in
touch with a valued customer rarely raises an eyebrow, but is a free trip for a client and an accompanying partner to somewhere warm improper
inducement, or merely a relaxing opportunity to
build relations?
What should businesspeople do when faced
with freeloading" opportunities? In the absence of
clear corporate or standard guidelines, how
would managers decide if a gift, meal or trip is
acceptable or sleazy?
Some experts offer the following simple
guidelines:
1. The first test is the 'means test'. It draws
the line at entertainment 'way beyond the
level the person would normally be able to
afford themselves'. It also depends on the
level of superiority or importance of the
individual. A steak in a wine bar at
lunch time is not beyond the means of
most ordinary managers. However, if you
want to talk business with the chief
executive officer of a big company, you may
have to meet him in more expensive
surroundings.
2. The second test is the 'wow cest'. When you
open an envelope containing an invitation,
you may say 'how nice' (or you may groan
and say T suppose 1 had better be there!')However, if you find yourself saying 'Wow!',
then you had better think twice.
3. The third test is the recirnmity test. It is
worthwhile occasionally to cheek that
entertaining is reciprocal - suppliers buy
you iuneh, but you also buy them lunch

back sometimes. That way, the
relationship does not become too
oppressive.
Corporate hospitality can be
costly. At top sporting events such as the football cup final at
Wembley, or a day at Epsom for
the horse racing - the cost could
be astronomical. It costs something upwards of £1,500 per head
to entertain at the Wimbledon
men's tennis finals, but businesspeople will pay that if they have
big international customers coming into the city
to talk over deals that are worth millions of
pounds. And don't ask what a meal for four in a
Tokyo geisha club would amount to ...
Is corporate entertaining necessary? Even
though hospitality events are felt to be part of
work, very little work is actually discussed. Some
managers argue that such events serve other purposes. The idea is to get the contact out for a good
time. They feel good about you, and the next time
you or your sales representatives call, they will
receive you ahead of the competition. Furthermore, a night at the theatre or opera, with a ticket
for an accompanying partner, is quite useful
when overseas visitors need to be entertained in
the evening. Weekend outings for clients and
potential customers allow the company to buy a
little of a contact's private time to talk about business. In some business cultures (e.g. Japan,
Malaysia, Thailand and most countries in the Far
East), offering and accepting hospitality is part of
work. Contacts or customers often expect it. It is
a way of cultivating friendship. Money sometimes
counts as a 'gift', which may be offered to help a
business contact or to express appreciation of
friendship.
Some western cultures frown upon others
where special favours to family members or 'baksheesh' is a way of corporate life. Funnily enough,
Americans and Japanese often frown on British
standards. The Japanese are surprisingly quiet on
the hospitality scene in the United Kingdom.
They may visit clubs in their own time (after
office hours), but are often horrified by the
notion of taking a working day oft' to go to a sporting event. The Americans would think it 'barmy
to spend thousands of pounds at Wimbledon. An
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MD of a big US corporation might entertain a
senior partner at the ball game, but they would
buy each other a hot dog and sit in public seats.
How near you are to the Royal Enclosure at a race
horse meeting and ail those other layers of importance is very British.' according to Mr David Willis,
a director of the UK's National Sporting Club.
Some companies actively discourage all
employees from accepting hospitality. Some have
no qualms about offering or receiving t'reebies.
For those that have a problem on the morality or
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ethics side of all this, the experts have this to say:
look at whether a mention of the hospitality
arrangement - meal, trip or gift - in the press
would cause embarrassment; try the 'means' test;
do the wow test.

that it has the capabilities to serve the customer over the long haul, in a mutually
profitable relationship.
More companies today are moving away from transaction marketing, with its
emphasis on making a sale. Instead, they are practising relationship marketing,
which emphasizes maintaining profitable long-term relationships with customers
by creating superior customer value and satisfaction. They realize that, when
operating in maturing markets and facing stiffer competition, it costs a lot more to
wrest new customers from competitors than to keep current ones.
Today's customers are large and often global. They prefer suppliers that can
sell and deliver a co-ordinated set ol products and services to many locations.
They favour suppliers which can quickly solve problems that arise in different
parts of the nation or world, and who can work closely with customer teams to
improve products and processes. For these customers, the sale is only the beginning of the relationship.
Unfortunately, many companies are not set up for these developments. They
often sell their products through separate sales forces that do not work easily
together. Their national account managers may be turned dovvn when requesting
help from a district salesperson. Their technical people may not be willing to lend
time to educate a customer. Their engineering, design and manufacturing people
may have the attitude that 'it's our job to make good products and the salesperson's to sell them to customers'. However, the more successful companies
recognize that winning and keeping accounts requires more than making good
products and directing the sales force to close lots of sales. It requires a carefully
co-ordinated, whole-company effort to create value-laden, satisfying relationships
with important customers.
Relationship marketing is based on the premise that important accounts need
focused and continuous attention. Studies have shown that the best salespeople
are those who are highly motivated and good closers, but more than this, they are
customer-problem solvers and relationship builders. Salespeople working with
key customers must do more than call when they think a customer might be
ready to place an order. They must also monitor each key account, know its problems and be ready to serve in a number of ways. They must call or visit frequently,
work with the customer to help solve the customer's problems and improve its
business, and take an interest in customers as people. Taking care of customers
by offering them gifts, free entertainment or corporate hospitality may be questioned by outsiders who equate such activities with bribery. Companies must
therefore set guidelines for their managers and employees on where to draw the
line (see Marketing Highlight 20.3).

relationship marketing
The process of creating,
maintaining and
enhancing strong, valueladen relationships •mith
Customers and oilier
stakeholders.
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Recognition of the importance of relationship marketing has Increased
rapidly in the past few years. Companies are finding that they earn a higher
return from resources invested in retaining customers than from money spent to
attract new ones. They realize the benefits of cross-selling opportunities with
current customers. More and more, companies are forming strategic partnerships, making skilled relationship marketing essential.

Summary
Most companies use salespeople, and many companies assign them the key role in
the marketing mix. The high cost of the sales force calls for an effective sales
management process consisting of six steps: setting sales force objectives;
designing sales force strategy, structure, size and compensation; recruiting and
selecting; training; supervising; and evaluating.
As an clement of the marketing mix, the sales force is very effective in
achieving certain marketing objectives and carrying out such activities as
prospecting, communicating, selling, servicing and information gathering. A
market-oriented sales force works to produce customer satisfaction and
company profit. To accomplish these goals, the sales force needs skills in
marketing analysis and planning in addition to the traditional selling skills.
In designing a sales force, sales management must address issues such as:
what type of sales force structure will work best (territorial, product, customer or
complex structured); how large the sales force should be; who should be involved
in the selling effort and how its various sales and sales-support people will work
together (inside or outside and team selling). Sales management must also decide
how the sales force should be compensated in terms of salary, commissions,
bonuses, expenses and fringe benefits.
To hold down the high costs of hiring the wrong people, salespeople must be
recruited and selected carefully. In recruiting salespeople, a company may look to
job duties and the characteristics of its most successful salespeople to suggest the
traits it wants in its sales force. Training programmes familiarize new salespeople
not only with the art of selling, but wilh the company's history, its products and
policies, and the characteristics of its market and competitors. All salespeople
need supervision, and many need continuous encouragement in view of the
many decisions they have to make and the many frustrations they invariably face.
Periodically, the company must evaluate their performance to help them do a
better job. Salespeople evaluation relies on information regularly gathered
through sales reports, personal observations, customers' letters and complaints,
customer surveys and conversations with other salespeople.
The art of selling involves a seven-step selling process: prospecting and qualifying, preapproach, approach, presentation and demonstration, handling
objections, closing and. follow-up. These steps help marketers close a specific sale
and, as such, tend to be transaction-oriented. However, a seller's dealings with
customers should be guided by the larger concept of relationship marketing. The
company's sales force should help to orchestrate a whole-company effort to
develop profitable long-term relationships with key customers based on superior
customer value and satisfaction.

the Concepts

•
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Discussing the Issues
1.

The job of a salesperson can he exceedingly rough - it is
challenging and varied, and the sales rep is under
constant pressure Lo close and maintain sales.
Describe the tasks performed by salespeople. Given
the diversity of tasks and activities that management
expect of salespeople, are there ways of ensuring that
the sales force's time is spent more productively?

eo-ordinate sales force activities. Discuss the effects of
computer-based and related information technologies
on the role of the sales force.

2.

Who do so many sales force compensation plans
combine salary with bonus or commission';' What are
the advantages and disadvantages of using bonuses as
incentives, as opposed to using com missions?

3.

"Salespeople are horn, not made.' Do you agree with
this statement? Explain why or why not. What role
does training play in helping someone develop selling
skills?

4.

There has been an increasing trend towards the use of
computers to help sales managers analyze, plan and

Salespeople doing business abroad must not only
acquire an understanding of prospects' needs and
requirements, but also develop a great deal of
sensitivity to foreign customs, traditions and business
etiquette. What are the key considerations that the
sales manager and his or her representatives must
take on board when selling to busincsspcople in the
Far East? You may discuss the question in relation to
components of the selling process and how selling
behaviour must be adapted to accommodate local
business traditions.

In many companies, talented salespeople are
frequently promoted to top marketing or management
positions. What are the pros and cons of rewarding
top salespeople in this way?

A p p l y i n g the Concepts
1.

Go to a retailer, such as a car dealership, a travel
agency, a home appliance dealer or another outlet
where salespeople are working on a commission basis.
•

•

2.

Rate the salesperson who dealt with you. Was his
or her approach, presentation and demonstration
effective?
How did you respond to the sales pitch? Did you
enjoy the experienee or find it hard to endure?
Why did you res-pond in this way?

Visit a retail outlet that specializes- in complex
products, such as audio and video equipment,
computers and software, or mobile telephones. Get a
salesperson in the shop to explain the product to you

and ask specific questions. Based on your experience
of the sales situation:
•

•

•

Was the salesperson knowledgeable, helpful and
able to answer your queries? Was he or she
believable?
To what extent did the expertise of the
salesperson help to 'add value' to the product in
question?
If the product were available through mail order.
would you rather buy it through that channel at a
lower price, or from the salesperson you dealt
with?
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Case 20
Britcraft Jetprop: Whose Sale is it Anyhow? 1
ON 14 APRIL 1992, BOB Lomas, sales administration manager at Brircrafi
Civil Aviation (BOA), received a telephone call from Wing Commander Weir,
the air attache for the United Kingdom in a European nation. The wing
commander had found out that the national air force (KAF) of the European

Ca-se 20: Britcraft Jetprop

nation (hereafter Country) was looking for an aircraft to replace its ageing
freight/transport aircraft for intra-Europcan operations. It required equipment to fit between the large Lockheed Hercules that the air force had
already decided to buy and lighter, utility/transport aircraft. The air attache
thought the Rritcraft Jetprop was a suitable candidate.

Britcraft Aviation

Britcraft Aviation is the largest subsidiary owned by Britcraft Group Ltd, a
British company with global engineering interests. Before being bought by
Britcraft, the BOA was a differently named independent company founded
by an aviation pioneer. It had designed and produced many famous military
aircrait in the past. Military and executive aircraft were sold by the Briteraft
Aviation (BMA) and Britcraft Executive Aviation (BEA), which were not
based at the same site as the civil division. The Jetprop was RCA's top-selling
aircraft, but the company was also a big subcontractor to Airbus Industries
and Boeing.
Production of the Jetprop started a few years after that of a similar
aircraft made by Fokker, a Dutch company that was Brit craft's main
competitor. The Britcraft and Fokker aircraft were similar in many ways and
used variants of the same engine. After intensive engineering and market
research the Jetprop was designed as a regional airliner, particularly for
developing countries. Unlike the Fokker, the Jctprop was a low-winged
aircraft. Besides giving an unobstructed passenger area, Britcraft also
claimed this gave its aircraft aerodynamic, structural and maintenance
advantages, A primary design objective was for an aircraft that incurred low
maintenance eosts and that allowed high utilization by its operators. To
achieve this, all components used on auxiliary services were selected for
proven reliability, long overhaul life and ease of provisioning. Several important components were from aircraft already in service.
The aircraft was fully fail-safe. If there should be a failure of any part of
the structure, sufficient members were available to allow redirection of
loads. This gave a robust aircraft, where any failure due to fatigue developed
sufficiently slowly for it to be detected during routine inspection before it
became dangerous. To operate in the Third World, the Jetprop needed short
take-off and landing (STOL) performance from semi-prepared runways.
Eventually the Jetprop became well known for its outstanding performance
out of hot and high air strips. The company's sales literature explains:
The Jetprop represents no great technological 'breakthrough*. It is
instead a classical example of the application of 'state of the art'
technology in achieving highly satisfactory performance, reliability
and comfort.
The original design objectives remained the main selling features of the
aircraft.
Dy 1992 the Jctprop was one of the United Kingdom's most successful
commercial aircraft (see Exhibit 20.1), but several new products were now
on the market, including a Japanese aircraft very similar to the Jetprop,
although significantly larger. Britcraft worked closely with the Japanese
during the project stage of this aircraft, hoping to be awarded a large share of
the work associated with this venture, but this never occurred. Less competitive, and aimed at the military market, were Russian and Canadian turboprop aircraft and pure jet aircraft from the Netherlands and Germany.
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EXHIBIT 20.1

AIRCRAFT,

COMMERCIAL SUCCESS OF THE JETPROP

1992

CONTINENT
Africa
America: North and South
Asia
Australasia
Europe
Oceania
1
!

NUMBER OF

JETPKOPS SOLD

11

62 (4)"
26
11

25 (20)h
6

Figure.- in parentheses indicates total sales to United States and Qinada.
Fijiuru in parentheses indicates sales to UK operators.

Sains Organisation

The BGA's sales organization was responsible for selling the Jelprop. It
covered civil and military sales, since several air forces had bought 30
.letprops. A small number became VIP transports for heads of state. Each
year markets were analyzed and a list was made of the most likely sales
prospects for the coming 12 months. Area sales managers then received
"designated areas' comprising a number of prospective customers. These
were usually grouped geographically, although there were exceptions due to
special relationships that a salesperson had developed in the past. With
time, new prospects were added to the designated areas, and the areas also
had to be changed to balance the workload that developed.
Doug Watts was the area sales manager eventually responsible for the
NAF prospect. Until then, his designated area included the air forces of
Malaysia. Thailand. Zaire and Germany. Like several other area sales managers.
he had joined Britcral't after a distinguished career in the UK's Royal Air
Force (RAF). Immediately before joining the company in 1990 he was Group
Captain, Air Flans RAF Germany. Three of the area sales managers had no
RAF experience, but had previously worked in one or more of the company's
technical departments. One had been in the Sales Engineering Department
for A number of years before being promoted to the Sales Department. In the
company the Sales Department had a very high status, occupying a series of
offices on the ground floor at the front of the Jetprop factory.
The sales engineers were all technically qualified, a number having postgraduate degrees. Most had become sales engineers directly after completing
a technical apprenticeship with the company, although some came from
other technical departments. They were responsible for providing technical
support to the Sales Department, but also did considerable routine work
associated with the sales effort. Although the sales engineers were not
working directly for the area sales managers, the work of each sales engineer
usually related to one part of the world, requiring frequent contact with one
or two people in the Sales Department. The Sales Engineering Department
was close to the Sales Department and could be reached by a corridor that
let! from the 'front corridor' to the Sales Department in a corner of the
design office occupied by the sales engineers.
Ian Crawford, the marketing director of all Briteraft, worked at
Britcraft's TIQ. in London. He was responsible for marketing for the whole of
Britcrait Aviation in the United Kingdom and overseas. lie also managed
Britcraft Aviation's regional executives - senior executives strategically
based to cover all the world's markets.
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The Opening Phase
After receiving the telephone call from Wing Commander Weir, Bob Lomas
circulated news of the prospect, while Doug Watts took overall responsibility
for it. Although BCA had agents in the Country, these had either not heard
of the NAF requirement or failed to tell the company about ir. Since the
agents seemed dormant, BGA made direct contact with the national authorities in the Country. Following a visit to Herr Hans Schijlter, the defence
secretary, Rob Lomas was asked to send copies of the standard Jetprop military brochure directly to the Ministry of Defence for the minister. A few days
later. Lieutenant Colonel Schemann, junior defence secretary, wrote
thanking Bob Lomas. The next contact made was with Lieutenant General
Baron von. Forster, defence attache to the Country's embassy in London,
whom Bob Lomas had met at the Hanover Air Show. The general confirmed
the NAF's interest in new equipment and asked for details of the Jetprop to
pass on the authorities.
On 6 July, Air Commodore Ncthcrton informed John Upton of Britcraft
that the NAF probably had a requirement for a state VIP aircraft. The air
commodore had lived in the capital of the Country for eight years sinec
retiring from the KAF, where he had been responsible for the Queen's Flight.
After completing his military career he had become a founder member of
Eilluft AG, a group that dominated civil aircraft maintenance and light
aircraft operations in the Country. Britcraft had later used him as an ad hoc
agent for the prospective sale of fighter aircraft. Having become an accredited agent for BMA, he was proposed as an agent in the Country for BCA.
Besides the Jetprop, Britcraft made another aircraft sold for VIP
purposes. This was the Britcraft Executive Jet. a small, twin-jet aircraft
manufactured and marketed by BEA. The sales organizations of both BEA
and BCA were told of the sales opportunity.
In response, Geoff Lancaster, deputy sales manager of Britcraft Civil
Aviation, sent copies of the Jetprop brochure to Air Commodore Netherlon
requesting that they be passed on to the prospective customer. As the air
commodore was not familiar with the Jetprop, a letter enclosed with the
brochures outlined some of the selling points that he could use:
Although the JETPROP docs not have the glamour of a fast jet
aircraft, it has many other advantages which make it perhaps the
most suitable choice for a State Aircraft ... the size of the
accommodation coupled with reasonably low purchase price. Most
VIP layouts consist of a large rear state room with seats for four or
five persons. These would be of the fully reclining and swivelling
type. The forward part of the cabin would accommodate anything
up to 20 attendants. The large size of the Jetprop also allows full
galley and toilet facilities to be placed if need be both forward and
aft in the aircraft, so that the VIP party could have complete privacy
... uses short airfields ... credit terms are available.
The (etter also mentioned that the Country's minister of defence had
recently flown in a Jetprop of the Queen's Flight and was favourably
impressed.
On 10 July, Air Commodore Netherton met the officer in charge of the
Operations Requirements Branch of the NAF, who confirmed that there was
a study into the replacement of several types of transport aircraft.
Simultaneously, Wing Commander Weir contacted Ron Hill, the executive
director of marketing for BCA, saying that it was imperative that the
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company made direct contact with the Long Term Planning Department of
the NAF about its requirement. Major Graff was the best contact, although
Colonel Beauers and Lieutenant Colonel Morten were suitable alternatives if
he was not available. Since Doug Watts was out of the country, Brian Cowley,
the Jetprop sales manager, arranged a meeting. An exploratory meeting on
26 July preceded another on 7 August when Ron Hill would meet the senior
personnel responsible for aircraft procurement.
Work in Iran prevented Ron Hill from attending the meeting, so Steve
Williams, his executive assistant, took his place. The discussions - between
Steve Williams, Air Commodore Netherton, Major Graff and Lieutenant
Colonel riorten went well. Lieutenant Colonel llorten, the second in
command of the Planning Department, outlined the need for the NAP
completely to re-equip its tactical and transport squadrons before 1996.
Large Lockheed Hercules had already been ordered, but the NAF was still
looking for a small, more flexible aircraft. Major Graff, the officer in
command of re-equipment evaluations, explained that he had already
completed preliminary analysis of suitable replacements, which had
included the Jetprop. Fokker had already demonstrated its aircraft, which
many in the NAF favoured because a large part of the airframe was
constructed in the Country. The final requirement would be for two or three
general transport aircraft plus possibly one for the paratroop training school
at NAF-Graz. A Short Skyvan had already given a demonstration as a
paradrop aircraft and the Canadians wanted to demonstrate their aircraft.
The Jetprop's demonstration to the NAF would be on 20 October. Major
Graff asked for further evidence to support the Jetprop. The advantages of
the Jetprop over the Fokker aircraft were highlighted, which were lack of
bonding and spot welding, no pneumatics, fail-safe design, progressive maintenance and rough-airfield performance. Also, since Hercules were already
ordered, it would be advantageous if there was commonality of avionics.
During the visit they met briefly with Colonel Beauers. the officer
commanding the Long Range Planning Department. • Air Commodore
Netherton had known him well for a number of years, but found that Colonel
Beauers was soon to move to NATO HQ and would be replaced by an officer
whom he did not know. After the meeting the air commodore expressed the
hope [hat, provided the presentation in October went well and the NAF
wanted the aircraft, the political people would agree to the purchase. He
added that the sale of the paradrop aircraft seemed likely to depend upon
support from Colonel Smit, the commanding officer of NAF-Graz, while the
main issue, he thought, would be the aircraft's ability to operate safely, fully
loaded for a parachute-training mission, from the NAF-Graz airstrip, which
was grass and only 650 metres long.
Following the visit, Ernie Wise, a senior sales engineer, managed die
technical selling effort. Through the Sales Department customer specifications engineer, the Production Planning Department was asked for a
delivery schedule and the Estimating Department was requested to cost the
aircraft. Other technical departments also became involved in supplying
cost and performance evaluations. Eventually it would fall to the Contracts
Department to negotiate a price for the package of aircraft, spares, guarantees, and after-sales services required.
Glynn Wills, a sales engineer who worked closely with Ernie Wise in the
specification and requisitioning of artwork for the demonstration, became
particularly involved with the avionics requirements. Several requests for
detailed information were received from Major Graff, including details of the
take-off and landing performance of the Jetprop at NAF-Graz. Since it was
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marginal, Air Commodore Netherton concluded that the only course was to
convince the airfield's commanding officer to extend the runway.
Before the scheduled demonstration, the UK's biennial Farnborough Air
Show took place. Invitations to attend went to a number of die NAF
personnel, several of whom visited the show where they were entertained by
Briteraft. The guests were: Lt. Col. Morten (chief of Plans and Studies). Lt.
Col. Wabber (chief of Pilot Training). Major Bayer and Major Graff (Plans
and Studies). The meeting progressed well, providing a useful prelude to the
ful] demonstration. Then nine NAF officers visited BOA for the demonstration of the Jetprop in October, including officers from NAF Planning, Plans
and Studies, Avionics, Technical Section, Supply/Spares and HI) Transport.
During the visit, technical specialists looked after most of the NAF officers, while the Long Range Planning Department people discussed contractual details. Prices presented for the aircraft in three configurations were
£900,000 for the basic version, $950,000 for the basic version with strengthened floor for cargo operations, and £1,125,000 for the basic version with
strengthened floor and large freight door. The cost of avionics, spares and
other equipment that allowed the aircraft to perform a wide variety of roles
would be additional.
On the whole, the demonstration and presentation went very well,
although Major von Betterei, 'from whom it was difficult even to wring a
smile", was evidently 'Fokker oriented'. Air Commodore Netherton and he
had been able to talk separately with the senior officer present, with whom
they had a 'long and useful discussion about compensation'.
The Second Phase
Compensation or offset is an increasingly common part of large international sales. It usually involves a provision being made for the vendor or
the vendor's country to buy goods from the customer's country. The size of
the offset varies considerably, ranging from a fraction of the contracted price
to, on rare occasions, more than the contracted price. The discussion with
Colonel Zvinek, of NAF Planning, Plans and Studies, during the demonstration marked the first occasion when offset appeared accompanying the
NAF's procurement of transport aircraft.
BCA conducted investigations to determine the importance of offset
arrangements to the Country's national government. News from BEA
suggested that offset was critical, BEA had been attempting to sell two executive jet aircraft to the NAF: 'sales of the Briteraft Executive Jet failed mainly
due to offset being ignored.' Two French aircraft were bought instead by the
NAF as VIP transports witli very high offset. This had been easy for the
French to arrange as the aircraft were partly built in the Country. While
continuing internal studies into offset, BMA warned BCA not to use any of
the compensation it had already earmarked for a possible sale of military
trainer aircraft.
To clarify the offset situation, Air Commodore Netherton visited Ilcrr
Maximilian, an under-secretary in the Ministry of Economic Affairs, who
was responsible for advising the Country's ministerial committee on such
matters. lierr Maximilian said offset had recently been between 60 and 70
per cent of the value of a contract and had been completed by the delivery
date of the last aircraft, lie felt that ideally the work should relate directly to
the major project being considered, but should not involve the manufacture
of main subassemblies such as wings, air frames or engines. He concluded by
saying that negotiations were the responsibility of the vendor alone, who
should not increase prices as a result of the required activities.
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Soon after his visit to Ilerr Maximilian, the air commodore had obtained
some encouraging information about the prospective sale. The NAF had
given the replacement top priority with a schedule for action defined as
follows:
March 1993
Mid-199,1
Late 1991
1994

Finalized requirement.
Signing of letter of intent.
Signing of contract and deposit payment.
Delivery and full payment.

Colonel Zvinek. who had originally been doubtful about the Jetprop, had
been converted since the demonstration, together with all the other important NAF officers concerned. Also, since the government had already
earmarked funds for the procurement oi' three aircraft, all that was necessary was to assemble an acceptable offset.
Some time passed with little further progress being made with the sale.
It became evident that, although the NAF staff officers favoured the Jetprop,
Fokker was offering a very substantial offset. One reason for Fokker's ability
to do this was its shareholding in Baden GmbH, which itself, owned
Nationale Flugzeugwerke AG (NFW), the Country's largest airframe manufacturer. Since NFW already manufactured Fokker parts, it was easy for it to
show an advantageous offset capability.
Early in 1993. Kevin Murphy, the contracts manager for Britcrat't Civil
Aviation, sent a firm proposal to Colonel Zvinek. Simultaneously, members
of the Sales Engineering Department were attempting to persuade the NAF
to accept performance and weight information that showed Jetprop in a
better light. The original figures requested by the NAF Co allow direct
comparison with the Fokker aircraft did not favour the Jetprop. The conditions for the 'paper Comparison' were Fokker's and. not surprisingly, those
conditions favoured Fokker's aircraft.
Some days later an urgent fax came from Roger Woods of Britcraft, who
had met Colonel Ilorten at a cocktail party in the capital. Uc said that
Fokker's exceptional offset looked like losing Britcraft the deal. Panic
abated, however, when Air Commodore Netherton talked to Colonel Ilorten
and confirmed that the offset was 'not big business'. Further, Messrs Jones
and Bedwell of RMA, who were in the Country at that time negotiating a
large offset deal with die Ministry of Economic Affairs, found that "offset
would not really be involved on such a small order.
Major Graff and Air Commodore Netherton visited BOA on 11 April
1991, to discuss the contract. Major draff said there was a feeling that the
Jetprop was inferior to the Fokker on several technical grounds. Also the
price of £1,393,000, being asked for an aircraft with a large cargo door and
the required equipment, compared unfavourably with the Fokker offer. In
addition, when adding the price of spares to the aircraft cost, the total was
more than the amount budgeted. Negotiations centred on reducing the
number of roles the aircraft had to perform, so reducing the amount of
optional equipment supplied. By eliminating paradropping, supply dropping
and aero-medical capabilities, the price reduced to a more acceptable
£1,323,000. A new formal offer went to the Country before the end of April.
This included details of an increased 'all up weight' for the aircraft, which
would allow it to carry an extra 1,000 kg of fuel, thereby increasing performance over longer flights.
At the Paris Air Show on 13 June. Doug Watts again met Major Graff.
They talked over two issues. First, the NAF desired to change the specifi-
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cations of the aircraft to such an extent that a new quotation would be
necessary. Secondly, Major Graff emphasized the importance of offset. Since
by this time Steve Williams had left Britcraft, Geoff Lancaster took over
negotiations. Wing Commander Weir, the air attache in the capital, was
contacted and questioned about the sale. He said he would probably be able
to help in arranging some offset deal, but added that diplomatic circles
generally felt that it was 'Britain's turn' to obtain a contract.
On 16 July Geoff Lancaster, Major Graff and Air Commodore Netberton
visited llerr M a x i m i l i a n at the Ministry of Economic At't'airs to discuss alternative offset arrangements that the company could provide. There were four
suggestions:
1.

Bo ught-out equipment for the Jetprop could be purchased from the
Country's firms.
2. Basic aircraft could be flown to the Country to be finished and new
avionics fitted by a NAF contractor.
3. Britcraft's vendors could subcontract work into the Country.
4.

The Country's industry could build a future batch of Jetprops.

Herr Maximilian's response to the suggestion was not enthusiastic. His main
point was that offset must not relate directly to the main contract in question; nor should it involve the NAF or the government. He explained how
critical offset arrangements were to the Country's aerospace industry, which
designed and marketed few aircraft and was almost totally dependent upon
outside work. To underline his government's concern, he quoted the offset
associated with the recent sale of two Boeing aircraft to the Country's
national airline. Boeing had agreed lo place £3.000,000 of work with the
Country's industry in the first year and £15,000,000 over the next ten years.
The figures suggested that the offset was far more than the price of the two
aircraft.
After leaving the ministry, Geoff Lancaster told Major Graff the consequence of further delay in placing a firm order. The three aircraft set aside
for the NAF would go to other customers and eventually be supplied from a
later batch of aircraft. Since each batch was eosted separately, the price per
aircraft could increase to almost SI,000,000. The longer the delay, the less
likely it would become that Britcraft could supply at the original price.
Furthermore, as several customers were on the verge of signing con tracts for
Jetprops, there was even greater need for a quick decision. Major Graff
worried about the delay, but said there was little he could do. His recommendations for purchase would go on to General f'etsch, at which stage they
would constitute the official NAF requirements. They would then go to the
air force adviser, and from him to the defence secretary, Hans Schijlter, who
would examine the report closely but would not consider offset. The documents would then be passed to the minister of defence. He, together with the
Prime Minister and the minister for economic affairs, would make the final
decision. Before Geoff Lancaster left the Country it was agreed to arrange for
a group of NAF officers to visit Schiller Aviation, an independent airline
which had recently bought some Jetprops.
When the visit to Schiller took place, as the visitors' chief concern was
the operation and maintenance of the aircraft, Chris Dyer helped. As an
assistant customer liaison manager for Britcraft, he had been working
closely with Schiller Aviation during the early stages of its Jetprop operation.
Air Commodore Netherton escorted the group on the visit and later reported
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that the airline was Very complimentary' about the aircraft and Brit era ft
support.
Ttie Offset
In an attempt to arrange the necessary offset, several channels were investigated. One of the main problems facing Britcraft was the large part of a
completed Jetprop aircraft being accounted for by very specialized boughtout equipment. There was little chance of this equipment being bought from
anyone other than the normal vendor. The largest bought-out items were the
engines. One source for the offset was for the aero-engine supplier to place
work with Baden GmbH, which had been undertaking subcontract work for a
number of years. Although there was a chance that the aero-engine supplier
would help, since it supplied the same engines to Fokker, the offset would
not give Britcraft any advantage over the competing supplier.
A team of Britcraft design and production engineers investigated what
work could be 'put out' to subcontractors in the Country. They identified
three types:
1.
2.
3.

Design work on the Britcrafr Quiet Jet, a small jet transport aircraft still
at the project stage.
Machining of components required in small quantities, but which were
difficult and heavy.
Sheet-metal work construction.

Negotiations with Nationale Flugzeugwerke (NFW), aimed at its doing about
£1,000,000 of work, were started. However, although several exchanges of
personnel, specifications and estimates took place, there was little progress
towards a satisfactory agreement.
Meanwhile, Ceoff Lancaster contacted Coles & Turf Ltd, a Londonbased company which had previously helped the company with offset. Coles
& Turf offered to buy £4,500,000 worth of the Country's goods for a commission of 10 per cent. Within days the company again contacted Britcraft
saying it had £1,500,000 worth of lard that was available for use as part of an
offset. Meanwhile. Briteraft felt that the commission rate requested left no
room for them to make a profit on the contract, so it wrote to Coles & Turf
explaining this and stating that it needed £1,500.000 of offset rather than
£4,500,000. Coles & Turfs response was to suggest that 10 per cent commission on &] ,500,000 would leave plenty of room for Britcraft to make a profit
and it subsequently offered alternative products for offset. Finally Roden
AG, a subsidiary of The Roden Company Ltd, was contacted by Briteraft.
After initial talks, packages of parts and drawings went to the eompany so
that it could estimate prices for manufacture and assembly.
The situation became critical on 9 October when Mr Commodore
Netherton requested an urgent meeting with Geoff Lancaster at the NFA HQ.
It seemed possible to sign 'a letter of intent' by 1 November, with the final
contract signed by 1 April 1994. To achieve this, however, a global level for
the total offset had to be presented, with details of it to be broken down.
Negotiations with NFW, Coles & Turf, and Roden intensified as the deadline
approached.
On 16 October there came a blow to the NAFdeal. A Brazilian operator
signed a contract for six aircraft. This meant that the NAF aircraft would be
from the more expensive batch 15 rather than the original batch 14. The
aircraft would be of slightly different configurations, and would cost more.
The new price estimated for an aircraft with strengthened floor and large
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freight door was £1,4/0.000. The NAF reluctantly accepted the price
increase and signed a letter of intent. Roden AG agreed to accept £450,000
worth of specified subcontract work. With this deal, it looked us though
future activities would be mainly the responsibility of the Contracts
Department. The pressure was off!
As April approached, a team at Britcraft was preparing to make a trip to
the Country for final negotiations and contract signing. Then, a day before
they were due to leave, Dick Drake, the commercial director, received a fax
from the Country's authorities. It read:
Department of Economic Affairs urgently expect more precision about
your commitment and also a sensible increase of work for national
industry. It is quite obvious that the 10 per cent offset is absolutely
unsatisfactory. A reply is expected by 29 April.
A copy of the message went to Air Commodore Netherton, to which Dick
Drake added:
It is virtually certain that it will be necessary for me to reply on Friday
that we regret we are unable to increase our commitment and the only
other offset is that which they already know about from the aeroengine supplier. However, before replying, I would like to know
whether Weir still believes it is Britain's turn.

QUESTIONS
1. Trace the stages in the buying process and how the Country's interests
changed from one stage to the next. Why were the Country's interests
changing and was Britcraft keeping pace with the changes?
2. How well did the strengths of the Jetprop match the needs of the NAF?
3. Identify the players in the buying centre and gauge their role and
influence. How well did Rriteraft manage the complexity of the buying
centre and their diverse needs?
4. Discriminate between the sales roles of the people in Britcraft.
5. Did Britcraft's structure help or hinder its sales campaign? How could
it be changed for the better?
6. What were Britcraft's main failings and strengths? Do you think it will
win the sale or is it too out of touch with the needs of the NAF and the
Country's government? What could it do at this late stage? Is it still
'Britain's turn'?
1 This case is hsiscd on in-company records and documents, for this reason the identity of the
buyer and the seller and the names of thu people in the ease have been disguised
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Bang & Olufsen:
Different by Design
Anton Hartmann-Qlesen*

In 1983 Bang & Olufsen, a .small Danish manufacturer of stylish
consumer electronics products, had to make a double-or-quits decision. Should it try to penetrate the German market further or get
out altogether? If it was to stay in, how was it to gain the market
share it needed?
The company's German operation, based in Hamburg, had so far been unable
to make much impression on the huge German market. Over the last five years,
sales had grown by less than 3 per cent and the financial results were poor. The
only way to motivate the dealer base had been a series of expensive special offers:
'this week's special offer', 'buy 1 (i and pay for 8', or 'buy now and. we will offer you
terms of payment of 120 days, better than anyone else in the market'.
Relationships with Bang & Olut'sen's 450 dealers were difficult. Bang &
Ohifsen's turnover in the individual shops was so small that it did not matter to
the dealer. Also, since turnover on the German market accounted for only 3 per
cent of Bang & Olufsen's turnover in the Danish parent company, the German
market was not significant to Bang & Olufsen either. Several other markets looked
more attractive than Germany. The United States, Canada and Japan showed
high growth and, due to the high value of the dollar, they also looked very profitable. The question often came up: 'Should Bang & Olufsen concentrate on
selling in the most profitable markets and close the German subsidiary?
Alternatively, should it re-establish and reposition the brand following a new
marketing strategy?'
Until 1983 the company had had little experience of selling outside Denmark.
The sales organization looked very professional with sales subsidiaries in the
United States, Japan and every country in Europe. However, there were problems
beneath the surface. Almost all subsidiaries were acquired as bankrupt agents.
These agents could no longer handle the changed distribution systems.
Everywhere in Europe there was a shift from specialized, selective radio and TV
dealer-network to the very competitive and hard-selling mass distributors. Bang &
Olufseu had traditionally used a push strategy that focused on getting retailers to
stock Bang & Olufsen's products. Once displayed, the consumers would buy Bang
& Olufsen's distinctively designed consumer electronics.
!
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The international sales organization was large but ill-defined. There was no
common communication strategy, no distribution development strategy, no
common approach to training and no corporate image strategy. As a result, each
country developed its own strategy and they became a series of independent
'kingdoms'.
Under New Management
In early 1984 a new management team started analyzing the situation. The new
managing director faced several problems, and one of the most serious problems
was on Bang & Olufsen's doorstep. Germany is one of the world's largest markets
for consumer electronics and, like Denmark, part of the EU. Rang & Olufscn
Germany had to he healthy. But, first of all:
•

•
•
•

An overall target market h;id to be defined. Until then each of the
subsidiary 'kingdoms' had defined a target group that depended on local
preferences and circumstances.
A new -marketing strategy needed formulating. The old push orientation was
failing and could not resolve Bang & Olufsen's poor position in the market.
A. new dealer base was needed to increase the quality and profitability of
the operation.
A neu- organization had to meet the demands t'rom the new marketing
strategy. A move from Hamburg to Munich would signal that Bang & Glut's en
Germany was part of the most dynamic, business and growth-oriented
section of the country.

The 7 CIC
The changes followed t'rom Bang & Olufsen's 7 CIC (Corporate Identity Components)
that defined the corporate culture and the product strategy:
1.

Authenticity. It is the company's aim to make products that guarantee
faithful reproduction of programme material.

2. Autovteuedity. The company's products must provide immediate
understanding of their capabilities and manner of operation.
3. Credibility. We must constantly strive towards establishing confidence in
the company, its actions, dealings and products.
4.

Domesticity. The products are for use by people in the home. They must: be
problem-free and easy to operate - even though technically advanced.
Technology is for the benefit of people - not the reverse.

5.

Essentiality. The products must be concept bearing. Design must locus on
the essentials of the eoneept.

6.

Individuality. Bang & Ohifsen has elected to be an alternative to the massproducing giants of the trade.
7. Inventiveness. Product development and other tasks must be inventive.
New approaches to solving practical tasks should characterize the company and
its products.

The Consumer Target
So far, in the whole global Bang & OKifsen operation there was no single definition
of the target group, but where such definitions did exist they used traditional
demographic criteria: age, sex, income, education or geographic location.
Experience had proved them to be no longer valid, if they ever had been. Bang &

Olufsen saw the 1990s consumers turning away from indiscriminate consumption. They instead chose a lifestyle and arranged their possessions to fit it with
great care. The pan-European soeiocultural ACE research identifies different
groups ol' these people. The research divides the European population into ten
homogeneous groups. The groups are of equal size, but differ sociologically and
culturally.
A diamond-shaped model represents the ten segments (see Exhibit 6.1). This
diagram indicates that:
•
•
•
•

People close to the top of the diamond are vital and open-minded. They
influence society and society influences them.
People in the bottom groups focus on a secure and stable life. They are
passive and will often resist change.
The groups on the left have strong ethical anchors in life. They feel
responsible for themselves and society.
The groups on the right arc constantly trying to bring pleasure and new
experience into their lives.

EXHIBIT 6.1

PAN-EUROPEAN CONSUMER GROUPS

Bang & Olufsen has selected the northern groups A, Bl and B2 as its primary
target groups. They were selected because:
Their attitudes and interests are in harmony with Bang & Olufsen's
philosophy. They influence public opinion compared to other groups,
they are more frequent buyers of and more likely to pay high prices for
audio and video products.
Characteristically the groups are curious, open-minded and have a strong desire
to learn new things. They are always changing.
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The targeted groups A, Bl and B2 account for 30 per cent of Europe's total
population, but only some 17 per cent in West Germany (as it then was). In
contrast A, Bl and R2s make up 35 per cent of France's population and 37 per
cent in Italy. This suggests that German consumers, on average, are more conservative than the French and Italians. For Germans, adjustment to change is the
responsibility of institutions rather than individuals.
.A New Promotions Strategy

The limitations of the push strategy used by Bang & Olui'sen Germany showed in
the low consumer awareness (10 per eent) and preference (2 per cent) for Bang &
Olui'sen products by Germans in 1984. Comparable figures in Denmark were 98
per cent awareness and 48 per cent preference. The situation had to improve and
could only improve. A switch from a push to a pull strategy was needed to redress
the balance between consumer demand and the availability of the products. The
advertising strategy was built upon four ideas:
1.

Quality of advertising medium has great influence on the attention and the
effect of the advertising message.
2. Activation of the main targetgroup by the careful choice of media
(exclusive special magazines concerning living, design, lifestyle and so on)
creates multiple purchase incentives without cannibalizing the Bang &
Olufsen main target group.
3.
Target group analysis and purchase motives. Main income and education
levels decide the interest in the product and bear on the purchase decision.
4. Increase in awareness of Bang & Olufsen. Through advertising in higbprofile generat-intsrest magcustnes, the company would achieve a clear
increase in the Bang & Olufsen awareness to an above-average level.
Marketing expenses increased from 3 to 10 per eent to support the new promotional effort - a change partly funded by cutting dealer margin from 38 to 33
per cent. 'We approach our main target group directly,' said Bernd D. Ehrengart,
President of Bang & Olufsen Germany.
A New Dealer Base
In 1984 the dealer base was 450 individual dealers, each with a different agreement with Bang & Olufsen. Their rewards were based on their historical relationship with Bang & Olufsen's sales subsidiary rather than on the turnover and
profits they generated. Their individuality was also expressed in the marketing
strategy, the service performance and the price policy they offered. The sales
strategy focused on transactions rather than on customer relations, a difference
then unrecognized by Bang & Olufsen and the dealers.
A new strategy came under the banner: 'Mit dem Partner im Handel' (relationship marketing). The aim was to have a dealer network whose sales processes
matched the quality of Bang & Olufsen's products. Dealers should project a
'perception of high quality" and 'heighten loyalty towards Bang & Ohifsen'. Each
geographical sales area would have a 'long-term potential coverage plan', and each
area's plan would be tracked by the national sales office, which aimed to increase
quality and loyalty within the distribution network. Dedicated Bang & Olufsen
displays would increase the average turnover per dealer and the share of Bang &
Olufsen turnover per dealer. Each dealer would have a partnership agreement
with Bang & Olufsen covering: presentation, minimum range of products, exterior
identification, service/installation provision, promotional activity policies,
training and minimum turnover.
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Bang & Olufsen's message to its chosen dealers was:
•
•

Bang & Olufsen makes you an up-market store.
Bang & Olufsen offers unique high technology on a full range of exclusive
products.

•
•

Bang & Olufeen caters for customers who want qualified guidance.
Bang & Olufsen conducts its marketing in co-operation with its specialized
dealers.

A New Organization
In 1984 Bang & Olufsen Germany had 25 staff. Those worked mainly on the
internal administration of stock keeping, servicing", book keeping and recording
orders. The average sales per employee were Dkr452,000. The new marketing
strategy required the staff to he more externally oriented, with a focus on communication, technical and sales training, distribution development, service and
working" in the field implementing the new marketing strategy. More staff were
needed, but increased sales per employee would more than cover their cost.

QUESTIONS
1. Distinguish between the old push and the new pull policies followed byBang & Olufsen. Why do you think the push strategy was not working? Is
it likely that the pull strategy will increase sales significantly without
making Bang & Olufsen's products more attractive to German
consumers?
2. How is the new pull strategy being funded? In what way is the new
strategy attractive or not attractive to distributors?
3. What compensates the retailers for having a lower margin and investing
more in Bang & Olufsen's stock and display area?
4. How does the target market influence Bang & Olufsen's promotional
strategy? Since there are so few of the target customers in Germany,
would it pay Bang & Olufsen to target other groups in that market?
5. Would you 'double or quit' the German market? Why was Bang" & Olufsen
more attracted to the United States and other markets than to Germany,
and was it right in being so?
6. What is the rationale behind Bang & Olufsen's new marketing and
distribution strategy for Europe? Does it seem likely that the European
market segments into ten equally sized groups that are similar across all
European countries? Do you think Bang & Olufsen's strategy will work in
Germany?

'To open a shop is easy; to keep it open is an an.'
CONFUCIUS (PHILOSOPHER)

Part latrodtictioTi
The final part of this text includes two chapters covering the fourth element of the
marketing mix - place. It will help you to understand the decisions and actions
that companies take in order to bring products and services to customers. It also
considers how new information and communication technologies are transforming distribution and retailing functions.
How products and services are delivered to customers for final usage or
consumption can make a difference to how customers perceive the quality and
value of the overall offering. Speed of delivery, guaranteed supply and av ail ability,
convenience to shoppers and so forth can enhance buyer-seller relationships and
increase customer satisfaction. Consequently, firms are increasingly paying
greater attention to how they manage their distribution channels to deliver goods
and services that customers want at the right time, right place and rig"ht price.
Chapter 21 shows what channel organizations and their functions are, and how
firms can build more cost-effective routes to serving and satisfying their target
markets.
The last decade has seen a revolution taking place in the field of communications and telecommunications technology, which has had a significant impact on
marketing activities. Telephones, televisions and computers are becoming important channels for selling products and services; these media are increasingly used
not just for communicating messages to customers, but for interacting with and
doing business with customers. Chapter 22 explores the ways in which direct,
non face-to-face forms of marketing can help organizations reach specific target
markets quickly. Technologies such as TV Web boxes and the Internet are
creating new challenges and opportunities in electronic commerce for firms. More
and more companies are setting up "stores' on the computer and virtual shopping
is now a reality. In this final chapter we see how organizations conduct online
marketing, and we speculate on future directions for this emerging channel for
marketing.
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CHAPTER 21
Managirig Marketing
Channels

CHAPTER 22
Direct and Online Marketing
PART OVERVIEW CASE:
Freixenct Gava:
Bubbles Duivn a A'ete-- Way

Managing Marketing
Channels
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you .should be able to:
•

Explain the role of marketing channels and the functions these
channels perform.
• Identify the major channel alternatives open to a company.
• Explain how businesses select, motivate and evaluate channel
members.
•

Isolate the key issues that managers face when setting up marketing
channel systems.

• Explain bow marketing channels are changing and the implications
of these trends to marketers.

Preview Case
Economos
ECONOMOS, AN AUSTRIAN COMPANY, MAKES seals. These are rubber or plastic
rings that arc fitted at joints in fluid pipes to prevent leakage. It is difficult
for anyone, even engineers, to get excited about seals. Economos. however,
can. The company, founded by Helmut Mayerhofer, has achieved tremendous success in this $4 billion annual worklwide market through an impressive series of innovations in materials and production technologies and
distribution methods. Economos has shaken up the world seal industry, and
distribution advances have been a cornerstone of its marketing strategy.
• 892 •
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There are thousands of seal types and sizes. Customers expect their
distributors to keep stocks available of most of them. Seal makers like
Economos also expect their distributors to buy large stocks. In this business,
it is also apparent that the firm's own production technologies and the injection moulding process it uses encourages it to manufacture large batches of
the product. The traditional production methods, however, mitigated
against fast response to customers that ordered a small quantity of an item
not in stock. Economos was considering how to overcome the inflexibility
which, in a way, confined the company to the use of third-party distributors
that are put under pressure to keep large inventories.
In the mid-l&SGs, Helmut Mayerhofer and his associates started to
examine the possibility of developing compounds that could he machined
on a numerically controlled lathe. When a customer ordered a small quantity of an item that was not in stock, the firm could simply take a rough
block of synthetic rubber or polyurcthane and turn out the required number
of pieces. At that time, few of the existing polyurethane substances could be
machined. Those that could were not sufficiently flexible to make suitable
seals, Economos approached the Department of Material Science and
Material Testing of the Mining University of Leohen in Styria in 1988, whose
assistance resulted in the development of a formula that produced machinable polyurethane suitable for seals. A plastics machine maker that
Economos was working with developed a process for extruding the material
into rough seal moulds, resembling lengths of pipe, in industrial quantities.
The company also came up with a third innovation - a lathe, cutting tools
and software for machining the rough stock into precisely dimensioned
seals. This enabled the firm to produce a finished product that had highly
consistent elastic properties arid was tree of bubbles. As a result of the speed
and automation of the company's lathe, it could now machine a seal in about
one minute, slice it off the rough stock and immediately machine another
from the remaining stock. Economos could use its system to produce
normal as well as occasional seals.
It is clear that once such a system is enforced, Eeonornos could create a
competitive advantage in fast, flexible, manufacturing that could be translated into higher service levels for its customers: that is, any size of seal
could be delivered to them in small or large quantities and, most importantly, quickly.
Since production could be done in immediate response to orders,
Eeonornos decided to set up as close to customers as possible. Its distributors would no longer need to carry large inventories, which meant lower
prices and higher margins for their customers. Machinery makers could also
contemplate abandoning the stocking and supplying of replacement seals.
More recently, Economos has set up, together with local partners, seal
service centres worldwide. It supplies the rough blocks of materials and the
lathes to the local entrepreneur, who, under a franchise agreement,
machines and supplies seals in response to manufacturers' orders. To date,
there are 250 such service centres operating with the brand name Seal-Jet,
The company's managing director, Ernst Stocker, estimates that its
combined annual sales arc about Schl,424 million. Economos' own
revenues of over Sch420 million have come from selling not only seals, but
also, increasingly, machines and materials.
The Austrian group is set to adapt its strategy to obtain greater control
over its seal service businesses in overseas markets. Through investment in
technological innovation, the company has transformed the way it delivers
vulue to its distributors and customers, while creating extra revenues for the
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firm. Through the transformation ol its distribution method, Econotnos has
been able to improve its delivery service in particular, thus lowering costs
and improving margins for its customers. A seal is a seal is a seal - maybe i'or
most people, hut for Eeonomos it is serious business in which the integration of production (in this case) and marketing channel strategics have
created a significant source of competitive advantage, and a win-win situation for the company, its customers mid distributors alike. !

QUESTIONS
1. In the ease of Eeonomos, who are the main players in the distribution
channel for seals? Identify the supply chain.
2. What are the channel service needs of (a) Eeonomos; (b) Eeonomos'
customers?
3. How would you describe the channel approach used by Eeonomos
(a) up to the mid-1980s; (b) following the introducion of the series of
technological innovations that streamlined its production-delivery
system?
4. Why is it important for the company to work closely with channel
partners at different levels in the supply chain?
5. What are the changes in the channel environment that companies
such as Eeonomos and its distributors must be aware of?
6. How might these changes impact on Eeonomos' business? Suggest a
channel strategy that would enable the company to sustain n
competitive advantage in the global seal market.

Introduction
The case of Eeonomos shows how a firm can use technological innovations to
achieve greater distribution effectiveness (including international expansion) and
efficiency, and to enhance customer service delivery. Increasingly, many firms,
operating in all types of product sectors, are utilizing technical advances in areas
such as information gathering and processing, communications and logistical
processes, and methods to improve distribution channel performance. In this
chapter, we will take a closer look at an important, albeit often neglected, component of the marketing mix - place - and focus on decisions and activities
relating to distribution channels and logistics management.
Ivfarketing channel decisions are among the most important decisions that
management faces. They determine how well target customers gain access to the
firm's product or service and whether the distribution channel system is costeffective for the organization concerned. A company's channel decisions directly
affect every other marketing decision. The company's pricing depends on
whether it uses mass merchandisers or high-quality speciality stores. The firm's
sales force and advertising decisions depend on how much persuasion, training
and motivation the dealers or resellers need. Whether a company develops or
acquires certain new products may depend on how well those products fit the
abilities of its channel members.

The Nature of Distribution Channels •

Companies often pay too little attention to their distribution channels.
Managers who see channel functions merely as the physical transportation,
storage and distribution of finished goods to the end-user fail to utilize the
channel of distribution as a competitive weapon. AH we saw in the case of
Economos, like the rest of its competitors in the seal-making industry, the firm
had relied on the use of a rigid distribution channel system. Constraints in materials and production technologies were generally accepted to rule out speed and
flexibility in small-order delivery. However, by forceful investment in technological innovations, Economos overcame these barriers and found a means of
creating superior channel advantage - closeness to customers, flexibility, no
order-size restriction, faster customer-order response time, international reach,
lower costs, higher margins and rewards for its distributors and entrepreneurial
franchises. It had used a more imaginative distribution system to gain a competitive advantage.
Distribution channel decisions often involve long-term commitments to other
firms. For example, companies can easily change their advertising, pricing or
promotion programmes. They can scrap old products and introduce new ones as
market tastes demand. But when they set up distribution channels through
contacts with franchises, independent dealers or large retailers, they cannot
readily replace these channels with company-owned stores if conditions change.
Therefore, management must design its channels carefully, with an eye on
tomorrow's likely selling environment as well as today's. In the case of Economos,
the use of franchises has enabled it to expand its distribution network outside
Austria, but these intermediaries must be properly managed if they are successfully to maintain sales, the Seal-Jet brand name and market position. Economos
has to revise its channel strategy to maintain cost-effective service delivery to
customers.
Single market reforms in the European Union have forced many companies to
review their entire distribution strategy. The use of third-party as opposed to inhouse distribution in the grocery retailing sector, for example, is on the increase,
and current operators in Europe must look for new ways to differentiate their
services by taking advantage of the trend. 2
This chapter examines the following questions concerning marketing channels:
•

•

What is the nature of marketing channels?

How do channel firms organize to do the work of the channel?

•

What problems do companies face in designing and managing their
channels?

•

What role does physical distribution play in attracting and satisfying
customers?
What are the changes taking place among channel institutions?

•

The Nature of Distribution Channels
Most producers use third parties or intermediaries to bring their products to
market. They try to forge a distribution channel - a set of interdependent organizations involved in the process of making a product or service available for use or
consumption by the consumer or business user.-' The channel of distribution is
therefore all those organizations through which a product must pass between its
point of production and consumption.4
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Figure 21.1

How a distributor reduces the number of channel transactions
and raises economy of effort

Why arc Marketing Intermediaries Used?
Why do producers give some of the selling job to intermediaries V After all, doing
so means giving up some control over how and to whom the products are sold.
The use of intermediaries results from their greater efficiency in making goods
available to target markets. Through their contacts, experience, specialization
and scale of operation, intermediaries usually offer the firm more than it can
achieve on its own.
Figure 21.1 shows how using intermediaries can provide economies. Part A
shows three manufacturers, each using direct marketing to reach three
customers. This system requires nine different contacts. Part B shows the three
manufacturers working through one distributor, which contacts the three
customers. This system requires only six contacts. In this way, intermediaries
reduce the amount of work that must be done by both producers and consumers.
From the economic system's point of view, the role of marketing intermediaries is to convert the assortments of products made by producers into the assortments wanted by consumers. Producers make narrow assortments of products in
large quantities, but consumers want broad assortments of products in small
quantities. In the distribution channels, intermediaries buy the large quantities of
many producers and break them down into the smaller quantities and broader
assortments wanted by consumers. As such, intermediaries play an important role
in matching supply and demand.

Marketing Channel Functions
A distribution channel moves goods from producers to consumers. It fills the main
time, place and possession gaps that separate goods and services from those who
would use them. Members of the marketing channel perform many key functions.
Some help to complete transactions:
•

Information. Gathering and distributing marketing research and intelligence
information about actors and forces in the marketing environment needed
for planning and facilitating exchange.
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•
•
•
•

Promotion. Developing and spreading persuasive communications about an
offer.
(lantact. Finding and communicating with prospective buyers.
Matching. Shaping and fitting the offer to the buyer's needs, including such
activities as manufacturing, grading, assembling and packaging.
Negotiation. Reaching an agreement on price and other terms of die offer, so
that ownership or possession can be transferred.

Others help to fulfil the completed transactions:
•
•
•

Physical distribution. Transporting and storing goods.
Financing. Acquiring and using funds to cover the costs of the channel
work.
Risk taking. Assuming the risks of carrying oi.it the channel work.

The question is not 'whether these functions need to be performed, but rather
who is to perform them. The producer can eliminate or substitute institutions in
the channel system, but the functions cannot be eliminated. When channel
members arc eliminated, their functions are moved either forwards or backwards
in the channel, only to be assumed by other members. In short, the producers can
do without intermediaries, but they cannot eliminate their functions.
All these functions use up scarce resources and can often be performed better
through specialization. To the extent that the manufacturer performs these functions, its costs go up and its prices have to be higher. At the same time, when some
of these functions are shifted to intermediaries, the producer's costs and prices may
be lower, but the intermediaries must charge more to cover the costs of their
work. In dividing the work of the channel, the various functions should he
assigned to the channel members that can perform them most efficiently and
effectively to provide satisfactory assortments of goods to target consumers.

Number of Channel Levels
Distribution channels can be described by the number of channel levels involved.
Each layer of marketing intermediaries that performs some work in bringing the
product and its ownership closer to the final buyer is a channel level. Because the
producer and the final consumer both perform some work, they are part of every
channel. The nitmher of intermediary levels indicates the length of a channel.
Figure 21.2A shows several consumer distribution channels of different lengths.
Channel 1. called a direct-marketing channel, has no intermediary levels. It
consists of a manufacturer selling directly to consumers. For example, Dell
Computer sells personal computers by mail-order rather than through dealers or
retailers, and Tupperware uses home parties to sell its kitchen products. Direct
sales of consumer goods in some European countries have enjoyed record growth
in recent years, and this is one sector of the retail economy, for example, that has
survived the recession. (In Chapter 22, we examine the methods organizations
use to market directly to consumers.)
The remaining channels in Figure 21.2A are indirect-marketing channels.
Channel 2 contains one intermediary level. In consumer markets, this level is
typically a retailer. For example, the makers of televisions, cameras, furniture,
major appliances and many other products sell their goods directly to large
retailers, which then sell the goods to final consumers. Channel ,1 contains two
intermediary levels, a wholesaler and retailer. This channel is often used by

channel level
A layer of inter-rnediaries
thai performs some
isxirk in bringing the
product and its
ownership closer to the
final buyer.
direct-marketing channel
A marketing channel
that has rut intermediary
levels.
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Figure 21.2

Consumer and industrial marketing channels

manufacturers of food, drugs, hardware and other products. Channel 4 contains
three intermediary levels. In the meat-packing industry, for example, jobbers
usually come between wholesalers and retailers. The jobber buys from wholesalers and sells to smaller retailers, which generally are not served by larger
wholesalers. Distribution channels with even more levels are sometimes found,
but less often. From the producer's point of view, a greater number of levels means
less eontrol and greater channel complexity.
Figure 21.2R shows some common industrial or business distribution channels. The business marketer can use its own sales lorce to sell directly to business
customers. It can also sell to industrial distributors, which in turn sell to business
customers. It can sell through manufacturers' representatives or its own sales
branches to business customers, or it can use these representatives and branches
to sell through industrial distributors. Thus business markets commonly include
multilevel distribution channels.
In summary, channel institutions play an important role in making products
or services available to customers. Between them, channel members ensure the
transfer of several entities; the physical product, ownership, m.oney or payment,
information and promotion. These transfers can make even channels with only
one or ;j few levels very complex. The types of intermediary channel will be
discussed in greater detail in a later section.

Channels in (he Service Sector
The concept of distribution channels is not limited to the distribution of tangible
products. Producers of services and ideas also have to decide how they make their
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output available to target users. In the private sector, retail stores, hotels, banks
and other service organizations take great care to make their services conveniently available to target customers. In the public sector, service organizations
develop 'educational distribution systems' and 'healthcare delivery systems' for
reaching widely spread populations. Hospitals must be located to serve various
patient populations with comprehensive medical care. Schools must be located
close to the children who need to be taught. Communities rrmst locate their fire
stations to provide rapid coverage of fires in every neighbourhood. And politicians
must find cost-effective channels - mass media, rallies, coffee hours - for distributing their messages to voters.

Channel Behaviour and Organization
Distribution channels are more than simple collections of firms tied together by
various flows. They are complex behavioural systems in which people and companies interact to accomplish individual, company and channel goals. Different
forms of channel system exist.
Some channel systems consist only of informal interactions among loosely
organized firms, while others consist of formal interactions guided by strong organizational structures. Moreover, channel systems do not stand still - new types of
intermediary surface and whole new channel systems evolve. Here we look at
channel behaviour and at how members organize to do the work of the channel.

Channel Behaviour
A distribution channel consists of firms that have banded together and are dependent on each other to achieve a eommon goal. For example, a Volvo dealer
depends on the Swedish manufacturer, Volvo, to design cars that meet consumer
needs. In turn, Volvo depends on the dealer to attract consumers, persuade them
to buy Volvo cars, and service cars after the sale. The Volvo dealer also depends
on the other dealers to provide good sales and service that will uphold the reputation of Volvo and its dealer body. In fact, the success of individual Volvo dealers
depends on how well the entire Volvo distribution channel competes with the
channels of other car manufacturers.
Each channel member plays a role in the channel and specializes in
performing one or more functions. For example, Philips' role is to produce hi-fi
equipment that consumers will like and to create demand through national and
worldwide advertising. The role of the specialist shops, department stores and
other independent outlets, that stock and sell Philips' products is to display these
items in convenient locations, to answer buyers' questions, to close sales and to
provide a good level of customer service. The channel will be most effective when
each member is assigned the tasks it can do best.
Ideally, because the success of individual channel members depends on
overall channel success, all channel firms should work together smoothly to secure
healthy margins or profitable sales. They should understand and accept their
roles, co-ordinate their goals and activities and co-operate to attain overall channel
goals. By co-operating, they can more effectively sense, serve and satisfy the target
market, thereby creating win-win situations which they can mutually benefit from.
Unfortunately, individual channel members rarely take such a broad view.
They are usually more concerned with their own short-run goals and their
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channel conflict
Disagreement among
marketing channel
members on goals and
rales - who should dn
what and far what
rewards.

dealings with those firms closest to them in the channel. Co-Operating to achieve
overall channel goals sometimes means compromising individual company goals.
Although ehaunel members arc dependent on one another, they often act alone in
their own short-term best interests. They often disagree on the roles that each
should play - that is, on who should do what and for what rewards. Such disagreements over goals and roles generate channel conflict. Conflict can occur at two
levels.
Horizontal conflict is conflict among firms at the same level of the channel.
For instance, dealers may complain about other dealers in the town that steal
sales from them by being too aggressive in their pricing and advertising, or by
selling outside their assigned territories. Car dealers, consumer appliance outlets
and/or industrial equipment dealers that do not have sole distribution rights for
the manufacturer's brand often encounter such conflict.
Vertical conflict is even more common and refers to conflicts between
different levels of the same channel. For example, in the pharmaceutical industry,
concentration of the distribution systems in some countries results in enhanced
negotiating power for channel intermediaries, particularly the big wholesalers.
Drug companies have to work harder to manage their relationship with distributors and other vital channel partners and to minimize conflict (see Marketing
Highlight 21.1).
Some conflict in the channel takes the form of healthy competition. It can
also ensure that channel members do not become passive and it can trigger innovation. Thus, for the channel as a whole to perform well, each channel member's
role must be specified and channel conflict must be managed. Co-operation, roie
assignment and conflict management in the channel are attained through strong
channel leadership. The channel will perform better if it includes a firm, agency
or mechanism that has the power to assign roles and manage conflict. Let us take
a look at how channel members organize to do the work of the channel.

Channel Organization
conventional
distribution channel
A channel consisting of
one or mure independent
producers, wholesale r,s
and retailers, each a
separate business
seeking tit maximize its
men profits even at the
expense of profit* for the
system an a whole.
vertical marketing
system (VMS)
A distributiim channel
structure "i which
producers, "wholesalers
and retailers act as a
unified system. One
channel member owns
the others, has contracts
•wich them, or has so
much power that they alt
co-operate.

Historically, distribution channels have been loose collections of independent
companies, each showing little concern for overall channel performance. These
conventional distribution channels have lacked strong leadership and have been
troubled by damaging conflict and poor performance. However, over the last
decade, new channel organizations have evolved to challenge conventional channels. One of the biggest recent channel developments has been the vertical
marketing sysfcms that have emerged to challenge conventional marketing
channels.

• Vertical Marketing Systems
Figure 21.3 contrasts the two types of channel arrangement.

A conventional distribution channel consists of one or more independent
producers, wholesalers and retailers. Each is a separate business seeking to maximize its own profits, even at the expense of profits for the system as a whole. No
channel member has much control over the other members and no formal means
exists for assigning roles and resolving channel conflict.
In contrast, a vertical marketing system (VMS) consists of producers, wholesalers and retailers acting as a unified system. One channel member owns the
others or has contracts with them, or wields so much power that they all cooperate. The VMS can be dominated by the producer, wholesaler or retailer.
Vertical marketing systems came into being to control channel behaviour and
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Wholesale Drug Buyers
Call the Tune

Marketing
company health plans and other
bulk
healthcare
programmes.
They have also made it a priority
to convert their customers to the
formulary approach, using heavyprice discounts as an inducement.
Pharmaceutical firms must get
their products on distributors' formularies. Those seeking to maximize returns on new drug sales in
this market are finding the going
tough under pressure, from both
the bulk distributors and government quarters, to hold down prices.
Increasingly, the battle between drug manufacturer and distributor has resulted in a scramble for big distributors: Merck took over Medco
for #6.7 billion in 1993; Pfizer, Rhone-Poulenc
Rorer and Bristol-Myers Squibb signed agreements with Caremark to have their products put
on its formulary; Pfizer has also signed a similar
deal with Value Health, another distributor;
SrnithKline Beecham has bought Diversified
Pharmaceutical Services. If it is difficult to secure
distributor co-operation, the alternative is to control it altogether. And, this is the main force
behind the spate of takeovers and alliances that
American and European drug manufacturers
have set up with distributors in the United States.
Control of distribution also enables the manufacturer to gain access to critical market and
customer/patient information sitting in the databases of these distribution companies. Such
information is vital to support product marketing
and the development of new products for the
market. If you can't beat 'em, join 'em - better
still, own 'em!

Highlight

21.1

The US market is a key market for
global pharmaceutical firms. In
recent years, many drug firms
have had to adapt to changes
in the US healthcare system. Two
major trends have been the
heightened pressure on reducing
costs and the growing prominence
of a new breed of distributors,
known as Pharmacy Benefit
Managers (PBMs), and their formularies - lists of
recommended drugs they maintain, which doctors are steered towards when prescribing. The
wholesale drug distributors in the United States,
therefore, have a very powerful weapon in their
armoury - if a drug that the doctor prescribes is
not included in its formulary, the doctor is likely
to get a call from the distributor suggesting that
he or she should switch to another (usually)
cheaper drug that is included.
For example, Caremark, an independent distributor, claims that it manages to persuade three
in five doctors to change their prescriptions
under these circumstances. Drug manufacturers
must increasingly align themselves with the big
distributors if they are to defend and keep their
lines of distribution open to prescribers. The task
is not easy given the strength of the big distributors and their grip on drug sales in the US market:
more than half of all Americans get their drugs
through distribution companies, such as Medco.
Diversified Pharmaceutical Services, McKesson
and its subsidiary PCS, and Caremark. Medco
claims that it aceoimts for 38 million people (or
'lives' as they are known in the trade) under a
variety of managed care arrangements. Diversified
Pharmaceutical Services claims 44 million lives,
PCS 45 million and Caremark 28 million. They
complete prescriptions for people covered under

manage channel conflict. They achieve economies through size, bargaining power
and elimination of duplicated services. As in the case of drug manufacturers and
distribution companies mentioned in Marketing Highlight 21.1, the former sought
to increase control over the channel system either through acquiring a distributor
(see corporate VMS below) or through co-operative alliance arrangements (see
contractual VMS below).
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Figure 21.3
corporate VMS
A vertical marketing
system that combines
successive stoats q/
production and
distribution under single
ownership - channel
leadership is established
through common
ownership
contractual VMS

A vertical marketing
system in which
independent firms at
different levels of
production and
distribution join together
through contracts to
obtain more economic*
or sales impact than
they could achieve (dime.
franchise

A contractual association
between a manufacturer,
wholesaler or service
organization (a
franchiser) and
independent
businesspeople
(franchisees) who buy
the right to rrwn ami
operate one or more units
in the franchise system.

A conventional marketing channel versus a
vertical marketing system

We now look more closely at the three main types of V.VLS .shown in Figure
21.4. Each type uses a different means for setting up leadership and power in the
channel.
CORPORATE VMS. In a corporate VMS, co-ordination and conflict management are attained through common ownership at different levels of the channel.
Petrol distribution through chains of petrol stations owned by the oil company is
an example of delivery and control achieved by such a system. Breweries that sell
beer through public houses under their ownership provide another example. In
the car rental market, vehicle makers have established dominant positions in
most of the world's leading vehicle rental groups. Hertz, the world's largest car
rental company, is jointly owned by Ford, Volvo and Hertz management. Ford
sees its stake in Hertz as ;i vital means of retaining sales through this outlet alone.
Hertz plays a key role for Ford as its biggest single private customer, with nearly
70 per cent of Hertz's vehicle purchases in the United States, and a third of its
fleet in Europe, coming from Ford.5
CONTRACTUAL VMS. A contractual VMS consists of independent organizations at different levels of production and distribution, which join together
through contracts to obtain more economies or sales impact than each could
achieve alone, (Jo-ordination and conflict management are attained through the
legal arrangements agreed among channel members. The contracts range from
loosely structured agreements about the specification of goods and payment
conditions to more detailed agreements about dealer responsibilities or a franchise contract.
A franchise is a contractual association between a franchisor - a manufacturer, wholesaler or service organization - and an independent channel member
(the franchisee), which buys the right to sell the franchisor's branded product or
service. The franchisee links several stages in the production-distribution
system. The franchisor typically provides a brand identity and start-up,
marketing and accounting assistance as well as management know-how to the
franchisee. In return, the franchisor gets some form of compensation, such as an
initial fee and a continuing royalty payment, lease fees for equipment and a share
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Figure 21.4

Main types of vertical marketing system

of the profits. Franchising has heen a fast-growing retailing form in recent years.
Almost every kind of business has heen franchisee! - from hotels and fast-food
restaurants to dental and garden maintenance services, from wedding consultants
and domestic services to funeral homes and fitness centres.
Franchising offers a number of benefits to both the franchisor and franchisee.
The main advantages for the franchisor are as follows:
•

The franchisor secures fast distribution for its products and services, but
does not incur the full costs of setting up and running its own operations.
Franchising also enables the franchisor to expand a successful business
more rapidly than by using its own capital.

•

The franchisor gets very highly motivated management as die franchisees
are working for themselves rather than a salary.

•

The contractual relationship ensures that franchisees operate to and
maintain franchisors' standards.

The main advantages for franchisees are as follows;
•

They are buying into a proven system if selling an established brand name
(e.g. McDonald's, Shell, Interflora).

•

They can start a business with limited capital and benefit from the
experience of the franchisor. This way they reduce the costs and risks of
starting a new business.
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•

Franchisees also get the benefits of centralized purchasing power - since the
franchisors will buy in bulk for the franchisees.
• They get instant expertise in operational issues such as advertising,
promotions, accounts and legal matters, and can rely on franchisors' help
should things go wrong.
Franchise systems have several disadvantages:
•
•
•

Franchisors invariably have to forfeit some control when operating through
franchisees.
The franchisees may not all perform exactly to franchisors' operating
standards, and inconsistencies in service levels can tarnish the brand name.
Franchisees may not always have a good deal, in that they have to work
extremely hard to meet sales and financial targets to make the business pay,
and although they have already paid their initial fee, they have to meet
continuing management services or royalty payments.

There are three forms of franchise. The first form is the manufacturer-sponsored retailer franchise system, as found in the car industry. BMW, for example,
licenses dealers to sell its cars; the dealers are independent Imsinesspeople who
agree to meet various conditions of sales and service. Shell, the oil company,
adopts a franchising system on many of its forecourts in the United Kingdom,
French designer garden furniture company. Jardin en Plus, has relied greatly on
franchising to expand into other European markets. The second type of franchise
is the manufacturer-sponsored wholesaler franchise system, as found in the
soft-drinks industry. Gooa-Gola, for example, licenses bottlers (wholesalers) in
various markets, which buy Coca-Cola syrup concentrate and then carbonate,
bottle and sell the finished product to retailers in local markets. The third franchise form is the service-firm-sponsored retailer .franchise system, in which a
service firm licenses a system of retailers to bring its service to consumers.
Examples are found in: the fashion business (Benetton, Stefanel, The Body Shop);
the car rental business (Hertz, Avis, Europcar); the fast-food service business
(McDonald's, Burger Ring); the home furnishing business (IKEA and Marks &
Spencer used franchising to expand into foreign markets); and the hotel business
(Holiday Inn, Ramada Inn. Balladins).
The fact that most consumers cannot tell the difference between contractual
and corporate VMSs shows how successfully the contractual organizations
compete with corporate chains.
administered VMS
A vertical marketing
system that co-ordinates
successive stages of
production and
distribution, not through
common ownership or
contractual tics, but
through the .sise and
power of one of the
partics.

ADMINISTERED VMS. An administered VMS co-ordinates successive stages
of production and distribution, not through common ownership or contractual
ties, but through the size and power of one of the parties. Manufacturers of a top
brand can obtain strong trade co-operation and support from resellers. For
example, in the fast-moving consumer-goods market, companies like Unilever
and Procter & Gamble can command unusual co-operation from resellers
regarding displays, shelf space, promotions and price policies. In the consumer
electronics sector, Sony can obtain a great deal of trade support from retail stores
for its top-selling brands, Similarly, large retailers like IKEA, Marks & Spencer and
Toys '#' Us can exert strong influence on the manufacturers that supply the products thcv sell. Consider IKEA.
In just over four decades, IKEA, the privately owned Swedish furniture
retailer, grew from a single store in Sweden's backwoods to become one of
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the most successful international retailers in the world. It now has more
than 100 outlets in 28 countries across the glohe, taking over Skr39
billion a year in sales. Smart targeting, careful attention to customer
needs and rock-bottom prices have made IKEA the world's largest home
furnishings company. Its success formula was based on reinventing die
furniture-retailing business. Traditionally, selling furniture was a
fragmented affair, shared between department stores and small familyowned shops. All sold expensive products and delivered up to two or
three months after a customer's order. IKEA trims costs to a minimum
while still offering service. It does this by using a global sourcing network
stretching to about 2,300 suppliers in 67 countries. IKEA relies on longterm relationships with key suppliers that can supply high quality at low
prices. In return these suppliers get technical advice and leased
equipment from the eompany. IKEA's designers also work closely with
suppliers to reduce product eosts from the outset. Other savings come
from IKEA displaying its vast product range in cheap out-of-town stores.
It sells most of its furniture as knocked-down kits for customers to take
home and assemble themselves. The firm enjoys huge economies of scale
from operating such huge stores, and from enormous production runs
made possible by selling the same furniture all around the world. This
enables IKEA to compete on quality while undercutting rival
manufacturers by up to 30 per cent on price. IKEA's success also means
success for its suppliers. But they rmist operate to IKEA's terms and
enable the global firm to fulfil its promise of quality merchandise at low
eost to customers worldwide.0

Horizontal Marketing Systems
Another channel development is the horizon till marketing system, in which two
or more companies at one level join together to follow a new marketing opportunity. By combining their capital, production capabilities or marketing resources,
companies can accomplish more than any one company working alone.
Companies might join forces with competitors or non-competitors.7 They might
work with each other on a temporary or permanent basis, or they may even
create a separate company:
Nestle and Coca-Cola formed a joint venture to market ready-to-drink
coffee and tea worldwide. Coke provided worldwide experience in
marketing and distributing beverages, and Nestle contributed two
established brand names - Nescafe and Nestea.
Such channel arrangements work well globally. Because of its excellent
coverage of international markets, Nestle sells General Mills' Cheerios
brand in markets outside North America. Seiko Watch's distribution
partner in Japan, K. Hattori, markets Schiek's razors and, as a result,
Schick has the leading market share in Japan, despite Gillette's overall
strength in many other markets.8
Other examples include relailer co-operatives, which are made up of independent retailers that band together to own wholesale operations jointly, or to
conduct joint merchandising and promotions. The Swiss Migros, with its dozen or
so co-operatives, and the UK's Co-operative Societies have tried to exploit group
buying and promotion economies through setting up such horizontal marketing
arrangements.

horizontal marketing
systems
A channel arrangement
in which two or more
companies at one level
join together to follow a
new marketing
opportunity.

retailer co-operatives
Contractual vertical
marketing systems in
which retailers organize
a new, jointly-owned
business to carry on
wholesaling and
possibly production.
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Figure 21.5

Hybrid marketing channel
The number of horizontal marketing systems has increased dramatically in
recent years, so businesses must develop flexibility and management capabilities
to enable them to capitalize on the growing opportunities presented by such
marketing channel systems.

Hybrid Marketing Systems

hybrid marketing
than n els
Multichannel
distribution, an when a
single firms -sets up two
or more marketing
channels to reach one or
more customer
segments. A variety of
direct and indirect
approaches are used to
deliver the finn's goods
to its customers.

In the past, many companies used a single channel to sell to a single market or
market segment. Today, with the proliferation of customer segments and channel
possibilities, more and more companies have adopted multichannel distribution
systems - often called hybrid marketing channels. Such multichannel marketing
occurs when a single firm sets up two or more marketing channels to reach one or
more customer segments.
Figure 21.5 shows a hybrid channel system. In the figure, the producer sells
directly to consumer segment 1 using direct-mail catalogues and telemarketing,
and reaches consumer segment 2 through retailers. It sells indirectly to business
segment 1 through distributors and dealers, and to business segment 2 through its
own sales force.
Sony maintains 3 wide distribution coverage by adopting a hybrid marketing
system. In the UK, Sony sells its consumer products through exclusive retail
outlets such as the Sony Centres, through mass merchandisers like electrical
chains and catalogue shops (e.g. Comet, Dixons and Argos), and by using direct
marketing channels, such as mail-order catalogues operated by direct marketers
Grattan, Preemans and Kays.
Hybrid channels offer many advantages to companies facing large and
complex markets. With each new channel, the company expands its sales and
market coverage, and gains opportunities to tailor its products and services to the
specific needs of diverse customer segments. But such hybrid channel systems
are harder to control, and they generate conflict as more channels compete for
customers and sales. For example, when IBM began selling personal computers
directly to customers at low prices through catalogues and telemarketing, many of
its dealers cried "unfair competition' and threatened to drop the IBM line or give it
less emphasis. The key to managing hybrid channel systems successfully is mini-
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nrizing interchanncl member conflict, while maximizing consumer demand
through superior product quality and design and extensive communications to
reinforce brand values and identity. In some cases, the multichannel marketer
brings all of its channels under its own ownership and control to minimize
external channel conflict, although the marketer might face greater internal
conflict over how much financial support each channel deserves.

Channel Design Decisions
We now look at several channel decisions facing manufacturers, in designing
marketing channels, manufacturers struggle between what is ideal and what is
practical. A new firm usually starts by selling in a limited market area - a few
manufacturers' sales agents, a few wholesalers, some existing retailers, a few
trucking companies and a few warehouses. Deciding on the best channels might
not be a problem: the problem might simply be how to convince one or a few good
intermediaries to handle the line.
Ii' the new firm is successful, it might branch out to new markets. Again, the
manufacturer will tend to work through the existing intermediaries, although this
strategy might mean using hybrid marketing channels. In smaller markets, the
firm might sell directly to retailers; in larger markets, it might sell through distributors. In one part of the country, it might grant exclusive franchises because that is
the way merchants normally work; in another, it might sell through all outlets
willing to handle the merchandise. In one country it might use international sales
agents; in another, it might partner a local firm.
Thus channel systems often evolve to meet market opportunities and conditions. However, for maximum effectiveness, channel analysis and decision
making should be more purposeful. Designing a channel system calls for:
•

Analyzing customer service needs.

•

Defining the channel objectives and constraints.

• Identifying the major channel alternatives.
•

Evaluating those alternatives.

Analyzing Customer Service Needs
Like most marketing decisions, designing a channel begins with the customer.
Marketing channels are viewed as customer value deli'oery systems in which each
channel member adds value for the customer Thus designing the distribution
channel starts wilii finding out what values consumers in various target segments
want from the channel.' 1 Do customers want to buy from nearby locations or are
they willing to travel to more centralized locations? Would they rather buy in
person or over the phone or through the mail? Do they want immediate delivery
or are they willing to waitV Do they value breadth of assortment or do they prefer
specialization? Do customers want many add-on services (delivery, credit, repairs,
installation) or will they obtain these elsewhere? The more decentralized the channel,
the faster the delivery and the greater the assortment provided. Additionally, the
more add-on services supplied, the greater the channel's service level.
Generally, customer service is determined by the interaction of all these
factors that affect the process of making the product or service available to the
customer. Companies that recognize these needs must then build channel
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strategies that will serve them better than the competition. Consider the distribution channel service needs of business computer-system buyers:
The delivery of service might include such things as demonstration of the
product before the sale or provision of long-term warranties and flexible
financing. After the sale, there might be training programmes for using
the equipment and a programme to install and repair it. Customers might
appreciate 'loancrs' while their equipment is being repaired or receiving
technical advice over a telephone: hot line.
For the individual buyer, purchasing a personal computer for the first time,
channel service must be more sensitive to the consumer's relative ignorance of,
'shyness' with and discomfort about PC technology. The novice computer user
needs adviee not only on what PC (the hardware) to buy, but also on the range of
software to do the tasks he or she requires. This group of buyers also needs help
on how to set up the equipment, load the software and learn to use the 'new toy'.
Providing the fastest delivery, the greatest assortment and the most comprehensive services may not be possible or praetical. As in the case of servicing the
PC buyer, providing a high level of personal service, in addition to warranties,
maintenance and after-sales support, does not come cheap. A morning's training
on a new graphics package can cost up to several hundred pounds. The company
and its channel members may not have the resources or skills needed to provide
all the desired services. Also, providing higher levels of service results not only in
higher costs for the channel, but also in higher prices for consumers. The
company must balance consumer service needs against the feasibility and costs of
meeting these needs as well as customer price preferences. Customers frequently
make trade-offs between service quality and other purchase dimensions, such as
price. The success of off-price and discount retailers, such as Germany's Aldi and
Lidl, the British Kwik Save and Superdrug and the Dutch Makro, shows that
consumers arc often willing to accept lower service levels if this means lower
prices. Makro, for example, has expanded outside its key European markets and
boasts a successful operation in the Thai market. In Japan, where consumers are
noted for their obsession with and preparedness to pay for quality, no-frills
discount houses, too, are gaining in popularity.
Moreover, the success of one company depends not just on its own actions,
but on how well its entire channel competes with the channels of other companies. This idea is based on the notion that the unit of competition is not the
individual company or organization in the channel, but the entire channel system
or supply chain." 1 For example, Marks & Spencer imposes rigorous quality control
on its suppliers, which it relies on to maintain its own quality reputation in food
retailing. Similarly, Toyota is just one link in a customer value delivery system
that includes thousands of dealers worldwide. Even if Toyota makes the best cars
in the world, it will lose out to Ford, General Motors. BMW and Nissan if these
competitors have superior dealer networks. Equally, the best Toyota dealer in the
world cannot do well if Toyota supplies inferior cars. And Toyota cannot supply
superior quality and reliable ears if its suppliers fail to maintain their own quality
standards for parts and components that go into Toyota cars. The company has to
design an integrated marketing channel system that will deliver superior value to
its customers.

Defining the Channel Objectives and Constraints
Channel objectives should be stated in terms of the desired service level of target
customers. Usually, a company can identify several segments wanting different
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levels of channel service. The company should decide which segments Co serve
and the best channels to use in each ease. In each segment, the company wants to
minimize the total channel cost of supplying customers, while also meeting their
service requirements.
The company's channel objectives are also influenced by the nature of its
products, company policies, marketing intermediaries, competitors and the environment. Product characteristics greatly affect channel design. For example,
perishable products require more direct marketing to avoid delays and too much
handling. Bulky products, such as building materials and soft drinks, require
channels chat minimize shipping distance and the amount of handling.
Company characteristics also play an important role. For example, the
company's size and financial situation determine which marketing functions it
can handle itself and which it must give to intermediaries. Furthermore, a
company marketing strategy based on speedy customer delivery affects the functions that the company wants its intermediaries to perform, the number of its
outlets and the choice of its transportation methods.
The characteristics of intermediaries also influence channel design. The
company must find intermediaries that are willing and able to perform the needed
tasks. In general, intermediaries differ in their abilities to handle promotion,
customer contact, storage and credit. For example, manufacturers' representatives who arc hired by several different firms can contact customers at a low cost
per customer because several clients share the total cost. However, the selling
effort behind the product is less intense than if the company's own sales force did
the selling.
When designing its channels, a company must also consider its competitors'
channels. In some cases, a company may want to compete in or near outlets that
carry competitors' products. Thus companies may want their brands to be
displayed next to competing brands: in town or city centres. Burger King wants to
locate near McDonald's; Pizzaland wants to be sited near Pizza Hut; Sony,
Panasonic and Philips audio-video systems all compete for floor space in similar
retail outlets; Nestle and Mars confectionery brands want to be positioned side by
side, and aggressively compete for shelf space, in die same grocery outlets.
In other cases, producers may avoid the channels used by competitors. Avon,
for example, decided not to compete with other cosmetics makers for scarce positions in retail stores and, instead, set up a profitable door-to-door selling operation in the home and overseas markets.
Finally, environmental factors, such as economic conditions and legal
constraints, alfect channel design decisions. For example, in a depressed
economy, producers want to distribute their goods in the most economical way.
using shorter channels and dropping unnecded services that add to the final price
of the goods. Legal regulations prevent channel arrangements that may lessen
competition substantially or create a monopoly. In countries where governments
are actively encouraging free competition, such regulatory restrictions have
helped to keep competitive channels open, as in the case of telecommunications
in the United Kingdom, where companies such as Cable & Wireless, lonica and
the privatized BT exist in parallel co supply telephone services.
An effective channel strategy is based on creating a differential advantage
which allows the firm to compete successfully in its target markets.
Consequently, the channel or channels selected must have the knowledge and
experience not only to serve these segments effectively, hut also to support and
sustain the manufacturer's competitive advantage. The European construction
machinery maker JCB recognized that its early problems in the French market
were due to the inadequacies of its distribution outlet. It used manufacturers'
agents to sell its equipment in France. These agents sold the products, but were
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not capable of providing the service facilities essential for competitive success in
the market. JCB subsequently set up a company-owned full-service distribution
network which was sufficiently competent to communicate the company's
product advantages and provide the value-added services expected by customers.

Direct marketing
Marketing through
•variant* adttertisinfi
UK din that interact
directly 'with consumers,
generally calling for [he
cortsiimer to make a
direct response.
Broker
A wholesaler who does
not lakt; tide to goods
and whose Junction is to
luring buyers and sellers
together and assist in
negotiation.
Agent
A wholesaler who
represents buyers or
sellers on n relatively
permanent basis,
performs only a few
functions, and does not
take title to goods.
Intermediaries

Distribution channel
firms tluit help the
company jttnd customers
or make sates to them,
including wholesalers
and retailers that buy
and resell goods.
wholesaler
Afinn engaged
primarily in selling
gowls and services to
those buying for resale
or business use.
full-service wholesalers
Wholesalers chiit provide
a fu!I set of services such
as carrying stuuk, using
a sales force, offering
credit, muking deliveries
and providing
management axs is tanve.

Identifying Major Alternatives
Having defined its channel objectives, the firm then identifies its major channel
alternatives in terms of the types and number of intermediaries to use and the
responsibilities of each channel member.

•

Types of Alternative Channel

A number of options exist:
•

•

•

Direct marketing. A number of direct marketing approaches can be used,
ranging from direct-response selling via advertisements in print media, on
radio or television, by mail order and catalogues to telephone and Internet
selling. These methods are discussed further in Chapter 22.
Sales jbrce. The company can sell directly through its own salesjjyrce or
deploy another firm's sales force, as Glaxo did with its best-selling anti-ulcer
drug. Zantac. Alternatively, a contract sales force might be used. This
method of selling to customers is discussed in Chapter 20.
Intermediaries, These arc independent organizations that will carry out a
number of activities. Merchants, which include wholesalers and retailers,
buy, take title to and resell the firm's goods, whereas brokers and agenls do
not buy or carry the producer's products, but help to sell these to customers
by negotiating prices and sales terms and conditions on the supplier's
behall. Other intermediaries - transport companies, independent
warehouses, finance companies, banks - perform a range of channel
functions to facilitate the flow of goods or services from producer to user.

WHOLESALERS. Wholesalers render important services to producers and
resellers. Wholesalers' sales forces help manufacturers reach any small customers
at a low cost. The wholesaler has more contacts and is often more trusted by the
buyer than the distant manufacturer. Wholesalers can select items and build
assortments needed by their customers, thereby saving the consumers a considerable amount of work. They save their customers money by buying in huge
lots and breaking bulk (breaking large lots into small quantities). Wholesalers
hold inventories, thereby reducing the inventory costs and risks of suppliers and
customers. Wholesalers can provide quicker delivery to buyers because they are
closer than the producers. They finance their customers by giving credit, and
they finance their suppliers by ordering early and paying bills on time.
Wholesalers absorb risk by caking title and bearing the cost ol' theft, damage,
spoilage and obsolescence. They give information to suppliers and customers
about competitors, new products and price developments. Wholesalers also
provide management services and advice - they often help retailers train their
sales assistants, improve store layouts and displays, and set up accounting and
inventory control systems.
There are many types of wholesaler. They are classified according to the
breadth and depth of their product/service lines and the range of services they
offer. Full-service wholesalers provide a full set of services, such as carrying
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stock, using a sales force, offering credit, making deliveries and providing technical advice and management assistance. They are either wholesale rnerchanta
or industrial distributors. Wholesale merchants sell mostly to retailers. General
merchandise wholesalers carry several lines of goods - for example, hardware,
cosmetics, detergents, non-perishable foods and household goods - to meet the
needs of both general-merchandise retailers and single-line retailers. Limited-line
wholesalers carry one or two lines of goods, but offer a greater depth of assortment. Examples are hardware wholesalers, drug wholesalers and clothing wholesalers. Some specicdity-line-wholesalers carry only part of a line in great depth,
such as health-food wholesalers, seafood wholesalers and automotive parts wholesalers. They offer customers deeper choice and greater product knowledge.
Industrial distributors sell mainly to producers rather than to retailers. They
provide inventory, credit, delivery, technical advice and other services. They may
handle a wide, limited or special line of products. Industrial distributors concentrate on lines such as maintenance and operating supplies, original-equipment
goods (such as ball bearings and motors) and equipment (such as power tools and
forklift trucks).
Limited-service wholesalers perform a limited number of functions and offer
fewer services to their suppliers and customers. There are several types of
limited-service wholesaler. Cash-and-carry wholesalers have a limited line of fastmoving goods, such as groceries, toys, household goods, clothes, electrical
supplies, office supplies and building materials. They sell to small retailers and
industrial firms for cash and normally do not deliver. A small fish-store retailer,
for example, normally drives at dawn to a cash-and-carry fish wholesalers and
buys several crates of fish, pays on the spot, drives the merchandise back to the
store and unloads it. Cash-and-carry wholesalers are important to some small
retailers and industrial customers that are not .served by the bigger wholesalers.
They may not benefit from the services that full-service wholesalers can offer, but
they do get lower-priced merchandise and immediate aeeess to goods. An
example of a cash-and-carry wholesaler is Makro. although Makro is a hybrid
operator, servicing both individual consumers and small retailers.
Truck ^wholesalers (also called truck jobbers) perform a selling and delivery
function. They carry a limited line of goods (such as milk, bread or snack foods)
that they sell for cash as they make their rounds of supermarkets, small groceries,
hospitals, restaurants, factory1 cafeterias and hotels. Drop shippers operate in
bulk industries such as coal, oil, chemicals, lumber and heavy equipment. They
do not carry inventory or handle the product. They receive orders from retailers,
industrial buyers or other wholesalers and then forward these to producers,
which ship the goods directly to the customer. The drop shipper takes title and
risk from the time the order is accepted to the time it is delivered to the customer.
Because drop shippers do not carry inventory, their costs are lower and they can
pass on some savings to customers. Rack jobbers serve grocery and general
merchandise retailers, mostly in the area of branded non-food items, such as
books, magazines, toys, stationery, housewares, health and beauty aids, and hardware items. These retailers do not want to order and maintain displays of
hundreds of non-food items. Rack jobbers send delivery trucks to stores and the
delivery person sets up display racks for the merchandise. They price the goods,
keep them fresh and maintain inventory records. Rack jobbers sell on consignment - they retain title to the goods and bill the retailers only tor the goods sold to
consumers. Thus they provide services such as delivery, shelving, inventory and
financing. They do little promotion because they carry many branded items that
are already highly advertised.
Other limited-service wholesalers include producers' co-operatives, owned
by farmer-members, who assemble farm produce to sell in local markets, and
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self-service retailers
Retailers that provide
few or no services to
shoppers: shoppers
perform their oian
locate-compare-select
process,
self-service retailors
Retailers that provide
few or no services to
shopper*; shoppers
perform their own
tocate-e-ompare-select
process.
limited-service retailers
Retailers (hat provide
only a limited number of
to shoppers.
full -service retailers
Retailers that provide a
full range of services to
shoppers.
speciality store
A retail .store that curries
a narrows product line
with a deep assortment
'within that line.
de par tin en t store
A retail organisation
that carries a wide
variety of product lines typically clothing, home
furnishings and
household goods; each
line is operated as a
separate department
managed by specialist
buyers or
m e rc-hai idisers.
variety store
Self-service store that
specialises in a wide
range of merchandise. It
offers a wider range
than spccialisr stores,
but a narrower variety
than department stores.

mail-order -wholesalers, which use catalogues lo sell to retail, industrial and institutional customers and give discounts for large orders. Their main customers are
businesses located in small outlying areas. They have no sales forces to call on
customers and provide very few services. The orders are filled and goods are sent
to customers by mail, truck or other means.
Although wholesalers play an important channel role, retailers are also critical intermediaries as they provide the final link between the consumer and
provider.
RETAILERS. Retail stores come in all shapes and sizes, and new retail types
keep emerging. Generally, they can be distinguished by the amount of service
they offer, the product line and relative price emphasis.
Different products require different amounts of service and customer service
preferences vary. Self-service retailers cater for customers who are willing to
perform their own 'locate-compare-select' process to save money. Today, selfservice is the basis of all discount operations and is typically used by sellers of
grocery and convenience goods (e.g. supermarkets) and nationally branded, fastmoving shopping goods (e.g. discount stores). Limited-service retailers, such as
department stores, provide more sales assistance because they carry more shopping goods about which customers need information. They also offer additional
services such as credit and merchandise return not usually offered by low-service
stores. Their increased operating costs, however, result in higher prices. Fullscrvice retailers, such as speciality stores and first-class department stores, assist
customers in every phase of the shopping process. They usually earn' more
speciality goods and slower-moving items, such as cameras, jewellery and fashions, for which customers like to be 'waited on'. They provide more services,
resulting in much higher operating costs, which are invariably passed along to
customers as higher prices.
Retailers vary in the length and breadth of their product assortments. A
speciality store carries a narrow product line with a deep assortment within that
line. Examples arc stores selling outdoor leisure garments, furniture, books,
cosmetics, jewellery, electronics, flowers or toys (e.g Rohan, Hermes & Mauritz,
Benetton, Foyles, Intert'lora). Today, speciality stores are flourishing for several
reasons. The increasing use of market segmentation, market targeting arid
product specialization has resulted in a greater need for specialist stores that
focus on specific products and segments. Because of changing consumer lifestyles
and the increasing number of two-income households, many consumers have
greater incomes but less time to spend shopping. They are attracted to speciality
stores that provide high-quality products, convenient locations, excellent service
and quick entry and exit.
A department store carries a wide variety of product lines - typically, clothing
and fashion accessories, cosmetics, home furnishings and household goods - each
operated as a separate department managed by specialist buyers or merchandisers. Examples of well-known department stores arc llarrods and Harvey
Nicholls (in the United Kingdom), >Sogo, Takashimaya and Isetan (in Japan and
south-east Asia), Saks Fifth Avenue and Bloomingdale (in the United States), El
Gorte Ingles (in Spain), Galeries Lafayette (in France) and Karlstadt (in
Germany). Variety stores tend to be low-cost, self-service scores. They specialize
in a wider range of goods than specialist stores, but have a narrower range
compared to department stores and are more basic in terms of the level of extra
amenities offered. Woolworth, for example, sells a variety of products - compact
discs, records, cassettes, household goods, children's clothes and confectionery but, except for a cafe/restaurant, does not offer the extra facilities and services
provided by a huge department store. However, some variety stores like Marks &
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Spencer, which sells clothing and accessories, food, cosmetics, household goods,
home furnishing and financial services, have not only focused on quality, but also
differentiated themselves from the competition by providing extra services for
customers, including store cards, special events and mail order. Convenience
stores are small stores that carry a limited line of high- turn over convenience
goods - essential groceries, toiletries, cigarettes and newspapers. Examples are
Happy Shopper, Spar, Mace and VG stores. These locate near residential areas
and remain open for long hours, seven days a week. They satisfy an important
consumer need in a niche segment - shoppers in this segment use convenience
stores for emergency or 'fill-in' purchases outside normal hours or when time is
short, and they are willing to pay for the convenience of location and opening
hours.
Supermarkets are large, low-cost, low-margin, high -volume, self-service
stores that carry a wide variety of food, laundry and household products. Their
growth in Europe, since the 1960s, and more recently in industrializing Asian
markets, has been phenomenal. Many of these supermarkets were located in town
or city-centre high streets with ample ear parking and, for a while, offered a good
range and value-for-money to consumers. However, with town and city centres
becoming increasingly congested and car ownership rising fast in the 1980s and
1990s, people were keen to shop outside towns and cities. Many supermarkets
started to close unprofitable high-street stores and build big edge-of-town stores.
These superstores typically occupy 2,000-4,000 square metres and sell everything from baked beans to fine wines, aspirins to ankle socks. They also offer a
range of services such as dry cleaning, post offices, film developing and photo
finishing, cheque cashing, petrol forecourts and self-service car-washing facilities.
Many arc cutting costs, establishing more efficient and effective operations
through rigid quality control, centralized distribution and electronic technologies, and lowering prices in order to compete more effectively with discount
stores, such as the German Aldi, Norma and Lidl, the Danish Netto and the
French Carrefour. which have expanded aggressively across Europe in recent
years. These discount stores regularly sell national brands at lower prices by
accepting lower margins and selling higher volume.
Superstores are well developed in many parts of Europe, where they account
for a sizeable share of total retail sales. Most are located out-of-town, frequently in
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convenience store
A small store located
near a residential area
that is open long hours
seven days a <weck and
carries a limited line of
high-turnover
convenience goods.
supermarkets
Large, low-cost, (owmargin, high-volume,
self-service stores that
carry a *wid,e variety of
food, laundry and
household products.
superstore
A store almost twice the
size of a regular
supermarket that carries
a large assortment of
routinely purchased food
and non-food items and
offers such services as
dry cleaning, post
offices, film develfiping,
photo finishing, cheque
cashing, petrol
forecourts and selfservice car-washing
facilities.
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discount store
A retail institution lhai
Kclls standard
merchandise at lower
prices by accepting
lower margins and
selling at higher volume.
category killers
A modern 'breed'of
except tonally aggressive
'off-price' retailers that
offer branded
merchandise in dearly
defined product
categories at heavily
discounted price;;.
hyper inn rkets
Huge stores [hat
combine supermarket,
discount and warehouse
retailing; in addition to
food, they carry
furniture, appliances,
clothing and many other
products.
cash-and-carry retailers
1-jirge, 'no-frills'stores
that sell an extensive
assortment of goods, and
are noted particularly
for their hulk discounts.

retail parks, with vast free car parks. In recent years, non-grocery retailers, such
as the US Toys 'Jl' Us. the UK Specialist Computer Holdings (SCI1) and IKEA,
have also opened -superstores in out-of-town sites. SOU sells leading hardware and
software brands such as IBM, Toshiba, Compaq, Apple, Microsoft, Lotus and
Borland, and offers finance, training and maintenance packages. Analysts report
that superstores will account for more than 40 per cent of computer sales by the
mid-1990s. 11
The latter group of retailers are also known as category killers. They arc a
new breed of exceptionally aggressive discounters, offering a wide range of
branded products in a clearly defined category. Their predatory pricing strategy pile them high, sell them cheaper than the competition - and ability to decimate
much of the competition in their sector explains their name. Their price advantage is generally based on scale economies, hulk buying power and a rigorous
attention to costs. Category killers have, in recent years, been one of the most
dynamic growth sectors in retailing. Leading US and European category killers
have been successful in penetrating overseas markets, with long-term growth
potential predicted for the format as well as for its leading players (see Table
21,1), Importantly, the American market is near saturation, and Europe is now a
focus for expansion for many more of those leading players - K Mart, T J Maxx,
Blockbuster Video, Staples and Sports Authority, to name but a few (see
Marketing Highlight 21.2).
Hypermarkets arc even bigger than superstores. A typical hypermarket occupies alxmt 10,000 square metres of space, almost as big as six football fields. They
carry more than just routinely purchased goods, for they also sell furniture, appliances, clothing and many other things. The hypermarket operates like a warehouse. Products in wire 'baskets' are stacked high on metal racks; forklifts move
through aisles during selling hours to restock shelves. The store gives discounts to
customers who carry their own heavy appliances and furniture out of the -store.
Examples are the French Carrefour and Casino, and Savacentre which is owned
by the British Salisbury's. Hypermarkets have been successful in world markets.
For example, Carrefour. the large French retailer, successfully operates hundreds
of these giant stores in Europe, South America and Asia. There is a continuing
trend towards large-scale retail development, particularly in south-east Asia, Japan
and South America.1- Other retail stores that feature low prices include cash-andcarry stores, warehouse clubs and catalogue .showrooms. Cash-and-carry retailers
are large stores (around 3,000-4,000 square metres] selling an extensive assortment of goods, ranging from groceries to office furniture. For example, Makro, the
Dutch-based retailer, whose European self-service cash-and-carry outlets were
sold to the Metro retailing group of Germany in 1997, operates vast warehouses
across Europe, selling food, beverages, wines and spirits, confectionery, household goods, clothes and other assortments to a dual customer base - consumers
and trade (resellers/retailers). It has also expanded rapidly in Asian markets.
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Table 21.1

Forecast number of category killers in selected markets in the year
NUMBER OP STORES

TOYS AM) GAMES

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Denmark
France
Germany
Indonesia
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Netherlands
Norway
Philippines
Portugal
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
United Kingdom

20
5
6

DIY
41
8
8

ELECTRICALS/CONSUMKR
ELECTRONICS/IIOM E
FURNISHINGS
2C>

OFFICE SUPPLIES
25
6
5
20
35
6
30
60
30
140
40
15

3
—

6
7
25
35
7
30
69
35
153
40
15
4
3
-

4
5
15
10

50
6
5
—
-

42
5
5
—
-

40
5
5
-

45

60

55

55

20
45

5
27

56
20
27
117
30
14
4
10
3
40
35

30
40
8
33
84
—
44
200
45
17
4
-

Makro opened its cash-and-carry store (the size of about two football
fields) in Bangkok, Thailand in 1989. It is heaped from floor to ceiling
with discounted goods of every kind. Open from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. every
day, it is packed with shoppers wheeling giant trolleys filled with an
eclectic assortment of goods, ranging from office furniture and TV sets to
soft drinks and live eels. It has been the trail-blazer in bulk discount
retailing in Asia. It now has six stores in Thailand and continues to
spread to other parts of Asia, including Taiwan, Indonesia and Malaysia,
South Korea and China. Makro's success in Thailand was helped by its
alliance with Charoen Pokphand. a powerful local conglomerate, which
opened doors to Thai manufacturers. Makro was also helped by demand
from small shopkeepers, its main customers. Makro gives these small
buyers the chance not just to by-pass the traditional distributors and buy
their own selection of merchandise, but to do so in bulk and at lower
prices.13

4
-

3
-
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Invasion of the
Retail Giants: Coming
to Terms with the
Global Marketplace

Marketing

continues, as seen in the recent
acquisition of Germany's Wertfeauf
hypermarket chain by the world's
largest retailer, the US Wal-Mart
Stores - a deal that has sent a
shockwave through the European
retail industry.
The extent of cross-border
retailing is highlighted by research
conducted by the Oxford Institute
of Retail Management (UK). The
study reported that retailers made
530 internfitional moves between
1991 and 1993, of which 381 or 72 per cent
involved European firms expanding into other
European countries. A further 676 moves were
made in Europe by non-European, including US,
retailers. The move to eastern European countries was also very popular, with the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Poland and Hungary being the
most favoured destinations outside the EU.
Another study published by market analyst
Corporate Intelligence in Retail (C1R) reinforced
the unsettling pace of internationalization by
retailers, reporting that European retailers made
610 cross-border moves in the first four years of
the 1990s, compared with 611 cross-border deals
in the whole of the 1980s.
Asian retailers with international ambitions
are also emerging. Japanese store groups, such as
•Sogo, Mitsukoshi, Takashimaya, Isetan and Yaohan,
have spread across Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong
and Thailand. Isutan has stores in Europe.
Yaohan is set to open 170 department stores in
Chinn, Hong Kong and Macau by the end of the
decade. Hong Kong's Bossini and Giordano have
spread to Malaysia, Taiwan and Singapore, and
are making the running in China. Similarly, Asia's
industrializing countries have attracted western
retailers, which have been scrambling to meet the
increasingly sophisticated demands of consumers
eager to buy products ranging from deodorants
and frozen food to luxury accessories and
designer fashion brands. Leading retailers that
have set up stores across the region include
Carrefour, Galeries Lafayette, Makro, Marks &
Spencer, IKEA, Toys ' M ' Us, The Body Shop, KMart and Wal-Mart.
In 1990 Japan's 'Large Scale Retail Law',
which controlled planning consent for new stores

Highlight
21.2

Store retailing is a business worth
over S5 trillion a year worldwide,
but one that once proved difficult
to transfer across national frontiers. However, as the major
retailers have consolidated into
corporate giants and found that
their domestic markets have become ever more
crowded, the big stores are crossing borders for
growth opportunities.
Large retailers are spreading out in all directions: east, svest, north, south. Dutch retailer
Ahold has bought 11 supermarkets in the Czech
Republic; Germany's Obi, the do-it-yourself chain
and part of the Tengeimann Group, has targeted
Italy, Hungary and the Czech Republic. After
making its mark in the UK, with the discount
chain Ed and the warehouse club Gostco,
Carrefour is looking beyond Europe and targeting
the emerging markets of Latin America and the
Far East. Indeed Ahold, Aldi and Tengeimann,
Belgium's Dclhaize and Carrefour are among"
those with more than 30 per cent of sales coming
from outside their domestic markets. The United
Kingdom's Tesco operates the Cattemi chain
of supermarkets in northern France, while
Mainsbury's, through acquisitions, has become
the eleventh-largest grocer in the United States.
Migros, the Swiss grocery retailer, until recently
active only in Switzerland, now operates in
France, Germany and Austria, where it is committed to taking a leading position. French fashion chains like Pimkie, Froraod, Camieu and Naf
Naf have made a substantial impact on the
Belgian market; Sweden's fashion retailer Ilennes
& Mauritz has taken the German market by
storm; so has Marks & Spencer in French,
Spanish and Far Eastern markets. To this list can
be added fashion and furnishing chains whose
international businesses arc already well
advanced - the Dutch C & A (arguably the oldest
retail chain in Europe), Italy's Benetton, the
Swedish IKEA and America's McDonald's, Gap
(clothing) and Toys ' R' Us. And the global march
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Retail giants rapping the re-wards in cross-border retailing

and opening hours in order to protect small
retailers from new high-street competitors, was
deregulated. This has created new opportunities
for superstore retailers, which can now open
-stores with floor space of up to ] ,01)0 square
metres without the approval of the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry. Retailing law
reforms have also enabled foreign retailers to
break the links between the manufacturers and
the high-street stores. Toys '>f' Us bypassed the
intricate web of wholesalers to deal directly with
one of its suppliers, Nintendo, the video game
maker, and was thus able to undercut Japanese
toy prices. Large supermarket chains with bulk
purchasing power are also bypassing the traditional raultilayered wholesale network that has
kept prices high, and are procuring merchandise
direct from manufacturers or producers. Stronger
antitrust laws in Japan have overturned manufac-

turers' grip on retail prices. Large manufacturers
.had controlled retail prices and prevented discounting of their products by threatening to stop
supplies. Now retailers can discount prices without fear of losing supply contracts. More importantly, deregulation in Japan is making the market
more accessible to foreign retailers.
According to a report by Braxton Associates,
the global strategy arm of Deloitte and Tone he
Consulting, those that do cross frontiers must
fulfil six criteria that arc critical for international
retailer planning. First, the successful internationalist inn si have a strong corporate philosophy. Like IKEA or Hennes & Mauri tz, they must
bring a strong corporate identity, brand image or
style that they can implant or adapt in international markets. Second, they must provide
something that does not currently exist in the
market - offering something genuinely new to
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consumers is a tedious truism of business, yet it is
frequently forgotten when retailers take their
concepts overseas. Third, they must select an
appropriate format for export, B rax ton
Associates suggests several alternative formulae;
(a) The high-end luxury retailer such as
Gucci and LVMII, whose brands are strong products in their own right. M & S outlets in mainland
Europe, with a slightly up-market positioning, sit
at the Sower edge of this category.
(b) The second exportable format is the category killer that has carved a place in n single
sector, such as Toys'%' Us and IKEA,
(c) High-quality speciality retailers are also
eminently exportable, as seen in the fashion and
cosmetics brands of Benetton, Gap and The Body
Shop.
(d) The final format is discount retailing.
Discounters such as Garrefour, Aldi and MetroGruppe are appealing to the lowest common
denominator force in consumerism - value at low
cost — and thus have a universal appeal.
Fourth, retailers using whatever format must
identify a clear target market. Arguably, young,
affluent, internationally oriented, as a broad
group, defines the market of most successful
international retailers from Benetton to Body
Shop to Virgin Megastores. Fifth, international
expansion has to be backed by the commitment
and hands-on attention of senior executives.
Finally, short-termism is the kiss of death for
international retailers, IKEA waited eight years
until its US store eventually went into profit, just
as M & S took & long time to get its format right in
the French market. By persevering and taking a

Warehouse club
(wholesale dub,
membership warehouse)
Off-price retailer that
sells a limited selection
of brand-nama grocery
items, appliances,
clothing und a
hodgepodge of other
gvods at dtxp discounts
to members who pay
annual membership fees

long-term view of international expansion, these
companies reaped rewards from their initial
investments.
The future shape of European and indeed
global retailing is still evolving. The long-term
view required to make it happen means that the
single European high street will not happen
overnight. But one thing is certain. The winners
will be retailing groups which are prepared to
play the long game. Isetan in Volgograd or Migros
in Shanghai may still he years away. Nonetheless,
one of the world's biggest but most localized
industries - retailing - is finally coming to terms
with the global marketplace. And, of course, even
those companies with no ambition to eross borders cannot be complacent. One retailer's domestic market is another's foreign opportunity.
SOURCES: Noil Ruekley, 'Retailers' global shopping spree',
Financial Times (12 October 1994), p. 25; Clivy Branson,
'Find what the customer likes before opening doors abroad',
Thv European (18-24 March 1994), p. 22; Wilf Altaian,
'Customers pick up rewards from cross-border retailing', J'fte
European (18-24 February 1994), p. 20; Richard Halstead,
'Let oompetitiofi commence', BitsinessAge Magwine (July
1994), pp. 84-6; Hronwyn fiosgrsve, 'France fills the T-shirt
gap', The European tlan (6-12 May 1994), p. 14; Neil
Herndon, 'Wal-Mart goes to Hong Kong, looks at China',
Marketing News, 28, 24 (21 November 1994), p. 2; Guy du
Jonqi'ieres, Temptations along the eastern aisle'. Financial
Time* (6 April 1994), p. 19; 'Japanese industry: inefficient
structnru'. Financial Time.-: (fi December 1994), p. IV;
William Dawkins. 'Japanese industry: progress w i l l be
painfully slow'. Financial Times (6 Deeemlxir 1994), p. VI:
'Japanese retailing', The Economist (25 January 1997),
pp. 92, 95; Simon Watkins, 'Invasion of tbe retail giants',
The European (30 October-5 November 1997), pp. 26-7:
Riehard Tomkins, 'Wal-Mart makes foray into F.urope with
Wenkauf buy', Fina-iicial Times (19 December 1997), p. 21.

Warehouse clubs (also known as wholesale clubs or membership warehouses) sell huge volumes of a narrow range of goods — typically, brand-name
grocery items, appliances and clothing - at rock-bottom prices from low-cost,
edge-of-town, warehouse-like facilities to customers, mainly small retailers,
which pay an annual membership fee.
An example is Costco. Because its margins are so low, Costco relies on bulk
buying and the annual membership fee for profit. It selects its target customers
carefully - individuals are allowed to join provided they are professionals, operate
their own business and have an above-average income and stable employment.
Costco goes for doctors and solicitors with Volvos and big houses to store things
in; the ABs looking for bargains. Lower social groups are catered for by discount
supermarkets such as Kwik Save and Netto.14
A catalogue showroom sells a wide selection of high-mark-up, fast-moving,
brand-name goods at discount prices. Catalogue .showrooms make their money by
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cutting costs and margins to provide low prices that will attract a higher volume of
sales. Products on sale arc all listed in catalogues, which are placed on counters in
the store. Consumers fill in order forms tor goods they want and pass these to
sales assistants, who complete the transaction. The customer collects the
merchandise from the sales assistants or picks it up from a collection point in the
store. Argos and Index are examples of catalogue retailers that operate on British
high streets.
We have looked at the types of retailer. Next, let us address brokers and
agents.
BROKERS AND AGENTS.
Brokers and agents differ from merchant wholesalers in two ways: they do not take title to goods, and they perform only a few
functions. Their main function is u> help in buying and selling, and for these
services they earn a commission on the selling price. Like merchant wholesalers,
they generally specialize by product line or customer type. Because they are
specialists, they can offer valuable sales advice and expertise to clients.
A broker brings buyers and sellers together and assists in negotiation. Brokers
are employed temporarily and paid by the parties hiring them. They do not carry
inventory, get involved in financing, or assume risk. The most lainiliar examples
are food brokers, real estate brokers, insurance brokers and security brokers.
Agents represent buyers or sellers on a more permanent basis. There are several
types:
Manufacturers' agents or representatives arc the most common type of
agent. They represent two or more manufacturers of related lines. They have a
formal agreement with each manufacturer, covering prices, territories, orderhandling procedures, delivery, warranties and commission rates. They know each
manufacturer's product line and use their wide contacts to sell the products. They
do not, however, have much influence over prices and other marketing decisions,
and provide limited, if any, technical, product or service support. Manufacturers'
agents are used in lines such as clothing, furniture and electrical goods. Most
manufacturers' agents are small businesses, with only a few employees who are
skilled salespeople. They are hired by small producers that cannot afford to maintain their own field sales forces and by large producers that want to open new
territories to sell in areas that cannot support a full-time salesperson.
Manufacturers' agents therefore help producers to minimize selling costs for
current and new products and market territories.
Selling agents contract to sell a producer's entire output - either the manufacturer is not interested in doing the selling or feels unqualified. The selling agent
serves as a sales department and has considerable influence over prices, terms
and conditions of sale, as well as packaging, product development, promotion and
distribution policies. Unlike other manufacturers' agents, the selling agent
normally has no territory limits. Selling agents arc found in product areas such as
textiles, industrial machinery and equipment, coal and coke, chemicals and
metals.
Purchasing agents generally have a long-term relationship with buyers. They
make purchases for buyers and often receive, inspect, warehouse and ship goods
to the buyers. One type of purchasing agent is a resident buyer in big clothing
markets - purchasing specialists who look for apparel lines that can be carried by
small retailers located in small cities. They know a great deal about their product
lines, provide helpful market information to clients, and can also obtain the best
goods and prices available.
Commission merchants (or houses) arc agents that take physical possession
of products, grade, store and transport them, and negotiate sales with buyers in
the market. They are normally not used on a long-term basis. They are used most
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catalogue showroom
A retail operation tliat
sells a wide selection of
high mark-up, Jastm t iving, bra ml -1 in i ne
goods at discount priees.

broker

A wholesuler who dues
nnt take title to goods
and -whose jkiriction ix to
bring buyers and sellers
together and assist in
negotiation.
agent
A -wholesaler who
represents buyers or
sellers on a relatively
permanent basis,
performs only a few
functions, and does not
take title to goods.
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often in agricultural marketing by farmers who do not want to sell their own
output and who do not belong to cooperatives. Typically, the commission
merchant will take a truckload ol farm products to a central market, sell it for the
best price, deduct expenses and a commission, ,-ind pay the balance to the fanner.
Commission merchants have more power than the small producer over prices
and terms of sale. Not only do they obtain the best price possible in the market for
the producer, but they may also offer planning and financial assistance.
We have disciissed the types of channel member, Nest we look at decisions
concerning the number of channels to use.

Number of Marketing intermediaries

intensive distribution
Slocking the product in
ay many outlets as
possible.
exclusive distribution
Giving a limited number
of dealer* the exclusive
right to distribute the
company's products in
their territories.
selective distribution
The use of more than
one, but lens than all of
the intermediaries thm
are willing to carry thv
company's products.

Companies must also decide on channel breadth: that is, how extensive their
market coverage should be and, therefore, the number of channel members to use
at each level. Three strategies are available: intensive distribution, exclusive
distribution and selective distribution.
Producers of convenience products and common raw materials typically seek
intensive distribution - a strategy whereby they stock their products in as many
outlets as possible. These goods must be available where and when consumers
want them. For example, sweets, chewing gum. disposable razors, soft drinks,
batteries, camera film and other similar items are sold in myriad outlets to
provide maximum brand exposure and consumer convenience. Bic, Coca-Cola,
Nestle, Duracell, Fuji, Kodak and many consumer-goods companies distribute
their products in this way.
By contrast, some producers purposely limit the number of intermediaries
handling their products. The extreme form of this practice is exclusive distribution, in which the producer gives only a limited number of dealers the exclusive rights to distribute its products in their territories. Exclusive distribution is
often found in the distribution of luxury cars (e.g. Rolls-Royce, Lexus) and prestige clothes for men and women (e.g. Giorgio Armani, Hugo Boss, Yves St Laurent,
Christian Dior). By granting exclusive distribution, the manufacturers gain strong
selling support from the outlet and more control over dealer prices, promotion,
credit and services. Exclusive distribution also enhances brand image and allows
for higher mark-ups.
Between intensive and exclusive distribution lies selective distribution - the
use of more than one, but fewer than all of the intermediaries that are willing to
carry a company's products. Many electronics and other small household ap-
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pliance brands are distributed in this manner. For example, Philips-Whirlpool,
Braun, Electrolux. and Hoover sell their major appliances through dealer networks
and selected large retailers. By using selective distribution, they do not have to
spread their efforts over many outlets, including many marginal ones. They can
develop good working relationships with selected channel members and expect a
better-than-average selling effort. Selective distribution gives producers good
market coverage with more control and less cost than does intensive distribution.

• Responsibilities of Channel Members
The producer and its intermediaries need to agree on the terms and responsibilities of each channel member. The producer should establish a list price and a fair
set of discounts for intermediaries. It must define each channel member's territory, and it should be careful about where it places new resellers. Mutual services
and duties need to be spelled out carefully, especially in franchise and exclusive
distribution channels. For example, McDonald's provides franchisees with promotional support, a record-keeping system, training and general management
assistance. In turn, franchisees must meet company standards for physical facilities, co-operate with new promotion programmes, provide requested information,
and buy and supply specified food products.

Evaluating the Main Alternatives
Suppose a company has identified several channel alternatives and wants to
select the one that will best satisfy its long-run objectives. The firm must evaluate
each alternative against economic, control ;md adaptive criteria.
Using economic criteria, the company compares die likely profitability of
different channel alternatives. It estimates the sales that each channel would
produce and the costs of selling different volumes through each channel. The
company must also consider control issues. Using intermediaries usually means
giving them some control over the marketing of the product, and some intermediaries take more control than others. Other things being equal, the company
prefers to keep as much control as possible. Finally, the company must apply
adaptive criteria. Channels often involve long-term commitments to other firms
and loss of flexibility, making it hard to adapt the channel to a changing marketing
environment. The producer wants to keep the channel as flexible as possible. It
must therefore assess the level of risk attached to selecting a channel system. For
example, a company using a sales agency may have to offer a five-year contract.
During this period, other means of selling, such as a company sales force, may
become more effective, but the company cannot drop the sales agency. To be
considered, a channel involving long-term commitment should be greatly superior on economic or control grounds.

Designing International Distribution Channels
International marketers face many additional complexities in designing their
channels. Each country has its own unique distribution system that has evolved
over time and changes very slowly. These channel systems can vary widely from
country to country. The relative significance of different members or elements of
a channel system - for example, the role of wholesalers versus retailers or shopkeepers - can vary significantly across countries. For instance, in food and drinks
retailing, contract distributors play a far more important role hi the delivery of
goods from producer to retailer in the United Kingdom than in other EU countries
like Germany, France, Spain and Italy. Also, multiple retailer dominance of the
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grocery market is more pervasive in the United Kingdom than in the latter countries. Intercountry variations are partly due to history, tradition, legal conditions
find economic reasons behind effectiveness and efficiency. Thus global marketers
must usually adapt their channel strategies to the existing structures within each
country.
In some markets, the distribution system is complex and hard lo penetrate,
consisting of many layers and large numbers of intermediaries. Consider Japan:
The Japanese distribution system stems from the early seventeenth
century when cottage industries and a [quickly growing] urban
population spawned a merchant class ... Despite Japan's economic
achievements, the distribution system has remained remarkably faithful
to its antique pattern ... [It] encompasses a wide range of wholesalers and
other agents, brokers and retailers, differing more in number than in
function from their European or American counterparts. There arc
myriad tiny retail shops. An even greater number of wholesalers supplies
goods to them, layered tier upon tier, many more than most executives in
other country markets would think necessary. For example, soap may
move through three wholesalers plus a sales company after it leaves the
manufacturer before it ever reaches the retail outlet. A steak goes from
rancher to consumers in a process that often involves a dozen middle
agents ... The distribution network ... reflects the traditionally close ties
among many Japanese companies ... [and places] much greater emphasis
on personal relationships with users ... Although [these channels appear]
inefficient and cumbersome, they seem to serve the Japanese customer
well ... Lacking much storage space in their small homes, most Japanese
homeoiakers shop several times a week and prefer convenient [and more
personal] neighbourhood shops.13
Many western firms have had great difficulty breaking into the closely knit,
tradition-bound Japanese distribution network. Foreign companies have often
found this a major barrier lo setting up shop in Japan, although more recently,
channel changes within the Japanese market have enabled fast-footed multinationals
to secure a foothold in this unwieldy market. Marketing Highlight 21.2 draws attention to changes in Japan's Large-Scale Retail Store Law, and shows how large
western retailers have sought to breaking into Japan's famously restrictive and
overregulated retailing industry.
At the other extreme, distribution systems in developing countries may be
scattered and inefficient, or altogether lacking. For example. China and India are
huge markets, each containing hundreds of millions of people. In reality, however,
these markets are much smaller than the population numbers suggest. Because of
inadequate distribution systems in both countries, most companies can profitably
access only the small portion of the population that is located in each country's
most affluent cities.""'
Thus international marketers face a wide range of channel alternatives.
Designing efficient and effective channel systems between and within various
country markets poses a difficult challenge.

Channel Management Decisions
Channel management calls for selecting and motivating individual channel
members and evaluating their performance over time.

Selecting Channel Members
Producers vary in their ability to attract qualified marketing intermediaries. Some
producers have no trouble signing up channel members. For example, Toyota had
no trouble attracting new dealers for its Lexus line. Tn fact, it had to turn down
many would-be resellers. In some cases, the promise of exclusive or selective
distribution for a desirable product will draw plenty of applied nrs.
At the other extreme are producers that have to work hard to line up enough
qualified intermediaries. When Heckitt & Coleman first launched Us new 'green'
detergent brand, Down to Earth, in the I.TK market in 1990, access was restricted
to one supermarket chain - Teseo's. The Belgian firm Ecover managed to acquire
sole rights for distribution in Asda stores, and in Sainsbury's, Safeway and the
Co-op when it launched its radical 'green' detergents at the height of green
consumerism in the United Kingdom. A rival green brand, Ark, was launched in
1989 and secured distribution in specialist retail outlets, but since then, declining
sales have meant an erosion of the brand to the extent that it is no longer able to
secure distribution at all except through its mail-order network. Similarly, many
small lood and grocery producers that own marginal brands often have difficulty
getting retailers to carry their products.
When selecting intermediaries, the company should determine what characteristics distinguish the better ones. It will want to evaluate the channel members'
years in business, other lines carried, growth and profit record, level of co-operation and reputation. If the intermediaries are sales agents, the company will want to
evaluate the number and character of other lines carried and the size and quality
of the sales force. If the intermediary is a retail store that wants exclusive or selective distribution, the company will want to evaluate the store's customers, location and future growth potential.

Motivating Channel Members
Channel members must be continuously motivated to do their best. The company
must sell not only through the intermediaries, but to them. Most producers see
gaining intermediary co-operation as the primary problem. They can use the
'carrot-arid-stick1 approach. At times, they offer positive motivators such as
higher margins, special deals, premiums, co-operative advertising allowances,
display allowances and sales contests. At other times they use negative motivators, such as threatening to reduce margins, to slow down delivery or to end the
relationship altogether. A producer using this approach has usually failed to do a
good job of studying the needs, problems, strengths and weaknesses of its channel
members.
More advanced companies try to forge long-term partnerships with their
distributors. This involves building a planned, professionally managed, vertical
marketing system that meets the needs of both the manufacturer and the distributors.IT Thus, manufacturers such as P & G are working together with grocery
retailers to create superior value for final consumers. They jointly plan merchandising goals and strategies, inventory levels and advertising and promotion plans.
By working closely, as opposed to coercively, with these outlets, branded goods
manufacturers can increase their chances of successfully selling their company's
products. The challenge for companies lies in their ability to convince distributors that they can make their money by being part of an advanced vertical
marketing system.

Evaluating and Controlling Channel Members
The producer must regularly monitor the channel's performance against agreed
targets such as sales quotas, average inventory levels, customer delivery time,
treatment of damaged and lost goods, co-operation in company promotion and
training programmes, and services to the customer. The company should recognize and reward intermediaries that arc performing well. Those which are underperforming should he helped, remedial actions should he taken or, as a last resort,
the intermediary should he replaced. The firm must periodically 'requalify 1 its
intermediaries and prune the weak performers, allowing only the best ones to
cam'its products.
Finally, manufacturers need to he sensitive to their dealers. Those which
treat their dealers lightly risk not only losing their support, but also confronting
legal problems. Disputes with dealers are counterproductive and create bottlenecks that can frustrate a company's growth. The experience of the brewery
group Anhenser-Buseh is insightful.
If you ask for a Budweiser in a bar in America or Asia, you will get a light
beer from Anheuser-Busch, the world's largest brewer. Ask the same
question in a European bar and you are likely to be served a stronger,
hoppier beer from the Czech Republic's Budejovieky Budvar brewery. If
you want the American version, you will have to ask for a 'Bud', unless
you are in the United Kingdom, where both variants share the Budweiser
name. But Budvar has now started selling its own Dud in the Czech
Republic, an extra strong lager, which it hopes also to sell to big-drinking
Germans, However, it will have to win the right to use the name Bud in
Germany, a privilege also denied to the American brewer AnheuserBuseh. which sells its beer in the country as plain 'B'. Anheuser-Busch,
began selling Budweiser beer in 1876, some I1) years before Budejovieky
Budvar, the Czech brewer was established. Following an agreement in
1911, Budvar won exclusive rights to use the Budweiser name throughout
most of Europe, while Anheuser-Busch gained the rights in North
America, South America and most of Asia. Currently, Budvar has the
exclusive rights to use the name Budweiser in 42 countries, in addition to
the l.'K, while Anheuser-Busch sells under that name in 11 European
countries, and the name Bud in a further 9. Budvar, however, had
registered the name Bud in 1950 in a few countries, including the former
Soviet Union, Czeehoslavakia, Hungary and Austria. Both brewers are
keen to expand sales of their Budweiser/13ud brand in Europe, especially
the big drinking markets like Germany. After the Velvet Revolution in
1989, Anheuser-Busch started a concerted campaign to gain a 34 per cent
stake in findvar and resumed trademark negotiations, Anheuser-Buseh,
however, had to divorce the purchase of the stake in Budvar from a
resolution of the trademark dispute, which was hampering the brewer's
plans to market Budweiser in other important European markets. Jack
Pnrncll, chairman and chief executive of Anheuser-Buseh International,
said he hoped that separation of the investment from the trademark
dispute would advance progress in both issues. The delicate relations
between Budvar and Anheuser-Busch have made the Czech government
procrastinate with privatization, originally scheduled for the end of 1996.
So, while the government would eventually decide on how Budvar should
be privatised, Anheuser-Busch pursued further negotiations on reaching
trademark agreements elsewhere. The American brewer terminated
negotiations in September 1996 after securing favourable trademark
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rulings in Spain, Greece, Sweden, Finland, Norway, Lithuania and Latvia.
Meanwhile, Anheuser-Ruseb is prepared to appeal against any
unfavourable decisions (e.g. if Budvar succeeds in its claim to the Bud
name in Germany) which hampers the development of its Budweiser
business in Europe."5
The key to profitable channel management lies in creating win-win outcomes
for all in the channel system - a symbiotic relationship that yields co-operation,
not conflict, among channel participants will invariably result in higher channel
performance.

Physical Distribution arid Logistics
Management
In today's global marketplace, selling a product is sometimes easier than physically getting ii. to customers. Companies must decide on the best way to store,
handle and move their products and services, so that they ,'irc available to
customers in the right assortments, at the right time and in the right place.
Logistics effectiveness will have a significant impact on both customer satisfaction and company costs. A poor distribution system can destroy an otherwise
good marketing effort. Here we consider the nature and importance of marketing
logistics, goals of the logistics .system, major logistics functions, choosing transportation modes and the importance at international logistics.

Nature and Importance of Physical
Distribution and Marketingo Logistics
o
To some managers, physical distribution means only trucks and warehouses. But
modern logistics is much more than this. Physical distribution or marketing
logistics involves planning, implementing and controlling the physical flow of
materials, final goods and related information from points of origin to points of
consumption to meet customer requirements at a profit. In short, it involves
getting the right product to the right customer in the right place at the right time.
Traditional physical distribution has typically started with products at the
plant and tried to find low-cost solutions to get them to customers. However,
marketing logistics thinking starts with the marketplace and works backwards to
the factory. Logistics addresses the problem of outbound distribution (moving
products from the factory to customers) and that of inbound distribution (moving
products and materials from suppliers to the factory). It involves the management
of entire supply chains, value-added flows from suppliers to final users, as shown
in Figure 21.6. Thus the logistics manager's task is to co-ordinate the whole
channel physical distribution system - the activities of suppliers, purchasing
agents, marketers, channel members and customers. These activities include
forecasting, purchasing, production planning, order processing, inventory
management, warehousing and transportation planning.
Companies today are placing greater emphasis on logistics for several
reasons:
•

Customer service and satisfaction have become the cornerstones of
marketing strategy in many businesses, and distribution is an important

physical distribution
(marketing logistics)
The caskfi involved in
planning, implementing
and controlling the
physical flats of
materials and final
goods from points of
origin to points of use to
meet the needs of
customers at a profit.
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Figure 21.6

Supply chain depicting value-added flows
from suppliers to final users
customer service element. Companies are finding that they can win and
keep more customers by giving faster delivery, better service or lower prices
through more effective logistics. On the other hand, companies may lose
customers when they fail to supply the right products on time.
Logistics is a major cost element for most companies. About 15 per cent of
an average product's price is accounted for by shipping and transport alone.
Companies that do not take advantage of modern decision tools for coordinating inventory levels, transportation modes, and plant, warehouse and
store locations make poor logistics decisions that result in higher costs.
Improvements in physical distribution efficiency can yield tremendous cost
savings for both the company and its customers.
The explosion in product variety has created a need for improved logistics
management. For example, in the early part of the twentieth century, Che
typical grocery store carried only 200-300 items. The store manager could
keep track of this inventory on about ten pages of notebook paper stuffed in
a shirt pocket. Today, the average store carries a bewildering stock of
thousands of items. Ordering, shipping, stocking and controlling such a
variety of products presents a sizeable logistics challenge.
Finally, developments in information technology have created opportunities
for positive gains in distribution efficiency. The increased use of computers,
electronic point-of-sale scanners, uniform product codes, satellite tracking,
electronic data interchange (EDI) and electronic funds transfer (EFT) has
allowed companies to create advanced systems for order processing,
inventory control and handling, and transportation routing and scheduling.
These recent technological advances benefit not only manufacturers, but
also members at other levels of the channel. Take EDI, for example: it
speeds up the sending of business information, such as invoices and orders.
With the need for fast response time, a retailer connected up to its suppliers
could ensure that the lead time between order and supply is shortened as far
as is possible. The manufacturers or suppliers have up-to-date information
on retailer stocking levels and needs, and can respond faster than by using
traditional manual methods. Consumers further down the line gain in that
they can buy what they want at the right time and the right place. Indeed, in
some industry sectors, such as retailing, certain companies are demanding
EDI connections as a condition of trading.

Coals of the Logistics System
The starting point for designing a marketing logistics system is to study the
service needs of customers. They may want several distribution services from
suppliers: fast and efficient order processing, speedy and flexible delivery,

presorting and pro tagging ot' merchandise, order-tracking Information, and a willingness to take back or replace defective goods.
Unfortunately, few companies can achieve the logistic objective of both maximizing customer service and minimizing distribution costs. Maximum customer
service implies rapid delivery, large inventories, flexible assortments, liberal
returns policies and a host of other services - all of which rai.se distribution costs.
In contrast, minimum distribution cost implies slower delivery, small inventories
and larger shipping lots — which represent a lower level of overall customer
service.
Instead, the goal of the marketing logistics system should be to provide a
targeted level of customer service at the leant cost by identifying the importance
of various distribution services that customers require and then setting desired
service levels for each segment, taking into account the level of service offered by
competitors. The ultimate objective is to maximize profits, not sales. Therefore,
the company must weigh the benefits of providing higher levels of service against
the costs. Some companies offer less service than their competitors and charge a
lower price. Other companies offer more service and charge higher prices to
cover higher costs.

Major Logistics Functions
The major logistics functions are order processing, warehousing, inventory
management and transportation.

• Order Processing
The logistics process starts with the firm getting an order from the customer.
Orders can be submitted in many ways - by mail or telephone, through salespeople, or via computer and electronic data interchange (EDI). Once received,
orders must be processed quickly and accurately. The order-processing system
prepares invoices and sends order information to those who need it. The appropriate warehouse receives instructions to pack and dispatch the ordered items.
Products out of stock are back-ordered. Shipped items are accompanied by shipping and billing documents, with copies going to various departments.
Both the company and its customers benefit when the order-processing steps
are carried out efficiently. Ideally, salespeople send in their orders daily, often
using online computers. The order department immediately processes these
orders and the warehouse sends the goods out on time. Bills or invoices go out as
soon as possible. Most companies now use computerized order-processing
systems to speed up the order—shipping-billing cycle. Such modern computing
systems enable firms to reduce distribution costs, while speeding up activities and
increasing the level of service to customers.

•

Warehousing

Every company must store its goods while they wait to be sold. To ensure it can
meet orders speedily, it must have stock available. A storage function is needed
because production and consumption cycles rarely match. For example, a lawn
mower manufacturer must produce all year long and store up its products for the
heavy spring and summer buying season. The storage function overcomes differences in needed quantities and timing.
A company must decide on /IOTO many and what types of warehouses it
needs, and 'where they will be located. The more warehouses the company uses,
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the more quickly goods can he delivered to customers and the higher the service
level. However, more locations mean higher warehousing costs. The company,
therefore, must balance the level of customer service against distribution costs.
Some company stock is kept at or near the production plant, with the rest
located in warehouses around the country. The company might own private warehouses, rent space in public warehouses, or both. Companies have more control
over owned warehouses, but that tics up their capital and is less flexible it' desired
locations change;. In contrast, public warehouses charge for the rented space and
provide additional services (at a cost) for inspecting goods, packaging them, shipping them and invoicing them. By using public warehouses, companies also have
a wide choice of locations and warehouse types.
Companies may use distribution centres, which are designed to move goods
rather than just store them. They are large and highly automated warehouses
designed to receive goods from various plants and suppliers, take orders, fill them
efficiently, and deliver goods to customers as quickly as possible. In the European
market, producers of industrial and consumer goods are having not only to make
trade-offs between customer service level and costs, but also to consider the feasibility of incorporating pan-European distribution networks to provide consistently high standards of service and flexibility. For example. British Steel, in the
face of stiff competition in mainland European markets, set up regional distribution centres to be closer to customers, while also developing informationtechnology links between production plants, distribution operators and
customers in an attempt to improve service efficiency.'1'
Newer, single-store? automated warehouses with advanced materialshandling systems under the control of a central computer are increasingly
replacing older, multistorey warehouses with outdated materials-handling
methods In these warehouses, only a few employees are necessary. Computers
read orders and direct lift trucks, electric hoists or robots to gather goods, move
them to loading docks and issue invoices. The modern high-tech warehouse with high bay storage, using narrow aisle trucks and more stacker cranes, backed
by multilevel picking or sorting systems - is a growing trend in Europe. Such
warehouses have reduced worker injuries, labour costs, theft and breakage, and
have improved inventory control. Producers, however, do not necessarily have to
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make heavy capital investments to secure such high-tech warehousing - increasingly, the advanced software and warehousing solutions are being provided by
specialist distribution companies, which are taking over large sections of firms'
in-house warehousing and distribution functions.

• Inventory
Inventory levels also affect customer satisfaction. The major problem is deciding
how much stock should be held. Logistics managers have to decide on how to
maintain the delicate balance between carrying too much inventory and carrying
too little. Carrying too much inventory results in higher-than-necessary inventory carrying costs and stock obsolescence. Carrying too little may result in
stock-outs, costly emergency shipments or production, customer dissatisfaction
or. worse, lost sales as unserved customers defect to a competitor. In making
inventory decisions, management must balance the costs of carrying larger inventories against resulting sales and profits.
Inventory decisions involve knowing both when to order and how much to
order. In deciding when to order, the company balances the risks of running out of
stock against the costs of carrying too much. In deciding how much to order, tire
company needs to balance order-processing costs against inventory carrying
costs. Larger average-order size means fewer orders and lower order-processing
costs, but it also means larger inventory carrying costs.
During the past decade, many companies have greatly reduced their inventories and related costs through juat-in-time (JIT) logistics systems. Through
such systems, producers and retailers carry only small inventories of parts or
merchandise, often only enough for a few days of operations. New stock arrives at
the factory or retail outlet exactly when needed, rather than being stored in
inventory until being used, JIT systems require accurate forecasting along with
fast, frequent and flexible delivery, so that new supplies will be available when
needed. However, these systems result in substantial savings in inventory
carrying and handling costs. By keeping the flow in the pipeline - raw materials,
work-in-progress, finished goods - to a minimum, suppliers can enhance logistics
efficiency, while ensuring that customer service objectives are regularly met.
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Tm n sportatio ri
Transportation decisions have a critical impact on logistics costs. The choice of
transportation carriers affects the pricing of products, delivery performance and
condition of the goods when they arrive - all of which will ultimately affect
customer satisfaction.
In shipping goods to its warehouses, dealers and customers, the company can
choose among five transportation modes: road, rail, water, pipeline and air.
ROAD.
Trucks are highly flexible in their routing and time schedules. They arc
efficient for short hauls of high-value merchandise, hi the EU, the bulk of goods
traded is moved by road vehicles. The Conference of European Transport
Ministers (CEMT) reported that transport volumes in the EU have risen by more
than 50 per cent in the last 20 years. The hulk of this growth has been in road
transport, which accounts for over 74 per cent of European freight transport/"
Haulage rates for different cargo loads over different distances among EU member
nations do, however, vary - Greek domestic rates are the lowest, followed by UK
rates: German haulage costs are the highest, with France and Italy close behind in
the high end of the rate spectrum. J! The gradual deregulation and removal of
restrictive practices in the road transport market in the EU is expected ro
increase intra-EU haulage competition, with a downward pressure on rates. Also,
there will be greater freedom for international hauliers to transport goods between
destinations within one country, thereby raising the efficiency in use of trucks.
RAIL. Railroads are one of the most cost-ef'fective modes for shipping large
amounts of bulk products - coal, sand, minerals, farm and forest products - over
long distances. In Europe, rail accounts for just over 17 per cent of total freight
traffic. Ongoing developments, such as the Clumnel Tunnel and its associated
freight links, together with the EU's efforts to speed up the development of rail
freight and combined road/rail transport services throughout Europe - including
the opening up of networks in eastern Europe - are pushing rail transport much
more firmly into the general distribution spotlight:

A European 'rail renaissance' will cost a staggering ecu300 billion. The
importance given to railways is apparent from the European
Commission's list of two dozen or more priority transport projects. Nine
ot' them are high-speed rail links, including the Brenner rail tunnel
through the Austrian Alps and the Kehninarn Belt Baltic fixed link
running between Denmark and Germany. However, real collaboration and
standardization among Europe's railways is indispensable for reinforcing
rail's presence on main cross-border routes. While there is some evidence
that Europe's new railways are attracting passengers back, the
revitalizatiori of rail freight may take some time. There is optimism in the
air as authorities and politicians alike agree that it is not a simple
question of road versus rail - Europe must have both.22
WATER. In countries favourably served by coastal and inland waterways, a
large amount of goods can be moved by ships and barges. On the one hand, the
cost of water transportation is very low for shipping bulky, low-value, non-perishable
products such as sand, coal, grain, oil and metallic ores - a single coaster or ro-ro
(roll on, roll off) ship can carry the same cargo as dozens of trains or hundreds of
trucks. On the other hand, water transportation is the slowest transportation
mode arid is sometimes affected by the weather. Again, producers and suppliers
have to make choice decisions based on trade-offs between speed, security and
costs of transportation.
In the EU. waterways' share of freight transport volume is around 8 per cent low compared to rail and roads. Its full potential, however, cannot be realized
without harmonization of European shipping and port policies and pricing
systems, and the removal of existing restrictive and unnecessary legislation.
German operators, for example, have been set against traditional cheaper rivals in
Holland, Belgium and France. Despite the problems, the EU and member governments are set on pushing ahead with ambitious plans to upgrade Europe's
waterway network, with hopes pinned on a healthier waterway freight industry in
the future.2-1
PIPELINE. Pipelines are a specialized means of shipping raw commodities
such as petroleum, natural gas and chemicals from sources to markets. Pipeline
shipment of petroleum products costs less than rail shipment, but more than
water shipment. Host pipelines are used by their owners to ship their own
products.
A l R . Although the use of air carriers tends to be restricted to low-bulk goods,
they are becoming more important as a transportation mode. Air-freight rates are
much higher than rail or truck rates, but air freight is ideal when speed is needed
or distant markets have to be reached. Among the most frequently air-freighted
products are perishables (fresh fish, cut flowers) and high-value, low-bulk items
(technical instruments, jewellery). Companies find that air freight also reduces
inventory levels, packaging costs and the number of warehouses needed.

Choosing Transportation Modes
In choosing a transportation mode for a product, shippers consider as many as
five criteria, as shown in Table 21.2. Thus, if a shipper needs speed, air and truck
are the prime choices. If die goal is low cost, then water or pipeline might be best.
Trucks appear to offer the most advantages. In practice, firms may rely on a
combination of transportation methods which would best enable them to meet
logistics objectives cost effectively.
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Table 21.2

Ranking; of transportation modes

SPEED
(DOOR-TO-DOOR)
DELIVERY TIME
Rail
Water
Truck
Pipeline

Air

3
4
2
5
1

DEPENDABILITY
(MEETING
SCHEDULES ON TIMt-j)
4

5
2

i

3

CAPABILITY
AVAILABILITY
(ABILITY TO HANDLE (NO. OF GEOGRAPHIC
COST
VARIOUS PRODUCTS)
POINTS SBUVED) (PER TON-MILE)
2
1
3
5
4

2
4
1
5
3

3
1
4
2
5

Internationa] Logistics
International logistics is a critieal area for more and more global businesses,
whose inbound supply movements are shifting from domestic sources to global
ones, and whose outbound supplies undergo an equally international trade flow.
Sophisticated eomputer-based technologies, such as computer-integrated logistics (OIL), are being used to enable international companies and logistics service
providers to manage the supply chain and specific logistics functions.
International logistics place even greater demands on good integration of
logistics operations and systems between supplier/manufacturer and others
involved in moving supplies or goods along the supply chain across national
borders. In the European market, increasing competitive pressures and the
continuing drive for greater efficiency have forced distribution service providers,
in the first instance, to focus more heavily on service quality improvement or risk
losing out on invitations to bid for new business. Manufacturers and distribution
operators alike have sought to set up pan-European distribution networks,
although with mixed results.154 To be effective, international logistics must be
planned and co-ordinated to achieve desired cost advantages while meeting
customer service needs.

integrated logistics
management
A physical distribution
coJK.'fc'pf thai recognizes
the need for a firm to
integrate its logistics
system -with those of
its suppliers and
customers. The aim is
co maximize the
performance of the entire
distribution system.

Channel Trends
We have examined the major channel and logistics decisions facing managers.
Finally, let us look at the major changes occurring in distribution channels.

Integrated Logistics Management
Today, companies arc increasingly adopting the concept of integrated logistics
management. This concept recognizes that providing better customer service and
trimming distribution costs require teamwork, both inside the company and

among all the marketing channel organizations. Inside the company, the various
functional departments must work closely together to maximize the company's
own logistics performance. The company must also integrate its logistics system
with those of its suppliers and customers lo maximize the performance of the
entire distribution system. Where firms' recognize that particular logistics functions
are not their area of core competence, they have these activities carried out by
specialists that will achieve greater effectiveness and efficiency.

* Cross-Functional Teamwork Inside the Company
In most companies, responsibility for various logistics activities is assigned to
many different functional units - marketing, sales, finance, manufacturing,
purchasing. Too often, each function tries to optimize its own logistics performance without regard for the activities of the other functions. However, transportation, inventory, warehousing and order-processing activities interact, often in an
inverse way. For example, lower inventory levels reduce inventory carrying costs.
But they may also reduce customer service and increase costs from stock-outs,
backorders, special production runs and costly fast-freight shipments. Because
distribution activities involve strong trade-offs, decisions by different functions
must be co-ordinated to achieve superior overall logistics performance. Thus die
goal of integrated logistics management is to harmonize all of the company's distribution decisions. Close working relationships among functions can be achieved in
several ways.
Some companies have created permanent logistics committees made up of
managers responsible for different physical distribution activities. These committees meet often to set policies for improving overall logistics performance.
Companies can also create management positions that link the logistics activities of functional areas. Many companies have created 'supply managers', who
manage the full supply chain activities for each of the company's product categories.2S Some have a head of logistics with cross-functional authority. In fact,
according to one logistics expert, three-quarters of all large wholesalers and
retailers and a third of the big manufacturing companies have senior logistics officers at top management level.2'1 The location of the logistics functions within the
company is a secondary concern. The important thing is that the company coordinates its logistics and marketing activities to create high market satisfaction
at a reasonable cost.

• Building Channel Partnerships
The members of a distribution channel are linked closely in delivering customer satisfaction and value. One company's distribution system is another company's supply
system. The success of each channel member depends on the performance of the
entire supply chain. For example, a big supermarket can charge the lowest prices
at retail only if its entire supply chain - consisting of thousands of merchandise
suppliers, transport companies, warehouses and service providers - operates at
maximum efficiency.
Companies must do more than improve their own logistics. They must also
work with other channel members to improve whole-channel distribution. This
would enable everyone involved to enhance total customer satisfaction. For
example, it makes little sense for a clothing manufacturer to ship finished apparel
to its own warehouses, then from these warehouses to a department store's warehouses, from which they are then shipped to the department store. If the two
companies can work together, the apparel producer might he able to ship much of
its merchandise directly to the department store, saving time, inventory and
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shipping costs for both. Today, clever companies are co-ordinating their logistics
strategies and building strong partnerships with suppliers and customers Lo
improve customer service and reduce channel costs.'7
These channel partnerships can take many forms. Many companies have
created cross-fimctionat, cross-company teams. Other companies partner
through shared projects. For example, many larger retailers are working closely
with suppliers on ill-store programmes. Sonic retailers even allow key suppliers to
use their stores as a testing ground for new merchandising programmes. The
suppliers spend time at the stores watching how their product sells and how
customers relate to it. They then create programmes specially tailored to the
store and its customers. In this way, both supplier and customer benefit from
such partnerships.
Channel partnerships may also take the form of information sharing and
continuous inventory replenishment systems. Companies manage their supply
chains through information. Suppliers link up with customers through TCI.) I systems
to share information and co-ordinate their logistics decisions. The recent success of
America's big drug wholesalers or Pharmacy Benefit Managers has been, in part,
due to their ability to supply such information services to retailers and bulk
buyers of medicines. Benetton, the Italian company, has also gained competitive
advantage through its management of total supply or throughput time. It uses
direct feedback from its franchised outlets to monitor sales trendy, links this
information into its computer-aided design and manufacturing system and.
making use of its highly flexible manufacturing processes, quickly produces (even
small quantities) to order.2S
Today, as a result of such partnerships, many companies have switched
from anticipatory-based distribution systems to response-based distribution
systems.2'1 In anticipatory distribution, the company produces the amount of
goods called for by a sales forecast, holding stocks at various supply points such as
the plant, distribution centres and retail outlets. Each supply point reorders automatically when its order point is reached. When sales are slower than expected,
the company tries to reduce its inventories by offering discounts, rebates and
promotions.
A response-based distribution system, in contrast, is customer-triggered. The
producer continuously builds and replaces stock as orders arrive. It produces
what is currently selling. For example, Japanese car makers take orders for cars,
then produce and ship them within tour days. Some large appliance manufacturers, such as Philips-Whirlpool, are moving to this system. And Benetton uses a
quick-response system - it dyes its sweaters and garments in grey, so that these
can be swiftly re-dyed in the new 'in' colours for the season, instead of trying to
guess long in advance which colours people will want. Producing for order rather
than for forecast substantially cuts down inventory costs and risks.
Partnerships in logistics are expected to grow in importance in the years
ahead. Furthermore, some companies are outsourcing more and more of their
logistics functions to third-party logistics providers (e.g. FedEx Logistics, Emory
Global Logistics) that they believe can do the jobs more efficiently, leaving them
free to focus more intensely on their core business. Finally, managers argue that
integrated logistics companies understand increasingly complex logistics environments. For example, companies distributing in Europe can gain a complete panEuropean distribution system without incurring the costs, delays and risks
associated with setting up their own system, given the bewildering array of environmental restrictions that affect logistics - from product packaging standards,
truck size and weight limits to noise and pollution controls.
The purpose of external logistics partnerships and outsourcing logistics must
ultimately be to improve service delivery to customers and enhance customer
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The trend towards globalization
means that more and more multinational businesses have cut their
number of factories in Europe and
concentrated production in fewer
countries. Many such companies
have also subcontracted their transport and warehousing services to a
single outside provider of logistics
services.
A recent study carried out jointly by
McKinsey, the management consultancy, and the
Centre for European Logistics examined logistics
alliances between 50 customer companies and
20 logistics specialists across five northern
European countries. The study's main conclusion
was that most of the companies' outsourcing of
logistics activities was excessively driven by cost
reduction with insufficient focus on improving
service quality to customers.
The study showed that logistics alliances
were being set up rapidly in both industrial and
consumer product sectors. So far, most involved
the stocking, handling and transporting of finished goods. Less than 50 per cent of firms studied also developed alliances for handling the
inflow of goods, parts and materials. The study
highlighted two main motives for creating logistics alliances;
1. To specialize production across national
borders.
2.

To focus on the firm's core competences,
such as production, product development,
marketing and selling.

Tims it was deemed better to outsource logistics
to a specialist provider.
The study showed that pioneers like the
photocopier maker Rank Xerox and the Dutch
transport company Frans Ma as have maintained
an evolving relationship for over ten years, with
periodic increases in the scope and value added
by the arrangement. It takes a great deal of time
to build this level of relationship. Almost half the
arrangements studied which involved international flows were taken by freight forwarders

such as Sweden's AS G and
Germany's Kuehne & Nagel, If
national alliances were included,
the leaders were warehousing specialists,
such
as
Nedlloyd's
Districenters and NFC's Excel.
For the majority of logistics
deals, the relationship would best
be described as 'contract logistics',
not a mature alliance. Companies
tended to ehoose logistic service
providers on the basis of hard,
competitive cost bidding, with
only one in seven of the customer companies
opting to negotiate with an existing service
provider on a 'sole-source' basis. The excessive
focus on cost cutting and the lamentably low
emphasis given to service improvement was
largely due to the fact that the main stimulus
behind many of the alliances was corporate
restructuring.
The McKinsey consultants stress that such
cost-oriented thinking underlying alliance negotiations inhibits a successful outcome. Rather, customer companies should prioritize delivery service.
If this can be improved then, arguably, cost
reduction will occur through improved methods
and co-operation between the alliance partners.
Furthermore, to set up successful logistics
partnerships, companies must nurture their relationship with service providers. For the relationship to flourish, there must be information
sharing and a desire to explore means of extending the scope of the arrangement: for example,
subcontracting management control of all or part
of the company's inward and outward logistics, or
supply chain.
Logistics alliances are a means of achieving
competitive advantage in the supply chain.
However, companies must balance cost pressures
(efficiencies) against the pursuit of longer-run
benefits, such as service delivery improvements
and customer satisfaction. Ultimately, only by
taking a more customer-driven approach will
companies' logistics deals deliver.
SOURCES: IVtcr van Laarhoven and (Jraham iShitrman,
'LogLstius ;ilii;mue$: the European experience'. McKinsey
Quarterly, 1 (1994), Christopher Lorenz, 'A deal that ;ums to
deliver', Finanaial '/Times (1 June 1994), p. 19.

satisfaction. Too often, however, logistics alliances are focused too much on cost
reduction and too little on achieving real improvements in delivery performance
and customer satisfaction (sec Marketing Highlight 21.3).

Retailing and Wholesaling Trends
O

G?

• Retailing Trench
A number of general trends affect the retailing industry worldwide. During the
1980s, retail sales in real terms grew in most European countries, the United
States and Japan. Many retailers expanded their operations quickly, often using
borrowed money. During the 1990s, a combination of sluggish consumer spending as recession hit harder in these countries - rising interest rates and overcapacity
led to manv casualties:
A host of American department stores, including Bloomiugdales and Bon
Marche, filed for bankruptcy; the United States' most famous store, Sears
Roebuck, had been reduced to offering everyday low prices; bankruptcy
also hit the British speciality fashion retailer. Sock Shop International;
Harvey Nicholls. a fashionable London department store, was sold by its
owner, the Burton Group, to Dickson Concepts, the Hong Kong-based
retailing and wholesaling group; Aquascutum and Daks-Simpson fashion
groups were taken over by Japanese companies; banks came to the rescue
of Germany's Co-op, having agreed to write off loans of gl billion;
Germany's two largest store groups, Karstadt and liartie, merged;
Benetton gave tip its financial services business and sought to refocus
its efforts on its fashion business. In Japan, small shopkeepers were
panicking as the Large-Scale Store Law which unfairly protected their
trade was to be repealed.-10
Most exposed to the retailing difficulties were stores that grew too fast and/or
borrowed too much during the 1980s. However, other retailers and retailing
approaches - mail-order companies, discounters, warehouses, hypermarket
chains and the large and out-of-town 'category killers' - have become more
prominent. 31
Another trend that impacts on retailers is the increasing internationalization
of the industry. For many domestic retailers, the opportunities for expansion in
the home territory are drying up. Growth will have to come from winning share
from competitors in existing markets. Rut greater competition and new types of
retailer make it harder to improve market shares. As a result, more big retailers
are now looking overseas for earnings growth. They must develop an awareness of
international retailing developments and develop the skills for international
retailing. To remain competitive, retailers must adjust to a tougher trading
climate in the late 1990s. They must do several things well:
•
•

They must choose target segments carefully and position themselves
strongly.
Retailers have to find new ways to boost sales. To do this, they must stress
good value for money, respond to demographic trends and strive to deliver
products that consumers want. Good service will also be paramount for
success. The latter means more than just smiling sales staff; it means
efficient stock control, quality assurance, logical store layouts and

Channel Trends

•

convenient access, including good opening hours to encourage shoppers to
spend more in the shops.
Quickly rising costs will make more efficient operation and smarter buying
essential to successful retailing. Controlling costs will be vital. As a result,
retail technologies are growing in importance as competitive tools. As
mentioned earlier, progressive retailers and producers alike are using
computers to produce better forecasts, reduce and control inventory costs,
order electronically from suppliers, communicate between stores, and even
sell to consumers within stores. They are adopting checkout scanning
systems, in-store television, online transaction processing and electronic
t'unds transfer. The key to lasting success is efficient consumer response
(ECR) - slicing time out of the entire supply process and working in
partnership with their suppliers to deliver goods consumers want whenever
and wherever they want them/ 12

Many retailing innovations are partially explained by the wheel of retailing
concept. According to this concept, many new types of retailing forms begin as
low-margin, low-price, low-status operations. They challenge established retailers
that have become 'fat' by letting their costs and margins increase. The new
retailers' success leads them to upgrade their facilities, carry higher-quality
merchandise and offer more services. In turn, their costs increase, forcing them
to increase their prices. Eventually, the new retailers become like the conventional retailers they replaced. The cycle begins again when still newer types of
retailer evolve with lower costs and prices. The wheel of retailing concept seems
to explain the initial success and later troubles of department stores, supermarkets and discount stores, and the recent success of off-price and no-frills
retailers.33 Thus retailers can no longer sit back with a successful formula.
To remain successful, they must keep adapting and reshaping their business
accordingly.
While the wheel of retailing explains the evolution and development of new
types of retail store, the concept of the retailing accordion can be used to explain
the intermittent changes in the depth of retailers' merchandise or the breadth of
their operations. Typically, retailers begin by selling a wide assortment of products. They are followed by retailers offering a narrower or more specialized range
of products, which in turn are eventually superseded by broad-line mass
merchandisers. The theory suggests that retailers pass through a generalspecific-general cycle. It adequately tapped the evolution of the American retail
scene, where the nineteenth-century general stores gave way to the twentiethcentury specialist retailers, which were then superseded by the postwar mass
merchandisers. The accordion concept may be used to describe the more recent
specific -general -specific cycle of retailing observed in some sectors.
For instance, some retailers begin by selling a narrow range or special
type of goods, as in a grocery store that carries mainly food, drinks and
convenience items. As sales expand, the store manager tends to add new
merchandise, such as household goods, stationery, cosmetics and nonprescription drugs, to his or her portfolio. As it grows further, extra
services and amenities - for example, delicatessen, fresh-fish-and-seafood
counter, in-store bakery, credit card and cheque facilities - are added.
This is the path reflected by large supermarkets in the United Kingdom,
which started as narrow-line high-street grocery retailers, stretching out,
over the 1980s, into broad-line superstores. More recently, as further
growth in edge-of-town superstores is slowing down and out-of-town
shopping centres are reaching saturation point, the United Kingdom's
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Pharmaceutical
Wholesalers: Global
Trends
Traditionally,
pharmaceutical
wholesalers are local operators,
with no single company operating
worldwide, in marked contrast to
the pharmaceutical company,
which tends to be global.
Generally, drug wholesalers tend
to be fragmented, with few firms
serving an entire national territory. The majority are family-owned firms and
most of the large ones grew from small operations. Globally, there arc no standard channel
structures and systems differ from country to
country. However, many arc affected by common
operational and regulator)' conditions. In countries where the wholesalers plays a dominant role
in supply, the traditional channel system bears
the following features and trends:
•

•

Wholesalers tend to consolidate goods from
all manufacturers and deliver them to a
specific group of clients (primarily
pharmacies, hospitals and other bulk buyers
of medicines). In the principal developed
economies, the majority of pharmaceutical
products reach patients through the
wholesaler-pharmacy route. On average,
about 80 per cent of pharmaceutical
products flow to retailers through wholesalers;
however, the figures for individual countries
vary, as shown in Table 1.
Manufacturers continue to use
wholesalers because of the high 'value added'
they contribute to the manufacturer's
product, their provision of customer sen'ice,
and their sophisticated level of operation
and potential efficiencies. The number of
drug wholesalers varies from country to
country: for example, there is one, the stateowned distributor, operating in Norway; two
in Sweden; three in Finland; between 5 and
280 in the other European countries; 180 in
the United States; and over 7,000 in Japan.
In most countries, the Pharmaceuticals
industry, as part of the healthcare industry,

faces strong pressure to lower
prices. Wholesalers in this
industry are invariably affected by
these conditions, and margins {at
lower than 5 per cent) are already
being squeezed due to pressure
for cost containment by
governments, private healthcare
insurance programmes and
increased competition in many
markets.
• Increased automation of
logistics systems, as in the use
of electronic data processing, invoicing and
inventory control, has helped wholesalers to
streamline operations and reduce costs, with
most of the savings being passed to
customers. They are placing more emphasis
on market information and intelligence.
Those, like the big US distrihutors, that have
lots of timely data are able to service key
customers more effectively than others. And
they use this valuable asset to tie up
manufacturers that supply them with the
merchandise.
More consolidation is expected to occur in
the drug wholesaling industry, resulting in
fewer, but financially stronger, companies.
An Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) study
reports that, with the exception of Italy,
Japan and Spain, the drug wholesalers sector
in most countries is dominated by just two
operators (e.g. the top two wholesalers have
45 per cent share of the market in Germany,
55 per cent in France, 65 per cent in
Canada, 67 per cent in the I.'niled Kingdom,
41 per cent in the United States and 80 per
eent in the Netherlands).
Increasingly, wholesalers are trying to
diversify and to expand into new geographic
markets. Recently, many national
wholesalers have attempted to 'Europeanize'
their operations through acquisitions or
alliances: (IERP Rouen (France) acquired SA
Defraene (Belgium) and three other Spanish
wholesalers; ERP (France) and the Italian
Alleanza took stakes in the Portuguese SIF;
CERP Lorraine (France) bought Leige
Pharma and Promephar of Belgium, while

TABLE 1 PERCENTAGE OF DRUGS OOIKG THROUGH
WHOLESALERS (1992)
COUNTRY

PERCENTAGE

United States
Japan
United Kingdom
Germany

France
Belgium
Netherlands
Spain
Italy
Scandinavia

60
80
72

80
82
90
91

85
79
100

the German Sehulz acquired France's Chafer
and Broeaceph of the Netherlands, Tredimed
was formed as a result of the alliance
between OCR (France), AAH (UK) and
GEIIE (Germany); the PAG alliance includes
Unichem (UK), OPG (Netherlands), Anzag
and Egwa-Wiweda (both from Germany);
FPN is formed by companies from 13
countries, while Alliance Sante was formed
by Italy's Alleanza FCA and France's IFP and
ERPI. By the turn of the century, drag
wholesaling in Europe may well be
dominated by five or six large European
organizations.

•

Vertical integration is another trend. Some
wholesalers have started manufacturing or
retailing operations. For example, the Dutch
OPG runs Pharmauhemie, which produces
ethical drugs, SAN makes OTC (over-thecounter) medicines and operates the retail
outlet Apoteck Extra. Unichem, in the
United Kingdom, manufacturers own-label
OTC medicines as well as running the Moss
retail outlets.
The pharmaceutical industry worldwide is
affected by the general trend towards higher cost,
increasing competition and the pressures of
internationalization. Wholesalers play a critical
role in dictating the flow of products from producer to end-user in this sector. To sustain their
channel position, they must adapt to the current
state of continuous flux that has created new
competition and fresh challenges for all in the
industry.

largest supermarkets are contemplating moving back into the high
streets. Sainsbury's and Tesco have recently rcintrodueed .small towncentre formats, Metro and Central respectively, which they are able to
trade more profitably now than they could ten years ago because they
have already secured increased buying power and efficiency,34

Trends in Wholesaling
Progressive wholesalers constantly watch for better ways to meet the changing
needs of their suppliers and target customers. They recognize that, in the long
run, their only reason for existence comes from increasing the efficiency and
effectiveness of the entire marketing channel However, rising costs on the one
hand, and the demand from business customers and retailers for increased
services on the other, will put the squeeze on wholesaler profits. Wholesalers that
do not find efficient ways to deliver value to their customers will soon fall by die
wayside.
The distinction between large retailers and large wholesalers continues to blur.
Many retailers now operate formats such as wholesale elubs and hypermarkets
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that perform many wholesale functions. In return, many large wholesalers are
setting-up their own retailing operations, A prime example of this type ol hybrid
operator is the cash-and-carry self-service wholesaler, Mnkro, which, in one
sense, is a limited-service wholesaler, welling primarily to the trade - that is, to
small shopkeepers/retailers. In another sense, Makro is also n large retailer in that
many of the 'trade visitors' who purchase goods from its warehouse are not
resellers hut individuals bulk-buying for personal consumption. Furthermore,
Makro stores do not fit the traditional notion of the frills-free 'pile 'em high, sell
'em cheap' shed operators. Their depots are neither dowdy nor devoid of amenities and .services. Indeed, carefully controlled store designs and layouts, welltrained staff, customer service and ongoing customer-relationship building are
hallmarks of the Makro operation. Makro'$ regular newsletter also keeps
customers (trade members who own a Makro card) informed of .store developments, promotions and other news.JS
Finally, facing slow growth in their domestic markets and the trend towards
globalization, many large wholesalers are now going .global, thus creating new challenges for the wholesaling industry worldwide (see Marketing Highlight 21.4). To
survive, players must learn to adapt to their changing environment. Like their
customers - the resellers or retailers, whose success relies on their ability to capture
and retain customers by offering better value than the competition can - wholesalers
must consistently add to that value-creation process. For all channel partners, wholesalers and retailers alike, nothing happens until a sale takes place, until customers
buy. And there are no long-term rewards unless these customers come back for
more!

Surnma rv
Marketing channel decisions are among the most complex arid challenging decisions facing the firm. A company's channel decisions directly affect every other
marketing decision. Each channel system creates a different level of revenues and
costs, and reaches a different segment of target customers. Most producers try to
forge a distribution channel - a set of interdependent organizations involved in
the process of making a product or service available for use or consumption by
the consumer or business user. Marketing channels perform many key functions:
information gathering and dissemination; promotion; contact work; matching
offers to buyers' needs; negotiation; physical distribution; financing; and risk
taking
£aeh firm needs to identify alternative ways to reach its market. Available
means vary from direct marketing channels to using one, two, three or more
intermediary channel levels. Marketing channels face continuous and sometimes
dramatic change. Three of the most important trends are the growth of vertical,
horizontal and hybrid marketing .systems. These trends affect channel cooperation, conflict and competition.
Channel design begins with assessing customer channel-service needs and
company channel objectives and constraints. The company then identifies the
main channel alternatives in terms of the types of intermediary, the number of
intermediaries and the channel responsibilities of each.
There are many types of channel intermediary, ranging from wholesalers,
brokers and agents to retailers. Wholesaling includes all the activities involved in
selling goods or services to those who are buying for the purpose of resale or for
business use. Wholesalers perform many functions, including selling and
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promoting, buying and assortment building, bulk-breaking, warehousing, transporting, financing, risk bearing, supplying market information and providing
management services and advice. Wholesalers fall into two groups. First,
merchant 'wholesalers take possession of the goods. They include full-service
u-holesalers (wholesale merchants, industrial distributors) and limited-service
wholesalers (cash-and-carry wholesalers, trucks wholesalers, drop shippers, rack
jobbers, producers' co-operatives and mail-order wholesalers). Second, manufacturers'' sates branches and offices are wholesaling operations conducted by nonwholesalers to bypass the wholesalers. Agents and brokers do not take possession
of the goods, but are paid a commission for facilitating buying and selling.
Retailers perform activities involved in selling goods and services directly to final
consumers for their personal use. There are many types of retailer, which differ in
the amount of service they provide (e.g. self-service, limited service or full
service); product line sold (e.g. speciality store, department store, supermarket,
convenience store, superstore, hypermarket); and their relative price emphasis
(e.g. discount store, category killer, cash-and-carry' warehouse, warehouse club and
catalogue showroom).
Each channel alternative must be evaluated according to economic, control
and adaptive criteria. Channel management calls for selecting qualified intermediaries and motivating them. Individual channel members must be evaluated
periodically. Companies operating in different geographic markets can apply the
key principles of channel management, but must adapt approaches to the conditions in individual markets.
More business firms are now paying attention to physical distribution or
marketing logistics. Logistics is an area of potentially high cost savings and
improved customer satisfaction. Better logistics management can provide a significant source of competitive advantage for companies. Marketing logistics involves
co-ordinating the activities of the entire supply chain to deliver maximum value
to customers. No logistics system can both maximize customer service and minimize distribution costs. Instead, the goal of logistics management is to provide a
targeted level of service at the least cost. The primary logistics functions include
order processing, warehousing, inventory management and transportation.
Increasingly, companies are adopting the integrated logistics concept, recognizing that improved logistics requires teamwork in the form of close working
relationships across functional areas inside the company, and across various organizations in the supply chain. Companies can achieve logistics harmony among
functions by creating cross-functional logistics teams, inlegrative supply manager
positions and senior-level logistics executives with cross-functional authority.
Channel partnerships can take the form of cross-company teams, shared projects
and information-sharing systems. Through such partnerships, many companies
have switched from anticipatory-based distribution systems to customertriggered response-based distribution systems. Today, some companies are
outsourcing their logistics functions to third-party logistics providers to reduce
costs, increase efficiency and gain faster and more effective access to global
markets. The trends - higher cost pressures, increasingly demanding customers,
globalization and the rising impact of technologies - affect not just the way
producers must think about, and manage, channel activities, hut also how
channel intermediaries, such as wholesalers and retailers, should adapt their
services to meet target customer needs. All members in the entire supply and
value-adding chain must be aware of channel developments and their impact on
the future of their industry. They must adapt their products or services to satisfy
the needs of target customers and seek cost-effective methods of doing business in
an increasingly competitive and international environment.

Key Terms
Administered VMS 904
Agent 919
Broker 919
Cash-and-carry retailers 914
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Discussing the Issues
1.

Describe the channel service needs of: (a) consumers
buying a emnpuccr for home use; (b) retailers buying
computers to resell to Individual eonsumers;
(c) purchasing agents buying computers for company
use. \\'hat ehannels would :\ computer manufacturer
design to satisfy these different needs?

2.

What are the advantages accruing to firms that have
developed vertical marketing systems? Contrast the
advantages and limitations of the three major types of
vertical marketing system - corporate, contractual
and administered

3.

Why have horizontal marketing arr.'ingcments become
more common in reeent years? Surest several p;iirs
of companies that you think could have successful
horizontal marketing programmes.

4. Which distribution channel strategies - intensive,
selective or exclusive - are used for the following
products and why? (a) Piaget watches; (b) Lexus cars;
(c) Yamaha motor cycles; (d) Kit Kat chocolate bars;
(c) Haagen-Dazs itie cream.
5.

When planning desired inventory levels, what
eonscuuenecs of running out of stock need to be
considered? How should retailers ensure no stockouts?

6.

'Category killers' and discounters provide tough price
eompetition to other retailers. Will large retailers'
growing power in channels of distribution affect
manufacturers' willingness to sell to category killers
and other discounters? What policy should Sony have
regarding selling to these retailers?

Applying the Concepts
1.

Discount houses and category killers have been
increasing in popularity in recent years. If you have
one ol' these outlets nearby, visit it and study the
retailers. What sort of merchandise is sold in these
stores':1 Do these stores compete with the retailers
normally used by manufacturers? What are the pros
and cons of operating through discount stores?

2.

Go through :i camera or computer magazine and pay
special attention to large advertisements for mail-

order retailers. Look for ads for brand-name products
that use selective distribution, such as Nikon cameras
or Compaq computers. Can you find an ad that is
from an authorized dealer and one that appears not to
be? How ean you judge which channel is legitimate?
Are there price differences between the legitimate and
the unauthorized dealers? If so, are they what you
would expect?
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Case 21
Pieta Luxury Chocolates
PETER ABEL, THE YOUNG MANAGING director of his family's firm, was pleased
with the way he; had revitalized the firm after he took over in 1989. Since
formed in 1923, Pieta had sold its luxury Belgian chocolates through its own
small shops. It had a high reputation within the trade and many devoted
customers. lr was the country's largest luxury chocolate manufacturer, but
until Peter took over, the company had stagnated. In his opinion, Pieta
should he more like other leading family firms such as Cadbury, Ferrero and
Mars.
When he took over, he launched the company into new ventures.
Franchising widened distribution to some small shops which now had
corners devoted to Pieta's range. He felt these did not compete with Pieta's
own shops because the franchisees were CTNs (confectioners, tobacconists
and newsagents), where people made many impulse purchases. These
contrasted with Pieta's shops, which people visited to make purchases for a
special occasion or as an indulgence. Other distribution channels that were
developed included own-label to Marks & Spencer in the United Kingdom,
direct mailing for special occasions and exporting (see Exhibit 21.1).
There were some new Pieta shops and 20 per cent of the old ones were
refurbished. The refurbishment rate was slower than he would have liked,
for he knew that many of the shops were poorly located, cluttered and overcrowded. The well-sited shops often had queues trailing out of the their
doors when they were busy, but most did not do so well. The company had
not kept pace with changes in shopping and geodemographies. Most of
Pieta's shops were on secondary sites in declining industrial towns. Other
new channel opportunities, such as 'shop-in-shop' outlets and international
expansion, had also been largely ignored.
However, the product range was now wider. The chocolate market was
seasonal, so the shops sold ice creams to help summer sales. The outlets also
carried a range of greetings cards and Pieta gift vouchers to make them more
of a one-stop shop. Soon he would be introducing coun tlin.es aimed at the
mass market.

EXHIBIT 21.1
YEAR

CHANNEL PERFORMANCE

SALES TONNAGE
OWN
CTN
M & S OWN
SHOPS FRANCHISE
LABEL

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
Gross
margin (%)

DlkECT

NlIMBEK OF

MAIL

EXPORT OWN SHOPS

6,049
7,203
8,351
9,933
11,845
14,753

1
92
392
1,002
1,303
1,259

3
255
661
636
462
868

3
136
167
172
205
205

3
11
24
149
184
167

55

45

37

35

33

Net profit. (%)

6

14

7

3

(6)

EXHIBIT 21.2

COMPANY PERFORMANCE (BER M)

YEAR

SALES

GROSS PROFIT

1984
1985
1986
1.987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

2,262
2,222
2,783
3,461
4,270
5,653
7,091
8,821
10,887
12,826
15,551

1,285
1.215
1,568
1,961
2,405
3,005
4,066
4,696
5,803
6,891
9,064

NET PROFIT

NET ASSETS EQUITY
1,218
1,305
1,503
1,896
2,373
2,931
3,425
4,228
4,749
6,201
7,515

282
308
387
636
723
779
951
793
975
1,123
1,372

809
885
1,043
1,241
1,488
1,735
2,002
2,217
2,661
2,594
3,113

128
130
130
132
138
148

DEBT
409
420
460
655
885
1,196
1,423
2,011

2,088
3,607
4,402

EXHIBIT 21.3 ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
YEAH

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

COST OF

COST OF

COST OF

SALES

SALES

LIVING

DEttT

(INDEX)

(INDEX)

(%)

EQUITY

(INDEX)
100
108
133
151
175
208
238
271
310
345
389

100
107
121
131
155
191
223
257
285
297
351

100
109
117
128
148
184
213
251
274
311
360

11

RETAIL

CTN

9
11
14
16
17
17
12

13
16
16

/O/ 1
\'Qf

13
12
17
18

23
28

21
20
26
23
25

As a result of his efforts, Peter was able to present a dynamic set of
results to his family shareholders (see Exhibit 21.2). lie was angry to find
that some shareholders were not as supportive as they had been. Some
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worried about the company's reputation being spoilt by it becoming less
exclusive. Others were anxious about the new injection of equity he was
requesting, lie thought it odd that the strategy they had supported and
hacked financially two years ago was now in question. Tie reminded them
how well the firm had done despite the tough economic climate over the last
few years (see Exhibit 21.3). The company was now more professional than
it had ever been. He had just introduced a new tier of senior people to
manage the day-to-day operations of the company. These were not family
members, but were bright and very well qualified and had broad experience
within the industry. With them in place he would have more time to think
about and initiate other ways of developing the company.
QUESTION'S
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Comment on Abel's expansion strategy and I'ieta's performance since
he took over.
Argue the case for further expansion wanted by Abel.
What is the scope for channel innovation in the industry?
How is Abel's strategy endangering Pieta's future performance and
brand image? What, if anything, has Abel been neglecting?
Track the changes in C3 (capital cost covered) and EVA (economic
value added) for Pieta over the last ten years. Marketing Highlight 16.3
shows how to do it.
Comment on the C1 and EVA trends and compare them with the
impression given by the growth in profits and sales. What strategies of
Abel's explain the performance that the C1 and EVA reveal? Should the
trend be changed and, if so, how could it be changed?

SOURCE: From company records. All daces, figures and names have been changed for
commercial reasons.

Direct and Online
Marketing
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should he able to:
•
•

Discuss the benefits of direct marketing to customers and
companies and the trends fuelling its rapid growth.
Define a customer database and list the four ways in which
companies use databases in direct marketing.

•
•

Identify the major forms of direct marketing.
Compare the two types of online marketing channel and explain the
effect of the Internet on electronic commerce;.

•

Identify the benefits of online marketing to consumers and
marketers, and the ways in which marketers can conduct online
marketing.

•

Discuss the public policy and ethical issues facing direct marketers.

Preview Case
Dell Computer Corporation
WHEN 19-YEAR-OLD MICHAEL Dell began selling personal computers out of
his college dorm room in 1984, few would have bet on his chances for
success. In those days, most computer makers sold their PCs through an
extensive network of all-powerful distributors and resellers. Even as the
fledgling Dell Computer Corporation began to grow, competitors and
industry insiders scoffed at the concept of mail-order computer marketing.
PC buyers, they contended, needed the kind of advice and hand-holding
• 947 •
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that only full-service channels could provide. Mail-order PC sales, like mailorder clothing, would never amount to more than 15 per cent of the market.
Yet young Michael Dell has proved the sceptics wrong. In little more
than a decade, he has turned his dorm-room mail-order business into a
burgeoning, $8 billion computer empire. Dell Computer is now the world's
largest direet marketer of computer systems and the world's fastest-growing
computer manufacturer. Last year, unit sales jumped by 71 per cent, five
times the industry average. Profits skyrocketed 9J per cent and the
company's stock price tripled. Direct buyers now account for nearly a third
of all PC sales and Dell's once-sceptical competitors are now scrambling to
build their own direct marketing systems.
What is the secret of Dell's stunning suecess? Dell's direet marketing
approach delivers greater customer value through an unbeatable combination of product customization, low prices, fast delivery and award-winning
customer service. A customer can talk by phone with a Dell representative
on Monday morning; order a fully customized, state-of-the-art PC to suit his
or her special needs; and have the machine delivered to his or her doorstep
by Wednesday - all at a price that's 10-15 per cent below competitors' prices.
Dell backs its products with high-quality service and support. As a result,
Dell consistently ranks among the industry leaders in product reliability and
service, and its customers are routinely among the industry's most satisfied.
Dell customers get exactly the machines they need. Michael Dell's initial
idea was to serve individual buyers by letting them customize machines
with the special features they wanted at low prices. However, this one-to-one
approach also appeals strongly to corporate buyers, because Dell can so
easily preconfigure each computer to precise requirements. Dell routinely
preloads machines with a company's own software and even undertakes
such tedious tasks as pasting inventory tags on to each machine so that
computers can be delivered directly to a given employee's desk. As a result,
about 90 per cent of Dell's sales now come from large corporate, government
and educational buyers.
Direet selling results in more efficient selling and lower costs, which
translate into lower prices for customers. Because Dell builds machines to
order, it carries barely any inventory. Dealing one-to-one with customers
helps the company react immediately to shifts in demand, so Dell does not
get stuck with PCs that no one wants. Finally, by selling directly. Dell has no
dealers to pay off. As a result, on average, Dell's costs are 12 per cent lower
than those of Compaq, its leading PC competitor.
Dell knows that time is money, and the company is obsessed with 'speed'.
For example, Dell has long been a model of just-in-time manufacturing and
efficient supply-chain management. It has also mastered the intricacies of
today's lightning-fast electronic commerce. The combination makes Dell a
lean and very fast operator. According to one account, 'Dell calls it "velocity" squeezing time out of every step in the process - from the moment an order
is taken to collecting the cash.' By selling direct, Dell converts the average
sale to cash in less than 24 hours. By contrast, rival companies which sell
primarily through dealers take days, even weeks to do so. Such blazing
speed results in more satisfied customers and still lower costs. For example,
customers are often delighted to find their new computers arriving within as
little as ,16 hours of placing an order. And because Dell does not order parts
until an order is booked, it can take advantage of ever-falling component
costs. On average, its parts are 60 days newer than those in competing
machines and, hence, 60 days further down the price curve. This gives Dell a
6 per cent profit advantage from parts costs alone.

With more and more competitors now following Dell's successful
strategy of direct selling, the company is not standing still. Dell is taking its
direct marketing formula a step further. It is selling PCs on the Internet.
Now, by simply clicking the 'Buy a Dell' icon at Dell's Web site
(www.dell.com), customers can design and price customized computer
systems electronically. Then, with a click on the 'purchase' button, they can
submit an order, choosing from online payment options that include a credit
card, company purchase order or corporate lease. Dell dashes out a digital
confirmation to customers within 5 minutes of receiving the order. After
receiving confirmation, customers can check the status of the order online
at any time.
The Internet is a perfect extension of Dell's direct marketing model.
Customers who are already comfortable buying direct from Dell now have
an even more powerful way to do so. 'The Internet', says Michael Dell, 'is the
ultimate direct model. [Customers] like the immediacy, convenience,
savings and personal touches that the [Internet] experience provides. Not
only are some sales done completely online, but people who call on the
phone after having visitedDell.com are twice as likely to buy.'
If initial sales are any indication, it looks as though Dell has once again
rewritten the book on successful direct marketing. The direct marketing
pioneer now sells more than $2 million worth of computers daily from its
Web site, and Internet sales are growing at 20 per cent each month. Some
225.000 browsers visit Dell's site each week, and buyers range from individuals purchasing home computers to large business users buying high-end
830,000 servers. Michael Dell sees online marketing as the next great
conquest in the company's direct marketing crusade, 'The Internet is like a
booster rocket on our sales and growth,' lie proclaims. 'Our vision is to have
all customers conduct all transactions on the Internet, globally."
This time, competitors are not scoffing at Michael Dell's vision of the
future. It is hard to argue with success, and Michael Dell has been very
successful. By following his hunches, he has built one of the world's hottest
computer companies. In the process, he has amassed a personal fortune
exceeding S4.3 billion.1

QUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Taking the case of DeSl Computer Corporation, outline die major
advantages of direct marketing for: (a) the manufacturer and (b) the
customer.
Dell has pioneered mail-order selling of PCs. What other methods of
direct selling might the firm use?
Identity the organisational and operational factors that govern
successful implementation of direct methods of selling products such
as PCs.
Dell is taking advantage of new technologies such as the Internet to
market its products. What might be the advantages and limitations of
Internet or online marketing?
How might advances in communications technology affect the
marketing methods used by firms such as Dell and other computer
manufacturers towards the twenty-first century?
Suggest an integrated direct marketing strategy for Dell, showing how
it will help the company to create and sustain a competitive advantage.
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Introduction
Dell forces us to think ahout the role that direct marketing methods play in
achieving market performance. In this chapter, we look at the nature of direct
marketing and how it can lie used by organizations to reach target customers
more effectively and efficiently.
Many of the marketing tools we examined in previous chapters were developed in the context of mass marketing-, targeting broadly with standardized
messages and marketing offers. Today, however, with the trend towards more
narrowly targeted or one-to-one marketing, more and more companies are
adopting direct marketing, as fl primary marketing approach or as ;"i supplement
to other approaches. Increasingly, companies are turning to direct marketing in
an effort to reach carefully targeted customers more efficiently and to build
stronger, more personal, one-to-one relationships with them.
In this chapter, we examine the nature, role and growing applications of
direct marketing and its newest form, online marketing. We address the following
questions: What is direct marketing? What are its benefits Co companies and their
customers? How do customer databases support direet marketing? What channels do direct marketers use to reach individual prospects and customers? What
marketing opportunities do online channels provide? How can companies use
integrated direct marketing to create a competitive advantage;? What public and
ethical issues do direct and online marketing raise?

What is Direct Marketing?

direct marketing
Marketing through
various advertising
media that interact
directly with consumers,
generally calling for the
consumer to make a
direct response.

Once, .ill marketing was of the direet sort; the salesperson confronted customers
face to face, one 'doorstep' at a time. This technique was steadily replaced by
mass marketing, whereby mass marketers spread a standard message to millions
of buyers through the mass media - newspapers, magazines, radio and then television. Thus, companies typically promoted products with a single message,
hoping that millions nationwide would learn the message and buy the brand.
They did not need to know their customers' names or anything specific about
them, only that they have certain needs that their products might Kelp to fulfil.
Most marketing communications consisted of one-way communication directed
at consumers, not two-way communication -with them.
With the rising number of TV channels and new rivals, such as the Internet,
mass audiences are dwindling and firms are having to target potential customers
more precisely. Direet marketing consists of direct communications with earefully targeted individual customers, often on a one-to-one, interactive basis, to
obtain an immediate response. Firms closely match their marketing offers and
communications to the needs of narrowly defined segments or even individual
buyers. And beyond brand and image building, they usually seek a direct, immediate and measurable consumer response. For example, Dell Computer interacts directly with customers, by telephone or through its Web page, to design
systems that meet their individual needs. Buyers order directly from Dell, which
then quickly and efficiently delivers the new computers to their homes or offices.
Early direet marketers - catalogue companies, direct mailers and telemarketers - gathered customer names and sold their goods mainly through the
post and by telephone. Today, improved database technologies and new media -

computers, modems, fax machines, e-mail, the Internet and online services —
permit more sophisticated direct marketing. Their availability and reasonable
costs have greatly enlarged direct marketing opportunities.
Today, most direct marketers see direet marketing as playing an even broader
role than simply selling products and services. They see it as an effective tool for
interacting with customers to build long-term customer relationships. Thus, catalogue companies send birthday cards, information on special events or small gifts
to select members of their customer bases. Airlines, hotels and other businesses
build strong customer relationships through frequency award programmes (for
example, frequent-flyer miles) and club programmes. Company Web sites provide
ways for customers to 'visit' companies, learn about their products and services,
interact with company personnel and participate in entertaining events and activities. In this way, direct market ing becomes direct relationship marketing.

Growth and Benefits of Direct Marketing
Reflecting the trend towards more targeted and one-to-one marketing, direct
marketing is now the fastest-growing form of marketing. In this section, we
discuss the benefits of direct marketing to customers and sellers, and the reasons
for its rapid growth.

The Benefits of Direct Marketing
Direct marketing benefits customers in many ways. First, home shopping is
convenient and hassle-free. It saves time and introduces consumers to a larger
selection of merchandise. They can do comparative shopping by browsing
through mail catalogues and online shopping services, then order products for
themselves or others. Industrial customers ean learn about available products and
services without waiting for and tying up time with salespeople.
Direct marketers also benefit. They can buy mailing lists containing names of
almost any group, from millionaires and new parents, to left-handed people <jr
recent university graduates. They can then personalise and customize their
messages. With today's technology, a direct marketer can select small groups or
even individual consumers, customize offers to their special needs and wants, and
promote these offers through individualized communications.
The direct marketer can build a continuous relationship with each customer.
For example, Nestles baby food division maintains a database of new parents and
mails them six personalized packages of gifts and advice at key stages in the
baby's life. Direct marketing can also be timed to reach prospects at just the right
moment. And because they reach more interested consumers at the best times,
direct marketing materials receive higher readership and response. Direct
marketing also permits easy testing of alternative media and messages. Finally,
direct marketing provides privacy - the direct marketer's offer and strategy are
less visible to competitors.

The Growth of Direct Marketing
Sales through traditional direct marketing channels (catalogues, direct mail
and telemarketing) have been growing rapidly. A recent survey on worldwide

Internet (the Net)
A vast global computer
network that enables
computers, with the
right software
and a modem
(a telecommunications
device that sends data
across telephone lines),
to be linked together so
that cheir users can
obtain or share
information and interact
with other users.

marketing expenditure suggests not only that direct marketing has been a huge
and growing activity in the past five years, but that the annual rate of growth in
spending on conventional direct marketing channels (e.g. direct mail) will
continue to outstrip that for mass-marketing channels in the next five years."
While direct marketing through traditional channels is growing rapidly,
online marketing is growing explosively. The creation of the 'information superhighway' or Internet promises to revolutionize commerce. According to a reeent
survey by the US company Network Wizards, there were some 9,472,000
computer eonncctions to the Internet worldwide in 1996, up from 4,852,000 in
January 1995. The number of Internet connections is doubling each year.
Internet penetration statistics produced by the Reseaux IP liuropeens (RIPE)
Network Co-ordination Centre's DNS Hostcotmt (http://WWwjlpe.net) show that
there are currently over 3 million computers connected to the Internet in Europe.
Although there is no accurate count of the actual number of users of the Internet,
whieh is estimated to be around 30-5 million, or higher, user penetration is rising
and the trend is forecast to continue over the next few years.3 Previously dominated by technically oriented, young, male users, the Internet is now attracting
more females and more users in the 25-35 age group. While still some way from
becoming the dominant promotion medium for businesses and other organizations, its use is growing and few companies can ignore its potential as a costeffective global marketing tool. For example, the Internet search company Yahoo!
had limited resources whieh precluded the use of mass advertising to promote its
brand name. Instead it made use of the global reach of the Internet. Yahoo! grew
out of a list of favourite Web sites maintained by two Stanford University students.
Although theirs was one of hundreds of similar Web navigation services, at the
time, it attracted many newcomers to the Internet with its contemporary style
and catchy name, while also providing a service that users regarded as a friendly
'home base" among the confusion of the Web. Yahoo! relied on strategically placed
'hyperlinks' on other Web sites, such as the home page of Netscape
Communications, the world's leading supplier of Web browser software, to attract
users at minimal cost. And then, it relied on users to spread the word to attract
new users to the service. Only recently has Yahoo! begun to advertise on TV and
radio to encourage 'near surfers' who are not yet online, but are interested in
"taking the plunge', to use its services. An estimated 5 million computer users go
to Yahoo!'s pages every day. At a market capitalization of $2.3 billion, Yahoo! is
currently the most highly valued Internet company. 4
Over 100,00 companies around the world have launched Web sites during the
past year and the number is rising. In business-to-business marketing alone,
annual revenues on the Internet amount to $600 million, and that number could
go as high as «S*66 billion by the year 2000.; We will examine online marketing in
greater detail later in this chapter.
What are the factors that are driving the growth in direct marketing? In the
consumer market, the extraordinary growth of direct marketing is a response to
the new marketing realities discussed in previous chapters. Market 'demassifieation' has resulted in an ever-increasing number of market niches with distinct
preferences. Direct marketing allows sellers to focus efficiently on these micromarkets with oilers that better match specific consumer needs.
Fragmentation of the television audience - and the increasing cost of
reaching consumers en masse - is another driver. The soaring value of commercial slots in a diminishing number of TV programmes that pull in the big audiences means that many advertisers, under pressure to show a return on
advertising investment, are turning to direct marketing methods.
Other trends have also fuelled the rapid growth of direct marketing in the
consumer market. Higher costs of driving, traffic congestion, parking headaches.
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Table 22.1

Mass marketing versus One-to-One
Marketing

MASS MARKETIKC,

ONE-TO-ONE MARKETING

Average customer
Customer anonymity
Standard product
Mass production
Mass distribution
Mass advertising
Mass promotion
One-way message
Economies of scale
Share of market
All customers
Customer attraction

Individual customer
Customer profile
Customized market offering
Customized production
Individualized distribution
Individualized message
Individualized incentives
Two-way messages
Economies of scope
Share of customer
Profitable customers
Customer retention

lack of time, a shortage of retail sales help and long queues at checkout counters
all encourage at-home shopping. Consumers are responding favourably to direet
marketers' freephone numbers, their willingness to accept telephone orders 24
hours a day. seven days a week, and their growing commitment to customer
service. The growth of 24-hour and 48-hour delivery via express carriers such as
Federal Express. UPLS, DHL and others has made direct shopping fast and easy,
Finally, the growth of affordable computer power and customer databases has
enabled direct marketers to single out the best prospects for any product they
wish to sell.
Direct marketing has also grown rapidly in business-to-business marketing,
partly in response to the ever-increasing costs of reaching business markets
through the sales force. When personal sales calls cost several hundred pounds
per contact, they should be made only when necessary and to high-potential
customers and prospects. Lower cost-per-contact media - such as telemarketing,
direet mail and the newer electronic media - often prove more cost-effective in
reaching and selling to more prospects and customers/'

Customer Databases arid Direct Marketing
Table 22.1 lists the main differences between mass marketing and so-called oneto-one marketing.' Companies that know about individual customer needs and
characteristics can customize their offers, messages, delivery modes and payment
methods to maximize customer value and satisfaction. Today's companies have a
very powerful tool for accessing the names, addresses, preferences and other
pertinent information about individual customers and prospects: the customer
database.

customer database
An organised collection
of coffipreftensfcue data
about individual
customers or prospects,
including guog raphic,
demographic,
psychogruphic and
buying behaviour data.

Successful direct marketing begins with a good eustomer database. The
customer database is an organized collection of comprehensive data about individual customers or prospects, including geographic, demogiaphic, psychographic and buying behaviour data. The database can be used to locate good
potential customers, tailor products and services to the special needs of targeted
consumers, and maintain long-term customer relationships. Database marketing
is the process of building, maintaining and using customer databases and other
databases (products, suppliers, resellers) for the purpose of contacting and transacting with customers.
Although many companies are now building find using customer databases
for targeting marketing coin muni cations and selling efforts at the individual
customer, data protection regulations in some countries may slow down growth in
database marketing practices. For example, usage in the United States and the
United Kingdom is far more widespread, with data laws being much more open
compared to the rest of Europe. But the international race is on to exploit database marketing and few businesses can afford to ignore this important vehicle
for competitive success. As Tom Peters comments in Thriving on Ctiaoti, 'A
market has never bought things. Customers buy things. That's why database
marketing's ability to target the individual customer in the crowded marketplace
is so valuable.'s
Many companies confuse a customer mailing list with a customer database. A
customer mailing list is simply a set of names, addresses and telephone numbers.
A customer database contains much more information. In business-to-business
marketing, the salesperson's customer profile might contain information such as
the products and services that the customer has bought; past volumes and prices;
key contacts (and their ages, birthdays, hobbies and favourite foods); competitive
suppliers; status of current contracts; estimated customer expenditures for the
next few years; and assessments of competitive strengths and weaknesses in
selling and servicing the account. In consumer marketing, the eustomer database
might contain a customer's demographics (age, income, family members, birthdays), psychographics (activities, interests and opinions), buying behaviour (past
purchases, buying preferences) and other relevant information. Companies must
distinguish between transaction-based and custom-built marketing databases.
Transactional databases are put in by an accounts department for the purpose of
sending in voices/bills out and getting money back. By contrast, custom-built databases focus on what the firm's marketing people need to know to serve and satisfy
customers profitably and better than the competition can — for example, the most
cost-effective way to reach target customers, the net worth of a transaction,
customers' requirements and lifetime values, lapsed customers and why they
departed, why competitors are making inroads and where,
Rusiness-to-business marketers and service retailers (e.g. hotels, banks and
airlines) are among the most frequent users of database marketing. Increasingly,
however, consumer packaged-goods companies and other retailers are also
employing database marketing. Armed with the information in their databases,
these companies ean identify small groups of customers to receive fine-tuned
marketing offers and communications (see Marketing Highlight 22.1).
As more companies move into database marketing, the nature of marketing
will change. Mass marketing and mass retailing will continue, but their prevalence
and power may diminish as more buyers turn to non-retail shopping. More
consumers will use electronic shopping to search for the information and products they need. Online services will provide more objective information about the
comparative merits of different brands. Consequently, marketers will need to
think of new ways to create effective online messages, as well as new channels for
delivering products and services efficiently.
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Forms of Direct Marketing
The major forms of direct marketing include face-to-face selling, direct mail
marketing, catalogue marketing, telemarketing, direct-response television
(DRTV) marketing and online shopping. These forms of marketing can be used as
communications tools to convey messages to target customers - as well as nonstore retail channels - to elicit sales. Many of these techniques were first developed in the United States, but in recent times they have become increasingly
popular in Europe. In the EU, some forms of direct marketing - notably direct
mail and telemarketing - are forecast to grow. In practice, however, the impact of
a unified Europe has been limited by Che labyrinth of legislation across the L'nion,
which means that certain direct marketing techniques are feasible in some countries but not others.
For example, telemarketing is widely practised in some countries, but
virtually illegal in Germany. Differences in postal systems, standards and
rates for different countries pose problems for pan-European directmailing programmes. Direct mail is strong in countries with efficient and
inexpensive postal systems (e.g. the UK, Sweden) and weak where the
post is slow and delivery unreliable (e.g. Spain, Italy). Until Ell-wide
uniformity of postal prices and standards is achieved, the growth of panEuropean direct marketing will be restricted.1' Even etiquette is a
problem. The bright, brash American-style direct-mail methods used in
the United Kingdom would be considered anything but courteous in
France. On the other hand, the flowery phrases of a formal letter in
France would definitely be de trop on the other side of the channel.

Face-to-Face Selling
The original and oldest form of direct marketing is the sales call, which we examined in Chapter 20. Most bnsiness-to-busmess marketers rely heavily on a professional sales force to locate prospects, develop them into customers, build lasting
relationships and grow the business. Or they hire manufacturers' representatives
and agents to carry out the direct selling task. Many consumer companies also use
a direct selling force to reach final consumers. Door-Co-door selling, which started
centuries ago with roving pedlars, has grown into a huge industry today. The
image of door-to-door selling improved greatly when Avon Cosmetics entered the
industry witb its Avon representative - the homemaker's friend and beauty
consultant. In the UK, Avon leads in the face-to-face selling and direct-to-door
distribution of cosmetics and personal care products. Vacuum cleaners manuacturer Elcctrolux has a direct sales business in Europe. Betterware, a British
direct-sell ing household products company, has seen strong sales growth in
recent years and has expanded its operations into continental European countries, such as France. Others, notably Tuppcrware, Ladybird Books and Oriflame
Cosmetics, have also helped to popularize home selling, through home-sales
parties or party plans, in which several friends and neighbours attend a party at
a private home where products are demonstrated and sold directly to a group
of people. Tnppenvare has been particularly successful in a number of countries
across Europe and in Asian markets, notably Japan, Indeed, Japan represents
the world's largest direct sales market with sales estimated at over S20 billion a
year.10
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Database Marketing:
A Question of
Extracting Gold from
the Information a 1 Ore

Marketing
Highlight
22.1

Databases are at the heart of contemporary direct marketing. The
latter has been boosted by improvements in computer technology, which help businesses to
develop bigger, more complex
databases containing vast amounts
of information about their customers. Collecting
data is one thing, using it profitably is quite a different matter. More retailers and manufacturers
are now learning how to extract gold from the
informational ore.
They do so in a number of ways.
Fanning Relationships and Deepening
Customer Loyalty
Database marketers track individual customers
and work out what marketing stimuli they might
respond to next. The aim is to form a 'relationship' with the target customer. Loyalty schemes
run by airlines, supermarkets and retail stores
are good examples. They identify the most profitable customers and pamper them! Companies
can also build customers' interest and enthusiasm by remembering their preferences and by
sending appropriate information, gifts or other
materials. For example, Mars, a market leader in
pet food as well as confectioner;-, maintains an
exhaustive pet database. In Germany, the company has compiled the names of virtually every
German family that owns a cat. It obtained these
names by contacting veterinarians and by offering the public a free booklet entitled Uaw to Take
Care of Your Cat. People who request the booklet
fill out a questionnaire, providing their cat's name,
age, birthday and other information. Mars then
sends a birthday eard to each cat in Germany each
year, along with a new cat-food sample and moneysaving coupons for Mars brands. The result is 3
lasting relationship with the cat's owner.
Pattern Spotting
A second use for databases is to find patterns of
behaviour across large groups of customers.

Neural networks and massively
parallel computers are used to
erunch huge amounts of data that
are common to attractive customers. Lands' End uses a technique known as 'data mining' to
identify different groups of catalogue clothing purchasers; at the
last count, it had identified 5,200
different segments! In Belgium,
American Express is using its customer database to test a system
that links cardholder spending
patterns with postal zone data. If a new restaurant opens, for example, the company might
offer a special discount to cardholders who live
within walking distance and who cat out a lot.
Good pattern spotting can help firms to replace
conventional advertising altogether. When Land
Rover launched its new luxury Range Rover in
the United Kingdom, it spent nothing on mass
marketing, but instead splashed out some £30 a
head on quirky gifts (seashells, chrysanthemums,
maple leaves) to 11,000 people whom it had identified as prime prospects. The strategy paid off: 85
per cent of the targets visited Range Rover's
showroom to see the new model, compared with a
1-2 per cent response rate for conventional mass
advertising.
What works for a £42,000 Range Rover also
works for a 42p can of baked beans. In 1994
Heinz abandoned conventional advertising for its
ketchup and baked beans, and adopted consumer
database marketing instead. Using its database of
1 million names, gathered from people who had
responded to an earlier promotion, plus lists
bought from brokers, Heinz built a database of 4.6
million consumers to whom the company sent a
copy of a free magazine, Ac Home, which contained recipes and promotions of Heinz products.
Heinz claims the strategy has paid off.
Deciding Which Customers Should Receive a
Particular Offer
Companies identify the profile of an ideal customer for an offer. Then they search their databases for individuals most closely resembling the
ideal type. By tracking individual responses, the
company can improve its targeting precision over
time. Following a sale, it can set up an automatic
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sequence of activities: one week later, send a
thank-you note; five weeks later, send a new offer;
ten weeks later {if the customer has not
responded}, phone the customer and offer a
special discount. One clothing catalogue company that specializes in clothes for large people
has 21 million names on its database, which can
be grouped into 75 different segments. The firm
adjusts its catalogues accordingly. It uses pink
dresses on the cover for one group; blue trousers
for another; free credit for frequent buyers;
overnight delivery for the impatient but highspending, valued customers and so forth,
Reactivating Customer Purchases
The database can help a company make attractive offers of product replacements, upgrades or
complementary products just when customers
might be ready to act. One information service
company, Firefly, uses data about people's personal tastes - their likes and dislikes — to suggest
new films, books and music.
Database 'miners' have to learn how best to
use all the data they have extracted. In the past,
the reputation of direct marketers has been tarnished by supper-time interruptions by telemarketers and the notion that direct mail is 'junk'.
Then there is the threat to consumer privacy
that marketers' databases present. Supporters of
database marketing argue that the whole point of
collecting facts is to learn when not to telephone
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- and what not to shove through the letterbox!
Yet most people are not opposed to giving information about themselves providing they get
something in return, be this a tailored product, a
discount for goods and services, or even a fee.
Thus, database marketers of the future may have
to fearn how to reward consumers for the privilege of being able to sell to them.
Like many other marketing tools, database
marketing requires a special investment.
Companies must invest in computer hardware,
database software, analytical programmes, communication links and skilled personnel. The database system must be user friendly and available
to various marketing groups, including those in
product and brand management, new-product
development, advertising and promotion, direct
mail, telemarketing, field sales, order fulfilment
and customer service. A well-managed database
should lead to sales gains that will more than
cover its costs.

The advantages of door-to-door selling are consumer convenience and
personal attention. However, the high costs of hiring, training, paying and motivating the sales force often result in higher prices. Although some door-to-door
companies are still thriving, door-to-door selling has a somewhat uncertain
future. The increase in the number of single-person and working-couple households decreases the chances of finding a buyer at home. Home-party companies
are having trouble finding non-working women who want to sell products parttime. Besides, door-to-door selling does have an image problem, whieh, although
inaccurate, has stuck. And, with recent advances in interactive direet marketing
technology, the door-to-door salesperson may well he replaced in the future by
the household telephone, television or home computer.

Direct-Mail Marketing
Direct-mail marketing involves mailings of letters, ads, samples, fold-outs and
other 'salespeople on wings' sent to prospects on mailing lists. The mailing lists

direct-mail marketing
Direct marketing
through single mailings
that include letters, ads,
samples, fold-outs, and
other 'sales-people on
•cozies' sent to prospects
on mailing lists.
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Door-to-door retailing:
selling door to door, office to
office, or at /tome-safes
parties.

are developed from eustomer lists or obtained from mailing-list houses that
provide names of people fitting almost any description - the supcrweallhy,
mobile-home owners, veterinarians, pet owners, the typieal catalogue purchaser
and many, many others.

Direct mail is well suited to direct, one-on-one communication. It permits
high larget-market selectivity, can be personalized, is flexible and allows easy
measurement of results (the firm can count the responses it gets and the value of
those responses to the business). Whereas the cost per thousand people reached
is higher than with mass media such as television or magazines, the people who
are reached are much better prospects, since direct-mail marketers target individuals according to their personal suitability to receive particular offerings and
promotions. Direct mail has proved very successful in promoting and selling
books, magazine subscriptions, insurance and financial products. Increasingly, it
is being used to sell novelty and gift items, clothing, gourmet foods, consumer
packaged goods and industrial products. Direct mail is also used heavily by charities, such as Oxfam and Action Aid, which rely on correspondence selling to
persuade individuals to donate to their charity.
Within the EU, direct mail is worth over ecu!2 billion. Direct mail in Europe
represents around d(J per cent of Europe's total spend on direct marketing. Over
the past decade, expenditure on direct mail has grown faster than expenditure by
organizations on other advertising media. However, a number of barriers must be
overcome to assure direct mail's future. These include: EU legislation that prejudices its use; differences in postal standards, systems and prices; and 'cowboy'
operators, whose indiscriminate mass mailings earn direct mail the 'junl< mail'
tag. In the case of junk mail, the cowboys' efforts can effectively be strangled
through compulsory observation of industry standards or a code of practice, and
linkages with national and international regulatory- authorities to expose these
operators. Users of direct mail and the direct-mail industry, in general, agree that
the way forward must be to seek balanced consumer protection with a mixture of
statutory and self-regulatory controls."
The direct-mail industry constantly seeks new methods and approaches. For
example, videocasscttes have become one of the fastest-growing direct-mail
media. Some direct marketers even mail out computer diskettes. For example,
Ford sends a computer diskette called 'Disk Drive Test Drive' to consumers
responding to its ads in computer publications. The diskette's menu provides
technical specifications and attractive graphics about Ford cars, and answers
frequently asked questions.
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Royal Mail offers a
unique direct
marketing service
for its customers.

Open your mind to direct mail, and you'll find
above-the-llne values work just as well below eke
line- Keen use direct mail gets results - and boosts
awareness. Isn't it t i m e you thought about using
direct mail to get your message home?

Until recently, all direct mail was paper-based and handled by postal and telegraphic services and other mail carriers. Recently, however, three new forms of
mail delivery have become popular:
• Fax mail. Fax machines allow delivery of paper-based messages over
telephone lines. Fax mail has one major advantage over regular mail: the
message can be sent and received almost instantaneously. Marketers now
routinely send fax mail announcing offers, sales and other events to
prospects and customers with fax machines. Fax numbers of companies and
individuals are now available through published directories. However, some
pro.speets and customers resent receiving unsolicited fax mail, which clutters
their machines and consumes their paper.
• E-mail. E-mail (i.e. electronic mail) allows users to send messages or files
directly from one computer to another. Messages arrive almost instantly and
are stored until the receiving person retrieves them. Many marketers now
send sales announcements, offers, product information and other messages
to e-mail addresses - sometimes to a few individuals, sometimes to large
groups. As people begin to receive more e-mail messages, including unimportant
ones, they may look for an 'agent' software programme to sort out the more
important messages from those than can be ignored or discarded.
• Voice mail. Voice mail is a system for receiving and storing oral messages at a
telephone address. Telephone companies sell this service as a substitute for
answering machines. The person with a voice mail account can check
messages by dialling into the voice mail system and punching in a personal
code. Some marketers have set up programmes that will dial a large number
of telephone numbers and leave the selling messages in the recipients' voice
mailboxes.
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These new forms deliver direct mai] at incredible speeds, compared to the
post office's 'snail mail' puce. Yet, much like mail delivered through traditional
channels, they may he resented as 'junk mail' it' sent to people who have no
interest in them. For this reason, marketers must carefully identify appropriate
targets to avoid wasting their money and recipients' time.

Catalog-ue Marketing
catalogue marketing
Direct marketing
through catalogues that
are mailed to a select lint
qf customers or made
available in stores.

Catalogue marketing involves selling through catalogues mailed to a select list of
customers or made available in stores. Examples of mail-order catalogue operators are Frcemans, GUS. Index, Otto Versand. La Redoute and Trois Suisses.
Buying from a mail-order catalogue used to be popular among isolated populations or less affluent, older married women. The image of catalogue marketing,
however, has been transformed by some retailers. Consider the following
example:
Trois Suisses, the French mail-order giant, has distanced itself from the
old-fashioned catalogue image. One of its recent catalogues featured
nothing less than a pair of sensuous lips. Its catalogues now feature a
range of products by the leading textiles designers such as Vivienne
Westwood and Elizabeth de Senneville, as well as household articles
designed by Starck and Andre Ptitman. The new style is a far cry from the
first catalogue sent out when.jthe company was founded in 1932. It was
the first major catalogue to aim for the glossy high-fashion market when,
back in 1992, it featured the American model Cindy Crawford on a
catalogue cover.
Trois Suisses stresses that the traditional rural clientele is giving way
to young working women who are busy and under pressure. The
catalogue's up-market repositioning reflects these changes. The
company's market research suggests that over a quarter of the regular
clients who place orders six or more times a year are women under the
age of 24; new catalogues must be a fashion and media event. Trois
Suisses is described as an aggressive direct marketer, sending out more
than 8 million catalogues a year and keeping its best clients in touch with
follow-up literature every two weeks, Trois Suisses also operates in
Belgium, the Netherlands, the UK, Austria. Germany, Italy, Spain and
Portugal. To support its up-market repositioning, the firm has streamlined
operations and improved performance (staff spend on average not more
than three and a half minutes on each order). It offers a 24-hour delivery
service on most items. Sales are processed in one large three-storey
depot. There is one vast room dedicated to express sales, where each
regular client is allotted a location within the section earmarked for his or
her town. Over a kilometre of conveyor belts carry the items round the
complex and out to the delivery vans.
Trois Suisses' recent repositioning strategy has paid off, and it has
turned a lack-lustre catalogue business into a profitable venture during
the 1990s.12
Catalogues are increasingly used by store retailers, which see them as mi
additional medium for cultivating sales.
Most consumers enjoy receiving catalogues and will sometimes even pay to
get them. Many catalogue marketers arc now even selling their catalogues at book
stores and magazine stands. Advances in technology are enabling retailers and
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This aissard--T£irming direct
response ctdtaevtising
campaign nm by the
Scottish Health Education
Board, drew tremendous
responses from smokers
seeking counselling, showing
vahat ciimniunicatuin can
achieve when advertisers get
it right.

manufacturers to experiment with multiple forms of media, such as videotapes,
computer discs, (ID-ROMs and Internet catalogues. The revolution has already
begun in the United States in the case of Royal Silk, a clothing company, which
sells a 35-niinute video catalogue to its customers for S5.95. The tape contains a
polished presentation of Royal Silk products, tells customers how to care for silk
and provides ordering information. Solot'lex uses a video brochure to help sell its
in-home exercise equipment. The 22-minute video shows an attractive couple
demonstrating the exercises possible with the system. Solotlex claims that almost
half of those who view the video brochure later place an order via telephone,
compared with only a 1(1 per cent response from those receiving regular direct
mail. 1 -' Many business-to-business marketers also rely heavily on catalogues.
Whether in the form of a simple brochure, three-ring binder or book, or encoded
on a videotape or computer disc, catalogues remain one of today's indispensable
sales tools.

Telemarketing
Telemarkcting uses the telephone to sell directly to consumers. It has hecorne a
primary direct marketing tool. Marketers use outbound telephone marketing in a
proactive way to generate and qualify sales leads, and sell directly to consumers
and businesses. Calls may also be for research, testing, database building or
appointment making, as a follow-up to a previous contact, or as part of a motivation or customer-care programme.
Marketers use if abound freephone numbers to receive orders from customers.
These calls are usually made in response to an advertisement in the press, on
radio or television, in a door drop or direct mailing, in catalogues or via a mixture
of these media. Marketers also use the telephone in :i reactive way for inbound
calls involving customer enquiries and complaints.
The use of telemarketing has grown in recent years, particularly in the United
States. One study suggests that the average household receives 19 telephone sales
calls each year and makes 16 calls to place orders. During 1990, AT & T logged
more than 7 billion 800-number calls. In 1995 marketers spent an estimated
§54.1 billion on outbound calls to consumers and businesses, generating an estimated 8385 billion in sales. Some industry analysts boldly predict that by the
turn of the century, half of all retail sales will be completed by telephone.14

telemarketing
Using the telephone to
sell directly to
consumers.
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Other marketers use telemarketing to sell consumers information, entertainment or the opportunity to voice an opinion. For example, for a charge, Nintendo
offers game players assistance with the company's video games. Ronald McDonald
House Charities uses telemarketing to raise funds. Similarly, consumers can
obtain weather forecasts from American Express; pet care information from
Quaker Oats; advice on snoring and other sleep disorders from Somnus; or golf
lessons from Golf Digest.
In the UK, the growth of inbound telemarketing may be linked to BT's introduction of the 0800 Linkline in 1985, Prospects, once converted to a customer,
use the 0345 number, which charges only a local rate. Thousands of companies
have used these lines since, with over 10,000 calls an hour passing through them.
In the rest of Europe, telemarketing is more established in the Netherlands than
in Germany, which has the toughest telemarketing laws. For example, telemarketing in Germany is impossible because the consent of the prospects or
consumers is needed before they can be contacted. If someone buys a shovel from
a garden centre in winter, even if they gave their name and telephone number, the
centre cannot telephone them in the spring with a special offer on bulbs because
that would be illegal. Contrast the situation in Holland, where, for example, before
an election, political parties are permitted to ring voters to gain their support.1S
Not surprisingly, the rise in unsolicited telephone marketing annoys
customers who object to 'junk phone calls' that pull them away from the dinner
table or elog up their answering machines. Laws nr self-regulatory measures have
been introduced in different countries in response to complaints from irate
customers. At the same time, consumers can appreciate many of the genuine and
well-presented offers they receive by telephone. When properly designed and
targeted, telemarketing provides many benefits, including purchasing convenience and increased product and service information. 1 "

Direct-Response Television Marketing
direct-response
television marketing
(DRTV)
The marketing of
produces or services via
telev isian comm arciuls
and programmes which
involve a responsive
clement, typically ihe usf
of a freephone number
that allows consumers
to phone for more
information or to plac-e
an order for the goods
advertised.

Direct-response television marketing (DRTV) takes one of two main forms. The
first is direct-response advertising. Direct marketers air television spots, 30-60
seconds long, that persuasively describe a product or service and give customers a
freephone number for ordering. DRTV is essentially mass marketing of a product
or service, but with a responsive clement - the freephone number which gives the
consumer the autonomy and authority to make the decision as to whether or not
to buy the product. Direct-response television advertising can also be used to
build brand awareness, convey brand/product information, generate sales leads
and build a customer database. For example, biscuit manufacturer MeVitie's ran
an eight-week DRTV campaign offering consumers the opportunity to call in and
request a free sample pack of biscuits. Not only did the activity provide a means of
collecting the names and addresses of consumers for follow-up purposes, but it
also allowed the company to consult and interact with consumers who respond, in
a way that conventional advertising has never done before. McVitie's believes that
it will be better able to target future mailings and marketing activity using the data
gathered.
Television viewers may encounter longer advertising programmes, or
'infomer trials', for a single product. An infomercial is a themed TV programme,
typically 30 minutes long, during which the features or virtues of a product - say,
an exercise machine or multipurpose kitchen device — are discussed by 'experts'
before an audience. These are selling programmes which are presented in an
entertaining mariner to attract the target audience. In Europe, infomercials are
broadcast on existing pan-European satellite stations such as NBC Super Channel
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and Eurosport. The ini'omereial industry is expanding, with companies such as
Quantum International and TV Shop airing programmes across countries in
Europe.
Direct-response advertising is growing in popularity. For example, in the
United Kingdom, some 20 per cent of commercials on television carry a telephone
response number, a growth ot' 46 per cent hi the last three years. According to the
Direct Marketing Association, spend in DRTV grew by 68 per cunt during 1995
alone. Companies ranging from mail order (e.g. Sounds Direct), leisure (e.g.
Scandinavian Seaways) and financial services (e.g. Direct Line, AA Insurance
Services) to cars (e.g. Daewoo, Fiat) and fast-moving consumer goods (e.g. Britvic,
Martini, McVitie's) are spending on DRTV today. Direct-response television
marketing has also been successfully used by charities and specific fund-raising
campaigners to persuade viewers to offer donations or volunteer services. The
'Live Aid' campaign that captured the imagination of millions of people across the
globe, 'Children in Need' and many other international fund-raising events have
used direct-response advertising to good effect. DRTV recruitment campaigns
have also been successfully employed by the British army for a number of years: a
recent campaign reported one in four enquiries converted into a volunteer.17
Home-shopping channel*, another form of direct-response television
marketing, are TV programmes or entire channels dedicated to selling goods and
services. Television home shopping is already a massive phenomenon in the
United States, with more than half of all.US homes having access to home-shopping channels such as Quality Value Channel (QVC), HSN and Value Club of
America. European consumers seem likely to follow suit.
In the United States, home-shopping channels, such as the Quality Value
Channel (QVC) and the Home Shopping Network (HSN), broadcast 24
hours a day. QVC's live shows run not just 24 hours a day, hut 364 days a
year, and it processes well over 130,000 phone calls every day. On IISN.
the programme's hosts offer bargain prices on products ranging from
jewellery, lamps, collectible dolls and clothing, to power tools and
consumer electronics - usually obtained by the home-shopping channel
at close-out prices. The use of multimedia techniques means that the
presentation of products is upbeat and a theatrical atmosphere is created,
often with the help of celebrity guests, and up-to-date information can be
given on product availability, creating further buying excitement. Viewers
call an 800 number to order goods. At the other end of the operation,
hundreds of operators handle more than ] ,200 incoming lines, entering
orders directly into computer terminiils. Orders are shipped within 48
hours.
QVC and other US-spawned TV shopping channels are already
operating in Europe and consumers are waking up to the benefits of TV
shopping. Ry far the largest electronic home-shopping" business owned by
Europeans is TV Shop, TV Shop is active in 19 European countries, of
which Germany is the biggest market, and it is now expanding into Asia,
particularly China. TV Shop is 94 per cent owned by the MTG Group,
itself part of steel and paper group Kinnevik. which operates radio
stations, television stations - TV3. TVI000, TV6 and ZTV - and digital
and cellular systems telephone networks in Scandinavia as well as
cellular systems in South America, eastern Europe, Asia and Africa. While
infomercials account for some 60 per cent of the firm's turnover, its
activities are wide ranging. It is Scandinavia's largest producer of
commercial videos and short-form commercials. It puts together TV
programmes, operates TVG, its own Swedish shopping channel, runs
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sales operations through the Internet in 14 countries and hns an
established electronic shopping mall in Europe. Tt has its own
computerized order-processing system and runs a growing chain of retail
outlets.
So far access to TV shopping channels has been restricted to homes
with satellite or cable TV. In Europe, Germany, Sweden and the
Netherlands lead in terms of household penetration of cable systems.
However, over the next few years, marketers believe that the reach of TV
shopping channels will increase as the cable and satellite market grows.
TV shopping channel operators believe that countries such as the United
Kingdom, France, Spain and Italy, with less than 20 per cent satellite and
cable penetration, have great potential for growth. Many experts think
t h a t advances in two-way, interactive television will make video shopping
one of the major forms of direct marketing by the end of the century. The
recent launch of the Philips Web TV Box means that consumers need to
own a TV and one of these boxes to make sales on the Internet - if you
have an electric plug and access to a phone line, you can surf the Internet
on your TV screen without buying a computer.1"

Online Marketing and Electronic Commerce
The most recent and fastest-growing form of direct marketing involves online
channels and electronic commerce. We discuss these channels in detail in the
next section.
online marketing
A farm of direct
marketing conducted
through interactive online compute!' services,
t&hich provide iwo-'way
systems that link
crmsimners with sellers
electronically.
commercial online
services
Companies that offer
online information,
entertainment, shopping
and other marketing
services to subscribers
•M.-/W pay the company a
monthly fee. They make
use of their own
dedicated networks and
operate their own
computers whiah ore
connected to the
Internet, thus offering
somevohat better security
than the Internet.

(inline marketing is conducted through interactive online computer systems,
which link consumers with sellers electronically. A modem connects the
consumers computer or TV set-top 'Web machine' with various services through
telephone lines. There are two types of online marketing channel: commercial
online services and the Internet

Commercial online services offer online information and marketing services
to Subscribers who pay a monthly fee. The best-known online services are
America Online, CompuServe and Prodigy, with more than 8,000,000, 2,500,000
aad 1,000,000 subscribers respectively,39 These online services provide
subscribers with information (news, libraries, education, travel, sports, reference), entertainment (fun and games), shopping services, dialogue opportunities
(bulletin boards, forums, chat boxes) and e-mail. With a few clicks of the mouse
button at their home PCs, subscribers can order thousands of products and
services electronically from dozens of major stores and catalogues. They can also
do their banking with local banks: buy and sell investments through discount
brokerage services; book airline, hotel and car-rental reservations; play games,
quizzes and contests; check Consumer Reports ratings of various products;
receive the latest sports scores and statistics; obtain weather forecasts; and
exchange e-mail messages with other subscribers around the country.
After growing rapidly through the mid-1990s, the commercial online services
are now being overtaken by the Internet as the primary online marketing
channel. In fact, all of the online service firms now offer Internet access as a
primary service. The Internet is a vast and burgeoning global web of computer
networks. It was created by the US Defense Department during the 1960s,
initially to link government labs, contractors and military installations. Today,
this huge, public computer network links computer users of all types all around
the world. Anyone with a PC, a modem and the right software can browse the
Internet to obtain or share information on almost any subject and to interact with
other users,20
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Internet usage has surged with the recent development of the user-friendly
World Wide Well access standard and Web browser software sueh as Netscape
Navigator, Microsoft Internet Explorer and Mosaic. Now, even novices can surf the
Net with fully integrated text, graphics, images and sound. Users can send e-mail,
exchange views, shop for produces, and access news, food recipes, art and business information. The Internet itself is free, although individual users must
usually pay a commercial access provider to be hooked up to it.

Rapid Growth of Online Marketing
In recent years, several large Internet marketing systems have failed because of a
lack ol' subscribers or coo little use, or because consumers found the buying
procedures baffling and returned to the familiarity of conventional buying channels. The online information and shopping services industry has its roots in the
United States. Although still in their infancy, Internet usage and online marketing
are growing explosively. According to a recent study, 23 per cent of people 16 or
older in the United States and Canada - more than 50 million people - have used
the Internet in the last month, up from just 1 million people in late 1994, An additional 12 per cent of adults use commercial online services such as America
Online and CompuServe. Currently, there are some 105 million Internet users
globally. Figure 22.1 shows Internet usage (users as a percentage of population)
for the top ten countries in the world. Internet usage is estimated to be increasing
at a rate of 12,000 new users per day, and some analysts predict that there will be
more than a billion users, with Internet transactions totalling 850 billion, by the
year 2000.
Although most of the world's online marketing takes place in the United
States and the Internet is still some way from becoming a major promotion
medium, European marketers can no longer ignore the technology,31 There may
now be as many as 4 to 6 million Web sites worldwide, and this number is growing
by as many as 400 new sites each week.22 Figure 22.2 shows that Internet users go
online for a number of reasons, ranging from browsing, work and education to
entertainment, and not just for buying things. In time, the biggest opportunity will

World Wide Web
(WWW or the Web)
A pan of [he internet
that uses a standard
computer language to
allow documents
containing text, images,
sound and video to be
sciif across the Internet.

Figure 22.2

electronic commerce
A general term for a
buying and setting
process that is
supported by electronic
means.

Main Uses of the Internet

he for sales or service delivery across national borders. For example. 27 per cent
df the sales of the US Internet bookshop Amazon.com are abroad, frequently to
customers who would otherwise be unable to find the book they were looking
for." Virgin Radio, which launched Europe's first online radio station, offers a live
audio-feed direct to the computers of Internet users visiting the radio station's
Web site. The service (www.virginradio.eo.uk) is a live relay of Virgin via the
Internet, which can be accessed from anywhere in the world. It uses state-of-theart RealAudio software, which allows the users to download free from the Virgin
Radio site. Rut instead of downloading (he file to the computer and then replaying
it, using RealAudio allows them to hear the material played to them direct over
the Net.24
Just as television hurst on to the media scene and dramatically revolutionized
marketing 40 years ago, so the explosion of Internet usage heralds the dawning of
a new world of electronic commerce. Electronic commerce is the general term for
a buying and selling process that is supported by electronic means. Electronic
markets are 'market spaces' in which sellers offer their products and services
electronically, and buyers search for information, Identify what they want and
place orders using a credit card or other means of electronic payment. For
example, a reporter wants to buy a 35 mm camera. She turns on her computer,
logs on to the Shopper's Advantage Web site, clicks on cameras, then clicks on 35
mm cameras. A list of all the major brands appears, along with information about
eaeh brand. She can retrieve a photo of each camera and reviews by experts.
Finding the camera she wants, she places an order by typing in her credit card
number, address and preferred shipping mode.
The electronic commerce explosion is all around us, as more and more businesses begin to recognize the vast potential of electronic technology (sec
Marketing Highlight 22.2). A recent study found that 39 per cent of all Net users
have searched for product information online prior to making a purchase. Fifteen
per cent of Net users have purchased a product or service online, and the
percentage is growing daily. Early attempts to develop online shopping and electronic shopping malls had been held hack by consumers' concerns about security,
fraud and missing or damaged products. But consumer confidence is expected to
grow, as improvements in technologies, standards and services are being achieved
to make online transactions a mainstav of twentv-first centurv commerce.25
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Figure 22.3

Demographics of Internet Users

• The Online Consumer
When people envision the typical Internet user, many mistakenly imagine a
pasty-faced computer nerd or 'cyberhead'. Others imagine a young, technicallyminded, up-scale male professional. Although such stereotypes are sadly
outdated, the Net population does differ demographieally t'rom the general population. Figure 22.3 summarizes the demographics of Internet users.
As a whole. Internet users remain an elite group. The Net population is
younger, more affluent, better educated and more male than the general population.26 However, as more and more people find their way on to the Net, the cyberspace population is becoming more mainstream. Increasingly, the Internet
provides online marketers with access to a broad range of demographic segments.
The proportion of female Net users has doubled in the past two years to 41 per
cent. Although more than half of all users are professionals or managers, this
percentage is decreasing.
Net users come from all age groups. For example, the population of more than
4 million 'Net kids' (predicted to reach almost 20 million by the year 2000) has
attracted a host of online marketers. America Online offers a Kids Only area
featuring homework help and online magazines along with the usual games, software and chat rooms. The Microsoft Network site carries Disney's Daily Blast,
which offers kids games, stories, comic strips with old and new Disney characters
and current events tailored to prcteens. Ten of the leading girls' entertainment
software publishers have joined forces to launch a special web site (at
ww-w.juMt4girls.com) th.-it promotes stories, games, dolls and accessories targeted
at 8-12-year-old girls.27
Although Internet users are younger on average than the population as a
whole, 45 per cent are 40 years of age or older. Whereas younger groups are more
likely to use the Internet for entertainment and socializing, older Net surfers go
online for more serious matters. For example, 24 per cent of ,50-64-year-olds use
the Net for investment purposes, compared with only 3 per cent of those between
25 and 29. And although only 5 per cent of consumers over 65 use the Internet,
42 per cent of those users have purchased something online.
Internet users also differ psychographically from the general consumer population. SRI, creator of the VALS 2 lifestyle typology discussed in Chapter 7, is now
developing an iVALS typology, which focuses on the attitudes, preferences
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Marketing
Highlight
22.2

Music Gyberstores: "Now"
Plays a Global Song

Jason and Matthew Olims' vain
search for an obscure Miles Davis
album led to the birth ot' CDnow.
The twin brothers borrowed
£20,000 and set up their Internet
record store, which they operated
from their parents' home in
Philadelphia. Three years later,
the brothers Olims filed for an initial public ottering in New York to
raise $60 million to expand their business. Many
start-up Internet record stores like CDnow owed
their origin to entrepreneurial enthusiasm, but
the future winners are those players that have
learnt to compete in an aggressive and expensive
market. Until recently, specialists such as CDnow
and Music Boulevard, owned by N2K, the US
Internet entertainment group, dominated the
market. Several US retailers, including Tower
Records and Caraelot Music, have started selling
music and videos over the Internet, as have Sony
and Bertelsmann. More recent entrants include
the United Kingdom's Virgin and HMV, a subsidiary of the entertainment group EMI.
The global online music market, though still
small, is expected to grow from S47 million in
1997 to SI.64 billion - or 7.5 per cent of global
record sales - by 2002 as Internet access
increases, according to research consultancy
Jupiter. Traditional record labels and retailers
were initially sceptical about the Internet, but the
success of upstarts like CDnow and N2K has
changed the industry's af-titudcs towards the Net.
Now the race is on. Both CDnow and N2K are
trying hard to ward off online competition from
WORLDWIDE SAJ,ES, ESTIMATED
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

SOURCE: Jupiter Communications, USA

47

110
240
505
958
1,640

traditional retailers by investing
heavily in marketing. They are
both spending more on advertising
both on and off the Internet. They
have negotiated exclusive placement rights with Internet sites or
search engines, whereby users
click on their logos to visit the
Music Boulevard and CDnow sites.
N2K. expects to pay $18 million for
a placement agreement with commercial online service provider
America Online, CDnow's deals
with search engine companies Yahoo! and Excite
cost some $5.5 million. Although both companies
have tended to concentrate their marketing
efforts on North America in the past, they now
give greater attention to Asian and European
markets, which are expanding rapidly as Internet
use increases. Already, locally bred specialist
Internet record and entertainment stores have
sprung up in these regions. N2K, however, is keen
to turn Music Boulevard into a worldwide chain of
virtual music and video stores. But, it must establish its overseas operations before the local competition strengthens. As such, N2K is launching a
Japanese-language version of Music Boulevard in
Japan in 1998, followed by similar operations in
Germany, the UK and other countries in Europe
by the end of 1998. To compete in the international online music market, a global network of
Internet record subsidiaries is essential. At present it supplies consumers outside the United
States by airmail or courier. Local operations
would help it tailor product ranges to suit local
needs, and to increase sales by offering faster,
cheaper delivery. Then there are the challenges
presented by software advances. Newcomers
such as Virgin Net are offering secure shopping
guarantees built around ;i secure electronic transaction (SET) standard to ensure that transactions
over the Internet are secure and tamper free.
They are also marketing low-cost set-top boxes
which would cost about £200 and provide users
with Internet access via their television sets.
Others are making substantial investments in
software to deliver albums and singles directly to
consumers' computers as digital signals, rather
than sending compact discs by the post.
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The upbeat tempo may not be music to all
ears. The cost of Internet placement deals,
expansion and software advances is proving loo
much for smaller companies. Meanwhile, N2K
and CDnow are intent on battling it out, making
substantial investments from their flotation proceeds to keep the business rolling in cyberspace.

and behaviours of online service and Internet users. SRJ's Web site
(www.future.sri.eoni) allows visitors to take the VALS 2 questionnaire and get
immediate feedback on their VALS 2 type. Fully 50 per cent of those who have
visited this site so far are Actualizers, the stereotypical up-scale, technically
oriented academies and professionals. Only 10 per cent of the general population
belongs to this segment.2S
Finally, Internet consumers differ in their approaches to buying and in their
responses to marketing. They are empowered consumers who have greater
control over the marketing process.2''People who use the Net place greater value
on information and tend to respond negatively to messages aimed only at selling.
Whereas traditional marketing targets a somewhat passive audience, online
marketing targets people who actively select which Web sites they will visit
and which ad banners they will click on. They decide which marketing information they will receive about which products and services and under what conditions. Thus, in online marketing, the consumer, not the marketer, controls the
interaction.
Internet 'search engines', such as Yahoo!, Infoseek and Excite - with huge
databases containing searchable details about most Internet sites and the pages
within those sites - give consumers access to varied information sources. This
helps to make them better informed and more discerning shoppers. In fact, online
buyers are increasingly creators of product information, not just consumers of it.
As greater numbers of consumers join Internet interest groups that share
product-related information, 'word of Web' is joining'word of mouth' as an important buying influence. Thus, the new world of elcetronic commerce will require
new marketing approaches.

• The Benefits of Online Marketing
Why have online services become so popular? The recent expansion of Internet
marketing can be attributed to a number of benefits that both consumers and
marketers gain from using the medium.

• benefits to Consumers
Online buying provides the same basic benefits to consumers as other forms of
direct marketing. It is convenient: customers don't have to battle with traffic, find
a parking" space, and walk through seemingly countless stores and aisles to find
and examine products. They can compare brands, check out prices and order
merchandise 24 hours a day from any location. Online buying is easy and private:
customers face fewer buying hassles and do not have to face salespeople or open
themselves up to persuasion and emotional pitches.

•
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Online buying offers consumers some additional advantages. The commercial
online services and the Internet give consumers access to an abundance of
comparative information - about companies, products and competitors. In addition, online buying is interactive and immediate. Consumers can often interact
with the seller's site to find exactly the information, products or services they
desire, then order or download them on the spot.

• Benefits to Marketers
Online marketing also yields many benefits to marketers. Because of its one-toone, interactive nature, online marketing is a good tool for customer relationship
building. It brings companies and their customers closer together. Companies
can interact with customers to learn more about specific customer needs and
wants, and to build customer databases. In turn, online customers can ask questions and volunteer feedback. Based on this ongoing interaction, companies can
increase customer value and satisfaction through product and service refinements. They can also tailor their communications and offers to the requirements
of specific customers. George Fisher, CEO of Eastman Kodak Company, sums it
up this way: 'Online activity gives us a way to meet customer needs and desires
that is unparalleled since the days of the door-to-door salesman.'-1"
Online marketing ean reduce c'o.sts and increase efficiency. Online marketers
avoid the expense of maintaining a store and the accompanying costs of rent,
insurance and utilities. Because customers deal directly with sellers, online
marketing often results in lower costs and improved efficiencies for channel and
logistics functions such us order processing, inventory handling, delivery and
trade promotion. Finally, communicating electronically often costs less than
communicating on paper through the post. Fur instance, a company can produce
digital catalogues for much less than the cost of printing and mailing paper ones.
The relatively low costs of setting up an online marketing operation mean that
both small and large firms can afford it. For example, it generally costs less to set
up an effective Web site than it does- to purchase 30 seconds of commercial time
on prime-time network TV.
Online marketing also offers greaturflexibility, allowing the marketer to make
continuous adjustments to its offers and programmes. For example, once a paper
catalogue is mailed, the products, prices and other catalogue features are fixed
until the next catalogue is sent. However, an online catalogue can be adjusted
continuously, adapting product assortments, prices, and promotions to match
changing market conditions.
Finally, the Internet is a truly global medium that allows buyers and sellers to
click from one country to another in seconds. A Web surfer from Paris or Istanbul
can access a Lands' End catalogue as easily as someone living on 1 Lands' End
Lane in Dodgeville. Wisconsin, the direct retailer's home town. Thus, even small
online marketers find that they have ready access to global markets. Despite
these many benefits, however, online marketing is not for every company or for
every product. Careful thought has to be given to if. when and how it should be
done.

•

Online Marketing Channels

Marketers can conduct online marketing in four ways: by creating an electronic
storefront: placing ads online; participating in Internet forums, news groups or
'Web communities'; or using online e-mail or Webcasting. Let us take a look at
these channels next.
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Creating an Electronic Storefront

In opening an electronic storefront, a company has,two choices: it can buy space
on a commercial online service or it can open its own Web site. Buying a location
on a commercial online service involves either renting storage space on the online
service's computer or establishing a link from the company's own computer to
(he online service's shopping mall. A retailer, for example, can link to America
Online, CompuServe and Prodigy, gaining access to the millions of consumers
who subscribe to these services. The online services typically design the storefront for the company and introduce it to their subscribers. For these services,
the company pays the online service an annual fee plus a small percentage of the
company's online sales,
In addition to buying a location on an online service, or as an alternative,
thousands of companies have now created their own Web sites. These sites vary
greatly in purpose and content. The most basic type is a corporate Web site.-'1
These sites are designed to handle interactive communication initiated by the
consumer. They seek to build customer good will and to supplement other sales
channels rather than to sell the company's products directly. Corporate Web sites
typically offer a rich variety of information and other features in an effort to
answer customer questions, build closer customer relationships and generate
excitement about the company. Corporate Web sites generally provide information about the company's history, its mission and philosophy, and the products
and services that it offers. They might also tell about current events, company
personnel, financial performance and employment opportunities. Many corporate
Web sites also provide exciting entertainment features to attract and hold visitors.
Finally, the site might also provide opportunities for customers to ask questions
or make comments through e-mail before leaving the site.
Other companies create a marketing Web site. These sites are designed to
engage consumers in an interaction that will move them closer to a purchase or

other marketing outcome. With a marketing Web site, communication and interaction are initiated by the marketer. Such a site might include a catalogue, shopping" tips and promotional features such as coupons, sales events or contests.
Companies aggressively promote their marketing" Websites in print and broadcast
advertising, and through 'banner-to-sire' ads that pop up on other Web sites.
For example, Toyota operates a marketing Web site f i t www.toyota.com.
Once a potential customer elieks in, the car maker wastes no time trying
to turn the enquiry into a sale. The site offers plenty of entertainment
and useful information, from cross-country trip guides and tips for driving
with kids, to golf and outdoor events. But the site is also loaded with more
serious selling" features, such as detailed descriptions of current Toyota
models and information on dealer locations and services, complete with
maps and dealer Web links, Visitors who want to go further can fill out an
online order form (supplying" name, address, phone number and e-mail
address) for brochures and a free interactive CD-ROM that shows off the
features of Toyota models. The chances are good that before the CD-ROM
arrives, a local dealer will call to invite the prospect in for a test drive.32

online advertising
Placing advertisements
on the Internet in special
sections offered by
commi-'rcial online
services, as banner <irf,s
(hat pop up while
computer subscribers
are surfing online
services or Web sites, or
in Internet news groups
tha( have been set up for
commercial purposes.

Business-to-business marketers also make good use of marketing" Web sites.
For example, corporate buyers can visit Sun Microsystems' Web site
(www.sun.eom), select detailed descriptions of Sun's products and solutions,
request sales and service information and interact with staff members. Customers
visitingGK Plastics'Web site can draw'on more than 1,500 pages of information to
get answers about the company's products any time and from anywhere in the
world. And FedEx's Web site (www.fedex.com) allows customers to schedule their
own shipments, request a courier and track their packages in transit.
Creating a Web site is one thing"; getting people to visit the site is another. The
key is to create enough value and excitement to get consumers to come to the
site, stick around and come back again. This means that companies must
constantly update their sites to keep them fresh and exciting. Doing" so involves
time and expense, but the expense is necessary if the online marketer wishes to
cut through the increasing online clutter.
For some types of product, attracting visitors is easy. Consumers buying new'
cars, computers or financial services will be open to information and marketing
initiatives from sellers. Marketers of lower-involvement products, however, may
face a difficult challenge in attracting Web-site visitors. As one veteran notes: 'IS
you're shopping for a computer and you see a banner that says, "We've ranked the
top 12 computers to purchase", you're going to click on the banner. [But] what
kind of banner could encourage any consumer to visit dentalfloss.com?'-' 11 For
such low-interest products, the company should create a corporate Web site to
answer customer questions and build good will, using it only to supplement selling
efforts through other marketing" channels.
Next, let us take a look ,-jt how advertisements are placed online.

• Placing Advertisements Online
Companies can place online advertisements in any of three ways. First, they can
place classified ads in special sections offered by the major commercial online
services. The ads are listed according to when they arrived, with the latest ones
heading the list. Second, ads can be placed in certain Internet newsgroups that
are set up for commercial purposes. Finally, the company ean buy online ads that
pop up while subscribers are surfing online services or Web sites. Such ads
include banner ads. pop-up windows, 'tickers' (banners that move across the
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screen) and 'roadblocks' (full-screen ads that users must pass through to get to
other screens they wish to view). For example, a Web user or America Online
subscriber who is looking up airline schedules 01" fares might find a flashing
banner on the screen exclaiming "Rent a car from Alamo and get up to 2 days
free!' To attract visitors to its own Web site, Toyota sponsors Web banner ads on
other sites, ranging from major Internet publisher sites like ESPNet SportZone
(www.espm.CQm) to Parent Soup (www.parcntsoup.com), a kind of online coffee
Match through which mums and dads exchange views.
Web advertising is on the increase. However, many marketers still question its
value as an effective advertising tool. Costs are reasonable compared with those of
other advertising media and it is relatively easy to create a site: as little as K300 a
year will buy an Internet address, create a site with a few pages and launch it. Web
advertising on more popular sites such as ESPNet SportsZone, which attracts
more than 500,000 Web surfers and 20 million 'hits' - the number of times the
site is accessed - per week, costs about 8300,000 per year. Netscape, the popular
Web-browser site, charges about 8360,000 per year and delivers an estimated
1 million impressions. Still, Web surfers can easily ignore these banner ads, and
often do. Ad Web locations that sell advertising space are still working" to develop
good measures of advertising impact. Thus, although many firms are experimenting with Web advertising, it still plays only a minor role in their promotion
mixes. For example, the Internet is estimated to have attracted about S200
million in total ad revenue over 1996, primarily In buying banners, with the
majority of it originating in the United States. This can be put into perspective
when we consider that a company such as Procter & Gamble spent over $150
million on advertising in the United Kingdom alone over the same period.J4

• Participating in Forums, Newsgroups and
IVcb Communities
Companies may decide to participate in or sponsor Internet forums, newsgroups
and bulletin boards that appeal to specific special interest groups. Such activities
may be organized for commercial or non-commercial purposes. Forums are
discussion groups located on commercial online services. A forum may operate a
library, a 'chat room' for real-time message exchanges and even a classified ad
directory. For example, America Online boasts some 14,000 chat rooms, which
account for a third of its members' online time. It recently introduced 'buddy
lists', which alert members when friends are online, allowing them to exchange
instant messages.33 Most forums are sponsored by interest groups. Thus, as a
major musical instruments manufacturer. Yamaha might start a forum on classical music.

•
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ffew^roups are the InterneL version of tbruins. Unlike commercial forums,
newsgroups are made up of groups of people posting and reading messages on a
specified topic of interest to them, rather than managing libraries or conferencing. Internet users can participate in newsgroups without subscribing. The
discussions are like a telephone conference call, only everything is typed onscreen and people can come and go at any time over a period of days and might
not even 'say' anything at all. There are thousands of newsgroups dealing with
every imaginable topie, from healthy eating, home repairs and caring for your
Bonsai tree to collecting antique cars or exchanging views on the latest soap opera
happenings. For example, one newsgroup, rec.autos.vw, on a section of the
Internet called usenet, hosted a discussion about the reliability of different
versions of one model of Volkswagen car. Newsgroups earry a lot of information
about customers, and companies can take advantage of the chance to 'meet'
potential customers by participating in the discussions. However, firms must
beware when joining the forum. People organizing newsgroups have a distinct
aversion to the hard sell of businesses - after all, they set up their groups deliberately outside the normal arenas of commercial influence. M '
Bulletin board systems (BBSs) are specialized online services that centre on a
specific topic or group. These deal with a wide range of topics, from holidays find
health to computer games and property. Marketers might want to identify and
participate in newsgroups and BB.Ss that attract subscribers who fit their target
markets. However, like newsgroups, BBS users often resent commercial intrusions on their Net space, so the marketer must tread carefully, participating in
subtle ways that provide real value to participants.
The popularity of forums and newgronps has resulted in a rash of commercially sponsored Web sites called Web communities. Such sites provide a place
where members can congregate online and exchange views on issues of common
interest. They are 'the cyberspace equivalent to the bar, where everybody knows
your e-mail add?-ess'.-i7 For example. Women's Wire is a Web community where
career-oriented women can engage in discussion forums and celebrity chats on
women's issues. Tripod is an online hangout for twenty-somethings, offering chat
rooms and free home pages for posting curriculum vitae. And Parent Soup is an
online community of more than 200,000 parents who spend time online gathering
parenting information, chatting with other parents about kid-related issues and
linking with other related sites.
Visitors to these Net neighbourhoods or cyherhoodH develop a strong sense of
community. Such communities are attractive to advertisers because they drawconsumers with common interests and well-defined demographics. For example.
Parent Soup provides an ideal environment for the Web ads of Johnson & Johnson
and other makers of children's products. Moreover, eyberhood consumers visit
frequently and stay online longer, increasing the chance of meaningful exposure
to the advertiser's message.

* Using e-mail, and Webcasting
A company can encourage prospects and customers to send questions, suggestions and complaints to the company via e-mail. Customer service representatives can quickly respond to such messages. The company may also develop
Internet-based electronic mailing lists of customers or prospects. Such lists
provide an excellent opportunity to introduce the company and its offerings to
new customers and to build ongoing relationships with current ones. Using the
lists, online marketers can send out customer newsletters, special product or
promotion offers based on customer purchasing histories, reminders of service
requirements or warranty renewals, or announcements of special events.
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(Companies can also sign on with any of a number of Webcasting; services,
which automatically download customized information to recipients' PCs. For a
monthly i'ee, subscribers to these services can specify the channels they want news, company information, entertainment arid others - and the topies they're
interested in. Then, rather than spending hours scouring the Internet, they can
sit back while the Webcaster automatically delivers information of interest to
their desktops.
Webcasting, also known as 'push' programming, affords an attractive channel
through which online marketers can deliver their Internet advertising or other
information content. Instead of waiting for Web surfers to stumble on to their sites
and banner ads, marketers can send animated ads directly to the desktops of
target customers. Companies can use such in-your-face methods to notify
subscribers of promotions and even send them order forms.JS
US Webcasting services such as PointCast and Ifusion are growing fast
and attracting an ever increasing number of advertisers. The major commercial
online services are also beginning to offer Webcasting to their members. For
example, America Online has added a feature called Driveway that will fetch
information, Web pages and e-mail based on members' preferences and automatically deliver it to their PCs. However, as with other types of online marketing,
companies must be careful that they do not cause resentment among Internet
users who are already overloaded with "junk e-mail'. Warns one analyst, 'there's a
fine line between adding value and the consumer feeling that you are being intrusive'/19

• The Promise and Challenges of Online Marketing
Online marketing offers great promise for the future. Its most ardent supporters
envision a time when the Internet and electronic commerce will replace magazines, newspapers and even stores as sources for information and buying. Yet
despite all the hype and promise, online marketing may be years away from realizing its full potential. And even then, it is unlikely to fulfil such sweeping
predictions. Instead, eventually, online marketing will become another important
tactical tool, much like the television or telephone, and should work alongside
other tactical elements in a fully integrated marketing mix.
Although novel and exhilarating, online marketing has yet to carve out a
central role in consumers' lives. For most online marketers, the Web is still not a
money-making proposition — according to one report, money-losers exceed
money-winners by more than 2 to 1.4" Here are just some of the challenges that
online marketers face:
•

•

Limited consumer exposure and buying. Although expanding rapidly,
online marketing still reaches only a limited market-space. Even in affluent
countries such as the United States, 98 per cent of the population owns a
TV, whereas less than 10 per cent have Internet access. In Europe Internet
connections lag behind the United iStates, although the gap is narrowing.
Moreover. Web users appear to do more window browsing than actual
buying. Only an estimated 10-20 per cent of Web surfers actually use the
Web regularly lor shopping or to obtain commercial services such as travel
information (see Figure 22.2).41
Skewed user demographics and psychograpkics. Online users tend to be
more upscale and technically oriented than the general population. This
makes online marketing ideal for marketing computer hardware and
software, consumer electronics, financial services and certain other classes
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of product. However, it makes online marketing less effective for selling
mainstream products.
• Chaos and Clutter, The Internet offers up millions of Web sites and a
staggering volume of information. Thus, navigating the Internet can be
frustrating, confusing and time consuming for consumers. In this chaotic
and cluttered environment, many Web ads and sites go unnoticed or
unopened. Even when they are noticed, marketers will find it difficult to
hold consumer attention. One study found that a site must capture Web
surfers' attention within eight seconds or lose them to another site. That
leaves very little time for marketers to promote and sell their goods. By
contrast. TV commercials and hifomereials offer a narrative that the
Internet cannot, and the marketer is able to control the pace and sequence
of the advertisement.
• Security. Consumers worry that unscrupulous snoopers will eavesdrop on
their online transactions or intercept their credit card numbers and make
unauthorized purchases. In turn, companies doing business online fear that
others will uwe the Internet to invade their computer systems for the
purposes of commercial espionage or even sabotage. Online marketers are
developing solutions to such security problems. However, there appears to
be a "never-ending competition between the technology of security systems
and the sophistication of those seeking to thwart them'.42
• Ethical concerns. Privacy is a primary concern. Marketers can easily track
Web-site visitors, and many consumers who participate in Web-site activities
provide extensive personal information. This may leave consumers open to
information abuse if companies make unauthorized use of the information
in marketing their products or exchanging electronic lists with other
companies. There are also concerns about segmentation and discrimination.
The Internet currently serves up-scale consumers well. However, poorer
consumers have less access to the Net, leaving them increasingly less
informed about products, services and prices.4-'
Despite these challenges, companies large and small are quickly integrating
online marketing into their marketing mixes. More than the latest fad, towards
the twenty-first century, online marketing will prove to be a powerful tool for
building customer relationships, improving sales, communicating company and
product information, and delivering products and services more efficiently and
effectively.

Integrated
Direct Marketing
o
o
integrated direct
marketing
Direct marketing
campaigns that use
multiple vehicles and
multiple stages Co
improve response rates
and profits.

Although direct marketing and online marketing have boomed in recent years,
many companies still relegate them to minor roles in their marketing and promotion mixes. Many direct marketers use only a 'one-shot' effort to reach and sell
to a prospect, or a single vehicle in multiple stages to trigger purchases. For
example, a magazine publisher might send a series of four direct-mail notices to a
household to get a subscriber to renew before giving up. A more powerful
approach is integrated direct marketing, which involves using multiple-vehicle,
multiple-stage campaigns. Such campaigns can greatly improve response.
Whereas a direct-mail piece alone might generate a 2 per cent response, adding a
freephone number can raise the response rate by 50 per cent. A well-designed

outbound telemarketing effort might lift response by another 500 per cent.
Suddenly a 2 per cent response has grown to 15 per cent or more by adding interactive marketing channels to a regular mailing. 44
More elaborate integrated direct-marketing campaigns can be used. Consider
the following multimedia, multistage marketing campaign;

Here, the paid ad to target customers creates product awareness and stimulates
enquiries. The company immediately sends direct mail to those who enquire.
Within a few days, the company follows up with a phone call seeking an order.
Some prospects will order by phone; others might request a face-to-facc sales call.
In such a campaign, the marketer seeks to improve response rates and profits by
adding media and stages that contribute more to additional sales than to additional costs.
Consider the following examples:
Flying Flowers is a L*K flowers-by-post business. The 17-acre Jersey-based
carnation nursery now offers a postal pack service to most northern
European countries. Its strong sales have been achieved through directresponse advertising and by mailing to an increasingly large customer
database. The firm's progressive involvement with retail chains, mailorder companies and credit card operators has also generated additional
sales. It also became an Air Miles promoter. In special promotions such as
for Valentine's Day and Mother's Day, Air Miles members who got Flying
Flowers to dispatch a bouquet of flowers would get up to 35 Air Miles
awards. All the consumer had to do was order by phone, quoting his/her
Air Miles membership number, eredit card details, bouquet code and Air
Miles promotion reference number. Easy! It is clear that Flying Flowers
uses multiple direct marketing channels, while also taking advantage of
its expanding marketing database to maintain a consistent sales growth
record.
The French mail-order giant. Trois Suisses. integrates its existing mailorder format with other direct retailing approaches. It takes orders by
post, telephone and the French interactive information network, Minitcl,
which is installed in more than 3 million houses. It is linked with a
shopping programme on the French RTL-TV and is taking the step into
television shopping. Trois Suisses believes that the online revolution
could strengthen its foothold in the new shopping environment of the
future.45

Public Policy and Ethical Issues in
Direct Marketing
Direct marketers and their customers usually enjoy mutually rewarding relationships. Occasionally, however, a darker side emerges. The aggressive and sometimes shady tactics of a few direct marketers can bother or harm consumers,
giving the entire industry a black eye. Abuses range from simple excesses that
irritate consumers to instances of unfair practices or even outright deception and
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Remember lour
INeliquette. Please

Marketing
Highlight
22.3

The Internet offers many exciting
commercial
opportunities
to
companies. It enables a direct twoway contact with users, which
allows multimedia communications arid which reaches consumers
around the globe. There are rewards for businesses as long as
they respect the culture of the
Internet. Users may not want 'inyour-face' advertising on-screen, but those who
are interested in a company's product or service
will access the company's Web pages, Businesses
will do well to take on board the implications of
the Internet's unwritten code. Here are some dos
and don'ts of Netiquette.

Electronic Mail
• Do not send a commercial e-mail message to
an Internet user who has not asked for it.
However, if an Internet user sends an
enquiry to an organization, it should be
acceptable for the recipient to respond to
the user using e-mail.
• If ;m Internet user requests information from
companies within a specific category - for
example, scuba diving- the companies
within this category should be able to send
this user relevant information. The company
may offer the user the option to be added to
its list server - an Internet convention
allowing people interested in a particular
topic to subscribe to an ongoing electronic
conference on that topic.
• Enquiries to commercial list servers should
not result in an automatic subscription.
Organizations should not add the user's
name to a mailing list to which he or she has
not subscribed. All list servers must respect
the Internet's 'unsubscribe' command and
refrain from sending further e-mail messages
when this command is received,
• Internet users who choose to put their
personal details such as addresses or phone
numbers in their electronic signatures
should be able to do so with the knowledge

•

that marketers will not use this
information to make unsolicited
contact by telephone, regular mail
or fax.

Customer Dnta
• Internet data should remain
the private property of the
user. If a user has expressed
interest in, say, scuba diving,
through the Internet, the
behavioural data of the user
should not he resold to a
company that wishes to use it to target
divers without the permission of that user.
If a list server subscriber list is to be
released, only the addresses of those
subscribers who have expressly approved
the release of their details should be
included.

Advertising
• Advertisers should avoid commercial
advertising to newsgroups and list server
conferences that are unrelated to the
newsgroup or conference topic.
Communications Software
•
Under no circumstances should marketers
use communications software to gather data
from users without the knowledge or
permission of the user.
• No data, should be sent or collected using the
Internet without the express permission and
knowledge of the person who owns the data.
Information gathering without an individual's
permission is both an invasion of privacy and
illegal.
Market Research
9 Only conduct consumer research as long as
participating consumers are made fully
aware of the consequences of answering the
questionnaire.
• Internet users should have ready and easy
access to information detailing the uses and
implications of participating in the market
research survey.

Promotions and Direct Selling
• Promotions should be self-selected by an
Internet user and potential customer of the
product, service or promotion.
• Internet users should be made fully aware of
the guidelines, rules and parameters of the
event or offer before they commit to
responding to the promotion.
As consumers become more literate in the ways
of direct marketing, whatever their form, online
or offline, they can easily see through the 'spams',
false offers and acts of impropriety. Companies
that attempt to lure the naive do no one, least of
;ill themselves, any favours. Code breakers risk
consumer backlash, blacklisting, even the threat
of legislative extinction, which would restrict

growth of the industry. Where the internet is
concerned, the obstacles to sales -- privacy,
consumer protection and product liability - arc
yet to be solved. Governments worldwide are
responding to OECD initiatives to address problems and to seek agreement on ways to dismantle
the barriers to global electronic commerce.
Meanwhile, code makers are already working
their way towards creating a cyberworld of better
business netiquette!

fraud. During the past few years, the direct marketing industry has also faced
growing concerns about invasion of privacy.'"'

Irritation, Unfairness, Deception and Fraud
Direct marketing excesses sometimes annoy or offend consumers. Most of us
dislike direct-response TV commercials that are too loud, too long and too insistent. Especially bothersome arc dinner-time or late-niglit phone calls. Beyond
irritating consumers, some direct marketers have been accused of taking unfair
advantage of impulsive or less sophisticated buyers. TV shopping shows and
programme-long 'infomercials' seem to be the worst culprits. They feature
smooth-talking hosts, elaborately staged demonstrations, claims of drastic price
reductions, 'while they last' time limitations, and unequalled ease of purchase to
inflame buyers who have low sales resistance.
Worse yet. 'heat merchants' design mailings and write copy intended to
mislead buyers. Other direct marketers pretend to be conducting research
surveys when they are actually asking leading questions to screen or persuade
consumers. Fraudulent schemes, such as investment scams or phoney collections
for charity, have also multiplied in recent years. Crooked direct marketers can be
hard to catch: direct marketing customers often respond quickly, <io not interact
personally with the seller, and usually expect to wait for delivery. By the time
buyers realize that they have been duped, the thieves arc usually somewhere else,
plotting new schemes.

Invasion of Privacy
Invasion of privacy is perhaps the toughest public policy issue now confronting
the direct marketing industry. These days, it seems that almost every time
consumers order products by mail or telephone, enter a sweepstake, apply for a
credit card or take out a magazine subscription, their names are entered into
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some company's already bulging database. Using sophisticated computer technologies, direct marketers can use these databases to 'micro target' their selling
efforts. Yes, consumers often benefit from such database marketing - they receive
more offers that are closely matched to their interests. However, many critics
worry that marketers may know too much about consumers' lives, and that they
may use this knowledge to take unfair advantage of consumers. At .some point,
they claim, the extensive use of databases intrudes on consumer privacy. For
example, they ask, should telecom network operators be allowed to sell marketers
the names of customers who frequently call the free (e.g.0800) numbers of, say.
catalogue companies? Is it right for credit bureaux to compile and sell lists of
people who have recently applied for credit cards - people who are considered
prime direct marketing targets because of their spending behaviour? Or is it right
for government agencies to sell the names and addresses ol' driver's licence
holders, along with height, weight and gender information, allowing clothing
retailers to target tall or overweight people with special offers?
In their drives to build databases, companies sometimes get carried away. For
example, Microsoft caused substantial privacy concerns when it introduced its
Windows 95 software. It used a "Registration Wizard' which allowed users to
register their new software online. However, when users went online to register,
without their knowledge, Microsoft took the opportunity to 'read' the configurations of their PCs. Thus, the company gained instant knowledge of the major
software products running on each customer's system. When users learned of this
invasion, they protested publicly. The enraged outcry led Microsoft to abandon
such snooping. However, such actions have spawned a quiet but determined
'privacy revolt' among consumers and public policy makers.47
The direct marketing industry in a number of countries is addressing issues of
ethics and public policy. For example, in the United Kingdom, faced with the
threat of legislation, including wider EU directives, the industry has adopted stringent self-regulation measures to restrain unsavoury practices and to bring the
'cowboys' into line. Similarly, in the case of the Internet, there is rising user
concern about malpractice, ranging from the flood of unsolicited '.junk cybermail'
to intrusion of privacy. So, while the Internet offers vast potential as a multimedia, global communication channel to marketers, firms should seek to police
themselves, operating within acceptable codes of practice (see Marketing
Highlight 22,3). Direct marketers know that, left untended, such problems will
lead to increasingly negative consumer attitudes, lower response rates, and calls
for more restrictive legislation. More importantly, most direct marketers want the
same things that consumers want: honest and well-designed marketing offers
targeted only towards consumers who will appreciate and respond to them. Direct
marketing is just too expensive to waste on consumers who don't want it.
Mass marketers have typically tried to reach millions of buyers with a single
product and a standard message communicated via the mass media.
Consequently, most mass-marketing communications were one-way communications directed at consumers rather than two-way communications with
consumers. Today, many companies are turning to direct marketing in an effort to
reach carefully targeted customers more efficiently and to build stronger, more
personal, one-to-one relationships with them.

Summary
We discussed the benefits of direct marketing to customers and companies, and
the trends fuelling its rapid growth. Customers benefit from direct marketing in
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many ways. For consumers, home shopping is fun, convenient and hassle free,
saves time and gives them a bigger selection of merchandise. It allows them to
compare shop offers using mail catalogues and online shopping services, then to
order products and services without dealing with salespeople. Sellers also benefit.
Direct marketers can buy mailing lists containing names of nearly any target
group, customize offers to special wants and needs, and then use individualized
communications to promote these offers. Direct marketers can also build a
continuous relationship with each customer; time offers to reach prospects at the
right moment, thereby receiving higher readership and response; and easily test
alternative media and messages. Finally, direet marketers gain privacy because
their offer and strategy are less visible to competitors.
Various trends have led to die rapid growth of direct marketing. Market
'demassification' has produced a constantly increasing number of market niches
with specific preferences. Direct marketing enables sellers to focus efficiently on
these minimarkets with offers that better match particular consumer wants and
needs. Other trends encouraging at-home shopping include higher costs of
driving, traffic congestion, parking headaches, lack of time, a shortage of retail
sales help and long lines at checkouts. Consumers like the convenience of direct
marketers' freephone numbers, their acceptance of orders round the clock and
their commitment to customer service. The growth of quick delivery via express
carriers has also made direet shopping fast and easy. The increased affordability
of computers and customer databases has allowed direct marketers to single out the
best prospects for each of their products. Finally in business-to-business marketing,
lower cost-per-con tact media have proven more cost-effective in reaching and
selling to more prospects and customers than if a sales force were used.
We also looked at the ways companies use databases in direct marketing. A
customer database is an organized collection of comprehensive data about individual customers or prospects, including geographic, demographic, psyehographic
and behavioural data. Companies use databases to identify prospects, form relationships with target customers and deepen customer loyalty, decide whieh
customers should receive a particular offer and reactivate customer purchases.
Next we addressed the main forms of direct marketing inclu<_\in&face-to-j~'ace
selling, direct-mail marketing, catalogue marketing, telemarketing, Directresponse television marketing and on-line marketing. Most companies today
continue to rely heavily onjace-to-face Selling through a professional sales force,
or they hire manufactures' representatives and agents. Direct-mail marketing
consists of the company sending an offer, announcement, reminder or other item
to a person at a specific address. Recently, three new forms of mail delivery have
become popular -fax mail, e-mail and voice mail. Some marketers rely on catalogue marketing, or selling through catalogues mailed to a select list of customers
or made available in stores. Telemarketing consists of using the telephone to sell
directly to consumers. Direct-response tele-vision marketing has two forms; (1)
direct-response advertising or infomericials and (2) home-shopping channels.
Online marketing involves online channels and electronic commerce, and is
usually conducted through interactive online computer systems, which electronically link consumers with sellers.
We examined the two types of online marketing channel - commercial online
.services and the Internet - and explained the effect of the Internet on electronic
commerce. Commercial online services provide online information and
marketing services to subscribers for a monthly fee. The Internet is a vast global
and public web of computer networks. In contrast to commercial online services,
use of the Internet is free - anyone with a PC, a modem and the right software can
'surf the Internet to obtain or share information on almost any subject and to
interact with other users.
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The explosion of Internet usage has created a new world of electronic
commerce, a term that refers to the buying and selling process that is -supported
by electronic means. In this process, electronic markets become 'marketspaces'
in which sellers offer products and services electronically, while cyberbuyers
search for information, identify their wants and needs, and then place orders
using a credit card or other form of electronic payment.
The growth in online marketing can be appreciated when we examine the
benefits of Internet technology. For consumers, online marketing is beneficial for
many reasons. It is interactive and immediate, and provides access to an abundance of comparative information about products, companies and competitors.
Marketers also benefit from online marketing. For them, it helps consumer relationship building, reduces costs, increases efficiency, provides more
flexibility, and is, in the form of the Internet, a global medium that enables
buyers and sellers in different countries to interact with each other in seconds.
Marketers can conduct online marketing by creating an electronic storefront,
placing ads online, participating in Internet forums, newsgroups or 'Web communities, or using online e-msiil or Webcasting.
Finally, there is growing pressure on direct marketers to address a variety of
public policy and ethical issues. Direct marketers and their customers have typically forged mutually rewarding relationships. However, there remains a potential
for customer abuse, ranging from irritation and unfair practices to deception and
fraud. In addition, there have been growing concerns about invasion of privacy,
perhaps the most difficult public policy issue currently facing the direct
marketing industry.
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Discussing the Issues
1.

2.

Name a record or book club that has successfully
marketed its products by mail. Why do so few record
labels or publishers sell their offerings by mail
themselves? How might mail-order clubs compete
successfully against established retailers?
Make a list of products or services that you have
purchased via direct marketing channels. What were
the factors that influenced your decision to buy
direct? If these products or services could also be

purchased from a reseller or rct;iil outlet, would the
buying experience he different? How?
.5.

Identify some organizations that have used dircetresponse television advertising to promote their
offering. What types of response arc typically sought
by the advertisers? What are some of the key issues
concerning response handling that users of DRTV
must consider to ensure an effective outcome for the
campaign?

4.

5.

Take a retailer that offers a loyalty scheme such as
club membership and a storecard fur registered
members. Through the scheme, the retailer manages
to develop a vast consumer database to help direct its
marketing activities. Discuss how the consumer
database might be used to develop an effective
marketing strategy.

listeners and visitors to its radio stations on- and
offline?
6.

What do you understand by 'integrated direct
marketing*? LSuggest ways in which the concept
enables the following to reach target customers
effectively and create satisfying relationships: a
grocery retailer; a mail-order company; an
educational institution; a charity; a pharmaceutical,1;
company.

Consider the example of Virgin Radio online. How
might online marketing enable Virgin to attract more

Applying the Concepts
1,

specialist retailer's site. Or you might sample Virgin's
radio station by clicking on icons, accessing features
such as playlists and D.I biographies.
• How are the TV shows attempting to reach target
buyers? Do they mix product lines (e.g. fine
china with sports equipment) or do they target
more carefully?
• How do online communications attempt to reach
target buyers?
• What are the main differences in the way the
TV shopping channels and Internet retailers
attempt to evoke a response from target
consumers?

Collect as many catalogues as you uaii that you have
received in the raai! recently.
• Sort them by type of product category, Is there
some pattern to the types of direct marketer that
arc targeting you?
• Where do you think the catalogue companies got
your name?
• How would you think a company that was selling
your name and address to a direct marketer
would describe your buying habits?

2. Watch a satellite or cable television shopping channel
or tune into a television shopping show. Where
feasible, you might surf the Internet and 'tour' a
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Case 22
Virgin Direct - Personal Financial Services
Dr Susan Bridgewater*
The Virgin Rrand
You bought the record, you drank the cola, you took the aeroplane to
New York. Richard Branson's Virgin empire is more than a casual
assortment of consumer goods; in marketing terms, it is a whole way
of life. But Branson's baby boomers are about to grow up. With all the
pre-publicity of ;i Hollywood film premiere, Virgin is set to enter its
least glamorous market: the personal equity plan.1
Ask any member of the Virgin Direct team why Richard Branson was interested in the financial services market and you wil! get the answer 'If an
industry needs "sorting out", Richard Branson is interested in doing so.' The
brand image of good service, good value for money and challenging the
status quo has led Richard Branson's Virgin Group to diversify into a variety
of seemingly unrelated sectors. If the customers' needs could be met better,
then there is a challenge for the Virgin brand. In the words of Jayne-Anne
Gadhia, operations director of Virgin Direct:
The Virgin brand is about taking on the rest of the industry. It is a
brand with personality. Richard Branson is seen by the public as a
customers' champion, who is allowed to question how to do things
better and differently.
Virgin

Direct

In March 1995, the Virgin Group set up a joint venture with Norwich Union
to enter the financial services market using the telephone as its distribution
method. On entry into the market, Virgin stated its aims:
to advertise itself as the friendly face in a world of financial cowboys.
The combination of easy-to-understand products and low initial
charges will soon be applied to pensions and life insurance, where
public faith has been shaken by accusations of mis-selling and overcharging.2
The Virgin Personal Equity Plan (PEP) was Richard Branson's attempt to
attract new customers into a market that he felt to be overcomplicated. With
its initial product, Virgin made innovative use of index tracking, a technique
of investment which shadows the performance of die All Share stock market
index, rather than using fund managers who pick and choose the companies
in which they invest. At the time of its launch this was the lowest-priced
PEP, with no entry and exit charges.3By July 1997, Virgin Direet managed
i Warwick Business School, Coventry, UK.
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over £1 billion on behalf of its 200,000 customers and the Virgin Growth
PEP had established itself as the UK's most popular PEP. Virgin's entry into
this market forced established firms to review their charges and brought a
number of other non-financial -services firms into the 'no-frills' sector.
Building on its early success, in June 1996 Virgin launched life insurance, health and critical illness plans and, on 1 November 1996. entered the
pensions market. The introduction of these new, more complex financial
products was a significant step. Virgin's PEP products were initially sold on
an execution-only basis; customers made their own decisions about the suitability of the product based on the information provided. With a core product
range in place. Virgin Direct introduced a service to advise customers about the
best financial choices for their own particular circumstances. Although it is
early days to judge the sueeess of the move into life insurance and pensions,
Virgin received 6,000 phone calls a day during the launch of its pensions and
has over twice die industry conversion rate from interest into purchase.
Communication
Virgin Direct's target market can he broadly described as aged 35+, ABC1
adults. The company has a wide appeal and, while viewed as a young brand,
has been particularly .successful in attracting the older age groups. The
opportunity created by an often ill-served customer cuts right across the
demographic groups.
The managing director of Virgin Direct, Rowan Gormley. regards traditional financial services as product-oriented. They arc concerned with
creating clever products that are expensive and ineffective in meeting
customers' needs. Virgin Direct's approach to financial services is that of a
virtuous circle. Identity a genuine customer need, then design products
which meet that need, offered by a company that can be trusted. In this way
the maxim that financial services must be sold, because they arc not voluntarily bought, can be broken.
Contact with the customer is direct, via the telephone. Use of high-tech
alternatives, such as moderns, was felt to exclude a proportion of the market
that Virgin wished to reach. Virgin Direct has two main communication
rules. The first is about what is said. Everything must be about the customer
or for the customer. Statements of fact should be used, not claims. The
second is about the way things are said: clear and straightforward, not
patronizing, witty, surprising and different. Television has played a key role
in communicating the Virgin message; however, a major challenge is that
the target audience are light viewers of television. Therefore the thrust of
advertising has been through poster campaigns and in the national press.
Messages include: 'Beware of the charges of the light fingered brigade' and
'Choose the wrong pension and you might be condemned to an extra eighteen months of hard labour.'
Part of Virgin Direet's strategy is to put customers firmly in control by
giving them information they need. If a customer rings to ask about PEPs, an
information pack will be sent with a simplified application form, which has
already been filled in with as many details as possible to reduce the time
required to complete it. A follow-up call will check that the pack has arrived,
but the customer will never be chased to return an application. This is part
of Virgin's 'no pester promise' - a response to the hard-sell tactics traditionally associated with the industry. In its simplicity and clarity. Virgin Direct
literature differs markedly from the complex financial formulae usually
found and is one of the major tools in showing Virgin's different approach to
the business.
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The Call Centre
The Gall Centre is where the customers come into contact with the 'Virgin
Experience'. The systems are designed to be user friendly and to offer quick
quotes to customers. Every contact with the customer is important and is
carefully thought through. When the caller gives his or her postcode, a database is called forward which provides details of any previous transactions
with the firm. Virgin undertakes not to supply this database to anyone else.
It is quite usual in life insurance to have to go through several stages of
form filling before a quote can be given. At this stage, the customer has
already invested significant time and effort, but might eventually discover
that he or she cannot be insured. Should the customer need to claim, the
definitions of what is covered are so vague that it might take a long time to
establish whether he or she is eligible. So, for life and health insurance,
Virgin Direct has introduced an expert system which allows the telephone
operator to fill in the answers to a series of basic questions. In the majority
of cases, this will result in an immediate quotation, although if there are
some pre-existing medical conditions, this may be provisional pending a
medical examination. Here again, Virgin has taken an innovative approach.
Rather than telling the customer to go away, have a medical and then begin
the process again, Virgin has a lnurse on a motorbike'. If a medical is necessary, a date can be agreed there and then with the customer, and someone
will come to him or her to carry it out.
The real challenge for Virgin Direct lies in its success. On television
advertising evenings, the Call Centre is organized to have the maximum
number of telephone operators available to handle calls. Communication
activity aims to achieve the right volume of calls. The business has already
grown to take over the entire building in which it is based. Maintaining the
informality of communication, cross-functional teams and service excellence of operators may be a challenge as numbers increase further.

QUESTIONS
1. What advantages does Virgin's direct marketing approach to financial
services offer customers of PEPs, life insurance and pensions?
2. Identify the factors that influence the success of its direct marketing
operation.
3. Critically assess the role that communications play in building and
sustaining the Virgin brand name in financial services.
4. Evaluate Virgin's ability to compete against retail banks.
5. What are the major challenges facing Virgin Direct?
6. Recommend a strategy for Virgin Direct, showing how it will enable the
company to sustain a differential advantage in an increasingly
competitive market.
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Freixenet Cava: bubbles
down a new way•>'
Roberto Alvarez del Blanco
and Jeff Rapaport*

THE SPANISH COMPANY FREIXENET is the world's largest producer
and exporter of ccfoa (sparkling wines). In September 1985, management needed to decide a new distribution .strategy for the US
market. There wss much concern and uncertainty regarding the
decision. Freixenet had enjoyed spectacular growth from 1983 to
1985 and the management questioned the wisdom of implementing far-reaching
changes so soon.
The Freixenet management team had two main responsibilities for the US
market. These were the distribution system, and the development of strategies to
market and advertise the brand. International wine and liquor producers that
export to the American market typically choose one company, usually in New
York, as a national importer. This distribution company buys the goods from the
international supplier and then sells to a network of wholesalers located in each
state or territory. The margin typically charged by these importers was 15 per
cent of the US-landed price. Under this system, a brand manager employed by the
import company usually heads the marketing of brands. He or she is responsible
tor the annual advertising and promotional budget allocated by the brand owner
and the supplier.
The Company
Kreixenct, SA is a family-run business located at Sant Sadurni d'Anoia in the
Region del Cava (the sparkling wine region), about 35 kilometres south-east of
Barcelona in Catalonia, Spain. Freixenet's annual sales in 1985 were about
Ftal7,100 million, 28 per cent of which are from exports. Freixenet's products
sold in 40 countries; it had commercial branches in the United Kingdom,
Germany and the United States, and production facilities in Spain, Mexico and
California.
The Product
Cava-type sparkling wine is produced by the methode champenoise, where the
second stage of the fermentation process occurs in the original bottle. Only
' University of California Berkeley Haas School of Business, USA-

sparkling wines produced by the methnde chcempenoise in the Champagne region
of France could bear the name 'champagne'. Wines produced outside the region
can only use methods champenoise on their label. However, a decision by the FIT
forbade the UNO of this description and established a transitional period of eight
years.
Another method of producing sparkling wines is the granvas method (sometimes called the cuve-close method), in which the second stage of fermentation is
in large tanks instead of the original bottle. It is faster and less expensive than the
champenoise method, but yields a lower-quality wine. Freixenet produces five
c-tt'uas: Carta Nevada, Cordon Negro, Brut Nature, Brut Barroco and Brut Rose.
Each cava has a distinctive quality resulting from its production process.
Expanding Internationally
At the end of World War II, Freixenet began significant international expansion.
Jose Ferrer, president and general manager, [ravelled to various European countries searching for opportunities to sell his products. Fellow uava producers did
not share his eagerness for international expansion. Jose Ferrer remembered:
'One day, at a cwua producers' meeting, a colleague ... stated, "This business of
exports is a joke. What you like is to travel. Forget this business - outside of Spain
you won't sell a single bottle."'
The country initially targeted for export was the United Kingdom because of
its high champagne consumption and need to import due to its lack of vineyards
and local brands. Unfortunately. Freixenet met with difficulties resulting from a
British bias towards French products and the poor image of Spanish products.
Jose Ferrer explained:
We believed it necessary to join forces with a British company to
distribute our products because no one wanted to buy from a Spanish
distributor. After two years, the British company became tired of losing
money and was replaced by two other associates who also became tired of
the business. At this point we took over the whole operation.
The new British company was named Direct Wine Supply. Freixenet's hopes for
the British market were overinflated. In 1984 the Freixenet group sold only about
45,000 cases of its product in the United Kingdom (25,000 Freixenet and the
remainder Freixenet's Castcllblanch brand). These results were poor considering
the eight years of work invested in developing the brand. Jose Ferrer further
explained:
Direct Wine Supply was essentially a deadweight. We should have
dropped them, but we haven't done it yet because we believe that in the
end it will work out when we implement a more dynamic and creative
management team instead of the conservative one which we had for eight
years. If this doesn't work, we might sell the company to some of the
'admirers' who recognize our success domestically and internationally. If
we do this, we can recoup the £200,000 to £300,000 that we have already
invested.
The first phase of international expansion lasted over 30 years, during which
Direct Wine Supply (DWS) began to export to several European countries. In the
United States. Freixenet hired a representative in New Jersey to import products
and market them nationally. This distribution system, which employs only one
import representative for the whole country, followed the system that Freixenet
used in Europe.

The second phase of international expansion began during the early 1980s
with the establishment of two commercial branches, one in the United States and
the other in Germany. Freixenet's exports to the United States had grown slowly
during the 1960s and early 1970s. Management realized that one representative
located on the east coast could not adequately cover the whole country because of
diverse regional markets. In 1978 the company decided to hire a wine consultant
to help the representative establish distribution to untapped states and to
increase sales in states where distribution was already established. In 1980 the
contract with this representative expired. Instead of renewing it, Freixenet
opened a US branch in New Jersey called Freixenet USA, inc. The new national
distribution system emphasized decentralization by assigning roughly one
import-distributor to each state. This structure allowed the company to establish
a significantly more active presence in each market by having a more concentrated market focus through each distributor. Freixenet L'SA provided marketing
support for these importer-distributors. Ramon Masia, the export manager of the
Freixenet group of companies, described the work of Freixenet USA:
The office helps the importer-distributors by solving problems related to
advertising, shipments and internal logistics, [t provides support for
advertising in four ways. First, it negotiates national advertising
contracts. Second, it co-ordinates these advertising campaigns with
regional distributors. Third, it manages all of the co-operative advertising
that Freixenet USA uses with direct distributors. Fourth, it develops
point-of-sale materials. The office also manages stock between
distributors and does follow-up work for Freixenet, SA.
Twelve Americans currently work in the subsidiary. The annual cost of running
this office, including personnel and regional agents' salaries, is approximately
{3600,000. This amount does not include advertising and promotional expenses.
The third phase of international expansion began with setting up two production facilities: one in Mexico and one in the United States. The first bottles produced
in Mexico would be available for sale in 1986. The operation included about 50
hectares of vineyards and a production plant with a 1 million bottle capacity. The
total investment was Pta500 million. This facility supplied the Mexican and Latin
American market. The rationale for this investment in Mexico was that the Mexican
market had been closed to foreign sparkling wines for more than 20 years.
The American production facility, Freixenet Sonoma Champagne Haves,
opened at the beginning of 1985. This facility was in the Garneros area of Napa
Valley, just north of San Francisco. It consisted of 180 acres considered to have
the best vineyards and bad a 1 million bottle capacity. Completed in 1986, it
required an initial investment of £(> million. The wine produced here would be a
Californiancaua, named Gloria Ferrer, in honour of Jose Ferrer's wife.
Export manager, Ramon Masia, headed the international Freixenet branch.
He supervised the export managers of Castellblaneh and Scgura Viudas, as well as
the managers for the US, German and British DWS commercial branches. The
Mexican and US facilities were not under his management.
Establishing Joint Ventures and Subcontracting
Freixenet wished to explore new ways of expanding its business through jointventure and subcontracting opportunities. It also bought two businesses from the
well-known Spanish company Rumasa, which included an immediately available
idle production facility in Sant Sadurni d'Anoia. Freixenet used this plant to
produce wine for an American company that owned the Paul Cheneau brand. Jose
Ferrer described this subcontracting operation:
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They began to entrust its production to Freixenet, but they soon told us
that they liked neither our product nor our price and they looked for
other subcontractors. After a while, they came back to Freixenet under
the same conditions.
In 1984 Freixenet was contacted by Domeci], a large Spanish producer of
wines ,-md brandies, which had 19 sales representatives and distributors in the
United States. Domecq's sales force sold well-known Spanish and Mexican brands
of wine and liqueurs. They soon discovered that they needed more products to
sell and hoped to form a joint venture with Freixenet. The two companies created
a new French brand name, 'Lembey', and equally shared marketing expenses and
profits. Freixenet produced this cava in Sant Sadurni. The brand hud a. successful
start in the United States and was forecast to achieve a .sales volume of over
HO,000 cases in 1985. .lose Ferrer commented on the joint ventures:
The experience with 'Paul Cheneau' demonstrated the dangers of
subcontracting. In a market with established surplus capacity, rhe
subcontractor is totally at the mercy of his client, who can constantly
pressure him on prices. On the other hand, with a brand joint venture,
the first-year promotional expenses correspond to the second-year price
discount involved in subcontracting. The difference is thai in a joint
venture you own 50 per cent of the brand and if business has been good,
this investment will have gained in value.
International Market for Sparkling

Wines

In 1984 the world production of .sparkling wines was about 120 million cases, an
increase of 16.8 per cent from 1979. The main producers were France (25 per
cent), Germany (17 per cent). USSR (17 per cent), Italy (13 percent) and Spain
(8 per cent). These six countries controlled 91 per cent of the total world production and the tatter Jour countries showed a large increase in their production
compared to 1979. The top sparkling-wine exporting countries were France with
13 million cases a year, Italy with 10 million and Spain with 2.9 million. The top
importing countries were the United States with 7 million cases a year, Germany
with 6,8 million and the United Kingdom with 2 million. The industrialized
production methods (the 'cuve-close' and 'transfert' methods) accounted for most
of the total production.
Germany's market was the largest with 28 million cases sold per year,
followed by the United States with 17 million eases, France with 16 million cases
and the USSR with 15 million cases, Germany also led with a per capita consumption of 5.5 bottles per year, followed by the United Slates' 3.7, France's 2.3 and the
USSR's 1.7.
The US Market for Sparkling Wines
The United States is one of the main world producers, consumers and importers
of sparkling wines. Although per capita consumption is not high, it shows regular
and rapid increases, especially in the large urban areas of California, the East
Coast and Texas. Between 1978 and 1982. annual per capita consumption increased
from 1.75 to 2,69 bottles in the District of Columbia and from 1.31 to 1.77 in
California. Between 7975 and 3984, consumption of sparkling wine increased
from 7.1 million to almost 16.3 million cases. The top ten states accounted for
almost three-quarters of the total consumption in the United States.
Sales by month reveal an interesting pattern. October was the top month in
1984, with 18.2 per cent of the year's sales. November and December had more

than 12.0 per cent and May registered 10.1 per cent. February was the lowest
sales month of the year with only 4.2 per cent. This data pattern shows a strong
seasonality that is typical for this industry.
The US sparkling wine market had four price segments. American pret'erence
is clearly for wines costing less than S4. Spanish and Italian wines dominated the
$4-9 segment; Italian and Califomiaii dominated the S9-15 segment and French
champagnes dominated the over $15 segment. The first two segments, those
costing less than *S9, represented 86 per cent of market share,
American sales of sparkling wine increased noticeably between 1979 and
1984. Italian sparkling wines, especially Asti Spumame, took first place for
imports in 1984 with 50.1 per cent of total sparkling wines. French champagnes
followed with 24.5 per cent and Spanish c&vas with 21,9 percent. Total imported
brands with the highest sales in 1984 were Freixenet, Tosti and Martini & Rossi.
Freixenet Marketing in the United States
Starting in 1973, Freixenet's sales to the United States grew explosively. Prom
1980 onwards. Freixenet's average sales increased by over 50 per cent per year.
For 1985, the US market represented more than 70 per cent of Freixenet's
exports. This figure included the sale of Freixenet brands and joint ventures, Paul
Cheneau and Lembey.
Five types of distributor operated in the American market: nation-wide
importers; regional importers; 'brokers' or brand-representatives; wholesale
distributors; and retailers. Retail trade has three categories; retailers that
specialize in wines and liquors; supermarkets and small retail shops; and 'clubs'
patronized by wine connoisseurs. Two large distribution channels handled
Freixenet's products in the United States. Approximately 75 per cent of sales were
to supermarkets and liquor stores, known as 'off premises'. The other 25 per cent
of sales were to restaurants, bars and hotels, known as 'on premises'.
According to a Freixenet executive, advertising was one of the principal components of Freixenet USA's marketing strategy. For 1985, Freixenet budgeted $4 million
to promote its products to the American market and .SI million for the remainder
of the export markets. Of the §4 million that would be invested in the United
States, SI million was for television commercials in the 12 main regional markets,
$2 million for national magazine advertisements, 8500,000 for co-operative
advertising (the same amount being invested by the importers-distributors),
8300,000 for public relations, $100,000 for a gigantic blimp that travels throughout the country, and #100,000 for the yearly importers' convention.
Other imported sparkling wines had smaller budgets. Among these, the most
popular French champagne sold in the United States is Most et Chan don, which
had a SI million budget for public relations involving social events and benefit
projects and a SI million budget for print and television advertising.
A key reason for success in the United States was the design of the Freixenet
bottle. Ramon Masia explained:
We did marketing research on Cordon Negro, the most popular sparkling
wine sold in the US. The research indicated dial Cordon Negro's black
bottle exerts an immediate attraction for people. Americans perceive it as
an indicator of high prestige and since it sells for only S6, they see it as a
great bargain. Since the word 'Freixenet' is difficult to pronounce,
Americans ask for il by asking for the black bottle.
The president of Freixenet USA, Inc., Rill Kroesing, summarized some of the most
important factors regarding the company's strategy:

The success achieved in the US is due to the bottle, the promotion, the
distribution system and the proper quality/price relationship. Regarding
the latter factor, Fretxenet has filled the void left by the French and the
American producers.
Ramon Masia added:
We realized that there were four markets for co-vet in the US. The first
market is for a sparkling wine with low quality and price, the second is
for an average wine, the third is for a wine with high quality and price.
and the fourth is the super-high-quality market. American producers
who, like Gallo, produce a low-quality gran-oas wine, supply the low-price
national segment. The higher-price segment is controlled by California
producers and the highest-quality segment by French champagnes. There
was no participant positioned for the middle segment and this is where we
entered with Carta Nevada and Cordon Negro and we now dominate this
segment of the market.
Low lahour and material costs allowed the Spanish producers to he more
price competitive than the French, Italians and Californians. The price of 1 kg of
grapes in the uavct region was Pta25-30. In contrast, 1 kg of grapes in the
Champagne region costs Ffr23 (there are about 25pta to Ffrl). In the United
States, the prices of French champagnes fluctuated between $15 and £20, prices
of Spanish c-tiwis between >S4 and «S'5 a bottle and the Cordon Negro between $6
and $1 ft bottle. Both use 750 ml bottles. The American tariffs on Spanish cava
imports were 15-20 per cent of the landed-price, varying from state to state. Of
the total cost of Freixenet products, 60 per cent consisted of raw materials, labour
and production. The remaining 40 per cent covered administration and
marketing activities. Freixcnet was not content with the budget's allocation.
Management felt that they were not getting a good return for their advertising
dollar. Armando (lavidia, the vice-president for the north-east region of Freixenet
USA, who had a big portion of the co-operative budget to invest, was not satisfied
with the service he was getting from the advertising and public relations companies. He suggested to Jose Ferrer that Freixcnet should create its own advertising and public relations company to service all the Freixenet brands in the US
market. His reasoning was as follows:
Our advertising and public relations budgets are small for the big
advertising and PR companies, so they assign junior account executives
to our accounts who do not know the wine market and business. They
also have a high personnel turnover rate. Whenever one of these people
gets familiar with our company and the wine business, he or she jumps to
another company and we have to start from scratch again and again.
If we hire a couple of advertising managers, we could create our own
advertising 'shop'. The creative part will be handled by freelancers. The
media buying will be performed by one of the well-known media buying
services and then we will assign our own people to create and maintain
our own database tor public relations. In this way, we will get the proper
return for the money \ve allocate. Our people will be more concerned
with the small brands, like Segura Viudas, and they will ensure that they
get the service and attention each deserves to maximize each brand's
potential.

Entering the US High-Price Segment
Freixenet decided to launch the Gloria Ferrer brand in the US high-price
segment. This positioned cava against the California producers. Even though the
cava would not be available until 1986, California!! producers made a small
amount that was sold in 1984. The Gloria Ferrer brand sold for $13-16 a bottle.
Jose Ferrer explained the decision to produce a California cava:
We expect that our distributors will be able to offer the whole range of
products that the market requires and there is a large market for
California cava. There are restaurants and bars that sell only California
wines. This includes some California carets which sell for higher prices
than French cava-s ... We could have entered the lower-price (under $4}
segment with Dubois, but we did not want to risk devaluing the image of
Spanish champagne ... We have set up our own vineyards and production
facilities to promote and improve our image. This helps our sales efforts
in the US. All of the prestigious wineries have their own vineyards in
California ... Furthermore, producing in California protects us from any
increases in the American import restrictions from the EU.
Gloria Ferrer was sold through the same importers who distributed the cava
brought from Spain. These distributors sold a wide range of products and some
had separate sales forces to sell to 'off premises' and 'on premises' locations.
The New Distribution System

In September 1985, Freixenet USA needed to set up a new US distribution
system. The new proposed structure employed no national 'agent', 'broker' or
brand-assigned nominee. Freixenet would retain all rights of administrative coordination, marketing and advertising. This system also extended certain responsibilities to the primary US importers. These importers would be not only
distributors, but also Freixenet's representatives in their respective marketing
areas.
This new import-distribution system aimed to eliminate the 'national
importer' and create one wholesaler per state, acting as the direct importer, brand
representative and wholesaler for his or her territory. The Freixenet USA office
would assist the national network of direct importers by sending their orders to
Spain and communicating with the winery regarding shipments1 and transport
problems.
The Freixenet USA office would also handle the national marketing budget for
advertising and public relations and assist the local importers in developing their
regional and local advertising and promotional campaigns. This system also established a co-operative advertising budget in which Freixenet USA would match
each local importer's investment. Armando Gavidia explained:
With this new distribution structure, Freixenet will get more involvement
with the brand from the importers and they will create their own local
advertising and promotions. This will motivate these managers to achieve
better results. The beauty is that this co-operative investment programme
will not cost Freixenet any extra money because it will be funded by the
15 per cent profit margin that would have been paid to the national
importer.
A new contract had an explicit description of the Freixenet primary importers'
obligations and rights. If implemented, each primary importer would sign this
contract. Under the terms of the contract, the importers had a number of obligations;

1.

The primary importer must have current licences to service its assigned
territories.

2.

The primary importer must solicit and distribute all brands throughout
assigned territories.
The primary importer must order sufficient stock of all basic items to ensure
adequate inventory to service expected demand for a minimum of 90 days.
Cheques must be sent with each order.
The primary importer must give Freixenet immediate notice of its selection
of wholesaler distributorfs). Importers must also notify Freixenet of any
sales made by a distributor to wholesalers or retailers located outside the
importer's assigned territory.
The primary importer must provide Freixenet with monthly depletion
reports.
The primary importer must perform operational supervision of the
distributor(s), including personal visits as necessary.
The primary importer must agree always to apply 'its very best' efforts on an
equal basis to all of Freixenet SA's brands.
The primary importer must co-ordinate marketing and promotional
programmes with the Freixenet USA Marketing Office and advertising with
Freixenet's Advertising Agency.
The 'basic six' Freixenet sparkling wines must be inventoried and offered for
sale by all distributors,
The primary importers' advertising and marketing must be in reasonable
conformity with Freixenet's international find national programme and
trademark protection interests. Product segmentation is an important part
of this - this is why Carta Kevadas is available in two bottle sixes.
At least every six months, the primary importer must provide a copy of its
posting or price list and that of the distributor(s) for Freixenet brands to
Freixenet USA and to ail regional vice-presidents.
Primary importers must not provide false or misleading information to
Freixenet or the regional vice presidents. Freixenet must receive 60 days'
notice of the planned or aetual sale of the primary importer's company.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
S.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

According to its proponents, this strategy would eliminate a layer of management
and reduce costs significantly. With the savings. Freixenet would offer a 'managerial service performance allowance' to reimburse each importer as a brand
representative and to pay for brand-management costs incurred by each
importer/marketing representative.
Proponents of the new distribution system expected it to be well received by
the national wholesale network. They believed that, with this system, all
importers would feel more involved with the brand than in the past. They would
appreciate the allocation of the marketing budget according to their local market
needs. The proponents believed that the importers would consider Freixenet's
strategy a big improvement on the other brands' systems that used national
importers. This was largely because? the national brand managers in New York
never really understood the local needs of each market. This was the key reason
that proponents expected everyone in the network to be pleased with this new
Strategic distribution design.
Proponents also hoped to have a National Importer Convention in Lanzarote,
Spain in May 1986, and planned a special recognition ceremony for the following
achievements; no. 1 importer of the year, best promotion of the year, best local

advertising of the year, and best on-premises promotion of the year (promotions
related to restaurants and bars). During this convention, each importer would
present and explain his or her accomplishments and results to the rest of the
network. It would give each importer the chance to share different strategies and
policies that were effective in different markets. Another important objective was
to create a 'family' feeling among the distribution network members. Armando
Gavidia explained:
I expect that most of our distributors will become friends with each other
and also will develop a very positive attitude towards the brand. This will
create many positive feelings and generate loyalty to the company. This
will help our future growth and increase the speed for expanding our
market share in the USA.
However, critics of the plan had serious misgivings:
1.

Freixenet did not currently have enough managers with adequate
experience to implement the system.
2. The financial risk would be significantly greater because the company would
have to ship to 50 different companies in the United States and the risk
involved would be very difficult to assess.
3. The money that would be saved by eliminating the importers would be spent
in the organization of Freixenet USA.
4. The new system would not be well received by the wholesalers, which are
used to the 'old boy' network.
5. If the implementation of the new distribution strategy failed, it could
permanently damage the US marketing operation.

QUESTIONS
1.

(Contrast Freixenet's entry into the US and UK markets.

2.

What went wrong in the UK market?

3.

Identify the different sorts of distribution and relationship that Freixenet
used in the US market.
4. What are the advantages of each?
5. Is it wise for Freixenet to change its distribution system? What is the ease
for and against the existing and proposed distribution systems?
6. How do Freixenet's relationship and controls change with the move from
the existing to the proposed system?
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Actiessiibilily The degree to which a
market segment can be reached and
.served.
Actionability The decree to which
effective programmes can lie designed for
attracting ami serving a given market
r-egmerit.
Actual product A product's parts,
quality level, features, design, brand
name, packaging :lnd other attributes that
combine to deliver core product benefits.
Adapted marketing mis An
international marketing strategy for
adjusting the marketing-mix elements to
eaeh international target market, hearing
more casts but hoping for a larger market
share and ret urn.
Administered VMS A vertical marketing
system that co-ordinates successive stages
of production and distribution, nol
tlivoiigh common ownership or
contractual lies, but through the size and
power of one of the parties.
Adoption The decision by an individual
to become a regular user of the product
Adoption process Tile mental process
through which an Individual passes from
first hearing about an innovation to final
adoption.
Advertising Any paid form of nonpersonal pres en cation and promotion of
ideas, goods or services by an identified
sponsor.
Advertising objective A specific
communication tusk to be accomplished
with a specific target audience during a
specific period of time.
Advertising specialities Useful articles
imprinted with an advertiser's name,
given as gifts to consumers.
Affordable method Set ring the
promotion budget at the level management
thinks the company can afford.
Age and life-cycle
segmentation Dividing a market into
different age and life-cycle groups
Agent A wholesaler who represents
buyers or sellers on a relatively

permanent basis, performs only a few
functions, and does nol take tide to goods.
Allowance (1) Reduction in priee on
damaged goods. (2) Promotional money
paid by Manufacturers ro retailers in
return for an agreement to feature the
manufacturer's produet in some way.
Alternative evaluation The stage of the
buyer decision process in which the
consumer uses information lo evaluate
alternative brands in the choice set.
Annual plan A short-term plan that
describes the company's current
situation, its objectives, the strategy,
action programme and budgets for the
year ahead and controls.

Behavioural segmentuition Dividing n
market into groups based on consumer
knowledge, attitude, use or response to a
producl.
Belief A descriptive thought lhai a
person holds about something
lie nth marking The process of
com paring the company's products and
processes to those of competitors or
leading firms in other industries to find
. ways to improve quality and performance.
Benefit segmentation Dividing the
market into groups according to the
different benefit.* that consumers sock
from the product

liratid A name, term, sign, symbol or
Approach The step in the selling
design, or a combination of these,
process in which the salesperson meets
intended lo identify the goods or services
and greets the buyer to get the
of one seller or group of sellers and to
relationship off to a good start.
differentiate them from those of
competitors.
At.niratif.tnal group A group to which an
individual wishes to belong.
Brand eijLiity The value of a brand,
based on the extent to which ii has high
Atmospheres Designed environments
brand loyalty, name awareness, perceived
that create or reinforce thy buyer's
leanings towards eonsumpnon of a produet. ; quality, strong brand associations, and
other assets such as patents, trademarks
Attitude A person's consistently
1 and channel relationships.
favourable or unfavourable evaluations,
Brand extension L'sing a successful
feelings and tendencies towards an object
brand name to launch a new or modified
or idea.
product in :l new category.
Augmented product Additional
Brand imnge The sel of beliefs that
consumer services and benefits built
consumers hold about a particular brand.
around [he core and actual products
Break-even pricing (target profit
Available market The sel of consumers
who have interesl, income and access to a
pricing) yetting price to break even on
particular product or service.
the costs of making a'id marketing a
Balance sheet A financial statement that ' product' or setting price to make a target
profit.
shows assets, liabilities and uel worth of a
company at a jjiven time.
Broker A wholesaler who does not take
i tide to goods and whose function is to
liarter transaction A marketing
bring buyers and sellers together and
transaction in which goods or services are
assist in negotiation.
traded for other goods or services.
Business analysis A review of the sales,
Basing-point pricing A geographic
costs and profit projections for a new
pricing strategy in which the seller
product to find out whether these factors
designates some city as a basing point and
satisfy (he company's objectives.
charges all customers the freight cost
from that city to the customer location,
Business buying process The decisionregardless of the city from which the
making process 1'V which business buyers
goods are actually shipped.
establish the need for purchased products
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and services, and identify, evaluate and
choose among alternative brands and
suppliers.
Husiness market

All the organizations

that buy goods and services to n.se in the
production of other products and services,
or for the purpose of reselling or renting
them to others at a profit.
[iu.siness portfolio The collection of
businesses and products that make up che
company.
Buyer The person who makes an actual
purchase.
Buyer-readiness stages The stages that
consumers normally pass through on
their way to purchase, including
awareness, knowledge, liking, preference,
conviction and purchase.
Huyers People in an organization's buying
centre with formal authority to select the
supplier and arrange terms of purchase.
Buying centre Mi the individuals and
units that participate in the business
huying-decision process.
By-pro ducts Items produced as a result
of the main factory process, such as waste
and reject items.
By-product pricing Setting a price for
by-products in order to make the main
product's price more competitive.
Capital items Industrial goods lliilt
partly enter the finished product,
including installations and accessory
equipment.
Captive-product pricing Setting a price
for products (hat rnusl be used along with
a main product, sue!) as blades for a razor
and film for a camera.
Cash-and-carry retailers Large, 'nofrills' stores that sell an extensive
assortment of goods, and arc noted
particularly for tiieir bulk discounts.
Cash -an d-earry whole sal e rs
Wholesalers that stock a limited line of
fast-moving goods - such as groceries,
toys, household goods, clothes, electrical
supplies and building materials - and that
sell to small retailers and industrial firms
tor cash and normally do not provide a
delivery service
Cash cows Low-growth, high-share
businesses or products; established and
successful units that generate cash that
the company uses to pay its bills and
support other business unit* that need
investment,
Cash discount A price reduction to
buyers who pay their bills promptly.
Cash refund, offers (rebates) Offers to
refund part of the purchase price of a

product to consumers who send a 'proof
of purchase" to the manufacturer.
Catalogue marketing Direct marketing
through catalogues that are mailed to a
select list of customers or made available
in stores.
Catalogue showroom A retail operation
that sells a wide selection of high markup, fast-moving, brand-name goods at
discount prices.
Category killers
A modern "breed' of
exceptionally aggressive 'off-price'
retailers that offer branded merchandise
in clearly defined proiluet categories at
heavily discounted prices.

•
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consumers the chance to win something . such as cash, trips or goods - by luck or
through extra effort.
Competitive advantage. An advantage
. over competitors gained by offering
. consumers greater value, either through
lower prices or by providing more benefits
that justify higher prices.
Competitive-parity method
Selling the
promotion budget to match competitors'
on days.
Competitive strategies iStrategies that
• strongly position the company against
. competitors and that give the company
the strongest possible strategic advantage.
Competitor analysis The process of
Causal research
Marketing research to
test hypotheses about cause-and-effeet
identifying key competitors; assessing
relationships.
their objectives, strategies, strengths and
weaknesses,
and reaction patterns; and
Channel conflict Disagreement among
selecting which competitors to attack or
marketing channel members on goals and
avoid.
roles - who should do what and for what
rewards.
Competitor-centred company A
company whose moves are mainly based
Channel level A layer of intermediaries
on competitors' actions and reactions; it
that performs some work in bringing the
spends most of its time tracking
product and its ownership closer to the
competitors' moves arid market shares
final buyer.
and trying to find strategies to counter
Closed-end questions Questions that
them.
include all the possible answers and allow
Complex
buying behaviour Consumer
subjects lo make choices among them.
buying behaviour in situations
Closing The step in the selling process
characterized by high consumer
in which the salesperson asks the
involvement in a purchase and significant
customer for an order.
perceived differences among brands.
Co-branding
The practice of using the
Concentrated marketing A marketestablished brand names of two different
coverage strategy in which a Urffl goes
companies on the same product.
after a large share of one or a few
Cognitive dissonance
Buyer discomfort . submarkets.
caused by postpurchase conflict.
Concept testing Testing new product
Commercial online services
concepts with a group of target consumers
Companies that offer online information,
to find out if the concepts have strong
entertainment, shopping and other
consumer appeal.
marketing services to subscribers who pay
Confused positioning
A positioning
the company a monthly fee. They make
error that leaves consumers with a
use of their own dedicated networks and
confused image of the company, its
operate their own computers which are
product or a brand.
connected to the Internet, thus offering
Consumer buying behaviour The
somewhat better security than the
buying behaviour of final consumers Internet,
individuals and households who buy
Commercialization
Introducing a new
goods and sen1 ices for personal
product into the market.
consumption.
Communication adaptation I to come]
Consumer market All the individuals
Company and individual bra rid
and households who buy or acquire goods
strategy A branding approach that
and services for personal consumption.
focuses on the company name and
C<msinner-oriented marketing A
individual brand name.
principle of enlightened marketing which
Comparison advertising (knocking
holds that a company should view and
copy) Advertising that compares one
organize its marketing activities from the
brand directly or indirectly to one or
consumers' point of view.
more other brands.
Consumer product A product bought by
final consumers for personal
Competitions, s«eepst;ikes, lotteries,
consumption.
games Promotional events that give

Consumer promotion Sales promotion
designed to stimulate consumer
purchasing, including samples, coupons,
rebates, priees-off, premiums, patronage
rewards, displays, and contests and
sweepstakes.
Consumer relationship-building
promotions Sales promotions that
promote the product's positioning arid
include a selling message along \vith the
deal.
Consumerism
An organized movement
of citizens find government agencies to
improve the rights and power of buyers in
relation to sellers,
Continuity Scheduling ads evenly
vi ithin a given period.
Contract manufacturing A joint venture
in which a company contracts with
manufacturers in a foreign market to
produce the product.
Contractual VMS A vertical marketing
system in which independent firms at
different levels of production and
distribution join together through
conlraets to obtain more economies or
sales impact than they eould achieve
alone.
Convenience product A consumer
product that the customer usually buys
frequently, immediately, and with a
minimum of comparison and buying
effort.
Convenience store A small store located
near a residential area that is open long
hours seven days a week and carries a
limited l i n e ol high-turnover convenience
goods,
Conventional distribution channel A
channel consisting ol" one or more
independent producers, wholesalers and
retailers, each a separate business seeking
lo maximize its own profits even at the
expense of profits for the system as a
whole.
Copy testing Measuring the
communication effect of an advertisement
before or after it is printed or broadcast.
Core product The problem-solving
services or eore benefits ihat consumers
are really buying when tlity obtain a
product.
Core strategy
The 'hub' of markeMng
strategy II has two parts; the
identification of a group ol customers for
whom the firm has a differential
advantage; and then positioning itself in
that market.
Comer simp A small store, usually
owned and managed by a person who
lives in the local neighbourhood. It is

typically a grocery store, a convenience
store or a confeetioner-tobaceonistnertsagent (CTN). It serves the immediate
neighbourhood
Corporate brand strategy A brain!
: strategy whereby the firm makes its
company name the dominant brand
identity across all of its products.
Corporate licensing A form of licensing
whereby a firm rents a corporate
trademark or logo made famous in one
product or service category and uses it in
a related category.
Corporate VMS A vertical marketing
system that combines successive stages of
production and distribution under single
ownership - channel leadership is
established through common ownership.
Corporate Web site
A site set up by a
company on the Web, which carries
information and other features designed
to answer customer questions, build
customer relationships and generate
excitement about (he company, rather
than to sell the company's products or
services directly. The site handles
interactive communication initiated by
the consumer
Cost of goods sold The direcl costs
- allocated to goods sold. These include
variable cost items such as raw materials
and labour used in making a producl.
Cost-plus pricing Adding a standard
mark-up to the cost of the product.
Countertrade International trade
- involving the direct or Indirect exchange
i of goods for other goods instead of cash.
1 Forms include barter compensation
. (btJybaok) and counlerpurchasc.
Coupons Certificates [hat give buyers a
saving when they purchase a product.
Critical success factors The strengths
and weaknesses that most critically affect
- an Organization's success. These are
measured relative to competition.
Cultural empathy An understanding of
and true feeling for a culture.
Cultural environment Institutions and
other forces that affect society's basic
values, perceptions, preferences and
behaviours.
Cultural univcrsals Cultural
characteristics and attributes that arc
found in a wide range of cultures: that is.
features that transcend national cultures.
Culture The set of basic values,
perceptions, wants and behaviours
learned by a member of society from
family and other important institutions.
Current marketing situation The
section of a marketing plan that describes

the target market and the company's
posiiion in it.
Customer-centred company
A company
I hat focuses on customer developments in
designing its marketing strategies and on
delivering .superior value (o its target
customers.
Customer datiiba.se
An organized
collection of comprehensive data about
Individual customers or prospects,
including geographic, demographic,
psychographic and buying behaviour data.
Customer delivered value The
difference between total customer value
and total customer- cost of a marketing
offer - 'profit' to the customer.
Customer lifetime value The amount by
which revenues from a given customer
over time will exceed the company's costs
of attracting, selling and servicing that
customer
Customer sales force structure A sales
force organization under which
salespeople specialize in selling only to
certain customers or industries.
Customer satisfaction The extent lo
which a product's perceived performance
matches a buyer's expectations. If the
product's performance falls short of
expectations, the buyer is dissatisfied. If
performance matches or exceeds
expectations, the buyer is satisfied or
delighted.
Customer value The consumer's
assessment of the product's overall
capacity to satisfy his or her needs.
Customer value analyses Analysis
conducted to determine what benefits
target, customers \ alue and how they rate
the relative value of various competitors'
offers.
Customer value delivery system The
system made up of the value chains of the
company and its suppliers, distributors
and ultimately customers, who work
together to deliver value to customers.
Cycle
The medium-term wavclike
movement of sales resulting from changes
in general economic and eompetith i;
activity.

Decider The person who ultimately
makes a buying decision or any part of it
- whether to buy, what to buy, how to
buy, or where to buy.
Deciders People in the organization's
buying centre who have formal or
informal powers to select or approve the
final suppliers.
Decision-and-re ward system Formal
and informal operating procedures that.
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guide planning, targeting, compensation
and other activities.
Decision-making unit (l)Ml') All the
individuals who participate in, and influence,
the consumer buy ing-dec is ion process.
Decline stage The product life-cycle
stage al which a product's sales decline.
Deficient products Products that have
neither immediate appeal nor long-term
benefits.
Demand curve A curve that shows the
number of units the market will buy in a
given time period, at different prices that
might he charged.
Demands Human wants that are hacked
by buying power.
Demarketing Marketing to reduce
demand temporarily or permanently - the
aim is not to destroy demand, but only to
reduce or shift it.
Demographic segmentation Dividing
the market into groups based on
demographic variables such as age. sex,
family size, family life cycle, income,
occupation, education, religion, race and
nationality.
Demography The study of human
populations in terms of size, density,
location, age, sex, race, occupation and
other statistics,
Department store A retail organization
that carries a wide variety of product lines
- typically clothing, home furnishings and
household goods; each line is operated as
a separate department managed by
specialist buyers or merchandisers.
Derived demand Business demand that
ultimately comes from (derives from) the
demand for consumer goods.
Descriptive research
Marketing
research to better describe marketing
problems, situations or markets, such as
the market potential for a product or the
demographies and attitudes of consumers.
Desirable products Products that give
both high immediate satisfaction anil high
long-run benefits.
Differential advantage A sustainable
internal or external strength I hat an
organization has over its competitors.
Differentiated marketing A marketcoverage strategy in which a firm decides
to target several market segments and
designs separate offers for each.
Direel investment Entering a foreign
market by developing foreign-based
assembly or manufacturing facilities.
Direct-mail marketing Direct marketing
through single mailings that include
letters, ads, samples, fold-outs and other

'salespeople on wings' sent to prospects
on mailing lists.
Direct marketing Marketing through
various advertising media that interact
directly with consumers, generally calling
far the consumer to make a direct
response.
Direct-marketing channel A marketing
channel that has no intermediary levels.
Direct-response television marketing
(DRTV) The marketing of products or
services via television commercials and
programmes which involve a responsive
element, typically the use of a freephone
number that allows consumers to phone
for more information or to place an order
for the goods advertised.
Discount A straight reduction in price on
purchases during a stated period of time.
Discount store A retail institution that
sells standard merchandise at lower prices
by accepting lower margins and selling at
higher volume.
Dissonance-reducing buying
behaviour Consumer buying behaviour
in situations characterized by high
involvement but few perceived differences
among brands.
Distribution centre A large, highly
automated warehouse designed to receive
goods from various plants and suppliers,
take orders, fill them efficiently, and
deliver goods to customers as quickly as
possible.
Distribution channel (marketing
channel) A set of interdependent
organizations involved in the process of
making a product or service available lor
use or consumption by the consumer or
industrial user.
Diversification A strategy for company
growth by starting up or acquiring
businesses outside the company's current
products and markets.
Dogs Low-growth, low-share businesses
and products that may generate enough
cash to maintain themselves, but do not
promise to be large sources of cash.
Door-to-door retailing Helling door to
door, office to office, or at home-sales
parties.
Durable product A consumer product
that is usually used over an extended
period of time and that normally survives
many uses.
Economic environment
Factors that
affect consunier buying power and
spending patterns.
Electronic commerce A general term
for a buying and selling process that is
supported by electronic means.
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Embargo A ban on the import of a
certain product.
Emotional appeals Message appeals that
attempt to stir up negative or positive
emotions that will motivate purchase;
examples are fear, guilt, shame, love,
• humour, pride and joy appeals.
Emotional selling proposition (ESP) A
non-functional attribute that has unique
associations for consumers.
Engel's laws Differences noted over a
: century ago by Ernsl Engel in how people
shift their spending across food, housing,
transportation, health care, and other
goods and services categories as family
income rises.
Enlightened marketing A marketing
philosophy holding that a company's
marketing should support the best longrun performance of the marketing system;
its five principles are consumer-oriented
marketing, innovative marketing, value
; marketing, sense-of-mission marketing
; and societal marketing.
Environmental management
perspective A management perspective
in which the firm takes aggressive actions
to affect the publics and forces in its
marketing environment rather than
simply watching it and reacting to it.
Environmcntalism
An organized
movement of concerned citizens and
government agencies to protect and
improve people's living environment.
Events Occurrences stiiged to
communicate messages to target
audiences; examples are news
conferences and grand openings.
Exchange The act of obtaining a desired
object from someone by offering
something in return,
Exchange controls Government limits
on the amount of its country's foreign
exchange with other countries and on its
exchange rate against other currencies.
Exclusive distribution Giving a limited
number of dealers the exclusive right to
distribute the company's products in their
territories.
Experience curve (learning curve) The
drop in the average per-unit production
cost that comes with accumulated
production experience.
Experimental research The gathering of
primary data by selecting matched groups
'. of subjects, giving them different
treatments, controlling related factors and
. cheeking for differences in group
responses.
Exploratory research Marketing
research to gather preliminary
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information that will help betier to define
problems ami suggest hypotheses.
Export department A form of
internafjoflal marketing organization that
comprises a sales manager and a few
assistants whose job is to organize the
shipping out of ihe company's goods to
foreign markets.
Exporting Entering a foreign market by
sending products and selling (hem
through international market ing
intermediaries (indirect exporting) or
through the company's own department,
branch, or sales representatives or agents
(direct exporting).
External audit
A detailed examination
of the markets, cornpetiiioti, business and
economic environment in which lie
organ iz a I ion operates.
Fads Fashions that enler quickly, art
adopted with great zeaJ, peak early and
decline very fast.
Family lift; cycle The stages through
which families might pass as they mature
over time.
Fashion A currently accepted or
popular style in a given field.
Financial Intermediaries Hanks, credit
companies, insurance companies and
other businesses that help finance
transactions or insure against the risks
associated with the buying and selling of
goods.
Fixed costs Costs that do not vary with
production or sales level.
FOB-origm pricing A geographic pi-icing
strategy in which goods are placed free on
board a carrier; the customer pays thy
freight from the factory to the destination.
Focus group A small sample of typical
consumers under the direction of a group
leader who elicits their reaciion to a
stimulus such as an ad or product concept.
Follow-up The last step in the selling
process, in which the salesperson follows
up after the sale to ensure customer
satisfaction and repeat business.
Foreeastim* The an of estimating future
demand by anticipating what buyers are
liliely to do under a given set of
conditions.
Fragmented industry An industry
characterized by many opportunities to
create competitive advantages, hut each
advantage is small.
Franchise A contractual association
between a manufacturer, wholesaler or
service organization (a franchiser) and
independent businesspeople (franchisees)
who buy the right to own and operate one
or rnore units in the franchise system.

Franchise organination A contractual
vortical marketing system in which a
channel member, called a franchiser, links
several stages in the productiondistribution process.
Freight-absorption pricing A
geographic pricing strategy in which the
company absorbs all or part of the actual
freight charges in order to get the
business.
Frequency The number of time;, the
average person in the target market is
exposed to an advertising message during
a given period.
Full-service retailers Retailers that
provide a till! range of services to shoppers.
FuD-servioe wholesalers Wholesalers
that provide a full set of services such as
carrying stock, using a sales force, offering
credit, making deliveries and providing
management assistance.
Functional discount (trade discount) A
price reduction offered by the seller to
trade channel members that perform
curtain functions, such as selling, storing
and record keeping.
Gatekeepers People in the
organization's buying centre who control
the flow of information ty otters.
Gender segmentation Dividing A market
into different groups based on sex.
General need description The stage in
the business buying process in which the
company describes the general
characteristics and quantity of a needed
item.
Gtjodemographios The study of the
relationship between geographical
location and demographics.
Geographic Segmentation Dividing a
market into different geographical units
such as nations, states, regions, counties,
cities or neighbourhoods.
Geographical pricing Pricing based on
where customers are located.
Global firm A firm that, by operating in
more than one country, gains R & D,
production, marketing and financial
advantages in its costs and reputation that
are not available to purely domestic
competitors
Global industry An industry in which
the strategic positions of competitors in
given geographic or national markets are
affected by their overall global positions.
Global marketing Marketing that is
concerned with integrating or
Standardizing marketing actions across
different geographic markets.
Global organization A form of
international organization whereby top

corporate management and staff plan
worldwide numafaeturing or operational
facilities, marketing policies, financial
Hows and logistical systems. The global
operating unit reports directly to the chief
executive, not to an international
divisional head.
Going-rate pricing
Setting price based
largely on following competitors' prices
rather than on company costs or demand
Government market Governmental
units - national and local - that purchase
or rent goods and serviees for carrying out
the main functions of government.
Gross margin The difference between
the direct cost of products and what they
are sold for.
Gross sales The tola] amount charged
to customers over a period,
Growth-share matrix A portfolioplanning method that evaluates a
company's strategic business units (SHUsi
in terms of their market growth rate anil
relative market share. SET.is are classified as
stars, cash cows, question marks or dogs.
Growth stage The product life-cycle
stage at which a product's sales start
climbing quickly.
Habitual buying behaviour Consumer
buying behaviour in situations
characterized by low consumer
involvement and few significant perceived
brand differences.
Handling objections The step in the
Selling process in which the salesperson
seeks out, clarifies and overcomes
customer objections to buying.
Horizontal marketing systems A
channel arrangement in which two or
more companies at one level join togef her
to follow a new marketing opporumiiy,
Human need

A state of felt deprivation.

Human want The form that a human
need takes as shaped by culture and
individual personality.
Hybrid marketing
channels Multichannel distribution, as
when a single firms sets up two or more
marketing channels to reach one or more
customer segments. A variety of direct
and indirect approaches are used to
deliver the firm's goods to its customers.
Hypermarkets Huge stores that
combine supermarket, discount and
warehouse retailing; in addition to food,
they carry furniture, appliances, clothing
and man)' other products.
Idea generation The systematic search
for new-product ideas.
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Idea screening Screening new-product
ideas in order to spot good ideas and drop
poor ones as soon as possible,
Implausible positioning
Making claims
that stretch the perception of the buyers
loo far to be believed.
Income segmentation Dividing a market
into different income groups.
Individual marketing Tailoring
products and marketing programmes to
the needs and preferences of individual
customers.
Industrial product A product bought by
individuals and organizations for further
processing or for use in conducting a
business.
Industry A group of firms which offer a
product or class of products that are ciose
substitutes for each other. The set of all
sellers of a product or service.
Inelastic demand Total demand for a
product that is not much affected by price
changes, especially in the short run.
Influencer A person whose views or
advice carries some weight in making a
final buying decision; they often help
define specifications and also provide
information for evaluating alternatives.
Influencers (to come]
Information search The stage of the
buyer decision process in which the
consumer is aroused to search for more
information; the consumer may simply
have heightened attention or may go into
active in formation search.
Informative advertising Advertising
used to inform consumers about a new
product or feature and to build primary
demand.
Initiator The person who first suggests
or thinks of the idea of buying a particular
product or service.
Innovation
An idea, product or
technology that has been developed and
marketed to customers who perceive it as
novel or new. It is a process of identifying,
creating and delivering new-product
service values that did not exist before in
the marketplace.
Innovative marketing A principle of
enlightened marketing which requires
that a company seek real product and
marketing improvements.
Institutional market Schools, hospitals,
nursing homes, prisons and other
institutions that provide goods and
services to people in their uare.
integrated direct marketing Direct
marketing campaigns that use multiple
vehicles and multiple stages to improve
response rates and profits.
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Integrated logistics management A
physical distribution concept lhat
recognizes the need for a firm to integrate
its logistics system with those of its
suppliers and customers. The aim is to
maximize the performance of the entire
distribution system.

1

distributed and made available for
purchase.
Invention
A new technology or product
that may or may not deliver benefits to
customers.

Joint ownership A joint venture in
which a company joins investors in a
• foreign market to create a local business
in which the company shares joint
ownership and control.
1

Integrated marketing communications
The concept under which a company
1 carefully integrates and co-ordinates its
many communications channels to
deliver a clear, consistent, and compelling : Joint venturing Entering foreign
markets by joining with foreign
: message about the organization arid its
companies to produce or market a
products.
product or service.
. Intensive distribution Stocking the
Key account managers
Managers whose
. product in as many outlets as possible.
primary responsibility is to orchestrate
Interactive marketing Marketing by a
1 the company's relationship with a major
. service firm that recognizes that
customer or prospective customer in
perceived service quality depends heavily . order to achieve lasting and mutually
! on the quality of buyer-seller interaction.
beneficial exchange between the two
: parties.
: Intermediaries Distribution channe!
firms that help the company find
Leading indicators Time scries that
customers or make sales to them,
change in the same direction but in
including wholesalers and retailers that
advance of company sales.
buy and resell goods.
Learning Changes in an individual's
Internal audit An evaluation of the
behaviour arising from experience.
firm's entire value chain.
Licensed brand
A product or service
1 Internal marketing Marketing by a
using a brand name offered by the brand
- service firm to train and effectively
owner to the licensee for an agreed fee or
motivate its customer-con tact employees 1 royalty.
: and all the supporting service people to
: Licensing
A method of entering a
work as a team to provide customer
foreign market in which the company
satisfaction.
1 enters into an agreement with a licensee
Internal records
; in the foreign market, offering the right to
information Information gathered from
use a manufacturing process, trademark,
: sources within the company to evaluate
patent, trade secret or other item of value
marketing performances and to detect
:
for a fee or royalty
1 marketing problems and opportunities.
. Life-cycle segmentation
Offering
International division A form of
products or marketing approaches that
international marketing organization in
recognize the consumer's changing needs
- which the division handles all of the firm's at different stages of their life.
international activities. Marketing,
Lifestyle A person's pattern of living as
. manufacturing, research, planning and
expressed in his or hur activities, interests
i specialist staff are organized into operating
and opinions.
units according to geography or product
groups, Or as an international subsidiary
Limited-service retailers Retailers that
- responsible for its own sales and
provide only a limited number of services
: to shoppers.
profitability.
International market
Buyers in other
Limited-service wholesalers Those who
countries, including consumers,
offer only limited services to their
1 producers, resellers and governments.
suppliers and customers.
: Internet (the Net) A vast global
Line extension Using a successful brand
computer network that enables
name lo introduce additional items in a
computers, with the right software anil a
given product category under the same
1 modem (a tele communications device
brand name, such as new flavours, forms,
that sends data across telephone lines), to 1 colours, added ingredients or package
. be linked together so that their users can : sizes.
: obtain or share information and interact
Long-range plan A plan that describes
with other users.
the principal factors and forces affecting
i Introduction stage The product lifethe organization during the next several
cycle stage when the new product is first
years, including long-term objectives, the

chief marketing strategies used to attain
them and the resources required.
Macroenviromncut Tlie 1 firmer societal
forces that affect the whole
micro environment - demographic,
economic, natural, technological, political
and cultural forces.
Management contracting A joint
venture in which the domestic firm
supplies the management know-how to a
foreign company that supplies the capital;
the domestic firm exports management
services rather than products.
Manufacturer's brand (national
brand) A brand created and owned by
the producer of a product or service.
Market The set of all actual and
potential buyers of a product or service.
Market-build-up method A method
used mainly by business products firms to
estimate the market potential of a city,
region or country based on determining
all the potential buyers in the market and
estimating their potential purchases.
Market-centred company A company
that pays balanced attention to both
customers and competitors in designing
its marketing strategies.
Market challenger A runner-up firm in
an industry that is lighting hard to
increase its market share.
Market development A strategy for
company growth by identifying and
developing new segments and markets for
current company products.
Market-factor index method
A method
used mainly by consumer products firms
to estimate the m;irkct potential for
consumer products.
Market follower A runner-up firm in an
industry that wants to hold its share
without rocking the boat.
Market leader The firm in an industry
with the largest market .share; it usually
leads other firms in price changes, new
product introductions, distribution
coverage and promotion spending,
Market nieher A firm in an industry
that serves small segments that the other
firms overlook or ignore.
Market penetration
A strategy for
increasing sales of current products to
current market segments. This is
achieved by winning over competitors'
customers, acquiring a competitor and/or
increasing product usage rate.
Market-penetration pricing Setting a
low price for a new product in order to
attract large numbers of buyers and a
large market share.

Market positioning Arranging for a
product to occupy a clear, distinctive and
desirable place relative to competing
products in the minds of target
consumers. Formulating competitive
positioning for a product and a detailed
marketing mix.

: develop and maintain successful
. transactions with its target customers.

Market segment A group of consumers
who respond in a similar way to a given
set of marketing .stimuli.
Market segmentation Dividing $ market
into distinct groups of buyers with
different needs, characteristics or
behaviour, who might require separate
products or marketing raises.

Marketing information system
(MIS) People, equipment and
procedures to gather, sort, analyze,
evaluate and distribute needed, timely
and accurate information to marketing
decision makers.

Marketing implementation The process
that turns marketing strategies and plans
into marketing actions in order to
accomplish strategic marketing
objectives.

1

Marketing intelligence Everyday
information about developments in the
marketing environment that helps
managers prepare and adjust marketing
plans.

Markct'Skimming pricing Setting a high
price for a new product to skim maximum
revenues layer by layer from the segments
willing to p;iy the high price; the company
makes fewer but more profitable sales.
Market targeting The process of
evaluating each market segment's
attractiveness arid selecting one or more
segments to enter.
Marketing A social and managerial
process by which individuals and groups
obtain what they need and want through
creating and exchanging products and
vdlue with others.

1

Marketing intermediaries Kirms that
help the company to promote, sell and
distribute its goods to final buyers; they
include physical dislribution firms,
marketing-service agencies and financial
intermediaries.
Marketing management The analysis,
planning, implementation and control of
programmes designed to create, build and
maintain beneficial exchanges with target
buyers for the purpose of achieving
organizational objectives.

Marketing audil A comprehensive,
systematic, independent and periodic
Marketing mix The set of controllable
examination of a company's environment, • tactical marketing tools - product, price,
objectives, strategies and activities to
place and promotion - that (he firm
determine problem areas and
blends to produce the response it wants in
opportunities, and to recommend a plan
the target market.
of action to improve the company's
Marketing process The process of (1)
marketing performance.
analyzing marketing opportunities; (2)
Marketing budget A section of the
selecting target markets; (3) developing
marketing plsm that shows projected
the marketing mix; and (4) managing (he
revenues, costs and profits.
marketing effort,
Marketing concept The marketing
Marketing research The function that
management philosophy which holds that
links the consumer, customer and public
achieving organizational goals depends on
to the marketer through information determining the needs and wants of target
information used to identify and define
markets and delivering the desired
. marketing opportunities and problems; to
satisfactions more effectively and
generate, refine and evaluate marketing
efficiently than competitors do.
actions; to monitor marketing
performance; and to improve
Marketing control The process of
understanding of the marketing process.
measuring and evaluating the results of
marketing strategies and plans, and taking
Marketing services agencies Marketing
corrective action to ensure that marketing research firms, advertising agencies,
objectives are attained.
media firms, marketing consulting firms
and
other service providers that help a
Marketing database An organized set of
company to target and promote its
data about individual customers or
products to the right markets.
prospects that ean be used to generate
and qualify customer leads, sell products
Marketing strategy The marketing logic
and services, and main tain customer
by which the business unit hopes to
relationships.
achieve its marketing objectives.
Marketing environment The actors and
t'orcos outside marketing that affect
marketing management's ability to

Marketing strategy statement A
statement of the planned strategy for a
new product that outlines the intended
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target market, the; planned product
position ing, and the sales, market share
and profit goals for the first few years.
Marketing Web site
A site on the Web
created by a company to interact with
consumers for die purpose of moving
them closer to a purchase or other
marketing outcome. The site is designed
to handle interactive communication
initiated by the company
Mark- up/mark -down
The difference
between selling priee and cost as a
percentage of selling price or cost.
Muss customization
Preparing
individually designed products and
communication on a large scale.
Miiss marketing Using almost the same
product, promotion and distribution fur
all consumers.
Materials and parts Industrial products
that enter the manufacturer's product
Completely; including raw materials and
manufactured materials and parts.
Maturity st;ige The stage in the product
life cycle where sales growth slows or
levels off.
Measiirability The degree to which the
size, purchasing power and profits of a
market segment can be measured.
Media Non-personal communications
channels including print media
(newspapers, magazines, direct mail);
broadcast media (radio, television); and
display media (billboards, signs, posters).
Media impact The qualitative value of
.-in exposure through a given medium.
Media vehicles Specific media within
each genera] media type, such as specific
magazines, television shows or radio
programmes.
Membership groups Groups that have a
direct influence on a person's behaviour
and to which a person belongs.
Merchant wholesalers
Independently
owned businesses that take title to the
merchandise they handle.
Message source The company, the
brand name, the salesperson of the brand,
or the actor in the ad who endorses the
product.
Micro environment The forces close to
the company that affect its ability to serve
its customers - the company, market
channel firms, customer markets,
competitors and publics.
Microniiirketing A form of target
marketing in which companies tailor their
marketing programmes to the needs and
wants of narrowly defined geographic,
demographic, psyehographic or
behavioural segments.

Mission statement A statement of the
organization's purpose - what it wants to
accomplish in the wider environment
Modified rebuy A business buying
; situation in which tile buyer wants 10
modify product specifications, prices,
• terms or suppliers.
Monetary transaction A marketing
transaction in which goods or services are
exchanged for money.
Monopolistic competition A market in
• which many buyers and sellers trade over
a range of prices rather than a single
market priee.
Moral appeals Message appeals that are
directed to the audience's sense of what is
right and proper.
Motive (drive) A need tiiat is
sufficiently pressing to direct the person
• to seek satisfaction of the need.
Multihrand strategy A strategy under
which a seller develops two or more
brands in the same product category.
Multiple niching Adopting a strategy of
having several independent offerings [hat
appeal to several different subsegmcnts of
customer.
Natural environment Natural resources
. that are needed as inputs by marketers or
that are affected by marketing activities.
Need recognition The first stage of the
buyer decision process in which the
consumer recognizes a problem or need.
Net profit The difference between the
income from goods sold and all expenses
incurred.
New product A good, service or idea
that is perceived by some potential
customers as new.
New-product development The
development of original products, product
improvements, product modifications and
•• new brands through the firm's own R & D
efforts.
. New task A business buying situation in
which the buyer purchases a product or
service for the first time.
Niche marketing Adapting a company's
offerings to more closely match the needs
of one or more subsegments where there
is often little competition.
Non-durable product A consumer
product that is normally consumed in one
or a few uses.
Non-p ersonal commun i eati < m
channels Media that carry messages
without personal contact or feedback,
including media, atmospheres and events.
Non-tariff trade barriers Non-monetary
barriers to foreign products, such as

biases against a foreign company's bids or
product standards that go against a
foreign company's product features.
Objective-and-liisli method
Developing
the promotion budget by (1) defining
specific objectives; (2) determining the
tasks thai must be performed to achieve
these objectives; and (3) estimating the
costs of performing these tasks. The sum
of these costs is the proposed promotion
budget.
1
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Observational research The gathering of
primary data by observing relevant
people, actions and situations.
Occasion segmentation Dividing the
market into groups according to occasions
when buyers get the idea to buy, actually
make their purchase, or use the
purchased item.
Oligopolistic competition A market in
which there are a few sellers that are
highly sensitive to each other's pricing
and marketing strategies
Online advertising
Placing
advertisements on the Internet in special
sections offered by commercial online
services, as banner ads that pop up while
computer subscribers are surfing online
services or Web sites, or in Internet news
groups that have been set up for
commercial purposes.
Online marketing
A form of direct
marketing conducted through interactive
on-tine computer services, which provide
two-way systems that link consumers
with sellers electronically.
Open-end questions Questions that
allow respondents to answer in their own
words.

Operating control
Checking on-going
performance against annual plans and
: taking corrective action.
. Operating statement (profit-and-loss
statement or income statement) A
financial statement that shows company
. sales, cost of goods sold and expenses
during a given period of time.
Opinion leaders People within a
reference group who, because of special
skills, knowledge, personality or other
characteristics, exert influence on others.
Optional-product pricing The pricing of
optional or accessory products along with
a main product.
Order-routine specification The stage of
the business buying process in which the
buyer writes the final order with the
chosen supplicrs(s), listing the technical
specifications, quantity needed, expected time of delivery, return policies and
warranties.
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Overpositieming
A positioning error
referring to coo narrow a picture of flic
company, its product or a brand being
communicated to target customers.
Packaging The activities of designing
and producing the container or wrapper
for a product.
Packaging concept What the package
should be or do for the product.
Patronage rewards Cash or other
awards for the regular USD of a certain
company's products or services.
Penetrated market The set of
consumers who have a]ready bought ;i
particular product or service.
Percentage-of-sales method iSetling the
promotion budget at a certain percentage
of current or forecast sales or ;ls a
percentage of the sales price.
Perception The process by which
people select, organize mid interpret
informal ion to form a meaningful picture
of tiic world.
Perceptual maps A product positioning
tool that uses multidimensional scaling of
consumers' perceptions and preferences
to portray the psychological distance
between products and segments,
Perffjnnanee review The .stage of the
business buying process in which ihe
buyer rate.s its satisfaction with suppliers,
deciding whether to continue, modify or
drop them.
Personal coiiiuiiuiicarion
channels Channel!; through which two
or more people communicate directly
with each other, including face to face.
person to audience, over the telephone, or
through the mail.
Personal influence The effect of
statements made by one person on
another's attitude or probability of
purchase.
Personal selling Oral presentation in a
conversation with one or more
prospective purchasers for the purpose of
making sales.
Personality A persons distinguish ing
psychological charaeterlBtios that lead to
relatively consistent and lasting responses
to his or her own environment.
Persuasive advertising Advertising used
to build selective demand for a brand by
persuading consumers that it offers the
>est quality for their money.
'fiysieal distribution (marketing
>gistfc$) The tasks involved in
fanning, Implementing and controlling
K physical flow of materials and final
Soods from poinls of origin to points of

use to meet the needs of customers at a
profit.
Physical distribution firms Warehouse,
transportation and other firms thai help a
company (o stock and move goods from
their points of origin to (heir destinations.
Place All the company activities lhat
make the product or service available to
target customers.
Planned obsolescence A sirategy of
causing products to become obsolete
before they actually need replacement.
Pleasing products Products that give
high immediate satisfaction, but may hurt
consumers in the long run.
Point-of-pnrchase (POP)
promotions Displays and
demonstrations that tiike place at the
point of purchase or sale.
Political environment Laws,
government agencies and pressure groups
that influence and limit various
organizations and individuals in ,<i given
society.
Portfolio analysis A tool by which
management identifies and evaluates the
various businesses that malic up the
company.
Postpurehii.se behaviour The stage of
the buyer decision process in which
consumers lake further action after
purchase based on their satisfaction or
dissatisfaction.
Potential market The set of consumers
who profus;- some level of interest in a
particular product or service.
Preapproaeh The step in the selling
process in which the salesperson learns as
much as possible about a prospective
customer before making a sales call.
Premiums Goods offered either free or
at low cost as an incentive to buy a
product.
Presentation 'Hie step in the selling
process in which the salesperson tells the
product "story1 to the buyer, showing how
the product will make or save money for
the buyer.
Priee The amount of money charged for
a product or service, or the sum of the
values that consumers exchange for the
benefits of having or using the product or
service.
Price elasticity A measure of the
sensitivity of demand to changes in pricePrice packs Reduced prices that are
marked by the producer directly on the
label or package.
Primary data Information collected for
the specific purpose at hand

Primary demand The level of total
demand for all brands of a given product
1 or service - for example, die total demand
for motor cycles.
Private brand (middlem:ii!, distributor or
store brand) A brand created and owned
by a reseller of a product or service.
Problem recognition The first stage of
the business buying process in which
someone in the eomp.-my recognises a
problem or need that can be met by
acquiring a good or a service.
Product Anything lhat can be offered to
a market for attention, acquisition, use or
. consumption lhat might satisfy a want or
need. It includes physical objects,
services, persons, places, organisations
and ide.fs
Product adaptation Adapting a product
• to meet local conditions or wants in
foreign markets.
Product-bin Kile pricing Combining
several products and offering the bundle
at a reduced price.
Producl concept The idea lhat
consumers will favour products that offer
- the inosr quality, performance and
features, and that ihe organization should
therefore devote its energy to making
continuous product improvements.
Product development A strategy for
company growth by offering modified or
new products to current market
segments. Developing the produel concept
into a physical product in order to ensure
that the product idea can he turned into a
workable product.
Produet idea An idea tor a possible
; product that the company can see Itself
offering to the market
Product image The way consumers
perceive an actual or potential product.
Producl innovation charter (PIC) A
new-product strategy statement
formalizing managements reasons or
. rationale behind the firm's search for
innovation opportunities, the
. product/market and technology to focus
upon, and the goals and objectives to be
achieved.
Product invention Creating new
products or services for foreign markets.
Product life cycle (PLC) The course of
a product's sales and profits over its
lifetime, it involves five distinct stages-:
product development, introduction,
growth, maturity ,-md decline
. Produet line A group of products thai
are closely related because they function
in a similar manner, are sold to the same
customer groups, are marketed ih rough
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the same types of outlet, or fall within
given price ranges.
Product line filling Increasing the
product line by adding more items within
the present range of the line.
Product line pricing Setting the price
steps between various products in a
product line based on cost differences
between the products, customer
evaluations of different features, and
competitors' prices.
Product line stretching Increasing the
product line by lengthening it beyond its
current range.
Product mix (pri)duct assortment) The
set of all product lines and items that a
particular seller offers for sale to buyers.
Product position The way the product
is defined by consumers on important
attributes - the place the product
occupies in consumers' minds relative to
competing products.
Product quality The ability of a product
to perform its functions; it includes the
product's overall durability, reliability,
precision, ease of operation and repair,
and other valued attributes.
Product sales force structure A sales
force organization under which
salespeople specialize in selling only a
portion of the company's products or
lines.
Product specification The stage of the
business buying process in which the
buying organization decides on and
specifies the best technical product
characteristics for a needed item.
Product-support services
Services that
augment actual products.
Production concept The philosophy
that consumers will favour products that
are available and highly affordable, and
that management should therefore focus
on improving production and distribution
efficiency.
Promotion
Activities that
communicate the product or service and
its merits to target customers and
persuade them to buy.
Promotion mix The specific mix of
advertising, personal selling, sales
promotion and public relations that a
company uses to pursue its advertising
and marketing objectives.
Promotional allowance A payment or
price reduction to reward dealers for
particapting in advertising and salessupport programmes.
Promotional pricing Temporarily
pricing products below the list price, and

sometimes even below cost, to increase
short-run sales.
Proposal solicitation The stage of the
business buying process in which die
buyer invites qualified suppliers to submit
proposals.
Prospecting The step in the selling
process in which the salesperson
identifies qualified potential customers.
Psychographic segmentation Dividing a
market into different groups based on
social class, lifestyle or personality
characteristics.
Psyehographies The technique of
measuring lifestyles and developing
lifestyle classifications; it involves
measuring the chief AID dimensions
(activities, interests, opinions).
Psychological pricing A pricing
approach that considers the psychology of
prices and not simply the economics; the
price is used to say something about the
product.
Public Any group that has an actual or
potential interest in or impact on an
organization's ability to achieve its
objectives.
Public relations Building good relations
with the company's various publics by
obtaining favourable publicity, building up
a good 'corporate image', and handling or
heading off unfavourable rumours, stories
and events. Major PR tools include press
relations, product publicity, corporate
communications, lobbying and
counselling.
Publicity Activities to promote a
company or its products by planting news
about it in media not paid for by the
sponsor.
Pull strategy A promotion strategy that
calls for spending a lot on advertising and
consumer promotion lo build up
consumer demand. If the strategy is
successful, consumers will ask their
retailers for the product, the retailers will
ask the wholesalers, and the wholesalers
will ask the producers.
Pulsing Scheduling ads unevenly, in
bursts, over a certain time period.
Purchase decision The stage of the
• buyer decision process in which the
. consumer actually buys the product.
I'ure competition A market in which
many buyers and sellers trade in a
uniform commodity - no single buyer or
seller has much effect on the going
market price
Pure monopoly A market in which
there is a single seller - it may be a
government monopoly, a private regulated
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monopoly or a private non-regulated
monopoly.
Push strategy A promotion strategy that
calls for using the sales force and trade
promotion to push the product through
channels. The producer promotes the
product to wholesalers, the wholesalers
promote lo retailers, and the retailers
promote to consumers.
Qualified available market The set of
consumers who have interest, income,
access and qualifications for a particular
product or sen1 ice.
Qualitative research Exploratory
research used to uncover consumers'
motivations, attitudes and behaviour.
Focus-group interviewing, elicitation
interviews and repertory grid techniques
arc typical methods used in this type of
research.
Quality The totality of features and
characteristics of a product or service that
bear on its ability to satisfy stated or
implied needs.
Quantitative research
Research which
involves data collection by mail or
personal interviews from a sufficient
volume of customers to allow statistical
analysis.
Quantity discount A price reduction to
buyers who buy large volumes.
Quantity premium
A surcharge paid by
buyers who purchase high volumes of a
product.
Question marks Low-share business
units in high-growth markets that require
a lot of cash in order TO hold their share
or become stars.
Quota A limit on the amount of goods
that an importing country will accept in
certain product categories; it is designed
to conserve on foreign exchange arid to
proteut local industry and employment.
Range branding strategy
A brand
strategy whereby the firm develops
separate product range names for
different families of product.
Rational appeals Message appeals that
relate to the audience's self-interest and
show that the product will produce the
claimed benefits; examples are appeals of
product quality, economy, value or
performance.
Reach The percentage of people in the
target market exposed to an ad campaign
during a given period.
Reference groups Groups that have a
direct (face-to-face) or indirect influence
on the person's attitudes or behaviour.

Reference prieen Prices that buyers
carry in their minds ami refer fo when
they look at a given product.
Relationship marketing The process of'
creating, maintaining and enhancing
strong, vahie-Jaden relationships with
customers and other stakeholders.
Reminder advertising Advertising used
to keep co it sinners thinking about a
product.

Resellers The individuals and
organizations that buy goods and services
to resell a( a profit.
Retailer co-operatives
Contractual
vertical marketing systems in which
retailers organize a new, jointly owned
business to carry on wholesaling and
possibly production.
Retailers Businesses whose sales come
primarily from retailing.
Retailing A l l activities involved in
selling goods or services directly to final
consumers for their personal, nonbusincss use.
Re tailing accordion A phenomenon
describing how the width of retailers'
product assortment or operations shifts
over time: there tends to be a generalspccific-general cycle However, it is
possible that many retailing businesses
evolve along a specific- general-specific
cycle.
Role The activities a person is expected
to perform according to the people around
him or her.
Sales foree management The analysis,
planning, implementation and control of
sales force activities. It includes setting
sales force objectives: designing sales
force strategy: and recruiting, selecting.
training, supervising and evaluating the
firm s salespeople.
Sales foree promotion Sales promotion
designed to motivate the sales foree and
m.ike sales foree selling efforls more
effective, including bonuses, contests and
sales rallies.

Sales promotion Short-term incentives
to encourage purchase or sales of a
produol or service.
Sales quotes Standards set for
salespeople, slating the amount they
should sell and how sales should lie
divided among the company's products.
Salesperson An individual acting for a
company by performing one or more of
the following activities; prospecting.
co minimi cat ing, servicing and
i (formation gathering.
Salutary products Products that have
raw appeal bin may benefit consumers in
the long run.

Sample A segment of the population
selected for marketing research to
represent the population as a whole.
Samples Offers (o consumers of a trial
amount of a product.
Scaled-bid pricing iSetting price based
on how the firm thinks competitors will
price rather than on its own costs or
demand - used when a company bids for
jobs.
Seasonal discount A price reduction lo
buyers who buy merchandise or services
out of season.
Seasonally
The recurrent consistent
pattern of sales movements within the
year.
[Secondary data Information thai
already exists somewhere, having been
collected for another purpose.
Segment marketing
Adapting a
company's offerings so they more closely
match the needs of one or more segments.
Segmented pricing
Pricing that allows
for differences in customers, products and
locations The differences in prices arc
not based on differences in cos (a.
Selective attention The tendency of
people lo screen out most of the
information to which they are exposed.
Selective demand The demand for n
given brand of a product or service.
Selective distortion The tendency of
people to adapt information to personal
meanings

Sens e-of-m fusion marketing A principle
of enlightened marketing which holds that
a company should define its mission in
broad social terms rather than narrow
product terms.
Sequential product development A
new-product development approach in
which one company department works
individually to complete its .stage of the
process before passing the new product
along to the ne.vt department and stage.
Served! market (target market) The part
of the qualified available market that the
company decides to pursue.
Service Any activity or benefit that one
party van offer to another which is
1 essentially intangible and does not result
; in the ownership of anything.
Service inseparability A major
characteristic of services - they are
produced arid consumed at the same time
and cannot be separated from their
providers, whether the providers are
people or machines.
Service intangibility A major
. characteristic of services - they cannot be
. seen, tasted, felt, heard or studied before
" they are bought.
Serviee perishatnlj ty A major
characteristic of services - they cannot be
stored for later .-.ale or use.
1

Service variability A major
eharacterislic of services - their quality
may vary greatly, depending on who
. provides them and when, where and how,

Selective distribution The use of more
Services Activities, benefits or
than one, but less (h;m all of the
satisfactions that arc offered for sale
intermediaries that are willing to carry
the company's products.
Shopping product A consumer product
that the customer, in the process of
Selective retention The tendency of
selection and purchase, characteristically
people to retain only part of the
: compares with others on such bases as
information to which they are exposed
1 suitability, quality, price and style,
usually information that supports their
attitudes or beliefs,
Simultaneous product development An
Self-ixmecpt Suit-image, or che complex • approach to developing new. products in
whieh various company departments
mental pictures that people have of
work closely together, overlapping the
themselves.
steps in the product development process
Self-service retailers Retailers that
to save time and increase effectiveness.
provide few or no services to shoppers;
Single-source data systems Electronic
shoppers perform (heir own loeatemonitoring systems that link consumers'
eont pa re -select process.
exposure to television advertising and
Selling concept The idea thai
promotion (measured using television
consumers will not boy enough of the
1 metres! with what they buy in stores
organization's products unless the
• (measured using s lore checkout
organization undertakes a large-scale
scanners),
selling and promotion effort.
Soda! classes Relatively permanent and
.Selling process The steps that the
.
ordered divisions in a society whose
salesperson follows when selling, which
i members share similar values, interests
include prospecting and qualifying,
and behaviours.
preapproach, approach, presentation and
Socieuil marketing A principle of
demonstration, handling objections,
enlightened marketing which holds that a
closing and follow-up.
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company should make marketing
decisions by considering consumers'
wants, the company's requirements,
consumers' long-run interests and
society's long-run interests.
Societal marketing concept The idea
that the organization should determine
die deeds, wants and interests of target
markets and deliver the desired
satisfactions more effectively ;md
efficiently ihan competitors in a way that
maintains or improves the consumer's
and society's well-be ing.
Speciality product A consumer product
with unique characteristics or brand
identification for which a significant
group of buyers is willing to make a
special purchase effort.
Speciality store A retail store that
carries a narrow product line with a deep
assort men l within that line.
Specialized industry An industry \vherc
there are many opportunities for firms ro
create competitive advantages that are
huge or give a high pay-off.
Stalemate industry An industry that
produces eommodities and is
characterized by a few opportunities to
create competitive advantages, with each
advantage being small.
Standardized marketing mix An
international marketing strategy for using
basically the same product, advertising,
distribution channels and other elements
of the marketing mis in all the company's
international markets.
Stars High-growth, high-share
businesses or products that often require
heavy investment to finance their rapid
growth.
Statistical demand analysis A set of
statistical procedures used to discover the
most important real factors affecting sales
and their relative influence; the most
commonly analyzed factors are priecs,
income, population and promotion.
Status The general esteem given to a
role by society.
Straight product extension Marketing #
product in a foreign market without any
change.
Straight rehuy A business buying
situation in which the buyer routinely
reorders something without any
modifications.
Strapline A slogan often used in
conjunction with a brand's name,
advertising and other promotions
Strategic business-planning grid A
portfolio planning method that evaluates a
company's strategic business units using

indices of industry attractiveness and the
company's strength in the industry.
Strategic business unit (SHU) A unit of
the company that has a separate mission
and objectives and that can he planned
independently from other company
businesses. An SI3U can be a company
division, a product line within a division,
or sometimes a single product or brand.
. Strategic control Cheeking whether die
company's basic strategy matches its
- opportunities and strengths.
Strategic focus A strategic planning
: tool to help marketers identify ways of
achieving sales and profit growth. Two
routes •- productivity increases and
volume expansion - form the basis of
; analysis.
1 Strategic group A group of firms in an
industry following the same or a similar
. strategy.
Strategic pliiii A plan that describes
how a firm will adapt to take advantage of
opportunities in its constantly changing
: environment, thereby maintaining a
- strategic fit between the firm's goals and
capabilities and its changing market
opportunities.
LStrategic planning The process of
developing and maintaining a strategic fit
between the organization's goals and
. capabilities and it's changing marketing
opportunities. !t relies on developing a
clear company mission, supporting
: objectives, a sound business portfolio and
: co-ordinated functional strategies.
Style A basic and distinctive mode of
expression.
Subculture A group of people with
shared value systems based on common
life experiences and situations.
Substantiality The degree to which a
1 market segment is sufficiently large or
profitable.
Supermarkets Large, low-eost, low. margin, high-volume, self-service stores
that carry a wide variety of food, laundry
and household products.
Superstore A store almost twice the
size of a regular supermarket thai carries
a large assortment of routinely purchased
food antl non-food items and offers such
services as dry cleaning, post offices, film
developing, photo finishing, cheque
cashing, petrol forecourls and self-service
- car-washing facilities.
Supplier search The stage of llie
business buying process in which the
buyer tries to find the best vendors.
Supplier selection The stage of the
business buying process in which the
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; buyer reviews proposals and selects a
supplier or suppliers.
. Suppliers Finns and individuals that
provide the resources needed by thy
company and its competitors to produce
goods and services.
Supplies and services Industrial
products that do not enter the finished
product at all.
Survey research The gathering of
primary data by asking people questions
; about their knowledge, attitudes,
preferences and buying behaviour.
1 SWOT analysis
A distillation of the
findings of the internal and external audit
which draws attention to the critical
organizalional strengths and weaknesses
and the opportunities and threats facing
the company.
Systems buying Buying a packaged
solution to a problem and without all the
separate decisions involved.
Target costing A technique to support
pricing decision, which starts with
deciding a target cost for a new product
• and works back to designing the product.
Target market A set of buyers sharing
; common needs or characteristics that the
company decides to serve.
Target marketing
Directing a
company's effort towards serving one or
more groups of customers sharing
common needs or characteristics.
Target profit pricing See Break-even
pricing.
. Tariff A tax levied by a government
against certain imported products. Tariffs
are designed to raise revenue or to protect
domestic firms.
Team selling Using teams of people from
sales, marketing, production, finance,
technical support, and even upper
management to service large, complex
accounts.
Teclniologitid environment
Forces that
1 create new technologies, creating new
product and market opportunities.
Telemarketing Using the telephone to
sell direcrly to consumers.
Television marketing
Direct-response
television marketing (DKTV).
Territorial sales force structure A sales
force organization that assigns each
salesperson to an exclusive geographic
territory in which that salesperson carries
the company's full line.
Test marketing The stage of newproduct development where the prodiict
and marketing programme are tested in
more realistic market settings.
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Time-series analysis Breaking clown past
sales into its trend, cycle, season and
erratic components, then recombining
these components to produce a sales
forecast.
Total costs The sum of the fixed and
variable costs for any given level of
production.
Total customer cost The total of all [he
monetary, time, energy And psychic costs
associated with a marketing offer.
Toial customer value The total of all of
the product, services, personnel and
image values that a buyer receives from a
marketing offer.
Total market demand The total volume
of a produce or service that would be
bought by a defined consumer group in a
defined geographic area in a defined time
period in a defined marketing
environment under a defined level and
mix of industry marketing effort.
Total quality management (TQM)
Programmes designed to constantly
improve the cjuahty of products, services,
artd marketing processes.
Trade-in allowance A priee reduction
given for turning in an old item when
buying a new one.
Tr.tde (or retailer) promotion Bales
promotion designed to gain reseller
support and to improve reseller selling
efforts, including discounts, allowances,
free goods, co-operative advertising, push
money, and conventions and trade shows.
Transaction A trade between two parties
that involves at least two things of value,
agreed-upon conditions, a time of
agreement and a place of agreement.
Trend The long-term, underlying
pattern of sales growth or decline
resulting from basic changes in
population, capital formation and
technology.
Two-part pricing A strategy for pricing
services in which price is broken into a
fixed fee plus a variable usage rate
l.'nderpositioning A positioning error
referring to failure to position a company,
its product or brand.
I "n different! a ted marketing A marketcoverage strategy in which a firm decides
to ignore market segment differences and
go after the whole market with orte offer.

Uniform delivered pricing A geographic
pricing strategy in which the company
charges the same price plus freight to all
customers, regardless; of their location.
:

producers, wholesalers and retailers act as
a unified system. One channel member
owns the others, has contracts with them,
or has so much power that they all cooperate.
Unique selling proposition (L'SP) The
Volume industry An industry
unique product benefit that a firm
aggressively promotes in a consistent
characterized by few opportunities t()
manner to its target market. The benefit ' create competitive advantages, but each
advantage is huge and gives a high pay-off.
usually reflects functional superiority
best quality, best services, lowest price,
Warehouse club (wholesale elub,
most advanced technology.
membership warehouse) Off-price
retailer that sells a limited selection of
Unsought product A consumer product
brand-name grocery items, appliances,
that the consumer either does not know
clothing and a hodgepodge of other goods
about or knows about but does not
at deep discounts 10 members who pay
normally think of buying.
annual membership fees.
User The person who consumes or uses '
Webcasting (push programming)
a product or service.
Process whereby the online marketer
Users Members of the organization who
sends advertisements or information over
will use the product or service; users often •
the Internet directly to the desktops of
initiate the buying proposal and help
target customers. Companies can also
define product spec ifi cations.
sign on with Web-casting service
Value analysis An approach to cost
providers, which automatically download
reduction in which components are
customized information to the personal
studied carefully to determine if they can
computers of subscribers to their services.
be redesigned, standardized or made by
Wheel of retailing A concept of retailing
less costly methods of production.
which states that new types of retailer
Value-based pricing Setting price based usually begin as low-margin, low-price,
on buyers' perceptions of product values
low-status operations, but later evolve
rather than on cost.
into higher-priced, higher-service
operations, eventually becoming like the
Value chain A major tool for identifying
conventional retailers they replaced.
ways to create more customer value.
Wholesaler
A firm engaged primarily in
Value marketing A principle of
selling
goods
and
services to those buying
enlightened marketing which holds that a ;
company should put most of its resources j for resale or business use.
Word-of-mouth influence Personal
into value-building marketing
communication about a product between
investments.
target buyers and neighbours, friends,
Value pricing Offering just the right
family members and associates.
combination of quality an.i good service
Workload approach An approach to
at a fair price.
• setting sales force size, whereby the
Variable costs Costs that vary directly
i company groups accounts into different
with the level of production.
. size classes and then determines how
Variety-seeking buying
many salespeople are needed to call on
behaviour Consumer buying behaviour
them the desired number of times.
in situations characterized by low
! World Wide Web (WWW or the Web)
consumer involvement, but significant
A part of the Internet that uses a standard
perceived brand differences.
computer language to allow documents
1 containing text, images, sound and video
Variety store Self-service store that
specializes in a wide range of
: ti> be sent across the Internet.
merchandise. It offers a wider range than . 'tone pricing A geographic pricing
specialist stores, but a narrower variety
1 strategy in whioh the company sets up
than department stores.
two or more zones. All customers within a
Vertical marketing .system (VMS)
A
distribution channel structure in which

zone pay die same total price; the more
distant the zone, the higher the price.
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online marketing 972, 973
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differentiation 438-9, 441-2
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strategies 452-8, 462
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strategies 721-2, 726, 728, 733, 736
product and brand 559, 563, 565, 570, 584,
590
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631
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reinforcement 795
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segmentation 389-90, 394-7, 405, 412,
415,416
services 644, 648, 651, 653, 656, 657
shortcomings 773
social responsibility and ethics 45, 53-4. 73
specialities 823
standardization 812-1,1
strategic marketing planning 82, 87, 95,
108, 110
strategy 794, 797-810
style 800-2
see also promotion; promotion under sales;
public relations
affective stage in communication 760-1
affordable method of promotion 770, 771
Africa 7<J, 234, 403, 404, 813, 876, 963
global marketplace 181^1, 187, 194, 197,
200, 207, 209
age
consumer huycr behaviour 238-9
consumer market segmentation 386, JS7-8,
405,407
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AID (Automatic Interaction Detection) 406—7,
408-9
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531,532
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490, 495
distribution channels 931-2
glohal marketplace 198, 214
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positioning 435, 437, 439, 441, 443, 444-5,
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pricing 704, 730, 733, 748
product development 601-3, 604, 610, 613
sales force and personal selling 874-«3
segmentation and targeting 390, 399-400,
410
sen-ices 643-5. 648, 650, 651, 656-7, 660
social responsibility and ethics 54-5. 70
strategic marketing planning 88, 90, 102, 109
^ alcohol 13,64,485,963
advertising and promotion 792, 795, 799,
800, 803, 834
communication strategy 786-9
competitive advantage 508, 516, 524, 525
consumer buyer behaviour 235, 243, 246
direct and online marketing 989-*J7
1
distribution channels 924-5
environment, marketing 158, 160
.
global marketplace 190, 198, 3(16-7, 212
positioning 445-6, 465-6
differentiation 439, 441-2
perceptual mapping 449-50
strategies 452-5 passim, 458
pricing 726, 729, 740
product and brand 573, 582. 583^1
segmentation and targeting 390, ,399,
408-9, 412, 416
allowance 826
alternatives, evaluation of 253—4,255, 256-8
analysis of competitors 506, 507-15
Andean Pact 197
annual planning 85
APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation)
196, 197
appliances 955
; appliances, household 400, 509-10, 769, 934
advertising and promotion 803, 828-9
1
distribution channels 900
information and research 348-9, 352,
359-63
positioning 435—6, 439
pricing 688-9, 701-2, 722. 731
product and brand 565, 569
strategic marketing planning 359-62
see also housing and homes
approach 365, 867
'_ area and market demand
estimating 342—4
i arts 834
ASEAN (Association of South East Asian
Nations) 196, 403
: Asia
advertising and promotion 792, 793, 794,
804, 805-6, 812, 814
business buyer behaviour and markets 274,
278, 279, 284, 289-90, 291, 298-9
changing world 13,19, 21-2, 28, 29, 30,
31-2
communication strategy 760-1, 772, 778,
781, 789
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Asia cantinuad
competitive advantage 507, 512, 543-5, 547
strategies 518, 521, 524-32 passim, 53S
consumer buyer behaviour 231, 234, 242,
246, 248-30, 264
customer relationships 476-8, 485-7,
493-i
direct and online marketing 962. 963, 965,
96S, 972
distribution channels 905, 908, 912,
914-18,922,936,938-9
environment, marketing 151, 153-1, 157-9,
166, 171-3, [77-9
global marketplace 184-5, 209, 212-15.
224, 225, 403
market entry, establishing 205-8
market opportunity (87-98 passim, 200,
201
information and research ,113-16, 322,
332, 343, 344, 346, 350, 353, 355
positioning 433, 436-7, 440, 443, 452,
456-7, 460
pricing 683, 687, 689, 693, 697, 709-10
strategies 735-6, 740
product 561, 587, 539-91, 593
branding 570-1, 573, 581-3
product development and life cycle
strategies 604-5, 609-11,615,624, 631,
638
sales force anil personal selling 865, S67-9,
870, 875, 876, $85
segmentation 381, 403, 404, 417
consumer market 384, 387, 389, 396,
397
social responsibility and ethics 41, 48, 52,
58, 64. 69
strategic marketing planning 83, 93, 93, 95,
99-102, 107-8, 110. 126, ]28, 209,
212-15
sti' ulso Japan
aspiration;)] groups 235
assets, marketing 413
Association of South East Asian Nations 196,
403
atmospheres 769
attack 511, 513-14, 530-2
attention 255
selective 247
attitudes
consumer buyer behaviour 249, 250
Vo international buying 195
fit others 258
to produet 386, 401
attractiveness
industry 98-9
segment 412-13
attributes, brand 571; sec also design, quality
and under product
audit
external 9.?
internal 93
marketing JJJ, 112, 114-75, 118
productivity 115
strategic 91-4
augmented product 561, 562
Australasia (mainly Australia) 2'). 41, 400,
503, 876, 965
advertising and promotion 805-6, 812, 816
environment, marketing 168. 170
global marketplace 186, 197, 206
information and research 31.1-16
positioning 445, 453
automated warehouses 928-9
Automatic Interaction Detection so; AID

availability
market 339, 340
media 81 7
transport 932
avoiding competitors 511. 513-14
awareness
in adoption process 26(1
brand 572, 808-9
communication and 760, 761, 770
loyalty 572
balance sheet 93
balancing customer ami competitor
orientation 538-9
banks 326, 490
positioning 4,'iS, 440
pricing 721. 738
segmentation and targeting 406-7. 409
services (Alt, 657, 664
social responsibility and ethies 63, 69, 71
strategic marketing planning 88. 100-1
bargain hunters 403
barter transaction. 13, 14, 198, 738-9
based-point pricing 732
basic relationships 484-5
battle brands 577, 57H-9
BBSs (bulletin board systems) 974
KCG (Boston Consulting Group) 97-8, 101,
435,69?
behaviour/behavioural
business set- buyer behaviour under
business
Consumer see consumer buyer behaviour
distribution channels 899-900
manners 290-1, 978-9, 980
segmentation 386,396, 397-101
stage in communication 761-2
beliefs see values and beliefs
believable advertising 799
benchmarking5J(I, 513-13, 696
benefits
advertising 798
brand .171,575
customer relationships 4S5
direct and online marketing 951
mis 377
online marketing 969-70
product 255, 448, 561-2
social 485
sought, segmentation and 386, 3"7,398, 402
blanket iwntratits 294-5
hi ood donors 398-9
Boston Consulting Group see BCG
brand 570-S3
advertising 812-14
attributes 571
awareness 572, 808-9
battle 577. 578-9
benefits 571. 575
competition 578-9
conviction 253
decisions 573-5
defined 571, 572
development managers 118
dilution 582
equity $72, 573
extensions 581, 582
familiarity 253
'fighting' 740
image 256, 657
licensed 577, 5SO
loyalty 424-5, 433, 571, 572, 774-5, 820,
821
management organization 116-17

manufacturer's 5/7
name selection 573, 575-7
new 583
personality 572
portfolios 572
preference 572, 800
private 201, 577, 578-9, 611. 621
proliferation 37IWS
rejection tSO'J
repositioning 573, 583
sales managers 117
sponsor 573,577-80
strategy 573, 580-3
switchers 820
teams 117-18
top ten 573, 574
values and beliefs 256, 571, 657
break-even pricing 701, 702
bribery set1 corruption
Britain .sec United Kingdom
Inoadufistitlg see media
brokers 919, 920
budget ,-ite cost
bulletin hoard systems 974
business
actions towards socially responsible
marketing 60-70
enlightened marketing 61, 62^
ethics 64-70
principles for public policy 68-72
analysis of new product 607, 614
buyer behaviour and markets 149,
273-311,346
buying decisions 283-4
buying process 276, 292-4
buying unit 279
decisions and decision-making 279
direct purchasing 279-8 i
environmental influences 2S7
government markets 296, 297-300
individual influences 287. 289-92
institutional markets 39<i
interpersonal influences 287, 289-91
leasing 281-2
model of behaviour 282
organiaational influence 287-9
participants in process 284-6
segmentation 402
-structure and demand 277-8
holidays 632
market segmentation 401-3; see also huyer
behaviour above
portfolio 96, 97-102
promotion 826-7
services 56fi
strengths 98-9, 413
unit strategies 97, 98-9, 100
see also company
buybiiek (compensation) 198
buyer/13uying 236, 285
behaviour see under business;
c us tome rs/con su m e rs
centre 254
distribution 215-16
intentions surveyed 345-6
international, attitudes to 195
market 15
power of 413
-readiness 386, 400, 401, 760, 779
and seller interdependent 279
unit 279
sec also purchase
by-product 724
pi'icing 723, 724
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social responsibility and ethics 31
see afeo globalization
1 chance orders 188
calls by sales force 856-7, 862
capital items 566
changes communication .strategy 779-81
captive-product pricing 723. 723, 724
demographic 94
technological, speed of 165-6
cards 618, 738-'.>; see also credit cards
in values, secondary 169-73
cars
world economy 30-1
advertising and promotion 794-5, SOI, 803.
• channels communication 757, 768-9
834-5
members and marketing plan 1 1 2
changing world it), 16-22 passim, 27, 28,
31-2
between nations 215-16
online marketing 970-1
communication strategy 760-2, 766, 76').
pressure and SWOT analysis 94
781
competitive advantage 507, 511, 512, 517,
within nations 215-16
523-7 passim, 531-2. 538, 543-8
set also distribution channels
1 charities 170-1, 657
consumer buyer behaviour 236, 242-3,
;
communication 763, 766, 792, 835
250, 260
customer relationships 471-2, 476, 478,
direct and online marketing 95N, 962, 963
chemical industry 193, 516
492.494
direct and online marketing 956, 958, 963,
advertising and promotion 852, 857
environment, marketing 150, 152
972,973,974
pricing 695, 724
distribution channels 899, 900, 902, 904,
segmentation and targeting 404, 413
908, 920, 934
environment, marketing 146, 1S8, 163.
strategic marketing planning 90-1, 98
children 406, 580, 736, 792
166,172
global marketplace 185, 188, 190, 192, 198,
baby food 132-3,160
202,211
charities for J7O-1.962
Internet use 967
information and research 322, 346, 350
promotion to 774-5, 776
oil, lubricating 431^1
parts industry 64, 163. 210, 213, 762
see also theme parks; toys
chocolate sec confectionery and chocolate
positioning 431-2, 443-5
cinema 100, 246, 351, 806, 815
differentiation 434, 437, 439-40
: citizen's actions 55-7, 150-1; see also natural
perceptual mapping 448-50
environment
strategies 452-3, 456-7. 458, 460
pricing 683, 693, 701, 709-1S
class see under soeial
strategies 723, 725, 727, 729
; clocks 688-9
• close competitors 511, 513
product
closed-end questions 3JJ, 336-7
and brand 565. 569-70, 572, 583, 587. 590
closing 866,868,869
development 609-11. 613-14, 624-5.
631, 63S-41
clothes 68, 482, 519
advertising and promotion 804, 839^12
racing 431-2, 434
changing world 13, 29
segmentation 404, 409
communication strategy 766, 767, 774-5
consumer market 385, 387, 389, 400
consumer buyer behaviour 234, 239,
levels 380-1, 384
244-5, 261
targeting 416, 417
direct and online marketing 956, 957, 961
social responsibility and ethics 48, 51,
distribution channels 904, 908, 918, 919,
54-5,58
920, 926, 928-9, 934, 936
strategic marketing planning 88, 95, 96,
1
environment, marketing 154, 158,160
102-3,107-8, 110
global marketplace 194, 210, 214-15
cash
information and research 327, 344
-a nil -carry
market niche 536-7
retailers 914, 915
wholesalers 911
positioning439, 443.447
cows Jin matrix) 97, 98
pricing 726, 728, 733, 734
product and brand 577, 582
discount 725
segmentation and targeting 384, 396
refund offers (rebates) 729, 822
catalogue
services 657, 661
strategic marketing planning 81-4, 87,
marketing 957, 960, 961
92-3,106-7 "
showroom 918, 979
category 117-18
see also training shoes
killers 974, 915, 918
cluster analysis 408, 409, 410-11
causal information 328
• cluster sampling 333
co-branding 577, 580
causal research 321
I coffee 77, )85, 194, 394, 452, 526, 765, 801,
celebrities 441, 452-3. 767-8, 801. 802, 818
905
central buying operation 296
1
consumer buyer behaviour 243, 252, 253
central 11. a lion 2J7, 288, 814-15
creamer 420^30, 618
chain ratio method 341
cognitive dissonance sec dissonance
challenger market W9
cognitive stage 760, 761
challenges into next century
colour 764—5
changing world economy 30-1
: commercial information sources 255, 325
computers and information technology
boom 26-8
. commercial online services 964
commercialization 607. 622, 623
new marketing landscape 31-2
1 commission houses 919-20
non-profit marketing, growth of 24-6
bypass attack 532
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commission for sales force 853-4
communication 16 E
adaptation 212,213, 214
environment 779-80
innovation 263
mass 791-842; see also advertising:
promotion under sales; public
relations; telecommunications
position 461-2
strategy 754-89
changes 779-81
feedback 770
media, choice of 768-70
message design 762-8
objectives 760-2
process 758-9
social responsibility 781-2
target audience 759-60
see atsa promotion
sec also telecom numiealions
company
characteristics 909
competitiveness, identifying 507-8
culture 121
global firm 185
individual brand strategy 582
microenvironmcnt 146-7
protection see regulation
resources 417
sales forecast 345
SCO filsft business
comparison
advertising 79-1. 795, 796
sales forec 862—3
compensation (buyback) 198
compensation for sales force 848, 853, 854
competition/competitive
activity and SWOT analysis 94
advantage 109, 434, 443,460-1, 503-55, 506
analysis of competitors 506, 507-13
balancing customer and competitor
orientation 538-9
strategies, competitive 506, 515-38
advertising see umicr advertising
analysis of 506, 507-15
avoiding 511, 513-14
brand 57H-9
-centred company 5.18
customer satisfaction 478
distribution channels 909
environment 105, 106
idea generation from 610-11
intense domestic 188
marketing plan 112
in microenvironmcnt 149
monopolistic 690
moves 519-20
objectives 508-9
oligopolistic 69J
parity method of promotion 772
pricing 696-7. 704-6, 736-7
pure 6'JO

reaction 510-11
segmentation 413, 417
snooping on 322-3
strategies 506, 509-10, 515-38, 782
winning 524
see also -under positioning
: competitions and contests 823, 825. 861
complaints 259, 476, 662-3
complex
buying behaviour 25}, 252
- buying decisions 279
innovation 263
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complex continued
sales force structure 8?1
computers and information technology 202,
288-9, 5N9
advertising ami promotion 815
boom 26-8
changing world 29, 30
communication strategy 758. 779-80
competitive advantage 512, 517, 520, 533
consumer buyer behaviour 232, 251, 252,
261
customer databases 953, 954, 956-7, 980
customer relationships 476, 477-8, 494
direct and online marketing 972. 980
distribution channels 906, 927, 932
environment, marketing 146, 165
games 436-7
information and research 316, 319-20, 322,
347, 350
positioning 440, 441, 446, 454
pricing 684-5, 089,691
strategies 720-1, 723, 730, 735
product development 604, 610, 620-1, 622,
623,633
research 330
sales force and personal selling 843-5, 857.
659
segmentation and targeting 380. 382-3,
393-4
size (numbers of) 401
social responsibility and ethics 62-3
strategio marketing planning 89. 'JO, 120-1
see aluii In ternet
Concentrated marketing 416, 417
concept
product IS, 512
testing 607, 613
confectionery and chocolate 185, 343, 583,
692, 780
advertising and promotion 791, 799, 801
competitive advantage 535, 549-55
distribution channels 90'', 944-6
positioning 448, 452, 459
segmentation and targeting 395, 397, 413,
415-16
strategic marketing planilmg 121, 131-9
conflict, channel 900
conformanec. quality 492
confused positioning 459, 460
conjoint analysis -109, 411
conjunctive model of consumer choice 257
construction industry and materials 209,
383-3, 392-3, 437-3, 459, 465-6
consumer see customers/consumers
consumer buyer behaviour 227-71, 228
beliefs and attitudes 249, 250
buyer decision process 253-60
for new products 260-3
Cultural characteristics 230-3
decision process 250-1, 253-63
across international borders 263—4
learning 248, 249
models of 229-30
perception 246, 247, 248
personal factors 238-43
psychological factors 243-50
social class 233. 234-5
social factors 235--S
types of 251-3
consumer goods 776
consumerism 55-7
Consumers' Association (UK) 49-50, 145, 268
contact
channel function 897

methods nf research 328-32
contact lenses 511,513, 689, 735
content of message 762-3
continuity, advertising 80S
continuous innovation 526
contract/contracting 288, 294-5
management 205
manufacturing 205
contraction defence 528-9
contractual VMS 902, 903
control
channel members 924-5
marketing 118, 119
programmes in marketing plan 112, 115
test markets 619
convenience goods 920
convenience product 563, 920
convenience sample 333
convenience store 9J,3
conventional distribution channel 900, 902
conviction 253, 761
co-operatives 905, 911-12
copy testing SOS
core
beliefs and values 169
business processes 480-1
product 561
strategy 43-J, 825
see also competitive advantage;
positioning; relationships under
customers; segmentation; targeting
corporate
brand strategy SK2
identity 831, 832
licensing 580
marketing ethics policies 65
VMS 90S, 903
Web site 971
correspondence analysis 451
corruptionforihery 187, 199, 298-9. 870-1
cosmetics and bathroom toiletries 484, 918
95S
advertising and promotion 792, 801, 802,
822, 824
changing world 9, 23-1
communication strategy 762, 764, 765, 772
competitive advantage 508-9. 516, 520,
521-.!
consumer buyer behaviour 232, 251, 252,
261
environment, marketing 158. 177-9
global marketplace 193, 195, 213, 222-6
information and research 322, 326, 328,
355
positioning 445, 448, 452, 453, 454, 457,
458,462
pricing 729, 730, 736
product and brand 558-60, 573, 583,
591-2, 597-600
product development 617, 632-3, 627-8,
630-1
segmentation 376-7, 38S, 389, 390, 398-9,
404-5
social responsibility and ethics 44, 45,

49-51,63,73

strategic marketing planning 109,117, 118
toothpaste claims 49-51
see a/so perfume: razors
cost 161, 937
advertising sec uatdsr advertising
communication strategy 778
distribution 43-4
energy, increased 162-3
fixed 525, 685

;

1

'-

j

i

1

;

'-

improving 525
inflation 735
leadership 88, 517
iost customers 482-3
low 413 marketing 781
mis adaptation 187
plan 112, 113-15
media S25
pricing see under pricing
product development 604, 606, 622, 623
promotion 756, 770-2
U&D 166
recover)' and pricing 684
reduction 525, 935
relationship 489
sales promotion 825, 829
total 6S8
customer 47.3, 474
transport 161,932
variable 525, 685
counter-offensive defence 527, 52S
countertrade 198
coupons 822, 827
couriers 11-12, 440, 490, 503-6, 519, 651,
660,972
creative accounting 574
credit cards 9, 88, 452, 490, 738, 816
consumer buyer behaviour 244-5
direct and online marketing 956, 962
product development and life cycle
strategies 658, 660, 664
segmentation and targeting 381, 395, 400
critical success factor 96
cues 248-9
culture/cultural diversity 19S, 230, 231
advertising 812-13, 814
company 121
consumer buyer behaviour 230-3
empathy 200-1
global marketplace 211-12
innovation 608-9
marketing 112,169, 170-J
pollution 54
segmentation 404
shifts 231
universal! 211
values 169-73
see also under environment
current business portfolio, analysing (matrix
approaches) 96-102
expansion and diversification 100-1
General Electric strategic business-planning
grid 97, 9S, 09, 101,134
problems with 101-2
see also BCO
current market demand 340-4
current marketing situation 111, 112
current position 445
current profit maximization 683
custom-built databases 954
cu s tomers/co n su mers
as centre of company 104
-centred company 4 71, 538
chum 482
communicating with sec communication
competition and 478, 538-9
Consumers' Association 49-51, 145, 268
costs 473, 474, 482-3
databases 953, 954, 956-7, 980
delight 12, 259, 478, 562
delivered value see under delivery
development managers 11H
direct and online marketing 967, 969

-driven companies 22
education and Information 12
equity 573
expectations 258-9, 658
freedom, principle nf 71
idea generation 610
life-time value IT, 483, 490, 573
loyalty 483, 524, 573, 654, 659
market 148-9, 229
in inicroenvironment 148-9
mobility and global marketplace 210
needs see needs
obsession and services 660
-oriented marketing 61, 62
pricing and 43-4, 691-2. 725, 727, 735-6
products 56,1, 564-5
promotional?, 821, 822-6
protection 72; see also regulation
•provider interaction 649
relationship 279, 467-501. 970-building
promotions 821, 822
total quality marketing 491-5
see also marketing under relationship;
retaining customers; satis/action,
customer
sales fofce structure 850, 851
satisfaction see satisfaction
segmentation 385-401
behavioural 386, 396, 397^01
demographic see demography
geodemographic 386,391, 392-3
geographic 3H5, 387, 401, 403
pricing 725. 727
psyohographie see psyohographlos
sen-ice 481, 588
spending, changing patterns of 159-62
training 440
-triggered distribution 934
value see inuier value
wants 8,10, 22, 53-4
winning 523—4
see a/so consumer buyer behaviour;
consumers under individual;
marketing; public: target
customization 381-4
mass 384, 825
eyberhoods 974
cycle .347; see also life cycle
data
customer databases 953, 954, 956-7, 980
sources and collection 324-32 pussitn. 354
decentralization 217, 814-15
deceptive practices and individual consumer
44-7
decider 236, 285
decisions and decision-making
brand 573-5
business buyer behaviour 279, 283^,
29T-300
consumer buyer behaviour 250-1, 253-63
deeision-and-reward systems 121
global marketplace 187-9, 201-3
product see product decisions under
individual
purchase 253-4. 258
unit 2 36
see also management
decline stage in produce life cycle 627, 6,3,"!, 634
decoding 758-9
defence position 526—9
deficient products 64, 65
delegation 607
delight, customer 12, 259, 478, 562

delivery
developing product see tinder product
chosen position 461-2
DFMA (design for manufacturability and
costs and pricing 732-3
assembly) 616
customer value 472, 480, 481, 4H2, '107-8
differentiation 434-43, 517
differentiation on 439-40
advertising 813-14
service 588, 656-7
differentiators 88
see ((fan couriers; distribution; mail
image 441-3
demand
marketing 416
business markets 277-8, 280-1
personnel 441
derived 277, 280
product 439, 796
elastic 692, 694-5
.services 439-41, 655-7
estimation 335-8
dilution, brand 582
fluctuating 278
direct
inelastic 278, 692
exporting 203—4
management 16-17
investment 207, 208
measurement and forecasting 105, 106-7
purchasing 279-81
measurement of 540-4
rating of advertising 808
pricing and 690-6
survey research 327
primary .341
direct marketing 757, 776, 910, 947-97, 950
selective 341
benefits 951
see also forecasting demand
catalogue marketing 960. 961
demands 8, 10
channel 897, 898
demarketing 16
customer databases 953, 954, 956-7, 980
demography/demographies 94,151
direct arid online mail marketing 816,
direct and online marketing 967, 975-6
957-60
environment 3.51-8
direct-response television marketing962.
'expert' forecasts about 351
963-4
marketing plan 112
face-to-fitee selling 955, 957
population size and growth 151, 153
growth 951-3
.segmentation 387, 388-90, 398, 401-2, 405
integrated 976, 977
gcodemographic 386, ,391, 392-3
public policy and ethical issues 977-80
and targeting 426-30 passim
telemarketing 43N, 852, 955, 961, 962
demonstration S66, 868
see alKti online marketing
department stores 19, 47, 93, 190, 481, 663,
directing sales force 856-60
834, 852
directional policy matrix 98-9
communication strategy 754-6. 770, 773
. disadvantaged consumers, poor service
distribution channels 904-5, 908, 912, 918,
to 52
920, 936
discount 725-6, 824-5, S26
information and research 326, 328, 362-3
store 913, 914
positioning 441, 452
discrimination 249
pricing 728-9, 730
'disruptive' competitors 513-15
product development 618, 632
dissonance, cognitive 259
departments in firms 104-5, 112
-reducing buying behaviour 251, 252
deposition ing 445-6
distant competitors 511, 513
derived demand 277, 280
distinctive advertising 799-800
descriptive information 327
distinctive competencies 89
descriptive research ,531
distortion
design
communication 759
decisions, channel 907-22
selective 247, 248
alternatives 910-21
distribution
customer needs 907-8
centre °2S
international 921-2
costs 43-4
objectives and constraints 908-9
firms, physical 147,147
for manufacturdbility and assembly 616
information 351-3
message 762-8
marketing plan 112
positioning 439, 444
sates prmotion 827
see ofso style
strategic marketing plan and global
desirable products 64, 65
marketplace 215
detergents and cleaning materials 19, 117,
set' also delivery: distribution channels;
193,736,311,852
transport
1 distribution channels 892-946, 895
changing world 19,29
communication strategy 773. 778
behaviour 899-900
competitive advantage 511, 520, 531
conflict 900
distribution channels 904, 923
functions 896-7
environment, marketing 142-5, 151
horizontal 905, 907
positioning 439, 443, 445, 462
hybrid 906, 907
product and bnmd 581, 582, 592
intermediaries 896, 909, 910, 920-1
segmentation and targeting 376-8, 399,
levels 897, 898, 987-8
400,406,417
management decisions 922-5
developing information 317-38
nature of 896-9
demand estimation 335—LS
organization 900-7
internal records 31ft
services 898-9
marketing intelligence .3J8, 319-20
trends 932^0
.see rj/so research under marketing
vertical 900, 901-5
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distribution channels continued
see also distribution; logistics tindw
physical distribution
distributor brand see private brand
di versification
business portfolio 1.00-1
market 188. 52S
diversity 155, 157-8, 211-12; see a/so culture;
demography
DM0 (decision-making unit) 2.76
dogs (in iiialris) 97, 98
door-to-door selling 955, 957, 958
downward product line stretching 589-90
drinks 508; see a/so alcohol; coffee; soft
drinks: lea: water
drives 248-9: st£ a/so motivation
drop shippers 911
DRTV (direct-response cclevision marketing)
962, 963-t
drugs .spf pharmac£uticals
dual adaptation 212, 214
dumping 215
durable product 562
early adopters 261-2
Eastern and Central Europe (and former
Soviet Union) 58. 385, 875
advertising and promotion 805-6, 812, 816,
817,823,826
business buyer behaviour and markets 27'),

289

changing world 13, 19, 21, 28, 31
consumer buyer behaviour 242-,'!. 264
customer relationships 472-4, 477
direet and online marketing 96,1, 992
distribution channels 916, 918, 924
environment, marketing ISO. 153. 157-S,
160-1, 163
global marketplace 187, 190. 194,195, 198,
209,213,218-19.218
positioning 445, 447, 453, 460
strategic planning 84, 102
Economic Value Added 6%, 698-9
e ei mom i c/e eo no m y
climate and SWOT analysis 94
consumer buyer behaviour 239-40
efficiency principle 72
environment 153,15S, 159-62,194-5, 287
marketing plan 112
pricing 697, 719-20
segmentation 404

economies of soak 189, 210-11

ECR (efficient customer response) 937
education 72, 155,386
effective segmentation 409-11
efficiency
customer response 937
economic, principle of 71
use of time 857,859-60
EFTA (European Free Trade Association] 153,
160-1. 197
elasticity
demand 692, 694-5
priee 694
elderly 395
electronic commerce 966: see a/,to online
marketing
electronic data .see computers
electronic ami electrical goods 384, 437
advertising and promotion 792, 799
changing world '), 12, 13, 18, 22, 28, 30, 31
communication strategy 763, 772
competitive advantage 507, 512-13, 517,
520-1, 534

consumer buyer behaviour 231, 23.i, 250.
252, 260, 263
customer relationships 493-4, 495
distribution channels 899. 904, 906, 909,
915, 920-1, "26, 935
environment, marketing 165-ii
global marketplace 184, 192-5 passim,
198,208,213,215,218-19
pricing fi83, 692, 703, 727, 728, 734-6
product 568-9
and brand 570, 581, 582, 587-93 passim
development 604-5, 610, 615-16, 623,

changing world 13. 19, 21, 24, 25, 28-9,
311-1,36-8
communication strategy 754-6, 772-5. 778.
780. 782. 786-9
message 762-3, 766-8
competitive advantage 503-5. 507-13,
543-S
strategies 515-33, 535-7
consumer buyer behaviour 227-8, 253,
263^, 26S-71
characteristics affecting 232-3. 24i)-2,
245. 246
customer relationships 471-7, 479, 4S1,

629, 6.11

sales force and personal selling 885-9
strategic; marketing planning 89, 90-1.
98-100, 121
sec alua appliances; computers;
telecommunications
e-mail 959, 974
Si'e atsn online marketing
embargo 191
emergency products 563—4
emergent pole 450
o-money 738-9
emotional appeals 762
emotional selling proposition 457, 4S8
empathy, cultural 200-1
empowerment of front-fine employees f>60
encirclement attack 532
encoding 758-9
energy costs increased 162-3
Engel's laws 162
enlightened marketing 6,!, 62-4
enlightened philosophy 64-6
entertainment see leisure
environment
business buyer behaviour 287
eomrnunication strategy 779-80
competitive 105,10e

484-7, 491-5

'.
[

341..1S2-3, 352, 354
developing 318-19, 323-4, 331-2

forecasting 346, 350
list of members of BU 155, 197, 352
positioning 431-3
differentiation 434, 437-43
perceptual mapping 446-9
strategies 452-60, 462
pricing 678-81, 697-8, 704-5, 709-15
setting 683-t, 687-8, 691-5
strategies 717-38 passim, 743-50
product 565, 569, 5fi4, 586-90, 593,
597-600
branding 570-S.i passim
product development 601, 638—11
life-cycle strategies 627, 631-3
new products 603-5, 607, 610-11, 613,
615-16, 618, 622-4
sales force and personal selling 850-1,
857-9, 862-3, 865, 870-1, 874-89
segmentation 376-fi, 381, 403-4, 409,
420-30
consumer market 385, 387-90, 393-5,
397, 399-400
targe ting 413-14, 416
services 643-5, 648, 650. 652-3, 656-64
pamiim, 668-70
social responsibility and ethics 41, 77-80
business actions 61-3, 65, 66-70
criticisms of marketing 45-51, 55
regulation 58. 59
strategic marketing planning 83, 104-5,

cultural 153, 769, 170-3, 198-201

demographic 151-8
distribution channels 909
economic 194-5
'expert' forecasts about 351
forecast 345

global 189-201

marketing 142-79,146
environmental management perspective
3.73
m i e roenvi ron men t 146. 147-51
plan 112
responding to 173
political 153,167, 168-9
political-legal 195-8
set also maeroenvirojiment; natural
environment
equity, brand .572, 573
erratic events 348
E.SP (emotional selling proposition) 457, 45ft
establishing market entry (global) 203-8
direet investment 207, 208
exporting 203, 204
joint venturing 204. 205-7
esteem needs 246, 247
ethics see social responsibility
etiquette 290-1, 978-9, 980
Europe and European Union
advertising and promotion 791-6, 799-807,
811-18, 823-9 passim, N34-5, 839-42
business buyer behaviour and markets

108,

273-6,303-J1

direct purchasing 279-8 t
government markets 296, 297-9
influences on 288-90

Jireet and online marketing 951-2, 954-66
passim, 96fi, 970, 973, 975, 977, 980.
989-97
distribution channels 892-5, 899, 902,
904-5, 923-5, 944-6
design decisions 908-9, 912-18, 921-2
physical 928, 930-1
trends 935-40
environment,, m.irkcung 142-5, 160-1
rnacrocnvironrnent 151-68 jMSSim, 170,
171,173
global marketplace 164-6, 217, 224-5
map 197
market entry, establishing 202, 205, 208
market opportunity 188, 190, 191-3,
198-200
strategic marketing plan 209, 211-12,
214-15
information and research 315, 320, 322,

1

126,

131-9

plan 87-8, 90-1, 93-6, 98, 100-2
see also Eastern and Central Europe;
United Kingdom
European Free Trade Association 153, 160-!,
197
EVA (Economic Value Added) 696, 698-9
evaluation see tests and evaluation
events 769
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exchange «, 72, 13, 288-9
exchange (foreign) 186,191
exclusive distribution 9211
expansion
business portfolio 100-1
market 340, 342, 521^
expectancy viiluc model of consumer choice 257
expectations, consumer 258-9, 658
expenses of sales force 853^1, 857, 862-3
experience
curve 689
global marketplace 210-11
sources of information 255
experiment! research .32%
expert opinion on demand 346-7, 350-1
exploratory research 321
exporting 203, 204
export department 276
extensions
brand 5.W, 582
line 580, 581
product 212
external
audit 9.3data sources 324-6
factors affecting pricing decisions 690-7
outside sales force S5J, 852
Stimuli 254

follow-up 869
food Ml.), 905
advertising 792, 794, 796, 801, 809, 811, 812
baby 152-3, 160
corn muni cation strategy 762, 764, 765,
774.780
competitive advantage 517, 518, 520,
522-3, 527-8, 538
consumer buyer behaviour 236-7, 244,
246,263-4,277-8
customer relationships 479, 481, 484.
498-501
direct and online marketing 951. 956,
962-3
environment, marketing 152-3,160, 168
global marketplace 190, 198, 200, 20),
209-14 passim
information and research 319, 322, 324,
326, 351
pet 94, 96, 227-8. 399, 520, 622, 956
positioning 443, 454, 458, 459
pricing 690. 720, 724, 726, 729, 734, 740,
743-1
product and brand 572, 577-8, 583, 584
product development 604, 610, 622, 631
promotion and public relations 822, 827.
829,834
segmentation and targeting 300, 397, 399,
(aoc-to-face
410-11
Interviewing 328, 329-30, 331
social responsibility and ethics 42, 48, 56,
selling 955, 957
64, 76-80
factor analysis 408, 411
strategic marketing planning 85-6, 98, 99,
fads 628
116, 117-18
failure 604-5
sec also confectionery; drinks; restaurants
message 766—7
and fast-food outlets; supermarkets
familiarity, brand 253
forecasting 344
family 154-5
forecasting demand 105, 106-7,344-51
consumer buyer behaviour 236-7
buyer's intentions surveyed 345-6
life cycle 2.37, 386
expert opinion 346-7, 350-1
segmentation 386
information analysis 349
fashion 625
leading indicators 348
fast-food see restaurants
sales force opinions 346
fax mail 959
statistical demand analysis 348, 349
feedback 758-9, 770, 771
test-market method 347
'fighting brand' 740
time -series analysis347, 348
films see cinema
foreign direct investment 207, 208
final buyer 215-L6
formalized buying decisions 279
finance and financial services 13, 231, 648.
format
657.664-5,800,859
advertising 803
benefits of customer relationships 485
message 764-5
customer relationships 487, 490
forums 973
direct and online marketing 9|]3, 985-7
fragmented industry 435
information and research 322, 326
franchise 571, 902, 903-1
intermediaries 747, 148
fraud 825
low-interest financing 729
free on board origin pricing 732
positioning 438. 440
free goods 824, 826
pricing 721. 738
freight-absorption pricing 733
publics 150-1
frequency, advertising 796, 804
segmentation and targeting 387, 406-7, 409
frequent flyer points and ethics 70
social responsibility and ethics 46—7, 62^1,
frontal attack 530-1
68, 69. 71
; fuels/power 161, 350, 351
strategic marketing planning 88. 96, 100-1
sec ulna oil
sef? also banks; cost; expenses; insurance
full-service
fixed costs 525, 685
retailers 912
flanker (fighter) brand 583
wholesalers 9J(J, 01 i
Hanking attack 531-2
functional
flanking defence 538, 626-7
cross-functional team 933
fluctuating demand 27S
discount 726
FOB-origin pricing 732
organisation 116
focus 517
quality 655
focused companies 88
strategies, planning 102-3
focusing team effort 607
funeral services 652-3
group 329
furniture 184,569,730
follower, market 109
changing world 16, 19, 28-9, 31
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distribution channels 904-5, 915
segmentation and targeting 387. 391-2
future see challenges into next century;
forecasting
games and sales promotion 825
gatekeepers 285
GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade) 191,196,665
gender 389,404-5
General Electric strategic business-planning
grid 97, 98, 99, 101, 124
general need description 2°2
general public see public
generalisation 249
'Generation Xers' 156-7
generic products 575
genetic engineering 152-3
geodemographic segmentation 386,397, 392-3
geographic(al)
concentrated market 277
market 15,188
organizations 116, 216
pricing 725, 731, 732, 733
segmentation 385. 387, 401, 403
ghost shopping 476-7
glass 459, 465-6
globali/.ation/internationali/.ation 29
advertising 805-6. 811-18
changes 28-31
consumer buyer behaviour 263—1
data sources 325-6
direct and online marketing 970;
sec also Internet
distribution channels 921-2, 936, 938-9
division 21fi
environment 189-201
lirmlSS

industry 185
logistics 932
marketing 185
marketplace 149, 181-226, 403-4
decisions on markets to enter 201-3
operational team 216-18
resource allocation 208-9
risks 186-9
strategic marketing plan 209-15
see also establishing market entry;
international market under
marketplace
opportunities, raking advantage of 29
organization 2.7.7
personal selling 867-9
pricing 725, 733-4
product 593
segmentation 403-4
services 661-5
subsidiaries 216
going-rate pricing 704, 705
good-value strategy 720
goose for Christmas 479
government/public sector 440, 850
bureaucracy 198
entry requirements 186-7
intervention in natural resource
management 164-5
markets 149,296,297-300
pricing 697
publics 150-1
see also health; institutional markets;
policy; political; regulation
grocery stores see supermarkets
gross profit 695-6
group
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group cjftnflimed
aspiration a I 2J5
consumer buyer behaviour 235-6
interviewing 329, 331
mem hers hip 235
reference 235
.see also team
growth
direct anil online marketing 951-3
limited domestic 188
non-profit marketing 24-6
online marketing 965-6
sales promotion 819-20
-share matrix 97, 98-9
stage in product life cycle 627, 6,10, 634
strategies, developing 102
guerrilla attack 532
habitual buying behaviour 251, 252, 253
headquarters organization 215-16
health and medical supplies 161, 440, 590, 850
competitive advantage 51T, 513, 536
contact lenses 511. 513, 689, 735
pricing 689, 7.S5
segmentation and targeting 398-9, 415-16
see also Pharmaceuticals
heavy industry 58, 487, 911
mining 194, 342, 344, 413
see also chemical; construction; machinery
and tools; oil; steel
hierarchy of consumer responses 760-2
hijih-pressnre selling 48
holidays, (ravel agents and hotels 61, 205,
" 51S, 904
changing world 28, 36-8
customer relations hips 475, 478, 490
Information and research 314-15
positioning 442, 446-8, 449, 454, 460
pricing 703, 726, 727, 729
product 562, 616. 631, 632
segmentation and targeting 381, 382, 388,
390, 393^}, 400
services 650-1, 656, 664
strategic marketing planning 93, 108
lours for teenagers 36—8
see alsa leisure
homes ami housing1 goods and sen-ices 61-2,
234, 387, 445, 528
customer relationships 407-71
direct and online marketing 955, 958, 963
environment, marketing 160, 161
home party selling 234, 955, 958
pricing 691, 727
product 615-16
segmentation and targeting 388-9, 393
chopping 615-16, 963
utilities 662-3, 691, 727
see a/so appliances; construction; furniture
horizontal marketing system 905, 907
hotels see holidays
housing see homes and housing
hybrid marketing channels 906, 907
hypermarkets 914
idea
core 825
generation 607, 609-11
product 512
as product 11
screening 607. 611, 612
ideal self-concept 243
image
brand256, 657
differentiation 441-3

product 612
self 243
imitator 533
implausible positioning 460
implementation, marketing 119-22
plan 115,116, 83,1
research plan .135
sales promotion 830
impulse goods 563
incentives 828-9, 861: see also sales
promotion
income
consumer marker segmentation 386. .iW,
390,407
distribution 158-9, 194
statement 93
in-depth interviewing 331
indirect exporting 20J^
indirect marketing channels S97-8
indirect survey research 327
individual
consumers, impact of marketing on 43-52
deceptive practices 44-7
disdavantaged, poor service to 52
high prices 4.1-4
high-pressure selling 47-8
planned obsolescence 57, 52
shoddy and unsafe products 48-51
influences on business huyer behaviour
287, 289-92
irinovativeness differences 261-2
interviewing 329
marketing 383, .184
needs 10
product decisions 566-88
labelling 585
packaging 583-5
product attributes 566-70
see also brand
industry/industrial .110, 508
attractiveness 98-9
economies 195
forecast 34:5
global 185
goods 776
market 14-15
products 565, 566, 021-2
structure 1.94
see o/so manufacturers
inelastic demand 278, 692
inflation, cost 735
influences
on business huyer behaviour 286-92, 296-7
influencers 236, 237,285
personal 262
ini'oinercials 962-3
information
analysis in forecasting 349
consumer, principle of 72
databases 953, 954. 956-7, 9WO
distribution channels 896, 934
informative advertising 794, 795
knowledge 200, 760, 761
needs 324
research 313-73
defining market 338-40
distributing 351-3
international studies 354-5
marketing information system 317
measurement of current market demand
340-4
see aisu developing information,
forecasting
search 253-4, 254, 255

sources of sales force 861-2
technology see computers
see also learning
initiator 2.16
innovation 60.3
continuous 526
culture of 608-9
innovative marketing 62
innovators and adoption 261-2
principle of 71
services 652, 656
see ulso new product
inseparability, service 649
inside s'fe internal
installations 566
institutional markets 149, 296, 401-2; see
a/so govern men 1
insurance 46-7, 52, 438, 440, 657, 664, 721
intangibility, service 647, 648
integration/integrated 413
direct and online marketing 976, 977
logistics management 933, 933-6
marketing 780, 781
intelligence, system, competitive 515
intensive distribution 920
intentions of buyers 258, 345-6
interactive communication media 815
interactive marketing 654
interdependence', buyer/seller 279
interest in adoption process 260
interest groups 168
inler-markct segmentation 404
intermediaries channel 896, 909, <*!0, 920-1
nnaneiaU47, 148
internal
audit 93
data sources 324-5
factors affecting pricing decisions 682-50
idea generation 609
inside sales force S5(, S52
marketing services 654
publics 150-1
records information ,7J,S'
stimuli 254
international see global
International Code of Marketing and Social
Research Practice 332
Internet 5,26, 27-8, 384, 78(1, 816, 860, 952
data collection 328, 330-1, 332
direct and online marketing 949. 964, 969,
970-2, 974-5
etiquette 978-9, 980
usage 965-6
pricing strategies 738-9
see nlso Web
interpersonal see under personal
interviewing and questionnaires 328-34, 408,
476-7
introduction stage in product life cycle 627,
629, 634
invention f>03
product 212,213
inventory and management of 481, 929, 934
issues in marketing plan 112, 113
Japan
advertising arid promotion 792, 793, 794,
804, 805-0, 812
business buyer behaviour and markets 274.
279, 284, 289-91, 298-9
changing world LI, 19,21-2,28,29,30,
31-2
communieariori strategy 760-1, 772. 778.
781

Subject index
competitive advantage 307, 5] 2, 54,1-5, 547
strategies SIS, 521, 524-32 passim, 538
consumer buyer behaviour 234, 242. 240,
249-50, 264
language 248
citatomer relationships 476-8, 486, 487,
493-5
direct and online marketing 962, '165, 968,
972
distribution channels 905, 90S, 912,
915-17, 922, 936, 938-9
environment, marketing 148, 151. 15.1-4,
166,171, 177-9
global marketplace 184-5, 224, 225
market entry, establishing 205, 2118
market opportunify 1S7, 188. 190,
192-3, 197, 198, 200, 201
marketing plan 209, 212-15 passim
information and research 313, 314-15, 322,
332, 343, 346, 350, 353
positioning 433, 436-7, 440, 443, 452,
456-7
pricing 6S3. 6S7. 689, 693, 697, 709-10
strategies 735-6, 740
product 561, 587, 589-91, 593
branding 570-1. 573, 581-3
product development and life uycle
strategies 604-5, 609-11, 615, 624, 631,
638
sales force and personal selling 865, 867-9,
870, 875, 885
segmentation 3S1, 404, 417
consumer market 384, 387, 3S9, 396, 397
services 653
.social responsibility iind ethics 48, 52, 58,
64, 69
strategic marketing planning 83, 93, 95,
99-102, 107-8, 110, 209, 212-15
passim
JIT (Jusl-in-time) 289, 525, 929
joint ownership 205
joint ventures 201, 204, 205-7, 633
judgement .sample 333
ju.st-iri-time 289, 525, 929
kaizen 494
knowledge see under information
laboratory tests 808
labourer personnel' sales force
laggards and adoption 261-2
language
advertising $02-3
problems 202, 403
skills needed 201. 202
wording of questions 333
lapsed users 425
late majority and adoption 261-2
Latin America 477, 876, 914-15, 963
consumer buyer behaviour 234, 264
environment, marketing 153, 154, 173
global marketplace 185, 1S6, 194,195, 197,
198, 207, 213
information and research 354-5
NAFTA (Mexico in) 153,197, 403
segmentation and targeting 403, 404
social responsibility and ethics 58
strategic marketing planning 83, 96,100
lead time 830
leader/leadership
category 117
cost 88, 517
donors 401
indicators and demand forecasting .148

loss 728-9
market 109, 519, 520-9
market-share 683
opinion 262, 769
product 517-18
learning
consumer buyer behaviour 248, 249
curve 689
see alsii information
leasing 281-2
legal matiers see regulation
legitimization of products 2.^5
leisure and entertainment 29, 161, 350-1,
727, 963;
see also holidays; sport
licensing 204, 205
brands 577, 580
lie detector 334
life cycle
consumer market segmentation 386, 388-9
family 2,17, 386
stage and consumer buyer behaviour 238-9
see also under product
lifestyle
consumer buyer behaviour 240, 241-3,
967, 969
segmentation 386, 387, 394-5, 405,
420-30
lifetime value, customer 17, 483, 490, 573
limited-service retailers 912
limited-service wholesalers 911
line brand extensions 580, 581 see also under
prodnot
lobbying 830
local marketing 383
local personnel 201
local publics 150-1
location pricing 727
logistics see under physical distribution
logos 831, 832
long-range planning 85
long-run customer relationships 279
long-run objectives 413
long-term contracts 288
Loss leaders 728-9
lost customers 477, 482-3
lottery S25ticket vendors 401
lower economic strata 159
loyalty
brand 424-5, 433, 571, 572, 774-5, S20,
821
customer 483, 524, 573, 654, 659
status 386, 400
machinery and tools 172, 322, 414, 850-1
competitive advantage 519, 534-5
distribution channels 909-10
global marketplace 194, 208, 211-13. 217
strategic marketing planning 104-5
maeroenv iron men t106, 114,146, 151-73
demographic 151-8
economic 158, 159-62
marketing
cultural .169,170-3
political 16 7, 168-9
natural }{i2, 163-5
political 167, 168-9
gee also technology
magazines 27, 54, 389, 445
advertising 800, 804-7, 815, 827
communication strategy 777, 780
global marketplace 213, 214
segmentation and targeting 426-30 pussim
mail

•
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direct SI 6, 957-60
fax and voice 959
order 518, 906, 912, 063, 977;
see also catalogue
questionnaires 328-9, 331, 332
see atsa couriers; e-mail
mainstreams 395
maintenance services 568, 729
management
account 852-3
brand 116-17
category 117
contracting 205
demand 16—17

distribution 922-5
environmental 173
inventory 481, 929, 934
logistics see under physical distribution
marketing 16, 17-24
proactive 607
product development 625-6
quality see TQM
resource 164-5
services 660
strength 413
sec also decisions
manners 290-1, 978-9, 980
manufactured products 565-6
manufacturers
agents 919
brand (national brand) 577, 57M-9
see tzfeo industry
mark-up/mark-down 44, 699, 700
market 8,14, 15, 338
broadening 528
-build-up method 342, 344
business 149
-centred company 539
challenger 109, 51 <J
-challenger strategies ?29-32
consumer 229
coverage strategy 417
customers/consumers 148-9
defining 338-40
description 111
diversification 188, 528
-factor index method 344
-focused companies 22
follower 109, 519, 532-4
government 149, 296, 297-300
growth rate in BOG matrix 97-8
institutional see institutional
international .cee global 12 at ion
leader 109,519, 520-9
management organization 118
minimum 340
nichcrJ09,S J (y,534-8
-oriented mission statement 88
-penetration pricing 72?, 722
pioneer 629
positioning see positioning
potential 340
reseller 149
segment see under segmentation
share 97-8, 344, 413, 796
expanding 522-4
gain 683
leadership 683
pricing 735
-skimming pricing 720
SWOT analysis 94
targeting see targeting
see also marketing; research under
information
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marketing
auditlll, 112, 114-15,118
in changing world 4-38

customer satisfaction 477

demand 105, 106-7
mechanical observation and instruments

definitions 9-15
see also challenges into next century;
manage merit, marketing
channels see distribution channels
communication see strategy under

communication
concent rated 41(>, 417
concept 19,20-2, 42
societal 22, 23-4
defined 9, JO, 15-16
differentiated 416

environ men I see environment;
ma e roenv i ro n men t;
mi e ro en vironme n t
function audit 115

global see globalization

impact nee social responsibility
individual 38.1, 384
information .system (MIS) 317
integrated 780, 781
intelligence318, 319-20
local 383
management sot management
mass 380, 053, ' 54
mix 105,109, 110-11, 113, 187
lor international market,-. 209-15
standardized 20?, 210-12
strategy and pricing 684-5
se£ ofeo place; pricing; product; promotion
niche set niche marketing
plaee See plaec
planning 444
see also under strategic
price see pricing
process see under process
product set' product
promotion see promotion
regulation see regulation
relationships see relationship
research 200, 320
plan 321-34
process 320-33
see also research under inform a lion
segment 380, 381
see ftlsn segmentation
services agencies 147.147
setting 141
see also business buyer behaviour;
consumer buyer behaviour;
cu a to mers/co n s u m ers; globalization;
marketing under environment;
research under information
society see social responsibility;
social/society
strategy see core strategy; strategic
target 379,414
un differentia ted 415, 416
Web site <J 71
mass customization 384, 825
mass marketing 3SO, 953, 954
matching channel function 897
materialism, excessive 53-4
materials and parts 565
matrix approaches set' current business
portfolio
maturity stage in product life cycle 627, 630,

326-7, 332, 334
media 405, 7S8-9, 769

advertising 794, S03-8, 815-17
choice of 768-70

costs see under cost
fragmentation 780
list of available 80?
place-based 816

public relations 833
publics 150-1

quality 817
segmentation and targeting 426-3(1 jiussim
selection 794, 803-8
vehicles 804
set' a/so m particular magazines;
newspapers; television
medical services see health
membership groups 23$
membership warehouse 918
Mercosur 197
message 758-9
advertising 794, 798-803
design 762-8
public relations 833
1 microcnvironment 146, 147-51
. micromarketing 381, 382-3, 383
Middle East 131, 264, 354, 403
buyer behaviour 291, 297, 298
global marketplace 187, 194, 196, 198
middle income groups 159
middle of tile road firms 51N-19
middleman brand see private brand
military affairs and goods 165, 341-2
minimum market 340
mining 194. 342, 344, 413
MLS (marketing information system) 317
mission statement §#

".

benefits 377

product 525-6, 59], 592, 722-i

service 5H7-W
see also under marketings promotion
modified rebuy 2&3
monetary regulation 197-8
monopolistic competition 690. 691
monopoly, pure 69?
moral appeals 763
seeattio social responsibility
motivation 245
busiitess buyer behaviour 274
channel members 923
consumer btiyer behaviour 243-6
Freud's theory of 245-6
Maslows theory of 246, 347
mission 8')
research 244-5

1

1

634

meaningful advertising 799-800
m insurability 409
measurement
current market demand ;!40^

mix

[

Sales force 860-1
motorcycles 192. 249-50, 396, 433, 473, 495.
528-9
mullibrands5S2, 583
multichannel distribution 906-7
multidimensional scaling 450-1
multiple niehing 538
multistage segmentation 408
multivariate segmentation 404-8
music 263, 459, 476, 794, 973
changing world 29, 31-2
communication strategy 767, 768
direct and online marketing (eyberstorcs)
968-9
information and research 341, 350--1

pricing 687, 723. 734
NAFTA (North American Free Trade
Association) 153, 197, 403
natural environment 153,162, 163-5, 656.
834-5
cnvironmentalism 57, 58-60
firms dealing with 164
people's views of 172-3
fife also recycling: resources
needs 8,10, 60S
aroused see motivation
biologieal 245
description and buy-ing process 292
distil bin ion channels 907-8
esteem 246, 247
homogeneous 210
information 324
markets IS
physical/physiological 10, 246, 247
principle of meeting basic 70-1
psycho logical 245
recognition 253, 254
safety 246, 247
satisfied 471-2
self-actualization 246, 247
social 246, 247
negotiation channel function iS'J7
net profit 695, 696
network marketing 41, 485. 486-7
new brands 583
new customers 17. 259
new marketing landscape 31-2
new product 260
business analysis 607, 614
consumer buyer behaviour 260-3
development 604
commercialization 607, 622, 623
failure 605-7
ideas 607-12
industrial 621-3
and innovation 603-7
organization 625-6
planning 606
process 606-26
speeding-up 623, 624-S
strategy 607, 613-14
success 605-7
testing 607, 613,616-22
global marketplace 212, 213
life cycle strategies 626-34
pricing strategies 719-23
sea nlso innovation
new task 283, 284
new users 521-2
news and public relations 832
newsgroups 974
newspapers 445, 523, 623
advertising 799, 805-7, 815
pricing 678-81
public relations 830
segmentation and targeting 426-30 passim
iiiehe marketing 381
market nicher J09, 5J9, 534-8
noise in communication 759
non-diirablu product Sb2
no n-expand able market 340-2
non-personal communication channels 757, 769
non-price positions 685
n on-probability sampling 3,12-3
non-profit marketing and organisations 7-8,

24-6

non-retail shopping see direct marketing
non-tariff trade barriers 191

non-users 425
North America (mainly United States)
advertising and promotion 795, 799, 801-2,
805-15 passim, 818, 823, 826
business buyer behaviour and markets 242,
269, 274, 275, 279-81, 284, 207-9
changing world 4-7, 11-1,1, 18. 20-1. 23,
27-30 passim
communication strategy 75<S, 768. 770,
773-4, 777-8, 782, 787-9
competitive advantage 503-5, 507. 515-38
passftn
consumer buyer behaviour 231, 236,
241-2, 245, 349-50. 268-71
customer relation ships 4(17-71, 477, 481-7
p«s«m, 490, 492-S, 498-501
direct and online marketing 952-6, 958,
961, 963-8, 970-5. 9S9-97
distribution channels 901-2, 904, 905, 924
design decisions 908-9, 912, 914-18
pt-tssim

trends 935-6, 938-9
environment, marketing 151, 152-3, 154-9
passim, 164,166-8, 170, 172
global marketplace 181, 184, 185, 186,
222-d
market entry, establishing 202, 205, 208
market opportunity 187, 188, 190,
192-3, 195, 197-201 passim
NAFTA 153, 197.403
strategic plan 210-15 passim
Information and research .116, 343.
359-62, 364
developing 319, 322, 323, 332
forecasting 344, 346, 350, 351
positioning 432, 433, 444-5. 465-6
differentiation 434, 435, 437, 440, 442-3
perceptual mapping 446, 450-1
strategies 452-62 passim
pricing 683, 685, 691, 698, 701,710-11,
714
strategies 729-30, 733-5, 738, 740
product 568-9, 584-92 passim, 598-600
branding 570-83 passim
development 604-5, 608-9, 610-11,
616-17,619,622-4,641
promotion sec advertising obooe
sales force and personal selling 843-5,
867-9, 870, 875-6, 885
segmentation and targeting 376-8. 381-4,
386,403,404-5,413
consumer market 387, 3S8, 389, 394-5,
399-400
services 650-2, 657-61, 664. 673-5
social responsibility and ethics 39-42, 56,
58, 76-9
business actions hi, 64-5, 67, 69
criticisms of marketing 45. 48, 53, 55
strategic marketing planning 81-4,
107-8, 120-1, 126-9, 210-11,
213-14,215
plan 89-90, 92-3, 95, 96, 100-1
objection;,, handling 8f>6, 868
objectives
advertising 793, 794, 795-6. 814
channel design 908-9
communication 760-2
eompctitors' 508-9
global marketplace 201-3
long-run 413
in marketing plan 112, 113
marketing research 320-1
physical distribution and logistics

management 926-7
pricing 683-4
public relations 832-3
sales force 848-9
sales promotion 821-2
strategic 90-1, 529-311
-anti-task method of promotion 772
observational research 326, 327
obsolescence, planned 57, 52
occasions 386, .396, 397, 452
occupation 239, 386, 407
office products and stationer;' 87, 165, 318.
458, 915
communication strategy 812-13
customer relationships 483, 495
pricing 685, 71)3, 730
prodnet 569-70
office-parly selling 234
oil 58, 64, 162, 413-14, 487, 724, 835-6, 904
global marketplace 194, 198
petrol 45, 163
positioning 431-4, 438
reserves 351
oligopolistic competition 691
one-to-one market ing 953
,vte also direct marketing
online marketing and electronic commerce
964,965,966,967-76
advertising 972, 973
benefits 969-70
channels 970-1
consumer 967, 969
e-money 738-9
forums 973
growth 965-6
newsgroups 974
promise and challenge!! 975-6
puhlic policy and ethical issues 977-80
see also e-mail: Internet; Web
open-end questions 33.3, 336-7
operating control 118
operating statement 9.3
operational team and global marketplace
216-18
opinion leaders 262, 769
opportunity
complaint as 662-3
international market 187-201
decisions about going abroad 187-9
understanding global environment
189-201
in SWOT analysis 94-5
optional-product prieing 72.3
order
chance 188
-to-payment process 481
processing 927
-routine specification 29,1. 294
organization
business buyer behaviour 287-9
distribution channels 900-7
geographical 116, 216
global 217
marketing 1 14, 116-18
people's views of 171
pricing 690
as product 11
sales force 860-1
structure 121
origin positions 453
outdoor advertising 806-7, 815
outside siie external
over-charging strategy 720
overpos id oiling 455

own brand sue private brand
: ownership
joint 205
of services lacking 651, 653
packaging 58.1, 731
concept 585
individual product decisions 583-5
international 593
'Lookalike' 578-9
recycling 59
toys ,186-7
1 paper industry 687-8, 732-3
part-time workers 651
partnerships 484-5, 923, 933-6
; party plans 234, 955, 958
patronage rewards 82,1
• pay, sales force 848. 853, 854
penetrated market 339, 340
" penetration strategy 629
percentage of sales method of promotion 771
' perception
consumer buyer behaviour 246, 247, 248
performance 258-9
risk 258
services 658-9
perceptual mapping 446, 447-8, 450-1
. performance
differentiation on 439
evaluation, purchasing 289
perceived 258-9
quality 492
review 294
sales force 862
perfume 44,109, 195, 328, 390, 462, 792
prieing 730, 736
product 558-60
peris [lability, service 65(7, 651
personal
communication channels 768, 769
factors and consumer buyer behaviour
238-43
influence 262; see «(so interpersonal
influences
interpersonal influences on buyer
behaviour 287, 2H9, 290-1
interviewing 328, 329-30, 331
see also personal selling; self
personal selling 846-8, 864-72
communication strategy 756, 773, 775,
776
process§64, 865-9
relationship marketing 869, 871, 872
sec ufcn sales force
personal sources of information 255
personality
brand 572
consumer buyer behaviour 24.1
famous see celebrities
sales forec 858-9
segmentation 386, 396
- personnel 15, 441
see also sales force
1 persuasive advertising 794, 795
; petrol see und<:r oil
: pets 320, 962
food 94, 96, 227-8, 399, 520, 622, 956
KOO manure 724
pets (in relationship marketing) 489
Pharmaceuticals 23,167, 192, 344, 435
advertising and promotion 799, 811, 831
communication strategy 765, 769, 782
competitive advantage 516, 517, 520, 530,
538
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distribution channels 900, 901, 9,54, 938-9
product 597-60. 604
segmentation and targeting388, 407
social responsibility and olhies 42, 56, 64
philosophies 17-24, 103
photographic goods 28, 322, 397. 493, 804,
850, 970
competitive advantage 507, 521
consumer buyer behaviour and example
photographic goods continued
customer 230, 235-9, 2-53-50 passim,
254-9 passim. 262
global marketplace 192, 193, 210, 215
pricing 696-7, 722-1. 740
product and brant! 561, 570, 573
strategic marketing planning 89, 109
physical distribution
firms 147
and logistics management 925, 926-32
functions 927-30
goals 926-7
international 932
physical em innuuent sec- natural
environment
physical/physiological needs 10. 246, 247
PIC (product innovation charter) 607
pioneer market 629
place 11,105,110, 111, 891
-based media 816
see also dircet marketing; distribution
ehaimels
plan/planning
marketing 444
marketing research 321-34
new produet 606
ollsolescenee5J, 52
see a/so marketing planning and plan
under strategic
PLC see life cycle under product
pleasing products 6.1, 64
point-of-purchase promotions #23
point-of-sale 816, 926
scanners 327, 334, 344, 619
pokey 167
global marketplace 201-3
matrix, directional 98-9
principles for 70-3
quality management 491
regulation 58. 59, 60
see olio government; regulation
political/politics
corruption 298-9
environment 153,167,168-')
-legal environ merit ]'J5-8
marketing plan 112
power, excessive 54-5
segmentation 404
stability 195-6
SWOT analysis 94
see rtiso government
pollution 163-4
cultural 54
'polluter pays' principle 232-3
COP (point-o(-purchase) promotions N2J
population sec demography
portfolio
analysis 9fi
brand 572
business 96 97-102, sec also current
business portfolio
tests 808
positioning/position 380, 431-66, 799
com mum cation 461-2
competitive 434, 443, 451, 454. 455-61.

516-19
eurrent 445
defence of 526-9
delivery 461-2
first 444-5
market 105, IDS. 379, 443-6
perceptual mapping 440, 44T-8, 450-1
product 107, 108, 443
repositioning 445-6, 573, 583
strategies 448, 452-62
unoccupied 445
see atso differentiation
postal services see mail
: post-purrfiase behaviour 253-4, 258. 259-60
post-sale activity 483
post-testing advertising 808
potential market 339, 340
preapproach 865, 867
; pre-emptive defence 527, 528
; preferences 210, 572, 760-1,809
1
prejudice 825
premiums 719, 721, 822, 823
presentation H66, 868
press .see newspapers
; pretesting 808, 829-30
• pricing 1)77-750, 681
based-point 732
break-even and target profit 701, 702
by-product 723, 724
captive-product 723, 723, 724
competition 696-7, 704-6, 736-7
considerations and approaches 678-715
cost 684, 685-90, 699-702-based 699-702.
704
-plus 699, 700
customer reactions to 43-4, 691-2, 725,
727, 735-6
cuts 734-5, 737, 739
delivery 732-3
demand and 690-6
discount set discount
elasticity 694
external factors affecting decisions 690-7
FOti-origin 732
freight-absorption 7,1,7
geographical 725, 731, 733, 733
going-rale 704, 705
increases 735
internal factors affecting decisions 682-90
market-penetration 721, 722
market-share 735
market-skimming 720
new product 719-22
objectives 682-4
optional-product 723
price packs 822
product line 722, 723
product-bundle 723, 724
profit 683, 695-n, 701-2, 705. 706
promotional 725, 726, 72$. 729
psychological 725, 727, 728, 729
reference 728
sealed-bid 705, 706
segmented 725, 727
services 652-3, 655-6
special-event 729
strategic marketing planning 105,110, 111,
214-15
.strategies 717-50
adjustment 725-34
changes 734-40
new product 719-22
product mix 722-4
uniform delivered 732

.

.
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value 725, 729. 7.W-l-based 691-2, 702,
703^
zone 732
primary
data 324, 326,328
demand 341
groups 235
packaging 232
principles for public policy 68, 70-2
priorities 377
privacy, invasion of 976, 979-80
private brand 201, 577, 57S-9,1,11, 621
proactive management 607
proactive relationships 4N4-5
probability purchase 346
probability sampling 332-3
problem rei'ognilion 292
piocess 6S6
business buyer behaviour 284-6
buying, business 274, 292-4
c em m finical ion 758-9
core business 480-1
marketing 86, 105. 106-16
strategy 106, 107-8
producer
co-operatives 911-12
freedom, principle of 68
product 8,11. 1S, 557, 558-600, 56J
actual 561
adaptation 312
attributes 255-6, 448, 566-70; see also
design; quality
augmented 561, 562
benefits 255, 448. 561-2
branding .^ec brand
-bundle pricing 723, 724
by-product 723, 724
characteristics 263, 909
class 454
classification 562-6
concept 18,512
consumer 563. 564-5
convenience 563, 920
core 561
decisions see under individual
deficient 64, 65
desirable 63, 64
development 480, 601^11, 615
see also new product
differentiation 439, 796
durable 562
evaluation see under tests
extension, straight 2.12
-form pricing 727
goods, major see ears; clothes, computers;
cosmetics anil bathroom; detergents
and cleaning; drinks; electronic and
electrical; food; furniture; heavy
industry; machinery and tools; petrol;
pha rm a cent i eals; photograph ic:
tobacco; toys; training shoes; watches
and jewellery
idea 572
image 6J2
industrial 565, 566, 621-2
innovation charter fi07
international 593
invention 212,213
ladder 444
leadership 517-18
legitimization 255
levels and demand 335
life cycle 417, 627, 628
ami advertising/promotion 779, 796

strategies 626-34
.set ulso new product
line 5SS, 589-91
filling 591
modernization 591
pricing 722, 723
stretching5SS, 590-1
management 116-17, 625-6
mix 525-6, 591, 592, 722-4
new set' new product
non-durable 562
pleasing 63, 64
position 107, 108, 443
price .see pricing
review and marketing plan 112
sales force structure 850
salutary 63, 64
services, support 585-6, 587, 588
shoddy and unsafe 48-51
shopping 563, 564
speciality 563. 564
specification and business buying process 2U2
strategic marketing planning JOS, 110. Ill
strategies 212-13
.substitute 413
uniformity 814
unique 413, 605
unsought 18,563,564
variability 417
variety 926
world groups 216
see also packaging; services
production concept 17, 18
productivity 115, 525-6, 661
professional purchasing effort 279
profiling 4 a'J
p rofi t/prof ita bility
customer retention 489-91
demand management 17
gross 695-6
and Ions statement 93
marketing strategy 437. 492
net 695,696
pricing 683, 695-6, 701, 702, 705, 706
services 654
programmed buyers 402-3
promotion/promotional 105,110, 111, 753
allowance 726
business 826—7
channel function 897
consumer 819, 821, 822-6
eosts 756, 770-2
mix 756, 772-9
pricing 725, 726, 72S, 729
sales force 819, 820,821
strategic marketing plan and global
marketplace 213-14
trade 819,821, 826
see also advertising; personal selling; public
relations; sales force; sales promotion;
strategy under communication, tools
of promotion
proposal solicitation and business buying
process 292
prospecting#64, 865
provider-customer interaction 649
psych ographics 240
direct and online marketing 9d9, 975-6
segmentation anc! targeting 386, 393,
394-6, 398, 405
psych ok igical
factors and consumer buyer behaviour
243-50
needs 245

pricing 725, 727, 728, 729
public
affairs and services 830, 832
interest groups 168
marketing plan 112
in rnicroenvlronment 149, 150-1
policy nee policy
sector .see government
sources of information 255
see also customers/consumers; public
relations
public relations 756, 776, 830, 831-6
implementing plan 833
messages and vehicles 833
objectives 832-3
sponsorship 834-5
tests and evaluation 833, 835-6
tools 832
publicity AW
pull strategy 777, 778-9
pulsing 808
purchase/purchasing
agents 919
approaches and segmentation 401
centralized 288
communication and 761-2
decision 253-4,258
direct 279-81
intention 258
performance evaluation 289
point-of-purchase promotions 823
probability 346
repeat 259, 809
upgraded 287-8
see also buyer
pure competition 690
pure monopoly 6VI
push incentives 826
push programming 975
push strategy 777, 778-9
qualified available market 339, 340
qualitative evaluation of sales force 863
qualitative research 326, 408
quality 8, 11-12,49]
media 817
pricing 740
product 566, 567, SCiS-9
services 654, 655, 657-60, 935
strategic 491, 567
see also TQM
quantitative research 326, 408
quantity discount 725
quantity premium 726
question marks (in matrix) 97, 98
questionnaires see interviewing
quick-response system 934
quota 190, 333
sales 861
race, segmentation by 386
rack jobbers 911
radio 807, 816, 966
random sampling 333
range branding strategy 582
rational appeals 76S
rational motives 274
raw materials see resources
razors 389, 453, 530, 723, 803, 855, 905
consumer buyer behaviour 264, 268-71
global marketplace 185, 193, 211, 212
information and research 322, 323
product 569,622
reach, advertising ^03, 804

1

reactive relationships 484—5
readiness state 386. 400, 401
realistic mission 88
rebates 729, 822
rebuy, straight and modified 2S3
receiver of communication 758-9
reciprocity of business markets 281
recognition
needs 253, 254
problem, business buying process 292
recovery sen-ices 659, 662-3
recreation see leisure
recruitment of sales force 848, 853-5
recycling 59
reference groups 234. 235
reference prices 72*
reformers 395
regional free-trade zones and groups 191—1,
196

map of 197
NAFTA 153, 197,403
see aJ.so in partwxjlar Europe
regulation/legislation 112, 404, 585, 665, 782
advertising 814, 817-18
business 167-8
direct and online marketing 958, 97H-9, 980
distribution channels 909
marketing 55, 56, 58, 59, 60
monetary 197-8
sales promotion 823, 824
technology increased 167
reinforcement 248-9
advertising 795
rejection, brand 809
relationship 8,14, 17,403
marketing 483, 484-8, 489, 655, 869, S71,
872
network marketing 485, 486-7
using 488-9
.see also under customers/consumers
relative advantage of innovation 263
relative market share in BGCJ matrix 97-8
relative quality rate of return 492
religion 173, 386
reminder, advertising 795
repair services 440, 568
repeat customers/purchase 259, 809
repositioning 445-6. 573, 583
repurchase 820
reputation, valued 413
research
motivation 244-5
segmentation 408-9
see also under information and marketing
resellers 147, 149, 697
resources and raw materials 565
allocation and global marketplace 208-9
company 417
exporting economies 194
government intervention in management
164-5
product 11, 565
quality management 491
shortages 162
sec also natural environment
response 248-9
-based distribution 934
to communication 758—9
mechanism 829
responsibility see social responsibility
restaurants and fast-food outlets 231, 388,
472, 583, 774, 956
advertising and promotion 799, 809, 811,
818

1024 • Subject Index
changing wnrid 13, 19, 2(>-l
competitive advantage 518, 520, 525
distribution channels 904, 909, 921
environment, marketing 170-1
global marketplace 181-4, 193, 209
information and research 343
market niche 536
positioning434-5, 440, 441, 442, 459-60
pricing 726, 729, 734

services 650, 656, 657, 660, 661

strategic marketing planning 90, 109
retailing 321, 476, 512, 77S, 922, 960
accordion 'J.37
cash-and-carry 914, 915
distribution channels 903, 90S, 908,
912-19,934
giants 916-18
trends 936-7, 939
position ing 439-40
segmentation and targeting 38.1, 390

wheel of 9.17

see also department stores; supermarkets
retaining: customers 17,482-91

cost of lost customers 482-3

need for 483
profitability and 489-91
selective 248
See (i/so marketing under relationship
return
on capital employed 698
on investment 437
relative quality rate of 492
on sales 695-6
review, performance 294
rewards, patronage R23
risks
distribution channels 897
international marketing 186-9
new product development 604
perceived 258
ROOE (return on capital employed) (>9S
ROI (return oil investment) 437
roles 237, 238
Russia see Eastern and Central Europe

safety 48-51. 246, 247, 824

sales
distribution channels 757
estimating 344
forecast 345
managers, brand 117

quotas 861

return on 695-6
see also sales force; sales promotion; sellers
sales force 848. 849-63, 910
compensation 848, 853, 854
evaluating 848, So 1-3
future demand 346
objectives S48-9

promotion 819, 820, 821
size 851

strategy 848, 849
structure 848, 850-1
supervision 848, 85lj-61
training 848, 855-6
sea also personal selling
sales promotion 818, 839-30
communication strategy 756, 775, 776
costs 825, 829
developing programme 827-9

evaluating results $30
implementation 830
objectives 821-2
pretesting 829-30

purposes 820-1
reasons for growth 819-20
tools 822-7
salesperson 846
salient attributes 256
salutary products 64, 65
samples/sampling in research 332, 333, 822,
824
satisfaction, customer 8, II. 471-82, 562,
654, 809
communication strategy and 770

defined 475-9, 491

delivering 480-2
needs satisfied 471-2
surveys and measurement 476-7

total 478

tracking 476-7, 47H
see afeo customer under value
satisfaction, employee 660
RBU (strategic business unit) 97. 98-9, 101
scanners 327, 334, 344, 619, 926
screening, idea 607, 611, 612
seal industry 892-4
sc;iled-bid pricing 70S, 706
search
information 253-1, 254, 255
supplier 2~>2
seasonality/seasonal 347, 350, 807-8
discount 726
secondary
beliefs and values 169-73
data 324, 354
groups 235
packaging 232
research 324-6
segmentation 376-412,379, 509. 780
business market 403-3
cultural 404
development 40S-9
effective, requirements for 409-11
evaluation 412-14
international market 403—I

levels of 379-84

marketing segment 380, 3H1

multtvariate 404-8

pricing 725, 727
research 408-9
strategy 414-17
see also targeting ami under
custo me rs/con s u m ers
selection
channel members 923
sales force 848, 853-5
segments 414
supplier 292, 293
selective
attention 247

demand ,T41

distortion 24 7, 248
distribution Q20, 921
retention 248
Self
-actualization needs 246, 247
-concept (self-image) 24,1

-liquidating premium 823

-marketing 384
protection 56
-service retailers 9J2
vie\v of Ifi9
see alsu personal
sellers/selling 488
agents 919
concept 18, 39
distribution 215-16

headquarters organization 215-16
high-pressure 47-8
interdependent with buyers 279
market 15
propositions 457. 4S8
see also personal selling; sales
: sender 758-9
sense-of-mission marketing 62
sequential product development 633
• served market (target market) 339, 340. S24
; services JJ, 56J, 562, 643-75, 646
business 568
characteristic* 647-53
customers 481, 588
differentiation 439-41, 655-7
distri but ion channels 898-9
full and limited 910-12
innovation 652, 656
international 661-5
major .si?c airlines; couriers, credit cards;
department stores; finance; health;
holidays; mail; restaurants;
supermarkets, theme parks
as product 566
product support 585-6, 587, 588
quality 654, 655, 657-60, 935
recovery 659, 662-.")
strategies 654-61
types 646-7
get: alsii product
shoddy products 48-51
shoes 160, 195; see afeo training shoe.f
shopping product 563, 564; fee ufco retailing
shortages of raw materials 162
similarities-based multidimensional scaling
450-1
simple multivariate segmentation 404—5
simulated test markets 619-21
simultaneous product development 624-5,
625
single-souree data nystems 327
skimming market 629
slotting fees 577
smoking see tobacco
social responsibility and ethics 39-80
airline frequent flyer points 70
baby milk in Third World 77-80
eo mmi mica I ion strategy 7S1-2
criticisms of marketing 43-54
impact of marketing on society as whole
52^
see also consumers under individual
direct a nil online marketing 976
history of ethics 66-7
more needed 31
political environment 168-9
universal ethics, search for 69
se£ a/so actions under business; criticisms
under social/society
social/society
benefits of customer relationships 485
class 159
communication 769
consumer buyer behaviour 233, 234-5
segmentation 3S6, 393-4, 407
concerns and pricing 697
factors in consumer buyer behaviour 233-8
forces and marketing plan 112
goods, lack of 55
impact of marketing on 52-5, see also
consumers under individual
needs 10, 246, 247
other businesses, impact of marketing on
54-5
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people's views of 171-2
protection see regulation
societal marketing 26, 63, 64
concept 22, 23-4
sec also social responsibility
soft drinks 338, 963
advertising arid promotion 792, 795, 801,

802,803,811,818,823,834

changing world 13. 22. 29
communication strategy 766, 773
competitive advantage 525, 526, 533
distribution channels 904, 905
environment, marketing 158, 160
global marketplace 193, 202, 205, 209, 211,
212
positioning 444, 447, 450-2, 454, 462
product and brand 573, 577-9, 581, 584-5
segmentation and targeting 387. 396-7,
399, 408
strategic marketing planning 109, 126,
127-8, 129
source, message 255, 765, 767-8
Soviet Union, former see Eastern and Central
Europe
special events 729, 832
speciality
advertising 523,826
product 56.1, 564
store 912, 918
specialization 535-8
specialized industry 435
specific buying situations 284
specific mission S8-9
speed
distribution channels ')32, 934
service 440-1
technological change 165-6
spending, changing patterns of 159-62
sponsorship 816, 832, 834-5
sport 235, 452, 648, 782, 962
exercise equipment 338^10, 961
pricing 724, 726
sec alstt training slices
stability, political 195-6
stalemate industry 435, 438
standardization
advertising 812-13
marketing mis 209, 210-12
test markets 618
staples 562
stars (in matrix) 97, 98
static in communication 759
stationery' sue office products
statistical demand analysis and forecasting
demand 350, 351
status 2,17, 238
steel industry 99,101, 194,488, 519,565,
683,691,928
stimuli 248-9, 254
store brand set private brand
straight product extension 212
straight rebuy 2S..1
strapline 720
str.itcgic/s era levies
advertising nee under advertising
alliances 201
attack 530-2
audit 91-4
brand 573, 580-3
business unit 97, 98-9, 101
business-planning grid 97, <J8, 99, 101,124
communication see under communication
competitive 506, 509-10, 515-38, 782
control 118

group 509, 510
market-challenger 529-32
market-follower 532-4
market-leader 520-9
market-nicher 109, 5J9, 534-8
marketing 106. 107-8
audit 114
new product 607, 61,3, 614
statement 614
marketing planning Sl-139
annual and long-range S5
for competitive advantage 109
marketing organization 116-18
marketing within 103-5
plan 85, 87-102, 111-16, 209-15
process 86
product 105,110, 111
see also process, marketing
materials management 287
new product 606, 607, 613-14, 626-34,
71c)-22
objectives 90-1, 529-30
plan «ee marketing planning above
pricing sec ifitflcr pricing
product 105,110-11, 212-13
quality 491, 567
sales force 848, 849
segmentation 414-17
services 654-61
statement, marketing 614
see also under core
strengths and weaknesses, assessing 95-6, 413
competitors' 510, 512-13
SWOT analysis 85, 94,95-6, 1 1 2
stretching, product 589-91
strong competitors 511
structure
business buyer behaviour and markets
277-H
industry 194
message 763—1
organization 121
sales force 848, 850-1
surveys 327
style 439, 569, 628, 800-2; see also design
subculture 2.3 J, 233
subjective factors in business buyer behaviour
274
subsidiaries, international 216
subsistence economies 194
substantiality 409
substitute products 413
success
factor, critical 96
new product 605-7
suceeedera 395
suggestion systems 476
supermarkets and grocery stores 88, 137, 198,
390, 490, 577, 826, '313
checkout ,sec point-ol'-sale
competitive advantage 524. 533
distribution channels 923, 937-8
information and research 344, 352-3
pricing 684, 720, 728-9
product development 620-1
segmentation and targeting 383, 390,
426—30 passim
see also food
superstore 'JI3. 914
supervision of sales force 848, 856-61
suppliers/supply 147. 488, 566
buyers 413
chains 925-6
idea generation from 611

marketing plan 112
search 292
selection 292, 293
support services, product 585-6, 587, 5S8
survey research 327, 328
sweepstake 825
SWOT analysis fee under strengths and
weaknesses
symbols 441, 831, 842
systems
buying and selling 284
marketing
audit 114-15
horizontal 905, 907
information J71
vertical 900. 901-5
quick-response 934
single-source data 327
suggestion 476
TA (transaction analysis) 244
large I/target ing ,3 79, 380, 412-17
advertising 813
audience and communication strategy
759-60
case study 420-9
costing 68-1
evaluating market segments 412-14
market (served market) 3.39. 340
marketing,179. 414
profit pricing 701, 702
sales foree 85-6
segment strategy 414-17
services 652
strategic marketing planning 105, 106, 107.
110
see also -segmentation
tariff 190
task environment 114
tea 126-9.355,905
team
brand/category 117-18
cross-functional 933
operational 216-18
product development 607
selling S52
.see also group
technical quality 655
technology
environment 153,165, 166-7
'expert' forecasts about 348
feasibility and global marketplace 211
marketing plan 112
minor improvements 166-7
R&J) budgets 166
regulation increased 167
speed of change 165-6
strengths 413
see also computers; electronic and
electrical goods
teenagers, tours for 36-S
telecommunications and telephones 205, 476,
660, 803, 909
communication strategy 762, 782
interviewing by 323, 328, 329, 330, 331-2
positioning 437, 448.460
pricing 697, 717-19, 722, 724, 727
product development and life cycle
strategies 605, 631
selling by see telemarketing
see aisn communication; Internet; online
marketing
telemarketing 438, 852, 955, 96J, 962

television advertising 253, 438,1)53, 773, 815,
816. 962-3
changing world 25, 26, 29
global marketplace 208, 214
home shopping 615-16, 963
promotion 795, 798, 801-7, 816, 825, 827
segmentation and targeting .189, 395, 396,
405, 416
.social responsibility and ethics 53
see also advertising
television receivers and videos 460, 683,
780
buyer behaviour 260, 273
television receivers and videos continued
changing world 28, 30
communication strategy 767, 768
information and research 326-7, 350
product development and life cycle
strategies 615-16, 619
territorial sales force slructure 850
test-market method of forecasting demand
347, 621-2
tests and evaluation
adoption process 260
advertising 794, 808-10
alternatives 253-1,255, 256-^
concept 607, 613
distribution channels 921, 924-5
marketing 607, 616, 617-22
performance 289
personnel 855
product 253-4, 255, 256-8, 607, 613,
616-22
promotion 830
public relations £33, S35-6
purchasing performance 289
sales force 848, S61-3
sales promotion 830
textiles and linen 104, 440, 517, 522, 565; see
ul.tfi clothes
TGi User Surveys 426-30
theme parks 16, 93, 205, 208, 446, 604,
668-71, 724
Third Agers' 156-7, 395
threats SWOT analysis 94-5
timeand-duty analysis 857
efficient use of 857, 859-60
levels and demand 338
pricing 727
sales promotion 829
-series analysis and forecasting demand
347, 350
spent by sales force 858
timing advertising 807-8
see also speed
tobacco 160, 242-3, 462, 528, 573
social responsibility and ethics 39-42, 54,
63
tools (mechanical) see machinery
tools of promotion 758-9, 773-6, 822-7, 832;
see also advertising; marketing under
direct; personal selling; public
relations; sales promotion
total added value 474
total costs 6SS
tolal customer cost and value 473. 474
total customer satisfaction 12, 478
total market
demand 340-2
expanding 521-2
total quality management see TQM
tourism see holidays

toys 154, 1S4, 388-9, 459, 508, 730
advertising 802, 818
changing world 27, 28-9, 31
distribution chaiincls 915
packaging 586-7
services 673-5
strategic marketing planning 106-7, 109
TQM (total quality management) ]2,4<12.
493-5, 567, 660
[racking customer satisfaction 476-7, 478
trade discount 726
trade fairs 621, 816
trade, global see globalization
trade promotion 819, 821, 826
trade-in allowance 726
training 440, 848, 855-6
training shoes 27, 53, 210, 381, 452-3, 530,
799
changing wotld 4-7
product and brand 570, 58H
transaction 8,1.3, 14, 17
analysis 244
buyers 403
transactional marketing 486
trans aciional-based databases 954
transport and vehicles 348, 417, 604. 926, 935
advertising in 806-7, 835
bicycles 384
costs 161. 932
distribution channels 930-2
farm 472-4, 517
packaging 232

pipeline 931-2

rail 604, 705. 745-50, 766-7, 930-2, 933
road 930. 932
water 745-50, 930, '131-2
see a&o airlines; ears, motorcycles
travel agents see holidays
trend 347
truck wholesalers- 911
two-part pricing 724
two-step flow of communication 769
two-way product line stretching 590-1
underclass 159
underpositioning 458
understand ing global environment 198-201;
see a/so regional free-trade zones
underutilized capacity 413
undifferentiaied marketing 415, 416
uniform delivered pricing 732
uniformity, product 814
unique product 413. 605
unique selling proposition 457
United Kingdom
advertising and promotion 791-5 passim,
802, 805-7, 811, 813-14, 818, 823-9
passim, 834-5. 839-42
business buyer behaviour and markets
273-6, 289, 291, 296-9 passim
changing world 24, 25, 30
communication strategy 754-6, 762-3,
766-7, 768, 773-5, 780. 782
competitive advantage 504, 512, 513,
534-8 passim
strategies 515-16, 521, 523-9, 531-3,
536-7
eonsumer buyer behaviour 253, 263-4
characteristics affecting 233. 240-1, 242,
245
customer relationships
retaining 485-7
satisfaction 471-4, 476-7, 479. 481
TQM 494-5

direct and online marketing 954, 955, 956,
959-63, 968, 973, 977. 980, 985-7,
990-2 passim
distribution channels 904-6 pnssim, 923,
928, 930
design decisions 908, 909, 912, 914-17,
921-2
trends 936-9 passim
environment, marketing 142-5, 148,
154-6, 160-1, 170
global marketplace 155, 197, 209, 212, 214,
215, 219, 223
market entry, establishing 202, 205, 208
market opportunity 390, 193. 198, 199,
200
information and research 331, 341-2, 364
forecasting 348-53 passim
positioning 432, 445
differentiation 438-10, 443
perceptual mapping 447-9
pubs 441-2
strategies 452-9 passim
pricing 67S-81, 697, 698, 709-15
setting 69-12, 683-4, 687-8, 694-5
strategies 717-19, 720-1, 723, 730-1,
738, 745-9 passim
product 567, 586-7, 589-90, 593, 597-000
branding 572-1, 576-9, 581-3
product development 601-3, 604, 613, 616,
618,622,631,633,641
sales force and personal selling 857-9,
862-3, 870-1, 874-83
segmentation 381, 404, 406-7, 409
consumer market 385-400 passim
media 405
targe ting 413, 416
segmentation and targeting
coffee creamer 420-30
services 651-3, 656-7, 660, 662-3, 668,
669
social responsibility and ethics 41, 45,
48-52, 55-6
business actions 61-3. 64, 66-7, 69
Consumers' Association 49-51
life assurance industry 46-7
strategic marketing planning 108, 128-9,
131-9
plan 87, 88, 93, 95, 96, 100-1, 209, 212,
214, 215
United Nations 325, 764
United States see North America
universal ethics, search fnr 69
universals, cultural 211
universe, people's views of 173
unsafe products 48-51
unsought product 18, 563, 564
uns[jTictured surveys 327
upgraded purchasing 287-8
upper economic strata 159
upward product line stretching 590
use/usagecxpanding 521-2
occasions 452
rate and segmentation 386, 399-400
situation jjnd positioning 454
users 236.284
new 521-2
positioning 452, 454
segmentation 386, 398-9
USP (unique selling proposition) 457
utilities 662-3, 691, 727
utility function of attribute 256
validation of research 409
value

Subject Index
adding 526, 7.11
analysis business buying process 293
-based pricing 691-2, 702, 703^
customer 8,11,17, 472-5
analysis 511, 514
assessment 474
chain 93, 480, 481
delivery 480-2, 481, 482, 907-8
customer delivered 472
customer lifetime 17, 483, 573
disciplines 517-18
lifetime 17,48.1,490,573
marketing 62, 63
for money 446-8
pricing 691-2, 702, 703-^, 725, 729, 730-1
service 654
total added 474
total customer 473, 474
values and beliefs
brand 256, 571,657
changes 169-73
consumer1 buyer behaviour 249, 250
cultural 169-73
variability
costs 525, 685
product 417
service 649, (.50
variety
pro duet 926

-seeking buying behaviour 251, 2,J).l
store 912, 913
vehicles see cars; transport
vertical conflict 900
vertical marketing system 900, '101-5
video .sea television receivers
violence 187
virtual economy 738-9
virtual reality test marketing 620-1
visions, mission 89-90
VMS see vertical marketing system
voice mail 959
volume, industry 435
wants 8,10, 22, 52-3
warehouse club 918
warehousing 927-9
warranties 729
waste management firms 164
watches and jewellery 18, 107, 158, 2.15, 532,
570, 631, 800, 905
global marketplace 192, 195, 210
positioning 444. 448, 452. 453
pricing 721, 728
product 570, 631, 638-41
segmentation and targeting 390, 400
water, mineral 363-72, 44,1. 450-1, 453
weak competitors 511
weaknesses see strengths and weaknesses
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Web 965
communities 974
sites 970-2, 976
webcasting 975
see also Internet
welfare, customer 22
'well-behaved' competitors 513-1S
wheel of retailing 937
HTiicftP 49-51
whole channel view of distribution 215-16
wholesaling 910-12, 922
cash-and-carry 911
club 918
full-service 910, 911
limited-service 911
trends 938-9, 940
word-of-mouth in Hue nee 768
workload approach N51
world economy nee globalization
world product groups 216
World Trade Organization see WTO
World Wide Web see Web
written proposal 334
WTO (World Trade Organization, earlier
OATT) 191, 196,665
WWW nee Web
zone pricing 732

Index of Companies

Page numbers in bold indicate marketing
highlights and case studies
ABB 28, 104-5, 164, 217, 276
Absolut 786-9
Adidas ft. 53, 452
Aerospatiale 275, 487
Aerostruclures ilamble 601-2, 613
AGB 133.135, 319, 326-7, 344
Ahold 352, 916
Air Canada 400. 485
Air France 400, 513, 515, 747
Airborne 504, 505
Airbus Industries 484-7 passim, 526, 531,
644,733
Alcatel 762. 763
AldiSS, 137,390, 518, 578
distribution channels 908, 913, 916, 918
pricing 684, 698
Alleanza 938, 939
Allied Breweries 441, 442
Allied Domccq 276, 992
Allied-Lyons 554, 834
Amerioan Express 9, 244-5, 452
direct and online marketing 956, 962
product development 658, 660, 664
segmentation and targeting 381, 395, 40(1
Amphitrion 36-8
Amsttad 30,517,534
Anheuscr Busch 206, 207, 924-5
Apple Computer 29. 89, 90, J20, 721, 914
Appliance Control Technology 33V
Argus 906, 919
Asda 50, 137, 478, 579, 923
Asea Brown Boveri 28, 104-5, 164, 217, 276
AT & T 318, 46(1, 512, 632, 698, 96)
Audcmars Piguet 448, fi3 I
Audi 453, 456, 460, 543, 714, 801
Avis 444, 445, 454, 747, 795, 904
Avon Cosmetics 225, 234, 322, 909, 955
Ballygowarl Spring Water Company 363-72
Bank of Scotland 438, 721
BAT Industries 40. 524, 528
Bausch & Lamb 511-12, 513, 607, 6S9, 735
Baxter 286, 288
Bayer AG 520, 598, 811
Reck 206, 207, 508, 834
Beecham 458, 508, 509
Behaviour & Attitudes 366, 367, 368-9
Benetton 93, 158,432,519
communication 766-7, 788
distribution channels 904, 912, 916, 918,
934
product development 657, 659
Bertelsmann 437. 816, 968
Bic 185. 268-71, 526, 530, 581, 920
Black & Decker 172, 212, 56V
Bkocpain 448,638

Blooraingdale912, 936
BMW 30, 55, 108, 589, 834
advertising 801, 803
buyer behaviour 242, 279
competitive advantage 512, 524, 527. 537,
543-8
distribution channels 904, 908
global marketplace 185, 220
positioning 437, 443, 450, 456, 457, 462
pricing 712, 714, 723
product development 611, 627
segmentation and targeting 381, 389, 404
Boddington 453, 516
Body Shop 9, 24, 223. (.57, 764, 904, 916. 918
Boeing 198,644
business buyer behaviour 278, 279, 281
competitive advantage 520, 526, 529, 531
customer relationships 486, 487
product develop in cut 602, 610
strategic planning 88, 109
Bombardier 275-6, 279
Boots 50, 598, 604
Bosch 509,510
Braun569,921
Bristol-Myers Squibbs 782, 901
British Aerospace 200, 487, 505, 544, 546,
547, 602
British Airways 55-6, 214, 315, 477, 747-8,
773
competitive advantage 513, 515, 517, 532
positioning443, 455
segmentation and targeting 399^iOO
services 651, 653, 656, 657
British Home Stores 754-5
British Ley land 545, 546
British Rail 747, 766-7
British Telecom 205, 494, 660, 683, 697. 762,
782, 909, 962
Britvic 368, 766, 963
Brown and Williamson Tobacco 39-41
Buitoni-l'crugina 400, 572
Burger King 460, 572, 799, 811, 904, 909
Burma h Castrol 431-4
Burton 133, 93d
Husch Entertainment 668, 670
C&A93, 327,383, 537, 916
Cad bury 618, 944
competitive advantage 527, 549-55
product and brand 581, 583
segmentation and targeting 395, 421
strategic planning 127, 132, 133, 134,136,
137, 138
Calvin Klein 462, 577
Campbell Soups 1 ](>, 117,213.573,729,734
Canon 69, 208, 493
competitive advantage 507, 512, 513, 521,
532
pricing 683, 696-7
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product and brand 587, 589
Carlsberg 206, 207. 235, 449, 508, 529, 795
Carnation 100, 572, 618
Carrefour 578, 913, 914, 916, 918
Cartier 158, 210,813
Casio 638, 720
Castro! 431-4
Caterpillar 507, 530, 782
Cathay Pacific 248, 315, 400
CDnow 968, 969
Cellnet717, 718
Center Pares 93. 394
Cereal Partners Worldwide 100, 324
Chanel 109, 178,226,462,730
Cbaroen Pokphand 206. 915
Christian Dior 178, 195, 390, 730, 920
Chrysler 48, 590,624
Citroen .set Petigeot-Citroen
Classic 135, 137
CliniCjiie 178,226,453, 523
Club 364, 365. 366. 367.371,372
Clubl8-30 388
Club Med 28, 388, 631, 632, 650
Co-operative Bank 63, 7]
Co-operative Wholesale Society 50 652, 653,
905, 936
Coca-Cola 158, 387, 698, 834
advertising 792, 795, 801, 811
communication 773, 788
competitive advantage 507. 525, 526
distribution channels 904. 905, 920
global marketplace 181, 193, 202, 205, 209,
21!.212
information and research 338, 364, 365,
367.368,371,372
marketing in changing world 22, 28
positioning 444, 450, 452, 454, 462
product and brand 571, 573, 574, 579, 584,
585
strategic planning 109, 127, 128
Coffee-Mate 420-30
Colgate-Palmolive 50, 117, 232, 398, 622
competitive advantage 508, 509, 529, 531
product and brand 573. 597-600
Compaq 280-1, 454, 530, 589, 684-5. 721,
914, 929, 948
distribution channels 929, 948
CompuServe 319, 965, 971
Costco 916, 918
Cott 577, 578
Credit Suisse 295, 524
Crest 762, 802
Crosse & Bkckwcll 77, 518
Cyrix 280, 281
Daimler Benz 30, 102, 166, 198. 413,487,
544, 704, 834
business buyer behaviour 309, 310
product development 639, 640, 641

Dale Parsons Men's Wear 92-,)
dan Technology 454, 478, 534
Danone 214, 523, 690
DC Beer 520, 728
Dclhaize 578, 916
Dell 62-3, 517, 534, 633, 721, 730, 850. 947-9
Deutsche Telekom 30. 205. 687
DHL 11,440, 503, 504-5,953
Diesel Jeans & Workwear 839^12
Dimension 365, 366, 367
Direct Line 47, 231, 657, 721. 963
Disney 16, 03, 297, 446, 792, 967
global marketplace 202, 205, 208
product 573, 574, 604-5, 632
services 650, 668
social responsibility and ethics 65, 74
Diversified Pharmaceutical Services 598,101
Dixons 252, 906
Domino's Pizza 90, 440
Du Pont 276,512,522
Dual System 59, 232
Duplo 586, 587
Eastman Kodak 210, 299, 322, 397, 920, 970
competitive advantage 507, 521, 526, 527
pricing 722, 740
product and brand 573, 574, 576, 587, 598
social responsibility and ethics S9-9O, 109
Bconomos 892-4, 895
Ecover 417, 923
EFFEM-Portugal 227-8, 229
Electrolux 509, 510, 565, 772, 921, 955
EMI 351, 968
Ericsson 221, 448, 803
ERP 938, 939
Esso400, 415
Estec Lauder 178, 224, 226, 462
European Airbus 88, 109, 278, 279, 281
Eurostar 705, 745-50
Federal Express 11-12, 490, 651," 660, 934
competitive advantage 503-5, 506, 519
direct and online marketing 953, 972
Feinsch meeker Sauce 498-501
Ferrari 55, 381, 431, 432, 457-8, 507, 576,
693
Fiat 55, 507, 529, 641, 712, 766, 963
First Direct 231, 406, 407
Kord 55, 166, 250, 322, 389, 958
competitive advantage 512, 526, 546
distribution channels 902. 908
global marketplace 185, 211
marketing in changing world 17. 18. 30
positioning 43], 460
pricing 710-11, 712, 713, 714
product 570, 611, 624, 639, 640, 641
strategy planning 108,163
Foster 206, 445, 453
France Telecom 30, 205, 722
Freemans 616, 906, 960
Freixenet 989-97
Fuji 9il, 507, 512, 521, 526, 527. 740, 920
Fujitsu 28, 512
Galeries Lafayette 912, 916
Gap 916, 918
General Electric 289, 440, 492, 523, 731
marketing in changing world 22. 30
prciduet 590, 610, 639
strategic business-planning grid 97-9, 101,
124
strategic planning 97, 98
General Foods 100, 394, 528
General Mills 324, 905

General Motors 55, 323, 546, 908
business buyer behaviour 279, 288
environment, marketing 146, 166
marketing in changing world 22, 31
pricing 701, 710, 713, 714, 715, 735
product development 624, 641
segmentation and targeting 389, 416
strategic planning 107, 124
G/K319, 352
Gillette 211, 388, 438, 723, 905
competitive advantage 526. 530
disposable razors versus Bie 185, 268-71
information and research 322, .123, 357
product 574, 578, 622
Giorgio Armani 217, 462, 920
Glaxo- 28, 193, 435, 517, 530, 910, 971
Goodyear 198, 299
Grand Metropolitan 520, 524, 572-3
Grand Peninsular 668. 669-70
Gucci 214, 577, 734, 918
Guinness 390, 445-6, 455, 508, 524
Gulf & Western 100, 528
Gulfstream 273, 274-5
Haagen-Dazs 210, 518, 572, 762, 834
Habitat 29, 387
Hard Rock Cafe 435, 657
Harrods 439-^0, 517, 657, 912
Harvey Nicholls 912, 936
Heineken 445, 485, 508, 578, 818
global marketplace 206-7, 212, 220-1
Heinz 443, 680, 780, 956
advertising 809, 815
customer relationships 485, 487
product and brand 572. 581, 582
Helene Curtis 213, 245
Ilenncs & Mauritz 912, 916. 917
Hennessy 390, 799
Hertz 444, 454, 795, 902, 904
lleublcin 572, 729
Hewlett-Packard 120-1, 232, 494, 534, 537,
758-9
Hitachi 166,435,689
IIMV 351, 968
Holiday Inn 475, 478, 518, 729, 823, 904
Honda 456, 581, 610, 693, 781
competitive advantage 526. 528, 538, 543,
544, 545, 546-7
consumer buyer behaviour 220, 249-50
customer relationships 478, 494
marketing in changing world 10,28,30
segmentation and targeting 396, 417
strategic planning 95,110
Hongkong (& Shanghai) Bank 101, 189, 529,
537, 683
Hoover 577, 772, 828-9, 921
Ilotpoint509, 510
Hugo Boss 224, 452, 813, 920
Huhtamaki 448, 452
Hyundai 571. 794
IBM 22, 89,146, 213, 280-1, 413, 792
competitive advantage 533, 534
customer relationships 477, 495
d is in but inn channels 906, 914
information and research 347, 350
positioning 440. 441, 454
pricing 721, 735
product 577, 589, 604, 610
IKEA 184, 569,653, 730
distribution channels 904-5. 914, 916, 917,
918
marketing in changing world 16, 19, 28, 29,
31

segmentation and targeting 387, 391-2
Index 919. 960
Information Resources 325, 619
Intel 251, 280-1. 438, 512, 533, 568
Isctan912, 916, 918
Jacobs 133, 134, 523, 550-1, 774
Jaguar 55, 220, 683
competitive advantage 544, 545. 546
positioning 439, 443, 457
Jaka Foods 577, 663
Japanese Airlines 289, 505
JCB 208, 322, 909-910
.IctCo 275, 285
Johnson & Johnson 23, 42, 388, 630-1, 974
communication 824, 831
competitive advantage 511, 513, 516,
521-2
positioning 452, 454
product and brand 583, 598, 599
Johnson Controls 279, 685
J.Walter Thompson 132, 137,810
Kaliher 446, 447
Kao 225, 611
Karstadt912,936
Kellogg 399
communication 812, 821
global marketplace 212, 213-14
information and research 319, 363^
product and brand 578, 580. 583
RFC (Kentucky Fried Chicken) 182, 343, 435,
583
Kit-Kat 86,131-9, 343, 452, 550, 551, 552,
799
Kleenex 576, 577
KLM 416, 437, 475, 515, 802
K-Mart914, 916
Kodak see Eastman Kodak
Komatsul09, 507, 530
Kraft 322, 383,821
competitive advantage 517, 518, 528
strategic planning 98, 99, 100, 117
Kroger 279. 281
Kronenbourg 158, 523
KwikSave 88,137, 390, 578, 908, 918
Ladybird hooks 388, 955
Lands' End 956, 970
Lansdowne Market Research 554
LEAF 448. 452
LEGO 109, 388, 389, 404, 459
Leo Burnett 157, 810
Lever Brothers 117, 617
communication 773, 778
competitive advantage 508, 509
product and brand 577, 582, 593
Levi-Strauss 29, 68, 81-1, 443, 482,
840
global marketplace 210, 215
pricing 733, 734
product and brand 574, 577, 582
strategic planning 83, 87
Lidl 908, 913
Lipton, Thomas J, 126-8
Little woods 504, 730
Lloyds TSB 100-1,657
Lonrho 273-6
L'Oreal 520, 521
Lotus 55, 431,914
Louis Vuitton 210, 390
Lucas Industries 64, 279, 471, 472, 512, 513
Lufthansa 315, 439, 455, 505, 643-5, 648,
738, 834
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LVMH 390, 918
McDonald's 109, 343, 388, 472, 774
competitive advantage 520, 525
distribution channels 904, 909, 916, 921
environment, marketing 170-1
global marketplace 181-3, 193, 209, 220-1
and management philosophy 19, 20-1
positioning 435, 441
pricing 729. 734
product and brand 573, 574
services 650, 657, 659, 660, 661
McDonnell Douglas 279, 486, 5.1], 602
MoKinseyS12, 935
Macleans 50, 448
McVitie 64, 962,96.1
M,ikro 725, 90S, 910. 914-15, 916, 940
Malaysian Airlines 278, 400
Marks & Spencer 19, 47, 93, 246, 441, 481,
512,577
eommunieati™ 755, 834
distribution channels 904, 908, '112-13,
9] 6, 915,944
pricing 730, 738
services 660, 663
Marlboro 4], 243, 462, 573, 574
Marriott 19, 490, 512, 518, 823
Mars 413, 448, 780, 791, 956
competitive advantage 527. 550. 551
distribution channels 909, 944
product and brand 578, 582
strategic planning 133, 134, 135, 136,137
Martini & Rossi 416, 963, 993
Mary Kay Cosmetics 234, 322
Matsushita 30. 494, 582, 615, 683
Mattel 436, 673-5
Msybelline 22,1, 226
Mazda 30, .184, 457, 538, 624, 693
Mercedes-Benz 492, 6.19-40, 693, 762, 813
buyer behaviour 277, 307
competitive advantage 523, 525-6, 543,
546,548
global marketplace 185, 220
marketing in changing world If), 30
positioning 44], 443, 450, 456-7
produot and brand 571-2, 573, 574, 582
.segmentation and targeting 395, 404
strategic planning 95, 102
Merck 782, 901
Metallgcsellschal't 164, 487
Metro 914, 918, 9.19
MG457, 544,547, 693
Michelin 95, 163, 277, 441, 521, 762
Microsoft 30, 90, 202, 280-1, 438, 574, 691.
914
competitive advantage 520, 533
direet anil online marketing 965, 967, 980
product development 622, 623
Midland Bank 40, 618
Micros 905, 916, 918
Miller Brewing Company 576, 582
Milliken 440, 482
Minipack Sampling Solutions 824
Miiiitel 322, 815
Minolta 215, 493, 5.12, 570
Mitsubishi 108, 322, 689
Meet & Ghandon 210, 390, 99,1
Motorola 12, 322, 359, 384, 494, 495, 512,
568-9
MTV 28, 29, 767
Music Boulevard 968
National Westminster Hank 88, 618
NEC 568, 689

Nestle 76-80, 280, 822, 951
advertising 615. 811
competitive advantage 520, 523, 526, 527
consumer buyer behaviour 243, 252, 25,1
distribution channels 905, 909. 920
global marketplace 185, 211
information and research 324, 343, 357
and Kitkat and strategic planning 1,11-9,
550, 551
positioning 452, 462
product and brand 572. 577, 578, 579. 5S4
segmentation and targeting 395, 400, 413
strategic planning 85-6, 100, 119, 127,128
Netto 137, 578, 684, 913, 918
Nielsen 619
information and research 319, 324, 325,
326-7, 344
strategic planning 133, 134. 136
Nike 52, 381, 452-3, 519, 788
advertising 801, 804, 813
global marketplace 210, 221
marketing in changing world 4-6, 27
product and brand 570, 588
Nikon 247, 249, 256, 493, 696-7
Nintendo 9, 436-7, 917, 962
Nissan 188. 289, 457, 494, 589, 714, 760-1,
908
competitive advantage 526. 543, 544
Nokia 121, 437. 519, 605, 610, 631, 718, 793
Novotel 210,411,518
N2K 968, 969
NutraSweet 64, 565
Nutrieia 152-3, 168
Obi 352, 916
Olivetti 517, 518, 569
Olympus 239, 247, 249, 256
Opel 163, 713-14
Oriental Land Company 205, 208

P&G see Procter fk Gamble
P & O 390, 745-6, 748, 749, 750
Palmolive see Colgate-Palmolive
Panasonic 571, 909
Paribas 387, 528
Parker Pen Company 589-90, 703, 812-1,1
Pentax 256-7, 258, 259,1,96
Pepsi 198.288, 768,801
competitive advantage 507. 529
information and research .138, 3o4, ,167
Pepsi-Cola 13, 29
positioning 444, 450, 454
product and brand 578, 585
strategic planning 109, 127, 128
Perrier 77, 235, 523, 584
information and research 363, .168
positioning 44,!, 450, 451, 4S3
strategic planning 100, 126, 127
Peugeot-Citroen 158, 163, 511, 632, 639, 712
Philip Morris 98, 100
Philips 69, 250, 460, 494, 517
advertising 799, 803
distribution channels 899, 909, 921, 934
global marketplace 184, 212, 215
marketing in changing world 22, 31
pricing 692, 694
product and brand 570, 582, 588, 593
product development 610, 615-16, 624
segmentation and targeting 387. 401, 413
Pierre Gardin 13, 577
Pieta 944-6
Pillshnry 244, 572,610
Pirelli 210, 213, 401
Pizza Hut 288, 435. 659, 809, 818, 909

Polaroid 193, 243. 247, 250, 397, 72.1
Porsche 570, 693
competitive advantage 511, 538, 543
positioning 333, 334, 350, 443, 457
segmentation and targeting 410, 4i7
Procter & Gamble 64, 117, 193,281,462,
485, 736, 973
communication 780, fill
competitive advantage 508, 509, 511, 520,
521, 531
and cosmetics 222-6
distribution channels 904, 923
environment, marketing 142-5, 151
marketing in changing world 19, 29
product and brand 577, 578, 579, 581, 582,
591-2, 599
product development 622-3, 63.1
sales promotion 821, 824. 825
segmentation and targeting 376-8, 389,
406
Proton 709-15
Prudential 68, 524
Psion 622, 623
Quaker Oats 100, 213, 443, 520, 528, 698,
962
Quanta s 313-16
Rado 195, 452
Rank Xerox 121, 288, 589, 632, 935
competitive advantage 512, 520-1, 537
customer relationships 483, 495
global marketplace 198, 218-19, 220-1
RCA 31-2, 250, 342
Reader's Digest 393, 815
Rcokitt & Colcman 64, 811, 923
Reebok 6, 452-3, 530, 799
Renault 108,494,511
pricing 712, 713, 714
product development 632, 639, 641
Revlon]78, 511, 729
global marketplace 223, 225, 226
product 558-61
Iih6ne-Poulenc Rorcr 59H, 901
Riti-Carlton 382, 657
Roche 435, 529
Roles 158, 210, 235, 721, 800
position ing 44 4, 452, 457, 462
product 567, 570, 631, 638
Rolls-Royce 51, 279, 567, 920
competitive advantage 537, 545, 548
global marketplace 198, 202
positioning 450, 457
strategic planning 88, 108
Rover 55, 95, 471-2, 794, 956
competitive advantage 524, 526, 537, 543,
544, 545, 546-7
positioning 450, 456
pricing 709, 710, 71,1. 714
product development 602, 641
segmentation and targeting .181, 389
Rowntree 100, 523, 550, 55l| 572, (,92
Royal Doulton 210, 445
Royal Dutch Shell 414, 520
Rubbermaid 467-7(1
Saab 404, 443, 456, 457, 507, 512, 569
Saatehi & Sjiatehi 25, 144, 157, 245
Safeway 50, 578
Salisbury's 50, 137, 352
competitive advantage 524, 533
distribution channels 914, 916, 923, 939
pricing 684, 720
product and brand 577, 578, 579

Sally Mnc 746, 748-9
Samsung 28, 571
Scandinavian Airlines 70, 75, 515
Sohiclt 193, 268, 905
Schott 465-6
Sehweppes 450, 451, 549-50, 825
Sears and Sears Roebuck 61, 82, 482, 518,
9.16

Sega 436, 437, 542
Seiko 107, 532, 583, f>38, 905
7-Up 365, 36S, 369, 372, 445, 450, 454, 803
Sharp 589, 683
Shell 280,401,576,835-6
competitive advantage 520, 526
social responsibility and ethics 45, 64
strategic planning 97, 98. 101
Shiscido 177-9, 225. 4(>2
Shuttle 745-50
Siemens 30, 90-1, 166
Singapore Internationa] Airlines 88, 315, 441,
495
1647 536-7
Skodii 55, 93, 279, 289, 443, 453, 460, 709
SiiH 452, 638, 639, 640
Smirnoff 243, 445, 572
Smith Kline Beccliam 538, 598, 802, 901
Sogo 912,916
Sony 1.84, 403, 507, 772, 968
advertising 792, 794
consumer buyer behaviour 250, 263
distribution channels 904, 906, 909
marketing in changing world 9. 28,
30
positioning 436, 438
pricing 687, 735-6
product and brand 56 i, 570, 571,
573, 574, 581,590-1
produol development 604, 610, 615, 631
strategic planning 88, 90, 124
Sprint 30, 205
SRi 834, 967, 969
Steelcase 401,458
Stella Artois 799, 803
LStena Sealmk 745-50
Stirling \Vinlhrnp89, 598
Stolichnaya 13, 445
Storehouse 252, 387, 528, 755
Sun Microsystems 512, 972
Sur.kist573.834
Superdrug 50, 730, 908
Suzuki 48,381,433
Swatch 158, 400, 800

product 570. 581, 631, 638-41
Swissair 172, 400, 657, 660
Tilkashimaya 912, 916
Taylor Nelson AGB 319, 680
Tenjje! maim 352. 916
Terry 136, 395
Tesco 50, 137, 524. 533, 579, 684, 916, 923.
939
Texas Instruments 18, 495, 517, 616
3M 87, 88, 121, 259, 587. 608-9
Times 721, 800
TN-AGB 133, 135
TNT 440, 503, 505
Topol 508, 509
Toshiba 184, 653, 689, 914
Tower Records 462, 968
Toyota 95, 260, 583
competitive advantage 512, 526, 529, 538,
543,544
customer relationships 478. 494
direct and online marketing 972, 973
distribution channels 908, 923
global marketplace 184, 188, 220
marketing in changing world 16, 19, 21-2,
27. 28.30,3)
positioning 441), 443, 456, 457, 460
pricing 683, 693, 714
product development 609, 611), 611, 624
segmentation and targeting.Wl, 389, 417
Toys'R Us 28, 29, 31, 154, 184,586,674,730
distribution channels 904, 914, 916, 917,
918
Travel Lodge 518, 683
Triumph 457, 473, 528-9
Trois Suisscs 960, 977
Troll-ABG 303-11
Tunnocks, Thorn as 133 135
Tupperware 234, 897, 955
Tus.saud 668, 670
Tylenol 520, 598, 599, 831
Umgatc77.794
Unilever 13, 142-4, 223-*, 280, 578
advertising 794, 811,815
competitive advantage 511, 520, 531
and marketing environment 142-5, 150,
151, 158
positioning 435, 439, 445, 462
product development 618, 622
segmentation and targeting 400. 403, 413
strategic planning 118. 128-9

Unipart 537, 546
United Airlines 315, 435
United Biscuits 133,134, 579
United Parcel Service 11. 503, 504, 505, 953
Valentino 195, 217, 462
Van Den Bergh 454, 533, 794, 796
Vauxhall 51. 715
Vin & Sprit 787, 788, 789
Virgin 47,190, 400, 485, 656, 730, 792, W32,
918
competitive advantage 517, 532
direct and online marketing 968. 985-7
information and research 3J5, 328, 357
product and brand 576, 582
Radio 966
Visa 490, 664
Vodafone717, 718
Volkswagen 198, 389, 492, 974
business buyer behaviour 279, 289
competitive advantage 517, 518, 543
posit ion ing 453, 460
pricing 709, 711, 714
product development 639, 640, 641
social responsibility and ethics 48, 51, 55
strategic planning 95, 163
Volvo 38, 96, 404, 762, 834
competitive advantage 507, 546
distribution channels 899, 902, 918
positioning 439, 444, 450, 456, 457, 458
product and brand 565, 588
Vosper Thornyeroft 297, 299
Walkers Snack Foods 42, 774
Warner-Lambert 598, 782
Whithrcad 439, 747
Wilkinson Sword 268. 453
Wolfschmidt 445, 729
Wonderbra 446, 447, 788
Woolworth 452, 512, 682, 912
WPP Group .119, 810
Wrangler 245, 482, 840
Wnndcrman Cato Johnson 749, 824
Xerox sec Rank Xerox
Yamaha 528, 973
Young & Rubiciin 157, 395
Yves Saint Laurent 730, 920
Zanussi 509, 510
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